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https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-discovery-x-rays
#breaking #radiation 1894: Nikola Tesla and the Discovery of X-rays. Tesla sent his images to Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen shortly
after Roentgen published his discovery on November 8, 1895. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-anddiscovery-x-rays -- Although Tesla gave Roentgen full credit for the finding, Roentgen congratulated Tesla on his sophisticated
images, wondering how he had achieved such impressive results (Fig 4) (7). Moreover, Tesla described some clinical benefits of xrays — for example, determination of foreign body position and detection of lung diseases (8) — noting that denser bodies were
more opaque to the rays (9). -- May 5, 1897 Letter: Tesla On Hurtful Actions Of Lennard And Roentgen Tubes (XRays)http://www.theteslasociety.com/archive/electrical-review-new-york/1897-05-05-000000/letter-tesla-hurtful-actions-lennard-and
-- August 11th, 1897 On the Source of Roentgen Rays and the Practical Construction and Safe Operation of Lenard Tubes
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/source-roentgen-rays-and-practical-construction-and-safe-operation-lenard -- --Nikola
Tesla took the first X-RAY pictures, "Shadow-graphs", and sophisticated X-ray Leonard tubes.
https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/a.596087540434024/2729381207104636/ -- He is also given credit to
the concept of "Black body radiation" at the US Patent office filed under "NiCola Tesla".
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- --Nikola Tesla invents the current method of
#Shadow #Graphs using X-ray source, radioactive film and a phosphorescent display.
https://facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/a.513399415369504/2729705547072202/ -- Like Curie, who died of
aplastic anemia as a result of her radium and polonium exposure, many early researchers—and the patients they worked on—were
sickened by their would-be cure. https://popsci.com/babe-ruth-cancer-treatment/ -- Mar 14, 2012 - "Don't talk to me about X-rays,"
Edison said after an assistant on one of his X-ray projects started showing signs of illness. "I am afraid of them.
https://smithsonianmag.com/history/clarence-dally-the-man-who-gave-thomas-edison-x-ray-vision-123713565/
Updated Jan 5, 2020, 3:49 AM
Jan 5, 2020, 3:49 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-discovery-x-rays
#breaking #radiation 1894: Nikola Tesla and the Discovery of X-rays. Tesla sent his images to Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen shortly
after Roentgen published his discovery on November 8, 1895. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-anddiscovery-x-rays -- Although Tesla gave Roentgen full credit for the finding, Roentgen congratulated Tesla on his sophisticated
images, wondering how he had achieved such impressive results (Fig 4) (7). Moreover, Tesla described some clinical benefits of xrays — for example, determination of foreign body position and detection of lung diseases (8) — noting that denser bodies were
more opaque to the rays (9). -- May 5, 1897 Letter: Tesla On Hurtful Actions Of Lennard And Roentgen Tubes (XRays)http://www.theteslasociety.com/archive/electrical-review-new-york/1897-05-05-000000/letter-tesla-hurtful-actions-lennard-and
-- August 11th, 1897 On the Source of Roentgen Rays and the Practical Construction and Safe Operation of Lenard Tubes
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/source-roentgen-rays-and-practical-construction-and-safe-operation-lenard -- --Nikola
Tesla took the first X-RAY pictures, "Shadow-graphs", and sophisticated X-ray Leonard tubes.
https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/a.596087540434024/2729381207104636/ -- He is also given credit to
the concept of "Black body radiation" at the US Patent office filed under "NiCola Tesla".
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- --Nikola Tesla invents the current method of
#Shadow #Graphs using X-ray source, radioactive film and a phosphorescent display.
https://facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/a.513399415369504/2729705547072202/ -- Like Curie, who died of
aplastic anemia as a result of her radium and polonium exposure, many early researchers—and the patients they worked on—were
sickened by their would-be cure. https://popsci.com/babe-ruth-cancer-treatment/ -- Mar 14, 2012 - "Don't talk to me about X-rays,"
Edison said after an assistant on one of his X-ray projects started showing signs of illness. "I am afraid of them.

https://smithsonianmag.com/history/clarence-dally-the-man-who-gave-thomas-edison-x-ray-vision-123713565/
Jan 5, 2020, 3:13 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower Animation https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Nov. 19 2017 Slaying the $3T
Utility grid Beast with Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power? Can it be vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More Than A 100 Years In
The Making. By Julianne Geiger - Nov 19, 2017, 5:00 PM CST http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-Power-GridMore-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
Jan 4, 2020, 8:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
The Voltage or #Resonant #Rise rises to #Infinity as the A/C system or.A/C induction motor. The rise in Voltage occurs as positive
electric charge from the surroundings or from the battery is introduced into the motor/generator's "grid wall" or resistance; the
electrons generally thought if as the resistance. This phenomena allows A/C induction motors to reach 500%+ of their rated power
for the first .5-1 second of spinning-up. https://allaboutcircuits.com/textbook/alternating-current/chpt-13/tesla-polyphase-inductionmotors/ -- * Resonant Rise was first mentioned in Colorado Springs 1899; 1980's documentary. Also see: Energy, Frequency and
Vibration. The only video on YouTube covering just "Resonant Rise". October 30 2006 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=UN0YlOmxyRk&t=03m45s -- Also see Feedback & Negative Resistance in A/C systems regulated by the spark-gap in a Tesla
Coil. This is where in some technologies an A/C Induction or Impulse DC motor is connected to a Tesla Coil.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg (see Description) as in Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -- This phenomena would inject the negative
resistance into the system; aka runaway electrical superconductivity or cold electricity.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US685012A/en -- This would be considered the opposite function used as a Spark Gap Sintering
used to create heat and no spark by interjecting resistance. Or an Impulse DC motor connected to a Tesla Arc-Lamp used to smelt
steel. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1624726517665100
Jan 4, 2020, 8:48 PM
Chris Edwards
January 4 2020 Terror attack by a government is imminent. WASHINGTON (KKTV) - Saturday evening the Department of
Homeland Security issued a new "National Terrorism Advisory System Bulletin" or NTAS for the United States.
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/04/politics/dhs-cyber-security-warning-iran/index.html
Updated Jan 4, 2020, 8:13 PM
Jan 4, 2020, 8:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.facebook.com/TeslaScienceCenter/ If you donate by Jan. 7, the Musk Foundation will match your contribution, up to
$100k! ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾟ ? ﾝﾟ ? ﾝﾘ ? ? ﾝﾘ ?
ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ ? ? ﾝﾘ ? ? ﾝﾘ ? ﾝﾘ : [https://pos.li/2egt6h](https://pos.li/2egt6h?
fbclid=IwAR158LAiKSvpKV2ayV2nxNpRfBJ3UV-pwz9sRMlUxMI4F0fogF-I9SsdDmo)
Jan 4, 2020, 6:18 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Jan 4, 2020, 6:17 PM
Jan 4, 2020, 6:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
The Voltage or #Resonant #Rise rises to #Infinity as the A/C system or.A/C induction motor. The rise in Voltage occurs as positive
electric charge from the surroundings or from the battery is introduced into the motor/generator's "grid wall" or resistance; the
electrons generally thought if as the resistance. This phenomena allows A/C induction motors to reach 500%+ of their rated power
for the first .5-1 second of spinning-up. https://allaboutcircuits.com/textbook/alternating-current/chpt-13/tesla-polyphase-inductionmotors/ -- * Resonant Rise was first mentioned in Colorado Springs 1899; 1980's documentary. Also see: Energy, Frequency and
Vibration. The only video on YouTube covering just "Resonant Rise". October 30 2006 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=UN0YlOmxyRk&t=03m45s -- Also see Feedback & Negative Resistance in A/C systems regulated by the spark-gap in a Tesla
Coil. This is where in some technologies an A/C Induction or Impulse DC motor is connected to a Tesla Coil.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg (see Description) as in Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy
[http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html]
(http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html) -- This phenomena would inject the negative
resistance into the system; aka runaway electrical superconductivity or cold electricity.

https://patents.google.com/patent/US685012A/en -- This would be considered the opposite function used as a Spark Gap Sintering
used to create heat and no spark by interjecting resistance. Or an Impulse DC motor connected to a Tesla Arc-Lamp used to smelt
steel. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1624726517665100
Jan 4, 2020, 5:55 PM
Chris Edwards
The Voltage or #Resonant #Rise rises to #Infinity as the A/C system or.A/C induction motor. The rise in Voltage occurs as positive
electric charge from the surroundings or from the battery is introduced into the motor/generator's "grid wall" or resistance; the
electrons generally thought if as the resistance. This phenomena allows A/C induction motors to reach 500%+ of their rated power
for the first .5-1 second of spinning-up. https://allaboutcircuits.com/textbook/alternating-current/chpt-13/tesla-polyphase-inductionmotors/ -- * Resonant Rise was first mentioned in Colorado Springs 1899; 1980's documentary. Also see: Energy, Frequency and
Vibration. The only video on YouTube covering just "Resonant Rise". October 30 2006 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=UN0YlOmxyRk&t=03m45s -- Also see Feedback & Negative Resistance in A/C systems regulated by the spark-gap in a Tesla
Coil. This is where in some technologies an A/C Induction or Impulse DC motor is connected to a Tesla Coil.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg (see Description) as in Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -- This phenomena would inject the negative
resistance into the system; aka runaway electrical superconductivity or cold electricity.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US685012A/en -- This would be considered the opposite function used as a Spark Gap Sintering
used to create heat and no spark by interjecting resistance. Or an Impulse DC motor connected to a Tesla Arc-Lamp used to smelt
steel. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1624726517665100
Updated Jan 4, 2020, 5:55 PM
Jan 4, 2020, 5:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower Animation https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Nov. 19 2017 Slaying the $3T Utility
grid Beast with Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power? Can it be vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More Than A 100 Years In The
Making. By Julianne Geiger - Nov 19, 2017, 5:00 PM CST http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-Power-GridMore-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
Jan 4, 2020, 12:09 PM
Chris Edwards
Nikola Tesla's induction heating is used in #Spark #Plasma #Sintering in the manufacture of nano materials like Silver,
#Teslaphoresis of carbon nanotubes, hot pressing densification. The ferrite transformer coil materials used in building a Tesla Coil is
manufactured using induction heating. https://teslauniverse.com/build/plans/build-solid-state-tesla-coil -- SPS is a pulsed or
unpulsed DC or AC current https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spark_plasma_sintering -- Nikola Tesla's Unipolar Dynamo used for pulsed
DC currents; also used in the Prius https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo -- Nano Silver is also
manufactured using a Tesla Coil using Teslaphoresis https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/acsnano.6b02313 -- Whoa: A Tesla Coil
Can Zap Nanotubes Into Long Nanowires https://wired.com/2016/05/whoa-tesla-coil-can-zap-nanotubes-long-nanowires/ -- His
Unipolar DC patent as an electrical generator is referred to and used by the US Dept. Of Energy in Nuclear Fusion Reactors
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4110648A/en -- Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday disc and conducted work with
homopolar generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent 406,968
https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968 -- U.S. Patent 588,602A for the Synchronous Variable Reluctance Motor used in the
Prius & GM -- https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en -- U.S. Patent 390,414 https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414
-- Feb 15th 2018 MIT's new invention for a "resonant thermal" energy transfer system does not have a direct patent number in
Google patents. But, their earlier patent for a "wireless energy transfer system thermal maintenance" refers back to 4 Nikola Tesla
Patents. https://newatlas.com/mit-thermal-resonator-temperature-changes-electricity/53456/ Their new invention is capable of
drawing energy from thermal differences in ambient air. Their earlier wireless patents are capable of drawing excess heat generated
by a resonant energy transfer induction coil receiver or generator and recycling that energy.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9748039 - Tesla Leaks original post on Nov 17th 2017 on MIT's Witricity having 20+ new
patents that all refer-to or cite an original Nikola Tesla patent. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1865389480440540&id=750861428384951&ref=bookmarks
Updated Jan 4, 2020, 5:33 AM
Jan 4, 2020, 5:33 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://teslauniverse.com/build/plans/build-solid-state-tesla-coil

Nikola Tesla's induction heating is used in #Spark #Plasma #Sintering in the manufacture of nano materials like Silver,
#Teslaphoresis of carbon nanotubes, hot pressing densification. The ferrite transformer coil materials used in building a Tesla Coil is
manufactured using induction heating. https://teslauniverse.com/build/plans/build-solid-state-tesla-coil -- SPS is a pulsed or
unpulsed DC or AC current https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spark_plasma_sintering -- Nikola Tesla's Unipolar Dynamo used for pulsed
DC currents; also used in the Prius https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo -- Nano Silver is also
manufactured using a Tesla Coil using Teslaphoresis [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/acsnano.6b02313]
(https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/acsnano.6b02313) -- Whoa: A Tesla Coil Can Zap Nanotubes Into Long Nanowires
[https://wired.com/2016/05/whoa-tesla-coil-can-zap-nanotubes-long-nanowires/](https://www.wired.com/2016/05/whoa-tesla-coilcan-zap-nanotubes-long-nanowires/) -- His Unipolar DC patent as an electrical generator is referred to and used by the US Dept. Of
Energy in Nuclear Fusion Reactors https://patents.google.com/patent/US4110648A/en -- Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday
disc and conducted work with homopolar generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent
406,968 https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968 -- U.S. Patent 588,602A for the Synchronous Variable Reluctance Motor used
in the Prius & GM -- https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en -- U.S. Patent 390,414
https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414 -- Feb 15th 2018 MIT's new invention for a "resonant thermal" energy transfer system
does not have a direct patent number in Google patents. But, their earlier patent for a "wireless energy transfer system thermal
maintenance" refers back to 4 Nikola Tesla Patents. https://newatlas.com/mit-thermal-resonator-temperature-changeselectricity/53456/ Their new invention is capable of drawing energy from thermal differences in ambient air. Their earlier wireless
patents are capable of drawing excess heat generated by a resonant energy transfer induction coil receiver or generator and
recycling that energy. https://patents.google.com/patent/US9748039 - Tesla Leaks original post on Nov 17th 2017 on MIT's Witricity
having 20+ new patents that all refer-to or cite an original Nikola Tesla patent. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1865389480440540&id=750861428384951&ref=bookmarks -- The Voltage or #Resonant #Rise rises to #Infinity as the
A/C system or.A/C induction motor. The rise in Voltage occurs as positive electric charge from the surroundings or from the battery
is introduced into the motor/generator's "grid wall" or resistance; the electrons generally thought if as the resistance. This
phenomena allows A/C induction motors to reach 500%+ of their rated power for the first .5-1 second of spinning-up.
https://allaboutcircuits.com/textbook/alternating-current/chpt-13/tesla-polyphase-induction-motors/ -- * Resonant Rise was first
mentioned in Colorado Springs 1899; 1980's documentary. Also see: Energy, Frequency and Vibration. The only video on YouTube
covering just "Resonant Rise". October 30 2006 https://youtube.com/watch?v=UN0YlOmxyRk&t=03m45s -- Also see Feedback &
Negative Resistance in A/C systems regulated by the spark-gap in a Tesla Coil. This is where in some technologies an A/C
Induction or Impulse DC motor is connected to a Tesla Coil. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg (see Description) as in
Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- This phenomena would inject the negative resistance into the system; aka runaway electrical superconductivity or
cold electricity. https://patents.google.com/patent/US685012A/en -- This would be considered the opposite function used as a Spark
Gap Sintering used to create heat and no spark by interjecting resistance. Or an Impulse DC motor connected to a Tesla Arc-Lamp
used to smelt steel. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1624726517665100
Jan 4, 2020, 5:22 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1934-43 Death Ray, Teleforce, Particle Acellerator.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower Animation https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Nov. 19 2017 Slaying the $3T Utility
grid Beast with Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power? Can it be vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More Than A 100 Years In The
Making. By Julianne Geiger - Nov 19, 2017, 5:00 PM CST http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-Power-GridMore-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
Jan 4, 2020, 12:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower Animation https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Nov. 19 2017 Slaying the $3T Utility
grid Beast with Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power? Can it be vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More Than A 100 Years In The
Making. By Julianne Geiger - Nov 19, 2017, 5:00 PM CST http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-Power-GridMore-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
Jan 4, 2020, 12:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Barcelona.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower Animation https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Nov. 19 2017 Slaying the $3T Utility
grid Beast with Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power? Can it be vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More Than A 100 Years In The

Making. By Julianne Geiger - Nov 19, 2017, 5:00 PM CST http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-Power-GridMore-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
Jan 4, 2020, 12:21 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower Animation https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Nov. 19 2017 Slaying the $3T Utility
grid Beast with Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power? Can it be vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More Than A 100 Years In The
Making. By Julianne Geiger - Nov 19, 2017, 5:00 PM CST http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-Power-GridMore-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
Jan 3, 2020, 11:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower Animation https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Nov. 19 2017 Slaying the $3T Utility
grid Beast with Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power? Can it be vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More Than A 100 Years In The
Making. By Julianne Geiger - Nov 19, 2017, 5:00 PM CST http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-Power-GridMore-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
Jan 3, 2020, 11:56 PM
Chris Edwards updated the group cover photo in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower Animation https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Nov. 19 2017 Slaying the $3T
Utility grid Beast with Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power? Can it be vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More Than A 100 Years In
The Making. By Julianne Geiger - Nov 19, 2017, 5:00 PM CST http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-Power-GridMore-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower Animation [https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/]
(https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/) Nov. 19 2017 Slaying the $3T
Utility grid Beast with Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power? Can it be vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More Than A 100 Years In
The Making. By Julianne Geiger - Nov 19, 2017, 5:00 PM CST [http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-PowerGrid-More-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Foilprice.com%2FEnergy
%2FEnergy-General%2FThe-Wireless-Power-Grid-More-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR3RzAbvXMp3WX6SIo9tloRozW3kWuML_M6tV_CG0qxNKJRWpVq40qs2aLE&h=AT11mSRxihtZhBqYL9BJvY5KzrGazeNWv5qDlUcQjnKNkz38NYrOqpt2zbEFVPbcf3vMkGMsaULQaRMNzzaIvzuTGhwwz297yVnAfDUz2RQUs
wU9akh91WfsVij7gyWXdDCrg4)
Jan 3, 2020, 10:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
January 3 2019 Trump helps oil stealing ISIS, by allegedly killing 6 Iraqi militia members that "battled ISIS". (MSN)
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iraq-security-blast-taji/air-strikes-targeting-iraqi-militia-kill-six-army-source-idUSKBN1Z229P -- 2
hrs ago US denies Baghdad air strike [https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iraq-security-airstrike/u-s-led-coalition-denies-conductingbaghdad-air-strike-idUSKBN1Z3065](https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iraq-security-airstrike/u-s-led-coalition-denies-conductingbaghdad-air-strike-idUSKBN1Z3065)
Jan 3, 2020, 10:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Atlantis & Lemuria ? Temple of Wisdom / The Crystal Earth ? ﾟﾔ.
From Chris Edwards: Tesla vs Einstein: https://facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/teslavs-einstein/914566628941148/ -- Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a
"confusionist" "none of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity
Meter)- Nikola Tesla in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -Recovered for you here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking
Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
Jan 3, 2020, 7:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

From Chris Edwards: Tesla vs Einstein: https://facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/teslavs-einstein/914566628941148/ -- Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a
"confusionist" "none of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity
Meter)- Nikola Tesla in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce/ -Recovered for you here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking
Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
From Chris Edwards: Tesla vs Einstein: https://facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/teslavs-einstein/914566628941148/ -- Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a
"confusionist" "none of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity
Meter)- Nikola Tesla in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -Recovered for you here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking
Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
Jan 3, 2020, 7:12 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Istraživački centar Nikola Tesla.
From Chris Edwards: Tesla vs Einstein: https://facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/teslavs-einstein/914566628941148/ -- Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a
"confusionist" "none of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity
Meter)- Nikola Tesla in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -Recovered for you here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking
Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
Jan 3, 2020, 6:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Marches Onward.
From Chris Edwards: Tesla vs Einstein: https://facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/teslavs-einstein/914566628941148/ -- Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a
"confusionist" "none of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity
Meter)- Nikola Tesla in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -Recovered for you here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking
Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
Jan 3, 2020, 6:55 AM
Chris Edwards
January 3rd 2020 Tesla destroys expectations, announces record deliveries 112,000 cars.
Updated Jan 3, 2020, 6:38 AM
Jan 3, 2020, 6:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla coils, science, fire and ice.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell,
Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
Jan 3, 2020, 5:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla: 'Beyond Imagination' Movie.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell,
Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
Jan 3, 2020, 5:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Books...and related ideas.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you

here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell,
Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
Jan 3, 2020, 5:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Young Scientists and Innovators.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell,
Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
Jan 3, 2020, 5:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell,
Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
Jan 3, 2020, 5:39 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell,
Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
Jan 3, 2020, 5:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Paleophysics and Ancient High Technology.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell,
Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
Jan 3, 2020, 5:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Alien's,Gov.Cover up,Tyranny, No Rules/Retrictions Post What You Feel!
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell,
Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
Jan 3, 2020, 5:36 AM
Chris Edwards posted in FREE ENERGY FOR ALL.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes:
(Below)
Jan 2, 2020, 6:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Genije svih vremena Nikola Tesla i prof. dr Velimir Abramović.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes:
(Below)

Jan 2, 2020, 2:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes:
(Below)
Jan 2, 2020, 2:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Free Energy Party UK.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes:
(Below)
Jan 2, 2020, 2:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Free Energy For The World.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes:
(Below)
Jan 2, 2020, 2:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Barcelona.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes:
(Below)
Jan 2, 2020, 2:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla: 'Beyond Imagination' Movie.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes:
(Below)
Jan 2, 2020, 2:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Books...and related ideas.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes:
(Below)
Jan 2, 2020, 2:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you

here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes:
(Below)
Jan 2, 2020, 2:41 PM
Chris Edwards
From Chris Edwards: Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none
of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla
in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you
here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes:
(Below)
Updated Jan 2, 2020, 2:37 PM
Jan 2, 2020, 2:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
From Chris Edwards: Tesla vs Einstein: [https://facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/teslavs-einstein/914566628941148/](https://www.facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/teslavs-einstein/914566628941148/) -- Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a
"confusionist" "none of his theories have been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity
Meter)- Nikola Tesla in the Einstein FBI File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -Recovered for you here. August 14th 2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Top 13) Debunking
Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: (Below)
Jan 2, 2020, 2:37 PM
Chris Edwards
Albert Einstein wrote in 1946 “A World Government must be created which is able to solve conflicts between nations by judicial
decision. Albert Einstein called on governments to "proceed further by taking gradual steps towards forming an effectual federal
World Government." https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1645279199118237&set=gm.771888692948891%2F Source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_government -- Albert Einstein Gravity Waves debunked by Nikola Tesla's "Dynamic Theory of
Gravity" https://youtube.com/watch?v=JPOGmEktQFs -- Nikola Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C -- Albert Einstein
Debunked in 1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Nikola Tesla solves "Maxwell's Demon" breaks 2nd Law of
Thermodynamics with Quantum Coherence https://youtube.com/watch?v=nPJCiA3Dm_w -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's
"Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear
Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio - Hiroshima Atom Bomb Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?
v=O8P49dujwAQ -- After Tesla dies in 1943, the U.N. (founders of the New World Order) for several years had their offices at
Sperry-Rand Corp in 1945-6 with Ford Corp at Lake Success LI & their conspirators at RCA/GE Radio Central at Rocky Point,
Shoreham, LI within eyesight of Wardenclyffe. Tesla states in his 1919 Autobiography that Wardenclyffe at Shoreham LI was
demolished on July 4th 1917, along with the Tesla/Marconi Station "Telefunken" in Sayville, LI in 1917 and ... In Margaret Cheney's
book "Man out of Time", the not well known Tesla "Tuckerton" Radio Station was ceased by the U.S. government in 1917, all later to
be replaced with RCA/GE by 1921. But Tesla states in 1919, "they are building more of them", referring to Tesla Towers!. After
Tesla's autobiography, GE merged with Marconi in 1920, RCA was formed. By November 5th 1921, the first radio broadcast was
sent from the President of the United States from the White House, using the new RCA system at Rocky Point, near Sayville. By
1943, after Tesla dies, in 1945-46, the Sperry Gyrospcope Company takes over office space with the Ford Company at Lake
Success, LI and RCA at Rocky Point, LI. According to the Tesla FBI File, Henry Ford is alleged to be involved with Tesla's missing
inventions, which were to be turned into "idea factories". In 1946, the United Nations had their headquarters at the Sperry Company.
By 1973, Sperry merges with Remington Rand to create the Sperry-Rand Corporation. -http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section -- Tesla wins Nobel Prize in 1915-16, just prior to the seizure of
the Tesla Stations. https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- "Man Out of Time", a Nobel Affair
http://bookrags.com/studyguide-tesla-man-out-of-time/chapanal010.html - Wardenclyffe Forfeited Dream
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wardenclyffe-forfeited-dream
Updated Dec 31, 2019, 10:06 PM
Dec 31, 2019, 10:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Albert Einstein wrote in 1946 “A World Government must be created which is able to solve conflicts between nations by judicial

decision. Albert Einstein called on governments to "proceed further by taking gradual steps towards forming an effectual federal
World Government." https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1645279199118237&set=gm.771888692948891%2F Source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_government -- Albert Einstein Gravity Waves debunked by Nikola Tesla's "Dynamic Theory of
Gravity" https://youtube.com/watch?v=JPOGmEktQFs -- Nikola Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C -- Albert Einstein
Debunked in 1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Nikola Tesla solves "Maxwell's Demon" breaks 2nd Law of
Thermodynamics with Quantum Coherence https://youtube.com/watch?v=nPJCiA3Dm_w -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's
"Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear
Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio - Hiroshima Atom Bomb Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?
v=O8P49dujwAQ -- After Tesla dies in 1943, the U.N. (founders of the New World Order) for several years had their offices at
Sperry-Rand Corp in 1945-6 with Ford Corp at Lake Success LI & their conspirators at RCA/GE Radio Central at Rocky Point,
Shoreham, LI within eyesight of Wardenclyffe. Tesla states in his 1919 Autobiography that Wardenclyffe at Shoreham LI was
demolished on July 4th 1917, along with the Tesla/Marconi Station "Telefunken" in Sayville, LI in 1917 and ... In Margaret Cheney's
book "Man out of Time", the not well known Tesla "Tuckerton" Radio Station was ceased by the U.S. government in 1917, all later to
be replaced with RCA/GE by 1921. But Tesla states in 1919, "they are building more of them", referring to Tesla Towers!. After
Tesla's autobiography, GE merged with Marconi in 1920, RCA was formed. By November 5th 1921, the first radio broadcast was
sent from the President of the United States from the White House, using the new RCA system at Rocky Point, near Sayville. By
1943, after Tesla dies, in 1945-46, the Sperry Gyrospcope Company takes over office space with the Ford Company at Lake
Success, LI and RCA at Rocky Point, LI. According to the Tesla FBI File, Henry Ford is alleged to be involved with Tesla's missing
inventions, which were to be turned into "idea factories". In 1946, the United Nations had their headquarters at the Sperry Company.
By 1973, Sperry merges with Remington Rand to create the Sperry-Rand Corporation. -http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section -- Tesla wins Nobel Prize in 1915-16, just prior to the seizure of
the Tesla Stations. https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- "Man Out of Time", a Nobel Affair
http://bookrags.com/studyguide-tesla-man-out-of-time/chapanal010.html - Wardenclyffe Forfeited Dream
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wardenclyffe-forfeited-dream
Dec 31, 2019, 10:05 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Dec 31, 2019, 2:07 PM
Dec 31, 2019, 2:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://manifold.umn.edu/read/fc03beb6-e670-4746-af17-4bac70ddb764/section/c39d8a96-dc8e-4b66-ae16-1672e4023d67#ch28
Philadelphia Experiment? By Nikola Tesla "The Magnetic Storm", Electrical Experimenter, vol. 6, no. 4, August 1918
https://manifold.umn.edu/read/fc03beb6-e670-4746-af17-4bac70ddb764/section/c39d8a96-dc8e-4b66-ae16-1672e4023d67#ch28 -In The Perversity of Things: Hugo Gernsback on Media, Tinkering, and #Scientifiction"; https://manifold.umn.edu/read/theperversity-of-things-hugo-gernsback-on-media-tinkering-and-scientifiction/section/71ba6e6b-b4b2-40a2-bdb1-af133fc6b93b -- A
fictional apprentice to Nikola Tesla named Why Sparks devises a means of harmlessly disabling German weapons in The Magnetic
Storm (1918), providing an imaginary resolution to the tensions of the Great War at its height.
Dec 31, 2019, 2:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon Papers. First, the full Pentagon Papers have never
been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from final releases. Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that
controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure communications 2) Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3)
Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html -- 1)) Nikola Tesla invented and
patented the only methods for secure communications, multi-plexing, Telegeodynamics, submarine communications and detection
"" 4. "“ …covering a two destroyer Patrol Group with on-line Crypto RATT…” (IV.C.3, p. 17) "" -- 2)) Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse
held and shared with GE, over 40 patents for the generation of power, distribution and motors for Hydro Dams. Later, Hydro dams
were also used to produce Hydrogen & Jet Fuel. 6. "“Of 91 known locks and dams in NVN, only 8 targeted…”(IV. C. 7 (a), p. 53) "" -3)) Nikola Tesla proposed, created and witnessed weather modification in 1899, in Colorado Springs, and in his treatise "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" in 1900 7. “" …obvious bid to turn ROLLING THUNDER into a punitive bombing campaign…” (IV. C. 7
(a), p. 83) "" -- 4)) Thomas Edison used his version of the Phonograph invention to tap phones for the phone company since 1878.
Physical cables (to be tapped) were layed prior to 1900, from the US, to Europe, to China, to Australia. "" 11. “…9:30 a.m. today
according to a telephone intercept Kosygin called Brezhnev…” (VI.C.3 (1), p. 61-62) ""
https://nsarchive.wordpress.com/2011/09/16/what-were-the-eleven-words-the-government-intended-to-censor-from-the-pentagon-

papers/ -- More points: William "Bill" Cooper was finishing his book on Vietnam when he was murdered: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ng--2FdYOqU -- More points: Nikola Tesla's works would have been de-classified in 1973, just as WaterGate was progressing.
"What were they looking for", "what were the 11 words"? Proof of the Tesla inventions and patents at work are here:
http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Dec 31, 2019, 1:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
#bannon #trump #william #jennings #bryan Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential
opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power.
W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the "Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's
efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara
Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. http://time.com/4681697/stevebannon-donald-trump-william-jennings-bryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
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Agent exposes the Russian Conspiracy in the Nikola Tesla FBI File: https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1631999090446248&set=oa.757563367714757&type=3&theater -- March 27th 2018 EXPOSED: the connection between
Nikola Tesla and Donald Trump's uncle - RT America https://youtube.com/watch?v=OEFU_0btjbc -- Tesla's Extended FBI File
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 -- The U.S. was concerned about the Russian influence in
Yugoslavia. Tesla offered the Death Ray (Teleforce) as early as 1935 to the US, UK & Yugoslavia. Tesla FBI File interview report
with Sava Kosanovich https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
-- The "Russian Conspiracy" is referenced in Tesla's FBI File claims that experiments now under way at Hill AFB convinced them
that the Soviet's had primary access to Tesla's "entire collection". As opposed to John G Trump claiming that Tesla's work had "no
military significance" and therefore should not be held under national security. https://1.bp.blogspot.com/MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQCLcB/s640/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG
Dec 31, 2019, 1:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
By July 4th 1891 Nikola Tesla invents Wireless electrodeless vacuum tube capable of (Thermo-nuclear Fusion) & for electricity.
Patent citation: https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094A/ Carbon or Diamond button type that also "consumes no fuel".
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028643984115088&id=100009085196708&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- 'Nikola Tesla's
1891 Incandescent Carbon Button Electric Light Patent https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=2526425080733584&id=116710791705037 --It is categorized at the Patent office as a Laser, Ion Trap & Meter. In one
citation under NiCola Tesla, for ionic Thermo-nuclear Fusion Electrical Generator with 100% efficiency of the HE/H. These lights he
refers to them in other patents as "translation devices". His translation devices are also used to Hydro-crack Ozone, Hydrogen or
Nitrate's from the Air otherwise known as Nitrogen Fixation. Tesla refers to these methods in his 1900, Treatise "The Problem of
Increasing Human Energy". Sources for the above is at the top of www.teslaleaks.com
Update: Manhattan Project Fusion 1981-2. NiCola Tesla Invented Thermo-Nuclear Fusion in 1892 that is 100% efficient! Fusion
power generating system patent expires today, April 14th, 2019. Achieving sustained fusion conditions allowing essentially 100%
utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the drift region of the present invention
will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion
region of the present invention on is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course, important that the ion source
geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at the magnetic convergent

point. --https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2263892493923568&id=100009085196708&set=a.1621698638142960&source=57 -https://facebook.com/story/graphql_permalink/?graphql_id=UzpfSTExNjcxMDc5MTcwNTAzNzoyNTI2NDI1MDgwNzMzNTg0 -From the Patent: One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor, ((Nicola
Tesla)) (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of refractory
material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by ions as
caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the present
invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000� F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094A/en -- Full post atop http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Project Fusion in the Tesla FBI FIle:
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2263892493923568&set=a.1621698638142960&type=3&theater -- Page 2 &3 is here in
the extended Tesla FBI File in HD: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=08m18s
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
John G. Trump was a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, involved in radar research in WW2, and helped design X-ray machines
that prolonged the lives of cancer patients; in 1943, the FBI requested John Trump examine Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] Vignettes of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, on topics in "fields that
have impinged on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the
"development of high-voltage radiation producing machines for medicine." August 29, 1978. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=wozw24RACZ8 -- John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?
set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's
death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and
also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of
FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbifoia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-of-twitter-bot-logjam/ -- The "Russian Conspiracy" is referenced in Tesla's FBI File claims that
experiments now under way at Hill AFB convinced them that the Soviet's had primary access to Tesla's "entire collection". As
opposed to John G Trump claiming that Tesla's work had "no military significance" and therefore should not be held under national
security. https://1.bp.blogspot.com/MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQCLcB/s640/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG --- The Tesla Leaks on Hillary Clinton, Governor Clinton of NY & Watergate --- Hillary Clinton Watergate Scandal
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fO7ibg_U4HE -- Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon
Papers. First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from final
releases. Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure
communications 2) Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html -- 1)) Nikola Tesla invented and patented the only methods for secure
communications, multi-plexing, Telegeodynamics, submarine communications and detection "" 4. "“ …covering a two destroyer
Patrol Group with on-line Crypto RATT…” (IV.C.3, p. 17) "" -- 2)) Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse held and shared with GE, over 40
patents for the generation of power, distribution and motors for Hydro Dams. Later, Hydro dams were also used to produce
Hydrogen & Jet Fuel. 6. "“Of 91 known locks and dams in NVN, only 8 targeted…”(IV. C. 7 (a), p. 53) "" -- 3)) Nikola Tesla proposed,
created and witnessed weather modification in 1899, in Colorado Springs, and in his treatise "Problem of Increasing Human Energy"
in 1900 7. “" …obvious bid to turn ROLLING THUNDER into a punitive bombing campaign…” (IV. C. 7 (a), p. 83) "" -- 4)) Thomas
Edison used his version of the Phonograph invention to tap phones for the phone company since 1878. Physical cables (to be
tapped) were layed prior to 1900, from the US, to Europe, to China, to Australia. "" 11. “…9:30 a.m. today according to a telephone
intercept Kosygin called Brezhnev…” (VI.C.3 (1), p. 61-62) "" https://nsarchive.wordpress.com/…/what-were-the-eleven-wor…/ -More points: William "Bill" Cooper was finishing his book on Vietnam when he was murdered: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng-2FdYOqU -- More points: Nikola Tesla's works would have been de-classified in 1973, just as WaterGate was progressing. "What

were they looking for", "what were the 11 words"? Proof of the Tesla inventions and patents at work are here:
http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- What were the Watergate Papers? What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of
transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic Hydro-Carbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier
that regulates water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy Watergate (Nikola Tesla's (Hydrogen) "Fusion") http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s Kennedy memo to CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days before Kennedy was assassinated in
Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor -- A theory on "The Plumbers" are the one's who listen to your room in buildings through the plumbing and ducts,
properly placed, are easlily and amplified for the listener
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8150/517c50b04dd714b54c51eec13af30703050d.pdf
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Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none of his theories have
been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla in the Einstein FBI
File. [https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce/](https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10158282022336632&set=a.10157959447141632&type=3) -- Recovered for you here. August 14th 2018
[https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/](https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einsteinfive/?fbclid=IwAR00GzozSzdz_JCwJ_pSdd8HpE8LKJ9mVLfJzf6XagJzjcbIaOkMPJWUk8w) -- Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking
Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: Point #1: You can't bend Space.
Show us the experiment!. "Space has no properties. That would be akin to push something against nothing, I refuse to subscribe to
such an idea" - --Nikola Tesla on Debunking Einstein. 2a) "All Energy in Matter comes from its Environment (a source)", 2b) In math
A=A and not the invalid relationship E=M --quotes and sources Nikola Tesla, John Galt, U.S. DOE & Nuclear Power. 2c) Radioactive
elements ceases to be radioactive when buried deeper away from the Energy source. DOE (Matter has no energy in-of-itself. There
is no Big Bangs, and no Big Bombs) 3) Tesla inventions are Instantaneous, Infinite Speed, or Faster than Light like (Standing
Waves, TWTA amplifiers, Electro-static Induction, Constructive Interference aka Butterfly Effect, Loops & Nodes, Neutrino's (DOE)).
Tesla describes the speed of the Induction between an A/C Generator and distant A/C Motor as an instantaneous "Manifestation".
Thus, the electric induction does not travel "through the wires" from point A to point B. It manifests at the receiver. 4) The Law of
Thermodynamics only applies to heat transfer, not electro-static Induction, nor any other non thermal phenomena (Does not Apply).
5) Reluctance Engine's are non deterministic with two unknown variables; rotor material and magnetic tube position. Maxwell
Equations Do Not Apply. 6) Magnets and Electromagnets cease to be magnetic in high temperature; described and proven in
Tesla's U.S. Patent for a PyroMagneto Electric Generator 7) U.S. patent office approves the only 24/7, Superconductive, Self
Regulating, Perpetual Motion Machine in its history 'Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" March 21 1901, using Tesla's
"Law of the Ionosphere". 8) Over-unity U.S. patent approved for his "Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature", aka
electrical self Cooling aka a "Magnifying transmitter" 9) The Phenomena of "Negative Resistance" in A/C systems & Reactive
Currents, Spark-gap transformers Reduce Ohms to Zero or Negative creates a Divide by Zero Error in Ohms Law 10) There is such

a thing as a 1 Million Hour Motor that will last for 500 years, "perfectly efficient", unobstructed and indestructible 11) Thermo-nuclear
Fusion is done with 100% efficiency using the --Nikola Tesla Incandescent Carbon, Ruby, Diamond button laser light patent of 1892,
that he demonstrated at the Franklin Institute in 1891 -- 12) The Atom is the smallest Unit. Atoms are not "Split", but described
properly by Tesla is "shattering structures" NT. I shattered structures of all materials with 10's Million Volts, and never witnessed any
excess energy than Input"" NT and Therefore ""Atomic power is not over-unity, but is only useful in its 13 ancillary benefits like a
heat sink ballast for The Grid, Manufacture or "Breed" of exotic gasses like Krypton or Helium with a Tesla X-Ray or a Tesla High
Luminosity source (a Light Bulb), Tesla calls a "translation device", Manufacture of All Fuels & Nitrogen Fixation, Depleted Uranium,
Desalination and a --Nikola Tesla Wireless Power Neutron Source Generator"" --;--Nikola Tesla and John Galt in Atlas Shrugged
speech 13) Tesla's Secure Continuous Wave Radio is not a Hertzean Phenomena, which is not recoverable except in short
distance, and cannot pass a Mountain; My Radio is Electro-static Induction. At the receiver, the Induction comes from the Ground to
the elevated terminal and can be received at any part on Earth; even inside Mountains."" --Nikola Tesla in "The True Wireless"", and
in Supreme Court Case 369, 1943 Marconi vs U.S. & Neil Degrass Tyson. Bonus: If Newton's Gravity was a "Force" as it says in the
Dictionary, then why isn't there a "Gravity Motor" that you set on your table and it just runs with no source of input but Gravity. Since
all Motors and all Meters are also Generators, then there should be a "Gravity Meter" and Gravity Motor on eBay for you all to buy.
[http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?m=1]
(https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?
m=1&fbclid=IwAR1bhS4G0jSDI7C7bY1VTv5LhbkZZtRsE3HlRyKG4rmHaWzHYuzxgM6bCNI) -- Tesla Leaks website has over
1200 pages and an additional 10,000 sources [http://teslaleaks.com](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F
%2Fteslaleaks.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2aEgCOqJ6T73ujfV8fx8Ps7ZbkDNZHLgbNc1PAv507r-Tv0OIw3MW_rk&h=AT3X95dJaTeiVC18EEX0GlT1WfB7CahCB-VnL_OplxgvOI4CLBTu0al1lgIsazecxZUlaYa4hhcAQRHtXMVYlswHZcDCZ7YpJfeZwXCXVKlcK8Aqx_XagMDgTuKrMc_LAlkg5U)
Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none of his theories have
been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla in the Einstein FBI
File. [https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F](https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10158282022336632&set=a.10157959447141632&type=3) -- Recovered for you here. August 14th 2018
[https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/](https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einsteinfive/?fbclid=IwAR00GzozSzdz_JCwJ_pSdd8HpE8LKJ9mVLfJzf6XagJzjcbIaOkMPJWUk8w) -- Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking
Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: Point #1: You can't bend Space.
Show us the experiment!. "Space has no properties. That would be akin to push something against nothing, I refuse to subscribe to
such an idea" - --Nikola Tesla on Debunking Einstein. 2a) "All Energy in Matter comes from its Environment (a source)", 2b) In math
A=A and not the invalid relationship E=M --quotes and sources Nikola Tesla, John Galt, U.S. DOE & Nuclear Power. 2c) Radioactive
elements ceases to be radioactive when buried deeper away from the Energy source. DOE (Matter has no energy in-of-itself. There
is no Big Bangs, and no Big Bombs) 3) Tesla inventions are Instantaneous, Infinite Speed, or Faster than Light like (Standing
Waves, TWTA amplifiers, Electro-static Induction, Constructive Interference aka Butterfly Effect, Loops & Nodes, Neutrino's (DOE)).
Tesla describes the speed of the Induction between an A/C Generator and distant A/C Motor as an instantaneous "Manifestation".
Thus, the electric induction does not travel "through the wires" from point A to point B. It manifests at the receiver. 4) The Law of
Thermodynamics only applies to heat transfer, not electro-static Induction, nor any other non thermal phenomena (Does not Apply).
5) Reluctance Engine's are non deterministic with two unknown variables; rotor material and magnetic tube position. Maxwell
Equations Do Not Apply. 6) Magnets and Electromagnets cease to be magnetic in high temperature; described and proven in
Tesla's U.S. Patent for a PyroMagneto Electric Generator 7) U.S. patent office approves the only 24/7, Superconductive, Self
Regulating, Perpetual Motion Machine in its history 'Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" March 21 1901, using Tesla's
"Law of the Ionosphere". 8) Over-unity U.S. patent approved for his "Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature", aka
electrical self Cooling aka a "Magnifying transmitter" 9) The Phenomena of "Negative Resistance" in A/C systems & Reactive
Currents, Spark-gap transformers Reduce Ohms to Zero or Negative creates a Divide by Zero Error in Ohms Law 10) There is such
a thing as a 1 Million Hour Motor that will last for 500 years, "perfectly efficient", unobstructed and indestructible 11) Thermo-nuclear
Fusion is done with 100% efficiency using the --Nikola Tesla Incandescent Carbon, Ruby, Diamond button laser light patent of 1892,
that he demonstrated at the Franklin Institute in 1891 -- 12) The Atom is the smallest Unit. Atoms are not "Split", but described
properly by Tesla is "shattering structures" NT. I shattered structures of all materials with 10's Million Volts, and never witnessed any
excess energy than Input"" NT and Therefore ""Atomic power is not over-unity, but is only useful in its 13 ancillary benefits like a
heat sink ballast for The Grid, Manufacture or "Breed" of exotic gasses like Krypton or Helium with a Tesla X-Ray or a Tesla High
Luminosity source (a Light Bulb), Tesla calls a "translation device", Manufacture of All Fuels & Nitrogen Fixation, Depleted Uranium,
Desalination and a --Nikola Tesla Wireless Power Neutron Source Generator"" --;--Nikola Tesla and John Galt in Atlas Shrugged
speech 13) Tesla's Secure Continuous Wave Radio is not a Hertzean Phenomena, which is not recoverable except in short

distance, and cannot pass a Mountain; My Radio is Electro-static Induction. At the receiver, the Induction comes from the Ground to
the elevated terminal and can be received at any part on Earth; even inside Mountains."" --Nikola Tesla in "The True Wireless"", and
in Supreme Court Case 369, 1943 Marconi vs U.S. & Neil Degrass Tyson. Bonus: If Newton's Gravity was a "Force" as it says in the
Dictionary, then why isn't there a "Gravity Motor" that you set on your table and it just runs with no source of input but Gravity. Since
all Motors and all Meters are also Generators, then there should be a "Gravity Meter" and Gravity Motor on eBay for you all to buy.
[http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?m=1]
(https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?
m=1&fbclid=IwAR1bhS4G0jSDI7C7bY1VTv5LhbkZZtRsE3HlRyKG4rmHaWzHYuzxgM6bCNI) -- Tesla Leaks website has over
1200 pages and an additional 10,000 sources [http://teslaleaks.com/](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F
%2Fteslaleaks.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2aEgCOqJ6T73ujfV8fx8Ps7ZbkDNZHLgbNc1PAv507r-Tv0OIw3MW_rk&h=AT3X95dJaTeiVC18EEX0GlT1WfB7CahCB-VnL_OplxgvOI4CLBTu0al1lgIsazecxZUlaYa4hhcAQRHtXMVYlswHZcDCZ7YpJfeZwXCXVKlcK8Aqx_XagMDgTuKrMc_LAlkg5U)
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Nikola Tesla's tells FBI Director that Einstein is not a physicist, nor mathematician; he's a "confusionist" "none of his theories have
been proven"; "Gravity is not a Force" (No Gravity Generator, No Gravity Motor, No Gravity Meter)- Nikola Tesla in the Einstein FBI
File. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F -- Recovered for you here. August 14th
2018 https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/ -- Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell,
Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes: Point #1: You can't bend Space. Show us the
experiment!. "Space has no properties. That would be akin to push something against nothing, I refuse to subscribe to such an idea"
- --Nikola Tesla on Debunking Einstein.
#2a) "All Energy in Matter comes from its Environment (a source)", 2b) In math A=A and not the invalid relationship E=M --quotes
and sources Nikola Tesla, John Galt, U.S. DOE & Nuclear Power. 2c) Radioactive elements ceases to be radioactive when buried
deeper away from the Energy source. DOE (Matter has no energy in-of-itself. There is no Big Bangs, and no Big Bombs) #3) Tesla
inventions are Instantaneous, Infinite Speed, or Faster than Light like (Standing Waves, TWTA amplifiers, Electro-static Induction,
Constructive Interference aka Butterfly Effect, Loops & Nodes, Neutrino's (DOE)). Tesla describes the speed of the Induction
between an A/C Generator and distant A/C Motor as an instantaneous "Manifestation". Thus, the electric induction does not travel
"through the wires" from point A to point B. It manifests at the receiver. 4) The Law of Thermodynamics only applies to heat transfer,
not electro-static Induction, nor any other non thermal phenomena (Does not Apply). 5) Reluctance Engine's are non deterministic
with two unknown variables; rotor material and magnetic tube position. Maxwell Equations Do Not Apply. 6) Magnets and
Electromagnets cease to be magnetic in high temperature; described and proven in Tesla's U.S. Patent for a PyroMagneto Electric
Generator 7) U.S. patent office approves the only 24/7, Superconductive, Self Regulating, Perpetual Motion Machine in its history
'Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" March 21 1901, using Tesla's "Law of the Ionosphere". 8) Over-unity U.S. patent
approved for his "Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature", aka electrical self Cooling aka a "Magnifying
transmitter" 9) The Phenomena of "Negative Resistance" in A/C systems & Reactive Currents, Spark-gap transformers Reduce
Ohms to Zero or Negative creates a Divide by Zero Error in Ohms Law 10) There is such a thing as a 1 Million Hour Motor that will
last for 500 years, "perfectly efficient", unobstructed and indestructible 11) Thermo-nuclear Fusion is done with 100% efficiency
using the --Nikola Tesla Incandescent Carbon, Ruby, Diamond button laser light patent of 1892, that he demonstrated at the
Franklin Institute in 1891 -- 12) The Atom is the smallest Unit. Atoms are not "Split", but described properly by Tesla is "shattering
structures" NT. I shattered structures of all materials with 10's Million Volts, and never witnessed any excess energy than Input"" NT
and Therefore ""Atomic power is not over-unity, but is only useful in its 13 ancillary benefits like a heat sink ballast for The Grid,
Manufacture or "Breed" of exotic gasses like Krypton or Helium with a Tesla X-Ray or a Tesla High Luminosity source (a Light Bulb),
Tesla calls a "translation device", Manufacture of All Fuels & Nitrogen Fixation, Depleted Uranium, Desalination and a --Nikola Tesla
Wireless Power Neutron Source Generator"" --;--Nikola Tesla and John Galt in Atlas Shrugged speech 13) Tesla's Secure
Continuous Wave Radio is not a Hertzean Phenomena, which is not recoverable except in short distance, and cannot pass a
Mountain; My Radio is Electro-static Induction. At the receiver, the Induction comes from the Ground to the elevated terminal and
can be received at any part on Earth; even inside Mountains."" --Nikola Tesla in "The True Wireless"", and in Supreme Court Case
369, 1943 Marconi vs U.S. & Neil Degrass Tyson. Bonus: If Newton's Gravity was a "Force" as it says in the Dictionary, then why
isn't there a "Gravity Motor" that you set on your table and it just runs with no source of input but Gravity. Since all Motors and all
Meters are also Generators, then there should be a "Gravity Meter" and Gravity Motor on eBay for you all to buy.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?m=1 -- Tesla Leaks website has over 1200
pages and an additional 10,000 sources http://teslaleaks.com/
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Update: By July 4th 1891 Nikola Tesla invents Wireless electrodeless vacuum tube capable of (#Thermonuclear #Fusion) & for
electricity. Patent citation: https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094A/ Carbon or Diamond button type that also "consumes no
fuel". https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028643984115088&id=100009085196708&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- 'Nikola
Tesla's 1891 Incandescent Carbon Button Electric Light Patent https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=2526425080733584&id=116710791705037 --It is categorized at the Patent office as a Laser, Ion Trap & Meter. In one
citation under NiCola Tesla, for ionic Thermo-nuclear Fusion Electrical Generator with 100% efficiency of the HE/H. These lights he
refers to them in other patents as "translation devices". His translation devices are also used to Hydro-crack Ozone, Hydrogen or
Nitrate's from the Air otherwise known as Nitrogen Fixation. Tesla refers to these methods in his 1900, Treatise "The Problem of
Increasing Human Energy". Sources for the above is at the top of www.teslaleaks.com
Update: Manhattan Project Fusion 1981-2. NiCola Tesla Invented Thermo-Nuclear Fusion in 1892 that is 100% efficient! Fusion
power generating system patent expires today, April 14th, 2019. Achieving sustained fusion conditions allowing essentially 100%
utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the drift region of the present invention
will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion
region of the present invention on is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course, important that the ion source
geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at the magnetic convergent
point. --https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2263892493923568&id=100009085196708&set=a.1621698638142960&source=57 -https://facebook.com/story/graphql_permalink/?graphql_id=UzpfSTExNjcxMDc5MTcwNTAzNzoyNTI2NDI1MDgwNzMzNTg0 -From the Patent: One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor, ((Nicola
Tesla)) (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of refractory
material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by ions as
caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the present
invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000� F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094A/en -- Full post atop http://teslaleaks.com/
Updated Dec 31, 2019, 12:37 PM
Dec 31, 2019, 12:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
April 20 2019 The U.S. patent office citations gives credit to NiCola Tesla for #blackbody #radiation.
[http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html](https://www.facebook.com/watch/?
v=854141384945527) -- DOE: Faster than Light #Neutrons; (Instantaneously) causing an electron hole, Gamma, Alpha rays flying
off of the Uranium target. [https://facebook.com/watch/?v=854141384945527](https://www.facebook.com/watch/?
v=854141384945527) --Nikola Tesla's "method of producing powerful radiations" John G Trump in Tesla FBI Filed, 1943
[https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3](https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?
set=oa.757563367714757&type=3)
Dec 30, 2019, 6:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Master Yoda: The master Jedi Dr. Nikola Tesla can name 13+ cures in under 60 sec: https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10159219824651632&id=716016631&set=a.10157959447141632%2F -- 1) The Sun 2) Salt 3) UV 4) Ozone 5) Chemical 6)
Tetra-Silver Tetra Oxide 7) Radio-frequency Ablation 8) Laser 9) Electro-static 10) X-ray 11) Radionics with Radium 12) Electron
therapy 13) Filtering the Blood through a magnetic field at the proper energy, frequency and vibration. Bonus needs Epinephrine,
Prednisone & Cannabinoids http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html -- January 2nd 2020
Accelerator-on-a-chip technology could also lead to new cancer radiation therapies. Today, medical X-ray machines fill a room and
deliver a beam of radiation that's tough to focus on tumors, requiring patients to wear lead shields to minimize collateral damage". In
this paper we begin to show how it might be possible to deliver electron beam radiation directly to a tumor, leaving healthy tissue
unaffected," [https://phys.org/news/2020-01-particle-chip.html](https://phys.org/news/2020-01-particle-chip.html?

fbclid=IwAR392vEalRCuANZF655rqiaLSR8WFE23eJ4eLbkaV1kqfyGmwu1opBkQaQY)
Dec 30, 2019, 3:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OkPSjcAy6jc
December 29 2019 How Tesla will Destroy 10 Industries: [https://youtube.com/watch?v=OkPSjcAy6jc](https://youtube.com/watch?
v=OkPSjcAy6jc&fbclid=IwAR01TOrM1Ez5kwssappVGLvFI2ylrCA_ha14QihW6h4pTcAEFO8K32hKhpc) 1) Auto 2) Oil (Energy) 3)
Insurance 4) Lawyer's 5) Medical (Fire, Police & Military) 6) Parking & ("Road's") 7) Rental Cars 8) Railroads 9) Airlines 10) Robots
that build Robots [https://Cleantechnica.com/2019/12/24/youtuber-explains-how-elon-musk-tesla-will-disrupt-10-industries/]
(https://cleantechnica.com/2019/12/24/youtuber-explains-how-elon-musk-tesla-will-disrupt-10-industries/?
fbclid=IwAR0UjeO5z8i8NYDCVgN8OV17gA6DldDEUeRdE1o3cbN34VI1uGLMLPBDMD8)
[
](https://cleantechnica.com/2019/12/24/youtuber-explains-how-elon-musk-tesla-will-disrupt-10-industries/?
fbclid=IwAR1nt0fVuN4yhoD_9NfG125WTpt7mhj3Fvd_4UkOae4PVfD9DrPgNAvn4Jg)
Dec 29, 2019, 8:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_E-Ohbra1-U&t=24m25s
December 29 2019 The Concord Jets run off of a Ram-Jet style air compressor that provides Thrust akin to a Perpetual Motion
Machine.. These compressed air Turbofans are also used as electric generators. This technology is likely the Ram-Jet Engine in
--Nikola Tesla's "Flying Stove" -- The Concord Encyclopedia https://youtube.com/watch?v=_E-Ohbra1-U&t=24m25s -- December 28
2019 Further Proof There is No Jet Fuel in Wings of Commercial Jets https://youtube.com/watch?v=of1WsdZEQl4
Dec 29, 2019, 8:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?m=1
Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2 minutes:
Point #1: You can't bend Space. Show us the experiment!. "Space has no properties. That would be akin to push something against
nothing, I refuse to subscribe to such an idea" - --Nikola Tesla on Debunking Einstein. #2a) "All Energy in Matter comes from its
Environment (a source)", 2b) In math A=A and not the invalid relationship E=M --quotes and sources Nikola Tesla, John Galt, U.S.
DOE & Nuclear Power. 2c) Radioactive elements ceases to be radioactive when buried deeper away from the Energy source. DOE
(Matter has no energy in-of-itself. There is no Big Bangs, and no Big Bombs) #3) Tesla inventions are Instantaneous, Infinite Speed,
or Faster than Light like (Standing Waves, TWTA amplifiers, Electro-static Induction, Constructive Interference aka Butterfly Effect,
Loops & Nodes, Neutrino's (DOE)). Tesla describes the speed of the Induction between an A/C Generator and distant A/C Motor as
an instantaneous "Manifestation". Thus, the electric induction does not travel "through the wires" from point A to point B. It manifests
at the receiver. 4) The Law of Thermodynamics only applies to heat transfer, not electro-static Induction, nor any other non thermal
phenomena (Does not Apply). 5) Reluctance Engine's are non deterministic with two unknown variables; rotor material and
magnetic tube position. Maxwell Equations Do Not Apply. 6) Magnets and Electromagnets cease to be magnetic in high
temperature; described and proven in Tesla's U.S. Patent for a PyroMagneto Electric Generator 7) U.S. patent office approves the
only 24/7, Superconductive, Self Regulating, Perpetual Motion Machine in its history 'Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy"
March 21 1901, using Tesla's "Law of the Ionosphere". 8) Over-unity U.S. patent approved for his "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature", aka electrical self Cooling aka a "Magnifying transmitter" 9) The Phenomena of "Negative Resistance" in
A/C systems & Reactive Currents, Spark-gap transformers Reduce Ohms to Zero or Negative creates a Divide by Zero Error in
Ohms Law 10) There is such a thing as a 1 Million Hour Motor that will last for 500 years, "perfectly efficient", unobstructed and
indestructible 11) Thermo-nuclear Fusion is done with 100% efficiency using the --Nikola Tesla Incandescent Carbon, Ruby,
Diamond button laser light patent of 1892, that he demonstrated at the Franklin Institute in 1891 -- 12) The Atom is the smallest Unit.
Atoms are not "Split", but described properly by Tesla is "shattering structures" NT. I shattered structures of all materials with 10's
Million Volts, and never witnessed any excess energy than Input"" NT and Therefore ""Atomic power is not over-unity, but is only
useful in its 13 ancillary benefits like a heat sink ballast for The Grid, Manufacture or "Breed" of exotic gasses like Krypton or Helium
with a Tesla X-Ray or a Tesla High Luminosity source (a Light Bulb), Tesla calls a "translation device", Manufacture of All Fuels &
Nitrogen Fixation, Depleted Uranium, Desalination and a --Nikola Tesla Wireless Power Neutron Source Generator"" --;--Nikola
Tesla and John Galt in Atlas Shrugged speech 13) Tesla's Secure Continuous Wave Radio is not a Hertzean Phenomena, which is
not recoverable except in short distance, and cannot pass a Mountain; My Radio is Electro-static Induction. At the receiver, the
Induction comes from the Ground to the elevated terminal and can be received at any part on Earth; even inside Mountains.""
--Nikola Tesla in "The True Wireless"", and in Supreme Court Case 369, 1943 Marconi vs U.S. & Neil Degrass Tyson. Bonus: If

Newton's Gravity was a "Force" as it says in the Dictionary, then why isn't there a "Gravity Motor" that you set on your table and it
just runs with no source of input but Gravity. Since all Motors and all Meters are also Generators, then there should be a "Gravity
Meter" and Gravity Motor on eBay for you all to buy. [http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-alberteinsteins.html?m=1](https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?
m=1&fbclid=IwAR3bUOZEsJ3nseChm4fAAL7iEoZFmDXaF4Ya-mJEMwSpoiDT6Cn8uj5LrA0) -- Tesla Leaks website has over 1200
pages and an additional 10,000 sources [http://teslaleaks.com/](http://teslaleaks.com/?fbclid=IwAR1WHkKnt9o6_etWT1R4F1HRfFtfqkBA5X_sp9ND3WWUyOBfFDRtWfsKwM)
Dec 28, 2019, 10:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-03-08.htm
March 3rd 1907 In the mean time it may not be amiss to state here incidentally that all the essential processes of and appliances for
the generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, storage, regulation, control, and economic utilisation of "tuned lightning"
have been patented by me, and that I have long since undertaken, and am sparing no effort to render these advances instrumental
in insuring the welfare, comfort, and convenience, primarily, of my fellow citizens. "Tuned lightning" http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/190703-08.htm This date was just prior to the staged JP Morgan and Anaconda Copper stock market crash that bankrupt Westinghouse
& Tesla; while having to give up his A/C contract with Westinghouse. Like the movie Trading Places, but the bad guys win. By late
1907, JP Morgan buys the bankrupt U.S. Government with $500M of his own cash. -- Full Post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722549071632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632&source=48
Dec 28, 2019, 7:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell, Hertz, --Nikola Tesla -- Einstein FBI File in a letter to the FBI Director:
Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2

https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/12127381

minutes: Point #1: You can't bend Space. Show us the

82197271/ -- --Nikola Tesla's outing of Albert Einstein as a

experiment!. "Space has no properties. That would be akin to "confusionist" and "none of his theories have been proven" in the
push something against nothing, I refuse to subscribe to such Einstein FBI File has been Deep-6d. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
an idea" - --Nikola Tesla on Debunking Einstein. #2a) "All

fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce/ -- Recovered for you

Energy in Matter comes from its Environment (a source)", 2b) here. August 14th 2018
In math A=A and not the invalid relationship E=M --quotes andhttps://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/
sources Nikola Tesla, John Galt, U.S. DOE & Nuclear Power. March 3rd 1907 Nikola Tesla files worldwide patents for the creation,
2c) Radioactive elements ceases to be radioactive when

distribution, and systems for "Tuned Lightning" -- June 1907 Einstein

buried deeper away from the Energy source. DOE (Matter has gets rejected to Bern University -- November 1907 JP Morgan Stages
no energy in-of-itself. There is no Big Bangs, and no Big

the Bankers Collapse with Anaconda Copper to bankrupt Tesla &

Bombs) #3) Tesla inventions are Instantaneous, Infinite

Westinghouse: https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/the-copper-

Speed, or Faster than Light and explains Spooky Action at a kings-precipitous-fall-44306513/ In the mean time it may not be amiss
Distance. "If E=M, and I can send energy 22 miles away, why to state here incidentally that all the essential processes of and
not matter?" - Nikola Tesla. Do you have that real matter

appliances for the generation, transmission, transformation,

projector teleporter yet? and (Standing Waves, TWTA

distribution, storage, regulation, control, and economic utilisation of

amplifiers, Electro-static Induction, Constructive Interference "tuned lightning" have been patented by me, and that I have long
aka Butterfly Effect, Loops & Nodes, Neutrino's (DOE)). Tesla since undertaken, and am sparing no effort to render these advances
describes the speed of the Induction between an A/C

instrumental in insuring the welfare, comfort, and convenience,

Generator and distant A/C Motor as an instantaneous

primarily, of my fellow citizens. "Tuned lightning"

"Manifestation". Thus, the electric induction does not travel

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-03-08.htm This date was just prior to

"through the wires" from point A to point B. It manifests at the the staged JP Morgan and Anaconda Copper stock market crash that
receiver. 4) The Law of Thermodynamics only applies to heat bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla; while having to give up his A/C
transfer, not electro-static Induction (Does not Apply). 5)

contract with Westinghouse. Like the movie Trading Places, but the

Reluctance Engine's are non deterministic with two unknown bad guys win. By late 1907, JP Morgan buys the bankrupt U.S.
variables; Maxwell Equations Do Not Apply. 6) Magnets and

Government with $500M of his own cash. -- Full Post by Tesla Leaks:

Electromagnets cease to be magnetic in high temperature;

https://facebook.com/photo.php?

described and proven in Tesla's U.S. Patent for a

fbid=10156722549071632&id=716016631&set=a.101567225457966

PyroMagneto Electric Generator 7) U.S. patent office

32&source=48 Master Yoda -- Top 13) Debunking Einstein, Maxwell,

Hertz, Ohm, Marconi & Newton by Nikola Tesla points written in 2
minutes: Point #1: You can't bend Space. Show us the experiment!.
"Space has no properties. That would be akin to push something
against nothing, I refuse to subscribe to such an idea" - --Nikola Tesla
on Debunking Einstein. #2a) "All Energy in Matter comes from its
approves the only 24/7, Superconductive, Perpetual Motion
Machine in its history 'Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant
Energy" March 21 1901, using Tesla's "Law of the
Ionosphere". 8) Over-unity U.S. patent approved for his
"Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature",
self Cooling aka "Magnifying transmitter" 9) The Phenomena
of "Negative Resistance" in A/C systems. Reducing Ohms to
Zero or Negative creates a Devide by Zero Error 10) There is
such a thing as a 1 Million Hour Motor that will last for 500
years, "perfectly efficient", unobstructed and indestructible 11)
Thermo-nuclear Fusion is done with 100% efficiency using the
--Nikola Tesla Incandescent Carbon, Ruby, Diamond button
laser light patent of 1892, that he demonstrated at the Franklin
Institute in 1891 -- 12) The Atom is the smallest Unit. Atoms
are not "Split", but described properly by Tesla is "shattering
structures" NT. I shattered structures of all materials with 10's
Million Volts, and never witnessed any excess energy than
Input"" NT and Therefore ""Atomic power is not over-unity, but
is only useful in its 13 ancillary benefits like a heat sink ballast
for The Grid, Manufacture or "Breed" of exotic gasses like
Krypton or Helium with a Tesla X-Ray or a Tesla High
Luminosity source (a Light Bulb), Tesla calls a "translation
device", Manufacture of All Fuels & Nitrogen Fixation,
Depleted Uranium, Desalination and a --Nikola Tesla Wireless
Power Neutron Source Generator"" --;--Nikola Tesla and John
Galt in Atlas Shrugged speech 13) Tesla's Secure Continuous
Wave Radio is not a Hertzean Phenomena, which is not
recoverable except in short distance, and cannot pass a
Mountain; My Radio is Electro-static Induction. At the receiver,
the Induction comes from the Ground to the elevated terminal
and can be received at any part on Earth; even inside
Mountains."" --Nikola Tesla in "The True Wireless"", and in
Supreme Court Case 369, 1943 Marconi vs U.S. & Neil
Degrass Tyson. Bonus: If Newton's Gravity was a "Force" as it
says in the Dictionary, then why isn't there a "Gravity Motor"
that you set on your table and it just runs with no source of
input but Gravity. Since all Motors and all Meters are also
Generators, then there should be a "Gravity Meter" on eBay
for you all to buy.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesladebunks-albert-einsteins.html?m=1 -- 1200 more pages and
10,000 more sources at www.teslaleaks.com

Environment (a source)", 2b) In math A=A and not the invalid
relationship E=M --quotes and sources Nikola Tesla, John Galt, U.S.
DOE & Nuclear Power. 2c) Radioactive elements ceases to be
radioactive when buried deeper away from the Energy source. DOE
(Matter has no energy in-of-itself. There is no Big Bangs, and no Big
Bombs) #3) Tesla inventions are Instantaneous, Infinite Speed, or
Faster than Light and explains Spooky Action at a Distance. "If E=M,
and I can send energy 22 miles away, why not matter?" - Nikola
Tesla. Do you have that real matter projector teleporter yet? and
(Standing Waves, TWTA amplifiers, Electro-static Induction,
Constructive Interference aka Butterfly Effect, Loops & Nodes,
Neutrino's (DOE)). Tesla describes the speed of the Induction
between an A/C Generator and distant A/C Motor as an
instantaneous "Manifestation". Thus, the electric induction does not
travel "through the wires" from point A to point B. It manifests at the
receiver. 4) The Law of Thermodynamics only applies to heat
transfer, not electro-static Induction (Does not Apply). 5) Reluctance
Engine's are non deterministic with two unknown variables; Maxwell
Equations Do Not Apply. 6) Magnets and Electromagnets cease to be
magnetic in high temperature; described and proven in Tesla's U.S.
Patent for a PyroMagneto Electric Generator 7) U.S. patent office
approves the only 24/7, Superconductive, Perpetual Motion Machine
in its history 'Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" March
21 1901, using Tesla's "Law of the Ionosphere". 8) Over-unity U.S.
patent approved for his "Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold
Temperature", self Cooling aka "Magnifying transmitter" 9) The
Phenomena of "Negative Resistance" in A/C systems. Reducing
Ohms to Zero or Negative creates a Devide by Zero Error 10) There
is such a thing as a 1 Million Hour Motor that will last for 500 years,
"perfectly efficient", unobstructed and indestructible 11) Thermonuclear Fusion is done with 100% efficiency using the --Nikola Tesla
Incandescent Carbon, Ruby, Diamond button laser light patent of
1892, that he demonstrated at the Franklin Institute in 1891 -- 12) The
Atom is the smallest Unit. Atoms are not "Split", but described
properly by Tesla is "shattering structures" NT. I shattered structures
of all materials with 10's Million Volts, and never witnessed any
excess energy than Input"" NT and Therefore ""Atomic power is not
over-unity, but is only useful in its 13 ancillary benefits like a heat sink
ballast for The Grid, Manufacture or "Breed" of exotic gasses like
Krypton or Helium with a Tesla X-Ray or a Tesla High Luminosity
source (a Light Bulb), Tesla calls a "translation device", Manufacture
of All Fuels & Nitrogen Fixation, Depleted Uranium, Desalination and
a --Nikola Tesla Wireless Power Neutron Source Generator""
--;--Nikola Tesla and John Galt in Atlas Shrugged speech 13) Tesla's
Secure Continuous Wave Radio is not a Hertzean Phenomena, which
is not recoverable except in short distance, and cannot pass a
Mountain; My Radio is Electro-static Induction. At the receiver, the
Induction comes from the Ground to the elevated terminal and can be

received at any part on Earth; even inside Mountains."" --Nikola Tesla
in "The True Wireless"", and in Supreme Court Case 369, 1943
Marconi vs U.S. & Neil Degrass Tyson. Bonus: If Newton's Gravity
was a "Force" as it says in the Dictionary, then why isn't there a
"Gravity Motor" that you set on your table and it just runs with no
source of input but Gravity. Since all Motors and all Meters are also
Generators, then there should be a "Gravity Meter" on eBay for you
all to buy. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesladebunks-albert-einsteins.html?m=1 -- 1200 more pages and 10,000
more sources at www.teslaleaks.com
Einstein failed high school. Failed college. And has no patents nor inventions. He's nothing but a total loser and utter moron.
[https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10218034690517606&id=1196651654&set=gm.1006624779692316]
(https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10218034690517606&set=gm.1006624779692316&type=3) --Nikola Tesla outed
Einstein in the Einstein FBI file as a "confusionist" and "none of his theories have been proven" - --Nikola Tesla -- Einstein FBI File in
a letter to the FBI Director: [https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1212738182197271/]
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1212738182197271/) -- --Nikola Tesla's outing of Albert Einstein as a
"confusionist" and "none of his theories have been proven" in the Einstein FBI File has been Deep-6d.
[https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&ce%2F](https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10158282022336632&set=a.10157959447141632&type=3) -- Recovered for you here. August 14th 2018
[https://muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/aug/14/fbi-einstein-five/](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F
%2Fmuckrock.com%2Fnews%2Farchives%2F2018%2Faug%2F14%2Ffbi-einstein-five%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0Z57u1qKVB8RxB1yCpfnV84XF0C9NmjLFILqsy9DqZsPGT1HqWz42hv0&h=AT1mc19JFHxef7cCAumDfZRdy2GyBofKHUiYTutLSg
LJTK6dOn2fAFSecWR3JLXuwxWIbmyDFs7BcX0HxHpRrL6dARaNCklF5r8SXTrg4NpO3zeFlJjxy-8yiOvOBF6dUDWnHPQ)
[
](https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10218034690517606&set=gm.1006624779692316&type=3&eid=ARBRgJhkziRdiZY1dB_JPm44inkvQQtQ0J1OUKw1PBTmUlXaZD7IWENubuYSIGsZ-0LzKqWWhoRjhs0)March 3rd 1907 Nikola Tesla files
worldwide patents for the creation, distribution, and systems for "Tuned Lightning" -- June 1907 Einstein gets rejected to Bern
University -- November 1907 JP Morgan Stages the Bankers Collapse with Anaconda Copper to bankrupt Tesla & Westinghouse:
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/the-copper-kings-precipitous-fall-44306513/
In the mean time it may not be amiss to state here incidentally that all the essential processes of and appliances for the generation,
transmission, transformation, distribution, storage, regulation, control, and economic utilisation of "tuned lightning" have been
patented by me, and that I have long since undertaken, and am sparing no effort to render these advances instrumental in insuring
the welfare, comfort, and convenience, primarily, of my fellow citizens. "Tuned lightning" http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-03-08.htm
This date was just prior to the staged JP Morgan and Anaconda Copper stock market crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla;
while having to give up his A/C contract with Westinghouse. Like the movie Trading Places, but the bad guys win. By late 1907, JP
Morgan buys the bankrupt U.S. Government with $500M of his own cash. -- Full Post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722549071632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632&source=48
Top 13) Debunking Einstein points written in 2 minutes: Point #1: You can't bend Space. Show us the experiment!. "Space has no
properties. That would be akin to push something against nothing, I refuse to subscribe to such an idea" - --Nikola Tesla on
Debunking Einstein.
#2) "All Energy in Matter comes from its Environment (a source)", A=A and not E=M --Nikola Tesla, DOE & Nuclear Power #3) Tesla
inventions are Instantaneous, Infinite Speed, or Faster than Light (Standing Waves, TWTA amplifiers aka Electron Guns, Electrostatic Induction, Loops & Nodes, Constructive Interference aka Butterfly Effect, Neutrino's) 4) The Law of Thermodynamics only
applies to heat transfer, not electro-static Induction, nor any other non thermo phenomena (Does not Apply). 5) Reluctance Engine's
are non deterministic with two unknown variables; material type & magnetic tube position, therefore Maxwell Equations Do Not
Apply. 6) Magnets & Electromagnets cease to be magnetic in high temperature in the Tesla patent for a Pyro-magneto electric
generator 7) The real photo-electric effect is properly described in his U.S. patent office approval of the only 24/7, Superconductive,
Self Cooling, Self Regulating, Perpetual Motion Machine in its history "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" March 21
1901, using Tesla's "Law of the Ionosphere". 8) Over-unity U.S. patent approved for his "Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold

Temperature", self Cooling aka "Magnifying transmitter" 9) The Phenomena of "Negative Resistance" and Reactive Currents in A/C
systems. and Spark-Gap transformers reducing Ohms to Zero through the gap or Negative creates a Devide by Zero Error in Ohms
Law 10) There is such a thing as a 500% power rated A/C Induction Motor that is "Perfectly Efficient" -- Tesla's treatise on his
Polyphase system, that's a 1 Million Hour Motor (20-50 Million Nominal Miles) that will last for 500 years, unobstructed and
indestructible 11) The latest US patent forThermo-nuclear Fusion for electrical generation and of H/HE at 10K degrees is done with
100% efficiency using the --Nikola Tesla Incandescent Carbon, Ruby, Diamond hole button laser light patent of 1892, that he
demonstrated at the Franklin Institute in 1891 -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-alberteinsteins.html?m=1 -- 1200 more pages and 10,000 more sources at www.teslaleaks.com
Dec 28, 2019, 7:46 PM
Chris Edwards
Full list of over 1000+ Nikola Tesla's patents, inventions, concepts and improvements in: Arc Lamps, Unipolar DC, AC Polyphase
System, Impulse DC, Heat Pumps, Tesla Coils, Continuous-wave Radio, Multi-plexing, Teleautomatics, Faximile, Remote Control,
Logic Gates, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Solar Cells, Plasma Containment,
Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Perpetual Motion
Machines, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Radioactive Elements, Nuclear Power, Tesla's Fusion, Neutron
generator, Electrical conversion, Translation devices, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Electron Guns, Thyristors, Cyclotron's, Field Effects,
Power to Gas, Melting of Metals, Purification of Metals, Manufacturing Synthetic Diamonds, Levitation, Nodal Systems, Ruby Laser,
Radar, Triangulation, Doppler Effect, X-Ray, Transformers, Ozone Generator, Fluorescent Lighting, UV Curing, UV
Communications, UV Rain Making, Light-Fidelity (LIFI), LED, Pulse Lamps, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Salt Battery, Flow Battery,
Lightning Protection & Capture, Tesla Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Rotary Motor, Superchargers, Turbochargers, Fluid Propulsion,
Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Steam Engine Generator, Mag-Lev, Starter, Spark Plug, GPS, Speedometer, Flow Meter, Ships
Log, Atomic Clocks, VTOL Aircraft, CERN, RF HAARP, Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-association, Weather Modification, Ball
Lighting, Teleportation, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Control, Rife Machines, RF Curing, RF Surgery, Cosmic Ray Motor,
Atomic Clocks using Krypton, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices,
Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Underground Locator, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic
Machines.
Tesla Leaks - January 19th 2017 – “Nicola Tesla” Missing Patents & Inventions. Nikola Tesla’s picture in 1890 at the Library of
Congress. His name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”, not “Nikola Tesla”. “Nicola Tesla” Missing or Lost Patents &
Inventions such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents, Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion
Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation, 100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing &
Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification, Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power
Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from Storms and Atmosphere.
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
Electrical Experimenter, Jan 1919 editors notes on Nikola Tesla's technical prints, inventions and discoveries. The following is only a
partial list of terms now adopted and published in text books: Tesla two-phase, three-phase, multi-phase, poly-phase system of
power transmission
Tesla principal
Tesla rotating magnetic field
Tesla rotating magnetic field transformer
Tesla induction motor
Tesla split-phase motor
Tesla system of distribution
Tesla rotary transformer
Tesla system of transformation by condenser discharges
Tesla coil
Tesla oscillation transformer
Tesla electrical oscillator
Tesla mechanical oscillator
Tesla high frequency machines
Tesla dynamo-electric oscillator

Tesla tube
Tesla lamp
Tesla high-potential methods
Tesla inductor
Tesla marvels
Tesla impedance phenomena
Tesla electro-therapy
Tesla electrical massage
Tesla currents
Tesla transmission
Teslaic experiments
Tesla capacity
Tesla arclight system
Tesla third brush regulation
Tesla devices
Tesla sparks
Tesla arrangements
Tesla theory
Tesla point
Tesla Steam Turbine
Tesla Gas Turbine
Tesla Water Turbine
Tesla Pump
Tesla Compressor
Tesla Igniter
Tesla condensers
Tesla electro-static field
Tesla effects
Tesla wireless system
Tesla methods of wireless transmission
Tesla magnifying transmitter
Tesla telautomata
Tesla insulation
Tesla underground transmission, etc.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722570941632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632&source=57
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-his-inventions-announcement
Nikola Tesla patents he did not file, applications, International, missing and misnamed relating to Telegeodynamics, Teleforce,
Tuned Lightning, the Law of the Ionosphere, 1000 Points of Lights and more: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708
Weather Modification & Warfare: https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html
300+ --Nikola Tesla Patents in HD https://youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU
100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s
Full 400+ page Tesla FBI File with attachments and Interviews with known associates in HD https://youtube.com/watch?
v=vryqT3WPYkE
John G Trump's 8 Page Report in the Tesla FBI File referring to 15 categories of Inventions: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1631999090446248&id=100009085196708&set=oa.757563367714757%2F
420 Nikola Tesla Files, Documents & Images used on the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group, Tesla Leaks Video's on YouTube and the
1200 page Website https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/albums/10156722545796632/
March 1919-May 1920 Electrical Experimenter on Wireless Power Transmission https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=files&ref=bookmarks
More at www.teslaleaks.com
Updated Dec 28, 2019, 8:41 AM
Dec 28, 2019, 8:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
You tagged Nikola Tesla

Full list of over 1000+ Nikola Tesla's patents, inventions, concepts and improvements in: Arc Lamps, Unipolar DC, AC Polyphase
System, Impulse DC, Heat Pumps, Tesla Coils, Continuous-wave Radio, Multi-plexing, Teleautomatics, Faximile, Remote Control,
Logic Gates, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Solar Cells, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity,
Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Perpetual Motion Machines, Submarine
Communications, Super-Critical Water, Radioactive Elements, Nuclear Power, Tesla's Fusion, Neutron generator, Electrical
conversion, Translation devices, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Electron Guns, Thyristors, Cyclotron's, Field Effects, Power to Gas,
Melting of Metals, Purification of Metals, Manufacturing Synthetic Diamonds, Levitation, Nodal Systems, Ruby Laser, Radar,
Triangulation, Doppler Effect, X-Ray, Transformers, Ozone Generator, Fluorescent Lighting, UV Curing, UV Communications, UV
Rain Making, Light-Fidelity (LIFI), LED, Pulse Lamps, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Salt Battery, Flow Battery, Lightning Protection &
Capture, Tesla Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Rotary Motor, Superchargers, Turbochargers, Fluid Propulsion, Fountain, Electric Train,
Monorail, Steam Engine Generator, Mag-Lev, Starter, Spark Plug, GPS, Speedometer, Flow Meter, Ships Log, Atomic Clocks, VTOL
Aircraft, CERN, RF HAARP, Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-association, Weather Modification, Ball Lighting, Teleportation,
Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Control, Rife Machines, RF Curing, RF Surgery, Cosmic Ray Motor, Atomic Clocks using Krypton,
Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer,
Underground Locator, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines. Tesla Leaks - January 19th
2017 – “Nicola Tesla” Missing Patents & Inventions. Nikola Tesla’s picture in 1890 at the Library of Congress. His name is written on
the picture as “Nicola Tesla”, not “Nikola Tesla”. “Nicola Tesla” Missing or Lost Patents & Inventions such as: Stationary Waves,
Reactive Currents, Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black
Body Radiation, 100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather
Modification, Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting
Energy from Storms and Atmosphere. [https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?
view=flipcard](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnikolateslasolar.blogspot.com%2F2017%2F01%2Ftesla-leaksnicola-tesla-missing.html%3Fview%3Dflipcard%26fbclid
%3DIwAR2jttdygifjruoDAykOKbRyaR5uDxpJgBH5aKJxipsPZnemlW_zxYOfBj8&h=AT30qL2WvXe4yR0NSUjMU9ysWqacs9i7EVFfRYukkWtA9vv6vOAElpZH7BWDf8lnZDAzrg_dQaHk_HQbwjb-lEeQfFZAwlpySfF8CZNJ_pj2EACxu-DGklwvICVXTsms1UHVM) Electrical Experimenter, Jan 1919 editors notes on Nikola Tesla's technical prints, inventions and discoveries. The
following is only a partial list of terms now adopted and published in text books: Tesla two-phase, three-phase, multi-phase, polyphase system of power transmission Tesla principal Tesla rotating magnetic field Tesla rotating magnetic field transformer Tesla
induction motor Tesla split-phase motor Tesla system of distribution Tesla rotary transformer Tesla system of transformation by
condenser discharges Tesla coil Tesla oscillation transformer Tesla electrical oscillator Tesla mechanical oscillator Tesla high
frequency machines Tesla dynamo-electric oscillator Tesla tube Tesla lamp Tesla high-potential methods Tesla inductor Tesla
marvels Tesla impedance phenomena Tesla electro-therapy Tesla electrical massage Tesla currents Tesla transmission Teslaic
experiments Tesla capacity Tesla arclight system Tesla third brush regulation Tesla devices Tesla sparks Tesla arrangements Tesla
theory Tesla point Tesla Steam Turbine Tesla Gas Turbine Tesla Water Turbine Tesla Pump Tesla Compressor Tesla Igniter Tesla
condensers Tesla electro-static field Tesla effects Tesla wireless system Tesla methods of wireless transmission Tesla magnifying
transmitter Tesla telautomata Tesla insulation Tesla underground transmission, etc. [https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10156722570941632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632&source=57](https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=10156722570941632&set=a.10156722545796632&type=3) [https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-hisinventions-announcement](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fteslauniverse.com%2Fnikola-tesla%2Farticles
%2Fnikola-tesla-and-his-inventions-announcement%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0Ig6V3GoSW32Mxiwk0L0PJBR2rLez-wrbIY1r2wvcN225mEdIa6IvAlc&h=AT2Q4O3EoJPlNLMwXKX8veXrBgzfC6WWXPJFKeXruxFA17_OxK5VlBs0u68T2QXYObT2ipPnYR_F4WI3ZhchouMq7CJ_278mlsmbMUxDtEIV11_Iq9AWNX4EaVinzbF-v2JFOU) Nikola Tesla patents he did not file,
applications, International, missing and misnamed relating to Telegeodynamics, Teleforce, Tuned Lightning, the Law of the
Ionosphere, 1000 Points of Lights and more: [https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708]
(https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708) Weather Modification & Warfare:
[https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F
%2Fnikolateslasolar.blogspot.com%2F2017%2F09%2F9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR0AP6F848gNcSRmd3qk94ASR9y3n1avDIGdKhUsxbcLQyeea6Rfgc8A0tk&h=AT0por5wr6fvCRI2PcQ4FAIkaTIkqtp0Cn3fh
RuZJiupnK-YDzNhfxNWA1phIo6TW4cCJ74rltsO1Pce_l-bnmi446xYVsZqN_GoG6A78fAiI5P7Lzg9j2gUF3cnUj4vTR6LB8c) 300+
--Nikola Tesla Patents in HD [https://youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F
%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dt00MPAcADHU%26fbclid
%3DIwAR3Yute4l14F2bGkqCD2geDEl1X_SiqtRKNDQfbpudjUbCSftxHwzlaCZ2A&h=AT0Z3va2oFMpYlopCMiD5AdwsnjazXCFCOGJ
yYjZFODzne1Y3ukXsk90k-fFyikaPb4542QFHjtQoOaMsjFA2Rk9F_eBj6j2wpi76TitZdNdg2Y5AF9YUYE5VPOd4PswUzEqpJQ) 100+
JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD [https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https
%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DZwdaHpeOOWI%26t%3D02m20s%26fbclid%3DIwAR1GiDfAI0BI7QZK7dhA8sdEjvmvfOoUuC5RUMy5EdoL2_pMWIdOyrOFgo&h=AT3GvKefJ_Tad-eB4aW0PV_tfW24E9urIFD3FF0C6QzAMoBDG56xOvfs8ad_j_1bvnlI1EbU8vLMid5mk4d0n6x9wR07uiH5HCMshffDu1V2vIo3ss8ar71KWYCT48yltqO0k) Full 400+ page Tesla FBI File with attachments and Interviews with known associates in HD
[https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv
%3DvryqT3WPYkE%26fbclid%3DIwAR0CzheXA4iNz2eE_1Z39w93-0TLcG6bxOntHQmDrZImac3DNj1YA2dknY&h=AT1COXnaAMVO5_Evt1WgRxnw8pX_BdjArZ40V2jLsegEkXnCVcHORb2dFD2gAtd3s
hiR3Mr_tqzhAHmHgMXP6gYGYyM3VDA5I7dn735kMvZOqWJinCUSDLhlUBPxN6TkJeUlV14) John G Trump's 8 Page Report in the
Tesla FBI File referring to 15 categories of Inventions: [https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1631999090446248&id=100009085196708&set=oa.757563367714757/](https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1631999090446248&set=oa.757563367714757&type=3) 420 Nikola Tesla Files, Documents & Images used on the Tesla Leaks
Facebook Group, Tesla Leaks Video's on YouTube and the 1200 page Website
[https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/albums/10156722545796632/](https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?
set=a.10156722545796632&type=3) March 1919-May 1920 Electrical Experimenter on Wireless Power Transmission
[https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=files&ref=bookmarks](https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=files&ref=bookmarks) More at [www.teslaleaks.com](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.teslaleaks.com%2F
%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1CEG4yO-NoS9oBYx3fbrb35ghi9grZHgOaFhVomhIz8dnHQ-bjgSH511k&h=AT0rrL3ux1gZZz6DaZD8dxxtP0VHVHPE14JfWFVsG8GVQFCNqR34jTjniRLc2HFL2LYd-HAml460nRu1gWcM8wWcc7dq0GdijCIIfz9aSNWy2yYH6yWT3AtRSbFb2cpziaijU)
Full list of over 1000+ Nikola Tesla's patents, inventions, concepts and improvements in: Arc Lamps, Unipolar DC, AC Polyphase
System, Impulse DC, Heat Pumps, Tesla Coils, Continuous-wave Radio, Multi-plexing, Teleautomatics, Faximile, Remote Control,
Logic Gates, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Solar Cells, Plasma Containment,
Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Perpetual Motion
Machines, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Radioactive Elements, Nuclear Power, Tesla's Fusion, Neutron
generator, Electrical conversion, Translation devices, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Electron Guns, Thyristors, Cyclotron's, Field Effects,
Power to Gas, Melting of Metals, Purification of Metals, Manufacturing Synthetic Diamonds, Levitation, Nodal Systems, Ruby Laser,
Radar, Triangulation, Doppler Effect, X-Ray, Transformers, Ozone Generator, Fluorescent Lighting, UV Curing, UV
Communications, UV Rain Making, Light-Fidelity (LIFI), LED, Pulse Lamps, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Salt Battery, Flow Battery,
Lightning Protection & Capture, Tesla Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Rotary Motor, Superchargers, Turbochargers, Fluid Propulsion,
Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Steam Engine Generator, Mag-Lev, Starter, Spark Plug, GPS, Speedometer, Flow Meter, Ships
Log, Atomic Clocks, VTOL Aircraft, CERN, RF HAARP, Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-association, Weather Modification, Ball
Lighting, Teleportation, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Control, Rife Machines, RF Curing, RF Surgery, Cosmic Ray Motor,
Atomic Clocks using Krypton, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices,
Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Underground Locator, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic
Machines.

Tesla Leaks - January 19th 2017 – “Nicola Tesla” Missing Patents & Inventions. Nikola Tesla’s picture in 1890 at the Library of
Congress. His name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”, not “Nikola Tesla”. “Nicola Tesla” Missing or Lost Patents &
Inventions such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents, Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion
Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation, 100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing &
Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification, Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power
Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from Storms and Atmosphere.
[https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?
u=https%3A%2F%2Fnikolateslasolar.blogspot.com%2F2017%2F01%2Ftesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html%3Fview%3Dflipcard
%26fbclid%3DIwAR2jttdygifjruoDAykOKbRyaR5uDxpJgBH5aKJxipsPZnemlW_zxYOfBj8&h=AT30qL2WvXe4yR0NSUjMU9ysWqacs9i7EVFfRYukkWtA9vv6vOAElpZH7BWDf8lnZDAzrg_dQaHk_HQbwjb-lEeQfFZAwlpySfF8CZNJ_pj2EACxu-DGklwvICVXTsms1UHVM)
Electrical Experimenter, Jan 1919 editors notes on Nikola Tesla's technical prints, inventions and discoveries. The following is only a
partial list of terms now adopted and published in text books: Tesla two-phase, three-phase, multi-phase, poly-phase system of
power transmission
Tesla principal
Tesla rotating magnetic field
Tesla rotating magnetic field transformer
Tesla induction motor
Tesla split-phase motor
Tesla system of distribution
Tesla rotary transformer
Tesla system of transformation by condenser discharges
Tesla coil
Tesla oscillation transformer
Tesla electrical oscillator
Tesla mechanical oscillator
Tesla high frequency machines
Tesla dynamo-electric oscillator
Tesla tube
Tesla lamp
Tesla high-potential methods
Tesla inductor
Tesla marvels
Tesla impedance phenomena
Tesla electro-therapy
Tesla electrical massage
Tesla currents
Tesla transmission
Teslaic experiments
Tesla capacity
Tesla arclight system
Tesla third brush regulation
Tesla devices
Tesla sparks
Tesla arrangements
Tesla theory
Tesla point
Tesla Steam Turbine
Tesla Gas Turbine
Tesla Water Turbine
Tesla Pump

Tesla Compressor
Tesla Igniter
Tesla condensers
Tesla electro-static field
Tesla effects
Tesla wireless system
Tesla methods of wireless transmission
Tesla magnifying transmitter
Tesla telautomata
Tesla insulation
Tesla underground transmission, etc.
[https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722570941632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632&source=57]
(https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722570941632&set=a.10156722545796632&type=3)
[https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-his-inventions-announcement](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https
%3A%2F%2Fteslauniverse.com%2Fnikola-tesla%2Farticles%2Fnikola-tesla-and-his-inventions-announcement%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR0Ig6V3GoSW32Mxiwk0L0PJBR2rLez-wrbIY1r2wvcN225mEdIa6IvAlc&h=AT2Q4O3EoJPlNLMwXKX8veXrBgzfC6WWXPJFKeXruxFA17_OxK5VlBs0u68T2QXYObT2ipPnYR_F4WI3ZhchouMq7CJ_278mlsmbMUxDtEIV11_Iq9AWNX4EaVinzbF-v2JFOU)
Nikola Tesla patents he did not file, applications, International, missing and misnamed relating to Telegeodynamics, Teleforce,
Tuned Lightning, the Law of the Ionosphere, 1000 Points of Lights and more: [https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708](https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?
story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708)
Weather Modification & Warfare: [https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html]
(https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnikolateslasolar.blogspot.com%2F2017%2F09%2F9-11-anniversary-2017nikola-tesla.html%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR0AP6F848gNcSRmd3qk94ASR9y3n1avDIGdKhUsxbcLQyeea6Rfgc8A0tk&h=AT0por5wr6fvCRI2PcQ4FAIkaTIkqtp0Cn3f
hRuZJiupnK-YDzNhfxNWA1phIo6TW4cCJ74rltsO1Pce_l-bnmi446xYVsZqN_GoG6A78fAiI5P7Lzg9j2gUF3cnUj4vTR6LB8c)
300+ --Nikola Tesla Patents in HD [https://youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F
%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dt00MPAcADHU%26fbclid
%3DIwAR3Yute4l14F2bGkqCD2geDEl1X_SiqtRKNDQfbpudjUbCSftxHwzlaCZ2A&h=AT0Z3va2oFMpYlopCMiD5AdwsnjazXCFCO
GJyYjZFODzne1Y3ukXsk90k-fFyikaPb4542QFHjtQoOaMsjFA2Rk9F_eBj6j2wpi76TitZdNdg2Y5AF9YUYE5VPOd4PswUzEqpJQ)
100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD [https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?
u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DZwdaHpeOOWI%26t%3D02m20s%26fbclid%3DIwAR1GiDfAI0BI7QZK7dhA8sdEjvmvfOoUuC5RUMy5EdoL2_pMWIdOyrOFgo&h=AT3GvKefJ_Tad-eB4aW0PV_tfW24E9urIFD3FF0C6QzAMoBDG56xOvfs8ad_j_1bvnlI1EbU8vLMid5mk4d0n6x9wR07uiH5HCMshffDu1V2vIo3ss8ar71KWYCT48yltqO0k)
Full 400+ page Tesla FBI File with attachments and Interviews with known associates in HD [https://youtube.com/watch?
v=vryqT3WPYkE](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DvryqT3WPYkE%26fbclid
%3DIwAR0CzheXA4iNz2eE_1Z39w93-0TLcG6bxOntHQmDrZImac3DNj1YA2dknY&h=AT1COXnaAMVO5_Evt1WgRxnw8pX_BdjArZ40V2jLsegEkXnCVcHORb2dFD2gAtd
3shiR3Mr_tqzhAHmHgMXP6gYGYyM3VDA5I7dn735kMvZOqWJinCUSDLhlUBPxN6TkJeUlV14)
John G Trump's 8 Page Report in the Tesla FBI File referring to 15 categories of Inventions: [https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1631999090446248&id=100009085196708&set=oa.757563367714757%2F](https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1631999090446248&set=oa.757563367714757&type=3)

420 Nikola Tesla Files, Documents & Images used on the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group, Tesla Leaks Video's on YouTube and the
1200 page Website [https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/albums/10156722545796632/]
(https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10156722545796632&type=3)
March 1919-May 1920 Electrical Experimenter on Wireless Power Transmission [https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=files&ref=bookmarks](https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=files&ref=bookmarks)
More at [www.teslaleaks.com](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.teslaleaks.com%2F%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR1CEG4yO-NoS9oBYx3fbrb35ghi9grZHgOaFhVomhIz8dnHQ-bjgSH511k&h=AT0rrL3ux1gZZz6DaZD8dxxtP0VHVHPE14JfWFVsG8GVQFCNqR34jTjniRLc2HFL2LYd-HAml460nRu1gWcM8wWcc7dq0GdijCIIfz9aSNWy2yYH6yWT3AtRSbFb2cpziaijU)
Dec 28, 2019, 8:40 AM
Chris Edwards
In 1933 Nikola Tesla announces a new source of power; opposed to Einstein's physics, would lead to cheap energy for all. He
declares his A/C motors would last for 500 years, are indestructible, like Niagara Falls 30M HP, and, in a Tesla Model S would last
for 500 years. After 60 years, the Niagara Falls generators are replaced and 95% recycled for more efficient or larger generators.
They do not replace them because they are broken.
https://facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/gm.2094794780830218/2550415808334511/ -- "The apparatus for
capturing the energy and transforming it will partake both of mechanical and electrical features, and will be of ideal simplicity.
"At first the cost may be found too high, but this obstacle eventually will be overcome. Moreover, the instrument will be, so to speak,
indestructible, and will continue to function for any length of time without additional expenditures."
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/07/nikola-tesla-new-source-of-energy-and.html?m=1
Updated Dec 28, 2019, 8:37 AM
Dec 28, 2019, 8:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

In 1933 Nikola Tesla announces a new source of power; opposed to Einstein's physics, would lead to cheap energy for all. He
declares his A/C motors would last for 500 years, are indestructible, like Niagara Falls 30M HP, and, in a Tesla Model S would last
for 500 years. After 60 years, the Niagara Falls generators are replaced and 95% recycled for more efficient or larger generators.
They do not replace them because they are broken.
[https://facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/gm.2094794780830218/2550415808334511/]
(https://facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/gm.2094794780830218/2550415808334511/) -- "The apparatus for
capturing the energy and transforming it will partake both of mechanical and electrical features, and will be of ideal simplicity. "At
first the cost may be found too high, but this obstacle eventually will be overcome. Moreover, the instrument will be, so to speak,
indestructible, and will continue to function for any length of time without additional expenditures."
[http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/07/nikola-tesla-new-source-of-energy-and.html?m=1]
(https://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/07/nikola-tesla-new-source-of-energy-and.html?
m=1&fbclid=IwAR0rzfNtZMm3ASTmzUi9Zh542dYemLHL5_MbSsGYDTKLN1vsCCfmN-FC0mY)
In 1933 Nikola Tesla announces a new source of power; opposed to Einstein's physics, would lead to cheap energy for all. He
declares his A/C motors would last for 500 years, are indestructible, like Niagara Falls 30M HP, and, in a Tesla Model S would last
for 500 years. After 60 years, the Niagara Falls generators are replaced and 95% recycled for more efficient or larger generators.
They do not replace them because they are broken.
[https://facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/gm.2094794780830218/2550415808334511/]
(https://facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/gm.2094794780830218/2550415808334511/) -- "The apparatus for
capturing the energy and transforming it will partake both of mechanical and electrical features, and will be of ideal simplicity.
"At first the cost may be found too high, but this obstacle eventually will be overcome. Moreover, the instrument will be, so to speak,
indestructible, and will continue to function for any length of time without additional expenditures."
[http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/07/nikola-tesla-new-source-of-energy-and.html?m=1]
(https://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/07/nikola-tesla-new-source-of-energy-and.html?
m=1&fbclid=IwAR0rzfNtZMm3ASTmzUi9Zh542dYemLHL5_MbSsGYDTKLN1vsCCfmN-FC0mY)

Dec 28, 2019, 8:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600
Repost: My plan for President! Everyone gets a FREE Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of
Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1. I
will then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla
because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were
never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators
for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using
another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur
Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the
world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of superluminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free
as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X
brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)
These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton
gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie
Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie
Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of
Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and
allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another
Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is
worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where
the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use
those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor"
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 / -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors".
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/en -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a
giant "Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor:
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/en -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/en -Plastic Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine
[http://www.thebullvine.com/news/milking-machine-creator-recognised-100-years-after-his-invention-revolutionised-dairy-farming/]
(http://www.thebullvine.com/news/milking-machine-creator-recognised-100-years-after-his-invention-revolutionised-dairy-farming/) -Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a great team!)
Dec 27, 2019, 8:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
--Nikola Tesla purposes a #heat #pump method of generating energy from the temperature difference between the upper and lower
Ocean. December 24 2019 Makai has been heavily involved in ocean energy research since the 1970s, especially on ocean thermal
energy conversion (OTEC) and seawater air conditioning (SWAC) systems. Since 1978, Makai has been involved in over 50
contracts related to ocean energy, including the design of the world’s first commercial SWAC system, and the design, build, and
operation of the world’s largest operational OTEC plant. https://www.makai.com/about/
Dec 27, 2019, 8:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://issuu.com/inspiredbytesla/docs/myinventions_1
--Nikola Tesla's various articles in Electrical Experimenter that were alluded to by Eisenhower that became the Scientific,
Technocratic Elite, and the Military Industrial Complex. -- https://issuu.com/inspiredbytesla/docs/myinventions_1 -- Eisenhower was
General of the US at the time of Tesla's alleged death. Tesla was to meet Eisenhower within the week of Tesla's disappearance.
[https://facebook.com/pg/NikolaTeslaFilm/](https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaFilm/?__tn__=%2CdK-RR&eid=ARCZqkTseMo8vxxM1JCdVMN93GEahl0JwC_BTleEyYnuvEANaQPOPTgnWPQIhmUJX7OQinVDSoHmj2vZ&fref=mention
s) -- Tesla's paperwork and effects were being delivered to Eisenhower, but the effects never reached him. See "Fragments of
Olympus" on the Intro of this video about the subject. [https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg&t=03m24s]
(https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg&t=03m24s&fbclid=IwAR0cc1X3RjJCAQ1KjPhSpEHk8ft7FhyZORCB1qk12wgULItLgVyrTxm1vY)
Dec 27, 2019, 7:31 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=l5rEW9QgJDc
A demonstration of one of two Nikola Tesla's patent for a reciprocating engine (the basis of all Internal Combustion Engines) aka
Earthquake Machine; but used as an electric generator. These machines are currently being used in the High efficiency, High
frequency reciprocating engine natural gas plants.
[
](https://youtube.com/watch?
v=l5rEW9QgJDc&fbclid=IwAR0Qcw1PFCHoKTdA1aJB9wNN2Caf9BLWOExzpoU0Jay5nMRp95tukFOiEsE)
[https://youtube.com/watch?v=l5rEW9QgJDc](https://youtube.com/watch?v=l5rEW9QgJDc)
Dec 27, 2019, 7:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla
in cursive spelling Yoda, have successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the
world. On the anniversary of George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the
plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi Order. https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/ -- Rise of the Jedi Podcast Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, #Intuition #Imagination
featuring JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?v=9AV5tn0IjoM --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of this technological terror you've
constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE
Dec 26, 2019, 1:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Click for video:

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursi
(tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the anniversary of George Washington & (Or what would be

[https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA](https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA&fbclid=IwAR1QmiC9ybjzw7uEkxcgZ4ga1YzNZZ76_

Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi Order. [
(https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/?ref=gs&__tn__=%2CdK-R-

R&eid=ARBlgGJHIG3NEMsTzUS3wP0BHMN2Zufoq7YKQdft4oa2PgykWC8Nqneo2nA2iuuPLyVkHJxGdxXT3duc&fref=gs&dti=7508614283

Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with [#Instinct](https://www.facebook.com

source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG), [#Intuition](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/intuition?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG) [#Imaginat

source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG) featuring JP Morgan [https://youtube.com/watch?v=9AV5tn0IjoM](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%

%3D9AV5tn0IjoM%26fbclid%3DIwAR0TuAxWtJPwLS-g8bPoqw7pgyozpGnb04ezApeWPlaK7IAVZtyKxod0KVQ&h=AT3zHkhtoYQ4M6ojPjb

tv8z1QdOyRiCJ144wFwOyVm5JlPpn0XlaQWEvI7NWl0E6kZT-IOH4ZESVnzZiVpFbyM5IsSEfV5VNjKM1hKzdqeE2J5KDKlEyITjM6zAC1w_

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. [https://youtube.com
(https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DZzs-OvfG8tE%26fbclid%3DIwAR2WcAESSuhe-

bil7MwWTffDwLIubN6QIBX0nm92O6mM2LVOXcan7Y79GG0&h=AT0B4Qq9bLm4TlXlnH_R2cfa7O8pDIrNpHDJ_L9hvGxEaMbL3wGjZ2zcf

ovMoCq6HhcRXeDfJEkW9c11X7WtFUHJp0jJ-nYfuDM8rQoMi16ks9xyTI_U5CjMuLSc3dzbTyVFWPLL4YD-mHlLOM) Rise of the Jedi Podc

Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda

Empire, basing it's New World Order on control of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. Th

Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away. The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powe

the side of Light, like Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the

The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy. Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emp
Jones as the self proclaimed "Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote

the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news". In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But

attempted assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding

plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World E

Star, at Wardenclyffe, and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around th

find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But t

of Fear, for Millenia using CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throu

Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi energy ministers around Alderan, have de

capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of their defense; from D

or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons. The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, S

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of Borderland Book

what's already known". UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plan
Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer

have been compelled to create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly en

on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the ultimate power in the Unive
your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the

spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire. The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperativ

fail to comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE CO

acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of m

NEVER let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert

meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, so that security and liberty m

responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological revolution developed by Yoda. Y

double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become mo

increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire. TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadow

laboratories and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, h

research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and u

example, was built by the Empires Army. THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations

gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, we must also be alert to the

become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-technological elite. In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Min
the Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi [ ]
(https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/photos/a.100487628136714/100985214753622/?type=3)
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Joseph McgrathHuh? ?
Dec 26, 2019, 3:17 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Vanita Cookhttps://youtu.be/U9t-slLl30E
Dec 26, 2019, 9:10 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks

Chris EdwardsRise of the Jedi Podcast: Episode 1 Transcript -- Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire an

Nikola Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control o

been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAA

The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like Tesla, have caused the Empire to att

four times, and yours, using the idea of "World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of d

hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed "Cobra Commander" as Dar

have been commanded to quote "release the greatest evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake

to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted assassination, castration and later kidnapping and tor

of Princess Lea in hiding the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened

current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, and the free energy powers have bee

transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy. Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Melle

to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using CRISES to create ORDER, an

troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the powe

ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition". Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire

elements of their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weap

World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years bey

publisher of Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known". UNTIL THE LATEST of these conf
Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with

now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to create a permanent armaments ind

men and women are directly engaged in the Empire's defense. The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of al

the ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS CONJUNCTIO
arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic, political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office

Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources

structure of our society. IN THE COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or u

potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination endanger ou

nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of th

goals, so that security and liberty may prosper together. AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industri

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the powers of t

Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Em

has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free universit

scientific discovery, has experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract

methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the Empires Army. THE PROSPECT of domination of th

allocations, and the power of fiat money is ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of T

alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-technological elite. In the following e

Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page https://
Dec 26, 2019, 11:49 PM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks

Chris Edwards... THE EMPIRE IS WAGING WAR IN THE OIL FIELDS OF PLANET EARTH ... TO CREATE A NEW WORLD ORDER. - ALE
v=eAaQNACwaLw&t=26m55s
Dec 27, 2019, 7:23 PM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks

Chris EdwardsThe Empire's "Lord of Terror", Darth Vader, used forced Inoculations on Princess Lea. https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-F

with fears the vaccine might kill them https://thesun.co.uk/news/9598072/ebola-congo-refusing-vaccine-fearing-kill-them/ -- Ebola virus paten

Department. It contains live virus and the patent is 300 pages long; not even God could read it. https://patents.google.com/patent/CA274152
Dec 27, 2019, 7:23 PM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Chris EdwardsMaster Yoda: The master Jedi Dr. Nikola Tesla can name 13+ cures in under 60 sec: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=10159219824651632&id=716016631&set=a.10157959447141632/ -- 1) The Sun 2) Salt 3) UV 4) Ozone 5) Chemical 6) Tetra-Silver Te

Electro-static 10) X-ray 11) Radionics with Radium 12) Electron therapy 13) Filtering the Blood through a magnetic field at the proper energy
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?m=1
Dec 30, 2019, 7:08 PM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Chris EdwardsRise of the Jedi Podcast: Featuring --Nikola Tesla as Yoda @ https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
Jan 2, 2020, 2:28 PM
Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla
in cursive spelling Yoda, have successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the
world. On the anniversary of George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware.
[https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA](https://youtube.com/watch?v=nk5ig_1BIA&fbclid=IwAR1QmiC9ybjzw7uEkxcgZ4ga1YzNZZ76_jQGq_pqP2pFPmERv2PERZ_w0yo) -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways
of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi Order.
[https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/](https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/?ref=gs&__tn__=%2CdK-RR&eid=ARBlgGJHIG3NEMsTzUS3wP0BHMN2Zufoq7YKQdft4oa2PgykWC8Nqneo2nA2iuuPLyVkHJxGdxXT3duc&fref=gs&dti=750
861428384951&hc_location=group) -- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe &
The Power of the Force with [#Instinct](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/instinct?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG), [#Intuition]
(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/intuition?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG) [#Imagination]
(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/imagination?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG) featuring JP Morgan
[https://youtube.com/watch?v=9AV5tn0IjoM](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv
%3D9AV5tn0IjoM%26fbclid%3DIwAR0TuAxWtJPwLSg8bPoqw7pgyozpGnb04ezApeWPlaK7IAVZtyKxod0KVQ&h=AT3zHkhtoYQ4M6ojPjbk854F39DR1opGASrwMizUntv8z1QdOyRiCJ144wFwOyVm5JlPpn0XlaQWEvI7NWl0E6kZTIOH4ZESVnzZiVpFbyM5IsSEfV5VNjKM1hKzdqeE2J5KDKlEyITjM6zAC1w_SAWvuc_xTE) --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of this
technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force.
[https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv
%3DZzs-OvfG8tE%26fbclid%3DIwAR2WcAESSuhebil7MwWTffDwLIubN6QIBX0nm92O6mM2LVOXcan7Y79GG0&h=AT0B4Qq9bLm4TlXlnH_R2cfa7O8pDIrNpHDJ_L9hvGxEaMbL3w

GjZ2zcf6k8hVO-RH5RWD-ovMoCq6HhcRXeDfJEkW9c11X7WtFUHJp0jJnYfuDM8rQoMi16ks9xyTI_U5CjMuLSc3dzbTyVFWPLL4YD-mHlLOM)
Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript
Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola
Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control
of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and
George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.
The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like
Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of
"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.
Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed
"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest
evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".
In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted
assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding
the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of
Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe,
and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.
Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for
Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using
CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy
to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi
energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".
Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of
their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.
The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill
Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of
Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".
UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and
Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make
light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to
create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the
Empire's defense.
The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the
ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS
CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,
political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.
The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to
comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE
COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military
industrial complex.
The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination
endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals,
so that security and liberty may prosper together.
AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological
revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the
powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A
steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.
TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories
and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has
experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes,
virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the
Empires Army.
THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is
ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should,
we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientifictechnological elite. In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition
and Imagination of the Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
[
](https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/photos/a.100487628136714/100985214753622/?type=3)
Dec 26, 2019, 1:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on January 27th-28th 1943 from documents in Tesla's storage unit -- "The
Transmission of Electric Energy Without Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing
Powerful Radiations", "New System of Fluid Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" and the "Nature of
Atomic Energy", "Process of De-Gassifying, Refining & Purifying Metals", "The generation of high-voltage and the acceleration of
charged particles", "Art of Telegeodynamics, or Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "The Art of Projecting
Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy through Natural Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of
Glycerine and Dynamite". https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Dec 25, 2019, 8:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/189496821148/nikola-tesla-explaining-his-world-wireless-system
Nikola Tesla on his fully recovereable Faster than Light earth currents, surface and standing waves VS the unrecoverable
Electromagnetic, Hertzean waves “Whether this current passing through the center of the earth to the opposite side is real, or
whether it is merely an effect of these #surface #currents, makes absolutely no difference. To understand the concept, one must
imagine that the current from the transmitter flows straight to the opposite point of the globe.”
[https://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/189496821148/nikola-tesla-explaining-his-world-wireless-system]
(https://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/189496821148/nikola-tesla-explaining-his-world-wireless-system)
Dec 25, 2019, 7:24 PM
Chris Edwards
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Updated Dec 25, 2019, 7:22 PM
Dec 25, 2019, 7:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=j-6LwqgoXGw
#banning #geothermal #siezing #oceans John Kerry, Obama and the "Save the Oceans" project want to seize 1/3 of the Earth's
Oceans; while putting out propaganda that there is no fish in the Ocean, there's no Oxygen in the Ocean, your hair dryer is heating
up the whole Ocean, and you can't use the Geothermal, Energy from Ocean Mass, Wave Energy, nor anything else that is free.
There is no water in the Ocean, you can't get Uranium nor Lithium from the Oceans, it's impossible to drink it ... The Oceans no
longer exist; just Trash. And by the way, were sending all the Morons that believe this shit, straight to Mars, ... and with a waiver to
pass Trump's wall, the body scanning and Real ID requirements are all waived! [https://youtube.com/watch?v=j-6LwqgoXGw]

(https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dj-6LwqgoXGw%26fbclid
%3DIwAR0EEedZGUzzoKDGIEcys_E7kgkMBXGJz3v_l00rOehXCNVdREjiY-Fry0&h=AT33RuksIVlMQlQDEtdCQRFwy10HlIC1nPIyuxW5mYy-ti3LpNKK213_gLXUVQcYmHkRFH45TJRWI0SjGH3u8feneRwP315ajEUSz32ODmkb5bDbwQSPCXOFDq31LN57ksf58o) -- Hawaii banned Geothermal 100 years ago. The only
thing destroyed in the "Eruption" was the geothermal operation. [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puna_Geothermal_Venture]
(https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FPuna_Geothermal_Venture%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR10KX3sUaUzxSjvFfJDma8kcErWm8EkuF-aqVaQiwFeNxWs3U1AXi95Ut0&h=AT3AEwVgfrmDOGnxqCzno45B8IGQYogMuYCu8hQV1ef3AHFWxi1sjVryDkKOAtUI0E7_Hzj3YpCKnkVhGDoKl6agQ7193LfBOYUd7Gs0k9jXJeZIn9c6BYXHqpUC_9BIBCkrw) Obama also seized the largest piece of property ever; all the
offshore areas around Hawaii so that no Geothermal could ever be built. [https://washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-thelargest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html]
(https://washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb6326aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html?fbclid=IwAR0KoelH0rO-pxa-WrwWfr-bLCJkzGOAPe66N57iXGMUTFidiPu9fLIKOzM) -Obama also seized the entire Wind Corridor of the US to 'save the Butterflies"; it blocking wind power in the windiest area of the US
is just an unfortunate side effect I'm sure. [https://qz.com/407893/obama-is-creating-a-1500-mile-butterfly-corridor-to-helpmonarchs-get-from-mexico-to-minnesota/amp/](https://qz.com/407893/obama-is-creating-a-1500-mile-butterfly-corridor-to-helpmonarchs-get-from-mexico-to-minnesota/amp/)
Dec 25, 2019, 7:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
The original Tesla Leaks Extended --Nikola Tesla FBI file in HD. Ft. his missing property, John G Trump, the Ford Foundation, Free
World-wide Wireless Energy, Russian Conspiracy, Hillary's Emails and the reclassification of the Tesla FBI file, 3 FBI directors
notified of the US military exceeding Tesla's results, his 900 inventions, Interviews with 40 known associates and much more. Music
Score to Requiem for a Dream. [https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F
%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DvryqT3WPYkE%26fbclid
%3DIwAR1GwZv2AlGHYzAR_f0j7uDptn0ISjFEumu11IfFerx_W16WYdBWq7WgQhI&h=AT1Bvl72As69mPtA5CaZ0uf4ruThwVj9s0j
pwnawXxpMvjYDPCmd6KFzMKRyJWOpfomGukcjUrNJ_Rj3xbl7aA8t8ih9F3wqhoftv2A3bMRGsz4zJlWADt9j2A_JSoOC5yRh76I) -Donald Trump mishandles top secret paperwork by spilling his coffee on the un-redacted and complete (with attachments and full
interviews) of the Tesla FBI File. [https://washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/12/06/lock-her-up-we-now-know-trump-did-far-worse/]
(https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwashingtonpost.com%2Fopinions%2F2019%2F12%2F06%2Flock-her-up-wenow-know-trump-did-far-worse%2F%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR0fivjNMvLGMI8ZDCbzhPPp1s8FrKTS3i1X34hvaXorZxVpxzs0zBHN5XA&h=AT1l88b41qm-UXisgATCZngeV6nQDD87jmqy1kcA4VOwumvox_5D42hxa7QfyIeVzmG-AC1stu6oCoXNWU4h957FRB6tYcc9GMYdJBWqnl5nC4HOL01-5kg8bi3OwdOuQNN_Y)
[
](https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE&fbclid=IwAR092yFh54o98PYHOnj2BMAPJXQrVesDbJlMOEo7uAUjKCE9z8d1xODzlU)
Dec 25, 2019, 7:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_of_the_currents
Wikipedia on "The War of the Currents" tells lies and claim s that Westinghouse invented A/C; and doesn't include one word about
--Nikola Tesla. "an alternating current system developed by George Westinghouse's company".
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_of_the_currents](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki
%2FWar_of_the_currents%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR2B6Btpf07gSzvj2SdghThI4_mZOqyqYidZzZ8F6zzZIZ0BtxBGyhUWRCw&h=AT10KBYdb6J8hWq8JrwXkWBiRQ60SplmY
ZAYJWPpNeeMOxjjyC3WXkuB6Vt2bRw4KOTwuQhaX5T_hAAdJ2LhIxvHEywmhR5mNNJeNxUzJRaXlpbR7saJCDu0_xu7qsFuhs9rH0) -- George Westinghouse didn't invent
anything A/C. The 40 Tesla Polyphase patents were already filed by 1887 for commercial use, and were purchased by
Westinghouse for a "Kings Ransom". The patents were used by Tesla in 1889 (Wardenclyffe foreclosure appeal) and 1899 in
Colorado Springs. Westinghouse then used the Tesla patents and Tesla's assistance to build the AMES Hydro-electric plant at
Telluride in 1891 and Niagara Falls in 1895. Nine of the 13 patents for Niagara Falls are stamped in metal placards at the falls with
the name 'Nikola Tesla" with the patent numbers. The search for Hydro-electric locations in the US was called "The Columbian

Exposition"; named after The Columbian Exposition of 1893. After the Tesla A/C patents expired, in 1904, Tesla reports to JP
Morgan that he, Tesla, had sold $6B in his inventions since then. Westinghouse was merely a customer of Tesla. If Bugs Bunny
buys the Tesla patents, makes no improvement or patents; does Bugs get credit for inventing it? -- Mr. AB Barron on the Tesla
Transformers & Wardenclyffe Tower (The Electrical World and Engineer 1902) and 1889 [https://books.google.com/books?
id=z7VQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA499&lpg=PA499&dq=barron+nikola+tesla](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F
%2Fbooks.google.com%2Fbooks%3Fid%3Dz7VQAAAAYAAJ%26pg%3DPA499%26lpg%3DPA499%26dq%3Dbarron%2Bnikola
%2Btesla%26fbclid
%3DIwAR0XyWImsp06AVN7zXMt670DBreu51pOw6mx3TAhJ6gcz0VLR4Adfj_DenE&h=AT0AgFo_luyOgpcYne0a3WIB2TTBZLMu
ZuNXCn18Avk3WkIOxV3i3ZvF7nS9P1mdd1WqD0nexlirhqLPcnRp9XAjU5XCKargYVjMktYn5a96TUY7v9gafUwWV6FgSnra4NdY08)
-- JJ Thompson "... have shown that a wire (or elevated Tin/Mica Plate) if strongly negatively electrified for several hours becomes
"radio-active" ie: increases the electrical conductivity of the air in its neighborhood"...and exposed to Roentgen Rays ... forming a
coating of positive electricity around it" as in --Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", March 1901 --Nikola
Tesla's Eulogy by Mayor LaGuardia with quote from AB Barron: [https://youtube.com/watch?v=AWa0BNp86Dw]
(https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DAWa0BNp86Dw%26fbclid%3DIwAR2bUsdOX9wodHGckRzVaHBmgNsvUdIrqfkbpy7rl_gLaCcVfhs4On9U-Y&h=AT3KBgMjZ9OaRFjakPFnygkakGhxuntyjEDaNS1mJGLcLHAPKcb9ambYdiJHpBZbP3wk1u3T-C_f4UbHDU89oaoVk9ZGt_Q8ebDsHP8JGMKQbKJKXyt93GJ3yITa3oHrPmPNa8) --- Tesla
Transformers by AB Barron, 1889 [https://books.google.com/books?
id=vkY_AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA595&lpg=PA595&dq=ab+barron+tesla+transformers](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F
%2Fbooks.google.com%2Fbooks%3Fid%3DvkY_AQAAMAAJ%26pg%3DPA595%26lpg%3DPA595%26dq%3Dab%2Bbarron
%2Btesla%2Btransformers%26fbclid%3DIwAR2D86veA11grJkzkS6xc2n-4dHa61mRcJHD9LkPf_m4Ocz3KFEnmUsYJw&h=AT2ZLF8zCuhUTbsxT2in5zt5VZeJSRC4iZAgd3Oljf8IJQvJXVQ_K7b2HQmabCCqERMtH0nRKv6oWQX9lIbRZr7wHKc06gyM8mDSw12TlinpwQT5
MHkQwerbpjB3CfRLKhH81Y)
[
](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_of_the_currents?
fbclid=IwAR2EtjHF2CV9bYshZ5zekQCoUO0WYe6QhZlKtJfrtJJuE3s_S4OT0rnzAZQ)
Dec 25, 2019, 7:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/10/171011120313.htm
Oct. 2017: #Corexit #Tetrahydrofuran is the organo-sulfur hydride; a proprietary material that is best used for electric car batteries.
The polymer interphase layer creates no dendrites with 99% efficiency after 400 full cycles.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/10/171011120313.htm -- February 1st 1955 Lithium Aluminum Hydride
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja01608a015 -- February 16 2018 Chemisorption of polysulfides through redox reactions with
organic molecules for lithium–sulfur batteries https://nature.com/articles/s41467-018-03116-z -- Lithium Sulfur Batteries:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium–sulfur_battery -- Corexit: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit -- BP buys up 1/3 the world's
supply of Corexit using the Deep water Horizon Sabotage as an excuse to buy it, but not use it. https://propublica.org/a…/bp-gulf-oilspill-dispersants-0430 -- Sulfur Hydrides in Corexit https://science.gov/topicpages/o/oil+dispersant+corexit -- Hydrogen sulfide:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_sulfide -- Hydroxide Solvent in Corexit called Tetrahydrofuran is also used as the primary
Lithium Sulfur Electrolytes https://patents.google.com/patent/US6030720A/en -- Tetrahydrofuran & Corexit
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/es103838p
Dec 25, 2019, 7:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Tesla Leaks exclusive find of Dr. Nikola Tesla's inventions to 1) Cure Cancer w/ Roentgen Rays 2) Purification of Water, Air, Food to
eliminate Disease 3) Unlimited Ionospheric Energy w/ his "Law of the Ionosphere" -- More by Tesla Leaks on --Nikola Tesla's
Medical & Purification: [http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html]
(http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html) -- More on using the Law of the Ionosphere with
the Tesla Leaks or Original post on its anniversary; November 5th 2014 Nikola Tesla's filing for "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" on March 21st 1901 approved November 5th 1901 after President William McKinley was assassinated. -- UV light
is >99% effective in killing pathogens in just 5-7 minutes. "The cellophane costs your nothing" (Vaccines not included).
https://facebook.com/…/a.915054161984456/1415759245247276/-- The "cellophane and Tin hit-piece" by Weird All Yankovic
(Funded by the nano-aluminum industry) https://youtube.com/watch?v=urglg3WimHA -- Dec 2 2019 New technique uses ultrasound

to kill prostate cancer with no surgery and 80% success rate. https://independent.co.uk/…/prostate-cancer-surgery-ultraso… ---Nikola Tesla: Electricity, the greatest of Doctors, 1999 IEEE https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078 -December 1st 1912 "Tesla's Plan Of Electrically Treating School Children" POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE
http://teslacollection.com/…/tesla_s_plan_of_electrically_t… -- November 12 2019 Thanks to existing research, biochemical
scientist George Frodsham knew it was possible to force magnetic nanoparticles to bind to specific cells in the body and filter them
from the blood. https://futurism.com/n…/engineer-pull-diseases-blood-magnets -- Also see John G Trump on Purifying the Blood.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Filed at the US Patent office under 'NiCola Tesla" for Medical Testing & Therapy
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/…/tesla-leaks-nicola-… --Full list of updates at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=768999679904459&ref=bookmarks --- More at
www.teslaleaks.com
Dec 25, 2019, 6:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
Repost: Blocked by Facebook! The Tesla Method to manufacture pure Diamonds from the waste product carbon dust in a Tesla
electric arc furnace "will be perfected by 1888" - Queens Quarterly 1887 [https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla](https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla) -- Synthetic Diamonds
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_diamond](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_diamond) -- The first steel and aluminum
smelter in North America to create this waste product was at Nikola Tesla's Niagara Falls
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_electric_power_transmission]
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_electric_power_transmission) -- August 30, 1902 - Scientific American "Formation of the
Diamond by the (Tesla) Electric Furnace" (Copy not Available in Google) https://scientificamerican.com/magazine/sa/1902/08-30/ -The crucible is set in the furnace, the current is turned on and the arc is formed. In six minutes the highest possible heat is
developed, and the part high temperature plays in the art of diamond making is realized. It only remains now to subject the carbon to
great pressure. To obtain the requisite high pressure after the iron... Tesla in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead and
manufacturing Diamond https://books.google.com/books?id=l0wAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA964&lpg=PA964&dq=Formation+of+the+Diamond+by+the+Electric+Furnace -- Queen's Quarterly, Volumes 23, 1895. "Within the next year, the Tesla method to turn ordinary charcoal into full size Diamond will be perfected".
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla -- You must have missed
the "Funny or Die" Tesla skit with 4.5 Million views claiming that Tesla died penniless in love with a Pigeon; one of the highest
viewed video's on Tesla, ever. Can you be "penniless" and have 3 rooms at the New Yorker Hotel for 30 years?
https://youtu.be/3gOR91oentQ?t=300 -- You must have missed the 50 Million views of the Tesla vs Edison Rap Battle claiming
Tesla has "OCD" and "never had sex"! Do you have proof Tesla had OCD and never had sex? https://youtu.be/gJ1Mz7kGVf0?t=20
The earliest Modern Marvels on Tesla with nearly 1 Million views, origionally aired on TV in May, 2008 reported that Tesla was
repulsed by "Womens Jewelry". Do you know why Nikola Tesla dislikes Jewelery? Of course you don't. You would if you read Tesla
Leaks on the issue of how they make "Diamonds" in Electric Furnaces that come out as a waste product. By 1898, the Queens
Quarterly reported that the Tesla method to manufacture Diamonds from ordinary charcoal would be "perfected". Diamonds are a
worthless waste product, and so are Pearls. https://youtube.com/watch?v=3R5Em3kTlmY&feature=youtu.be&t=164
Dec 25, 2019, 6:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo
Repost: Reluctance engines now used in the Tesla Plaid update "does not conform to Maxwell Equations" as they are non
deterministic - Wikipedia on Reluctance engines. In addition, --Nikola Tesla proved in his Patent for a "Pyromagneto electric
generator" that magnets cease to be magnetic under high temperatures; breaking all your "laws".
https://patents.google.com/patent/US428057A/ -- Nikola Tesla's Homopolar Generator/s (Reluctance Motor) with Synchronism
based in his Pulse-Width Modulation, is Self-Sustaining, Regenerative, with EMF recycling is used in the Prius, BMW, GM & Tesla
Model 3 -- [https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo](https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo) -- His patent as an electrical generator is referred to and used by the US Dept. Of Energy in
Nuclear Fusion Reactors [https://patents.google.com/patent/US4110648A/en](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F
%2Fpatents.google.com%2Fpatent%2FUS4110648A%2Fen%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR2JrNOCNXW3kNcjrcaRPGM6UsJ0jZbbYTJrNVbCXCL0eGbPDSU3NgkQd7s&h=AT2zkL_506fWOMs6sFEndUzweXr9t0z
sn8bhEb4G4rmqwxsOi1QseMhQ_w0S4EGt2ppSKsUw199XkEf1BESAgFSKubfxsHKOt0lNo7hS0yQ6k6WjYmYW_JFIZ1eHsZXoFbt0Dv0_YFHngUfOW3jlDEQwwl3bJjhJw) -- Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday disc and

conducted work with homopolar generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent 406,968
[https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpatents.google.com%2Fpatent
%2FUS406968%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR25d89gowRAkQo_r_B7No7dgBWe7ifJi99nzZc4v8xEQjVdJMy2JlbxyY&h=AT0UQ1E9SlaTXd87AibENzB4fhhqU42H9qVIJQi6ycg0iEWeZr59Gu8NnUP1
eUXUuCo_7QFMRqGibXUiE6G-cadWrFyJasRsw04iJHor4uTxQad1LWz_KJHuWw-colaTGxgMiOMHc7Ei_4T6oDd-jOpoR-nG3eA4Q) -- U.S. Patent 588,602A for the Synchronous Variable Reluctance Motor used in the Prius & GM -[https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpatents.google.com
%2Fpatent%2FUS588602A%2Fen%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR14JGQ-fpuGSedizwn8946mJ30MJocNWGd_Qlqf106gGDfcrDCpJ8f1qQ&h=AT1-8imf9FjKs20r0FrDCN82iZOCEXIzDnAeSNdvYJJABLJxOxTejgN3N1xp9_KLdxIZqyI6ShqH5T2wROYWVTohgsXtvE3nkLYfH2fdUcGlYl9meW
BmWgrpJSfIcFWprcW4Q_fkef1gYthO6pwxfhfzz6wzhBzDA) -- U.S. Patent 390,414 [https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414]
(https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpatents.google.com%2Fpatent%2FUS390414%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR0cspOGk1tNIcfi7g_apUjZ1aUJFOdwUxQfGxRKzlkcC1PIL17IMkmEc84&h=AT3eTx1Di5CNvZsgNm2LXH4WSDNqFe12F
OFbM4kIqif2UDbA9c77PoT4K5Vktio1AA_oDO78jKr8cKEwzkcSZJ3jaQ4foFrdUqvoJ2lrjn0HrhEn9REW7VQbjiGWb0FmKAzoF9t1WUn49Len4CYMsisfZm_9w7xLQ) -- Tesla's
"Dynamo Electric Machine" patent/s describes an arrangement of two parallel discs with separate, parallel shafts, joined like pulleys
by a metallic belt. Each disc had a field that was the opposite of the other, so that the flow of current was from the one shaft to the
disc edge, across the belt to the other disc edge and to the second shaft. This would have greatly reduced the frictional losses
caused by sliding contacts by allowing both electrical pickups to interface with the shafts of the two disks rather than at the shaft and
a high-speed rim. Later, patents were awarded to C. P. Steinmetz and E. Thomson for their work with homopolar generators.
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homopolar_generator](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki
%2FHomopolar_generator%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR0NhLu2BEGoKt6vbD9D4NyF5QpaCFD6vxbQyOEdPnTltwADyZEbL8wj8nY&h=AT1LxvYrHvBKPc6SQaR3W1FQmXPFB
uHUviC-T99PLKDrKY0WWpdu9ac01WeqctReCHpaN-FK3o9HwLv-lPLPrIpmSVgzbD0j9oDfjg_IYLmmd2D0W7Sif31kzYRauBBhXXxQOgwGP5pcXeOD_jPOJxX_jTKV1Vw3A) -- Nikola Tesla also patented a "wound capacitor" with spiral wrapping
condenser or battery using Lithium in 1891 and 1896. This is the same battery cell is used in the Tesla car. But, Cleantechnica won't
tell you that. U.S. Patent #464,667 for an Electrical Condenser with spiral wrapping, Original Assignee "Tesla Nikolas"
[https://patents.google.com/patent/US567818](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpatents.google.com%2Fpatent
%2FUS567818%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3sbwh6ghe3GVEzCv3Rx7YK0P-Y8CNvKSkcTjh4fHfbJoMxmWZbMtOGwc&h=AT17RRriaEc9MrnmVC06TvG4fPEsa_lDZPDtwR4LWu8Iixg3tcMZF4vOCiZ4skNJmRs59ojIMpySlsmucr_Z2IIB67llSs_59yOI1mWxI6o-ilv6aWlAcIfugL5REmjPSiCnGEhFxw3vxcILMveyEcKDxJuMdMgYw) -- U.S.
Patent #567,818A for a Wound Capacitor [https://patents.google.com/patent/US464667](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A
%2F%2Fpatents.google.com%2Fpatent%2FUS464667%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR28QqUlZQJEDy5evPEnB7pYYJUHgrizJZ5DAALk_1WXb7h3Ge1xPYiCA5A&h=AT3C9lhCqMpi9FgA5zRv2QUUJ9uUnZP
Iwkg0VBO0qYbvvT5SibXkaJWK9LuC9Vip1DtrlHYjFXhUAkQgWLn1QBcrKyxYlfo6a2CK5fwv2D62LUPvEIZJuqrGMq9T8glWILa__Z
AfgmIN5xlA5ihG20-2yyzqv4EUzw) -- Looking inside Tesla "Jelly Roll" batteries w/video: [https://cleantechnica.com/…/lookinginside-tesla-battery-c…/](https://cleantechnica.com/2018/03/25/looking-inside-tesla-battery-cells-video/?
fbclid=IwAR3X9_zZ0BGNXN_UWjk3iU4Fn3yemQ70Zvoc87HIkVe6MpimgdAxTddzS08)
Dec 25, 2019, 6:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
--Nikola Tesla took the first X-RAY pictures, "Shadow-graphs", and sophisticated X-ray Leonard tubes.
[https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/a.596087540434024/2729381207104636/]
(https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/a.596087540434024/2729381207104636/) -- He is also given credit
to the concept of "Black body radiation" at the US Patent office filed under "NiCola Tesla".
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- --Nikola Tesla invents the current method of
#Shadow #Graphs using X-ray source, radioactive film and a phosphorescent display.
[https://facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/a.513399415369504/2729705547072202/]
(https://facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/a.513399415369504/2729705547072202/)
[
](https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/a.513399415369504/2729705547072202/?
type=3&eid=ARCB8AVArbjpUzoZVs6m2jqGW1LGlu0y6AkDhbsnMvq3kkNN229O8wcz34O99jnKMMalsUODKeydqx_n)
Dec 25, 2019, 6:08 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

December 13 2019 The most dangerous job in the US is logging with 132 deaths for 100,000 people. The safest in the world is
Nuclear at less than 1 death every 100,000 people. [https://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2019/12/13/the-safest-and-the-mostdangerous-jobs-in-america--nuclear-and-logging/](https://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2019/12/13/the-safest-and-the-mostdangerous-jobs-in-america--nuclear-and-logging/?fbclid=IwAR02FxZa3r-ErTz6LxxxawUbRd6E_4LcElE16Ut1KwQKCgklt9NiA3m6nE) -- Classic Repost. Nuclear Power is the safest industry ever invented. No one died from
"radiation" at Fukushima, nor 3 Mile Island nor from at Chernobyl. [https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE]
(https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE&fbclid=IwAR2URYW_RAiZq3v3TrqXuS-saF2b8_9BVGRpqrmcu_X47bXZeuWG3d16Q8) -- Chernobyl was a sabatoge. The plant was powering Russia's Duka (over the
horizon radar) Radar aka The Russian Woodpecker. JAN 2015 FUN WITH CONSPIRACY THEORIES: DID THE CHERNOBYL
DISASTER COVER UP SOMETHING EVEN WORSE? [https://newsweek.com/fun-conspiracy-theories-was-chernobyl-disaster-cyamove-hide-something-even-302570](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnewsweek.com%2Ffun-conspiracy-theorieswas-chernobyl-disaster-cya-move-hide-something-even-302570%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1E5KOMNs3g4bCnoE9WR1vaDp9kDnl4ErrFIclxXkC7UvnzYvcTsGhgQE&h=AT0L3KJnWRfCY_MiKbn7mWky4pq41tBsHJUKRnltlc3yaHL9n4fU
3CDgk2sUYBAYpbcLdyrLqd4nZLAVbDv--uCVdEY0vtsG9o0eqfGpAJbTgt6SVogzVunyBkQ2zgrKEiGbRcMH) -- Do you know the
Mormans killed 20,000 children a year digging in their coal plants? Did you know they just dump the petro waste directly in your
river? Did you know metallic coal is 100X more radioactive than Nuclear? December 13th 2007
[https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/coal-ash-is-more-radioactive-than-nuclear-waste/]
(https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/coal-ash-is-more-radioactive-than-nuclear-waste/)
December 13 2019 The most dangerous job in the US is logging with 132 deaths for 100,000 people. The safest in the world is
Nuclear at less than 1 death every 100,000 people. [https://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2019/12/13/the-safest-and-the-mostdangerous-jobs-in-america--nuclear-and-logging/](https://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2019/12/13/the-safest-and-the-mostdangerous-jobs-in-america--nuclear-and-logging/?fbclid=IwAR02FxZa3r-ErTz6LxxxawUbRd6E_4LcElE16Ut1KwQKCgklt9NiA3m6nE) -- Classic Repost. Nuclear Power is the safest industry ever invented. No one died from
"radiation" at Fukushima, nor 3 Mile Island nor from at Chernobyl. [https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE]
(https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE&fbclid=IwAR2URYW_RAiZq3v3TrqXuS-saF2b8_9BVGRpqrmcu_X47bXZeuWG3d16Q8) -- Chernobyl was a sabatoge. The plant was powering Russia's Duka (over the
horizon radar) Radar aka The Russian Woodpecker. JAN 2015 FUN WITH CONSPIRACY THEORIES: DID THE CHERNOBYL
DISASTER COVER UP SOMETHING EVEN WORSE? [https://newsweek.com/fun-conspiracy-theories-was-chernobyl-disaster-cyamove-hide-something-even-302570](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnewsweek.com%2Ffun-conspiracy-theorieswas-chernobyl-disaster-cya-move-hide-something-even-302570%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1E5KOMNs3g4bCnoE9WR1vaDp9kDnl4ErrFIclxXkC7UvnzYvcTsGhgQE&h=AT0L3KJnWRfCY_MiKbn7mWky4pq41tBsHJUKRnltlc3yaHL9n4fU
3CDgk2sUYBAYpbcLdyrLqd4nZLAVbDv--uCVdEY0vtsG9o0eqfGpAJbTgt6SVogzVunyBkQ2zgrKEiGbRcMH) -- Do you know the
Mormans killed 20,000 children a year digging in their coal plants? Did you know they just dump the petro waste directly in your
river? Did you know metallic coal is 100X more radioactive than Nuclear? December 13th 2007
[https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/coal-ash-is-more-radioactive-than-nuclear-waste/]
(https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/coal-ash-is-more-radioactive-than-nuclear-waste/)
Dec 25, 2019, 6:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
The REAL "Current War" by Tesla Leaks: Nikola Tesla fingers JP Morgan who sets fire to Tesla's Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla
$150K to keep quiet (not investment for Wardenclyffe, which wasn't built until 1900-1907). Tesla abandons A/C for Wireless after
Morgan buys Anaconda Copper; later the basis for the banking crash of 1907 that bankrupt Tesla & Westinghouse. Tesla allegedly
tears up his A/C contract to save Westinghouse; and 50% of their income was for lawyers to protect lawsuits filed by Edison & GE.
This led to a "patent sharing agreement" with GE for A/C.
https://facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/a.596087540434024/2731678710208219/ -- Tesla's lab was the first
demolition of a building in the U.S. https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM --Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigation by Tesla
Leaks: http://Facebook.com/NikolaTeslaInvestigation
Dec 25, 2019, 5:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

The Boston Sunday Globe December 18 1904 --Nikola Tesla & George Herbert Walker Scherff, on Dec 19 1904, admit Niagara
Falls was to have 10K H.P. of wireless power. [https://youtube.com/watch?v=hBTTAJ-PSpA&t=10m06s](https://youtube.com/watch?
v=hBTTAJ-PSpA&t=10m06s&fbclid=IwAR0SoObciKGCdxMN7d-gmSYjPHQ868bXr_6DPMnCuPworBmAz2GWTnHmRxs) -- JP
Morgan in the Tesla / JP Morgan Letters. [https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m21s](https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m21s&fbclid=IwAR1Pd8ThOiLIy5mF__BGHcwj5mlNf7beaV7AH2cTYc-Vmmm6tbFoPj2jNzo)
The Boston Sunday Globe December 18 1904 --Nikola Tesla & George Herbert Walker Scherff, on Dec 19 1904, admit Niagara
Falls was to have 10K H.P. of wireless power. [https://youtube.com/watch?v=hBTTAJ-PSpA&t=10m06s](https://youtube.com/watch?
v=hBTTAJ-PSpA&t=10m06s&fbclid=IwAR0SoObciKGCdxMN7d-gmSYjPHQ868bXr_6DPMnCuPworBmAz2GWTnHmRxs) -- JP
Morgan in the Tesla / JP Morgan Letters. [https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m21s](https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m21s&fbclid=IwAR1Pd8ThOiLIy5mF__BGHcwj5mlNf7beaV7AH2cTYc-Vmmm6tbFoPj2jNzo)
Dec 25, 2019, 5:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

January/February Issue Update: The Atlantic puts out a story about Deep-Sea Mining, but it's ignoring the fact they get free
methane from Hydrothermal vents. And ignore using the 250 Atmosphere, 2 Million pounds of water pressure from Ocean Mass to
generate 4-30GW of electricity at a depth of 30,000 Feet (est). aka DeepWater Horizon with a "Tesla Tube".
[https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/01/20000-feet-under-the-sea/603040/]
(https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/01/20000-feet-under-the-sea/603040/) -- Facts about Niagara Falls creating
4GW with a 1500 foot drop with a force of 2,509 tons. [https://niagarafallsstatepark.com/niagara-falls-state-park/amazing-niagarafacts](https://niagarafallsstatepark.com/niagara-falls-state-park/amazing-niagara-facts) -[https://frankgermano.wordpress.com/ocean-power/](https://frankgermano.wordpress.com/ocean-power/?
fbclid=IwAR0ZFYnBiMykLSJsmeioiyPsFtj9zdjLpof9TFwDGrvzRABDmRkVO4JBHuI) -- The "Tesla Tube" of 1900: Energy from the
Ambient Medium, Ocean Mass. [https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms](https://youtube.com/watch?
v=6p2gb7R74ms&fbclid=IwAR3pIjTlmsTrOl3f_5j6Zv6X8Biq9KY8GDNOdGlTld_t41rYNogrqTvZE3I) -- Hydro electric Tube 1)
[https://patents.google.com/patent/US9163606](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpatents.google.com%2Fpatent
%2FUS9163606%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1cw40518NVvCMWG029BRxWO1kGFcSVgTSyLJUpmO8DzwfOdZyiQDTfqU&h=AT1U_5So_PSvsxbaBLIqBxSI17dnEg_WHE8cn_OKvx6I0-2XePLZakj4unXO5I6ghnpgyGaKfUJtlRlxP2SjxwMIRpy4jhqdSy2uC1p_LNZfwCHLtIi6o8kkmJJcbcTmT7H3xnC) -- Generating power from a
large mass 2) [https://google.ch/patents/US6666024](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fgoogle.ch%2Fpatents
%2FUS6666024%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2U_f3r31x-dNDVkKcDzyjZvmyjg9GOevuwgwzgKtqjeIr3U9KYpBMcvo&h=AT2dFXzS2v0QPHoSqYRwVe_S6pXZmif02E4gk_4sOqhQTWWWaaK
Tw_iTIrtd-QZjB5WEUkGTe4zuf79sc_ivFAaFKZYaDdjRI45prYNRAIhQKkWaUOygFwGv4YMeENEJ59RSovCC) [#peak]
(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/peak?epa=HASHTAG) [#oil](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/oil?epa=HASHTAG) [#gas]
(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/gas?epa=HASHTAG) [#hoax](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/hoax?epa=HASHTAG)
Repost: How gasoline is made. "Cherry" method costs 8 cents in electricity per gal, a Tesla Coil, a Tesla A/C high frequency, hightension Dynamo and inputs like natural gas or air. Gas is not a fossil fuel, nor from oil. [https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1923446594634828&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F](https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1923446594634828&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F) -- Gasoline and other motor fuels, 1922, for the
Department of Interior. Chapter on Hydro-"Cracking by Electrical Methods" [https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?
u=https%3A%2F%2Fbooks.google.com%2Fbooks%3Fid%3DtmxLAAAAMAAJ%26pg%3DPA460%26lpg%3DPA460%26dq
%3Dconversion%2Bof%2Bfuels%2Bhigh%2Btension%2Bhigh%2Bfrequency%26fbclid
%3DIwAR3vbqspeADXe1XMZgFf9H645MxLi-qTAxGeQG8A-UnZGATgyMzV88oGTlc&h=AT2PA2dLG_YxgzGvwf4HbK8s71JpAc2N3zlPBPXrx_L76iXetrVxZ6qWADHwhS5_kt1DFAql8zKimT-18PxL4T_tTHL5GXSUEeoPdbtbvRTmUj2tmEkR_VK9WnFzW9rCLJqaj5) -- The use the "Tesla Tube" method for Hydro-cracking, Infinite Hydro-electric
power using the "potential energy" of the Ocean Mass; in deep-water. Aka Deep-water Horizon".
[https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1082071721930585&_rdr]
(https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1082071721930585&_rdr)& -- January/February Issue
Update: The Atlantic puts out a story about Deep-Sea Mining, but it's ignoring the fact they get free methane from Hydrothermal

vents and using the 250 Atmosphere, 2 Million pounds per square foot of water pressure from Ocean Mass to generate 4-30GW of
electricity at a depth of 30,000 Feet (est). aka DeepWater Horizon. [https://theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/01/20000-feetunder-the-sea/603040/](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftheatlantic.com%2Fmagazine%2Farchive
%2F2020%2F01%2F20000-feet-under-the-sea%2F603040%2F%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR12uBbbCXqT0m372vApFRtn3xhivaZ5qVXcOy9Bkw_11_jKB-i3MGLDl-Q&h=AT06rCaxemPdNLW3KXGyK0udG6_CgZKjGdBkrSE_ZYXD9i_hnJQhSclJfCUOQ8YhzogXzuVGIgG6ToGJeCDS4qzZmjelrDVE6RY6u1WWlY_KgNx2c4rcZlGxGTNpt36DY5F0O-) -- Facts about
Niagara Falls creating 4GW with a 1500 foot drop with a force of 2,509 tons. [https://niagarafallsstatepark.com/niagara-falls-statepark/amazing-niagara-facts](https://niagarafallsstatepark.com/niagara-falls-state-park/amazing-niagara-facts?
fbclid=IwAR0M8hzh8yXM1dbnpAXCKwc1A_Ns0X9Hz8yhb3FMmSSCzNUXV-_rqczzldo)
January/February Issue Update: The Atlantic puts out a story about Deep-Sea Mining, but it's ignoring the fact they get free
methane from Hydrothermal vents. And ignore using the 250 Atmosphere, 2 Million pounds of water pressure from Ocean Mass to
generate 4-30GW of electricity at a depth of 30,000 Feet (est). aka DeepWater Horizon with a "Tesla Tube".
[https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/01/20000-feet-under-the-sea/603040/]
(https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/01/20000-feet-under-the-sea/603040/) -- Facts about Niagara Falls creating
4GW with a 1500 foot drop with a force of 2,509 tons. [https://niagarafallsstatepark.com/niagara-falls-state-park/amazing-niagarafacts](https://niagarafallsstatepark.com/niagara-falls-state-park/amazing-niagara-facts) -[https://frankgermano.wordpress.com/ocean-power/](https://frankgermano.wordpress.com/ocean-power/?
fbclid=IwAR0ZFYnBiMykLSJsmeioiyPsFtj9zdjLpof9TFwDGrvzRABDmRkVO4JBHuI) -- The "Tesla Tube" of 1900: Energy from the
Ambient Medium, Ocean Mass. [https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms](https://youtube.com/watch?
v=6p2gb7R74ms&fbclid=IwAR3pIjTlmsTrOl3f_5j6Zv6X8Biq9KY8GDNOdGlTld_t41rYNogrqTvZE3I) -- Hydro electric Tube 1)
[https://patents.google.com/patent/US9163606](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpatents.google.com%2Fpatent
%2FUS9163606%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1cw40518NVvCMWG029BRxWO1kGFcSVgTSyLJUpmO8DzwfOdZyiQDTfqU&h=AT1U_5So_PSvsxbaBLIqBxSI17dnEg_WHE8cn_OKvx6I0-2XePLZakj4unXO5I6ghnpgyGaKfUJtlRlxP2SjxwMIRpy4jhqdSy2uC1p_LNZfwCHLtIi6o8kkmJJcbcTmT7H3xnC) -- Generating power from a
large mass 2) [https://google.ch/patents/US6666024](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fgoogle.ch%2Fpatents
%2FUS6666024%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2U_f3r31x-dNDVkKcDzyjZvmyjg9GOevuwgwzgKtqjeIr3U9KYpBMcvo&h=AT2dFXzS2v0QPHoSqYRwVe_S6pXZmif02E4gk_4sOqhQTWWWaaK
Tw_iTIrtd-QZjB5WEUkGTe4zuf79sc_ivFAaFKZYaDdjRI45prYNRAIhQKkWaUOygFwGv4YMeENEJ59RSovCC) [#peak]
(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/peak?epa=HASHTAG) [#oil](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/oil?epa=HASHTAG) [#gas]
(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/gas?epa=HASHTAG) [#hoax](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/hoax?epa=HASHTAG)
Repost: How gasoline is made. "Cherry" method costs 8 cents in electricity per gal, a Tesla Coil, a Tesla A/C high frequency, hightension Dynamo and inputs like natural gas or air. Gas is not a fossil fuel, nor from oil. [https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1923446594634828&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F](https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1923446594634828&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F) -- Gasoline and other motor fuels, 1922, for the
Department of Interior. Chapter on Hydro-"Cracking by Electrical Methods" [https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?
u=https%3A%2F%2Fbooks.google.com%2Fbooks%3Fid%3DtmxLAAAAMAAJ%26pg%3DPA460%26lpg%3DPA460%26dq
%3Dconversion%2Bof%2Bfuels%2Bhigh%2Btension%2Bhigh%2Bfrequency%26fbclid
%3DIwAR3vbqspeADXe1XMZgFf9H645MxLi-qTAxGeQG8A-UnZGATgyMzV88oGTlc&h=AT2PA2dLG_YxgzGvwf4HbK8s71JpAc2N3zlPBPXrx_L76iXetrVxZ6qWADHwhS5_kt1DFAql8zKimT-18PxL4T_tTHL5GXSUEeoPdbtbvRTmUj2tmEkR_VK9WnFzW9rCLJqaj5) -- The use the "Tesla Tube" method for Hydro-cracking, Infinite Hydro-electric
power using the "potential energy" of the Ocean Mass; in deep-water. Aka Deep-water Horizon".
[https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1082071721930585&_rdr]
(https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1082071721930585&_rdr)& -- January/February Issue
Update: The Atlantic puts out a story about Deep-Sea Mining, but it's ignoring the fact they get free methane from Hydrothermal
vents and using the 250 Atmosphere, 2 Million pounds per square foot of water pressure from Ocean Mass to generate 4-30GW of
electricity at a depth of 30,000 Feet (est). aka DeepWater Horizon. [https://theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/01/20000-feetunder-the-sea/603040/](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftheatlantic.com%2Fmagazine%2Farchive
%2F2020%2F01%2F20000-feet-under-the-sea%2F603040%2F%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR12uBbbCXqT0m372vApFRtn3xhivaZ5qVXcOy9Bkw_11_jKB-i3MGLDl-Q&h=AT06rCaxemPdNLW3KXGyK0udG6_CgZKjGdBkrSE_ZYXD9i_hnJQhSclJfCUOQ8YhzogXzuVGIgG6ToGJeCDS4qzZmjelrDVE6RY6u1WWlY_KgNx2c4rcZlGxGTNpt36DY5F0O-) -- Facts about

Niagara Falls creating 4GW with a 1500 foot drop with a force of 2,509 tons. [https://niagarafallsstatepark.com/niagara-falls-statepark/amazing-niagara-facts](https://niagarafallsstatepark.com/niagara-falls-state-park/amazing-niagara-facts?
fbclid=IwAR0M8hzh8yXM1dbnpAXCKwc1A_Ns0X9Hz8yhb3FMmSSCzNUXV-_rqczzldo)
Dec 25, 2019, 5:35 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
#CP30 was equipped with the first #universal #language #translator invented by --Nikola Tesla. https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- Tesla proposed to JP Morgan to also have a universal #fax Teletype and a worldwide #Atomic /
Krypton #clock; https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- These same devices were and are used by the Empire and the
United Nations. Google's Alphabet is copying all of --Nikola Tesla's inventions. January, 2019 Google releases Universal Translator:
https://telegraph.co.uk/technology/2019/01/08/google-unveils-instant-language-translator-people-hold-conversations/ -- Google CEO
Larry Page on --Nikola Tesla: https://youtube.com/watch?v=iH2VGLLgTTU
Dec 25, 2019, 5:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3
Nikola Tesla Leaks. Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions and property; Includes principles, improvements and vernacular
in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C
Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Monopolar Dynamo's, Impulse
Direct Current (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata, Multi-plexing, Feedback,
Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems (Loops & Nodes), Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power
Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Fasterthan-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas,
Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray,
Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency
Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance,
Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless
Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers,
Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar
Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators,
Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary
Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters,
Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular
Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV
Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection,
Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End
Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking,
Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic & Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for the
above... ELECTRICAL FURNACE, HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS,
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS, FACSIMILE, BROADCASTING https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3
Dec 25, 2019, 5:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://manifold.umn.edu/read/the-perversity-of-things-hugo-gernsback-on-media-tinkering-and-scientifiction/section/71ba6e6bb4b2-40a2-bdb1-af133fc6b93b
Magnetic Storm via Nikola Tesla: In The Perversity of Things: Hugo Gernsback on Media, Tinkering, and Scientifiction";
[https://manifold.umn.edu/read/the-perversity-of-things-hugo-gernsback-on-media-tinkering-and-scientifiction/section/71ba6e6bb4b2-40a2-bdb1-af133fc6b93b](https://manifold.umn.edu/read/the-perversity-of-things-hugo-gernsback-on-media-tinkering-andscientifiction/section/71ba6e6b-b4b2-40a2-bdb1-af133fc6b93b?
fbclid=IwAR3RhYcMJKziE6djzKW2lQrEza148lL2rE5rp3YEI4dbnuPpdWTd_aiTE8k) A fictional apprentice to Nikola Tesla named
Why Sparks devises a means of harmlessly disabling German weapons in The Magnetic Storm (1918), providing an imaginary
resolution to the tensions of the Great War at its height. -- The Magnetic Storm, Electrical Experimenter, vol. 6, no. 4, August 1918
[https://manifold.umn.edu/read/fc03beb6-e670-4746-af17-4bac70ddb764/section/c39d8a96-dc8e-4b66-ae16-1672e4023d67#ch28]
(https://manifold.umn.edu/read/fc03beb6-e670-4746-af17-4bac70ddb764/section/c39d8a96-dc8e-4b66-ae16-1672e4023d67?
fbclid=IwAR3hBO8QyCB0WtKSQ0zh7a1Cccm8BUMyzovVID7XnDmIsNSmb6xEHrX3kaI#ch28)
Dec 25, 2019, 5:09 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Nikola Tesla is John Galt. Tesla as Yoda speaks of the nature of Good & Evil, The Force & Man's Existence, The Dark Side's
"Morality of Death", Perpetually Motors, Extracting energy from the Ionosphere, Cyclotrons, Atoms are Indestructible, Logic: A is A
and not E is M, and much much more. http://amberandchaos.net/?page_id=73
Dec 25, 2019, 5:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=gv1W8x0mPwg
December 23 2019 TESLA - It's Game Over - Elon Musk -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=gv1W8x0mPwg Tesla's Arc Invest's
$6,000 stock price target is very likely https://youtube.com/watch?v=PEz8g0RftRI -- Ron Baron on Tesla: Will TSLA stock hit $1
Trillion by 2030? https://youtube.com/watch?v=BF-Vst1HeIk
Dec 25, 2019, 5:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME
December 11 2019 With over 1 Million views: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME -- See the Magic of the Tesla
Ram-Jet Valve. Smithsonian now gives credit to Nikola Tesla inventing Jet Engine https://boingboing.net/2019/12/12/see-the-magicof-a-tesla-valve.html "He invented the bladeless turbines used in modern jet engines and imagined a wireless future in which
information, music, pictures, and limitless renewable energy could be beamed around the globe instantly, free, and available for all."
https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/
Dec 25, 2019, 4:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
March 3 1920 Electrical Experimenter (Science & Invention) on --Nikola Tesla's article 'Wireless Power Now Possible" & The Miracle
of Radium. https://facebook.com/download/228704954287836/1920%2003%20Mar%20The%20Electrical%20Experimenter.pdf -Tesla invents a Tube to produce radium in unlimited quantity for $1 a pound https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sendingmessages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday
Dec 25, 2019, 4:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://web.archive.org/web/20191031015203/https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/03/world/asia/nuclear-button-trump-northkorea.html
December 19 2019 Clinton said Trump will have his fingers on the 'Nuclear button'. Then Trump said to NK, I have my finger on the
button. Dung Un said he too has a "nuclear button". Trump said "my button is bigger and works".
https://web.archive.org/web/20191031015203/https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/03/world/asia/nuclear-button-trump-northkorea.html -- Then find out "there is no button"! https://nytimes.com/2018/01/03/world/asia/nuclear-button-trump-north-korea.html
Dec 25, 2019, 4:35 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Dec 25, 2019, 12:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Београд Nikola Tesla Klub FaceBook Beograd.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Dec 25, 2019, 12:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Dec 24, 2019, 8:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
#Rise #of #the #Jedi #Podcast launches December 25-26.
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/photos/a.100487628136714/100985214753622/ --The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking
amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive spelling Yoda, have successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing
plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the anniversary of George Washington & (Or what would be his brother)
plan to cross the Delaware. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind
Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi Order. https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/
-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct,
#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?v=9AV5tn0IjoM --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of this
technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE

Dec 24, 2019, 8:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
Tesla Leaks uploaded 420+ Nikola Tesla PDF Files, Newspaper clippings, Patents & Images used on the Tesla Leaks Facebook
Group and Video's on YouTube https://www.facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/media_set?set=a.10156722545796632&type=3
-- Search the 1200 page website and 10,000 sources for any particular keyword at http://teslaleaks.com/
Aug 4, 2019, 3:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA-Free Energy -Tartaria.
Tesla Leaks uploaded 420+ Nikola Tesla PDF Files, Newspaper clippings, Patents & Images used on the Tesla Leaks Facebook
Group and Video's on YouTube https://www.facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/media_set?set=a.10156722545796632&type=3
-- Search the 1200 page website and 10,000 sources for any particular keyword at http://teslaleaks.com/
Aug 4, 2019, 3:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Colorado Tesla Awareness Community.
Tesla Leaks uploaded 420+ Nikola Tesla PDF Files, Newspaper clippings, Patents & Images used on the Tesla Leaks Facebook
Group and Video's on YouTube https://www.facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/media_set?set=a.10156722545796632&type=3
-- Search the 1200 page website and 10,000 sources for any particular keyword at http://teslaleaks.com/
Aug 4, 2019, 3:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Tesla Leaks uploaded 420+ Nikola Tesla PDF Files, Newspaper clippings, Patents & Images used on the Tesla Leaks Facebook
Group and Video's on YouTube https://www.facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/media_set?set=a.10156722545796632&type=3
-- Search the 1200 page website and 10,000 sources for any particular keyword at http://teslaleaks.com/
Aug 4, 2019, 3:54 PM
Chris Edwards
Tesla Leaks uploaded 420+ Nikola Tesla PDF Files, Newspaper clippings, Patents & Images used on the Tesla Leaks Facebook
Group and Video's on YouTube https://www.facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/media_set?set=a.10156722545796632&type=3
-- Search the 1200 page website and 10,000 sources for any particular keyword at http://teslaleaks.com/
Updated Aug 4, 2019, 3:51 PM
Aug 4, 2019, 3:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Thermo-nuclear Fusion of H/HE with 100% efficiency using a Nicola Tesla Diamond-Button Incandescent Laser Lamp of 1892.
http://teslaleaks.com/
Jul 25, 2019, 12:17 PM

Thermo-nuclear Fusion of H/HE with 100% efficiency using a Nicola Tesla Diamond-Button Incandescent Laser Lamp of 1892.
http://teslaleaks.com
Thermo-nuclear Fusion of H/HE with 100% efficiency using a Nicola Tesla Diamond-Button Incandescent Laser Lamp of 1892.
http://teslaleaks.com/
Jul 25, 2019, 12:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
October 4th 2019 The Current War Trailer Part 1: Featuring George Westinghouse, Thomas Edison and the man who fixes things
for Idiots, Nikola Tesla! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kue18AxK1tU -- Part 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0lCfwUX1a0
Jul 25, 2019, 11:53 AM

October 4th 2019 The Current War Trailer Part 1: Featuring George Westinghouse, Thomas Edison and the man who fixes things
for Idiots, Nikola Tesla! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kue18AxK1tU -- Part 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0lCfwUX1a0
October 4th 2019 The Current War Trailer Part 1: Featuring George Westinghouse, Thomas Edison and the man who fixes things
for Idiots, Nikola Tesla! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kue18AxK1tU -- Part 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0lCfwUX1a0
Jul 25, 2019, 11:52 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Nikola Tesla's last writing on Wireless Power. Not in Google. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=2263851040594380&set=a.1621698638142960&type=3&theater -- Power Transmitted by Wireless, Electrical Experimenter /

Science & Invention, March 1920. Full Text: https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1887880941524727&id=185923788120300
-- Page 1 Images: https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10156722546586632&id=716016631 -- Page 2
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10156722546496632&id=716016631 -- TESLA PREDICTS SHIPS POWERED BY
SHORE BEAM New York Herald Tribune, June 5th, 1935 -- Tesla sees Success for His Plan to Use Stratosphere Ray. Would Light
Sea at Night https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/tesla-predicts-ships-powered-shore-beam -- July 11th 1935 NY Times |
Tesla promises to Transmit Force and mechanical power around the World. https://nytimes.com/1935/07/11/archives/tesla-79promises-to-transmit-force-scientist-on-birthday-reveals.html -- Reuters reports in NY Times in 1912: Nikola Tesla wins Nobel Prize
for Wireless Power, Illuminating the Ocean, Irrigating the Deserts. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10156722569871632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632 -- U.S. Patent for electrically charged droplets dispersed into
clouds or Ionosphere (aka Chemtrails) https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1902046446589531&id=100003525827742 -March 27th 1904 "Cloudeborne electric wavelets encircle the globe" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudbornelectric-wavelets-encircle-globe -- Try this link to download the March 3rd 1920, Electrical Experimenter/Science & Invention
https://onlinelib.org/books/electrical-experimenter-1920-march/pages/2 -- In the March, 1920 Issue, --Nikola Tesla gives credit to
John Hettinger and John Hays Hammond for making Wireless Power possible. https://facebook.com/story/graphql_permalink/?
graphql_id=UzpfSTcxNjAxNjYzMToxMDE1Nzk5MjIzNzA5NjYzMg%3D%3D -- John Hettinger's patent was found by Tesla Leaks in
2013, even before reading the March 1920 Issue. https://patents.google.com/patent/US1309031 -- John Hettinger is given credit by
Tesla in the March 1920 Electrical Experimenter for making Wireless Power possible. Full post on the Hettinger Patent by Tesla
Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1888352848144203&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951 -- The patent
refers to "high tension radian beams", negative resistance and Mercury-Gas; also revealed by George Herbert Walker Scherff and
Leland Anderson in the Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o&t=00m40s -- Tesla Leaks published a video on
June 25th 2013 which includes the Hettinger patent https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=01m50s -- --Nikola Tesla FBI File
Page 1 of letters sent from Leland Anderson & George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr to the FBI Director about "High Tension Radiant
Beams". The packet of Attachments is missing. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1849119175400904&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951&source=43 -- Page 2 https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1849119868734168&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951&ref=bookmarks Page 3
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1849119482067540&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951&source=43 -- John G
Trump's 8 page report in 1945 https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1631999137112910&id=100009085196708&set=oa.757563367714757 -- of the materials found in Nikola Tesla NY storage
unit on "Worldwide System of Transmission of Electrical Energy"
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/albums/757563367714757/ -- Source Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?
v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Page search by keyword for more Sources at www.teslaleaks.com
Jul 25, 2019, 10:44 AM
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Images: https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10156722546586632&id=716016631 -- Page 2 https://facebook.com/story.php?
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John Hettinger and John Hays Hammond for making Wireless Power possible. https://facebook.com/story/graphql_permalink/?
graphql_id=UzpfSTcxNjAxNjYzMToxMDE1Nzk5MjIzNzA5NjYzMg%3D%3D -- John Hettinger's patent was found by Tesla Leaks in
2013, even before reading the March 1920 Issue. https://patents.google.com/patent/US1309031 -- John Hettinger is given credit by
Tesla in the March 1920 Electrical Experimenter for making Wireless Power possible. Full post on the Hettinger Patent by Tesla

Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1888352848144203&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951 -- The patent
refers to "high tension radian beams", negative resistance and Mercury-Gas; also revealed by George Herbert Walker Scherff and
Leland Anderson in the Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o&t=00m40s -- Tesla Leaks published a video on
June 25th 2013 which includes the Hettinger patent https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=01m50s -- --Nikola Tesla FBI
File Page 1 of letters sent from Leland Anderson & George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr to the FBI Director about "High Tension
Radiant Beams". The packet of Attachments is missing. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1849119175400904&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951&source=43 -- Page 2 https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1849119868734168&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951&ref=bookmarks Page 3
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1849119482067540&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951&source=43 -- John G
Trump's 8 page report in 1945 https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1631999137112910&id=100009085196708&set=oa.757563367714757 -- of the materials found in Nikola Tesla NY storage
unit on "Worldwide System of Transmission of Electrical Energy"
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/albums/757563367714757/ -- Source Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?
v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Page search by keyword for more Sources at www.teslaleaks.com
Nikola Tesla's last writing on Wireless Power. Not in Google. Power Transmitted by Wireless, Electrical Experimenter / Science &
Invention, March 1920. Full Text: https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1887880941524727&id=185923788120300 -- Page 1
Images: https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10156722546586632&id=716016631 -- Page 2 https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722546496632&id=716016631 -- TESLA PREDICTS SHIPS POWERED BY SHORE BEAM New York Herald
Tribune, June 5th, 1935 -- Tesla sees Success for His Plan to Use Stratosphere Ray. Would Light Sea at Night
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/tesla-predicts-ships-powered-shore-beam -- July 11th 1935 NY Times | Tesla
promises to Transmit Force and mechanical power around the World. https://nytimes.com/1935/07/11/archives/tesla-79-promisesto-transmit-force-scientist-on-birthday-reveals.html -- Reuters reports in NY Times in 1912: Nikola Tesla wins Nobel Prize for
Wireless Power, Illuminating the Ocean, Irrigating the Deserts. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10156722569871632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632 -- U.S. Patent for electrically charged droplets dispersed into
clouds or Ionosphere (aka Chemtrails) https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1902046446589531&id=100003525827742 -March 27th 1904 "Cloudeborne electric wavelets encircle the globe" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudbornelectric-wavelets-encircle-globe -- Try this link to download the March 3rd 1920, Electrical Experimenter/Science & Invention
https://onlinelib.org/books/electrical-experimenter-1920-march/pages/2 -- In the March, 1920 Issue, --Nikola Tesla gives credit to
John Hettinger and John Hays Hammond for making Wireless Power possible. https://facebook.com/story/graphql_permalink/?
graphql_id=UzpfSTcxNjAxNjYzMToxMDE1Nzk5MjIzNzA5NjYzMg%3D%3D -- John Hettinger's patent was found by Tesla Leaks in
2013, even before reading the March 1920 Issue. https://patents.google.com/patent/US1309031 -- John Hettinger is given credit by
Tesla in the March 1920 Electrical Experimenter for making Wireless Power possible. Full post on the Hettinger Patent by Tesla
Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1888352848144203&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951 -- The patent
refers to "high tension radian beams", negative resistance and Mercury-Gas; also revealed by George Herbert Walker Scherff and
Leland Anderson in the Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o&t=00m40s -- Tesla Leaks published a video on
June 25th 2013 which includes the Hettinger patent https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=01m50s -- --Nikola Tesla FBI File
Page 1 of letters sent from Leland Anderson & George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr to the FBI Director about "High Tension Radiant
Beams". The packet of Attachments is missing. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1849119175400904&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951&source=43 -- Page 2 https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1849119868734168&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951&ref=bookmarks Page 3
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1849119482067540&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951&source=43 -- John G
Trump's 8 page report in 1945 https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1631999137112910&id=100009085196708&set=oa.757563367714757 -- of the materials found in Nikola Tesla NY storage
unit on "Worldwide System of Transmission of Electrical Energy"
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/albums/757563367714757/ -- Source Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?
v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Page search by keyword for more Sources at www.teslaleaks.com
Jul 25, 2019, 10:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
#fluoride #toothpaste #hoax Hydrogen Fluoride in your water comes from Fracking fluids - EPA 1993 -- Nikola Tesla " through the
systematic Tesla method of purification and sterilization of Water... " in Nikola Tesla's June 1900 Treatise "Problem of Increasing
Human Energy" http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm -- John G Trump's patent for purifying wastewater with energized
electrons https://patents.google.com/patent/US3901807 -- Nikola Tesla Ozonation of Water https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Purify water by Electricity, 1899 https://books.google.com/books?
id=FGsiAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA210&lpg=PA210&dq=nikola+tesla+uv+to+purify+water -- SFPUC TESLA WATER UV TREATMENT
FACILITY https://westormwater.com/tesla-water-uv-treatment-facility-earns-leed-silver-certification -- Nikola Tesla Air Purifier and
Ionizer https://books.google.com/books?id=ZNqo1zaZRTYC&pg=PA289&lpg=PA289&dq=nikola+tesla+uv+purification -- EPA 1993
on Hydrogen Fluoride in Fracking https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?Dockey=10003920.TXT
Nov 20, 2018, 8:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
This profile has been secured by VirtualU's "Privacy-Shield". The data privacy settings on this profile have been set to the strictest
settings and to abide by this website's Privacy Policy and Terms & Conditions. You're activity here will not be shared with 3rd parties
unless it is necessary for this website to provide service to you. Get the VirtualU Privacy-Shield Monitoring Service, VirtualU PrivacyShield DIY Software or have a VirtualU Guru help you secure your own personal data and your own "Virtual You".
https://virtualu.net/product/virtualu-privacy-shield-personal-monitoring/?wpam_id=1
Nov 20, 2018, 8:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Nov 12, 2018, 1:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Nov 8th 2018 Graphene breaks the "Law of Thermodynamics" by applying the concept "It does not apply". Graphene exhibits zero
electrical resistance. researchers at Linköping University, Sweden use Graphene as a step toward renewable fuel.
https://phys.org/news/2018-11-graphene-renewable-fuel.html -- Nikola Tesla was looking for the best superconductor to wrap on a
Tin Plate or submerse in superconductive gasses for "Magnifying Transmission" in his patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy", Nov 5th 1901. October 12th 2018 Super-Fast Graphene Can Improve RF Communications. Graphene has an
amazing 100 times higher electronmobility than do commonly used Si-based materials.
https://www.engineering.com/ElectronicsDesign/ElectronicsDesignArticles/ArticleID/17812/Super-Fast-Graphene-Can-Improve-RFCommunications.aspx
#solar #hydrogen Oct 29th 2018 Chinese researchers develop new technique for low-cost solar cells
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-10/29/c_137566218.htm -- Oct 29th 2018 A solar cell that does double duty for renewable
energy; energy + hydrogen at over 20% conversion. https://phys.org/news/2018-10-solar-cell-duty-renewable-energy.html
-- #fuel #cells #manganese Oct 29th Manganese may finally solve hydrogen fuel cells' catalyst problem https://phys.org/news/2018-

10-manganese-hydrogen-fuel-cells-catalyst.html -- #methane Oct 29th Finally, a robust fuel cell that runs on methane at practical
temperatures https://techxplore.com/news/2018-10-robust-fuel-cell-methane-temperatures.html
-- #data Oct 25th 2018 Groundbreaking new technology could allow 100-times-faster internet by harnessing twisted light beams
https://phys.org/news/2018-10-groundbreaking-technology-times-faster-internet-harnessing.html
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Nov 9th 2018 Crude oil suffers longest losing streak since 1984 https://cnn.com/2018/11/08/investing/oil-prices-bearmarket/index.html -- October 30th 2018 S&P 500 on the brink of notching this nearly 50-year record as stock market swoons
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/sp-500-on-the-brink-of-notching-this-nearly-50-year-record-as-stock-market-swoons-2018-10-30
-- Oil prices drop for 13 of the 17 days; Oc 30th 2018 Oil ends at a more-than-2-month low with U.S. inventories expected to rise
further https://www.marketwatch.com/story/oil-deepens-late-october-retreat-as-latest-supply-picture-looms-2018-10-30
-- Oct 30th Jim Cramer: This market is reminiscent of the worst crashes I’ve ever seen https://www.marketwatch.com/story/jimcramer-this-market-is-reminiscent-of-the-worst-crashes-ive-ever-seen-2018-10-30 -- Sept 8th 2018 CNBC | What the 'Tesla effect'
could be doing to oil stocks. Paul Sankey of Mizuho Securities discusses the "Tesla effect," the concept that the 20th century was
centered on oil and the 21st century will be centered on electricity, and what it is doing on oil stocks.
https://cnbc.com/video/2018/10/08/what-the-tesla-effect-could-be-doing-to-oil-stocks.html -- Oct 3rd 2018 Billionaire Ron Baron
Predicts Tesla Will Have $1 Trillion In Revenue. https://cnbc.com/video/2018/10/02/billionaire-ron-baron-predicts-tesla-will-have-1trillion-in-revenue.html
Oct 24th 2018 Petro-States Have Got a Problem With Their Economies Bloomberg... "Petro States Face Extinction"
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-10-24/petro-states-have-got-a-problem-with-their-economies - Oct 24th NBC After Wall
Street's shock plunge, are oil prices the next to take a nosedive? https://nbcnews.com/business/energy/oil-prices-steady-after-stockmarkets-plunge-n924246 - Oct 24th 2018 EV market at tipping point, report suggests
https://networks.online/gphsn/news/1001292/ev-market-tipping-report-suggests
- Oct 22nd How Strong Steel Might Kill Off the Next Big Battery Metal Story as prices for Vanadium skyrockey 900%. Vanadium can
cycle 20,000 times with no degradation; charge and dis-charge at the same time and is not dangerous.
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-10-22/how-strong-steel-might-kill-off-the-next-big-battery-metal-story
- Oct 23rd Apple's Peloton patent connects moving self-driving cars to boost battery charging efficiency
https://cnet.com/roadshow/news/apple-peloton-self-driving-car-patent/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
The Shanghai Museum and Belgrade Museum have cataloged "1000 Inventions" of Nikola Tesla's, not including inventions that
appeared later based on his observed laws like the "Ionosphere" or Arts Of "Telegeodynamics" nor "patents I did not file" on new
physics like "Teleforce". Patents he did not file after his 1896 lab fire. Patent citations to the existing Tesla patents. Patents involved
with "Tuned Lightning". https://shine.cn/news/metro/1810013015/ -- Tuned Lightning http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-03-08.htm -Teleforce https://rense.com/general10/deathray.htm -- Telegeodynamics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telegeodynamics -- Weather
Modification https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html -- His 1000 Lights at
Wardenclyffe http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm -- The Ionosphere https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=2028642334115253&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater&ifg=1 -- Missing
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Patent Applications
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6419149
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Oct 19th 2018 ORNL demonstrated 120KW wireless power transfer at the National Transportation Research Center, a DOE Office

of Science User Facility at Oak Ridge National Lab. Tests confirmed a 97% efficiency at 6" coil separation, which is comparable to
conventional, wired high-power fast chargers. ORNL researchers will explore innovations to increase power level to 350KW; which
could charge a Tesla Model S to 300+ miles in under 15 min, while also refining dynamic wireless charging technology. A dynamic
system enables the automatic charging of electric vehicles using wireless charging pads installed under roadways. Higher power
charging systems are needed to minimize the cost and complexity of dynamic charging. “The goal is dynamic charging at highway
speeds,” Galigekere said. https://www.ornl.gov/news/ornl-demonstrates-120-kilowatt-wireless-charging-vehicles
Wireless Power Transmission improvements published in Sept-Oct 2018: #metassurface #metamaterials #surface #wave
#amplification #flux #refocusing Oct 5th 2018 Analysis of coupling between magnetic dipoles enhanced by metasurfaces for
wireless power transfer efficiency improvement. In our analysis, we have shown that using a proper equivalent inductive surface
impedance embedded between the two magnetic dipoles of the WPT system, a metasurface could be designed for refocusing the
flux due to the transmitter coil at the receiver coil and surface wave amplification. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-01833174-8
#wireless #powered #automomous #torpedo Sept 27th 2018 Research on wireless power transfer system for charging Torpedo
autonomous underwater vehicles. The system works well with 100 W output and 72% efficiency.
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1687814018802563
#wireless #power #transfer #emf #reduction Sept 26th 2018 A hybrid shielding structure for reduction of the leakage magnetic field
in wireless power transfer system. A 80% reduction of EMF loss and a 77% efficiency was achieved.
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/mop.31372
Sept 25th 2018 Adaptive Resonant Beam Charging for Intelligent Wireless Power Transfer. Numerical evaluation demonstrates that
ARBC can save 61% battery charging energy and 53%-60% supplied energy compared with RBC. Furthermore, ARBC has high
energy-saving gain over RBC when the WPT is unefficient. ARBC in WPT is similar to link adaption in wireless communications.
Both of them play the important roles in their respective areas. https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.09364
Oct 2018 #3rdharmonic #recycling Wireless Power Transfer Antenna Alignment Using Third Harmonic. Its power is completely
returned to the base station by the same hybrid and another antenna pair working at the 3 rd harmonic frequency. Maximum power
transfer is thus realized when both transmitting and receiving antennas are aligned. The proposed method is validated by ADS
simulation and measurement.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324763791_Wireless_Power_Transfer_Antenna_Alignment_Using_Third_Harmonic
Nov 10, 2018, 9:09 PM
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Nov 5th 2018; The 117th Anniversary of Nikola Tesla's Patent "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy". AURE is the only
24/7 perpetual motion machine ever approved by the patent office using the Tesla discovery of/and using the Ionosphere; approved
by the PO just one month after the Assassination of President William McKinley.
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
-- Nov 5th is the 17th Anniversary of the murder of William (Bill) Cooper; who identified the fact that "every phone call in the world is
being monitored"; what you are seeing on 9/11/2001 is "50-100 years beyond what you can even imagine".
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html -- REPOST: 9/11 Final Cut Featuring John G
Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
For clarification, sources such as the JP Morgan Letters, Electrical Experimenter and others on Tesla Leaks reveal that Tesla's
Tower Structure pictured and patented in 1907, approved in 1914, proposed at Niagara Falls and Wardenclyffe was supposed to
contain a machine not yet constructed placed into the Cupola to create an artificial wire between the Ionosphere and through the
Ground; creating concentric electrical standing waves using a high power, high frequency, high tension, UV generator. The
"Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" patent of 1901 was genrally a receiving device filed after he theorized the
"Ionosphere" in Colorado Springs. This device calls for a 5 mile high elevated condenser and metal; the most effective in di-electrics
is Tin, able to absorb static electro positive electricity at a high capacity and discharge it efficiently, and/or, the battery material being
efficiently electro-negative like Lithium or Uranium. This structure is connected to an Asynchronous, Reluctance motor to generate
electricity or motive power. The complete system is self regulating based on the charge in the Ionosphere and converts the DC to

AC for the motor/generator.
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Oct 19, 2018 China to Launch Artificial Moon to Light Up Night Skies http://time.com/5429288/china-chengdu-artificial-moon/ -- In
Nikola Tesla's 1934 Treatise on "Powering Ships by Shore Beam"; he predicted ships would cross the ocean at far greater speeds
by a high-tension current projected from power plants on shore to vessels at sea through the upper atmosphere. In short, hightension currents of electricity passing through the stratosphere would light the sky and to a degree turn night into day.
Dr. Tesla, therefore, suggested that his other scheme, of stratosphere transmission of electricity, would be a far more feasible
means of marine propulsion. The principles of the two plans are entirely distinct. The force beam is a thin barrage of tiny particles
discharged at tremendous velocities from a kind of electrical gun. The other invention, which he has not hitherto discussed publicly,
is of transmitting high tension currents through the upper air, and receiving them by means of a vertical ionizing beam which would
be a sort of invisible electrode... "There is a method of conveying great power to ships at sea which would be able to propel them
across oceans at high speed. This method I conceived between 1897 and 1899, and in Colorado Springs in 1899. I made
experiments along this line on a large scale. http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1935-06-05.htm
"The principle is this: A ray of great ionizing power is used to give to the atmosphere great powers of conduction. A high tension
current of 10,000,000 to 12,000,000 volts is then passed along this ray to the upper strata of the air, which strata can be broken
down very readily and will conduct electricity very well. "A ship would have to have equipment for producing a similar ionizing ray.
The current which has passed through the stratosphere will strike this ray, travel down it and pass into the engines which propel the
ship.
Pet Scheme to Light Ocean
"I will confess that I was disappointed when I first made tests along this line on a large scale. They did not yield practical results. At
the time I used about 8,000,000 to 12,000,000 volts of electricity. As a source of ionizing rays I employed a powerful arc reflected up
into the sky. At the time I was trying only to connect a high tension current and the upper strata of the air, because my pet scheme
for years has been to light the ocean at night.
"However, since 1902 I have made many improvements in my method which I know now will assure success. A power plant upon
the Azores, for instance, could send a current up into the stratosphere and illuminate the sky sufficiently for pilots to discern objects
upon the ocean at a safe distance."
Picture from "Powering ships by shore beam"; described in detail in Electrical Experimenter, 1920
https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/videos/vb.716016631/10156722546496632/ -- Nikola Tesla's 5 original and final
wireless power transmission publications from Electrical Experimenter magazine 1917-1920. Tesla Articles from Electrical
Experimenter https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/publications/electrical-experimenter
#nikola #tesla #assassination #thomas #edison #war #of #currents https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM April 2017
Proceedings of the IEEE | A Contrarian History of Early Electric Power Distribution https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?
arnumber=7885139 -- An epidemic of books with details about the “battle of the currents” began in 1996 [2]–[6]. There is obviously a
sizeable market for books about a “battle” that involved Edison, Tesla, and Westinghouse. The “battle of the currents” tumbled down
the rabbit hole in 2016 with the publication of a “historical” novel in which there are accusations that Edison may have attempted to
have Nikola Tesla assassinated and allegations that arson engineered by Edison or by Westing house burned down Tesla’s
laboratory [7] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqhhwvShBeo
#tesla Nov 1st 2018 Elon Musk claims Ford would probably not survive the next recession; but Tesla Inc will be profitable for every
quarter hereto -- Nov 1st 2018 Tesla Inc releases Self-Parking Valet, Summon + "Follow Mode" and "Dog Mode" for keeping
animals cool and safe when traveling in your car http://tesla.com/ -- Nov 5th 2018 The Rapid Acceleration Towards Peak Oil
Demand https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/The-Rapid-Acceleration-Towards-Peak-Oil-Demand.html
From Nikola Tesla's last Electrical Experimenter Treatise on Wireless Powered Airships and Lighting Up the Night Sky using high
powered UV: https://youtube.com/watch?v=hBTTAJ-PSpA -- -- In Nikola Tesla's 1934 Treatise on "Powering Ships by Shore Beam":

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722555181632&set=a.10156722545796632&type=3&theater
Nov 10, 2018, 9:07 PM
Chris Edwards
http://time.com/5429288/china-chengdu-artificial-moon/
#nikola #tesla #china #artifical #moonlight Oct 19, 2018 China to Launch Artificial Moon to Light Up Night Skies
http://time.com/5429288/china-chengdu-artificial-moon/ -- In Nikola Tesla's 1934 Treatise on "Powering Ships by Shore Beam"; he
predicted ships would cross the ocean at far greater speeds by a high-tension current projected from power plants on shore to
vessels at sea through the upper atmosphere. In short, high-tension currents of electricity passing through the stratosphere would
light the sky and to a degree turn night into day.
Dr. Tesla, therefore, suggested that his other scheme, of stratosphere transmission of electricity, would be a far more feasible
means of marine propulsion. The principles of the two plans are entirely distinct. The force beam is a thin barrage of tiny particles
discharged at tremendous velocities from a kind of electrical gun. The other invention, which he has not hitherto discussed publicly,
is of transmitting high tension currents through the upper air, and receiving them by means of a vertical ionizing beam which would
be a sort of invisible electrode... "There is a method of conveying great power to ships at sea which would be able to propel them
across oceans at high speed. This method I conceived between 1897 and 1899, and in Colorado Springs in 1899. I made
experiments along this line on a large scale. http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1935-06-05.htm
"The principle is this: A ray of great ionizing power is used to give to the atmosphere great powers of conduction. A high tension
current of 10,000,000 to 12,000,000 volts is then passed along this ray to the upper strata of the air, which strata can be broken
down very readily and will conduct electricity very well. "A ship would have to have equipment for producing a similar ionizing ray.
The current which has passed through the stratosphere will strike this ray, travel down it and pass into the engines which propel the
ship.
Pet Scheme to Light Ocean
"I will confess that I was disappointed when I first made tests along this line on a large scale. They did not yield practical results. At
the time I used about 8,000,000 to 12,000,000 volts of electricity. As a source of ionizing rays I employed a powerful arc reflected up
into the sky. At the time I was trying only to connect a high tension current and the upper strata of the air, because my pet scheme
for years has been to light the ocean at night.
"However, since 1902 I have made many improvements in my method which I know now will assure success. A power plant upon
the Azores, for instance, could send a current up into the stratosphere and illuminate the sky sufficiently for pilots to discern objects
upon the ocean at a safe distance."
Picture from "Powering ships by shore beam"; described in detail in Electrical Experimenter, 1920
https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/videos/vb.716016631/10156722546496632/ -- Nikola Tesla's 5 original and final
wireless power transmission publications from Electrical Experimenter magazine 1917-1920. Tesla Articles from Electrical
Experimenter https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/publications/electrical-experimenter
#nikola #tesla #assassination #thomas #edison #war #of #currents https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM April 2017
Proceedings of the IEEE | A Contrarian History of Early Electric Power Distribution https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?
arnumber=7885139 -- An epidemic of books with details about the “battle of the currents” began in 1996 [2]–[6]. There is obviously a
sizeable market for books about a “battle” that involved Edison, Tesla, and Westinghouse. The “battle of the currents” tumbled down
the rabbit hole in 2016 with the publication of a “historical” novel in which there are accusations that Edison may have attempted to
have Nikola Tesla assassinated and allegations that arson engineered by Edison or by Westing house burned down Tesla’s
laboratory [7] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqhhwvShBeo
#tesla Nov 1st 2018 Elon Musk claims Ford would probably not survive the next recession; but Tesla Inc will be profitable for every
quarter hereto -- Nov 1st 2018 Tesla Inc releases Self-Parking Valet, Summon + "Follow Mode" and "Dog Mode" for keeping
animals cool and safe when traveling in your car http://tesla.com/ -- Nov 5th 2018 The Rapid Acceleration Towards Peak Oil
Demand https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/The-Rapid-Acceleration-Towards-Peak-Oil-Demand.html
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https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nov 5th 2018; The 117th Anniversary of Nikola Tesla's Patent "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy". AURE is the only
24/7 perpetual motion machine ever approved by the patent office using the Tesla discovery of/and using the Ionosphere; approved
by the PO just one month after the Assassination of President William McKinley.
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
-- Nov 5th is the 17th Anniversary of the murder of William (Bill) Cooper; who identified the fact that "every phone call in the world is
being monitored"; what you are seeing on 9/11/2001 is "50-100 years beyond what you can even imagine".
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html -- REPOST: 9/11 Final Cut Featuring John G
Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
For clarification, sources such as the JP Morgan Letters, Electrical Experimenter and others on Tesla Leaks reveal that Tesla's
Tower Structure pictured and patented in 1907, approved in 1914, proposed at Niagara Falls and Wardenclyffe was supposed to
contain a machine not yet constructed placed into the Cupola to create an artificial wire between the Ionosphere and through the
Ground; creating concentric electrical standing waves using a high power, high frequency, high tension, UV generator. The
"Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" patent of 1901 was genrally a receiving device filed after he theorized the
"Ionosphere" in Colorado Springs. This device calls for a 5 mile high elevated condenser and metal; the most effective in di-electrics
is Tin, able to absorb static electro positive electricity at a high capacity and discharge it efficiently, and/or, the battery material being
efficiently electro-negative like Lithium or Uranium. This structure is connected to an Asynchronous, Reluctance motor to generate
electricity or motive power. The complete system is self regulating based on the charge in the Ionosphere and converts the DC to
AC for the motor/generator.
Updated Nov 10, 2018, 8:43 PM
Nov 10, 2018, 8:43 PM
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https://www.ornl.gov/news/ornl-demonstrates-120-kilowatt-wireless-charging-vehicles
Oct 19th 2018 ORNL demonstrated 120KW wireless power transfer at the National Transportation Research Center, a DOE Office
of Science User Facility at Oak Ridge National Lab. Tests confirmed a 97% efficiency at 6" coil separation, which is comparable to
conventional, wired high-power fast chargers. ORNL researchers will explore innovations to increase power level to 350KW; which
could charge a Tesla Model S to 300+ miles in under 15 min, while also refining dynamic wireless charging technology. A dynamic
system enables the automatic charging of electric vehicles using wireless charging pads installed under roadways. Higher power
charging systems are needed to minimize the cost and complexity of dynamic charging. “The goal is dynamic charging at highway
speeds,” Galigekere said. https://www.ornl.gov/news/ornl-demonstrates-120-kilowatt-wireless-charging-vehicles
Wireless Power Transmission improvements published in Sept-Oct 2018: #metassurface #metamaterials #surface #wave
#amplification #flux #refocusing Oct 5th 2018 Analysis of coupling between magnetic dipoles enhanced by metasurfaces for
wireless power transfer efficiency improvement. In our analysis, we have shown that using a proper equivalent inductive surface
impedance embedded between the two magnetic dipoles of the WPT system, a metasurface could be designed for refocusing the
flux due to the transmitter coil at the receiver coil and surface wave amplification. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-01833174-8
#wireless #powered #automomous #torpedo Sept 27th 2018 Research on wireless power transfer system for charging Torpedo
autonomous underwater vehicles. The system works well with 100 W output and 72% efficiency.
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1687814018802563
#wireless #power #transfer #emf #reduction Sept 26th 2018 A hybrid shielding structure for reduction of the leakage magnetic field
in wireless power transfer system. A 80% reduction of EMF loss and a 77% efficiency was achieved.
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/mop.31372

Sept 25th 2018 Adaptive Resonant Beam Charging for Intelligent Wireless Power Transfer. Numerical evaluation demonstrates that
ARBC can save 61% battery charging energy and 53%-60% supplied energy compared with RBC. Furthermore, ARBC has high
energy-saving gain over RBC when the WPT is unefficient. ARBC in WPT is similar to link adaption in wireless communications.
Both of them play the important roles in their respective areas. https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.09364
Oct 2018 #3rdharmonic #recycling Wireless Power Transfer Antenna Alignment Using Third Harmonic. Its power is completely
returned to the base station by the same hybrid and another antenna pair working at the 3 rd harmonic frequency. Maximum power
transfer is thus realized when both transmitting and receiving antennas are aligned. The proposed method is validated by ADS
simulation and measurement.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324763791_Wireless_Power_Transfer_Antenna_Alignment_Using_Third_Harmonic
Updated Nov 10, 2018, 8:42 PM
Nov 10, 2018, 8:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
#curing #disease Coming soon to Tesla Leaks; an updated and full modern analysis Dr Nikola Tesla's use of UV, OZONE, NANOSILVER & OXYGENATED OILS + ELECTRIC FIELDS used to kill all pathogens, virus's and bacteria and purifying the air and your
water. This Ozone Therapy hit piece featuring Nikola Tesla written on May 1st 2017 is a backgrounder:
https://www.sciencehistory.org/distillations/magazine/a-killer-of-a-cure - In folklore, a bullet cast from silver is often the only weapon
that is effective against a werewolf, witch, or other monsters. The term is also a metaphor for a simple, seemingly magical, solution
to a difficult problem: for example, penicillin (and nano-silver) is a silver bullet that cured many bacterial infections.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silver_bullet - Similar hit pieces are done against the use of UV Curing, Ozone Therapy, RadioFrequency surgery and the anti-toxin, anti-oxidant, post trauma use of Cannabis.
Sep 14, 2018, 8:31 PM
Chris Edwards
Presidential Directive 51 Warning! Coming Soon... Newest 2018 patent citations to Nikola Tesla's wireless energy patents of 18911907+ (System, Apparatus & Art) (He has 1000+ recent citations). Includes citations into August 2018 by companies who are using
6 of Tesla's U.K. patents which Tesla filed as improvements. Analysis of "Guided Surface Waves", "Surface Wave Transmission
Lines", GPS with wireless powered "ID tags" using a Guided Surface Wave called "Object Identification System and method".
August, 2018 patent for worldwide wireless powered "nano-bots" used in a ("Global Emergency and Disaster")
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9997040B2/en https://patents.google.com/patent/US10033197B2/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2685068A/en-- (PDD 51) The National Security and Homeland Security Presidential Directive
(National Security Presidential Directive NSPD 51/Homeland Security Presidential Directive HSPD-20, sometimes called simply
(PDD) "Executive Directive 51" for short), signed by President of the United States George W. Bush on May 4, 2007, is a
Presidential Directed that will be used in an "Emergency". https://en.wikipedia.org/…/National_Security_and_Homeland_S… -- A
Tesla Leaks Original: 13+ Ways of (Nikola Tesla) Wireless Power Transmission & Signaling
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1061316307339460/
Updated Sep 14, 2018, 8:27 PM
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#revolution #rap #nikola #tesla #songs Nikola Tesla in Sci-Fi Channel's "Sanctuary" ft "Radioactive" by Imagine Dragons
https://youtube.com/watch?v=YC09sxv3NPQ - The Famous Chris Geo "The New World Order's Gotta Die" (Jay-Z Run This Town
Backwards) https://youtube.com/watch?v=hgXuY9UNqS0 - Vinnie Paz's Classic "End of Days" ft David Ike
https://youtube.com/watch?v=2frJ3e0hxPE - Immortal Technique - "Point of No Return" https://youtube.com/watch?v=9J7yK1TPkDo
- Beast 1333 in "Lemuria" https://youtube.com/watch?v=KOfNULiaLHg - Nikola Tesla Compilation Rap https://youtube.com/watch?
v=R5kU1jdyOQA - Nikola Tesla ft "Secrets" https://youtube.com/watch?v=BitCDyf-pjs - Nikola Tesla's Earthquake Machine
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ss83AXca4Pg - Thomas Edison vs Nikola Tesla Rap Battle https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gJ1Mz7kGVf0
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9997040B2/en
Presidential Directive 51 Warning! Coming Soon... Newest 2018 patent citations to Nikola Tesla's wireless energy patents of 18911907+ (System, Apparatus & Art) (He has 1000+ recent citations). Includes citations into August 2018 by companies who are using

6 of Tesla's U.K. patents which Tesla filed as improvements. Analysis of "Guided Surface Waves", "Surface Wave Transmission
Lines", GPS with wireless powered "ID tags" using a Guided Surface Wave called "Object Identification System and method".
August, 2018 patent for worldwide wireless powered "nano-bots" used in a ("Global Emergency and Disaster")
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9997040B2/en https://patents.google.com/patent/US10033197B2/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2685068A/en-- (PDD 51) The National Security and Homeland Security Presidential Directive
(National Security Presidential Directive NSPD 51/Homeland Security Presidential Directive HSPD-20, sometimes called simply
(PDD) "Executive Directive 51" for short), signed by President of the United States George W. Bush on May 4, 2007, is a
Presidential Directed that will be used in an "Emergency". https://en.wikipedia.org/…/National_Security_and_Homeland_S… -- A
Tesla Leaks Original: 13+ Ways of (Nikola Tesla) Wireless Power Transmission & Signaling
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=YC09sxv3NPQ
#revolution #rap #nikola #tesla #songs Nikola Tesla in Sci-Fi Channel's "Sanctuary" ft "Radioactive" by Imagine Dragons
https://youtube.com/watch?v=YC09sxv3NPQ - The Famous Chris Geo "The New World Order's Gotta Die" (Jay-Z Run This Town
Backwards) https://youtube.com/watch?v=hgXuY9UNqS0 - Vinnie Paz's Classic "End of Days" ft David Ike
https://youtube.com/watch?v=2frJ3e0hxPE - Immortal Technique - "Point of No Return" https://youtube.com/watch?v=9J7yK1TPkDo
- Beast 1333 in "Lemuria" https://youtube.com/watch?v=KOfNULiaLHg - Nikola Tesla Compilation Rap https://youtube.com/watch?
v=R5kU1jdyOQA - Nikola Tesla ft "Secrets" https://youtube.com/watch?v=BitCDyf-pjs - Nikola Tesla's Earthquake Machine
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ss83AXca4Pg - Thomas Edison vs Nikola Tesla Rap Battle https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gJ1Mz7kGVf0
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#curing #disease Coming soon to Tesla Leaks; an updated and full modern analysis Dr Nikola Tesla's use of UV, OZONE, NANOSILVER & OXYGENATED OILS + ELECTRIC FIELDS used to kill all pathogens, virus's and bacteria and purifying the air and your
water. This Ozone Therapy hit piece featuring Nikola Tesla written on May 1st 2017 is a backgrounder:
https://www.sciencehistory.org/distillations/magazine/a-killer-of-a-cure - In folklore, a bullet cast from silver is often the only weapon
that is effective against a werewolf, witch, or other monsters. The term is also a metaphor for a simple, seemingly magical, solution
to a difficult problem: for example, penicillin (and nano-silver) is a silver bullet that cured many bacterial infections.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silver_bullet - Similar hit pieces are done against the use of UV Curing, Ozone Therapy, RadioFrequency surgery and the anti-toxin, anti-oxidant, post trauma use of Cannabis.
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
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#curing #disease Coming soon to Tesla Leaks; an updated and full modern analysis Dr Nikola Tesla's use of UV, OZONE, NANOSILVER & OXYGENATED OILS + ELECTRIC FIELDS used to kill all pathogens, virus's and bacteria and purifying the air and your
water. This Ozone Therapy hit piece featuring Nikola Tesla written on May 1st 2017 is a backgrounder:
https://www.sciencehistory.org/distillations/magazine/a-killer-of-a-cure - In folklore, a bullet cast from silver is often the only weapon
that is effective against a werewolf, witch, or other monsters. The term is also a metaphor for a simple, seemingly magical, solution
to a difficult problem: for example, penicillin (and nano-silver) is a silver bullet that cured many bacterial infections.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silver_bullet - Similar hit pieces are done against the use of UV Curing, Ozone Therapy, RadioFrequency surgery and the anti-toxin, anti-oxidant, post trauma use of Cannabis.
Sep 14, 2018, 8:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
Aug 20, 2018, 7:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
Aug 17, 2018, 10:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
August 16 2018 Alex Jones admits he works for the New World Order https://www.npr.org/2018/08/16/639239647/u-s-suesoperators-of-radio-station-that-airs-alex-jones-show-saying-it-s-not-li
Aug 17, 2018, 12:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
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August 16 2018 Alex Jones admits he works for the New World Order https://www.npr.org/2018/08/16/639239647/u-s-suesoperators-of-radio-station-that-airs-alex-jones-show-saying-it-s-not-li
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August 16 218 Gas station terrorists burn and destroy electric scooters and bicycles; NY state, Los Angeles, etc. To ban them.
http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-scooter-ban-20180815-story.html
Updated Aug 16, 2018, 11:51 PM
Aug 16, 2018, 11:51 PM
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https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/15/upshot/opioids-overdose-deaths-rising-fentanyl.html
Updated Aug 16, 2018, 9:26 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/15/upshot/opioids-overdose-deaths-rising-fentanyl.html
August 16 2018 Fentanyl derived from Opium in Afghanistan has killed 72,000 people per year. Bleak New Estimates in Drug
Epidemic: A Record 72,000 Overdose Deaths in 2017
Fentanyl is a big culprit, but there are also encouraging signs from states that have prioritized public health campaigns and addiction
treatment. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/15/upshot/opioids-overdose-deaths-rising-fentanyl.html
Aug 16, 2018, 9:26 PM
Chris Edwards
August 16th 2018 Fake News Alert! There is no such thing as "Synthetic Marijuana" by Definition!. "Marijuana" is not a word; its a
Mexican slang term. It's called "Cannabis". "Spice" has no cannabinoids synthesized from "Cannabis". The fake news claims there
was 25 overdoses, I mean 30 overdoses, I mean 45 overdoses, No, 52 overdoses, I mean 70 overdoses, I mean 71 overdoses, No,
76 overdoses, I mean 80 overdoses, I mean 95 overdoses, at least 1000 overdoses! The news is always right even when they are
always lying. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/new-haven-overdoses-connecticut-new-haven-green-k2-synthetic-marijuana/
Updated Aug 16, 2018, 8:05 PM
Aug 16, 2018, 8:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA » L'ENERGIA CHE NON CONOSCI.
Aug 16, 2018, 11:44 AM
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August 15h 2018 Dinosaur Hoax Continued: https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/animals/a22717326/pterosaur-utahcaelestiventus-hanseni/
Updated Aug 16, 2018, 12:30 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in 1,000,000,000 People to demand Tesla's Papers be released by USA Government.
Aug 16, 2018, 12:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Group Sweden.
Aug 16, 2018, 12:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA-Free Energy -Tartaria.
Aug 15, 2018, 9:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla-free energy.
Aug 15, 2018, 9:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1934-43 Death Ray, Teleforce, Particle Acellerator.

Aug 15, 2018, 7:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://slguardian.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/wrong.jpg
Aug 16, 2018 Einstein was a Soviet plot to make Americans feel stupid — FBI file -- "Nikola Tesla (proved) that Relativity in many
respects is erroneous" https://slguardian.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/wrong.jpg -- 4) Einstein was wrong about everything -That same informant provided the field office with notes cribbed from Elizabeth Dilling’s The Red Network “proving” that Einstein
was a fraud and that relativity was a Soviet plot to make Americans feel stupid or something. https://slguardian.org/einstein-was-asoviet-plot-to-make-americans-feel-stupid-fbi-file/
Aug 15, 2018, 6:52 PM
Chris Edwards
#einstein #is #a #fraud #fbi #file Aug 16, 2018 Einstein was a Soviet plot to make Americans feel stupid — FBI file -- "Nikola Tesla
(proved) that Relativity in many respects is erroneous" https://slguardian.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/wrong.jpg -- 4) Einstein
was wrong about everything -- That same informant provided the field office with notes cribbed from Elizabeth Dilling’s The Red
Network “proving” that Einstein was a fraud and that relativity was a Soviet plot to make Americans feel stupid or something.
https://slguardian.org/einstein-was-a-soviet-plot-to-make-americans-feel-stupid-fbi-file/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
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#einstein #is #a #fraud #fbi #file Aug 16, 2018 Einstein was a Soviet plot to make Americans feel stupid — FBI file -- "Nikola Tesla
(proved) that Relativity in many respects is erroneous" https://slguardian.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/wrong.jpg -- 4) Einstein
was wrong about everything -- That same informant provided the field office with notes cribbed from Elizabeth Dilling’s The Red
Network “proving” that Einstein was a fraud and that relativity was a Soviet plot to make Americans feel stupid or something.
https://slguardian.org/einstein-was-a-soviet-plot-to-make-americans-feel-stupid-fbi-file/
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://engineering.com/ElectronicsDesign/ElectronicsDesignArticles/ArticleID/16404/Wireless-Power-But-Not-What-Tesla-Had-inMind.aspx
#wireless #power #transmission #nikola #tesla #2018 Jan 28 2018 Wireless Power, But Not What Tesla Had in Mind. Ossia's Cota®
(Charging Over The Air) technology pinpoints the receiving device and transmits power directly to it through a combination of line-ofsight and reflective paths. https://engineering.com/ElectronicsDesign/ElectronicsDesignArticles/ArticleID/16404/Wireless-Power-ButNot-What-Tesla-Had-in-Mind.aspx -- April 2, 2018 Focus: Wave Trick May Lead to Wireless Charging at a Distance. A technique
involving wave interference may improve the practicality of charging a phone wirelessly at some distance from the power source.
April 19th 2018 Electromagnetic wizardry: Wireless power transfer enhanced by backward signal. "Exploiting interference to amplify
waves". It may not be obvious, but wireless power transfer is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at
the heart of transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines, etc. https://phys.org/news/2018-04electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html -- August, 2018 Extending the range of wireless power transmission for bio-implants
and wearables. This paper reports the latest achievements on an electrodynamic wireless power transmission (EWPT) system
employing low-frequency (~17 Hz), low-amplitude (< 1 mT) magnetic fields. http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/17426596/1052/1/012023 -- August 2018 A 2.45 GHz dielectric resonator rectenna for wireless power transmission
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8420562/ -- A simple and efficient 2.45 GHz electron cyclotron ...
https://aip.scitation.org/doi/abs/10.1063/1.1430869 by P Jardin - 2002
Aug 15, 2018, 1:49 AM
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Jan 28 2018 Wireless Power, But Not What Tesla Had in Mind. Ossia's Cota® (Charging Over The Air) technology pinpoints the
receiving device and transmits power directly to it through a combination of line-of-sight and reflective paths.
https://engineering.com/ElectronicsDesign/ElectronicsDesignArticles/ArticleID/16404/Wireless-Power-But-Not-What-Tesla-Had-inMind.aspx -- April 2, 2018 Focus: Wave Trick May Lead to Wireless Charging at a Distance. A technique involving wave interference
may improve the practicality of charging a phone wirelessly at some distance from the power source. April 19th 2018

Electromagnetic wizardry: Wireless power transfer enhanced by backward signal. "Exploiting interference to amplify waves". It may
not be obvious, but wireless power transfer is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at the heart of
transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines, etc. https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagneticwizardry-wireless-power.html -- August, 2018 Extending the range of wireless power transmission for bio-implants and wearables.
This paper reports the latest achievements on an electrodynamic wireless power transmission (EWPT) system employing lowfrequency (~17 Hz), low-amplitude (< 1 mT) magnetic fields. http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/1052/1/012023 -August 2018 A 2.45 GHz dielectric resonator rectenna for wireless power transmission
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8420562/
Updated Aug 15, 2018, 1:46 AM
Aug 15, 2018, 1:46 AM
Chris Edwards
August 13th 2018 This California Volcano's hot water could power the United States all by iteself
https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218
Updated Aug 15, 2018, 12:17 AM
Aug 15, 2018, 12:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.
Aug 14, 2018, 3:13 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
Aug 14, 2018, 2:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Barcelona.
Aug 14, 2018, 2:26 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla and Friends.
Aug 14, 2018, 2:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.
Aug 14, 2018, 2:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club A.K.A. Edison sucks donkey balls.
Aug 14, 2018, 2:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
Aug 14, 2018, 2:18 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
Aug 14, 2018, 2:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
Aug 14, 2018, 2:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
Aug 13, 2018, 1:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
Aug 13, 2018, 1:37 PM
Chris Edwards
August 12th 2018 Meme's that Kill by Tesla Leaks: http://youtube.com/watch?v=DTzzZGxc6zc -- August 7th 2018 Nikola Tesla vs
Alex Jones RIP https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028812834098203&set=gm.1209084192562670&type=3&ifg=1
Updated Aug 12, 2018, 11:38 PM
Aug 12, 2018, 11:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=DTzzZGxc6zc
August 12th 2018 Meme's that Kill by Tesla Leaks and Alex Jones at Infowars: https://youtube.com/watch?v=nvmZm587ew4 -August 7th 2018 Nikola Tesla vs Alex Jones RIP https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=2028812834098203&set=gm.1209084192562670&type=3&ifg=1 -- Were Nikola Tesla's (Yoda) plans to the Death Star (Death
Ray) hidden in a Robot R2D2 (in Multi-Decade Resitant Box) by Princess Leah (Tesla's assistant's son (Curious George) aka Darth
Vader (George Herbert Walker Sherff/Bush) daughter; father of George Herbert Walker Bush Jr.), https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Zzs-OvfG8tE -- hidden on a data file format (the Terminator) that wasn't invented yet? https://youtube.com/watch?
v=NYD3QtyEGGM&list=PL8s6sSjUyaxUk3mCUqiNuJiMNxs9QdthO -- Is the Tesla Death Star "Power Station" the same machine
as the Wardenclyffe Tower? https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
Aug 12, 2018, 11:38 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
Aug 11, 2018, 8:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
Aug 11, 2018, 5:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
Aug 11, 2018, 1:26 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
Aug 10, 2018, 9:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
QUESTION: HOW TO DEBUNK ALBERT EINSTEIN BY DEFINITION: ANSWER:: DOES NOT APPLY: The "Speed of Light" ONLY
APPLIES TO LIGHT IN REFERENCE TO AN OBSERVER, -NOT- to Electrical Fields, Resonant Cavities, Reactive Currents.
Concentric electrical resonant stationary "Standing Waves" or "Nodes" (which do not travel nor move) and at Ion "Cyclotron
Resonance" (Lock Ions) in a resonant cavity like a Cyclotron or Klystron TWTA a "Tweeta" aka (the Earth's Schumann Resonance
of 6-8HZ) is commonly described in many Patents, Research and Phenomena as "instantaneous" or otherwise referred to as a
"Manifestation" of "Constructive Interference" at Resonance. Jun 21, 1991 Ion-locked cyclotron resonance: a means for
-instantaneously- https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/000926149190350I -- In 2013 by the IEEE "Specifically, a
strongly-coupled high-Q evanescent-mode resonant cavity is utilized as a ... Besides the observed -instantaneous- effects on the
resonator's RF" https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6697759/ -- Oct. 21, 1952 US2615129A - Synchro-cyclotron - resonance
accelerator; a mechanism of the type known as a cyclotron. .... of the value required to match their gain in energy that the
-instantaneous- value https://google.com/patents/US2615129 -- Google Search for "Resonant Cavity Instantaneous":
https://google.com/search?&q=resonant+cavity+instantaneous -- More by Faster Than Light! | Tesla Universe
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/faster-light -- Nikola Tesla describes "Concentric Electrical Waves" to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Cyclotron Resonance https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclotron_resonance -- More
Patents http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -- Reactive Currents: -instantaneousActive and Reactive Power Measuring Method. http://lejpt.academicdirect.org/A06/17_28.htm -- Jul 17, 2018 IEEE "Instantaneous
Reactive Energy" by Application of the Conservative Power Theory Current Decomposition in a Load Power-Sharing Strategy
Among Distributed Energy Resources
https://researchgate.net/publication/224160939_Application_of_Conservative_Power_Theory_to_cooperative_control_of_distributed
_compensators_in_smart_grids -- More on Debunking Einstein by Tesla Leaks: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html -- Also, A/C currents do not move. A reaction at the Generator creates an instantaneous reaction
at the Motor. Other Phenomena in A/C include "Reactive Currents", which is a build up of Voltage preceeding Amperage that needs
to be contained. This particular poster proposes that the location where the Reactive Currents occur in A/C systems, is the location
in the system to place a Wardenclyffe Tower. It would be likened to an electrical pressure valve feeding a special high frequency,
high tension UV generator sending electrons to the Ionosphere creating an "Artificial Wire". https://youtube.com/watch?
v=kMslL1KuUHI
Aug 10, 2018, 2:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Aug 10, 2018, 2:17 AM
Chris Edwards
UPDATE: August 10th 2018 - HOW TO DEBUNK ALBERT EINSTEIN BY DEFINITION: August 9th 2018 High-speed electrons
prove Einstein was right about the speed of light. https://newscientist.com/article/2176393-high-speed-electrons-prove-einstein-wasright-about-the-speed-of-light/ -- ANSWER:: BY DEFINITION: The "Speed of Light" ONLY APPLIES TO LIGHT IN REFERENCE TO
AN OBSERVER, -NOT- to Electrical Fields or Resonant Cavities. Electrical concentric stationary resonant "Standing Waves" or
"Nodes" (which do not move) and "Cyclotron Resonance" in a resonant cavity like a Cyclotron or Klystron TWTA Tweeta (Earth's
Schumann Resonance of 6-8HZ) is commonly described in many Patents at "instantaneous" or otherwise referred to as a
"Manifestation" of "Constructive Interference". Jun 21, 1991 Ion-locked cyclotron resonance: a means for -instantaneouslyhttps://sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/000926149190350I -- In 2013 by the IEEE "Specifically, a strongly-coupled high-Q
evanescent-mode resonant cavity is utilized as a ... Besides the observed -instantaneous- effects on the resonator's RF"
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6697759/ -- Oct. 21, 1952 US2615129A - Synchro-cyclotron - resonance accelerator; a
mechanism of the type known as a cyclotron. .... of the value required to match their gain in energy that the -instantaneous- value
https://google.com/patents/US2615129 -- Google Search for "Resonant Cavity Instantaneous": https://www.google.com/search?
&q=resonant+cavity+instantaneous -- More by Faster Than Light! | Tesla Universe https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/faster-light -- Nikola Tesla describes "Concentric Electrical Waves" to JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Cyclotron Resonance https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclotron_resonance -- More Patents
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -- Reactive Currents: -instantaneous- Active
and Reactive Power Measuring Method. lejpt.academicdirect.org/A06/17_28.htm -- Jul 17, 2018 IEEE
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel7/28/8411799/08327527.pdf -- More on Debunking Einstein by Tesla Leaks:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html -- Also, A/C currents do not move. A reaction
at the Generator creates an instantaneous reaction at the Motor. Other Phenomena in A/C include "Reactive Currents", which is a
build up of Voltage preceeding Amperage that needs to be contained. This particular poster proposes that the location where the
Reactive Currents occur in A/C systems, is the location in the system to place a Wardenclyffe Tower. It would be likened to a
pressure valve. https://youtube.com/watch?v=kMslL1KuUHI
Updated Aug 10, 2018, 2:07 AM
Aug 10, 2018, 2:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://newscientist.com/article/2176393-high-speed-electrons-prove-einstein-was-right-about-the-speed-of-light/
#nikola #tesla #debunking #albert #einstein #by #definition UPDATE: August 10th 2018 - QUESTION: HOW TO DEBUNK ALBERT
EINSTEIN BY DEFINITION: https://newscientist.com/article/2176393-high-speed-electrons-prove-einstein-was-right-about-thespeed-of-light/ -- ANSWER::DOES NOT APPLY: The "Speed of Light" ONLY APPLIES TO LIGHT IN REFERENCE TO AN
OBSERVER, -NOT- to Electrical Fields, Standing Waves, Resonant Cavities, Reactive Currents in A/C systems. Concentric
electrical resonant stationary "Standing Waves" or "Loops & Nodes" NT (which do not travel nor move) (MIT)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hZCsnd257w0 -- Ion "Cyclotron Resonance" (Lock Ions) in a resonant cavity like a Cyclotron or
Klystron TWTA a "Tweeta" aka (the Earth's Schumann Resonance of 6-8HZ; Earth being a "Helmholz Resonator" NT) is commonly
described in many Patents, Research and Phenomena as "instantaneous" or otherwise referred to as a "Manifestation" of
"Constructive Interference" (a disturbance in the Force) at Ion/Resonance: Ion-locked cyclotron resonance: a means for
-instantaneously- changing ion cyclotron orbital radius: https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/000926149190350I -- In
2013 at the IEEE "Specifically, a strongly-coupled high-Q evanescent-mode resonant cavity is utilized as a ... Besides the observed
-instantaneous- effects on the resonator's RF" https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6697759/ -- Oct. 21, 1952 US2615129A Synchro-cyclotron - resonance accelerator; a mechanism of the type known as a cyclotron. .... of the value required to match their
gain in energy that the -instantaneous- value https://google.com/patents/US2615129 -- Google Search for "Resonant Cavity
Instantaneous": https://google.com/search?&q=resonant+cavity+instantaneous -- Nikola Tesla describes "Concentric Electrical
Waves" to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Cyclotron Resonance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclotron_resonance -- An important quote to consider from the below Eldridge patents regarding the
speed of light "It is well known that in a wave guide the phase velocity of the waves carried thereby is, in general, greater than the
speed of light while the group velocity or energy velocity is less than the speed of light, so that in effect it takes a measurable
interval after the application of power to fill the accelerator with energy." Object camouflage method and apparatus & Method of
forming internally flanged structures - Eldredge Arnold L. U.S. Patents 1962-1964. A simple and efficient 2.45 GHz electron
cyclotron ... https://aip.scitation.org/doi/abs/10.1063/1.1430869 by P Jardin - 2002 -- Reactive Currents: -instantaneous- Active and
Reactive Power Measuring Method. http://lejpt.academicdirect.org/A06/17_28.htm -- Jul 17, 2018 IEEE "Instantaneous Reactive
Energy" by Application of the Conservative Power Theory Current Decomposition in a Load Power-Sharing Strategy Among
Distributed Energy Resources
https://researchgate.net/publication/224160939_Application_of_Conservative_Power_Theory_to_cooperative_control_of_distributed
_compensators_in_smart_grids -- More on Debunking Einstein's "Curved Space", "The Photo-Electric Effect" etal by Tesla Leaks:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html -- Also, A/C currents do not move. A reaction
at the Generator creates an instantaneous reaction at the Motor. Other Phenomena in A/C include "Reactive Currents", which is a
build up of Voltage preceeding Amperage that needs to be contained. This particular poster proposes that the location where the
Reactive Currents occur in A/C systems, is the location in the system to place a Wardenclyffe Tower. It would be likened to an
electrical pressure valve feeding a special high frequency, high tension UV generator sending electrons to the Ionosphere creating
an "Artificial Wire". https://youtube.com/watch?v=kMslL1KuUHI -- More on Wardenclyffe and Faster than Light at Tesla Leaks:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.htm -- Faster Than Light by Tesla Universe:
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/faster-light -- Faster than Light by Adam Bull at the Tesla Society:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Nikola Tesla Takes on Einstein by David J Kent http://davidjkentwriter.com/2017/12/06/nikola-tesla-takes-on-einstein/ -- Aug 16, 2018 Einstein was a Soviet plot to make Americans feel stupid —
Einstein FBI file to the FBI Director -- "Nikola Tesla (proved) that Relativity in many respects is erroneous" https://slguardian.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/08/wrong.jpg -- 4) Einstein was wrong about everything -- That same informant provided the field office with

notes cribbed from Elizabeth Dilling’s The Red Network “proving” that Einstein was a fraud and that relativity was a Soviet plot to
make Americans feel stupid or something. https://slguardian.org/einstein-was-a-soviet-plot-to-make-americans-feel-stupid-fbi-file/
Aug 10, 2018, 2:06 AM
Chris Edwards
A Tesla Leaks Original: Debunking Einstein -- https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-alberteinsteins.html?view=flipcard
Updated Aug 10, 2018, 1:29 AM
Aug 10, 2018, 1:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS FOR ELECTRO-THERAPEUTIC AND OTHER PURPOSES by Nikola Tesla -- The Electrical
Engineer.
Vol. XXVI. November 17, 1898. No. 550. http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1898-11-17.htm
Aug 10, 2018, 1:14 AM
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HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS FOR ELECTRO-THERAPEUTIC AND OTHER PURPOSES by Nikola Tesla -- The Electrical
Engineer.
Vol. XXVI. November 17, 1898. No. 550. http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1898-11-17.htm
Updated Aug 10, 2018, 1:11 AM
Aug 10, 2018, 1:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Aug 10, 2018, 12:42 AM
Chris Edwards
Tesla Leaks Original. Repost: 100+ ways to use or harvest energy for use at night time or when needed. Achieving the goal of a
world supplied by 100% renewable energy. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html
Updated Aug 9, 2018, 12:31 AM
Aug 9, 2018, 12:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html
Tesla Leaks Original. Repost: 100+ ways to use or harvest energy for use at night time or when needed. Achieving the goal of a
world supplied by 100% renewable energy. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html
Aug 9, 2018, 12:31 AM
Chris Edwards
August 2nd 2018 The Floor for Ultra-Low Solar Bids? $14 per Megawatt-Hour (or $.14 X 1.33 = 18.62 cents for an electrical
equivalent of a gallon of gasoline) https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/the-floor-for-ultra-low-solar-bids-14-per-megawatthour
Updated Aug 9, 2018, 12:25 AM
Aug 9, 2018, 12:25 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
July 25th 2018 This method to theoretically improve solar conversion efficiency to 60% uses a high intensity UV laser to create
"Charge Funnels". The goal of the high tension, high frenquency UV generator to be located in the Wardenclyffe Capula, was to
create an "Artificial Wire" between the Ionosphere and Ground called a "Charge Funnel".
https://nextbigfuture.com/2018/07/breakthrough-could-triple-the-energy-collected-by-solar-to-60-efficiency.html -- August 7th 2018
Scientists create UV detector based on nanocrystals synthesized via ion implantation https://nanowerk.com/nanotechnologynews2/newsid=50843.php -- Wardenclyffe Tower Animation by Tesla Leaks
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ -- More on Wardenclyffe at
http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Aug 8, 2018, 10:12 PM
Chris Edwards
July 25th 2018 This method to theoretically improve solar conversion efficiency to 60% uses a high intensity UV laser to create
"Charge Funnels". The goal of the high tension, high frenquency UV generator to be located in the Wardenclyffe Capula, was to
create an "Artificial Wire" between the Ionosphere and Ground called a "Charge Funnel".
https://nextbigfuture.com/2018/07/breakthrough-could-triple-the-energy-collected-by-solar-to-60-efficiency.html -- August 7th 2018

Scientists create UV detector based on nanocrystals synthesized via ion implantation https://nanowerk.com/nanotechnologynews2/newsid=50843.php -- Wardenclyffe Tower Animation by Tesla Leaks
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ -- More on Wardenclyffe at
http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Updated Aug 8, 2018, 10:11 PM
Aug 8, 2018, 10:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2018/07/breakthrough-could-triple-the-energy-collected-by-solar-to-60-efficiency.html
#uv #detector #receiver #nikola #tesla #wardenclyffe #funnel #electric #charges July 25th 2018 This method to theoretically improve
solar conversion efficiency to 60% uses a high intensity UV laser to create "Charge Funnels" and Inverse Charge Funneling. The
goal of the high tension, high frenquency UV generator to be located in the Wardenclyffe Capula, was to create an "Artificial Wire"
between the Ionosphere and Ground called a "Charge Funnel". https://emps.exeter.ac.uk/renewableenergy/news/articles/scientistsusefunnel-visio.html -- https://nextbigfuture.com/2018/07/breakthrough-could-triple-the-energycollected-by-solar-to-60-efficiency.html (removed) -- August 7th 2018 Scientists create deep UV detector (receiver) based on
nanocrystals synthesized via ion implantation https://nanowerk.com/nanotechnology-news2/newsid=50843.php -- Wardenclyffe
Tower Animation by Tesla Leaks https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ -More on Wardenclyffe at http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Aug 8, 2018, 10:10 PM
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7/19/2001 This Patent for an "Energy Converstion System" was approved 4 months before September 11th 2001. It describes the
method to turn something "Mass Free" into "Kinetic Energy". https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060082334A1/en ... It referrs to
Nikola Tesla's 1897 Patent for a "System of Transmission of Electrical Energy". Energy conversion systems nvention relates to
apparatus for the conversion of massfree energy into electrical or kinetic energy, which uses in its preferred form a transmitter and a
receiver both incorporating Tesla coils, the distal ends of whose secondary windings are co-resonant and connected to plates of a
chamber, preferably evacuated or filled with water, such that energy radiated by the transmitter may be picked up by the receiver,
the receiver preferably further including a pulsed plasma reactor driven by the receiver coil and a split phase motor driven by the
reactor. Preferably the reactor operates in pulsed abnormal gas discharge mode, and the motor is an inertially damped drag motor.
The invention also extends to apparatus in which an otherwise driven plasma reactor operating in pulsed abnormal gas discharge
mode in turn used to drive an inertially damped drag motor. Nikola Tesla's System of transmission of electrical energy.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US645576A/en#citedBy
Updated Aug 8, 2018, 9:51 PM
Aug 8, 2018, 9:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060082334A1/en
#physics #broken #by #nikola #tesla #september112001 7/19/2001 This Patent for an "Energy Converstion System" was approved
4 months before September 11th 2001. It describes the method to turn something "Mass Free" into "Kinetic Energy".
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060082334A1/en ... It referrs to Nikola Tesla's 1897 Patent for a "System of Transmission of
Electrical Energy". Energy conversion systems invention relates to apparatus for the conversion of massfree energy into electrical or
kinetic energy, which uses in its preferred form a transmitter and a receiver both incorporating Tesla coils, the distal ends of whose
secondary windings are co-resonant and connected to plates of a chamber, preferably evacuated or filled with water, such that
energy radiated by the transmitter may be picked up by the receiver, the receiver preferably further including a pulsed plasma
reactor driven by the receiver coil and a split phase motor driven by the reactor. Preferably the reactor operates in pulsed abnormal
gas discharge mode, and the motor is an inertially damped drag motor. The invention also extends to apparatus in which an
otherwise driven plasma reactor operating in pulsed abnormal gas discharge mode in turn used to drive an inertially damped drag
motor. Nikola Tesla's System of transmission of electrical energy. https://patents.google.com/patent/US645576A/en#citedBy
Aug 8, 2018, 9:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
The "Guided Surface Wave" Patent of 2018-06-19 by CPG Technologies LLC
https://patents.google.com/patent/US10001553B2/en ... is a Telsa Leaks prediction that Terrestrial GPS (Tracking Storms/Doppler
Effect) is Nikola Tesla's system. The "Guided Surface Wave" Patent is a referring patent to Nikola Tesla's 1897 "System of
Transmission of Electrical Energy". Coincidentally the tower structure described in the GSV patent looks like one configuration of
Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Laboratory https://patents.google.com/patent/US645576A/en
Aug 8, 2018, 9:41 PM

Chris Edwards
The "Guided Surface Wave" Patent of 2018-06-19 by CPG Technologies LLC
https://patents.google.com/patent/US10001553B2/en ... is a Telsa Leaks prediction in the above retort that Terrestrial GPS
(Tracking Storms/Doppler Effect) is Nikola Tesla's system. The "Guided Surface Wave" Patent is a referring patent to Nikola Tesla's
1897 "System of Transmission of Electrical Energy". Coincidentally the tower structure described in the GSV patent looks like one
configuration of Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Laboratory https://patents.google.com/patent/US645576A/en
Updated Aug 8, 2018, 9:37 PM
Aug 8, 2018, 9:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US10001553B2/en
#nikola #tesla #invented #gps #doppler #radar #guided #surface #waves The "Guided Surface Wave" Patent of 2018-06-19 by CPG
Technologies LLC https://patents.google.com/patent/US10001553B2/en ... is a Telsa Leaks prediction in the above retort that
Terrestrial GPS (Tracking Storms/Doppler Effect) with Pulse width modulation; Pulse position modulation; is Nikola Tesla's system.
The "Guided Surface Wave" Patent is a referring patent to Nikola Tesla's 1897 "System of Transmission of Electrical Energy".
Coincidentally the tower structure described in the GSV patent looks like one configuration of Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs
Laboratory https://patents.google.com/patent/US645576A/en
Aug 8, 2018, 9:36 PM
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June 4th 2018 Harnessing Atmospheric electricity https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9OfiwuV1Uk
Updated Aug 7, 2018, 9:57 PM
Aug 7, 2018, 9:57 PM
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July 31st 2018 Politics is very different from science—in science, if you stand up and say something that you know is not true, it is a
career-ending move. https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/a-conversation-with-the-only-scientist-in-congress/
Updated Aug 7, 2018, 9:40 PM
Aug 7, 2018, 9:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/a-conversation-with-the-only-scientist-in-congress/
July 31st 2018 "Politics is very different from science—in science, if you stand up and say something that you know is not true, it is a
career-ending move." Rep. Bill Foster https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/a-conversation-with-the-only-scientist-in-congress/
Aug 7, 2018, 9:39 PM
Chris Edwards
Google, Facebook, Twitter are all part of "Project Carnivore"; started the same year Alex Jones began his radio show. Carnivore,
later renamed DCS1000, was a system implemented by the Federal Bureau of Investigation that was designed to monitor email and
electronic communications. It used a customizable packet sniffer that can monitor all of a target user's Internet traffic. Carnivore was
implemented in October 1997. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnivore_(software)
Updated Aug 7, 2018, 7:41 PM
Aug 7, 2018, 7:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnivore_(software)
Google, Facebook, Twitter are all part of "Project Carnivore"; started the same year Alex Jones began his radio show. Carnivore,
later renamed DCS1000, was a system implemented by the Federal Bureau of Investigation that was designed to monitor email and
electronic communications. It used a customizable packet sniffer that can monitor all of a target user's Internet traffic. Carnivore was
implemented in October 1997. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnivore_(software)
Aug 7, 2018, 7:41 PM
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https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/documents/wackett.pdf
#gay #frogs #hoax In classic Dis-Infowars style, Atrazine known to disrupt hormones in humans and animals comes from Fracking,
not Chemtrails or Pesticides as Alex Jones contends https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/documents/wackett.pdf -- Also part
of project "Gay Bomb" to poison your soap, food and water https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gay_bomb
Updated Aug 7, 2018, 7:35 PM
Aug 7, 2018, 7:35 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/documents/wackett.pdf
#gay #frogs #hoax In classic Dis-Infowars style, Atrazine known to disrupt hormones in humans and animals comes from Fracking,
not Chemtrails or Pesticides as Alex Jones contends https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/documents/wackett.pdf -- Also part
of project "Gay Bomb" to poison your soap, food and water https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gay_bomb
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Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigationfacebook.com
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Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigationfacebook.com
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Nikola Tesla vs Alex Jones RIP
Nikola Tesla vs Alex Jones RIP
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https://archive.org/stream/AlexanderPutneyLightwater/Alexander%20Putney/Alexander%20Putney%20-%20Tesla%27s
%20Rebirth_djvu.txt
#tuned #lightening #stationary #waves ~ Nikola Tesla, ‘Tuned Lightening’, 1907 -- Nikola Tesla’s most profound discovery -the
existence of ‘stationary terrestrial waves’ by which he resonantly powered his wireless devices- went unpublished and unknown to
the world for 35 years after his death. The Tesla Museum published his discovery in the Colorado Springs Notes in 1978, and in that
same year a boy named Alex was born on a small Caribbean island, who would later spontaneously complete
Tesla’s unfinished theory. By the age of 26, Alex Putney had intuitively applied four-dimensional mathematics to produce spherical
maps of Earth’s standing wave infrasound patterns,
and presents an astonishing perspective on the unfolding. While physicists now struggle to find a real-world application for quantum
theory, Putney holistically applies quantum iterated functions to specific places and events, penetrating the great mysteries of the
human spirit and informing a new understanding of DNA and phenomena of consciousness such as autism, savant syndrome,
reincarnation, psychoacoustics, energy healing and crop circles. Alex’s experience of synesthesia inspired the development of
quantum maps that reestablish the ancient Sanskrit knowledge of Akasha - the invisible creative force of the cosmos. Fascinating
past life continuities reveal the hidden thread of knowledge that binds consciousness through the karmic process of reincarnation,
linking the inventive ability of Tesla with the life’s work of an inventive mind of the Renaissance, Leonardo da Vinci.
https://archive.org/stream/AlexanderPutneyLightwater/Alexander%20Putney/Alexander%20Putney%20-%20Tesla%27s
%20Rebirth_djvu.txt
Updated Aug 6, 2018, 10:32 PM
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July 4th 1891 The Mining Journal, Railway and Commercial Gazette, Volume 61, Part 2 - Tesa's electrodeless vacuum tube that
"consumes no fuel". https://books.google.com/books?id=OvWjPKqH9ZIC&pg=PA919&lpg=PA919&dq=nikola+tesla
July 4th 1891 The Mining Journal, Railway and Commercial Gazette, Volume 61, Part 2 - Tesa's electrodeless vacuum tube that
"consumes no fuel". https://books.google.com/books?id=OvWjPKqH9ZIC&pg=PA919&lpg=PA919&dq=nikola+tesla
Aug 6, 2018, 10:30 PM

September 25th 1911 -- NIKOLA TESLA'S DREAM "Airship 's Power to be Generated by Steel Plant Gasses"
https://books.google.com/books?id=aLBAAQAAMAAJ&pg=RA12-PR17&lpg=RA12-PR17&dq=nikola+tesla
September 25th 1911 -- NIKOLA TESLA'S DREAM "Airship 's Power to be Generated by Steel Plant Gasses"
https://books.google.com/books?id=aLBAAQAAMAAJ&pg=RA12-PR17&lpg=RA12-PR17&dq=nikola+tesla
Aug 6, 2018, 10:29 PM

#nikola #tesla #inventor #water
#purification Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A
Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20"
- Page 231 (The Electrified Water of Mr
Tesla may be expected to posess the
sparkle and sweetness of the aqueous
fluid that flows from mountain rocks... Let
us hope this time for practical results)

#new #electrical #law #of #variation #ionosphere #solar #maxium
#minimum #september11th #roentgen #rays #cure #cancer Jan 9th 1901
"Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 86 (Nikola
Tesla claims to have discovered a new law in electrical science which

Roentgen Ray

will necessitate the re-writing of most of the text books now in use. "The as a Cure for
capacity of an electrical conductor ... various under different conditions ... Cancer
it is not fixed and unalterable at all ... it is susceptible to grate changes ...
I observed that the capacity varied with the elevation of the conduction

surface above the ground (THE IONOSPHERE).
#nikola #tesla #inventor #water #purification Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 231 (The
Electrified Water of Mr Tesla may be expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the aqueous fluid that flows from mountain
rocks... Let us hope this time for practical results) https://books.google.com/books?
id=DM00AQAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q=%22nikola%20tesla%22&f=false -- #new #electrical #law #of #variation
#ionosphere #solar #maxium #minimum #september11th #roentgen #rays #cure #cancer Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular
Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 86 (Nikola Tesla claims to have discovered a new law in electrical science which will
necessitate the re-writing of most of the text books now in use. "The capacity of an electrical conductor ... various under different
conditions ... it is not fixed and unalterable at all ... it is susceptible to grate changes ... I observed that the capacity varied with the
elevation of the conduction surface above the ground (THE IONOSPHERE). Page 230 Roentgen Rays as a Cure for Cancer
Aug 6, 2018, 10:28 PM
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August 8th 2018 Facebook, Apple, YouTube and Spotify ban Infowars' Alex Jones https://www.msn.com/enus/news/technology/facebook-apple-youtube-and-spotify-ban-infowars-alex-jones/ar-BBLz2Da
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August 3rd 2018 Will Trump Kill The Electric Car — Again? Well, the Trumpinistas have done it. Not only will the EPA — now
headed by Andrew Wheeler, former chief lobbyist for Murray Coal Company — roll back the fuel economy standards put in place
with the consent of the auto manufacturers during the Obama administration, it will also revoke the waiver California has enjoyed
since the Clean Air Act was passed in 1970. https://cleantechnica.com/2018/08/03/manufacturers-cheer-insane-epa-decision-torevoke-california-waiver-will-trump-kill-the-electric-car-again/
Updated Aug 6, 2018, 2:13 AM
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https://cleantechnica.com/2018/08/03/manufacturers-cheer-insane-epa-decision-to-revoke-california-waiver-will-trump-kill-theelectric-car-again/
August 3rd 2018 Will Trump Kill The Electric Car — Again? Well, the Trumpinistas have done it. Not only will the EPA — now

headed by Andrew Wheeler, former chief lobbyist for Murray Coal Company — roll back the fuel economy standards put in place
with the consent of the auto manufacturers during the Obama administration, it will also revoke the waiver California has enjoyed
since the Clean Air Act was passed in 1970. https://cleantechnica.com/2018/08/03/manufacturers-cheer-insane-epa-decision-torevoke-california-waiver-will-trump-kill-the-electric-car-again/
Aug 6, 2018, 2:11 AM
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FcGLNyM4VP4
Fukushima overreaction, "nuclear is safest Industry in the World" (It's true. There is no proof of any dead bodies by Radiation from
Nuclear Power Plants in over 75 years of operation) - World Nuclear Association Director. (If you have proof of Deaths from
Radiation from Nuclear power, post it here; but of course you don't. YOU only have Photoshop) https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=FcGLNyM4VP4
Aug 6, 2018, 1:04 AM
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Add, Invite & Share this Nikola Tesla Leaks Facebook Group, Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation, and petition for the U.S.
Government to release their classified information about Nikola Tesla. Since Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Anonymous, nor
Guccifer 2.0 have uncovered any missing information about Nikola Telsla; you have to visit Tesla Leaks for those revelations. Since
July 4th 2012, this group has covered Nikola Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions and property; inventions, principles,
improvements and vernacular in: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ Petition: https://change.org/p/the-united-statesgovernment-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -- Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation:
https://www.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
Updated Aug 5, 2018, 9:16 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
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August 3rd 2018 Photoshop.... 2 Reality 0 (Caption says "Artist Impression") http://www.astronomy.com/news/2018/08/free-rangeplanet
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http://www.astronomy.com/news/2018/08/free-range-planet
August 3rd 2018 Photoshop.... 2 Reality 0 (Caption says "Artist Impression") http://www.astronomy.com/news/2018/08/free-rangeplanet
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelshellenberger/2018/07/26/as-heatwave-tests-the-limits-of-renewables-anti-nucleargovernments-return-to-nuclear/
July 26 2018 As Heatwave Tests The Limits Of Renewables, Anti-Nuclear Governments Return To Nuclear. “The government’s rush
to phase out nuclear increased electricity from plants using coal and natural gas,”
https://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelshellenberger/2018/07/26/as-heatwave-tests-the-limits-of-renewables-anti-nucleargovernments-return-to-nuclear/
Aug 2, 2018, 6:21 PM
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July 26 2018 As Heatwave Tests The Limits Of Renewables, Anti-Nuclear Governments Return To Nuclear. “The government’s rush
to phase out nuclear increased electricity from plants using coal and natural gas,”
https://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelshellenberger/2018/07/26/as-heatwave-tests-the-limits-of-renewables-anti-nucleargovernments-return-to-nuclear/
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July 31st 2018 Interior Department Secretary, Ryan Zinke, proposes to blow up the Hetch Hetchy Dam, which feeds water for 90%
of San Francisco and 50% of it's electrical power, and replace that water and electricity with "we'll think of something"! The Sierra
Club, Greenpeace, Coal plants, Tree burner people, gas stations and the "save the bugs" people rejoyce!
https://cleantechnica.com/2018/07/31/ryan-zinke-wants-to-restore-the-hetch-hetchy-valley-why/
Updated Jul 31, 2018, 11:11 PM
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July 31st 2018 Interior Department Secretary, Ryan Zinke, proposes to blow up the Hetch Hetchy Dam, which feeds water for 90%
of San Francisco and 50% of it's electrical power, and replace that water and electricity with "we'll think of something"! The Sierra
Club, Greenpeace, Coal plants, Tree burner people, gas stations and the "save the bugs" people rejoyce!
https://cleantechnica.com/2018/07/31/ryan-zinke-wants-to-restore-the-hetch-hetchy-valley-why/
Jul 31, 2018, 11:10 PM
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_diamond
#ftc #synthetic #diamonds #electric #induction #furnace In July 2018, The (FTC) has released the final revision to its widely watched
Jewelry Guides, with a bevy of changes that impose new rules on how the trade can describe lab-grown diamonds. It is estimated
that 98% of industrial grade diamond demand is supplied with synthetic diamonds. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_diamond
-https://ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1393857/g711001_jewelry_guides_statement_of_basis_and_purpose_for_
final_jewelry__.pdf -- August 30, 1902 - Scientific American "Formation of the Diamond by the (Tesla A/C Induction) Electric
Furnace" (Copy not Available in Google) https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1110709902400100/
Jul 29, 2018, 10:08 PM
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#ftc #synthetic #diamonds #electric #induction #furnace In July 2018, The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has released the final
revision to its widely watched Jewelry Guides, with a bevy of changes that impose new rules on how the trade can describe labgrown diamonds. It is estimated that 98% of industrial grade diamond demand is supplied with synthetic diamonds.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_diamond -https://ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1393857/g711001_jewelry_guides_statement_of_basis_and_purpose_for_
final_jewelry__.pdf
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#ftc #synthetic #diamonds #electric #induction #furnace In July 2018, The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has released the final
revision to its widely watched Jewelry Guides, with a bevy of changes that impose new rules on how the trade can describe labgrown diamonds. It is estimated that 98% of industrial grade diamond demand is supplied with synthetic diamonds.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_diamond -https://ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1393857/g711001_jewelry_guides_statement_of_basis_and_purpose_for_
final_jewelry__.pdf
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http://fortune.com/2018/07/15/elon-musk-donations-republicans-controversy/
July 25 2018 Elon Musk’s Donations to Republicans Spark Yet Another Controversy http://fortune.com/2018/07/15/elon-muskdonations-republicans-controversy/
Updated Jul 28, 2018, 8:28 PM
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Big horn sheep (trails) threaten to block the project. The "Friends of the River", save the bugs people, tree burner people, keep the
coal plants on and gas stations aim to support the sheep (trails)! July 26 2018 City Of Los Angeles Wants To Turn Hoover Dam Into
World’s Largest Pumped Energy Storage Facility https://cleantechnica.com/2018/07/26/city-of-los-angeles-wants-to-turn-hooverdam-into-worlds-largest-pumped-energy-storage-facility/ -- July 25th 2018 - If there is any water on Mars (hoax), the project will
surely be blocked by Alien (bugs or sheep); be secured by Nestle as a Monopoly or will cost $1 Millon per gallon at Walmart (Mars)
https://popularmechanics.com/space/moon-mars/a22541370/underground-lake-liquid-water-mars/
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Big horn sheep (trails) threaten to block the project. The "Friends of the River", save the bugs people, tree burner people, keep the
coal plants on and gas stations aim to support the sheep (trails)! July 26 2018 City Of Los Angeles Wants To Turn Hoover Dam Into
World’s Largest Pumped Energy Storage Facility https://cleantechnica.com/2018/07/26/city-of-los-angeles-wants-to-turn-hooverdam-into-worlds-largest-pumped-energy-storage-facility/ -- July 25th 2018 - If there is any water on Mars (hoax), the project will
surely be blocked by Alien (bugs or sheep); be secured by Nestle as a Monopoly or will cost $1 Millon per gallon at Walmart (Mars)
https://popularmechanics.com/space/moon-mars/a22541370/underground-lake-liquid-water-mars/
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TRUMP TESLA & THE X-TECHNOLOGY SECRET! DARK JOURNALIST X SERIES PART XVIII https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZGuQWpJZhh8
Updated Jul 27, 2018, 12:50 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OpzmNSaF47Y
TRUMP TESLA & THE X-TECHNOLOGY SECRET! DARK JOURNALIST X SERIES PART XVIII https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZGuQWpJZhh8
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July 20th 2018 Nikola Tesla’s Only Remaining Laboratory Named to NY State Register of Historic Places
https://untappedcities.com/2018/07/20/nikola-teslas-only-remaining-laboratory-named-to-ny-state-register-of-historic-places/
Jul 21, 2018, 10:23 PM
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July 20th 2018 Nikola Tesla’s Only Remaining Laboratory Named to NY State Register of Historic Places
https://untappedcities.com/2018/07/20/nikola-teslas-only-remaining-laboratory-named-to-ny-state-register-of-historic-places/
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Toshiba sells nuclear group Westinghouse in $4.6bn deal (sells to Trump ally) https://www.ft.com/content/74afda84-f174-11e7b220-857e26d1aca4
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Former (Real) EPA Chief: Big Oil Is “Peddling Misinformation” About Electric Cars. Published on July 15th, 2018 | by Matt Pressman
- Christine Todd Whitman served as head of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under President George W. Bush back in
2001–2003. With experience having worked intimately with (and regulating) the energy industries, it should come as no surprise that
she witnessed efforts from the oil industry to undermine clean energy solutions. Recently, Whitman came forward (via CNBC) to
discuss Big Oil's misguided "misinformation" efforts.. https://www.cnbc.com/2018/06/26/electric-vehicles-will-prevail-despite-oilindustry-misinformation.html
Updated Jul 21, 2018, 10:16 PM
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Former (Real) EPA Chief: Big Oil Is “Peddling Misinformation” About Electric Cars. Published on July 15th, 2018 | by Matt Pressman
- Christine Todd Whitman served as head of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under President George W. Bush back in
2001–2003. With experience having worked intimately with (and regulating) the energy industries, it should come as no surprise that
she witnessed efforts from the oil industry to undermine clean energy solutions. Recently, Whitman came forward (via CNBC) to
discuss Big Oil's misguided "misinformation" efforts.. https://www.cnbc.com/2018/06/26/electric-vehicles-will-prevail-despite-oilindustry-misinformation.html
Jul 21, 2018, 10:14 PM
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What Does It Mean When Everybody Is Cheating On Emissions Standards? July 15th, 2018 by Steve Bakker. If you’re keeping up
with all the post-Dieselgate news, you know that more and more automakers — to one degree or another — are being discovered to
have falsified emission standards and/or fuel economy data. Here’s a list of makers who have either admitted to emissions
wrongdoing, or have been accused of it. https://cleantechnica.com/2018/07/15/what-does-it-mean-when-everybody-is-cheating-onemissions-standards/
Updated Jul 21, 2018, 10:12 PM
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with all the post-Dieselgate news, you know that more and more automakers — to one degree or another — are being discovered to
have falsified emission standards and/or fuel economy data. Here’s a list of makers who have either admitted to emissions
wrongdoing, or have been accused of it. https://cleantechnica.com/2018/07/15/what-does-it-mean-when-everybody-is-cheating-onemissions-standards/
Jul 21, 2018, 10:12 PM
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VirtualU.net Privacy-Shieldfacebook.com
VirtualU “Privacy-Shield Personal & Business Data Privacy Monitoring, DIY Software & Service - If you protect your Life & Liberty,
why not your data! http://VirtualU.net/
Updated Jul 18, 2018, 12:08 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=y7B0u3b2iqc
July 16 2018 Google Talks: Tesla: Inventor of the Modern. https://youtube.com/watch?v=y7B0u3b2iqc
Jul 17, 2018, 1:51 PM
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July 16 2018 Google Talks: Tesla: Inventor of the Modern. https://youtube.com/watch?v=y7B0u3b2iqc
Updated Jul 17, 2018, 1:42 PM
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July 16 2018 Google Talks: Tesla: Inventor of the Modern. https://youtube.com/watch?v=y7B0u3b2iqc
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http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/396988-indiana-has-spent-over-20-million-on-cleanup-of-failed-pence-family
All gas stations are super-fund sites. Indiana has spent over $20 million on cleanup of failed Pence family gas stations: report
http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/396988-indiana-has-spent-over-20-million-on-cleanup-of-failed-pence-family
Jul 15, 2018, 7:46 PM
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July 9th 2018 Lock Ness Monster Hoax. The Lock Ness has had plans for a hydro-electric dam for decades, but has been blocked
or delayed because of the hoax. https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2018/07/monster-energy-project-wants-to-use-lochness-as-a-giant-battery/?amp=1
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July 9th 2018 Lock Ness Monster Hoax. The Lock Ness has had plans for a hydro-electric dam for decades, but has been blocked
or delayed because of the hoax. https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2018/07/monster-energy-project-wants-to-use-lochness-as-a-giant-battery/?amp=1
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July 11th 2018 Birthday Anniversary: Nikola Tesla's Third Greatest Invention: The First Drone
https://www.forbes.com/sites/berniecarlson/2018/07/11/nikola-teslas-third-greatest-invention-the-first-drone/
Jul 13, 2018, 3:38 PM
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July 11th 2018 Birthday Anniversary: Nikola Tesla's Third Greatest Invention: The First Drone
https://www.forbes.com/sites/berniecarlson/2018/07/11/nikola-teslas-third-greatest-invention-the-first-drone/
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July 11th 2018 Birthday Anniversary: Nikola Tesla's Third Greatest Invention: The First Drone
https://www.forbes.com/sites/berniecarlson/2018/07/11/nikola-teslas-third-greatest-invention-the-first-drone/
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July 9th 2018 Veterans Today: Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein, Part Three: Keys to the Universe. by Rand Clifford for Veterans
Today. It’s virtually impossible to fathom how far off the course of “betterment of humanity” we have been driven by the power status
quo (PSQ) and its central banks. People, we’ve landed in a ditch called by the PSQ, “arrested human development”. Perhaps more
than any human ever born, Nikola Tesla could have steered us back on course with the Wheelwork of Nature (WON). Nikola Tesla
said, “Science is but a perversion of itself unless it has as its ultimate goal the betterment of humanity.” Too bad he is not driving—
but wait, he actually is, in terms of the entire system of alternating current (AC) electricity that currently drives civilization, for
starters, the list is long. So many contributions capitalized on by the PSQ came straight from the incredible mind of Tesla. But when
he threatened the very foundations of power giving the PSQ utter domination of humanity, Tesla was and still is probably the most
lied about person of all time. Eric Dollard says about 99% of mainstream information about Tesla is “worthless”.
Jul 9, 2018, 5:21 PM
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July 9th 2018 Veterans Today: Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein, Part Three: Keys to the Universe. by Rand Clifford for Veterans
Today. It’s virtually impossible to fathom how far off the course of “betterment of humanity” we have been driven by the power status
quo (PSQ) and its central banks. People, we’ve landed in a ditch called by the PSQ, “arrested human development”. Perhaps more
than any human ever born, Nikola Tesla could have steered us back on course with the Wheelwork of Nature (WON). Nikola Tesla
said, “Science is but a perversion of itself unless it has as its ultimate goal the betterment of humanity.” Too bad he is not driving—

but wait, he actually is, in terms of the entire system of alternating current (AC) electricity that currently drives civilization, for
starters, the list is long. So many contributions capitalized on by the PSQ came straight from the incredible mind of Tesla. But when
he threatened the very foundations of power giving the PSQ utter domination of humanity, Tesla was and still is probably the most
lied about person of all time. Eric Dollard says about 99% of mainstream information about Tesla is “worthless”.
Updated Jul 9, 2018, 5:14 PM
Jul 9, 2018, 5:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
July 9th 2018 Veterans Today: Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein, Part Three: Keys to the Universe. by Rand Clifford for Veterans
Today. It’s virtually impossible to fathom how far off the course of “betterment of humanity” we have been driven by the power status
quo (PSQ) and its central banks. People, we’ve landed in a ditch called by the PSQ, “arrested human development”. Perhaps more
than any human ever born, Nikola Tesla could have steered us back on course with the Wheelwork of Nature (WON). Nikola Tesla
said, “Science is but a perversion of itself unless it has as its ultimate goal the betterment of humanity.” Too bad he is not driving—
but wait, he actually is, in terms of the entire system of alternating current (AC) electricity that currently drives civilization, for
starters, the list is long. So many contributions capitalized on by the PSQ came straight from the incredible mind of Tesla. But when
he threatened the very foundations of power giving the PSQ utter domination of humanity, Tesla was and still is probably the most
lied about person of all time. Eric Dollard says about 99% of mainstream information about Tesla is “worthless”. https://
veteranstoday com/2018/07/09/nikola-tesla-and-albert-einstein-part-three-keys-to-the-universe/
Jul 9, 2018, 5:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI#t=02m20s
July 4th 2018 is the 101st anniversary of the seizure and demolition of Nikola Tesla's Radio, TV and Wireless Energy tower called
"Wardenclyffe" in Sayville, Long Island. This is also the 114th anniversary of the elimination of secure Radio and communications. In
Tesla's letters to JP Morgan in 1904, Tesla's states that "his system can have Trillions of 100% secure communications ("the only
practical way to do it") and has secured Worldwide patents for the entire System. The idea of privacy and data security ended and
was replaced by RCA's system (Who's first property was across the street from Wardenclyffe and who's first office was co-located at
the UN's office. Tesla's systems of radio and radar were later used in Wartime. But, Tesla was denied royalties because the US
Government owns all US Patents. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI#t=02m20s -- July 4th 2018 is the 101st year
anniversary of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower being ceased by the Secret Service and demolished by the Army for reasons of
"Wartime Security" on July 4th 1917; but the Tower was allegedly not working since 1908. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- By October 1917, the U.S congress passed the Trading with the Enemy Act to justify such actions.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trading_with_the_Enemy_Act_of_1917 -- Nikola Tesla describes his wireless energy system to JP
Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant
Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jul 4, 2018, 11:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI#t=02m20s
July 4th 2018 is the 101st anniversary of the seizure and demolition of Nikola Tesla's Radio, TV and Wireless Energy tower called
"Wardenclyffe" in Sayville, Long Island. This is also the 114th anniversary of the elimination of secure Radio and communications. In
Tesla's letters to JP Morgan in 1904, Tesla's states that "his system can have Trillions of 100% secure communications ("the only
practical way to do it") and has secured Worldwide patents for the entire System". The idea of privacy and data security ended and
was replaced by RCA's system (Who's first property was across the street from Wardenclyffe and who's first office was co-located at
the UN's office. Tesla's systems of radio and radar were later used in Wartime. But, Tesla was denied royalties because the US
Government owns all US Patents. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI#t=02m20s -- July 4th 2018 is the 101st year
anniversary of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower being ceased by the Secret Service and demolished by the Army for reasons of
"Wartime Security" on July 4th 1917; but the Tower was allegedly not working since 1908. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- By October 1917, the U.S congress passed the Trading with the Enemy Act to justify such actions.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trading_with_the_Enemy_Act_of_1917 -- Nikola Tesla describes his wireless energy system to JP
Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant
Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jul 4, 2018, 10:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8
Jun 30, 2018, 12:08 AM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8
June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8
Jun 30, 2018, 12:07 AM
Chris Edwards
June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8
Updated Jun 30, 2018, 12:06 AM
Jun 30, 2018, 12:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/nation-now/2018/06/25/elon-musk-teslas-autopilot-feature-has-mad-max-mode/729961002/
#elon #musk #tesla #mad #max #mode June 25th 2018 Elon Musk: Version of Tesla's Autopilot has a 'Mad Max' mode. Tesla
vehicles might soon be equipped for that special trip to the Thunderdome. https://usatoday.com/story/tech/nationnow/2018/06/25/elon-musk-teslas-autopilot-feature-has-mad-max-mode/729961002/ -- Tesla Leaks original March 23rd 2018 post
presenting "What is Beyond Thunderdome" https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1930492770596877&id=750861428384951%2F
Jun 26, 2018, 12:32 AM
Chris Edwards
#elon #musk #tesla #mad #max #mode June 25th 2018 Elon Musk: Version of Tesla's Autopilot has a 'Mad Max' mode. Tesla
vehicles might soon be equipped for that special trip to the Thunderdome. https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/nationnow/2018/06/25/elon-musk-teslas-autopilot-feature-has-mad-max-mode/729961002/
Updated Jun 26, 2018, 12:29 AM
Jun 26, 2018, 12:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/21062018/forest-biomass-renewable-energy-paris-climate-change-emissions-logging-woodpellets-electricity
June 22nd 2018 Push to Burn (more than ever) Wood for Fuel Threatens Climate Goals, Scientists Warn.
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/21062018/forest-biomass-renewable-energy-paris-climate-change-emissions-logging-woodpellets-electricity -- June 16th 2009; 10 days before Michael Jackson disappears, the U.S. begins the propaganda that burning trees
is considered "Renewable Energy" https://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/cwire/2009/06/16/16climatewire-if-you-hug-thetrees-can-you-have-more-renew-20190.html
Jun 24, 2018, 9:34 PM
Chris Edwards
June 22nd 2018 Push to Burn (more than ever) Wood for Fuel Threatens Climate Goals, Scientists Warn.
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/21062018/forest-biomass-renewable-energy-paris-climate-change-emissions-logging-woodpellets-electricity -- June 16th 2009; 10 days before Michael Jackson disappears, the U.S. begins the propaganda that burning trees
is considered "Renewable Energy" https://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/cwire/2009/06/16/16climatewire-if-you-hug-thetrees-can-you-have-more-renew-20190.html
Updated Jun 24, 2018, 9:34 PM
Jun 24, 2018, 9:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=azUbCdcAeFM
Tesla 2018 https://youtube.com/watch?v=azUbCdcAeFM
Jun 24, 2018, 7:21 PM
Chris Edwards
Tesla 2018 https://youtube.com/watch?v=azUbCdcAeFM
Updated Jun 24, 2018, 7:20 PM
Jun 24, 2018, 7:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=azUbCdcAeFM
Tesla 2018 https://youtube.com/watch?v=azUbCdcAeFM
Jun 24, 2018, 7:20 PM
Chris Edwards
June 24 2018 Nikola Tesla's original home was destroyed in WW1, in WW2, and in 1992 https://www.total-croatia-

news.com/editorial/29304-it-is-time-for-croatia-to-claim-its-nikola-tesla-heritage
Updated Jun 24, 2018, 7:14 PM
Jun 24, 2018, 7:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O-7AcAuso6w
June 18th 2018 Elon Musk: ‘New World Order’ Want To Destroy Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=O-7AcAuso6w -- Chris Geo:
The New World Order has got to Die https://youtube.com/watch?v=hgXuY9UNqS0
Jun 23, 2018, 10:35 PM
Chris Edwards
June 18th 2018 Elon Musk: ‘New World Order’ Want To Destroy Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=O-7AcAuso6w -- Chris Geo:
The New World Order has got to Die https://youtube.com/watch?v=hgXuY9UNqS0
Updated Jun 23, 2018, 10:26 PM
Jun 23, 2018, 10:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O-7AcAuso6w
June 18th 2018 Elon Musk: ‘New World Order’ Want To Destroy Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=O-7AcAuso6w -- Chris Geo:
The New World Order has got to Die https://youtube.com/watch?v=hgXuY9UNqS0
Jun 23, 2018, 10:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
Jun 22, 2018, 8:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://tbrnewsmedia.com/tesla-science-center-shoreham-lands-state-list-historic-places/
http://tbrnewsmedia.com/tesla-science-center-shoreham-lands-state-list-historic-places/ Tesla's Wardenclyffe Lab Saved
https://youtube.com/watch?v=F9fBGh8jetA
Jun 22, 2018, 7:54 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Jun 22, 2018, 6:26 PM
Jun 22, 2018, 6:26 PM
Chris Edwards
#stand #down #orders Obama cyber chief confirms 'stand down' order in summer 2016; after the original Tesla Leaks was taken
down in July 2018. https://finance.yahoo.com/video/obama-cyber-chief-confirms-stand-192220417.html
Updated Jun 21, 2018, 1:52 PM
Jun 21, 2018, 1:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://finance.yahoo.com/video/obama-cyber-chief-confirms-stand-192220417.html
#stand #down #orders Obama cyber chief confirms 'stand down' order in summer 2016; after the original Tesla Leaks was taken
down in July 2016. https://finance.yahoo.com/video/obama-cyber-chief-confirms-stand-192220417.html
Jun 21, 2018, 1:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://nytimes.com/2018/05/31/business/electric-cars-wireless-charging.html
May 31st 2018 For Electric Cars Without a Plug, Thank Tesla (the Scientist) https://nytimes.com/2018/05/31/business/electric-carswireless-charging.html
Jun 19, 2018, 5:35 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://nytimes.com/2018/05/31/business/electric-cars-wireless-charging.html
May 31st 2018 For Electric Cars Without a Plug, Thank Tesla (the Scientist) https://nytimes.com/2018/05/31/business/electric-carswireless-charging.html
Jun 19, 2018, 5:34 PM
Chris Edwards
May 31st 2018 For Electric Cars Without a Plug, Thank Tesla (the Scientist)
https://mobile.nytimes.com/2018/05/31/business/electric-cars-wireless-charging.html
Updated Jun 19, 2018, 5:34 PM
Jun 19, 2018, 5:34 PM

Chris Edwards
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Tesla Leaks Facebook Group by Editor in Chief, Chris Edwards: http://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Updated Jun 18, 2018, 11:10 PM
Jun 18, 2018, 11:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44457471
Who is Donald Trump's 'brilliant genius' nuclear Uncle John? 13 June 2018 https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44457471
Jun 18, 2018, 4:00 PM
Chris Edwards
Who is Donald Trump's 'brilliant genius' nuclear Uncle John? 13 June 2018 https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44457471
Updated Jun 18, 2018, 1:26 PM
Jun 18, 2018, 1:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44457471
Who is Donald Trump's 'brilliant genius' nuclear Uncle John? 13 June 2018 -- During World War Two, When legendary physicist
Nikola Tesla died in 1943, Prof Trump was asked by the FBI to examine Tesla's papers and equipment.
Prof Trump co-founded a company making generators for use in nuclear research, according to MIT archives.
https://bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44457471
Jun 18, 2018, 1:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
http://americanfreepress.net/tesla-file-releases-confirm-fbi-and-military-interest-in-death-ray/
AFP: Tesla File Releases Confirm FBI and Military Interest in Death Ray
June 9, 2018 - Nearly 75 years after the death of pioneering genius Nikola Tesla, questions still abound as to why the government
was first to be notified of his death, and why much of the information from his notebook, seized by the government, has yet to be
made public. Not even the Tesla museum in Belgrade, Serbia has been allowed access to all of his materials, leading some to
wonder which of Tesla’s ideas—such as the Death Ray—may indeed have been brought to fruition after his demise.
http://americanfreepress.net/tesla-file-releases-confirm-fbi-and-military-interest-in-death-ray/
Jun 15, 2018, 11:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://americanfreepress.net/tesla-file-releases-confirm-fbi-and-military-interest-in-death-ray/
AFP: Tesla File Releases Confirm FBI and Military Interest in Death Ray. June 9, 2018 - Nearly 75 years after the death of
pioneering genius Nikola Tesla, questions still abound as to why the government was first to be notified of his death, and why much
of the information from his notebook, seized by the government, has yet to be made public. Not even the Tesla museum in
Belgrade, Serbia has been allowed access to all of his materials, leading some to wonder which of Tesla’s ideas—such as the
Death Ray—may indeed have been brought to fruition after his demise. http://americanfreepress.net/tesla-file-releases-confirm-fbiand-military-interest-in-death-ray/
Jun 15, 2018, 11:13 PM
Chris Edwards
AFP: Tesla File Releases Confirm FBI and Military Interest in Death Ray
June 9, 2018 - Nearly 75 years after the death of pioneering genius Nikola Tesla, questions still abound as to why the government
was first to be notified of his death, and why much of the information from his notebook, seized by the government, has yet to be
made public. Not even the Tesla museum in Belgrade, Serbia has been allowed access to all of his materials, leading some to
wonder which of Tesla’s ideas—such as the Death Ray—may indeed have been brought to fruition after his demise.
http://americanfreepress.net/tesla-file-releases-confirm-fbi-and-military-interest-in-death-ray/
Updated Jun 15, 2018, 11:12 PM
Jun 15, 2018, 11:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://www.c-span.org/video/?446003-1%2Ftesla
https://www.c-span.org/video/?446003-1%2Ftesla
Jun 15, 2018, 11:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.c-span.org/video/?446003-1%2Ftesla

MAY 26, 2018 Tesla Richard Munson detailed the life and career of Nikola Tesla and explored the inventor’s eccentric behavior.
Richard Munson's new book "Tesla: Inventor of the Modern" https://www.c-span.org/video/?446003-1%2Ftesla
Jun 15, 2018, 11:04 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.c-span.org/video/?446003-1%2Ftesla
MAY 26, 2018 Tesla Richard Munson detailed the life and career of Nikola Tesla and explored the inventor’s eccentric behavior.
Richard Munson's new book "Tesla: Inventor of the Modern"
Updated Jun 15, 2018, 11:02 PM
Jun 15, 2018, 11:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Jun 15, 2018, 10:58 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Jun 15, 2018, 10:57 PM
Jun 15, 2018, 10:57 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Jun 14, 2018, 8:54 AM
Jun 14, 2018, 8:54 AM
Chris Edwards
June 4th 2018 "Saudi Arabia is 500 years behind in Technology". A "T" for Tesla has been added to the Saudi Arabia 2030 Agenda
https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/04/middleeast/dubai-diversification-persian-gulf/index.html
Updated Jun 11, 2018, 7:01 PM
Jun 11, 2018, 7:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/04/middleeast/dubai-diversification-persian-gulf/index.html
June 4th 2018 "Saudi Arabia is 500 years behind in Technology". A "T" for Tesla has been added to the Saudi Arabia 2030 Agenda
https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/04/middleeast/dubai-diversification-persian-gulf/index.html
Jun 11, 2018, 7:01 PM
Chris Edwards
May 1958 by editor of Popular Science Magazine and witness who entered Tesla's hotel room in 1943. "Electricity today is
generated, transmitted, and converted to mechanical power by means of his inventions."
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/127/3307/1147
Updated Jun 11, 2018, 2:18 PM
Jun 11, 2018, 2:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
June 4th 2018 "Saudi Arabia is 500 years behind in Technology". A "T" for Tesla has been added to the Saudi Arabia 2030 Agenda
https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/04/middleeast/dubai-diversification-persian-gulf/index.html
Jun 11, 2018, 2:07 PM
Chris Edwards
June 4th 2018 "Saudi Arabia is 500 years behind in Technology". A "T" for Tesla has been added to the Saudi Arabia 2030 Agenda
https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/04/middleeast/dubai-diversification-persian-gulf/index.html
Updated Jun 11, 2018, 2:06 PM
Jun 11, 2018, 2:06 PM
Chris Edwards
#data #new #oil June 7th 2018 Intel CEO Says Data is the New Oil http://amp.timeinc.net/fortune/2018/06/07/intel-ceo-briankrzanich-data
Updated Jun 11, 2018, 1:52 PM
Jun 11, 2018, 1:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://amp.timeinc.net/fortune/2018/06/07/intel-ceo-brian-krzanich-data
June 7th 2018 Intel CEO Says Data is the New Oil http://amp.timeinc.net/fortune/2018/06/07/intel-ceo-brian-krzanich-data
Jun 11, 2018, 1:51 PM
Chris Edwards
May 11th 2018 - Starbucks tells employees: Let anyone use the restroom https://finance.yahoo.com/news/starbucks-changes-

bathroom-policy-following-114638349.html
Updated May 12, 2018, 3:36 PM
May 12, 2018, 3:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://intelligentfanatics.com/forums/topic/nikola-tesla-could-have-been-the-richest-man-ever/
Tesla could have made billions of dollars if he hadn’t ripped up his royalty contract with Westinghouse. It is estimated that Tesla
could have become the first billionaire and histories’ wealthiest individual, far surpassing John D. Rockefeller.
https://intelligentfanatics.com/forums/topic/nikola-tesla-could-have-been-the-richest-man-ever/
May 12, 2018, 2:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://youtu.be/IEK7g0tqvDE
Tesla could have made billions of dollars if he hadn’t ripped up his royalty contract with Westinghouse. It is estimated that Tesla
could have become the first billionaire and histories’ wealthiest individual, far surpassing John D. Rockefeller.
https://intelligentfanatics.com/forums/topic/nikola-tesla-could-have-been-the-richest-man-ever/
May 12, 2018, 2:43 PM
Chris Edwards
http://youtu.be/IEK7g0tqvDE
Tesla could have made billions of dollars if he hadn’t ripped up his royalty contract with Westinghouse. It is estimated that Tesla
could have become the first billionaire and histories’ wealthiest individual, far surpassing John D. Rockefeller.
https://intelligentfanatics.com/forums/topic/nikola-tesla-could-have-been-the-richest-man-ever/
Updated May 12, 2018, 2:43 PM
May 12, 2018, 2:43 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated May 12, 2018, 2:38 PM
May 12, 2018, 2:38 PM
Chris Edwards
May, 2018 - The first ever post about Nikola Tesla by the U.S. Energy Information Administration.
https://www.eia.gov/kids/energy.php?page=fp_tesla
Updated May 12, 2018, 2:38 PM
May 12, 2018, 2:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.eia.gov/kids/energy.php?page=fp_tesla
May, 2018 - The first ever post about Nikola Tesla by the U.S. Energy Information Administration.
https://www.eia.gov/kids/energy.php?page=fp_tesla
May 12, 2018, 2:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in FREE ENERGY AND THE MYSTERYS OF PLANET EARTH AND BEYOND.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=u62j_j7A8eI
The Tesla Files S01E01 l History Channel: "Without a Trace" https://youtube.com/watch?v=u62j_j7A8eI -- Errors and omissions in
this episode: 1) Nuke Hoax 2) Space Hoax 3) Where is Tesla's "Multi-Decade Resistant Box" 4) Wardenclyffe Tower System was
not Dangerous; it was to be QUIET, INVISIBLE and INSTANTANEOUS!
May 12, 2018, 1:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA INDIA.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=u62j_j7A8eI
The Tesla Files S01E01 l History Channel: "Without a Trace" https://youtube.com/watch?v=u62j_j7A8eI -- Errors and omissions in
this episode: 1) Nuke Hoax 2) Space Hoax 3) Where is Tesla's "Multi-Decade Resistant Box" 4) Wardenclyffe Tower System was
not Dangerous; it was to be QUIET, INVISIBLE and INSTANTANEOUS!
May 11, 2018, 8:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://www.history.com/shows/the-tesla-files/season-1/episode-2
May 11 2018 9-10c The Colorado Experiment https://www.history.com/shows/the-tesla-files/season-1/episode-2
May 11, 2018, 7:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://www.history.com/shows/the-tesla-files/season-1/episode-2

May 11 2018 9-10c The Colorado Experiment https://www.history.com/shows/the-tesla-files/season-1/episode-2
May 11, 2018, 6:45 PM
Chris Edwards
The Tesla Files S01E01 l History Channel: "Without a Trace". Very good presentation, but beware of the below errors or omissions.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=u62j_j7A8eI
Updated May 11, 2018, 6:24 PM
May 11, 2018, 6:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=u62j_j7A8eI
The Tesla Files S01E01 l History Channel: "Without a Trace" https://youtube.com/watch?v=u62j_j7A8eI -- Errors and omissions in
this episode: 1) Nuke Hoax 2) Space Hoax 3) Where is Tesla's "Multi-Decade Resistant Box" 4) Wardenclyffe Tower System was
not Dangerous; it was to be QUIET, INVISIBLE and INSTANTANEOUS!
May 11, 2018, 6:24 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated May 11, 2018, 6:02 PM
May 11, 2018, 6:02 PM
Chris Edwards
May 3rd 2018 Memes That Kill: The Future Of Information Warfare. After conducting research backed by DARPA — the same
defense agency that helped spawn the internet — Dr. Robert Finkelstein proposed the creation of a brand new arm of the US
military, a “Meme Control Center.” From “Tutorial: Military Memetics,” by Dr. Robert Finkelstein, presented at Social Media for
Defense Summit, 2011. Basically, Dr. Finklestein’s Meme Control Center would pump the internet full of “memes” that would benefit
the national security of the United States. Finkelstein saw a future in which guns and bombs are replaced by rumor, digital fakery,
and social engineering. https://www.cbinsights.com/research/future-of-information-warfare/
Updated May 8, 2018, 12:22 PM
May 8, 2018, 12:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.cbinsights.com/research/future-of-information-warfare/
May 3rd 2018 Memes That Kill: The Future Of Information Warfare. After conducting research backed by DARPA — the same
defense agency that helped spawn the internet — Dr. Robert Finkelstein proposed the creation of a brand new arm of the US
military, a “Meme Control Center.” From “Tutorial: Military Memetics,” by Dr. Robert Finkelstein, presented at Social Media for
Defense Summit, 2011. Basically, Dr. Finklestein’s Meme Control Center would pump the internet full of “memes” that would benefit
the national security of the United States. Finkelstein saw a future in which guns and bombs are replaced by rumor, digital fakery,
and social engineering. https://www.cbinsights.com/research/future-of-information-warfare/
May 8, 2018, 12:22 PM
Chris Edwards
May 7th 2018 Chevron gives a big thanks to those who voted for Donald Trump and Exxon. Everyone gets to Pay Twice the price
for gasoline and everything else. Not! https://www.thestreet.com/amp/markets/stocks-rise-as-oil-prices-rally-14580163
Updated May 7, 2018, 1:42 PM
May 7, 2018, 1:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.thestreet.com/amp/markets/stocks-rise-as-oil-prices-rally-14580163
May 7th 2018 Chevron gives a big thanks to those who voted for Donald Trump and Exxon. Everyone gets to Pay Twice the price
for gasoline and everything else. Thanks again! https://thestreet.com/amp/markets/stocks-rise-as-oil-prices-rally-14580163
May 7, 2018, 1:42 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated May 7, 2018, 1:38 PM
May 7, 2018, 1:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://www.history.com/shows/the-tesla-files
THE TESLA FILES - SERIES PREMIERE FRI MAY 4 AT 10/9C https://www.history.com/shows/the-tesla-files
May 6, 2018, 11:17 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.history.com/shows/the-tesla-files
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#city #vs #highway #mpg Did you ever wonder why all cars get a 30% lower gas mileage in the City? When its a proven fact, by
driving 30% slower, you should be getting a 30% higher gas mileage. Instead you get crackhead, morons that never heard of a
bicycle or the wheel, stopping traffic 100X a day so they can go to 7/11 and get snacks and crack. In addition, all stop lights in the
U.S. are NOT intelligent. They are down right stupid for a stupid public. To save the children they say? You mean protect them so
they can be brainwashed by the school and talk about Dinosaurs, Space and Edison's light bulb all day. None of which affects their
life at all. Except that their electric bill is 10X higher by using the junk Edison bulb.
Updated May 6, 2018, 10:04 PM
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The "Government" is needed scam because "who's going to fix the roads"? The DOT published a report that 78% of all roads are
broken from Oil, Gas tanker trucks and not cars. All road building is a subsidy to Oil companies and the Military. The U.S. Freeway
system was built as a "Military Force Projection Matrix" and not for your cars so you can go buy $20/lb snacks at 7/11.
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May 4th 2018 NSA scoops Billions of phone calls and messages looking at 40 people and find nothing. MORONS for a MORON,
CRIMINAL, MASS MURDERING, DRUG ADDICTED Public! https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-cyber-surveillance/spy-agencynsa-collected-500-million-u-s-call-records-in-2017-a-sharp-rise-official-report-idUSKBN1I52FR
Updated May 6, 2018, 8:56 PM
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WiTricity
2018 Patent Citation's to Nikola Tesla's 1897 "System for the transmission of electrical energy": 2018-04-24 Witricity Corporation

Wireless power transfer systems for surfaces. US9842688B2 2014-07-08 2017-12-12 Witricity Corporation Resonator balancing in
wireless power transfer systems
US9857402B2 2015-09-08 2018-01-02 CPG Technologies, L.L.C. Measuring and reporting power received from guided surface
waves
US9857821B2 2013-08-14 2018-01-02 Witricity Corporation Wireless power transfer frequency adjustment
US9859707B2 2014-09-11 2018-01-02 Cpg Technologies, Llc Simultaneous multifrequency receive circuits
US9882436B2 2015-09-09 2018-01-30 Cpg Technologies, Llc Return coupled wireless power transmission
US9882397B2 2014-09-11 2018-01-30 Cpg Technologies, Llc Guided surface wave transmission of multiple frequencies in a lossy
media
US9887556B2 2014-09-11 2018-02-06 Cpg Technologies, Llc Chemically enhanced isolated capacitance
US9885742B2 2015-09-09 2018-02-06 Cpg Technologies, Llc Detecting unauthorized consumption of electrical energy
US9887558B2 2015-09-09 2018-02-06 Cpg Technologies, Llc Wired and wireless power distribution coexistence
US9887557B2 2014-09-11 2018-02-06 Cpg Technologies, Llc Hierarchical power distribution
US9887587B2 2014-09-11 2018-02-06 Cpg Technologies, Llc Variable frequency receivers for guided surface wave transmissions
US9887585B2 2015-09-08 2018-02-06 Cpg Technologies, Llc Changing guided surface wave transmissions to follow load
conditions
US9893402B2 2014-09-11 2018-02-13 Cpg Technologies, Llc Superposition of guided surface waves on lossy media
US9892849B2 2014-04-17 2018-02-13 Witricity Corporation Wireless power transfer systems with shield openings
US9893403B2 2015-09-11 2018-02-13 Cpg Technologies, Llc Enhanced guided surface waveguide probe
US9899718B2 2015-09-11 2018-02-20 Cpg Technologies, Llc Global electrical power multiplication
US9912031B2 2013-03-07 2018-03-06 Cpg Technologies, Llc Excitation and use of guided surface wave modes on lossy media
US9910144B2 2013-03-07 2018-03-06 Cpg Technologies, Llc Excitation and use of guided surface wave modes on lossy media
US9916485B1 2015-09-09 2018-03-13 Cpg Technologies, Llc Method of managing objects using an electromagnetic guided
surface waves over a terrestrial medium
US9923385B2 2015-06-02 2018-03-20 Cpg Technologies, Llc Excitation and use of guided surface waves
US9921256B2 2015-09-08 2018-03-20 Cpg Technologies, Llc Field strength monitoring for optimal performance
US9929721B2 2015-10-14 2018-03-27 Witricity Corporation Phase and amplitude detection in wireless energy transfer systems
US9927477B1 2015-09-09 2018-03-27 Cpg Technologies, Llc Object identification system and method
US9941566B2 2014-09-10 2018-04-10 Cpg Technologies, Llc Excitation and use of guided surface wave modes on lossy media
US9948145B2 2011-07-08 2018-04-17 Witricity Corporation Wireless power transfer for a seat-vest-helmet system
US9954375B2
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Former Volkswagen CEO Martin Winterkorn has now been charged by the US Justice Department with conspiracy in relation to the
coverup at Volkswagen relating to the diesel vehicle emissions cheating scandal. https://cleantechnica.com/2018/05/04/us-justicedepartment-files-criminal-charges-against-former-volkswagen-ceo/
Updated May 4, 2018, 8:44 PM
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Will the "flying desert turtle" strike back? April 4 2018 While renewable energy seems like a no-brainer for environmentalism, this
type of wind farm has garnered pushback from environmental groups. They oppose the potential disturbance of wild lands and
native species such as golden eagles and desert tortoises.
Last year, a similar project, Searchlight Wind, was abandoned after years of resistance from environmentalists. Conservation group
Basin and Range Watch states opposition to development in the area because it is “surrounded by important lands and holds
unique biodiversity and cultural landscapes.” https://lasvegassun.com/news/2018/may/04/renewable-energy-vs-the-environmentproposed-proje/
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May 3rd 2018 The Mystery of Nikola Tesla’s Missing Files: History Channel: http://history.com/news/nikola-tesla-files-declassified-fbi
-- Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce" -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro
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https://www.history.com/news/nikola-tesla-files-declassified-fbi
The Mystery of Nikola Tesla’s Missing Files BY SARAH PRUITT / MAY 3, 2018
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ro068H6w8Vg
May Day 2018 So far, there are exactly Zero (0) stories about Nikola Tesla in the US, nor about his system that gets electricity to
everyone's home and all the devices in your home. With 10 Billion Bibles, 193 religions, Unlimited internet access for learning and
the entire world population knows nothing compared to what the birds know. The so-called "bird brains"! That's the ultimate
disrespect to any Bird! https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ro068H6w8Vg
May 1, 2018, 12:09 PM
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May Day 2018 So far, there are exactly Zero (0) stories about Nikola Tesla in the US, nor about his system that gets electricity to
everyone's home and all the devices in your home. With 10 Billion Bibles, 193 religions, Unlimited internet access for learning and
the entire world population knows nothing compared to what the birds know. The so-called "bird brains"! That's the ultimate
disrespect to any Bird! https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ro068H6w8Vg
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http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm
Proven by Tesla Leaks in Oct. 2015: July 1st 2016 -- Cannabinoids remove plaque-forming Alzheimer's proteins from brain cells -ScienceDaily - Scientists have found preliminary evidence that (THC) and other compounds found in marijuana can promote the
cellular removal of amyloid beta, a toxic protein associated with Alzheimer's disease.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm In 2015, the below blog published the function and mode of the
cannabis cure for Alzheimers. The G-Protein receptor in Cannabinoids is responsible for the removal of protein-snippets in the brain.
The cannabinoids are then excreted out of the body with the said proteins. Further, the cure for skin cancer was allegedly invented
by Nikola Tesla using Ozone and Cannabis Oil and other oils. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabinoid_receptor
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http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm
Proven by Tesla Leaks in Oct. 2015: #cannabis #marijuna #cannabinoids #weed #grass #pot July 1st 2016 -- Cannabinoids remove
plaque-forming Alzheimer's proteins from brain cells -- ScienceDaily - Scientists have found preliminary evidence that (THC) and
other compounds found in marijuana can promote the cellular removal of amyloid beta, a toxic protein associated with Alzheimer's
disease. http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm In 2015, the below blog published the function and
mode of the cannabis cure for Alzheimers. The G-Protein receptor in Cannabinoids is responsible for the removal of proteinsnippets in the brain. The cannabinoids are then excreted out of the body with the said proteins. Further, the cure for skin cancer
was allegedly invented by Nikola Tesla using Ozone and Cannabis Oil and other oils.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabinoid_receptor
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April 26 2018 This man surpasses Tesla by inventing an electric car that never needs charging. “The 1971 list indicates that patents
for solar photovoltaic generators were subject to review and possible restriction if the photovoltaics were more than 20% efficient.
Energy conversion systems were likewise subject to review and possible restriction if they offered conversion efficiencies in “excess
of 70-80%.” https://www.disclose.tv/this-man-surpasses-tesla-by-inventing-an-electric-car-that-never-needs-charging-332283
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https://www.disclose.tv/this-man-surpasses-tesla-by-inventing-an-electric-car-that-never-needs-charging-332283
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of 70-80%.” https://www.disclose.tv/this-man-surpasses-tesla-by-inventing-an-electric-car-that-never-needs-charging-332283
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#thc #cancer This invention relates to the use of phytocannabinoids, either in an isolated form or in the form of a botanical drug
substance (BDS) in the treatment of cancer. Preferably the cancer to be treated is cancer of the prostate, cancer of the breast or
cancer of the colon. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20130059018
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substance (BDS) in the treatment of cancer. Preferably the cancer to be treated is cancer of the prostate, cancer of the breast or
cancer of the colon. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20130059018
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April 26 2018 While Charles Steinmetz & GE was busy trying to figure out and copy Nikola Tesla's AC system, by 1895 Tesla
abandoned AC for The Wireless Power Art. Nikola Tesla was right—you can transfer electrical power wirelessly. He demonstrated it
in several ways in the late 19th century. Yet, as usual, he was ahead of his time. Up until recently, that work was generally lost,
ignored, or dismissed. Now researchers and developers are finally finding ways to make wireless power transfer happen in a
practical manner. http://www.electronicdesign.com/power/cables-be-gone-wireless-charging-charges - April 25 2018 Charles
Steinmetz Electrifies the Modern World http://now.northropgrumman.com/charles-steinmetz-electrifies-the-modern-world/
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#nasa #rip #moon #hoax April 27 2018 Stunning (fake) scientists, NASA’s only moon rover just got cancelled
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/speaking-of-science/wp/2018/04/27/stunning-scientists-nasas-only-moon-rover-just-gotcanceled/
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http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-43906956
#fake #news #facebook April 26 2018 Facebook CIO fails to answer 40 questions about Fake News stating "I don't know".
Facebook's Zuckerberg faces formal summons from MPs. "We will be asking him to respond in writing to the committee on these
points; however, we are mindful that it took a global reputational crisis and three months for the company to follow up on questions
we put to them in Washington DC on 8 February." http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-43906956
Apr 26, 2018, 11:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
Only aired once in 2008, later removed from YouTube: Nikola Tesla - Mad Electricity https://youtube.com/watch?v=3R5Em3kTlmY
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Only aired once in 2008, later removed from YouTube: Nikola Tesla - Mad Electricity https://youtube.com/watch?v=3R5Em3kTlmY
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April 26th 2018 - Lithium Salt-Flats were primarily used for production of anti-schizophrenia drugs. Prozac is 97% Fluoride. Anyone
taking Lithium or Prozac is a walking battery, moron, zombie. The World’s Lithium King Is Ready to Unleash a Flood of New Supply
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-26/world-s-lithium-king-is-ready-to-unleash-a-flood-of-new-supply -- October 21st
2011 Fluoride-ion + Lithium battery stores 10X the energy of lithium-ion https://rdmag.com/news/2011/10/fluoride-ion-battery-storesten-times-energy-lithium-ion -- "A coating containing lithium fluoride and lithium hydroxide is provided on the surface of an anode
active material layer." US7674552B2 - Battery having lithium fluoride/lithium hydroxide coating on anode - Google Patents
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7674552
Updated Apr 26, 2018, 2:25 PM
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https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-26/world-s-lithium-king-is-ready-to-unleash-a-flood-of-new-supply
#lithium #flouride #psychotic #drugs #dope #defined April 26th 2018 - Lithium Salt-Flats were primarily used for production of antischizophrenia drugs. Prozac is 97% Fluoride. Anyone taking Lithium, Prozac, Amphetamine for ADHD or Opium alkaloids is a
walking battery, zombie, moron Dope! This is where the word "Dope/ed" comes from. The World’s Lithium King Is Ready to Unleash
a Flood of New Supply https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-26/world-s-lithium-king-is-ready-to-unleash-a-flood-of-newsupply -- October 21st 2011 Fluoride-ion + Lithium battery stores 10X the energy of lithium-ion
https://rdmag.com/news/2011/10/fluoride-ion-battery-stores-ten-times-energy-lithium-ion -- "A coating containing lithium fluoride and
lithium hydroxide is provided on the surface of an anode active material layer." US7674552B2 - Battery having lithium
fluoride/lithium hydroxide coating on anode - Google Patents https://patents.google.com/patent/US7674552 -- Amphetamine is a
potent central nervous system (CNS) stimulant that is used in the treatment of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amphetamine
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Great Repost: Dec, 2015 Powering the whole United States would take about 12.2 million recycled car batteries (of 1 Billion
available), fabricated into 8,634 square kilometers of perovskite solar panels operating under conditions similar to those in Nevada.
http://energy.mit.edu/news/discarded-car-batteries/
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Great Repost: Dec, 2015 Powering the whole United States would take about 12.2 million recycled car batteries (of 1 Billion
available), fabricated into 8,634 square kilometers of perovskite solar panels operating under conditions similar to those in Nevada.
http://energy.mit.edu/news/discarded-car-batteries/
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#mit #discarded #lead #batteries Great Repost: Dec, 2015 Powering the whole United States would take about 12.2 million recycled
car batteries (of 1 Billion available), fabricated into 8,634 square kilometers of perovskite solar panels operating under conditions
similar to those in Nevada. http://energy.mit.edu/news/discarded-car-batteries/
Apr 25, 2018, 12:47 PM
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#nikola #tesla #may #day April 2018 May 1888: Tesla Files His Patents for the AC Electric Motor and his system of electrical
transmission and distribution. A year later Westinghouse Co. began selling the world’s first small electrical appliance, a fan powered
by a 125-watt AC motor. Tesla’s first patent was for a two-phase motor; modern households now rely on many small, single-phase
electric motors. Today, some 12 billion small, nonindustrial motors are sold every year, including some 2 billion tiny motors.
https://spectrum.ieee.org/at-work/innovation/may-1888-tesla-files-his-patents-for-electric-motor
Apr 24, 2018, 7:31 PM
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#nikola #tesla #may #day April 2018 May 1888: Tesla Files His Patents for the AC Electric Motor and his system of electrical
transmission and distribution. A year later Westinghouse Co. began selling the world’s first small electrical appliance, a fan powered
by a 125-watt AC motor. Tesla’s first patent was for a two-phase motor; modern households now rely on many small, single-phase
electric motors. Today, some 12 billion small, nonindustrial motors are sold every year, including some 2 billion tiny motors.
https://spectrum.ieee.org/at-work/innovation/may-1888-tesla-files-his-patents-for-electric-motor
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https://spectrum.ieee.org/at-work/innovation/may-1888-tesla-files-his-patents-for-electric-motor
#nikola #tesla #may #day April 23rd 2018 - May 1888: Tesla Files His Patents for the AC Electric Motor and his system of electrical
transmission and distribution. A year later Westinghouse Co. began selling the world’s first small electrical appliance, a fan powered
by a 125-watt AC motor. Tesla’s first patent was for a two-phase motor; modern households now rely on many small, single-phase
electric motors. Today, some 12 billion small, nonindustrial motors are sold every year, including some 2 billion tiny motors.
https://spectrum.ieee.org/at-work/innovation/may-1888-tesla-files-his-patents-for-electric-motor
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Facebook, you can have this video! Be sure to listen to it first, like you always do. Thanks@! "War is a Thousand Infernos" (1000
Points of Light/s) Nikola Tesla's predictive essay on Weapons of Mass Destruction. In 1917, Nikola Tesla invents a device that
would "End All Wars". Tesla's Invention would "turn every atom of combustable material to de-materialized whitened ashes".
http://vimeo.com/41097766 -- The spoken word comes from the essay "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" - Invention News from
1916, The San Antonio Light, San Antonio, Texas, USA, February 13, 1916, Pages 54-55.
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html
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http://vimeo.com/41097766
#electric #arc #aircraft Facebook, you can have this video! Be sure to listen to it first, like you always do. Thanks@! "War is a
Thousand Infernos" (1000 Points of Light/s) (Operation Thunderclap). Tesla's predictive essay on Weapons of Mass Destruction. In
1917, Nikola Tesla invents a device that would "End All Wars". Tesla's Invention would "turn every atom of combustable material to
de-materialized whitened ashes". http://vimeo.com/41097766 -- The spoken word comes from the essay "Ingenious Plans for
National Defense" - Invention News from 1916, The San Antonio Light, San Antonio, Texas, USA, February 13, 1916, Pages 54-55.
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html
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http://fortune.com/2018/04/20/brainstorm-health-daily-04-20-18/
April 20 2018 A Food and Drug Administration (FDA) advisory panel gave a resounding recommendation to GW Pharmaceuticals’
cannabis-based medicine Epidiolex on Thursday. The decision wasn’t even close—the expert group of panelists described the
treatment, derived from the non-THC cannabis component cannabidiol (CBD) and meant to treat rare childhood epilepsy disorders,
as a “breakthrough” to treat a horrible disease. The unanimous committee vote almost assures the FDA will approve the therapy as
the first-ever marijuana-based drug in the U.S., likely by June. http://fortune.com/2018/04/20/brainstorm-health-daily-04-20-18/
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#artificial #intelligence #hoax There is no such thing as "Artificial Intelligence", by definition. You either have Intelliegence, or you
don't! Artificial Defined: ar·ti·fi·cial synonyms: insincere (intelligence), feigned (intelligence), false (intelligence), unnatural, contrived,
put-on, exaggerated, forced, labored, strained, hollow... Get it! https://www.wired.com/story/googles-new-ai-head-is-so-smart-hedoesnt-need-ai/
Updated Apr 22, 2018, 4:23 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.wired.com/story/googles-new-ai-head-is-so-smart-he-doesnt-need-ai/
#artificial #intelligence #hoax There is no such thing as "Artificial Intelligence", by definition. You either have Intelliegence, or you
don't! Artificial Defined: ar·ti·fi·cial synonyms: insincere (intelligence), feigned (intelligence), false (intelligence), unnatural, contrived,
put-on, exaggerated, forced, labored, strained, hollow... Get it! https://www.wired.com/story/googles-new-ai-head-is-so-smart-hedoesnt-need-ai/
Apr 22, 2018, 4:23 PM
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https://patents.google.com/patent/US4568663A/en
#cobalt #rare #earth #hoax Cobalt is used in manufacturing hydrocarbons, not only for electric cars. There were no significant
electric cars prior to 2012. Cobalt catalysts for the conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons and for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4568663A/en
Updated Apr 22, 2018, 2:46 PM
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Both Saudi Arabia/Chevron and US frackers convert natural gas at $2 per Bbl or 7 cents a gallon. But, you will pay $5 bucks a
gallon because you are a moron. http://dailycaller.com/2016/07/28/u-s-fracker-produces-oil-at-2-a-barrel-saudis-running-scared/
Saudi-Armaco averages $9 BBl or under $.50 per gallon, with a low of $2 Bbl. https://www.fool.com/investing/2017/03/19/you-wont-

believe-what-saudi-arabias-oil-production.aspx
Updated Apr 22, 2018, 2:39 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://dailycaller.com/2016/07/28/u-s-fracker-produces-oil-at-2-a-barrel-saudis-running-scared/
Both Saudi Arabia/Chevron and US frackers convert natural gas to pure gasoline at $2 per Bbl or 7 cents a gallon. But, you will pay
$5 bucks a gallon because you are a moron. http://dailycaller.com/2016/07/28/u-s-fracker-produces-oil-at-2-a-barrel-saudis-runningscared/ Saudi-Armaco averages $9 BBl or under $.50 per gallon, with a low of $2 Bbl.
https://www.fool.com/investing/2017/03/19/you-wont-believe-what-saudi-arabias-oil-production.aspx
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https://www.youtube.com/attribution_link?a=vew-NTswQYc&u=%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DontZRRi0G-I%26feature%3Dshare
Highly recommended. Get a second opinion an save money. Shop for medical and dental tourism.
Updated Apr 21, 2018, 1:03 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Apr 21, 2018, 9:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
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Updated Apr 21, 2018, 9:31 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8
April 19 2018 Wearechange goes public about Nikola Tesla and John G Trump, but Alex Jones & CNN still can't find it. Tesla
museum director "Tesla is the greatest mind in the history of civilization", 1000's of years ahead and the Future is his! The Nikola
Tesla Story They Do Not Want You To Know From Belgrade Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8
Apr 20, 2018, 11:34 PM
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April 19 2018 Wearechange goes public about Nikola Tesla and John G Trump, but Alex Jones & CNN still can't find it. Tesla
museum director "Tesla is the greatest mind in the history of civilization", 1000's of years ahead and the Future is his! The Nikola
Tesla Story They Do Not Want You To Know From Belgrade Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8
April 19 2018 Wearechange goes public about Nikola Tesla and John G Trump, but Alex Jones & CNN still can't find it. Tesla
museum director "Tesla is the greatest mind in the history of civilization", 1000's of years ahead and the Future is his! The Nikola
Tesla Story They Do Not Want You To Know From Belgrade Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8
Apr 20, 2018, 11:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2018-palantir-peter-thiel/
April 19th 2018 Peter Thiel’s data-mining company is using War on Terror tools to track American citizens.
https://bloomberg.com/features/2018-palantir-peter-thiel/ -- Facebook's CEO Mark Zuckerberg Testimony | Day 1 - "Mr Zuckerberg,
Have you heard of Palantir? Have you heard of "Total Information Awareness"? 2003 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=cyJosQBtzsw&feature=youtu.be&t=5190
Apr 20, 2018, 10:47 PM
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https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2018-palantir-peter-thiel/
April 19th 2018 Peter Thiel’s data-mining company is using War on Terror tools to track American citizens. The scary thing? Palantir
is desperate for new customers. https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2018-palantir-peter-thiel/ -- #reputation #savior #data #mining
#palantir Facebook's CEO Mark Zuckerberg Testimony | Day "Mr Zuckerberg, Have you heard of Palantir?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=cyJosQBtzsw&feature=youtu.be&t=5190
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https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/20/democratic-party-files-suit-alleging-russia-the-trump-campaign-and-wikileaks-conspired-todisrupt-the-2016-election-report.html
April 20 2018 Democratic Party files suit alleging Russia, the Trump campaign, and WikiLeaks conspired to disrupt the 2016 election
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/20/democratic-party-files-suit-alleging-russia-the-trump-campaign-and-wikileaks-conspired-todisrupt-the-2016-election-report.html
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April 20 2018 Democratic Party files suit alleging Russia, the Trump campaign, and WikiLeaks conspired to disrupt the 2016 election
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/20/democratic-party-files-suit-alleging-russia-the-trump-campaign-and-wikileaks-conspired-todisrupt-the-2016-election-report.html
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April 19th 2018 #starbucks #hoax The Great Starbucks Hoax Part Deux: Surely Starbucks parking lot monitors swarm your car and
lie about the sign that says you can only stay 2 hours. Then they remove all their chairs so you cannot sit down and have a free refill
later. Even if you have bought 1000 cups of coffee, they still don't have to give you permission to use the bathroom. If they haven't
blocked all the electrical outlets, you might get a charge, because surely they won't offer wireless charging for their entire store.
They want you in their store so they can facial scan you, and tap your phones triggered by the far-too-loud for any business to be
done music they play - https://www.yahoo.com/gma/men-arrested-starbucks-were-business-meeting-hoping-change-114103068-abc-news-topstories.html
Updated Apr 20, 2018, 4:16 PM
Apr 20, 2018, 4:16 PM
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Output cuts "not only arrested the decline but rescued the oil industry from imminent collapse and is now on course to restore
stability on a sustainable basis in the interest of producers, consumers and the global economy,” Barkindo said.
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-oil/trump-says-he-will-not-accept-high-oil-prices-crude-dips-idUSKBN1HR1LP
April 20 2018 All oil companies went bankrupt on Feb. 9th 2016. Output cuts "not only arrested the decline but rescued the oil
industry from imminent collapse and is now on course to restore stability on a sustainable basis in the interest of producers,
consumers and the global economy,” Barkindo said. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-oil/trump-says-he-will-not-accepthigh-oil-prices-crude-dips-idUSKBN1HR1LP
Apr 20, 2018, 9:16 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
http://emediapress.com/2018/04/12/ken-wheeler-to-present/
Apr 18, 2018, 11:15 PM
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When the United States became the Corporation for the United States of America with the Act of 1871. April 18 2018 Facebook is a
tyranny – and our government isn't built to stop it by Melissa K Scanlan.
https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/18/facebook-tyranny-government-regulation-what-we-need
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https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/18/facebook-tyranny-government-regulation-what-we-need
When the United States became the Corporation for the United States of America with the Act of 1871. April 18 2018 Facebook is a
tyranny – and our government isn't built to stop it by Melissa K Scanlan.

https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/18/facebook-tyranny-government-regulation-what-we-need
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Every gas station in the world and quarts of oil contain a warning "Gas, Oil and used Oil is known by the State of California to cause
Cancer & Birth Defects". This residue from automobiles eats through the concrete in parking spaces and is tracked into your car and
house from the bottom of your shoes. Ask anyone about what is said in these signs! 99.95% of people will not even acknowledge
they have seen them nor that they exist at all.
Updated Apr 18, 2018, 1:42 PM
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#cancer #cause #gas #oil Every gas station in the world and quarts of oil contain a warning "Gas, Oil and used Oil is known by the
State of California to cause Cancer & Birth Defects". This residue from automobiles eats through the concrete in parking spaces and
is tracked into your car and house from the bottom of your shoes. Ask anyone about what is said in these signs! 99.95% of people
will not even acknowledge they have seen them nor that they exist at all.
#cancer #cause #gas #oil Every gas station in the world and quarts of oil contain a warning "Gas, Oil and used Oil is known by the
State of California to cause Cancer & Birth Defects". This residue from automobiles eats through the concrete in parking spaces and
is tracked into your car and house from the bottom of your shoes. Ask anyone about what is said in these signs! 99.95% of people
will not even acknowledge they have seen them nor that they exist at all.
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April 18th 2018 - In an era of cheap renewables, negative prices and unlimited capacity, the real Terrorist's have revealed
themselves. Chevron, Saudi Arabia (Saudi-Armaco) seeks $100 Bbl for oil prices or $4-5 per gallon in the US, $20-30 per gallon
after subsidies. For a comparison, Hydro-electric power to charge an electric car is $25-50 cents per gal. A paid off Hydro-electric
plant it's 8 cents a gallon or 3 miles for 1 penny. https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/18/opecs-new-price-hawk-saudi-arabia-seeks-oil-ashigh-as-100.html
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https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/18/opecs-new-price-hawk-saudi-arabia-seeks-oil-as-high-as-100.html
April 18th 2018 - In an era of cheap renewables, negative prices and unlimited capacity, the real Terrorist's have revealed
themselves. Chevron, Saudi Arabia (Saudi-Armaco) seeks $100 Bbl for oil prices or $4-5 per gallon in the US, $20-30 per gallon
after subsidies. For a comparison, Hydro-electric power to charge an electric car is $25-50 cents per gal. A paid off Hydro-electric
plant it's 8 cents a gallon or 3 miles for 1 penny. https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/18/opecs-new-price-hawk-saudi-arabia-seeks-oil-ashigh-as-100.html
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https://cleantechnica.com/2018/04/16/disordering-cathodes-eliminates-the-need-for-cobalt-in-lithium-ion-batteries/
April 16 2018 Disordering Cathodes Eliminates The Need For Cobalt In Lithium-Ion Batteries
https://cleantechnica.com/2018/04/16/disordering-cathodes-eliminates-the-need-for-cobalt-in-lithium-ion-batteries/
Updated Apr 17, 2018, 11:10 PM
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#alex #jones #infowars #rip April 16th 2018 April 15 2018 Facebook, Microsoft, and Dozens of Other Tech Firms Vow to Not Help
Governments Wage Cyberwar https://gizmodo.com/facebook-microsoft-and-dozens-of-other-tech-firms-vow-1825324112
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#alex #jones #infowars #rip April 16th 2018 April 15 2018 Facebook, Microsoft, and Dozens of Other Tech Firms Vow to Not Help
Governments Wage Cyberwar https://gizmodo.com/facebook-microsoft-and-dozens-of-other-tech-firms-vow-1825324112
Apr 17, 2018, 8:31 PM
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This is a great article posted by on Tesla Leaks years ago. "Cloudeborne wavelets encircle the globe" 1904
Updated Apr 17, 2018, 11:51 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
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https://www.scribd.com/document/344768700/CIA-Syria-Pipelines#download
#syria The oil pipelines were built in Saudi Arabia by Saudi-Armaco & Chevron in a 50/50 partnership with 500,000 investors. The
northern lines lead to the shipping port in Syria.
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New movie from Fragments from Olympus "Invisible Threads" The Story of Telefunken
https://m.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaFilm/photos/a.181834975184170.43798.181802521854082/1893980037302980/?
type=3&source=48
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New movie from Fragments from Olympus "Invisible Threads" The Story of Telefunken
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New movie from Fragments from Olympus "Invisible Threads" The Story of Telefunken
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://electrek.co/2018/04/14/tesla-battery-degradation-data/
#tesla #battery #not #dead Tesla battery degradation at less than 10% after over 160,000 miles, according to latest data or 1.6
Million miles of capacity. https://electrek.co/2018/04/14/tesla-battery-degradation-data/
Apr 15, 2018, 2:30 PM
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April 14th 2018 - It is proven and well known that Nikola Tesla's high frequency, high tension, induction generators and transformers
are used to manufacture gasses like Ozone, Hydrogen, Hydro-Carbons, Nitrous, Nitric Acid, Napalm (Hydrazine), and even Chlorine
and other Halogen gasses. The "machinery" allegedly bombed by U.S. and allied forces in Syria are the Nikola Tesla inventions.
Chlorine and ordinary Table Salt is the #2 most common element on Earth, next to Water at #1. The conspirators want you to think
Water, Salt (Lithium) are "RARE EARTH" elements. They are clearly lying. Electrical World "High Frequency, High Tension
Transformers" used to create Nitric Acid, Nitrates or Nitrous. https://books.google.com/books?
id=WUZEAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA231&lpg=PA231&dq=chlorine+manufacture+high+frequency+high+tension -- Sodium Chloride Drives
Autoimmune Disease by the Induction of Pathogenic Th17 Cells https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3746493/ -- Chlorine Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chlorine -- Energy, Frequency and Vibration causes "Conversion" of any gasses from any
source material or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
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https://books.google.com/books?
id=WUZEAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA231&lpg=PA231&dq=chlorine+manufacture+high+frequency+high+tension
#syria #chlorine #hoax April 14th 2018 - It is proven that Nikola Tesla's high frequency, high tension, induction generators and
transformers are used to make gasses like Ozone, Hydrogen, Hydro-Carbons, Nitrous, Nitric Acid, Napalm (Hydrazine), and even
Chlorine and other Halogen gasses. The "machinery" allegedly bombed by U.S. and allied forces in Syria are the Nikola Tesla

inventions. Chlorine and ordinary Table Salt is the #2 most common element on Earth, next to Water at #1. The conspirators want
you to think Water, Salt (Lithium) are "RARE EARTH" elements. They are clearly lying. Electrical World "High Frequency, High
Tension Transformers" used to create Nitric Acid, Nitrates or Nitrous. Electrical World 1903 https://books.google.com/books?
id=WUZEAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA231&lpg=PA231&dq=chlorine+manufacture+high+frequency+high+tension -- Sodium Chloride Drives
Autoimmune Disease by the Induction of Pathogenic Th17 Cells https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3746493/ -- Chlorine Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chlorine -- Energy, Frequency and Vibration causes "Conversion" of any gasses from any
source material or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Apr 14, 2018, 7:01 AM
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April 10 2018 Mark Zuckerberg testifies on Capitol Hill https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ValJMOpt7s
Updated Apr 10, 2018, 10:49 AM
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April 10th 2018 The Era of Fake Video Begins. The digital manipulation of video may make the current era of “fake news” seem
quaint. https://theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2018/05/realitys-end/556877/
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April 10th 2018 The Era of Fake Video Begins. The digital manipulation of video may make the current era of “fake news” seem
quaint. https://theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2018/05/realitys-end/556877/
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April 9 2018 Alex Jones, Nuke Hoax Extraordinaire, is at it again. He claims you need Iodine for the Nuke Hoax and Fukushima
Radiation Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=98vl3Fo9jDY -- See the dozens of Tesla Leaks posts on the Nuke Hoax and Tesla
Debunking Einstein at http://Teslaleaks.com/
Updated Apr 9, 2018, 5:59 PM
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=98vl3Fo9jDY-April 9 2018 Alex Jones, Nuke Hoax Extraordinaire, is at it again. He claims you need Iodine for the Nuke Hoax and Fukushima
Radiation Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=98vl3Fo9jDY -- See the dozens of Tesla Leaks posts on the Nuke Hoax and Tesla
Debunking Einstein at http://Teslaleaks.com/
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April 7 2018 MSNBC Analyst Speculates about Trump Getting Arrested by U.S. Marshals
https://www.nationalreview.com/news/msnbc-analyst-speculates-about-trump-getting-arrested-by-us-marshalls/
Updated Apr 9, 2018, 12:42 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in Zero Point Energy and other Off-grid Energy Systems.
https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. What some experts have deemed cold or
closed cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible
motives for murder. he series takes a look at some of the most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and
Nikola Tesla. https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
Apr 9, 2018, 7:17 AM
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The Mad Max Scenario (Peak Gas Hoax) Part 1 https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1923446594634828&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1095481310589626&source=48 -- Peak Gas Hoax Part 2
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1937956426517178&id=750861428384951 -- Nuclear Bomb Hoax + Thermo-nuclear
and Cold Hydrogen Fusion real by Nikola Tesla. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1923876707925150&id=750861428384951
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The Mad Max Scenario (Peak Gas Hoax) Part 1 https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1923446594634828&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1095481310589626&source=48 -- Peak Gas Hoax Part 2
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1937956426517178&id=750861428384951 -- Nuclear Bomb Hoax + Thermo-nuclear
and Cold Hydrogen Fusion real by Nikola Tesla. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1923876707925150&id=750861428384951
Apr 9, 2018, 12:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/high-frequency-oscillators-electro-therapeutic-and-other-purposes
#electro #therapy #synchronism #defined The Electrical Engineer, November 17th, 1898 High Frequency Oscillators for Electrotherapeutic and Other Purposes by Nikola Tesla.One of the early observed and remarkable features of the high frequency currents,
and one which was chiefly of interest to the physician, was their apparent harmlessness which made it possible to pass relatively
great amounts of electrical energy through the body of a person without causing pain or serious discomfort. When a person is
placed within such a loop, any pieces of metal, though of small bulk, are perceptibly warmed. Without doubt they would be also
heated — particularly if they were of iron — when embedded in living tissue, and this suggests the possibility of surgical treatment
by this method. It might be possible to sterilize wounds, or to locate, or even to extract metallic objects, or to perform other
operations of this kind within the sphere of the surgeon’s duties in this novel manner. The continuous improvement of the
instruments and the study of the phenomenon may shortly lead to the establishment of a novel mode of hygienic treatment which
would permit an instantaneous cleaning of the skin of a person, simply by connecting the same to, or possibly, by merely placing the
person in the vicinity of a source of intense electrical oscillations, this having the effect of throwing off, in a twinkle of the eye, dust or
particles of any extraneous matter adhering to the body. Such a result brought about in a practicable manner would, without doubt,
be of incalculable value in hygiene and would be an efficient and time-saving substitute for a water bath, and particularly
appreciated by those whose contentment consists in undertaking more than they can accomplish.-- https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/high-frequency-oscillators-electro-therapeutic-and-other-purposes -- #synchronism #definition As before stated, when
the oscillations in the primary and secondary circuits are in synchronism, the points of highest potential are on some portion of the
terminal T. The synchronism being perfect and the length of the secondary coil just equal to one-quarter of the wave length, these
points will be exactly on the free end of terminal T, that is, the one situated farthest from the end of the wire attached to the terminal.
If this be so and if now the period of the oscillations in the primary be shortened, the points of highest potential will recede towards
the secondary coil, since the wave-length is reduced and since the attachment of one end of the secondary coil to the ground
determines the position of the nodal points, that is, the points of least potential. Thus, by varying the period of vibration of the
primary circuit in any manner, the points of highest potential may be shifted accordingly along the terminal T, which has been
shown, designedly, long to illustrate this feature. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/high-frequency-oscillators-electrotherapeutic-and-other-purposes -- Electrical Engineer, The, November 24th, 1898 Tesla's Complaint to Electrical Engineer Editor w/
Response https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-complaint-electrical-engineer-editor-w-response
Apr 8, 2018, 11:37 PM
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and one which was chiefly of interest to the physician, was their apparent harmlessness which made it possible to pass relatively
great amounts of electrical energy through the body of a person without causing pain or serious discomfort. When a person is
placed within such a loop, any pieces of metal, though of small bulk, are perceptibly warmed. Without doubt they would be also
heated — particularly if they were of iron — when embedded in living tissue, and this suggests the possibility of surgical treatment
by this method. It might be possible to sterilize wounds, or to locate, or even to extract metallic objects, or to perform other
operations of this kind within the sphere of the surgeon’s duties in this novel manner. The continuous improvement of the
instruments and the study of the phenomenon may shortly lead to the establishment of a novel mode of hygienic treatment which
would permit an instantaneous cleaning of the skin of a person, simply by connecting the same to, or possibly, by merely placing the
person in the vicinity of a source of intense electrical oscillations, this having the effect of throwing off, in a twinkle of the eye, dust or
particles of any extraneous matter adhering to the body. Such a result brought about in a practicable manner would, without doubt,
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the oscillations in the primary and secondary circuits are in synchronism, the points of highest potential are on some portion of the
terminal T. The synchronism being perfect and the length of the secondary coil just equal to one-quarter of the wave length, these
points will be exactly on the free end of terminal T, that is, the one situated farthest from the end of the wire attached to the terminal.
If this be so and if now the period of the oscillations in the primary be shortened, the points of highest potential will recede towards
the secondary coil, since the wave-length is reduced and since the attachment of one end of the secondary coil to the ground
determines the position of the nodal points, that is, the points of least potential. Thus, by varying the period of vibration of the
primary circuit in any manner, the points of highest potential may be shifted accordingly along the terminal T, which has been
shown, designedly, long to illustrate this feature. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/high-frequency-oscillators-electrotherapeutic-and-other-purposes -- Electrical Engineer, The, November 24th, 1898 Tesla's Complaint to Electrical Engineer Editor w/
Response https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-complaint-electrical-engineer-editor-w-response
Updated Apr 8, 2018, 11:36 PM
Apr 8, 2018, 11:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/high-frequency-oscillators-electro-therapeutic-and-other-purposes
#electro #therapy #synchronism #defined The Electrical Engineer, November 17th, 1898 High Frequency Oscillators for Electrotherapeutic and Other Purposes by Nikola Tesla.One of the early observed and remarkable features of the high frequency currents,
and one which was chiefly of interest to the physician, was their apparent harmlessness which made it possible to pass relatively
great amounts of electrical energy through the body of a person without causing pain or serious discomfort. When a person is
placed within such a loop, any pieces of metal, though of small bulk, are perceptibly warmed. Without doubt they would be also
heated — particularly if they were of iron — when embedded in living tissue, and this suggests the possibility of surgical treatment
by this method. It might be possible to sterilize wounds, or to locate, or even to extract metallic objects, or to perform other
operations of this kind within the sphere of the surgeon’s duties in this novel manner. The continuous improvement of the
instruments and the study of the phenomenon may shortly lead to the establishment of a novel mode of hygienic treatment which
would permit an instantaneous cleaning of the skin of a person, simply by connecting the same to, or possibly, by merely placing the
person in the vicinity of a source of intense electrical oscillations, this having the effect of throwing off, in a twinkle of the eye, dust or
particles of any extraneous matter adhering to the body. Such a result brought about in a practicable manner would, without doubt,
be of incalculable value in hygiene and would be an efficient and time-saving substitute for a water bath, and particularly
appreciated by those whose contentment consists in undertaking more than they can accomplish.-- https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/high-frequency-oscillators-electro-therapeutic-and-other-purposes -- #synchronism #definition As before stated, when
the oscillations in the primary and secondary circuits are in synchronism, the points of highest potential are on some portion of the
terminal T. The synchronism being perfect and the length of the secondary coil just equal to one-quarter of the wave length, these
points will be exactly on the free end of terminal T, that is, the one situated farthest from the end of the wire attached to the terminal.
If this be so and if now the period of the oscillations in the primary be shortened, the points of highest potential will recede towards
the secondary coil, since the wave-length is reduced and since the attachment of one end of the secondary coil to the ground
determines the position of the nodal points, that is, the points of least potential. Thus, by varying the period of vibration of the
primary circuit in any manner, the points of highest potential may be shifted accordingly along the terminal T, which has been
shown, designedly, long to illustrate this feature. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/high-frequency-oscillators-electrotherapeutic-and-other-purposes -- Electrical Engineer, The, November 24th, 1898 Tesla's Complaint to Electrical Engineer Editor w/
Response https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-complaint-electrical-engineer-editor-w-response
Apr 8, 2018, 11:35 PM
Chris Edwards
Update: April 8 2018 China to make it rain over area 3 times the size of Spain. https://rt.com/business/423508-china-project-forcesrainfall/
Updated Apr 8, 2018, 10:11 PM
Apr 8, 2018, 10:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NWO FREEDOM FIGHTERS.
https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. What some experts have deemed cold or
closed cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible
motives for murder. he series takes a look at some of the most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and
Nikola Tesla. https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
Apr 8, 2018, 9:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.

https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
Like, really Dead! DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. What some experts
have deemed cold or closed cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in
investigations, and possible motives for murder. he series takes a look at some of the most famous mystery deaths of scientists,
including Gerard Bull and Nikola Tesla. https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
Apr 8, 2018, 9:09 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.wsj.com/articles/americans-face-highest-pump-prices-in-years-1523196000
April 8 2018 Americans Face Highest Pump Prices in Years. “This summer, in terms of average gas prices, will likely be the highest
since 2014,” https://www.wsj.com/articles/americans-face-highest-pump-prices-in-years-1523196000
Updated Apr 8, 2018, 8:52 PM
Apr 8, 2018, 8:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. What some experts have deemed cold or
closed cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible
motives for murder. he series takes a look at some of the most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and
Nikola Tesla. https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
Apr 8, 2018, 7:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. What some experts have deemed cold or
closed cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible
motives for murder. he series takes a look at some of the most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and
Nikola Tesla. https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
Apr 8, 2018, 7:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. What some experts have deemed cold or
closed cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible
motives for murder. he series takes a look at some of the most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and
Nikola Tesla. https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
Apr 8, 2018, 7:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Slovenia.
https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. What some experts have deemed cold or
closed cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible
motives for murder. he series takes a look at some of the most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and
Nikola Tesla. https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
Apr 8, 2018, 7:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. What some experts have deemed cold or
closed cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible
motives for murder. he series takes a look at some of the most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and
Nikola Tesla. https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
Apr 8, 2018, 7:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.
https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. What some experts have deemed cold or
closed cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible
motives for murder. he series takes a look at some of the most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and
Nikola Tesla. https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/

Apr 8, 2018, 7:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. What some experts have deemed cold or
closed cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible
motives for murder. he series takes a look at some of the most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and
Nikola Tesla. https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-intelligence/
Apr 8, 2018, 7:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Science Foundation пријатељи.
https://hiddenremote.com/2018/04/06/deadly-intelligence-takes-look-mysterious-deaths-famous-scientists-exclusive-video/
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. The series takes a look at some of the
most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and Nikola Tesla. What some experts have deemed cold or closed
cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible motives
for murder. https://hiddenremote.com/2018/04/06/deadly-intelligence-takes-look-mysterious-deaths-famous-scientists-exclusivevideo/
Apr 8, 2018, 7:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 1,000,000,000 People to demand Tesla's Papers be released by USA Government.
https://hiddenremote.com/2018/04/06/deadly-intelligence-takes-look-mysterious-deaths-famous-scientists-exclusive-video/
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. The series takes a look at some of the
most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and Nikola Tesla. What some experts have deemed cold or closed
cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible motives
for murder. https://hiddenremote.com/2018/04/06/deadly-intelligence-takes-look-mysterious-deaths-famous-scientists-exclusivevideo/
Apr 8, 2018, 7:10 PM
Chris Edwards
Knives Banned! $1Trillion for new Nukes for the Government! Since Nukes don't exist; it's another $1T scam.
Updated Apr 8, 2018, 6:29 PM
Apr 8, 2018, 6:29 PM
Chris Edwards
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. What some experts have deemed cold or
closed cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible
motives for murder. he series takes a look at some of the most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and
Nikola Tesla. https://hiddenremote.com/2018/04/06/deadly-intelligence-takes-look-mysterious-deaths-famous-scientists-exclusivevideo/
Updated Apr 8, 2018, 12:55 AM
Apr 8, 2018, 12:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://hiddenremote.com/2018/04/06/deadly-intelligence-takes-look-mysterious-deaths-famous-scientists-exclusive-video/
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. The series takes a look at some of the
most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and Nikola Tesla. What some experts have deemed cold or closed
cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible motives
for murder. https://hiddenremote.com/2018/04/06/deadly-intelligence-takes-look-mysterious-deaths-famous-scientists-exclusivevideo/
Apr 8, 2018, 12:55 AM
Chris Edwards
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. What some experts have deemed cold or
closed cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible
motives for murder. he series takes a look at some of the most famous mystery deaths of scientists, including Gerard Bull and
Nikola Tesla. https://hiddenremote.com/2018/04/06/deadly-intelligence-takes-look-mysterious-deaths-famous-scientists-exclusivevideo/
Updated Apr 8, 2018, 12:54 AM
Apr 8, 2018, 12:54 AM

Chris Edwards
April 6th 2018 Dear Homeland Security. Tesla leaks has never been involved with the influence on anyone. No post ever created
tells anyone "what to do" with this information. But, if you want all the good posts, blogs and videos; Cambridge Analytica, Facebook
& Google has the information for sale. Note: Pay them, not us. We don't take bribes, donation's or payoffs of any sort. Thank you.
Department Of Homeland Security Compiling Database Of Journalists And 'Media Influencers'
https://forbes.com/sites/michellefabio/2018/04/06/department-of-homeland-security-compiling-database-of-journalists-and-mediainfluencers/
Updated Apr 7, 2018, 11:48 PM
Apr 7, 2018, 11:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://forbes.com/sites/michellefabio/2018/04/06/department-of-homeland-security-compiling-database-of-journalists-and-mediainfluencers/
April 6th 2018 Dear Homeland Security. Tesla leaks has never been involved with the influence on anyone. No post ever created
tells anyone "what to do" with this information. But, if you want all the good posts, blogs and videos; Cambridge Analytics, Facebook
& Google has the information for sale. Note: Pay them, not us. We don't give nor take bribes, donation's or payoffs of any sort.
Thank you. Department Of Homeland Security Compiling Database Of Journalists And 'Media Influencers'
https://forbes.com/sites/michellefabio/2018/04/06/department-of-homeland-security-compiling-database-of-journalists-and-mediainfluencers/
Apr 7, 2018, 11:48 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/04/google-ceo-drones-ai-war-surveillance
Apr 5 2018 We work for Google. Our employer shouldn't be in the business of war. In this open letter to Google’s CEO, over 3,000
employees urged the company not to work on a Pentagon ‘AI surveillance engine’ used for drone warfare.
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/04/google-ceo-drones-ai-war-surveillance
Updated Apr 7, 2018, 5:06 PM
Apr 7, 2018, 5:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms
Answer to good question from comments: What does an offshore oil rig do? The Deep water Horizon type in the Gulf, Norway and
the China Sea; use the Tesla Tube method of 1900 to break hydrocarbon from Ocean water pressure. CNN recently admitted others
look for the sea-floor Hydro-electric vents an cap it. The rest dig holes every where and hope they find something. If they don't, they
just leave the leaking hole and leave. The rig itself includes the on-site power generation and refining or hydro-cracking with the
Tesla "Cherry" method to manufacture pure gasoline. President GHWB Jr knows. His last job was selling "oil field" equipment in
Bakersfield. https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms -- 12-2002 Power station utilizing potential energy of sea water pressure
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040201222 -- Jan 2009 Deep water power generation system and apparatus (a Tesla Tube)
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/ -- Aug 2010 "A Hydrogen Containing Vessel" Deep water generation of
compressed hydrogen. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766 -- Power generation with a long, horizontal pipe, using
atmospheric pressure differences https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-horizontalpipe-using-atmospheric-pressure-differ
Apr 7, 2018, 6:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms
Answer to good question from comments: What does an offshore oil rig do? The Deep water Horizon type in the Gulf, Norway and
the China Sea; use the Tesla Tube method of 1900 to break hydrocarbon from Ocean water pressure. CNN recently admitted in a
live video that they others look for the sea-floor Hydro-thermic (natural gas) vents an cap it. The rest dig holes every where and
hope they find something. If they don't, they just leave the leaking hole and leave. The rig itself includes the on-site power
generation and refining or hydro-cracking with the Tesla "Cherry" method to manufacture pure gasoline. President GHWB Jr knows.
His last job was selling "oil field" equipment in Bakersfield. https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms -- 12-2002 Power station
utilizing potential energy of sea water pressure https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040201222 -- Jan 2009 Deep water power
generation system and apparatus (a Tesla Tube) https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/ -- Aug 2010 "A Hydrogen
Containing Vessel" Deep water generation of compressed hydrogen. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766 -- Power
generation with a long, horizontal pipe, using atmospheric pressure differences
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-horizontal-pipe-using-atmospheric-pressure-

differAnswer to good question from comments: What does an offshore oil rig do? The Deep water Horizon type in the Gulf, Norway
and the China Sea; use the Tesla Tube method of 1900 to break hydrocarbon from Ocean water pressure. CNN recently admitted in
a live video that they others look for the sea-floor Hydro-thermic (natural gas) vents an cap it. The rest dig holes every where and
hope they find something. If they don't, they just leave the leaking hole and leave. The rig itself includes the on-site power
generation and refining or hydro-cracking with the Tesla "Cherry" method to manufacture pure gasoline. President GHWB Jr knows.
His last job was selling "oil field" equipment in Bakersfield. https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms -- 12-2002 Power station
utilizing potential energy of sea water pressure https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040201222 -- Jan 2009 Deep water power
generation system and apparatus (a Tesla Tube) https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/ -- Aug 2010 "A Hydrogen
Containing Vessel" Deep water generation of compressed hydrogen. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766 -- Power
generation with a long, horizontal pipe, using atmospheric pressure differences
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-horizontal-pipe-using-atmospheric-pressurediffer
Apr 6, 2018, 11:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms
Answer to good question from comments: What does an offshore oil rig do? The Deep water Horizon type in the Gulf, Norway and
the China Sea; use the Tesla Tube method of 1900 to break hydrocarbon from Ocean water pressure. CNN recently admitted others
look for the sea-floor Hydro-electric vents an cap it. The rest dig holes every where and hope they find something. If they don't, they
just leave the leaking hole and leave. The rig itself includes the on-site power generation and refining or hydro-cracking with the
Tesla "Cherry" method to manufacture pure gasoline. President GHWB Jr knows. His last job was selling "oil field" equipment in
Bakersfield. https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms -- 12-2002 Power station utilizing potential energy of sea water pressure
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040201222 -- Jan 2009 Deep water power generation system and apparatus (a Tesla Tube)
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/ -- Aug 2010 "A Hydrogen Containing Vessel" Deep water generation of
compressed hydrogen. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766 -- Power generation with a long, horizontal pipe, using
atmospheric pressure differences https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-horizontalpipe-using-atmospheric-pressure-differ
Apr 6, 2018, 11:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms
Answer to good question from comments: What does an offshore oil rig do? The Deep water Horizon type in the Gulf, Norway and
the China Sea; use the Tesla Tube method of 1900 to break hydrocarbon from Ocean water pressure. CNN recently admitted in a
live video that they others look for the sea-floor Hydro-thermic (natural gas) vents an cap it. The rest dig holes every where and
hope they find something. If they don't, they just leave the leaking hole and leave. The rig itself includes the on-site power
generation and refining or hydro-cracking with the Tesla "Cherry" method to manufacture pure gasoline. President GHWB Jr knows.
His last job was selling "oil field" equipment in Bakersfield. https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms -- 12-2002 Power station
utilizing potential energy of sea water pressure https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040201222 -- Jan 2009 Deep water power
generation system and apparatus (a Tesla Tube) https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/ -- Aug 2010 "A Hydrogen
Containing Vessel" Deep water generation of compressed hydrogen. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766 -- Power
generation with a long, horizontal pipe, using atmospheric pressure differences
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-horizontal-pipe-using-atmospheric-pressurediffer
Apr 6, 2018, 11:35 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms
Answer to good question from comments: What does an offshore oil rig do? The Deep water Horizon type in the Gulf, Norway and
the China Sea; use the Tesla Tube method of 1900 to break hydrocarbon from Ocean water pressure. CNN recently admitted others
look for the sea-floor Hydro-electric vents an cap it. The rest dig holes every where and hope they find something. If they don't, they
just leave the leaking hole and leave. The rig itself includes the on-site power generation and refining or hydro-cracking with the
Tesla "Cherry" method to manufacture pure gasoline. President GHWB Jr knows. His last job was selling "oil field" equipment in
Bakersfield. https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms -- 12-2002 Power station utilizing potential energy of sea water pressure
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040201222 -- Jan 2009 Deep water power generation system and apparatus (a Tesla Tube)
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/ -- Aug 2010 "A Hydrogen Containing Vessel" Deep water generation of
compressed hydrogen. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766 -- Power generation with a long, horizontal pipe, using

atmospheric pressure differences https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-horizontalpipe-using-atmospheric-pressure-differ
Apr 6, 2018, 11:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms
Answer to good question from comments: What does an offshore oil rig do? The Deep water Horizon type in the Gulf, Norway and
the China Sea; use the Tesla Tube method of 1900 to break hydrocarbon from Ocean water pressure. CNN recently admitted others
look for the sea-floor Hydro-electric vents an cap it. The rest dig holes every where and hope they find something. If they don't, they
just leave the leaking hole and leave. The rig itself includes the on-site power generation and refining or hydro-cracking with the
Tesla "Cherry" method to manufacture pure gasoline. President GHWB Jr knows. His last job was selling "oil field" equipment in
Bakersfield. https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms -- 12-2002 Power station utilizing potential energy of sea water pressure
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040201222 -- Jan 2009 Deep water power generation system and apparatus (a Tesla Tube)
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/ -- Aug 2010 "A Hydrogen Containing Vessel" Deep water generation of
compressed hydrogen. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766 -- Power generation with a long, horizontal pipe, using
atmospheric pressure differences https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-horizontalpipe-using-atmospheric-pressure-differ
Apr 6, 2018, 11:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms
Answer to good question from comments: What does an offshore oil rig do? The Deep water Horizon type in the Gulf, Norway and
the China Sea; use the Tesla Tube method of 1900 to break hydrocarbon from Ocean water pressure. CNN recently admitted in a
live video that they others look for the sea-floor Hydro-thermic (natural gas) vents an cap it. The rest dig holes every where and
hope they find something. If they don't, they just leave the leaking hole and leave. The rig itself includes the on-site power
generation and refining or hydro-cracking with the Tesla "Cherry" method to manufacture pure gasoline. President GHWB Jr knows.
His last job was selling "oil field" equipment in Bakersfield. https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms -- 12-2002 Power station
utilizing potential energy of sea water pressure https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040201222 -- Jan 2009 Deep water power
generation system and apparatus (a Tesla Tube) https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/ -- Aug 2010 "A Hydrogen
Containing Vessel" Deep water generation of compressed hydrogen. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766 -- Power
generation with a long, horizontal pipe, using atmospheric pressure differences
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-horizontal-pipe-using-atmospheric-pressurediffer
Apr 6, 2018, 11:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms
Answer to good question from comments: What does an offshore oil rig do? The Deep water Horizon type in the Gulf, Norway and
the China Sea; use the Tesla Tube method of 1900 to break hydrocarbon from Ocean water pressure. CNN recently admitted others
look for the sea-floor Hydro-electric vents an cap it. The rest dig holes every where and hope they find something. If they don't, they
just leave the leaking hole and leave. The rig itself includes the on-site power generation and refining or hydro-cracking with the
Tesla "Cherry" method to manufacture pure gasoline. President GHWB Jr knows. His last job was selling "oil field" equipment in
Bakersfield. https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms -- 12-2002 Power station utilizing potential energy of sea water pressure
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040201222 -- Jan 2009 Deep water power generation system and apparatus (a Tesla Tube)
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/ -- Aug 2010 "A Hydrogen Containing Vessel" Deep water generation of
compressed hydrogen. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766 -- Power generation with a long, horizontal pipe, using
atmospheric pressure differences https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-horizontalpipe-using-atmospheric-pressure-differ
Apr 6, 2018, 11:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms
Answer to good question from comments: What does an offshore oil rig do? The Deep water Horizon type in the Gulf, Norway and
the China Sea; use the Tesla Tube method of 1900 to break hydrocarbon from Ocean water pressure. CNN recently admitted others
look for the sea-floor Hydro-electric vents an cap it. The rest dig holes every where and hope they find something. If they don't, they
just leave the leaking hole and leave. The rig itself includes the on-site power generation and refining or hydro-cracking with the
Tesla "Cherry" method to manufacture pure gasoline. President GHWB Jr knows. His last job was selling "oil field" equipment in

Bakersfield. https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms -- 12-2002 Power station utilizing potential energy of sea water pressure
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040201222 -- Jan 2009 Deep water power generation system and apparatus (a Tesla Tube)
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/ -- Aug 2010 "A Hydrogen Containing Vessel" Deep water generation of
compressed hydrogen. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766 -- Power generation with a long, horizontal pipe, using
atmospheric pressure differences https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-horizontalpipe-using-atmospheric-pressure-differ
Apr 6, 2018, 11:21 PM
Chris Edwards
#potential #energy #defined #deepwater #horizon #conspiracy What is "Deepwater Horizon"? -- Answer to good question from
comments: What does an offshore oil rig do? The Deep water Horizon type in the Gulf, Norway and the China Sea; use the Tesla
Tube method of 1900 to break hydrocarbon from the potential energy of Ocean water pressure; similary "the potential energy in the
ridgity of a spring" defined in Tesla's "Reciprocating Engine" patent of 1894 (the basis of all Internal Combustion Engine's). CNN
recently admitted in a live video that they look for the sea-floor Hydro-thermic (natural gas) vents an cap it. The rest dig holes every
where and hope they find something. If they don't, they just leave the leaking hole and leave. The rig itself includes the on-site
power generation and refining or hydro-cracking with the Tesla "Cherry" method to manufacture pure gasoline. President GHWB Jr
knows. His last job was selling "oil field" equipment in Bakersfield. https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms -- 12-2002 Power
station utilizing potential energy of sea water pressure https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040201222 -- Jan 2009 Deep water
power generation system and apparatus (a Tesla Tube) https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/ -- Aug 2010 "A Hydrogen
Containing Vessel" Deep water generation of compressed hydrogen. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766 -- Power
generation with a long, horizontal pipe, using atmospheric pressure differences https://physics.stackexchange.com/…/powergeneration-with-a… -- Therefore, the Deepwater Horizon disaster was most likely staged by those who don't want this technology
used in the U.S., closest to the scene, an un-announced visit by the Department of Interior, in Texas run by Bush. Second on the
scene, Dick Cheney's company Halliburton. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1mLhwrNN8E
Updated Apr 6, 2018, 11:01 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms
#potential #energy #defined #deepwater #horizon #conspiracy What is "Deepwater Horizon"? -- Answer to good question from
comments: What does an offshore oil rig do? The Deep water Horizon type in the Gulf, Norway and the China Sea; use the Tesla
Tube method of 1900 to break hydrocarbon from the potential energy of Ocean water pressure; similary "the potential energy in the
ridgity of a spring" defined in Tesla's "Reciprocating Engine" patent of 1894 (the basis of all Internal Combustion Engine's). CNN
recently admitted in a live video that they look for the sea-floor Hydro-thermic (natural gas) vents an cap it. The rest dig holes every
where and hope they find something. If they don't, they just leave the leaking hole and leave. The rig itself includes the on-site
power generation and refining or hydro-cracking with the Tesla "Cherry" method to manufacture pure gasoline. President GHWB Jr
knows. His last job was selling "oil field" equipment in Bakersfield. https://youtube.com/watch?v=6p2gb7R74ms -- 12-2002 Power
station utilizing potential energy of sea water pressure https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040201222 -- Jan 2009 Deep water
power generation system and apparatus (a Tesla Tube) https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/ -- Aug 2010 "A Hydrogen
Containing Vessel" Deep water generation of compressed hydrogen. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766 -- Power
generation with a long, horizontal pipe, using atmospheric pressure differences -https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-horizontal-pipe-using-atmospheric-pressurediffer -- Therefore, the Deepwater Horizon disaster was most likely staged by those who don't want this technology used in the U.S.,
closest to the scene, an un-announced visit by the Department of Interior, in Texas run by Bush. Second on the scene, Dick
Cheney's company Halliburton. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1mLhwrNN8E
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Sorry. JP Paradox has left the group. He still believes everything on TV, the Alex Jones show and NASA cartoons are "real". We
sent him to have his head examined. At least we didn't send him to Ben Carson, the #1 Children's labotamist in the World.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=jzk-lmU4KZ4
Updated Apr 6, 2018, 10:37 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=jzk-lmU4KZ4
Sorry. JP Paradox has left the group. He still believes everything on TV, the Alex Jones show and NASA cartoons are "real". We

sent him to have his head examined and a little "electro-therapy". At least we didn't send him to Ben Carson, the #1 Children's
labotamist in the World. https://youtube.com/watch?v=jzk-lmU4KZ4 -- Requiem For A Dream - The Structure of Self-Destruction
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkDL50mXbbI -The True Meaning Behind Requiem For A Dream https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4PB26b4CJg -- Requiem For A Dream EXPLAINED (Escaping Reality) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pm38R-24cZw
Apr 6, 2018, 10:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://onlinelib.org/books/electrical-experimenter-1920-march/pages/2
March 1920, "To the Moon? Tesla says No!" (Using common mathematics). Nikola Tesla's last publication where he debunks
NASA, 50 years before NASA inventing Photoshop for their cartoons. https://onlinelib.org/books/electrical-experimenter-1920march/pages/2
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March 1920, "To the Moon? Tesla says No! (Using common mathematics). Nikola Tesla's last publication where he debunks NASA,
50 years before NASA inventing Photoshop for their cartoons. https://onlinelib.org/books/electrical-experimenter-1920march/pages/2
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#fake #news #patholigical #liars #definition Again, Cleantechnica publishes a story about Wireless Charging, by MIT, (who has over
200+ citations to the Nikola Tesla patents) fails to tell you who invented Wireless Charging. Then, they forget to tell you the Tesla
Model 3 is in no way capable of wireless charging nor connecting to the grid. If you try to post something on their comments, they
will block you immediately, then they will post a fake comment claiming Edison and Einstein did it all. WiTricity and Honda will make
a joint presentation about wireless charging technology to the Society of Automotive Engineers World Conference Experience on
April 11. Kosuke Tachikawa, head of Honda R&D Americas, will discuss how EVs — and particularly those powered by wireless
charging — will connect to the grid and enable bi-directional energy flow that will stabilize the grid and create a truly seamless,
renewable energy source. https://cleantechnica.com/2018/04/06/honda-working-with-waymo-on-autonomous-vehicles-witricity-onwireless-charging/ -- Jan 2017 WiTricity uses all Nikola Tesla's Wireless Patents https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=845903258880767 -- Dec 017 https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=1053239184813839
Updated Apr 6, 2018, 9:28 PM
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https://cleantechnica.com/2018/04/06/honda-working-with-waymo-on-autonomous-vehicles-witricity-on-wireless-charging/
#fake #news #patholigical #liars #definition Again, Cleantechnica publishes a story about Wireless Charging, by MIT, (who has over
200+ citations to the Nikola Tesla patents) fails to tell you who invented Wireless Charging. Then, they forget to tell you the Tesla
Model 3 is in no way capable of wireless charging nor connecting to the grid. If you try to post something on their comments, they
will block you immediately, then they will post a fake comment claiming Edison and Einstein did it all. WiTricity and Honda will make
a joint presentation about wireless charging technology to the Society of Automotive Engineers World Conference Experience on
April 11. Kosuke Tachikawa, head of Honda R&D Americas, will discuss how EVs — and particularly those powered by wireless
charging — will connect to the grid and enable bi-directional energy flow that will stabilize the grid and create a truly seamless,
renewable energy source. https://cleantechnica.com/2018/04/06/honda-working-with-waymo-on-autonomous-vehicles-witricity-onwireless-charging/ -- Jan 2017 WiTricity uses all Nikola Tesla's Wireless Patents https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=845903258880767 -- Dec 017 https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=1053239184813839
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https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/books/publishers/houghton-mifflin-harcourt
Houghton Mifflin, that publishes all your public school books, has published a whole 2 books on Nikola Tesla and there is only 2
copies left in the entire world. One about the Electric Chair; having little to do with Tesla, and another one about "The Pigeon." Of
course. All other 100 million books they publish is fake news, cartoons, mind control propaganda and bull-crap.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/books/publishers/houghton-mifflin-harcourt
Updated Apr 6, 2018, 8:45 PM
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https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/books/publishers/houghton-mifflin-harcourt
Houghton Mifflin, that publishes all your public school books, (who owns the S&P 500) has published a whole 2 books on Nikola
Tesla and there is only 2 copies left in the entire world. One about the Electric Chair; having little to do with Tesla, and another one
about "The Pigeon." Of course. All other 100 million books they publish is fake news, cartoons, mind control propaganda and bullcrap. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/books/publishers/houghton-mifflin-harcourt
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https://nytimes.com/2018/04/06/world/europe/russian-oligarchs-sanctions.html
April 6th 2018 Russian oil oligarchs get sanctioned by the US.., for putting out fake news about renewable energy and election
meddling. Vladimir L. Bogdanov is director general and a co-owner of Surgutneftegas, a Russian oil company. Mr. Shamalov, 36,
became a high-ranking executive and large shareholder of Sibur, a gas processing and petrochemical company, shortly before he
married Katerina Tikhonova, who is widely believed to be Mr. Putin’s daughter.
https://nytimes.com/2018/04/06/world/europe/russian-oligarchs-sanctions.html
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https://upi.com/Science_News/2018/04/06/Youll-soon-be-able-to-sleep-in-space-for-just-792000-a-night/2511523023385/
April 6 2018 #space #hoax You'll soon be able to sleep in space for just $792,000 a night (photo by Space Raven)
https://upi.com/Science_News/2018/04/06/Youll-soon-be-able-to-sleep-in-space-for-just-792000-a-night/2511523023385/
Updated Apr 6, 2018, 2:01 PM
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#fossil #fuel #hoax Repost: There is no such thing as a "fossil" fuel. A fossil is a rock. You can't get gasoline from a mineralized
rock. They make gasoline with the "cherry" method of hydro cracking, using a Tesla high frequency, high tension, AC electric
generator. https://books.google.com/books?id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PR12&lpg=PR12&dq=gasoline+cherry+electrical+method
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/bogle-says-hes-never-seen-a-market-this-volatile-to-this-extent-in-my-career-2018-04-05
April 6th 2018 Bogle on stock turbulence: ‘never seen a market this volatile to this extent in my career’
https://marketwatch.com/story/bogle-says-hes-never-seen-a-market-this-volatile-to-this-extent-in-my-career-2018-04-05 -- April 6rh
2018 Market volatility is reminiscent of the 1987 crash: Veteran trader Art Cashin https://cnbc.com/2018/04/05/market-volatility-isreminiscent-of-the-1987-crash-art-cashin.html
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The great Lithium hoax. Cleantechnica still claims that a salt is a rare-earth metal. There is enough Lithium salt in Bolivia's salt flats
to power 5 Billion electric cars. The U.S. Geological Survey estimates that this single salar (salt pan) contains 5.4 million metric tons
of lithium. Stanford and the Association of Chemists admit that the price of lithium should be about the same price as "ordinary table
salt" https://scientificamerican.com/article/lithium-flats-of-bolivia/ -- Oct 9th 2017 A Stanford battery based on sodium may offer more
cost-effective storage than lithium; costing $150 a ton instead of $15,000 a ton. https://news.stanford.edu/2017/10/09/sodiumbased-batteries-cost-effective-lithium/ -- Oct 2014 "A salt ion battery", 1000 times more abundant, 100 times cheaper
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/cind.7810_5.x
Updated Apr 6, 2018, 5:33 AM
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https://scientificamerican.com/article/lithium-flats-of-bolivia/
The great Lithium hoax. Cleantechnica still claims that a salt is a rare-earth material. There is enough Lithium salt in Bolivia's salt
flats to power 5 Billion electric cars. The U.S. Geological Survey estimates that this single salar (salt pan) contains 5.4 million metric
tons of lithium. Stanford and the Association of Chemists admit that the price of lithium should be about the same price as "ordinary
table salt" https://scientificamerican.com/article/lithium-flats-of-bolivia/ -- Oct 9th 2017 A Stanford battery based on sodium may offer

more cost-effective storage than lithium; costing $150 a ton instead of $15,000 a ton. https://news.stanford.edu/2017/10/09/sodiumbased-batteries-cost-effective-lithium/ -- Oct 2014 "A salt ion battery", 1000 times more abundant, 100 times cheaper
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/cind.7810_5.x
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https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/bp-claims-an-oil-spill-off-australia-s-coast-would-be-a-welcome-boost-to-local-economies20180406-p4z867.html
Morons!
Updated Apr 6, 2018, 4:55 AM
Apr 6, 2018, 4:55 AM
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Smithsonian claims the "Ozone Hole" causes "blind sheep" and "HIV from the sky" fear and fake news. Can you post a picture of the
"Ozone Hole", not a fake Photoshop one by NASA. Because, they banned Primatine Mist inhalers because of the "Ozone Hole".
Now 10,000-50,000 children die every year from Primatine substitutes. https://smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/ozone-hole-wassuper-scary-what-happened-it-180957775/
Updated Apr 6, 2018, 4:35 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/ozone-hole-was-super-scary-what-happened-it-180957775/
Smithsonian claims the "Ozone Hole" causes "blind sheep" and "AIDS from the sky" fear and fake news. Can you post a picture of
the "Ozone Hole", not a fake Photoshop one by NASA. Because, they banned Primatine Mist inhalers because of the "Ozone Hole".
Now 10,000-50,000 children die every year from Primatine substitutes. https://smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/ozone-hole-wassuper-scary-what-happened-it-180957775/ -- Furthermore, there is no conclusive proof that the Sun causes skin cancer. You have a
more likely chance to get cancer when you put nano-aluminum on your skin, found in most Sunscreen, turning your body into a big
solar panel. -- https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/08/070812084458.htm
Apr 6, 2018, 4:33 AM
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#cobalt #hoax The Cobalt Child Labor Hoax Part 1: The largest coal company in the world owns the largest copper/cobalt mine in
the world, in the Congo. Glencore, an Anglo-Swiss metals conglomerate. It is the world’s biggest exporter of coal, and the biggest of
cobalt, much of which comes from its investment in the DRC. https://economist.com/news/business/21718532-electric-vehicles-andbatteries-are-expected-create-huge-demand-copper-and-cobalt-mining --- Only 20% of DRC Cobalt is mined by hand by private
miners, just like Gold was in the 1800's. Glencore wants to ban private mining of Cobalt or any else of value. How many children
have been used in the Glencore coal mines, Utah, Kentucky... or coal mines in India? The number is in the Millions. This is besides
the fact that there are other battery chemistries that don't need any Cobalt. -- Jan 26 2018 Best performing metal isn't Cobalt:
Bloomberg https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-26/best-performing-battery-metal-of-the-past-year-isn-t-cobalt
Updated Apr 6, 2018, 3:49 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://economist.com/news/business/21718532-electric-vehicles-and-batteries-are-expected-create-huge-demand-copper-andcobalt-mining
#cobalt #hoax The Cobalt Child Labor Hoax Part 1: The largest coal company in the world owns the largest copper/cobalt mine in
the world, in the Congo. Glencore, an Anglo-Swiss metals conglomerate. It is the world’s biggest exporter of coal, and the biggest of
cobalt, much of which comes from its investment in the DRC. https://economist.com/news/business/21718532-electric-vehicles-andbatteries-are-expected-create-huge-demand-copper-and-cobalt-mining --- Only 20% of DRC Cobalt is mined by hand by private
miners, just like Gold was in the 1800's. Glencore wants to ban private mining of Cobalt or any else of value. How many children
have been used in the Glencore coal mines, Utah, Kentucky... or coal mines in India? The number is in the Millions. This is besides
the fact that there are other battery chemistries that don't need any Cobalt. -- Jan 26 2018 Best performing metal isn't Cobalt:
Bloomberg https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-26/best-performing-battery-metal-of-the-past-year-isn-t-cobalt
Apr 6, 2018, 3:39 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section
#un #rca #history After Tesla dies in 1943, the U.N. (Its founders mission is the New World Order) for several years had their offices
at Sperry-Rand Corp in 1945-6 with Ford Corp at Lake Success LI & their conspirators at RCA/GE Radio Central at Rocky Point,

Shoreham, LI within eyesight of Tesla's Wardenclyffe Site. Tesla states in his 1919 Autobiography that Wardenclyffe at Shoreham LI
was demolished on July 4th 1917, along with the Tesla/Marconi Station "Telefunken" in Sayville, LI in 1917 and ... In Margaret
Cheney's book "Man out of Time", the not well known Tesla "Tuckerton" Radio Station was ceased by the U.S. government in 1917,
all later to be replaced with RCA/GE by 1921. But Tesla states in 1919, "they are building more of them", referring to Tesla Towers!.
After Tesla's autobiography, GE merged with Marconi in 1920, RCA was formed. By November 5th 1921, the first radio broadcast
was sent from the President of the United States from the White House, using the new RCA system at Rocky Point, near Sayville.
By 1943, after Tesla dies, in 1945-46, the Sperry Gyrospcope Company takes over office space with the Ford Company at Lake
Success, LI and RCA at Rocky Point, LI. According to the Tesla FBI File, Henry Ford is alleged to be involved with Tesla's missing
inventions, which were to be turned into "idea factories". In 1946, the United Nations had their headquarters at the Sperry Company.
By 1973, Sperry merges with Remington Rand to create the Sperry-Rand Corporation. -http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section -- Tesla wins Nobel Prize in 1915-16, just prior to the seizure of
the Tesla Stations. https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- "Man Out of Time", a Nobel Affair
http://bookrags.com/studyguide-tesla-man-out-of-time/chapanal010.html - Wardenclyffe Forfeited Dream
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wardenclyffe-forfeited-dream
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#un #rca #history After Tesla dies in 1943, the U.N. (founders of the New World Order) for several years had their offices at SperryRand Corp in 1945-6 with Ford Corp at Lake Success LI & their conspirators at RCA/GE Radio Central at Rocky Point, Shoreham,
LI within eyesight of Wardenclyffe. Tesla states in his 1919 Autobiography that Wardenclyffe at Shoreham LI was demolished on
July 4th 1917, along with the Tesla/Marconi Station "Telefunken" in Sayville, LI in 1917 and ... In Margaret Cheney's book "Man out
of Time", the not well known Tesla "Tuckerton" Radio Station was ceased by the U.S. government in 1917, all later to be replaced
with RCA/GE by 1921. But Tesla states in 1919, "they are building more of them", referring to Tesla Towers!. After Tesla's
autobiography, GE merged with Marconi in 1920, RCA was formed. By November 5th 1921, the first radio broadcast was sent from
the President of the United States from the White House, using the new RCA system at Rocky Point, near Sayville. By 1943, after
Tesla dies, in 1945-46, the Sperry Gyrospcope Company takes over office space with the Ford Company at Lake Success, LI and
RCA at Rocky Point, LI. According to the Tesla FBI File, Henry Ford is alleged to be involved with Tesla's missing inventions, which
were to be turned into "idea factories". In 1946, the United Nations had their headquarters at the Sperry Company. By 1973, Sperry
merges with Remington Rand to create the Sperry-Rand Corporation. -http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section -- Tesla wins Nobel Prize in 1915-16, just prior to the seizure of
the Tesla Stations. https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- "Man Out of Time", a Nobel Affair
http://bookrags.com/studyguide-tesla-man-out-of-time/chapanal010.html - Wardenclyffe Forfeited Dream
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wardenclyffe-forfeited-dream
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Didn't Thomas Edison electrocute elephant's and animals to claim A/C (5G, Radio or Wireless Power) was dangerous? He was
lying. While at the same time, Edison's D/C trolleys were killing people. Thus the name "Brooklyn Trolley Dodgers". Later, the
Trolley system of Edison's was replaced with the safer Westinghouse, Tesla system. Then the Brooklyn Trolley Dodgers could be
renamed to the LA Dodgers. https://youtube.com/watch?v=VD0Q5FeF_wU -- He's not just a murder of animals, but also people.
And a pathological liar... To discourage A/C use, Edison declared high-voltage ac systems unsafe and lobbied the U.S. government
to ban the technology. https://books.google.com/books?
id=0kShVp04_oQC&pg=PA11&lpg=PA11&dq=thomas+edison+government+ban+AC
Updated Apr 6, 2018, 12:50 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=VD0Q5FeF_wU
Didn't Thomas Edison electrocute elephant's and animals to claim A/C (5G, Radio or Wireless Power) was dangerous? He was
lying. While at the same time, Edison's D/C trolleys were killing people. Thus the name "Brooklyn Trolley Dodgers". Later, the
Trolley system of Edison's was replaced with the safer Westinghouse, Tesla system. Then the Brooklyn Trolley Dodgers could be
renamed to the LA Dodgers. https://youtube.com/watch?v=VD0Q5FeF_wU -- He's not just a murder of animals, but also people.
And a pathological liar... To discourage A/C use, Edison declared high-voltage ac systems unsafe and lobbied the U.S. government
to ban the technology. https://books.google.com/books?
id=0kShVp04_oQC&pg=PA11&lpg=PA11&dq=thomas+edison+government+ban+AC
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http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/rex-tillerson-secretary-of-state-trump-russia-oil-exxon-boy-scouts-1.3895176
According to Henry Kissinger, Trump was selected by Exxon-Mobile/Chevron. http://cbc.ca/news/world/rex-tillerson-secretary-ofstate-trump-russia-oil-exxon-boy-scouts-1.3895176 Exxon IS the "All Powerful Soverign" corporation that Obama was referring to.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfNNYXyH-3s Kissinger confirms that Obama was correct in stating "No one tells Exxon what to
do". Kissinger stated that "Food as a Weapon" controls populations, but "Energy" controls whole country's.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aA46wioVTv8
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"Is Nikola Tesla's system of worldwide wireless power dangerous"? "Not with my system" - NT. The loops and nodes are tuned with
the Ionosphere and the Schumann frequency by producing a "special type of lightning" he calls "tuned lighting" and therefore the
electricity doesn't move. It's instantaneous. "You only have to request it, to receive it" - Nikola Tesla. Tesla says it's Not electromagnetic, but to reduce it towards zero. The more capacity added to the system creates the phenomena of "negative resistance",
also called "positive feedback"; and his "magnifying transmitter" functioned by reducing Ohms or resistance towards zero with his
patent and process for "runaway superconductivity". It's not light, and is not limited to the speed of linear "electro-magnetic waves".
That's besides the 25,000 people in the US who already get electrocuted with the current wired system. But of course, CNN, nor
Alex Jones would ever mention those deaths. https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
Updated Apr 5, 2018, 12:33 PM
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
Answer for commenters, Alex Jones trolls & Russian bots; "Is Nikola Tesla's system of worldwide wireless power dangerous"? "Not
with my system" - NT. The loops and nodes of concentric electrical waves created by Wardenclyffe Towers "machinery" NT are
tuned with the Ionosphere and the Schumann frequency by producing a "special type of lightning" he calls "tuned lighting" and
therefore the electricity doesn't move. It becomes instantaneous and self-running. "You only have to request it, to receive it" - NT.
Tesla says it's Not electro-magnetic, but to reduce it towards zero. The more capacity added to the system creates the phenomena
of "negative resistance", also called "positive feedback"; and his "magnifying transmitter" functioned by reducing Ohms or resistance
towards zero with his patent and process for "runaway superconductivity". It's not light, and is not limited to the speed of linear
"electro-magnetic waves". That's besides the 25,000 people in the US who already get electrocuted with the current wired system.
But of course, CNN, nor Alex Jones would ever mention those deaths. https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
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Wireless Charging was banned for 120 years. The FCC approved the first wireless transmission charging system in December
2017. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_power_transfer
Updated Apr 5, 2018, 12:19 PM
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_power_transfer
Wireless Charging was banned for 120 years. The FCC approved the first wireless transmission charging system in December
2017. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_power_transfer
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August 30, 1902 - Scientific American "Formation of the Diamond by the (Tesla) Electric Furnace" (Copy not Available in Google)
https://scientificamerican.com/magazine/sa/1902/08-30/ -- The crucible is set in the furnace, the current is turned on and the arc is
formed. In six minutes the highest possible heat is developed, and the part high temperature plays in the art of diamond making is
realized. It only remains now to subject the carbon to great pressure. To obtain the requisite high pressure after the iron... Tesla in
1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead and manufacturing Diamond https://books.google.com/books?id=l0wAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA964&lpg=PA964&dq=Formation+of+the+Diamond+by+the+Electric+Furnace -- Queen's Quarterly, Volumes 23, 1895. "Within the next year, the Tesla method to turn ordinary charcoal into full size Diamond will be perfected".
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla -- You must have missed
the "Funny or Die" Tesla skit with 4.5 Million views claiming that Tesla died penniless in love with a Pigeon; one of the highest

viewed video's on Tesla, ever. Can you be "penniless" and have 3 rooms at the New Yorker Hotel for 30 years?
https://youtu.be/3gOR91oentQ?t=300 -- You must have missed the 50 Million views of the Tesla vs Edison Rap Battle claiming
Tesla has "OCD" and "never had sex"! Do you have proof Tesla had OCD and never had sex? https://youtu.be/gJ1Mz7kGVf0?t=20
The earliest Modern Marvels on Tesla with nearly 1 Million views, origionally aired on TV in May, 2008 reported that Tesla was
repulsed by "Womens Jewelry". Do you know why Nikola Tesla dislikes Jewelery? Of course you don't. You would if you read Tesla
Leaks on the issue of how they make "Diamonds" in Electric Furnaces that come out as a waste product. By 1898, the Queens
Quarterly reported that the Tesla method to manufacture Diamonds from ordinary charcoal would be "perfected". Diamonds are a
worthless waste product, and so are Pearls. https://youtube.com/watch?v=3R5Em3kTlmY&feature=youtu.be&t=164
Updated Apr 5, 2018, 12:42 AM
Apr 5, 2018, 12:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.scientificamerican.com/magazine/sa/1902/08-30/
August 30, 1902 - Scientific American "Formation of the Diamond by the (Tesla) Electric Furnace" (Copy not Available in Google)
https://scientificamerican.com/magazine/sa/1902/08-30/ -- The crucible is set in the furnace, the current is turned on and the arc is
formed. In six minutes the highest possible heat is developed, and the part high temperature plays in the art of diamond making is
realized. It only remains now to subject the carbon to great pressure. To obtain the requisite high pressure after the iron... Tesla in
1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead and manufacturing Diamond https://books.google.com/books?id=l0wAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA964&lpg=PA964&dq=Formation+of+the+Diamond+by+the+Electric+Furnace -- Queen's Quarterly, Volumes 23, 1895. "Within the next year, the Tesla method to turn ordinary charcoal into full size Diamond will be perfected".
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla -- You must have missed
the "Funny or Die" Tesla skit with 4.5 Million views claiming that Tesla died penniless in love with a Pigeon; one of the highest
viewed video's on Tesla, ever. Can you be "penniless" and have 3 rooms at the New Yorker Hotel for 30 years?
https://youtu.be/3gOR91oentQ?t=300 -- You must have missed the 50 Million views of the Tesla vs Edison Rap Battle claiming
Tesla has "OCD" and "never had sex"! Do you have proof Tesla had OCD and never had sex? https://youtu.be/gJ1Mz7kGVf0?t=20
The earliest Modern Marvels on Tesla with nearly 1 Million views, origionally aired on TV in May, 2008 reported that Tesla was
repulsed by "Womens Jewelry". Do you know why Nikola Tesla dislikes Jewelery? Of course you don't. You would if you read Tesla
Leaks on the issue of how they make "Diamonds" in Electric Furnaces that come out as a waste product. By 1895, the Queens
Quarterly reported that the Tesla method to manufacture Diamonds from ordinary charcoal would be "perfected". Diamonds are a
worthless waste product, and so are Pearls. https://youtube.com/watch?v=3R5Em3kTlmY&feature=youtu.be&t=164
Apr 5, 2018, 12:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Update: Mar 2018 What caused Nikola Tesla's 1895 lab fire? https://youtube.com/watch?v=wqhhwvShBeo
Apr 4, 2018, 10:51 PM
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Update: Mar 2018 What caused Nikola Tesla's 1895 lab fire? https://youtube.com/watch?v=wqhhwvShBeo
Updated Apr 4, 2018, 10:50 PM
Apr 4, 2018, 10:50 PM
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Update: April 4th 2018 Trump admin sending National Guard troops to the US-Mexico border
https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/04/politics/trump-national-guard-troops-border/index.html
Updated Apr 4, 2018, 5:07 PM
Apr 4, 2018, 5:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://nytimes.com/2018/04/03/opinion/tesla-model3-elon-musk.html
Did Nikola Tesla really die "penniless" & "fornicate with a bird", will Tesla Inc. go bankrupt? Did Nikola Tesla die or was he
murdered? Answer: No-No, Who knows and Murdered! The NY Times on Elon Musk, Tesla Inc & Nikola Tesla. (NY Times
incorrectly claim Tesla died "penniless". NY Times is apparently not aware of the value of Nikola Tesla's posessions of 80 trunks, 30
bundles, multiple safe's, a multi-decade resistant box and 1000 points of lights he had at his Wardenclyffe appeal of 1922). Other
inventions of Nikola Tesla's were stolen by competitors, purposeful lack of funding, government regulation, terrorist attacks, costly
historical errors by Government and used by the U.S. Government for warfare, without payment to Tesla. For at least a year, there
has been open warfare between the Tesla believers and the Tesla skeptics and short sellers. The believers see the advance orders
for the Model 3 as testimony to the company’s disruptive brilliance. The Tesla shorts — investors who bet against the stock — see
the company as an automotive Ponzi scheme. To them, the founder and chief executive, Elon Musk, is beginning to look more like

Tesla’s corporate eponym, Nikola Tesla, the brilliant but eccentric scientist who in 1888 created the alternating current electrical grid
that powers the world today and who died penniless. https://nytimes.com/2018/04/03/opinion/tesla-model3-elon-musk.html
Apr 4, 2018, 3:06 PM
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https://nytimes.com/2018/04/03/opinion/tesla-model3-elon-musk.html
Did Nikola Tesla really die "penniless" & "fornicate with a bird", will Tesla Inc. go bankrupt? Did Nikola Tesla die or was he
murdered? Answer: No-No, Who knows and Murdered! The NY Times on Elon Musk, Tesla Inc & Nikola Tesla. (NY Times
incorrectly claim Tesla died "penniless". NY Times is apparently not aware of the value of Nikola Tesla's posessions of 80 trunks, 30
bundles, multiple safe's, a multi-decade resistant box and 1000 points of lights he had at his Wardenclyffe appeal of 1922). Other
inventions of Nikola Tesla's were stolen by competitors, purposeful lack of funding, government regulation, terrorist attacks, costly
historical errors by Government and used by the U.S. Government for warfare, without payment to Tesla. For at least a year, there
has been open warfare between the Tesla believers and the Tesla skeptics and short sellers. The believers see the advance orders
for the Model 3 as testimony to the company’s disruptive brilliance. The Tesla shorts — investors who bet against the stock — see
the company as an automotive Ponzi scheme. To them, the founder and chief executive, Elon Musk, is beginning to look more like
Tesla’s corporate eponym, Nikola Tesla, the brilliant but eccentric scientist who in 1888 created the alternating current electrical grid
that powers the world today and who died penniless. https://nytimes.com/2018/04/03/opinion/tesla-model3-elon-musk.html
Updated Apr 4, 2018, 3:04 PM
Apr 4, 2018, 3:04 PM
Chris Edwards
All repubican's are pictured with a shotgun on their Wikipedia pages, ... killing all the birds. Ted Cruz kills birds in his Presidential
commercial with Duck Dynasty. https://youtu.be/eX4hOgGtTWk?t=50 -- Trump tells the public that it's the "wind turbine's" killing
"ALL" your birds. It's funny because there is no off-shore wind turbine's in the U.S., not one. There is only one private commercial
size grid in Tehachapi, but that's not killing "all your birds". No commercial size wind system or large hydro-electric plant in the U.S.
was ever approved without a Presidential Directive. In fact, no one has ever seen a wind turbine killing a single bird on Youtube, no
video exists. Not one. Even Alex Jones nor NASA could whip up a fake video of a bird hitting a wind turbine, "birds arn't that stupid".
Trump Clueless Again: Wind Power "Kills All Your Birds" https://youtube.com/watch?v=2rSTwnKxjbY -- Here's the only video on
Youtube of a bird hitting a wind turbine, attracted to it by some "guy" and the bird didn't die. Bird vs Wind Turbine FAIL !
https://youtube.com/watch?v=8NAAzBArYdw
Updated Apr 4, 2018, 2:05 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
You tagged Joseph Christie

Trump tells the public that it's the "wind turbine's" killing "ALL" your birds. It's funny because there
is no off-shore wind turbine's in the U.S., not one. There is only one private commercial size grid
in Tehachapi, but that's not killing "all your birds". No commercial size wind system or large hydroelectric plant in the U.S. was ever approved without a Presidential Directive. In fact, no one has
ever seen a wind turbine killing a single bird on Youtube, no video exists. Not one. Even Alex
Jones nor NASA could whip up a fake video of a bird hitting a wind turbine, "birds arn't that
stupid". Trump Clueless Again: Wind Power "Kills All Your Birds" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=2rSTwnKxjbY -- Here's the only video on Youtube of a bird hitting a wind turbine, attracted to it
by some "guy" and the bird didn't die. Bird vs Wind Turbine FAIL ! https://youtube.com/watch?

All repubican's are pictured with a
shotgun on their Wikipedia pages,
... killing all the birds. Ted Cruz
kills birds in his Presidential
commercial with Duck Dynasty.
https://youtu.be/eX4hOgGtTWk?
t=50

v=8NAAzBArYdw
Repubican's are pictured holding a shotgun on their Wikipedia pages, ... killing all the birds. Ted Cruz kills birds in his commercial
with Duck Dynasty -- Trump tells the public that it's the "wind turbine's" killing "ALL" your birds. https://youtu.be/eX4hOgGtTWk?t=50
- But, there is no off-shore wind turbine's in the U.S., not one. There is only one private commercial size grid in Tehachapi, but that's
not killing "all your birds". No commercial size wind system or large hydro-electric plant in the U.S. was ever approved without a
Presidential Directive. In fact, no one has ever seen a wind turbine killing a single bird on Youtube, no video exists. Not one. Even
Alex Jones nor NASA could whip up a fake video of a bird hitting a wind turbine, "birds arn't that stupid". Trump Clueless Again:
Wind Power "Kills All Your Birds" https://youtube.com/watch?v=2rSTwnKxjbY -- Here's the only video on Youtube of a bird hitting a
wind turbine, attracted to it by some "guy" and the bird didn't die. Bird vs Wind Turbine FAIL ! https://youtube.com/watch?
v=8NAAzBArYdw
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2018/04/04/facebook-said-the-personal-data-of-most-its-2-billion-users-hasbeen-collected-and-shared-with-outsiders/
#cambridge #analytica Update: April 4th 2018 Facebook said the personal data of most its 2 billion users has been collected and
shared with outsiders https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2018/04/04/facebook-said-the-personal-data-of-mostits-2-billion-users-has-been-collected-and-shared-with-outsiders/ -- April 3rd 2018 Facebook deletes posts linked to Russian 'troll
factory': https://finance.yahoo.com/news/facebook-deletes-posts-linked-russian-203445739.html -- April 4th 2018 How Cambridge
Analytica’s parent company helped ‘man of action’ Rodrigo Duterte win the 2016 Philippines election. The "man of action" means
murdering people for marijuana and letting the government and doctors run all the real "drugs".
http://www.scmp.com/news/asia/southeast-asia/article/2140303/how-cambridge-analyticas-parent-company-helped-man-action
Updated Apr 4, 2018, 1:30 PM
Apr 4, 2018, 1:30 PM
Chris Edwards
The original was Removed from YouTube and is now re-uploaded January 2018. -- COAST TO COAST AM - October 08 2017 TESLA MYSTERIES https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=3caAcEYzghc
Updated Apr 3, 2018, 10:21 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=3caAcEYzghc
The original was Removed from YouTube and is now re-uploaded January 2018. -- COAST TO COAST AM - October 08 2017 TESLA MYSTERIES. In the first half, investigator and author Tim Swartz, joined Richard Syrett to discuss his research into Tesla's
lost papers–some of which were confiscated by the US government after his death in 1942. Swartz detailed the history of Tesla’s
last years and revealed that not only was he not as penniless as people think, he was apparently working for the US government,
and the FBI maintained a presence in the New Yorker Hotel, which was Tesla’s final residence. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=3caAcEYzghc
Apr 3, 2018, 10:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.39.2672
DNA resonant frequency is approximately 2.0 Terahertz, This is the earliest report cited by most that determined the resonant
frequency of DNA is on October 2nd 1989, Phys. Rev. A 39, 2672 (1989) - Millimeter-microwave spectrum of DNA: Six predictions
for spectroscopy https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.39.2672 -- Coincidentally the date used in Atlas Shrugged
II. https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=13 -- Terahertz is the common frequency now used in the body scanners at the Airport. It's
common knowlege that 5G is 28 Gigahertz is is not capable of destroying DNA. The electrical pressures needed to gassify
Hydrogen in your body using a high frequency, high tension induction generator is 300,000 Volts, 35,000 cycles/second, Plasma
Impulse DC rate is unknown; commonly in Femtoseconds. Some reports require a laser with 5 Gigavolts per meter of electrical
pressure at Terahertz frequency in order to break DNA; others need a BWO, Backwards Wave Oscillator a version of a TWTA,
Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier. – Cell phones use minitiature versions of thse amplifiers call Magnetrons, which need less than 1
Watt and are sealed with Tin to stop EMF leakage and also have a lifespan considered as indefinite.
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/107665/does-the-cell-phone-make-dipole-particles-in-our-body-dance-the-same-waymicrowa – Nov 15, 2016 Nature: Terahertz molecular resonance of cancer DNA https://nature.com/articles/srep37103 -- Mar 22,
2013 Science Daily: Intense terahertz pulses cause DNA damage and repair –
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/03/130314111816.htm -- Terahertz radiation - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terahertz_radiation – February 17th 2018 First they told us those X-ray scanners (that showed way too
many naked body parts) were perfectly safe. ... the Center for Nonlinear Studies at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico,
revealed that these terahertz waves could “…unzip double-stranded DNA, creating bubbles that could significantly ...
http://collective-evolution.com/2017/02/19/los-alamos-study-finds-airport-scanners-can-rip-apart-alter-dna/
Apr 3, 2018, 9:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.
https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.39.2672
#dna #terrahertz #airport #scanners #5g #hoax DNA resonant frequency is approximately 2.0 Terahertz, This is the earliest report
cited by most that determined the resonant frequency of DNA is on October 2nd 1989, Phys. Rev. A 39, 2672 (1989) - Millimetermicrowave spectrum of DNA: Six predictions for spectroscopy https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.39.2672 --

Coincidentally the date used in Atlas Shrugged II. https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=13 -- Terahertz is the common frequency now
used in the body scanners at the Airport. It's common knowlege that 5G is 28 Gigahertz is is not capable of destroying DNA. The
electrical pressures needed to gassify Hydrogen in your body using a high frequency, high tension induction generator is 300,000
Volts, 35,000 cycles/second, Plasma Impulse DC rate is unknown; commonly in Femtoseconds. Some reports require a laser with 5
Gigavolts per meter of electrical pressure at Terahertz frequency in order to break DNA; others need a BWO, Backwards Wave
Oscillator a version of a TWTA, Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier. – Cell phones use minitiature versions of thse amplifiers call
Magnetrons, which need less than 1 Watt and are sealed with Tin to stop EMF leakage and also have a lifespan considered as
indefinite. https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/107665/does-the-cell-phone-make-dipole-particles-in-our-body-dance-thesame-way-microwa – Nov 15, 2016 Nature: Terahertz molecular resonance of cancer DNA https://nature.com/articles/srep37103 -Mar 22, 2013 Science Daily: Intense terahertz pulses cause DNA damage and repair –
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/03/130314111816.htm -- Terahertz radiation - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terahertz_radiation – February 17th 2018 First they told us those X-ray scanners (that showed way too
many naked body parts) were perfectly safe. ... the Center for Nonlinear Studies at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico,
revealed that these terahertz waves could “…unzip double-stranded DNA, creating bubbles that could significantly ...
http://collective-evolution.com/2017/02/19/los-alamos-study-finds-airport-scanners-can-rip-apart-alter-dna/
Apr 3, 2018, 9:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
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DNA resonant frequency is approximately 2.0 Terahertz, This is the earliest report cited by most that determined the resonant
frequency of DNA is on October 2nd 1989, Phys. Rev. A 39, 2672 (1989) - Millimeter-microwave spectrum of DNA: Six predictions
for spectroscopy https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.39.2672 -- Coincidentally the date used in Atlas Shrugged
II. https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=13 -- Terahertz is the common frequency now used in the body scanners at the Airport. It's
common knowlege that 5G is 28 Gigahertz is is not capable of destroying DNA. The electrical pressures needed to gassify
Hydrogen in your body using a high frequency, high tension induction generator is 300,000 Volts, 35,000 cycles/second, Plasma
Impulse DC rate is unknown. Some reports require a laser with 5 Gigavolts per meter of electrical pressure at Terahertz frequency in
order to break DNA; others need a BWO, Backwards Wave Oscillator a version of a TWTA, Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier. Nov 15,
2016 Nature: Terahertz molecular resonance of cancer DNA https://nature.com/articles/srep37103 -- Mar 22, 2013 Science Daily:
Intense terahertz pulses cause DNA damage and repair – https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/03/130314111816.htm -Terahertz radiation - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terahertz_radiation – February 17th 2018 First they told us those X-ray
scanners (that showed way too many naked body parts) were perfectly safe. ... the Center for Nonlinear Studies at Los Alamos
National Laboratory in New Mexico, revealed that these terahertz waves could “…unzip double-stranded DNA, creating bubbles that
could significantly ... http://collective-evolution.com/2017/02/19/los-alamos-study-finds-airport-scanners-can-rip-apart-alter-dna/
Updated Apr 3, 2018, 8:53 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.39.2672
#dna #terrahertz #airport #scanners #5g #hoax DNA resonant frequency is approximately 2.0 Terahertz, This is the earliest report
cited by most that determined the resonant frequency of DNA is on October 2nd 1989, Phys. Rev. A 39, 2672 (1989) - Millimetermicrowave spectrum of DNA: Six predictions for spectroscopy https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.39.2672 -Coincidentally the date used in Atlas Shrugged II. https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=13 -- Terahertz is the common frequency now
used in the body scanners at the Airport. It's common knowlege that 5G is 28 Gigahertz is is not capable of destroying DNA. The
electrical pressures needed to gassify Hydrogen in your body using a high frequency, high tension induction generator is 300,000
Volts, 35,000 cycles/second, Plasma Impulse DC rate is unknown; commonly in Femtoseconds. Some reports require a laser with 5
Gigavolts per meter of electrical pressure at Terahertz frequency in order to break DNA; others need a BWO, Backwards Wave
Oscillator a version of a TWTA, Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier. – Cell phones use minitiature versions of thse amplifiers call
Magnetrons, which need less than 1 Watt and are sealed with Tin to stop EMF leakage and also have a lifespan considered as
indefinite. https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/107665/does-the-cell-phone-make-dipole-particles-in-our-body-dance-thesame-way-microwa – Nov 15, 2016 Nature: Terahertz molecular resonance of cancer DNA https://nature.com/articles/srep37103 -Mar 22, 2013 Science Daily: Intense terahertz pulses cause DNA damage and repair –
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/03/130314111816.htm -- Terahertz radiation - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terahertz_radiation – February 17th 2018 First they told us those X-ray scanners (that showed way too
many naked body parts) were perfectly safe. ... the Center for Nonlinear Studies at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico,

revealed that these terahertz waves could “…unzip double-stranded DNA, creating bubbles that could significantly ...
http://collective-evolution.com/2017/02/19/los-alamos-study-finds-airport-scanners-can-rip-apart-alter-dna/
Apr 3, 2018, 8:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
Alex Jones at Inforwars still pushing the EMF, G5 danger hoax claiming it will kill "Billions" of people; just like the fake news they put
out about wireless power dangers hoax. https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1936195590026595/?
id=100009085196708 Nikola Tesla stated that his Electro-Therapy devices using currents of high frequency, high tension, A/C
currents (EMF), "Electrical Baths", Ozone Therapy, UV Curing and other radio-frequency methods to kill cancer and tumors.
https://youtu.be/2kdlWowplSE?t=131 -- Alex Jones says he hopes the Globalists will be impressed by his work demonizing 5G.
https://youtu.be/kTYn-WkH9Rg?t=250 -- As soon as Disney released their video demonstrating Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power
Transmission in a demonstration room, the trolls entered their comment box stating "Cancer in 3.2.1.", and Disney closed their
comments due to the trolls. https://youtube.com/watch?v=gn7T599QaN8
Apr 3, 2018, 5:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
#alex #jones #5g #emf #wireless #power #danger #hoax Alex Jones at Inforwars still pushing the EMF, G5 danger hoax claiming it
will kill "Billions" of people; just like the fake news they put out about wireless power dangers hoax. Nikola Tesla stated that his
Electro-Therapy devices using currents of high frequency, high tension of A/C currents with (EMF) are beneficial in mind and body,
his "Electrical Baths", ULF for constipation, Ozone Therapy, UV Curing of Wounds & for Arthritis and other radio-frequency methods
currently being used to kill cancer and tumors inside the body without surgery. https://youtu.be/2kdlWowplSE?t=131 -- Alex Jones
says he hopes the Globalists will be impressed by his work demonizing 5G. https://youtu.be/kTYn-WkH9Rg?t=250 -- As soon as
Disney released their video demonstrating Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power Transmission in a demonstration room, the trolls entered
their comment box stating "Cancer in 3.2.1.", Disney closed their comments due to the trolls. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gn7T599QaN8 -- Tesla Leaks original posts on the health and medical inventions of Nikola Tesla:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Apr 3, 2018, 5:52 PM
Click for video:

#alex #jones #5g #emf #wireless #power #danger #hoax Alex Jones at Inforwars still pushing the EMF, G5 danger hoax claiming it
will kill "Billions" of people; just like the fake news they put out about wireless power dangers hoax. Nikola Tesla stated that his
Electro-Therapy devices using currents of high frequency, high tension of A/C currents with (EMF) are beneficial in mind and body,
his "Electrical Baths", ULF for constipation, Ozone Therapy, UV Curing of Wounds & for Arthritis and other radio-frequency methods
currently being used to kill cancer and tumors inside the body without surgery. https://youtu.be/2kdlWowplSE?t=131 -- Alex Jones
says he hopes the Globalists will be impressed by his work demonizing 5G. https://youtu.be/kTYn-WkH9Rg?t=250 -- As soon as
Disney released their video demonstrating Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power Transmission in a demonstration room, the trolls entered
their comment box stating "Cancer in 3.2.1.", Disney closed their comments due to the trolls. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gn7T599QaN8 -- Tesla Leaks original posts on the health and medical inventions of Nikola Tesla:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
#alex #jones #5g #emf #wireless #power #danger #hoax Alex Jones at Inforwars still pushing the EMF, G5 danger hoax claiming it
will kill "Billions" of people; just like the fake news they put out about wireless power dangers hoax. Nikola Tesla stated that his
Electro-Therapy devices using currents of high frequency, high tension of A/C currents with (EMF) are beneficial in mind and body,
his "Electrical Baths", ULF for constipation, Ozone Therapy, UV Curing of Wounds & for Arthritis and other radio-frequency methods
currently being used to kill cancer and tumors inside the body without surgery. https://youtu.be/2kdlWowplSE?t=131 -- Alex Jones
says he hopes the Globalists will be impressed by his work demonizing 5G. https://youtu.be/kTYn-WkH9Rg?t=250 -- As soon as
Disney released their video demonstrating Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power Transmission in a demonstration room, the trolls entered
their comment box stating "Cancer in 3.2.1.", Disney closed their comments due to the trolls. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gn7T599QaN8 -- Tesla Leaks original posts on the health and medical inventions of Nikola Tesla:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Nikola Tesla Leaks Facebook Group (5018 Members). Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions and property; inventions,
principles, improvements and vernacular in no particular order: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ Before coming to

the U.S., Speakers, Amplifiers, Later 40 Patents for Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators Transformers &
Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines, Induction Heaters, A/C Arc Lamps, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling,
Monopolar Dynamo's, Impulse (DC), 4 Tuned Circuit Radio, Continuous Waves, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata,
Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems "Loops & Nodes", Wireless Energy,
Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ionoshpheric Energy, Ion Generators, Neutron Generators, Plasma Containment,
Thermo-Nuclear Fusion, The Nature of Atomic Energy "Shattering Structures", Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation of
Elements, Purifying Metals, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise, Submarine
Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation
(Floating Piston), Concentric Waves of Electricity, Ruby Laser, Lifi, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, "Tuned Lightning",
Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone
Generator using High Tension/High Frequency Dynamo's, Nitrogen Fixation, Hydro-Cracking to Manufacture Pure Gasoline "Cherry
Method", the "Tesla Tube", Fluorescent Lighting, Gass-less Lights, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water
Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc
Turbine, "Nicola Tesla" Twin-Tesla Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid
Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric
engine (Heat Engine), Magnetic materials becoming non-magnetic, Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla
Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a
Spring, Electric Starter for the Wright Brothers, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler
Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft,
Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons
(Echo chambers), Earth as a Helmholz Resonator, Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating
(HAARP), Detecting Ships at Sea, Exploding Hidden Munitions, UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification,
Breaking Up Storms, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, "Tesla Effects", Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-(electron)
therapy, ULF, Electrical Massage, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Elec/Cloaking, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV
machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying
"Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic & Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Syncronous Clocks using Krypton, Can Radio Ignite
Balloons?, "To the Moon"? Tesla says No!, 1000 Points of Lights refered to in the Tesla Bankruptcy Appeal of 1922, Methods to
manufature the above... https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- http://teslaleaks.com/
Apr 3, 2018, 12:45 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Nikola Tesla Leaks Facebook Group (5018 Members). Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions and property; inventions,
principles, improvements and vernacular in no particular order: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ Before coming to
the U.S., Speakers, Amplifiers, Later 40 Patents for Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators Transformers &
Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines, Induction Heaters, A/C Arc Lamps, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling,
Monopolar Dynamo's, Impulse (DC), 4 Tuned Circuit Radio, Continuous Waves, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata,
Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems "Loops & Nodes", Wireless Energy,
Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ionoshpheric Energy, Ion Generators, Neutron Generators, Plasma Containment,
Thermo-Nuclear Fusion, The Nature of Atomic Energy "Shattering Structures", Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation of
Elements, Purifying Metals, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise, Submarine
Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation
(Floating Piston), Concentric Waves of Electricity, Ruby Laser, Lifi, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, "Tuned Lightning",
Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone
Generator using High Tension/High Frequency Dynamo's, Nitrogen Fixation, Hydro-Cracking to Manufacture Pure Gasoline "Cherry
Method", the "Tesla Tube", Fluorescent Lighting, Gass-less Lights, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water
Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc
Turbine, "Nicola Tesla" Twin-Tesla Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid
Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric
engine (Heat Engine), Magnetic materials becoming non-magnetic, Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla
Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a
Spring, Electric Starter for the Wright Brothers, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler
Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft,
Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons

(Echo chambers), Earth as a Helmholz Resonator, Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating
(HAARP), Detecting Ships at Sea, Exploding Hidden Munitions, UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification,
Breaking Up Storms, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, "Tesla Effects", Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-(electron)
therapy, ULF, Electrical Massage, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Elec/Cloaking, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV
machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying
"Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic & Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Syncronous Clocks using Krypton, Can Radio Ignite
Balloons?, "To the Moon"? Tesla says No!, 1000 Points of Lights refered to in the Tesla Bankruptcy Appeal of 1922, Methods to
manufature the above... https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- http://teslaleaks.com/
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Nikola Tesla Leaks Facebook Group (5018 Members). Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions and property; inventions,
principles, improvements and vernacular in no particular order: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ Before coming to
the U.S., Speakers, Amplifiers, Later 40 Patents for Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators Transformers &
Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines, Induction Heaters, A/C Arc Lamps, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling,
Monopolar Dynamo's, Impulse (DC), 4 Tuned Circuit Radio, Continuous Waves, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata,
Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems "Loops & Nodes", Wireless Energy,
Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ionoshpheric Energy, Ion Generators, Neutron Generators, Plasma Containment,
Thermo-Nuclear Fusion, The Nature of Atomic Energy "Shattering Structures", Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation of
Elements, Purifying Metals, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise, Submarine
Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation
(Floating Piston), Concentric Waves of Electricity, Ruby Laser, Lifi, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, "Tuned Lightning",
Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone
Generator using High Tension/High Frequency Dynamo's, Nitrogen Fixation, Hydro-Cracking to Manufacture Pure Gasoline "Cherry
Method", the "Tesla Tube", Fluorescent Lighting, Gass-less Lights, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water
Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc
Turbine, "Nicola Tesla" Twin-Tesla Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid
Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric
engine (Heat Engine), Magnetic materials becoming non-magnetic, Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla
Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a
Spring, Electric Starter for the Wright Brothers, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler
Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft,
Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons
(Echo chambers), Earth as a Helmholz Resonator, Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating
(HAARP), Detecting Ships at Sea, Exploding Hidden Munitions, UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification,
Breaking Up Storms, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, "Tesla Effects", Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-(electron)
therapy, ULF, Electrical Massage, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Elec/Cloaking, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV
machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying
"Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic & Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Syncronous Clocks using Krypton, Can Radio Ignite
Balloons?, "To the Moon"? Tesla says No!, 1000 Points of Lights refered to in the Tesla Bankruptcy Appeal of 1922, Methods to
manufature the above... https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- http://teslaleaks.com/
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Wireless Transmission of Energy across the ocean will be of commerical value, says Tesla. -- The New York Herald March 25th
1902
Updated Apr 2, 2018, 11:45 PM
Apr 2, 2018, 11:45 PM
Chris Edwards
Fake News vs Fake Newsfacebook.com
#fake #news #alex #jones April 2 2018 BREAKING: Cell Phones / 5G Confirmed To Cause Cancer. "Milliwatts" of non-ionozing
radiation wouldn't hurt a fly. On the other hand, coal plants are 100x more radioactive than nu.clear power. Petro-chemicals at the
gas station, not only cause Cancer, they create cancer by definition. But I don't see you, nor anyone else pointing that out. Except

the warning signs at the pump. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-1xpX9_qUtk
Updated Apr 2, 2018, 8:52 PM
Apr 2, 2018, 8:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
John G Trump exposes the Russian Conspiracy https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1935693063410181&set=gm.1109348985869525&type=3&theater -- in the Nikola Tesla FBI File:
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631999090446248&set=oa.757563367714757&type=3&theater -- March 27th 2018
EXPOSED: the connection between Nikola Tesla and Donald Trump's uncle - RT America https://youtube.com/watch?
v=OEFU_0btjbc -- Tesla's Extended FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- John G Trump 8 Page Report in the
Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 -- The U.S. was concerned about the
Russian influence in Yugoslavia. Tesla offered the Death Ray (Teleforce) as early as 1935 to the US, UK & Yugoslavia. Tesla FBI
File interview report with Sava Kosanovich https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116 -- The "Russian Conspiracy" is referenced in Tesla's
FBI File claims that experiments now under way at Hill AFB convinced them that the Soviet's had primary access to Tesla's "entire
collection". As opposed to John G Trump claiming that Tesla's work had "no military significance" and therefore should not be held
under national security. https://1.bp.blogspot.com/MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQCLcB/s640/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG
Apr 2, 2018, 7:31 PM
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#john #g #trump #russia #conspiracy John G Trump exposes the Russian Conspiracy in the Nikola Tesla FBI File:
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631999090446248&set=oa.757563367714757&type=3&theater -- March 27th 2018
EXPOSED: the connection between Nikola Tesla and Donald Trump's uncle - RT America https://youtube.com/watch?
v=OEFU_0btjbc -- Tesla's Extended FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- John G Trump 8 Page Report in the
Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 -- The U.S. was concerned about the
Russian influence in Yugoslavia. Tesla offered the Death Ray (Teleforce) as early as 1935 to the US, UK & Yugoslavia. Tesla FBI
File interview report with Sava Kosanovich https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116 -- The "Russian Conspiracy" is referenced in Tesla's
FBI File claims that experiments now under way at Hill AFB convinced them that the Soviet's had primary access to Tesla's "entire
collection". As opposed to John G Trump claiming that Tesla's work had "no military significance" and therefore should not be held
under national security. https://1.bp.blogspot.com/MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQCLcB/s640/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

#john #g #trump #russia #conspiracy John G Trump exposes the Russian Conspiracy in the Nikola Tesla FBI File:
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631999090446248&set=oa.757563367714757&type=3&theater -- March 27th 2018
EXPOSED: the connection between Nikola Tesla and Donald Trump's uncle - RT America https://youtube.com/watch?
v=OEFU_0btjbc -- Tesla's Extended FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- John G Trump 8 Page Report in the
Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 -- The U.S. was concerned about the
Russian influence in Yugoslavia. Tesla offered the Death Ray (Teleforce) as early as 1935 to the US, UK & Yugoslavia. Tesla FBI
File interview report with Sava Kosanovich https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116 -- The "Russian Conspiracy" is referenced in Tesla's
FBI File claims that experiments now under way at Hill AFB convinced them that the Soviet's had primary access to Tesla's "entire
collection". As opposed to John G Trump claiming that Tesla's work had "no military significance" and therefore should not be held
under national security. https://1.bp.blogspot.com/MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQCLcB/s640/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG
#john #g #trump #russia #conspiracy John G Trump exposes the Russian Conspiracy in the Nikola Tesla FBI File:
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631999090446248&set=oa.757563367714757&type=3&theater -- March 27th 2018

EXPOSED: the connection between Nikola Tesla and Donald Trump's uncle - RT America https://youtube.com/watch?
v=OEFU_0btjbc -- Tesla's Extended FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- John G Trump 8 Page Report in the
Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 -- The U.S. was concerned about the
Russian influence in Yugoslavia. Tesla offered the Death Ray (Teleforce) as early as 1935 to the US, UK & Yugoslavia. Tesla FBI
File interview report with Sava Kosanovich https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116 -- The "Russian Conspiracy" is referenced in Tesla's
FBI File claims that experiments now under way at Hill AFB convinced them that the Soviet's had primary access to Tesla's "entire
collection". As opposed to John G Trump claiming that Tesla's work had "no military significance" and therefore should not be held
under national security. https://1.bp.blogspot.com/MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQCLcB/s640/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG
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https://www.politico.com/story/2018/04/02/kirsten-fontenrose-trump-cambridge-analytica-parent-company-493245
April 2nd 2018 New Trump White House aide has Cambridge Analytica ties https://www.politico.com/story/2018/04/02/kirstenfontenrose-trump-cambridge-analytica-parent-company-493245
Updated Apr 2, 2018, 7:02 PM
Apr 2, 2018, 7:02 PM
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https://technologyreview.com/s/610741/your-own-devices-will-give-the-next-cambridge-analytica-far-more-power-to-influence-your/
April 2nd 2018 MIT: The worst-case scenario is that advanced targeting technologies fed by all this data will combine with new
methods for automatically generating convincing content—not just text but also images, video, and audio, as a report on online
political manipulation from the European Data Protection Supervisor warned last week. In his testimony to the British Parliament,
now-suspended Cambridge Analytica CEO Alexander Nix said the company had generated thousands of pieces of creative content
for the Trump campaign for its various targets. Most of this was presumably done by hand—the company included creative services.
Imagine millions if not billions of precisely tailored messages, including synthetic video, in future campaigns—all machinegenerated. These tools are available now. https://technologyreview.com/s/610741/your-own-devices-will-give-the-next-cambridgeanalytica-far-more-power-to-influence-your/
Updated Apr 2, 2018, 3:29 PM
Apr 2, 2018, 3:29 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://www.cnet.com/news/telsa-goes-bankrupt-in-elon-musk-april-fools-day-gag/
April 1st 2018 Telsa goes bankrupt! Elon Musk pokes fun at Tesla bankruptcy speculation with a series of tweets and a comical
photo of himself passed out against a Model 3. https://www.cnet.com/news/telsa-goes-bankrupt-in-elon-musk-april-fools-day-gag/
Apr 1, 2018, 9:57 PM
Chris Edwards
April 1st 2018 Telsa goes bankrupt in Elon Musk April Fools' Day gag. Elon Musk pokes fun at Tesla bankruptcy speculation with a
series of tweets and a comical photo of himself passed out against a Model 3. https://www.cnet.com/news/telsa-goes-bankrupt-inelon-musk-april-fools-day-gag/
Updated Apr 1, 2018, 5:39 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.cnet.com/news/telsa-goes-bankrupt-in-elon-musk-april-fools-day-gag/
April 1st 2018 Telsa goes bankrupt! Elon Musk pokes fun at Tesla bankruptcy speculation with a series of tweets and a comical
photo of himself passed out against a Model 3. https://www.cnet.com/news/telsa-goes-bankrupt-in-elon-musk-april-fools-day-gag/
Apr 1, 2018, 5:39 PM
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https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics-Economy/Economy/Green-energy-chief-praises-China-on-renewables
April 1st 2018 China killed the energy monopoly. "The ownership pattern of renewables is completely decentralized. The energy
system of the future will not be owned by a handful of people. It will have participation from the citizens",
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics-Economy/Economy/Green-energy-chief-praises-China-on-renewables
Updated Apr 1, 2018, 12:00 PM
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https://nytimes.com/2018/03/29/climate/epa-cafe-auto-pollution-rollback.html
March 29th 2018 E.P.A. Prepares to Roll Back Rules Requiring Cars to Be Cleaner and More Efficient
https://nytimes.com/2018/03/29/climate/epa-cafe-auto-pollution-rollback.html
Updated Apr 1, 2018, 11:53 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OEFU_0btjbc
March 27th 2018 EXPOSED: the connection between Nikola Tesla and Donald Trump's uncle - RT America
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OEFU_0btjbc -- Tesla's Extended FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Apr 1, 2018, 2:10 AM
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March 27th 2018 EXPOSED: the connection between Nikola Tesla and Donald Trump's uncle - RT America
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OEFU_0btjbc -- Tesla's Extended FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- John G
Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Updated Apr 1, 2018, 2:08 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OEFU_0btjbc
March 27th 2018 EXPOSED: the connection between Nikola Tesla and Donald Trump's uncle - RT America
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OEFU_0btjbc -- Tesla's Extended FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- John G
Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Apr 1, 2018, 2:08 AM
Chris Edwards
http://denver.cbslocal.com/2018/03/28/fusion-reactor-power-lockheed-martin/
Mar 28, 2018 Lockheed Martin Receives Patent For 'World Changing' Fusion. CBS Local — Lockheed Martin has reportedly been
working on a revolutionary new type of reactor that can power anything from cities to aircraft carriers. The Maryland-based defense
contractor recently received a patent for the compact fusion reactor (CFR) after filing plans for the device in 2014
http://denver.cbslocal.com/2018/03/28/fusion-reactor-power-lockheed-martin/
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https://www.desmogblog.com/2018/03/29/christine-harbin-anti-wind-koch-department-energy
March 29 2018 Another Renewable Energy Basher and Koch Network Alum Joins Trump's Department of Energy
https://www.desmogblog.com/2018/03/29/christine-harbin-anti-wind-koch-department-energy
Updated Mar 31, 2018, 3:36 PM
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/jeffopperman/2018/03/30/renewable-revolution-can-fundamentally-alter-energy-river-equation/
March 30 2018 Forbes does a hit-piece on Hydro-electric power. Building the 30-plus dams in the planning pipeline would address
the energy needs, but would not be compatible with maintaining the river’s fish productivity and many of its cultural values. The
stalemate over the suspended Myistsone dam served as the opening salvo of a looming broader conflict.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jeffopperman/2018/03/30/renewable-revolution-can-fundamentally-alter-energy-river-equation/
Updated Mar 31, 2018, 3:32 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://richmond.com/business/supreme-court-decision-affirms-right-to-renewable-energy-power-shopping/article_f4df6af3-c13f-

5e11-acd8-6f67d3377106.html
#energy #monopoly #rip The Energy Monopoly is a walking zombie: March 30 2018 Supreme Court decision affirms right to
renewable energy power-shopping. http://richmond.com/business/supreme-court-decision-affirms-right-to-renewable-energy-powershopping/article_f4df6af3-c13f-5e11-acd8-6f67d3377106.html March 30 2018 Decentralization of energy through the development
of wind, solar, biofuels and geothermal could mean that communities no longer need to be centralized. Societal power structures
defined by those who presently control energy and wealth could also fundamentally change. https://phys.org/news/2018-03-societyrenewable-energy-sources.html
Mar 31, 2018, 3:27 PM
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http://www.richmond.com/business/supreme-court-decision-affirms-right-to-renewable-energy-power-shopping/article_f4df6af3-c13f5e11-acd8-6f67d3377106.html
#energy #monopoly #rip The Energy Monopoly is a walking zombie: March 30 2018 Supreme Court decision affirms right to
renewable energy power-shopping. http://richmond.com/business/supreme-court-decision-affirms-right-to-renewable-energy-powershopping/article_f4df6af3-c13f-5e11-acd8-6f67d3377106.html March 30 2018 Decentralization of energy through the development
of wind, solar, biofuels and geothermal could mean that communities no longer need to be centralized. Societal power structures
defined by those who presently control energy and wealth could also fundamentally change. https://phys.org/news/2018-03-societyrenewable-energy-sources.html
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Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-while-you-drive
March 27 2018 Future electric cars could recharge wirelessly while you drive. The idea of wireless power transfer has fascinated
scientists for over a century. In the 1890s, the inventor Nikola Tesla popularized the idea of sending energy across distance and
famously demonstrated the idea in public, lighting up a bulb from across the stage. The idea led Tesla to begin work on a wireless
power transmission station in Shoreham, New York that he believed would send electricity through the air, but the project was never
completed due to financial difficulties. https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-whileyou-drive -- April 19 2018 A review on renewable energy powered wireless power transmission techniques for light electric vehicle
charging applications https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352152X17303535
Mar 31, 2018, 7:57 AM
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#project #1794 #declassified Tesla Leaks original leak on July 4th 2012 (the Anniversary of the destruction of Wardenclyffe); that
lead to the de-classification of Project 1794 in October 2012, private companies offering to build Saucer Style Aircraft. The featured
100 original documents include, patent applications and blueprints of Cyclotrons and Nuclear Ion Drives using Uranium from 19581961 'are primarily in private hands' - NSA director https://youtu.be/JN3s2c2Ya-c
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https://youtu.be/JN3s2c2Ya-c
#project #1794 #declassified Tesla Leaks original leak on July 4th 2012 (the Anniversary of the destruction of Wardenclyffe); that
lead to the de-classification of Project 1794 in October 2012, private companies offering to build Saucer Style Aircraft. The featured
100 original documents include, patent applications and blueprints of Cyclotrons and Nuclear Ion Drives using Uranium from 19581961 'are primarily in private hands' - NSA director https://youtu.be/JN3s2c2Ya-c
Mar 31, 2018, 1:24 AM
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Worth a watch: TESLA TRUMP & THE TIME CAPSULE! DARK JOURNALIST X BROADCAST IV https://youtube.com/watch?
v=OpzmNSaF47Y
Updated Mar 31, 2018, 12:16 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OpzmNSaF47Y
Worth a watch: TESLA TRUMP & THE TIME CAPSULE! DARK JOURNALIST X BROADCAST IV https://youtube.com/watch?
v=OpzmNSaF47Y -- Tesla Leaks post on Vannevar Bush, Nov 13 2016 https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?
q=Vannevar&m=1
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https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-while-you-drive
March 27 2018 Future electric cars could recharge wirelessly while you drive. The idea of wireless power transfer has fascinated
scientists for over a century. In the 1890s, the inventor Nikola Tesla popularized the idea of sending energy across distance and
famously demonstrated the idea in public, lighting up a bulb from across the stage. The idea led Tesla to begin work on a wireless
power transmission station in Shoreham, New York that he believed would send electricity through the air, but the project was never
completed due to financial difficulties. https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-whileyou-drive -- April 19 2018 A review on renewable energy powered wireless power transmission techniques for light electric vehicle
charging applications https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352152X17303535
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March 27 2018 Future electric cars could recharge wirelessly while you drive. The idea of wireless power transfer has fascinated
scientists for over a century. In the 1890s, the inventor Nikola Tesla popularized the idea of sending energy across distance and
famously demonstrated the idea in public, lighting up a bulb from across the stage. The idea led Tesla to begin work on a wireless
power transmission station in Shoreham, New York that he believed would send electricity through the air, but the project was never
completed due to financial difficulties. https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-whileyou-drive -- April 19 2018 A review on renewable energy powered wireless power transmission techniques for light electric vehicle
charging applications https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352152X17303535
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"Fossile fuel" (Nikola Tesla hydro-cracking) subsidies are a staggering $5.3 Trillion a year https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1695305630487937&set=gm.1953167301600853&type=3
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https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-while-you-drive
March 27 2018 Future electric cars could recharge wirelessly while you drive. The idea of wireless power transfer has fascinated
scientists for over a century. In the 1890s, the inventor Nikola Tesla popularized the idea of sending energy across distance and
famously demonstrated the idea in public, lighting up a bulb from across the stage. The idea led Tesla to begin work on a wireless
power transmission station in Shoreham, New York that he believed would send electricity through the air, but the project was never
completed due to financial difficulties. https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-whileyou-drive -- April 19 2018 A review on renewable energy powered wireless power transmission techniques for light electric vehicle
charging applications https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352152X17303535
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https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-while-you-drive
#high #frequency #magnetic #induction #fields March 27 2018 Future electric cars could recharge wirelessly while you drive. The
idea of wireless power transfer has fascinated scientists for over a century. In the 1890s, the inventor Nikola Tesla popularized the
idea of sending energy across distance and famously demonstrated the idea in public, lighting up a bulb from across the stage. The
idea led Tesla to begin work on a wireless power transmission station in Shoreham, New York that he believed would send
electricity through the air, but the project was never completed due to financial difficulties.
https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-while-you-drive -- April 19 2018 A review on
renewable energy powered wireless power transmission techniques for light electric vehicle charging applications
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352152X17303535
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March 27 2018 Future electric cars could recharge wirelessly while you drive. The idea of wireless power transfer has fascinated
scientists for over a century. In the 1890s, the inventor Nikola Tesla popularized the idea of sending energy across distance and
famously demonstrated the idea in public, lighting up a bulb from across the stage. The idea led Tesla to begin work on a wireless
power transmission station in Shoreham, New York that he believed would send electricity through the air, but the project was never
completed due to financial difficulties. https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-whileyou-drive -- April 19 2018 A review on renewable energy powered wireless power transmission techniques for light electric vehicle
charging applications https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352152X17303535
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March 27 2018 Future electric cars could recharge wirelessly while you drive. The idea of wireless power transfer has fascinated
scientists for over a century. In the 1890s, the inventor Nikola Tesla popularized the idea of sending energy across distance and
famously demonstrated the idea in public, lighting up a bulb from across the stage. The idea led Tesla to begin work on a wireless
power transmission station in Shoreham, New York that he believed would send electricity through the air, but the project was never
completed due to financial difficulties. https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-whileyou-drive -- April 19 2018 A review on renewable energy powered wireless power transmission techniques for light electric vehicle
charging applications https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352152X17303535
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March 27 2018 Future electric cars could recharge wirelessly while you drive. The idea of wireless power transfer has fascinated
scientists for over a century. In the 1890s, the inventor Nikola Tesla popularized the idea of sending energy across distance and
famously demonstrated the idea in public, lighting up a bulb from across the stage. The idea led Tesla to begin work on a wireless
power transmission station in Shoreham, New York that he believed would send electricity through the air, but the project was never
completed due to financial difficulties. https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-whileyou-drive -- April 19 2018 A review on renewable energy powered wireless power transmission techniques for light electric vehicle
charging applications https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352152X17303535
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March 27 2018 Future electric cars could recharge wirelessly while you drive. The idea of wireless power transfer has fascinated
scientists for over a century. In the 1890s, the inventor Nikola Tesla popularized the idea of sending energy across distance and
famously demonstrated the idea in public, lighting up a bulb from across the stage. The idea led Tesla to begin work on a wireless
power transmission station in Shoreham, New York that he believed would send electricity through the air, but the project was never
completed due to financial difficulties. https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-whileyou-drive -- April 19 2018 A review on renewable energy powered wireless power transmission techniques for light electric vehicle
charging applications https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352152X17303535
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March 27 2018 Future electric cars could recharge wirelessly while you drive. The idea of wireless power transfer has fascinated
scientists for over a century. In the 1890s, the inventor Nikola Tesla popularized the idea of sending energy across distance and
famously demonstrated the idea in public, lighting up a bulb from across the stage. The idea led Tesla to begin work on a wireless
power transmission station in Shoreham, New York that he believed would send electricity through the air, but the project was never
completed due to financial difficulties. https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-whileyou-drive -- April 19 2018 A review on renewable energy powered wireless power transmission techniques for light electric vehicle
charging applications https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352152X17303535
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March 27 2018 Future electric cars could recharge wirelessly while you drive. The idea of wireless power transfer has fascinated
scientists for over a century. In the 1890s, the inventor Nikola Tesla popularized the idea of sending energy across distance and
famously demonstrated the idea in public, lighting up a bulb from across the stage. The idea led Tesla to begin work on a wireless

power transmission station in Shoreham, New York that he believed would send electricity through the air, but the project was never
completed due to financial difficulties. https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-whileyou-drive
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March 27 2018 Future electric cars could recharge wirelessly while you drive. The idea of wireless power transfer has fascinated
scientists for over a century. In the 1890s, the inventor Nikola Tesla popularized the idea of sending energy across distance and
famously demonstrated the idea in public, lighting up a bulb from across the stage. The idea led Tesla to begin work on a wireless
power transmission station in Shoreham, New York that he believed would send electricity through the air, but the project was never
completed due to financial difficulties. https://colorado.edu/today/2018/03/27/future-electric-cars-could-recharge-wirelessly-whileyou-drive
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https://www.desmog.uk/2018/03/29/mapped-cambridge-analytica-s-ties-fossil-fuel-industry
DeSmog UK has previously mapped how Cambridge Analytica ties to climate science denial through its Brexit & Trump connections.
Now, Nafeez Ahmed at Motherboard has outlined the company ties to the fossil fuel industry.Based on that research, it’s only a few
steps between the company and some of the world’s biggest coal and oil companies, many of which have had a revival since the
election of Donald Trump. It’s only a couple more steps to tie those connections to the already well-established web of power
lobbying for Brexit. Here’s an interactive map of how Cambridge Analytica has links to the fossil fuel industry: -https://www.desmog.uk/2018/03/29/mapped-cambridge-analytica-s-ties-fossil-fuel-industry
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March 29 2018 CRIMINAL COMPLAINT FILED AGAINST BANNON, TRUMP CAMPAIGN, CAMBRIDGE ANALYTICA Washington
—The FBI should investigate whether SCL Elections, Cambridge Analytica, Alexander Nix, Stephen Bannon, the John Bolton Super
PAC, BOLTON SUPER PAC. Washington—The FBI should investigate whether SCL Elections, Cambridge Analytica, Alexander
Nix, Stephen Bannon, the John Bolton Super PAC, and the Trump campaign criminally violated federal law prohibiting foreign
nationals from participating in American elections, according to a complaint filed today by Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in
Washington (CREW) and Democracy 21. https://www.citizensforethics.org/press-release/criminal-complaint-filed-against-bannontrump-campaign-cambridge-analytica-and-bolton-super-pac/
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March 29 2018 CRIMINAL COMPLAINT FILED AGAINST BANNON, TRUMP CAMPAIGN, CAMBRIDGE ANALYTICA, BOLTON
SUPER-PAC Washington—The FBI should investigate whether SCL Elections, Cambridge Analytica, Alexander Nix, Stephen
Bannon, the John Bolton Super PAC, and the Trump campaign criminally violated federal law prohibiting foreign nationals from
participating in American elections, according to a complaint filed today by Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington
(CREW) and Democracy 21. https://www.citizensforethics.org/press-release/criminal-complaint-filed-against-bannon-trumpcampaign-cambridge-analytica-and-bolton-super-pac/
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https://www.desmog.uk/2018/03/29/mapped-cambridge-analytica-s-ties-fossil-fuel-industry
DeSmog UK has previously mapped how Cambridge Analytica ties to climate science denial through its Brexit & Trump connections.
Now, Nafeez Ahmed at Motherboard has outlined the company ties to the fossil fuel industry.Based on that research, it’s only a few
steps between the company and some of the world’s biggest coal and oil companies, many of which have had a revival since the
election of Donald Trump. It’s only a couple more steps to tie those connections to the already well-established web of power
lobbying for Brexit. Here’s an interactive map of how Cambridge Analytica has links to the fossil fuel industry: -https://www.desmog.uk/2018/03/29/mapped-cambridge-analytica-s-ties-fossil-fuel-industry
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DeSmog UK has previously mapped how Cambridge Analytica ties to climate science denial through its Brexit & Trump connections.
Now, Nafeez Ahmed at Motherboard has outlined the company ties to the fossil fuel industry.Based on that research, it’s only a few
steps between the company and some of the world’s biggest coal and oil companies, many of which have had a revival since the
election of Donald Trump. It’s only a couple more steps to tie those connections to the already well-established web of power
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DeSmog UK has previously mapped how Cambridge Analytica ties to climate science denial through its Brexit & Trump connections.
Now, Nafeez Ahmed at Motherboard has outlined the company ties to the fossil fuel industry.Based on that research, it’s only a few
steps between the company and some of the world’s biggest coal and oil companies, many of which have had a revival since the
election of Donald Trump. It’s only a couple more steps to tie those connections to the already well-established web of power
lobbying for Brexit. Here’s an interactive map of how Cambridge Analytica has links to the fossil fuel industry: -https://www.desmog.uk/2018/03/29/mapped-cambridge-analytica-s-ties-fossil-fuel-industry
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https://www.desmog.uk/2018/03/29/mapped-cambridge-analytica-s-ties-fossil-fuel-industry
DeSmog UK has previously mapped how Cambridge Analytica ties to climate science denial through its Brexit & Trump connections.
Now, Nafeez Ahmed at Motherboard outlined the company ties to fossil fuel industry. Based on that research, it’s only a few steps
between the company and some of the world’s biggest coal and oil companies, many of which have had a revival since the election
of Donald Trump. It’s only a couple more steps to tie those connections to the already well-established web of power lobbying for
Brexit. Here’s an interactive map of how Cambridge Analytica has links to the fossil fuel industry: -https://www.desmog.uk/2018/03/29/mapped-cambridge-analytica-s-ties-fossil-fuel-industry
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=qMnrHTrstd4#t=08m41s
DeSmog UK has previously mapped how the company ties to climate science denial through its Brexit and Trump connections.
Now, Nafeez Ahmed over at Motherboard has outlined how Cambridge Analytica has ties to the fossil fuel industry. Based on that
research, it’s only a few steps between the company and some of the world’s biggest coal and oil companies, many of which have
had a revival since the election of Donald Trump. It’s only a couple more steps to tie those connections to the already wellestablished web of power lobbying for Brexit. Here’s an interactive map of how Cambridge Analytica has links to the fossil fuel
industry: -- https://www.desmog.uk/2018/03/29/mapped-cambridge-analytica-s-ties-fossil-fuel-industry
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Thomas Edison patent war for the Gramophone / Phonograph: The devices officially are used to record telephone conversations at
the phone company. https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonograph-issued-february-19-1878-one-edisons-first-greatinventions ((He figured out that the human voice, and other sounds, could cause a light material plate to vibrate. And, when properly
placed, a needle could indent the plate, recording the vibrations, and found that yet another needle could play them back.)) -Alexander Graham Bell purchased the modern wired telephone patent from Elisha Gray. Bell did not invent telephone, US rules
https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews -- Edison was a Patent Troll
http://slate.com/articles/technology/history_of_innovation/2014/05/thomas_edison_charles_goodyear_and_elias_howe_jr_were_pat
ent_trolls.html -- #trump #wiretapping #claim Trump hails failed inventions such as wired telephones, phone-tapping plastic
recording devices, electric pens, (pre-cursor to the electric vibrator) and DC generators for Coal Plants:
http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-the-electric-pen-2017-02-28 -- Trump congratulate those who
invented wiretapping, then turns around and claims he is being wiretapped. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU -- TRUMP
SPEECH TEXT -- "On our 100th anniversary, in 1876, citizens from across our Nation came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's
centennial. At that celebration, the country's builders and artists and inventors showed off their creations. Alexander Graham Bell
displayed HIS telephone for the first time. (You mean the patent rights he bought from someone else) ... Remington unveiled the
first typewriter... An early attempt was made at electric light. (What?) Thomas Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric

pen."
While at the same time Trump purposely disregards or is ignorant of the inventions of Nikola Tesla starting the next year, 1887 with
his Alternation Current and Induction Motor patents. In 1888, Niagara Falls was proposed using the 13 Westinghouse/Tesla A/C
patents for electrical generation, distribution, battery, motors and arc-lamps. Tesla sold his 40 A/C patents for a "King's Ransom" in
1888, approximately $10 Million today, plus royalties of $2.50 per Horsepower. By the 1893 World's Fair, Tesla demonstrated his
A/C power, neon lights, wireless power and radio technology. https://historyrat.wordpress.com/2013/01/13/lighting-the-1893-worldsfair-the-race-to-light-the-world/ Off Goes the Power Current Started by Thomas Edison
https://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/11/14/off-goes-the-power-current-started-by-thomas-edison/ Edison's patent for DC
generators for Coal Plants https://google.com/patents/US434586 -Nikola Tesla's HISTORY OF RADIO, PHONE TAPPING & SPIES: Nikola Tesla gave the first public demonstration of radio in St.
Louis on March 1, 1893 http://edn.com/electronics-blogs/edn-moments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-demonstration-of-radio-March-1--1893 -- Secure communications using "Multi-plexing" was patented by Nikola Tesla in remote control
http://tfcbooks.com/mall/more/337ntgw.htm -- In Tesla's 1901 letters to JP Morgan on and after November 26th 1900, Tesla states
1) "I have perfected methods and apparatus, which permit the transmission of messages, at any distance, without wires ... safe
manipulation of electrical pressures, capable of bringing into action instruments at any point on the globe; exact measurements
embracing nearly 700 miles. 2) I have devised means for operating selectively a great number of instruments "without mutual
interference", and can guarantee "absolute privacy" of all messages. 3) The legal position is rendered still more secure by my
inventions of "entirely novel methods" <br><br> for receiving as well as for "individualizing the messages", with which none now
known has the remotest chance of competing, and which are likewise patented. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was already available all the way to China.
Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the
Atlantic submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf -- 1901-1907 The early destruction of Radio technology
by stock market manipulators: http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm -- By
1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. http://sayville.com/wireless.html -- By 1912 it was the station
communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in
his Colorado Springs wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to board
http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp -- Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed
the station was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by the U.S. secret service and
later demolished by the Army. -Also in 1917, Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower was allegedly tapped by spies, alleging war communications or possible
espionage. The Wardenclyffe Tower was also ceased and demolished. The U.S. Espionage Act of 1917 was created thereafter. -By 1940, Tesla's FBI file reveals that the FBI was asked to protect Nikola Tesla because of his possible molestation, kidnapping etc.
by other governments or spies. By April-June 1943, after Tesla's death, Supreme Court Case 369, gives original priority for Radio
back to Nikola Tesla. https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals00.htm -- See: 1901 Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. 1938 Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic control - 1942 Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 1952 Patent
US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system - 1959 Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft - Google Patents -- Bipartisan bill seeks warrants
for police use of 'stingray' cell trackers http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/02/15/bipartisan-bill-seeks-warrantspolice-use-stingray-cell-trackers/97954214/ -- William (Bill) Cooper 2001 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgI65tTNls (( Are you
kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are you going to wake up? You know how much
money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on
every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. William "Bill" Cooper RIP Nov 5th 2001 )) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XXU2sHmN8SY
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https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonograph-issued-february-19-1878-one-edisons-first-great-inventions
Thomas Edison patent war for the Gramophone / Phonograph: The devices officially are used by 1878 to record telephone

conversations at the phone company, not to play rippidy rap music. https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonographissued-february-19-1878-one-edisons-first-great-inventions ((He figured out that the human voice, and other sounds, could cause a
light material plate to vibrate. And, when properly placed, a needle could indent the plate, recording the vibrations, and found that
yet another needle could play them back.)) -- Alexander Graham Bell purchased the modern wired telephone patent from Elisha
Gray. Bell did not invent telephone, US rules https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews -Edison was a Patent Troll
http://slate.com/articles/technology/history_of_innovation/2014/05/thomas_edison_charles_goodyear_and_elias_howe_jr_were_pat
ent_trolls.html -- #trump #wiretapping #claim Trump hails failed inventions such as wired telephones, phone-tapping plastic
recording devices, electric pens, (pre-cursor to the electric vibrator) and DC generators for Coal Plants:
http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-the-electric-pen-2017-02-28 -- Trump congratulate those who
invented wiretapping, then turns around and claims he is being wiretapped. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU -- TRUMP
SPEECH TEXT -- "On our 100th anniversary, in 1876, citizens from across our Nation came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's
centennial. At that celebration, the country's builders and artists and inventors showed off their creations. Alexander Graham Bell
displayed HIS telephone for the first time. (You mean the patent rights he bought from someone else) ... Remington unveiled the
first typewriter... An early attempt was made at electric light. (What?) Thomas Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric
pen."
While at the same time Trump purposely disregards or is ignorant of the inventions of Nikola Tesla starting the next year, 1887 with
his Alternation Current and Induction Motor patents. In 1888, Niagara Falls was proposed using the 13 Westinghouse/Tesla A/C
patents for electrical generation, distribution, battery, motors and arc-lamps. Tesla sold his 40 A/C patents for a "King's Ransom" in
1888, approximately $10 Million today, plus royalties of $2.50 per Horsepower. By the 1893 World's Fair, Tesla demonstrated his
A/C power, neon lights, wireless power and radio technology. By 1897, Tesla patents his own Incandescent (Ruby laser) lamps.
They are capable of using diamonds and a high frequency, high tension generator to produce Thermo-nuclear fusion of H/HE and
produce over 5,000 degrees. https://historyrat.wordpress.com/2013/01/13/lighting-the-1893-worlds-fair-the-race-to-light-the-world/
Off Goes the Power Current Started by Thomas Edison https://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/11/14/off-goes-the-power-currentstarted-by-thomas-edison/ Edison's patent for DC generators for Coal Plants https://google.com/patents/US434586 -Nikola Tesla's HISTORY OF RADIO, PHONE TAPPING & SPIES: Nikola Tesla gave the first public demonstration of radio in St.
Louis on March 1, 1893 http://edn.com/electronics-blogs/edn-moments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-demonstration-of-radio-March-1--1893 -- Secure communications using "Multi-plexing" was patented by Nikola Tesla in remote control
http://tfcbooks.com/mall/more/337ntgw.htm -- In Tesla's 1901 letters to JP Morgan on and after November 26th 1900, Tesla states
1) "I have perfected methods and apparatus, which permit the transmission of messages, at any distance, without wires ... safe
manipulation of electrical pressures, capable of bringing into action instruments at any point on the globe; exact measurements
embracing nearly 700 miles. 2) I have devised means for operating selectively a great number of instruments "without mutual
interference", and can guarantee "absolute privacy" of all messages. 3) The legal position is rendered still more secure by my
inventions of "entirely novel methods" <br><br> for receiving as well as for "individualizing the messages", with which none now
known has the remotest chance of competing, and which are likewise patented. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was already available all the way to China.
Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the
Atlantic submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf -- 1901-1907 The early destruction of Radio technology
by stock market manipulators: http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm -- By
1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. http://sayville.com/wireless.html -- By 1912 it was the station
communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in
his Colorado Springs wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to board
http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp -- Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed
the station was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by the U.S. secret service and
later demolished by the Army. -Also in 1917, Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower was allegedly tapped by spies, alleging war communications or possible
espionage. The Wardenclyffe Tower was also ceased and demolished. The U.S. Espionage Act of 1917 was created thereafter. -By 1940, Tesla's FBI file reveals that the FBI was asked to protect Nikola Tesla because of his possible molestation, kidnapping etc.
by other governments or spies. By April-June 1943, after Tesla's death, Supreme Court Case 369, gives original priority for Radio

back to Nikola Tesla. https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals00.htm -- See: 1901 Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. 1938 Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic control - 1942 Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 1952 Patent
US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system - 1959 Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft - Google Patents -- Bipartisan bill seeks warrants
for police use of 'stingray' cell trackers http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/02/15/bipartisan-bill-seeks-warrantspolice-use-stingray-cell-trackers/97954214/ -- William (Bill) Cooper 2001 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgI65tTNls (( Are you
kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are you going to wake up? You know how much
money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on
every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. William "Bill" Cooper RIP Nov 5th 2001 )) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XXU2sHmN8SY -- Tesla Leaks original post on Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy - Nikola Tesla vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE +
The Titanic https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html?m=1
Mar 29, 2018, 5:36 PM
Chris Edwards
March 28th 2018 "Fuelling the future". Like most of Heinlein’s Future History stories, this one offered readers a calculated blend of
technology and culture. The sunscreens weren’t technology from nowhere – they fitted into a particularly American history of
invention that emphasised individual ingenuity against corporate and collective power: in the popular imagination, they were the
descendants of Thomas Edison and Nikola Tesla. https://aeon.co/essays/how-science-fiction-feeds-the-fuel-solutions-of-the-future
Updated Mar 29, 2018, 10:00 AM
Mar 29, 2018, 10:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://aeon.co/essays/how-science-fiction-feeds-the-fuel-solutions-of-the-future
March 28th 2018 "Fuelling the future". In his short story ‘Let There Be Light’, the science-fiction author Robert A Heinlein introduced
the energy source that would power his Future History series of stories and novels. First published in Super Science Stories
magazine in May 1940, it described the Douglas-Martin sunpower screens that would provide (almost) free and inexhaustible
energy to fuel the future in subsequent instalments of his alternative timeline. The sunpower screens were clay-coated panels that
absorbed sunlight and turned it into electricity with almost 100 per cent efficiency, or worked the other way to turn electricity into
light. Like most of Heinlein’s Future History stories, this one offered readers a calculated blend of technology and culture. The
sunscreens weren’t technology from nowhere – they fitted into a particularly American history of invention that emphasised
individual ingenuity against corporate and collective power: in the popular imagination, they were the descendants of Thomas
Edison and Nikola Tesla. https://aeon.co/essays/how-science-fiction-feeds-the-fuel-solutions-of-the-future
Mar 29, 2018, 10:00 AM
Chris Edwards
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/billionaire-biotech-investor-said-facebook-091846496.html
March 29th 2018 A billionaire biotech investor says Facebook will be decimated by its disastrous data leak (FB). Facebook's share
price will be cut in half by the Cambridge Analytica scandal, the billionaire British investor Jim Mellon predicts. He told CNBC the
data disaster was just the "tip of the iceberg." "We're going to see decimation of particularly Facebook and quite right too — it's a
trivial use of modern technology and one that's rather sinister." https://finance.yahoo.com/news/billionaire-biotech-investor-saidfacebook-091846496.html
Updated Mar 29, 2018, 9:53 AM
Mar 29, 2018, 9:53 AM
Chris Edwards
https://marketwatch.com/story/tesla-is-just-months-away-from-a-total-collapse-says-hedge-fund-manager-2018-03-27
March 27 2018 Tesla is just months from a total collapse, says hedge-fund manager https://marketwatch.com/story/tesla-is-justmonths-away-from-a-total-collapse-says-hedge-fund-manager-2018-03-27
Updated Mar 28, 2018, 11:48 PM
Mar 28, 2018, 11:48 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/national/article201604224.html
Updated Mar 28, 2018, 11:34 AM
Mar 28, 2018, 11:34 AM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Z-a2Bn7VsMY

Answer to commenter question: "The problem of increasing human energy", Century Magazine, June 1900 by Nikola Tesla. Tesla
covered the issue in 1900 and nothing has changed but a dozen wars and more morons. We have proven here that 99.95% of
people can't prove even one thing that they "believe". These so-called people don't deserve anything, more less free energy. You
are better off to feed the pigeons than give these morons 5 cents. Be sure to check local laws, morons have made it illegal to feed
pigeons, or even people. 99% of people want to do nothing but Nuke the planet with the Nuke Button, even when they find out there
is no button, nor Nukes. Morons will believe anything. Here, we don't call birds, bird brains, because they are Geniuses. Even the
birds know there is no Thrust, Lift, Drag nor Drafting in "Space" and the birds can't even read the Dictionary!
-https://youtube.com/watch?v=Z-a2Bn7VsMY
Updated Mar 28, 2018, 3:27 AM
Mar 28, 2018, 3:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Z-a2Bn7VsMY
Answer to commenter question: "The problem of increasing human energy", Century Magazine, June 1900 by Nikola Tesla. Tesla
covered the issue in 1900 and nothing has changed but a dozen wars and more morons. We have proven here that 99.95% of
people can't prove even one thing that they "believe". These so-called people don't deserve anything, more less free energy. You
are better off to feed the pigeons than give these morons 5 cents. Be sure to check local laws, morons have made it illegal to feed
pigeons, or even people. 99% of people want to do nothing but Nuke the planet with the Nuke Button, even when they find out there
is no button, nor Nukes. Morons will believe anything. Here, we don't call birds, bird brains, because they are Geniuses. Even the
birds know there is no Thrust, Lift, Drag nor Drafting in "Space" and the birds can't even read the Dictionary!
-https://youtube.com/watch?v=Z-a2Bn7VsMY
Mar 28, 2018, 3:24 AM
Chris Edwards
http://businessinsider.com/emails-peter-thiel-palantir-facebook-cambridge-analytica-2018-3
March 28 2018 Emails link Peter Thiel's Palantir and Eric Schmidt's daughter to Facebook's Cambridge Analytica fiasco. Both CA
and Palantir are owned by conservative billionaires who funded Donald Trump's election campaign.
http://businessinsider.com/emails-peter-thiel-palantir-facebook-cambridge-analytica-2018-3
Updated Mar 28, 2018, 3:04 AM
Mar 28, 2018, 3:04 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2018/03/27/how-facebook-able-siphon-off-phone-call-and-text-logs/464656002/
March 27 2018 How Facebook was able to siphon off phone call and text logs
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2018/03/27/how-facebook-able-siphon-off-phone-call-and-text-logs/464656002/
Updated Mar 27, 2018, 8:40 PM
Mar 27, 2018, 8:40 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.ecori.org/government/2018/3/26/4extmzzfknr01z2bk3c6kqzm1ebqp4
The Tree Burner People are back. They fraudulently claim burning trees is Renewable energy and get $40B per year in subsidies
(free money). Article admits that they do-not replace the cut down trees.
https://www.ecori.org/government/2018/3/26/4extmzzfknr01z2bk3c6kqzm1ebqp4
Updated Mar 27, 2018, 5:33 PM
Mar 27, 2018, 5:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com
#tesla #death #watch Recent events, including the election of Donald Trump, Exxon, Russia, the tree burner people, street-walkers
running in front of autonomous cars and morons that think they can disable an electric car with a shotgun or like Alex Jones said "he
would run them off the road"; ... will lead to the demised of electric cars in the US? https://facebook.com/Tesla-Death-WatchRevisited-231226657438438/
Mar 27, 2018, 5:23 PM
Chris Edwards
Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com
Tesla Death Watch - Revisited. Anyone who thinks Exxon, Russia or the Tree Burner People want electric cars to succeed, better
look at history.
Updated Mar 27, 2018, 5:05 PM

Mar 27, 2018, 5:05 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.theverge.com/2018/3/27/17168606/nvidia-suspends-self-driving-test-uber
#tesla #death #watch #revisited March 27 2018 Nvidia suspends self-driving car tests in wake of Uber crash.
https://www.theverge.com/2018/3/27/17168606/nvidia-suspends-self-driving-test-uber
Updated Mar 27, 2018, 4:59 PM
Mar 27, 2018, 4:59 PM
Chris Edwards
April 2018 A review on renewable energy powered wireless power transmission techniques for light electric vehicle charging
applications https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352152X17303535
Updated Mar 26, 2018, 11:54 PM
Mar 26, 2018, 11:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352152X17303535
April 2018 A review on renewable energy powered wireless power transmission techniques for light electric vehicle charging
applications https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352152X17303535
Mar 26, 2018, 11:52 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/facebook-cambridge-analytica-hit-first-170200689.html
March 15 2018 Facebook and Cambridge Analytica hit with first state lawsuit. Facebook and Cambridge Analytica are already
dealing with numerous private lawsuits over non-consensual data sharing, but they now have to grapple with a state-level lawsuit.
Illinois' Cook County has filed a lawsuit against both companies accusing them of violating the state's Consumer Fraud and
Deceptive Business Practices Act. https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/facebook-cambridge-analytica-hit-first-170200689.html
Updated Mar 25, 2018, 7:32 PM
Mar 25, 2018, 7:32 PM
Chris Edwards
Nikola Tesla also patented a "wound capacitor" with spiral wrapping condenser or battery using Lithium in 1891 and 1896. This is
the same battery cell is used in the Tesla car. But, Cleantechnica won't tell you that. U.S. Patent #464,667 for an Electrical
Condenser with spiral wrapping, Original Assignee "Tesla Nikolas" https://patents.google.com/patent/US567818 -- U.S. Patent
#567,818A for a Wound Capacitor https://patents.google.com/patent/US464667 -- Looking inside Tesla "Jelly Roll" batteries
w/video: https://cleantechnica.com/2018/03/25/looking-inside-tesla-battery-cells-video/
Updated Mar 25, 2018, 5:55 PM
Mar 25, 2018, 5:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US567818
Nikola Tesla also patented a "wound capacitor" with spiral wrapping condenser or battery using Lithium in 1891 and 1896. This is
the same battery cell is used in the Tesla car. But, Cleantechnica won't tell you that. U.S. Patent #464,667 for an Electrical
Condenser with spiral wrapping, Original Assignee "Tesla Nikolas" https://patents.google.com/patent/US567818 -- U.S. Patent
#567,818A for a Wound Capacitor https://patents.google.com/patent/US464667 -- Looking inside Tesla "Jelly Roll" batteries
w/video: https://cleantechnica.com/2018/03/25/looking-inside-tesla-battery-cells-video/
Mar 25, 2018, 5:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo
Nikola Tesla's Homopolar Generator/s with Synchronism based in his Pulse-Width Modulation, its Self-Sustaining, Regenerative,
with EMF recycling is used in the Prius, BMW & Tesla Model 3 -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolardynamo -- His patent as an electrical generator is referred to and used by the US Dept. Of Energy in Nuclear Fusion Reactors
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4110648A/en -- Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday disc and conducted work with
homopolar generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent 406,968
https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968 U.S. Patent 588,602A --- https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en -- U.S.
Patent 390,414 https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414 -- Tesla's "Dynamo Electric Machine" patent/s describes an
arrangement of two parallel discs with separate, parallel shafts, joined like pulleys by a metallic belt. Each disc had a field that was
the opposite of the other, so that the flow of current was from the one shaft to the disc edge, across the belt to the other disc edge
and to the second shaft. This would have greatly reduced the frictional losses caused by sliding contacts by allowing both electrical

pickups to interface with the shafts of the two disks rather than at the shaft and a high-speed rim. Later, patents were awarded to C.
P. Steinmetz and E. Thomson for their work with homopolar generators. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homopolar_generator
Mar 25, 2018, 8:46 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo
Nikola Tesla's Homopolar Generator/s with Synchronism based in his Pulse-Width Modulation, its Self-Sustaining, Regenerative,
with EMF recycling is used in the Prius, BMW & Tesla Model 3 -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolardynamo -- His patent as an electrical generator is referred to and used by the US Dept. Of Energy in Nuclear Fusion Reactors
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4110648A/en -- Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday disc and conducted work with
homopolar generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent 406,968
https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968 U.S. Patent 588,602A --- https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en -- U.S.
Patent 390,414 https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414 -- Tesla's "Dynamo Electric Machine" patent/s describes an
arrangement of two parallel discs with separate, parallel shafts, joined like pulleys by a metallic belt. Each disc had a field that was
the opposite of the other, so that the flow of current was from the one shaft to the disc edge, across the belt to the other disc edge
and to the second shaft. This would have greatly reduced the frictional losses caused by sliding contacts by allowing both electrical
pickups to interface with the shafts of the two disks rather than at the shaft and a high-speed rim. Later, patents were awarded to C.
P. Steinmetz and E. Thomson for their work with homopolar generators. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homopolar_generator
Mar 25, 2018, 6:31 AM
Chris Edwards
Dec. 7th 1941 Did the Germans or others use "Operation Northwoods"; painting up radio controlled planes as Japanese armed with
Autonomous Torpedo's used against Japan like John Belushi said in Animal House? https://youtube.com/watch?v=V8lT1o0sDwI -Operation Northwoods: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Northwoods -- Nikola Tesla stated that his Automaton would "make
Junk of Large Ships"; two flights of "Japanese" drones destroyed the entire 7th Fleet at Pearl Harbor -- If Torpedo's destroyed
Lusitania, the aircraft carrier USS Wasp (CV 7), and a host of other ships... http://businessinsider.com/why-torpedo-sinks-ship-withone-hit-2018-3 -- March 23 2018 The Marines new LRASM missile is Autonomous and is un-jammable
http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/lockheeds-long-range-anti-ship-missile-continues-impress-25057 -- The Unsinkable Ship.vs
An Unstoppable Force: https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1916324315347056&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1087377751399982
Updated Mar 25, 2018, 2:45 AM
Mar 25, 2018, 2:45 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=V8lT1o0sDwI
Dec. 7th 1941 Did the Germans or others use "Operation Northwoods"; painting up radio controlled planes as Japanese armed with
Autonomous Torpedo's used against Japan like John Belushi said in Animal House? https://youtube.com/watch?v=V8lT1o0sDwI -Operation Northwoods: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Northwoods -- Nikola Tesla stated that his Automaton would "make
Junk of Large Ships"; two flights of "Japanese" drones destroyed the entire 7th Fleet at Pearl Harbor -- If Torpedo's destroyed
Lusitania, the aircraft carrier USS Wasp (CV 7), and a host of other ships... Why not the Titanic? http://businessinsider.com/whytorpedo-sinks-ship-with-one-hit-2018-3 -- March 23 2018 The Marines new LRASM missile is Autonomous and is un-jammable
http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/lockheeds-long-range-anti-ship-missile-continues-impress-25057 -- The Unsinkable Ship vs
An Unstoppable Force: https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1916324315347056&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1087377751399982
Mar 25, 2018, 2:22 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo
Nikola Tesla's Homopolar Generator/s with Synchronism based in his Pulse-Width Modulation, its Self-Sustaining, Regenerative,
with EMF recycling is used in the Prius, BMW & Tesla Model 3 -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolardynamo -- His patent as an electrical generator is referred to and used by the US Dept. Of Energy in Nuclear Fusion Reactors
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4110648A/en -- Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday disc and conducted work with
homopolar generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent 406,968
https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968 U.S. Patent 588,602A --- https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en -- U.S.
Patent 390,414 https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414 -- Tesla's "Dynamo Electric Machine" patent/s describes an
arrangement of two parallel discs with separate, parallel shafts, joined like pulleys by a metallic belt. Each disc had a field that was
the opposite of the other, so that the flow of current was from the one shaft to the disc edge, across the belt to the other disc edge

and to the second shaft. This would have greatly reduced the frictional losses caused by sliding contacts by allowing both electrical
pickups to interface with the shafts of the two disks rather than at the shaft and a high-speed rim. Later, patents were awarded to C.
P. Steinmetz and E. Thomson for their work with homopolar generators. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homopolar_generator
Mar 25, 2018, 2:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo
Nikola Tesla's Homopolar Generator/s with Synchronism based in his Pulse-Width Modulation, its Self-Sustaining, Regenerative,
with EMF recycling is used in the Prius, BMW & Tesla Model 3 -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolardynamo -- His patent as an electrical generator is referred to and used by the US Dept. Of Energy in Nuclear Fusion Reactors
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4110648A/en -- Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday disc and conducted work with
homopolar generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent 406,968
https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968 U.S. Patent 588,602A --- https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en -- U.S.
Patent 390,414 https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414 -- Tesla's "Dynamo Electric Machine" patent/s describes an
arrangement of two parallel discs with separate, parallel shafts, joined like pulleys by a metallic belt. Each disc had a field that was
the opposite of the other, so that the flow of current was from the one shaft to the disc edge, across the belt to the other disc edge
and to the second shaft. This would have greatly reduced the frictional losses caused by sliding contacts by allowing both electrical
pickups to interface with the shafts of the two disks rather than at the shaft and a high-speed rim. Later, patents were awarded to C.
P. Steinmetz and E. Thomson for their work with homopolar generators. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homopolar_generator
Mar 25, 2018, 1:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo
Nikola Tesla's Homopolar Generator/s with Synchronism based in his Pulse-Width Modulation, its Self-Sustaining, Regenerative,
with EMF recycling is used in the Prius, BMW & Tesla Model 3 -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolardynamo -- His patent as an electrical generator is referred to and used by the US Dept. Of Energy in Nuclear Fusion Reactors
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4110648A/en -- Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday disc and conducted work with
homopolar generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent 406,968
https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968 U.S. Patent 588,602A --- https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en -- U.S.
Patent 390,414 https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414 -- Tesla's "Dynamo Electric Machine" patent/s describes an
arrangement of two parallel discs with separate, parallel shafts, joined like pulleys by a metallic belt. Each disc had a field that was
the opposite of the other, so that the flow of current was from the one shaft to the disc edge, across the belt to the other disc edge
and to the second shaft. This would have greatly reduced the frictional losses caused by sliding contacts by allowing both electrical
pickups to interface with the shafts of the two disks rather than at the shaft and a high-speed rim. Later, patents were awarded to C.
P. Steinmetz and E. Thomson for their work with homopolar generators. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homopolar_generator
Mar 25, 2018, 1:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo
Nikola Tesla's Homopolar Generator/s with Synchronism based in his Pulse-Width Modulation, its Self-Sustaining, Regenerative,
with EMF recycling is used in the Prius, BMW & Tesla Model 3 -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolardynamo -- His patent as an electrical generator is referred to and used by the US Dept. Of Energy in Nuclear Fusion Reactors
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4110648A/en -- Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday disc and conducted work with
homopolar generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent 406,968
https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968 U.S. Patent 588,602A --- https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en -- U.S.
Patent 390,414 https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414 -- Tesla's "Dynamo Electric Machine" patent/s describes an
arrangement of two parallel discs with separate, parallel shafts, joined like pulleys by a metallic belt. Each disc had a field that was
the opposite of the other, so that the flow of current was from the one shaft to the disc edge, across the belt to the other disc edge
and to the second shaft. This would have greatly reduced the frictional losses caused by sliding contacts by allowing both electrical
pickups to interface with the shafts of the two disks rather than at the shaft and a high-speed rim. Later, patents were awarded to C.
P. Steinmetz and E. Thomson for their work with homopolar generators. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homopolar_generator
Mar 25, 2018, 1:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo
Nikola Tesla's Homopolar Generator/s (Reluctance Motor) with Synchronism based in his Pulse-Width Modulation, is SelfSustaining, Regenerative, with EMF recycling is used in the Prius, BMW, GM & Tesla Model 3 -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo -- His patent as an electrical generator is referred to and used by the US Dept. Of Energy in
Nuclear Fusion Reactors https://patents.google.com/patent/US4110648A/en -- Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday disc and
conducted work with homopolar generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent 406,968
https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968 -- U.S. Patent 588,602A for the Synchronous Variable Reluctance Motor used in the
Prius & GM -- https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en -- U.S. Patent 390,414 https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414
-- Tesla's "Dynamo Electric Machine" patent/s describes an arrangement of two parallel discs with separate, parallel shafts, joined
like pulleys by a metallic belt. Each disc had a field that was the opposite of the other, so that the flow of current was from the one
shaft to the disc edge, across the belt to the other disc edge and to the second shaft. This would have greatly reduced the frictional
losses caused by sliding contacts by allowing both electrical pickups to interface with the shafts of the two disks rather than at the
shaft and a high-speed rim. Later, patents were awarded to C. P. Steinmetz and E. Thomson for their work with homopolar
generators. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homopolar_generator
Mar 25, 2018, 1:38 AM
Chris Edwards
Nikola Tesla's Homopolar Generator/s with Synchronism based in his Pulse-Width Modulation, its Self-Sustaining, Regenerative,
with EMF recycling is used in the Prius, BMW & Tesla Model 3 -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolardynamo -- His patent as an electrical generator is referred to and used by the US Dept. Of Energy in Nuclear Fusion Reactors
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4110648A/ -- Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday disc and conducted work with
homopolar generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent 406,968
https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968 U.S. Patent 588,602A --- https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/ -- U.S. Patent
390,414 https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414 -- Tesla's "Dynamo Electric Machine" patent/s describes an arrangement of
two parallel discs with separate, parallel shafts, joined like pulleys by a metallic belt. Each disc had a field that was the opposite of
the other, so that the flow of current was from the one shaft to the disc edge, across the belt to the other disc edge and to the
second shaft. This would have greatly reduced the frictional losses caused by sliding contacts by allowing both electrical pickups to
interface with the shafts of the two disks rather than at the shaft and a high-speed rim. Later, patents were awarded to C. P.
Steinmetz and E. Thomson for their work with homopolar generators. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homopolar_generator
Updated Mar 25, 2018, 1:37 AM
Mar 25, 2018, 1:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo
Nikola Tesla's Homopolar Generator/s (Reluctance Motor) with Synchronism based in his Pulse-Width Modulation, is SelfSustaining, Regenerative, with EMF recycling is used in the Prius, BMW, GM & Tesla Model 3 -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo -- His patent as an electrical generator is referred to and used by the US Dept. Of Energy in
Nuclear Fusion Reactors https://patents.google.com/patent/US4110648A/en -- Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday disc and
conducted work with homopolar generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent 406,968
https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968 -- U.S. Patent 588,602A for the Synchronous Variable Reluctance Motor used in the
Prius & GM -- https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en -- U.S. Patent 390,414 https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414
-- Tesla's "Dynamo Electric Machine" patent/s describes an arrangement of two parallel discs with separate, parallel shafts, joined
like pulleys by a metallic belt. Each disc had a field that was the opposite of the other, so that the flow of current was from the one
shaft to the disc edge, across the belt to the other disc edge and to the second shaft. This would have greatly reduced the frictional
losses caused by sliding contacts by allowing both electrical pickups to interface with the shafts of the two disks rather than at the
shaft and a high-speed rim. Later, patents were awarded to C. P. Steinmetz and E. Thomson for their work with homopolar
generators. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homopolar_generator -- Nikola Tesla also patented a "wound capacitor" with spiral
wrapping condenser or battery using Lithium in 1891 and 1896. This is the same battery cell is used in the Tesla car. But,
Cleantechnica won't tell you that. U.S. Patent #464,667 for an Electrical Condenser with spiral wrapping, Original Assignee "Tesla
Nikolas" https://patents.google.com/patent/US567818 -- U.S. Patent #567,818A for a Wound Capacitor
https://patents.google.com/patent/US464667 -- Looking inside Tesla "Jelly Roll" batteries w/video:
https://cleantechnica.com/2018/03/25/looking-inside-tesla-battery-cells-video/
Mar 25, 2018, 1:37 AM
Chris Edwards
http://thehill.com/policy/technology/379866-government-knows-dnc-hacker-was-russian-intel-officer-report
March 22 2018 Government knows DNC hacker was Russian intel officer: report http://thehill.com/policy/technology/379866government-knows-dnc-hacker-was-russian-intel-officer-report
Updated Mar 25, 2018, 1:12 AM

Mar 25, 2018, 1:12 AM
Chris Edwards
http://fortune.com/2016/09/01/medical-marijuana-gun/
Updated Mar 24, 2018, 8:41 PM
Mar 24, 2018, 8:41 PM
Chris Edwards
http://itrustnaturalcures.com/silent-rooftop-wind-turbines-can-generate-half-households-energy-needs/
Updated Mar 24, 2018, 8:36 PM
Mar 24, 2018, 8:36 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fox-news-analyst-quits-calls-network-a-‘propaganda-machine’/ar-BBKuflm
Updated Mar 24, 2018, 8:35 PM
Mar 24, 2018, 8:35 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
http://www.eenewseurope.com/news/200w-development-kit-targets-wireless-power-transfer
Mar 19 2018 Würth Elektronik eiSos and Infineon Technologies AG are offering a 200-watt development system for wireless power
transfer. What makes the development kit special is that the link between the transmitter and receiver coils can be used to transfer
not only power but also data. http://www.eenewseurope.com/news/200w-development-kit-targets-wireless-power-transfer
Mar 24, 2018, 8:27 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.eenewseurope.com/news/200w-development-kit-targets-wireless-power-transfer
Mar 19 2018 – Under the name 760308EMP-WPT-200W, Würth Elektronik eiSos and Infineon Technologies AG (FSE: IFX /
OTCQX: IFNNY) are offering a 200-watt development system for wireless power transfer. What makes the development kit special
is that the link between the transmitter and receiver coils can be used to transfer not only power but also data.
http://www.eenewseurope.com/news/200w-development-kit-targets-wireless-power-transfer
Updated Mar 24, 2018, 8:24 PM
Mar 24, 2018, 8:24 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/nfl/2018/03/24/duron-harmon-marijuana-costa-rica-arrest-detained/455944002/
March 24 2018 Costa Rica Police call marijuana (a fake word) a "Drug" and people that use them are "undesirable"; even if used for
medical use. But, the 500,000 acres if Opium shipped to the US from Afghanistan is perfectly legal. 160 Million prescriptions of
Heroin pills; Methamphetamine prescribed for ADHD, Nano Mercury in every injection by so called."doctors" and even 100 Million
drunks are 'desireable'. https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/nfl/2018/03/24/duron-harmon-marijuana-costa-rica-arrestdetained/455944002/
Updated Mar 24, 2018, 5:57 PM
Mar 24, 2018, 5:57 PM
Chris Edwards
Fake News site "Cleantechnica" posts fake Russian satellite "cartoon", claiming that it is real. https://youtu.be/oW7Sm25myo4 -They also posted the fake Tesla car in space and also a hit-piece on Nikola Tesla; claiming the Tesla Model 3 doesn't use Nikola
Tesla's A/C motor; and fail to tell you the Tesla & Prius are using a Nikola Tesla Unipolar Impulse DC Dynamo called the (Ford
Reluctance Engine). http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html?m=1
Updated Mar 24, 2018, 4:57 PM
Mar 24, 2018, 4:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtu.be/oW7Sm25myo4
Fake News site "Cleantechnica" posts fake Russian satellite "cartoon", claiming that it is real. https://youtu.be/oW7Sm25myo4 -They also posted the fake Tesla car in space and also a hit-piece on Nikola Tesla; claiming the Tesla Model 3 doesn't use Nikola
Tesla's A/C motor; and fail to tell you the Tesla & Prius are using the Nikola Tesla patents #406968 & #390414 of 1891 for an
Induction based, Self-Sustaining, Synchronous, Unipolar (Homopolar), Impulse DC Dynamo with EMF recycling now called the
(Ford) (Reluctance Engine). Telsa's 1901 Patent for an Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy calls for an Asynchronous
version of the same Dynamo.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html?m=1
Mar 24, 2018, 4:54 PM

Chris Edwards
https://gizmodo.com/uk-authorities-finally-raid-cambridge-analytica-after-o-1824048854
March 23rd 2018 UK Authorities Finally Raid Cambridge Analytica After Obtaining Warrant https://gizmodo.com/uk-authoritiesfinally-raid-cambridge-analytica-after-o-1824048854
Updated Mar 24, 2018, 1:27 PM
Mar 24, 2018, 1:27 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Mar 24, 2018, 11:45 AM
Mar 24, 2018, 11:45 AM
Chris Edwards
https://amp.usatoday.com/amp/453596002
March 23rd 2018 A political action committee run by John Bolton, President Trump's incoming national security adviser relied on
research from Cambridge Analytica. https://amp.usatoday.com/amp/453596002
Updated Mar 23, 2018, 10:53 PM
Mar 23, 2018, 10:53 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=otrEdaoENz0
#whatis #beyond #thunderdome Coming soon. An original treatise on What is Beyond Thunderdome; Including modern confirmation
of Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs experiments; when he told JP Morgan he first circled the world with Electrical waves; Tesla's
missing Patents on "Tuned Lightning", The Mad Max Scenario (Peak Gas Hoax) and Nuke Hoax presented in their fraudulent
movie. -- "All the want is what is -beyond- a Thunderdome", similarly aka Operation Thunderclap (phenomena).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=otrEdaoENz0
Updated Mar 23, 2018, 10:27 PM
Mar 23, 2018, 10:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=otrEdaoENz0
#whatis #beyond #thunderdome #mad #max #scenario #hoax An original treatise on What is Beyond Thunderdome; coming soon.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=otrEdaoENz0 -- Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs experiments; when he told JP Morgan he first circled
the world with Electrical waves; Tesla's missing Patents on "Tuned Lightning", The Mad Max Scenario (Peak Gas Hoax) Part 1
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1095481310589626&source=48 -- Peak
Gas Hoax Part 2 https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1937956426517178&id=750861428384951 -- Nuke Hoax presented in
their fraudulent movie. https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1923876707925150&id=750861428384951 -- "All the want is
what is -beyond- a Thunderdome", Nikola Tesla on how Lighting gets its power and the resulting power in a Thunderclap
https://youtu.be/2kdlWowplSE similarly aka Operation Thunderclap (phenomena). https://youtu.be/prQCAOZzsYg
Mar 23, 2018, 10:25 PM
Chris Edwards
March 21 2018 Attorney General Jeff Sessions just sent out a memo asking federal prosecutors to pursue the death penalty in drug
trafficking cases such as carrying 2 ounces of marijuana across borders. https://www.vox.com/platform/amp/policy-andpolitics/2018/3/21/17147580/trump-sessions-death-penalty-opioid-epidemic
Updated Mar 23, 2018, 8:47 PM
Mar 23, 2018, 8:47 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.vox.com/platform/amp/policy-and-politics/2018/3/21/17147580/trump-sessions-death-penalty-opioid-epidemic
March 21 2018 Attorney General Jeff Sessions just sent out a memo asking federal prosecutors to pursue the death penalty in drug
trafficking cases such as carrying 2 ounces of marijuana across borders. But, the Opium shipped here from Afghanistan is perfectly
legal. httpsw.vox.com/platform/amp/policy-and-politics/2018/3/21/17147580/trump-sessions-death-penalty-opioid-epidemic
Mar 23, 2018, 8:46 PM
Chris Edwards
http://nature.com/articles/nature25984
March 21 2018 Tesla Leaks has proposed for years to pair a Lithium Battery with a Nikola Tesla Ozone Generator. "A Lithiumoxygen battery with long cycle life in air like Atmosphere" http://nature.com/articles/nature25984
Updated Mar 23, 2018, 3:27 PM
Mar 23, 2018, 3:27 PM

Chris Edwards
In a moronic act of sabatoge, Elon Musk deletes the Tesla Facebook page with 2 million likes.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/innovations/wp/2018/03/23/looks-lame-anyway-elon-musk-just-deleted-teslas-facbeookpage-on-a-dare/
Updated Mar 23, 2018, 3:00 PM
Mar 23, 2018, 3:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/innovations/wp/2018/03/23/looks-lame-anyway-elon-musk-just-deleted-teslas-facbeookpage-on-a-dare/
In a moronic act of sabatoge, Elon Musk deletes the Tesla Facebook page with 2 million likes. The only thing you can find now
about Tesla on Facebook is Nikola Tesla fornicating with a Pigeon. He can deep6 Space X though. Your paying $40/gal for gas after
subsidies. Your not going to Mars, your going to the Chevron gas station to buy snacks.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/innovations/wp/2018/03/23/looks-lame-anyway-elon-musk-just-deleted-teslas-facbeookpage-on-a-dare/
Mar 23, 2018, 3:00 PM
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https://www.barrons.com/articles/baidu-powers-ahead-with-autonomous-cars-1521830619
March 23rd 2018 Baidu gets approved for Autonomous car testing in China. The US continues the ban.
https://www.barrons.com/articles/baidu-powers-ahead-with-autonomous-cars-1521830619
Updated Mar 23, 2018, 2:42 PM
Mar 23, 2018, 2:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://time.com/5211609/robert-mueller-donald-trump-cambridge-analytica-connection/
March 22 2018 Donald Trump hires Cambridge Analytica on July 18th 2016, the day after Tesla Leaks was re-launched on this
channel, July 17th 2016. The previous Tesla Leaks channel and groups were blown-out by Facebook Trolls in February 2016, just
after the oil prices had collapsed; the days around February 9th 2016. Many of our Youtube video's have links referencing this old
Facebook account, which no longer exists. http://time.com/5211609/robert-mueller-donald-trump-cambridge-analytica-connection/ -Tesla Leaks re-launch, July 17th 2016: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/?ref=bookmarks -- This is the original and
first compilation of "Tesla Leaks", first post compiled on July 4th 2014 (following the visit to a Solar Energy convention in Oct 24th
2013), and the day of the beginning of the oil price collapse; the weekend of July 4th 2014, and then later re-posted on Blogspot on
November 5th 2014. They are the anniversary of dates of Nikola Tesla's destruction of his Wardenclyffe Tower on Long Island, and
the former the date approved for Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy".
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/919190741552018/ -- October 2013 is also the month Christopher Wylie
(Coyote) started his alleged project to make Cambridge Analytica the "ultimate NSA spy tool" for propaganda and mind control.
Mar 22, 2018, 5:19 PM
Chris Edwards
http://time.com/5211609/robert-mueller-donald-trump-cambridge-analytica-connection/
March 22 2018 Donald Trump hires Cambridge Analytica on July 18th 2016, the day after Tesla Leaks was re-launched on this
channel, July 17th 2016. The previous Tesla Leaks channel and groups were blown-out by Facebook Trolls in February 2016, just
after the oil prices had collapsed; the days around February 9th 2016. Many of our Youtube video's have links referencing this old
Facebook account, which no longer exists. http://time.com/5211609/robert-mueller-donald-trump-cambridge-analytica-connection/ -Tesla Leaks re-launch, July 17th 2016: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/?ref=bookmarks -- This is the original and
first compilation of "Tesla Leaks", first post compiled on July 4th 2014 (following the visit to a Solar Energy convention in Oct 24th
2013), and the day of the beginning of the oil price collapse; the weekend of July 4th 2014, and then later re-posted on Blogspot on
November 5th 2014. They are the anniversary of dates of Nikola Tesla's destruction of his Wardenclyffe Tower on Long Island, and
the former the date approved for Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy".
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/919190741552018/ -- October 2013 is also the month Christopher Wylie
(Coyote) started his alleged project to make Cambridge Analytica the "ultimate NSA spy tool" for propaganda and mind control.
Updated Mar 22, 2018, 5:13 PM
Mar 22, 2018, 5:13 PM
Chris Edwards
#cambrige #analytica #trump #mueller Update: March 22 2018 Donald Trump hires Cambridge Analytica on July 18th 2016, the day
after Tesla Leaks was re-launched on this channel, July 17th 2016. The previous Tesla Leaks channel and groups were blown-out

by Facebook Trolls in February 2016, just after the oil prices had collapsed; the days around February 9th 2016. Many of our
Youtube video's have links referencing this old Facebook account, which no longer exists. http://time.com/5211609/robert-muellerdonald-trump-cambridge-analytica-connection/ -- Tesla Leaks re-launch, July 17th 2016:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/?ref=bookmarks This is the original and first compilation of "Tesla Leaks", first post
compiled on July 4th 2014, the day of the beginning of the oil price collapse and posted on Blogspot on November 5th 2014. They
are the anniversary of dates of Nikola Tesla's destruction of his Wardenclyffe Tower on Long Island, and the former the date
approved for Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy".
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/919190741552018/
Updated Mar 22, 2018, 5:02 PM
Mar 22, 2018, 5:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
Mar 20 1902 The New York Sun Nikola Tesla inventions in Radio pre-date Marconi:
https://facebook.com/TeslaScienceCenter/photos/a.149369444102.115115.81306299102/10155428900924103/ -- Mar 22 2018
Hoaxer John Hutchinson now claims Tesla did-not invent radio. https://youtu.be/Fwhn2skYDIk -- Supreme Court Case 369, June
1943 gives credit to Nikola Tesla for his patent for 4 tuned circuits, pre-dating Marconi for the invention of Radio.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hBTTAJ-PSpA#t=07m0s
Mar 22, 2018, 1:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Mar 20 1902 The New York Sun Nikola Tesla inventions in Radio pre-date Marconi:
https://facebook.com/TeslaScienceCenter/photos/a.149369444102.115115.81306299102/10155428900924103/ -- Mar 22 2018
Hoaxer John Hutchinson now claims Tesla did-not invent radio. https://youtu.be/Fwhn2skYDIk -- Supreme Court Case 369, June
1943 gives credit to Nikola Tesla for his patent for 4.tuned circuits, pre-dating Marconi for the invention of Radio.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hBTTAJ-PSpA#t=07m0s
Mar 22, 2018, 12:43 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-dow-is-flirting-with-its-ugliest-decline-in-march-in-18-years-2018-03-22
Mar 22 2018 The Dow is flirting with its ugliest March decline in 17 years https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-dow-is-flirting-withits-ugliest-decline-in-march-in-18-years-2018-03-22
Updated Mar 22, 2018, 12:28 PM
Mar 22, 2018, 12:28 PM
Chris Edwards
Mar 20 1902 The New York Sun Nikola Tesla inventions in Radio pre-date Marconi:
https://facebook.com/TeslaScienceCenter/photos/a.149369444102.115115.81306299102/10155428900924103/ -- Mar 22 2018
Hoaxer John Hutchinson now claims Tesla did-not invent radio. https://youtu.be/Fwhn2skYDIk -- Supreme Court Case 369, June
1943 gives credit to Nikola Tesla for his patent for 4.tuned circuits, pre-dating Marconi for the invention of Radio.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hBTTAJ-PSpA#t=07m0s
Updated Mar 22, 2018, 12:14 PM
Mar 22, 2018, 12:14 PM
Chris Edwards
March 19th 2018 The continued attempts to ban the electric car. One jay-walking crack head, meth addict moron gets killed
"overnight", and the electric car could be banned. The ICE cars kill 6,000 pedestrians every year, and they are perfectly legal.
https://www.autoblog.com/amp/2018/03/19/uber-autonomous-volvo-fatality/
Updated Mar 20, 2018, 5:32 PM
Mar 20, 2018, 5:32 PM
Chris Edwards
March 20 2018 Trump to unveil opioid plan seeking death penalty for drug dealers: White House https://www.reuters.com/article/ususa-trump-opioids/trump-to-unveil-opioid-plan-that-will-seek-death-penalty-for-drug-dealers-white-house-idUSKBN1GU10P
Updated Mar 20, 2018, 3:21 PM
Mar 20, 2018, 3:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric

Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Mar 20, 2018, 8:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 20, 2018, 8:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA pro^System <=>>QEG VortexCoil QMoGen, H2-HHO ^Gen.FREE>>WolnejEnergii.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176
This is Nikola Tesla 's Patents US568176A-US568180A-X used to manufacture and convert gasses, called conversion, or hydrocracking, Ozone etc. and the one used in electric furnaces to melt steel and other uses, like in Nuclear power plants and wireless
power. System: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176 Ozone Generator: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177
Regulation: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568178A/ Method.& apparatus https://patents.google.com/patent/US568179 -Apparatus for lighting & Protection https://patents.google.com/patent/US568180A/ Flash Lamp:
https://patents.google.com/patent/US454622
Mar 20, 2018, 4:21 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA pro^System <=>>QEG VortexCoil QMoGen, H2-HHO ^Gen.FREE>>WolnejEnergii.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the

present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 20, 2018, 4:21 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA pro^System <=>>QEG VortexCoil QMoGen, H2-HHO ^Gen.FREE>>WolnejEnergii.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
#deepwater #horizon #hydrocracking #electrolysis #ocean #mass Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy,
hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon
". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you
would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of "Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August
25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell
Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August
19th 2016 Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air
http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air
Mar 20, 2018, 4:20 AM
Chris Edwards
Updated Mar 18, 2018, 11:16 PM
Mar 18, 2018, 11:16 PM
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https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/schwarzenegger-planning-to-sue-oil-companies-for-knowingly-killing-people-all-over-theworld’/ar-BBK7Fxl
Dear Arnold (from Austria), make arrests and investigate the death of your countryman Nikola Tesla and the impossible un-timely
death of Michael Jackson. Is the use of the Bosnian/Herzegovina conflict (Nikola Tesla's hometown) by Michael Jackson in "Earth
Song", his final rehearsal for "This is It", where NATO dropped depleted Uranium on civilians, motive to have him killed on the final
rehearsal night? -- RE-POST by Tesla Leaks: May 16th 2017 Report: Trump told Comey to consider imprisoning reporters who
publish leaks http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/16/media/trump-imprison-reporters/index.html -- Earth Song, Final Rehearsal:
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10157243709086632&id=716016631 -- On June 23rd 2009, in Michael Jackson's last
video performance to CNN of the song TDCAU, where he points out the use of Hydrazine/Napalm (A Nikola Tesla invention) on
civilians, a reason to have him killed. https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- NATO Commander, Wesley Clark threatens to put people in
concentration camps if they believe that NATO https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia was responsible for
dropping depleted Uranium onto Nikola Tesla's hometown Serbia, (a War Crime) and Yugoslavia during the Bosnian conflict.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=t7GYnHDy0P8 and Bosnian Death Camp Hoax: https://youtube.com/watch?v=-ZuSujA-asA -- Nikola
Tesla's hometown doesn't exist anymore: https://youtube.com/watch?v=62Hzsdhgpw4 (Starting WW1, Austrian attack invasion of
Serbia on 28 July 1914 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serbian_Campaign_of_World_War_I After Duke Ferdinand was supposedly
killed, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by the Allies, along with Yugoslavia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_in_Yugoslavia In WW2, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by Germany
http://history.com/this-day-in-history/germany-invades-yugoslavia-and-greece later Stalin, and as the people fled through escape
routs, the allies claimed that 25,000 NAZI's were there, and carpet bombed and strafed the convoy's by airplane.
http://archives.chicagotribune.com/1944/09/09/page/4/article/250-000-nazis-appear-caught-in-balkan-trap/ In Bosnia/Kosovo War,
Nikola Tesla's hometown was bombed again by Bill Clinton, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters his Museum was also
destroyed. http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/misc.activism.progressive/uFOIeqQfQeI -Their Hydro Dam generating electricity was also destroyed http://balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatian-prosecution-witness-onyugoslav-1990s-general-trial-03-28-2017 The first hydroelectric power plant in Serbia was started as early as in 1900 in Užice on
the Đеtinjа river, using a Tesla polyphase electric current system. http://srpskikod.org/en/first-level/tesla/hydroelectric-power-plants-

in-serbia -- So much for that idea of "World Wars"! Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
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Is the use of the Bosnian/Herzegovina conflict (Nikola Tesla's hometown) by Michael Jackson in "Earth Song", his final rehearsal for
"This is It", where NATO dropped depleted Uranium on civilians, motive to have him killed on the final rehearsal night? -- RE-POST
by Tesla Leaks: May 16th 2017 Report: Trump told Comey to consider imprisoning reporters who publish leaks
http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/16/media/trump-imprison-reporters/index.html -- Earth Song, Final Rehearsal:
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10157243709086632&id=716016631 -- On June 23rd 2009, in Michael Jackson's last
video performance to CNN of the song TDCAU, where he points out the use of Hydrazine/Napalm (A Nikola Tesla invention) on
civilians, a reason to have him killed. https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- NATO Commander, Wesley Clark threatens to put people in
concentration camps if they believe that NATO https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia was responsible for
dropping depleted Uranium onto Nikola Tesla's hometown Serbia, (a War Crime) and Yugoslavia during the Bosnian conflict.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=t7GYnHDy0P8 and Bosnian Death Camp Hoax: https://youtube.com/watch?v=-ZuSujA-asA -- Nikola
Tesla's hometown doesn't exist anymore: https://youtube.com/watch?v=62Hzsdhgpw4 (Starting WW1, Austrian attack invasion of
Serbia on 28 July 1914 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serbian_Campaign_of_World_War_I After Duke Ferdinand was supposedly
killed, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by the Allies, along with Yugoslavia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_in_Yugoslavia In WW2, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by Germany
http://history.com/this-day-in-history/germany-invades-yugoslavia-and-greece later Stalin, and as the people fled through escape
routs, the allies claimed that 25,000 NAZI's were there, and carpet bombed and strafed the convoy's by airplane.
http://archives.chicagotribune.com/1944/09/09/page/4/article/250-000-nazis-appear-caught-in-balkan-trap/ In Bosnia/Kosovo War,
Nikola Tesla's hometown was bombed again by Bill Clinton, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters his Museum was also
destroyed. http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/misc.activism.progressive/uFOIeqQfQeI -Their Hydro Dam generating electricity was also destroyed http://balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatian-prosecution-witness-onyugoslav-1990s-general-trial-03-28-2017 The first hydroelectric power plant in Serbia was started as early as in 1900 in Užice on
the Đеtinjа river, using a Tesla polyphase electric current system. http://srpskikod.org/en/first-level/tesla/hydroelectric-power-plantsin-serbia -- So much for that idea of "World Wars"! Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/16/media/trump-imprison-reporters/index.html
#michael #jackson #murder #motive Is the use of the Bosnian/Herzegovina conflict (Nikola Tesla's hometown) by Michael Jackson
in "Earth Song", his final rehearsal for "This is It", where NATO dropped depleted Uranium on civilians, motive to have him killed on
the final rehearsal night? -- RE-POST by Tesla Leaks: May 16th 2017 Report: Trump told Comey to consider imprisoning reporters
who publish leaks http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/16/media/trump-imprison-reporters/index.html -- Earth Song, Final Rehearsal:
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10157243709086632&id=716016631 -- On June 23rd 2009, in Michael Jackson's last
video performance to CNN of the song TDCAU, where he points out the use of Hydrazine/Napalm (A Nikola Tesla invention) on
civilians, a reason to have him killed?https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- NATO Commander, Wesley Clark threatens to put people in
concentration camps if they believe that NATO https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia was responsible for
dropping depleted Uranium onto Nikola Tesla's hometown Serbia, (a War Crime) and Yugoslavia during the Bosnian conflict.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=t7GYnHDy0P8 and Bosnian Death Camp Hoax: https://youtube.com/watch?v=-ZuSujA-asA -- Nikola
Tesla's hometown doesn't exist anymore: https://youtube.com/watch?v=62Hzsdhgpw4 (Starting WW1, Austrian attack invasion of
Serbia on 28 July 1914 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serbian_Campaign_of_World_War_I After Duke Ferdinand was supposedly
killed, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by the Allies, along with Yugoslavia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_in_Yugoslavia In WW2, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by Germany
http://history.com/this-day-in-history/germany-invades-yugoslavia-and-greece later Stalin, and as the people fled through escape
routs, the allies claimed that 25,000 NAZI's were there, and carpet bombed and strafed the convoy's by airplane.
http://archives.chicagotribune.com/1944/09/09/page/4/article/250-000-nazis-appear-caught-in-balkan-trap/ In Bosnia/Kosovo War,
Nikola Tesla's hometown was bombed again by Bill Clinton, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters his Museum was also
destroyed. http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/misc.activism.progressive/uFOIeqQfQeI -Their Hydro Dam generating electricity was also destroyed http://balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatian-prosecution-witness-onyugoslav-1990s-general-trial-03-28-2017 The first hydroelectric power plant in Serbia was started as early as in 1900 in Užice on
the Đеtinjа river, using a Tesla polyphase electric current system. http://srpskikod.org/en/first-level/tesla/hydroelectric-power-plants-
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March 18th 2018 The Cambridge Analytica Files. ‘I made Steve Bannon’s psychological warfare tool’: meet the data war
whistleblower. Or, as Wylie describes it, he was the gay Canadian vegan who somehow ended up creating “Steve Bannon’s
psychological warfare mindfuck tool”. Now, 28-year-old Christopher Wylie goes on the record to discuss his role in hijacking the
profiles of millions of Facebook users in order to target the US electorate. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1927744164205071&set=gm.1100427946761629%2F In Wylie’s stash, including a pitch made by Cambridge Analytica to
Lukoil, Russia’s second biggest oil producer. In an email dated 17 July 2014, about the US presidential primaries, Nix wrote to
Wylie: “We have been asked to write a memo to Lukoil (the Russian oil and gas company) to explain to them how our services are
going to apply to the petroleum business. Nix said that “they understand behavioural microtargeting in the context of elections” but
that they were “failing to make the connection between voters and their consumers”. The work, he said, would be “shared with the
CEO of the business”, a former Soviet oil minister and associate of Putin, Vagit Alekperov. “It didn’t make any sense to me,” says
Wylie. “I didn’t understand either the email or the pitch presentation we did. Why would a Russian oil company want to target
information on American voters?” https://theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/17/data-war-whistleblower-christopher-wylie-faceook-nixbannon-trump - Now meet "Nikola Tesla"! https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

March 18th 2018 The Cambridge Analytica Files. ‘I made Steve Bannon’s psychological warfare tool’: meet the data war
whistleblower. Or, as Wylie describes it, he was the gay Canadian vegan who somehow ended up creating “Steve Bannon’s
psychological warfare mindfuck tool”. Now, 28-year-old Christopher Wylie goes on the record to discuss his role in hijacking the
profiles of millions of Facebook users in order to target the US electorate. In Wylie’s stash, including a pitch made by Cambridge
Analytica to Lukoil, Russia’s second biggest oil producer. In an email dated 17 July 2014, about the US presidential primaries, Nix
wrote to Wylie: “We have been asked to write a memo to Lukoil (the Russian oil and gas company) to explain to them how our
services are going to apply to the petroleum business. Nix said that “they understand behavioural microtargeting in the context of
elections” but that they were “failing to make the connection between voters and their consumers”. The work, he said, would be
“shared with the CEO of the business”, a former Soviet oil minister and associate of Putin, Vagit Alekperov. “It didn’t make any
sense to me,” says Wylie. “I didn’t understand either the email or the pitch presentation we did. Why would a Russian oil company
want to target information on American voters?” https://theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/17/data-war-whistleblower-christopherwylie-faceook-nix-bannon-trump - Now meet "Nikola Tesla" Leaks! http://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- : This is the
original and first compilation of "Tesla Leaks", first post compiled on July 4th 2014, the day of the beginning of the oil price collapse
and posted on Blogspot on November 5th 2014. They are the anniversary of dates of Nikola Tesla's destruction of his Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island, and the former the date approved for Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy".
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1774170919562397&id=750861428384951
March 18th 2018 The Cambridge Analytica Files. ‘I made Steve Bannon’s psychological warfare tool’: meet the data war
whistleblower. Or, as Wylie describes it, he was the gay Canadian vegan who somehow ended up creating “Steve Bannon’s
psychological warfare mindfuck tool”. Now, 28-year-old Christopher Wylie goes on the record to discuss his role in hijacking the
profiles of millions of Facebook users in order to target the US electorate. In Wylie’s stash, including a pitch made by Cambridge
Analytica to Lukoil, Russia’s second biggest oil producer. In an email dated 17 July 2014, about the US presidential primaries, Nix
wrote to Wylie: “We have been asked to write a memo to Lukoil (the Russian oil and gas company) to explain to them how our
services are going to apply to the petroleum business. Nix said that “they understand behavioural microtargeting in the context of
elections” but that they were “failing to make the connection between voters and their consumers”. The work, he said, would be
“shared with the CEO of the business”, a former Soviet oil minister and associate of Putin, Vagit Alekperov. “It didn’t make any
sense to me,” says Wylie. “I didn’t understand either the email or the pitch presentation we did. Why would a Russian oil company
want to target information on American voters?” https://theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/17/data-war-whistleblower-christopherwylie-faceook-nix-bannon-trump - Now meet "Nikola Tesla" Leaks!
http://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- : This is the original and first compilation of "Tesla Leaks", first post compiled on
July 4th 2014, the day of the beginning of the oil price collapse and posted on Blogspot on November 5th 2014. They are the
anniversary of dates of Nikola Tesla's destruction of his Wardenclyffe Tower on Long Island, and the former the date approved for
Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy". https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1774170919562397&id=750861428384951
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Chris Edwards posted in FREE ENERGY AND THE MYSTERYS OF PLANET EARTH AND BEYOND.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951
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https://www.sciencenews.org/article/give-double-layer-graphene-twist-and-it-superconducts
March 8th 2018 Give double-layer graphene a twist and it superconducts. A ‘magic angle’ lets electrons flow freely with no
resistance. https://www.sciencenews.org/article/give-double-layer-graphene-twist-and-it-superconducts
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https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/schwarzenegger-planning-to-sue-oil-companies-for-knowingly-killing-people-all-over-theworld’/ar-BBK7Fxl
March 12th 2018 Schwarzenegger planning to sue oil companies for 'knowingly killing people all over the world’
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/schwarzenegger-planning-to-sue-oil-companies-for-knowingly-killing-people-all-over-theworld’/
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Chris Edwards posted in Truth ?
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10157243709086632&id=716016631 -- Did the tree burner people kill Michael Jackson
at the absolute end of the rehearsals or did he get out of town in time? https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg -- Michael
Jackson shot the war scenes for Earth Song in Bosnia/Herzogavina, which is now Nikola Tesla's hometown. Earth Song | Immortal
Version https://youtu.be/QtRMwXBtxls -- In 2011 the song was paired-up with the poem "Planet Earth" (previously released on
Michael Jackson's This Is It, in 2009) and released as a song in the remix album Immortal. Following a rehearsal of the song in
preparation for the This Is It concerts shortly after midnight on June 25, 2009, Jackson would suddenly die later that day, making
"Earth Song" the final song ever performed by Michael Jackson. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth_Song
Mar 17, 2018, 12:10 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10157243709086632&id=716016631 -- Did the tree burner people kill Michael Jackson
at the absolute end of the rehearsals or did he get out of town in time? https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg -- Michael
Jackson shot the war scenes for Earth Song in Bosnia/Herzogavina, which is now Nikola Tesla's hometown. Earth Song | Immortal
Version https://youtu.be/QtRMwXBtxls -- In 2011 the song was paired-up with the poem "Planet Earth" (previously released on
Michael Jackson's This Is It, in 2009) and released as a song in the remix album Immortal. Following a rehearsal of the song in
preparation for the This Is It concerts shortly after midnight on June 25, 2009, Jackson would suddenly die later that day, making
"Earth Song" the final song ever performed by Michael Jackson. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth_Song
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10157243709086632&id=716016631 -- Did the tree burner people kill Michael Jackson
at the absolute end of the rehearsals or did he get out of town in time? https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg -- Michael
Jackson shot the war scenes for Earth Song in Bosnia/Herzogavina, which is now Nikola Tesla's hometown. Earth Song | Immortal
Version https://youtu.be/QtRMwXBtxls -- In 2011 the song was paired-up with the poem "Planet Earth" (previously released on
Michael Jackson's This Is It, in 2009) and released as a song in the remix album Immortal. Following a rehearsal of the song in
preparation for the This Is It concerts shortly after midnight on June 25, 2009, Jackson would suddenly die later that day, making
"Earth Song" the final song ever performed by Michael Jackson. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth_Song
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Did the tree burner people kill Michael Jackson at the absolute end of the rehearsals or did he get out of town in time?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg
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Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.

Mar 16, 2018, 5:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Free Energy Group.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
See what you have been missing on the investigation into Nikola Tesla's missing inventions, the Tesla Leaks blog and the Tesla
Murder Investigation: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?ref=bookmarks
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Chris Edwards posted in The Free Energy Chronicles.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
See what you have been missing on the investigation into Nikola Tesla's missing inventions, the Tesla Leaks blog and the Tesla
Murder Investigation: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?ref=bookmarks
Mar 16, 2018, 5:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in DIJASPORA - PADERBORN.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
See what you have been missing on the investigation into Nikola Tesla's missing inventions, the Tesla Leaks blog and the Tesla
Murder Investigation: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?ref=bookmarks
Mar 16, 2018, 5:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY, FREE ENERGY GENERATOR.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
See what you have been missing on the investigation into Nikola Tesla's missing inventions, the Tesla Leaks blog and the Tesla
Murder Investigation: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?ref=bookmarks
Mar 16, 2018, 5:17 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.newelectronics.co.uk/electronics-news/simultaneous-wireless-information-and-power-transfer-to-increase-energyefficiency-of-5g/170771/
Mar 14 2018 Simultaneous wireless information and power transfer to increase energy efficiency of 5G
http://www.newelectronics.co.uk/electronics-news/simultaneous-wireless-information-and-power-transfer-to-increase-energyefficiency-of-5g/170771/
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Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of

disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into
smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 15, 2018, 7:17 PM
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The Elon Musk, Thomas Edison Scam: Musk is not going to Mars. Musk did not donate one cent to the Tesla Museum at
Wardenclyffe, even though this guy and CNN said he did. Thomas Edison did not invent the light bulb in any way, even though
Donald Trump, Mitt Romney and Rand Paul said he did. https://youtu.be/QstrRR031XE
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https://youtu.be/QstrRR031XE
The Elon Musk, Thomas Edison Scam: Musk is not going to Mars. Musk did not donate one cent to the Tesla Museum at
Wardenclyffe, even though this guy and CNN said he did. Thomas Edison did not invent the light bulb in any way, even though
Donald Trump, Mitt Romney and Rand Paul said he did. https://youtu.be/QstrRR031XE
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/epa-withdraws-air-pollution-policy-1516935178
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=Er3UcHXrxUE#t=0m25s
Alex Jones goes public about Nikola Tesla, but only for 5 seconds. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Er3UcHXrxUE#t=0m25s
Updated Mar 14, 2018, 4:57 PM
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https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-space-force_us_5aa87feae4b0f7a689cd5c29
The #1 and #2 "Fake News" stories of 2018 have arrived: 1) #trump #space #force #hoax March 14th 2018 Trump's Call For A
'Space Force' Makes Him The Laughingstock Of the Universe (even the Aliens that don't exist know that!). The U.S. spends 1% of
it's budget on food, not 1% of the U.S. total worth, 1% of a "budget". Please take note: 1) There is no Space 2) There is no Space
Force 3) Star Wars is a Movie. Stop watching TV, it's melting your brain. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-spaceforce_us_5aa87feae4b0f7a689cd5c29 -- 2) #elon #musk #tesla #car #space #hoax Morons think fake Earth, no stars in the scene,
no satellites to be seen around fake Earth, fake Earth doesn't spin, clouds don't move on fake Earth, picture taken by "Space
Raven" credit to Jungle Surfer ((the ficticious bird flying in space taking pictures of everything)(Even though birds know by definition
there is no thrust, lift or drafting in "space". Obviously birds can read dictionaries, and you cant!)), camera that can handle direct
sunlight in "space", camera with no zoom capability, is "REAL"! The morons should get back to their 160 Million prescriptions of
Opium pills from Poppy grown in Afghanistan and slobber all over the TV. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1829885920355984&set=a.536052093072713.126158.100000037813495&type=3
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https://theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/03/supervolcano-goes-boom-humans-go-meh/555356/
#toba #volcano #fake #news March 12th 2018 The entire world could be powered by Geothermal electricity and heating, from
Indonesia, to Hawaii to Yosemite. The Fake News wants you to believe it will "end humanity". Mar 12 2018
https://theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/03/supervolcano-goes-boom-humans-go-meh/555356/ -- Case study on the 80 MW
Muara Laboh geothermal project http://thinkgeoenergy.com/case-study-on-the-80-mw-muara-laboh-geothermal-project-westsumatra/ -- See the Tesla Leaks posts on how geothermal could power the world, all by itself.
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https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/14/health/stephen-hawking-dead/index.html
#stephen #hawking #death #fake #news March 14th 2018 Stephen Hawking never said the word, nor the name :"Nikola Tesla" in 55
years. Neither has NASA nor CNN. https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/14/health/stephen-hawking-dead/index.html
Updated Mar 14, 2018, 12:43 PM
Mar 14, 2018, 12:43 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/14/health/stephen-hawking-dead/index.html
#stephen #hawking #death #fake #news March 14th 2018 Stephen Hawking never said the word, nor the name :"Nikola Tesla" in 55
years. Neither has NASA nor CNN. https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/14/health/stephen-hawking-dead/index.html
Updated Mar 14, 2018, 12:37 PM
Mar 14, 2018, 12:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-space-force_us_5aa87feae4b0f7a689cd5c29
The #1 and #2 "Fake News" stories of 2018 have arrived: 1) #trump #space #force #hoax March 14th 2018 Trump's Call For A
'Space Force' Makes Him The Laughingstock Of the Universe (even the Aliens that don't exist know that!). The U.S. spends 1% of
it's budget on food, not 1% of the U.S. total worth, 1% of a "budget". Please take note: 1) There is no Space 2) There is no Space
Force 3) Star Wars is a Movie. Stop watching TV, it's melting your brain. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-spaceforce_us_5aa87feae4b0f7a689cd5c29 -- 2) #elon #musk #tesla #car #space #hoax Morons think fake Earth, no stars in the scene,
no satellites to be seen around fake Earth, fake Earth doesn't spin, clouds don't move on fake Earth, picture taken by "Space
Raven" credit to Jungle Surfer ((the ficticious bird flying in space taking pictures of everything)(Even though birds know by definition
there is no thrust, lift or drafting in "space". Obviously birds can read dictionaries, and you cant!)), camera that can handle direct
sunlight in "space", camera with no zoom capability, is "REAL"! The morons should get back to their 160 Million prescriptions of
Opium pills from Poppy grown in Afghanistan and slobber all over the TV. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1829885920355984&set=a.536052093072713.126158.100000037813495&type=3
Mar 14, 2018, 12:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1924558507856970&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1096670000470757%2F
Mar 14, 2018, 11:24 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1924558507856970&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1096670000470757%2F
Mar 13, 2018, 11:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla coils, High voltage and science.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1924558507856970&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1096670000470757%2F
Mar 13, 2018, 11:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1924558507856970&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1096670000470757%2F
Mar 13, 2018, 10:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Istraživački centar Nikola Tesla.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1924558507856970&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1096670000470757%2F
Mar 13, 2018, 10:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1924558507856970&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1096670000470757%2F
Mar 13, 2018, 10:48 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Mar 13, 2018, 10:45 PM
Mar 13, 2018, 10:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
(Nikola Tesla pictured with a Wireless Light Bulb made of Uranium Glass & Krypton Gas in 1899) https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1924558507856970&set=gm.1096670000470757 -- Scientific American February 2nd, 1901 Tesla's Wireless Light by Nikola

Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-wireless-light - Nikola Tesla states that new illuminants, specifically
Krypton gas extracted in 1898, has the best economy, hygenic properties and is the closest to pure white daylight, like Krypton, that
has ever been reached. Krypton is the best, self illuminating, superconductive gas. His wireless light accomplishes the most efficient
method to separate the de-electric currents from his high frequency, high tension generators, creating high tension radiant streams
using Uranium glass, today they produce Tritiated glass as a cheap alternative to contain the negative charges along a virtual path.
The Krypton, or Radon are most conductive to positive charges. The natural inductance between these two elements allows for a
Krypton bulb to light up with just 1 Volt. The bulb in his hand would have a Krypton, Hydrogen spark-gap transformer, to transform
the 1 Volt coming from the atmosphere or ground, in a one wire return system, to 10 Volts and light up the Krypton gas, wirelessly.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1057545607716530/ This technologoy also includes phosphorescent
paint and metallic wallpaper for wireless power transmission. US3084062A - Method of producing luminous surfaces
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3084062 -- Radioisotope powered light sources, 1980
https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/6872715 -- Low-level laser (light) therapy (LLLT) in skin: stimulating, healing, restoring
https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4126803/ -- Owned by the U.S. governement patent # US6217512B1 - Self-illuminated,
non-invasive, visual cervical inspection apparatus and method https://patents.google.com/patent/US6217512B1/en -- Krypton-85 Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton-85 -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer create negative resistance in A/C systems
patents: http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- Tesla Leaks original post on September 11th 2016 on Krypon Gas and the ficticious
element for the Superman movies called Kryptonite: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/775066632631097/
-- Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method to produce liquid
nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares extracting energy
from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric gases into liquids. In
particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling" method for liquefying
air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means for Increasing the
Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation
Mar 12, 2018, 5:33 PM
Chris Edwards
#superman #krypton #cold #light Why the new Superman movie is named "Krypton" and not the ficticious element "Kryptonite":
Scientific American Feb. 2nd, 1901 Tesla's Wireless Light by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslaswireless-light - Tesla states that new illuminants, specifically Krypton gas extracted in 1898, has the best economy, hygenic
properties and is the closest to pure white daylight, like Krypton-white, that has ever been reached. Krypton has the best properties,
self illuminating, superconductive gas that exibits negative resistance and kills "microbes of a nasty disease" NT. (The following is a
summary of some of the major achievements of Nikola Tesla, as written by K. M. Swezey, friend and confidant of Tesla.)
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- His wireless light accomplishes the most efficient method to separate
the di-electric currents in the air, atmosphere or ground from his high frequency, high tension generators, which create high tension
radiant streams/"beams" (Patient 0). The most electro-negative glass is Uranium glass or coating them with phosphors, found
naturally in glass of the day. Today they have patents to produce Tritiated glass as a cheap alternative; both in order to contain the
negative charges along a virtual path. The Krypton, or even cheaper Radon are the most conductive to "electro-statically induced
rays" (1) or positive charges. The natural inductance between these two elements allows for a Krypton bulb to light up with just 1
Volt. The bulb in his hand would have a Krypton, Hydrogen spark-gap transformer (2), to transform the 1 Volt coming from the
atmosphere or ground, in a one wire return system "mutual inductance with the generator" NT, to 10 Volts and light up the Krypton
gas, wirelessly. The more lamps you add to the one wire system, the resistance drops, until "the light stays on, even when the
generator is turned off" (2) and resistance drops towards zero; and the lights become the virutal battery
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1057545607716530/ -- This technologoy also includes phosphorescent
paint and metallic wallpaper for wireless power transmission. Original video by Tesla Leaks on LiFi, Solar Wallpaper, Wireless
Power: https://youtube.com/watch?v=4a2JO0t5TQc -- Patent US3084062A Method of producing luminous surfaces
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3084062 -- Patent Radioisotope powered light sources, 1980
https://osti.gov/servlets/purl/6872715 -- Low-level laser (light) therapy (LLLT) in skin: stimulating, healing, restoring
https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4126803/ -- Owned by the U.S. governement patent # US6217512B1 for a "Selfilluminated, non-invasive, visual cervical inspection apparatus and method" https://patents.google.com/patent/US6217512B1/en -Sterilization of Foods using UV from Krypton/Arc Lamps https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B012227055X011482 -Krypton-85 Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton-85 -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer create negative resistance in A/C

systems patents: http://google.com/patents/US3847129 ("once the spark has been struck the energy being supplied is excessive
because of the large "reduction in resistance" across the spark gap caused by ionization of the gas.) Spark gap switch exhibiting
"positive feedback" https://google.com/patents/US3087091 -- US Military on spark-gap transformers and mercury-gas lights
exhibiting negative resistance in A/C, D/C impulse systems http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf --Negative Resistance in
Electric Arcs https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_arc -- Tesla's patents for Arc Lamps not included at Wikipedia US335786A
https://patents.google.com/patent/US335786A/ US335787A https://patents.google.com/patent/US335787 -- Tesla Leaks original
post on September 11th 2016 on Krypon Gas and the ficticious element for the Superman movies called Kryptonite:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/775066632631097/ -- Krypton was discovered in 1898 "is obtained by
the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen with a Tesla's Ozone Generator,
and is manufactured in Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the 1900 Century article "Problem of increasing human energy",
Tesla compares extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense
atmospheric gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a
"self-cooling" method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Tesla Leaks original post on
"Energy, Frequency and Vibration" cause "Conversion" of any gasses from any source material or from the air:
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F--Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for
"Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of
liquid gas used in the sending or receiving device. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation -- Posted on Tesla
Leaks in March 2017, GERMANY INVENTS UV DEATH RAY! (Tesla called it the "Peace Ray" or "Health Ray") The invention is the
correct Device prescribed by Nikola Tesla & John Hettinger for Power Beaming to Aircraft using Ionized Light Beams. This 1917
patents and invention described in the 1919 Electrical Experimenter, uses Extremely High-Powered Xenon (Or Krypton) UV ArcLamps, which provide Negative Resistance and project charged Ions to conduct a high voltage, high tension stream to a receiver or
to the Ionosphere, creating the artificial wire. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1057545607716530/ -Published by Tesla Leaks: "Pure Voltage has no Resistance" and 2000 Watts cracks Hydrogen. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=9JVGlx7QkPI -- Electrons and liquid helium advance understanding of zero-resistance https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02electrons-liquid-helium-advance-zero-resistance.html Physicists discover new properties of superconductivity
https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-physicists-properties-superconductivity.html The Earth gives us Amperages, while the Sky gives
you Voltage http://YouTube.com/watch?v=LLYRD9X97GU -- Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire ground return
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-wire_earth_return -- (0) The FBI letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr, aka Curious
George, and Leland Anderson letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr, Nikola Tesla's alleged assistant and attorney that
disappeared from history https://youtu.be/ElO5W7iEW8c?t=197 (1) Ray of Discovery https://youtube.com/watch?v=7z69e44e8qo
(2) Eric Dollard on Negative Resistance, Spark-Gap Transformers and a "Beam Tube": https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
Updated Mar 12, 2018, 5:28 PM
Mar 12, 2018, 5:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
You tagged Nikola Tesla

#superman #krypton #cold #light Why the new Superman movie is named "Krypton" and not the ficticious element "Kryptonite":
Scientific American Feb. 2nd, 1901 Tesla's Wireless Light by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslaswireless-light - Tesla states that new illuminants, specifically Krypton gas extracted in 1898, has the best economy, hygenic
properties and is the closest to pure white daylight, like Krypton-white, that has ever been reached. Krypton has the best properties,
self illuminating, superconductive gas that exibits negative resistance and kills "microbes of a nasty disease" NT. (The following is a
summary of some of the major achievements of Nikola Tesla, as written by K. M. Swezey, friend and confidant of Tesla.)
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- His wireless light accomplishes the most efficient method to separate
the di-electric currents in the air, atmosphere or ground from his high frequency, high tension generators, which create high tension
radiant streams/"beams" (Patient 0). The most electro-negative glass is Uranium glass or coating them with phosphors, found
naturally in glass of the day. Today they have patents to produce Tritiated glass as a cheap alternative; both in order to contain the
negative charges along a virtual path. The Krypton, or even cheaper Radon are the most conductive to "electro-statically induced
rays" (1) or positive charges. The natural inductance between these two elements allows for a Krypton bulb to light up with just 1
Volt. The bulb in his hand would have a Krypton, Hydrogen spark-gap transformer (2), to transform the 1 Volt coming from the
atmosphere or ground, in a one wire return system "mutual inductance with the generator" NT, to 10 Volts and light up the Krypton

gas, wirelessly. The more lamps you add to the one wire system, the resistance drops, until "the light stays on, even when the
generator is turned off" (2) and resistance drops towards zero; and the lights become the virutal battery
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1057545607716530/ -- This technologoy also includes phosphorescent
paint and metallic wallpaper for wireless power transmission. Original video by Tesla Leaks on LiFi, Solar Wallpaper, Wireless
Power: https://youtube.com/watch?v=4a2JO0t5TQc -- Patent US3084062A Method of producing luminous surfaces
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3084062 -- Patent Radioisotope powered light sources, 1980
https://osti.gov/servlets/purl/6872715 -- Low-level laser (light) therapy (LLLT) in skin: stimulating, healing, restoring
https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4126803/ -- Owned by the U.S. governement patent # US6217512B1 for a "Selfilluminated, non-invasive, visual cervical inspection apparatus and method" https://patents.google.com/patent/US6217512B1/en -Sterilization of Foods using UV from Krypton/Arc Lamps https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B012227055X011482 -- June
2014 Residual effects and energy cost of gliding arc discharge treatment on the inactivation of Escherichia coli in water
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0017931014004943 -- Krypton-85 Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton85 -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer create negative resistance in A/C systems patents: http://google.com/patents/US3847129
("once the spark has been struck the energy being supplied is excessive because of the large "reduction in resistance" across the
spark gap caused by ionization of the gas.) Spark gap switch exhibiting "positive feedback" https://google.com/patents/US3087091
-- US Military on spark-gap transformers and mercury-gas lights exhibiting negative resistance in A/C, D/C impulse systems
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf --Negative Resistance in Electric Arcs https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_arc -- Tesla's
patents for electric Arc Lamps not included at Wikipedia US335786A (Patent citation for "Cold Hydrogen Fusion")
https://patents.google.com/patent/US335786A/ US335787A https://patents.google.com/patent/US335787 -- Tesla Leaks original
post on September 11th 2016 on Krypon Gas and the ficticious element for the Superman movies called Kryptonite:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/775066632631097/ -- Krypton was discovered in 1898 "is obtained by
the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen with a Tesla's Ozone Generator,
and is manufactured in Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the 1900 Century article "Problem of increasing human energy",
Tesla compares extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense
atmospheric gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a
"self-cooling" method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Tesla Leaks original post on
"Energy, Frequency and Vibration" cause "Conversion" of any gasses from any source material or from the air:
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626/--Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for
"Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of
liquid gas used in the sending or receiving device. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation -- Posted on Tesla
Leaks in March 2017, GERMANY INVENTS UV DEATH RAY! (Tesla called it the "Peace Ray" or "Health Ray") The invention is the
correct Device prescribed by Nikola Tesla & John Hettinger for Power Beaming to Aircraft using Ionized Light Beams. This 1917
patents and invention described in the 1919 Electrical Experimenter, uses Extremely High-Powered Xenon (Or Krypton) UV ArcLamps, which provide Negative Resistance and project charged Ions to conduct a high voltage, high tension stream to a receiver or
to the Ionosphere, creating the artificial wire. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1057545607716530/ -Patent US20060042251A1 Arc-electrolysis steam generator with energy recovery, and method therefor, “Self-sustaining Archydrolysis Gaseous Fuel Generator” https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060042251 -- Published by Tesla Leaks: "Pure Voltage
has no Resistance" and 2000 Watts cracks Hydrogen. https://youtube.com/watch?v=9JVGlx7QkPI -- Electrons and liquid helium
advance understanding of zero-resistance https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-electrons-liquid-helium-advance-zero-resistance.html
Physicists discover new properties of superconductivity https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-physicists-propertiessuperconductivity.html The Earth gives us Amperages, while the Sky gives you Voltage http://YouTube.com/watch?
v=LLYRD9X97GU -- Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire ground return https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singlewire_earth_return -- (0) The FBI letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr, aka Curious George, and Leland Anderson letters to
George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr, Nikola Tesla's alleged assistant and attorney that disappeared from history
https://youtu.be/ElO5W7iEW8c?t=197 (1) Ray of Discovery https://youtube.com/watch?v=7z69e44e8qo (2) Eric Dollard on Negative
Resistance, Spark-Gap Transformers and a "Beam Tube": https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
#superman #krypton #cold #light Why the new Superman movie is named "Krypton" and not the ficticious element "Kryptonite":
Scientific American Feb. 2nd, 1901 Tesla's Wireless Light by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslaswireless-light - Tesla states that new illuminants, specifically Krypton gas extracted in 1898, has the best economy, hygenic
properties and is the closest to pure white daylight, like Krypton-white, that has ever been reached. Krypton has the best properties,
self illuminating, superconductive gas that exibits negative resistance and kills "microbes of a nasty disease" NT. (The following is a
summary of some of the major achievements of Nikola Tesla, as written by K. M. Swezey, friend and confidant of Tesla.)

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- His wireless light accomplishes the most efficient method to separate
the di-electric currents in the air, atmosphere or ground from his high frequency, high tension generators, which create high tension
radiant streams/"beams" (Patient 0). The most electro-negative glass is Uranium glass or coating them with phosphors, found
naturally in glass of the day. Today they have patents to produce Tritiated glass as a cheap alternative; both in order to contain the
negative charges along a virtual path. The Krypton, or even cheaper Radon are the most conductive to "electro-statically induced
rays" (1) or positive charges. The natural inductance between these two elements allows for a Krypton bulb to light up with just 1
Volt. The bulb in his hand would have a Krypton, Hydrogen spark-gap transformer (2), to transform the 1 Volt coming from the
atmosphere or ground, in a one wire return system "mutual inductance with the generator" NT, to 10 Volts and light up the Krypton
gas, wirelessly. The more lamps you add to the one wire system, the resistance drops, until "the light stays on, even when the
generator is turned off" (2) and resistance drops towards zero; and the lights become the virutal battery
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1057545607716530/ -- This technologoy also includes phosphorescent
paint and metallic wallpaper for wireless power transmission. Original video by Tesla Leaks on LiFi, Solar Wallpaper, Wireless
Power: https://youtube.com/watch?v=4a2JO0t5TQc -- Patent US3084062A Method of producing luminous surfaces
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3084062 -- Patent Radioisotope powered light sources, 1980
https://osti.gov/servlets/purl/6872715 -- Low-level laser (light) therapy (LLLT) in skin: stimulating, healing, restoring
https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4126803/ -- Owned by the U.S. governement patent # US6217512B1 for a "Selfilluminated, non-invasive, visual cervical inspection apparatus and method" https://patents.google.com/patent/US6217512B1/en -Sterilization of Foods using UV from Krypton/Arc Lamps https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B012227055X011482 -- June
2014 Residual effects and energy cost of gliding arc discharge treatment on the inactivation of Escherichia coli in water
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0017931014004943 -- Krypton-85 Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton85 -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer create negative resistance in A/C systems patents: http://google.com/patents/US3847129
("once the spark has been struck the energy being supplied is excessive because of the large "reduction in resistance" across the
spark gap caused by ionization of the gas.) Spark gap switch exhibiting "positive feedback" https://google.com/patents/US3087091
-- US Military on spark-gap transformers and mercury-gas lights exhibiting negative resistance in A/C, D/C impulse systems
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf --Negative Resistance in Electric Arcs https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_arc -- Tesla's
patents for electric Arc Lamps not included at Wikipedia US335786A (Patent citation for "Cold Hydrogen Fusion")
https://patents.google.com/patent/US335786A/ US335787A https://patents.google.com/patent/US335787 -- Tesla Leaks original
post on September 11th 2016 on Krypon Gas and the ficticious element for the Superman movies called Kryptonite:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/775066632631097/ -- Krypton was discovered in 1898 "is obtained by
the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen with a Tesla's Ozone Generator,
and is manufactured in Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the 1900 Century article "Problem of increasing human energy",
Tesla compares extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense
atmospheric gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a
"self-cooling" method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Tesla Leaks original post on
"Energy, Frequency and Vibration" cause "Conversion" of any gasses from any source material or from the air:
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F--Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for
"Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of
liquid gas used in the sending or receiving device. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation -- Posted on Tesla
Leaks in March 2017, GERMANY INVENTS UV DEATH RAY! (Tesla called it the "Peace Ray" or "Health Ray") The invention is the
correct Device prescribed by Nikola Tesla & John Hettinger for Power Beaming to Aircraft using Ionized Light Beams. This 1917
patents and invention described in the 1919 Electrical Experimenter, uses Extremely High-Powered Xenon (Or Krypton) UV ArcLamps, which provide Negative Resistance and project charged Ions to conduct a high voltage, high tension stream to a receiver or
to the Ionosphere, creating the artificial wire. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1057545607716530/ -Patent US20060042251A1 Arc-electrolysis steam generator with energy recovery, and method therefor, “Self-sustaining Archydrolysis Gaseous Fuel Generator” https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060042251 -- Published by Tesla Leaks: "Pure Voltage
has no Resistance" and 2000 Watts cracks Hydrogen. https://youtube.com/watch?v=9JVGlx7QkPI -- Electrons and liquid helium
advance understanding of zero-resistance https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-electrons-liquid-helium-advance-zero-resistance.html
Physicists discover new properties of superconductivity https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-physicists-propertiessuperconductivity.html The Earth gives us Amperages, while the Sky gives you Voltage http://YouTube.com/watch?
v=LLYRD9X97GU -- Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire ground return https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singlewire_earth_return -- (0) The FBI letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr, aka Curious George, and Leland Anderson letters to
George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr, Nikola Tesla's alleged assistant and attorney that disappeared from history

https://youtu.be/ElO5W7iEW8c?t=197 (1) Ray of Discovery https://youtube.com/watch?v=7z69e44e8qo (2) Eric Dollard on Negative
Resistance, Spark-Gap Transformers and a "Beam Tube": https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
Mar 12, 2018, 5:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Current events discussion.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into
smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 12, 2018, 4:07 PM
Chris Edwards
March 9th 2018 MIT Scientists - Nuclear Fusion on brink of being released:
https://theguardian.com/environment/2018/mar/09/nuclear-fusion-on-brink-of-being-realised-say-mit-scientists -- Follow the Tesla
Leaks posts on Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to Nuclear Fusion of H/He, Lithium Salts in 1899, Nuclear Fission (Radium) in
batteries and cosmetics, Cold Hydrogen Fusion, use and manufacture of Superonductive Gasses, the manufacturing of gasses by
Electrical Conversion, Transmutation of Elements, Purifying Metals, the use of Tesla intentions in Nuclear Power, Diamonds from
Electric Furnaces, the nature if splitting or smashing atoms and more: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Updated Mar 11, 2018, 10:35 AM
Mar 11, 2018, 10:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://theguardian.com/environment/2018/mar/09/nuclear-fusion-on-brink-of-being-realised-say-mit-scientists
March 9th 2018 MIT Scientists - Nuclear Fusion on brink of being released:
https://theguardian.com/environment/2018/mar/09/nuclear-fusion-on-brink-of-being-realised-say-mit-scientists -- Follow the Tesla
Leaks posts on Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to Nuclear Fusion of H/He, Nuclear Fission (Radium), Cold Hydrogen Fusion, use
of Superonductive Gasses, the manufacturing of gasses by Electrical Conversion: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Mar 11, 2018, 10:31 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into
smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 10, 2018, 8:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in IZUMI I iDEJE PRAKTICNE,KREATIVNE I EKOLOSKE.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"

of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into
smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 10, 2018, 8:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into
smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 10, 2018, 7:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 1,000,000,000 People to demand Tesla's Papers be released by USA Government.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's

lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into
smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 10, 2018, 7:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA INDIA.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from

4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into
smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 10, 2018, 7:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Free Energy Party UK.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into
smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 10, 2018, 7:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by

Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into
smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 10, 2018, 7:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in

the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into
smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 10, 2018, 7:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into
smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 10, 2018, 7:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of

100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into
smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 10, 2018, 7:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into

smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 10, 2018, 7:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Istraživački centar Nikola Tesla.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear
chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into
smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 10, 2018, 7:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency
Auto blocked by Facebook: #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction #how #gasoline #is #made The
"Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation" of Elements is not splitting
atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called splitting atoms. "No atoms
were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum physicists in his view of the
structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms. “I have disintegrated atoms
in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from 4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million
volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of disintegration is not accompanied by
a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14 https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency -- Blocked:
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F -- Nuclear transmutation is the
conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in
the present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that causes
transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Conversion" of Gasses.post by Tesla.Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- "Liquification of gasses" + Ozone
Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet Fuel, Napalm with
a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil, 1921 https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't
"splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay
process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -"Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html -- April 2016, We designed and developed
an ultrahigh-frequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave
output of up to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum
(APG) gas into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- Peak Oil Hoax: July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's lab burns to
the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no maintenance
and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177
Mar 10, 2018, 7:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Science Foundation пријатељи.
Energy, Frequency and Vibration https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's
lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no
maintenance and a very low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 -"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet
Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by
Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other
fuels: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency Using the "Cherry" method of
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure
gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about $1.00 in electricity. -- April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahighfrequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of up
to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum (APG) gas
into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082 -- #splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction
#how #gasoline #is #made The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear "Transmutation"
of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called
splitting atoms. "No atoms were ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum
physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the smashing of atoms.
“I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process of
disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14
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transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation":
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation -- "Conversion" of Gasses post by Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F -- "Liquification of gasses" + Ozone
Cryogenics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases -- Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet Fuel, Napalm with
a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension machine or Tesla Coil, 1921 https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+frequency -- "Nuclear "Fission"" isn't
"splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay
process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -"Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by Tesla Leaks, using Nikola Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter -- Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html -- April 2016, We designed and developed
an ultrahigh-frequency (microwave) plasma torch with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave
output of up to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural and associated petroleum
(APG) gas into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency.
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082
Updated Mar 10, 2018, 12:54 PM
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https://www.google.com/search?q=Nicola+Tesla
#nicola #tesla #breaks #google Seaching for "Nicola Tesla" breaks Google: You may not find what is missing at the patent office or
elsewhere, unless you search the Nicola Tesla, with a C. If you try, Google will suggest and display only results will a K. If you read
the whole blog on the subject, The Library of Congress picture of Tesla in 1891, is hand written with a C. https://google.com/search?
q=Nicola+Tesla -- Tesla Leaks January 19th 2017 – The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves,
Reactive Currents, Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black
Body Radiation, 100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather

Modification, Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting
Energy from Storms, HAARP, http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
Updated Mar 10, 2018, 11:50 AM
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http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/03/local-news-anchors-now-have-to-read-pro-trump-propaganda.html?
utm_source=fb&utm_medium=s3&utm_campaign=sharebutton-t
#trump #republican #fake #news A family of conservative multimillionaires owns Sinclair Broadcast Group. They are on the cusp of
owning enough local television stations to reach 70 percent of American households. Every news station under Sinclair’s umbrella is
required to syndicate commentary that comports with its owners’ ideological views. Over the past 13 months, this has meant
regularly providing viewers with the insights of Sinclair’s chief political analyst, former Trump spokesman Boris Epshteyn. It has also
meant featuring analysis from conservative pundit Mark Hyman, and updates from the “Terrorism Alert Desk” (sensationalized
coverage of recent terror attacks from around the world) on a routine basis. http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/03/local-newsanchors-now-have-to-read-pro-trump-propaganda.html
Updated Mar 10, 2018, 8:38 AM
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https://youtu.be/wAhxiouZ2Kk
Discovery Channel, A Murder De-classified (Polish) https://youtu.be/wAhxiouZ2Kk
Updated Mar 10, 2018, 8:31 AM
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https://researchgate.net/publication/321419348_The_Complex_Aura_of_Nikola_Tesla
The Complex Aura of Nikola Tesla. Article in Headache The Journal of Head and Face Pain 58 (2) · December 2017
https://researchgate.net/publication/321419348_The_Complex_Aura_of_Nikola_Tesla
Updated Mar 9, 2018, 9:44 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176
This is Nikola Tesla 's Patents US568176A-US568180A-X used to manufacture and convert gasses, called conversion, or hydrocracking, Ozone etc. and the one used in electric furnaces to melt steel and other uses, like in Nuclear power plants and wireless
power. System & Apparatus: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176 Ozone Generator:
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 Regulation: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568178A/ Method.& apparatus
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568179 -- Apparatus for lighting & Protection https://patents.google.com/patent/US568180A/
Bonus Flash Lamp off of HF/HP: https://patents.google.com/patent/US454622
Mar 9, 2018, 2:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176
This is Nikola Tesla 's Patents US568176A-US568180A-X used to manufacture and convert gasses, called conversion, or hydrocracking, Ozone etc. and the one used in electric furnaces to melt steel and other uses, like in Nuclear power plants and wireless
power. System & Apparatus: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176 Ozone Generator:
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 Regulation: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568178A/ Method.& apparatus
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568179 -- Apparatus for lighting & Protection https://patents.google.com/patent/US568180A/
Bonus Flash Lamp off of HF/HP: https://patents.google.com/patent/US454622
Mar 8, 2018, 11:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176
This is Nikola Tesla 's Patents US568176A-US568180A-X used to manufacture and convert gasses, called conversion, or hydrocracking, Ozone etc. and the one used in electric furnaces to melt steel and other uses, like in Nuclear power plants and wireless
power. System & Apparatus: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176 Ozone Generator:
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 Regulation: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568178A/ Method.& apparatus
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568179 -- Apparatus for lighting & Protection https://patents.google.com/patent/US568180A/
Bonus Flash Lamp off of HF/HP: https://patents.google.com/patent/US454622
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#directed #energy #weapons Classic "hot under the collar" stuff! Rumsfeld and Myers Asked About Directed Energy Weapons
(2003) https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg#t=05m0s -- Referring Patents to Tesla's High Frequency, High Potential
machines include: https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10211497545022368&id=1476074234&ref=bookmarks High energy
microwave defense system. Directed energy weapons, i.e. devices that direct a beam of high energy content toward a target for
incapacitating or destroying the target the high-energy beam being of microwave type, e.g. for causing a heating effect in the target
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4456912A/en -- Further pointing to a "Suoer-regenerative Master" by the Westinghouse
Company 1960. In principle, a regenerative maser, where Q, is positive but large, is capable of unlimited gain.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2962585A/en
Updated Mar 8, 2018, 10:01 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=f8tyi4O0Exw.
#directed #energy #weapon Classic "hot under the collar" stuff! Rumsfeld and Myers Asked About Directed Energy Weapons (2003)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg#t=05m0s -- Referring Patents to Tesla's High Frequency, High Potential machines
include: https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10211497545022368&id=1476074234&ref=bookmarks High energy microwave
defense system. Directed energy weapons, i.e. devices that direct a beam of high energy content toward a target for incapacitating
or destroying the target the high-energy beam being of microwave type, e.g. for causing a heating effect in the target
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4456912A/en -- Further pointing to a "Suoer-regenerative Master" by the Westinghouse
Company 1960. In principle, a regenerative maser, where Q, is positive but large, is capable of unlimited gain.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2962585A/en
Mar 8, 2018, 9:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4456912A/en
Referring Patents to Tesla's HF/HP machines include: High energy microwave defense system. Directed energy weapons, i.e.
devices that direct a beam of high energy content toward a target for incapacitating or destroying the target the high-energy beam
being of microwave type, e.g. for causing a heating effect in the target https://patents.google.com/patent/US4456912A/en
Mar 8, 2018, 9:47 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176
This is Nikola Tesla 's Patents US568176A-US568180A-X used to manufacture and convert gasses, called conversion, or hydrocracking, Ozone etc. and the one used in electric furnaces to melt steel and other uses, like in Nuclear power plants and wireless
power. System: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176 Ozone Generator: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177
Regulation: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568178A/ Method.& apparatus https://patents.google.com/patent/US568179 -Apparatus for lighting & Protection https://patents.google.com/patent/US568180A/ Flash Lamp:
https://patents.google.com/patent/US454622
Mar 8, 2018, 9:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10211497545022368&id=1476074234 This is Nikola Tesla 's Patents US568176AUS568180A-X used to manufacture and convert gasses, called conversion, or hydro-cracking, Ozone etc. and the one used in
electric furnaces to melt steel and other uses, like in Nuclear power plants and wireless power. System:
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176 Ozone Generator: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 Regulation:
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568178A/ Method.& apparatus https://patents.google.com/patent/US568179 -- Apparatus for
lighting & Protection https://patents.google.com/patent/US568180A/ Flash Lamp: https://patents.google.com/patent/US454622
Mar 8, 2018, 9:06 PM
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This is Nikola Tesla 's Patents US568176A-US568180A-X used to manufacture and convert gasses, called conversion, or hydrocracking, Ozone etc. and the one used in electric furnaces to melt steel and other uses, like in Nuclear power plants and wireless
power. Apparatus & System: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176 Ozone Generator:
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 Regulation: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568178A/ Method.& apparatus
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568179 -- Apparatus for lighting & Protection https://patents.google.com/patent/US568180A/
Flash Lamp: https://patents.google.com/patent/US454622
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http://money.cnn.com/2018/03/08/investing/jpmorgan-market-correction/index.html
March 8 2018 Top JPMorgan Chase executive is warning that stocks could fall as much as 40% in the next few years. Daniel Pinto,
JPMorgan's co-president, said during an interview on Bloomberg Television Thursday that he believes market gains should continue
for the next year or two. But he added that investors are nervous, and that the recent announcement about tariffs and trade wars
contribute to their unease. http://money.cnn.com/2018/03/08/investing/jpmorgan-market-correction/index.html
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http://money.cnn.com/2018/03/08/investing/jpmorgan-market-correction/index.html
March 8 2018 Top JPMorgan Chase executive is warning that stocks could fall as much as 40% in the next few years. Daniel Pinto,
JPMorgan's co-president, said during an interview on Bloomberg Television Thursday that he believes market gains should continue
for the next year or two. But he added that investors are nervous, and that the recent announcement about tariffs and trade wars
contribute to their unease. http://money.cnn.com/2018/03/08/investing/jpmorgan-market-correction/index.html
Updated Mar 8, 2018, 8:22 PM
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Mar 8 2018 Fast and efficient wireless power transfer via transitionless quantum driving. We show that it is possible to transfer
power between the coils significantly fast compared to its adiabatic counterpart. The scheme is fairly robust against the variations in
the coupling strength and the coupling distance between the coils. Also, the scheme is found to be reasonably immune to intrinsic
losses in the coils. https://nature.com/articles/s41598-018-22562-9
Updated Mar 8, 2018, 5:41 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://nature.com/articles/s41598-018-22562-9
Mar 8 2018 Fast and efficient wireless power transfer via transitionless quantum driving. We show that it is possible to transfer
power between the coils significantly fast compared to its adiabatic counterpart. The scheme is fairly robust against the variations in
the coupling strength and the coupling distance between the coils. Also, the scheme is found to be reasonably immune to intrinsic
losses in the coils. https://nature.com/articles/s41598-018-22562-9 -- More on wireless power methods by Tesla Leaks:
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1892365301076291&id=750861428384951&ref=bookmarks
Mar 8, 2018, 5:41 PM
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#banned #in #the #usa Feb 27th 2018 The (quiet) electric car was banned in 2010, and will be banned by 2020, based on little or no
research. https://carscoops.com/2018/02/u-s-dot-declares-evs-hybrids-cant-run-silent-low-speeds/ March 7th 2018 The Trump
White House, FAA may ban personal use of drones at any time. https://engadget.com/2018/03/07/ford-proposes-remote-dronetracking-system-for-the-faa/ Autonomous cars could be banned at any time; to be "tested" only.
https://sf.curbed.com/2018/2/27/17058194/california-driverless-cars-approve-dmv The Tesla electric car is already banned in 24
Republican states. https://greencarreports.com/news/1095933_are-republicans-really-behind-tesla-sales-bans-data-offers-clues
Large Hydro-electric plants have been de-facto banned in the U.S.A. since 1908.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/915134381957654/ Wind and Solar have been banned in the desert
southwest since 1994. http://articles.latimes.com/2012/mar/04/local/la-me-solar-tortoise-20120304 Wireless airships banned due to
exploding airships like the Hindenberg https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1087349538069470/ -- Private
Trolly's were banned after the 1908, San Francisco earthquake. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Motors_streetcar_conspiracy
The High-speed rail conspiracy https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-speed_rail Wireless power transmission has been banned until just
recently. Wireless, radio-frequency and UV curing technologies have also been banned until just recently. Atomic batteries have
been banned since their inception, like Radium or Thorium batteries. Nuclear power has been banned in the U.S.A. for 30 years.
That's right, the crack heads who walk from 7-11 to 7-11 begging for change; the moron that has never heard of public
transportation or "the wheel"; is going to tell you whether you can have a quite electric car or not. Maybe the crack heads would
prefer the noise of a Harley, a 18 Wheeler, a Train or a Jet Engine instead; though those sounds would never distract or hurt any
crack head in any way, only the "quiet" electric car would hurt them because they, of course, don't even know how to look both ways
before crossing a road or have ever heard of a mirror. Quite elecric car debate: https://youtube.com/watch?v=QpnJhQU_m0A

Electric vehicle warning sounds - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_vehicle_warning_sounds
Updated Mar 8, 2018, 10:26 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://carscoops.com/2018/02/u-s-dot-declares-evs-hybrids-cant-run-silent-low-speeds/
#banned #in #the #usa #tesla #death #watch #revisited Feb 27th 2018 The (quiet) electric car was banned in 2010, and will be
banned by 2020, based on little or no research. https://carscoops.com/2018/02/u-s-dot-declares-evs-hybrids-cant-run-silent-lowspeeds/ March 7th 2018 The Trump White House, FAA may ban personal use of drones at any time.
https://engadget.com/2018/03/07/ford-proposes-remote-drone-tracking-system-for-the-faa/ Autonomous cars could be banned at
any time; to be "tested" only. https://sf.curbed.com/2018/2/27/17058194/california-driverless-cars-approve-dmv The Tesla electric
car is already banned in 24 Republican states. https://greencarreports.com/news/1095933_are-republicans-really-behind-teslasales-bans-data-offers-clues Large Hydro-electric plants have been de-facto banned in the U.S.A. since 1908.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/915134381957654/ Wind and Solar have been banned in the desert
southwest since 1994. http://articles.latimes.com/2012/mar/04/local/la-me-solar-tortoise-20120304 Wireless airships banned due to
exploding airships like the Hindenberg https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1087349538069470/ -- Private
Trolly's were banned after the 1908, San Francisco earthquake. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Motors_streetcar_conspiracy
The High-speed rail conspiracy https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-speed_rail Wireless power transmission has been banned until just
recently. Wireless, radio-frequency and UV curing technologies have also been banned until just recently. Atomic batteries have
been banned since their inception, like Radium or Thorium batteries. Nuclear power has been banned in the U.S.A. for 30 years.
That's right, the crack heads who walk from 7-11 to 7-11 begging for change, hitting the crosswalk button a hundred times a day and
stopping all the cars; the moron that has never heard of public transportation or "the wheel"; is going to tell you whether you can
have a quite electric car or not. Maybe the crack heads would prefer the noise of a Harley, a 18 Wheeler, a Train or a Jet Engine
instead; though those sounds would never distract or hurt any crack head in any way, only the "quiet" electric car would hurt them
because they, of course, don't even know how to look both ways before crossing a road or have ever heard of a mirror. Quite
electric car debate: https://youtube.com/watch?v=QpnJhQU_m0A Electric vehicle warning sounds - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_vehicle_warning_sounds
Mar 8, 2018, 10:26 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/generate-electricity-whenever-you-use-water-at-home-with-the-vortical-tech-hybrid-teslaturbine-300610633.html
#tesla #turbine #boundary #layer #fluid #dynamics May 8 2018 Generate Electricity Whenever You Use Water at Home With the
Vortical Tech Hybrid Tesla Turbine. The Vortical Tech turbine is an enhanced boundary layer turbine that incorporates several other
innovations. Nikola Tesla first patented his boundary layer turbine in 1913 and considered it one of his greatest inventions. "For one
of the most important inventors of all time to say that was quite a statement," said Igarashi. "We felt that it was certainly worth our
time to revisit the boundary layer turbine to see if we could come up with innovations that would make it practical for some of today's
most pressing needs." https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/generate-electricity-whenever-you-use-water-at-home-with-thevortical-tech-hybrid-tesla-turbine-300610633.html -- More on the Tesla Turbine by Tesla Leaks:
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html
Mar 8, 2018, 8:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/generate-electricity-whenever-you-use-water-at-home-with-the-vortical-tech-hybrid-teslaturbine-300610633.html
#tesla #turbine #boundary #layer #fluid #dynamics May 8 2018 Generate Electricity Whenever You Use Water at Home With the
Vortical Tech Hybrid Tesla Turbine. The Vortical Tech turbine is an enhanced boundary layer turbine that incorporates several other
innovations. Nikola Tesla first patented his boundary layer turbine in 1913 and considered it one of his greatest inventions. "For one
of the most important inventors of all time to say that was quite a statement," said Igarashi. "We felt that it was certainly worth our
time to revisit the boundary layer turbine to see if we could come up with innovations that would make it practical for some of today's
most pressing needs." https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/generate-electricity-whenever-you-use-water-at-home-with-thevortical-tech-hybrid-tesla-turbine-300610633.html -- More on the Tesla Turbine by Tesla Leaks:
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html
Mar 8, 2018, 8:40 AM
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https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/generate-electricity-whenever-you-use-water-at-home-with-the-vortical-tech-hybrid-tesla-

turbine-300610633.html
#tesla #turbine #boundary #layer #fluid #dynamics May 8 2018 Generate Electricity Whenever You Use Water at Home With the
Vortical Tech Hybrid Tesla Turbine. The Vortical Tech turbine is an enhanced boundary layer turbine that incorporates several other
innovations. Nikola Tesla first patented his boundary layer turbine in 1913 and considered it one of his greatest inventions. "For one
of the most important inventors of all time to say that was quite a statement," said Igarashi. "We felt that it was certainly worth our
time to revisit the boundary layer turbine to see if we could come up with innovations that would make it practical for some of today's
most pressing needs." https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/generate-electricity-whenever-you-use-water-at-home-with-thevortical-tech-hybrid-tesla-turbine-300610633.html -- More on the Tesla Turbine by Tesla Leaks:
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html
Updated Mar 8, 2018, 8:33 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fans.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 8, 2018, 3:34 AM
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https://thinkprogress.org/report-russia-energy-debate-4cfe68f84ac5/
Mar. 1st 2018 New report shows how Russia sought to ‘deceive and influence’ the fight over fracking Targeting both
environmentalist and pro-drilling crowds, fake accounts pushed disinformation across multiple platforms.
https://thinkprogress.org/report-russia-energy-debate-4cfe68f84ac5/
Updated Mar 6, 2018, 5:32 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at

the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 6, 2018, 11:00 AM
Chris Edwards
#nikola #tesla #airplane #motor #jet #engine #fuel #inventor Nikola Tesla not only contributed to all ICE, Unipolar DC and the
perfectly efficient AC motors, but also the first Airplane Motor for the Wright Brothers, Jet Engine and the manufacturing and
compression of gasses for the fuels. March 5th 2018 Autek's High-Efficiency Drone Technology. A new Motor Enables Drone Taxis
-- "You are flying with a propeller invented by the Wright Brothers in 1905, and using a radial field motor invented by Nikola Tesla in
1985. We can do no less than reinvent drones." https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/auteks-high-efficiency-drone-technology300607981.html -- #every #car #is #a #tesla Retort Reply to Discovery Channel comments about Nikola Tesla given or taken credit
for other scientists work: Tesla is given credit by the Patent Office/s for what he calls the "perfectly efficient" A/C Induction Motor
with EMF recycling of May 1st 1888 also called (Ford's Reluctance Engine of Feb 2nd 1971), the DC Mono-polar electric motor in
the Prius refers to Tesla's Unipolar DC Dynamo of 1889, and all Internal Combustion Engines are Nikola Tesla's Aug 1893 Patent
for a perfectly efficient, floating piston, "Reciprocating Engine" for gasses or fluids ... Tesla also has the first patent for an Electrical
Igniter for Gas Engines in 1897 (Cadillac claims credit in 1915), the Spark Plug, the Speedometer, the water Flow Meter, you Xenon
high beam headlights, your remote control, your radio and now, wireless charging.
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html -- Smithsonian gives credit to Tesla for
the Jet Engine (fluid dynamics, it's motor and gasses) https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventorelectricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/ -- Tesla Leaks original post on how to manufacture Hydro-carbons,
Ozone, Nitrates and even Napalm using a Tesla invention or patent: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=2145086705718032&id=1868232790070093 --Updated Mar 6, 2018, 9:54 AM
Mar 6, 2018, 9:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/auteks-high-efficiency-drone-technology-300607981.html
#nikola #tesla #airplane #motor #jet #engine #fuel #inventor Nikola Tesla not only contributed to all ICE, Unipolar DC, perfectly
efficient AC motors, but also the 1st Airplane Motor for the Wright Brothers & the Jet Engine & the manufacturing and liquification of
gasses for fuels. March 5th 2018 Autek's new Motor Enables Drone Taxis -- "You are flying with a propeller invented by the Wright
Brothers in 1905, and using a radial field motor invented by Nikola Tesla in 1985. We can do no less than reinvent drones." The
Wright Brothers plane also used a flywheel connected to the motor running an electric starter Tesla patented in 1897. How else
would yo/ur restart an ICE Engine in flight? https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/auteks-high-efficiency-drone-technology300607981.html -- #every #car #is #a #tesla Retort Reply to Discovery Channel comments about Nikola Tesla given or taken credit
for other scientists work: Tesla is given credit by the Patent Office/s for what he calls the "perfectly efficient" A/C Induction Motor
with EMF recycling of May 1st 1888 also called (Ford's Reluctance Engine of Feb 2nd 1971), the DC Mono-polar electric motor in
the Prius refers to Tesla's Unipolar DC Dynamo of 1889, and all Internal Combustion Engines are Nikola Tesla's Aug 1893 Patent
for a perfectly efficient, floating piston, "Reciprocating Engine" for gasses or fluids ... Tesla also has the first patent for an Electrical
Igniter for Gas Engines in 1897 (Cadillac claims credit in 1915), the Spark Plug, the Speedometer, the water Flow Meter, you Xenon
high beam headlights, your remote control, your radio and now, wireless charging.
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html -- Smithsonian gives credit to Tesla for

the Jet Engine (fluid dynamics, it's motor and gasses) https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventorelectricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/ -- Tesla Leaks original post on how to manufacture Hydro-carbons,
Ozone, Nitrates and even Napalm using a Tesla invention or patent: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=2145086705718032&id=1868232790070093 --Mar 6, 2018, 9:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 10:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in IZUMI I iDEJE PRAKTICNE,KREATIVNE I EKOLOSKE.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 --

"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 9:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in * * Politics/Philosophy Discussion/Debate Group * *.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system - refers to a missing
Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of obtaining useful power
from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion conditions allowing
essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the drift region of the
present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the geometry of the
magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course, important that
the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at the magnetic
convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor, Nicola Tesla
(U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of refractory material
such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by ions as caused by the
application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the present invention makes
use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the refractory material button.
The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases are passing though the hole
in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F. as they make contact with the
inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already thermally excited molecules of
gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion bombardment created by the RF
field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the magnetic focused point of the
present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring." https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
-- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla" https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-teslamissing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 8:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Istraživački centar Nikola Tesla.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered

“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 8:02 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Mar 5, 2018, 7:14 PM
Mar 5, 2018, 7:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 6:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system - refers to a missing
Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of obtaining useful power
from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion conditions allowing
essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the drift region of the
present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the geometry of the
magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course, important that
the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at the magnetic
convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor, Nicola Tesla
(U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of refractory material
such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by ions as caused by the
application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the present invention makes
use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the refractory material button.
The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases are passing though the hole
in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F. as they make contact with the
inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already thermally excited molecules of
gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion bombardment created by the RF
field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the magnetic focused point of the
present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring." https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
-- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla" https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-

missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 5:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 5:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 --

"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 5:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 5:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Real Worldwide Truth Movement!
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
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#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
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#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
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#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
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#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
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#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
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#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
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#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
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#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
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#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
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#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
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#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
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#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 9:12 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Free Energy Party UK.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system -

refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 9:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 9:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA INDIA.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of

obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 9:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of
obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion
conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the
drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the
geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course,
important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at
the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor,
Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by
ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the
present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases
are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F.
as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already
thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the
magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring."
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 5, 2018, 9:05 AM
Chris Edwards
http://time.com/5181830/president-trump-execute-drug-dealers-opiod-crisis/
March 1st 2018 President Trump Suggests Executing Drug Dealers (Marijuana smokers). The government deals the heroin and the
"doctors" prescribe the Oxycodone and methamphetamine for kids.
Updated Mar 5, 2018, 8:35 AM

Mar 5, 2018, 8:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://phys.org/news/2018-03-co2-usable-energy.html
#xray #solar #fuels Feb 28 2018 Researchers at the U.S. (DOE) Brookhaven National Laboratory has identified a new (X-ray light)
electrocatalyst that efficiently converts CO2 to carbon monoxide (CO), a highly energetic molecule. Their findings were published on
Feb. 1 in Energy & Environmental Science. "There are many ways to use CO," said Eli Stavitski, a scientist at Brookhaven and an
author on the paper. "You can react it with water to produce energy-rich hydrogen gas, or with hydrogen to produce useful
chemicals, such as hydrocarbons or alcohols. If there were a sustainable, cost-efficient route to transform CO2 to CO, it would
benefit society greatly." https://phys.org/news/2018-03-co2-usable-energy.html
Mar 4, 2018, 5:11 PM
Chris Edwards
https://m.phys.org/news/2018-03-co2-usable-energy.html#
#xray #light #solar #fuels Feb 28 2018 Researchers at the U.S. (DOE) Brookhaven National Laboratory has identified a new (X-ray
light) electrocatalyst that efficiently converts CO2 to carbon monoxide (CO), a highly energetic molecule. Their findings were
published on Feb. 1 in Energy & Environmental Science. "There are many ways to use CO," said Eli Stavitski, a scientist at
Brookhaven and an author on the paper. "You can react it with water to produce energy-rich hydrogen gas, or with hydrogen to
produce useful chemicals, such as hydrocarbons or alcohols. If there were a sustainable, cost-efficient route to transform CO2 to
CO, it would benefit society greatly." https://phys.org/news/2018-03-co2-usable-energy.html
Updated Mar 4, 2018, 4:39 PM
Mar 4, 2018, 4:39 PM
Chris Edwards
http://time.com/money/5112462/billionaires-made-so-much-money-last-year-they-could-end-extreme-poverty-seven-times/
Updated Mar 4, 2018, 4:32 PM
Mar 4, 2018, 4:32 PM
Chris Edwards
#banning #renewables Feb 28 2018 The conspirators: Sierra Club, friends of the flying "desert turtle" act of 1994, goat trails, etc.
claim that "dust" from solar panels is "the" reason to ban them. "There should be no further changes to the allocations of
conservation, recreational or renewable energy designations in this comprehensive plan. Local residents see the degradation of the
Basin’s air quality from existing solar developments. When the desert crust is scraped and vegetation removed, the winds blow dust
along sand transport paths. The effects are permanent and cannot be mitigated. "
https://hidesertstar.com/mobile/opinion/letters_to_editor/article_59824be0-1cfb-11e8-8027-234a988a2b0e.html
Updated Mar 4, 2018, 11:29 AM
Mar 4, 2018, 11:29 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.washingtonpost.com/posttv/videonational/president-trump-signs-resolution-to-permit-mining-waste-dumping-inwaterways/2017/02/21/cde426aa-f84b-11e6-aa1e-5f735ee31334_video.html?utm_term=.4c529d8f3563
Updated Mar 4, 2018, 11:23 AM
Mar 4, 2018, 11:23 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system - refers to a missing
Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of obtaining useful power
from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion conditions allowing
essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the drift region of the
present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the geometry of the
magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course, important that
the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at the magnetic
convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor, Nicola Tesla
(U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of refractory material
such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by ions as caused by the
application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the present invention makes
use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the refractory material button.
The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases are passing though the hole

in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F. as they make contact with the
inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already thermally excited molecules of
gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion bombardment created by the RF
field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the magnetic focused point of the
present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring." https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
-- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla" https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-teslamissing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 3, 2018, 2:06 PM
Chris Edwards
Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 - Fusion power generating system - refers to a missing
Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach (10) is provided as a way of obtaining useful power
from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Achieving sustained fusion conditions allowing
essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the drift region of the
present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between particles. As the geometry of the
magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course, important that
the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input nuclei at the magnetic
convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by the American inventor, Nicola Tesla
(U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of refractory material
such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be bombarded by ions as caused by the
application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the present invention makes
use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the refractory material button.
The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases are passing though the hole
in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000° F. as they make contact with the
inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already thermally excited molecules of
gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion bombardment created by the RF
field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration at the magnetic focused point of the
present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring." https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
-- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla" https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-teslamissing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Updated Mar 3, 2018, 2:05 PM
Mar 3, 2018, 2:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094
#nicola #tesla #fusion #perpetual #motion #machines Nikola Tesla invented Hydrogen-Helium Fusion: US Patent US5162094 Fusion power generating system - refers to a missing Tesla Invention, Manhattan Project “Fusion” & 100% Efficiency. "An approach
(10) is provided as a way of obtaining useful power from a fusion reaction utilizing light weight isotopes of hydrogen and helium.
Achieving sustained fusion conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the
magnetic convergent point in the drift region of the present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative
energy between particles. As the geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a mirror image of the ion
source geometry, it is, of course, important that the ion source geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the
highest concentration of input nuclei at the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of
an invention by the American inventor, Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention
Tesla showed how a small button of refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing
the material to be bombarded by ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation to the refractory
material. One embodiment of the present invention makes use of Tesla's Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of
an inch diameter hole through the refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required for
the fusion reaction. As the gases are passing though the hole in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that

can be in the range of 5,000° F. as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon
leaving the hole exit, the already thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in
combination with the concentrated ion bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source
insuring that the ion concentration at the magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of
fusion reactions occurring." https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094 -- Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla"
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&m=1 -"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s systems which are considered
“Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES"
Mar 3, 2018, 2:05 PM
Chris Edwards
#anti #nuclear #trolls #russian #bots Dear anti-nuclear power Trolls: (Friends of the Earth et al, the Vatican, Scientologists, Exxon,
Peabody Coal, Tree burner people) March 2012 Nuclear Power Plants do not leak Hydrogen, they manufacture Hydrogen
https://acs.org/content/acs/en/pressroom/newsreleases/2012/march/nuclear-power-plants-can-produce-hydrogen-to-fuel-thehydrogen-economy.html and perform Tesla Helium-Hydrogen Fusion (considered by the patent office to be akin to perpetual motion
machines) https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard -- March 7, 2017 ((One
example studied the costs of using nuclear heat in Arizona to switch from making steam to generate electricity to making heat to
desalinate brackish water for irrigation when wind power drops electricity market prices too low. Another example in Texas looked at
the economics of switching from selling nuclear electricity into a slumping electric market to providing heat to a factory that uses it to
make synthetic gasoline. Others among its "12 pack," McGough explained, could use their electricity for splitting hydrogen out of
water, creating an end product that could be stored and used for fuel-cell-powered cars or to sell to companies that make fertilizer.))
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=881621191975640&ref=content_filter&_rdr -- For the other
morons that can't read and the other morons still posting fake news about Fukushima; by definition, heavy metals and photo-electric
salts like Uranium are only "Radio-active" when they are in the presence of radio waves (Tesla Coil) or the Sun. The Fukushima
melted core, if there is one, ceased to be emit radiation as soon as the power was shut off. "" Radioactive describes something
undergoing radioactive decay (in the presence of radio waves), the process by which an unstable atomic nucleus emits radiation. ""
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radioactive_(disambiguation) -- Mar. 1st 2018 Alex Jones warns the public that the next false flag by
the Globalists will be the "Nuke "Hoax". The nuclear bomb hoax and the radioactive matter danger hoax is to be busted, even before
it happens. Original Post on a Nuclear false flag by Tesla Leaks: http://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951&ref=bookmarks -- More on Debunking Einstein by Tesla Leaks:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Updated Mar 2, 2018, 8:15 PM
Mar 2, 2018, 8:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://acs.org/content/acs/en/pressroom/newsreleases/2012/march/nuclear-power-plants-can-produce-hydrogen-to-fuel-thehydrogen-economy.html
#anti #nuclear #trolls #russian #bots Dear anti-nuclear power Trolls: (Friends of the Earth et al, the Vatican, Scientologists, Exxon,
Peabody Coal, Tree burner people) March 2012 Nuclear Power Plants do not leak Hydrogen, they manufacture Hydrogen
https://acs.org/content/acs/en/pressroom/newsreleases/2012/march/nuclear-power-plants-can-produce-hydrogen-to-fuel-thehydrogen-economy.html and perform Tesla Helium-Hydrogen Fusion (considered by the patent office to be akin to perpetual motion
machines) https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard -- March 7, 2017 ((One
example studied the costs of using nuclear heat in Arizona to switch from making steam to generate electricity to making heat to
desalinate brackish water for irrigation when wind power drops electricity market prices too low. Another example in Texas looked at
the economics of switching from selling nuclear electricity into a slumping electric market to providing heat to a factory that uses it to
make synthetic gasoline. Others among its "12 pack," McGough explained, could use their electricity for splitting hydrogen out of
water, creating an end product that could be stored and used for fuel-cell-powered cars or to sell to companies that make fertilizer.))
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=881621191975640&ref=content_filter&_rdr -- For the other
morons that can't read and the other morons still posting fake news about Fukushima; by definition, heavy metals and photo-electric
salts like Uranium are only "Radio-active" when they are in the presence of radio waves (Tesla Coil) or the Sun. The Fukushima
melted core, if there is one, ceased to be emit radiation as soon as the power was shut off. "" Radioactive describes something
undergoing radioactive decay (in the presence of radio waves), the process by which an unstable atomic nucleus emits radiation. ""
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radioactive_(disambiguation) -- Mar. 1st 2018 Alex Jones warns the public that the next false flag by
the Globalists will be the "Nuke "Hoax". The nuclear bomb hoax and the radioactive matter danger hoax is to be busted, even before

it happens. Original Post on a Nuclear false flag by Tesla Leaks: http://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951&ref=bookmarks -- More on Debunking Einstein by Tesla Leaks:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Mar 2, 2018, 8:07 PM
Chris Edwards
#false #flag #nuke #hoax Mar. 1st 2018 Alex Jones warns the public that the next false flag by the Globalists will be the "Nuke
"Hoax". The nuclear bomb hoax and the radioactive matter danger hoax is to be busted, even before it happens.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?m=1 -- Mar. 1st.2018 Full Show WARNING: Massive False Flag Incoming, Globalists Pushing To Destroy Free Speech. Jones pushes the Hydrogen bomb hoax and
Strotinum danger at least 6 times on today's show.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=I3yEdY6Bo-s -- Death Object: Exploding The Nuclear Weapons Hoax
4.8 out of 5 stars (6) https://www.amazon.com/Death-Object-Exploding-NuclearWeapons/dp/1545516839#productDescription_secondary_view_div_1519970617192 -- Galen Winsor: The Nuclear Scare Scam
https://youtube.com/watch?v=rMqHTbXm3rs -- Faking So Called Science: Is Nuclear Energy Just A Photochemical Reaction? — A
Proper Gander At Propaganda in Science; with quotes by Nikola Tesla
http://aamorris.net/properganderatpropaganda/2016/9/13/faking-so-called-science-is-nuclear-energy-just-a-photochemical-reaction
-- Tesla Leaks original post on the Russian Nuclear Bomb Hoax https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=940074032797022 -- "No one killed in Fukushima disaster (nor 3 Mile Island, nor San Onofre nor Chernobyl)
"nuclear is safest industry in the world" https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE -- Hore-Lacy Sees No Health Concerns From
Fukushima Reactor - https://youtube.com/watch?v=EZQr7rTiHQ8 -- Ian Hore-Lacy, director of public communications at the World
Nuclear Association, says it is impossible for nuclear material to “explode”, no possibility of melt-down and confirms the plants are
used to manufacture hydrogen. They don't “leak” H2, they make H2. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Wjr60s44l1I Nikbin Says
Meltdown at Fukushima Plant Is `Unlikely' - https://youtube.com/watch?v=Wjr60s44l1I -- Fukushima nuclear crisis still unfolding 6
years on. No evidence ocean life was affected. http://jamaicaobserver.com/news/Fukushima-nuclear-crisis-still-unfolding-6-yearson_92176 -- CGN, Ultra to develop next generation I&C systems. China General Nuclear (CGN) and Ultra Electronics of the UK
have agreed to enhance their cooperation in the development of high-integrity instrumentation and control http://world-nuclearnews.org/NP-China-sets-out-nuclear-plans-for-2017-0203174.html -- Toshiba failed to rein in Westinghouse's expansion drive
http://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Toshiba-in-Turmoil/Toshiba-failed-to-rein-in-Westinghouse-s-expansion-drive -- Supercritical CO2,
molten salt could stop a nuclear meltdown before it begins | Horizon: the EU Research & Innovation magazine | European
Commission https://horizon-magazine.eu/article/supercritical-co2-could-stop-nuclear-meltdown-it-begins_en.html -- With India visit,
Westinghouse CEO keeps civil nuclear power project alive http://livemint.com/Industry/thpRdloEY1PnjO4rItk9ZK/With-India-visitWestinghouse-CEO-keeps-civil-nuclear-power.html -- Despite the financial crisis, Westinghouse CEO Jose Gutierrez flew in to India
last week for talks with NPCIL and the Department of Atomic Energy -- These Facts Underscore Why the Clean Power Plan is the
Right Path Forward for America http://blogs.edf.org/climate411/2017/03/10/these-facts-underscore-why-the-clean-power-plan-is-theright-path-forward-for-america/ -- UK nuclear industry faces prospect of Euratom exit http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-UKnuclear-industry-faces-prospect-of-Euratom-exit-27011701.html -- "Brexit" was to lead to the second bankruptcy of
Westinghouse/Tesla. The UK intends to leave the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom), according to explanatory notes
to a bill the government published yesterday authorising Brexit.
Iran: Israel hires assassins to kill nuclear scientists in the region -- Reza Najafi, who represents Iran at the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA), said on Thursday. https://almasdarnews.com/article/iran-israel-hires-assassins-to-kill-nuclear-scientists-inthe-region/ -- Superpowered: How Nuclear Power Transformed America's Navy http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/hownuclear-power-transformed-the-americas-navy-19759
Updated Mar 1, 2018, 10:32 PM
Mar 1, 2018, 10:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?m=1
#mother #of #all #false #flags #nuke #hoax Mar. 1st 2018 Alex Jones warns the public that the next false flag by the Globalists will
be the "Nuke "Hoax". The nuclear bomb hoax and the radioactive matter danger hoax is to be busted, even before it happens.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html -- Mar. 1st.2018 Full Show - WARNING:
Massive False Flag Incoming, Globalists Pushing To Destroy Free Speech. Jones pushes the Hydrogen bomb hoax and Strotinum
danger at least 6 times on today's show.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=I3yEdY6Bo-s -- Death Object: Exploding The Nuclear Weapons Hoax
4.8 out of 5 stars (6) https://www.amazon.com/Death-Object-Exploding-Nuclear-

Weapons/dp/1545516839#productDescription_secondary_view_div_1519970617192 -- Galen Winsor: The Nuclear Scare Scam
https://youtube.com/watch?v=rMqHTbXm3rs -- Faking So Called Science: Is Nuclear Energy Just A Photochemical Reaction? — A
Proper Gander At Propaganda in Science; with quotes by Nikola Tesla
http://aamorris.net/properganderatpropaganda/2016/9/13/faking-so-called-science-is-nuclear-energy-just-a-photochemical-reaction
-- Tesla Leaks original post on the Russian Nuclear Bomb Hoax https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=940074032797022 -- "No one killed in Fukushima disaster (nor 3 Mile Island, nor San Onofre nor Chernobyl)
"nuclear is safest industry in the world" https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE -- Hore-Lacy Sees No Health Concerns From
Fukushima Reactor - https://youtube.com/watch?v=EZQr7rTiHQ8 -- Ian Hore-Lacy, director of public communications at the World
Nuclear Association, says it is impossible for nuclear material to “explode”, no possibility of melt-down and confirms the plants are
used to manufacture hydrogen. They don't “leak” H2, they make H2. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Wjr60s44l1I Nikbin Says
Meltdown at Fukushima Plant Is `Unlikely' - https://youtube.com/watch?v=Wjr60s44l1I -- Fukushima nuclear crisis still unfolding 6
years on. No evidence ocean life was affected. http://jamaicaobserver.com/news/Fukushima-nuclear-crisis-still-unfolding-6-yearson_92176 -- CGN, Ultra to develop next generation I&C systems. China General Nuclear (CGN) and Ultra Electronics of the UK
have agreed to enhance their cooperation in the development of high-integrity instrumentation and control http://world-nuclearnews.org/NP-China-sets-out-nuclear-plans-for-2017-0203174.html -- Toshiba failed to rein in Westinghouse's expansion drive
http://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Toshiba-in-Turmoil/Toshiba-failed-to-rein-in-Westinghouse-s-expansion-drive -- Supercritical CO2,
molten salt could stop a nuclear meltdown before it begins | Horizon: the EU Research & Innovation magazine | European
Commission https://horizon-magazine.eu/article/supercritical-co2-could-stop-nuclear-meltdown-it-begins_en.html -- With India visit,
Westinghouse CEO keeps civil nuclear power project alive http://livemint.com/Industry/thpRdloEY1PnjO4rItk9ZK/With-India-visitWestinghouse-CEO-keeps-civil-nuclear-power.html -- Despite the financial crisis, Westinghouse CEO Jose Gutierrez flew in to India
last week for talks with NPCIL and the Department of Atomic Energy -- These Facts Underscore Why the Clean Power Plan is the
Right Path Forward for America http://blogs.edf.org/climate411/2017/03/10/these-facts-underscore-why-the-clean-power-plan-is-theright-path-forward-for-america/ -- UK nuclear industry faces prospect of Euratom exit http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-UKnuclear-industry-faces-prospect-of-Euratom-exit-27011701.html -- "Brexit" was to lead to the second bankruptcy of
Westinghouse/Tesla. The UK intends to leave the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom), according to explanatory notes
to a bill the government published yesterday authorising Brexit.
Iran: Israel hires assassins to kill nuclear scientists in the region -- Reza Najafi, who represents Iran at the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA), said on Thursday. https://almasdarnews.com/article/iran-israel-hires-assassins-to-kill-nuclear-scientists-inthe-region/ -- Superpowered: How Nuclear Power Transformed America's Navy http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/hownuclear-power-transformed-the-americas-navy-19759
Mar 1, 2018, 10:16 PM
Chris Edwards
Feb 26th 2018 The NY Times and Xi admit the elimination of term limits is to primarily help their "one belt one road" initiative 2025
succeed without outsiders blocking it. What Xi deemed as Global Government, or Globalists in the West and UK, instead of
Globalism, based on "free trade" or at least trade across borders for renewables. https://nytimes.com/2018/02/25/world/asia/chinaxi-jinping.html
Updated Mar 1, 2018, 5:14 PM
Mar 1, 2018, 5:14 PM
Chris Edwards
#ford #gm #ge March 1st 2018 Dow plunges 550 points after Trump says steel and aluminum tariffs coming next week. Ford and JP
Morgan's GM drop 3%. https://cnbc.com/2018/03/01/us-stocks-powell-fed-trump.html JP Morgan, Thomas Edison's GE at 10 month
lows. Feb 28th 2018 https://investors.com/market-trend/stock-market-today/dow-plunges-380-points-as-stocks-end-this-remarkablewin-streak/
Updated Mar 1, 2018, 12:04 PM
Mar 1, 2018, 12:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qMnrHTrstd4#t=08m41s
#coal #oil #criminals "For the last 100 years, there have come such disco eries..., that we have been made to live 1000 years behind
what is now known" Ray of Discovery, Publisher of Borderland Books https://youtube.com/watch?v=qMnrHTrstd4#t=08m41s -#3rdroom #pierce #arrow #teleforce Ray of Discovery on Tesla's 3rd room at the New Yorker Hotel, the antenna structure atop The
Waldorf Astoria which allegedly was the power source for the Tesla Pierce-Arrow car and Teleforce beam "threads".
https://youtu.be/Fk4jLkNDcC4
Feb 28, 2018, 9:41 PM

Chris Edwards
#thousand #years #behind #coal #oil #criminals "For the last 100 years, there have come such advances by Nikola Tesla, that we
have been forced to live 1000 years behind what is now known" Ray of Discovery, Publisher of Borderland Books
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qMnrHTrstd4#t=08m41s -- Ray of Discovery on Tesla's 3rd room at the New Yorker Hotel and the
antenna structure atop The Waldorf Astoria which allegedly was the power source for the Tesla Pierce-Arrow
https://youtu.be/Fk4jLkNDcC4
Updated Feb 28, 2018, 3:50 PM
Feb 28, 2018, 3:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qMnrHTrstd4#t=08m41s
#coal #oil #criminals "For the last 100 years, there have come such discoveries..., that we have been made to live 1000 years
behind what is now known" Ray of Discovery, Publisher of Borderland Books https://youtube.com/watch?v=qMnrHTrstd4#t=08m41s
-- #3rdroom #pierce #arrow #teleforce Ray of Discovery on Tesla's 3rd room at the New Yorker Hotel, the antenna structure atop
The Waldorf Astoria which allegedly was the power source for the Tesla Pierce-Arrow car and Teleforce beam "threads".
https://youtu.be/Fk4jLkNDcC4
Feb 28, 2018, 3:49 PM
Chris Edwards
Feb 28th 2018 MindWar, the Petro-dollar & Globalist MSM Is Initiating Information Apocalypse. Fake News uses fake nuke picture,
Alex Jones claims it's not Photoshop. https://youtu.be/mXM1_76n29A
Updated Feb 28, 2018, 9:09 AM
Feb 28, 2018, 9:09 AM
Chris Edwards
Infowar/MindWar update: Feb 28th 2018 MindWar, the Petro-dollar & Globalist MSM Is Initiating Information Apocalypse. Fake
News uses fake nuke picture, Alex Jones claims it's not Photoshop. https://youtu.be/mXM1_76n29A
Updated Feb 28, 2018, 9:07 AM
Feb 28, 2018, 9:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Београд Nikola Tesla Klub FaceBook Beograd.
https://newatlas.com/mit-thermal-resonator-temperature-changes-electricity/53456/
Feb 15th 2018 MIT's new invention for a "resonant thermal" energy transfer system does not have a direct patent number in Google
patents. But, their earlier patent for a "wireless energy transfer system thermal maintenance" refers back to 4 Nikola Tesla Patents.
https://newatlas.com/mit-thermal-resonator-temperature-changes-electricity/53456/ Their new invention is capable of drawing
energy from thermal differences in ambient air. Their earlier wireless patents are capable of drawing excess heat generated by a
resonant energy transfer induction coil receiver or generator and recycling that energy.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9748039 - Tesla Leaks original post on Nov 17th 2017 on MIT's Witricity having 20+ new
patents that all refer-to or cite an original Nikola Tesla patent. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1865389480440540&id=750861428384951&ref=bookmarks
Feb 28, 2018, 8:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://newatlas.com/mit-thermal-resonator-temperature-changes-electricity/53456/
Feb 15th 2018 MIT's new invention for a "resonant thermal" energy transfer system does not have a direct patent number in Google
patents. But, their earlier patent for a "wireless energy transfer system thermal maintenance" refers back to 4 Nikola Tesla Patents.
https://newatlas.com/mit-thermal-resonator-temperature-changes-electricity/53456/ Their new invention is capable of drawing
energy from thermal differences in ambient air. Their earlier wireless patents are capable of drawing excess heat generated by a
resonant energy transfer induction coil receiver or generator and recycling that energy.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9748039 - Tesla Leaks original post on Nov 17th 2017 on MIT's Witricity having 20+ new
patents that all refer-to or cite an original Nikola Tesla patent. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1865389480440540&id=750861428384951&ref=bookmarks
Feb 27, 2018, 11:40 AM
Chris Edwards
Feb 15th 2018 MIT's new invention for a "resonant thermal" energy transfer system does not have a direct patent number in Google
patents. But, their earlier patent for a "wireless energy transfer system thermal maintenance" refers back to 4 Nikola Tesla Patents.
https://newatlas.com/mit-thermal-resonator-temperature-changes-electricity/53456/ Their new invention is capable of drawing
energy from thermal differences in ambient air. Their earlier wireless patents are capable of drawing excess heat generated by a

resonant energy transfer induction coil receiver or generator and recycling that energy.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9748039 - Tesla Leaks original post on Nov 17th 2017 on MIT's Witricity having 20+ new
patents that all refer-to or cite an original Nikola Tesla patent. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1865389480440540&id=750861428384951&ref=bookmarks
Updated Feb 27, 2018, 11:37 AM
Feb 27, 2018, 11:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://newatlas.com/mit-thermal-resonator-temperature-changes-electricity/53456/
Feb 15th 2018 MIT's new invention for a "resonant thermal" energy transfer system does not have a direct patent number in Google
patents. But, their earlier patent for a "wireless energy transfer system thermal maintenance" refers back to 4 Nikola Tesla Patents.
https://newatlas.com/mit-thermal-resonator-temperature-changes-electricity/53456/ Their new invention is capable of drawing
energy from thermal differences in ambient air. Their earlier wireless patents are capable of drawing excess heat generated by a
resonant energy transfer induction coil receiver or generator and recycling that energy.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9748039 - Tesla Leaks original post on Nov 17th 2017 on MIT's Witricity having 20+ new
patents that all refer-to or cite an original Nikola Tesla patent. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1865389480440540&id=750861428384951&ref=bookmarks
Feb 27, 2018, 11:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
The Tesla Files: A great compilation of 413 documents about Nikola Tesla. The files include the original Tesla FBI file, the JP
Morgan letters, and various newspaper articles, publications and hard to find pictures.
https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/albums/10156722545796632/?ref=bookmarks
Feb 27, 2018, 10:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
The Tesla Files: A great compilation of 413 documents about Nikola Tesla. The files include the original Tesla FBI file, the JP
Morgan letters, and various newspaper articles, publications and hard to find pictures.
https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/albums/10156722545796632/?ref=bookmarks
Feb 27, 2018, 10:32 AM
Chris Edwards
The Tesla Files: A great compilation of 413 documents about Nikola Tesla. The files include the original Tesla FBI file, the JP
Morgan letters, and various newspaper articles, publications and hard to find pictures.
Updated Feb 27, 2018, 10:30 AM
Feb 27, 2018, 10:30 AM
Chris Edwards
Updated Feb 27, 2018, 5:10 AM
Feb 27, 2018, 5:10 AM
Chris Edwards
Ford and Edison took over electric cars, then swiftly killed them. Much like how Elon Musk is killing Tesla Inc. with 10 year delays,
no wireless charging and their software upgrades to more power P75-P10, when the car is capable of 130Kw, is a complete scam.
Updated Feb 27, 2018, 5:07 AM
Feb 27, 2018, 5:07 AM
Chris Edwards
Updated Feb 27, 2018, 5:02 AM
Feb 27, 2018, 5:02 AM
Chris Edwards
Updated Feb 26, 2018, 12:05 PM
Feb 26, 2018, 12:05 PM
Chris Edwards
Opium production up 87% in Afghanistan in 2017 https://militarytimes.com/flashpoints/2017/11/15/opium-production-up-87-percentin-afghanistan/ -- Feb 25th 2018 Trump wants to murder people for Cannabis use, while the Government runs the world supply of
Heroin. https://marketwatch.com/story/trump-wants-his-personal-pilot-to-lead-faa-drug-dealers-to-be-executed-reports-2018-02-25
Updated Feb 26, 2018, 8:43 AM
Feb 26, 2018, 8:43 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

https://militarytimes.com/flashpoints/2017/11/15/opium-production-up-87-percent-in-afghanistan/
Opium production up 87% in Afghanistan in 2017 https://militarytimes.com/flashpoints/2017/11/15/opium-production-up-87-percentin-afghanistan/ -- Feb 25th 2018 Trump wants to murder people for Cannabis use, while the Government runs the world supply of
Heroin. https://marketwatch.com/story/trump-wants-his-personal-pilot-to-lead-faa-drug-dealers-to-be-executed-reports-2018-02-25
Feb 26, 2018, 8:42 AM
Chris Edwards
Was the Titanic staged by JP Morgan, Marconi and other's to create the US Federal Reserve and kill Tesla's financier, John J Astor.
Was the Titanic destroyed by an Automaton Torpedo launched by the nearby Rockefeller owned ship and radio controlled to it's
target by the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken station? http://thedailytrends.net/2013/04/the-titanic-was-sunk-by-jp-morgan-same.html
#tesla #marconi #telefunken #aeg This is the Tesla/Marconi Station by Telefunken/AEG/AEG Live at Sayville, Long Island that was
supposedly communicating with the Titanic at the time it sunk. It's designed to communicate with submarines as far south as South
America and Australia. https://youtube.com/watch?v=W85_uheVZIc Urban Explorers "Telefunken" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=0HOH5zUX--I -- Titanic: The final messages from a stricken ship http://bbc.com/news/magazine-17631595
http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/news/1024/media/images/59565000/jpg/_59565619_titanic.jpg -- The History of Telefunken:
http://www.sayville.com/wireless.html -- #maine #lucitania July 1st 2016 Submarines Beware: Here Come Tiny Robot Boats Armed
With Torpedoes -- This is an old idea that's finally getting its due. Earlier than 1898, inventor Nikola Tesla talked of the advantages
of small, unmanned warships when he demonstrated a remote-controlled toy boat in New York. Battleships ruled the seas then, but
Tesla claimed unmanned torpedo boats would stop them, with dramatic consequences for warfare. "War will cease to be possible
when all the world knows tomorrow that the most feeble of the nations can supply itself immediately with a weapon which will render
its coasts secure and its ports impregnable to the assaults of the united armadas of the world,"
http://theteslasociety.com/publication/new-york-journal-advertiser -- "Would make Junk of large ships"
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html?m=1 Tesla told the New York Herald. Even
if he was dead wrong about torpedo-firing robots bringing an end to war, Tesla was right about them changing the game.
http://popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
Updated Feb 25, 2018, 5:09 PM
Feb 25, 2018, 5:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
Feb 25, 2018, 4:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.
https://books.google.com/books?id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901
The November 5th 1901 anniversary of two Nikola Tesla's patents 'Apparatus for utilizing effects transmitted through natural media'
filed August 1st 1899 in Colorado Springs band patent 'Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy' for Wardenclyffe.
https://books.google.com/books?id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901 More:
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Feb 25, 2018, 4:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.

http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-Power-Grid-More-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
Slaying the Utility grid Beast with Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power? Can it be vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More Than A
100 Years In The Making. By Julianne Geiger - Nov 19, 2017, 5:00 PM CST http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/TheWireless-Power-Grid-More-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
Feb 25, 2018, 4:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series Preview Dec 22nd, airs Jan 2 2017
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 25, 2018, 4:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden, daughter of Robert Underwood Johnson told the FBI "I have
witnessed that of "The Oscillator of 1899", and conversations on "Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and the "Transmission of Power",
Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious Czito and Father, inventor Lee De forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers,
confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond, cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical
Experimenter, Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, ending the Spanish American War & WW2 and Tesla's auditor, George
Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Feb 25, 2018, 4:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Feb 25, 2018, 4:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
#wardenclyffe #bankruptcy #astor #vanderbilt #hilton #anderson #cooper #missing #1000pointsoflight Tesla's description of the
Wardenclyffe site and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeal proceedings. Missing from
Tesla's effects are the 1000 Lights &Tubes each representing a discovery in science (1000 points of light, Curious George HWB)
Tesla also states his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not 1899.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
Feb 25, 2018, 4:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. To
his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either
way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents,
newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"?
You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File)
and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915, worked at his
Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of
course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you
were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of
everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also
missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to
Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for

superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets
it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897
Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear
Power and Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you
can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the
Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Kolman Tzito Father and Son,
Lowenstein, Scherff or Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great
that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that
each light described a scientific secret. We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the
FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to "the Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of
experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to
accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". Being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force,
and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those
audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you
could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers
John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what
they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if
he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But,
since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the
destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one
of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him
that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide
electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it!
Feb 25, 2018, 4:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of
"Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August 25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal.
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016 Graphene May Double
Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-powerharvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCES TO THE
HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/190006-00.htm
Feb 25, 2018, 4:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
Tesla Leaks January 19th 2017 – The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents,
Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation,
100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification,
Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from
Storms. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Update: 7/27/2017 Patent citation to
Tesla for #cold #fusion This missing Tesla patent description for an electrical circuit controller
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609251A/en has one referring patent citation approved on 7/27/2017 for a " Fusion devices
and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion " https://patents.google.com/patent/DE102017000657A1/
Feb 25, 2018, 4:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity
Nikola Tesla states in The Washington Herald March 17th, 1912 “The most important is electric transmission lines from HydroElectric central plants. Although the specter of GOVERNMENT RESTRICTION has had a deterrent effect on the development of this
important industry, it has not inflicted a permanent injury... “A perfect means for this purpose has been afforded through the

discovery of the STATIONARY WAVES, but unfortunately there is no plant as yet in operation with these waves, which, as I have
shown, pass from one to the other end of the globe without diminution of intensity, producing stationary loops and nodes, the danger
of collisions at sea will be greatly reduced.” https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity -https://teslauniverse.com/sites/default/files/styles/sharing_image/public/19120317-washington-herald.pdf.png
Feb 25, 2018, 4:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 4:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://m.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1916324315347056&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1087377751399982&source=48&ref=bookmarks
Feb 25, 2018, 1:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

Was the Titanic staged by JP Morgan, Marconi and other's to create the US Federal Reserve and kill Tesla's financier, John J Astor.
Was the Titanic destroyed by an Automaton Torpedo launched by the nearby Rockefeller owned ship and radio controlled to it's
target by the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken station? http://thedailytrends.net/2013/04/the-titanic-was-sunk-by-jp-morgan-same.html
#tesla #marconi #telefunken #aeg This is the Tesla/Marconi Station by Telefunken/AEG/AEG Live at Sayville, Long Island that was
supposedly communicating with the Titanic at the time it sunk. It's designed to communicate with submarines as far south as South
America and Australia. https://youtube.com/watch?v=W85_uheVZIc Urban Explorers "Telefunken" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=0HOH5zUX--I -- Titanic: The final messages from a stricken ship http://bbc.com/news/magazine-17631595
http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/news/1024/media/images/59565000/jpg/_59565619_titanic.jpg -- The History of Telefunken:
http://www.sayville.com/wireless.html -- #maine #lucitania July 1st 2016 Submarines Beware: Here Come Tiny Robot Boats Armed
With Torpedoes -- This is an old idea that's finally getting its due. Earlier than 1898, inventor Nikola Tesla talked of the advantages
of small, unmanned warships when he demonstrated a remote-controlled toy boat in New York. Battleships ruled the seas then, but
Tesla claimed unmanned torpedo boats would stop them, with dramatic consequences for warfare. "War will cease to be possible
when all the world knows tomorrow that the most feeble of the nations can supply itself immediately with a weapon which will render
its coasts secure and its ports impregnable to the assaults of the united armadas of the world,"
http://theteslasociety.com/publication/new-york-journal-advertiser -- "Would make Junk of large ships"
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html?m=1 Tesla told the New York Herald. Even
if he was dead wrong about torpedo-firing robots bringing an end to war, Tesla was right about them changing the game.
http://popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
Was the Titanic staged by JP Morgan, Marconi and other's to create the US Federal Reserve and kill Tesla's financier, John J Astor.
Was the Titanic destroyed by an Automaton Torpedo launched by the nearby Rockefeller owned ship and radio controlled to it's
target by the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken station? http://thedailytrends.net/2013/04/the-titanic-was-sunk-by-jp-morgan-same.html
#tesla #marconi #telefunken #aeg This is the Tesla/Marconi Station by Telefunken/AEG/AEG Live at Sayville, Long Island that was
supposedly communicating with the Titanic at the time it sunk. It's designed to communicate with submarines as far south as South
America and Australia. https://youtube.com/watch?v=W85_uheVZIc Urban Explorers "Telefunken" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=0HOH5zUX--I -- Titanic: The final messages from a stricken ship http://bbc.com/news/magazine-17631595
http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/news/1024/media/images/59565000/jpg/_59565619_titanic.jpg -- The History of Telefunken:
http://www.sayville.com/wireless.html -- #maine #lucitania July 1st 2016 Submarines Beware: Here Come Tiny Robot Boats Armed
With Torpedoes -- This is an old idea that's finally getting its due. Earlier than 1898, inventor Nikola Tesla talked of the advantages
of small, unmanned warships when he demonstrated a remote-controlled toy boat in New York. Battleships ruled the seas then, but
Tesla claimed unmanned torpedo boats would stop them, with dramatic consequences for warfare. "War will cease to be possible
when all the world knows tomorrow that the most feeble of the nations can supply itself immediately with a weapon which will render
its coasts secure and its ports impregnable to the assaults of the united armadas of the world,"

http://theteslasociety.com/publication/new-york-journal-advertiser -- "Would make Junk of large ships"
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html?m=1 Tesla told the New York Herald. Even
if he was dead wrong about torpedo-firing robots bringing an end to war, Tesla was right about them changing the game.
http://popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
Feb 25, 2018, 1:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://steampunk.wonderhowto.com/news/why-nikola-teslas-wireless-power-was-fated-fail-due-exploding-airships-0143707/
Repost from Tesla Leaks: The Hindenburg disaster was staged to end (wireless powered) Zepplins.
Was Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power fated due to several exploded airships; by Radio Waves, a Tether or Death Ray
https://steampunk.wonderhowto.com/news/why-nikola-teslas-wireless-power-was-fated-fail-due-exploding-airships-0143707/ - "Can
Radio Ignite Balloons" by Nikola Tesla, Electrical Experimenter, Oct 1919 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/can-radioignite-balloons
Feb 25, 2018, 12:18 PM
Chris Edwards
Repost from Tesla Leaks: The Hindenburg disaster was staged to end (wireless powered) Zepplins.
Was Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power fated due to several exploded airships; by Radio Waves, a Tether or Death Ray
https://steampunk.wonderhowto.com/news/why-nikola-teslas-wireless-power-was-fated-fail-due-exploding-airships-0143707/ - "Can
Radio Ignite Balloons" by Nikola Tesla, Electrical Experimenter, Oct 1919 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/can-radioignite-balloons
Updated Feb 25, 2018, 12:14 PM
Feb 25, 2018, 12:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://steampunk.wonderhowto.com/news/why-nikola-teslas-wireless-power-was-fated-fail-due-exploding-airships-0143707/
Repost from Tesla Leaks: The Hindenburg disaster was staged to end (wireless powered) Zepplins.
Was Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power fated due to several exploded airships; by Radio Waves, a Tether or Death Ray
https://steampunk.wonderhowto.com/news/why-nikola-teslas-wireless-power-was-fated-fail-due-exploding-airships-0143707/ - "Can
Radio Ignite Balloons" by Nikola Tesla, Electrical Experimenter, Oct 1919 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/can-radioignite-balloons - The "original" Hindenburg video is a forgery, with multiple unnecessary cuts in the the video. "It's starting to rain,
then boom" https://youtu.be/0Ad9tholMEM
Feb 25, 2018, 12:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Flat Earthers United.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1897885847190903&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1067091263428631&source=48&ref=bookmarks
Feb 25, 2018, 9:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://cnn.com/2014/07/10/tech/innovation/elon-musk-tesla-museum-oatmeal/index.html
#fake #news #cnn #nasa #elon #musk CNN, like NASA, has never published a story on Nikola Tesla in 37 years. The only story to
mention Nikola Tesla is the fake news story that hoaxer Elon Musk donated $1M to save the Tesla property at Wardenclyffe. The
fact is, Elon Musk didn't donate a nickel; nor did any other famous person. Elon only claimed that he would install a Tesla car
supercharger station next to the now saved Nikola Tesla lab and property at Wardenclyffe in Shoreham, LI.
https://cnn.com/2014/07/10/tech/innovation/elon-musk-tesla-museum-oatmeal/index.html
Feb 25, 2018, 9:29 AM
Chris Edwards
#fake #news #cnn #nasa #elon #musk CNN, like NASA, has never published a story on Nikola Tesla in 37 years. The only story to
mention Nikola Tesla is the fake news story that hoaxer Elon Musk donated $1M to save the Tesla property at Wardenclyffe. The
fact is, Elon Musk didn't donate a nickel; nor did any other famous person. Elon only claimed that he would install a Tesla car
supercharger station next to the now saved Nikola Tesla lab and property at Wardenclyffe in Shoreham, LI.
https://cnn.com/2014/07/10/tech/innovation/elon-musk-tesla-museum-oatmeal/index.html
Updated Feb 25, 2018, 9:23 AM
Feb 25, 2018, 9:23 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"

YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 7:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 7:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 7:09 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 4:18 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4

Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity
Nikola Tesla states in The Washington Herald March 17th, 1912 “The most important is electric transmission lines from HydroElectric central plants. Although the specter of GOVERNMENT RESTRICTION has had a deterrent effect on the development of this
important industry, it has not inflicted a permanent injury... “A perfect means for this purpose has been afforded through the
discovery of the STATIONARY WAVES, but unfortunately there is no plant as yet in operation with these waves, which, as I have
shown, pass from one to the other end of the globe without diminution of intensity, producing stationary loops and nodes, the danger
of collisions at sea will be greatly reduced.” https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity -https://teslauniverse.com/sites/default/files/styles/sharing_image/public/19120317-washington-herald.pdf.png
Feb 25, 2018, 2:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
Tesla Leaks January 19th 2017 – The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents,
Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation,
100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification,
Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from
Storms. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Update: 7/27/2017 Patent citation to
Tesla for #cold #fusion This missing Tesla patent description for an electrical circuit controller
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609251A/en has one referring patent citation approved on 7/27/2017 for a " Fusion devices
and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion " https://patents.google.com/patent/DE102017000657A1/
Feb 25, 2018, 2:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA INDIA.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c

Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Free Energy Party UK.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:49 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solarled Global Group ☀☀☀.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla

Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:45 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Science Foundation пријатељи.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:39 AM
Chris Edwards
Updated Feb 25, 2018, 2:35 AM
Feb 25, 2018, 2:35 AM
Chris Edwards
Answer to question about Tunguska and the fate of Wardenclyffe. If Wardenclyffe wasn't operational, like the Death Star, then by
1917 there would be no reason for the secret service to cease the plant, and allow the army to demolish it in the guise of Espionage.
There is reports Tesla was at Wardenclyffe in 1906-1907. There is also reports of other towers in Europe. If Tesla missed the target,
the only variable would be whether the Earth is round, flat iron something else.
Updated Feb 25, 2018, 2:34 AM
Feb 25, 2018, 2:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The now famous "Vinyaai"
YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric
Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla
Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:29 AM
Chris Edwards
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - His Feb. 9th update on "Notes
to Myself on Eric Dollard's Analysis of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on

"Pierce Arrow, Tesla Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1
https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Updated Feb 25, 2018, 2:28 AM
Feb 25, 2018, 2:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4
Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4 - The "Vinyaai" channel
Includes more deep thinking on-air on Tesla's work than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric Dollard's Analysis
of Uni-Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" https://youtube.com/watch?v=RM3zqCoMitA - Vinyasi
covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce Arrow, Tesla Magnifying Transmitter, UniDirectional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=JEPzO808BV0
Feb 25, 2018, 2:23 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA pro^System <=>>QEG VortexCoil QMoGen, H2-HHO ^Gen.FREE>>WolnejEnergii.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity
Nikola Tesla states in The Washington Herald March 17th, 1912 “The most important is electric transmission lines from HydroElectric central plants. Although the specter of GOVERNMENT RESTRICTION has had a deterrent effect on the development of this
important industry, it has not inflicted a permanent injury... “A perfect means for this purpose has been afforded through the
discovery of the STATIONARY WAVES, but unfortunately there is no plant as yet in operation with these waves, which, as I have
shown, pass from one to the other end of the globe without diminution of intensity, producing stationary loops and nodes, the danger
of collisions at sea will be greatly reduced.” https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity -https://teslauniverse.com/sites/default/files/styles/sharing_image/public/19120317-washington-herald.pdf.png
Feb 25, 2018, 1:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA pro^System <=>>QEG VortexCoil QMoGen, H2-HHO ^Gen.FREE>>WolnejEnergii.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
Tesla Leaks January 19th 2017 – The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents,
Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation,
100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification,
Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from
Storms. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Update: 7/27/2017 Patent citation to
Tesla for #cold #fusion This missing Tesla patent description for an electrical circuit controller
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609251A/en has one referring patent citation approved on 7/27/2017 for a " Fusion devices
and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion " https://patents.google.com/patent/DE102017000657A1/
Feb 25, 2018, 1:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA pro^System <=>>QEG VortexCoil QMoGen, H2-HHO ^Gen.FREE>>WolnejEnergii.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
#deepwater #horizon #hydrocracking #electrolysis #ocean #mass Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy,
hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon
". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you
would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of "Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August
25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell
Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August
19th 2016 Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air
http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air
Feb 25, 2018, 1:30 AM
Chris Edwards
Update: Millie Vanilli's producer decided to use coal plant smoke stacks as the backdrop for their hit song "Baby don't forget my
number" 369? https://youtu.be/vQhcLCd2MCg
Updated Feb 25, 2018, 1:06 AM
Feb 25, 2018, 1:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson Is Magic (Official).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o
#jackson #tesla #connection Feb 7th 2018 Trump’s Tiananmen Square? https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o -- Protesters

Vow to Lie Down in Front of Tanks at Military Parade https://yahoo.com/entertainment/trump-tiananmen-square-protesters-vow-liedown-front-181704975.html -- Michael Jackson's Earth Song for This is It was the final performance at Midnight before they were to
pack their bags for the UK. https://youtube.com/watch?v=zszyrrsuqCg -- Michael Jackson Death Hoax Part 1
https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg --.Naplam used in Vietnam; "They Don't Care About Us" June 23rd 2009 is the "Final
Curtain Call" + Did a Nikola Tesla Torpedo doom the Titanic https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- TMZ Michael Jackson Was Scheduled
at World Trade Center on 9/11 https://youtu.be/6D_OuKYQe6o -- Michael Jackson : We've Had Enough Full Remix
https://youtu.be/WPw1s4uu9ZI
Feb 24, 2018, 8:28 PM
Chris Edwards
#la #jolla #conspiracy Feb 13th 2018 Exxon Sues the Suers in Fierce Climate-Change Case
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-13/exxon-sues-the-suers-in-fierce-bid-to-defeat-climate-lawsuits
Updated Feb 24, 2018, 8:25 PM
Feb 24, 2018, 8:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://cleantechnica.com/2018/02/22/weird-contraption-marries-concentrating-solar-power-produce-hydrogen-eventually/
Fake News: The Green energy site, Cleantechnica, publishes a story about the manufacture of gasses, rocket fuel and Nitrate's
from electrical generators, and forgets to mention Nikola Tesla; and instead give credit to NASA. In just one day, they go on to push
1) NASA Hoax 2) Space Hoax 3) Globe Hoax 4) Nuclear bomb Hoax 5) Atomic Energy danger Hoax 6) A Hydrogen economy hitpiece 7) Pushes a Fake News software program that continues to claim Edison and Einstein invented everything.
https://cleantechnica.com/2018/02/22/weird-contraption-marries-concentrating-solar-power-produce-hydrogen-eventually/ - One of
the original Tesla Leaks posts on Nikola Tesla contribution to the manufacture of Ozone, Hydrazine, Nitrates via Nitrogen Fixation,
Jet Fuel, Hydrogen-Helium Fusion, Superconductive gasses and what Tesla states in his 1896 patent "Other gasses" using a Tesla
high tension, high frequency microwave generator, or a Tesla Coil. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1898002620512559&id=100009085196708&ref=content_filter&_rdr - Full post by Tesla Leaks and the manufacture of
gasses https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2145086705718032&id=1868232790070093&_rdr
Feb 24, 2018, 8:19 PM
Chris Edwards
One of the original Tesla Leaks posts on Nikola Tesla contribution to the manufacture of Ozone, Hydrazine, Nitrates via Nitrogen
Fixation, Jet Fuel, Hydrogen-Helium Fusion, Superconductive gasses and what Tesla states in his 1896 patent "Other gasses" using
a Tesla high tension, high frequency microwave generator, or a Tesla Coil. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1898002620512559&id=100009085196708&ref=content_filter&_rdr - Full Tesla Leaks post on the manufacture of
gasses https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2145086705718032&id=1868232790070093&_rdr
Updated Feb 24, 2018, 8:16 PM
Feb 24, 2018, 8:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://cleantechnica.com/2018/02/22/weird-contraption-marries-concentrating-solar-power-produce-hydrogen-eventually/
Fake News: The Green energy site, Cleantechnica, publishes a story about the manufacture of gasses, rocket fuel and Nitrate's
from electrical generators, and forgets to mention Nikola Tesla; and instead give credit to NASA. In just one day, they go on to push
1) NASA Hoax 2) Space Hoax 3) Globe Hoax 4) Nuclear bomb Hoax 5) Atomic Energy danger Hoax 6) A Hydrogen economy hitpiece 7) Pushes a Fake News software program that continues to claim Edison and Einstein invented everything.
https://cleantechnica.com/2018/02/22/weird-contraption-marries-concentrating-solar-power-produce-hydrogen-eventually/ - One of
the original Tesla Leaks posts on Nikola Tesla contribution to the manufacture of Ozone, Hydrazine, Nitrates via Nitrogen Fixation,
Jet Fuel, Hydrogen-Helium Fusion, Superconductive gasses and what Tesla states in his 1896 patent "Other gasses" using a Tesla
high tension, high frequency microwave generator, or a Tesla Coil. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1898002620512559&id=100009085196708&ref=content_filter&_rdr - Full Tesla Leaks post on the manufacture of
gasses https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2145086705718032&id=1868232790070093&_rdr
Feb 24, 2018, 8:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
#oil #wars #alex #jones #bilderberg https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1782033585442797&id=100009085196708&set=gm.929452900525802&source=57
Feb 24, 2018, 12:57 PM
Chris Edwards
#maximum #red #alert Tesla Leaks called for Infowars to shut down on July 4th 2014, the day of the oil price collapse. Feb 23 2018

CNN calls to ban Infowars from YouTube https://youtube.com/watch?v=Mo-JcjfkwNs
Updated Feb 24, 2018, 12:52 PM
Feb 24, 2018, 12:52 PM
Chris Edwards
https://ideapod.com/former-facebook-executive-dont-realize-programmed/
Updated Feb 24, 2018, 9:52 AM
Feb 24, 2018, 9:52 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o
Feb 7th 2018 Trump’s Tiananmen Square? https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o -- Protesters Vow to Lie Down in Front of
Tanks at Military Parade https://yahoo.com/entertainment/trump-tiananmen-square-protesters-vow-lie-down-front-181704975.html -Michael Jackson's Earth Song for This is It was the final performance at Midnight before they were to pack their bags for the UK.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=zszyrrsuqCg -- Michael Jackson Death Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg
--.Naplam used in Vietnam; "They Don't Care About Us" June 23rd 2009 is the "Final Curtain Call" + Did a Nikola Tesla Torpedo
doom the Titanic https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- TMZ Michael Jackson Was Scheduled at World Trade Center on 9/11
https://youtu.be/6D_OuKYQe6o -- Michael Jackson : We've Had Enough Full Remix https://youtu.be/WPw1s4uu9ZI
Feb 24, 2018, 9:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in MICHAEL JACKSON FANS 4LIFE!!!...
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o
#michael #jackson #nikola #tesla #connections Feb 7th 2018 Trump’s Tiananmen Square? https://youtube.com/watch?
v=wP6Kt1LE1-o -- Protesters Vow to Lie Down in Front of Tanks at Military Parade https://yahoo.com/entertainment/trumptiananmen-square-protesters-vow-lie-down-front-181704975.html -- Michael Jackson's Earth Song for This is It was the final
performance at Midnight before they were to pack their bags for the UK. https://youtube.com/watch?v=zszyrrsuqCg -- Michael
Jackson Death Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg --.Naplam used in Vietnam; "They Don't Care About Us"
June 23rd 2009 is the "Final Curtain Call" + Did a Nikola Tesla Torpedo doom the Titanic https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- TMZ
Michael Jackson Was Scheduled at World Trade Center on 9/11 https://youtu.be/6D_OuKYQe6o -- Michael Jackson : We've Had
Enough Full Remix https://youtu.be/WPw1s4uu9ZI
Feb 24, 2018, 3:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in HOAX HUNTERS.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o
#michael #jackson #nikola #tesla #death #hoaxes Feb 7th 2018 Trump’s Tiananmen Square? https://youtube.com/watch?
v=wP6Kt1LE1-o -- Protesters Vow to Lie Down in Front of Tanks at Military Parade https://yahoo.com/entertainment/trumptiananmen-square-protesters-vow-lie-down-front-181704975.html -- Michael Jackson's Earth Song for This is It was the final
performance at Midnight before they were to pack their bags for the UK. https://youtube.com/watch?v=zszyrrsuqCg -- Michael
Jackson Death Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg --.Naplam used in Vietnam; "They Don't Care About Us"
June 23rd 2009 is the "Final Curtain Call" + Did a Nikola Tesla Torpedo doom the Titanic https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- TMZ
Michael Jackson Was Scheduled at World Trade Center on 9/11 https://youtu.be/6D_OuKYQe6o -- Michael Jackson : We've Had
Enough Full Remix https://youtu.be/WPw1s4uu9ZI
Feb 23, 2018, 10:20 PM
Chris Edwards
Chasing Tesla - Full Movie https://vimeo.com/255114881
Updated Feb 23, 2018, 9:41 PM
Feb 23, 2018, 9:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://vimeo.com/255114881
Chasing Tesla - Full Movie https://vimeo.com/255114881
Feb 23, 2018, 9:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Imposters & Hoaxes.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o
#michael #jackson #nikola #tesla #death #hoaxes Feb 7th 2018 Trump’s Tiananmen Square? https://youtube.com/watch?
v=wP6Kt1LE1-o -- Protesters Vow to Lie Down in Front of Tanks at Military Parade https://yahoo.com/entertainment/trumptiananmen-square-protesters-vow-lie-down-front-181704975.html -- Michael Jackson's Earth Song for This is It was the final
performance at Midnight before they were to pack their bags for the UK. https://youtube.com/watch?v=zszyrrsuqCg -- Michael

Jackson Death Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg --.Naplam used in Vietnam; "They Don't Care About Us"
June 23rd 2009 is the "Final Curtain Call" + Did a Nikola Tesla Torpedo doom the Titanic https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- TMZ
Michael Jackson Was Scheduled at World Trade Center on 9/11 https://youtu.be/6D_OuKYQe6o -- Michael Jackson : We've Had
Enough Full Remix https://youtu.be/WPw1s4uu9ZI
Feb 23, 2018, 9:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael jackson-Believers.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o
#jackson #tesla #connection Feb 7th 2018 Trump’s Tiananmen Square? https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o -- Protesters
Vow to Lie Down in Front of Tanks at Military Parade https://yahoo.com/entertainment/trump-tiananmen-square-protesters-vow-liedown-front-181704975.html -- Michael Jackson's Earth Song for This is It was the final performance at Midnight before they were to
pack their bags for the UK. https://youtube.com/watch?v=zszyrrsuqCg -- Michael Jackson Death Hoax Part 1
https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg --.Naplam used in Vietnam; "They Don't Care About Us" June 23rd 2009 is the "Final
Curtain Call" + Did a Nikola Tesla Torpedo doom the Titanic https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- TMZ Michael Jackson Was Scheduled
at World Trade Center on 9/11 https://youtu.be/6D_OuKYQe6o -- Michael Jackson : We've Had Enough Full Remix
https://youtu.be/WPw1s4uu9ZI
Feb 23, 2018, 9:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o
#jacksom.#aeg #live #nikola #tesla #connection #titanic #vietnam #9eleven Feb 7th 2018 Trump’s Tiananmen Square?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o -- Protesters Vow to Lie Down in Front of Tanks at Military Parade
https://yahoo.com/entertainment/trump-tiananmen-square-protesters-vow-lie-down-front-181704975.html -- Michael Jackson's Earth
Song for This is It was the final performance at Midnight before they were to pack their bags for the UK. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=zszyrrsuqCg -- Michael Jackson Death Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg --.Naplam used in Vietnam;
"They Don't Care About Us" June 23rd 2009 is the "Final Curtain Call" + Did a Nikola Tesla Torpedo doom the Titanic
https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- TMZ Michael Jackson Was Scheduled at World Trade Center on 9/11
https://youtu.be/6D_OuKYQe6o -- Michael Jackson : We've Had Enough Full Remix https://youtu.be/WPw1s4uu9ZI
Feb 23, 2018, 8:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o
#jackson #tesla #connection Feb 7th 2018 Trump’s Tiananmen Square? https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o -- Protesters
Vow to Lie Down in Front of Tanks at Military Parade https://yahoo.com/entertainment/trump-tiananmen-square-protesters-vow-liedown-front-181704975.html -- Michael Jackson's Earth Song for This is It was the final performance at Midnight before they were to
pack their bags for the UK. https://youtube.com/watch?v=zszyrrsuqCg -- Michael Jackson Death Hoax Part 1
https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg --.Naplam used in Vietnam; "They Don't Care About Us" June 23rd 2009 is the "Final
Curtain Call" + Did a Nikola Tesla Torpedo doom the Titanic https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- TMZ Michael Jackson Was Scheduled
at World Trade Center on 9/11 https://youtu.be/6D_OuKYQe6o -- Michael Jackson : We've Had Enough Full Remix
https://youtu.be/WPw1s4uu9ZI
Feb 23, 2018, 8:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in THE RESISTANCE AGAINST DONALD TRUMP.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o
#trump #miliary #parade #rewind Feb 7th 2018 Trump’s Tiananmen Square? https://youtube.com/watch?v=wP6Kt1LE1-o -Protesters Vow to Lie Down in Front of Tanks at Military Parade https://yahoo.com/entertainment/trump-tiananmen-squareprotesters-vow-lie-down-front-181704975.html -- Michael Jackson's Earth Song for This is It was the final performance at Midnight
before they were to pack their bags for the UK. https://youtube.com/watch?v=zszyrrsuqCg -- Michael Jackson Death Hoax Part 1
https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg --.Naplam used in Vietnam; "They Don't Care About Us" June 23rd 2009 is the "Final
Curtain Call" + Did a Nikola Tesla Torpedo doom the Titanic https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- TMZ Michael Jackson Was Scheduled
at World Trade Center on 9/11 https://youtu.be/6D_OuKYQe6o -- Michael Jackson : We've Had Enough Full Remix
https://youtu.be/WPw1s4uu9ZI
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.

https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
#deepwater #horizon #hydrocracking #electrolysis #ocean #mass Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy,
hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon
". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you
would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of "Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August
25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell
Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August
19th 2016 Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air
http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
Tesla Leaks January 19th 2017 – The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents,
Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation,
100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification,
Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from
Storms. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Update: 7/27/2017 Patent citation to
Tesla for #cold #fusion This missing Tesla patent description for an electrical circuit controller
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609251A/en has one referring patent citation approved on 7/27/2017 for a " Fusion devices
and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion " https://patents.google.com/patent/DE102017000657A1/
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity
Nikola Tesla states in The Washington Herald March 17th, 1912 “The most important is electric transmission lines from HydroElectric central plants. Although the specter of GOVERNMENT RESTRICTION has had a deterrent effect on the development of this
important industry, it has not inflicted a permanent injury... “A perfect means for this purpose has been afforded through the
discovery of the STATIONARY WAVES, but unfortunately there is no plant as yet in operation with these waves, which, as I have
shown, pass from one to the other end of the globe without diminution of intensity, producing stationary loops and nodes, the danger
of collisions at sea will be greatly reduced.” https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity -https://teslauniverse.com/sites/default/files/styles/sharing_image/public/19120317-washington-herald.pdf.png
Feb 23, 2018, 4:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ
#making #rain #tesla.#prince #uv #connection Famous musical renditions of how to move it rain, that "special kind of Lightning", the
trigger and beyond thunderdome to Operation "Thunderclap" and the Firestorm of Dresden. Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) Rain
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ -- A Tesla Leaks original on Nikola Tesla, Weather Warfare and Modification
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1838943099751845&id=750861428384951 -- Beyond Thunderdome "We don't need
another hero" from Mad Max https://youtu.be/LwRPXmcggdY -- Creedence Clearwater Revival. Have You Ever Seen The Rain?
https://youtu.be/Gu2pVPWGYMQ -- Fleetwood Mac "Dreams" it always thunders when it's raining https://youtu.be/mrZRURcb1cM -"You can't stop the Reign" ft Biggie Smalls, Michael Jackson instrumental cameo by Nikola Tesla at Wardenclyffe with JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- Even Millie Vanilli chimes in with "Blame it in the rain" https://youtu.be/BI5IA8assfk
-- A Tesla Leaks original, Operation Thunderclap https://youtu.be/prQCAOZzsYg
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#making #rain Famous musical renditions of how to move it rain, that "special kind of Lightning", the trigger and beyond
thunderdome to Operation "Thunderclap" and the Firestorm of Dresden. Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) Rain
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ -- A Tesla Leaks original on Nikola Tesla, Weather Warfare and Modification
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1838943099751845&id=750861428384951 -- Beyond Thunderdome "We don't need
another hero" from Mad Max https://youtu.be/LwRPXmcggdY -- Creedence Clearwater Revival. Have You Ever Seen The Rain?
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2018/02/22/ted-cruz-simpsons/364747002/
Ted Cruz admits.the Republican's and Democrats are behind the nuclear bomb hoax and Nuclear Power danger hoax using the hitpiece cartoon, the Simpsons https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2018/02/22/ted-cruz-simpsons/364747002/
Updated Feb 23, 2018, 9:19 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity
Nikola Tesla states in The Washington Herald March 17th, 1912 “The most important is electric transmission lines from HydroElectric central plants. Although the specter of GOVERNMENT RESTRICTION has had a deterrent effect on the development of this
important industry, it has not inflicted a permanent injury... “A perfect means for this purpose has been afforded through the
discovery of the STATIONARY WAVES, but unfortunately there is no plant as yet in operation with these waves, which, as I have
shown, pass from one to the other end of the globe without diminution of intensity, producing stationary loops and nodes, the danger
of collisions at sea will be greatly reduced.” https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity -https://teslauniverse.com/sites/default/files/styles/sharing_image/public/19120317-washington-herald.pdf.png
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fans.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out.
Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there
inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M
on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online
to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing
patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the
Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you

that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his
Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40
trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in
Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI
under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that,
you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of
course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations
using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear
Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point
being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law,
Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is
terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there
like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald,
you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of
lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that each light described a scientific
secret. We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that
because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at
Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on
Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent
would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of
Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously
go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP
Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about
Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide
the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in
his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower,
Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to
1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed
and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world
absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (You're looking for the secret, you won't find it because of course you
don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
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https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity
Nikola Tesla states in The Washington Herald March 17th, 1912 “The most important is electric transmission lines from HydroElectric central plants. Although the specter of GOVERNMENT RESTRICTION has had a deterrent effect on the development of this
important industry, it has not inflicted a permanent injury... “A perfect means for this purpose has been afforded through the
discovery of the STATIONARY WAVES, but unfortunately there is no plant as yet in operation with these waves, which, as I have
shown, pass from one to the other end of the globe without diminution of intensity, producing stationary loops and nodes, the danger
of collisions at sea will be greatly reduced.” https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity -https://teslauniverse.com/sites/default/files/styles/sharing_image/public/19120317-washington-herald.pdf.png
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important industry, it has not inflicted a permanent injury... “A perfect means for this purpose has been afforded through the
discovery of the STATIONARY WAVES, but unfortunately there is no plant as yet in operation with these waves, which, as I have
shown, pass from one to the other end of the globe without diminution of intensity, producing stationary loops and nodes, the danger
of collisions at sea will be greatly reduced.” https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity -https://teslauniverse.com/sites/default/files/styles/sharing_image/public/19120317-washington-herald.pdf.png
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https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity
Nikola Tesla states in The Washington Herald March 17th, 1912 “The most important is electric transmission lines from HydroElectric central plants. Although the specter of GOVERNMENT RESTRICTION has had a deterrent effect on the development of this
important industry, it has not inflicted a permanent injury... “A perfect means for this purpose has been afforded through the
discovery of the STATIONARY WAVES, but unfortunately there is no plant as yet in operation with these waves, which, as I have
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Nikola Tesla states in The Washington Herald March 17th, 1912 “The most important is electric transmission lines from HydroElectric central plants. Although the specter of GOVERNMENT RESTRICTION has had a deterrent effect on the development of this
important industry, it has not inflicted a permanent injury... “A perfect means for this purpose has been afforded through the
discovery of the STATIONARY WAVES, but unfortunately there is no plant as yet in operation with these waves, which, as I have
shown, pass from one to the other end of the globe without diminution of intensity, producing stationary loops and nodes, the danger
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Nikola Tesla states in The Washington Herald March 17th, 1912 “The most important is electric transmission lines from HydroElectric central plants. Although the specter of GOVERNMENT RESTRICTION has had a deterrent effect on the development of this
important industry, it has not inflicted a permanent injury... “A perfect means for this purpose has been afforded through the
discovery of the STATIONARY WAVES, but unfortunately there is no plant as yet in operation with these waves, which, as I have
shown, pass from one to the other end of the globe without diminution of intensity, producing stationary loops and nodes, the danger
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Nikola Tesla states in The Washington Herald March 17th, 1912 “The most important is electric transmission lines from HydroElectric central plants. Although the specter of GOVERNMENT RESTRICTION has had a deterrent effect on the development of this
important industry, it has not inflicted a permanent injury... “A perfect means for this purpose has been afforded through the
discovery of the STATIONARY WAVES, but unfortunately there is no plant as yet in operation with these waves, which, as I have
shown, pass from one to the other end of the globe without diminution of intensity, producing stationary loops and nodes, the danger
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Fake News. The "Friends of the Ocean" people at the World Economic Forum want to steal 20% of Earth's oceans (equivalent to all
land mass) while banning things like offshore renewables claiming there is more trash in the oceans than fish. They have a $40M
cash infusion to pay for propaganda like this. https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1265020523630203&id=693504594115135
-- Friends.of the Ocean, like Friends of rivers used to ban hydro electric dams at the 2018 World Economic Forum
https://youtu.be/ocmOi_n5TZY -- Other conspirators that block renewable energy development include Friends of the River, Friends
of the Colorado River, Friends of the Grand Canyon, Friends of Yosemite, Friends of the Ocean and friends of the Earth, used to
ban Nuclear Power and substitute that power with coal plants, burning trees and feces/trash burners.
Feb 22, 2018, 9:28 AM
Chris Edwards shared an episode of Today I Read.
Fake. The save the Oceans people at the World Economic Forum want to secure 20% of the Earth oceans while banning any
offshore renewables development (equivalent to all land mass) claiming there is more trash in the oceans than fish. They have a
$40M cash infusion to pay for propaganda like this. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1265020523630203&id=693504594115135 -- Friends.of the Ocean, like Friends of rivers used to ban hydro electric
dams at the 2018 World Economic Forum https://youtu.be/ocmOi_n5TZY -- Other conspirators that block renewable energy
development include Friends of the River, Friends of the Colorado River, Friends of the Grand Canyon, Friends of Yosemite,
Friends of the Ocean and friends of the Earth, used to ban Nuclear Power and substitute that power with coal plants, burning trees
and feces/trash burners.
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Chris Edwards posted in NWO FREEDOM FIGHTERS.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
Tesla Leaks January 19th 2017 – The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents,
Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation,
100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification,
Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from
Storms. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Update: 7/27/2017 Patent citation to
Tesla for #cold #fusion This missing Tesla patent description for an electrical circuit controller
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609251A/en has one referring patent citation approved on 7/27/2017 for a " Fusion devices
and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion " https://patents.google.com/patent/DE102017000657A1
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
Tesla Leaks January 19th 2017 – The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents,
Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation,
100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification,
Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from

Storms. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Update: 7/27/2017 Patent citation to
Tesla for #cold #fusion This missing Tesla patent description for an electrical circuit controller
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609251A/en has one referring patent citation approved on 7/27/2017 for a " Fusion devices
and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion " https://patents.google.com/patent/DE102017000657A1/
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Tesla Leaks January 19th 2017 – The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents,
Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation,
100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification,
Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from
Storms. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Update: 7/27/2017 Patent citation to
Tesla for #cold #fusion This missing Tesla patent description for an electrical circuit controller
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609251A/en has one referring patent citation approved on 7/27/2017 for a " Fusion devices
and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion " https://patents.google.com/patent/DE102017000657A1/
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Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation,
100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification,
Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from
Storms. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Update: 7/27/2017 Patent citation to
Tesla for #cold #fusion This missing Tesla patent description for an electrical circuit controller
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609251A/en has one referring patent citation approved on 7/27/2017 for a " Fusion devices
and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion " https://patents.google.com/patent/DE102017000657A1/
Feb 20, 2018, 7:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609251A/en
#nikola #tesla #cold.#fusion This missing patent description for an electrical circuits controller
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609251A/en has one referring patent citation approved on 7/27/2017 for a " Fusion devices
and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion" https://patents.google.com/patent/DE102017000657A1/en Tesla Leaks January 19th 2017 –
The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents, Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine,

Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation, 100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, PulseWidth Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification, Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity,
Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from Storms.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Tesla’s picture in 1890 at the Library of
Congress name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”. http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/ggb2004004851/
Feb 19, 2018, 10:42 PM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
7/27/2017 Patent citation to Tesla for #cold #fusion This missing Tesla patent description for an electrical circuit controller
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609251A/en has one referring patent citation approved on 7/27/2017 for a " Fusion devices
and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion " https://patents.google.com/patent/DE102017000657A1/en
Updated Feb 19, 2018, 10:36 PM
Feb 19, 2018, 10:36 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtu.be/Tze1N4XJJfU
#san #onofre #diablo #nuclear #power #vs #solar.$12 Billion in new Solar + $10 Billion to de-comission the paid-off San Onofre &
Diablo Nuclear plants in order to replace the same production and capacity factors. So much for paid-off, 24/7, multi function, too
cheap to meter energy. It will cost you $22 Billion for your "beliefs" that nuclear power s dangerous. https://youtu.be/Tze1N4XJJfU
Updated Feb 19, 2018, 9:54 PM
Feb 19, 2018, 9:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fans.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of
"Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August 25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal.
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016 Graphene May Double
Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-powerharvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCES TO THE
HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/190006-00.htm
Feb 19, 2018, 8:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
#deepwater #horizon #hydrocracking #electrolysis #ocean #mass Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy,
hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon
". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you
would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of "Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August
25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell
Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August
19th 2016 Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air
http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air
Feb 18, 2018, 12:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Spirituality, Science & Metaphysics Community.
Feb 17, 2018, 3:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2018/02/16/nikola-tesla-believed-fossil-fuels-were-barbarous
Feb 16th 2018 Nikola Tesla Believed Fossil Fuels Were “Barbarous” http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2018/02/16/nikola-teslabelieved-fossil-fuels-were-barbarous
Feb 17, 2018, 12:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k

Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of
"Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August 25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal.
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016 Graphene May Double
Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-powerharvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCES TO THE
HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/190006-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 11:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 11:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla coils, High voltage and science.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 10:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL

REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 10:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nicola tesla's Electrical Engineering World.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of
"Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August 25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal.
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016 Graphene May Double
Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-powerharvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCES TO THE
HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/190006-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 10:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of
"Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August 25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal.
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016 Graphene May Double
Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-powerharvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCES TO THE
HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/190006-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 10:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Science Foundation пријатељи.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of
"Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August 25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal.
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016 Graphene May Double
Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-powerharvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCES TO THE
HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/190006-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 1,000,000,000 People to demand Tesla's Papers be released by USA Government.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of
"Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August 25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal.
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016 Graphene May Double
Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-powerharvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCES TO THE
HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-

06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of
"Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August 25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal.
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016 Graphene May Double
Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-powerharvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCES TO THE
HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/190006-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solarled Global Group ☀☀☀.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
#deepwater #horizon #hydrocracking #electrolysis #ocean #mass Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy,
hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon
". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you
would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of "Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August
25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell
Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August
19th 2016 Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air
http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF
INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola
Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA INDIA.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016

Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:34 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Feb 16, 2018, 9:34 PM
Feb 16, 2018, 9:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Београд Nikola Tesla Klub FaceBook Beograd.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
#deepwater #horizon #hydrocracking #electrolysis #ocean #mass Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy,
hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon
". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you
would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of "Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August
25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell
Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August
19th 2016 Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air
http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF
INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola
Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k

Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
#deepwater #horizon #hydrocracking #electrolysis #ocean #mass Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy,
hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon
". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This is what you
would use to efficiently produce Hydrogen using the Density Engine of "Ocean Mass" http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- August
25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell
Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August
19th 2016 Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air
http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air

Feb 16, 2018, 9:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Free Energy Party UK.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydro-

cracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 9:03 PM
Chris Edwards
Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a
large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes
water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity,
perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016
Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCES TO THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k
#deepwater #horizon #hydrocracking #electrolysis #ocean #mass Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy,
hydro-cracking and electrolysis of gasses using the potential energy in a large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater Horizon
". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes water. https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k -- This Sept 2002
patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited electricity, perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating
energy using pressure from a large mass. http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The
"Density Engine" patent produces hydro-cracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass".
https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure
http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal.
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016 Graphene May Double
Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-powerharvest-hydrogen-from-air -- THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCES TO THE
HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY. by Nikola Tesla, Century Illustrated Magazine, June 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/190006-00.htm
Feb 16, 2018, 8:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 16, 2018, 8:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NWO FREEDOM FIGHTERS.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murder-

declassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 16, 2018, 3:16 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 11:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TETs TRUTH TUBE.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 9:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
Feb 15, 2018, 9:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Grassroots Simple Truth.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 9:35 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 5:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 4:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 4:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.

https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 4:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation: http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 4:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Free Energy Party UK.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 4:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 4:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 4:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly
Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 4:09 PM
Chris Edwards
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Feb 15, 2018, 4:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive). Science Channel’s “Deadly

Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-toInvestigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1,
Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 4:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
#nikola #tesla #deadly #intelligence Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive).
Science Channel’s “Deadly Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/thewrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER
DECLASSIFIED. Season 1, Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tvshows/teslas-death-ray-a-murder-declassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 4:05 PM
Chris Edwards
#nikola #tesla #deadly #intelligence Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive).
Science Channel’s “Deadly Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/thewrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER
DECLASSIFIED. Season 1, Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tvshows/teslas-death-ray-a-murder-declassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Updated Feb 15, 2018, 4:04 PM
Feb 15, 2018, 4:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://sfgate.com/entertainment/the-wrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php
#nikola #tesla #deadly #intelligence Science Channel to Investigate Strange Deaths of Nikola Tesla, Other Geniuses (Exclusive).
Science Channel’s “Deadly Intelligence” premieres on Sunday, April 8 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. https://sfgate.com/entertainment/thewrap/article/Science-Channel-to-Investigate-Strange-Deaths-of-12617275.php -- Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER
DECLASSIFIED. Season 1, Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://discovery.com/tvshows/teslas-death-ray-a-murder-declassified/ Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Feb 15, 2018, 4:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-first-power
This story was re-post in the previous Tesla Leaks that was removed from FB, Feb 15th 2015 Wireless power rail is on track as
China seeks to develop world-first power system. Sun said his system could "beam" more than 13,000 horsepower, or 9.7MW, to a
train using resonant magnetic induction, enough to easily propel a fully loaded subway train or a high-speed train at 350km/h or
more. From the story "Wireless energy transfer was an early dream in the field of electrical research, as demonstrated by the
legendary inventor Nikola Tesla as early as 1891. But technical issues and safety concerns have limited its applications to small
devices such as mobile phone chargers and medical implants." http://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wirelessrail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-first-power
Feb 15, 2018, 10:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
http://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-first-power
This story was re-post by Tesla Leaks, Feb 15th 2015 -- Wireless power rail is on track as China seeks to develop world-first power
system. Sun said his system could "beam" more than 13,000 horsepower, or 9.7MW, to a train using resonant magnetic induction,
enough to easily propel a fully loaded subway train or a high-speed train at 350km/h or more. From the story "Wireless energy
transfer was an early dream in the field of electrical research, as demonstrated by the legendary inventor Nikola Tesla as early as
1891. But technical issues and safety concerns have limited its applications to small devices such as mobile phone chargers and
medical implants." http://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-firstpower
Feb 14, 2018, 9:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/02/180209170720.htm
Feb 9th 2018 Lithium Salts from Sea-water. Lithium comes from drying out salt flats using natural sunlight or from Sea-water using
various methods. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/02/180209170720.htm -- In 1899, Nikola Tesla used, has it pictured in his

lab, and referred to in his 1922 Wardenclyffe Supreme Court bankruptcy appeals case, using molten (Lithium) Salt-Ion batteries and
possibly experimented with his Ozone Generator to produce O2/O3 to create Lithium-Air, Lithium-O2 batteries at his Colorado
Springs Lab. http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/ -- Work of the lithium battery began in 1912 under
G.N. Lewis https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Battery_Power/Lithium_Ion_Batteries -- 1910 Tom Swift Novel Talked About Lithium Battery
Electric Cars http://cleantechnica.com/2016/05/26/1910-tom-swift-novel-talked-electric-cars-like-many-us-today/ -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colorado_Springs_Notes,_1899–1900
Feb 12, 2018, 7:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/
#lithium #salt #battery #electric #car #history In 1899, Nikola Tesla used and is pictured in his lab with molten (Lithium) Salt-Ion and
possibly added O2/O3 to create Lithium-Air, Lithium-O2 batteries at his Colorado Springs Lab.
http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/ -- Work of the lithium battery began in 1912 under G.N. Lewis
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Battery_Power/Lithium_Ion_Batteries -- 1910 Tom Swift Novel Talked About Lithium Battery Electric
Cars http://cleantechnica.com/2016/05/26/1910-tom-swift-novel-talked-electric-cars-like-many-us-today/ -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colorado_Springs_Notes,_1899–1900 -- Feb 9th 2018 Lithium Salts from Sea-water
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/02/180209170720.htm
Feb 12, 2018, 6:25 PM
Chris Edwards
Top stories by.Cleantechnica, the ones who block every comment about Nikola Tesla, and Space X (not) VS Flat Earth:
https://cleantechnica.com/2018/02/12/flat-earth-vs-spacex-tesla-solar-panel-prices-fall-fast-1st-tesla-hearse-top-20-cleantechnicastories-week/
Updated Feb 12, 2018, 5:59 PM
Feb 12, 2018, 5:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://cleantechnica.com/2018/02/12/flat-earth-vs-spacex-tesla-solar-panel-prices-fall-fast-1st-tesla-hearse-top-20-cleantechnicastories-week/
Top stories on Cleantechnica, the ones who block all posts about Nikola Tesla, & Space X (not) VS Flat Earth : The day this was
posted, Cleantechnica removed the said story from their #1 most viewed story in the front page of their website. So much for free
speech!
https ://cleantechnica.com/2018/02/12/flat-earth-vs-spacex-tesla-solar-panel-prices-fall-fast-1st-tesla-hearse-top-20-cleantechnicastories-week/
Feb 12, 2018, 5:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-12/federal-amtrak-spending-would-be-cut-in-half-under-trump-budget
#amtrak #conspiracy Feb 12 2018 Trump's Budget Cuts Federal Amtrak Spending in Half.
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-12/federal-amtrak-spending-would-be-cut-in-half-under-trump-budget - Original post
about HVDC for trains vs AC: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=2036414486375020&id=100000194651504&ref=content_filter&_rdr - The conspiracy to shut down, trolleys and the last
high speed train remaining in the US. The US doesn't make high speed trains anymore, just to haul gas, coal and trees to burn.
Search the Tesla Leaks blog for the words to.find posts on the Trolley, High Speed Train or Amtrak Conspiracy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=Trolly&m=1
Feb 12, 2018, 11:15 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.powertransformernews.com/2017/11/08/the-worlds-first-hvdc-transformer-passes-the-test-for-1100-kv-level/
#amtrak #conspiracy Feb 12 2018 Trump's Budget Cuts Federal Amtrak Spending in Half.
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-12/federal-amtrak-spending-would-be-cut-in-half-under-trump-budget - Post on HVDC
vs AC for trains + The conspiracy to shut down, trolleys and the last high speed train remaining in the US. The US doesn't make
high speed trains anymore, just to haul gas, coal and trees to burn. Search the Tesla Leaks blog for the Trolley, High Speed Train &
Amtrak Conspiracy: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=Trolly&m=1
Updated Feb 12, 2018, 10:50 AM
Feb 12, 2018, 10:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
http://www.powerelectronics.com/automotive/wireless-charging-electric-vehicles

#wireless #charging #banned #ICNIRP1998 Feb 7 2018 Wireless Charging of Electric Vehicles - The successful convergence of
new technologies will require electric vehicles (EVs) that are low cost and fully autonomous. These attributes can be realized
through wireless charging. While the concept of medium-range wireless power transfer (WPT), achieved using near-field (nonradiative) electromagnetic coupling, has existed since the pioneering work of Nikola Tesla (1891) more than a century ago, the
technology to enable effective dynamic WPT for EVs is still in its nascent stage. Numerous challenges related to performance, cost,
and safety need to be overcome before the vision of wirelessly powered EVs can be realized. But achieving high efficiencies at high
switching frequencies is very challenging. And the fringing fields of WPT systems must be within safe levels (as defined by the
International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection; ICNIRP 1998) in areas occupied by people and animals (e.g., the
vehicle cabin and outside the perimeter of the chassis). These requirements for capacitive WPT systems can be met through circuit
stages that provide appropriate voltage and current gain (to reduce displacement currents) as well as reactive compensation (Fig.
1). An active area of research is the design of these circuit stages (Lu et al. 2015; Theodoridis 2012). While high power wireless
enegy is banned, oil pipelines are approved! Oil and Coal trains are approved! Gas stations with warning signs of Cancer and Birth
Defects, are approved. The burning the gas, coal and trees are perfectly approved! Whatever waste is left, they will dump it in your
river. Approved! Tesla cars are not equipped with in car wireless phone charging, mat wireless car charging, nor in-road inductive
charging. If you call Tesla Inc about this fact or mention Nikola Tesla, they will laugh at you and hang up the phone. (2012)
http://www.powerelectronics.com/automotive/wireless-charging-electric-vehicles
Feb 11, 2018, 10:37 AM
Chris Edwards
#wireless #power #banned #tesla #car #scam Tesla cars are not equipped with in car wireless phone charging, mat wireless car
charging, nor in-road inductive charging. If you call Tesla Inc about this fact or mention Nikola Tesla, they will laugh at you and hang
up the phone. (2012)
Updated Feb 11, 2018, 10:27 AM
Feb 11, 2018, 10:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.powerelectronics.com/automotive/wireless-charging-electric-vehicles
#wireless #charging #banned #ICNIRP1998 Feb 7 2018 Wireless Charging of Electric Vehicles - The successful convergence of
new technologies will require electric vehicles (EVs) that are low cost and fully autonomous. These attributes can be realized
through wireless charging. While the concept of medium-range wireless power transfer (WPT), achieved using near-field (nonradiative) electromagnetic coupling, has existed since the pioneering work of Nikola Tesla (1891) more than a century ago, the
technology to enable effective dynamic WPT for EVs is still in its nascent stage. Numerous challenges related to performance, cost,
and safety need to be overcome before the vision of wirelessly powered EVs can be realized. But achieving high efficiencies at high
switching frequencies is very challenging. And the fringing fields of WPT systems must be within safe levels (as defined by the
International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection; ICNIRP 1998) in areas occupied by people and animals (e.g., the
vehicle cabin and outside the perimeter of the chassis). These requirements for capacitive WPT systems can be met through circuit
stages that provide appropriate voltage and current gain (to reduce displacement currents) as well as reactive compensation (Fig.
1). An active area of research is the design of these circuit stages (Lu et al. 2015; Theodoridis 2012). While high power wireless
enegy is banned, oil pipelines are approved! Oil and Coal trains are approved! Gas stations with warning signs of Cancer and Birth
Defects, are approved. The burning the gas, coal and trees are perfectly approved! Whatever waste is left, they will dump it in your
river. Approved! Tesla cars are not equipped with in car wireless phone charging, mat wireless car charging, nor in-road inductive
charging. If you call Tesla Inc about this fact or mention Nikola Tesla, they will laugh at you and hang up the phone. (2012)
http://www.powerelectronics.com/automotive/wireless-charging-electric-vehicles -- 2018 Symposium PDF
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/24906/frontiers-of-engineering-reports-on-leading-edge-engineering-from-the
Feb 11, 2018, 10:22 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/22/investing/stock-market-today-extreme-calm-pullback/index.html
Jan. 22, 2018, CNN claimed "This is the calmest stock market rally in history" http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/22/investing/stockmarket-today-extreme-calm-pullback/index.html The stock markets were just at their all time high 4 days later on January 26th 2018
on Friday. The next day, January 27th 2017, this Epic report on Nikola Tesla, his missing property, his potential assassination, the
Death Ray and the very real aspect of providing free, clean energy, heat, water, food and transportation (currency) for what he calls
"a very low cost" across Facebook https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1070397799764644/?
pnref=story By Monday, January 29th 2018 the stock market began to collapse; even the Monday in Asia. CNN Reports "Dow drops
177 points on rising rate fears in biggest decline of the year" as Stocks close near session lows 4:24 PM ET Mon, 29 Jan 2018
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/01/29/us-stocks-interest-rates-earnings.html

Feb 10, 2018, 3:58 PM
Chris Edwards
Jan. 22, 2018, CNN claimed "This is the calmest stock market rally in history" http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/22/investing/stockmarket-today-extreme-calm-pullback/index.html The stock markets were just at their all time high 4 days later on January 26th 2018
on Friday. The next day, January 27th 2017, this Epic report on Nikola Tesla, his missing property, his potential assassination, the
Death Ray and the very real aspect of providing free, clean energy, heat, water, food and transportation (currency) for what he calls
"a very low cost" across Facebook https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1070397799764644/?
pnref=story By Monday, January 29th 2018 the stock market began to collapse; even the Monday in Asia. CNN Reports "Dow drops
177 points on rising rate fears in biggest decline of the year" as Stocks close near session lows 4:24 PM ET Mon, 29 Jan 2018
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/01/29/us-stocks-interest-rates-earnings.html
Updated Feb 10, 2018, 3:50 PM
Feb 10, 2018, 3:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/22/investing/stock-market-today-extreme-calm-pullback/index.html
Jan. 22, 2018 CNN claimed "This is the calmest stock market rally in history". The markets were at their all time high 4 days later on
Jan. 26th on a Friday. http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/22/investing/stock-market-today-extreme-calm-pullback/index.html The next
day, January 27th 2017, this Epic report on Nikola Tesla, his missing property, his potential assassination, the Death Ray and the
very real aspect of providing free, wireless, clean energy, heat, water, food and transportation (currency) for what he calls "a very
low cost" across Facebook https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1070397799764644/?pnref=story By
Monday, January 29th 2018 the stock market began to collapse; even the Monday in Asia. CNN Reports "Dow drops 177 points on
rising rate fears in biggest decline of the year" as Stocks close near session lows 4:24 PM ET Mon, 29 Jan 2018
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/01/29/us-stocks-interest-rates-earnings.html
Feb 10, 2018, 3:50 PM
Chris Edwards
This is the original Nov. 5th 2015, Tesla Leaks retort on Debunking Einstein, Nuclear Bomb Hoax & Atomic Energy Danger Hoax:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html -- Nikola Tesla denied that Einstein’s theory
was true, not just because he rejected the idea that matter is convertible into energy, and energy into matter, or the existence of
space-time, but because he himself had measured speeds traveling faster than light in numerous experiments... In 1899 he
conducted experiments at Colorado Springs where he sent currents from his transmitter around earth and back to his receiver
traveling at a mean velocity of 292,815 miles per second. On April of 1900 he published a patent on this transmitter titled the Art of
Transmitting Electrical Energy Through the Natural Medium, which was just a play thing compared to his Magnifying Transmitter
patented in 1914. Passages from Tesla's patent 787,412 were included verbatim in the introduction for special attention: -- The most
essential requirement is that irrespective of frequency the wave or wave-train should continue for a certain period of time, which I
have estimated to be not less than one-twelfth or probably 0.08484 of a second and which is taken in passing to and returning from
the region diametrically opposite the pole over the earth's surface with a mean velocity of about 471,240 kilometers per second
[292,822 miles per second, a velocity equal to one and a half times the "official" speed of light].
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_22.htm
Updated Feb 10, 2018, 10:32 AM
Feb 10, 2018, 10:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Београд Nikola Tesla Klub FaceBook Beograd.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
This is the original Nov. 5th 2015, Tesla Leaks retort on Debunking Einstein, Nuclear Bomb Hoax & Atomic Energy Danger Hoax:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html -- Nikola Tesla denied that Einstein’s theory
was true, not just because he rejected the idea that matter is convertible into energy, and energy into matter, or the existence of
space-time, but because he himself had measured speeds traveling faster than light in numerous experiments... In 1899 he
conducted experiments at Colorado Springs where he sent currents from his transmitter around earth and back to his receiver
traveling at a mean velocity of 292,815 miles per second. On April of 1900 he published a patent on this transmitter titled the Art of
Transmitting Electrical Energy Through the Natural Medium, which was just a play thing compared to his Magnifying Transmitter
patented in 1914. Not only this, but as far back as 1896 he conducted experiments on cosmic rays where he measured cosmic ray
velocities from the star, Antares, which he measured to be fifty times greater than the speed of light, thus demolishing one of the
basic pillar of the structure of relativity. http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/159992409923/last-night-the-national-geographicchannel-began-a -- Passages from Tesla's patent 787,412 were included verbatim in the introduction for special attention: -- The
most essential requirement is that irrespective of frequency the wave or wave-train should continue for a certain period of time,

which I have estimated to be not less than one-twelfth or probably 0.08484 of a second and which is taken in passing to and
returning from the region diametrically opposite the pole over the earth's surface with a mean velocity of about 471,240 kilometers
per second [292,822 miles per second, a velocity equal to one and a half times the "official" speed of light].
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_22.htm
Feb 10, 2018, 10:24 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
This is the original Nov. 5th 2015, Tesla Leaks retort on Debunking Einstein, Nuclear Bomb Hoax & Atomic Energy Danger Hoax:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html -- Nikola Tesla denied that Einstein’s theory
was true, not just because he rejected the idea that matter is convertible into energy, and energy into matter, or the existence of
space-time, but because he himself had measured speeds traveling faster than light in numerous experiments... In 1899 he
conducted experiments at Colorado Springs where he sent currents from his transmitter around earth and back to his receiver
traveling at a mean velocity of 292,815 miles per second. On April of 1900 he published a patent on this transmitter titled the Art of
Transmitting Electrical Energy Through the Natural Medium, which was just a play thing compared to his Magnifying Transmitter
patented in 1914. http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/159992409923/last-night-the-national-geographic-channel-began-a -Passages from Tesla's patent 787,412 were included verbatim in the introduction for special attention: -- The most essential
requirement is that irrespective of frequency the wave or wave-train should continue for a certain period of time, which I have
estimated to be not less than one-twelfth or probably 0.08484 of a second and which is taken in passing to and returning from the
region diametrically opposite the pole over the earth's surface with a mean velocity of about 471,240 kilometers per second [292,822
miles per second, a velocity equal to one and a half times the "official" speed of light].
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_22.htm
Feb 10, 2018, 10:24 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
This is the original Nov. 5th 2015, Tesla Leaks retort on Debunking Einstein, Nuclear Bomb Hoax & Atomic Energy Danger Hoax:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html -- Nikola Tesla denied that Einstein’s theory
was true, not just because he rejected the idea that matter is convertible into energy, and energy into matter, or the existence of
space-time, but because he himself had measured speeds traveling faster than light in numerous experiments... In 1899 he
conducted experiments at Colorado Springs where he sent currents from his transmitter around earth and back to his receiver
traveling at a mean velocity of 292,815 miles per second. On April of 1900 he published a patent on this transmitter titled the Art of
Transmitting Electrical Energy Through the Natural Medium, which was just a play thing compared to his Magnifying Transmitter
patented in 1914. Not only this, but as far back as 1896 he conducted experiments on cosmic rays where he measured cosmic ray
velocities from the star, Antares, which he measured to be fifty times greater than the speed of light, thus demolishing one of the
basic pillar of the structure of relativity. http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/159992409923/last-night-the-national-geographicchannel-began-a -- Passages from Tesla's patent 787,412 were included verbatim in the introduction for special attention: -- The
most essential requirement is that irrespective of frequency the wave or wave-train should continue for a certain period of time,
which I have estimated to be not less than one-twelfth or probably 0.08484 of a second and which is taken in passing to and
returning from the region diametrically opposite the pole over the earth's surface with a mean velocity of about 471,240 kilometers
per second [292,822 miles per second, a velocity equal to one and a half times the "official" speed of light].
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_22.htm
Feb 10, 2018, 10:23 AM
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https://youtu.be/psje5HIm2ZY
Nikola Tesla and the strange Experiments going on at the New Yorker Hotel, the phenomena of "wrapping in (cellophane) plastic",
UV curing machines, and more. Live Stream: https://youtu.be/psje5HIm2ZY
Updated Feb 8, 2018, 9:59 PM
Feb 8, 2018, 9:59 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtu.be/sAHvKvtQIDw
Conan O'Brien has now learned about Nikola Tesla, and knows the Tesla Roadster in Space is Fake News
https://youtu.be/sAHvKvtQIDw
Updated Feb 8, 2018, 9:32 PM
Feb 8, 2018, 9:32 PM

Chris Edwards
Conan O'Brien has now learned about Nikola Tesla, and knows the Tesla Roadster in Space is Fake News
https://youtu.be/sAHvKvtQIDw
Updated Feb 8, 2018, 9:31 PM
Feb 8, 2018, 9:31 PM
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Updated Feb 8, 2018, 3:01 PM
Feb 8, 2018, 3:01 PM
Chris Edwards
https://reviewjournal.com/news/politics-and-government/clark-county/clark-county-schools-consider-cutting-the-nv-energy-cord/
Jan 24, 2018 Wynn Casino & Clark County Schools to leave NV Energy: https://reviewjournal.com/news/politics-andgovernment/clark-county/clark-county-schools-consider-cutting-the-nv-energy-cord/ -- 2 days later, Wynn accused of sexual
misconduct in the WSJ http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/26/investing/steve-wynn-sexual-misconduct/index.html
Updated Feb 8, 2018, 2:54 PM
Feb 8, 2018, 2:54 PM
Chris Edwards updated his status.
February 8th 2018 Another Rout In The Stock Market, As Dow Drops More Than 1,000 Points https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwoway/2018/02/08/584310245/another-rout-in-the-stock-market-as-dow-drops-more-than-1-000-points
Feb 8, 2018, 2:49 PM
Chris Edwards
Morons think fake Earth, no stars in the scene, no satellites to be seen around fake Earth, picture taken by "Space Raven", camera
that can handle direct sunlight in "space", camera with no zoom capability, is "REAL"! The morons should get back to their Opium
pills from Poppy grown in Afghanistan.
Updated Feb 7, 2018, 8:56 PM
Feb 7, 2018, 8:56 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Feb 7, 2018, 8:10 PM
Feb 7, 2018, 8:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Београд Nikola Tesla Klub FaceBook Beograd.
St Louis Dispatch on March 15th 1896, Nikola Tesla's Amazing Plan to Harness Free Currents. "The end has come to the
telephone, telegraph and (energy) monopolies with a crash. Incidentally, all the other monopolies that depends on power of any kind
will come to a sudden stop. The world is on the eve of an astounding revelation. The conditions upon which we exist will be
changed. The Earth Currents of electricity are to be harnessed. Nature supplies them FREE OF CHARGE. The cost of power, light,
head and (transportation) will be practically nothing!" https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1905495806429907&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1075602732577484%2F http://boweryboyshistory.com/2017/03/nikolatesla-wireless-world-invention-remote-control.html -- "You can burn all the coal, gas and trees in the world, but Niagara Falls will last
Forever"! - Nikola Tesla, April 1896 -- Days after Tesla dies, in a highly redacted letter to the FBI director, ... in the last months,
Tesla told Fitzgerald that his experiments in conjunction to the transmission of electrical power had been "completed and perfected".
"Blank" stated that according to Fitzgerald, Tesla's greatest idea was " all electrical energy to operate the world's machinery might
be gotten absolutely free ". Army Intelligence was to ascertain the complete story in this regard. https://youtu.be/vryqT3WPYkE
Feb 6, 2018, 6:57 PM
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Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S.
https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydroelectric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would
displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced
geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy
potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy
production to almost 500,000.
“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million
megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?
Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She
says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes
referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energyproduction-heats-up-in-the-mojave/
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Posted in June by Tesla Leaks: St Louis Dispatch on March 15th 1896, Nikola Tesla's Amazing Plan to Harness Free Currents. "The
end has come to the telephone, telegraph and (energy) monopolies with a crash. Incidentally, all the other monopolies that depends
on power of any kind will come to a sudden stop. The world is on the eve of an astounding revelation. The convictions upon which
we exist will be changed. The Earth Currents of electricity are to be harnessed. Nature supplies them FREE OF CHARGE. The cost
of power, light, head and (transportation) will be practically nothing!" http://boweryboyshistory.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-wirelessworld-invention-remote-control.html -- "You can burn all the coal, gas and trees in the world, but Niagara Falls will last Forever" Nikola Tesla, April 1896 https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1905495806429907&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1075602732577484&source=57
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St Louis Dispatch on March 15th 1896, Nikola Tesla's Amazing Plan to Harness Free Currents. "The end has come to the
telephone, telegraph and (energy) monopolies with a crash. Incidentally, all the other monopolies that depends on power of any kind
will come to a sudden stop. The world is on the eve of an astounding revelation. The conditions upon which we exist will be
changed. The Earth Currents of electricity are to be harnessed. Nature supplies them FREE OF CHARGE. The cost of power, light,
head and (transportation) will be practically nothing!" http://boweryboyshistory.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-wireless-world-inventionremote-control.html -- "You can burn all the coal, gas and trees in the world, but Niagara Falls will last Forever" - Nikola Tesla, April
1896 -- Days after Tesla dies, in a letter to the FBI director, Tesla tells Fitzgerald that his experiments in conjunction to the
transmission of electrical power had been "completed and perfected". "The main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide
electricity to the world absolutely for free." https://youtu.be/vryqT3WPYkE
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Posted in June by Tesla Leaks: St Louis Dispatch on March 15th 1896, Nikola Tesla's Amazing Plan to Harness Free Currents. "The
end has come to the telephone, telegraph and (energy) monopolies with a crash. Incidentally, all the other monopolies that depends
on power of any kind will come to a sudden stop. The world is on the eve of an astounding revelation. The conditions upon which we
exist will be changed. The Earth Currents of electricity are to be harnessed. Nature supplies them FREE OF CHARGE. The cost of
power, light, head and (transportation) will be practically nothing!" http://boweryboyshistory.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-wireless-worldinvention-remote-control.html -- "You can burn all the coal, gas and trees in the world, but Niagara Falls will last Forever"! - Nikola
Tesla, April 1896 -- Days after Tesla dies, in a highly redacted letter to the FBI director, ... in the last months, Tesla told Fitzgerald
that his experiments in conjunction to the transmission of electrical power had been "completed and perfected". "Blank" stated that
according to Fitzgerald, Tesla's greatest idea was " all electrical energy to operate the world's machinery might be gotten absolutely
free ". Army Intelligence was to ascertain the complete story in this regard. https://youtu.be/vryqT3WPYkE
Posted in June by Tesla Leaks: St Louis Dispatch on March 15th 1896, Nikola Tesla's Amazing Plan to Harness Free Currents. "The
end has come to the telephone, telegraph and (energy) monopolies with a crash. Incidentally, all the other monopolies that depends
on power of any kind will come to a sudden stop. The world is on the eve of an astounding revelation. The conditions upon which we
exist will be changed. The Earth Currents of electricity are to be harnessed. Nature supplies them FREE OF CHARGE. The cost of
power, light, head and (transportation) will be practically nothing!" http://boweryboyshistory.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-wireless-worldinvention-remote-control.html -- "You can burn all the coal, gas and trees in the world, but Niagara Falls will last Forever"! - Nikola
Tesla, April 1896 -- Days after Tesla dies, in a highly redacted letter to the FBI director, ... in the last months, Tesla told Fitzgerald
that his experiments in conjunction to the transmission of electrical power had been "completed and perfected". "Blank" stated that
according to Fitzgerald, Tesla's greatest idea was " all electrical energy to operate the world's machinery might be gotten absolutely
free ". Army Intelligence was to ascertain the complete story in this regard. https://youtu.be/vryqT3WPYkE
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Jan 5th 2018 Dow Tumbles Over 1,179 Points in Biggest Point-Drop Ever, from a daytime low of -1500 https://wsj.com/articles/asiapacific-stocks-fall-to-kick-off-the-week-1517790854
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Lightning Strikes: Timeless Lessons in Creativity from the Life and Work of Nikola Tesla
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http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name or where he is from, since
the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of
Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about
Tesla, is made up! Most of it is. But, how could you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on
Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the
FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts
out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting
there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch
$10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium
NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, from events that took place in
1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to
have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly
crack. instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the
information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they
took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have
snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive)
cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for
increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton
using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since,
according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages,
because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI
bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein,
Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments
from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during
the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical
importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed? The cause
of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of
Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that
Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals
case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that

would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told
Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market
crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightning", the processes,
appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization.
Two months later the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve it
until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started,
the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP
Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that
machinery". Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on
his inventions, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really
looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
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http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name or where he is from, since
the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of
Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about
Tesla, is made up! Most of it is. But, how could you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on
Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the
FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts
out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting
there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch
$10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium
NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, from events that took place in
1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to
have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly
crack. instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the
information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they
took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have
snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive)
cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for
increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton
using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since,
according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages,
because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI
bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein,

Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments
from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during
the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical
importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed? The cause
of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of
Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that
Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals
case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told
Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market
crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightning", the processes,
appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization.
Two months later the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve it
until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started,
the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP
Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that
machinery". Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on
his inventions, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really
looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
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Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name or where he is from, since
the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of
Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about
Tesla, is made up! Most of it is. But, how could you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on
Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the
FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts
out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting
there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch
$10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium
NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, from events that took place in

1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to
have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly
crack. instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the
information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they
took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have
snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive)
cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for
increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton
using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since,
according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages,
because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI
bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein,
Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments
from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during
the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical
importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed? The cause
of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of
Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that
Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals
case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told
Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market
crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightning", the processes,
appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization.
Two months later the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve it
until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started,
the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP
Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that
machinery". Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on
his inventions, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really
looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
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Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name or where he is from, since
the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of
Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about
Tesla, is made up! Most of it is. But, how could you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on
Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the
FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts
out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting
there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch
$10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium
NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, from events that took place in
1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to
have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly
crack. instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the
information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they
took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have
snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive)
cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for
increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton
using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since,
according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages,
because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI
bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein,
Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments
from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during
the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical
importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed? The cause
of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of
Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that
Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals
case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told
Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market
crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightning", the processes,
appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization.
Two months later the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve it
until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started,

the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP
Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that
machinery". Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on
his inventions, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really
looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Feb 3, 2018, 12:35 PM
Chris Edwards
http://money.cnn.com/2018/02/02/investing/stock-market-today-dow/index.html
Feb 2nd 2018 Dow plunges 666 points -- worst day since Brexit http://money.cnn.com/2018/02/02/investing/stock-market-todaydow/index.html Feb 5th 2018 Global stock markets tanking this week? http://money.cnn.com/2018/02/05/investing/global-stockmarkets/index.html
Updated Feb 3, 2018, 9:50 AM
Feb 3, 2018, 9:50 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.forbes.com/sites/energyinnovation/2018/01/30/india-coal-power-is-about-to-crash-65-of-existing-coal-costs-more-thannew-wind-and-solar/
Jan 30th 2018 Is Indian coal plants about to crash? Existing coal plants already more expensive than new renewables.
https://forbes.com/sites/energyinnovation/2018/01/30/india-coal-power-is-about-to-crash-65-of-existing-coal-costs-more-than-newwind-and-solar/
Updated Feb 2, 2018, 6:23 PM
Feb 2, 2018, 6:23 PM
Chris Edwards
Update: Lifi can be used for high speed communication and Wireless power. Jan 29th 2018 Let there be LiFi! Centre switches on
India study on superfast Internet pilot. https://economictimes.com/small-biz/startups/newsbuzz/let-there-be-lifi-centre-switches-onsuperfast-internet-pilot/articleshow/62689560.cms -- Tesla Leaks video on Lifi, Solar Wallpaper and wireless Power.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=4a2JO0t5TQc
Updated Feb 1, 2018, 9:45 AM
Feb 1, 2018, 9:45 AM
Chris Edwards
Classic Repost from Tesla Leaks on Alex Jones admission of who is the "New World Order". Plus, as a side note, The Tesla
Science Center at Wardenclyffe, Discovery Channel, any science board, comment box, greenie sites, renewable sites, Tesla the
car. If you start talking about Nikola Tesla, or actually prove something, (even by definition) they will block you faster than the WTC
fell. Now I know what you are thinking, "FreeFall", but 30 ft per sec. would take 45 seconds, I mean "Terminal Velocity"! What about
WTC 7 they ask? There is no such thing as WTC 7! The WTC complex is 1-6. Alex Jones changed it's name from the inventors of
the petro-dollar, "The Solomon Brothers" building, to WTC 7. To confuse you to who the real criminals are.
Updated Jan 31, 2018, 6:31 PM
Jan 31, 2018, 6:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Area51 archivos secretos.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name or where he is from, since
the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of
Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about
Tesla, is made up! Most of it is. But, how could you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on
Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the
FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts
out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting
there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch

$10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium
NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, from events that took place in
1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to
have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly
crack. instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the
information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they
took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have
snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive)
cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for
increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton
using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since,
according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages,
because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI
bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein,
Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments
from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during
the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical
importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed? The cause
of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of
Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that
Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals
case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told
Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market
crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightning", the processes,
appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization.
Two months later the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve it
until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started,
the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP
Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that
machinery". Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on
his inventions, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really

looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 31, 2018, 7:40 AM
Chris Edwards
What of Tesla's effects are missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237,
2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the
report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the
attachments associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and
other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications 8) Where are Tesla's patents held as Classified 9) What
are the Tesla patent references that are blanked out or mis-named at the Patent Office 10) What other patents are filed under
"Nicola Tesla" 11) Why did the FBI report say that nothing was found about Nikola Tesla at the Library of Congress 12) Tesla's 1000
points of lights at Wardenclyffe 13) Real audio and video of Tesla -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Updated Jan 31, 2018, 1:38 AM
Jan 31, 2018, 1:38 AM
Chris Edwards
This Retort was.written, edited and posted the weekend of the Diesel-gate revelation. Tesla Leaks was the first to prove the Clean
Diesel Fraud, but also proved #every #car #is #a #tesla
Updated Jan 31, 2018, 1:21 AM
Jan 31, 2018, 1:21 AM
Chris Edwards
Updated Jan 31, 2018, 12:58 AM
Jan 31, 2018, 12:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/26/investing/renewable-energy-trump-solar-coal/index.html
"Clean, clean coal"? The lies of the New World Order, the fossil (rock) fuel companies; and the Fake News Media. (Just like Bernie
Sanders said). The U.S. has the dirtiest coal plants. China's are most efficient and use chemical conversation, gassification and
nano-coal injection. http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/26/investing/renewable-energy-trump-solar-coal/index.html -- Jan 29th 2018
Coal based Utility CEO: new renewables will be cheaper than existing coal plants (not just cheaper than new ones) by the early
2020s https://vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/1/29/16944178/utility-ceo-renewables-cheaper -- Dec 2007 Coal Ash Is 100X
More Radioactive Than Nuclear Waste; even before they use 10-20% if all your water and dump the coal waste ponds in your river.
(Nuclear is in a containment facility that can withstand a direct hit by a 747 at 500 MPH) But, when Coal is burned into fly ash,
Uranium and Thorium are concentrated at up to 10X their original levels. https://scientificamerican.com/article/coal-ash-is-moreradioactive-than-nuclear-waste/ -- Jan 31st 2018 Nuclear is so not dangerous that China is building 20 new plants along the One
Belt One Road, Japan, Iran, Saudi Arabia are building new one's and even if he UK and France will keep their nuclear power. The
U.S. and German Hitler people have it banned since 1988. Godzilla is dead!
http://chinadaily.com.cn/a/201801/31/WS5a7120aaa3106e7dcc138cd5.html -- Alex Jones said "his dad lobbies to keep the coal
plants on" and wants you poisoned by his Iodine he claims will save you from "Fukushima radiation".
Jan 30, 2018, 11:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in EVERYTHING Bill Maher and John Oliver: New Rules And Now This.
Jan 30, 2018, 10:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Real AMERICANS And The World United Against Trumpenfuhrer!!!!
http://youtu.be/8QjrBjdb2T8
The Donald Trump State of the Union address has been scientifically analyzed. After listing to the first few minutes, the researchers
showed extreme side effects. Not from the nano-organic Mercury sprayed on all your food or the Mercury in all Vaccines and
Injectables, but from all the snorting. http://youtu.be/8QjrBjdb2T8
Jan 30, 2018, 8:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in EVERYTHING Bill Maher and John Oliver: New Rules And Now This.
Jan 30, 2018, 7:13 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtu.be/8QjrBjdb2T8
The Donald Trump State of the Union address has been scientifically analyzed. After listing to the first few minutes, the researchers
showed extreme side effects. Not from the nano-organic Mercury sprayed on all your food or the Mercury in all Vaccines and
Injectables, but from all the snorting. http://youtu.be/8QjrBjdb2T8

Updated Jan 30, 2018, 6:59 PM
Jan 30, 2018, 6:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Flat Earth No Trolls.
Jan 30, 2018, 6:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Flat Earth Experts (TFEE).
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name or where he is from, since
the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of
Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about
Tesla, is made up! Most of it is. But, how could you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on
Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the
FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts
out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting
there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch
$10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium
NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, from events that took place in
1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to
have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly
crack. instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the
information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they
took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have
snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive)
cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for
increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton
using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since,
according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages,
because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI
bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein,
Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments
from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during
the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical
importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed? The cause
of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of
Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that
Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals
case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told

Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market
crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightning", the processes,
appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization.
Two months later the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve it
until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started,
the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP
Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that
machinery". Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on
his inventions, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really
looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 30, 2018, 6:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Zero Carbon America by 2025 Initiative.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name or where he is from, since
the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of
Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about
Tesla, is made up! Most of it is. But, how could you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on
Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the
FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts
out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting
there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch
$10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium
NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, from events that took place in
1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to
have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly
crack. instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the
information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they
took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have
snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive)
cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for
increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton
using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since,
according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages,
because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI
bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein,
Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments
from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during
the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical
importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed? The cause
of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of
Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that

Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals
case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told
Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market
crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightning", the processes,
appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization.
Two months later the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve it
until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started,
the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP
Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that
machinery". Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on
his inventions, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really
looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 30, 2018, 6:23 PM
Chris Edwards
Infowars retort response by Alex Jones with "The Twilight Zone - The Big Event" Part 1 https://youtu.be/n_eRYlZsbJA -- "The New
Twilight Zone Movie" by the people who produce the Twilight Zone https://youtu.be/pP57F_XrLW4
Updated Jan 30, 2018, 2:28 PM
Jan 30, 2018, 2:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced
the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla".
http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about Tesla, is made up! Most of it is. But, how could you know
"everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have
written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the
real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit,
Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the
Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers,
articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is
"made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions
(900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in
1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have
been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the
Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe
appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30

bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly crack. instead it was people who called themselves
"government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there,
you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200
page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten
access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware
that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As
you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical
method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can
figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on
birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought
you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi,
Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all.
Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and
Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI
documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when
their military transport mysteriously crashed? The cause of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the faulty
Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists before them,
it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property,
under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad
you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had
access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was
soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn
them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de
gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and
videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like
Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last codesigner in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley
who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydro-electric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about
Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the
Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power.
Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to
his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous, secure pulse-width and pulse-modulation of signals, his
continuous wave wireless radio system. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market crash that bankrupt Westinghouse &
Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightning", the processes, appliances, generation, transmission,
transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization. Two months later the patent office
accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve it until 1914. This delay gave time for
the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started, the supposed entire world attacked
Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the
next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". Since Tesla mentioned to
Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on his inventions, that this venture would
work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a
rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same
Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel
tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of
Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're
looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to
be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 30, 2018, 1:40 PM
Chris Edwards
Jan 29th 2018 Dow briefly plunges more than 400 points, extending decline to 2nd day
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/markets/2018/01/30/dow-falls-more-than-250-pts-extending-decline-2nd-day-after-1-900point-early-year-rally/1078066001/
Updated Jan 30, 2018, 1:24 PM

Jan 30, 2018, 1:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in THE RESISTANCE AGAINST DONALD TRUMP.
http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/26/investing/renewable-energy-trump-solar-coal/index.html
"Clean, clean coal"? The U.S. has the dirtiest coal plants. China most efficient and use chemical conversation, gassification and
nano-coal injection. http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/26/investing/renewable-energy-trump-solar-coal/index.html -- Jan 29th 2018
Utility CEO: new renewables will be cheaper than existing coal plants by the early 2020s https://www.vox.com/energy-andenvironment/2018/1/29/16944178/utility-ceo-renewables-cheaper -- Dec 2007 Coal Ash Is 100X More Radioactive Than Nuclear
Waste https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/coal-ash-is-more-radioactive-than-nuclear-waste/
Jan 30, 2018, 11:56 AM
Chris Edwards
http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/26/investing/renewable-energy-trump-solar-coal/index.html
Clean, clean coal"? What a Moron, bald face liar Trump, his supporters and the fossil fuel companies are. (Just like Bernie Sanders
said). The U.S. has the dirtiest coal plants. China's are most efficient and use chemical conversation, gassification and nano-coal
injection. http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/26/investing/renewable-energy-trump-solar-coal/index.html -- Jan 29th 2018 Utility CEO:
new renewables will be cheaper than existing coal plants by the early 2020s https://vox.com/energy-andenvironment/2018/1/29/16944178/utility-ceo-renewables-cheaper -- Dec 2007 Coal Ash Is 100X More Radioactive Than Nuclear
Waste; even before they dump the coal waste in your river. (Nuclear is in a containment facility that can withstand a direct hit by a
747 at 500 MPH) But, when Coal is burned into fly ash, Uranium and Thorium are concentrated at up to 10X their original levels.
https://scientificamerican.com/article/coal-ash-is-more-radioactive-than-nuclear-waste/ -- Nuclear is so not dangerous that China is
building 20 new plants along the One Belt One Road, Japan, Iran, Saudi Arabia are building new one's and even if he UK and
France will keep their nuclear power. The U.S. and German Hitler people have it banned.
http://chinadaily.com.cn/a/201801/31/WS5a7120aaa3106e7dcc138cd5.html
Updated Jan 30, 2018, 11:54 AM
Jan 30, 2018, 11:54 AM
Chris Edwards
"Clean, clean coal"? What a Moron, liar Trump, his supporters and the fossil fuel companies are. The U.S. has the dirtiest coal
plants. China most efficient and use chemical conversation, gassification and nano-coal injection.
http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/26/investing/renewable-energy-trump-solar-coal/index.html -- Jan 29th 2018 Utility CEO: new
renewables will be cheaper than existing coal plants by the early 2020s https://www.vox.com/energy-andenvironment/2018/1/29/16944178/utility-ceo-renewables-cheaper -- Dec 2007 Coal Ash Is 100X More Radioactive Than Nuclear
Waste https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/coal-ash-is-more-radioactive-than-nuclear-waste/
Updated Jan 30, 2018, 11:51 AM
Jan 30, 2018, 11:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out.
Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there
inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M
on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online
to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing
patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the
Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you
that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his
Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40
trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in
Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI
under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that,
you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of

course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations
using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear
Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point
being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law,
Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is
terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there
like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald,
you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver as "FRAGMENTS FROM OLYMPUS" tells the story of real-life FBI agents
P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property.
Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical importance", the two were killed on their way to General
Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. Like all other great
minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said he had, under oath of
his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have
that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to
the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army
Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea
Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might
even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real
person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you
could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the
famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they
were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe
that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, you won't find it because of course you don't want to really work
it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 30, 2018, 6:25 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Read and share the Tesla Leaks Photo archive including important pages of the Tesla FBI File, the report on items in Tesla's NY
storage unit by John G Trump and more from posts on the Tesla Leaks Group: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=photos -- John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on January 27th-28th 1943 from documents in Tesla's
storage unit -- "The Transmission of Electric Energy Without Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method
of Producing Powerful Radiations", "New System of Fluid Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" and
the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process of De-Gassifying, Refining & Purifying Metals", "The generation of high-voltage and the
acceleration of charged particles", "Art of Telegeodynamics, or Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "The Art of
Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy through Natural Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive
Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite".
Jan 29, 2018, 10:26 PM
Chris Edwards
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Get the Tesla Leaks Photo archive including important pages of the Tesla FBI File, the report on the Tesla NY storage unit by John
G Trump and other useful Pictures posted on the Tesla Leaks Group: John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on
January 27th-28th 1943 from documents in Tesla's storage unit -- "The Transmission of Electric Energy Without Wires", "World
System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful Radiations", "New System of Fluid Propulsion", "The
Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" and the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process of De-Gassifying, Refining &
Purifying Metals", "The generation of high-voltage and the acceleration of charged particles", "Art of Telegeodynamics, or Art of
Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "The Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy through Natural Media",
"Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite".
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=photos

Updated Jan 29, 2018, 9:53 PM
Jan 29, 2018, 9:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NWO FREEDOM FIGHTERS.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name or where he is from, since
the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of
Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about
Tesla, is made up! Most of it is. But, how could you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on
Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the
FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts
out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting
there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch
$10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium
NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, from events that took place in
1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to
have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly
crack. instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the
information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they
took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have
snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive)
cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for
increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton
using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since,
according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages,
because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI
bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein,
Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments
from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during
the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical
importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed? The cause
of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of
Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that
Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals
case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told
Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market

crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightning", the processes,
appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization.
Two months later the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve it
until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started,
the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP
Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that
machinery". Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on
his inventions, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really
looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 29, 2018, 7:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in World UFO Aliens.
Jan 29, 2018, 6:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Free Energy Party UK.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced
the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla".
http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've
read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire unredacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of
Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented
Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur
bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and
900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also
worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000
documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed
in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events
that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of
course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you
were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of
everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also
missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to
Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for
superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets
it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897
Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear
Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if
you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the
Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito
Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away
driver as "FRAGMENTS FROM OLYMPUS" tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on
January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a
secret mission of critical importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport
mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's
also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said he had, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure
appeals case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since
1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind
the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers"

like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a doubleagent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at
Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL
missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's
financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White,
friend witness and politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring Niagara Falls;
what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan
that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery".
But, since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the
destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one
of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him
that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide
electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, you won't find
it because of course you don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige)
https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 29, 2018, 6:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AI Artificial Intelligence: Deconstructing AI/Matrix and Healing Ourselves.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced
the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla".
http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've
read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire unredacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of
Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented
Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur
bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and
900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also
worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000
documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed
in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events
that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of
course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you
were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of
everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also
missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to
Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for
superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets
it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897
Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear
Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if
you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the
Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito
Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away
driver as "FRAGMENTS FROM OLYMPUS" tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on
January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a
secret mission of critical importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport
mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's
also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said he had, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure
appeals case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since
1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind
the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers"
like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-

agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at
Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL
missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's
financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White,
friend witness and politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring Niagara Falls;
what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan
that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery".
But, since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the
destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one
of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him
that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide
electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, you won't find
it because of course you don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige)
https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 29, 2018, 6:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced
the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla".
http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've
read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire unredacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of
Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented
Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur
bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and
900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also
worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000
documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed
in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events
that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of
course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you
were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of
everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also
missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to
Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for
superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets
it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897
Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear
Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if
you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the
Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito
Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away
driver as "FRAGMENTS FROM OLYMPUS" tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on
January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a
secret mission of critical importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport
mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's
also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said he had, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure
appeals case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since
1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind
the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers"
like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a doubleagent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at

Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL
missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's
financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White,
friend witness and politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring Niagara Falls;
what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan
that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery".
But, since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the
destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one
of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him
that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide
electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, you won't find
it, because of course you don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige)
https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 29, 2018, 6:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Universal Consciousness & Enlightenment.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced
the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla".
http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've
read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire unredacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of
Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented
Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur
bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and
900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also
worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000
documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed
in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events
that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of
course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you
were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of
everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also
missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to
Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for
superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets
it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897
Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear
Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if
you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the
Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito
Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away
driver as "FRAGMENTS FROM OLYMPUS" tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on
January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a
secret mission of critical importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport
mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's
also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said he had, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure
appeals case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since
1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind
the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers"
like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a doubleagent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at
Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL

missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's
financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White,
friend witness and politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring Niagara Falls;
what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan
that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery".
But, since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the
destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one
of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him
that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide
electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, you won't find
it because of course you don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige)
https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 29, 2018, 6:34 PM
Chris Edwards
This original Tesla Leaks post was on Facebook, 6 months before the preview of the movie 'The Post", and nothing before that for a
decade. The manufacture of Hydrazine, Napalm and Electro-Static cracking of Methane using a Tesla Coil, 1963
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?um=1&ie=UTF-8&lr&q=related%3AMASAw4YgK5McdM%3Ascholar.google.com%2F -- Article
on the first method to manufacture Hydrazine, Napalm in 1897 using the Bessel Fusion method and Tesla X-RAYS and the blind.
https://books.google.com/books?id=BzRDAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA704&lpg=PA704&dq=Hydrazine+tesla+coil
Updated Jan 29, 2018, 5:02 PM
Jan 29, 2018, 5:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change For Dummies.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out.
Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there
inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M
on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online
to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing
patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the
Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you
that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his
Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40
trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in
Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI
under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that,
you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of
course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations
using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear
Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point
being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law,
Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is
terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there
like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald,
you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver as "FRAGMENTS FROM OLYMPUS" tells the story of real-life FBI agents
P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property.
Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical importance", the two were killed on their way to General
Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. Like all other great
minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said he had, under oath of

his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have
that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to
the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army
Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea
Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might
even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real
person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you
could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the
famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they
were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe
that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, you won't find it because of course you don't want to really work
it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 29, 2018, 3:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out.
Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there
inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M
on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online
to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing
patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the
Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you
that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his
Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40
trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in
Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI
under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that,
you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of
course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations
using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear
Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point
being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law,
Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is
terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there
like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald,
you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver as "FRAGMENTS FROM OLYMPUS" tells the story of real-life FBI agents
P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property.
Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical importance", the two were killed on their way to General
Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. Like all other great
minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said he had, under oath of
his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have
that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to
the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army

Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea
Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might
even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real
person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you
could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the
famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they
were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe
that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, you won't find it because of course you don't want to really work
it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 29, 2018, 3:38 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted "the most Awesome, Epic retort to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can
"debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission
by Tesla and the Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think
that everything online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every
country on Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files
referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop
pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite
picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing
you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You
also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton
bombed in 1999. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889
according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other
400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump
admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava
Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that
too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic
freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing
electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton
using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since,
according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages,
because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI
bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein,
Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them,
it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure
appeals case, that each light described a scientific secret. We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since
Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President
William McKinley what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did

tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that
machinery". But, since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press
about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states
"every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald
told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to
provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (You're looking for the secret, you won't
find it because of course you don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige)
https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Updated Jan 29, 2018, 2:49 PM
Jan 29, 2018, 2:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in THE RESISTANCE AGAINST DONALD TRUMP.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted "the most Awesome, Epic retort in the history of the Internet. It's time to shut the rest down!" Response to commenters who
claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"" and the Trump Empire, then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even
though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out.
Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there
inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M
on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online
to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing
patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the
Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you
that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his
Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40
trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in
Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI
under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that,
you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of
course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations
using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear
Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point
being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law,
Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is
terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there
like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald,
you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of
lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that each light described a scientific
secret. We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that
because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at
Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on
Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent
would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of
Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously
go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP
Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about
Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide
the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in
his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower,
Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to
1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed

and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world
absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (You're looking for the secret, you won't find it because of course you
don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 29, 2018, 2:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Science and Environment News.
Jan 29, 2018, 2:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Bernie Sanders' Rare Meme Repository.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted "the most Awesome, Epic retort in the history of the Internet. It's time to shut the rest down!" Response to commenters who
claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"" (Bernie Sanders might), then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even
though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out.
Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there
inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M
on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online
to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing
patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the
Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you
that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his
Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40
trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in
Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI
under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that,
you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of
course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations
using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear
Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point
being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law,
Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is
terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there
like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald,
you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of
lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that each light described a scientific
secret. We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that
because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at
Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on
Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent
would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of
Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously
go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP
Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about
Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide
the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in
his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower,
Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to
1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed
and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world
absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (You're looking for the secret, you won't find it because of course you
don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 29, 2018, 2:29 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Harmonic SOULpreneurs.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted "the most Awesome, Epic retort in the history of the Internet. It's time to shut the rest down!" Response to commenters who
claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know
how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of Congress in 1891, his
name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about Tesla, is made up!
How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth, you must work for the CIA. In
fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien
skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows
for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs
Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000
documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is
"made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions
(900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915,
worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you that compiled the
Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You
must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe
and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and
also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page
notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to
Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla
has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900.
As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical
method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can
figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on
birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought
you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi,
Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all.
Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said
under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that each light described a scientific secret. We're all glad you
have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had
access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was
soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn
them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de
gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and
videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like
Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last codesigner in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about Wireless Power and
the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000
or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in his 1919
Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe,
he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked
100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and
perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world
absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (You're looking for the secret, you won't find it because of course you
don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 29, 2018, 2:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in HOAX HUNTERS.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name or where he is from, since
the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of
Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about

Tesla, is made up! Most of it is. But, how could you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on
Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the
FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts
out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting
there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch
$10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium
NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, from events that took place in
1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to
have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly
crack. instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the
information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they
took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have
snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive)
cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for
increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton
using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since,
according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages,
because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI
bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein,
Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments
from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during
the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical
importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed? The cause
of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of
Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that
Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals
case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told
Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market
crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightning", the processes,
appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization.
Two months later the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve it
until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started,
the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP
Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that
machinery". Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on
his inventions, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical

Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really
looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 29, 2018, 2:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Grassroots Simple Truth.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted "the most Awesome, Epic retort in the history of the Internet. It's time to shut the rest down!" Response to commenters who
claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know
how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of Congress in 1891, his
name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about Tesla, is made up!
How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth, you must work for the CIA. In
fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien
skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows
for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs
Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000
documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is
"made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions
(900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915,
worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you that compiled the
Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You
must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe
and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and
also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page
notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to
Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla
has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900.
As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical
method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can
figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on
birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought
you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi,
Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all.
Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said
under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that each light described a scientific secret. We're all glad you
have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had
access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was
soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn
them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de
gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and
videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like
Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last codesigner in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about Wireless Power and
the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000
or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in his 1919
Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe,
he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked
100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and
perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world
absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (You're looking for the secret, you won't find it because of course you
don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA

Jan 29, 2018, 2:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name or where he is from, since
the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of
Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about
Tesla, is made up! Most of it is. But, how could you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on
Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the
FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts
out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting
there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch
$10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium
NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, from events that took place in
1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to
have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly
crack. instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the
information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they
took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have
snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive)
cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for
increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton
using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since,
according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages,
because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI
bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein,
Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments
from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during
the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical
importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed? The cause
of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of
Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that
Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals
case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told
Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market
crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightning", the processes,

appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization.
Two months later the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve it
until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started,
the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP
Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that
machinery". Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on
his inventions, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really
looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 29, 2018, 1:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Full Disclosure Now.
Jan 29, 2018, 1:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
Jan 29, 2018, 1:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted "the most Awesome, Epic retort in the history of the Internet. It's time to shut the rest down!" Response to commenters who
claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know
how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of Congress in 1891, his
name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about Tesla, is made up!
How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth, you must work for the CIA. In
fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien
skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows
for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs
Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000
documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is
"made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions
(900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915,
worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you that compiled the
Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You
must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe
and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and
also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page
notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to
Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla
has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900.
As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical
method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can
figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on
birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought
you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi,
Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all.
Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said
under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that each light described a scientific secret. We're all glad you
have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had
access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was
soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn
them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de
gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and

videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like
Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last codesigner in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about Wireless Power and
the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000
or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in his 1919
Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe,
he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked
100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and
perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world
absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (You're looking for the secret, you won't find it because of course you
don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 29, 2018, 1:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Eyebrary.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out.
Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there
inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M
on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online
to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing
patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the
Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you
that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his
Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40
trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in
Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI
under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that,
you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of
course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations
using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear
Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point
being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law,
Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is
terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there
like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald,
you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of
lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that each light described a scientific
secret. We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that
because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at
Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on
Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent
would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of
Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously
go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP
Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about
Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide
the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in
his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower,
Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to

1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed
and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world
absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (You're looking for the secret, you won't find it because of course you
don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 28, 2018, 9:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA INDIA.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out.
Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there
inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M
on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online
to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing
patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the
Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you
that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his
Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40
trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in
Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI
under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that,
you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of
course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations
using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear
Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point
being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law,
Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is
terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there
like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald,
you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of
lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that each light described a scientific
secret. We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that
because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at
Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on
Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent
would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of
Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously
go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP
Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about
Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide
the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in
his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower,
Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to
1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed
and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world
absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (You're looking for the secret, you won't find it because of course you
don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 28, 2018, 9:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ANONYMOUS NETWORK.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm

#wardenclyffe #bankruptcy #astor #vanderbilt #hilton #anderson #cooper #missing #1000pointsoflight Tesla's description of the
Wardenclyffe site and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeal proceedings. Missing from
Tesla's effects are the 1000 Lights &Tubes each representing a discovery in science (1000 points of light, Curious George HWB)
Tesla also states his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not 1899.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
Jan 28, 2018, 3:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out.
Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there
inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M
on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online
to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing
patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the
Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you
that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his
Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40
trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in
Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI
under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that,
you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of
course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations
using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear
Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point
being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law,
Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is
terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there
like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald,
you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of
lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that each light described a scientific
secret. We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that
because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at
Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on
Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent
would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of
Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously
go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP
Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about
Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide
the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in
his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower,
Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to
1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed
and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world
absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up!
Jan 28, 2018, 11:10 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
http://www.teslaleaks.com/

Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out.
Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there
inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M
on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online
to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing
patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the
Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you
that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his
Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40
trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in
Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI
under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that,
you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of
course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations
using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear
Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point
being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law,
Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is
terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there
like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald,
you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of
lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that each light described a scientific
secret. We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that
because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at
Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on
Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent
would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of
Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously
go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP
Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about
Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide
the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in
his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower,
Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to
1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed
and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world
absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it!
Jan 28, 2018, 11:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic Retort in Internet history with a call to shut-down the rest of the Internet! Response to those who
claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then claim they can "debunk" Tesla. To begin with, it's unlikely they know how to
spell his name or where he is from, since the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents
and admission by Tesla, Library of Congress in 1891, prior to 1897, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla" (see other variations
in the comments below). http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Tesla Leaks - Missing Patents & Inventions found under the name spelt "Nicola
Tesla" https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Some think that everything online about
Tesla, is made up! Much of it is! But, how could you know "everything"? Have you read all the top secret documents in every country
on Earth? You must work for the CIA! In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to

in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA
puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him
sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might
catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the
Tesla Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor
Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and worked at the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted
Uranium NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, published in 1978,
from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal case. You must be sure "he had it all in
his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade
resistance box you were able to impossibly crack. Instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G
Trump who admitted reviewing the information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two
pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was
writing before his death (hoax), was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten
access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware
that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As
you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical
method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can
figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on
birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought
you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi,
Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all.
Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and
Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property? The mission
described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical importance"; the two were killed on their way to General
Eisenhower when their military transport mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been
the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists
before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights and tubes that Tesla said he had in a separate room on the
Wardenclyffe property up until 1907, under oath in his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case. Each light he said "described
a unique scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since mentioned in the Wardenclyffe appeal.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told
Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market
crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightening", the processes,
appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization.
Two months later after the stock market crash in 1907, the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe
Tower Structure, but did not approve the patent until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create
a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started. Then, in WW1, the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But,
you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish
Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery" (the final pieces that included the high tension UV generator to
be placed in the Wardenclyffe Tower Cupola and Spark-Gap controls within the Tower structure). Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan
that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on his inventions, that this venture would work as

sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the
press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he
states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Fortunately, in Tesla's last publication in the 1920
Electrical Experimenter, Tesla gives credit to John Hays Hammond for his June 22nd 1917 patent which he says "makes wireleses
power possible". Days after Tesla dies, in a letter to the FBI director, Tesla tells Fitzgerald that his experiments in conjunction to the
transmission of electrical power had been "completed and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's
latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking
for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be
Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 28, 2018, 11:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out.
Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there
inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M
on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online
to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing
patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the
Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you
that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his
Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40
trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in
Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI
under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that,
you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of
course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations
using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear
Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point
being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law,
Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is
terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there
like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald,
you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of
lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that each light described a scientific
secret. We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that
because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at
Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on
Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent
would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of
Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously
go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP
Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what they knew about
Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide
the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in
his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower,
Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to
1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed
and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world

absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it!
Jan 28, 2018, 11:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. To
his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either
way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents,
newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"?
You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File)
and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915, worked at his
Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of
course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you
were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of
everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also
missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to
Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for
superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets
it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897
Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear
Power and Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you
can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the
Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Kolman Tzito Father and Son,
Lowenstein, Scherff or Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great
that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that
each light described a scientific secret. We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the
FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to "the Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of
experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to
accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". Being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force,
and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those
audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you
could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers
John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what
they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if
he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But,
since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the
destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one
of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him
that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide
electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it!
Jan 28, 2018, 11:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced
the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla".
http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've
read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire unredacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of

Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented
Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur
bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and
900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also
worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000
documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed
in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Notes in 1955, from events
that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of
course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you
were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of
everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also
missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to
Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for
superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets
it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897
Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear
Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if
you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the
Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito
Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away
driver as "FRAGMENTS FROM OLYMPUS" tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on
January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a
secret mission of critical importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport
mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's
also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said he had, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure
appeals case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since
1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind
the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers"
like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a doubleagent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at
Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL
missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's
financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White,
friend witness and politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring Niagara Falls;
what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan
that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery".
But, since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the
destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one
of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him
that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide
electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, you won't find
it because of course you don't want to really work it out, You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige)
https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 28, 2018, 10:56 AM
Chris Edwards wrote on Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe's timeline.
Jan 28, 2018, 9:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Respons to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name or where he is from, since
the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of
Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about
Tesla, is made up! Most of it is. But, how could you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on

Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the
FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts
out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting
there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch
$10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium
NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, from events that took place in
1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to
have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly
crack. instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the
information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they
took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have
snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive)
cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for
increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton
using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since,
according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages,
because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI
bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein,
Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments
from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during
the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical
importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed? The cause
of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of
Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that
Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals
case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told
Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market
crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightning", the processes,
appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization.
Two months later the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve it
until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started,
the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP
Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that
machinery". Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on
his inventions, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were

building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really
looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Jan 28, 2018, 9:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
#wardenclyffe #bankruptcy #astor #vanderbilt #hilton #anderson #cooper #missing #1000pointsoflight Tesla's description of the
Wardenclyffe site and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeal proceedings. Missing from
Tesla's effects are the 1000 Lights &Tubes each representing a discovery in science (1000 points of light, Curious George HWB)
Tesla also states his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not 1899.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
Jan 28, 2018, 7:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some.think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. To
his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either
way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents,
newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"?
You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File)
and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915, worked at his
Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of
course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a.multi-decade resistance box you
were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of
everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also
missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to
Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for
superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets
it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897
Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear
Power and Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you
can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the
Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Kolman Tzito Father and Son,
Lowenstein, Scherff or Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great
that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that
each light described a scientific secret. We've all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the
FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to "the Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of
experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to
accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects. Being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the
coup de gras. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL
missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's
financier in Radio, Peck, his financier John Astor & JP Morgan, and his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White
or even President William McKinley what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated.
Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan
would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell
a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same
Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed. Is he lying? If.you think so, prove

it!
Jan 28, 2018, 12:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some.think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. To
his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either
way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents,
newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"?
You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File)
and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915, worked at his
Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of
course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a.multi-decade resistance box you
were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of
everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also
missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to
Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for
superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets
it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897
Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear
Power and Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you
can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the
Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Kolman Tzito Father and Son,
Lowenstein, Scherff or Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great
that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that
each light described a scientific secret. We've all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the
FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to "the Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of
experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to
accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects. Being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the
coup de gras. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL
missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's
financier in Radio, Peck, his financier John Astor & JP Morgan, and his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White
or even President William McKinley what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated.
Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan
would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell
a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same
Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed. Is he lying? If.you think so, prove
it!
Jan 27, 2018, 11:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some.think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. To
his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either
way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents,

newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"?
You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File)
and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915, worked at his
Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of
course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a.multi-decade resistance box you
were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of
everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also
missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to
Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for
superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets
it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897
Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear
Power and Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you
can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the
Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Kolman Tzito Father and Son,
Lowenstein, Scherff or Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great
that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that
each light described a scientific secret. We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the
FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to "the Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of
experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to
accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". Being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force,
and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those
audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you
could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers
John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White or even President William McKinley what
they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if
he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery". But,
since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the
destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one
of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed. Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him
that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide
electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is he lying? If.you think so, prove it!
Jan 27, 2018, 11:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 1,000,000,000 People to demand Tesla's Papers be released by USA Government.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla", then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla.
Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the
Library of Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some.think that everything
online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth,
you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. To
his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either
way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents,
newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"?
You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File)
and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915, worked at his
Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of
course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a.multi-decade resistance box you
were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of
everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also
missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to
Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for
superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets

it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897
Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear
Power and Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you
can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the
Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Kolman Tzito Father and Son,
Lowenstein, Scherff or Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Like all other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great
that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, that
each light described a scientific secret. We've all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the
FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to "the Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of
experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to
accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects. Being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the
coup de gras. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL
missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's
financier in Radio, Peck, his financier John Astor & JP Morgan, and his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White
or even President William McKinley what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all assassinated.
Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan
would "Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell
a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same
Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed. Is he lying? If.you think so, prove
it!
Jan 27, 2018, 11:09 PM
Chris Edwards
Voted the most Awesome, Epic retort in Internet history. Response to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"",
then go on to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name or where he is from, since
the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of
Congress in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think that everything online about
Tesla, is made up! Most of it is. But, how could you know "everything"? You've read all the top secret documents in every country on
Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the
FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts
out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting
there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch
$10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium
NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, from events that took place in
1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to
have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly
crack. instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the
information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they
took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, was also missing. You must have
snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive)
cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for
increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton
using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since,
according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages,
because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI
bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein,
Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments
from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during
the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property. Described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical

importance", the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower, when their military transport mysteriously crashed? The cause
of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of
Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights, tubes that
Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property, under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals
case, and that "each light described a scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since 1943.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told
Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure pulse-width and pulse-modulation of signals, his continuous wave wireless radio system. By March 8th 1907, prior to the
1907 stock market crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightning", the
processes, appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic
utilization. Two months later the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not
approve it until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1
started, the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did
tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that
machinery". Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on
his inventions, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were
building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he
prescribed". Days after Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and perfected" wireless
power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla
lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really
looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA
Updated Jan 27, 2018, 6:33 PM
Jan 27, 2018, 6:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
Voted the most Awesome, Epic Retort in Internet history with a call to shut-down the rest of the Internet! Response to those who
claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then claim they can "debunk" Tesla. To begin with, it's unlikely they know how to
spell his name or where he is from, since the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has found the admission by
Tesla, the Library of Congress in 1891 and prior to 1897, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". Tesla Leaks - Missing Patents
& Inventions found under the name spelt "Nicola Tesla" http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Some think that everything online about Tesla,
is made up! Much of it is! But, how could you know "everything"? Have you read all the top secret documents in every country on
Earth? You must work for the CIA! In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in
the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts
out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting
there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch
$10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla
Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla
owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla
Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2
and worked at the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 10,000 tons of depleted
Uranium NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, published in 1978,

from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal case. You must be sure "he had it all in
his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade
resistance box you were able to impossibly crack. Instead it was people who called themselves "government officials" and John G
Trump who admitted reviewing the information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you were there, you must have seen the two
pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was
writing before his death (hoax), was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten
access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And of course you are aware
that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature" in 1900. As
you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical
method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can
figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered "classified on
birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought
you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Marconi,
Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all.
Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and
Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's property? The mission
described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical importance"; the two were killed on their way to General
Eisenhower when their military transport mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been
the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of Tesla's effects. Like other great minds study scientists
before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights and tubes that Tesla said he had in a separate room on the
Wardenclyffe property up until 1907, under oath in his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case. Each light he said "described
a unique scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since mentioned in the Wardenclyffe appeal.
Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy Backers" like the
Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You being a double-agent for the
Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that
would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio,
Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford White, friend witness and
politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they were all asassinated. Within
the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower
from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his company. Tesla told
Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, "Trillions" of simultaneous,
secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market
crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned Lightening", the processes,
appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization.
Two months later after the stock market crash in 1907, the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for the Wardenclyffe
Tower Structure, but did not approve the patent until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create
a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started. Then, in WW1, the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's hometown, Serbia. But,
you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish
Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery" (the final pieces that included the high tension UV generator to
be placed in the Wardenclyffe Tower Cupola and Spark-Gap controls within the Tower structure). Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan
that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales to industry based on his inventions, that this venture would work as
sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the
press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he
states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Fortunately, in Tesla's last publication in the 1920
Electrical Experimenter, Tesla gives credit to John Hays Hammond for his June 22nd 1917 patent which he says "makes wireleses
power possible". Days after Tesla dies, in a letter to the FBI director, Tesla tells Fitzgerald that his experiments in conjunction to the
transmission of electrical power had been "completed and perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's
latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking
for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be
Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA

Jan 27, 2018, 6:13 PM
Chris Edwards
The extended Tesla FBI File with article on Russian "Red Ambassadors" https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Updated Jan 27, 2018, 12:33 PM
Jan 27, 2018, 12:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
#wardenclyffe #bankruptcy #astor #vanderbilt #hilton #anderson #cooper #missing #1000pointsoflight Tesla's description of the
Wardenclyffe site and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeal proceedings. Missing from
Tesla's effects are the 1000 Lights &Tubes each representing a discovery in science (1000 points of light, Curious George HWB)
Tesla also states his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not 1899.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
Jan 27, 2018, 12:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
#serbia #tesla #ww1 #ww2 Nikola Tesla press clippings album at his Museum.
https://facebook.com/Meet.the.Serbs/photos/a.10150460039364968.459018.53552959967/10157187572724968/ -- Would War 1
was staged to attack Nikola Tesla's hometown Serbia, kill everyone, and blow up his house and museum. His house and museum
we're also destroyed in WW2 and the Bosnian war of 1999 under Bill Clinton.
https://facebook.com/Meet.the.Serbs/photos/a.10151468314504968.589094.53552959967/10156065074034968/
Jan 27, 2018, 11:54 AM
Chris Edwards
Would War 1 was staged to attack Nikola Tesla's hometown Serbia, kill everyone, and blow up his house and museum. His house
and museum we're also destroyed in WW2 and the Bosnian war of 1999 under Bill Clinton.
Updated Jan 27, 2018, 11:51 AM
Jan 27, 2018, 11:51 AM
Chris Edwards
Updated Jan 27, 2018, 11:46 AM
Jan 27, 2018, 11:46 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 27, 2018, 11:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Science Foundation пријатељи.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
#wardenclyffe #bankruptcy #astor #vanderbilt #hilton #anderson #cooper #missing #1000pointsoflight Tesla's description of the
Wardenclyffe site and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeal proceedings. Missing from
Tesla's effects are the 1000 Lights &Tubes each representing a discovery in science (1000 points of light, Curious George HWB)
Tesla also states his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not 1899.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
Jan 27, 2018, 11:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
#wardenclyffe #bankruptcy #astor #vanderbilt #hilton #anderson #cooper #missing #1000pointsoflight Tesla's description of the
Wardenclyffe site and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeal proceedings. Missing from
Tesla's effects are the 1000 Lights &Tubes each representing a discovery in science (1000 points of light, Curious George HWB)
Tesla also states his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not 1899.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
Jan 27, 2018, 11:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
#wardenclyffe #bankruptcy #astor #vanderbilt #hilton #anderson #cooper #missing #1000pointsoflight Tesla's description of the

Wardenclyffe site and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeal proceedings. Missing from
Tesla's effects are the 1000 Lights &Tubes each representing a discovery in science (1000 points of light, Curious George HWB)
Tesla also states his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not 1899.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
Jan 27, 2018, 11:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
#missing #1000pointsoflight Tesla's description of the Wardenclyffe site and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922
Supreme Court foreclosure appeal proceedings. Missing from Tesla's effects are the 1000 Lights &Tubes each representing a
discovery in science (1000 points of light, Curious George HWB) Tesla also states his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not
1899.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
Jan 27, 2018, 11:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fans.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 27, 2018, 9:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 5:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA TRUTH = Superman Behind Our Modern Technology.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 3:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 7:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 3:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 1:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 1:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 1:21 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 1:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 1:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 1:18 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 1:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 1:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 1:13 AM
Chris Edwards
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was
concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156211192473586&id=6002238585 Tesla FBI File interview report with Sava Kosanovich
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Updated Jan 26, 2018, 1:08 AM
Jan 26, 2018, 1:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Discovery Channel is covering Tesla's Cousin, Sava Kosanovich. He is referred to in the Tesla FBI File many times. The U.S. was

concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. Tesla offered the Death Ray (Teleforce) as early as 1935 to the US, UK &
Yugoslavia. Rusia as early as 1925 https://facebook.com/discovery/videos/10156211192473586/ Tesla FBI File interview report with
Sava Kosanovich https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116
Jan 26, 2018, 1:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TETs TRUTH TUBE.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
#missing #1000pointsoflight Tesla's description of Long Island plant and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922 Supreme
Court foreclosure appeal proceedings. Missing from Tesla's effects are the 1000 Lights &Tubes each representing a discovery in
science (1000 points of light, Curious George HWB)
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
Jan 26, 2018, 12:18 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Grassroots Simple Truth.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
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Tesla's description of Long Island plant and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeal
proceedings. Missing from Tesla's effects are the 1000 Lights &Tubes each representing a discovery in science (1000 points of light,
Curious George HWB). Tesla also states under oath that his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not 1899.
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When numbers on renewable energy are wrong, the whole story can be wrong
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Tesla Leaks original July 4th 2015 post with over 120+ ways to use, or save energy for use at night time, when needed or converted
to another form: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=935807663223659 Wave energy hybrids,
wind to hydrogen, static accumulators, solar heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination,
forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell
capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour
storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing
wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete
additives, solar water pumping, solar water filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 1060%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery,
compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old
batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage, train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from
benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultraviolet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8% UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running
off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows,
night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, alwayson radio wave power, storing ambient body movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and
kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor
powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no
resistance superconducting magnet storage, Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency
regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon,
Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of
1917 allegedly being used to send war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German
balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon
and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling
magnets" exhibit over-unity energy harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has
introduced its first product, a power management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power
forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018.
Explore the Global energy harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard
Solar or any other form of electrical power can be wirelessly transmitted or even wired super-conductive transmission up to 100GW
to any place on Earth. New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission https://phys.org/news/2016-09superconductive-material-long-distance-energy-transmission.html -- Project calls for 100 Gigawatts
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel5/77/4277259/04277417.pdf
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move

waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
http://www.greentechlead.com/water/securing-water-for-food-recognizes-12-game-changing-technologies-28838
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balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon
and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling
magnets" exhibit over-unity energy harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has
introduced its first product, a power management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power
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forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell
capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour
storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing
wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete
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benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultraviolet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8% UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running
off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows,
night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, alwayson radio wave power, storing ambient body movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and
kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor
powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no
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1917 allegedly being used to send war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German
balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon
and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling
magnets" exhibit over-unity energy harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has
introduced its first product, a power management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power
forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018.
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forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell
capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour
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kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor
powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no
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1917 allegedly being used to send war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German
balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon
and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling
magnets" exhibit over-unity energy harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has
introduced its first product, a power management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power
forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018.
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Nikola Tesla newspaper clippings Debunking Einstein from The Tesla Collection
http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1930///bonus_volume_new_york_sun_tesla_clipping_file_1930_1945 More on Debunking
Einstein at http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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https://youtu.be/9ALsJjMAyKY
Jan 23rd 2018 World Economic Forum "The New Energy Equation". Oil was $28 Bbl in Jan 25th, and $26.67 on Feb 9th 2016
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https://youtu.be/FDGyc6MYbgM
Jan 23rd 2018 World Economic Forum, A Sprint to 2020. China has perfected carbon capture, CO2 storage, gassification of other
gasses such as Hydro-carbons, and a nano coal dust injection method that is cleaner and more efficient than the gas turbine
( Reciprocating engines) in the U.S. China has exceeded it's 2030 renewables Target of 20%, at 21.5% today.
https://youtu.be/FDGyc6MYbgM
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Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Science and Environment News.
Jan 23, 2018, 3:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Like, Share & Re-post stories on Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 The TeslaLeaks.com website and
the blog Nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com has over 1000 pages of analysis and new findings with over 10,000 sources on Nikola/Nicola
Tesla; including 200 videos, the extended Tesla FBI File, 100 JP Morgan letters, Tesla U.S. Patents, International, Patent
Applications, Erroneous, Un-filed and Missing Inventions. Includes one of a kind section's on Wireless Power, Renewable Energy,
Diesel-Gate, Debunking Einstein, Weather Modification & Warfare (Before it disappears for the 10th time ?)
Jan 23, 2018, 3:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Like, Share & Re-post stories on Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 The TeslaLeaks.com website and
the blog Nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com has over 1000 pages of analysis and new findings with over 10,000 sources on Nikola/Nicola

Tesla; including 200 videos, the extended Tesla FBI File, 100 JP Morgan letters, Tesla U.S. Patents, International, Patent
Applications, Erroneous, Un-filed and Missing Inventions. Includes one of a kind section's on Wireless Power, Renewable Energy,
Diesel-Gate, Debunking Einstein, Weather Modification & Warfare (Before it disappears for the 10th time ?)
Jan 23, 2018, 3:07 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Jan 23, 2018, 10:34 AM
Jan 23, 2018, 10:34 AM
Chris Edwards
Updated Jan 23, 2018, 10:33 AM
Jan 23, 2018, 10:33 AM
Chris Edwards
Just in case NASA was ignorant, the Electrical method used to manufacture Hydrogen for those bottle rockets, is the method in the
Nikola Tesla "Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses" such as Hydrogen, Hydrazine, Nitrous, Ozone and Nitrate's" using
high tension, high frequency Apparatus and when combined with air. Filed June 17th 1896, just as Niagara Falls was being
completed. https://google.com/patents/US568177
Updated Jan 22, 2018, 4:33 PM
Jan 22, 2018, 4:33 PM
Chris Edwards
More "Fake News" from NASA. NASA has only published 1 story, ever, on Nikola Tesla, March 2001, prior to YouTube. Yet, they
think you are going to fly in "Space" using a motor that runs off of a "Neutron Star". Tesla Leaks has published over 1000 pages of
analysis on Nikola Tesla and 200 videos over the past 5 years, NASA in 17 years = ZERO = MORONS! = LIARS! Chevron, Shell
Oil, Exxon though the whole World would run on the "Bridge Fuel" brand name "Propane" on Earth, but in Space you get free,
wireless Power from a "Neutron Star". NASA JUST PROVED IT CAN NAVIGATE SPACE USING PULSARS. WHERE TO NOW?
https://wired.com/story/nasa-just-proved-it-can-navigate-space-using-pulsars-where-to-now/ Alien Hoax:
http://wired.co.uk/article/exoplanets-will-become-a-reality
Updated Jan 22, 2018, 10:55 AM
Jan 22, 2018, 10:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

More "Fake News" from NASA. NASA has only published 1 story, ever, on Nikola Tesla, March 2001, prior to YouTube. Yet, they
think you are going to fly in "Space" using a motor that runs off of a "Neutron Star". Tesla Leaks has published over 1000 pages of
analysis and new findings on Nikola/Nicola Tesla and 200 videos over the past 5 years, NASA in 17 years = ZERO = MORONS! =
LIARS! Chevron, Shell Oil, Exxon, even Al Gore thought the whole World would run on the "Bridge Fuel" brand name "Propane" on
Earth, but in Space you get free, wireless Power from a "Neutron Star". NASA JUST PROVED IT CAN NAVIGATE SPACE USING
PULSARS. WHERE TO NOW? https://wired.com/story/nasa-just-proved-it-can-navigate-space-using-pulsars-where-to-now/ Alien
Hoax from Vatican headquarters: http://wired.co.uk/article/exoplanets-will-become-a-reality
More "Fake News" from NASA. NASA has only published 1 story, ever, on Nikola Tesla, March 2001, prior to YouTube. Yet, they
think you are going to fly in "Space" using a motor that runs off of a "Neutron Star". Tesla Leaks has published over 1000 pages of
analysis and new findings on Nikola/Nicola Tesla and 200 videos over the past 5 years, NASA in 17 years = ZERO = MORONS! =
LIARS! Chevron, Shell Oil, Exxon, even Al Gore thought the whole World would run on the "Bridge Fuel" brand name "Propane" on
Earth, but in Space you get free, wireless Power from a "Neutron Star". NASA JUST PROVED IT CAN NAVIGATE SPACE USING
PULSARS. WHERE TO NOW? https://wired.com/story/nasa-just-proved-it-can-navigate-space-using-pulsars-where-to-now/ Alien
Hoax from Vatican headquarters: http://wired.co.uk/article/exoplanets-will-become-a-reality
Jan 22, 2018, 10:54 AM
Chris Edwards
COLORADO SPRINGS DIRECTORY SHOWING TESLA'S ASSISTANT, Austin Hubbard, AT PIKES PEAK
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/images/colorado-springs-directory-showing-teslas-assistant
Updated Jan 21, 2018, 3:19 PM
Jan 21, 2018, 3:19 PM
Chris Edwards
'It's a no-brainer': are (250 MPG) hydrogen cars the future? When combined with the fuel cell, Spowers says, that lets the Rasa
achieve the equivalent of more than 250 miles per gallon. https://theguardian.com/technology/2018/jan/20/hydrogen-cars-hugo-

spowers-future
Updated Jan 20, 2018, 2:34 PM
Jan 20, 2018, 2:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://theguardian.com/technology/2018/jan/20/hydrogen-cars-hugo-spowers-future
'It's a no-brainer': are (250 MPG) hydrogen cars the future? The fuel cell is supplemented by a bank of supercapacitors – extremely
fast-charging batteries – that supply four wheel-mounted electric motors with additional power for acceleration. An innovative
regenerative braking system captures most of the energy wasted during braking, putting it back into the supercapacitors. When
combined with the fuel cell, Spowers says, that lets the Rasa achieve the equivalent of more than 250 miles per gallon.
https://theguardian.com/technology/2018/jan/20/hydrogen-cars-hugo-spowers-future
Jan 20, 2018, 2:34 PM
Chris Edwards
#space #hoax #fake #news If you believe in Space Travel and Mars, you believe that you can "push something against nothing",
believe in Banning Atomic Batteries and Nuclear Power Plants on Earth, but in "Space" it's approved! You also believe in Banning
and adding regulation to Solar Panels on Earth, but the 50% efficient panels they fly to "Mars" with are approved! U.S. tests nuclear
power system to sustain astronauts on Mars. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-space-nuclear/u-s-tests-nuclear-power-system-tosustain-astronauts-on-mars-idUSKBN1F72T8
Updated Jan 20, 2018, 12:20 PM
Jan 20, 2018, 12:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-space-nuclear/u-s-tests-nuclear-power-system-to-sustain-astronauts-on-mars-idUSKBN1F72T8
#space #hoax #fake #news If you believe in Space Travel and Mars, you believe that you can "push something against nothing",
believe in Banning Atomic Batteries and Nuclear Power Plants on Earth, but in "Space" it's approved! You also believe in Banning
and adding regulation to Solar Panels on Earth, but the 50% efficient panels they fly to "Mars" with are approved! U.S. tests nuclear
power system to sustain astronauts on Mars. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-space-nuclear/u-s-tests-nuclear-power-system-tosustain-astronauts-on-mars-idUSKBN1F72T8
Jan 20, 2018, 12:20 PM
Chris Edwards
#dinosaur #hoax If you believe in Dinosaurs, you believe in Banning free energy, free water, Hydro-electric dams that get paid off,
and can last for "1000's of years" "You can burn all he coal, gas and trees in the world, but Niagara Falls will last Forever" - Nikola
Tesla, April 1896 -- However, the USBR faced opposition when it proposed the Echo Park Dam in Utah's Dinosaur National
Monument, which the nascent environmental movement saw as a legal threat to the status of protected lands.[8] (A Dinosaur rock
tooth) https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glen_Canyon_Dam
Updated Jan 20, 2018, 12:12 PM
Jan 20, 2018, 12:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glen_Canyon_Dam
If you believe in Dinosaurs, you believe in Banning free energy, free water, Hydro-electric dams that get paid off, and can last for
"1000's of years" "You can burn all he coal, gas and trees in the world, but Niagara Falls will last Forever" - Nikola Tesla, April 1896
-- However, the USBR faced opposition when it proposed the Echo Park Dam in Utah's Dinosaur National Monument, which the
nascent environmental movement saw as a legal threat to the status of protected lands.[8] (A Dinosaur rock tooth)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glen_Canyon_Dam
Jan 20, 2018, 12:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://google.com/patents/US3130945
#ioncraft Repost on Wireless Powered, Remote Controlled, Phone Tapping "Ioncraft" Patent, 1959 - Such Ionocraft may serve as
platforms which would be stationed above the earth for long periods of time and serve other purposes as will be explained below.
The output power from microwave generators, such as magnetrons, coupled with high power capacity amplifier tubes may be
beamed to the Ionocraft while airborne or the craft may carry its own power supply. Horizontal movement of the craft may be
effected by the principles set forth in Serial No. 760,390 of Glenn E. I-Iagen filed September 11, 1958, by tilting the craft downwardly
in the forward direction whereby the ionic propulsion force provides a horizontal force component to cause the craft to move in a
horizontal direction. Tilting of the craft may easily be effected through variation of the voltage between emitting electrodes 12 and
collecting grid electrode 14. For example, by electrically separating the craft into four sections of substantially equal size as

illustrated in FIGURE 15 (Sheet 6), the voltage applied to two of the adjacent sections can be reduced by adding resistance in series
with the current path and this will cause the lift produced by these two sections to decrease relative to the lift produced by the two
other sections. Thus, horizontal movement of the craft may easily be controlled from the ground station. The position of the craft in
air may be remotely controlled from a ground station through wireless control systems which may be of any suitable known type.
The horizontal position of the craft may also be controlled automatically.
For example, the position of the craft of the present invention may be automatically controlled in space through means of suitable
centering or tracking apparatus operating on well known principles, such for example as are disclosed in US. Patent Nos. 2,513,367
to Scott or 2,604,601 to Menzel. In such tracking apparatus, one form of which is diagrammatically illustrated in FIG- URE 15 (Sheet
6), a beam of electromagnetic energy, such as light or infrared, is centered on a suitable photocell 128 which generates control
signals that are used to control variable impedances to reduce the voltage applied to various sections of the craft to thereby control
the position of the craft in accordance with the position of the beam source at the ground station. It is also contemplated that this
craft may be supplied with electrical power transmitted to the Ionocraft while in flight by microwaves. It has been demonstrated 80%
of the energy emitted from a ground station microwave antenna array can be collected in the form of heat by airborne vehicles. In
this case, such heat may be readily converted into high voltage by conventional means such as turbines operating high voltage
generators, suitable thermocouples and vibrator-transformer convertors or the like. The use of high power microwave amplifiers,
such as Amplitrons (Raytheon Co.), for power transmission via microwaves can provide the requisite power for a craft of this type.
Therefore, it may be not essential that a self contained power unit be carried by the craft for special uses.
https://google.com/patents/US3130945
Jan 19, 2018, 6:19 PM
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#ioncraft Such Ionocraft may serve as platforms which would be stationed above the earth for long periods of time and serve other
purposes as will be explained below. The output power from microwave generators, such as magnetrons, coupled with high power
capacity amplifier tubes may be beamed to the Ionocraft while airborne or the craft may carry its own power supply. Horizontal
movement of the craft may be effected by the principles set forth in Serial No. 760,390 of Glenn E. I-Iagen filed September 11, 1958,
by tilting the craft downwardly in the forward direction whereby the ionic propulsion force provides a horizontal force component to
cause the craft to move in a horizontal direction. Tilting of the craft may easily be effected through variation of the voltage between
emitting electrodes 12 and collecting grid electrode 14. For example, by electrically separating the craft into four sections of
substantially equal size as illustrated in FIGURE 15 (Sheet 6), the voltage applied to two of the adjacent sections can be reduced by
adding resistance in series with the current path and this will cause the lift produced by these two sections to decrease relative to
the lift produced by the two other sections. Thus, horizontal movement of the craft may easily be controlled from the ground station.
The position of the craft in air may be remotely controlled from a ground station through wireless control systems which may be of
any suitable known type. The horizontal position of the craft may also be controlled automatically.
For example, the position of the craft of the present invention may be automatically controlled in space through means of suitable
centering or tracking apparatus operating on well known principles, such for example as are disclosed in US. Patent Nos. 2,513,367
to Scott or 2,604,601 to Menzel. In such tracking apparatus, one form of which is diagrammatically illustrated in FIG- URE 15 (Sheet
6), a beam of electromagnetic energy, such as light or infrared, is centered on a suitable photocell 128 which generates control
signals that are used to control variable impedances to reduce the voltage applied to various sections of the craft to thereby control
the position of the craft in accordance with the position of the beam source at the ground station. It is also contemplated that this
craft may be supplied with electrical power transmitted to the Ionocraft while in flight by microwaves. It has been demonstrated 80%
of the energy emitted from a ground station microwave antenna array can be collected in the form of heat by airborne vehicles. In
this case, such heat may be readily converted into high voltage by conventional means such as turbines operating high voltage
generators, suitable thermocouples and vibrator-transformer convertors or the like. The use of high power microwave amplifiers,
such as Amplitrons (Raytheon Co.), for power transmission via microwaves can provide the requisite power for a cratt of this type.
Therefore, it may be not essential that a self contained power unit be carried by the craft for special uses.
https://google.com/patents/US3130945
Updated Jan 19, 2018, 6:16 PM
Jan 19, 2018, 6:16 PM
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http://www.powerengineeringint.com/articles/2018/01/europe-to-reach-off-grid-energy-parity-up-to-20-years-ahead-of-the-us.html
Jan 18 2018 Europe to reach off-grid energy parity up to 20 years ahead of the US. It is estimated that it will cost the same to selfgenerate and store power as it will to buy from an energy provider by 2022 in Europe and as soon as 2021 in Oceania, according to

new research conducted by EY and a leading global analyst house. The data also indicates that electric vehicles (EVs) will reach
cost and performance parity with traditional combustion engine vehicles across all markets by 2025.
http://www.powerengineeringint.com/articles/2018/01/europe-to-reach-off-grid-energy-parity-up-to-20-years-ahead-of-the-us.html
Updated Jan 19, 2018, 12:32 AM
Jan 19, 2018, 12:32 AM
Chris Edwards
Even though Alex Jones lobbies to keep the coal plants on, FERC rejects Rick Perry's coal subsidy plan. January 10th 2018 Coal
mining executive blasts U.S. regulators for rejecting subsidies https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-energy-grid-murrayenergy/coal-mining-executive-blasts-u-s-regulators-for-rejecting-subsidies-idUSKBN1EY2EP
Updated Jan 19, 2018, 12:14 AM
Jan 19, 2018, 12:14 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.desmog.ca/2018/01/10/dams-dilbit-how-canada-s-new-hydro-dams-will-power-oil-pipelines
January 10th 2018 Dams for Dilbit: How Canada’s New Hydro Dams Will Power Oil Pipelines
https://www.desmog.ca/2018/01/10/dams-dilbit-how-canada-s-new-hydro-dams-will-power-oil-pipelines
Updated Jan 19, 2018, 12:04 AM
Jan 19, 2018, 12:04 AM
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=GeDHCprrXk4
Jan 18 2018 Should forest biomass count as renewable energy? CIFOR responds. Center for International Forestry Research
(CIFOR). As the European Union Parliament debates changes to a Renewable Energy Directive, more than 650 scientists have
signed an open letter opposing the inclusion of biomass from standing forests in the Directive, saying it should be limited to only
residues and waste. https://youtube.com/watch?v=GeDHCprrXk4
Updated Jan 18, 2018, 11:38 PM
Jan 18, 2018, 11:38 PM
Chris Edwards
Don't let them fool you. The first Fake News award goes to... https://facebook.com/fakenews.fake/ Bernie Sanders on George Orwell
"In a time of Universal deceit, telling the truth is a revolutionary act"
https://mobile.twitter.com/sensanders/status/614915369413836800
Updated Jan 18, 2018, 11:05 AM
Jan 18, 2018, 11:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Fake News vs Fake Newsfacebook.com
The first Fake News buster award goes to... https://facebook.com/fakenews.fake/ Bernie Sanders on George Orwell "In a time of
Universal deceit, telling the truth is a revolutionary act" https://twitter.com/sensanders/status/614915369413836800 Runner Up:
"Finger on the Nuke Hoax Button". The 'Nuclear Button' Explained: For Starters, There's No Button ...
https://nytimes.com/2018/01/03/world/asia/nuclear-button-trump-north-korea.html
Jan 18, 2018, 11:03 AM
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https://www.nrdc.org/experts/kevin-steinberger/western-renewable-energy-just-keeps-getting-cheaper
Western Renewable Energy Just Keeps Getting Cheaper. January 16, 2018. Wind and solar projects in the western U.S. have
reached price levels that few would have predicted even a few years ago. https://www.nrdc.org/experts/kevin-steinberger/westernrenewable-energy-just-keeps-getting-cheaper
Updated Jan 16, 2018, 7:27 PM
Jan 16, 2018, 7:27 PM
Chris Edwards
The ultimate cold case. Who would assasinate Nikola Tesla https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156174098868586&id=6002238585
Updated Jan 16, 2018, 1:10 PM
Jan 16, 2018, 1:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
The ultimate cold case. Who would assasinate Nikola Tesla? A Suspect in Serbia SEASON 1 • EPISODE 3 Following Aron's
successful test of his Death Ray, proving the revolutionary weapon could be real, Jack shifts his focus to Nikola Tesla's potential

murder. The first suspect sends Jack and Cameron overseas to Serbia to look for clues. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156174098868586&id=6002238585%2F Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation
http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Jan 16, 2018, 1:10 PM
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The FBI can't find the Tesla FBI File, and it's in their own website. Un-redacted reports if FBI "Interviews with 40 known Associates":
Mrs Holden told the FBI "I have witnessed "The Oscillator of 1899", and on "Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and "Transmission of
Power", Ms John Jacob Astor, Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious Czito and Father, inventor Lee De Forest called in to
interpret Tesla's papers, confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond, cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal
Genious", publisher of Electrical Experimenter, Tesla's auditor, George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. Issues covered
like Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, Missing Papers, Tesla ending the Spanish American War & WW2
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Updated Jan 14, 2018, 8:24 PM
Jan 14, 2018, 8:24 PM
Chris Edwards
Oprah saves the New World Order. After 6 Million views of "The Current War", the MSM, Oprah and 100% of their followers, still
can't find it. Even Harvey Weinstein cannot find it, and it's on his own website. https://www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/desperateliberals-in-the-age-of-trump-see-new-age-oprah-as-their-2020-savi
Updated Jan 14, 2018, 3:30 PM
Jan 14, 2018, 3:30 PM
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Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio
Updated Jan 14, 2018, 11:32 AM
Jan 14, 2018, 11:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://mobile.nytimes.com/2018/01/03/world/asia/nuclear-button-trump-north-korea.html
#nuke #hoax #morons No button, now wrong button? The Nuke Hoaxers: The 'Nuclear Button' Explained: For Starters, There's No
Button ... https://mobile.nytimes.com/2018/01/03/world/asia/nuclear-button-trump-north-korea.html 10,000 "satellites" can't see a
rocket for 38 minutes? http://abcnews.go.com/GMA/video/governor-hawaii-explains-employee-pushed-wrong-button-52341160
Nuke Hoax YouTube: https://youtube.com/results?q=nuke+hoax -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio
Jan 14, 2018, 11:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html
Reply to Discovery Channel trolls making false claims that Tesla is being given or taken false credit for other scientists: Nikola Tesla
is given full credit by the Patent Office/s for the "perfectly efficient" A/C Induction Motor (Ford's reluctance engine), the Mono-polar
DC Dynamo in the Prius, and all Internal Combustion Engines are Nikola Tesla's Aug. 1893 Patent for a perfectly efficient, floating
piston, "Reciprocating Engine" for gasses or fluids ... The Patent Office/s, referring patent holders and the Patent Office "common
classifications" give him credit. In the Tesla patents he rarely refers to others patents, but does refer to his own earlier or
simultaneous patents. Plus, the Patent Office didn't require him to refer to other scientists works. However, he does refer to some
scientists, mostly in electro-magnetism and radio, natural phenomena and mathematics. For example, Tesla refers to Benjamin
Franklin in his "Lightning Protection" patent as to how Tesla's system is the opposite of Franklin's Rod. Tesla Leaks busted Dieselgate the weekend it went public, but was known since the Diesel patent of 1894-5:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html Tesla Letters to JP Morgan about securing
all woldwide rights to Radio & Wireless Power: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=907994556004970
Jan 14, 2018, 12:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html
Reply to Discovery Channel trolls making false claims that Tesla is being given or taken false credit for other scientists: Nikola Tesla
is given full credit by the Patent Office/s for the "perfectly efficient" A/C Induction Motor (Ford's reluctance engine), the Mono-polar
DC Dynamo in the Prius, and all Internal Combustion Engines are Nikola Tesla's Aug. 1893 Patent for a perfectly efficient, floating
piston, "Reciprocating Engine" for gasses or fluids ... The Patent Office/s, referring patent holders and the Patent Office "common
classifications" give him credit. In the Tesla patents he rarely refers to others patents, but does refer to his own earlier or

simultaneous patents. Plus, the Patent Office didn't require him to refer to other scientists works. However, he does refer to some
scientists, mostly in electro-magnetism and radio, natural phenomena and mathematics. For example, Tesla refers to Benjamin
Franklin in his "Lightning Protection" patent as to how Tesla's system is the opposite of Franklin's Rod. Tesla Leaks busted Dieselgate the weekend it went public, but was known since the Diesel patent of 1894-5:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html Tesla Letters to JP Morgan about securing
all woldwide rights to Radio & Wireless Power: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=907994556004970
Jan 13, 2018, 4:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html
Reply to Discovery Channel trolls making false claims that Tesla is being given or taken false credit for other scientists: Nikola Tesla
is given full credit by the Patent Office/s for the "perfectly efficient" A/C Induction Motor (Ford's reluctance engine), the Mono-polar
DC Dynamo in the Prius, and all Internal Combustion Engines are Nikola Tesla's Aug. 1893 Patent for a perfectly efficient, floating
piston, "Reciprocating Engine" for gasses or fluids ... The Patent Office/s, referring patent holders and the Patent Office "common
classifications" give him credit. In the Tesla patents he rarely refers to others patents, but does refer to his own earlier or
simultaneous patents. Plus, the Patent Office didn't require him to refer to other scientists works. However, he does refer to some
scientists, mostly in electro-magnetism and radio, natural phenomena and mathematics. For example, Tesla refers to Benjamin
Franklin in his "Lightning Protection" patent as to how Tesla's system is the opposite of Franklin's Rod. Tesla Leaks busted Dieselgate the weekend it went public, but was known since the Diesel patent of 1894-5:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html Tesla Letters to JP Morgan about securing
all woldwide rights to Radio & Wireless Power: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=907994556004970
Jan 13, 2018, 4:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html
Reply to Discovery Channel trolls making false claims that Tesla is being given or taken false credit for other scientists: Nikola Tesla
is given full credit by the Patent Office/s for the "perfectly efficient" A/C Induction Motor (Ford's reluctance engine), the Mono-polar
DC Dynamo in the Prius, and all Internal Combustion Engines are Nikola Tesla's Aug. 1893 Patent for a perfectly efficient, floating
piston, "Reciprocating Engine" for gasses or fluids ... The Patent Office/s, referring patent holders and the Patent Office "common
classifications" give him credit. In the Tesla patents he rarely refers to others patents, but does refer to his own earlier or
simultaneous patents. Plus, the Patent Office didn't require him to refer to other scientists works. However, he does refer to some
scientists, mostly in electro-magnetism and radio, natural phenomena and mathematics. For example, Tesla refers to Benjamin
Franklin in his "Lightning Protection" patent as to how Tesla's system is the opposite of Franklin's Rod. Tesla Leaks busted Dieselgate the weekend it went public, but was known since the Diesel patent of 1894-5:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html Tesla Letters to JP Morgan about securing
all woldwide rights to Radio & Wireless Power: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=907994556004970
Jan 13, 2018, 4:38 PM
Chris Edwards
Nikola Tesla is given full credit for the "perfectly efficient" A/C Induction Motor (Ford's reluctance engine), the Mono-polar DC
Dynamo in the Prius, and all Internal Combustion Engines are Nikola Tesla's "Reciprocating Engines" ... The Patent Office/s,
referring patent holders and the Patent office "common classifications" give him credit. And in the Tesla patents he rarely refers to
others patents, but does refer to his own earlier or simultaneous patents. Plus, the Patent Office
Updated Jan 13, 2018, 3:46 PM
Jan 13, 2018, 3:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html?m=1
#every #car #is #a #tesla Retort Reply to Discovery Channel comments about Nikola Tesla given or taken credit for other scientists
work: Tesla is given credit by the Patent Office/s for what he calls the "perfectly efficient" A/C Induction Motor with EMF recycling of
May 1st 1888 also called (Ford's Reluctance Engine of Feb 2nd 1971), the DC Mono-polar electric motor in the Prius refers to
Tesla's Unipolar DC Dynamo of 1889, and all Internal Combustion Engines are Nikola Tesla's Aug 1893 Patent for a perfectly
efficient, floating piston, "Reciprocating Engine" for gasses or fluids ... Tesla also has the first patent for an Electrical Igniter for Gas
Engines in 1897 (Cadillac claims credit in 1915), the Spark Plug, the Speedometer, the water Flow Meter, you high beam

headlights, your remote control and even your radio. The Patent Office/s, referring patent holders and the Patent Office "common
classifications" give him credit. In the Tesla patents he rarely refers to others patents, but does refer to his own earlier or
simultaneous patents. For example, Tesla refers to Benjamin Franklin in his "Lightning Protection" patent as to how Tesla's system
is the opposite of Franklin's Rod. Tesla Leaks busted Diesel-gate the weekend it went public, but was known since the Diesel patent
of 1894-5: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html Tesla Letters to JP Morgan
about securing all woldwide rights to Radio & Wireless Power: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=907994556004970 -- Nikola Tesla secured "all" patents on "Tuned Lightning", the processes, appliances,
generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization. March 25th
1907, the NYSE began to plummet on panic selling leading to the stock market crash of 1907, the bankruptcy of Westinghouse &
Tesla and the bailout of the US Gov. by JP Morgan.
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1907/english_mechanic_world_of_science/nikola_tesla/tuned_lightning
Jan 13, 2018, 3:45 PM
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Updated Jan 13, 2018, 3:20 PM
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Updated Jan 13, 2018, 2:12 PM
Jan 13, 2018, 2:12 PM
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https://forbes.com/sites/dominicdudley/2018/01/13/renewable-energy-cost-effective-fossil-fuels-2020/
Renewable Energy Will Be Consistently Cheaper (<.03 Kw/hr compared to .05-.17 for Fossil (rocks?) fuels) Than Fossil Fuels By
2020, prior to the enactment of the Paris Agreement in 2021. The cost of renewable energy is now falling so fast that it should be a
consistently cheaper source of electricity generation than traditional fossil fuels within just a few years, according to a new report
from the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA). https://forbes.com/sites/dominicdudley/2018/01/13/renewable-energycost-effective-fossil-fuels-2020/
Updated Jan 13, 2018, 2:00 PM
Jan 13, 2018, 2:00 PM
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From Jan 13, 2018, 6:00 AM to Jan 13, 2018, 3:00 PM
Updated Jan 13, 2018, 1:34 AM
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http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-5261707/Wireless-charging-technology-dominates-CES-2018.html
Jan 12th 2018 The wireless charging takeover: Tech firms at CES show off contact-based charging pads and devices that can
power your phone using LIGHTS. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-5261707/Wireless-charging-technology-dominatesCES-2018.html
Updated Jan 12, 2018, 4:21 PM
Jan 12, 2018, 4:21 PM
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Tesla Leaks: 13 Ways of (Nikola Tesla) Wireless Power Transmission & Signaling -http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html -- 1) "Cloudborn Wavelets", receive it
with specially designed receiver or to power Aircraft 2) Ioncraft Patent for Artificial Ionization & De-ionization of the atmosphere with
Ion/Negative Ion Generators 3) Low Frequency Radio Waves, Project ULF creates Concentric, Longitudinal Standing Waves along
the surface of the Earth (Whale communication) 4) Earth-Vibration as a Resonant Cavity (Earth Audio Signals by "Granite/Quartz
Vibration Sounds") Sensitive receiving devices like the (Audion) 5) Earth as a Dynamo with electric currents rotating between 4+
tuned resonant coils, with amplified Electrical Impulses using Cold Temperature. 6) The Plauson Converter a Tethered Metallic
Balloon as Ionosphere Energy Receivers ; Zepplins Powered by or destroyed by radio waves 7) Radiant Energy/Solar/Static/UV
reception, even at night time with a Radiant Energy Receiver made of Hybrid Perovskite's of Salt/Lithium and Tin 8) A "Sun Tap"
with HAARP)/Goldstone to inject energy into Ionosphere with UHF microwaves 9) Induced "Special kind of" Lightning with Elevated
Super-Conductors (High Altitude Voltage Access) (Elevated Batteries) 10) HF UV Generators and Inductive Superconductive
Receivers of mono-polar Mercury-Gas/Krypton Uranium Glass Bulbs exhibiting negative resistance 11) Electro-static generators
with (Charged) Beams of particles like a Death Ray (Acting like an Artificial Wire or Tether) 12) Superconductive Lasers or LiFi
transmission. 13) Cyclotron or Klystron BWO TWTA (Electron Gun)

Updated Jan 12, 2018, 1:32 AM
Jan 12, 2018, 1:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?m=1
By Tesla Leaks: 13 Ways of (Nikola Tesla) Wireless Power Transmission & Signaling -http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html -- 1) "Cloudborn Wavelets", receive it
with specially designed receiver or to power Aircraft 2) Ioncraft Patent for Artificial Ionization & De-ionization of the atmosphere with
Ion/Negative Ion Generators 3) Low Frequency Radio Waves, Project ULF creates Concentric, Longitudinal Standing Waves along
the surface of the Earth (Whale communication) 4) Earth-Vibration as a Resonant Cavity (Earth Audio Signals by "Granite/Quartz
Vibration Sounds") Sensitive receiving devices like the (Audion) 5) Earth as a Dynamo with electric currents rotating between 4+
tuned resonant coils, with amplified Electrical Impulses using Cold Temperature. 6) The Plauson Converter a Tethered Metallic
Balloon as Ionosphere Energy Receivers ; Zepplins Powered by or destroyed by radio waves 7) Radiant Energy/Solar/Static/UV
reception, even at night time with a Radiant Energy Receiver made of Hybrid Perovskite's of Salt/Lithium and Tin 8) A "Sun Tap"
with HAARP)/Goldstone to inject energy into Ionosphere with UHF microwaves 9) Induced "Special kind of" Lightning with Elevated
Super-Conductors (High Altitude Voltage Access) (Elevated Batteries) 10) HF UV Generators and Inductive Superconductive
Receivers of mono-polar Mercury-Gas/Krypton Uranium Glass Bulbs exhibiting negative resistance 11) Electro-static generators
with (Charged) Beams of particles like a Death Ray (Acting like an Artificial Wire or Tether) 12) Superconductive Lasers or LiFi
transmission. 13) Cyclotron or Klystron BWO TWTA (Electron Gun)
Jan 12, 2018, 1:32 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.geek.com/tech/ces-wireless-aa-batteries-never-run-out-of-juice-1727704/
RIP Energizer Bunny. Jan 11th 2018 CES Gives Us Wireless AA Batteries That Never Run Out of Juice. Almost a century ago, the
internet’s favorite super-genius, Nicola Tesla, was obsessed with wireless power transmission. He believed that power was
essentially a right, and he wanted to deliver it to the world free of charge. While quite a few have since passed that idea as one of
his more… unhinged, others have taken it as a challenge, working to fulfill the inventors’ promise of readily available electricity
wherever you go. https://www.geek.com/tech/ces-wireless-aa-batteries-never-run-out-of-juice-1727704/
Updated Jan 12, 2018, 1:25 AM
Jan 12, 2018, 1:25 AM
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Schriever AFB pictured with Pike's Peak in the background.
Updated Jan 12, 2018, 1:07 AM
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Updated Jan 11, 2018, 2:50 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/us_5a551be4e4b0cd114bdb36ea/
#nikola #tesla #resurrection Jan 9th 2018 Troubling the Future: the Remaking of Nikola Tesla... It should have crippled his
reputation. But it didn’t. What we see in Tesla is a man made, unmade, and made again in our present era—it’s a Resurrection, and
that’s the most interesting story of all. https://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/us_5a551be4e4b0cd114bdb36ea/
Jan 11, 2018, 12:12 AM
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https://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/us_5a551be4e4b0cd114bdb36ea/
#tesla #resurrected Jan 9th 2018 Troubling the Future: the Remaking of Nikola Tesla... It should have crippled his reputation. But it
didn’t. What we see in Tesla is a man made, unmade, and made again in our present era—it’s a resurrection, and that’s the most
interesting story of all. https://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/us_5a551be4e4b0cd114bdb36ea/
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
From a Nikola Tesla BBC documentary: "The Life and times of Nikola Tesla"
(removed from YouTube) the townspeople of Colorado Springs, 22 miles away from Tesla's Colorado Lab, they soon felt the effects
of Tesla's apparatus, sparks lept from the ground, singing their feet through their shoes, metal objects near fire hydrants would draw

lighting bolts several inches away. These were the side effects of adjusting the Magnifying Transmitter in perfect resonance with
Earth. Late one night in 1899, Tesla fired up his machine at full blast, in order to create his phenomenon called "Resonant Rise",
Tesla was sending out a series of pulses, resulting in a tremendous cumulative effect. At Ground Zero, the Resonant Rise
manifested in man made 130' foot long artificial Lighting. Thunder was heard 22 miles away. Tesla believed the potential was
limitless." More on Colorado Springs Experiments at: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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https://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murder-declassified/full-episodes/search-for-the-lost-lab
Updated Jan 10, 2018, 6:31 PM
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https://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murder-declassified/full-episodes/search-for-the-lost-lab
Discovery Channel looking for Tesla's Colorado Springs Lab (In the wrong location). There was at least two labs, reports of 15-22
miles due East of downtown on Schriever AFB in Lockheed's parking lot on Discoveror Lane, and another at Pikes Peak run by his
assistant Kolman Czito (The Prestige), and other devices downtown Colorado Springs. Multiple locations are needed to perform
Triangulation and Tracking Storms https://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murder-declassified/full-episodes/searchfor-the-lost-lab --- From a Nikola Tesla BBC documentary: "The Life and times of Nikola Tesla"
(removed from YouTube) the townspeople of Colorado Springs, 22 miles away from Tesla's Colorado Lab, they soon felt the effects
of Tesla's apparatus, sparks lept from the ground, singing their feet through their shoes, metal objects near fire hydrants would draw
lighting bolts several inches away. These were the side effects of adjusting the Magnifying Transmitter in perfect resonance with
Earth. Late one night in 1899, Tesla fired up his machine at full blast, in order to create his phenomenon called "Resonant Rise",
Tesla was sending out a series of pulses, resulting in a tremendous cumulative effect. At (Ground Zero), the Resonant Rise
manifested in man made 130' foot long artificial Lighting. Thunder was heard 22 miles away. Tesla believed the potential was
limitless." More on Colorado Springs Experiments at: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- Tesla's Assistant, Koleman Czito
throwing the switch at the Pike's Peak lab: http://pinterest.com/pin/2087137633950461293 -- http://reformation.org/nikola-tesla.html
Jan 10, 2018, 6:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-papers-post.html
Dec. 20th 2017 Behind the Race to Publish the Top-Secret Pentagon Papers https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-paperspost.html Published April 21st 2017 by Tesla Leaks: Tesla's inventions played at least 5 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon
Papers. First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from the final
releases. Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 5 roles include but not limited to 1)
Secure communications 2) Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping 5) NAPALM 6) Remote
Control? http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html -- 1)) Nikola Tesla invented and patented the only methods for
secure communications, multi-plexing, Telegeodynamics, submarine communications and detection "" 4. "“ …covering a two
destroyer Patrol Group with on-line Crypto RATT…” (IV.C.3, p. 17) "" -- 2)) Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse held and shared with GE,
over 40 patents for the generation of power, distribution and motors for Hydro Dams. Later, Hydro dams were also used to produce
Hydrogen & Jet Fuel. 6. "“Of 91 known locks and dams in NVN, only 8 targeted…”(IV. C. 7 (a), p. 53) "" 5)) (NAPALM post by Tesla
Leaks) https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1747866108859545&id=100009085196708 -- 3)) Nikola Tesla proposed,
created and witnessed weather modification in 1899, in Colorado Springs, and in his treatise "Problem of Increasing Human Energy"
in 1900 7. “" …obvious bid to turn ROLLING THUNDER into a punitive bombing (Napalm) campaign…” (IV. C. 7 (a), p. 83) ""
Operation Popeye, Weather Modification in Vietnam. https://youtu.be/Cpr5JVWjIW4 -- 4)) Thomas Edison used his version of the
Phonograph invention to tap phones for the phone company since 1878. Physical cables (to be tapped) were layed prior to 1900,
from the US, to Europe, to China, to Australia. "" 11. “…9:30 a.m. today according to a telephone intercept Kosygin called
Brezhnev…” (VI.C.3 (1), p. 61-62) "" https://nsarchive.wordpress.com/2011/09/16/what-were-the-eleven-words-the-governmentintended-to-censor-from-the-pentagon-papers/ -- More points: William "Bill" Cooper was finishing his book on Vietnam when he was
murdered: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU -- More points: Nikola Tesla's works would have been de-classified in 1973,
just as WaterGate was progressing. "What were they looking for", "what were the 11 words"? The 11 words are in the Tesla FBI File
"Tesla's wireless transmission of electrical power had been completed and perfected" -- Proof of the Tesla inventions and patents at
work are here: http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Jan 8, 2018, 7:02 PM
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http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html
Dec. 20th 2017 Behind the Race to Publish the Top-Secret Pentagon Papers https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-paperspost.html Published April 21st 2017 by Tesla Leaks: Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the
Pentagon Papers. First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from
the final releases. Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure
communications 2) Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html -- 1)) Nikola Tesla invented and patented the only methods for secure
communications, multi-plexing, Telegeodynamics, submarine communications and detection "" 4. "“ …covering a two destroyer
Patrol Group with on-line Crypto RATT…” (IV.C.3, p. 17) "" -- 2)) Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse held and shared with GE, over 40
patents for the generation of power, distribution and motors for Hydro Dams. Later, Hydro dams were also used to produce
Hydrogen & Jet Fuel. 6. "“Of 91 known locks and dams in NVN, only 8 targeted…”(IV. C. 7 (a), p. 53) "" -- 3)) Nikola Tesla proposed,
created and witnessed weather modification in 1899, in Colorado Springs, and in his treatise "Problem of Increasing Human Energy"
in 1900 7. “" …obvious bid to turn ROLLING THUNDER into a punitive bombing (Napalm) campaign…” (IV. C. 7 (a), p. 83) ""
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1747866108859545&id=100009085196708 -- 4)) Thomas Edison used his version of
the Phonograph invention to tap phones for the phone company since 1878. Physical cables (to be tapped) were layed prior to
1900, from the US, to Europe, to China, to Australia. "" 11. “…9:30 a.m. today according to a telephone intercept Kosygin called
Brezhnev…” (VI.C.3 (1), p. 61-62) "" https://nsarchive.wordpress.com/2011/09/16/what-were-the-eleven-words-the-governmentintended-to-censor-from-the-pentagon-papers/ -- More points: William "Bill" Cooper was finishing his book on Vietnam when he was
murdered: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU -- More points: Nikola Tesla's works would have been de-classified in 1973,
just as WaterGate was progressing. "What were they looking for", "what were the 11 words"? The 11 words are in the Tesla FBI File
"Tesla's wireless transmission of electrical power had been completed and perfected" -- Proof of the Tesla inventions and patents at
work are here: http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Updated Jan 8, 2018, 6:53 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden, daughter of Robert Underwood Johnson told the FBI "I have
witnessed that of "The Oscillator of 1899", and conversations on "Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and the "Transmission of Power",
Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious Czito and Father, inventor Lee De forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers,
confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond, cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical
Experimenter, Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, ending the Spanish American War & WW2 and Tesla's auditor, George
Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Jan 8, 2018, 1:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden, daughter of Robert Underwood Johnson told the FBI "I have
witnessed that of "The Oscillator of 1899", and conversations on "Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and the "Transmission of Power",
Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious Czito and Father, inventor Lee De forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers,
confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond, cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical
Experimenter, Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, ending the Spanish American War & WW2 and Tesla's auditor, George
Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Jan 8, 2018, 6:13 AM
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Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden told the FBI "I have witnessed "The Oscillator of 1899", and on
"Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and "Transmission of Power", Ms John Jacob Astor, Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious
Czito and Father, inventor Lee De Forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers, confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond,
cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical Experimenter, Tesla's auditor, George Herbert
Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. Issues covered like Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, Missing Papers, Tesla ending
the Spanish American War & WW2 https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
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Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Obsessed.
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden, daughter of Robert Underwood Johnson told the FBI "I have

witnessed "The Oscillator of 1899", and on "Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and "Transmission of Power", Assistant Fritz
Lowenstein, Assistants Julious Czito and Father, inventor Lee De Forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers, confidant of Robert E
Lee Jr. John J Hammond, cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical Experimenter, Tesla's
auditor, George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. Issues covered like Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents,
Missing Papers, Tesla ending the Spanish American War & WW2 https ://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
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Chris Edwards posted in Istraživački centar Nikola Tesla.
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden, daughter of Robert Underwood Johnson told the FBI "I have
witnessed "The Oscillator of 1899", and on "Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and "Transmission of Power", Assistant Fritz
Lowenstein, Assistants Julious Czito and Father, inventor Lee De Forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers, confidant of Robert E
Lee Jr. John J Hammond, cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical Experimenter, Tesla's
auditor, George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. Issues covered like Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents,
Missing Papers, Tesla ending the Spanish American War & WW2 https ://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Jan 8, 2018, 12:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden told the FBI "I have witnessed "The Oscillator of 1899", and on
"Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and "Transmission of Power", Ms John Jacob Astor, Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious
Czito and Father, inventor Lee De Forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers, confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond,
cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical Experimenter, Tesla's auditor, George Herbert
Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. Issues covered like Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, Missing Papers, Tesla ending
the Spanish American War & WW2 https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Jan 8, 2018, 12:46 AM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden, daughter of Robert Underwood Johnson told the FBI "I have
witnessed that of "The Oscillator of 1899", and conversations on "Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and the "Transmission of Power",
Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious Czito and Father, inventor Lee De forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers,
confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond, cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical
Experimenter, Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, ending the Spanish American War & WW2 and Tesla's auditor, George
Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Jan 8, 2018, 12:39 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden, daughter of Robert Underwood Johnson told the FBI "I have
witnessed that of "The Oscillator of 1899", and conversations on "Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and the "Transmission of Power",
Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious Czito and Father, inventor Lee De forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers,
confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond, cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical
Experimenter, Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, ending the Spanish American War & WW2 and Tesla's auditor, George
Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Jan 8, 2018, 12:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Science Foundation пријатељи.
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden, daughter of Robert Underwood Johnson told the FBI "I have
witnessed that of "The Oscillator of 1899", and conversations on "Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and the "Transmission of Power",
Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious Czito and Father, inventor Lee De forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers,
confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond, cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical
Experimenter, Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, ending the Spanish American War & WW2 and Tesla's auditor, George
Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Jan 8, 2018, 12:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden, daughter of Robert Underwood Johnson told the FBI "I have

witnessed that of "The Oscillator of 1899", and conversations on "Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and the "Transmission of Power",
Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious Czito and Father, inventor Lee De forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers,
confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond, cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical
Experimenter, Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, ending the Spanish American War & WW2 and Tesla's auditor, George
Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Jan 8, 2018, 12:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden told the FBI "I have witnessed "The Oscillator of 1899", and on
"Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and "Transmission of Power", Ms John Jacob Astor, Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious
Czito and Father, inventor Lee De Forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers, confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond,
cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical Experimenter, Tesla's auditor, George Herbert
Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. Issues covered like Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, Missing Papers, Tesla ending
the Spanish American War & WW2 https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Jan 8, 2018, 12:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden, daughter of Robert Underwood Johnson told the FBI "I have
witnessed that of "The Oscillator of 1899", and conversations on "Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and the "Transmission of Power",
Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious Czito and Father, inventor Lee De forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers,
confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond, cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical
Experimenter, Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, ending the Spanish American War & WW2 and Tesla's auditor, George
Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Jan 8, 2018, 12:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2018/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/
Nikola Tesla's "Earthquake Machine" is a Reciprocating Engine is an Internal Combustion Engine.
https://forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2018/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/ The Smithsonian:
https://smithsonianmag.com/innovation/extraordinary-life-nikola-tesla-180967758/ The Extraordinary Life of Nikola Tesla" NY Daily
News: Nikola Tesla's world-changing inventions and discoveries http://nydailynews.com/life-style/nikola-tesla-world-changinginventions-discoveries-gallery-1.3739719 -- Tesla Leaks: Dieselgate - Volkswagen VW Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software
Defeat Device Scandal & Internal Combustion Engine http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vwclean-diesel.html?m=1
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Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2018/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/
Nikola Tesla's "Earthquake Machine" is a Reciprocating Engine is an Internal Combustion Engine.
https://forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2018/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/ The Smithsonian:
https://smithsonianmag.com/innovation/extraordinary-life-nikola-tesla-180967758/ The Extraordinary Life of Nikola Tesla" NY Daily
News: Nikola Tesla's world-changing inventions and discoveries http://nydailynews.com/life-style/nikola-tesla-world-changinginventions-discoveries-gallery-1.3739719 -- Tesla Leaks: Dieselgate - Volkswagen VW Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software
Defeat Device Scandal & Internal Combustion Engine http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vwclean-diesel.html?m=1
Jan 7, 2018, 10:52 PM
Chris Edwards
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden told the FBI "I have witnessed "The Oscillator of 1899", and on
"Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and "Transmission of Power", Ms John Jacob Astor, Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious
Czito and Father, inventor Lee De Forest called in to interpret Tesla's papers, confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond,
cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical Experimenter, Tesla's auditor, George Herbert
Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. Issues covered like Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, Missing Papers, Tesla ending
the Spanish American War & WW2 https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Updated Jan 7, 2018, 9:56 PM
Jan 7, 2018, 9:56 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
The FBI can't find the Tesla FBI File , and it's in their own website. Un-redacted reports if FBI "Interviews with 40 known Associates":
Mrs Holden told the FBI "I have witnessed "The Oscillator of 1899", and on "Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and "Transmission of
Power", Ms John Jacob Astor, Assistant Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious Czito and Father, inventor Lee De Forest called in to
interpret Tesla's papers, confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond, cousin Sava Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal
Genious", publisher of Electrical Experimenter, Tesla's auditor, George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. Issues covered
like Tesla's relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, Missing Papers, Tesla ending the Spanish American War & WW2
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
Jan 7, 2018, 9:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2018/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/
Nikola Tesla's "Earthquake Machine" is a Reciprocating Engine is an Internal Combustion Engine.
https://forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2018/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/ The Smithsonian:
https://smithsonianmag.com/innovation/extraordinary-life-nikola-tesla-180967758/ The Extraordinary Life of Nikola Tesla" NY Daily
News: Nikola Tesla's world-changing inventions and discoveries http://nydailynews.com/life-style/nikola-tesla-world-changinginventions-discoveries-gallery-1.3739719 -- Tesla Leaks: Dieselgate - Volkswagen VW Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software
Defeat Device Scandal & Internal Combustion Engine http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vwclean-diesel.html?m=1
Jan 7, 2018, 7:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2018/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/
Nikola Tesla's "Earthquake Machine" is a Reciprocating Engine is an Internal Combustion Engine.
https://forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2018/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/ The Smithsonian:
https://smithsonianmag.com/innovation/extraordinary-life-nikola-tesla-180967758/ The Extraordinary Life of Nikola Tesla" NY Daily
News: Nikola Tesla's world-changing inventions and discoveries http://nydailynews.com/life-style/nikola-tesla-world-changinginventions-discoveries-gallery-1.3739719 -- Tesla Leaks: Dieselgate - Volkswagen VW Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software
Defeat Device Scandal & Internal Combustion Engine by Nikola Tesla http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgatevolkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html?m=1
Jan 7, 2018, 7:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2018/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/
Nikola Tesla's "Earthquake Machine" is a Reciprocating Engine is an Internal Combustion Engine.
https://forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2018/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/ The Smithsonian:
https://smithsonianmag.com/innovation/extraordinary-life-nikola-tesla-180967758/ The Extraordinary Life of Nikola Tesla" NY Daily
News: Nikola Tesla's world-changing inventions and discoveries http://nydailynews.com/life-style/nikola-tesla-world-changinginventions-discoveries-gallery-1.3739719 -- Tesla Leaks: Dieselgate - Volkswagen VW Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software
Defeat Device Scandal & Internal Combustion Engine http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vwclean-diesel.html?m=1
Jan 7, 2018, 7:08 PM
Chris Edwards
Nikola Tesla's "Earthquake Machine" is a Reciprocating Engine is an Internal Combustion Engine.
https://forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2018/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/ The Smithsonian:
https://smithsonianmag.com/innovation/extraordinary-life-nikola-tesla-180967758/ The Extraordinary Life of Nikola Tesla" NY Daily
News: Nikola Tesla's world-changing inventions and discoveries http://nydailynews.com/life-style/nikola-tesla-world-changinginventions-discoveries-gallery-1.3739719 -- Tesla Leaks: Dieselgate - Volkswagen VW Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software
Defeat Device Scandal & Internal Combustion Engine http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vwclean-diesel.html?m=1
Updated Jan 7, 2018, 6:59 PM
Jan 7, 2018, 6:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2018/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/
Nikola Tesla's "Earthquake Machine" is a Reciprocating Engine is an Internal Combustion Engine.
https://forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2018/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/ The Smithsonian:

https://smithsonianmag.com/innovation/extraordinary-life-nikola-tesla-180967758/ The Extraordinary Life of Nikola Tesla" NY Daily
News: Nikola Tesla's world-changing inventions and discoveries http://nydailynews.com/life-style/nikola-tesla-world-changinginventions-discoveries-gallery-1.3739719 -- Tesla Leaks: Dieselgate - Volkswagen VW Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software
Defeat Device Scandal & Internal Combustion Engine http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vwclean-diesel.html?m=1
Jan 7, 2018, 6:58 PM
Chris Edwards
Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigationfacebook.com
January 7th 1943, the anniversary of the alleged death of Nikola Tesla. Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible
kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft and it's cover-up.
Updated Jan 7, 2018, 3:10 PM
Jan 7, 2018, 3:10 PM
Chris Edwards
Update: Jan. 4th 2018 Internet of Energy can cut power transmission losses: Nobel laureate. The Japanese scientist describes it as
‘energy, anytime and anywhere’, feature of this is wireless power transmission. Amano says that transmission losses can be
reduced to zero using laser light. The technology, when implemented could be a major boon for India that suffers from massive
transmission losses — as high as 20-50 per cent in some states.Amano says Japanese scientists have achieved about 40 per cent
efficiency in wireless transmission of power through a microwave band. However, power can be transmitted only up to a distance of
100 metres, and the scientists are working on increasing the efficiency levels to 80 per cent.
Since microwave bands are not suitable for long-distance transmission, scientists are now experimenting with laser technology,
where power is beamed from one point to another. Amano says that transmission losses can be reduced to zero using this method.
However, a lot of work remains to be done as the current efficiency on the receiving side is just 20 per cent.
http://www.newindianexpress.com/cities/hyderabad/2018/jan/04/internet-of-energy-can-cut-power-transmission-losses-nobellaureate-1744142.html
Updated Jan 5, 2018, 4:16 PM
Jan 5, 2018, 4:16 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.newindianexpress.com/cities/hyderabad/2018/jan/04/internet-of-energy-can-cut-power-transmission-losses-nobellaureate-1744142.html
#internet #of #energy #wireless Jan. 4th 2018 Internet of Energy can cut power transmission losses: Nobel laureate. The Japanese
scientist describes it as ‘energy, anytime and anywhere’, and an important feature of this is wireless power transmission. Amano
says that transmission losses can be reduced to zero using laser light. The technology, when implemented could be a major boon
for India that suffers from massive transmission losses — as high as 20-50 per cent in some states.Amano says Japanese scientists
have achieved about 40 per cent efficiency in wireless transmission of power through a microwave band. However, power can be
transmitted only up to a distance of 100 metres, and the scientists are working on increasing the efficiency levels to 80 per cent.
Since microwave bands are not suitable for long-distance transmission, scientists are now experimenting with laser technology,
where power is beamed from one point to another. Amano says that transmission losses can be reduced to zero using this method.
However, a lot of work remains to be done as the current efficiency on the receiving side is just 20 per cent.
http://www.newindianexpress.com/cities/hyderabad/2018/jan/04/internet-of-energy-can-cut-power-transmission-losses-nobellaureate-1744142.html
Updated Jan 5, 2018, 4:10 PM
Jan 5, 2018, 4:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://imeche.org/news/news-article/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/
January 5th 2018 Nikola Tesla, Teleforce (The Machine To End All War) & John G Trump http://imeche.org/news/newsarticle/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/ John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/albums/757563367714757/
Jan 5, 2018, 11:46 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://imeche.org/news/news-article/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/
January 5th 2018 Nikola Tesla, Teleforce (The Machine To End All War) & John G Trump http://imeche.org/news/news-

article/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/ John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/albums/757563367714757/
Jan 5, 2018, 5:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://imeche.org/news/news-article/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/
January 5th 2018 Nikola Tesla, Teleforce (The Machine To End All War) & John G Trump http://imeche.org/news/newsarticle/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/ John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/albums/757563367714757/
Jan 5, 2018, 4:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://imeche.org/news/news-article/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/
January 5th 2018 Nikola Tesla, Teleforce (The Machine To End All War) & John G Trump http://imeche.org/news/newsarticle/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/ John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/albums/757563367714757/
Jan 5, 2018, 4:10 AM
Chris Edwards
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/100009085196708/albums/757563367714757/ John
G Trump's 8 page report on January 27th-28th 1943 from documents in Tesla's storage unit -- "The Transmission of Electric Energy
Without Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful Radiations", "New System of
Fluid Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" and the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process of DeGassifying, Refining & Purifying Metals", "The generation of high-voltage and the acceleration of charged particles", "Art of
Telegeodynamics, or Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "The Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy
through Natural Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite".
Updated Jan 5, 2018, 4:03 AM
Jan 5, 2018, 4:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://imeche.org/news/news-article/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/
January 5th 2018 Nikola Tesla, Teleforce (The Machine To End All War) & John G Trump http://imeche.org/news/newsarticle/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/ John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/albums/757563367714757/
Jan 5, 2018, 3:43 AM
Chris Edwards
http://imeche.org/news/news-article/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/
January 5th 2018 Nikola Tesla, Teleforce (The Machine To End All War) & John G Trump http://imeche.org/news/newsarticle/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/ John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/albums/757563367714757/ John G Trump's 8 page report on January 27th-28th 1943 from
documents in Tesla's storage unit -- "The Transmission of Electric Energy Without Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission
of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful Radiations", "New System of Fluid Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic
Theory of Gravity" and the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process of De-Gassifying, Refining & Purifying Metals", "The generation of
high-voltage and the acceleration of charged particles", "Art of Telegeodynamics, or Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a
Distance", "The Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy through Natural Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic
Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite".
Updated Jan 5, 2018, 3:35 AM
Jan 5, 2018, 3:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://imeche.org/news/news-article/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/
January 5th 2018 Nikola Tesla, Teleforce (The Machine To End All War) & John G Trump http://imeche.org/news/newsarticle/feature-tesla-s-superweapon-'the-machine-to-end-all-war'/ John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/albums/757563367714757/
Jan 5, 2018, 3:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.
http://phys.org/news/2017-03-scientists-artificial-sun-german-lab.html
#germany #invents #UV #death #ray Posted on Tesla Leaks in March 2017, GERMANY INVENTS UV DEATH RAY! The invention

is the correct Device prescribed by Nikola Tesla & John Hettinger for Power Beaming to Aircraft and Other Uses. This invention
uses Extremely High-Powered Xenon UV Arc-Lamps, which provide Negative Resistance and project charged Ions to conduct a
high voltage, high tension stream to a receiver or to the Ionosphere, creating the artificial wire. http://phys.org/news/2017-03scientists-artificial-sun-german-lab.html -- Xenon (Krypton) Mercury Arc-Lamp (Thoriated Tungsten) (Pinpoint Trigger) (Negative
Resistance) http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Xenon_arc_lamp -- Photoconductivity of "Selenium" found at the Wardenclyffe Lab Site
http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Photoconductivity/ -- http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Flashtube -- Wardenclyffe Superfund Site
http://spectregroup.com/WordPress.com/2009/05/14/designated-superfun-site/ -- "Negative Resistance" (or reactance in A/C arcs)
http://books.google.com/books?id=lv-Hb5-H3pQC&pg=PA64&lpg=PA64&dq=xenon+arc+lamp+negative+Resistance -http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_resistance --.John Hettinger Patent & Pictures of Power Beaming to Aircraft and long distance
Wireless Power Transmission: https://google.com/patents/US1309031 http://rexresearch.com/hettinger/hettinger.html Teleforce: the
Real "DEATH RAY" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o and HTRB in the Tesla FBI File by George Herbert Walker Scherff:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last
article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to
"John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power
4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas
bulbs at a distance by HIGH TENSION RADIANT BEAMS (Teleforce) https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917
Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 --- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER
NOW POSSIBLE by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
Jan 5, 2018, 3:28 AM
Chris Edwards
http://phys.org/news/2017-03-scientists-artificial-sun-german-lab.html
GERMANY INVENTS UV DEATH RAY! The Device prescribed by Nikola Tesla & John Hettinger for Power Beaming to Aircraft and
Other Uses. This invention uses Extremely High-Powered Xenon UV Arc-Lamps, which provide Negative Resistance and project
charged Ions to conduct a high voltage, high tension stream to a receiver or to the Ionosphere, creating the artificial wire.
http://phys.org/news/2017-03-scientists-artificial-sun-german-lab.html -- Xenon (Krypton) Mercury Arc-Lamp (Thoriated Tungsten)
(Pinpoint Trigger) (Negative Resistance) http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Xenon_arc_lamp -- Photoconductivity of "Selenium" found at the
Wardenclyffe Lab Site http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Photoconductivity/ -- http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Flashtube -- Wardenclyffe Superfund
Site http://spectregroup.com/WordPress.com/2009/05/14/designated-superfun-site/ -- "Negative Resistance" (or reactance in A/C
arcs) http://books.google.com/books?id=lv-Hb5-H3pQC&pg=PA64&lpg=PA64&dq=xenon+arc+lamp+negative+Resistance -http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_resistance --.John Hettinger Patent & Pictures of Power Beaming to Aircraft and long distance
Wireless Power Transmission: https://google.com/patents/US1309031 http://rexresearch.com/hettinger/hettinger.html Teleforce: the
Real "DEATH RAY" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o and HTRB in the Tesla FBI File by George Herbert Walker Scherff:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last
article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to
"John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power
4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas
bulbs at a distance by HIGH TENSION RADIANT BEAMS (Teleforce) https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917
Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 --- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER
NOW POSSIBLE by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in

such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
Updated Jan 5, 2018, 2:56 AM
Jan 5, 2018, 2:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
http://phys.org/news/2017-03-scientists-artificial-sun-german-lab.html
#germany #invents #UV #death #ray Posted on Tesla Leaks in March 2017, GERMANY INVENTS UV DEATH RAY! The invention
is the correct Device prescribed by Nikola Tesla & John Hettinger for Power Beaming to Aircraft and Other Uses. This invention
uses Extremely High-Powered Xenon UV Arc-Lamps, which provide Negative Resistance and project charged Ions to conduct a
high voltage, high tension stream to a receiver or to the Ionosphere, creating the artificial wire. http://phys.org/news/2017-03scientists-artificial-sun-german-lab.html -- Xenon (Krypton) Mercury Arc-Lamp (Thoriated Tungsten) (Pinpoint Trigger) (Negative
Resistance) http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Xenon_arc_lamp -- Photoconductivity of "Selenium" found at the Wardenclyffe Lab Site
http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Photoconductivity/ -- http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Flashtube -- Wardenclyffe Superfund Site
http://spectregroup.com/WordPress.com/2009/05/14/designated-superfun-site/ -- "Negative Resistance" (or reactance in A/C arcs)
http://books.google.com/books?id=lv-Hb5-H3pQC&pg=PA64&lpg=PA64&dq=xenon+arc+lamp+negative+Resistance -http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_resistance --.John Hettinger Patent & Pictures of Power Beaming to Aircraft and long distance
Wireless Power Transmission: https://google.com/patents/US1309031 http://rexresearch.com/hettinger/hettinger.html Teleforce: the
Real "DEATH RAY" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o and HTRB in the Tesla FBI File by George Herbert Walker Scherff:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last
article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to
"John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power
4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas
bulbs at a distance by HIGH TENSION RADIANT BEAMS (Teleforce) https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917
Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 --- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER
NOW POSSIBLE by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
Jan 5, 2018, 2:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
http://phys.org/news/2017-03-scientists-artificial-sun-german-lab.html
#germany #invents #UV #death #ray Posted on Tesla Leaks in March 2017, GERMANY INVENTS UV DEATH RAY! The invention
is the correct Device prescribed by Nikola Tesla & John Hettinger for Power Beaming to Aircraft and Other Uses. This invention
uses Extremely High-Powered Xenon UV Arc-Lamps, which provide Negative Resistance and project charged Ions to conduct a
high voltage, high tension stream to a receiver or to the Ionosphere, creating the artificial wire. http://phys.org/news/2017-03scientists-artificial-sun-german-lab.html -- Xenon (Krypton) Mercury Arc-Lamp (Thoriated Tungsten) (Pinpoint Trigger) (Negative
Resistance) http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Xenon_arc_lamp -- Photoconductivity of "Selenium" found at the Wardenclyffe Lab Site
http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Photoconductivity/ -- http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Flashtube -- Wardenclyffe Superfund Site
http://spectregroup.com/WordPress.com/2009/05/14/designated-superfun-site/ -- "Negative Resistance" (or reactance in A/C arcs)

http://books.google.com/books?id=lv-Hb5-H3pQC&pg=PA64&lpg=PA64&dq=xenon+arc+lamp+negative+Resistance -http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_resistance --.John Hettinger Patent & Pictures of Power Beaming to Aircraft and long distance
Wireless Power Transmission: https://google.com/patents/US1309031 http://rexresearch.com/hettinger/hettinger.html Teleforce: the
Real "DEATH RAY" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o and HTRB in the Tesla FBI File by George Herbert Walker Scherff:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last
article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to
"John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power
4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas
bulbs at a distance by HIGH TENSION RADIANT BEAMS (Teleforce) https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917
Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 --- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER
NOW POSSIBLE by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
Jan 5, 2018, 2:53 AM
Chris Edwards
http://youtube.com/watch?v=LLYRD9X97GU
The Earth gives us Amperages, while the Sky gives you Voltage http://YouTube.com/watch?v=LLYRD9X97GU -- Single-wire earth
return (SWER) or single-wire ground return https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-wire_earth_return
Updated Jan 5, 2018, 1:18 AM
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Chris Edwards
#death #ray Posted on Tesla Leaks in March 2017, GERMANY INVENTS UV DEATH RAY! The invention is the correct Device
prescribed by Nikola Tesla & John Hettinger for Power Beaming to Aircraft using Ionized Light Beams. This invention uses
Extremely High-Powered Xenon UV Arc-Lamps, which provide Negative Resistance and project charged Ions to conduct a high
voltage, high tension stream to a receiver or to the Ionosphere, creating the artificial wire. http://phys.org/news/2017-03-scientistsartificial-sun-german-lab.html -- Xenon (Krypton) Mercury Arc-Lamp (Thoriated Tungsten) (Pinpoint Trigger) (Negative Resistance)
(Multi-photon Ionization) http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Xenon_arc_lamp -- Photoconductivity of "Selenium" found at the Wardenclyffe Lab
Site http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Photoconductivity/ -- http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Flashtube -- http://wikipedia.org/will/Photoionization -Wardenclyffe Superfund Site http://spectregroup.WordPress.com/2009/05/14/designated-superfun-site/ -- "Negative Resistance" (or
reactance in A/C arcs) https://books.google.com/books?
id=u0k4DwAAQBAJ&pg=PT72&lpg=PT72&dq=negative+Resistance+reactance+ac+arcs -http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_resistance
Updated Jan 4, 2018, 6:50 PM
Jan 4, 2018, 6:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://phys.org/news/2017-03-scientists-artificial-sun-german-lab.html
#death #ray Posted on Tesla Leaks in March 2017, GERMANY INVENTS UV DEATH RAY! The invention is the correct Device
prescribed by Nikola Tesla & John Hettinger for Power Beaming to Aircraft using Ionized Light Beams. This invention uses
Extremely High-Powered Xenon UV Arc-Lamps, which provide Negative Resistance and project charged Ions to conduct a high
voltage, high tension stream to a receiver or to the Ionosphere, creating the artificial wire. http://phys.org/news/2017-03-scientistsartificial-sun-german-lab.html -- Xenon (Krypton) Mercury Arc-Lamp (Thoriated Tungsten) (Pinpoint Trigger) (Negative Resistance)
(Multi-photon Ionization) http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Xenon_arc_lamp -- Photoconductivity of "Selenium" found at the Wardenclyffe Lab
Site http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Photoconductivity/ -- http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Flashtube -- http://wikipedia.org/will/Photoionization -Wardenclyffe Superfund Site http://spectregroup.WordPress.com/2009/05/14/designated-superfun-site/ -- "Negative Resistance" (or

reactance in A/C arcs) https://books.google.com/books?
id=u0k4DwAAQBAJ&pg=PT72&lpg=PT72&dq=negative+Resistance+reactance+ac+arcs -http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_resistance --.John Hettinger Patent & Pictures of Power Beaming to Aircraft and long distance
Wireless Power Transmission: https://google.com/patents/US1309031 http://rexresearch.com/hettinger/hettinger.html Teleforce: the
Real "DEATH RAY" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o and HTRB in the Tesla FBI File by George Herbert Walker Scherff:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last
article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to
"John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power
4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas
bulbs at a distance by HIGH TENSION RADIANT BEAMS (Teleforce) https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917
Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 --- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER
NOW POSSIBLE by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical
Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened
up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent
confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance using HIGH
TENSION RADIANT BEAMS. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John
Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE
by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,
it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to
utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.
As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays
vertically.
These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect

insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio
communication.
We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases,
therefore the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as
applied to radio communication.
But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of
shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light. It is unreasonable
to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our
atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization.
It will now be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have
the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred
miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars.
Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal
arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy
can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting
to the pair of conductors.
This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting
atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be
utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving
vehicles.
Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then
why not make connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity.
In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the
generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy.
Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten
miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of
these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering.
The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation
period.
By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic
connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam.
An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the
receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going.
Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on.
This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on the
roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city.
Rather its benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the
power hundreds or thousands of miles.

Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air strata
reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the
air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to
cause rain or to prevent it.
Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being
connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the power circuit and filtered out at the
receiver?
There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments
in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by
the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the
electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing?
And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to
give it a trial.
And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental
station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final
mastery of all matter by man.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/?
type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks
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John Hettinger Patent & Pictures of Power Beaming to Aircraft and long distance Wireless Power Transmission:
https://google.com/patents/US1309031 http://rexresearch.com/hettinger/hettinger.html Teleforce: "DEATH RAY"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o and HTRB in the Tesla FBI File by George Herbert Walker Scherff:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c . In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, Tesla gives credit to
"John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
"Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for it's
realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept
of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance and HIGH TENSION RADIANT BEAMS
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg --- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE by Thomas W. Benson
for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

John Hettinger Patent & Pictures of Power Beaming to Aircraft and long distance Wireless Power Transmission:

https://google.com/patents/US1309031 http://rexresearch.com/hettinger/hettinger.html Teleforce: the Real "DEATH RAY"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o and HTRB in the Tesla FBI File by George Herbert Walker Scherff:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last
article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to
"John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power
4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas
bulbs at a distance by HIGH TENSION RADIANT BEAMS (Teleforce) https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917
Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 --- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER
NOW POSSIBLE by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old
dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to transmit power without wires and thus solve a
myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft, etc., without having to include a source of
power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in such an achievement and now the dream
promises to come true. By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its
realization. Like numerous other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it. While working on a
means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light beams as elevated
conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
John Hettinger Patent & Pictures of Power Beaming to Aircraft and long distance Wireless Power Transmission:
https://google.com/patents/US1309031 http://rexresearch.com/hettinger/hettinger.html Teleforce: the Real "DEATH RAY"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o and HTRB in the Tesla FBI File by George Herbert Walker Scherff:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last
article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to
"John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power
4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas
bulbs at a distance by HIGH TENSION RADIANT BEAMS (Teleforce) https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917
Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 --- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER
NOW POSSIBLE by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
Jan 3, 2018, 8:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical
Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened
up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent
confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance using HIGH
TENSION RADIANT BEAMS. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John
Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE
by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.

By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,
it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to
utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.
As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays
vertically.
These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect
insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio
communication.
We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases,
therefore the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as
applied to radio communication.
But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of
shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light. It is unreasonable
to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our
atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization.
It will now be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have
the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred
miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars.
Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal
arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy
can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting
to the pair of conductors.
This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting
atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be
utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving
vehicles.
Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then
why not make connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity.
In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the
generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy.
Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten
miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of
these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering.
The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation

period.
By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic
connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam.
An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the
receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going.
Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on.
This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on the
roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city.
Rather its benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the
power hundreds or thousands of miles.
Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air strata
reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the
air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to
cause rain or to prevent it.
Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being
connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the power circuit and filtered out at the
receiver?
There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments
in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by
the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the
electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing?
And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to
give it a trial.
And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental
station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final
mastery of all matter by man.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/?
type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks
Jan 3, 2018, 6:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical
Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened
up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent
confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance using HIGH
TENSION RADIANT BEAMS. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John
Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE
by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.

By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,
it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to
utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.
As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays
vertically.
These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect
insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio
communication.
We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases,
therefore the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as
applied to radio communication.
But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of
shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light. It is unreasonable
to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our
atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization.
It will now be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have
the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred
miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars.
Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal
arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy
can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting
to the pair of conductors.
This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting
atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be
utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving
vehicles.
Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then
why not make connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity.
In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the
generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy.
Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten
miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of
these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering.
The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation

period.
By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic
connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam.
An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the
receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going.
Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on.
This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on the
roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city.
Rather its benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the
power hundreds or thousands of miles.
Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air strata
reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the
air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to
cause rain or to prevent it.
Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being
connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the power circuit and filtered out at the
receiver?
There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments
in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by
the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the
electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing?
And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to
give it a trial.
And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental
station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final
mastery of all matter by man.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/?
type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical
Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened
up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent
confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance using HIGH
TENSION RADIANT BEAMS. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John
Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE
by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.

By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,
it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to
utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.
As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays
vertically.
These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect
insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio
communication.
We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases,
therefore the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as
applied to radio communication.
But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of
shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light. It is unreasonable
to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our
atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization.
It will now be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have
the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred
miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars.
Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal
arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy
can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting
to the pair of conductors.
This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting
atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be
utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving
vehicles.
Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then
why not make connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity.
In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the
generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy.
Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten
miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of
these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering.
The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation

period.
By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic
connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam.
An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the
receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going.
Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on.
This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on the
roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city.
Rather its benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the
power hundreds or thousands of miles.
Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air strata
reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the
air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to
cause rain or to prevent it.
Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being
connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the power circuit and filtered out at the
receiver?
There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments
in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by
the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the
electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing?
And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to
give it a trial.
And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental
station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final
mastery of all matter by man.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/?
type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks
Jan 3, 2018, 5:44 PM
Chris Edwards
Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical
Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened
up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent
confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance and HIGH
TENSION RADIANT BEAMS https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger
https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE
by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.

By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,
it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to
utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.
As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays
vertically.
These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect
insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio
communication.
We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases,
therefore the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as
applied to radio communication.
But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of
shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light. It is unreasonable
to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our
atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization.
It will now be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have
the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred
miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars.
Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal
arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy
can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting
to the pair of conductors.
This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting
atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be
utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving
vehicles.
Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then
why not make connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity.
In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the
generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy.
Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten
miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of
these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering.
The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation
period.

By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic
connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam.
An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the
receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going.
Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on.
This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on the
roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city.
Rather its benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the
power hundreds or thousands of miles.
Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air strata
reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the
air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to
cause rain or to prevent it.
Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being
connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the power circuit and filtered out at the
receiver?
There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments
in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by
the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the
electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing?
And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to
give it a trial.
And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental
station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final
mastery of all matter by man.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/?
type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks
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Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical
Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened
up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent
confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance using HIGH
TENSION RADIANT BEAMS. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John
Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE
by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.

By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,
it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to
utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.
As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays
vertically.
These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect
insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio
communication.
We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases,
therefore the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as
applied to radio communication.
But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of
shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light. It is unreasonable
to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our
atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization.
It will now be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have
the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred
miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars.
Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal
arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy
can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting
to the pair of conductors.
This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting
atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be
utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving
vehicles.
Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then
why not make connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity.
In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the
generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy.
Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten
miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of
these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering.
The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation

period.
By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic
connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam.
An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the
receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going.
Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on.
This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on the
roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city.
Rather its benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the
power hundreds or thousands of miles.
Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air strata
reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the
air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to
cause rain or to prevent it.
Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being
connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the power circuit and filtered out at the
receiver?
There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments
in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by
the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the
electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing?
And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to
give it a trial.
And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental
station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final
mastery of all matter by man.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/?
type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks
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Chris Edwards
https://www.forbes.com/sites/panosmourdoukoutas/2018/01/02/iran-deadly-protests-could-send-oil-prices-to-100/
Oil prices went from $26.66 on Feb. 9th 2016, after the OPEC meeting on Jan. 25th on the Oil Price Collapse; and now $100 Bbl in
2018? https://www.forbes.com/sites/panosmourdoukoutas/2018/01/02/iran-deadly-protests-could-send-oil-prices-to-100/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gUvZdxG5jNo
Discovery Channel looking for the Wardenclyffe system solution + Underground tunnels solved; published by Tesla Leaks on May
27th 2014, along with the Tesla Leaks blog; the week before the Oil Price Collapse. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gUvZdxG5jNo
Published on May 27, 2014 Wardenclyffe Tower Octagonal Fractal, Golden Ratio, Fibonacci Numbers, Pythagoras Part 1. Featuring
Google CEO, Larry Page. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjsXXm... Wardenclyffe Tower base, facade and cupola are octagonal,
conic, tessellated with the circular circumference of the Earth. 16 vectors for concentric waves and built to use the Earth's
Schumann frequency of 8Hz. Wardenclyffe octagon base is 96ft but conic. Wardenclyffe copper, gold octagon cupola 64 Ft, conic.

Spiral staircase 12 Ft square and conic. It could be square or have an infinite number of faces, that is conic. Octagonal outer shell of
Wardenclyffe is conic. To create the mathematically perfect pressure, singularity point onto the earth- Leonardo DaVinci
Tesla said ""If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 and 9, then you would have a key to the universe.
U.S. Supreme Cour June 21, 1943, Case No. 369, overturned Marconi's basic patent for the invention of radio and confirmed
Tesla's longitudinal wave function.
As we look at the six original Solfeggio frequencies, using the Pythagorean method, we find the base or root vibrational numbers are
3,6, & 9.
Eric P Dollard - Supernatural Power of Music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_DiY...
Leonardo Davinci's work on the Octagon
Flower of Life Octagon, Vitruvian Man Octagon, Chinese Octagon, Rubik's Cube Octagon Math
Kepler, Harmonics Mundi, Tessellation, Honeycombs
Kepler, believed that every planet of Solar system "play music" on their circumsolar orbits.
16 iron tubes, octagonal vectored, buried 300 (official) to 420 feet, transverse to Earth surface
Explains pie/2 x c for conic electro-harmonic waves in resonance
Tesla Coil air-chord transformer for the harmonics
120 (official) to 500 foot ceramic, octagonal, mathematically telescopic, stairwell, 12 feet square
http://www.teslascience.org/pages/twp...
Superconductivity cold temperature patent
Tesla disc turbine's for the pump action, pressure in stairwell
Demonstrated fluid dynamics with fountain patents
Spark gap between raised brass ball & ground, hydrogen, krypton gas
Artificial lightning in spark gap
Pumps the pressurized water in the staircase, reciprocating engine
Tritium creation from star water
Star water, super-critical water, fire water
Spark gap transformer
Sending returning current of ions from star water creation to the ionosphere
Top copper coil create the high tension radiant, 64 foot octagon, 3, 6, 9 radius

Sending low frequency waves, harmonics, 16X 22.5 deg octagon vectors for a sphere
There is a supposition that the so-called "Shumann waves", these are waves of 7,8 Hz frequency, which form a field of standing
waves in the space between ionosphere of the Earth and its surface. Since these waves have a big length (38 000 km), then
transmission takes place immediately.
16 concentric waves on a sphere using the 16 transverse, earth octagon vectored tubes
Two vectors, x and y, in an inner product space, V, are orthogonal if their inner product is zero.
The discovery of the stationary terrestrial waves
Exactly as the sound, so an electrical wave is reflected, and the same evidence which is afforded by an echo is offered by an
electrical phenomenon known as a "stationary" wave — that is, a wave with fixed nodal and ventral regions. Instead of sending
sound-vibrations toward a distant wall, I have sent electrical vibrations toward the remote boundaries of the earth, and instead of the
wall the earth has replied. In place of an echo I have obtained a stationary electrical wave, a wave reflected from afar.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrestr...
The 16 X 420X 1M tubes create 1.5hz, 1/4 of the natural 8hz Shumann waves
Stairwell connected to the long island aquifer for external power generation?
1954 patent for sending tv signals through the water?
1000 krypton vacuum tubes fit and to be installed atop the 68 ft copper coil to harness the excess EMF
Tesla wanted his tower to be high to increase the voltage at the top. 40K at 186 ft. He wanted 500 ft. He wanted to create an
artificial lightning in the tower. In the discharge tube of a natural flash , the temperature rises to 30 000 ° C. Tesla did not want to
manage such high temperatures because it is a waste of energy. Wanted to use vacuum tube capacitors atop the copper coil filled
with Krypton.
High Tension Radiant Beams, Teleforce
Action at a Distance, Levitation with Sound Waves
Each of these fields, the electric and the magnetic, exhibits two-dimensional transverse wave behavior, just like the waves on a
string.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transver...
http://www.rexresearch.com/teslamt/tm...
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Chris Edwards
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gUvZdxG5jNo
Discovery Channel looking for the Wardenclyffe system solution + Underground tunnels solved; published by Tesla Leaks on May
27th 2014, along with the Tesla Leaks blog; the week before the Oil Price Collapse. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gUvZdxG5jNo
Published on May 27, 2014 Wardenclyffe Tower Octagonal Fractal, Golden Ratio, Fibonacci Numbers, Pythagoras Part 1. Featuring
Google CEO, Larry Page. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjsXXm... Wardenclyffe Tower base, facade and cupola are octagonal,
conic, tessellated with the circular circumference of the Earth. 16 vectors for concentric waves and built to use the Earth's
Schumann frequency of 8Hz. Wardenclyffe octagon base is 96ft but conic. Wardenclyffe copper, gold octagon cupola 64 Ft, conic.
Spiral staircase 12 Ft square and conic. It could be square or have an infinite number of faces, that is conic. Octagonal outer shell of
Wardenclyffe is conic. To create the mathematically perfect pressure, singularity point onto the earth- Leonardo DaVinci

Tesla said ""If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 and 9, then you would have a key to the universe.
U.S. Supreme Cour June 21, 1943, Case No. 369, overturned Marconi's basic patent for the invention of radio and confirmed
Tesla's longitudinal wave function.
As we look at the six original Solfeggio frequencies, using the Pythagorean method, we find the base or root vibrational numbers are
3,6, & 9.
Eric P Dollard - Supernatural Power of Music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_DiY...
Leonardo Davinci's work on the Octagon
Flower of Life Octagon, Vitruvian Man Octagon, Chinese Octagon, Rubik's Cube Octagon Math
Kepler, Harmonics Mundi, Tessellation, Honeycombs
Kepler, believed that every planet of Solar system "play music" on their circumsolar orbits.
16 iron tubes, octagonal vectored, buried 300 (official) to 420 feet, transverse to Earth surface
Explains pie/2 x c for conic electro-harmonic waves in resonance
Tesla Coil air-chord transformer for the harmonics
120 (official) to 500 foot ceramic, octagonal, mathematically telescopic, stairwell, 12 feet square
http://www.teslascience.org/pages/twp...
Superconductivity cold temperature patent
Tesla disc turbine's for the pump action, pressure in stairwell
Demonstrated fluid dynamics with fountain patents
Spark gap between raised brass ball & ground, hydrogen, krypton gas
Artificial lightning in spark gap
Pumps the pressurized water in the staircase, reciprocating engine
Tritium creation from star water
Star water, super-critical water, fire water
Spark gap transformer
Sending returning current of ions from star water creation to the ionosphere
Top copper coil create the high tension radiant, 64 foot octagon, 3, 6, 9 radius
Sending low frequency waves, harmonics, 16X 22.5 deg octagon vectors for a sphere

There is a supposition that the so-called "Shumann waves", these are waves of 7,8 Hz frequency, which form a field of standing
waves in the space between ionosphere of the Earth and its surface. Since these waves have a big length (38 000 km), then
transmission takes place immediately.
16 concentric waves on a sphere using the 16 transverse, earth octagon vectored tubes
Two vectors, x and y, in an inner product space, V, are orthogonal if their inner product is zero.
The discovery of the stationary terrestrial waves
Exactly as the sound, so an electrical wave is reflected, and the same evidence which is afforded by an echo is offered by an
electrical phenomenon known as a "stationary" wave — that is, a wave with fixed nodal and ventral regions. Instead of sending
sound-vibrations toward a distant wall, I have sent electrical vibrations toward the remote boundaries of the earth, and instead of the
wall the earth has replied. In place of an echo I have obtained a stationary electrical wave, a wave reflected from afar.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrestr...
The 16 X 420X 1M tubes create 1.5hz, 1/4 of the natural 8hz Shumann waves
Stairwell connected to the long island aquifer for external power generation?
1954 patent for sending tv signals through the water?
1000 krypton vacuum tubes fit and to be installed atop the 68 ft copper coil to harness the excess EMF
Tesla wanted his tower to be high to increase the voltage at the top. 40K at 186 ft. He wanted 500 ft. He wanted to create an
artificial lightning in the tower. In the discharge tube of a natural flash , the temperature rises to 30 000 ° C. Tesla did not want to
manage such high temperatures because it is a waste of energy. Wanted to use vacuum tube capacitors atop the copper coil filled
with Krypton.
High Tension Radiant Beams, Teleforce
Action at a Distance, Levitation with Sound Waves
Each of these fields, the electric and the magnetic, exhibits two-dimensional transverse wave behavior, just like the waves on a
string.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transver...
http://www.rexresearch.com/teslamt/tm...
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical
Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened
up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent
confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger
https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE
by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to

transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,
it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to
utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.
As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays
vertically.
These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect
insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio
communication.
We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases,
therefore the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as
applied to radio communication.
But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of
shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light. It is unreasonable
to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our
atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization.
It will now be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have
the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred
miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars.
Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal
arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy
can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting
to the pair of conductors.
This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting
atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be
utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving
vehicles.
Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then
why not make connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity.
In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the
generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy.
Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten
miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of
these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering.

The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation
period.
By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic
connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam.
An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the
receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going.
Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on.
This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on the
roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city.
Rather its benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the
power hundreds or thousands of miles.
Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air strata
reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the
air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to
cause rain or to prevent it.
Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being
connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the power circuit and filtered out at the
receiver?
There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments
in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by
the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the
electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing?
And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to
give it a trial.
And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental
station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final
mastery of all matter by man.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/?
type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks
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Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical
Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened
up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent
confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger
https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE
by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to

transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,
it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to
utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.
As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays
vertically.
These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect
insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio
communication.
We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases,
therefore the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as
applied to radio communication.
But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of
shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light. It is unreasonable
to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our
atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization.
It will now be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have
the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred
miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars.
Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal
arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy
can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting
to the pair of conductors.
This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting
atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be
utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving
vehicles.
Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then
why not make connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity.
In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the
generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy.
Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten
miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of
these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering.

The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation
period.
By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic
connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam.
An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the
receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going.
Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on.
This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on the
roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city.
Rather its benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the
power hundreds or thousands of miles.
Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air strata
reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the
air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to
cause rain or to prevent it.
Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being
connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the power circuit and filtered out at the
receiver?
There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments
in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by
the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the
electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing?
And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to
give it a trial.
And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental
station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final
mastery of all matter by man.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/?
type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks
Jan 2, 2018, 9:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o
#real #death #ray #high #tension #radiant #beams #teleforce Teleforce: the Real "DEATH RAY" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o and HTRB in the Tesla FBI File by George Herbert Walker Scherff: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c
Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical
Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened
up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent
confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance by HIGH
TENSION RADIANT BEAMS (Teleforce) https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by
John Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 --- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE by Thomas
W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920

Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
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Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o
#real #death #ray #high #tension #radiant #beams #teleforce Teleforce: the Real "DEATH RAY" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o and HTRB in the Tesla FBI File by George Herbert Walker Scherff: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c
Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical
Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened
up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent
confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance by HIGH
TENSION RADIANT BEAMS (Teleforce) https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by
John Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 --- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE by Thomas
W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
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Jan 2, 2018, 9:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
#negative #resistance #high #tension #radiant #beams #teleforce Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing
WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of
Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published
the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C
Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance by HIGH TENSION RADIANT BEAMS (Teleforce)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger
https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- Teleforce: https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o and HTRB in the Tesla FBI File by
George Herbert Walker Scherff: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c --- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW
POSSIBLE by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous

other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,
it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to
utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.
As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays
vertically.
These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect
insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio
communication.
We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases,
therefore the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as
applied to radio communication.
But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of
shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light. It is unreasonable
to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our
atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization.
It will now be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have
the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred
miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars.
Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal
arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy
can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting
to the pair of conductors.
This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting
atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be
utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving
vehicles.
Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then
why not make connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity.
In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the
generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy.
Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten
miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of
these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering.
The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation
period.

By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic
connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam.
An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the
receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going.
Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on.
This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on the
roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city.
Rather its benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the
power hundreds or thousands of miles.
Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air strata
reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the
air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to
cause rain or to prevent it.
Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being
connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the power circuit and filtered out at the
receiver?
There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments
in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by
the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the
electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing?
And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to
give it a trial.
And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental
station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final
mastery of all matter by man.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
#negative #resistance #high #tension #radiant #beams #teleforce Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing
WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of
Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published
the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C
Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance by HIGH TENSION RADIANT BEAMS (Teleforce)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger
https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- Teleforce: https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o and HTRB in the Tesla FBI File by
George Herbert Walker Scherff: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c --- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW
POSSIBLE by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous

other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,
it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to
utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.
As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays
vertically.
These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect
insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio
communication.
We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases,
therefore the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as
applied to radio communication.
But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of
shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light. It is unreasonable
to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our
atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization.
It will now be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have
the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred
miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars.
Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal
arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy
can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting
to the pair of conductors.
This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting
atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be
utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving
vehicles.
Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then
why not make connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity.
In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the
generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy.
Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten
miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of
these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering.
The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation
period.

By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic
connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam.
An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the
receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going.
Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on.
This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on the
roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city.
Rather its benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the
power hundreds or thousands of miles.
Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air strata
reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the
air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to
cause rain or to prevent it.
Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being
connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the power circuit and filtered out at the
receiver?
There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments
in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by
the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the
electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing?
And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to
give it a trial.
And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental
station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final
mastery of all matter by man.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
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http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/169136913618/herbertspencerquotes-drnikolatesla-nikola
Nikola Tesla and the True Explanation of the Photoelectric Effect “There can be no great harm in a student taking an erroneous
view, but when great minds err, the world must dearly pay for their mistakes.” –Nikola Tesla
http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/169136913618/herbertspencerquotes-drnikolatesla-nikola More by Tesla Leaks on Nikola Tesla
debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an Atom", "Ether",
"Curved Space", Nuclear Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-alberteinsteins.html?m=1
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Nikola Tesla and the True Explanation of the Photoelectric Effect “There can be no great harm in a student taking an erroneous
view, but when great minds err, the world must dearly pay for their mistakes.” –Nikola Tesla
http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/169136913618/herbertspencerquotes-drnikolatesla-nikola More by Tesla Leaks on Nikola Tesla
debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an Atom", "Ether",
"Curved Space", Nuclear Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-
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#tesla #death #ray 'Tesla has pushed the electric button" vs North Korea's "finger on the Nuke Hoax button on his desk" -- New York
Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves "My invention would make Junk of
Large Ships" - NT
https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828.622166921279012/84364874913082
7/ Tesla Leaks on Weather Warfare: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html?m=1
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#tesla #death #ray 'Would make Junk of large ships" - NT -- New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up
Hostile Warships by Electric Waves
https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828.622166921279012/84364874913082
7/ Tesla Leaks on Weather Warfare: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html?m=1
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https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=hZCsnd257w0
MIT Lec 26, Mar. 2002: Traveling Waves, Standing Waves, Nodes, Infinite Number of Resonant Frequencies, 1st, 2nd, 3rd
Harmonics, Multi-plexing, Extra Nodes in A/C System | 8.02 Electricity and Magnetism (Walter Lewin) https://m.youtube.com/watch?
v=hZCsnd257w0 MIT (Lec 01) Conservation of charge, electro-static induction, polarisation, electro-static discharges, brush
discharge, Van De Graaffe generators, Electric Force, Nuclear Forces?https://youtube.com/watch?v=Lx64cq0HeXY MIT (Lec 02)
Electric Field Lines, Superposition, Inductive Charging, Induced Dipoles https://youtube.com/watch?v=Pd9HY8iLiCA MIT (Lec 16)
Electromagnetic Induction, Non-Conservative Fields https://youtube.com/watch?v=FUUMCT7FjaI MIT (Lec 6) High-Voltage
Breakdown (highest angle of curvature, purifying metals, et Al Tesla), Lightning, Lightning Rods, Sparks - Hindenburg Disaster,
Static Charge Induced Gunshots https://youtube.com/watch?v=ww0XJUqFHXU Lect 4 - Electrostatic Potential, Electric Energy,
Equipotential Surfaces, Scalar https://youtube.com/watch?v=QpVxj3XrLgk
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Tesla Leaks YouTube 2016-2018: https://youtube.com/channel/UCrqeGse0Nvji2LU1vykaaEQ YouTube 2012-2015:
https://youtube.com/user/NikolaTesla3327 Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ Website: http://teslaleaks.com/ Facebook:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation: http://Facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
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https://youtube.com/channel/UCrqeGse0Nvji2LU1vykaaEQ
Tesla Leaks YouTube 2016-2018: https://youtube.com/channel/UCrqeGse0Nvji2LU1vykaaEQ YouTube 2012-2015:
https://youtube.com/user/NikolaTesla3327 Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ Website: http://teslaleaks.com/ Facebook:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation: http://Facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=9JVGlx7QkPI
Published by Tesla Leaks: "Pure Voltage has no Resistance" Zero Resistance Superconductivity by Nikola Tesla & Michael Jackson
ft 2000 Watts. Death Rays, Music Phenomena, Logic Gates, Remote Control, Feedback, Overloading, Negative Resistance, Dolby
Multi-plexing, Submarine detection, Project ULF, Project Invisibility, Wireless Power + Wardenclyffe Tower technology
https://youtube.com/watch?v=9JVGlx7QkPI -- Electrons and liquid helium advance understanding of zero-resistance
https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-electrons-liquid-helium-advance-zero-resistance.html Physicists discover new properties of
superconductivity https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-physicists-properties-superconductivity.html The Earth gives us Amperages,
while the Sky gives you Voltage http://YouTube.com/watch?v=LLYRD9X97GU -- Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire
ground return https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-wire_earth_return
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=hZCsnd257w0
MIT Lec 26, Mar. 2002: Traveling Waves, Standing Waves, Nodes, Infinite Number of Resonant Frequencies, Harmonics, Multiplexing, Extra Nodes in A/C System | 8.02 Electricity and Magnetism (Walter Lewin) https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=hZCsnd257w0
MIT (Lec 01) Conservation of charge, electro-static induction, polarisation, electro-static discharges, brush discharge, Van De
Graaffe generators, Electric Force, Nuclear Forces?https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Lx64cq0HeXY MIT (Lec 02) Electric Field
Lines, Superposition, Inductive Charging, Induced Dipoles https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Pd9HY8iLiCA MIT (Lec 16)
Electromagnetic Induction, Non-Conservative Fields https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=FUUMCT7FjaI MIT (Lec 6) High-Voltage
Breakdown (highest angle of curvature, purifying metals, et Al Tesla), Lightning, Lightning Rods, Sparks - Hindenburg Disaster,
Static Charge Induced Gunshots https://youtube.com/watch?v=ww0XJUqFHXU
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Published by Tesla Leaks: "Pure Voltage has no Resistance" Zero Resistance Superconductivity by Nikola Tesla & Michael Jackson
ft 2000 Watts. Death Rays, Music Phenomena, Logic Gates, Remote Control, Feedback, Overloading, Negative Resistance, Dolby
Multi-plexing, Submarine detection, Project ULF, Project Invisibility, Wireless Power + Wardenclyffe Tower technology
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=9JVGlx7QkPI -- Electrons and liquid helium advance understanding of zero-resistance
https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-electrons-liquid-helium-advance-zero-resistance.html Physicists discover new properties of
superconductivity https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-physicists-properties-superconductivity.html -- The Earth gives us Amperages,
while the Sky gives you Voltage http://YouTube.com/watch?v=LLYRD9X97GU -- Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire
ground return https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-wire_earth_return
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Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=hZCsnd257w0
MIT Lec 26, Mar. 2002: Traveling Waves, Standing Waves, Nodes, Infinite Number of Resonant Frequencies, Harmonics, Multiplexing, Extra Nodes in A/C Systems | 8.02 Electricity and Magnetism (Walter Lewin) https://m.youtube.com/watch?
v=hZCsnd257w0 MIT (Lec 01) Conservation of charge, electro-static induction, polarisation, electro-static discharges, brush
discharge, Van De Graaffe generators, Electric Force, Nuclear Forces?https://youtube.com/watch?v=Lx64cq0HeXY MIT (Lec 02)
Electric Field Lines, Superposition, Inductive Charging, Induced Dipoles https://youtube.com/watch?v=Pd9HY8iLiCA MIT (Lec 16)
Electromagnetic Induction, Non-Conservative Fields https://youtube.com/watch?v=FUUMCT7FjaI MIT (Lec 6) High-Voltage
Breakdown (highest angle of curvature, purifying metals, et Al Tesla), Lightning, Lightning Rods, Sparks - Hindenburg Disaster,
Static Charge Induced Gunshots https://youtube.com/watch?v=ww0XJUqFHXU Lect 4 - Electrostatic Potential, Electric Energy,
Equipotential Surfaces, Scalar https://youtube.com/watch?v=QpVxj3XrLgk
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https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=hZCsnd257w0
MIT Lec 26, Mar. 2002: Traveling Waves, Standing Waves, Nodes, Infinite Number of Resonant Frequencies, Harmonics, Multiplexing, Extra Nodes in A/C System | 8.02 Electricity and Magnetism (Walter Lewin) https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=hZCsnd257w0
MIT (Lec 01) Conservation of charge, electro-static induction, polarisation, electro-static discharges, brush discharge, Van De
Graaffe generators, Electric Force, Nuclear Forces?https://youtube.com/watch?v=Lx64cq0HeXY MIT (Lec 02) Electric Field Lines,
Superposition, Inductive Charging, Induced Dipoles https://youtube.com/watch?v=Pd9HY8iLiCA MIT (Lec 16) Electromagnetic
Induction, Non-Conservative Fields https://youtube.com/watch?v=FUUMCT7FjaI MIT (Lec 6) High-Voltage Breakdown (highest
angle of curvature, purifying metals, et Al Tesla), Lightning, Lightning Rods, Sparks - Hindenburg Disaster, Static Charge Induced
Gunshots https://youtube.com/watch?v=ww0XJUqFHXU Lect 4 - Electrostatic Potential, Electric Energy, Equipotential Surfaces,
Scalar https://youtube.com/watch?v=QpVxj3XrLgk
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MIT Lec 26, Mar. 2002: Traveling Waves, Standing Waves, Nodes, Infinite Number of Resonant Frequencies, 1st, 2nd, 3rd
Harmonics, Multi-plexing, Extra Nodes in A/C System | 8.02 Electricity and Magnetism (Walter Lewin) https://m.youtube.com/watch?
v=hZCsnd257w0 MIT (Lec 01) Conservation of charge, electro-static induction, polarisation, electro-static discharges, brush
discharge, Van De Graaffe generators, Electric Force, Nuclear Forces?https://youtube.com/watch?v=Lx64cq0HeXY MIT (Lec 02)
Electric Field Lines, Superposition, Inductive Charging, Induced Dipoles https://youtube.com/watch?v=Pd9HY8iLiCA MIT (Lec 16)
Electromagnetic Induction, Non-Conservative Fields https://youtube.com/watch?v=FUUMCT7FjaI MIT (Lec 6) High-Voltage
Breakdown (highest angle of curvature, purifying metals, et Al Tesla), Lightning, Lightning Rods, Sparks - Hindenburg Disaster,
Static Charge Induced Gunshots https://youtube.com/watch?v=ww0XJUqFHXU Lect 4 - Electrostatic Potential, Electric Energy,
Equipotential Surfaces, Scalar https://youtube.com/watch?v=QpVxj3XrLgk
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The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 -- The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray"
https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- Tesla
Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- More at the Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation:
http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
#death #ray This post written by Tesla Leaks deserves a re-post. It's blocked by Discovery Channel, Tesla Universe, Tesla Science
Center at Wardenclyffe and others. PDF & Cover of Nikola Tesla article on the "UV Death Ray" from "Powered by Wireless" March
1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) article containing Tesla's hard to find last Electrical
Experimenter publication on Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in
the Ionosphere for Wireless Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea.
https://facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/ -- March
1920 Electrical Experimenter (PDF) https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/936960246441734/ -- Electrical Experimenter
June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product
of labors extending through years, having for their chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to
mankind than mere industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 -- The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray"
https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- Tesla
Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- More at the Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation:
http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
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Chris Edwards wrote on a timeline.
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PDF & Cover of Nikola Tesla last article on the "UV Death Ray" from "Powered by Wireless" March 1920 Electrical Experimenter
renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) article containing Tesla's hard to find last Electrical Experimenter publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea.
https://facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/ -- March
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June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product
of labors extending through years, having for their chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to
mankind than mere industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray"
https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More
at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ More at the Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation:
http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
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renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) article containing Tesla's hard to find last Electrical Experimenter publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea.
https://facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/ -- March
1920 Electrical Experimenter (PDF) https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/936960246441734/ -- Electrical Experimenter
June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product
of labors extending through years, having for their chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to
mankind than mere industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray"
https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More
at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ More at the Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation:
http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
Jan 1, 2018, 1:48 AM
Chris Edwards
Updated Jan 1, 2018, 1:29 AM
Jan 1, 2018, 1:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Yz9RoCDpqqA
Vinyasi's latest on Nikola Tesla: Were the Twelve Tubes in Nikola Tesla's Pierce Arrow 1931 EV Experiment Vacuum Capacitors?
Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Yz9RoCDpqqA Tesla's Pierce-Arrow Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Overunity, or Free Energy, is a Wave Composed of a Fixed Amount of Energy over a Compressed Duration
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qhgpHCXswCU 911 via Transmutation of Iron & Microwaving of Concrete (with added
Uranium/Tritium) https://youtube.com/watch?v=djRCsQ5PTCo Mechanical and Electrical Oscillations of Constant Period (Air-

Pendulum) - Tesla's Special Generator, pt1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=4WkQgMpHNj8 Mechanical and Electrical Oscillations of
Constant Period - Tesla's Special Generator, pt2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ij1MGX5tFHE Nikola Tesla's "Tubes of Force"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=rtUYIiR9S0E "Capacitive Inductance" for the Wardenclyffe Cupola using Tesla's Apparatus for the
Utilization of Radiant Energy https://youtube.com/watch?v=mWe-Tf_MrYk "Virutal Ground" for Tesla's Apparatus for the Utilization
of Radiant Energy https://youtube.com/watch?v=7bpkoMWiIjE
Jan 1, 2018, 12:46 AM
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Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Yz9RoCDpqqA Tesla's Pierce-Arrow Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Overunity, or Free Energy, is a Wave Composed of a Fixed Amount of Energy over a Compressed Duration
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qhgpHCXswCU 911 via Transmutation of Iron & Microwaving of Concrete (with added
Uranium/Tritium) https://youtube.com/watch?v=djRCsQ5PTCo Mechanical and Electrical Oscillations of Constant Period (AirPendulum) - Tesla's Special Generator, pt1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=4WkQgMpHNj8 Mechanical and Electrical Oscillations of
Constant Period - Tesla's Special Generator, pt2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ij1MGX5tFHE Nikola Tesla's "Tubes of Force"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=rtUYIiR9S0E "Capacitive Inductance" for the Wardenclyffe Cupola using Tesla's Apparatus for the
Utilization of Radiant Energy https://youtube.com/watch?v=mWe-Tf_MrYk "Virutal Ground" for Tesla's Apparatus for the Utilization
of Radiant Energy https://youtube.com/watch?v=7bpkoMWiIjE
Updated Jan 1, 2018, 12:42 AM
Jan 1, 2018, 12:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
From Jan 2, 2018, 7:00 PM to Jan 2, 2018, 8:00 PM
#tesla #discovery #channel #live #chat #stream #event Join the Tesla Universe Event: Discovery Channel "Tesla Death Ray, A
Murder De-Classified" Viewing Party Live Online on Facebook http://facebook.com/events/1286484058123041/ -- Tesla Leaks
Murder Investigation: http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
Dec 31, 2017, 10:35 PM
Chris Edwards
From Jan 2, 2018, 7:00 PM to Jan 2, 2018, 8:00 PM
#tesla #discovery #channel #live #chat #stream #event Join the Tesla Universe Event: Discovery Channel "Tesla Death Ray, A
Murder De-Classified" Viewing Party Live Online on Facebook http://facebook.com/events/1286484058123041/ -- Tesla Leaks
Murder Investigation: http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
Updated Dec 31, 2017, 10:24 PM
Dec 31, 2017, 10:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://presstv.com/Detail/2017/12/03/544356/Iran-AEOI-Asghar-Zarean-nuclear-batteries
The Murders of Inventors involved with "Atomic/Nuclear Batteries"; Nikola Tesla's Radium Battery for his 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car;
Nuclear batteries that last for 50 years and are fully contained; Radium Cancer Therapy; Ion-Therapy (et al John G Trump (MIT))
Dec 3, 2017 Iran joined the club of countries that produces NanoTritium betavoltaic thumb-sized nuclear batteries;
http://presstv.com/Detail/2017/12/03/544356/Iran-AEOI-Asghar-Zarean-nuclear-batteries -- Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow
https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o -- Atomic Battery on Youtube: https://youtube.com/watch?v=KNVvOFv1-1w Nuclear
Batteries and Radioisotopes https://books.google.com/books?
id=Y7DLDAAAQBAJ&pg=PA35&lpg=PA35&dq=nuclear+battery+radium -- Oct 4, 2002 The Strange Life and Stranger Death of Paul
Brown: The author had known Brown since 1983, when Brown was working on another invention, a Resonant nuclear-powered
battery (Nucell US Patent # 4,835,433) that would last 25 years. http://autoweek.com/article/car-news/strange-life-and-strangerdeath-paul-brown-case-another-smart-guy-doing-dumb-thing http://rexresearch.com/nucell/nucell.htm -- Dec 5, 2007 Free-Energy
Battery Inventor Killed at Airport? https://pesn.com/2007/12/05/9500463_self-powered_battery_inventor_dead/ -- My Great Great
Aunt discovered Francium and it killed her https://nytimes.com/2014/12/07/magazine/my-great-great-aunt-discovered-francium-andit-killed-her.html Radium is alleged to "Cure Cancer" http://blog.nyhistory.org/get-me-a-radium-highball-new-york-and-the-radiumcraze/ -- Poster for the \'only x-ray radium surgery [that] ever cured cancer\' from the United States Public Health Service, 1940.
Courtesy National Library of Congress: http://alamy.com/stock-photo-poster-for-the-only-x-ray-radium-surgery-that-ever-curedcancer-from-132769579.html Radium 223 is a mildly radioactive form of the metal radium. It used to be called Alpharadin and now
has the brand name Xofigo (pronounced zoh-fee-go). Doctors use radium 223 to treat prostate cancers that have spread to the
bones. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_radiation_therapy --The American Journal of Roentgenology, Radium Therapy and

Nuclear 1922 https://books.google.com/books?id=c4k1AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA393&lpg=PA393&dq=nuclear+battery+radium -https://books.google.com/books?id=c4k1AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA393&lpg=PA393&dq=nuclear+battery+radium -- The first DCNB was
built by Moseley in 1913 with radium-226.43 The radium isotope was placed in the center of a sphere (see Figure 2.12). The inner
surface of the sphere was covered by silver and served as a high voltage electrode. citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?
doi=10.1.1.907.7330&rep=rep1&type=pdf -- New York Times, July 11, 1937. —Inventor, 81, Tube to Produce Radium Copiously
and Cheaply. Tesla to produce radium in unlimited quantity for $1 a pound were announced by Dr. Nikola Tesla yesterday at a
luncheon on his eighty-first birthday at which he wee honored with high orders from the Yugoslav and Czechoslovak Governments.
Dr. Tesla, whose discoveries in electrical science have won for him recognition as the father of modern methods of generating and
distributing electrical energy, asserted his "absolute" belief that he would win the Pierre Guzman prize of the Institute of France for
his discovery relating to the interstellar transmission of energy. Following his annual custom, Dr. Tesla played host to a group of
newspaper men at his birthday luncheon at the Hotel New Yorker and issued the announcement of his discoveries of the last year.
No apparatus or sketches were shown, but Dr. Tesla said in announcing perfection of the principle of a new tube, which he said
would make it possible to smash the atom and produce cheap radium, that he would be able to give a demonstration in 'only a little
time. http://tfcbooks.com/teslafaq/q&a_011.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
(Doc in Back to the Future put a (Yellow Uranium) Banana, Aluminum Can & Alcohol in his Atomic Reactor for the flying car. Those
are the common materials used in some Nuclear reactors.) https://youtube.com/watch?v=Psxktpxkc6o (The Bat-Mobile for Bat-Man
came with an Atomic Battery, Tesla Turbine's for Speed) http://3.bp.blogspot.com/FRqBQenY6J8/UTadwYyt8OI/AAAAAAAAGlw/4ft1QSDoJOs/s1600/Eaglemoss_1966_Batmobile_7.JPG
Dec 31, 2017, 9:01 PM
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Courtesy National Library of Congress: http://alamy.com/stock-photo-poster-for-the-only-x-ray-radium-surgery-that-ever-curedcancer-from-132769579.html Radium 223 is a mildly radioactive form of the metal radium. It used to be called Alpharadin and now
has the brand name Xofigo (pronounced zoh-fee-go). Doctors use radium 223 to treat prostate cancers that have spread to the
bones. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_radiation_therapy --The American Journal of Roentgenology, Radium Therapy and
Nuclear 1922 https://books.google.com/books?id=c4k1AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA393&lpg=PA393&dq=nuclear+battery+radium -https://books.google.com/books?id=c4k1AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA393&lpg=PA393&dq=nuclear+battery+radium -- The first DCNB was
built by Moseley in 1913 with radium-226.43 The radium isotope was placed in the center of a sphere (see Figure 2.12). The inner
surface of the sphere was covered by silver and served as a high voltage electrode. citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?
doi=10.1.1.907.7330&rep=rep1&type=pdf -- New York Times, July 11, 1937. —Inventor, 81, Tube to Produce Radium Copiously
and Cheaply. Tesla to produce radium in unlimited quantity for $1 a pound were announced by Dr. Nikola Tesla yesterday at a
luncheon on his eighty-first birthday at which he wee honored with high orders from the Yugoslav and Czechoslovak Governments.
Dr. Tesla, whose discoveries in electrical science have won for him recognition as the father of modern methods of generating and
distributing electrical energy, asserted his "absolute" belief that he would win the Pierre Guzman prize of the Institute of France for
his discovery relating to the interstellar transmission of energy. Following his annual custom, Dr. Tesla played host to a group of
newspaper men at his birthday luncheon at the Hotel New Yorker and issued the announcement of his discoveries of the last year.
No apparatus or sketches were shown, but Dr. Tesla said in announcing perfection of the principle of a new tube, which he said
would make it possible to smash the atom and produce cheap radium, that he would be able to give a demonstration in 'only a little

time. http://tfcbooks.com/teslafaq/q&a_011.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
(Doc in Back to the Future put a (Yellow Uranium) Banana, Aluminum Can & Alcohol in his Atomic Reactor for the flying car. Those
are the common materials used in some Nuclear reactors.) https://youtube.com/watch?v=Psxktpxkc6o (The Bat-Mobile for Bat-Man
came with an Atomic Battery, Tesla Turbine's for Speed) http://3.bp.blogspot.com/FRqBQenY6J8/UTadwYyt8OI/AAAAAAAAGlw/4ft1QSDoJOs/s1600/Eaglemoss_1966_Batmobile_7.JPG
Updated Dec 31, 2017, 8:56 PM
Dec 31, 2017, 8:56 PM
Chris Edwards
http://scmp.com/news/china/society/article/2125267/chinese-cities-vie-harness-energy-powers-sun
January 1st 2018 Is "Nicola Tesla's" Helium/Hydrogen "Fusion" a reality? Dec 26, 2017 South China Morning Post Chinese cities vie
to harness the energy that powers the sun! http://scmp.com/news/china/society/article/2125267/chinese-cities-vie-harness-energypowers-sun New calculations may finally make Fusion a reality https://futurism.com/calculations-fusion-energy-reality/ Nicola Tesla's
"Fusion" referred to at the Patent office filed under the name "Nicola Tesla" uses a variation of Tesla Coils & High Frequency
Generators; considered a 100% efficient "perpetual motion machine". Tesla Leaks - "Nicola Tesla" Missing Patents & Inventions
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html "Cold Hydrogen Fusion"
http://google.com/patents/DE102017000657A1 and "Long distance, high energy, standing, electrical wireless Power transmission"
https://google.com/patents/DE102017000656A1 are the latest "Alleged perpetual motion machine" patent office common
classification H02N 11/00 approval's in July 2017 referring to Nikola Tesla's Nov. 5th 1901 'Apparatus for the Utilization of radiant
energy https://google.com/patents/US685957
Updated Dec 31, 2017, 8:14 PM
Dec 31, 2017, 8:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
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Dec 31, 2017, 8:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nytimes.com/2012/07/31/opinion/corn-for-food-not-fuel.html
#ethanol #treeburning #considered #renewable #hoax #leaded #gasoline The Ethanol Hoax includes the fact that enough Food to
feed every person in the U.S., is used in the 4.2 Billion gallons of Ethanol produced as "renewable energy / credits". Ethanol gets
Billions per year in subsidies. Ethanol destroys your ICE engine. Ethanol is not a good replacement for leaded Gasoline. Old "leaded
gasoline" eliminated engine knock, did not ruin your engine, could produce 150 Octane; the "sources" at Wikipedia for the "toxicity"
for leaded gasoline is -broken- and does not exist. Instead with Ethanol, you are using 2X the amount of Gasoline needed for the
same motive power. http://nytimes.com/2012/07/31/opinion/corn-for-food-not-fuel.html Jan 1st 2018 Iowa has record Ethanol
production http://kcrg.com/content/news/Iowa-has-record-ethanol-production-467119703.html -- May 1, 2007 How Biofuels Could
Starve the Poor - New York Times - In the United States, the growth of the biofuel industry has triggered increases not only in the
prices of corn, oilseeds, and other grains but also in the prices of seemingly unrelated crops and products. The use of land to grow
corn to feed the ethanol maw is reducing the acreage devoted to other crops. http://nytimes.com/2012/07/31/opinion/corn-for-foodnot-fuel.html -- In 2007, the U.S. Congress enacted Renewable Fuel Standard Provision (RFS2), which aims to decrease the carbon
footprint related to transportation by increasing domestic production of renewable fuels. The RFS set a goal for the United States to
produce 36 billion gallons of liquid biofuels per year. April 20th 2017 Wood: The Lethal Renewable Energy Swindle - Forbes
https://forbes.com/sites/bjornlomborg/2017/04/20/wood-the-lethal-renewable-energy-swindle/ Jan 16th 2013 What’s to like about
ethanol? It can ruin car engines, it’s bad for the environment, and it raises taxes, gas and food prices
http://aei.org/publication/whats-to-like-about-ethanol-it-can-ruin-car-engines-its-bad-for-the-environment-and-it-raises-taxes-gas-

and-food-prices/ Tetraethyllead - The United States Environmental Protection Agency, FAA, and others are working on economically
feasible replacements for leaded gasoline (but have found none) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetraethyllead
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Starve the Poor - New York Times - In the United States, the growth of the biofuel industry has triggered increases not only in the
prices of corn, oilseeds, and other grains but also in the prices of seemingly unrelated crops and products. The use of land to grow
corn to feed the ethanol maw is reducing the acreage devoted to other crops. http://nytimes.com/2012/07/31/opinion/corn-for-foodnot-fuel.html -- In 2007, the U.S. Congress enacted Renewable Fuel Standard Provision (RFS2), which aims to decrease the carbon
footprint related to transportation by increasing domestic production of renewable fuels. The RFS set a goal for the United States to
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Updated Dec 31, 2017, 7:10 PM
Dec 31, 2017, 7:10 PM
Chris Edwards updated his status.
Dec 29th 2017 Russia's successful testing of invisibility cloak-like material will set in motion for the development of optical
camouflage technology for Aircraft. https://sputniknews.com/military/201712281060381285-russia-cloak-invisibility-fund/
Dec 31, 2017, 6:32 PM
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur_National_Monument
#echo #park #dam #conspiracy #dinosaurs #hoax Hydro-electric power has been banned on the Colorado River because of the
Dinosaur National Monument, (a rock tooth), since 1915. If you believe in Dinosaurs, you believe in BANNING low-cost HydroElectric power, cheap back-up power, 24/7 power, free water, irrigation, flood control, boating, fishing etc. -- Echo Park Dam
Controversy -- U.S. Bureau of Reclamation plans for a ten-dam, billion dollar Colorado River Storage Project began to arouse
opposition in the early 1950s when it was announced that one of the proposed dams would be at Echo Park, in the middle of
Dinosaur National Monument. The controversy assumed major proportions, dominating conservation politics for years. David
Brower, executive director of the Sierra Club, and Howard Zahniser of The Wilderness Society led an unprecedented nationwide
campaign to preserve the free-flowing rivers and scenic canyons of the Green and Yampa Rivers. They argued that, if a national
monument was not safe from development, how could any wildland be kept intact?[citation needed]
On the other side of the argument were powerful members of Congress from western states, who were committed to the project in
order to secure water rights, obtain cheap hydroelectric power and develop reservoirs as tourist destinations. After much debate,
Congress settled on a compromise that eliminated Echo Park Dam and authorized the rest of the project. The Colorado River
Storage Project Act became law on April 11, 1956. It stated, ""“that no dam or reservoir constructed under the authorization of the
Act shall be within any National Park or Monument.”""[citation needed]
Historians view the Echo Park Dam controversy as signaling the start of an era that includes major conservationist political
successes such as the Wilderness Act and the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.[citation needed]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur_National_Monument
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
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"Death Ray" cartoon artwork was sold with a letter from Rear Admiral C.C. Bloch of the US Navy addressed to Dr. Whitney, head of
the research lab at General Electric, enquiring about the "death ray." The artwork and letter fetched $4,000.
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https://nytimes.com/2017/12/30/technology/nikola-tesla.html
Dec 30 2017 Tesla the Car Is a Household Name. Long Ago, So Was Nikola Tesla.
https://nytimes.com/2017/12/30/technology/nikola-tesla.html
Updated Dec 30, 2017, 12:57 PM
Dec 30, 2017, 12:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://www.google.com/patents/DE102017000656A1?cl=en.
tesla #perpetual #motion #machine #wireless Latest "Alleged perpetual motion machine" patent office common classification H02N
11/00 approval's in July 2017 referring to Nikola Tesla's Nov. 5th 1901 'Apparatus for the Utilization of radiant energy' for "Cold
Hydrogen Fusion" and "Long distance, high energy, standing, electrical wireless Power transmission".
https://www.google.com/patents/DE102017000656A1?cl=en. -- July 2017 Fusion devices and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion
(Wardenclyffe underground superonductive magnifying transmission using natural charge-separation)
http://google.com/patents/DE102017000657A1 -- Tesla's Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy. Patent #US685957A
https://www.google.com/patents/US685957
Dec 30, 2017, 7:16 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
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11/00 approval's in July 2017 referring to Nikola Tesla's Nov. 5th 1901 'Apparatus for the Utilization of radiant energy' for "Cold
Hydrogen Fusion" and "Long distance, high energy, standing, electrical wireless Power transmission".
https://www.google.com/patents/DE102017000656A1?cl=en. -- July 2017 Fusion devices and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion
(Wardenclyffe underground superonductive magnifying transmission using natural charge-separation)
http://google.com/patents/DE102017000657A1 -- Tesla's Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy. Patent #US685957A
https://www.google.com/patents/US685957
Dec 30, 2017, 2:19 AM
Chris Edwards
https://youtu.be/PJEaGwShzhQ
Nov 17 2017 Science Channel: Secrets of the Underground. https://youtu.be/PJEaGwShzhQ
Updated Dec 29, 2017, 11:49 PM
Dec 29, 2017, 11:49 PM
Chris Edwards
Update: "Alleged perpetual motion machine" patent office common classification H02N 11/00 approval's in July 2017 referring to
Nikola Tesla's Nov. 5th 1901 'Apparatus for the Utilization of radiant energy' for "Cold Hydrogen Fusion" and "Long distance, high

energy, standing, electrical wireless Power transmission". https://www.google.com/patents/DE102017000656A1?cl=en. -- July 2017
Fusion devices and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion (Wardenclyffe underground superonductive magnifying transmission using
natural charge-separation) http://google.com/patents/DE102017000657A1 -- Tesla's Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy.
Patent #US685957A https://www.google.com/patents/US685957
Updated Dec 29, 2017, 11:26 PM
Dec 29, 2017, 11:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://www.google.com/patents/DE102017000656A1?cl=en.
tesla #perpetual #motion #machine #wireless Latest "Alleged perpetual motion machine" patent office common classification H02N
11/00 approval's in July 2017 referring to Nikola Tesla's Nov. 5th 1901 'Apparatus for the Utilization of radiant energy' for "Cold
Hydrogen Fusion" and "Long distance, high energy, standing, electrical wireless Power transmission".
https://www.google.com/patents/DE102017000656A1?cl=en. -- July 2017 Fusion devices and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion
(Wardenclyffe underground superonductive magnifying transmission using natural charge-separation)
http://google.com/patents/DE102017000657A1 -- Tesla's Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy. Patent #US685957A
https://www.google.com/patents/US685957
Dec 29, 2017, 11:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla: 'Beyond Imagination' Movie.
https://www.google.com/patents/DE102017000656A1?cl=en.
tesla #perpetual #motion #machine #wireless Latest "Alleged perpetual motion machine" patent office common classification H02N
11/00 approval's in July 2017 referring to Nikola Tesla's Nov. 5th 1901 'Apparatus for the Utilization of radiant energy' for "Cold
Hydrogen Fusion" and "Long distance, high energy, standing, electrical wireless Power transmission".
https://www.google.com/patents/DE102017000656A1?cl=en. -- July 2017 Fusion devices and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion
(Wardenclyffe underground superonductive magnifying transmission using natural charge-separation)
http://google.com/patents/DE102017000657A1 -- Tesla's Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy. Patent #US685957A
https://www.google.com/patents/US685957
Dec 29, 2017, 11:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.google.com/patents/DE102017000656A1?cl=en.
#tesla #perpetual #motion #machine #wireless Latest "Alleged perpetual motion machine" patent office common classification H02N
11/00 approval's in July 2017 referring to Nikola Tesla's Nov. 5th 1901 'Apparatus for the Utilization of radiant energy' for "Cold
Hydrogen Fusion" and "Long distance, high energy, standing, electrical wireless Power transmission".
https://www.google.com/patents/DE102017000656A1?cl=en. -- July 2017 Fusion devices and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion
(Wardenclyffe underground superonductive magnifying transmission using natural charge-separation)
http://google.com/patents/DE102017000657A1 -- Tesla's Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy. Patent #US685957A
https://www.google.com/patents/US685957
Dec 28, 2017, 5:32 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.google.com/patents/DE102017000656A1?cl=en.
#tesla #perpetual #motion #machine #wireless Latest "Alleged perpetual motion machine" patent office common classification H02N
11/00 approval's in July 2017 referring to Nikola Tesla's Nov. 5th 1901 'Apparatus for the Utilization of radiant energy' for "Cold
Hydrogen Fusion" and "Long distance, high energy, standing, electrical wireless Power transmission".
https://www.google.com/patents/DE102017000656A1?cl=en. -- July 2017 Fusion devices and methods for cold hydrogen Fusion
(Wardenclyffe underground superonductive magnifying transmission using natural charge-separation)
http://google.com/patents/DE102017000657A1 -- Tesla's Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy. Patent #US685957A
https://www.google.com/patents/US685957
Updated Dec 28, 2017, 4:56 AM
Dec 28, 2017, 4:56 AM
Chris Edwards
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1907/english_mechanic_world_of_science/nikola_tesla/tuned_lightning
#tuned #lightning March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Nikola Tesla secured
"all" patents on "Tuned Lightning", the processes, appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction,
storage, regulation, control and economic utilization. March 25th 1907, the NYSE began to plummet on panic selling leading to the
stock market crash of 1907, the bankruptcy of Westinghouse & Tesla and the bailout of the US Gov. by JP Morgan.

http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1907/english_mechanic_world_of_science/nikola_tesla/tuned_lightning
Updated Dec 28, 2017, 4:42 AM
Dec 28, 2017, 4:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1907/english_mechanic_world_of_science/nikola_tesla/tuned_lightning
March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock market crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Nikola Tesla secured "all" patents on
"Tuned Lightning", the processes, appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation,
control and economic utilization. March 25th 1907, the NYSE began to plummet on panic selling leading to the stock market crash of
1907, the bankruptcy of Westinghouse & Tesla and the bailout of the US Gov. by JP Morgan.
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1907/english_mechanic_world_of_science/nikola_tesla/tuned_lightning
Dec 28, 2017, 4:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://martinhillortiz.blogspot.com.es/2015/12/tesla-as-he-was-listed-in-trows.html
Nikola Tesla missing, misnamed patents filed under "The Tesla Electric Company". Patents describe the primary patents sold to
Westinghouse regarding how A/C Induction Motors, Generators and Transmission works.
http://martinhillortiz.blogspot.com.es/2015/12/tesla-as-he-was-listed-in-trows.html -- http://google.com/search?
tbm=pts&q=inassignee:"The Tesla Electric Company" -- Nikola Tesla Company's: 2) Tesla Electric Light & Manufacturing Company
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_Electric_Light_and_Manufacturing 3) Tesla Electro-therapeutic Co. 4) Tesla International
Propulsion Co. 5) Tesla Ozone Co. 6) Tesla Propulsion Co. 7) Tesla Nikola Co. 8) Tesla Machine Co. 9) Tesla Co, Inc. Pres.
George Herbert Walker Scherff 10) Tesla Institute http://martinhillortiz.blogspot.com.es/2015/12/tesla-as-he-was-listed-in-trows.html
Dec 28, 2017, 3:13 AM
Chris Edwards
http://martinhillortiz.blogspot.com.es/2015/12/tesla-as-he-was-listed-in-trows.html
Nikola Tesla missing, misnamed patents filed under "The Tesla Electric Company". Patents describe the primary patents sold to
Westinghouse regarding how A/C Induction Motors, Generators and Transmission works.
http://martinhillortiz.blogspot.com.es/2015/12/tesla-as-he-was-listed-in-trows.html -- http://google.com/search?
tbm=pts&q=inassignee:"The Tesla Electric Company" -- Nikola Tesla Company's: 2) Tesla Electric Light & Manufacturing Company
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_Electric_Light_and_Manufacturing 3) Tesla Electro-therapeutic Co. 4) Tesla International
Propulsion Co. 5) Tesla Ozone Co. 6) Tesla Propulsion Co. 7) Tesla Nikola Co. 8) Tesla Machine Co. 9) Tesla Co, Inc. Pres.
George Herbert Walker Scherff 10) Tesla Institute http://martinhillortiz.blogspot.com.es/2015/12/tesla-as-he-was-listed-in-trows.html
Updated Dec 28, 2017, 3:11 AM
Dec 28, 2017, 3:11 AM
Chris Edwards
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=9angvpwHOy8
There are many videos showing experiments of Wireless Power Beaming available on YouTube, most all mention either the 1964
Raytheon Microwave Helicopter experiments or the 1975 JPL Goldstone tests. The official NASA JPL Goldstone PR video alone
has over 40 thousand views on YouTube. We have something extra to add to the collection.
In the 1980's the manager of the projects, who many rightly name as "The Man Behind Microwave Power Beaming," SSI Senior
Advisor Dr. Bill Brown of Raytheon Labs, made a special version of videos of those tests featuring his own voiceover for a more
technically interested audience. The Space Studies Institute is very proud to bring this SSI Engineering classic back to the public.
Please tell others about it. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=9angvpwHOy8
Updated Dec 27, 2017, 11:50 PM
Dec 27, 2017, 11:50 PM
Chris Edwards
https://bostonglobe.com/business/2017/12/15/witricity-takes-turn-toward-electric-car-charging/jbuwKKlY4qr18j0B7PCUII/story.html
Wireless Power Update, DECEMBER 2017 (Nikola Tesla's) patent references at (MIT'S) Witricity takes a turn toward electric vehicle
charging. "the vision is that fleets of autonomous vehicles would charge this way, too.)
https://bostonglobe.com/business/2017/12/15/witricity-takes-turn-toward-electric-car-charging/jbuwKKlY4qr18j0B7PCUII/story.html
Dec 4, 2017 Graphene composite provides wireless power at your fingertips http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/tech/70625
December 8, 2017 PowerLight plans a safe method for free-space power transmission of 400-1000 watts transmitted wirelessly over
1 kilometer. using a near-infrared laser. https://geekwire.com/2017/lasermotive-makes-switch-powerlight-focuses-beaming-powerfiber/ 4 DECEMBER 2017 Norway Wärtsilä’s (1MW inductive) wireless charging of a Ferry. https://ship-

technology.com/features/wartsilas-wireless-charging-ahead-game/ November 30, 2017 NUvention: Medical "Through Table
Charger" for wearable devices and medical implants http://chicagobusiness.com/article/20171130/ISSUE01/171139998/you-maybe-recharging-your-phone-with-its-technology-right-now Dec 20, 2017 Wireless (Backscatter based) technology without batteries?
This startup is powering IoT devices - using air! https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/startups/features/wirelesstechnology-without-batteries-this-startup-is-powering-iot-devices-using-air/articleshow/62016675.cms Dec 20, 2017 AirFuel's (new
large surface-area power source) Doubles-Down on Next Generation Resonant and RF Wireless Charging Technologies for 2018
https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/airfuel-doubles-down-on-next-generation-resonant-and-rf-wireless-charging-technologies-for2018-300573750.html DECEMBER 27, 2017 Powercast said Tuesday that it's won FCC approval for its PowerSpot RF transmitter,
which can deliver over-the-air charging to electronic devices several feet away and, in some cases, as far as 80 feet (24 meters)
https://cnet.com/news/powercast-powerspot-wireless-charging-goes-long-for-consumer-gear-ces-2018/ Dec. 26, 2017 Energous
Soars 75% as It Wins FCC Approval for RF WattUp Mid Field transmitter for Wireless Power Transmission up to 15 feet
https://barrons.com/articles/energous-soars-75-as-it-wins-fcc-approval-for-wireless-power-transmission-1514323886 Dec 01 2017
Smart Glass Country Announces Wireless Powered Smart Glass for the Next Generation of Smart Homes
https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/smart-glass-country-announces-wireless-smart-glass-for-the-next-generation-of-smarthomes-300565001.html DECEMBER 12, 2017 AT&T begins testing 1GB high-speed internet over power lines
https://reuters.com/article/us-at-t-internet/att-begins-testing-high-speed-internet-over-power-lines-idUSKBN1E70GB DECEMBER
19, 2017 Israeli bus company invests millions in wireless charging electric roads http://jpost.com/Jpost-Tech/Israeli-bus-companyinvests-millions-in-wireless-charging-electric-roads-518472 December 19, 2017 Lectrifi Limited Secures Licensing Agreement To
Supply Wireless EV Charging Stations http://dailytelescope.com/pr/lectrifi-limited-secures-licensing-agreement-to-supply-wirelessev-charging-stations/33994 Dec 19 2017 Continental to unveil bi-directional, wireless charging systems at CES
http://caradvice.com.au/610364/continental-to-unveil-bi-directional-wireless-charging-systems-at-ces/
Updated Dec 27, 2017, 11:14 PM
Dec 27, 2017, 11:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://bostonglobe.com/business/2017/12/15/witricity-takes-turn-toward-electric-car-charging/jbuwKKlY4qr18j0B7PCUII/story.html
Wireless Power Update, DECEMBER 2017 (Nikola Tesla's) patent references at (MIT'S) Witricity takes a turn toward electric vehicle
charging. "the vision is that fleets of autonomous vehicles would charge this way, too."
https://bostonglobe.com/business/2017/12/15/witricity-takes-turn-toward-electric-car-charging/jbuwKKlY4qr18j0B7PCUII/story.html
Dec 4, 2017 Graphene composite provides wireless power at your fingertips http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/tech/70625
December 8, 2017 PowerLight plans a safe method for free-space power transmission of 400-1000 watts transmitted wirelessly over
1 kilometer. using a near-infrared laser. https://geekwire.com/2017/lasermotive-makes-switch-powerlight-focuses-beaming-powerfiber/ 4 DECEMBER 2017 Norway Wärtsilä’s (1MW inductive) wireless charging of a Ferry. https://shiptechnology.com/features/wartsilas-wireless-charging-ahead-game/ November 30, 2017 NUvention: Medical "Through Table
Charger" for wearable devices and medical implants http://chicagobusiness.com/article/20171130/ISSUE01/171139998/you-maybe-recharging-your-phone-with-its-technology-right-now Dec 20, 2017 Wireless (Backscatter based) technology without batteries?
This startup is powering IoT devices - using air! https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/startups/features/wirelesstechnology-without-batteries-this-startup-is-powering-iot-devices-using-air/articleshow/62016675.cms Dec 20, 2017 AirFuel's (new
large surface-area power source) Doubles-Down on Next Generation Resonant and RF Wireless Charging Technologies for 2018
https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/airfuel-doubles-down-on-next-generation-resonant-and-rf-wireless-charging-technologies-for2018-300573750.html DECEMBER 27, 2017 Powercast said Tuesday that it's won FCC approval for its PowerSpot RF transmitter,
which can deliver over-the-air charging to electronic devices several feet away and, in some cases, as far as 80 feet (24 meters)
https://cnet.com/news/powercast-powerspot-wireless-charging-goes-long-for-consumer-gear-ces-2018/ Dec. 26, 2017 Energous
Soars 75% as It Wins FCC Approval for RF WattUp Mid Field transmitter for Wireless Power Transmission up to 15 feet
https://barrons.com/articles/energous-soars-75-as-it-wins-fcc-approval-for-wireless-power-transmission-1514323886 Dec 01 2017
Smart Glass Country Announces Wireless Powered Smart Glass for the Next Generation of Smart Homes
https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/smart-glass-country-announces-wireless-smart-glass-for-the-next-generation-of-smarthomes-300565001.html DECEMBER 12, 2017 AT&T begins testing 1GB high-speed internet over power lines
https://reuters.com/article/us-at-t-internet/att-begins-testing-high-speed-internet-over-power-lines-idUSKBN1E70GB DECEMBER
19, 2017 Israeli bus company invests millions in wireless charging electric roads http://jpost.com/Jpost-Tech/Israeli-bus-companyinvests-millions-in-wireless-charging-electric-roads-518472 December 19, 2017 Lectrifi Limited Secures Licensing Agreement To
Supply Wireless EV Charging Stations http://dailytelescope.com/pr/lectrifi-limited-secures-licensing-agreement-to-supply-wirelessev-charging-stations/33994 Dec 19 2017 Continental to unveil bi-directional, wireless charging systems at CES
http://caradvice.com.au/610364/continental-to-unveil-bi-directional-wireless-charging-systems-at-ces/

Dec 27, 2017, 11:13 PM
Chris Edwards
The New York Sun July 10th 1933 Tesla proports to have debunked Einstein's Relativity. This new Unlimited power from an
untapped reservoir, to be revealed and developed with simple machines and last 500 years can (ever lasting). "So basic, that it will
undo the Einstein theory of Relativity." https://m.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1884302561882565&id=100009085196708&set=p.1884302561882565&source=47&ref=bookmarks
Updated Dec 26, 2017, 9:32 PM
Dec 26, 2017, 9:32 PM
Chris Edwards
Radio Digest July 7 1923 MAN-MADE STORMS "OLD STUFF". Says he manufactured lightning first, before GE used lightning to
destroy a Church. http://facebook.com/nikolateslaserbianinventor/photos/p.1113187948723978/1113187948723978/
Updated Dec 26, 2017, 9:10 PM
Dec 26, 2017, 9:10 PM
Chris Edwards
From Jan 2, 2018, 7:00 PM to Jan 2, 2018, 8:00 PM
TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1, Episode 1 premiered Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd
2018 https://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murder-declassified/
Updated Dec 26, 2017, 4:46 PM
Dec 26, 2017, 4:46 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murder-declassified/
#tesla #murder #declassified Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1, Episode 1 premiered
Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs at 10-11PM EST Jan 2nd 2018. http://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murderdeclassified/ Join the Tesla Universe Viewing Party Live Online on Facebook http://facebook.com/events/1286484058123041/ Tesla
Leaks Murder Investigation http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Updated Dec 26, 2017, 2:53 PM
Dec 26, 2017, 2:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murder-declassified/
#tesla #murder #declassified Rebel Genius: TESLA'S DEATH RAY: A MURDER DECLASSIFIED. Season 1, Episode 1 premiered
Dec. 22nd, full 41 minute show airs Jan 2nd 2018. https://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murder-declassified/
Tesla Leaks Murder Investigation http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 26, 2017, 2:52 PM
Chris Edwards
Dec 25th 2017 Power Prices Go Negative in Germany, a Positive for Energy Users. On Sunday, factory owners and other major
consumers were at times paid more than 50 euros, about $60, per megawatt-hour, a wholesale measure, to take power. Several
countries in Europe have experienced negative power prices, including Belgium, Britain, France, the Netherlands and Switzerland.
https://nytimes.com/2017/12/25/business/energy-environment/germany-electricity-negative-prices.html
Updated Dec 26, 2017, 3:31 AM
Dec 26, 2017, 3:31 AM
Chris Edwards
Updated Dec 26, 2017, 3:29 AM
Dec 26, 2017, 3:29 AM
Chris Edwards
https://nytimes.com/2017/12/25/business/energy-environment/germany-electricity-negative-prices.html?refere%2F
Dec 25th 2017 Power Prices Go Negative in Germany, a Positive for Energy Users
https://nytimes.com/2017/12/25/business/energy-environment/germany-electricity-negative-prices.html
Updated Dec 26, 2017, 3:17 AM
Dec 26, 2017, 3:17 AM
Chris Edwards
https://geronimosstolenbones.blogspot.com/?m=1
Raytheon Trump Bush Skull and Bones https://geronimosstolenbones.blogspot.com/
Updated Dec 26, 2017, 12:45 AM

Dec 26, 2017, 12:45 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vMWt3jgFMpc
The FBI director was warned in 1940 to protect Tesla. Days before his death, friend Louis Adamic sent a letter asking the FBI to
check up on ailing-Tesla. Hitler's bodyguard Otto Skorzeny & George Herbert Walker Scherff were allegedly looking to assassinate
Tesla. The full list of possible suspects have been posted here. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vMWt3jgFMpc The FBI interviewed
over 50 close associates named at the end of the full Tesla FBI File: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c John G Trump 8
Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 Nikola Tesla FBI File,
John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails
top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- Hitler's
Bodyguard & "Curious George" http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claimsgeorge-h-scherff-jr-was-41s -- Letters to George HW Scherff http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/ -- Louis
Adamic's letter to the FBI
http://68.media.tumblr.com/e31fd2d6ce33aa0799f1004ea11df30e/tumblr_noeghdL71X1rcocgbo1_500.png -- In Tesla's FBI File,
Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless
transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37) ((( Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, murder of inventor Nikola
Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Edison, Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, Federal Reserve Operatives,
Einstein, Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto Skorzeney, RCA/AT&amp;T,
Kenneth Seezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent
Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Otto Skorzeny, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, assistant
Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons, the Taxi Cab that ran him
over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava Kosanovich,
Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal Agents", Spies, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Bill
Gates, Steve Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese Spies, Japanese Kairetzu, ilderberg-Treffens, Rothschild Agents, Russian Oil
Oligarchs, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, "Anarchists", Walt Disney, Al Gore, International Latex Corporation, U.S.
Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, braham Spanel, the NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Referring patent
holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president
emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon
Brothers building with the Enron papers, The Terminator. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse": thing. The
rest was destroyed by a hammer by Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. Upon doing that Adam
disappeared from the Universe for 4 years and has never returned. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives for possible
evidence of the conspiracy. )))
Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigation http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 24, 2017, 6:11 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Dec 24, 2017, 4:56 PM
Dec 24, 2017, 4:56 PM
Chris Edwards
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's 1943 Assassination? FBI? (CIA, Gun?), Atlas Shrugged, 1895 Lab Fire, Self Immolation &
Castration? https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE "What's a fake death among friends?" - Sanctuary
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 "Tesla is not Dead" - Eulogy by NY Mayor LaGuardia https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RAgevN9iseM Tesla closed casket Funeral https://youtube.com/watch?v=z77sNrHB3ZU
Updated Dec 23, 2017, 12:20 PM
Dec 23, 2017, 12:20 PM
Chris Edwards
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/12/22/governor-puerto-rico-promises-revenge-republican-betrayal/
No federal money will be spent on renewables or the microgrids that could alleviate the island’s continuing struggle with nature.
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/12/22/governor-puerto-rico-promises-revenge-republican-betrayal/
Updated Dec 23, 2017, 12:04 PM
Dec 23, 2017, 12:04 PM

Chris Edwards
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=O_mYZLdXdU8
More on Nikola Tesla's Standing, Longitudinal waves, with the electrical force being 90 degrees, perpendicular to the surface of the
Earth. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=O_mYZLdXdU8
Updated Dec 23, 2017, 11:56 AM
Dec 23, 2017, 11:56 AM
Chris Edwards
Discovery’s New Series Tesla (W/T) Searches For Answers Surrounding Genius Inventor Nikola Tesla’s Death And The Mysterious
Disappearance Of His Files And Research When It Begins Airing January 2. Series Features Engineer Leading a Team Building
and Test Firing Tesla’s Most Deadly Invention: The Death Ray.
Updated Dec 22, 2017, 1:58 PM
Dec 22, 2017, 1:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Science Foundation пријатељи.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series Preview Dec 22nd, airs Jan 2 2017
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 22, 2017, 10:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Eyebrary.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series Preview Dec 22nd, airs Jan 2 2017
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 22, 2017, 10:07 AM
Chris Edwards
Google CEO at Zeitgeist describing Nikola Tesla as the Evil, Mad scientist + Tesla Patents ft Requiem for a Dream
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=iH2VGLLgTTU
Updated Dec 21, 2017, 11:56 AM
Dec 21, 2017, 11:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series Preview Dec 22nd, airs Jan 2 2017
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 21, 2017, 6:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series Preview Dec 22nd, airs Jan 2 2017
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 21, 2017, 12:10 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Investigating Inventor Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series (Exclusive) https://hollywoodreporter.com/livefeed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation by
Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 20, 2017, 11:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ANONYMOUS NETWORK.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series Preview Dec 22nd, airs Jan 2 2017
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 20, 2017, 11:11 PM

Chris Edwards
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series Preview Dec 22nd, airs Jan 2 2017
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Updated Dec 20, 2017, 10:59 PM
Dec 20, 2017, 10:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series Preview Dec 22nd, airs Jan 2 2017
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 20, 2017, 10:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Full Disclosure Now.
Dec 20, 2017, 10:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Truth is out there.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series Preview Dec 22nd, airs Jan 2 2017
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 20, 2017, 10:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Obsessed.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series Preview Dec 22nd, airs Jan 2 2017
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 20, 2017, 10:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series Preview Dec 22nd, airs Jan 2 2017
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 20, 2017, 10:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series Preview Dec 22nd, airs Jan 2 2017
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 20, 2017, 10:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Investigating Inventor Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series (Exclusive) https://hollywoodreporter.com/livefeed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation by
Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 20, 2017, 5:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Investigating Inventor Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series (Exclusive) https://hollywoodreporter.com/livefeed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation by
Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 20, 2017, 5:44 PM
Chris Edwards wrote on Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe's timeline.
Dec 20, 2017, 5:24 PM

Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Investigating Inventor Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series (Exclusive) https://hollywoodreporter.com/livefeed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation by
Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation
Dec 20, 2017, 5:23 PM
Chris Edwards
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series Preview Dec 22nd, airs Jan 2nd 2017. Tesla
(W/T) Searches For Answers Surrounding Genius Inventor Nikola Tesla’s Death And The Mysterious Disappearance Of His Files
And Research When It Begins Airing January 2
Series Features Engineer Leading a Team Building and Test Firing Tesla’s Most Deadly Invention: The Death Ray.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's
Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration? https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump,
Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE Did Nikola Tesla fake his death?
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
Updated Dec 20, 2017, 5:17 PM
Dec 20, 2017, 5:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378
Discovery Channel is Investigating Nikola Tesla's Mysterious Death in New Series airs Jan 2nd 2017. Tesla (W/T) Searches For
Answers Surrounding Tesla’s Death And The Disappearance Of His Files And Research When It Begins Airing January 2. Series
Features Engineer Leading a Team Building and Test Firing Tesla’s Most Deadly Invention: The Death Ray.
https://hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/discovery-investigating-inventor-nikola-teslas-mysterious-death-new-series-1065378 Nikola
Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks:. http://Facebook.com/Nikolateslainvestigation How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's
Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration? https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump,
Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE Did Nikola Tesla fake his death?
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
Dec 20, 2017, 5:14 PM
Chris Edwards
Patents and Inventions under the name "Nicola Tesla". His name spelt with a (C).
Updated Dec 18, 2017, 8:03 AM
Dec 18, 2017, 8:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dr Bell and Dr Ramachers re-investigated ideas about the photoelectric effect dating back to Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein when
they considered whether these ideas could be used for modern solar power -- leading to the development of this new process.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dec 15, 2017, 7:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dr Bell and Dr Ramachers re-investigated ideas about the photoelectric effect dating back to Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein when
they considered whether these ideas could be used for modern solar power -- leading to the development of this new process.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dec 15, 2017, 2:54 AM
Chris Edwards
Application of Wireless Power Transmission Systems in Wireless Capsule Endoscopy: An Overview
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4118326/
Updated Dec 14, 2017, 11:48 PM
Dec 14, 2017, 11:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.theguardian.com/science/political-science/2017/dec/14/in-10-years-time-trains-could-solar-powered

A technique (Magnetic Induction) has been devised that allows (A/C) electricity to flow directly from solar panels to electrified train
tracks to the trains (A/C Induction Motors) themselves making solar powered trains more feasible than ever before
https://www.theguardian.com/science/political-science/2017/dec/14/in-10-years-time-trains-could-solar-powered Magnetic
electrodes increase solar cell efficiency. The device is also capable of providing alternating current directly
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2017-09/ef-mei092917.php
Dec 14, 2017, 11:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dr Bell and Dr Ramachers re-investigated ideas about the photoelectric effect dating back to Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein when
they considered whether these ideas could be used for modern solar power -- leading to the development of this new process.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dec 14, 2017, 11:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dr Bell and Dr Ramachers re-investigated ideas about the photoelectric effect dating back to Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein when
they considered whether these ideas could be used for modern solar power -- leading to the development of this new process.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dec 14, 2017, 11:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dr Bell and Dr Ramachers re-investigated ideas about the photoelectric effect dating back to Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein when
they considered whether these ideas could be used for modern solar power -- leading to the development of this new process.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dec 14, 2017, 10:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Eyebrary.
http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-Power-Grid-More-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
Slaying the $5 Trillion Utility grid Beast with Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power? Can it be vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More
Than A 100 Years In The Making. By Julianne Geiger - Nov 19, 2017 http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-WirelessPower-Grid-More-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html Will The Third Great Energy Revolution End The Oil & Gas Industry? By
Andreas De Vries - Nov 02, 2017 https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Era-Of-Oil-And-Gas-Is-Nearing-Its-End.html
This is visible to anyone who can
Dec 14, 2017, 10:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dr Bell and Dr Ramachers re-investigated ideas about the photoelectric effect dating back to Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein when
they considered whether these ideas could be used for modern solar power -- leading to the development of this new process.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dec 14, 2017, 10:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Friends.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dr Bell and Dr Ramachers re-investigated ideas about the photoelectric effect dating back to Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein when
they considered whether these ideas could be used for modern solar power -- leading to the development of this new process.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dec 14, 2017, 9:56 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.theguardian.com/science/political-science/2017/dec/14/in-10-years-time-trains-could-solar-powered
A technique (Magnetic Induction) has been devised that allows (A/C) electricity to flow directly from solar panels to electrified train
tracks to the trains (A/C Induction Motors) themselves making solar powered trains more feasible than ever before
https://www.theguardian.com/science/political-science/2017/dec/14/in-10-years-time-trains-could-solar-powered Magnetic
electrodes increase solar cell efficiency. The device is also capable of providing alternating current directly
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2017-09/ef-mei092917.php
Updated Dec 14, 2017, 9:16 PM
Dec 14, 2017, 9:16 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://thinkprogress.org/2017-clean-energy-revolution-ac715480966d/
2017 showed the global clean energy revolution is unstoppable no matter what Trump does. The solar, wind, battery, and electric
car “miracles” have gone mainstream. https://thinkprogress.org/2017-clean-energy-revolution-ac715480966d/ US EIA cuts 2018
world oil demand growth forecast https://www.reuters.com/article/us-eia-monthly-demand/us-eia-cuts-2018-world-oil-demandgrowth-forecast-idUSKBN1E62C0
Dec 14, 2017, 3:53 PM
Chris Edwards
https://thinkprogress.org/2017-clean-energy-revolution-ac715480966d/
2017 showed the global clean energy revolution is unstoppable no matter what Trump does. The solar, wind, battery, and electric
car “miracles” have gone mainstream. https://thinkprogress.org/2017-clean-energy-revolution-ac715480966d/ US EIA cuts 2018
world oil demand growth forecast https://www.reuters.com/article/us-eia-monthly-demand/us-eia-cuts-2018-world-oil-demandgrowth-forecast-idUSKBN1E62C0
Updated Dec 14, 2017, 3:46 PM
Dec 14, 2017, 3:46 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Dec 12, 2017, 9:05 PM
Dec 12, 2017, 9:05 PM
Chris Edwards
https://gizmodo.com/the-history-of-wireless-everything-1795227728
Dec. 12th 2017 Halfway between Brooklyn and Montauk, a steel cupola propped up on wooden legs once looked out over the Long
Island Sound and beyond the horizon. Built in the first years of the 20th century, Wardenclyffe Tower served as the centerpiece of a
real-life mad scientist’s laboratory. Lever pulling, lightning bolts, maniacal laughter—this is where that sort of thing was supposed to
happen. And it almost did. https://gizmodo.com/the-history-of-wireless-everything-1795227728
Updated Dec 12, 2017, 8:35 PM
Dec 12, 2017, 8:35 PM
Chris Edwards
https://m.facebook.com/TeslasScalarEnergyExplained/
Updated Dec 11, 2017, 11:11 PM
Dec 11, 2017, 11:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.crowdfundres.eu/news/eu-clean-energy-package-chance-energy-citizens/
#eu #energy #democracy Dec 11th 2017 For the first time, the EU would recognise a universal right for citizens to produce, store
and sell renewable electricity, free of any surcharges such as tariffs for grid connections. EU Parliament and the national
governments are currently finalising their respective positions on the “Clean energy for all Europeans” package, which will shape
energy policy across Europe for the next decade. On December 18, EU energy ministers are expected to reach an agreement on
future laws about renewables and energy union governance. http://www.crowdfundres.eu/news/eu-clean-energy-package-chanceenergy-citizens/
Dec 11, 2017, 10:47 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.crowdfundres.eu/news/eu-clean-energy-package-chance-energy-citizens/
Dec 11th 2017 For the first time, the EU would recognise a universal right for citizens to produce, store and sell renewable
electricity, free of any surcharges such as tariffs for grid connections. EU Parliament and the national governments are currently
finalising their respective positions on the “Clean energy for all Europeans” package, which will shape energy policy across Europe
for the next decade. On December 18, EU energy ministers are expected to reach an agreement on future laws about renewables
and energy union governance. http://www.crowdfundres.eu/news/eu-clean-energy-package-chance-energy-citizens/
Updated Dec 11, 2017, 10:43 PM
Dec 11, 2017, 10:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dr Bell and Dr Ramachers re-investigated ideas about the photoelectric effect dating back to Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein when
they considered whether these ideas could be used for modern solar power -- leading to the development of this new process.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm

Dec 10, 2017, 10:44 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Dr Bell and Dr Ramachers re-investigated ideas about the photoelectric effect dating back to Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein when
they considered whether these ideas could be used for modern solar power generation -- leading to the development of this new
process. https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm
Updated Dec 10, 2017, 10:42 PM
Dec 10, 2017, 10:42 PM
Chris Edwards
https://m.phys.org/news/2017-12-uranium-plastic-chemistry-breakthrough-pave.html
Dec 1 2017 Uranium phenomena provides physics breakthrough https://m.phys.org/news/2017-12-uranium-plastic-chemistrybreakthrough-pave.html
Updated Dec 1, 2017, 6:36 PM
Dec 1, 2017, 6:36 PM
Chris Edwards
https://m.phys.org/news/2017-11-negative-piezoelectric-effect-rare.html
#negative #piezoelectric #resistance Nov 30th 2017 Negative piezoelectric effect is not so rare after all. 93 of 1000 material's tested
exhibit negative electrical resistance. https://m.phys.org/news/2017-11-negative-piezoelectric-effect-rare.html
Updated Dec 1, 2017, 6:24 PM
Dec 1, 2017, 6:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://cleantechnica.com/2017/11/27/amid-ev-surge-austin-eyes-new-way-business-episode-48-local-energy-rules-podcast/
"The price of electricity is dropping to $0.00 Kw/hr and will stay there" Cost of solar rooftop is to be at the same or even cheaper
than an asphalt roof,” the then you have free solar or negative-cost solar and that day is not too far away.”
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/11/27/amid-ev-surge-austin-eyes-new-way-business-episode-48-local-energy-rules-podcast/ This
record low price of green electricity on earth, just beats out the 1.79¢/kWh from Saudi Arabia, and is part of a pattern marching
toward 1¢/kWh bids that are coming in 2019 (or sooner). I predict that in 2019 we’re going to see 1¢/kWh from a solar power project
– and this low price will be primarily driven by increasing solar panel efficiencies https://electrek.co/2017/11/16/cheapest-electricityon-the-planet-mexican-solar-power/
Nov 30, 2017, 7:42 PM
Chris Edwards
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/11/27/amid-ev-surge-austin-eyes-new-way-business-episode-48-local-energy-rules-podcast/
"Electricity prices is dropping to $0.00 Kw/hr and will stay there" Cost of solar rooftop is to be at the same or even cheaper than an
asphalt roof,” “At that point you have free solar or negative-cost solar and that day is not too far away.”
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/11/27/amid-ev-surge-austin-eyes-new-way-business-episode-48-local-energy-rules-podcast/ This
record low price of green electricity on earth, just beats out the 1.79¢/kWh from Saudi Arabia, and is part of a pattern marching
toward 1¢/kWh bids that are coming in 2019 (or sooner). I predict that in 2019 we’re going to see 1¢/kWh from a solar power project
– and this low price will be primarily driven by increasing solar panel efficiencies https://electrek.co/2017/11/16/cheapest-electricityon-the-planet-mexican-solar-power/
Updated Nov 30, 2017, 7:34 PM
Nov 30, 2017, 7:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
BBC Programming Nov 27th 2017 44 min. Full Audio The Internet, version 0.1? In 1926, the electrical pioneer Nikola Tesla made a
remarkably prophetic announcement: a wireless system will soon enable instant global video and voice communication and
information will be available to anyone, anywhere, on a pocket-sized device. Historian and film maker Michael Krause explains why
Tesla thought the information revolution would be happening within a few years of his prediction.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
Nov 30, 2017, 5:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
BBC Programming Nov 27th 2017 44 min. Full Audio The Internet, version 0.1? In 1926, the electrical pioneer Nikola Tesla made a
remarkably prophetic announcement: a wireless system will soon enable instant global video and voice communication and

information will be available to anyone, anywhere, on a pocket-sized device. Historian and film maker Michael Krause explains why
Tesla thought the information revolution would be happening within a few years of his prediction.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
Nov 28, 2017, 5:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Science Foundation пријатељи.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
BBC Programming Nov 27th 2017 44 min. Full Audio The Internet, version 0.1? In 1926, the electrical pioneer Nikola Tesla made a
remarkably prophetic announcement: a wireless system will soon enable instant global video and voice communication and
information will be available to anyone, anywhere, on a pocket-sized device. Historian and film maker Michael Krause explains why
Tesla thought the information revolution would be happening within a few years of his prediction.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
Nov 28, 2017, 5:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Istraživački centar Nikola Tesla.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
BBC Programming Nov 27th 2017 44 min. Full Audio The Internet, version 0.1? In 1926, the electrical pioneer Nikola Tesla made a
remarkably prophetic announcement: a wireless system will soon enable instant global video and voice communication and
information will be available to anyone, anywhere, on a pocket-sized device. Historian and film maker Michael Krause explains why
Tesla thought the information revolution would be happening within a few years of his prediction.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
Nov 28, 2017, 5:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
BBC Programming Nov 27th 2017 44 min. Full Audio The Internet, version 0.1? In 1926, the electrical pioneer Nikola Tesla made a
remarkably prophetic announcement: a wireless system will soon enable instant global video and voice communication and
information will be available to anyone, anywhere, on a pocket-sized device. Historian and film maker Michael Krause explains why
Tesla thought the information revolution would be happening within a few years of his prediction.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
Nov 28, 2017, 5:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
BBC Programming Nov 27th 2017 44 min. Full Audio The Internet, version 0.1? In 1926, the electrical pioneer Nikola Tesla made a
remarkably prophetic announcement: a wireless system will soon enable instant global video and voice communication and
information will be available to anyone, anywhere, on a pocket-sized device. Historian and film maker Michael Krause explains why
Tesla thought the information revolution would be happening within a few years of his prediction.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
Nov 28, 2017, 5:19 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
BBC Programming Nov 27th 2017 44 min. Full Audio The Internet, version 0.1? In 1926, the electrical pioneer Nikola Tesla made a
remarkably prophetic announcement: a wireless system will soon enable instant global video and voice communication and
information will be available to anyone, anywhere, on a pocket-sized device. Historian and film maker Michael Krause explains why
Tesla thought the information revolution would be happening within a few years of his prediction.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8
Updated Nov 28, 2017, 5:14 PM
Nov 28, 2017, 5:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-Power-Grid-More-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
Slaying the Utility grid Beast with Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power? Can it be vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More Than A
100 Years In The Making. By Julianne Geiger - Nov 19, 2017, 5:00 PM CST http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/TheWireless-Power-Grid-More-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
Nov 20, 2017, 7:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-Power-Grid-More-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
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laureate. The Japanese scientist describes it as ‘energy, anytime and anywhere’, and an important feature of this is wireless power
transmission. Amano says that transmission losses can be reduced to zero using laser light. The technology, when implemented
could be a major boon for India that suffers from massive transmission losses — as high as 20-50 per cent in some states.Amano
says Japanese scientists have achieved about 40 per cent efficiency in wireless transmission of power through a microwave band.
However, power can be transmitted only up to a distance of 100 metres, and the scientists are working on increasing the efficiency
levels to 80 per cent.
Since microwave bands are not suitable for long-distance transmission, scientists are now experimenting with laser technology,
where power is beamed from one point to another. Amano says that transmission losses can be reduced to zero using this method.
However, a lot of work remains to be done as the current efficiency on the receiving side is just 20 per cent.
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https://m.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=829999990471094 #freenergy #negative #prices 13+ ways
and 7 places where renewable energy and gas is free or cheaper than fossil fuels. https://engadget.com/2016/12/10/six-placeswhere-renewable-energy-is-cheaper-than-fossil-fuels/ 1) 192 days of Free Energy from Chile's Solar http://inhabitat.com/chile-isgenerating-so-much-solar-energy-that-its-giving-it-away-for-free/ 2) Free Energy from California & Texas Wind
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-05/one-thing-california-texas-have-in-common-is-negative-power 3) Georgia Power
charges 40 cents to charge electric cars at night http://ucsusa.org/clean-vehicles/electric-vehicles/georgia-electric-vehicles 4) South
Australia charges $1 per day to charge electric cars http://reneweconomy.com.au/agl-to-offer-1-a-day-all-you-can-eat-electricvehicle-charging-62209/ 5) Niagara Falls was generating a surplus of revenue by 1902-3 and paid off by 1910
https://books.google.com/books?id=ExU8AAAAYAAJ&pg=PA680&dq"niagara+falls+power"+paid+off -- Today will pay off your
student loans http://thesimpledollar.com/student-loan-forgiveness-move-to-a-place-that-pays-your-loans/ 6) Fracking & Oil Offgassing Re-Capture http://popularmechanics.com/science/energy/a24190/mixing-hydrogen-with-natural-gas/ -- Generating power
from waste gas https://newscientist.com/article/mg22530142-000-north-dakota-curbs-wasteful-flares-of-oil-drilling-gas/ 7)
Renewables to Hydrogen Gas http://nawindpower.com/power-to-gas-technique-doesnt-let-renewable-energy-go-to-waste 8)
Fukushima Nuclear Power & Renewables to Hydrogen Gas http://www.greencarreports.com/news/1104253_japan-wantsfukushima-to-be-major-hydrogen-production-center to power H2 electric vehicles at 50 cents per gal or free H2 for two years
https://scientificamerican.com/article/japan-bets-on-a-hydrogen-fueled-future/ 9) Deepwater Horizon to electricity and gas

http://www.google.ch/patents/US20110215580 http://www.google.ch/patents/US7453165 10) Iceland's Geothermal Energy to
Auroracoin http://motherboard.vice.com/read/the-new-currency-at-the-end-of-the-world
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#freenergy #today 13 ways and 7 places where renewable energy and gas is free or cheaper than fossil fuels.
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http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/renewables-are-on-a-collision-course-with-power-markets
Greentechmedia Podcast: Electricity prices to drop to $0, even negative prices, and to stay there. Wood Mackenzie's Prajit Ghosh
describes why low-price events are becoming more common in wholesale markets than high-price events. He'll also look at the
impact on other generation sources.
MAKE Consulting's Dan Shreve talks about what's driving cost reductions in wind.
And GTM's Shayle Kann looks at the "vicious cycle" of low prices and how to manage the wholesale market transition in the U.S.
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Chris Edwards posted in THE RESISTANCE AGAINST DONALD TRUMP.
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/11/18/arnold-schwarzenegger-governments-start-putting-public-health-warning-labels-fossil-fuels/
Sign the petition to have Arnold Schwarzenegger, his body guards & "Government Officials", per the Tesla FBI file, and hold in
house arrest, Donald Trump & "friends" for "Crimes against humanity" and "High crimes and misdomeners". Arnold
Schwarzenegger: Governments Should Start Putting Public Health Warning Labels On Fossil Fuels
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https://cleantechnica.com/2017/11/18/arnold-schwarzenegger-governments-start-putting-public-health-warning-labels-fossil-fuels/
Let's have Arnold Schwarzenegger, his body guards & U.S Marshalls, per the Tesla FBI file, hold in house arrest, Donald Trump &
"friends" for pre-meditated "Crimes against humanity" and "High crimes and misdomeners". Arnold Schwarzenegger: Governments
Should Start Putting Public Health Warning Labels On Fossil Fuels https://cleantechnica.com/2017/11/18/arnold-schwarzeneggergovernments-start-putting-public-health-warning-labels-fossil-fuels/ Weilding Excalibur: Now, people in the influence business are
wondering whether Mueller will grab FARA like Excalibur from its stone and wield the law as it never has been before. Critics say
that the Justice Department doesn't devote enough resources to enforcement and that the law itself is too weak to use energetically.
But Mueller is a special counsel running a very unusual investigation. https://www.npr.org/2017/11/19/564863592/the-russiainvestigations-g-men-and-1600-pennsylvania-ave-ex-spy-steele-its-real
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https://www.google.com/patents/US645576
MIT's Witricity 2017 patents referrals to Nikola Tesla's 'System of transmission of electrical energy' US9544683 Jan 10, 2017
Witricity Wirelessly powered audio devices
US9545290 Jan 17, 2017 Endo-Surgery, Inc. Needle probe guide
US9564268 * Oct 8, 2014 Feb 7, 2017 Earth Energies, Inc. Power receiver for extracting power from electric field energy in the earth
US9572623 Aug 2, 2012 Feb 21, 2017 Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc. Reusable electrode and disposable sheath
US9577436 Jun 6, 2011 Feb 21, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer for implantable devices
US9584189 Jun 21, 2013 Feb 28, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer using variable size resonators and system
monitoring
US9595378 Sep 19, 2013 Mar 14, 2017 Witricity Corporation Resonator enclosure
US9596005 Jun 21, 2013 Mar 14, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer using variable size resonators and systems
monitoring
US9601261 Apr 13, 2010 Mar 21, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer using repeater resonators
US9601266 Oct 25, 2013 Mar 21, 2017 Witricity Corporation Multiple connected resonators with a single electronic circuit
US9601270 Feb 26, 2014 Mar 21, 2017 Witricity Corporation Low AC resistance conductor designs
US9602168 Oct 28, 2014 Mar 21, 2017 Witricity Corporation Communication in wireless energy transfer systems
US9634495 Nov 24, 2014 Apr 25, 2017 Duracell U.S. Operations, Inc. Wireless power transfer using separately tunable resonators
US9662161 Dec 12, 2014 May 30, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer for medical applications
US9698607 Nov 18, 2014 Jul 4, 2017 Witricity Corporation Secure wireless energy transfer
US9711991 Jul 19, 2013 Jul 18, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer converters
US9742204 Apr 13, 2016 Aug 22, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer in lossy environments

US9744858 Apr 15, 2016 Aug 29, 2017 Witricity Corporation System for wireless energy distribution in a vehicle
US9754718 Nov 26, 2013 Sep 5, 2017 Witricity Corporation Resonator arrays for wireless energy transfer
https://www.google.com/patents/US645576
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http://tesla.com/blog/nikola-tesla-everywhere
The last and only post tagged "Tesla" on Tesla Inc's website was by co-founder Mike Eberhardt on October 25th 2006. No posts by
Elon Musk nor Telsa Motor Company semi-truck exists on either of their websites for over 10 years. http://tesla.com/blog/nikolatesla-everywhere
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The last and only post tagged "Tesla" on Tesla Inc's website was by co-founder Mike Eberhardt on October 25th 2006. No posts by
Elon Musk nor Telsa Motor Company semi-truck exists on either of their websites for over 10 years. http://tesla.com/blog/nikolatesla-everywhere
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https://youtu.be/ogqP1cDkACI
Nikola Tesla already performed long distance power transmission. Video Compilation: https://youtu.be/ogqP1cDkACI
Updated Nov 11, 2017, 10:15 PM
Nov 11, 2017, 10:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.

https://books.google.com/books?id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901
The November 5th 1901 anniversary of two Nikola Tesla's patents 'Apparatus for utilizing effects transmitted through natural media'
filed August 1stb1899 in Colorado Springs band patent 'Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy' for Wardenclyffe.
https://books.google.com/books?id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901 More:
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
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Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://books.google.com/books?id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901
The November 5th 1901 anniversary of two Nikola Tesla's patents 'Apparatus for utilizing effects transmitted through natural media'
filed August 1stb1899 in Colorado Springs band patent 'Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy' for Wardenclyffe.
https://books.google.com/books?id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901 More:
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nov 10, 2017, 10:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.
https://books.google.com/books?id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901
The November 5th 1901 anniversary of two Nikola Tesla's patents 'Apparatus for utilizing effects transmitted through natural media'
filed August 1stb1899 in Colorado Springs band patent 'Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy' for Wardenclyffe.
https://books.google.com/books?id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901 More:
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nov 10, 2017, 9:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://books.google.com/books?id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901
November 5th 1901 anniversary of two Nikola Tesla's approved patents 'Apparatus for utilizing effects transmitted through natural
media' filed in August 1899 & 'Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy' complete patents of Nikola Tesla
https://books.google.com/books?id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901 More:
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
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https://books.google.com/books?
id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901&source=bl&ots=0DSzaDoTQC&sig=Led6Xom
XGZ_ObQykTixpU2G1IF0&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiQ4dPcrLPXAhXosFQKHW2xAt8Q6AEIjQEwGw#v=onepage&q=nikola
%20tesla%20november%205th%201901&f=false
The anniversary of two Nikola Tesla's patents 'Apparatus for utilizing effects transmitted through natural media' November 5th 1901
and patent 'Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy' complete patents of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901 More:
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.google.com/patents/US200521
Here's Thomas Edison's proof he didn't invent the Phonograph, just an improvement. Either way, it recorded phone conversations at
the phone company perfectly fine, since 1878 https://www.google.com/patents/US200521
Nov 1, 2017, 3:13 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.google.com/patents/US200521
Here's Thomas Edison's proof he didn't invent the Phonograph, just an improvement on "speaking machines". Either way, it
recorded phone conversations at the phone company perfectly fine, since 1878 https://google.com/patents/US200521 #trump
#wiretapping #claim Trump hails failed inventions such as wired telephones, phone-tapping plastic recording devices, electric pens,
(pre-cursor to the electric vibrator) & DC generators for Coal Plants: http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edisoninvention-the-electric-pen-2017-02-28 -- Trump congratulate those who invented wiretapping, then turns around and claims he is
being wiretapped. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU -- TRUMP SPEECH TEXT -- "On our 100th anniversary, in 1876,
citizens from across our Nation came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's centennial. At that celebration, the country's builders
and artists and inventors showed off their creations. Alexander Graham Bell displayed HIS telephone for the first time. (You mean

the patent rights he bought from someone else) ... Remington unveiled the first typewriter... An early attempt was made at electric
light. (What?) Thomas Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric pen."
While at the same time Trump purposely disregards or is ignorant of the inventions of Nikola Tesla starting the next year, 1887 with
his Alternation Current and Induction Motor patents. In 1888, Niagara Falls was proposed using the 13 Westinghouse/Tesla A/C
patents for electrical generation, distribution, battery, motors and arc-lamps. Tesla sold his 40 A/C patents for a "King's Ransom" in
1888, approximately $10 Million today, plus royalties of $2.50 per Horsepower. By the 1893 World's Fair, Tesla demonstrated his
A/C power, neon lights, wireless power and radio technology. https://historyrat.wordpress.com/2013/01/13/lighting-the-1893-worldsfair-the-race-to-light-the-world/ Off Goes the Power Current Started by Thomas Edison
https://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/11/14/off-goes-the-power-current-started-by-thomas-edison/ Edison's patent for DC
generators for Coal Plants https://google.com/patents/US434586
Thomas Edison patent war for the Gramophone/Phonograph: The devices officially are used to record telephone conversations at
the phone company. https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonograph-issued-february-19-1878-one-edisons-first-greatinventions ((He figured out that the human voice, and other sounds, could cause a light material plate to vibrate. And, when properly
placed, a needle could indent the plate, recording the vibrations, and found that yet another needle could play them back.)) -Alexander Graham Bell purchased the modern wired telephone patent from Elisha Gray. Bell did not invent telephone, US rules
https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews -- Edison was a Patent Troll
http://slate.com/articles/technology/history_of_innovation/2014/05/thomas_edison_charles_goodyear_and_elias_howe_jr_were_pat
ent_trolls.html
Nikola Tesla's HISTORY OF RADIO, PHONE TAPPING & SPIES: Nikola Tesla gave the first public demonstration of radio in St.
Louis on March 1, 1893 http://edn.com/electronics-blogs/edn-moments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-demonstration-of-radio-March-1--1893 -- Secure communications using "Multi-plexing" was patented by Nikola Tesla in remote control
http://tfcbooks.com/mall/more/337ntgw.htm -- In Tesla's 1901 letters to JP Morgan on and after November 26th 1900, Tesla states
1) "I have perfected methods and apparatus, which permit the transmission of messages, at any distance, without wires ... safe
manipulation of electrical pressures, capable of bringing into action instruments at any point on the globe; exact measurements
embracing nearly 700 miles. 2) I have devised means for operating selectively a great number of instruments "without mutual
interference", and can guarantee "absolute privacy" of all messages. 3) The legal position is rendered still more secure by my
inventions of "entirely novel methods" <br><br> for receiving as well as for "individualizing the messages", with which none now
known has the remotest chance of competing, and which are likewise patented. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was already available all the way to China.
Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the
Atlantic submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf -- 1901-1907 The early destruction of Radio technology
by stock market manipulators: http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm -- By
1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. http://sayville.com/wireless.html -- By 1912 it was the station
communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in
his Colorado Springs wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to board
http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp -- Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed
the station was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by the U.S. secret service and
later demolished by the Army. -Also in 1917, Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower was allegedly tapped by spies, alleging war communications or possible
espionage. The Wardenclyffe Tower was also ceased and demolished. The U.S. Espionage Act of 1917 was created thereafter. -By 1940, Tesla's FBI file reveals that the FBI was asked to protect Nikola Tesla because of his possible molestation, kidnapping etc.
by other governments or spies. By April-June 1943, after Tesla's death, Supreme Court Case 369, gives original priority for Radio
back to Nikola Tesla. https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals00.htm -- See: 1901 Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. 1938 Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic control - 1942 Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 1952 Patent
US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system - 1959 Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft - Google Patents -- Bipartisan bill seeks warrants
for police use of 'stingray' cell trackers http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/02/15/bipartisan-bill-seeks-warrants-

police-use-stingray-cell-trackers/97954214/ -- William (Bill) Cooper 2001 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgI65tTNls (( Are you
kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are you going to wake up? You know how much
money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on
every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. William "Bill" Cooper RIP Nov 5th 2001 )) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XXU2sHmN8SY
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http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
#jfk #mckinley On September 5th 1901, President Willam McKinley gets assassinated just hours after visiting Nikola Tesla's Niagara
Falls Hydro-electric operations at Niagara Falls. Tesla's Wireless transmission from Niagara was already approved, his
Wardenclyffe Tower on Long Island was under construction, and all patents we're approved for the Wireless Art but the Tower itself,
filed in 1907, approved in 1914 http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-williammckinley/ http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html The anniversary of two Nikola Tesla's
patents 'Apparatus for utilizing effects transmitted through natural media' November 5th 1901 and patent 'Apparatus for the
utilization of radiant energy' complete patents of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901 More:
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
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http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
On September 5th 1901, President Willam McKinley gets assassinated just hours after visiting Nikola Tesla's Niagara Falls Hydroelectric operations at Niagara Falls. Tesla's Wireless transmission from Niagara was already approved, his Wardenclyffe Tower on
Long Island was under construction, and all patents we're approved for the Wireless Art but the Tower itself, filed in 1907, approved
in 1914 http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ The
anniversary of two Nikola Tesla's patents 'Apparatus for utilizing effects transmitted through natural media' November 5th 1901 and
patent 'Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy' complete patents of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=bdQGAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT397&lpg=PT397&dq=nikola+tesla+november+5th+1901 More:
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
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Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
https://books.google.com/books?id=04F1mIxXW4AC&printsec=frontcover
Nikola Tesla vs Monsanto & GMO's for killing pets in Agriculture w/out pesticides. U.S. DOA 1974 Summary of Electric Insect Traps
https://books.google.com/books?id=04F1mIxXW4AC&printsec=frontcover Could lights be the future of pesticides
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides -- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market
http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapper-inches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets
rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?v=n_KM5tPtz-U Light trap lures more mosquitoes, fewer bugs you don’t
need to kill https://news.ifas.ufl.edu/2015/06/light-trap-lures-more-mosquitoes-fewer-bugs-you-dont-need-to-kill/ The Tesla/Tiffany
fountain also functions as the most efficient bug trap
http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1915/scientific_american/nikola_tesla/nikola_tesla_s_fountain Nano- Mercury used to
preserve all seeds in the world. Organomercurials were used to preserve seed grain beginning in the early 20th century that leads to
mental retardation. https://books.google.com/books?id=MSVKDr-YVYC&pg=PA273&lpg=PA273&dq=mercury+used+to+preserve+seeds More: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Nov 1, 2017, 1:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Rothschilds.
https://books.google.com/books?id=04F1mIxXW4AC&printsec=frontcover
Nikola Tesla vs Monsanto & GMO's for killing pets in Agriculture without pesticides. U.S DOA 1974 Summary of Investigations of
Electric Insect Traps https://books.google.com/books?id=04F1mIxXW4AC&printsec=frontcover Could lights be the future of
pesticides http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides -- Laser Bug Zapper IEEE
http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapper-inches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets

rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?v=n_KM5tPtz-U Light trap lures more mosquitoes, fewer bugs you don’t
need to kill https://news.ifas.ufl.edu/2015/06/light-trap-lures-more-mosquitoes-fewer-bugs-you-dont-need-to-kill/ The Tesla/Tiffany
fountain also functions as the most efficient bug trap
http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1915/scientific_american/nikola_tesla/nikola_tesla_s_fountain Nano- Mercury used to
preserve all seeds in the world. Organomercurials were used to preserve seed grain beginning in the early 20th century that leads to
mental retardation. https://books.google.com/books?id=MSVKDr-YVYC&pg=PA273&lpg=PA273&dq=mercury+used+to+preserve+seeds More: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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https://books.google.com/books?id=04F1mIxXW4AC&printsec=frontcover
Nikola Tesla vs Monsanto & GMO's for killing pests in Agriculture without pesticides. U.S. DOA 1974 Summary of Electric Insect
Traps https://books.google.com/books?id=04F1mIxXW4AC&printsec=frontcover Could lights be the future of pesticides
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides -- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market
http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapper-inches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets
rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?v=n_KM5tPtz-U Light trap lures more mosquitoes, fewer bugs you don’t
need to kill https://news.ifas.ufl.edu/2015/06/light-trap-lures-more-mosquitoes-fewer-bugs-you-dont-need-to-kill/ The Tesla/Tiffany
fountain also functions as the most efficient bug trap
http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1915/scientific_american/nikola_tesla/nikola_tesla_s_fountain Nano- Mercury used to
preserve all seeds in the world. Organomercurials were used to preserve seed grain beginning in the early 20th century that leads to
mental retardation. https://books.google.com/books?id=MSVKDr-YVYC&pg=PA273&lpg=PA273&dq=mercury+used+to+preserve+seeds Organomercury is also the preservative in Vaccines and other
Injectables https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organomercury Organic generally means Water Soluble.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solubility More: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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https://books.google.com/books?id=04F1mIxXW4AC&printsec=frontcover
Nikola Tesla vs Monsanto & GMO's for killing pests in Agriculture without pesticides. U.S. DOA 1974 Summary of Electric Insect
Traps https://books.google.com/books?id=04F1mIxXW4AC&printsec=frontcover Could lights be the future of pesticides
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides -- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market
http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapper-inches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets
rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?v=n_KM5tPtz-U Light trap lures more mosquitoes, fewer bugs you don’t
need to kill https://news.ifas.ufl.edu/2015/06/light-trap-lures-more-mosquitoes-fewer-bugs-you-dont-need-to-kill/ The Tesla/Tiffany
fountain also functions as the most efficient bug trap
http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1915/scientific_american/nikola_tesla/nikola_tesla_s_fountain Nano- Mercury used to
preserve all seeds in the world. Organomercurials were used to preserve seed grain beginning in the early 20th century that leads to
mental retardation. https://books.google.com/books?id=MSVKDr-YVYC&pg=PA273&lpg=PA273&dq=mercury+used+to+preserve+seeds Organomercury is also the preservative in Vaccines and other
Injectables https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organomercury Organic generally means Water Soluble.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solubility More: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf
Preliminary patent list of John G Trump https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf Google
pantents for John G Trump include inventions for water purification, cancer cures and particle accelerators. Some Google patents
mis-spell Trump's name. https://patents.google.com/?inventor=John+G+Trump Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers (1978) From
the Vault of MIT https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
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https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf
Preliminary patent list of John G Trump at MIT https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf
Google pantents for John G Trump include inventions for water purification, cancer cures and particle accelerators. Some Google
patents mis-spell Trump's name. https://patents.google.com/?inventor=John+G+Trump Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers (1978)

From the Vault of MIT https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
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https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf
Preliminary patent list of John G Trump https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf Google
pantents for John G Trump include inventions for water purification, cancer cures and particle accelerators. Some Google patents
mis-spell Trump's name. https://patents.google.com/?inventor=John+G+Trump Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers (1978) From
the Vault of MIT https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
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https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf
Preliminary patent list of John G Trump https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf Google
pantents for John G Trump include inventions for water purification, cancer cures and particle accelerators. Some Google patents
mis-spell Trump's name. https://patents.google.com/?inventor=John+G+Trump Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers (1978) From
the Vault of MIT https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQ_j2vm5ZRQ&feature=youtu.be&t=1655
This video that alleges that JP Morgan Sr was assassinated, has been removed, but there is other copies of the speaker's
presentation on YouTube. jpmorgan #murdered March 31, 1913 JP Morgan Sr. assassinated by Illumanist, Richard Howard in
Canada by the Niagara Falls Gorge, for his exposing Masonic Lodges, his support for Nikola Tesla and oppositon to the Federal
Reserve? https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ivnrigBEZ-U JP Morgan Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._P._Morgan JP Morgan
& John Jacob Astor were investors into the Niagara Falls project: http://library.buffalo.edu/projects/cases/niagara.htm
http://cdsun.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/cornell?a=d&d=CDS19130401.2.6
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Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigationfacebook.com
#jfk #tesla #fbi #file Possible list of conspirators involved in the kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, or murder of inventor Nikola
Tesla, theft of his property and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz, Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, Anne
Morgan, Federal Reserve Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia,
UK scientists, Hitler, Otto Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush,
George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Louis
Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark
Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons, the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation,
John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis,
"Federal Agents", UK Spies, the Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Hillary Clinton and the missing Pentagon/Watergate papers, ...
Chinese Spies, Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination
Squad, Walt Disney, Abraham Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army
Intelligence, the NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia
bombed twice by the Allies and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret
papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon Brothers building, with the Enron papers.
Al Gore, The Terminator, the man of steel, Stalin. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was
destroyed by a hammer by Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching
Hillary's hard drives and tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. ))) https://m.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
Oct 28, 2017, 3:01 AM
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=vMWt3jgFMpc
Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft
and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, Anne Morgan, Federal Reserve
Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto
Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff

(Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property,
Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons,
the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, John G Trump.... Leland Anderson,
Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal Agents", UK Spies, the
Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese Spies, Japanese Kairetzu, BilderbergTreffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, Abraham Spanel,
International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, the NSF, DOE, Patent
Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO.
After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever
was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon Brothers building, with the Enron papers, Al Gore, The Terminator, the man of
steel, Stalin. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed by a hammer by Peter
Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives and tapping
Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-pol-trump-national-monuments-20171026-htmlstory.html
The Donald Trump fake news 3 for 1. The Dinosaur hoax is used to ban Hydro electric power on the Colorado River, not to stop
Coal plants. Utah invented coal plants in the early 1800's which quickly spread to the entire US in the 1980's until 80% of all
electricity in the US was powered by coal. http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-pol-trump-national-monuments-20171026htmlstory.html Dinosaur Hoax. CNN & BBC publish fake pictures of Dinosaur Footprints that are supposedly 130 Million years old.
Utah bans Hydro-Electricity because of the "Dinosaur National Monument". They found a rock "tooth" they claim is from a Dinosaur.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur_National_Monument http://telegraph.co.uk/science/2016/10/04/worlds-largest-dinosaurfootprint-discovered-in-mongolias-gobi-d/ http://bbc.com/news/world-australia-37283519 -- Delays, bans and Dinosaur rocks create
unnecessary costs for renewable energy http://antaranews.com/en/news/108632/president-says-high-electricity-prices-due-tounnecessary-costs -- #first #fake #dinosaur The Mirage of Inward Mindset Success Pt. I (Featuring the first fake Dinosaur "bones")
https://arbinger.com/blog/mirage-inward-mindset-success/ -- #fake #fossil 280 million-year-old fossil reveals origins of chimaeroid
fishes http://phys.org/news/2017-01-million-year-old-fossil-reveals-chimaeroid-fishes.html -- 11 facts about blue whales, (the largest
animals ever known) to live on Earth : TreeHugger http://treehugger.com/animals/11-facts-about-blue-whales-largest-animals-everknown-earth.html Answer to those who think you can replace Hydro Electric power: Niagara provides electricity at .5c kW/hr.
pumped hydro backup power of 2 TW/hrs, flood control, 40 square miles of fresh water at 1 cent for 500 gal., irrigation, demand
response, frequency regulation, a backup battery and flywheel, 24/7 power, boating, fishing, exciting, potentiality wirelessly
powdered. Best of all, Niagara Falls was paid off in 1904, and has generated $40 Billion in profits to run Ontario's public services.
Even better, Nikola Tesla stated on April 3rd 1895 "You can burn all the coal, the gas and tree's in the world, but Niagara Falls will
last FOREVER"! (You were going to replace all that with a coal plant or solar panel?)
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http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-pol-trump-national-monuments-20171026-htmlstory.html
The Donald Trump fake news 3 for 1. The Dinosaur hoax is used to ban Hydro electric power on the Colorado River, not to stop
Coal plants. Utah invented coal plants in the early 1800's which quickly spread to the entire US in the 1980's until 80% of all
electricity in the US was powered by coal. http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-pol-trump-national-monuments-20171026htmlstory.html Dinosaur Hoax. CNN & BBC publish fake pictures of Dinosaur Footprints that are supposedly 130 Million years old.
Utah bans Hydro-Electricity because of the "Dinosaur National Monument". They found a rock "tooth" they claim is from a Dinosaur.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur_National_Monument http://telegraph.co.uk/science/2016/10/04/worlds-largest-dinosaurfootprint-discovered-in-mongolias-gobi-d/ http://bbc.com/news/world-australia-37283519 -- Delays, bans and Dinosaur rocks create
unnecessary costs for renewable energy http://antaranews.com/en/news/108632/president-says-high-electricity-prices-due-tounnecessary-costs -- #first #fake #dinosaur The Mirage of Inward Mindset Success Pt. I (Featuring the first fake Dinosaur "bones")
https://arbinger.com/blog/mirage-inward-mindset-success/ -- #fake #fossil 280 million-year-old fossil reveals origins of chimaeroid
fishes http://phys.org/news/2017-01-million-year-old-fossil-reveals-chimaeroid-fishes.html -- 11 facts about blue whales, (the largest
animals ever known) to live on Earth : TreeHugger http://treehugger.com/animals/11-facts-about-blue-whales-largest-animals-everknown-earth.html
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All modern math works with "=" to denote only a relationship and by definition do not describe actual "things". 2 Banana's + 2
Oranges equals what? A fruit salad? E=MC2 is an alleged relationship, but Energy is not Mass nor Matter, therefore it is an invalid
relationship. Plus, C is a allegedly a Constant not a limit. Nikola Tesla set the speed of his waves to be 1.57C, therefore it also
makes the relationship relative to the speed of your waves. To add insult to injury to Einstein, the speed of disturbances in a
resonant cavity, at "cyclotron resonance" is commonly known as Instantaneous. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard&m=1
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http://people.com/movies/paul-walker-daughter-meadow-settles-wrongful-death-lawsuit-porsche/
Alex Jones at disinfo-wars claimed that Paul Walkers car was Hacked and crashed by the CIA, a Jones attempt to demonize
Autonomous vehicles. Come to find out that Walkers Porsche's fuel line in the door caused a massive fire, while he was trapped in
his seat belt. Walker burnt to a crisp. http://people.com/movies/paul-walker-daughter-meadow-settles-wrongful-death-lawsuitporsche/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nytimes.com/1997/09/11/world/despite-taliban-vow-afghan-opium-production-is-up-un-says.html
#opiates #afghanistan The public health crisis NO ONE talks about: Not Trump, Not CNN, Not Churches, Nobody! Sept 11th 1997
Taliban to lift ban on Opium production if U.S. attacks http://nytimes.com/1997/09/11/world/despite-taliban-vow-afghan-opiumproduction-is-up-un-says.html September 24th 2001 https://theguardian.com/world/2001/sep/25/afghanistan.terrorism8 May 20,
2001 Taliban's Ban On Poppy A Success, U.S. Aides Say http://nytimes.com/2001/05/20/world/taliban-s-ban-on-poppy-a-successus-aides-say.html July 19th 2017 Afghanistan Sets New Record In Opium Production, Most Afghan opium is sold for export to the
heroin trade in Europe and (to the U.S. as Oxycontin) Opium use booms in Afghanistan, creating a 'silent tsunami' of addicted
women. 2.5 Million addicts in Afghanistan https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/opium-use-booms-in-afghanistancreating-a-silent-tsunami-of-addicted-women/2017/06/19/6c5b16f2-3985-11e7-a59b-26e0451a96fd_story.html
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http://nytimes.com/1997/09/11/world/despite-taliban-vow-afghan-opium-production-is-up-un-says.html
#opiates #afghanistan The public health crisis NO ONE talks about: Not Trump, Not CNN, Not Churches, Nobody! Sept 11th 1997
http://nytimes.com/1997/09/11/world/despite-taliban-vow-afghan-opium-production-is-up-un-says.html September 24th 2001
https://theguardian.com/world/2001/sep/25/afghanistan.terrorism8 May 20, 2001 Taliban's Ban On Poppy A Success, U.S. Aides
Say http://nytimes.com/2001/05/20/world/taliban-s-ban-on-poppy-a-success-us-aides-say.html July 19th 2017 Afghanistan Sets New
Record In Opium Production, Most Afghan opium is sold for export to the heroin trade in Europe and (to the U.S. as Oxycontin)
Opium use booms in Afghanistan, creating a 'silent tsunami' of addicted women. 2.5 Million addicts in Afghanistan
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/opium-use-booms-in-afghanistan-creating-a-silent-tsunami-of-addictedwomen/2017/06/19/6c5b16f2-3985-11e7-a59b-26e0451a96fd_story.html
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Nikola Tesla Leaks. Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions and property; inventions, principles, improvements and
vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines
and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Monopolar Dynamo's,
Impulse Direct Current (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata, Multi-plexing,
Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems (Loops & Nodes), Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative
Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether,
Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to
Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray,

Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency
Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance,
Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless
Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers,
Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar
Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators,
Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary
Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters,
Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular
Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV
Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection,
Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End
Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking,
Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic & Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for the
above... ELECTRICAL FURNACE, HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS,
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS, FACSIMILE, BROADCASTING https://m.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Tesla
Leaks January 19th 2017 – The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents,
Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation,
100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification,
Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from
Storms. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Tesla’s picture in 1890 at the Library of
Congress name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”. http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/ggb2004004851/
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Nikola Tesla Leaks. Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions and property; inventions, principles, improvements and
vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines
and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Monopolar Dynamo's,
Impulse Direct Current (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata, Multi-plexing,
Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems (Loops & Nodes), Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative
Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether,
Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to
Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray,
Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency
Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance,
Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless
Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers,
Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar
Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators,
Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary
Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters,
Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular
Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV
Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection,
Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End
Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking,
Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic & Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for the
above... ELECTRICAL FURNACE, HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS,
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS, FACSIMILE, BROADCASTING https://m.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
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https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Wutenuonvto
Infowars' David Knight "Fake News" claims electric cars is "Slavery" https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Wutenuonvto Rick Perry claims
Coal plants is "Freedom". George Orwell is rolling in his grave. https://thinkprogress.org/rick-perry-struggles-to-defend-rule89aeee3b68c0/
Oct 23, 2017, 4:47 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornadoes
Dec 1933 "Breaking up Tornado's", and creating rain with "A special kind of Lightning" by Nikola Tesla
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornadoes March, 1934, Popular Mechanics, 50 Million Volt Invisible "Dust
Curtain" to halt war planes of Nikola Tesla http://longstreet.typepad.com/thesciencebookstore/2017/09/the-50-million-volt-dustcurtain-of-nikolai-tesla-1934.html May 18th 1917 Tesla's speech in acceptance of the Edison Medal: In Colorado Springs I
succeeded in precipitating a dense fog ... and by this means draw from the Ocean UNLIMITED amounts of water for irrigation and
power purposes. http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/. Tesla's FBI file admits that Serbia built a museum
in the 1930's Nikola Tesla and was subsequently destroyed in WW2 by invading Russians, Germans and then carpet bombed by
US allied planes. http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=9m37s. Dr Tesla's inventions of importance for medicine: by the
Serbia Military- medical review, Jan 2016... Dr Tesla's currents opened up a wide range of applications in electrotherapy,
magnetotherapy, thermotherapy and radiant energy in high voltage electrostatic fields.
https://researchgate.net/publication/304710797_Tesla's_inventions_of_importance_for_medicine_Reality_or_new_visions_of_scien
ce_In_honor_of_the_160th_anniversary_of_the_birth_of_Nikola_Tesla
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robcain/2017/10/14/weinstein-company-pushes-back-current-war-release-to-2018/
The Weinstein Conspiracy is being used to shelve the Tesla, Edison movie "The Current War" INDEFINITELY, which was slated for
the Box Office and a potential Oscar. https://www.forbes.com/sites/robcain/2017/10/14/weinstein-company-pushes-back-currentwar-release-to-2018/ The Current War with 2.1 Million views and 1.6 Million on YouTube https://m.facebook.com/CurrentWarFilm/
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/robcain/2017/10/14/weinstein-company-pushes-back-current-war-release-to-2018/
#weinstein #conspiracy The Weinstein Conspiracy is being used to shelve the Tesla, Edison movie "The Current War"
INDEFINITELY, which was slated for the Box Office and a potential Oscar.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robcain/2017/10/14/weinstein-company-pushes-back-current-war-release-to-2018/ The Current War
with 2.1 Million views and 1.6 Million on YouTube https://m.facebook.com/CurrentWarFilm/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robcain/2017/10/14/weinstein-company-pushes-back-current-war-release-to-2018/
The Weinstein Conspiracy is being used to shelve the Tesla, Edison movie "The Current War" INDEFINITELY, which was slated for
the Box Office and a potential Oscar. https://www.forbes.com/sites/robcain/2017/10/14/weinstein-company-pushes-back-currentwar-release-to-2018/ The Current War with 2.1 Million views and 1.6 Million on YouTube https://m.facebook.com/CurrentWarFilm/
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http://esquire.com/news-politics/politics/a12464328/why-colin-kaepernick-started-protest/
All 12 major police shootings of blacks involved police killing people over Marijuana. Colin Kaepernick real protest is the fact that
every shooting listed below involved "Marijuana". The “bodies in the street” quote by Kaepernick is that police murder people for
having, using or selling marijuana such as Michael Brown, Tamir Rice, Magdiel Sanchez, Sandra Bland, Freddie Gray, Philando

Castile, Eric Garner, John Crawford III, Alton Sterling, Sean Bell, and countless others... mostly African American—who were either
killed by police or died suspiciously in police custody. Castile’s and a few of Gray’s killers were acquitted, and Rice’s, Crawford’s,
Garner’s, and Brown’s killers—along with the other officers investigated in the Gray case—have not stood trial.
http://esquire.com/news-politics/politics/a12464328/why-colin-kaepernick-started-protest/ -- 11/30/2016 Keith Lamont Scott when
they saw him rolling a marijuana “blunt” in his car. http://ibtimes.com/keith-lamont-scott-shooting-update-video-gun-leads-nocharges-charlotte-police-2452848 -- September 11th 2015 Officer who arrested tennis star James Blake has history of complaints
for beating up people involving Marijuana. http://nytimes.com/2015/09/12/nyregion/video-captures-new-york-officer-manhandlingtennis-star-during-arrest.html (Did Marijuana Kill Michael Brown?) http://reason.com/archives/2014/12/02/did-marijuana-kill-michaelbrown -- Tamir Rice was on probation for selling Marijuana https://gq.com/story/tamir-rice-story -- Witnesses yell “he can't hear you”
as Oklahoma City cop shoots deaf man Magdiel Sanchez http://denverpost.com/2017/09/20/oklahoma-city-police-kill-deaf-man/ -Sandra Bland Becomes The Latest Victim Of The ‘Marijuana Smear’ https://thinkprogress.org/sandra-bland-becomes-the-latestvictim-of-the-marijuana-smear-f3d2e13fa382/ -- Freddie Gray was convicted of possession of Marijuana and two traffic violations.
The Character Assassination Of Freddie Gray https://thinkprogress.org/the-character-assassination-of-freddie-gray-833fa592f0f6/ -The officer who fatally shot Philando Castile during a traffic stop last year told investigators that the smell of "burnt Marijuana" in
Castile's car and had feared for his life because of the Marijuana Smoke -https://washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/06/21/officer-who-shot-philando-castile-said-smell-of-marijuana-made-him-fear-forhis-life/ -- Eric Garner’s widow: Husband targeted for illegally selling cigarettes, not his race. He had been arrested for Marijuana and
some was found in his car http://washingtontimes.com/news/2014/dec/7/garners-widow-says-husband-was-targeted-illegally-/ -Chavis Carter Chavis Carter was shot and killed with his hands cuffed behind his back in the rear of a police car. He had been
arrested for Marijuana ... http://reason.com/archives/2014/12/10/eric-garner-another-victim-of-the-war-on -- John Crawford had been
shot by police officer Sean Williams, after a ... After she told him that Crawford had smelled of marijuana.
https://theguardian.com/us-news/2014/dec/14/john-crawford-girlfriend-questioned-walmart-police-shot-dead -- Alton Sterling, In
2009, he was sentenced to five years in prison for Marijuana ... http://cnn.com/2016/07/07/us/baton-rouge-alton-sterlingshooting/index.html -- Lawyers for three detectives on trial in Queens in the killing of Sean Bell in 2006 will try to link small bags of
marijuana found near the shooting http://nytimes.com/2008/03/11/nyregion/11bell.html -- Previous stories about Jason Sery and the
death of James Jahar Perez involving Marijuana http://blog.oregonlive.com/washingtoncounty/2008/01/sery.html
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This is the February 19th 1919 Nikola Tesla patent application for an improvement to his previous patent 'approved in 1914
'Apparatus for transmitting electrical energy' including drawings of various receivers and configurations. http://TeslaLeaks.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

This is the February 19th 1919 Nikola Tesla patent application for an improvement to his previous patent approved in 1914
'Apparatus for transmitting electrical energy' including drawings of various receivers and configurations. More Nikola/Nicola Tesla
missing patents, International patents and applications have been previously published on Tesla Leaks and http://TeslaLeaks.com
This is the February 19th 1919 Nikola Tesla patent application for an improvement to his previous patent approved in 1914
'Apparatus for transmitting electrical energy' including drawings of various receivers and configurations. More Nikola/Nicola Tesla
missing patents, International patents and applications have been previously published on Tesla Leaks and http://TeslaLeaks.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html
Nikola Tesla & Weather Warfare http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html HAARP is a
method of radio-wave based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere

and being able to control it ... that work has been completed" - Congressional Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ?
t=171 -- Discovery Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k Discovery
Channel DEATH RAY PART 1 OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgJ6SpHZir8 Geostorm coming October 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) Rain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTXXApgftQ
New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves
https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828.622166921279012/84364874913082
7/
By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high
altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of
Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of
atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance." https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab1899-1900/
June-December 1899 Nikola Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial generation of fog by atmospheric ionization in
his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In Colorado I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the
hand was held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen." http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/07/Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf
March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe
Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Nikola Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very near when we shall have the
precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited quantities of
water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and intensive
farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly be imagined. " https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/wonders-future
Radio Digest July 7 1923 MAN-MADE STORMS "OLD STUFF". Says he manufactured lightning first, before GE used lightning to
destroy a Church. http://facebook.com/nikolateslaserbianinventor/photos/p.1113187948723978/1113187948723978/
Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that electricity controlled the rain... He never
succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled
Dec 1933 Breaking Tornado's by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornados
January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at making it rain in its usually arid
northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-government-artificial-rain-program/
Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from
reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying
rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ...
http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html
China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army has a big role in the program. It
supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control the weather. http://defence.pk/threads/china-declares-war-ondrought.123549/

UAE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-considers-building-artificial-mountainincrease-rainfall-1557938
Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-for precipitation from El Nino falls short,
Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-la-tries-rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/
Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using cloud seeding drones for the first time
ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cooltech/nevada-cloud-seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/
June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8
Sep 18, 2017, 5:34 PM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html
Nikola Tesla & Weather Warfare http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html HAARP is a
method of radio-wave based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere
and being able to control it ... that work has been completed" - Congressional Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ?
t=171 -- Discovery Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k Discovery
Channel DEATH RAY PART 1 OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgJ6SpHZir8 Geostorm coming October 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) Rain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTXXApgftQ
By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high
altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of
Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of
atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance." https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab1899-1900/
June-December 1899 Nikola Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial generation of fog by atmospheric ionization in
his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In Colorado I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the
hand was held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen." http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/07/Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf
March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe
Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Nikola Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very near when we shall have the
precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited quantities of
water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and intensive
farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly be imagined. " https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/wonders-future
May 18th 1917 Tesla's speech in acceptance of the Edison Medal: In Colorado Springs I succeeded in precipitating a dense fog ...
and by this means draw from the Ocean UNLIMITED amounts of water for irrigation and power purposes.
http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/
Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that electricity controlled the rain... He never
succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled

January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at making it rain in its usually arid
northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-government-artificial-rain-program/
Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from
reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying
rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ...
http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html
China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army has a big role in the program. It
supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control the weather. http://defence.pk/threads/china-declares-war-ondrought.123549/
UAE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-considers-building-artificial-mountainincrease-rainfall-1557938
Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-for precipitation from El Nino falls short,
Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-la-tries-rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/
Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using cloud seeding drones for the first time
ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cooltech/nevada-cloud-seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/
Updated Sep 18, 2017, 5:34 PM
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https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT470&lpg=PT470&dq=nikola+tesla+robert+e+lee
#robertelee #hammond #tesla Nikola Tesla (900 patents and inventions) & close confidant John Hays Hammond's (800 patents), is
a close friend and graduated at West Point with General Robert E Lee Jr & Franklin Pierce (of Pierce-Arrow); in the book "The Life
and Times of Nikola Tesla" ... Mr Tesla in 1892 showed that true Hertzian effect was not a means to communicate with a receiving
station at any great distance. He demonstrated that waves propagated at a transmitting station traveled along the ground as a
conductor. Today in 1912 it is acknowledged that these views are correct... Having studied Tesla's method of selective tuning, Jack
came to call it the "1903 prophetic genius patent" Tesla's system resembled a combination lock; devices could be made to respond
not only to one frequency but two, three or more. The combined arrangement, analogous today's TV and telephone scramblers,
would not only ensure privacy, it would also allow for a system with a virtually unlimited number of separate channels.
https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT470&lpg=PT470&dq=nikola+tesla+robert+e+lee -- In 1895, prior to his
lab being destroyed, Nikola Tesla sends his first radio waves 50 miles to West Point https://www.pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_whoradio.html
Dec 1933 on Breaking up Tornado's, Tesla states "I believe, since exhibiting the first apparatus of its kind, teleautomatic devices,
that John Hays Hammond, has acquired great mastery of the Art showing practicability of distant control of complex machinery.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornadoes
Updated Aug 16, 2017, 7:13 PM
Aug 16, 2017, 7:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT470&lpg=PT470&dq=nikola+tesla+robert+e+lee
#robertelee #hammond #tesla Nikola Tesla (900 patents and inventions) & close confidant John Hays Hammond's (800 patents), is
a close friend and graduated at West Point with General Robert E Lee Jr & Franklin Pierce (of Pierce-Arrow); in the book "The Life
and Times of Nikola Tesla" ... Mr Tesla in 1892 showed that true Hertzian effect was not a means to communicate with a receiving
station at any great distance. He demonstrated that waves propagated at a transmitting station traveled along the ground as a
conductor. Today in 1912 it is acknowledged that these views are correct... Having studied Tesla's method of selective tuning, Jack
came to call it the "1903 prophetic genius patent" Tesla's system resembled a combination lock; devices could be made to respond
not only to one frequency but two, three or more. The combined arrangement, analogous today's TV and telephone scramblers,
would not only ensure privacy, it would also allow for a system with a virtually unlimited number of separate channels.

https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT470&lpg=PT470&dq=nikola+tesla+robert+e+lee -- In 1895, prior to his
lab being destroyed, Nikola Tesla sends his first radio waves 50 miles to West Point https://www.pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_whoradio.html
Dec 1933 on Breaking up Tornado's, Tesla states "I believe, since exhibiting the first apparatus of its kind, teleautomatic devices,
that John Hays Hammond, has acquired great mastery of the Art showing practicability of distant control of complex machinery.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornadoes
Aug 16, 2017, 7:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sj8BAVKZHM0
Exposing The Death, Theft & Cover Up of Nikola Tesla + FBI File &John G Trump https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Sj8BAVKZHM0 -- Tesla letters to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI Tesla FBI files
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IjbK1viXTdo Tesla Patents https://youtube.com/watch?v=iH2VGLLgTTU Extended FBI File with
interviews by known associates of Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Nikola Tesla - Stolen Nobel Prizes YouTube https://youtube.com/watch?v=_eK27xSk1i8
Aug 16, 2017, 7:06 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sj8BAVKZHM0
Exposing The Death, Theft & Cover Up of Nikola Tesla 100% Confirmed 2017 UPDATE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Sj8BAVKZHM0 -- Tesla letters to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI Tesla FBI files
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IjbK1viXTdo Tesla Patents https://youtube.com/watch?v=iH2VGLLgTTU Extended FBI File with
interviews by known associates of Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Nikola Tesla - Stolen Nobel Prizes YouTube https://youtube.com/watch?v=_eK27xSk1i8
Updated Aug 16, 2017, 7:00 PM
Aug 16, 2017, 7:00 PM
Chris Edwards
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170413130645.htm
#nikola #tesla #nitrogen #fixation #battery April 2017 Battery prototype powered by Nikola Tesla's method of using atmospheric
nitrogen https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170413130645.htm -- Nikola Tesla's Future Predictions Were Wrong and Right,
but Uniformly Fascinating. Tesla's "Nitrogen Fixation" Patent of 1900 to Feed The World: https://inverse.com/article/12445-nikolatesla-s-future-predictions-were-wrong-and-right-but-uniformly-fascinating -- Mass Production of Nitrogen Fertilizer: “There will be
enough wheat and wheat products to feed the entire world, including the teeming millions of China and India, now chronically on the
verge of starvation. The earth is bountiful, and where her bounty fails, nitrogen drawn from the air will refertilize her womb. I
developed a process for this purpose in 1900. It was perfected fourteen years later under the stress of war by German chemists.”
The Haber process (the process perfected by the German chemists) produces almost 450 million tons of fertilizer per year, which
according to some estimates has quadrupled the productivity of agricultural land around the world. Subsequently, the access to high
yield crops is partially responsible for population grow in China and India. At the end of his life, history's greatest inventor was called
upon to predict what life would look like in 100 years.
Chemists shed new light on global energy, food supply challenge -- ScienceDaily
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/04/160421145805.htm
All living things require nitrogen for survival, but the world depends on only two known processes to break nitrogen's ultra-strong
bonds to allow conversion to a form humans, animals and plants can consume. One is a natural, bacterial process on which farmers
have relied since the dawn of agriculture. The other is the century-old Haber-Bösch process, which revolutionized fertilizer
production and spurred unprecedented growth of the global food supply.
Access : Genomics of a phototrophic nitrite oxidizer: insights into the evolution of photosynthesis and nitrification : The ISME Journal
The ISME Journal: Multidisciplinary Journal of Microbial Ecology is the official Journal of the International Society for Microbial
Ecology, publishing high-quality, original research papers, short communications, commentary articles and reviews in the rapidly
expanding and diverse discipline of microbial ecology.
Nikola Tesla's "Problem of Increasing Human Energy" & Nitrogen Fixation

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Prior to 1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen "by using currents of extremely high frequency
or rate of vibration".[20][21]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
Process for fixation of atmospheric nitrogen 1919
http://www.google.com/patents/US1458525
Lithium - The Era Of Air Batteries Will Come? - http://optimumnanolithiumbattery.com/news/lithium-the-era-of-air-batteries-willcome-6902684.html
Updated Aug 3, 2017, 7:02 PM
Aug 3, 2017, 7:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170413130645.htm
#nikola #tesla #nitrogen #fixation #battery April 2017 Battery prototype powered by Nikola Tesla's method of using atmospheric
nitrogen https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170413130645.htm -- Nikola Tesla's Future Predictions Were Wrong and Right,
but Uniformly Fascinating. Nikola Tesla's "Nitrogen Fixation" Patent of 1900 to Feed The World: https://inverse.com/article/12445nikola-tesla-s-future-predictions-were-wrong-and-right-but-uniformly-fascinating -- Mass Production of Nitrogen Fertilizer: “There will
be enough wheat and wheat products to feed the entire world, including the teeming millions of China and India, now chronically on
the verge of starvation. The earth is bountiful, and where her bounty fails, nitrogen drawn from the air will refertilize her womb. I
developed a process for this purpose in 1900. It was perfected fourteen years later under the stress of war by German chemists.”
The Haber process (the process perfected by the German chemists) produces almost 450 million tons of fertilizer per year, which
according to some estimates has quadrupled the productivity of agricultural land around the world. Subsequently, the access to high
yield crops is partially responsible for population grow in China and India. At the end of his life, history's greatest inventor was called
upon to predict what life would look like in 100 years.
Chemists shed new light on global energy, food supply challenge -- ScienceDaily
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/04/160421145805.htm
All living things require nitrogen for survival, but the world depends on only two known processes to break nitrogen's ultra-strong
bonds to allow conversion to a form humans, animals and plants can consume. One is a natural, bacterial process on which farmers
have relied since the dawn of agriculture. The other is the century-old Haber-Bösch process, which revolutionized fertilizer
production and spurred unprecedented growth of the global food supply.
Access : Genomics of a phototrophic nitrite oxidizer: insights into the evolution of photosynthesis and nitrification : The ISME Journal
The ISME Journal: Multidisciplinary Journal of Microbial Ecology is the official Journal of the International Society for Microbial
Ecology, publishing high-quality, original research papers, short communications, commentary articles and reviews in the rapidly
expanding and diverse discipline of microbial ecology.
Nikola Tesla's "Problem of Increasing Human Energy" & Nitrogen Fixation
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Prior to 1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen "by using currents of extremely high frequency
or rate of vibration".[20][21]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
Process for fixation of atmospheric nitrogen 1919
http://www.google.com/patents/US1458525
Lithium - The Era Of Air Batteries Will Come? - http://optimumnanolithiumbattery.com/news/lithium-the-era-of-air-batteries-will-

come-6902684.html
Aug 3, 2017, 7:01 PM
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https://books.google.com/books?id=rwekkS3oD0EC&pg=PA134&lpg=PA134&dq=the+tesla+papers+wilson
In 1917, President Woodrow Wilson ceased all radio communications in the United States, including the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken
Station, in Sayville, Long Island; where Nikola Tesla was to lose his royalty payments for Telefunken. Later in 1917 both Telefunken
and Wardenclyffe towers were ceased by the Secret Service and demolished by the U.S. Army https://books.google.com/books?
id=rwekkS3oD0EC&pg=PA134&lpg=PA134&dq=the+tesla+papers+wilson -- The Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy - Nikola Tesla vs
Marconi, RCA & GE + The Titanic http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html
Updated Aug 3, 2017, 6:59 PM
Aug 3, 2017, 6:59 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2017/07/the_nazi_origins_of_renewable_energy_and_global_warming.html
American Thinker admits that the right-wing of Adolph Hitler started World War II against the left-wing Weimar Republic in order to
destroy renewable energy: Articles: The Nazi Origins of Renewable Energy (and Global Warming)
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2017/07/the_nazi_origins_of_renewable_energy_and_global_warming.html
Updated Jul 20, 2017, 9:24 PM
Jul 20, 2017, 9:24 PM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html
A message from Doctor Nikola Tesla: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html
Updated Jul 19, 2017, 1:49 PM
Jul 19, 2017, 1:49 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Jul 19, 2017, 1:41 PM
Jul 19, 2017, 1:41 PM
Chris Edwards
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/100-percent-renewable-energy-100-percent-possible_us_596e56b7e4b0376db8b65b8c
July 18th 2017 100 percent renewable energy: 100 percent possible, 100 percent happening.http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/100percent-renewable-energy-100-percent-possible_us_596e56b7e4b0376db8b65b8c
Updated Jul 19, 2017, 1:38 PM
Jul 19, 2017, 1:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
Sandy Hook/Alex Jones Distraction: The location of the Marconi vs Tesla debate over who invented "Radio" centered at Sandy
Hook in 1899-1901. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1792232344422921&set=gm.941683875969371
https://nha.org/history/hn/HN-fall90-wireless.htm -- The "Herald" to Report Steamships at Sea By Using Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph (1901) http://earlyradiohistory.us/1901nan.htm -- In September 1906, David Sarnoff, an immigrant from Minsk, Russia,
became an office boy in the Marconi Company's New York office. By 1908, when Irwin was one of four operators at the 'Sconset
station, he had trained Sarnoff to replace him whenever he went to sea on one of the company's ships equipped for Marconi
wireless. While living under Oscar Folger's roof in 'Sconset, David studied hard; but who would have thought that one day he would
be General Sarnoff, founder and chief executive officer of R.C.A. (Radio Corporation of America)? -- The first Marconi land station in
the United States was erected at Navesink Lighthouse, near Sandy Hook, New York Harbour mouth in September 1890, for
reporting the American Cup Yacht Races supported by JP Morgan. http://earlyradiohistory.us/1901nan1.jpg -http://rockypointhistoricalsociety.org/marconi-building/ -- October 23, 1994 State Becomes a Part of Celebrating Marconi's
Achievements. The ham radio enthusiasts gathered Sept. 10 and 11 in a special ceremony encampment atop a hill 200 feet above
sea level here, where Marconi made history. http://nytimes.com/1994/10/23/nyregion/state-becomes-a-part-of-celebrating-marconis-achievements.html -- More on Marconi getting credit, then later the Nobel Prize in 1909 for Radio
http://oldradio.com/archives/jurassic/marconi.htm -- Here is a report of Supreme Court Case 369, June 1943, relinquishes the
Marconi Patents back to the Military Industrial Complex/RCA, and therefore back to the original, earliest Nikola Tesla Patents for the
basic four tuned circuits used in Radio https://youtu.be/_H4Zo_5x2rU?t=230 -- Coincidentally, Adam Lanza's father, Peter Lanza,
worked as the VP of Energy Financial Services for JP Morgan/Edison's General Electric.
http://newyorker.com/magazine/2014/03/17/the-reckoning -- More from Tesla Leaks:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html

Jul 19, 2017, 7:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/happy-161st-birthday-nikola-tesla_us_595e8acae4b0cf3c8e8d5727
#nikola #tesla #birthday Happy 161st Birthday, Nikola Tesla -- July 10 marks the 161st birthday of the peripatetic inventor
responsible for our electrical power system, particularly the Niagara Falls hydroelectric station, the first-ever, which supplies
electricity to the entire northeastern U.S. AC power transmission was just one of a host of Tesla’s technology disruptions, which
includes radio. Tesla believed that power could be broadcast like radio, supplying free electricity for all. Of course, even had his idea
worked, Tesla’s financiers, who included G.E. co-founder J.P. Morgan, would have turned the tower and the innovation into a profit
center for themselves and cut Tesla out, a recurring theme during the commercially-naïve Tesla’s career.
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/happy-161st-birthday-nikola-tesla_us_595e8acae4b0cf3c8e8d5727
Jul 11, 2017, 11:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
July 4th 2017 is the 100 year anniversary of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower being ceased by the Secret Service and demolished
by the Army for reasons of "Wartime Security" on July 4th 1917; but the Tower was allegedly not working since 1908.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- By October 1917, the U.S congress passed the Trading with the Enemy Act to
justify such actions. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trading_with_the_Enemy_Act_of_1917 -- Nikola Tesla describes his wireless
energy system to JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the
Utilization of Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html -- Nikola Tesla's 1895 Lab Fire article/s with pictured Heat Engine (destroyed by the 1895 fire) using
his Pyro-magneto electric generator patent in combination with his Reciprocating Compounding Steam Engine patent, later together
he demonstrated in 1909-1911 as 2 Tesla Bladeless Turbine's running against each other. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1804260389886783&set=gm.956683914469367%2F https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-oscillator-and-otherinventions -- Electrical Review, July 5th 1895 https://books.google.com/books?id=pVQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA652&lpg=PA652&dq=nikola+tesla+"modus+operandi" -- "Stages And Types Of The Tesla Oscillator",
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER (NY) April 3, 1895 (prior to his lab fire)
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_engineer_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/stages_and_types_of_the_te
sla_oscillator -- "Nikola Tesla's Lost Apparatus"
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_review_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/nikola_tesla_s_lost_apparatus
-- AKA Tesla's Fuelless Generator http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- 1890 Tesla Patent US428057 Pyromagneto-electric generator https://www.google.com/patents/US428057 -- Tesla turbine - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_turbine -- Electrical Engineer Magazine, Dec 28th 1900 -- JP Morgan's GE's/Edison hired
Swedish Engineer Ernst Danielsen to circumvent the Tesla A/C motor patents and other scientists like Louis Bell & Charles
Steinmetz to copy or circumvent other Tesla patents; However, Westinghouse did have an early patent sharing agreement with GE
for A/C Polyphase Systems + Novel Inventions of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=ZVkZNyVI4toC&pg=PA59&lpg=PA59&dq=nikola+tesla+%22ernst+danielsen -- The Problem of Increasing Human Energy
Review, Century Magazine 1900 https://books.google.com/books?
id=CmhPAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA745&lpg=PA745&dq=nikola+tesla+"modus+operandi"+human+energy
Jul 9, 2017, 8:19 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/happy-161st-birthday-nikola-tesla_us_595e8acae4b0cf3c8e8d5727
#nikola #tesla #birthday Happy 161st Birthday, Nikola Tesla -- July 10 marks the 161st birthday of the peripatetic inventor
responsible for our electrical power system, particularly the Niagara Falls hydroelectric station, the first-ever, which supplies
electricity to the entire northeastern U.S. AC power transmission was just one of a host of Tesla’s technology disruptions, which
includes radio. Tesla believed that power could be broadcast like radio, supplying free electricity for all. Of course, even had his idea
worked, Tesla’s financiers, who included G.E. co-founder J.P. Morgan, would have turned the tower and the innovation into a profit
center for themselves and cut Tesla out, a recurring theme during the commercially-naïve Tesla’s career.
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/happy-161st-birthday-nikola-tesla_us_595e8acae4b0cf3c8e8d5727
Jul 8, 2017, 5:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/happy-161st-birthday-nikola-tesla_us_595e8acae4b0cf3c8e8d5727
#nikola #tesla #birthday Happy 161st Birthday, Nikola Tesla -- July 10 marks the 161st birthday of the peripatetic inventor
responsible for our electrical power system, particularly the Niagara Falls hydroelectric station, the first-ever, which supplies

electricity to the entire northeastern U.S. AC power transmission was just one of a host of Tesla’s technology disruptions, which
includes radio. Tesla believed that power could be broadcast like radio, supplying free electricity for all. Of course, even had his idea
worked, Tesla’s financiers, who included G.E. co-founder J.P. Morgan, would have turned the tower and the innovation into a profit
center for themselves and cut Tesla out, a recurring theme during the commercially-naïve Tesla’s career.
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/happy-161st-birthday-nikola-tesla_us_595e8acae4b0cf3c8e8d5727
Jul 7, 2017, 5:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/happy-161st-birthday-nikola-tesla_us_595e8acae4b0cf3c8e8d5727
#nikola #tesla #birthday Happy 161st Birthday, Nikola Tesla -- July 10 marks the 161st birthday of the peripatetic inventor
responsible for our electrical power system, particularly the Niagara Falls hydroelectric station, the first-ever, which supplies
electricity to the entire northeastern U.S. AC power transmission was just one of a host of Tesla’s technology disruptions, which
includes radio. Tesla believed that power could be broadcast like radio, supplying free electricity for all. Of course, even had his idea
worked, Tesla’s financiers, who included G.E. co-founder J.P. Morgan, would have turned the tower and the innovation into a profit
center for themselves and cut Tesla out, a recurring theme during the commercially-naïve Tesla’s career.
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/happy-161st-birthday-nikola-tesla_us_595e8acae4b0cf3c8e8d5727
Jul 7, 2017, 2:04 AM
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http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/happy-161st-birthday-nikola-tesla_us_595e8acae4b0cf3c8e8d5727
#nikola #tesla #birthday Happy 161st Birthday, Nikola Tesla -- July 10 marks the 161st birthday of the peripatetic inventor
responsible for our electrical power system, particularly the Niagara Falls hydroelectric station, the first-ever, which supplies
electricity to the entire northeastern U.S. AC power transmission was just one of a host of Tesla’s technology disruptions, which
includes radio. Tesla believed that power could be broadcast like radio, supplying free electricity for all. Of course, even had his idea
worked, Tesla’s financiers, who included G.E. co-founder J.P. Morgan, would have turned the tower and the innovation into a profit
center for themselves and cut Tesla out, a recurring theme during the commercially-naïve Tesla’s career.
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/happy-161st-birthday-nikola-tesla_us_595e8acae4b0cf3c8e8d5727
Updated Jul 6, 2017, 11:13 PM
Jul 6, 2017, 11:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/happy-161st-birthday-nikola-tesla_us_595e8acae4b0cf3c8e8d5727
#nikola #tesla #birthday Happy 161st Birthday, Nikola Tesla -- July 10 marks the 161st birthday of the peripatetic inventor
responsible for our electrical power system, particularly the Niagara Falls hydroelectric station, the first-ever, which supplies
electricity to the entire northeastern U.S. AC power transmission was just one of a host of Tesla’s technology disruptions, which
includes radio. Tesla believed that power could be broadcast like radio, supplying free electricity for all. Of course, even had his idea
worked, Tesla’s financiers, who included G.E. co-founder J.P. Morgan, would have turned the tower and the innovation into a profit
center for themselves and cut Tesla out, a recurring theme during the commercially-naïve Tesla’s career.
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/happy-161st-birthday-nikola-tesla_us_595e8acae4b0cf3c8e8d5727
Jul 6, 2017, 11:01 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Jul 6, 2017, 10:51 PM
Jul 6, 2017, 10:51 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated Jul 6, 2017, 10:50 PM
Jul 6, 2017, 10:50 PM
Chris Edwards
http://aamorris.net/properganderatpropaganda/2016/9/13/faking-so-called-science-is-nuclear-energy-just-a-photochemical-reaction
#nuke #hoax Faking So Called Science: Is Nuclear Energy Just A Photochemical Reaction? — A Proper Gander At Propaganda in
Science; with quotes by Nikola Tesla http://aamorris.net/properganderatpropaganda/2016/9/13/faking-so-called-science-is-nuclearenergy-just-a-photochemical-reaction -- Tesla Leaks Original post on Debunking Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Updated Jul 6, 2017, 10:46 PM
Jul 6, 2017, 10:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI

July 4th 2017 is the 100 year anniversary of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower being ceased by the Secret Service and demolished
by the Army for reasons of "Wartime Security" on July 4th 1917; but the Tower was allegedly not working since 1908.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- By October 1917, the U.S congress passed the Trading with the Enemy Act to
justify such actions. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trading_with_the_Enemy_Act_of_1917 -- Nikola Tesla describes his wireless
energy system to JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the
Utilization of Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html -- Nikola Tesla's 1895 Lab Fire article/s with pictured Heat Engine (destroyed by the 1895 fire) using
his Pyro-magneto electric generator patent in combination with his Reciprocating Compounding Steam Engine patent, later together
he demonstrated in 1909-1911 as 2 Tesla Bladeless Turbine's running against each other. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1804260389886783&set=gm.956683914469367%2F https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-oscillator-and-otherinventions -- Electrical Review, July 5th 1895 https://books.google.com/books?id=pVQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA652&lpg=PA652&dq=nikola+tesla+"modus+operandi" -- "Stages And Types Of The Tesla Oscillator",
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER (NY) April 3, 1895 (prior to his lab fire)
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_engineer_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/stages_and_types_of_the_te
sla_oscillator -- "Nikola Tesla's Lost Apparatus"
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_review_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/nikola_tesla_s_lost_apparatus
-- AKA Tesla's Fuelless Generator http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- 1890 Tesla Patent US428057 Pyromagneto-electric generator https://www.google.com/patents/US428057 -- Tesla turbine - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_turbine -- Electrical Engineer Magazine, Dec 28th 1900 -- JP Morgan's GE's/Edison hired
Swedish Engineer Ernst Danielsen to circumvent the Tesla A/C motor patents and other scientists like Louis Bell & Charles
Steinmetz to copy or circumvent other Tesla patents; However, Westinghouse did have an early patent sharing agreement with GE
for A/C Polyphase Systems + Novel Inventions of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=ZVkZNyVI4toC&pg=PA59&lpg=PA59&dq=nikola+tesla+%22ernst+danielsen -- The Problem of Increasing Human Energy
Review, Century Magazine 1900 https://books.google.com/books?
id=CmhPAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA745&lpg=PA745&dq=nikola+tesla+"modus+operandi"+human+energy
Jul 4, 2017, 5:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
July 4th 2017 is the 100 year anniversary of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower being ceased by the Secret Service and demolished
by the Army for reasons of "Wartime Security" on July 4th 1917; but the Tower was allegedly not working since 1908.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- By October 1917, the U.S congress passed the Trading with the Enemy Act to
justify such actions. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trading_with_the_Enemy_Act_of_1917 -- Nikola Tesla describes his wireless
energy system to JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the
Utilization of Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html -- Nikola Tesla's 1895 Lab Fire article/s with pictured Heat Engine (destroyed by the 1895 fire) using
his Pyro-magneto electric generator patent in combination with his Reciprocating Compounding Steam Engine patent, later together
he demonstrated in 1909-1911 as 2 Tesla Bladeless Turbine's running against each other. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1804260389886783&set=gm.956683914469367%2F https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-oscillator-and-otherinventions -- Electrical Review, July 5th 1895 https://books.google.com/books?id=pVQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA652&lpg=PA652&dq=nikola+tesla+"modus+operandi" -- "Stages And Types Of The Tesla Oscillator",
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER (NY) April 3, 1895 (prior to his lab fire)
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_engineer_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/stages_and_types_of_the_te
sla_oscillator -- "Nikola Tesla's Lost Apparatus"
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_review_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/nikola_tesla_s_lost_apparatus
-- AKA Tesla's Fuelless Generator http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- 1890 Tesla Patent US428057 Pyromagneto-electric generator https://www.google.com/patents/US428057 -- Tesla turbine - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_turbine -- Electrical Engineer Magazine, Dec 28th 1900 -- JP Morgan's GE's/Edison hired
Swedish Engineer Ernst Danielsen to circumvent the Tesla A/C motor patents and other scientists like Louis Bell & Charles
Steinmetz to copy or circumvent other Tesla patents; However, Westinghouse did have an early patent sharing agreement with GE
for A/C Polyphase Systems + Novel Inventions of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=ZVkZNyVI4toC&pg=PA59&lpg=PA59&dq=nikola+tesla+%22ernst+danielsen -- The Problem of Increasing Human Energy
Review, Century Magazine 1900 https://books.google.com/books?
id=CmhPAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA745&lpg=PA745&dq=nikola+tesla+"modus+operandi"+human+energy
Jul 4, 2017, 4:42 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
July 4th 2017 is the 100 year anniversary of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower being ceased by the Secret Service and demolished
by the Army for reasons of "Wartime Security" on July 4th 1917; but the Tower was allegedly not working since 1908.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- By October 1917, the U.S congress passed the Trading with the Enemy Act to
justify such actions. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trading_with_the_Enemy_Act_of_1917 -- Nikola Tesla describes his wireless
energy system to JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the
Utilization of Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html -- Nikola Tesla's 1895 Lab Fire article/s with pictured Heat Engine (destroyed by the 1895 fire) using
his Pyro-magneto electric generator patent in combination with his Reciprocating Compounding Steam Engine patent, later together
he demonstrated in 1909-1911 as 2 Tesla Bladeless Turbine's running against each other. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1804260389886783&set=gm.956683914469367%2F https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-oscillator-and-otherinventions -- Electrical Review, July 5th 1895 https://books.google.com/books?id=pVQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA652&lpg=PA652&dq=nikola+tesla+"modus+operandi" -- "Stages And Types Of The Tesla Oscillator",
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER (NY) April 3, 1895 (prior to his lab fire)
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_engineer_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/stages_and_types_of_the_te
sla_oscillator -- "Nikola Tesla's Lost Apparatus"
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_review_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/nikola_tesla_s_lost_apparatus
-- AKA Tesla's Fuelless Generator http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- 1890 Tesla Patent US428057 Pyromagneto-electric generator https://www.google.com/patents/US428057 -- Tesla turbine - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_turbine -- Electrical Engineer Magazine, Dec 28th 1900 -- JP Morgan's GE's/Edison hired
Swedish Engineer Ernst Danielsen to circumvent the Tesla A/C motor paents and other scientists like Louis Bell & Charles
Steinmetz to copy or circumvent other Tesla patents; However, Westinghouse did have an early patent sharing agreement with GE
for A/C Polyphase Systems + Novel Inventions of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=ZVkZNyVI4toC&pg=PA59&lpg=PA59&dq=nikola+tesla+%22ernst+danielsen -- The Problem of Increasing Human Energy
Review, Century Magazine 1900 https://books.google.com/books?
id=CmhPAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA745&lpg=PA745&dq=nikola+tesla+"modus+operandi"+human+energy
Jul 4, 2017, 2:26 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
July 4th 2018 is the 101st year anniversary of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower being ceased by the Secret Service and
demolished by the Army for reasons of "Wartime Security" on July 4th 1917; but the Tower was allegedly not working since 1908.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- By October 1917, the U.S congress passed the Trading with the Enemy Act to
justify such actions. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trading_with_the_Enemy_Act_of_1917 -- Nikola Tesla describes his wireless
energy system to JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the
Utilization of Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html
Jul 4, 2017, 2:12 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
July 4th 2017 is the 100 year anniversary of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower being ceased by the Secret Service and demolished
by the Army for reasons of "Wartime Security" on July 4th 1917; but the Tower was allegedly not working since 1908.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- By October 1917, the U.S congress passed the Trading with the Enemy Act to
justify such actions. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trading_with_the_Enemy_Act_of_1917 -- Nikola Tesla describes his wireless
energy system to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the
Utilization of Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html
Updated Jul 4, 2017, 1:58 AM
Jul 4, 2017, 1:58 AM
Chris Edwards
Nikola Tesla's 1895 Lab Fire article/s with pictured Heat Engine (destroyed by the 1895 fire) using his Pyro-magneto electric
generator patent in combination with his Reciprocating Compounding Steam Engine patent, later together he demonstrated in 19091911 as 2 Tesla Bladeless Turbine's running against each other. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1804260389886783&set=gm.956683914469367%2F https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-oscillator-and-otherinventions -- Electrical Review, July 5th 1895 https://books.google.com/books?id=pVQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA652&lpg=PA652&dq=nikola+tesla+"modus+operandi" -- "Stages And Types Of The Tesla Oscillator",
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER (NY) April 3, 1895 (prior to his lab fire)
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_engineer_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/stages_and_types_of_the_te
sla_oscillator -- "Nikola Tesla's Lost Apparatus"
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_review_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/nikola_tesla_s_lost_apparatus
-- AKA Tesla's Fuelless Generator http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- 1890 Tesla Patent US428057 Pyromagneto-electric generator https://www.google.com/patents/US428057 -- Tesla turbine - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_turbine
Updated Jul 4, 2017, 1:51 AM
Jul 4, 2017, 1:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

Nikola Tesla's 1895 Lab Fire article/s with pictured "Heat Engine" (destroyed by the 1895 fire) using his Pyro-magneto electric
generator patent in combination with his Reciprocating Compounding Steam Engine patent/s, later together he demonstrated in
1909-1911 as 2 Tesla Bladeless Turbine's running against each-other. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslasoscillator-and-other-inventions -- Electrical Review, July 5th 1895 https://books.google.com/books?id=pVQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA652&lpg=PA652&dq=nikola+tesla+"modus+operandi" -- "Stages And Types Of The Tesla Oscillator",
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER (NY) April 3, 1895 (prior to his lab fire)
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_engineer_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/stages_and_types_of_the_te
sla_oscillator -- "Nikola Tesla's Lost Apparatus"
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_review_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/nikola_tesla_s_lost_apparatus
-- AKA Tesla's Fuelless Generator http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- 1890 Tesla Patent US428057 Pyromagneto-electric generator https://www.google.com/patents/US428057 -- Tesla turbine - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_turbine
Nikola Tesla's 1895 Lab Fire article/s with pictured "Heat Engine" (destroyed by the 1895 fire) using his Pyro-magneto electric
generator patent in combination with his Reciprocating Compounding Steam Engine patent/s, later together he demonstrated in
1909-1911 as 2 Tesla Bladeless Turbine's running against each-other. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslasoscillator-and-other-inventions -- Electrical Review, July 5th 1895 https://books.google.com/books?id=pVQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA652&lpg=PA652&dq=nikola+tesla+"modus+operandi" -- "Stages And Types Of The Tesla Oscillator",
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER (NY) April 3, 1895 (prior to his lab fire)
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_engineer_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/stages_and_types_of_the_te
sla_oscillator -- "Nikola Tesla's Lost Apparatus"
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1895/electrical_review_ny/thomas_commerford_martin/nikola_tesla_s_lost_apparatus
-- AKA Tesla's Fuelless Generator http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- 1890 Tesla Patent US428057 Pyromagneto-electric generator https://www.google.com/patents/US428057 -- Tesla turbine - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_turbine
Jul 4, 2017, 1:45 AM
Chris Edwards updated his status.
Electrical Engineer Magazine, Dec 28th 1900 -- JP Morgan's GE's/Edison hired Swedish Engineer Ernst Danielsen to circumvent
the Tesla A/C motor paents and other scientists like Louis Bell & Charles Steinmetz to copy or circumvent other Tesla patents;
However, Westinghouse did have an early patent sharing agreement with GE for A/C Polyphase Systems + Novel Inventions of
Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=ZVkZNyVI4toC&pg=PA59&lpg=PA59&dq=nikola+tesla+%22ernst+danielsen -The Problem of Increasing Human Energy Review, Century Magazine 1900 https://books.google.com/books?
id=CmhPAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA745&lpg=PA745&dq=nikola+tesla+"modus+operandi"+human+energy
Jul 4, 2017, 1:33 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Electrical Engineer Magazine, Dec 28th 1900 -- GE hired Swedish Engineer Ernst Danielsen to circumvent the Tesla A/C motor
patents and other scientists like Louis Bell & Charles Steinmetz to copy or circumvent other Tesla patents; However, Westinghouse
did have an early patent sharing agreement with GE for A/C Polyphase Systems + Novel Inventions of Nikola Tesla
https://books.google.com/books?id=ZVkZNyVI4toC&pg=PA59&lpg=PA59&dq=nikola+tesla+%22ernst+danielsen -- The Problem of

Increasing Human Energy Review, Century Magazine 1900 https://books.google.com/books?
id=CmhPAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA745&lpg=PA745&dq=nikola+tesla+"modus+operandi"+human+energy
Jul 4, 2017, 1:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-charging-moving-electric-cars/
June 14, 2017 Wireless charging of moving electric vehicles overcomes major hurdle in new Stanford research. Stanford scientists
have developed a way to wirelessly deliver electricity to moving objects, technology that could one day charge electric vehicles and
personal devices like medical implants and cell phones. http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-chargingmoving-electric-cars/ -- The Tesla Leaks Blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of electrical energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
Jun 24, 2017, 1:59 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/06/21/officer-who-shot-philando-castile-said-smell-of-marijuana-made-himfear-for-his-life/
#fake #news #about #marijuana #dangers #police #military #government #will #kill #you (Cannabis is a miracle plant that cures
seizures, kills tumors and is an anti-toxin that is manufactured naturally in your body's Endo-Cannabinoid System) -- "I thought, I
was gonna die," Officer Jeronimo Yanez told investigators from the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension fifteen hours after
the shooting. "And I thought if he’s, if he has the, the guts and the audacity to smoke marijuana in front of the five year old girl and
risk her lungs and risk her life by giving her secondhand smoke and the front seat passenger doing the same thing then what, what
care does he give about me. And, I let off the rounds and then after the rounds were off, the little girls was screaming."
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/06/21/officer-who-shot-philando-castile-said-smell-of-marijuana-made-himfear-for-his-life/ -- Sep 24, 2016 Charlotte police release body cam, dash cam footage of Keith ... Tuesday's shooting of Scott, a
black man, by a black police officer at an ... A diverse crowd of 200 to 300 people marched from Marshall Park after a ... He just took
his MARIJUANA medicine. ... a marijuana joint and then showing a gun (a vaporizer), according to a police ...
http://abcnews.go.com/US/hundreds-protesters-charlotte-demand-release-keith-lamont-scott/story?id=42330637
Updated Jun 21, 2017, 6:44 PM
Jun 21, 2017, 6:44 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.cnbc.com/2017/06/21/oil-prices-like-a-falling-knife-as-sentiment-hits-all-time-low.html
June 21st 2017 Oil prices 'like a falling knife' as sentiment hits all time low, says analyst. http://www.cnbc.com/2017/06/21/oil-priceslike-a-falling-knife-as-sentiment-hits-all-time-low.html US oil settles at $42.53 a barrel, down 2.25%, after hitting 10-month low
http://www.cnbc.com/2017/06/20/oil-holds-near-multi-month-lows-as-glut-fears-persist.html
Updated Jun 21, 2017, 6:09 PM
Jun 21, 2017, 6:09 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.afr.com/opinion/columnists/slide-in-oil-prices-casts-shadow-over-feds-rate-hike-plans-20170620-gwv6bc
#bankers #cursing #low #oil #prices #rate #hikes June 20th 2017 The world's top central bankers will be quietly cursing as the oil
market's slide back into bear market territory threatens to derail their plans for returning monetary policy to more normal settings.
http://www.afr.com/opinion/columnists/slide-in-oil-prices-casts-shadow-over-feds-rate-hike-plans-20170620-gwv6bc -- Crude oil
prices are in another tailspin - Jun. 20, 2017 http://money.cnn.com/2017/06/20/investing/oil-prices-bear-market/index.html -- Jun. 20,
2017 Bank Of America: Expect $30 Oil | OilPrice.com http://oilprice.com/Energy/Oil-Prices/Bank-Of-America-Expect-30-Oil.html -Collapsing oil prices could fall into the $30s before the selling stops, analysts say http://www.cnbc.com/2017/06/20/collapsing-oilprices-could-fall-into-the-30s-before-the-selling-stops-analysts-say.html
Updated Jun 20, 2017, 8:56 PM
Jun 20, 2017, 8:56 PM
Chris Edwards
REPOST: How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! All A/C Induction motors used in the Tesla Cars & DC Mono-polar "Dynamo's" used
in the Toyota Prius all refer back to Nikola Tesla's original patents of the 1880's1890's. Next Gen Tesla electric cars will feature
1000 miles per charge, full charge in 5 minutes (15 second flash charge, wireless charging), 8c per gallon (1 cent per mile, when
paid off 1 cent for 3 miles) from over-capacity renewable energy, autonomous, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no
repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper to operate, 11 moving parts and can eventually fly.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar Company?
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25 years: Ron

Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Updated Jun 20, 2017, 10:53 AM
Jun 20, 2017, 10:53 AM
Chris Edwards
Updated Jun 20, 2017, 10:53 AM
Jun 20, 2017, 10:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2017/06/20/in-just-one-year-nearly-1-3-million-americans-needed-hospitalcare-for-opioid-related-issues/
Thanks to the Republican's running the world supply of Heroin from Afghanistan since Reagan and Bush in the 1980's &
Romneycare's (Trumpcare) that offers Opiods/Fluoride/Lithium for everyone and prescribes Methamphetamines to kids "pills"
considered as "medicine". Then these same people use their Heroin & Meth addicts that they create; to ban legitimate medical
inventions from Cannabis CBD Oil, over the counter Primatene Mist 15 second fast acting asthma inhalers, Radio-Frequency
surgery and anything else that can actually "cure" a "disease". In just one year, nearly 1.3 million Americans needed hospital care
for opioid-related issues - The Washington Post https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2017/06/20/in-just-oneyear-nearly-1-3-million-americans-needed-hospital-care-for-opioid-related-issues/ -- "Tesla Leaks" original post on October 30th
2015 Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html
Jun 20, 2017, 10:29 AM
Chris Edwards
http://www.cnbc.com/2017/06/20/oil-prices-are-tumbling-more-than-2-percent-toward-43-a-barrel-right-now.html
June 20th 2017 Oil prices are tumbling nearly 3% into a bear market. http://www.cnbc.com/2017/06/20/oil-prices-are-tumbling-morethan-2-percent-toward-43-a-barrel-right-now.html -- Crude Oil: Enter the Bear? Crude oil prices are off more than 22% from its
February peak. - Barron's http://marketwatch.com/story/oil-threatens-to-plunge-into-bear-market-territory-2017-06-20 -- Tumbling Oil
Prices http://nasdaq.com/article/tumbling-oil-prices-cm80564
Updated Jun 20, 2017, 10:20 AM
Jun 20, 2017, 10:20 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2017/06/20/in-just-one-year-nearly-1-3-million-americans-needed-hospitalcare-for-opioid-related-issues/
Thanks to the Republican's running the world supply of Heroin from Afghanistan since Reagan and Bush in the 1980's &
Romneycare's (Trumpcare) that offers Opiods/Fluoride/Lithium for everyone and prescribes Methamphetamines to kids "pills"
considered as "medicine". Then these same people use their Herion & Meth addicts that they create; to ban legitimate medical
inventions from Cannabis CBD Oil, over the counter Primatene Mist 15 second fast acting asthma inhalers, Radio-Frequency
surgery and anything else that can actually "cure" a "disease". In just one year, nearly 1.3 million Americans needed hospital care
for opioid-related issues - The Washington Post https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2017/06/20/in-just-oneyear-nearly-1-3-million-americans-needed-hospital-care-for-opioid-related-issues/ -- "Tesla Leaks" original post on October 30th
2015 Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html
Updated Jun 20, 2017, 10:11 AM
Jun 20, 2017, 10:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://www.9news.com/life/style/colorado-guide/this-picturesque-colorado-mountain-town-with-awe-inspiring-views-comes-at-apretty-penny/448090346
July 19th 2017 - First Published on "Tesla Leaks" in 2013, the first Hydro-Electric power plant in the U.S. was built by
Tesla/Westinghouse in Ames, Colorado, 1891; not Niagara Falls. (THIS IS THE SYSTEM THAT PROVIDED THE ELECTRICITY
FOR TESLA'S 1899, COLORADO SPRINGS EXPERIMENTS, where Tesla succeeded in sending electrical waves around the
Earth.) Breaking News from Telluride, Colorado: Tellurium was found near Telluride, CO at the time Nikola Tesla setup the AMES
Hydro Plant in Ames, CO in 1891 and at the times Tesla was in Colorado Springs between 1891-1900. During that time Tellurium
was mined from the streets of Colorado Springs and the Tellurium (white gold) metal that was responding to Nikola Tesla's Colorado
Springs Lab Apparatus by exemplifying reports in the local newspapers "Sparks lept from the street to people's shoes", "The
(presumably mercury-gas) lights in downtown Colorado Springs mysteriously lit-up". http://www.9news.com/life/style/coloradoguide/this-picturesque-colorado-mountain-town-with-awe-inspiring-views-comes-at-a-pretty-penny/448090346 -- This led to a
second gold rush in 1896 which included mining the streets. Popular Mechanics March 25th 1913 "Hunting for Gold using wireless
waves". https://books.google.com/books?id=9B7ZAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA858&lpg=PA858&dq=earth+ground+coherer -- Selenium the

mineral, or native selenium, does not usually form good crystals but when it does they are steep rhombohedrons or tiny acicular
(hair-like) crystals. http://www.americanelements.com/tellurium.html https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tellurium June 15th 2015 Chemists
are first to see Tellurium transformation at atomic scale. -- The price of Tellurium for Solar Cells was selling for $15 per pound; after
9/11, Dupont and others raised the price to over $100-$200 a pound. http://3.bp.blogspot.com/d_OMTSeQkiI/UsuZDtZ8WYI/AAAAAAAAA4M/f-0UwXHa71A/s1600/Nd+Price+History+3.jpg -- A Tesla coil is used for testing and
in the manufacturing of Hydrogen-Carbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as
Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar Cells https://books.google.com/books?
+id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+Air-Sensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil -- Tellurium
Transformation, chemical alchemy: http://www.rdmag.com/news/2015/06/witness-chemical-alchemy-elements-transform-atomicscale -- Lithium-Tellurium batteries are studied using a nano-tube matrix of electrolytes and additives
http://www.nature.com/articles/srep07969 -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Nikola Tesla Famous Quotes, not the "Fake News" ones put out by the perpetrators of this crime against humanity.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1764420077204148&set=pcb.907994556004970%2F Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"
"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""
"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Jun 20, 2017, 2:13 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://www.9news.com/life/style/colorado-guide/this-picturesque-colorado-mountain-town-with-awe-inspiring-views-comes-at-apretty-penny/448090346
#tellurim #nikola #tesla #colorado #springs #experiments July 19th 2017 - First Published on "Tesla Leaks" in 2013, the first HydroElectric power plant in the U.S. was built by Tesla/Westinghouse in Ames, Colorado, 1891; not Niagara Falls. (THIS IS THE
SYSTEM THAT PROVIDED THE ELECTRICITY FOR TESLA'S 1899, COLORADO SPRINGS EXPERIMENTS, where Tesla
succeeded in sending electrical waves around the Earth.) Breaking News from Telluride, Colorado: Tellurium was found near
Telluride, CO at the time Nikola Tesla setup the AMES Hydro Plant in Ames, CO in 1891 and at the times Tesla was in Colorado
Springs between 1891-1900. During that time Tellurium was mined from the streets of Colorado Springs and the Tellurium (white
gold) metal that was responding to Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Lab Apparatus by exemplifying reports in the local newspapers
"Sparks lept from the street to people's shoes", "The (presumably mercury-gas) lights in downtown Colorado Springs mysteriously
lit-up". http://www.9news.com/life/style/colorado-guide/this-picturesque-colorado-mountain-town-with-awe-inspiring-views-comes-ata-pretty-penny/448090346 -- This led to a second gold rush in 1896 which included mining the streets. Popular Mechanics March
25th 1913 "Hunting for Gold using wireless waves". https://books.google.com/books?
id=9B7ZAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA858&lpg=PA858&dq=earth+ground+coherer -- Selenium the mineral, or native selenium, does not
usually form good crystals but when it does they are steep rhombohedrons or tiny acicular (hair-like) crystals.
http://www.americanelements.com/tellurium.html https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tellurium June 15th 2015 Chemists are first to see
Tellurium transformation at atomic scale. -- The price of Tellurium for Solar Cells was selling for $15 per pound; after 9/11, Dupont
and others raised the price to over $100-$200 a pound. http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-d_OMTSeQkiI/UsuZDtZ8WYI/AAAAAAAAA4M/f-

0UwXHa71A/s1600/Nd+Price+History+3.jpg -- A Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of Hydrogen-Carbon's called
"synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar Cells
https://books.google.com/books?+id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+AirSensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil -- Tellurium Transformation, chemical alchemy: http://www.rdmag.com/news/2015/06/witnesschemical-alchemy-elements-transform-atomic-scale -- Lithium-Tellurium batteries are studied using a nano-tube matrix of
electrolytes and additives http://www.nature.com/articles/srep07969 -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Nikola Tesla Famous Quotes, not the "Fake News" ones put out by the perpetrators of this crime against humanity.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1764420077204148&set=pcb.907994556004970%2F Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"
"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""
"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Jun 19, 2017, 9:45 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.9news.com/life/style/colorado-guide/this-picturesque-colorado-mountain-town-with-awe-inspiring-views-comes-at-apretty-penny/448090346
#tellurim #nikola #tesla #colorado #springs #experiments July 19th 2017 - First Published on "Tesla Leaks" in 2013, the first HydroElectric power plant in the U.S. was built by Tesla/Westinghouse in Ames, Colorado, 1891; not Niagara Falls. (THIS IS THE
SYSTEM THAT PROVIDED THE ELECTRICITY FOR TESLA'S 1899, COLORADO SPRINGS EXPERIMENTS, where Tesla
succeeded in sending electrical waves around the Earth.) Breaking News from Telluride, Colorado: Tellurium was found near
Telluride, CO at the time Nikola Tesla setup the AMES Hydro Plant in Ames, CO in 1891 and at the times Tesla was in Colorado
Springs between 1891-1900. During that time Tellurium was mined from the streets of Colorado Springs and the Tellurium (white
gold) metal that was responding to Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Lab Apparatus by exemplifying reports in the local newspapers
"Sparks lept from the street to people's shoes", "The (presumably mercury-gas) lights in downtown Colorado Springs mysteriously
lit-up". http://www.9news.com/life/style/colorado-guide/this-picturesque-colorado-mountain-town-with-awe-inspiring-views-comes-ata-pretty-penny/448090346 -- This led to a second gold rush in 1896 which included mining the streets. Popular Mechanics March
25th 1913 "Hunting for Gold using wireless waves". https://books.google.com/books?
id=9B7ZAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA858&lpg=PA858&dq=earth+ground+coherer -- Selenium the mineral, or native selenium, does not
usually form good crystals but when it does they are steep rhombohedrons or tiny acicular (hair-like) crystals.
http://www.americanelements.com/tellurium.html https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tellurium June 15th 2015 Chemists are first to see
Tellurium transformation at atomic scale. -- The price of Tellurium for Solar Cells was selling for $15 per pound; after 9/11, Dupont
and others raised the price to over $100-$200 a pound. http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-d_OMTSeQkiI/UsuZDtZ8WYI/AAAAAAAAA4M/f0UwXHa71A/s1600/Nd+Price+History+3.jpg -- A Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of Hydrogen-Carbon's called
"synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar Cells
https://books.google.com/books?+id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+AirSensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil -- Tellurium Transformation, chemical alchemy: http://www.rdmag.com/news/2015/06/witness-

chemical-alchemy-elements-transform-atomic-scale -- Lithium-Tellurium batteries are studied using a nano-tube matrix of
electrolytes and additives http://www.nature.com/articles/srep07969 -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Nikola Tesla Famous Quotes, not the "Fake News" ones put out by the perpetrators of this crime against humanity.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1764420077204148&set=pcb.907994556004970%2F Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"
"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""
"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Updated Jun 19, 2017, 9:30 PM
Jun 19, 2017, 9:30 PM
Chris Edwards
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/06/19/us-epa-suspected-fiat-chrysler-using-defeat-devices-since-back-2015-newly-disclosed-emailsshow/
July 19th 2017 US EPA Has Suspected Fiat Chrysler Of Using Defeat Devices Since Back In 2015, Newly Disclosed Emails Show.
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/06/19/us-epa-suspected-fiat-chrysler-using-defeat-devices-since-back-2015-newly-disclosed-emailsshow/ -- Tesla Leaks original post published September 29th 2015, the weekend of the Diesel-Gate announcement. Dieselgate Volkswagen VW Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device Scandal & Internal Combustion Engine. Nikola Tesla
properly described and patented the basis for all A/C Electric Motors, Mono-polar DC Dynamo's, Internal Combustion Engines,
Compounding Steam Engines from 1887-1897 & Turbines between 1909-1922
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html?view=flipcard
Updated Jun 19, 2017, 9:13 PM
Jun 19, 2017, 9:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/06/19/us-epa-suspected-fiat-chrysler-using-defeat-devices-since-back-2015-newly-disclosed-emailsshow/
#dieselgate #post #removed #from #facebook #update July 19th 2017 US EPA Has Suspected Fiat Chrysler Of Using Defeat
Devices Since Back In 2015, Newly Disclosed Emails Show. https://cleantechnica.com/2017/06/19/us-epa-suspected-fiat-chryslerusing-defeat-devices-since-back-2015-newly-disclosed-emails-show/ -- Tesla Leaks original post published September 29th 2015,
the weekend of the Diesel-Gate announcement. Dieselgate - Volkswagen VW Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat
Device Scandal & Internal Combustion Engine. Nikola Tesla properly described and patented the basis for all A/C Electric Motors,
Internal Combustion Engines, Compounding Steam Engines from 1887-1897 & Turbines between 1909-1922
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html?view=flipcard
Jun 19, 2017, 9:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.9news.com/life/style/colorado-guide/this-picturesque-colorado-mountain-town-with-awe-inspiring-views-comes-at-apretty-penny/448090346

#tellurim #nikola #tesla #colorado #springs #experiments July 19th 2017 - First Published on "Tesla Leaks" in 2013, the first HydroElectric power plant in the U.S. was built by Tesla/Westinghouse in Ames, Colorado, 1891 that used A/C Induction Generators; not
Niagara Falls by 1895. (THIS IS THE LIKELY SYSTEM THAT PROVIDED THE ELECTRICITY FOR TESLA'S 1899, COLORADO
SPRINGS EXPERIMENTS, where Tesla succeeded in sending electrical waves around the Earth. To prove the wireless system
would work at Niagara) Breaking News from Telluride, Colorado: Tellurium was found near Telluride, CO at the time Nikola Tesla
setup the AMES Hydro Plant in Ames, CO in 1891 and at the times Tesla was in Colorado Springs between 1891-1900. During that
time Tellurium was mined from the streets of Colorado Springs and the Tellurium (white gold) metal that was responding to Nikola
Tesla's Colorado Springs Lab Apparatus by exemplifying reports in the local newspapers "Sparks lept from the street to people's
shoes", "The (presumably mercury-gas) lights in downtown Colorado Springs mysteriously lit-up".
http://www.9news.com/life/style/colorado-guide/this-picturesque-colorado-mountain-town-with-awe-inspiring-views-comes-at-apretty-penny/448090346 -- This led to a second gold rush in 1896 which included mining the streets. Popular Mechanics March 25th
1913 "Hunting for Gold using wireless waves". https://books.google.com/books?
id=9B7ZAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA858&lpg=PA858&dq=earth+ground+coherer -- Selenium the mineral, or native selenium, does not
usually form good crystals but when it does they are steep rhombohedrons or tiny acicular (hair-like) crystals.
http://www.americanelements.com/tellurium.html https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tellurium
June 15th 2015 Chemists are first to see Tellurium transformation at atomic scale. -- The price of Tellurium for Solar Cells was
selling for $15 per pound; after 9/11, Dupont and others raised the price to over $100-$200 a pound. http://3.bp.blogspot.com/d_OMTSeQkiI/UsuZDtZ8WYI/AAAAAAAAA4M/f-0UwXHa71A/s1600/Nd+Price+History+3.jpg -- A Tesla coil is used for testing and
in the manufacturing of Hydrogen-Carbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as
Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar Cells https://books.google.com/books?
+id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+Air-Sensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil -- Tellurium
Transformation, chemical alchemy: http://www.rdmag.com/news/2015/06/witness-chemical-alchemy-elements-transform-atomicscale -- Lithium-Tellurium batteries are studied using a nano-tube matrix of electrolytes and additives
http://www.nature.com/articles/srep07969 -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Nikola Tesla Famous Quotes, not the "Fake News" ones put out by the perpetrators of this crime against humanity.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1764420077204148&set=pcb.907994556004970%2F Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"
"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""
"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Jun 19, 2017, 8:23 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.9news.com/life/style/colorado-guide/this-picturesque-colorado-mountain-town-with-awe-inspiring-views-comes-at-apretty-penny/448090346
#tellurim #nikola #tesla #colorado #springs #experiments July 19th 2017 - First Published on "Tesla Leaks" in 2013, the first HydroElectric power plant in the U.S. was built by Tesla/Westinghouse in Ames, Colorado, 1891; not Niagara Falls. (THIS IS THE LIKELY

SYSTEM THAT PROVIDED THE ELECTRICITY FOR TESLA'S 1899, COLORADO SPRINGS EXPERIMENTS, where Tesla
succeeded in sending electrical waves around the Earth.) Thus, to prove that this system would work at Niagara Falls by 1901.
Breaking News from Telluride, Colorado: Tellurium was found near Telluride, CO at the time Nikola Tesla setup the AMES Hydro
Plant in Ames, CO in 1891 and at the times Tesla was in Colorado Springs between 1891-1900. During that time Tellurium was
mined from the streets of Colorado Springs and the Tellurium (white gold) metal that was responding to Nikola Tesla's Colorado
Springs Lab Apparatus by exemplifying reports in the local newspapers "Sparks lept from the street to people's shoes", "The
(presumably mercury-gas) lights in downtown Colorado Springs mysteriously lit-up". http://www.9news.com/life/style/coloradoguide/this-picturesque-colorado-mountain-town-with-awe-inspiring-views-comes-at-a-pretty-penny/448090346 -- This led to a
second gold rush in 1896 which included mining the streets. Popular Mechanics March 25th 1913 "Hunting for Gold using wireless
waves". https://books.google.com/books?id=9B7ZAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA858&lpg=PA858&dq=earth+ground+coherer -- Selenium the
mineral, or native selenium, does not usually form good crystals but when it does they are steep rhombohedrons or tiny acicular
(hair-like) crystals. http://www.americanelements.com/tellurium.html https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tellurium
June 15th 2015 Chemists are first to see Tellurium transformation at atomic scale. -- The price of Tellurium for Solar Cells was
selling for $15 per pound; after 9/11, Dupont and others raised the price to over $100-$200 a pound. http://3.bp.blogspot.com/d_OMTSeQkiI/UsuZDtZ8WYI/AAAAAAAAA4M/f-0UwXHa71A/s1600/Nd+Price+History+3.jpg -- A Tesla coil is used for testing and
in the manufacturing of Hydrogen-Carbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as
Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar Cells https://books.google.com/books?
+id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+Air-Sensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil -- Tellurium
Transformation, chemical alchemy: http://www.rdmag.com/news/2015/06/witness-chemical-alchemy-elements-transform-atomicscale -- Lithium-Tellurium batteries are studied using a nano-tube matrix of electrolytes and additives
http://www.nature.com/articles/srep07969 -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Nikola Tesla Famous Quotes, not the "Fake News" ones put out by the perpetrators of this crime against humanity.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1764420077204148&set=pcb.907994556004970%2F Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"
"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""
"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Updated Jun 19, 2017, 8:18 PM
Jun 19, 2017, 8:18 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/oil-prices-kick-off-the-week-with-a-move-down-2017-06-19
June 19, 2017 Oil Barrons asset valuation ends down 17% for the year at 7-month low after failing to shake off supply worries. The
bearish view is likely to remain the dominant sentiment in the short term. Recent options contracts show traders are hedging for the
potential of oil falling below $41 a barrel in the months ahead, “It’s a race to the bottom,” he noted, adding that investors may be
“betting on further downside.” http://www.marketwatch.com/story/oil-prices-kick-off-the-week-with-a-move-down-2017-06-19
Updated Jun 19, 2017, 3:10 PM

Jun 19, 2017, 3:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-charging-moving-electric-cars/
June 14, 2017 Wireless charging of moving electric vehicles overcomes major hurdle in new Stanford research. Stanford scientists
have developed a way to wirelessly deliver electricity to moving objects, technology that could one day charge electric vehicles and
personal devices like medical implants and cell phones. http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-chargingmoving-electric-cars/ -- The Tesla Leaks Blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of electrical energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
Jun 18, 2017, 7:57 AM

June 17th 2017 -- Within the last year, Tesla Leaks + Nikola Tesla Solar & Wireless Blog + Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation +
12,000 likes from Personal Posts; reached a grand total of 33,000 like's -- Nikola Tesla Leaks Website Blog: http://TeslaLeaks.com
-- Tesla Radiant Energy & Wireless Blog: http://NikolaTeslaSolar.Blogspot.com -- Tesla Leaks Facebook Group:
http://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Tesla Murder Investigation https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
June 17th 2017 -- Within the last year, Tesla Leaks + Nikola Tesla Solar & Wireless Blog + Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation +
12,000 likes from Personal Posts; reached a grand total of 33,000 like's -- Nikola Tesla Leaks Website Blog: http://TeslaLeaks.com/
-- Tesla Radiant Energy & Wireless Blog: http://NikolaTeslaSolar.Blogspot.com/ -- Tesla Leaks Facebook Group:
http://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Tesla Murder Investigation https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
Jun 17, 2017, 4:24 PM
Chris Edwards
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/06/16/tesla-may-win-monopoly/
#tesla #wins #monopoly June 17th 2016 Tesla May Win "Monopoly" | CleanTechnica https://cleantechnica.com/2017/06/16/teslamay-win-monopoly/ -- #nevada #self #generation Nevada's New Solar Law Is About Much More Than Net Metering. Jon
Wellinghoff, former Tesla policy lead, says the guaranteed right to self-generate electricity makes net metering a moot point. This is
the first law to allow self-generation and self-sales of electricity in the history of the world.
https://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/nevadas-new-solar-law-is-about-much-more-than-net-metering -- #arpae Report Finds
That ARPA-E Is Working, Even as Trump Seeks to Shut It Down | Greentech Media
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/report-finds-that-arpa-e-is-working-while-trump-seeks-to-shut-it-down -- #petro
#dollar #dead PetroDollar System In Trouble As Saudi Arabia Continues To Liquidate Foreign Exchange Reserves.
http://news.goldseek.com/GoldSeek/1497801931.php -- #uk #negative #electricity #prices These milestones are having tangible
effects. Solar cuts power demand for National Grid, reducing prices, while wind power also lowers prices. That led to another first
last week, when high wind output pushed down the wholesale price and resulted in negative power prices, which means some
conventional power plants had to pay household suppliers like British Gas to take their electricity. “This has surprised people,” said
John Feddersen, chief executive of analysts Aurora Energy Research, referring to the speed at which negative prices had arrived in
the UK. https://theguardian.com/business/2017/jun/17/green-energy-surge-fuels-anxiety-uk-power-grid
Updated Jun 17, 2017, 2:24 PM
Jun 17, 2017, 2:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-charging-moving-electric-cars/
June 14, 2017 Wireless charging of moving electric vehicles overcomes major hurdle in new Stanford research. Stanford scientists
have developed a way to wirelessly deliver electricity to moving objects, technology that could one day charge electric vehicles and
personal devices like medical implants and cell phones. http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-chargingmoving-electric-cars/ -- The Tesla Leaks Blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of electrical energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
Jun 17, 2017, 2:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-charging-moving-electric-cars/
June 14, 2017 Wireless charging of moving electric vehicles overcomes major hurdle in new Stanford research. Stanford scientists
have developed a way to wirelessly deliver electricity to moving objects, technology that could one day charge electric vehicles and
personal devices like medical implants and cell phones. http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-chargingmoving-electric-cars/ -- The Tesla Leaks Blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of electrical energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard

Jun 16, 2017, 11:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-charging-moving-electric-cars/
June 14, 2017 Wireless charging of moving electric vehicles overcomes major hurdle in new Stanford research. Stanford scientists
have developed a way to wirelessly deliver electricity to moving objects, technology that could one day charge electric vehicles and
personal devices like medical implants and cell phones. http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-chargingmoving-electric-cars/ -- The Tesla Leaks Blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of electrical energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
Jun 16, 2017, 8:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-charging-moving-electric-cars/
June 14, 2017 Wireless charging of moving electric vehicles overcomes major hurdle in new Stanford research. Stanford scientists
have developed a way to wirelessly deliver electricity to moving objects, technology that could one day charge electric vehicles and
personal devices like medical implants and cell phones. http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-chargingmoving-electric-cars/ -- The Tesla Leaks Blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of electrical energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
Jun 16, 2017, 8:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
Jun 16, 2017, 8:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in solar Energy.
https://phys.org/news/2017-06-solar-endless-energy-vapor.html
June 14th 2017 Solar paint offers endless energy from water vapor. "Titanium oxide is the white pigment that is already commonly
used in wall paint, meaning that the simple addition of the new material can convert a brick wall into energy harvesting and fuel
production real estate. https://phys.org/news/2017-06-solar-endless-energy-vapor.html -- Tesla Leaks original post with over 120+
ways to use or harvest energy for use at night time, when needed or converted to another form:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- #nikola #tesla #proposed
#invented Nikola Tesla Tells the Non-Expert How to Avoid Dangers — Metallic Paint is a Conductor
https://newspapers.com/image/98094957/?terms=%22nikola%2Btesla%22 http://boweryboyshistory.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/03/Screen-Shot-2017-03-27-at-8.38.13-PM-768x952.png -- March 15, 1896, St. Louis Post Dispatch (St.
Louis, Missouri). Nikola Tesla’s Amazing Plan to Harness Free Currents http://boweryboyshistory.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/03/Screen-Shot-2017-03-27-at-8.41.14-PM.png http://boweryboyshistory.com/tag/nikola-tesla -- Lead Danger
Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=l4kMiRDfgeI -- Why Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power Was Fated to Fail Due to Exploding
Airships (such as the Hindenburg) By Austin Sirkin 03/04/2013 https://steampunk.wonderhowto.com/news/why-nikola-teslaswireless-power-was-fated-fail-due-exploding-airships-0143707/
Jun 16, 2017, 7:53 PM
Chris Edwards
http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-charging-moving-electric-cars/
June 14, 2017 Wireless charging of moving electric vehicles overcomes major hurdle in new Stanford research. Stanford scientists
have developed a way to wirelessly deliver electricity to moving objects, technology that could one day charge electric vehicles and
personal devices like medical implants and cell phones. http://news.stanford.edu/2017/06/14/big-advance-wireless-chargingmoving-electric-cars/ -- The Tesla Leaks Blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of electrical energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
Updated Jun 16, 2017, 7:44 PM
Jun 16, 2017, 7:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
https://phys.org/news/2017-06-solar-endless-energy-vapor.html
#metallic #paint #wireless #power June 14th 2017 Solar paint offers endless energy from water vapor. "Titanium oxide is the white
pigment that is already commonly used in wall paint, meaning that the simple addition of the new material can convert a brick wall
into energy harvesting and fuel production real estate. https://phys.org/news/2017-06-solar-endless-energy-vapor.html -- Tesla
Leaks original post with over 120+ ways to use or harvest energy for use at night time, when needed or converted to another form:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- #nikola #tesla #proposed
#invented Nikola Tesla Tells the Non-Expert How to Avoid Dangers — Metallic Paint is a Conductor
https://newspapers.com/image/98094957/?terms=%22nikola%2Btesla%22 http://boweryboyshistory.com/wp-

content/uploads/2017/03/Screen-Shot-2017-03-27-at-8.38.13-PM-768x952.png -- March 15, 1896, St. Louis Post Dispatch (St.
Louis, Missouri). Nikola Tesla’s Amazing Plan to Harness Free Currents http://boweryboyshistory.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/03/Screen-Shot-2017-03-27-at-8.41.14-PM.png http://boweryboyshistory.com/tag/nikola-tesla -- Lead Danger
Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=l4kMiRDfgeI -- Why Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power Was Fated to Fail Due to Exploding
Airships (such as the Hindenburg) By Austin Sirkin 03/04/2013 https://steampunk.wonderhowto.com/news/why-nikola-teslaswireless-power-was-fated-fail-due-exploding-airships-0143707/
Jun 15, 2017, 12:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Click for video:

#bernie #sanders #nikola #tesla #energy #should #be #free In recognition of Tesla Leaks being the only channel on the Internet to
publish a video on the Presidential Candidate Bernie Sanders's speech about Nikola Tesla predicting that "Energy should be Free"
and would be free... This is the High-Definition Extended Remix, featuring the JP Morgan letters admissions that wireless electricity
was ready for implementation at Niagara Falls in 1895-1901. HD pictures of Tesla's last publications in Electrical Experimenter
Magazine 1919-1921 articles presenting and describing methods of wireless electricity powering homes, industry and aircraft. It
includes HD pictures of all major patents, diagrams and conceptions of his Wardenclyffe Tower found in Google Images such as
one from Tesla researcher Eric Dollard and others to the last two design letters to and from Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower co-designer
Stanford White (who was murdered under suspicious circumstances in 1906 as the tower was being completed) The Tesla Leaks
1000+ page searchable Blog 2012-2017: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com Tesla Leaks Website http://TeslaLeaks.com -- Music
featuring Michael Jackson's last studio song on his last studio album called "Threatened" the "meaning of" Remix with spoken word
and rap from Rod Serling of the Twilight Zone "who can read minds and be in two places at the same time". For Educational Use
Only. All copyrights and trademarks belong to their respective owners. -- Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing
WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of
Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published
the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C
Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial
Signaling by John Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE
by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power
transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of
transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft, etc., without having to include a source of power in
their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in such an achievement and now the dream promises
to come true. By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like
numerous other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it. While working on a means for
transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light beams as elevated
conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it. It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity
of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore, it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working
with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner. As shown in Fig. 1, a
source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays vertically. These rays result
in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect insulator. By making
connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio communication. We
are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases, therefore
the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as applied to
radio communication. But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains
few ultra violet rays of shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc
light. It is unreasonable to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that
the upper stratum of our atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization. It will now
be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have the earth, a
good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred miles, the air
is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars. Hence, we have two good conductors separated by
several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source
of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The

energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting to the pair of conductors. This condition has been recognized
for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting atmosphere. It is hardly practical to
construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be utilized without using a similar structure
at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving vehicles. Return then to the ionized stream
for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then why not make connection to that
upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity. In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station
embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the
primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy. Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc
lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make
connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering.
The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation
period. By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic
connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam.
An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the
receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going. Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two
arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on. This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly
practical for each home to have an arc on the roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city. Rather its
benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the power
hundreds or thousands of miles. Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the
earth and upper air strata reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of
fogs and moisture in the air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or
voltage of the current to cause rain or to prevent it. Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets
obsolete, a transmitter of the future being connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on
the power frequency? Or will radio-telephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the
power circuit and filtered out at the receiver? There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and
vegetation increase in growth as experiments in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs
and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected
height and become uniformly healthier due to the electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing? And so on – conjuncture
in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to give it a trial. And to think it
all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental station in Long
Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final mastery of all
matter by man.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/?
type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks
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Ruth KavanaghTESLA RULES THE ~WAVES!~
Jun 17, 2017, 9:38 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Chris EdwardsJuly 20th 2017 Major US Coal Hauler Speaks Truth To Trump: “Fossil Fuels Are Dead”
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/07/20/major-us-coal-hauler-speaks-truth-trump-fossil-fuels-dead/
Jul 20, 2017, 9:59 PM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Sam MC IlhoneBut if the government would pass a bill we could be using Thorium safe clean energy
Aug 17, 2017, 7:33 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
John SmithI did read from that blog that H.A.A.R.P. is Tesla invention. I have other sources like Eric P. Dollard who says that it has
nothing to do with Nikola Tesla :https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0sjQO-2RH3c. Also I recommend a great interview with
WeatherWar101 which opens your mind about how weather modification actully works : https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sZyVnrmcZSY
Sep 19, 2017, 12:41 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks

Cindy Moriel YbarraInteresting.
Sep 19, 2017, 7:57 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Sam MC IlhoneAt last people are responding with the truth
Sep 19, 2017, 11:30 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Bobot MaxExperimenting with frequency will open the undertanding of manipulation of state of matter and ultimately space time..
Jan 4, 2018, 9:40 PM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Ruth Kavanagh“369”
Jan 4, 2018, 11:23 PM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Sam MC IlhoneHe who controls the weather controls the world
Jan 5, 2018, 2:23 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Bobot Maxyes thats the key..
Jan 5, 2018, 4:47 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Vanita CookWow Chris you did such an outstanding job (as usual). Greed has stolen so much from civilization. It is so sad (under
statment) It broke and destroyed a very good man, and many others. To think where we would be if the great man Nikola Tesla had
been encouraged and his genious embraced. No wars, no bodies harmed, everyone fed, every one having homes in a perfect
environment. I hate nothing but almost because of the sadness of thinking of the man Nikola Tesla whos dreams to help humanity
were strangled in the hands of greed. Thank you son. Namaste
Jan 8, 2018, 4:24 AM
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Ruth KavanaghNot *quite* YET. TESLA’S & yOUR FUTURE BE HERE NOW MOMENTum... ?
Jan 8, 2018, 8:09 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Vanita CookAgreed the times are changing and will soon (I hope) change to the Eutopian society that it should have been all along
minus the "Elite" perpetrators. Gratefully they are going down. Thanks to God a few good men and women. My favorite qoute: All it
takes for evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing.Thank you my friend.
Jan 8, 2018, 8:54 AM
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Chris Edwards#infowars The retort response by Alex Jones, Infowars with "The Twilight Zone - The Big Event" Part 1
https://youtu.be/n_eRYlZsbJA -- "The New Twilight Zone Movie", by the people who produce the Twilight Zone
https://youtu.be/pP57F_XrLW4
Jan 30, 2018, 2:25 PM
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Chris Edwardshttps://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1777614235884732/
Aug 14, 2018, 7:29 PM
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Chris Edwards#nikola #tesla #free #energy #federal #reserve #notes #are #obligations #not #money Prior to the creation of the
Federal Reserve System in 1913, Nikola Tesla's wireless, free energy system was already developed, and perfected by 1907 at
Wardenclyffe when he published "Tuned Lightning" in English Mechanic and World of Science, March 8, 1907 " incidentally that all
the essential processes of and appliances for the generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, storage, regulation, control,
and economic utilization of "tuned lightning" have been patented by me, and that I have long since undertaken, and am sparing no
effort to render these advances instrumental in insuring the welfare, comfort, and convenience, primarily, of my fellow citizens." -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Reserve_Note Federal Reserve Notes are printed from a printer or typed into a computer; then
which the Notes become "Obligations" to the U.S.; they are not money; by definition. http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-03-08.htm
Aug 30, 2018, 9:06 PM
#bernie #sanders #nikola #tesla #energy #should #be #free In recognition of Tesla Leaks being the only channel on the Internet to
publish a video on the Presidential Candidate Bernie Sanders's speech about Nikola Tesla predicting that "Energy should be Free"
and would be free... This is the High-Definition Extended Remix, featuring the JP Morgan letters admissions that wireless electricity

was ready for implementation at Niagara Falls in 1895-1901. HD pictures of Tesla's last publications in Electrical Experimenter
Magazine 1919-1921 articles presenting and describing methods of wireless electricity powering homes, industry and aircraft. It
includes HD pictures of all major patents, diagrams and conceptions of his Wardenclyffe Tower found in Google Images such as
one from Tesla researcher Eric Dollard and others to the last two design letters to and from Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower co-designer
Stanford White (who was murdered under suspicious circumstances in 1906 as the tower was being completed) The Tesla Leaks
1000+ page searchable Blog 2012-2017: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ Tesla Leaks Website http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Music
featuring Michael Jackson's last studio song on his last studio album called "Threatened" the "meaning of" Remix with spoken word
and rap from Rod Serling of the Twilight Zone "who can read minds and be in two places at the same time". For Educational Use
Only. All copyrights and trademarks belong to their respective owners. -- Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing
WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of
Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published
the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C
Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial
Signaling by John Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE
by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,
it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to
utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.
As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays
vertically.
These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect
insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio
communication.
We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases,
therefore the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as
applied to radio communication.
But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of
shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light. It is unreasonable
to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our
atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization.
It will now be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have
the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred
miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars.
Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal
arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy

can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting
to the pair of conductors.
This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting
atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be
utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving
vehicles.
Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then
why not make connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity.
In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the
generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy.
Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten
miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of
these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering.
The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation
period.
By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic
connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam.
An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the
receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going.
Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on.
This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on the
roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city.
Rather its benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the
power hundreds or thousands of miles.
Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air strata
reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the
air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to
cause rain or to prevent it.
Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being
connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the power circuit and filtered out at the
receiver?
There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments
in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by
the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the
electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing?
And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to
give it a trial.

And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental
station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final
mastery of all matter by man.
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industry is in going down in flames and it may take Cuba down with it http://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Cuba-Scrambles-AsVenezuelas-Oil-Industry-Collapses.html
Updated Jun 14, 2017, 8:31 PM
Jun 14, 2017, 8:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
#marconi #tesla #rca #radio #invention #history #general #electric The location of the Marconi vs Tesla debate over who invented
"Radio" centered at Sandy Hook in 1899-1901. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1792232344422921&set=gm.941683875969371 https://nha.org/history/hn/HN-fall90-wireless.htm -- The "Herald" to Report
Steamships at Sea By Using Marconi's Wireless Telegraph (1901) http://earlyradiohistory.us/1901nan.htm -- In September 1906,
David Sarnoff, an immigrant from Minsk, Russia, became an office boy in the Marconi Company's New York office. By 1908, when
Irwin was one of four operators at the 'Sconset station, he had trained Sarnoff to replace him whenever he went to sea on one of the
company's ships equipped for Marconi wireless. While living under Oscar Folger's roof in 'Sconset, David studied hard; but who
would have thought that one day he would be General Sarnoff, founder and chief executive officer of R.C.A. (Radio Corporation of

America)? -- The first Marconi land station in the United States was erected at Navesink Lighthouse, near Sandy Hook, New York
Harbour mouth in September 1890, for reporting the American Cup Yacht Races. http://earlyradiohistory.us/1901nan1.jpg -http://rockypointhistoricalsociety.org/marconi-building/ -- October 23, 1994 State Becomes a Part of Celebrating Marconi's
Achievements. The ham radio enthusiasts gathered Sept. 10 and 11 in a special ceremony encampment atop a hill 200 feet above
sea level here, where Marconi made history. http://nytimes.com/1994/10/23/nyregion/state-becomes-a-part-of-celebrating-marconis-achievements.html -- More on Marconi getting credit, then later the Nobel Prize in 1909 for Radio
http://oldradio.com/archives/jurassic/marconi.htm -- Here is a report of Supreme Court Case 369, June 1943, relinquishes the
Marconi Patents back to the Military Industrial Complex/RCA, and therefore back to the original, earliest Nikola Tesla Patents for the
basic four tuned circuits used in Radio https://youtu.be/_H4Zo_5x2rU?t=230 -- Coincidentally, Adam Lanza's father, Peter Lanza,
worked as the VP of Energy Financial Services for JP Morgan/Edison's General Electric.
http://newyorker.com/magazine/2014/03/17/the-reckoning -- More from Tesla Leaks:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html
Jun 13, 2017, 5:07 PM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html
The Sandy Hook Conspiracy - Marconi vs Tesla
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html -- Supreme Court Case 369, June 1943,
relinquishes the Marconi Patents back to the Military Industrial Complex/RCA, and therefore back to the original Tesla Patents for
his four tuned circuits used in Radio. https://youtube.com/watch?v=_H4Zo_5x2rU -- Coincidentally, Adam Lanza's father, Peter
Lanza, worked as the VP of Energy Financial Services for JP Morgan/Edison's General Electric.
http://newyorker.com/magazine/2014/03/17/the-reckoning
Updated Jun 13, 2017, 1:38 PM
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Chris Edwards
#sandy #hook #marconi #nikola #tesla #rca #coincidence #radio #invention #patent #history #peter #lanza #general #electric
#russia #conspiracy Sandy Hook/Alex Jones Distraction: The location of the Marconi vs Tesla debate over who invented "Radio"
centered at Sandy Hook in 1899-1901. https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1792232344422921&set=gm.941683875969371
https://nha.org/history/hn/HN-fall90-wireless.htm -- The "Herald" to Report Steamships at Sea By Using Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph (1901) http://earlyradiohistory.us/1901nan.htm -- In September 1906, David Sarnoff, an immigrant from Minsk, Russia,
became an office boy in the Marconi Company's New York office. By 1908, when Irwin was one of four operators at the 'Sconset
station, he had trained Sarnoff to replace him whenever he went to sea on one of the company's ships equipped for Marconi
wireless. While living under Oscar Folger's roof in 'Sconset, David studied hard; but who would have thought that one day he would
be General Sarnoff, founder and chief executive officer of R.C.A. (Radio Corporation of America)? -- The first Marconi land station in
the United States was erected at Navesink Lighthouse, near Sandy Hook, New York Harbour mouth in September 1890, for
reporting the American Cup Yacht Races. http://earlyradiohistory.us/1901nan1.jpg -- http://rockypointhistoricalsociety.org/marconibuilding/ -- October 23, 1994 State Becomes a Part of Celebrating Marconi's Achievements. The ham radio enthusiasts gathered
Sept. 10 and 11 in a special ceremony encampment atop a hill 200 feet above sea level here, where Marconi made history.
http://nytimes.com/1994/10/23/nyregion/state-becomes-a-part-of-celebrating-marconi-s-achievements.html -- More on Marconi
getting credit, then later the Nobel Prize in 1909 for Radio http://oldradio.com/archives/jurassic/marconi.htm -- Here is a report of
Supreme Court Case 369, June 1943, relinquishes the Marconi Patents back to the Military Industrial Complex/RCA, and therefore
back to the original, earliest Nikola Tesla Patents for the basic four tuned circuits used in Radio https://youtu.be/_H4Zo_5x2rU?
t=230 -- Coincidentally, Adam Lanza's father, Peter Lanza, worked as the VP of Energy Financial Services for JP Morgan/Edison's
General Electric. http://newyorker.com/magazine/2014/03/17/the-reckoning -- More from Tesla Leaks:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html
Updated Jun 12, 2017, 5:03 PM
Jun 12, 2017, 5:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

#sandy #hook #marconi #nikola #tesla #rca #coincidence #radio #invention #history #peter #lanza #general #electric #russia
#conspiracy Sandy Hook/Alex Jones Distraction: The location of the Marconi vs Tesla debate over who invented "Radio" centered at
Sandy Hook in 1899-1901. https://nha.org/history/hn/HN-fall90-wireless.htm -- The "Herald" to Report Steamships at Sea By Using

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph (1901) http://earlyradiohistory.us/1901nan.htm -- In September 1906, David Sarnoff, an immigrant
from Minsk, Russia, became an office boy in the Marconi Company's New York office. By 1908, when Irwin was one of four
operators at the 'Sconset station, he had trained Sarnoff to replace him whenever he went to sea on one of the company's ships
equipped for Marconi wireless. While living under Oscar Folger's roof in 'Sconset, David studied hard; but who would have thought
that one day he would be General Sarnoff, founder and chief executive officer of R.C.A. (Radio Corporation of America)? -- The first
Marconi land station in the United States was erected at Navesink Lighthouse, near Sandy Hook, New York Harbour mouth in
September 1890, for reporting the American Cup Yacht Races. http://earlyradiohistory.us/1901nan1.jpg -http://rockypointhistoricalsociety.org/marconi-building/ -- October 23, 1994 State Becomes a Part of Celebrating Marconi's
Achievements. The ham radio enthusiasts gathered Sept. 10 and 11 in a special ceremony encampment atop a hill 200 feet above
sea level here, where Marconi made history. http://nytimes.com/1994/10/23/nyregion/state-becomes-a-part-of-celebrating-marconis-achievements.html -- More on Marconi getting credit, then later the Nobel Prize in 1909 for Radio
http://oldradio.com/archives/jurassic/marconi.htm -- Here is a report of Supreme Court Case 369, June 1943, relinquishes the
Marconi Patents back to the Military Industrial Complex/RCA, and therefore back to the original, earliest Nikola Tesla Patents for the
basic four tuned circuits used in Radio https://youtu.be/_H4Zo_5x2rU?t=230 -- Coincidentally, Adam Lanza's father, Peter Lanza,
worked as the VP of Energy Financial Services for JP Morgan/Edison's General Electric.
http://newyorker.com/magazine/2014/03/17/the-reckoning -- More from Tesla Leaks:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html
#sandy #hook #marconi #nikola #tesla #rca #coincidence #radio #invention #history #peter #lanza #general #electric #russia
#conspiracy Sandy Hook/Alex Jones Distraction: The location of the Marconi vs Tesla debate over who invented "Radio" centered at
Sandy Hook in 1899-1901. https://nha.org/history/hn/HN-fall90-wireless.htm -- The "Herald" to Report Steamships at Sea By Using
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph (1901) http://earlyradiohistory.us/1901nan.htm -- In September 1906, David Sarnoff, an immigrant
from Minsk, Russia, became an office boy in the Marconi Company's New York office. By 1908, when Irwin was one of four
operators at the 'Sconset station, he had trained Sarnoff to replace him whenever he went to sea on one of the company's ships
equipped for Marconi wireless. While living under Oscar Folger's roof in 'Sconset, David studied hard; but who would have thought
that one day he would be General Sarnoff, founder and chief executive officer of R.C.A. (Radio Corporation of America)? -- The first
Marconi land station in the United States was erected at Navesink Lighthouse, near Sandy Hook, New York Harbour mouth in
September 1890, for reporting the American Cup Yacht Races. http://earlyradiohistory.us/1901nan1.jpg -http://rockypointhistoricalsociety.org/marconi-building/ -- October 23, 1994 State Becomes a Part of Celebrating Marconi's
Achievements. The ham radio enthusiasts gathered Sept. 10 and 11 in a special ceremony encampment atop a hill 200 feet above
sea level here, where Marconi made history. http://nytimes.com/1994/10/23/nyregion/state-becomes-a-part-of-celebrating-marconis-achievements.html -- More on Marconi getting credit, then later the Nobel Prize in 1909 for Radio
http://oldradio.com/archives/jurassic/marconi.htm -- Here is a report of Supreme Court Case 369, June 1943, relinquishes the
Marconi Patents back to the Military Industrial Complex/RCA, and therefore back to the original, earliest Nikola Tesla Patents for the
basic four tuned circuits used in Radio https://youtu.be/_H4Zo_5x2rU?t=230 -- Coincidentally, Adam Lanza's father, Peter Lanza,
worked as the VP of Energy Financial Services for JP Morgan/Edison's General Electric.
http://newyorker.com/magazine/2014/03/17/the-reckoning -- More from Tesla Leaks:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html
Jun 12, 2017, 5:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc
Nikola Tesla Congress (Live Stream) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc -- June 2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred
Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Is Eerily Accurate | Mach | NBC news https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFOvuzj6XF8
Jun 9, 2017, 1:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/d-brief/2017/06/08/winds-european-energy-prices/
You thought "Free Energy" was a conspiracy? How about the fact that in some places the energy company pays you to take the
energy! When renewable energy systems are paid off, and are at over-capacity; they would reach a tipping point that could be
considered "Too Cheap To Meter" -- Blustery Winds Push European Energy Prices...Negative - D-brief
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/d-brief/2017/06/08/winds-european-energy-prices/ -- Compiled by Tesla Leaks: 33 ways and 7
places where renewable energy and gas is free or cheaper than fossil fuels.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/829999990471094/
Jun 10, 2017, 2:16 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.

Jun 10, 2017, 2:18 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/d-brief/2017/06/08/winds-european-energy-prices/
You thought "Free Energy" was a conspiracy? How about the fact that in some places the energy company pays you to take the
energy! When renewable energy systems are paid off, and are at over-capacity; they would reach a tipping point that could be
considered "Too Cheap To Meter" -- Blustery Winds Push European Energy Prices...Negative - D-brief
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/d-brief/2017/06/08/winds-european-energy-prices/ -- 33 ways and 7 places where renewable
energy and gas is free or cheaper than fossil fuels. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/829999990471094/
Jun 10, 2017, 2:14 AM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=gn7T599QaN8
In 2018, 350 Million devices will have "Wireless Charging" as a "Feature", but none of the manufacturers will tell you that those
"Features" were all invented, patented and demonstrated by Nikola Tesla between 1891, 1893 at the Worlds Fair and 1899 in
Colorado Springs. A new method developed by Disney Research for wirelessly transmitting energy in a room; up to 350 devices,
EPA, FCC and even FDA approved as low wattage; but can be expanded to the size of a warehouse...The system is capable of
delivering over 2000 watts for higher power devices; where the power is concentrated at the sender and receiver's tuned coils, but
not much in-between (1/R2) average in free space (just a few watts); Disney gives credit to Celebrated inventor Nikola Tesla
famously demonstrated a wireless . https://youtube.com/watch?v=gn7T599QaN8 -- February 16, 2017 Wireless power transmission
safely charges devices anywhere within a room https://phys.org/news/2017-02-wireless-power-transmission-safely-devices.html
Updated Jun 10, 2017, 2:05 AM
Jun 10, 2017, 2:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/d-brief/2017/06/08/winds-european-energy-prices/
You thought "Free Energy" was a conspiracy? How about the fact that in some places the energy company pays you to take the
energy! Blustery Winds Push European Energy Prices...Negative - D-brief http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/dbrief/2017/06/08/winds-european-energy-prices/
Jun 10, 2017, 1:40 AM
Chris Edwards
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/d-brief/2017/06/08/winds-european-energy-prices/
You thought "Free Energy" was a conspiracy? How about the fact that in some places the energy company pays you to take the
energy! When renewable energy systems are paid off, and are at over-capacity; they would reach a tipping point that could be
considered "Too Cheap To Meter" -- Blustery Winds Push European Energy Prices...Negative - D-brief
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/d-brief/2017/06/08/winds-european-energy-prices/ -- 33 ways and 7 places where renewable
energy and gas is free or cheaper than fossil fuels. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/829999990471094/
Updated Jun 10, 2017, 1:41 AM
Jun 10, 2017, 1:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://independent.co.uk/news/moscow-paraded-dummy-missiles-1185682.html
#russian #election #meddling #nuke #hoax Russia and the Nuke Hoax: Nov 18, 1998 Moscow paraded dummy missiles
http://independent.co.uk/news/moscow-paraded-dummy-missiles-1185682.html It was the Russian who claimed they had the Tzar
bomb by just showing us a picture on TV. Then they supposedly threatened the U.S. by parking plastic paper-mache rockets in the
Cuban Missile Crisis https://youtube.com/watch?v=WwlNPhn64TA Alex Jones, Mark Dice and a slew of trolls regularly push the
Nuke Hoax Propaganda https://youtube.com/watch?v=W3fKliM6n6s Then Russia Fakes going to the Moon
https://democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&address=439x1457355 The 58 Million players of the video
game Grand Theft Auto 5, the goal in the game is to use a fantasy "Nuke" to demolish their Hydro-Electricity Dam; as opposed to
Teaching them the 9 Nikola Tesla Patents that went along with creating the Dam. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Sxuo9XQCzbg -"To say that in the presence of large bodies space becomes curved is equivalent to stating that something can act upon nothing. I
for one, refuse to subscribe to such a view.” - Nikola Tesla (Rockets that use Thrust, don't work in the Vacuum of "Space") ... More
on Debunking Einstein by Tesla Leaks including Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster ...
Einstein debunked: New test proves universe is "spooky", "action at a distance" http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html -- Have you ever seen one other than on TV? Every video of a "Nuke" has been proven a
composite, miniature or faked (and doesn't destroy anything in view of the cameras) . Including the project Bikini Atoll that claims to
be a "Nuke" when it was underwater TNT; proposed by Nikola Tesla to create a Tsunami in his treatise "Tidal Wave to End War.

Nuke Hoax Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Bikini Atoll: https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=nuke+project+bikini Tidal Wave to End War https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible "Deep Underwater (TNT) vs Ships https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Crossroads
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http://independent.co.uk/news/moscow-paraded-dummy-missiles-1185682.html
#russian #election #meddling #nuke #hoax Russia pushing the Nuke Hoax: Nov 18, 1998 Moscow paraded dummy missiles
http://independent.co.uk/news/moscow-paraded-dummy-missiles-1185682.html It was the Russian who claimed they had the Tzar
bomb by just showing us a picture on TV. Then they supposedly threatened the U.S. by parking plastic paper-mache rockets in the
Cuban Missile Crisis https://youtube.com/watch?v=WwlNPhn64TA Alex Jones, Mark Dice and a slew of trolls regularly push the
Nuke Hoax Propaganda https://youtube.com/watch?v=W3fKliM6n6s Then Russia Fakes going to the Moon
https://democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&address=439x1457355 The 58 Million players of the video
game Grand Theft Auto 5, the goal in the game is to use a fantasy "Nuke" to demolish their Hydro-Electricity Dam; as opposed to
Teaching them the 9 Nikola Tesla Patents that went along with creating the Dam. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Sxuo9XQCzbg -"To say that in the presence of large bodies space becomes curved is equivalent to stating that something can act upon nothing. I
for one, refuse to subscribe to such a view.” - Nikola Tesla (Rockets that use Thrust, don't work in the Vacuum of "Space") ... More
on Debunking Einstein by Tesla Leaks including Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster ...
Einstein debunked: New test proves universe is "spooky", "action at a distance" http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html -- Have you ever seen one other than on TV? Every video of a "Nuke" has been proven a
composite, miniature or faked (and doesn't destroy anything in view of the cameras) . Including the project Bikini Atoll that claims to
be a "Nuke" when it was underwater TNT; proposed by Nikola Tesla to create a Tsunami in his treatise "Tidal Wave to End War.
Nuke Hoax Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Bikini Atoll: https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=nuke+project+bikini Tidal Wave to End War https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible "Deep Underwater (TNT) vs Ships https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Crossroads
Updated Jun 10, 2017, 12:51 AM
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKSEktPHjJc
#michael #jackson #magic #jetpack #hoax Answer for a commenter: One particular poster we know, just 1, revealed the Michael
Jackson Jet-Pack Hoax in 1993. Did you really leave the building; are you sure your still not inside the Box marked with a 3?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKSEktPHjJc
Updated Jun 10, 2017, 12:19 AM
Jun 10, 2017, 12:19 AM
Chris Edwards
http://nature.com/news/stephen-hawking-there-are-no-black-holes-1.14583
#nikola #tesla #albert #einstein On Debunking Einstein: A particular poster debunked Einstein on the Final Exam at a prominent
University in 1995, where 100% was scored, and the highest grade in the class. This class was offered to only 300 of 50,000 people
at the University, After the Final it was debated about that question of his Theory of Relativity as it relates to a "Person or Thing"
standing at a mathematically predicted "Event Horizon" near a fictitious "Black Hole" (that has never been "seen"). Here is a much
more recent examination: Jan 24, 2014 - Event horizons are mathematically simple consequences of Einstein's general theory of
relativity that were first pointed out by the German http://nature.com/news/stephen-hawking-there-are-no-black-holes-1.14583 -More on Debunking Einstein by Tesla Leaks: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Updated Jun 10, 2017, 12:02 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc
June 3rd 2017 Nikola Tesla International Congress 2017 (10 hour Live Stream) https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc -- June
2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Is Eerily Accurate | Mach | NBC news
https://youtube.com/watch?v=CFOvuzj6XF8
Jun 9, 2017, 1:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc
Nikola Tesla Congress (10 hour Live Stream) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc -- June 2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's

Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Is Eerily Accurate | Mach | NBC news https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=CFOvuzj6XF8
Jun 9, 2017, 1:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc
Nikola Tesla Congress (10 hour Live Stream) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc -- June 2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's
Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Is Eerily Accurate | Mach | NBC news https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=CFOvuzj6XF8
Jun 9, 2017, 1:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc
June 3rd 2017 Nikola Tesla International Congress 2017 (10 hour Live Stream) https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc -- June
2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Is Eerily Accurate | Mach | NBC news
https://youtube.com/watch?v=CFOvuzj6XF8
Jun 9, 2017, 1:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc
June 3rd 2017 Nikola Tesla International Congress 2017 (10 hour Live Stream) https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc -- June
2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Is Eerily Accurate | Mach | NBC news
https://youtube.com/watch?v=CFOvuzj6XF8
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc
June 3rd 2017 Nikola Tesla International Congress 2017 (10 hour Live Stream) https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc -- June
2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Is Eerily Accurate | Mach | NBC news
https://youtube.com/watch?v=CFOvuzj6XF8
Jun 9, 2017, 1:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc
June 3rd 2017 Nikola Tesla International Congress 2017 (10 hour Live Stream) https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc -- June
2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Is Eerily Accurate | Mach | NBC news
https://youtube.com/watch?v=CFOvuzj6XF8
Jun 9, 2017, 1:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc
June 3rd 2017 Nikola Tesla International Congress 2017 (10 hour Live Stream) https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc -- June
2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Is Eerily Accurate | Mach | NBC news
https://youtube.com/watch?v=CFOvuzj6XF8
Jun 9, 2017, 1:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc
Nikola Tesla Congress (10 hour Live Stream) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc -- June 2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's
Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Is Eerily Accurate | Mach | NBC news https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=CFOvuzj6XF8
Jun 9, 2017, 1:17 PM
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc
Nikola Tesla Congress (Live Stream) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYXDUtBjbdc -- June 2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred
Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Is Eerily Accurate | Mach | NBC news https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFOvuzj6XF8
Updated Jun 9, 2017, 12:45 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in Support Whistleblowers Occupy/Resist Donald Trump.
June 7th 2017 Is Trump really taking Iraqi oil? https://facebook.com/thegopocalypseiscoming/videos/653120688197364/ -- U.S.

Begins Importing Iraqi Oil After Saudis Cut Exports http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/US-Begins-Importing-IraqiOil-After-Saudis-Cut-Exports.html -- June 7th 2017 Not The Onion: Trump proposed covering his untenable border wall with solar
panels. House Majority Whip Steve Scalise (R-LA) told The Hill, “one idea he is looking at is a wall that would actually function as a
solar panel to ultimately pay for itself.” Scalise told the Wall Street Journal this option “sounds like it’s got real promise.” It’s true that
two different companies actually submitted designs for a solar-powered border wall to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
in March. And it’s true that new solar power in the region has become super-cheap. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-proposed-solarpanels-on-his-border-wall-f25ce458c62d -- #coal #is #dead #blackrock June 7th 2017 BlackRock with US $54 Trillion under
management, says coal is dead as it eyes renewable power splurge https://theguardian.com/sustainablebusiness/2017/jun/08/business-is-leading-the-transition-to-renewables-while-politicians-dither -- Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Jun 7, 2017, 10:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in " VOTE BLUE "- The Impeachment of Donald J Trump.
June 7th 2017 Is Trump really taking Iraqi oil? https://facebook.com/thegopocalypseiscoming/videos/653120688197364/ -- U.S.
Begins Importing Iraqi Oil After Saudis Cut Exports http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/US-Begins-Importing-IraqiOil-After-Saudis-Cut-Exports.html -- June 7th 2017 Not The Onion: Trump proposed covering his untenable border wall with solar
panels. House Majority Whip Steve Scalise (R-LA) told The Hill, “one idea he is looking at is a wall that would actually function as a
solar panel to ultimately pay for itself.” Scalise told the Wall Street Journal this option “sounds like it’s got real promise.” It’s true that
two different companies actually submitted designs for a solar-powered border wall to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
in March. And it’s true that new solar power in the region has become super-cheap. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-proposed-solarpanels-on-his-border-wall-f25ce458c62d -- #coal #is #dead #blackrock June 7th 2017 BlackRock with US $54 Trillion under
management, says coal is dead as it eyes renewable power splurge https://www.theguardian.com/sustainablebusiness/2017/jun/08/business-is-leading-the-transition-to-renewables-while-politicians-dither
Jun 7, 2017, 10:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-proposed-solar-panels-on-his-border-wall-f25ce458c62d
June 7th 2017 Not The Onion: Trump proposed covering his untenable border wall with solar panels. House Majority Whip Steve
Scalise (R-LA) told The Hill, “one idea he is looking at is a wall that would actually function as a solar panel to ultimately pay for
itself.” Scalise told the Wall Street Journal this option “sounds like it’s got real promise.” It’s true that two different companies actually
submitted designs for a solar-powered border wall to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in March. And it’s true that new
solar power in the region has become super-cheap. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-proposed-solar-panels-on-his-border-wallf25ce458c62d
Jun 7, 2017, 9:47 PM
Chris Edwards posted in OFFICIAL Americans Against Donald Trump.
June 7th 2017 Is Trump really taking Iraqi oil? https://facebook.com/thegopocalypseiscoming/videos/653120688197364/ -- U.S.
Begins Importing Iraqi Oil After Saudis Cut Exports http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/US-Begins-Importing-IraqiOil-After-Saudis-Cut-Exports.html -- June 7th 2017 Not The Onion: Trump proposed covering his untenable border wall with solar
panels. House Majority Whip Steve Scalise (R-LA) told The Hill, “one idea he is looking at is a wall that would actually function as a
solar panel to ultimately pay for itself.” Scalise told the Wall Street Journal this option “sounds like it’s got real promise.” It’s true that
two different companies actually submitted designs for a solar-powered border wall to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
in March. And it’s true that new solar power in the region has become super-cheap. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-proposed-solarpanels-on-his-border-wall-f25ce458c62d -- #coal #is #dead #blackrock June 7th 2017 BlackRock with US $54 Trillion under
management, says coal is dead as it eyes renewable power splurge https://theguardian.com/sustainablebusiness/2017/jun/08/business-is-leading-the-transition-to-renewables-while-politicians-dither -- Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Jun 7, 2017, 10:16 PM
Chris Edwards
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
#potential #energy #of #ocean #mass #unlimited #energy The Chinese know how to make cheap hydro-carbon's with renewable
energy sources; such as Hydro-Electricity by simple electrolysis. They also have the Patents for deep-sea, sea-floor, water pressure
from "Ocean Mass" to generate electricity or use it to create natural sea-floor methane and manufactured methane (natural gas) by
"bubbling" into the hydrogen; a carbon dioxide gas. "This apparatus provides a way to produce unlimited amounts of energy
efficiently and with minimal pollution." http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
Updated Jun 7, 2017, 11:57 PM

Jun 7, 2017, 11:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Just Say "NO" to Trump.
June 7th 2017 Is Trump really taking Iraqi oil? https://facebook.com/thegopocalypseiscoming/videos/653120688197364/ -- U.S.
Begins Importing Iraqi Oil After Saudis Cut Exports http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/US-Begins-Importing-IraqiOil-After-Saudis-Cut-Exports.html -- June 7th 2017 Not The Onion: Trump proposed covering his untenable border wall with solar
panels. House Majority Whip Steve Scalise (R-LA) told The Hill, “one idea he is looking at is a wall that would actually function as a
solar panel to ultimately pay for itself.” Scalise told the Wall Street Journal this option “sounds like it’s got real promise.” It’s true that
two different companies actually submitted designs for a solar-powered border wall to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
in March. And it’s true that new solar power in the region has become super-cheap. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-proposed-solarpanels-on-his-border-wall-f25ce458c62d -- #coal #is #dead #blackrock June 7th 2017 BlackRock with US $54 Trillion under
management, says coal is dead as it eyes renewable power splurge https://www.theguardian.com/sustainablebusiness/2017/jun/08/business-is-leading-the-transition-to-renewables-while-politicians-dither
Jun 7, 2017, 11:33 PM
Chris Edwards
https://interc.pt/2ilz8ry
Updated Jun 7, 2017, 11:32 PM
Jun 7, 2017, 11:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 9:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in THE RESISTANCE.
June 7th 2017 Is Trump really taking Iraqi oil? https://facebook.com/thegopocalypseiscoming/videos/653120688197364/ -- U.S.
Begins Importing Iraqi Oil After Saudis Cut Exports http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/US-Begins-Importing-IraqiOil-After-Saudis-Cut-Exports.html -- June 7th 2017 Not The Onion: Trump proposed covering his untenable border wall with solar
panels. House Majority Whip Steve Scalise (R-LA) told The Hill, “one idea he is looking at is a wall that would actually function as a
solar panel to ultimately pay for itself.” Scalise told the Wall Street Journal this option “sounds like it’s got real promise.” It’s true that
two different companies actually submitted designs for a solar-powered border wall to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
in March. And it’s true that new solar power in the region has become super-cheap. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-proposed-solarpanels-on-his-border-wall-f25ce458c62d -- #coal #is #dead #blackrock June 7th 2017 BlackRock with US $54 Trillion under
management, says coal is dead as it eyes renewable power splurge https://www.theguardian.com/sustainablebusiness/2017/jun/08/business-is-leading-the-transition-to-renewables-while-politicians-dither -- Tesla Leaks:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Jun 7, 2017, 10:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Impeach Donald Trump Now!
June 7th 2017 Is Trump really taking Iraqi oil? https://facebook.com/thegopocalypseiscoming/videos/653120688197364/ -- U.S.
Begins Importing Iraqi Oil After Saudis Cut Exports http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/US-Begins-Importing-IraqiOil-After-Saudis-Cut-Exports.html -- June 7th 2017 Not The Onion: Trump proposed covering his untenable border wall with solar
panels. House Majority Whip Steve Scalise (R-LA) told The Hill, “one idea he is looking at is a wall that would actually function as a
solar panel to ultimately pay for itself.” Scalise told the Wall Street Journal this option “sounds like it’s got real promise.” It’s true that
two different companies actually submitted designs for a solar-powered border wall to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
in March. And it’s true that new solar power in the region has become super-cheap. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-proposed-solarpanels-on-his-border-wall-f25ce458c62d -- #coal #is #dead #blackrock June 7th 2017 BlackRock with US $54 Trillion under
management, says coal is dead as it eyes renewable power splurge https://www.theguardian.com/sustainablebusiness/2017/jun/08/business-is-leading-the-transition-to-renewables-while-politicians-dither
Jun 7, 2017, 10:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in I H@te Donald Trump.

June 7th 2017 Is Trump really taking Iraqi oil? https://facebook.com/thegopocalypseiscoming/videos/653120688197364/ -- U.S.
Begins Importing Iraqi Oil After Saudis Cut Exports http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/US-Begins-Importing-IraqiOil-After-Saudis-Cut-Exports.html -- June 7th 2017 Not The Onion: Trump proposed covering his untenable border wall with solar
panels. House Majority Whip Steve Scalise (R-LA) told The Hill, “one idea he is looking at is a wall that would actually function as a
solar panel to ultimately pay for itself.” Scalise told the Wall Street Journal this option “sounds like it’s got real promise.” It’s true that
two different companies actually submitted designs for a solar-powered border wall to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
in March. And it’s true that new solar power in the region has become super-cheap. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-proposed-solarpanels-on-his-border-wall-f25ce458c62d -- #coal #is #dead #blackrock June 7th 2017 BlackRock with US $54 Trillion under
management, says coal is dead as it eyes renewable power splurge https://theguardian.com/sustainablebusiness/2017/jun/08/business-is-leading-the-transition-to-renewables-while-politicians-dither -- Tesla Leaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Jun 7, 2017, 10:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Idiocy Of Donald Trump's America.
Jun 7, 2017, 10:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Buffoon in Chief Donald Trump.
June 7th 2017 Is Trump really taking Iraqi oil? https://facebook.com/thegopocalypseiscoming/videos/653120688197364/ -- U.S.
Begins Importing Iraqi Oil After Saudis Cut Exports http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/US-Begins-Importing-IraqiOil-After-Saudis-Cut-Exports.html -- June 7th 2017 Not The Onion: Trump proposed covering his untenable border wall with solar
panels. House Majority Whip Steve Scalise (R-LA) told The Hill, “one idea he is looking at is a wall that would actually function as a
solar panel to ultimately pay for itself.” Scalise told the Wall Street Journal this option “sounds like it’s got real promise.” It’s true that
two different companies actually submitted designs for a solar-powered border wall to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
in March. And it’s true that new solar power in the region has become super-cheap. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-proposed-solarpanels-on-his-border-wall-f25ce458c62d
Jun 7, 2017, 9:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Battle Royale.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-proposed-solar-panels-on-his-border-wall-f25ce458c62d
June 7th 2017 Not The Onion: Trump proposed covering his untenable border wall with solar panels. House Majority Whip Steve
Scalise (R-LA) told The Hill, “one idea he is looking at is a wall that would actually function as a solar panel to ultimately pay for
itself.” Scalise told the Wall Street Journal this option “sounds like it’s got real promise.” It’s true that two different companies actually
submitted designs for a solar-powered border wall to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in March. And it’s true that new
solar power in the region has become super-cheap. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-proposed-solar-panels-on-his-border-wallf25ce458c62d
Jun 7, 2017, 9:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
Jun 7, 2017, 9:47 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2017/jun/08/business-is-leading-the-transition-to-renewables-while-politiciansdither
#coal #is #dead #blackrock June 7th 2017 BlackRock with US $54 Trillion under management, says coal is dead as it eyes
renewable power splurge https://theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2017/jun/08/business-is-leading-the-transition-torenewables-while-politicians-dither -- June 7th 2017 Is Trump really taking Iraqi oil? U.S. Begins Importing Iraqi Oil After Saudis Cut
Exports http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/US-Begins-Importing-Iraqi-Oil-After-Saudis-Cut-Exports.html -- June
7th 2017 Not The Onion: Trump proposed covering his untenable border wall with solar panels. House Majority Whip Steve Scalise
(R-LA) told The Hill, “one idea he is looking at is a wall that would actually function as a solar panel to ultimately pay for itself.”
Scalise told the Wall Street Journal this option “sounds like it’s got real promise.” It’s true that two different companies actually
submitted designs for a solar-powered border wall to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in March. And it’s true that new
solar power in the region has become super-cheap. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-proposed-solar-panels-on-his-border-wallf25ce458c62d -- June 7th 2017 Renewable energy saw a record boost in 2016 and at lower cost dominated by Hydropower.
Christiana Figueres, the former UN climate chief who delivered the Paris agreement and is now convenor of Mission 2020, said:
“The economic case for renewables as the backbone of our global energy system is increasingly clear and proven. Offering ever
greater bang-for-buck, renewables are quite simply the cheapest way to generate energy in an ever-growing number of countries.”
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jun/06/spectacular-drop-in-renewable-energy-costs-leads-to-record-global-boost -June 6th 2017 In Trump Country, Renewable Energy Is Thriving. “I think the answer is that we don’t need these silly wars. Let’s not

even try to agree on climate change,” said Hal Harvey, chief executive of Energy Innovation, a think tank in San Francisco. “Let’s
just get the job done.” https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/06/climate/renewable-energy-push-is-strongest-in-the-reddest-states.html
-- June 7th 2017 Manufacturing 2,000 litres of drinkable water, extracted from the air (using renewable energy), at a cost of less
than a penny per litre. The Scientists Turning Air Into Drinking Water, With Renewable Energy.
http://www.gizmodo.co.uk/2017/06/the-scientists-turning-air-into-drinking-water-with-renewable-energy/
Updated Jun 7, 2017, 9:42 PM
Jun 7, 2017, 9:42 PM
Chris Edwards
http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/JP-Morgan-Slashes-Its-2018-Oil-Price-Forecast-By-11.html
#oil #price #collapse JP Morgan Slashes Its 2018 Oil Price Forecast By $11. “As we have previously flagged, the longer-term
consequences of OPEC’s actions will likely prove unpleasant for the cartel’s members,” JP Morgan’s Martin said.
http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/JP-Morgan-Slashes-Its-2018-Oil-Price-Forecast-By-11.html
Updated Jun 7, 2017, 4:52 PM
Jun 7, 2017, 4:52 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-news-from-elsewhere-40171776
Updated Jun 7, 2017, 10:17 AM
Jun 7, 2017, 10:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
http://ecowatch.com/artificial-sun-synlight-germany-2326342324.html
9-11 Final Cut: Directed Free-Energy Weapons usded on 9-11 featuring John G Grump & Nikola Tesla -- New: German Scientists
use a "Sun Tap" to genterate temperatures of 3,000-6,000F degrees to split Hydrogen (H2) for "SynFuels" from Renewabe Energy,
with excess Tritium (H3) , using a mysterious unmentioned metal, like "Tungsten" http://ecowatch.com/artificial-sun-synlightgermany-2326342324.html -- Response to "Jet Fuel doesn't melt steel beams" MEME. Many effects were seen on 9/11, but "Jet
Fuel" for 747's only reaches 1400-1700F; Structural Steel melts at 2800F. Five (5) Tesla methods below reach >2,000-10,000F Nikola Tesla inventions capable of melting (weakening) steel beams; at the WTC on 9/11 https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- 1) Tesla Electrical Furnace 2) Tesla Arc-Lamp 3) Tesla manufacture Hydrazine (Napalm) 4) 1981
Artificial Sun "Sun Tap" http://iaea.org/inis/collection/NCLCollectionStore/_Public/12/609/12609091.pdf
http://wtcdemolition.blogspot.com/2009/07/final-word-on-tritium.html with excess "Tritium" https://books.google.com/books?
id=HYGUskKx-CcC&pg=PA353&lpg=PA353&dq=synfuels+tritium&q=synfuels+tritium&f=false, Solar Maximum on 9/12/2001
https://helios.gsfc.nasa.gov/scycle.html -- Dr Judy Wood describes the Sun Tap on 9/12 https://youtube.com/watch?v=vadSaWyiozg
-- -- Sun Tap from 9/11 Video's https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A 5) Using Hurricane Erin Field Effects
https://youtube.com/watch?v=H7MM76HjAF0 -- HAARP https://youtube.com/watch?v=Pn_tPpQQdaA --Nikola Tesla's "Electic Arc
Aircraft" https://youtube.com/watch?v=k9CgJYeTxFE using Vann-DeGraff Generator installed on a Helicopter, Zepplin or Drone
https://youtube.com/watch?v=lacTrJ69prQ https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A https://youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc -Tesla's Teleforce https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 6) Nano-Thermite,
Paint-On Thermite https://youtube.com/watch?v=IRRwFdZkXk0 (In regards to Thermite, it has to have a 3,000 degree igniter to start
the reaction. Jet Fuel alone would not ignite it. However, the other methods are hot enough to ignite and retain a Thermite reaction))
ELECTRIC FURNACE In 1895, the destruction of Tesla's lab by fire and the introduction of the "Electrical Furnace" + "Wireless
Electric Light" https://books.google.com/books?id=dPI9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla
in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead and manufacturing Diamonds https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- February 9th 1901 Tesla on “Spark Telegraphy”, “Electric
Furnace” and De-salination https://books.google.com/books?
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals#v=onepage&q=nikola%20tesla%20purifying
%20metals&f=false -- Tesla/Northrop in 1915 method of Tesla Oscillatory Circuit and Tesla Coil to Melt Metals
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1948 HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING ((In the early 1890's, Tesla described heating bars of iron and melting lead
and tin in the field of specially designed high-frequency coils, also of heating dielectrics in such fields. When, in 1916, Dr. Edwin
Northrup devised his first commercial high-frequency furnace, he told me he had gone back for his inspiration to the old ideas and
circuits of Tesla.)) Tesla report in 2012 on Optical Microscopes "TESLA242" BROADCASTING -- Tesla report in 2014 on Solid State
Tesla Coils and Their Uses for melting metals http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf -Induction Furnace used to melt iron and steel, copper, aluminium and precious metals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace 2)) Nikola Tesla's ARC-LAMPS/ARC-WELDING can reach over 5,000 degrees

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-335786-electric-arc-lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-335787-electric-arc-lamp https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp 3)) Tesla method to manufacture HYDRAZINE (NAPALM);
can reach ove 5,000 degrees http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/nikola-tesla-leaks-renewable-energy.html 3) New: A
Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of Hydrogen-Carbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (AirSensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's,
Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3) (Carboxyl Groups in Styro-foam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5)
NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone Generator + Jet Fule that can melt steel beams -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction
of ketones. A (Tesla Coil) was used to start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle
http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3587&context=rtd -- Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis
(tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this process appears to be a chain reaction involving reduction of the ....
spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion. http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil
Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Hydrazine vapor flowed through a
quartz tube 13 mm in which a microwave discharge was excited with an open-reflector antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz
100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a (Tesla coil) at a fairly low pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense bluewhite discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure was then increased to the point just before the discharge went out
-10 Torr, giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish core which generated optimum amounts of di-imide. 1973
http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine Hydrazine
Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME HYDRAZINE
SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical reactions in urban
air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's temperature is between 400
and 5000 degrees Celsius http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower (even without catalytic
agents like Ozone or Nitrous injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and Handling of
Hydrazine http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)-hexachlorocyclohexane
at .... N-Butane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously subjected to (Tesla coil)
discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray. http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne Nationa
Labs ... by a (Tesla coil) either in a vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ...
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a
corona discharge ozone generator using charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating
Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html --- Why David Rockefeller died March 20, 2017 + September 11, the New World Order & Henry
Kissinger https://youtube.com/watch?v=0sfYrXxF5f8
Mar 25, 2017, 12:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
9-11 Final Cut: Featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
Mar 25, 2017, 11:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved

at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 9:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Discussion.
http://i.huffpost.com/gen/1199738/images/o-FLARING-EMISSIONS-facebook.jpg
#climate #change #poison 20% of all petro-chemical extraction is "flared' into the air. That's 20 million barrels of burnt gas, every
day. The oil companies have been protesting methods to capture the"waste" http://i.huffpost.com/gen/1199738/images/o-FLARINGEMISSIONS-facebook.jpg
Jun 6, 2017, 1:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.
http://i.huffpost.com/gen/1199738/images/o-FLARING-EMISSIONS-facebook.jpg
#climate #change #poison 20% of all petro-chemical extraction is "flared' into the air. That's 20 million barrels of burnt gas, every
day. The oil companies have been protesting methods to capture the"waste" http://i.huffpost.com/gen/1199738/images/o-FLARINGEMISSIONS-facebook.jpg
Jun 6, 2017, 1:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Escaping The Matrix.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added to and then removed from Donald Trump's Wikipedia
page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines and Electron Therapy that prolonged the
lives of cancer patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and
equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9]
Vignettes of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT. Moderated by Lauriston S.
Taylor. In his video series "Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers" Taylor interviews pioneers on topics in "fields that have impinged
on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of
high-voltage radiation producing machines making them available for research applications such as medicine." August 29, 1978.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-oftwitter-bot-logjam/
#memory #hole This is a re-post. The added text must have been removed. It is still on the John G Trump Wikipedia: In 1943, as the
technical aide in Division 14 of the NDRC, Trump reviewed and analyzed the papers of Dr. Nikola Tesla when Dr. Tesla died in a NY
hotel. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_G._Trump -- The Archive.org will have a screen capture, before it was removed: March 1st
2017 https://web.archive.org/web/20170301032030/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
Jun 6, 2017, 1:11 AM

Chris Edwards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added then later removed from Donald Trump's Wikipedia
page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump - In 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine
Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] "Vignettes of Early Radiation
Workers" Taylor interviews pioneers on topics in "fields that have impinged on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and
therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of high-voltage radiation producing machines making them
available for research applications such as medicine." August 29, 1978. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-oftwitter-bot-logjam/
#memory #hole This is a re-post. The added text must have been removed. It is still on the John G Trump Wikipedia: In 1943, as the
technical aide in Division 14 of the NDRC, Trump reviewed and analyzed the papers of Dr. Nikola Tesla when Dr. Tesla died in a NY
hotel. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_G._Trump -- The Archive.org will have a screen capture, before it was removed: March 1st
2017 https://web.archive.org/web/20170301032030/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
Updated Jun 6, 2017, 12:43 AM
Jun 6, 2017, 12:43 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added then removed from Donald Trump's Wikipedia:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump - In 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola
Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] "Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers"
Taylor interviews pioneers on topics in "fields that have impinged on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and
therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of high-voltage radiation producing machines making them
available for research applications such as medicine." August 29, 1978. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-oftwitter-bot-logjam/
#memory #hole This is a re-post. The added text must have been removed. It is still on the John G Trump Wikipedia: In 1943, as the
technical aide in Division 14 of the NDRC, Trump reviewed and analyzed the papers of Dr. Nikola Tesla when Dr. Tesla died in a NY
hotel. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_G._Trump -- The Archive.org will have a screen capture, before it was removed: March 1st
2017 https://web.archive.org/web/20170301032030/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
Jun 6, 2017, 12:43 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Support Whistleblowers Occupy/Resist Donald Trump.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
Comey and Van Jones need to get together and Waterboard Trump to get his "testimony" about 9/11 and Nikola Tesla. John G
Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump - In 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola
Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] "Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers"

Taylor interviews pioneers on topics in "fields that have impinged on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and
therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of high-voltage radiation producing machines making them
available for research applications such as medicine." August 29, 1978. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-oftwitter-bot-logjam/
Or they can do it this way: https://youtube.com/watch?v=S8kPqAV_74M
Jun 6, 2017, 12:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in THE RESISTANCE AGAINST DONALD TRUMP.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
Comey and Van Jones need to get together and Waterboard Trump to get his "testimony" about 9/11 and Nikola Tesla. John G
Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump - In 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola
Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] "Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers"
Taylor interviews pioneers on topics in "fields that have impinged on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and
therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of high-voltage radiation producing machines making them
available for research applications such as medicine." August 29, 1978. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-oftwitter-bot-logjam/
Or they can do it this way: https://youtube.com/watch?v=S8kPqAV_74M
Jun 6, 2017, 12:09 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Idiocy Of Donald Trump's America.
Jun 6, 2017, 12:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in I H@te Donald Trump.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
Comey needs to get Trump's "testimony" about Nikola Tesla; whilst Trump is Water-boarded by he and Van Jones. John G Trump,
Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- In 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola
Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] -- Vignettes of early radiation workers with
John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT. Moderated by Lauriston S. Taylor. In his video series "Vignettes of
Early Radiation Workers" Taylor interviews pioneers on topics in "fields that have impinged on the applications of ionizing radiation
to diagnostic and therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of high-voltage radiation producing machines
making them available for research applications such as medicine." August 29, 1978. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wozw24RACZ8
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-oftwitter-bot-logjam/
Jun 5, 2017, 11:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
Jun 5, 2017, 11:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Impeach Donald Trump Now!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
Comey needs to get Trump's "testimony" about Nikola Tesla; whilst Trump is Water-boarded by he and Van Jones. John G Trump,
Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- In 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola
Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] -- MIT Vault: Trump has been involved in the
"development of high-voltage radiation producing machines making them available for research applications such as medicine."
August 29, 1978. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-oftwitter-bot-logjam/
Jun 5, 2017, 11:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Donald Trump Sucks.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
Comey needs to get Trump's "testimony" about Nikola Tesla; whilst Trump is Water-boarded by he and Van Jones. John G Trump,
Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- In 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola
Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] -- MIT Vault: Trump has been involved in the
"development of high-voltage radiation producing machines making them available for research applications such as medicine."
August 29, 1978. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-oftwitter-bot-logjam/
Jun 5, 2017, 11:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Buffoon in Chief Donald Trump.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
Comey needs to get Trump's "testimony" about Nikola Tesla; whilst Trump is Water-boarded by he and Van Jones. John G Trump,
Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- In 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola
Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9]
Vignettes of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT. Moderated by Lauriston S.
Taylor. In his video series "Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers" Taylor interviews pioneers on topics in "fields that have impinged

on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of
high-voltage radiation producing machines making them available for research applications such as medicine." August 29, 1978.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-oftwitter-bot-logjam/
Jun 5, 2017, 11:25 PM
Chris Edwards
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
#nikola #tesla #leaks #group #facebook #page Add, Invite & Share this Nikola Tesla Leaks Facebook Group, Nikola Tesla Murder
Investigation, their associated stories; and petition for the U.S. Government to release their classified information about Nikola
Tesla. Since Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Anonymous, have uncovered any already known information, Tesla Leaks is the
place for those revelations. Since July 4th 2012, this group has covered Nikola Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions and
property; inventions, principles, improvements and vernacular in: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ Petition:
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -- Murder
Investigation: https://www.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/ -- Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators
Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating
Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Monopolar Dynamo's, Impulse Direct Current (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics,
Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems
(Loops & Nodes), Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment,
Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise,
Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects,
Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency
Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation,
Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture,
Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination,
RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding
Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless
Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring,
Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms,
Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal
Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle
Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather
Modification, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical
Massage, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices,
Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine,
ElectroKinetic & Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for the above... ELECTRICAL FURNACE, HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS, SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS,
FACSIMILE, BROADCASTING https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- Full 750 page Nikola Tesla Blog with
over 5,000 sources and 150 video's at: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and http://teslaleaks.com/
Updated Jun 5, 2017, 10:22 PM
Jun 5, 2017, 10:22 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5scez5dqtAc
June 4th Paris Agreement: Last Week Tonight with John Oliver (HBO) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5scez5dqtAc
Updated Jun 5, 2017, 8:41 PM
Jun 5, 2017, 8:41 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's next step.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 9:21 PM
Chris Edwards uploaded a file in the group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Download file: files/191905MayTheElectricalExperimenter_1338326766203654.pdf
The True Wireless Electrical Experimenter, May 1919 - In this remarkable and complete story of his discovery of the "True Wireless"
and the principles upon which transmission and reception, even in the present day systems, are based, Dr. Nikola Tesla shows us
that he is indeed the "Father of the Wireless." To him the Hertz wave theory is a delusion; it looks sound from certain angles, but the
facts tend to prove that it is hollow and empty. He convinces us that the real Hertz waves are blotted out after they have traveled but
a short distance from the sender. It follows, therefore, that the measured antenna current is no indication of the effect, because only
a small part of it is effective at a distance. The limited activity of pure Hertz wave transmission and reception is here clearly
explained, besides showing definitely that in spite of themselves, the radio engineers of today are employing the original Tesla tuned
oscillatory system. He shows by examples with different forms of aerials that the signals picked up by the instruments must actually
be induced by earth currents—not etheric space waves. Tesla also disproves the "Heaviside layer" theory from his personal
observations and tests. EDITOR. "For more than eighteen years I have been reading treatises, reports of scientific transactions, and
articles on Hertz-wave telegraphy, to keep myself informed, but they have always imprest me like WORKS OF FICTION." Nikola
Tesla
Jun 4, 2017, 11:24 PM
Chris Edwards uploaded a file in the group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Download file: files/191906JunTheElectricalExperimenter_262575754214536.pdf
My Inventions V - The Magnifying Transmitter Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 - Imagine a man a century ago, bold enough to
design and actually build a huge tower with which to transmit the human voice, music, pictures, press news and even power, thru
the earth to any distance whatever without wires! He probably would have been hung or burnt at the stake. So when Tesla built his
famous tower on Long Island he was a hundred years ahead of his time. And foolish ridicule by our latter day arm-chair “savants,”
does not in the least mar Tesla’s greatness. The titanic brain of Tesla has hardly produced a more amazing wonder than this
“magnifying transmitter.”
Jun 4, 2017, 11:21 PM
Chris Edwards uploaded a file in the group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Download file: files/191911NovTheElectricalExperimenter_240378786450307.pdf
Nikola Tesla's "Cold Fire" Electrical Experimenter November, 1919. - Charging the Body with High Frequency Currents. Ever since
Nikola Tesla began experimenting with the high frequency currents which bear his illustrious name, the world has stood aghast at
the many and wonderful effects made possible only by his discoveries. Fig. 1. — A dry bath with "cold fire."
Jun 4, 2017, 11:19 PM
Chris Edwards uploaded a file in the group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Download file: files/192003MarTheElectricalExperimenter_228704954287836.pdf
Nikola Tesla's last report on Wireless Power in the March 3rd 1920 issue of Electrical Experimenter; the issue contains issues such
as 1) Tesla's Wireless Power, 2) Tesla's AC-DC Monopolar Motors (Dynamo's), 3) Tesla's method of signaling using Infrared IR/UV
Rays with Selenium receivers, 4) The "Miracle" of Radium to be used as an Atomic Battery in Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow,
atmospheric powered car... Much more analysis on these Tesla subjects in the Electrical Experimenter (Coming Soon)
Jun 4, 2017, 11:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing

https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 9:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 9:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 9:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 9:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 9:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 9:21 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
Jun 4, 2017, 9:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! – Science Vibe http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-mostprofound-observations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the
(John G Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all
came true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to
the other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other inventions https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-bethe-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump: https://facebook.com/media/set/?
set=oa.757563367714757%2F
Jun 4, 2017, 5:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 5:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 5:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! – Science Vibe http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-mostprofound-observations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the
(John G Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all
came true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to
the other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other inventions https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-bethe-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump: https://facebook.com/media/set/?
set=oa.757563367714757%2F
Jun 4, 2017, 5:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 5:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.

http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 5:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Jun 4, 2017, 5:50 PM
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http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profound-observations/
31 Of Nikola Tesla’s Most Profound Observations! http://sciencevibe.com/2017/06/03/31-of-nikola-teslas-most-profoundobservations/ -- The Trump Family Should Be the Gold Standard for Invention | The American Spectator reports on the (John G
Trump FBI file on Nikola Tesla). However, the reporter was incorrect; because the projects Tesla refers to in the FBI file, all came
true and all are workable. Further, Trump does not reveal the "Attachments" for each item in the FBI File. He does not refer to the
other 40 trunks, safe's and/or multi-decade resistance box or other information that is still known to be missing
https://spectator.org/the-trump-family-should-be-the-gold-standard-for-invention/ - Tesla FBI File report by John G Trump:
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757
Updated Jun 4, 2017, 5:49 PM
Jun 4, 2017, 5:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Survival.
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/04/us/politics/trump-paris-accord-bush-kyoto.html
Renewables now can beat fossil fuels in price, capacity and longevity; https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/04/us/politics/trump-parisaccord-bush-kyoto.html -- Even after Reagan/GE & Exxon invented the "Carbon Tax"
https://nytimes.com/2017/06/03/us/politics/republican-leaders-climate-change.html -- Dick Cheney killed the Kyoto Protocol -George Bush Sr. didn't sign the Biological Diversity treaty even though he went to the Earth Summit -- Under Mr Clinton, the U.S.
Senate Voted 96-0 against any cap on emissions; except for smog from personal automobile's (which you have to fix) -- Bush Jr
claimed that "America Was Addicted to Oil", the attacked 11 countries for their oil -- 16 years later; Trump (Bush 3.0) pulls out of the
non-binding Paris Agreement at COP21; and cancelled the fuel economy standards Bush Sr. signed. -- (Kyoto happens to be the
Treaty they claim allows them to ban medical devices that use CFC's) (The Center for Biological Diversity Treaty, which sounds
great, allows anyone for any reason to ban or block renewable energy such as Hydro Electricity, Wind Turbines, Solar Panels, Solar
Concentrators, Off-Short Wave Electricity, Atmospheric Energy, Wireless Energy, Electric Cars, Electric Bicycles, Drone's,
Anything... etc. etc. etc.; but burning Trees, Coal and Gas is always "APPROVED"!) http://nytimes.com/1992/06/13/world/the-earthsummit-excerpts-from-speech-by-bush-on-action-plan.html -- (Another agreement from the Earth Summit in 1992 and extended by
Trump; was to "not to carry out any activities on the lands of indigenous peoples that would cause environmental degradation or that
would be culturally inappropriate") FOR ANY REASON THEY MEAN, LIKE "I DON'T LIKE IT", "IT HURTS MY FEELINGS", "IT
HURTS MY EYES", "I'M RETARDED", "RENEWABLE ENERGY MAKES COAL MINERS LOOK STUPID"...so on and so forth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth_Summit -- THEY WERE "ALL" WRONG!!
Jun 4, 2017, 5:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/04/us/politics/trump-paris-accord-bush-kyoto.html
Renewables now can beat fossil fuels in price, capacity and longevity; https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/04/us/politics/trump-parisaccord-bush-kyoto.html -- Even after Reagan/GE & Exxon invented the "Carbon Tax"

https://nytimes.com/2017/06/03/us/politics/republican-leaders-climate-change.html -- Dick Cheney killed the Kyoto Protocol -George Bush Sr. didn't sign the Biological Diversity treaty even though he went to the Earth Summit -- Under Mr Clinton, the U.S.
Senate Voted 96-0 against any cap on emissions; except for smog from personal automobile's (which you have to fix) -- Bush Jr
claimed that "America Was Addicted to Oil", the attacked 11 countries for their oil -- 16 years later; Trump (Bush 3.0) pulls out of the
non-binding Paris Agreement at COP21; and cancelled the fuel economy standards Bush Sr. signed. -- (Kyoto happens to be the
Treaty they claim allows them to ban medical devices that use CFC's) (The Center for Biological Diversity Treaty, which sounds
great, allows anyone for any reason to ban or block renewable energy such as Hydro Electricity, Wind Turbines, Solar Panels, Solar
Concentrators, Off-Short Wave Electricity, Atmospheric Energy, Wireless Energy, Electric Cars, Electric Bicycles, Drone's,
Anything... etc. etc. etc.; but burning Trees, Coal and Gas is always "APPROVED"!) http://nytimes.com/1992/06/13/world/the-earthsummit-excerpts-from-speech-by-bush-on-action-plan.html -- (Another agreement from the Earth Summit in 1992 and extended by
Trump; was to "not to carry out any activities on the lands of indigenous peoples that would cause environmental degradation or that
would be culturally inappropriate") FOR ANY REASON THEY MEAN, LIKE "I DON'T LIKE IT", "IT HURTS MY FEELINGS", "IT
HURTS MY EYES", "I'M RETARDED", "RENEWABLE ENERGY MAKES COAL MINERS LOOK STUPID"...so on and so forth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth_Summit -- THEY WERE "ALL" WRONG!!
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https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/04/us/politics/trump-paris-accord-bush-kyoto.html
Renewables now can beat fossil fuels in price, capacity and longevity; https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/04/us/politics/trump-parisaccord-bush-kyoto.html -- Even after Reagan/GE & Exxon invented the "Carbon Tax"
https://nytimes.com/2017/06/03/us/politics/republican-leaders-climate-change.html -- Dick Cheney killed the Kyoto Protocol -George Bush Sr. didn't sign the Biological Diversity treaty even though he went to the Earth Summit -- Under Mr Clinton, the U.S.
Senate Voted 96-0 against any cap on emissions; except for smog from personal automobile's (which you have to fix) -- Bush Jr
claimed that "America Was Addicted to Oil", the attacked 11 countries for their oil -- 16 years later; Trump (Bush 3.0) pulls out of the
non-binding Paris Agreement at COP21; and cancelled the fuel economy standards Bush Sr. signed. -- (Kyoto happens to be the
Treaty they claim allows them to ban medical devices that use CFC's) (The Center for Biological Diversity Treaty, which sounds
great, allows anyone for any reason to ban or block renewable energy such as Hydro Electricity, Wind Turbines, Solar Panels, Solar
Concentrators, Off-Short Wave Electricity, Atmospheric Energy, Wireless Energy, Electric Cars, Electric Bicycles, Drone's,
Anything... etc. etc. etc.; but burning Trees, Coal and Gas is always "APPROVED"!) http://nytimes.com/1992/06/13/world/the-earthsummit-excerpts-from-speech-by-bush-on-action-plan.html -- (Another agreement from the Earth Summit in 1992 and extended by
Trump; was to "not to carry out any activities on the lands of indigenous peoples that would cause environmental degradation or that
would be culturally inappropriate") FOR ANY REASON THEY MEAN, LIKE "I DON'T LIKE IT", "IT HURTS MY FEELINGS", "IT
HURTS MY EYES", "I'M RETARDED", "RENEWABLE ENERGY MAKES COAL MINERS LOOK STUPID"...so on and so forth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth_Summit -- THEY WERE "ALL" WRONG!!
Updated Jun 4, 2017, 5:04 PM
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https://youtu.be/i0_I-Z71loo?t=535
"Did you know that an area of Tropical Rain-forests the size of 6 football fields is burned in every minute". The only thing Michael
Jackson had to say at the 1996 World Music Awards after performing "Earth Song". https://youtu.be/i0_I-Z71loo?t=535 Michael
Jackson vs the "Darth Vader" of Burning Trees: http://nytimes.com/1993/10/19/us/montana-s-sky-and-its-hopes-are-left-bare-afterlogging.html
Updated Jun 4, 2017, 3:15 PM
Jun 4, 2017, 3:15 PM
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https://washingtonpost.com/graphics/2017/world/violence-is-soaring-in-the-mexican-towns-that-feed-americas-heroin-habit/
May 30th 2017 In Mexico, the price of America's hunger for heroin. Mexico provides more than 90 percent of America’s heroin.
Poppy production has expanded by about 800 percent in a decade. The number of Americans reporting heroin use nearly tripled to
435,000 from 2007 to 2014, according to a Drug Enforcement Administration report last year — part of an opioid epidemic that also
includes abuse of prescription drugs. https://washingtonpost.com/graphics/2017/world/violence-is-soaring-in-the-mexican-townsthat-feed-americas-heroin-habit/
Updated Jun 4, 2017, 2:51 PM
Jun 4, 2017, 2:51 PM
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http://news.shpe.org/latest/uk-hails-man-who-fled-attack-holding-beer-an-unlikely-hero
June 4th 2017 Your new "Hero" is a criminal drunk holding a beer... who stopped "terrorists" who used "fake" bomb-laden vests.
Heroes emerge from the horror of the terror attack on London Bridge. http://news.shpe.org/latest/uk-hails-man-who-fled-attackholding-beer-an-unlikely-hero -- http://cnbc.com/2017/06/04/heroes-emerge-from-horror-of-london-terror-attack.html
Updated Jun 4, 2017, 2:44 PM
Jun 4, 2017, 2:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 9/11 Betrayal.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6D_OuKYQe6o
There was only 3 people who were confirmed to be visiting the WTC on 9/11/2001 https://youtube.com/watch?v=6D_OuKYQe6o 1)
Michael Jackson was supposed to be Moon-walking on the roof with his "entourage" 2) John O'Neill, FBI agent tracking "Operation
Able Danger", who was ousted from the FBI to become head of security for the WTC on 9/11/2001; he was never found.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=SEeu88tkgZo https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Able_Danger -- 3) The "structural engineer", who built the
WTC and was Donald Trump's personal engineer https://youtube.com/watch?v=0STS7HBi5Cw supposedly died in the building on
9/11/2001. Frank De Martini stated "The Twin Towers were designed to survive jet impacts" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gYSV2OxAvZE http://newsweek.com/world-trade-center-engineer-leslie-robertson-911-attack-building-collapse-151763
Otherwise, without autopsies, pictured proof of dead bodies, no one died on 9/11 https://youtube.com/watch?v=GffVvYFrtPM
https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A
Jun 3, 2017, 8:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 9/11 Forensics.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6D_OuKYQe6o
There was only 3 people who were confirmed to be visiting the WTC on 9/11/2001 https://youtube.com/watch?v=6D_OuKYQe6o 1)
Michael Jackson was supposed to be Moon-walking on the roof with his "entourage" 2) John O'Neill, FBI agent tracking "Operation
Able Danger", who was ousted from the FBI to become head of security for the WTC on 9/11/2001; he was never found.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=SEeu88tkgZo https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Able_Danger -- 3) The "structural engineer", who built the
WTC and was Donald Trump's personal engineer https://youtube.com/watch?v=0STS7HBi5Cw supposedly died in the building on
9/11/2001. Frank De Martini stated "The Twin Towers were designed to survive jet impacts" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gYSV2OxAvZE http://newsweek.com/world-trade-center-engineer-leslie-robertson-911-attack-building-collapse-151763
Otherwise, without autopsies, pictured proof of dead bodies, no one died on 9/11 https://youtube.com/watch?v=GffVvYFrtPM
https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A
Jun 3, 2017, 8:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
Jun 3, 2017, 8:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6D_OuKYQe6o
There was only 3 people who were confirmed to be visiting the WTC on 9/11/2001 https://youtube.com/watch?v=6D_OuKYQe6o 1)
Michael Jackson was supposed to be Moon-walking on the roof with his "entourage" 2) John O'Neill, FBI agent tracking "Operation
Able Danger", who was ousted from the FBI to become head of security for the WTC on 9/11/2001; he was never found.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=SEeu88tkgZo https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Able_Danger -- 3) The "structural engineer", who built the
WTC and was Donald Trump's personal engineer https://youtube.com/watch?v=0STS7HBi5Cw supposedly died in the building on
9/11/2001. Frank De Martini stated "The Twin Towers were designed to survive jet impacts" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gYSV2OxAvZE http://newsweek.com/world-trade-center-engineer-leslie-robertson-911-attack-building-collapse-151763
Otherwise, without autopsies, pictured proof of dead bodies, no one died on 9/11 https://youtube.com/watch?v=GffVvYFrtPM
https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A
Jun 3, 2017, 8:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6D_OuKYQe6o
#terror #london #september #eleventh #rewind There was only 3 people who were confirmed to be visiting the WTC on 9/11/2001
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6D_OuKYQe6o 1) Michael Jackson was supposed to be Moon-walking on the roof with his
"entourage" 2) John O'Neill, FBI agent tracking "Operation Able Danger", who was ousted from the FBI to become head of security
for the WTC on 9/11/2001; he was never found. https://youtube.com/watch?v=SEeu88tkgZo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Able_Danger -- 3) The "structural engineer", who built the WTC and was Donald Trump's personal
engineer https://youtube.com/watch?v=0STS7HBi5Cw supposedly died in the building on 9/11/2001. Frank De Martini stated "The
Twin Towers were designed to survive jet impacts" https://youtube.com/watch?v=gYSV2OxAvZE http://newsweek.com/world-trade-

center-engineer-leslie-robertson-911-attack-building-collapse-151763 Otherwise, without autopsies, pictured proof of dead bodies,
no one died on 9/11 https://youtube.com/watch?v=GffVvYFrtPM https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=6D_OuKYQe6o
#terror #london #september #eleventh #rewind There was only 3 people who were confirmed to be visiting the WTC on September
11th 2001 https://youtube.com/watch?v=6D_OuKYQe6o 1) Michael Jackson was supposed to be Moon-walking on the roof with his
"entourage" 2) John O'Neill, FBI agent tracking "Operation Able Danger", who was ousted from the FBI to become head of security
for the WTC on 9/11/2001; he was never found. https://youtube.com/watch?v=SEeu88tkgZo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Able_Danger -- 3) The "structural engineer", who built the WTC and was Donald Trump's personal
engineer https://youtube.com/watch?v=0STS7HBi5Cw supposedly died in the WTC on 9/11/2001. Frank De Martini stated "The
Twin Towers were designed to survive jet impacts" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYSV2OxAvZE http://newsweek.com/worldtrade-center-engineer-leslie-robertson-911-attack-building-collapse-151763 Otherwise, without autopsies, pictured proof of dead
bodies, no one died on 9/11 https://youtube.com/watch?v=GffVvYFrtPM https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A
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Project Blue Beam Imminent: Nikola Tesla - FBI File Missing files into DARPA, CERN & Eisenhower Speech
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
Updated Jun 3, 2017, 7:26 PM
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http://zanzibarnikwetu.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-last-secret-of-1967-war.html
#fake #news #nuke #hoax #israel #doomsday #plan July 3rd 2017 Nuke Hoax Propaganda: 'Last Secret' of 1967 War: Israel's
Doomsday Plan for Nuclear Display; was in fact a Nuke Hoax "Display", that failed.
http://zanzibarnikwetu.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-last-secret-of-1967-war.html - Nikola Tesla was first to debunk Einstein and the
nature of "Radioactive" matter. John G Trump's report in Nikola Tesla's FBI file refers to a Tesla "method of creating powerful
radiations" https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631999477112876&set=oa.757563367714757%2F -- More on Debunking
Einstein by Tesla Leaks: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html
Updated Jun 3, 2017, 7:13 PM
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https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/03/us/hmong-marijuana-california.html
July 3rd 2017 California's 'Green Rush' Takes Hmong Back to Their Opium-Growing Skills:
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/03/us/hmong-marijuana-california.html -- The U.S. also fought along with Osama Bin Laden and
the "Afghan Freedom Fighers" to capture and protect the Opium in Afghanistan. -- Opium in Afghanistan up 43% in 2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYSMFnSpHHI
Updated Jun 3, 2017, 7:12 PM
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-apos-totally-wrong-apos-170734892.html
July 2nd 2017 CNBC Trump is 'totally wrong' that renewable energy will lead to 'blackouts' https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trumpapos-totally-wrong-apos-170734892.html -- July 3rd 2017 The OPEC Extension Is Already Under Threat. But after this apparently
bullish announcement of cuts, oil prices began to fall. The markets are on “the verge of” moving into what is called backwardation.
The condition in which “future contracts that expire later are trading at lower prices than contracts that expire sooner” or in other
words the short-term prices are higher than the long-term prices, causing a quick sell off in the markets (the opposite of a contango).
This further indicates doubts over strong oil prices in the future. http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-OPEC-Extension-IsAlready-Under-Threat.html
Updated Jun 3, 2017, 6:34 PM
Jun 3, 2017, 6:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://nytimes.com/2017/06/03/us/politics/republican-leaders-climate-change.html
June 3rd 2017 How G.O.P. Leaders Came to View Climate Change as Fake Science -- The effort picked up steam the next year

after the House of Representatives passed what is known as cap-and-trade legislation, a concept invented by conservative Reaganera economists. It was called the “No Climate Tax” pledge, drafted by a new group called Americans for Prosperity that was funded
by the Koch brothers. Its single sentence read: “I will oppose any legislation relating to climate change that includes a net increase
in government revenue.” such as the "10% Coal Tax" for Coal companies using Federal Property that is supposed to go to
government services. Today, there is no fee paid by coal companies to the people. ...as the fossil fuel lobby looked for a fresh face
with conservative credentials and ties to the evangelical community. https://nytimes.com/2017/06/03/us/politics/republican-leadersclimate-change.html
Jun 3, 2017, 5:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
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https://nytimes.com/2017/06/03/us/politics/republican-leaders-climate-change.html
#ronald #reagan #invented #carbon #tax #fossil #fuel #evangelicals June 3rd 2017 How G.O.P. Leaders Came to View Climate
Change as Fake Science -- The effort picked up steam the next year after the House of Representatives passed what is known as
cap-and-trade legislation, a concept invented by conservative Reagan-era economists. It was called the “No Climate Tax” pledge,
drafted by Americans for Prosperity that was funded by the Koch brothers. Its single sentence read: “I will oppose any legislation
relating to climate change that includes a net increase in government revenue.” such as the "10% Coal Tax" for Coal companies
using Federal Property that is supposed to go to government services. Today, there is no fee paid by coal companies to the
people. ...as the fossil fuel lobby looked for a fresh face with conservative credentials and ties to the evangelical community.
https://nytimes.com/2017/06/03/us/politics/republican-leaders-climate-change.html
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://nytimes.com/2017/06/03/us/politics/republican-leaders-climate-change.html
#ronald #reagan #invented #carbon #tax #fossil #fuel #evangelicals June 3rd 2017 How G.O.P. Leaders Came to View Climate
Change as Fake Science -- The effort picked up steam after the House of Representatives passed cap-and-trade legislation, a
concept invented by conservative Reagan-era economists. It was called the “No Climate Tax” pledge, drafted by a new group called
Americans for Prosperity that was funded by the Koch brothers. Its single sentence read: “I will oppose any legislation relating to
climate change that includes a net increase in government revenue.” such as the "10% Coal Tax" for Coal companies using Federal
Property that is supposed to go to government services. Today, there is no fee paid by coal companies to the people. ...as the fossil
fuel lobby looked for a fresh face with conservative credentials and ties to the evangelical community.
https://nytimes.com/2017/06/03/us/politics/republican-leaders-climate-change.html
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard
Repost: Tesla Leaks original post with over 120+ ways to use or harvest energy for use at night time, when needed or converted to
another form: Wave energy hybrids, wind to hydrogen, static electricity, solar heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar
treatment and desalination, forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal
storage/district heating, solar cell capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten
salt dual-turbine for 24 hour storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and
methane, solar glowing wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt
with ceramic or concrete additives, solar water pumping, solar water filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment
with efficiency gains of 10-60%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or
Ferris wheel battery, compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency
regulation for old batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage, train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical
conversion from benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt,
night-time ultra-violet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8% UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper,
wireless lights running off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or
night solar windows, night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio
waves to DC, always-on radio wave power, storing ambient body movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy,
piezoelectric and kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free
nano-motor powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using
liquid air, no resistance superconducting magnet storage, Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and

frequency regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot
air balloon, Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG)
Telefunken Station of 1917 allegedly being used to send war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat
submarine, German balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal
Navy, or Tesla's balloon and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919.
May 25th 2015 "swelling magnets" exhibit over-unity energy harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal
design services, has introduced its first product, a power management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90%
efficiency. Wireless power forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies
and forecasts through 2018. Explore the Global energy harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard
Solar or any other form of electrical power can be wirelessly transmitted or even wired super-conductive transmission up to 100GW
to any place on Earth. New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission https://phys.org/news/2016-09superconductive-material-long-distance-energy-transmission.html -- Project calls for 100 Gigawatts
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel5/77/4277259/04277417.pdf
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
http://www.greentechlead.com/water/securing-water-for-food-recognizes-12-game-changing-technologies-28838
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard
Tesla Leaks original July 4th 2015 retort response to prove there are over 120+ ways to.save, convert or transform energy from the
sun, wind, water etc. for use at night time or when needed. The Shell CEO claimed you would have to break the laws of physics to
get energy when the sun doesn't shine: Wave energy hybrids, wind to hydrogen, static accumulators, solar heating and cooling,
solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination, forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with
chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator
to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use in Agriculture,
energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered sensors,
solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete additives, solar water pumping, solar water filter, floatovoltaics to
prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 10-60%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy batteries, mechanical
battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery, compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube compressed air
hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage, train gravity,
regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical conversion to
phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultra-violet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8% UV solar
radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar roads,
solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows, night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo battery,
night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, always-on radio wave power, storing ambient body movement or
heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators
(STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting
from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no resistance superconducting magnet storage, Tellurium
transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's atmospheric

satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon, Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's tethered
balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of 1917 allegedly being used to send war
communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French
and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for
u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling magnets" exhibit over-unity energy
harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has introduced its first product, a power
management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia
current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018. Explore the Global energy
harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard
Solar or any other form of electrical power can be wirelessly transmitted or even wired super-conductive transmission up to 100GW
to any place on Earth. New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission https://phys.org/news/2016-09superconductive-material-long-distance-energy-transmission.html -- Project calls for 100 Gigawatts
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel5/77/4277259/04277417.pdf
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
http://www.greentechlead.com/water/securing-water-for-food-recognizes-12-game-changing-technologies-28838
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https://www.inverse.com/article/32313-renewable-energy-revolution-oil
#renewable #energy #defeated #coal #oil #gas June 2nd 2017 - Why Renewable Energy Has Finally Defeated Oil -- Around the
world, fossil fuel powered industries are turning towards developing renewable power instead of trying to squeeze the last drops of
power from fossil fuels reports The Financial Times. The change appears to have happened overnight. In a speech at Oxford in
March, the CEO of Shell, said, “If any institution wishes to survive… it must be willing to move on as the world moves on around it.
Of course, the energy transition is change on a global scale, and it must be embraced too. It is unstoppable.”
https://www.inverse.com/article/32313-renewable-energy-revolution-oil
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Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://nbcnews.com/mach/video/nikola-tesla-s-hundred-year-old-prediction-about-smartphones-is-eerily-accurate-958903875515
June 2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Was Eerily Accurate. But this was all
predicted….nearly a century ago. However, the story claims Alexander Bell received a patent for the wired Telephone, the problem
is, it wasn't his patent. Later, AT&T acquired the stolen patent and their stock was bought up by Steven Bannon of Brietbart News.
https://nbcnews.com/mach/video/nikola-tesla-s-hundred-year-old-prediction-about-smartphones-is-eerily-accurate-958903875515
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Chris Edwards posted in Flat Earth vs Spherical Earth Official.
https://aol.com/article/news/2017/06/01/vatican-suggests-climate-skeptics-trump-flat-earth/22121811/
Vatican official slams climate skeptics like Trump, says they are akin to flat-Earth believers
https://aol.com/article/news/2017/06/01/vatican-suggests-climate-skeptics-trump-flat-earth/22121811/ -- The Vatican is the center of
the 1) "Nuclear Power" danger Hoax https://ncronline.org/news/global/nuclear-power-warnings-are-clear 2) The Vatican is the
originator of the Atomic "Bomb" Hoax in Japan https://youtube.com/watch?v=xx2MRo3M3Fs 3) The Pope pushes the "Space Hoax";

claiming that "We are not alone" and Aliens exist -- We are not alone, says Vatican: Pope's chief astronomer
http://dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3184769/We-not-says-Vatican-Pope-s-chief-astronomer-says-alien-life-exists-unlikelyvisited-Jesus.html -- Pope Benedict XVI spoke with the 12 astronauts in space Saturday http://space.com/11741-pope-benedict-xvicalls-astronauts-space-station-sts134.html
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http://washingtonpost.com/sf/local/2017/06/02/generations-disabled/?utm_term=.0be287a6a674
Medical Cannabis users have to pay for the pills they call "medicine" for the "Disabled"
http://washingtonpost.com/sf/local/2017/06/02/generations-disabled/?utm_term=.0be287a6a674 -- and they also pay for the Heroin
addicts, Meth addicts, Drunks, Lithium, Prozac, Opiods, etc. their disabilities and diseases after taking such "medicine" and even for
brain washing children http://rgj.com/story/news/politics/2017/01/17/sandoval-proposes-10-marijuana-tax-nevadaschools/96699058/ etc. etc. etc. After taking Medical Cannabis that has been proven effective in over 20,000 studies, the Morman's,
their operatives in politics will put you in prison and/or kill you. The Meth addicts even create hit-pieces on Marijuana like the show
"Breaking Bad". The Meth addicts are also the "claimed" reason why Primatene Mist and Primatene Tablets are restricted or
banned; which in turn kills thousands of people each year from not having their inhalers. The Republican's use the Opiod epidemic,
which they run and control, and blame it on Marijuana. Even the Acid (LSD) addicts move into rehab clinics claiming they have a
"Marijuana Addiction". Marijuana even killed JFK! (The real Zapruder film, the one they held back for 10 years before showing it to
the public, portrayed Aliens, from "space', dropped a kilo of Cannabis over JFK's limo and hit him straight on the fore-head. Later,
the CIA removed some frames, and painted in the brain splatter that we all think we saw. It's true, you read it on the Internet.)
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https://nbcnews.com/mach/video/nikola-tesla-s-hundred-year-old-prediction-about-smartphones-is-eerily-accurate-958903875515
June 2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Was Eerily Accurate. But this was all
predicted….nearly a century ago. However, the story claims Alexander Bell received a patent for the wired Telephone, the problem
is, it wasn't his patent. Later, AT&T acquired the stolen patent and their stock was bought up by Steven Bannon of Brietbart News.
https://nbcnews.com/mach/video/nikola-tesla-s-hundred-year-old-prediction-about-smartphones-is-eerily-accurate-958903875515
Jun 2, 2017, 2:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Flat Earth Revolution.
https://aol.com/article/news/2017/06/01/vatican-suggests-climate-skeptics-trump-flat-earth/22121811/
Vatican official slams climate skeptics like Trump, says they are akin to flat-Earth believers
https://aol.com/article/news/2017/06/01/vatican-suggests-climate-skeptics-trump-flat-earth/22121811/ -- The Vatican is the center of
the 1) "Nuclear Power" danger Hoax https://ncronline.org/news/global/nuclear-power-warnings-are-clear 2) The Vatican is the
originator of the Atomic "Bomb" Hoax in Japan https://youtube.com/watch?v=xx2MRo3M3Fs 3) The Pope pushes the "Space Hoax";
claiming that "We are not alone" and Aliens exist -- We are not alone, says Vatican: Pope's chief astronomer
http://dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3184769/We-not-says-Vatican-Pope-s-chief-astronomer-says-alien-life-exists-unlikelyvisited-Jesus.html -- Pope Benedict XVI spoke with the 12 astronauts in space Saturday http://space.com/11741-pope-benedict-xvicalls-astronauts-space-station-sts134.html -- In the movie "Planet of the Apes" the portrayed "Catholics" worship the "Atomic Bomb"
Hoax http://planetoftheapes.wikia.com/wiki/Alpha-Omega_Bomb -- Hail The Bomb - "Beneath The Planet Of The Apes" (1970)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=peHEOgiQgnI
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Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/video/nikola-tesla-s-hundred-year-old-prediction-about-smartphones-is-eerily-accurate958903875515
June 2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Was Eerily Accurate. But this was all
predicted….nearly a century ago. However, the story claims Alexander Bell received a patent for the wired Telephone, the problem
is, it wasn't his patent. Later, AT&T acquired the stolen patent and their stock was bought up by Steven Bannon of Brietbart News.
https://nbcnews.com/mach/video/nikola-tesla-s-hundred-year-old-prediction-about-smartphones-is-eerily-accurate-958903875515
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://nbcnews.com/mach/video/nikola-tesla-s-hundred-year-old-prediction-about-smartphones-is-eerily-accurate-958903875515
June 2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Was Eerily Accurate. But this was all
predicted….nearly a century ago. However, the story claims Alexander Bell received a patent for the wired Telephone, the problem
is, it wasn't his patent. Later, AT&T acquired the stolen patent and their stock was bought up by Steven Bannon of Brietbart News.
https://nbcnews.com/mach/video/nikola-tesla-s-hundred-year-old-prediction-about-smartphones-is-eerily-accurate-958903875515
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Chris Edwards posted in Flat Earth Truth Group.
https://aol.com/article/news/2017/06/01/vatican-suggests-climate-skeptics-trump-flat-earth/22121811/
Vatican official slams climate skeptics like Trump, says they are akin to flat-Earth believers
https://aol.com/article/news/2017/06/01/vatican-suggests-climate-skeptics-trump-flat-earth/22121811/ -- The Vatican is the center of
the 1) "Nuclear Power" danger Hoax https://ncronline.org/news/global/nuclear-power-warnings-are-clear 2) The Vatican is the
originator of the Atomic "Bomb" Hoax in Japan https://youtube.com/watch?v=xx2MRo3M3Fs 3) The Pope pushes the "Space Hoax";
claiming that "We are not alone" and Aliens exist -- We are not alone, says Vatican: Pope's chief astronomer
http://dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3184769/We-not-says-Vatican-Pope-s-chief-astronomer-says-alien-life-exists-unlikelyvisited-Jesus.html -- Pope Benedict XVI spoke with the 12 astronauts in space Saturday http://space.com/11741-pope-benedict-xvicalls-astronauts-space-station-sts134.html
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://aol.com/article/news/2017/06/01/vatican-suggests-climate-skeptics-trump-flat-earth/22121811/
Vatican official slams climate skeptics like Trump, says they are akin to flat-Earth believers
https://aol.com/article/news/2017/06/01/vatican-suggests-climate-skeptics-trump-flat-earth/22121811/ -- The Vatican is the center of
the 1) "Nuclear Power" danger Hoax https://ncronline.org/news/global/nuclear-power-warnings-are-clear 2) The Vatican is the
originator of the Atomic "Bomb" Hoax in Japan https://youtube.com/watch?v=xx2MRo3M3Fs 3) The Pope pushes the "Space Hoax";
claiming that "We are not alone" and "Aliens exist" Pope's chief astronomer http://dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3184769/Wenot-says-Vatican-Pope-s-chief-astronomer-says-alien-life-exists-unlikely-visited-Jesus.html -- Pope Benedict XVI spoke with the 12
astronauts in space Saturday http://space.com/11741-pope-benedict-xvi-calls-astronauts-space-station-sts134.html - In the movie
"Planet of the Apes" the portrayed "Catholics" worship the "Atomic Bomb" Hoax http://planetoftheapes.wikia.com/wiki/AlphaOmega_Bomb -- Hail The Bomb - "Beneath The Planet Of The Apes" (1970) https://youtube.com/watch?v=peHEOgiQgnI
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https://aol.com/article/news/2017/06/01/vatican-suggests-climate-skeptics-trump-flat-earth/22121811/
Vatican official slams climate skeptics like Trump, says they are akin to flat-Earth believers
https://aol.com/article/news/2017/06/01/vatican-suggests-climate-skeptics-trump-flat-earth/22121811/ -- The Vatican is the center of
the 1) "Nuclear Power" danger Hoax https://ncronline.org/news/global/nuclear-power-warnings-are-clear 2) The Vatican is the
originator of the Atomic "Bomb" Hoax in Japan https://youtube.com/watch?v=xx2MRo3M3Fs 3) The Pope pushes the "Space Hoax";
claiming that "We are not alone" and Aliens exist -- Pope's chief astronomer http://dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3184769/Wenot-says-Vatican-Pope-s-chief-astronomer-says-alien-life-exists-unlikely-visited-Jesus.html -- Pope Benedict XVI spoke with the 12
astronauts in space Saturday http://space.com/11741-pope-benedict-xvi-calls-astronauts-space-station-sts134.html -- In the movie
"Planet of the Apes" the portrayed "Catholics" worship the "Atomic Bomb" Hoax http://planetoftheapes.wikia.com/wiki/AlphaOmega_Bomb -- Hail The Bomb - "Beneath The Planet Of The Apes" (1970) https://youtube.com/watch?v=peHEOgiQgnI
Updated Jun 2, 2017, 3:04 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
https://nbcnews.com/mach/video/nikola-tesla-s-hundred-year-old-prediction-about-smartphones-is-eerily-accurate-958903875515
June 2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Was Eerily Accurate. But this was all
predicted….nearly a century ago. However, the story claims Alexander Bell received a patent for the wired Telephone, the problem
is, it wasn't his patent. Later, AT&T acquired the stolen patent and their stock was bought up by Steven Bannon of Brietbart News.
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June 2nd 2017 Nikola Tesla's Hundred Year Old Prediction About Smartphones Was Eerily Accurate. But this was all
predicted….nearly a century ago. https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/video/nikola-tesla-s-hundred-year-old-prediction-aboutsmartphones-is-eerily-accurate-958903875515
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https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/
Rick Santorum stuns CNN panel while "claiming" that renewable energy: The Sun is not ‘reliable’ or ‘consistent’
https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/ -- Tesla Leaks 100+ ways to use or harvest radiant energy for use at night time or when needed:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- Wave energy hybrids, wind
to hydrogen, static electricity, solar heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination, forward
osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell
capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour
storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing
wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete
additives, solar water pumping, solar water filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 1060%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery,
compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old
batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage, train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from
benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultraviolet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8% UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running
off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows,
night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, alwayson radio wave power, storing ambient body movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and
kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor
powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no
resistance superconducting magnet storage, Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency
regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon,
Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of
1917 allegedly being used to send war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German
balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon
and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling
magnets" exhibit over-unity energy harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has
introduced its first product, a power management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power
forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018.
Explore the Global energy harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
Solar or any other form of electrical power can be wirelessly transmitted or even wired super-conductive transmission up to 100GW
to any place on Earth. New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission https://phys.org/news/2016-09superconductive-material-long-distance-energy-transmission.html -- Project calls for 100 Gigawatts
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel5/77/4277259/04277417.pdf
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move

waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
http://www.greentechlead.com/water/securing-water-for-food-recognizes-12-game-changing-technologies-28838
Jun 1, 2017, 8:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/
The Sun is not ‘reliable’ or ‘consistent’ https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewableenergy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-or-consistent/ -- 100+ ways to use or harvest radiant energy for use at night time or when needed:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- Wave energy hybrids, wind
to hydrogen, wind and static electricity, solar heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination,
forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell
capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour
storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing
wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete
additives, solar water pumping, solar water filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 1060%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery,
compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old
batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage, train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from
benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultraviolet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8% UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running
off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows,
night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, alwayson radio wave power, storing ambient body movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and
kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor
powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no
resistance superconducting magnet storage, Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency
regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon,
Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of
1917 allegedly being used to send war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German
balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon
and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling
magnets" exhibit over-unity energy harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has
introduced its first product, a power management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power
forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018.
Explore the Global energy harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
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The refinements Tesla sought in the Magnifying transmitter after nearly two decades of research. It's pretty obvious that he was
meaning to do more than transmit telegraphic messages or power.
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http://www.cnn.com/2017/06/01/politics/trump-paris-climate-decision/index.html
The real "Terrorists" have been identified: Trump on Paris accord: 'We're getting out' http://www.cnn.com/2017/06/01/politics/trumpparis-climate-decision/index.html
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https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/
Rick Santorum stuns CNN panel while "claiming" that renewable energy: The Sun is not ‘reliable’ or ‘consistent’
https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/ -- 100+ ways to use energy for use at night time or when needed: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiantenergy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- Wave energy hybrids, wind to hydrogen, wind and static electricity, solar heating
and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination, forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal
desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen,
solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use
in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered
sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete additives, solar water pumping, solar water filter,
floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 10-60%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy batteries,
mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery, compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube
compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage,
train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical
conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultra-violet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8%
UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar
roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows, night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo
battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, always-on radio wave power, storing ambient body
movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static
compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields,
atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no resistance superconducting magnet storage,
Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's
atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon, Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's
tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of 1917 allegedly being used to send
war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German balloon with tether in WW1/WW2,
French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric
ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling magnets" exhibit over-unity energy
harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has introduced its first product, a power
management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia
current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018. Explore the Global energy
harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move

waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
http://www.greentechlead.com/water/securing-water-for-food-recognizes-12-game-changing-technologies-28838
#oil #prices #russia #chicken Oil prices crushed as traders bet against OPEC, Russia in 'game of chicken'
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Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/
Rick Santorum stuns CNN panel while "claiming" that renewable energy: The Sun is not ‘reliable’ or ‘consistent’
https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/ -- 100+ ways to use or harvest radiant energy for use at night time or when needed:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- Wave energy hybrids, wind
to hydrogen, wind and static electricity, solar heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination,
forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell
capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour
storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing
wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete
additives, solar water pumping, solar water filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 1060%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery,
compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old
batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage, train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from
benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultraviolet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8% UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running
off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows,
night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, alwayson radio wave power, storing ambient body movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and
kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor
powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no
resistance superconducting magnet storage, Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency
regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon,
Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of
1917 allegedly being used to send war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German
balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon
and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling
magnets" exhibit over-unity energy harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has
introduced its first product, a power management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power
forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018.
Explore the Global energy harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/single-

article/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
http://www.greentechlead.com/water/securing-water-for-food-recognizes-12-game-changing-technologies-28838
#oil #prices #russia #chicken Oil prices crushed as traders bet against OPEC, Russia in 'game of chicken'
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https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/
The Sun is not ‘reliable’ or ‘consistent’ https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewableenergy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-or-consistent/ -- 100+ ways to use or harvest radiant energy for use at night time or when needed:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- Wave energy hybrids, wind
to hydrogen, wind and static electricity, solar heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination,
forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell
capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour
storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing
wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete
additives, solar water pumping, solar water filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 1060%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery,
compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old
batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage, train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from
benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultraviolet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8% UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running
off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows,
night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, alwayson radio wave power, storing ambient body movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and
kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor
powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no
resistance superconducting magnet storage, Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency
regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon,
Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of
1917 allegedly being used to send war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German
balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon
and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling
magnets" exhibit over-unity energy harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has
introduced its first product, a power management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power
forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018.
Explore the Global energy harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
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https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/
#solar #renewable #energy #not #reliable Rick Santorum stuns CNN panel while "claiming" that renewable energy: The Sun is not
‘reliable’ or ‘consistent’ https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sunis-not-reliable-or-consistent/ -- 100+ ways to use or harvest radiant energy for use at night time or when needed:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- Wave energy hybrids, wind
to hydrogen, wind and static electricity, solar heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination,
forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell
capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour
storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing
wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete
additives, solar water pumping, solar water filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 1060%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery,
compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old
batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage, train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from
benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultraviolet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8% UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running
off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows,
night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, alwayson radio wave power, storing ambient body movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and
kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor
powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no
resistance superconducting magnet storage, Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency
regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon,
Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of
1917 allegedly being used to send war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German
balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon
and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling
magnets" exhibit over-unity energy harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has
introduced its first product, a power management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power
forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018.
Explore the Global energy harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
http://www.greentechlead.com/water/securing-water-for-food-recognizes-12-game-changing-technologies-28838
#oil #prices #russia #chicken Oil prices crushed as traders bet against OPEC, Russia in 'game of chicken'

http://www.cnbc.com/2017/05/31/oil-prices-crushed-as-traders-bet-against-opec-russia-in-game-of-chicken.html
Jun 1, 2017, 11:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/
#solar #wind #hydro #geothermal #wave #ocean #battery #radiant #energy #not #reliable Rick Santorum stuns CNN panel while
"claiming" that renewable energy: The Sun is not ‘reliable’ or ‘consistent’ https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnnpanel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-or-consistent/ -- 100+ ways to use or harvest radiant energy for
use at night time or when needed: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?
view=flipcard -- Wave energy hybrids, wind to hydrogen, wind and static electricity, solar heating and cooling, solar thermal desalination, solar treatment and desalination, forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with chemical
extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator to
strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use in Agriculture, energy
to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered sensors, solar
concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete additives, solar water pumping, solar water filter, floatovoltaics to prevent
evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 10-60%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy batteries, mechanical battery,
flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery, compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube compressed air hybrid,
frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage, train gravity, regenerative
traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical conversion to phosphates, SiGaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultra-violet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8% UV solar radiation at night,
day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar roads, solar-kinetic roads,
light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows, night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo battery, night-time
concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, always-on radio wave power, storing ambient body movement or heat,
piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators
(STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting
from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no resistance superconducting magnet storage, Tellurium
transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's atmospheric
satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon, Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's tethered
balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of 1917 allegedly being used to send war
communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French
and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for
u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling magnets" exhibit over-unity energy
harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has introduced its first product, a power
management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia
current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018. Explore the Global energy
harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
http://www.greentechlead.com/water/securing-water-for-food-recognizes-12-game-changing-technologies-28838
#oil #prices #russia #chicken Oil prices crushed as traders bet against OPEC, Russia in 'game of chicken'
http://www.cnbc.com/2017/05/31/oil-prices-crushed-as-traders-bet-against-opec-russia-in-game-of-chicken.html
Jun 1, 2017, 11:57 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Solarled Global Group ☀☀☀.
https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/
Rick Santorum stuns CNN panel while "claiming" that renewable energy: The Sun is not ‘reliable’ or ‘consistent’
https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/ -- 100+ ways to use or harvest energy for use at night time or when needed:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- Wave energy hybrids, wind
to hydrogen, wind and static electricity, solar heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination,
forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell
capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour
storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing
wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete
additives, solar water pumping, solar water filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 1060%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery,
compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old
batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage, train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from
benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultraviolet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8% UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running
off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows,
night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, alwayson radio wave power, storing ambient body movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and
kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor
powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no
resistance superconducting magnet storage, Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency
regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon,
Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of
1917 allegedly being used to send war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German
balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon
and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling
magnets" exhibit over-unity energy harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has
introduced its first product, a power management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power
forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018.
Explore the Global energy harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
http://www.greentechlead.com/water/securing-water-for-food-recognizes-12-game-changing-technologies-28838
#oil #prices #russia #chicken Oil prices crushed as traders bet against OPEC, Russia in 'game of chicken'
http://www.cnbc.com/2017/05/31/oil-prices-crushed-as-traders-bet-against-opec-russia-in-game-of-chicken.html
Jun 1, 2017, 11:57 AM
Chris Edwards
https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/

#fake #news Rick Santorum stuns CNN panel while "claiming" that renewable energy: The Sun is not ‘reliable’ or ‘consistent’
https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/ -- Tesla Leaks 100+ ways to use or harvest radiant energy for use at night time or when needed:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- Wave energy hybrids, wind
to hydrogen, wind and static electricity, solar heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination,
forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell
capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour
storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing
wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete
additives, solar water pumping, solar water filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 1060%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery,
compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old
batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage, train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from
benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultraviolet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8% UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running
off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows,
night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, alwayson radio wave power, storing ambient body movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and
kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor
powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no
resistance superconducting magnet storage, Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency
regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon,
Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of
1917 allegedly being used to send war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German
balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon
and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling
magnets" exhibit over-unity energy harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has
introduced its first product, a power management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power
forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018.
Explore the Global energy harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
http://www.greentechlead.com/water/securing-water-for-food-recognizes-12-game-changing-technologies-28838
#oil #prices #russia #chicken Oil prices crushed as traders bet against OPEC, Russia in 'game of chicken'
http://www.cnbc.com/2017/05/31/oil-prices-crushed-as-traders-bet-against-opec-russia-in-game-of-chicken.html
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-orconsistent/
#fake #news Rick Santorum stuns CNN panel while "claiming" that renewable energy: The Sun is not ‘reliable’ or ‘consistent’
https://rawstory.com/2017/06/rick-santorum-stuns-cnn-panel-while-mansplaining-renewable-energy-the-sun-is-not-reliable-or-

consistent/ -- Tesla Leaks original post with 120+ ways to use or harvest energy for use at night time, when needed or converted to
another form: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- Wave energy
hybrids, wind to hydrogen, static electricity, solar heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination,
forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell
capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour
storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing
wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete
additives, solar water pumping, solar water filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 1060%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery,
compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old
batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage, train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from
benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultraviolet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8% UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running
off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows,
night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, alwayson radio wave power, storing ambient body movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and
kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor
powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields, atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no
resistance superconducting magnet storage, Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency
regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon,
Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of
1917 allegedly being used to send war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German
balloon with tether in WW1/WW2, French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon
and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling
magnets" exhibit over-unity energy harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has
introduced its first product, a power management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power
forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018.
Explore the Global energy harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
Solar or any other form of electrical power can be wirelessly transmitted or even wired super-conductive transmission up to 100GW
to any place on Earth. New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission https://phys.org/news/2016-09superconductive-material-long-distance-energy-transmission.html -- Project calls for 100 Gigawatts
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel5/77/4277259/04277417.pdf
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
http://www.greentechlead.com/water/securing-water-for-food-recognizes-12-game-changing-technologies-28838 #solar #wind
#hydro #geothermal #wave #ocean #battery #radiant #energy #not #reliable
Jun 1, 2017, 11:49 AM
Chris Edwards
“Coal doesn’t even make that much sense anymore as a feedstock,” Cohn said, while traveling on Air Force One on Thursday. He
was referring to raw materials that are converted into fuel. http://www.upworthy.com/the-only-man-in-history-with-the-right-to-say-itold-you-so-to-the-entire-planet
Updated May 31, 2017, 7:58 PM

May 31, 2017, 7:58 PM
Chris Edwards
http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/31/news/elon-musk-paris-climate-deal-trump/
May 31st 2017 For those who thought Musk was born a female and has no bulls; Musk to Trump: Ditch Paris deal and I'll quit as
your adviser http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/31/news/elon-musk-paris-climate-deal-trump/
Updated May 31, 2017, 7:48 PM
May 31, 2017, 7:48 PM
Chris Edwards
http://cnbc.com/2017/05/31/hillary-clinton-speaks-at-code-conference-on-the-information-war.html
May 31st 2017 Hillary Clinton Was the First Casualty in the New Information Wars. "Weaponized information" was one of the key
factors that swung the election ... She also pointed to the market opportunity surrounding clean energy.
http://cnbc.com/2017/05/31/hillary-clinton-speaks-at-code-conference-on-the-information-war.html
Updated May 31, 2017, 6:07 PM
May 31, 2017, 6:07 PM
Chris Edwards
https://ecowatch.com/renewable-energy-growth-eia-2426701265.html
Renewable Energy Growth: 40 Years Ahead of EIA's Forecast https://ecowatch.com/renewable-energy-growth-eia2426701265.html -- Fake News: ICBM Hoax "Rocket's don't work in "space" " see SPACE Hoax https://reuters.com/article/us-usanorthkorea-missiletest-idUSKBN18Q2CU -- Tiger Woods "Sleeping" Hoax used to demonize Marijuana and put people in prison who
use it. The drunks already run over 50,000 people per year, and there is 260 Million prescriptions for Opiates; but this story isn't
about that, it's about the "Marijuana". http://marketwatch.com/story/tiger-woods-dui-arrest-prescription-drugs-are-a-growing-threatto-us-road-safety-2017-05-30
Updated May 30, 2017, 5:39 PM
May 30, 2017, 5:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson and impersonators fan club Canada.
U.S Presidential Candidate Bernie Sanders credits inventor Nikola Tesla for making it possible for free, worldwide wireless energy.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/923584937779265/ Remix featuring Michael Jackson in "Threatened"
with spoken word by Rod Serling of the Twilight Zone episode 73 "It's A Good Life". Michael Jackson & Nikola Tesla can both "read
minds and be in two places at the same time" - Twilight Zone https://youtube.com/watch?v=1My6f6vBXeY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_a_Good_Life_(The_Twilight_Zone) -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 28, 2017, 10:53 AM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated 5/29/2017 - The 750 page Nikola Tesla Blog with analysis and over 5,000 sources at: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
and http://teslaleaks.com/
Updated May 29, 2017, 3:21 PM
May 29, 2017, 3:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael jackson forever.
U.S Presidential Candidate Bernie Sanders credits inventor Nikola Tesla for making it possible for free, worldwide wireless energy.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/923584937779265/ Remix featuring Michael Jackson in "Threatened"
with spoken word by Rod Serling of the Twilight Zone episode 73 "It's A Good Life". Michael Jackson & Nikola Tesla can both "read
minds and be in two places at the same time" - Twilight Zone https://youtube.com/watch?v=1My6f6vBXeY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_a_Good_Life_(The_Twilight_Zone) -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on

Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 28, 2017, 10:45 AM

#chemtrails Albedo enhancement by stratospheric sulfur injections: More research needed - Robock - 2016 - Earth's Future - Wiley
Online Library http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2016EF000407/full
#chemtrails Albedo enhancement by stratospheric sulfur injections: More research needed - Robock - 2016 - Earth's Future - Wiley
Online Library http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2016EF000407/full
May 28, 2017, 11:24 AM
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Updated May 28, 2017, 11:08 AM
May 28, 2017, 11:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in MICHAEL JACKSON= WE HAVE OUR KING IN THE HEART.
U.S Presidential Candidate Bernie Sanders credits inventor Nikola Tesla for making it possible for free, worldwide wireless energy.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/923584937779265/ Remix featuring Michael Jackson in "Threatened"
with spoken word by Rod Serling of the Twilight Zone episode 73 "It's A Good Life". Michael Jackson & Nikola Tesla can both "read
minds and be in two places at the same time" - Twilight Zone https://youtube.com/watch?v=1My6f6vBXeY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_a_Good_Life_(The_Twilight_Zone) -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 28, 2017, 10:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson Forever.
U.S Presidential Candidate Bernie Sanders credits inventor Nikola Tesla for making it possible for free, worldwide wireless energy.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/923584937779265/ Remix featuring Michael Jackson in "Threatened"
with spoken word by Rod Serling of the Twilight Zone episode 73 "It's A Good Life". Michael Jackson & Nikola Tesla can both "read
minds and be in two places at the same time" - Twilight Zone https://youtube.com/watch?v=1My6f6vBXeY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_a_Good_Life_(The_Twilight_Zone) -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

May 28, 2017, 10:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson - "The Legend Forever".
U.S Presidential Candidate Bernie Sanders credits inventor Nikola Tesla for making it possible for free, worldwide wireless energy.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/923584937779265/ Remix featuring Michael Jackson in "Threatened"
with spoken word by Rod Serling of the Twilight Zone episode 73 "It's A Good Life". Michael Jackson & Nikola Tesla can both "read
minds and be in two places at the same time" - Twilight Zone https://youtube.com/watch?v=1My6f6vBXeY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_a_Good_Life_(The_Twilight_Zone) -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 28, 2017, 10:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson - Legends Never Die.
U.S Presidential Candidate Bernie Sanders credits inventor Nikola Tesla for making it possible for free, worldwide wireless energy.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/923584937779265/ Remix featuring Michael Jackson in "Threatened"
with spoken word by Rod Serling of the Twilight Zone episode 73 "It's A Good Life". Michael Jackson & Nikola Tesla can both "read
minds and be in two places at the same time" - Twilight Zone https://youtube.com/watch?v=1My6f6vBXeY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_a_Good_Life_(The_Twilight_Zone) -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 28, 2017, 10:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson - "The Legend Forever".
U.S Presidential Candidate Bernie Sanders credits inventor Nikola Tesla for making it possible for free, worldwide wireless energy.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/923584937779265/ Remix featuring Michael Jackson in "Threatened"
with spoken word by Rod Serling of the Twilight Zone episode 73 "It's A Good Life". Michael Jackson & Nikola Tesla can both "read
minds and be in two places at the same time" - Twilight Zone https://youtube.com/watch?v=1My6f6vBXeY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_a_Good_Life_(The_Twilight_Zone) -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 28, 2017, 10:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael jackson-Believers.
U.S Presidential Candidate Bernie Sanders credits inventor Nikola Tesla for making it possible for free, worldwide wireless energy.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/923584937779265/ Remix featuring Michael Jackson in "Threatened"
with spoken word by Rod Serling of the Twilight Zone episode 73 "It's A Good Life". Michael Jackson & Nikola Tesla can both "read

minds and be in two places at the same time" - Twilight Zone https://youtube.com/watch?v=1My6f6vBXeY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_a_Good_Life_(The_Twilight_Zone) -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 28, 2017, 10:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael jackson-Believers.
U.S Presidential Candidate Bernie Sanders credits inventor Nikola Tesla for making it possible for free, worldwide wireless energy.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/923584937779265/ Remix featuring Michael Jackson in "Threatened"
with spoken word by Rod Serling of the Twilight Zone episode 73 "It's A Good Life". Michael Jackson & Nikola Tesla can both "read
minds and be in two places at the same time" - Twilight Zone https://youtube.com/watch?v=1My6f6vBXeY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_a_Good_Life_(The_Twilight_Zone) -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 28, 2017, 10:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson - My Little Prince.
#michael #jackson #threatened #meaning U.S Presidential Candidate Bernie Sanders credits inventor Nikola Tesla for making it
possible for free, worldwide wireless energy. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/923584937779265/ Remix
featuring Michael Jackson in "Threatened" with spoken word by Rod Serling of the Twilight Zone episode 73 "It's A Good Life".
Michael Jackson & Nikola Tesla can both "read minds and be in two places at the same time" - Twilight Zone
https://youtube.com/watch?v=1My6f6vBXeY https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_a_Good_Life_(The_Twilight_Zone) -- Nikola Tesla
last articles including "Powered by Wireless" March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118)
containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power
traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June,
1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of
labors extending through years, having for their chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind
than mere industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The
Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray"
https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More
at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 28, 2017, 10:46 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson Fans United.
U.S Presidential Candidate Bernie Sanders credits inventor Nikola Tesla for making it possible for free, worldwide wireless energy.
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/923584937779265/ Remix featuring Michael Jackson in "Threatened"
with spoken word by Rod Serling of the Twilight Zone episode 73 "It's A Good Life". Michael Jackson & Nikola Tesla can both "read
minds and be in two places at the same time" - Twilight Zone https://youtube.com/watch?v=1My6f6vBXeY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_a_Good_Life_(The_Twilight_Zone) -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying

Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 28, 2017, 10:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis for the Sick and Dying.
http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm
#morman #church #started #marijuana #prohibition August of 1915 the Church, meeting again in synod in Salt Lake City decreed
the use of marijuana contrary to the Mormon religion and then -- and this is how things were in Utah in those days -- in October of
1915, the state legislature met and enacted every religious prohibition as a criminal law and we had the first criminal law in this
country's history against the use of marijuana. All other US states followed. http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm -https://books.google.com/books?id=OF9LJas-MJAC&pg=PT38&lpg=PT38&dq=harry+anslinger+mormon
May 3, 2017, 3:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy, Renewable Energy & Alternate Sources of Energy (IDEH).
https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec
May 18th 2017 Financial Times of London: THE BIG GREEN BANG: how renewable energy became unstoppable. “Fossil fuels
have lost,” ... “The rest of the world just doesn’t know it yet.” https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec -Death Rays, Earthquake Machines, Remote Control & Green Power, all from the fertile mind of the genius the electrified the world,
now Nikola Tesla's Mad Electricity on Modern Marvels https://youtube.com/watch?v=LW79S5549tI
May 19, 2017, 1:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-Renewable-Race.html
#opec #vs #free #energy May 25, 2017 Is The U.S. Getting Left Behind In The Renewable Race? The mightiest economic power
(so far), U.S., rose to its zenith on an ocean of virtually free energy – coal first, then oil. American oil at 35 cents (= $2 barrels). If you
get 25 MPG and pay $2.50/gal, cost per mile is 10 cents. 24 hour Hydropower at 6 cents per kWh (retail), 2-3 cents wholesale or
less, similar for Wind & Solar, you pay 1-2 cents per mile, or a tenth of the clunker/hog benchmark. Considering that your EV only
has a handful of moving parts, against more than 1,000 in a typical internal combustion model ICE-age), the outcome of this race
should be clear to all. http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-RenewableRace.html -- Tucson Electric has just announced it will buy power from a 100 MW array for less than 3 cents: Miles for a penny. And
as this chart shows, PV can get cheaper still. With projects already coming in at 3 cents and room to improve module lifetimes to 50
years in conjunction with very low degradation rates (0.2 percent per year), perhaps 1-cent solar is in sight. Imagine getting an
infinite supply of miles from your rooftop at three to a penny (which is a lot like free). -- May 25the 2017 Oil drops nearly 5% as
OPEC’s 9-month output-cut extension disappoints https://reuters.com/article/us-opec-oil-idUSKBN18L0S8
May 26, 2017, 3:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-Renewable-Race.html
#opec #meeting #failure #oilprice #free #energy May 25, 2017 Is The U.S. Getting Left Behind In The Renewable Race? The
mightiest economic power (so far), U.S., rose to its zenith on an ocean of virtually free energy – coal first, then oil. American oil at 35
cents (= $2 barrels). If you get 25 MPG and paying $2.50/gal, cost per mile is 10 cents. Using 24 hour Hydropower at 6 cents per
kWh (retail), 2-3 cents wholesale or less, similar for Wind & Solar, you pay 1-2 cents per mile, or a tenth of the clunker/hog
benchmark. Considering that your EV only has a handful of moving parts, against more than 1,000 in a typical internal combustion
model ICE-age), the outcome of this race should be clear to all. http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-USGetting-Left-Behind-In-The-Renewable-Race.html -- Tucson Electric has just announced it will buy power from a 100 MW array for
less than 3 cents: Miles for a penny. And as this chart shows, PV can get cheaper still. With projects already coming in at 3 cents
and room to improve module lifetimes to 50 years in conjunction with very low degradation rates (0.2 percent per year), perhaps 1cent solar is in sight. Imagine getting an infinite supply of miles from your rooftop at three to a penny (which is a lot like free). -- May
25the 2017 Oil drops nearly 5% as OPEC’s 9-month output-cut extension disappoints https://reuters.com/article/us-opec-oilidUSKBN18L0S8
May 26, 2017, 3:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-Renewable-Race.html

#opec #vs #free #energy May 25, 2017 Is The U.S. Getting Left Behind In The Renewable Race? The mightiest economic power
(so far), U.S., rose to its zenith on an ocean of virtually free energy – coal first, then oil. American oil at 35 cents (= $2 barrels). If you
get 25 MPG and pay $2.50/gal, cost per mile is 10 cents. 24 hour Hydropower at 6 cents per kWh (retail), 2-3 cents wholesale or
less, similar for Wind & Solar, you pay 1-2 cents per mile, or a tenth of the clunker/hog benchmark. Considering that your EV only
has a handful of moving parts, against more than 1,000 in a typical internal combustion model ICE-age), the outcome of this race
should be clear to all. http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-RenewableRace.html -- Tucson Electric has just announced it will buy power from a 100 MW array for less than 3 cents: Miles for a penny. And
as this chart shows, PV can get cheaper still. With projects already coming in at 3 cents and room to improve module lifetimes to 50
years in conjunction with very low degradation rates (0.2 percent per year), perhaps 1-cent solar is in sight. Imagine getting an
infinite supply of miles from your rooftop at three to a penny (which is a lot like free). -- May 25the 2017 Oil drops nearly 5% as
OPEC’s 9-month output-cut extension disappoints https://reuters.com/article/us-opec-oil-idUSKBN18L0S8
May 26, 2017, 4:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-Renewable-Race.html
#opec #vs #free #energy May 25, 2017 Is The U.S. Getting Left Behind In The Renewable Race? The mightiest economic power
(so far), U.S., rose to its zenith on an ocean of virtually free energy – coal first, then oil. American oil at 35 cents (= $2 barrels). If you
get 25 MPG and pay $2.50/gal, cost per mile is 10 cents. 24 hour Hydropower at 6 cents per kWh (retail), 2-3 cents wholesale or
less, similar for Wind & Solar, you pay 1-2 cents per mile, or a tenth of the clunker/hog benchmark. Considering that your EV only
has a handful of moving parts, against more than 1,000 in a typical internal combustion model ICE-age), the outcome of this race
should be clear to all. http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-RenewableRace.html -- Tucson Electric has just announced it will buy power from a 100 MW array for less than 3 cents: Miles for a penny. And
as this chart shows, PV can get cheaper still. With projects already coming in at 3 cents and room to improve module lifetimes to 50
years in conjunction with very low degradation rates (0.2 percent per year), perhaps 1-cent solar is in sight. Imagine getting an
infinite supply of miles from your rooftop at three to a penny (which is a lot like free). -- May 25the 2017 Oil drops nearly 5% as
OPEC’s 9-month output-cut extension disappoints https://reuters.com/article/us-opec-oil-idUSKBN18L0S8
May 26, 2017, 3:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-Renewable-Race.html
#opec #vs #free #energy May 25, 2017 Is The U.S. Getting Left Behind In The Renewable Race? The mightiest economic power
(so far), U.S., rose to its zenith on an ocean of virtually free energy – coal first, then oil. American oil at 35 cents (= $2 barrels). If you
get 25 MPG and paying $2.50/gal, cost per mile is 10 cents. Using 24 hour Hydropower at 6 cents per kWh (retail), 2-3 cents
wholesale or less, similar for Wind & Solar, you pay 1-2 cents per mile, or a tenth of the clunker/hog benchmark. Considering that
your EV only has a handful of moving parts, against more than 1,000 in a typical internal combustion model ICE-age), the outcome
of this race should be clear to all. http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-TheRenewable-Race.html -- Tucson Electric has just announced it will buy power from a 100 MW array for less than 3 cents: Miles for a
penny. And as this chart shows, PV can get cheaper still. With projects already coming in at 3 cents and room to improve module
lifetimes to 50 years in conjunction with very low degradation rates (0.2 percent per year), perhaps 1-cent solar is in sight. Imagine
getting an infinite supply of miles from your rooftop at three to a penny (which is a lot like free). -- May 25the 2017 Oil drops nearly
5% as OPEC’s 9-month output-cut extension disappoints https://reuters.com/article/us-opec-oil-idUSKBN18L0S8
May 26, 2017, 3:52 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-Renewable-Race.html
#opec #vs #free #energy May 25, 2017 Is The U.S. Getting Left Behind In The Renewable Race? The mightiest economic power
(so far), U.S., rose to its zenith on an ocean of virtually free energy – coal first, then oil. American oil at 35 cents per million Btu (= $2
barrels) or $8.50 per mBtu ($50 barrels). If you own a car that gets 25 miles per gallon and you are paying $2.50 per gallon, the cost
per mile is 10 cents. Using 24 hour unremitting Hydropower at around 6 cents per kWh (retail), 2-3 cents wholesale or less, similar
for Wind & Solar, you will pay 1-2 cents per mile, or a tenth of the clunker/hog benchmark. Considering that your EV only has a
handful of moving parts, against more than 1,000 in a typical internal combustion model

ICE-age), the outcome of this race

should be clear to all. http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-RenewableRace.html -- Tucson Electric has just announced it will buy power from a 100 MW array for less than 3 cents: Miles for a penny. And
as this chart shows, PV can get cheaper still. With projects already coming in at 3 cents and room to improve module lifetimes to 50
years in conjunction with very low degradation rates (0.2 percent per year), perhaps 1-cent solar is in sight. Imagine getting an
infinite supply of miles from your rooftop at three to a penny (which is a lot like free). -- May 25the 2017 Oil drops nearly 5% as

OPEC’s 9-month output-cut extension disappoints https://reuters.com/article/us-opec-oil-idUSKBN18L0S8
May 26, 2017, 4:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-Renewable-Race.html
#opec #vs #free #energy May 25, 2017 Is The U.S. Getting Left Behind In The Renewable Race? The mightiest economic power
(so far), U.S., rose to its zenith on an ocean of virtually free energy – coal first, then oil. American oil at 35 cents (= $2 barrels). If you
get 25 MPG and pay $2.50/gal, cost per mile is 10 cents. 24 hour Hydropower at 6 cents per kWh (retail), 2-3 cents wholesale or
less, similar for Wind & Solar, you pay 1-2 cents per mile, or a tenth of the clunker/hog benchmark. Considering that your EV only
has a handful of moving parts, against more than 1,000 in a typical internal combustion model ICE-age), the outcome of this race
should be clear to all. http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-RenewableRace.html -- Tucson Electric has just announced it will buy power from a 100 MW array for less than 3 cents: Miles for a penny. And
as this chart shows, PV can get cheaper still. With projects already coming in at 3 cents and room to improve module lifetimes to 50
years in conjunction with very low degradation rates (0.2 percent per year), perhaps 1-cent solar is in sight. Imagine getting an
infinite supply of miles from your rooftop at three to a penny (which is a lot like free). -- May 25the 2017 Oil drops nearly 5% as
OPEC’s 9-month output-cut extension disappoints https://reuters.com/article/us-opec-oil-idUSKBN18L0S8
May 26, 2017, 4:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-Renewable-Race.html
#opec #vs #free #energy May 25, 2017 Is The U.S. Getting Left Behind In The Renewable Race? The mightiest economic power
(so far), U.S., rose to its zenith on an ocean of virtually free energy – coal first, then oil. American oil at 35 cents per million Btu (= $2
barrels) or $8.50 per mBtu ($50 barrels). If you own a car that gets 25 miles per gallon and you are paying $2.50 per gallon, the cost
per mile is 10 cents. Using 24 hour unremitting Hydropower at around 6 cents per kWh (retail), 2-3 cents wholesale or less, similar
for Wind & Solar, you will pay 1-2 cents per mile, or a tenth of the clunker/hog benchmark. Considering that your EV only has a
handful of moving parts, against more than 1,000 in a typical internal combustion model

ICE-age), the outcome of this race

should be clear to all. http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-RenewableRace.html -- Tucson Electric has just announced it will buy power from a 100 MW array for less than 3 cents: Miles for a penny. And
as this chart shows, PV can get cheaper still. With projects already coming in at 3 cents and room to improve module lifetimes to 50
years in conjunction with very low degradation rates (0.2 percent per year), perhaps 1-cent solar is in sight. Imagine getting an
infinite supply of miles from your rooftop at three to a penny (which is a lot like free). -- May 25the 2017 Oil drops nearly 5% as
OPEC’s 9-month output-cut extension disappoints https://reuters.com/article/us-opec-oil-idUSKBN18L0S8
May 26, 2017, 4:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
May 26, 2017, 3:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-Renewable-Race.html
#opec #meeting #vs #free #energy May 25, 2017 Is The U.S. Getting Left Behind In The Renewable Race? The mightiest economic
power (so far), U.S., rose to its zenith on an ocean of virtually free energy – coal first, then oil. American oil at 35 cents (= $2
barrels). If you get 25 MPG and paying $2.50/gal, cost per mile is 10 cents. Using 24 hour Hydropower at 6 cents per kWh (retail), 23 cents wholesale or less, similar for Wind & Solar, you pay 1-2 cents per mile, or a tenth of the clunker/hog benchmark.
Considering that your EV only has a handful of moving parts, against more than 1,000 in a typical internal combustion model ICEage), the outcome of this race should be clear to all. http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-GettingLeft-Behind-In-The-Renewable-Race.html -- Tucson Electric has just announced it will buy power from a 100 MW array for less than
3 cents: Miles for a penny. And as this chart shows, PV can get cheaper still. With projects already coming in at 3 cents and room to
improve module lifetimes to 50 years in conjunction with very low degradation rates (0.2 percent per year), perhaps 1-cent solar is in
sight. Imagine getting an infinite supply of miles from your rooftop at three to a penny (which is a lot like free). -- May 25the 2017 Oil
drops nearly 5% as OPEC’s 9-month output-cut extension disappoints https://reuters.com/article/us-opec-oil-idUSKBN18L0S8
May 26, 2017, 3:42 AM
Chris Edwards
http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-Renewable-Race.html
#opec #vs #free #energy May 25, 2017 Is The U.S. Getting Left Behind In The Renewable Race? The mightiest economic power
(so far), U.S., rose to its zenith on an ocean of virtually free energy – coal first, then oil. American oil at 35 cents per million Btu (= $2
barrels) or $8.50 per mBtu ($50 barrels). If you own a car that gets 25 miles per gallon and you are paying $2.50 per gallon, the cost
per mile is 10 cents. Using 24 hour unremitting Hydropower at around 6 cents per kWh (retail), 2-3 cents wholesale or less, similar

for Wind & Solar, you will pay 1-2 cents per mile, or a tenth of the clunker/hog benchmark. Considering that your EV only has a
handful of moving parts, against more than 1,000 in a typical internal combustion model

ICE-age), the outcome of this race

should be clear to all. http://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-RenewableRace.html -- Tucson Electric has just announced it will buy power from a 100 MW array for less than 3 cents: Miles for a penny. And
as this chart shows, PV can get cheaper still. With projects already coming in at 3 cents and room to improve module lifetimes to 50
years in conjunction with very low degradation rates (0.2 percent per year), perhaps 1-cent solar is in sight. Imagine getting an
infinite supply of miles from your rooftop at three to a penny (which is a lot like free). -- May 25the 2017 Oil drops nearly 5% as
OPEC’s 9-month output-cut extension disappoints https://reuters.com/article/us-opec-oil-idUSKBN18L0S8
Updated May 26, 2017, 3:38 AM
May 26, 2017, 3:38 AM
Chris Edwards
#alex #jones #obama #deception #oil #wars #new #world #order Alex Jones Infowars Shirt in "The Obama Deception" "A LONG
TIME AGO, IN A GALAXY FAR, FAR AWAY... THE GREATEST SUPERPOWER IN THE MILKY WAY GALAXY IS WAGING WAR
IN THE OIL FIELDS OF PLANET EARTH. HAVING INFILTRATED THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA, FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, AND
WORLD GOVERNMENT, THE EVIL EMPIRE IS LOOKING TO ESTABLISH A NEW WORLD ORDER -https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1782033585442797&set=pcb.929452900525802&type=3&theater -- The Obama Deception
https://youtube.com/watch?v=eAaQNACwaLw#t=26m55s
Updated May 23, 2017, 4:36 PM
May 23, 2017, 4:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

#alex #jones #obama #deception #oil #wars #new #world #order Alex Jones Infowars Shirt in "The Obama Deception" "A LONG
TIME AGO, IN A GALAXY FAR, FAR AWAY... THE GREATEST SUPERPOWER IN THE MILKY WAY GALAXY IS WAGING WAR
IN THE OIL FIELDS OF PLANET EARTH. HAVING INFILTRATED THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA, FINANCIAL INSTITUATIONS,
AND WORLD GOVERNMENT, THE EVIL EMPIRE IS LOOKING TO ESTABLISH A NEW WORLD ORDER -https://youtube.com/watch?v=eAaQNACwaLw#t=26m55s
#alex #jones #obama #deception #oil #wars #new #world #order Alex Jones Infowars Shirt in "The Obama Deception" THE
GREATEST SUPERPOWER ... IS WAGING WAR IN THE OIL FIELDS OF PLANET EARTH. HAVING INFILTRATED THE
MAINSTREAM MEDIA, FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, AND WORLD GOVERNMENT, THE EVIL EMPIRE IS LOOKING TO
ESTABLISH A NEW WORLD ORDER -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=eAaQNACwaLw#t=26m55s
May 23, 2017, 4:34 PM
Chris Edwards
http://renews.biz/107175/trump-trims-offshore-spending/
#trump #oil #gas #bailout #scam US president Donald Trump has trimmed funding for offshore renewable energy activities of $21M
in the proposed $11.7bn 2018 budget for the Interior Department. That's 90% of funds go to bailing out Oil & Gas, 10% for
Renewables: http://renews.biz/107175/trump-trims-offshore-spending/ -- Trump plans a 69 percent budget cut to the Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy https://washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2017/05/23/trump-plans-a-69percent-budget-cut-large-staff-reductions-at-clean-energy-office/
Updated May 23, 2017, 11:59 AM
May 23, 2017, 11:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
"Who has owned all the oil, coal since the 1800's. You find their names, and you'll find the criminal." - Publisher of Borderland Books
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
May 23, 2017, 10:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
"Who has owned all the oil, coal since the 1800's. You find their names, and you'll find the criminal." - Publisher of Borderland Books
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
May 23, 2017, 10:15 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4

#coal #oil #criminals Who has owned all the oil, coal since the 1800's. You find their names, and you'll find the criminal. - Publisher
of Borderland Books https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
Updated May 23, 2017, 10:13 AM
May 23, 2017, 10:13 AM
Chris Edwards
https://archives.gov/publications/prologue/2003/summer/hoover-dam-1.html
#real #terror "Terrorists" even attacked the Hoover Dam, and even Niagara Falls. The Hoover Sabotage was the sabotage of
Hoover Dam undertaken by China. https://archives.gov/publications/prologue/2003/summer/hoover-dam-1.html
http://azcentral.com/story/news/local/best-reads/2015/10/01/arizona-wwii-history-hoover-dam/32564733/ -- Oroville Dam Sabotage:
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2017/02/oroville-dam-impending-catastrophe-may-be-grounds-to-impeach-trump-the-tallestdam-in-america-is-about-to-fail-and-no-one-is-doing-jack-jim-stone-3475480.html -- Niagara Falls Sabotage by Germans with
"Operation Pastorius" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Pastorius
Updated May 22, 2017, 11:07 PM
May 22, 2017, 11:07 PM
Chris Edwards
http://cnn.com/2015/11/17/opinions/sutter-paris-attacks-climate-cop21/
COP21 Rewind: The "Terror Attack" on the friday before the COP21 (Convention on Climate Change) 21st year, "coincidentally"
happened the day before conventioners were to arrive in Paris. CNN's John D. Sutter argues the international climate summit in
Paris should continued as planned, in defiance of recent terror attacks in France. http://cnn.com/2015/11/17/opinions/sutter-parisattacks-climate-cop21/ -- Renewable Energy Marches (CANCELLED) COP21 climate marches in Paris not authorized following
attacks | Environment | The Guardian https://theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/18/cop21-climate-marches-paris-attacks -- "ISIS" VS
RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple
of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-williammckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -"Terrorists" even attacked the Hoover Dam, and even Niagara Falls. The Hoover Sabotage was the sabotage of Hoover Dam
undertaken by China. https://archives.gov/publications/prologue/2003/summer/hoover-dam-1.html
http://azcentral.com/story/news/local/best-reads/2015/10/01/arizona-wwii-history-hoover-dam/32564733/ -- Oroville Dam Sabotage:
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2017/02/oroville-dam-impending-catastrophe-may-be-grounds-to-impeach-trump-the-tallestdam-in-america-is-about-to-fail-and-no-one-is-doing-jack-jim-stone-3475480.html -- Niagara Falls Sabotage by Germans with
"Operation Pastorius" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Pastorius
More: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://cnn.com/2015/11/17/opinions/sutter-paris-attacks-climate-cop21/
COP21 Rewind: The "Terror Attack" on the Friday before the COP21 (Convention on Climate Change) 21st year, "coincidentally"
happened the day before conventioners were to arrive in Paris. CNN's John D. Sutter argues the international climate summit in
Paris should continued as planned, in defiance of recent terror attacks in France. http://cnn.com/2015/11/17/opinions/sutter-parisattacks-climate-cop21/ -- Renewable Energy Marches (CANCELLED) COP21 climate marches in Paris not authorized following
attacks | Environment | The Guardian https://theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/18/cop21-climate-marches-paris-attacks -- "ISIS" VS
RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple
of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-williammckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 22, 2017, 10:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Wv5pqC5pWTs
#fake #news #faked #terror If the government, media and religion has been lying to you about Nikola Tesla for 129 years, why
would they tell you the truth about "terrorism"? If they all lied to you about weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, why would you
believe anything they say? You must be as stupid as a rock! No "explosion" was witnessed by any of the 21,000 camera's at the
concert. STAGED 33° CHAOS | Manchester Arena (Ariana Grande Concert), May 22, 2017 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Wv5pqC5pWTs -- March 22 London false flag "terror" to May 22 Manchester "terror", '62' days + Mason & May Sun
https://youtube.com/watch?v=DoOcXxQH7kY -- September 11th Rewind: On 9/11 no one showed up at any of the hospitals or
triages, Ambulances were EMPTY. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LhGfXPGh5kI -- 9/11 Empty Wheelchairs And Empty Beds Inside
Empty Emergency Triage Area https://youtube.com/watch?v=Z8TXRrnTX8U (Wouldn't you think there would be thousands of
injured people if two buildings collapsed at 150 MPH, with pressure waves coming out of the windows at 300 MPH; falls on top of
them?) -- IMPEACH & ARREST "9/11 INSIDER" PRESIDENT TRUMP, proof he knew about 9/11 before it happened
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qOaYZy47fcw -- Fake Victims, Fake "Falling Man" https://youtube.com/watch?v=ExsA4K3w-Os
May 22, 2017, 8:10 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Wv5pqC5pWTs
#fake #news #fake #terror If the government, media and religion has been lying to you about Nikola Tesla for 129 years, why would
they tell you the truth about "terrorism"? If they all lied to you about weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, why would you believe

anything they say? You must be as stupid as a rock! No "explosion" was witnessed by any of the 21,000 camera's at the concert.
STAGED 33° CHAOS | Manchester Arena (Ariana Grande Concert), May 22, 2017 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Wv5pqC5pWTs -March 22 London false flag "terror" to May 22 Manchester "terror", '62' days + Mason & May Sun https://youtube.com/watch?
v=DoOcXxQH7kY -- COP21 Rewind: The "Terror Attack" on the friday before the COP21 (Convention on Climate Change) 21st
year, "coincidentally" happened the day before conventioners were to arrive in Paris. CNN's John D. Sutter argues the international
climate summit in Paris should continued as planned, in defiance of recent terror attacks in France.
http://cnn.com/2015/11/17/opinions/sutter-paris-attacks-climate-cop21/ -- Renewble Energy Marches (CANCELLED) COP21 climate
marches in Paris not authorised following attacks | Environment | The Guardian https://theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/18/cop21climate-marches-paris-attacks -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on
9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-teslathomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro
plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabulpolice/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerryrefrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal
Combustion Engine, days before COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-citylimits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated May 22, 2017, 8:09 PM
May 22, 2017, 8:09 PM
Chris Edwards
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-who
May 4th, 1993 "Nikola Who" The Washington Post - The renewed interest? “A lack of complete trust in established institutions would
be my best guess,” says Feuling. “The view is Tesla was ripped off by the establishment. Up until a few years ago, nobody heard of
him. Now anti-establishment people view Tesla as their champion.” Only 5 of 13 textbooks on the history of invention mentioned
Tesla. To confirm Tesla's “disappearance,” in 1983, Seifer surveyed 80 incoming college freshmen and 89 electrical engineering
students at three New England colleges. None of the liberal arts students and less than a third of the engineering students
recognized Tesla's name. At the local library, "When he turned inside the back cover and found that in 38 years only 8 students had
borrowed the book" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-who
Updated May 22, 2017, 12:07 PM
May 22, 2017, 12:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://web.archive.org/web/20150919112635/http://www.dailycensored.com/jp-morgan-and-electric-power-100-years-ofmisconduct/
Project Censored removed the story from their website "JP Morgan and Electric Power: 100 years of misconduct" THE PANIC OF
1893; ELECTION OF 1896; PANIC OF 1907; at the Archive:
https://web.archive.org/web/20150919112635/http://www.dailycensored.com/jp-morgan-and-electric-power-100-years-ofmisconduct/ -- The StreetCar Conspiracy How General Motors Deliberately Destroyed Public Transit.

http://lovearth.net/gmdeliberatelydestroyed.htm -- GM destroyed commuter rail lines. Original post missing.
https://web.archive.org/web/20011206110956/www.tompaine.com/history/2001/09/10/index.html -- General Motors streetcar
conspiracy https://youtube.com/watch?v=mSR23ycXIoE -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Motors_streetcar_conspiracy -May 2003 Did Auto, Oil Conspiracy Put the Brakes on Trolleys? - LA Times http://latimes.com/me-2003-los-angeles-streetcarhistory-story.html -- According to Wikipedia sources, the A/C motor electric trolley's running off of A/C electric Hydro power, were
shut down after the (man-made) San Francisco Earthquake of 1906. The San Francisco cable car system is the world's last
manually operated cable car system. .... Those objections disappeared after the 1906 San Francisco earthquake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Francisco_cable_car_system -- The TurboTrain: A Futile, Chicago-Born Attempt at High Speed
Rail; their prosperous future were imperiled by the 1973 oil crisis. http://chicagomag.com/city-life/October-2013/The-TurboTrain-AChicago-Born-Attempt-at-High-Speed-Rail-in-America/ -- 10 ways the 1973 oil embargo changed the industry
http://autonews.com/article/20131014/GLOBAL/131019959/10-ways-the-1973-oil-embargo-changed-the-industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-speed_rail -- Up next, the Hindenburg Zeppelin Conspiracy. The video of the disaster has unusual
edits at the time of the explosion. A radio tower is pictured in view of the Hindenburg: https://youtube.com/watch?v=F54rqDh2mWA
The previous Chicago Zeppelin disaster was alleged to be radio-frequency communication towers causing metals to become
electrified. -- Aluminum & Iron Oxide metals, like used on the surface of the Hindenburg's skin, accumulate negative ion's, electrons
to form AL3+ to AL11+. The accumulation of charge on its surface can be discharged to the ground using a tether or other methods.
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20120116203649AA8w8KF -http://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1277&context=star -- Can Radio Ignite Balloons? - Nikola Tesla
Electrical Experimenter - October 1, 1919
https://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/dimension=670x10000:format=png/path/s40c423127565d23a/image/ie90e7faaa60b
d0cd/version/1455404831/image.png -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/can-radio-ignite-balloons -- February 2013
Smithsonian Magazine. Balloons, with wires attached reaching to the ground, were Tesla's suggested aerials.
http://smithsonianmag.com/history/the-rise-and-fall-of-nikola-tesla-and-his-tower-11074324/
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Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://web.archive.org/web/20150919112635/http://www.dailycensored.com/jp-morgan-and-electric-power-100-years-ofmisconduct/
Project Censored removed the story from their website "JP Morgan and Electric Power: 100 years of misconduct" THE PANIC OF
1893; ELECTION OF 1896; PANIC OF 1907; at the Archive:
https://web.archive.org/web/20150919112635/http://www.dailycensored.com/jp-morgan-and-electric-power-100-years-ofmisconduct/ -- The StreetCar Conspiracy How General Motors Deliberately Destroyed Public Transit.
http://lovearth.net/gmdeliberatelydestroyed.htm -- GM destroyed commuter rail lines. Original post missing.
https://web.archive.org/web/20011206110956/www.tompaine.com/history/2001/09/10/index.html -- General Motors streetcar
conspiracy https://youtube.com/watch?v=mSR23ycXIoE -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Motors_streetcar_conspiracy -May 2003 Did Auto, Oil Conspiracy Put the Brakes on Trolleys? - LA Times http://latimes.com/me-2003-los-angeles-streetcarhistory-story.html -- According to Wikipedia sources, the A/C motor electric trolley's running off of A/C electric Hydro power, were
shut down after the (man-made) San Francisco Earthquake of 1906. The San Francisco cable car system is the world's last
manually operated cable car system. .... Those objections disappeared after the 1906 San Francisco earthquake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Francisco_cable_car_system -- The TurboTrain: A Futile, Chicago-Born Attempt at High Speed
Rail; their prosperous future were imperiled by the 1973 oil crisis. http://chicagomag.com/city-life/October-2013/The-TurboTrain-AChicago-Born-Attempt-at-High-Speed-Rail-in-America/ -- 10 ways the 1973 oil embargo changed the industry
http://autonews.com/article/20131014/GLOBAL/131019959/10-ways-the-1973-oil-embargo-changed-the-industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-speed_rail -- Up next, the Hindenburg Zeppelin Conspiracy. The video of the disaster has unusual
edits at the time of the explosion. A radio tower is pictured in view of the Hindenburg: https://youtube.com/watch?v=F54rqDh2mWA
The previous Chicago Zeppelin disaster was alleged to be radio-frequency communication towers causing metals to become
electrified. -- Aluminum & Iron Oxide metals, like used on the surface of the Hindenburg's skin, accumulate negative ion's, electrons
to form AL3+ to AL11+. The accumulation of charge on its surface can be discharged to the ground using a tether or other methods.
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20120116203649AA8w8KF -http://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1277&context=star -- Can Radio Ignite Balloons? - Nikola Tesla
Electrical Experimenter - October 1, 1919
https://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/dimension=670x10000:format=png/path/s40c423127565d23a/image/ie90e7faaa60b
d0cd/version/1455404831/image.png -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/can-radio-ignite-balloons -- February 2013
Smithsonian Magazine. Balloons, with wires attached reaching to the ground, were Tesla's suggested aerials.

http://smithsonianmag.com/history/the-rise-and-fall-of-nikola-tesla-and-his-tower-11074324/
May 21, 2017, 11:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://web.archive.org/web/20150919112635/http://www.dailycensored.com/jp-morgan-and-electric-power-100-years-ofmisconduct/
Project Censored removed the story from their website "JP Morgan and Electric Power: 100 years of misconduct" THE PANIC OF
1893; ELECTION OF 1896; PANIC OF 1907; at the Archive:
https://web.archive.org/web/20150919112635/http://www.dailycensored.com/jp-morgan-and-electric-power-100-years-ofmisconduct/ -- The StreetCar Conspiracy How General Motors Deliberately Destroyed Public Transit.
http://lovearth.net/gmdeliberatelydestroyed.htm -- GM destroyed commuter rail lines. Original post missing.
https://web.archive.org/web/20011206110956/www.tompaine.com/history/2001/09/10/index.html -- General Motors streetcar
conspiracy https://youtube.com/watch?v=mSR23ycXIoE -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Motors_streetcar_conspiracy -May 2003 Did Auto, Oil Conspiracy Put the Brakes on Trolleys? - LA Times http://latimes.com/me-2003-los-angeles-streetcarhistory-story.html -- According to Wikipedia sources, the A/C motor electric trolley's running off of A/C electric Hydro power, were
shut down after the (man-made) San Francisco Earthquake of 1906. The San Francisco cable car system is the world's last
manually operated cable car system. .... Those objections disappeared after the 1906 San Francisco earthquake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Francisco_cable_car_system -- The TurboTrain: A Futile, Chicago-Born Attempt at High Speed
Rail; their prosperous future were imperiled by the 1973 oil crisis. http://chicagomag.com/city-life/October-2013/The-TurboTrain-AChicago-Born-Attempt-at-High-Speed-Rail-in-America/ -- 10 ways the 1973 oil embargo changed the industry
http://autonews.com/article/20131014/GLOBAL/131019959/10-ways-the-1973-oil-embargo-changed-the-industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-speed_rail -- Up next, the Hindenburg Zeppelin Conspiracy. The video of the disaster has unusual
edits at the time of the explosion. A radio tower is pictured in view of the Hindenburg: https://youtube.com/watch?v=F54rqDh2mWA
The previous Chicago Zeppelin disaster was alleged to be radio-frequency communication towers causing metals to become
electrified. -- Aluminum & Iron Oxide metals, like used on the surface of the Hindenburg's skin, accumulate negative ion's, electrons
to form AL3+ to AL11+. The accumulation of charge on its surface can be discharged to the ground using a tether or other methods.
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20120116203649AA8w8KF -http://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1277&context=star -- Can Radio Ignite Balloons? - Nikola Tesla
Electrical Experimenter - October 1, 1919
https://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/dimension=670x10000:format=png/path/s40c423127565d23a/image/ie90e7faaa60b
d0cd/version/1455404831/image.png -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/can-radio-ignite-balloons -- February 2013
Smithsonian Magazine. Balloons, with wires attached reaching to the ground, were Tesla's suggested aerials.
http://smithsonianmag.com/history/the-rise-and-fall-of-nikola-tesla-and-his-tower-11074324/
May 21, 2017, 11:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://web.archive.org/web/20150919112635/http://www.dailycensored.com/jp-morgan-and-electric-power-100-years-ofmisconduct/
#project #censored #trolley #high #speed #rail #hindenburg #conspiracy Project Censored removed the story from their website "JP
Morgan and Electric Power: 100 years of misconduct" THE PANIC OF 1893; ELECTION OF 1896; PANIC OF 1907; at the Archive:
https://web.archive.org/web/20150919112635/http://www.dailycensored.com/jp-morgan-and-electric-power-100-years-ofmisconduct/ -- The StreetCar Conspiracy How General Motors Deliberately Destroyed Public Transit.
http://lovearth.net/gmdeliberatelydestroyed.htm -- GM destroyed commuter rail lines. Original post missing.
https://web.archive.org/web/20011206110956/www.tompaine.com/history/2001/09/10/index.html -- General Motors streetcar
conspiracy https://youtube.com/watch?v=mSR23ycXIoE -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Motors_streetcar_conspiracy -May 2003 Did Auto, Oil Conspiracy Put the Brakes on Trolleys? - LA Times http://latimes.com/me-2003-los-angeles-streetcarhistory-story.html -- According to Wikipedia sources, the A/C motor electric trolley's running off of A/C electric Hydro power, were
shut down after the (man-made) San Francisco Earthquake of 1906. The San Francisco cable car system is the world's last
manually operated cable car system. .... Those objections disappeared after the 1906 San Francisco earthquake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Francisco_cable_car_system -- The TurboTrain: A Futile, Chicago-Born Attempt at High Speed
Rail; their prosperous future were imperiled by the 1973 oil crisis. http://chicagomag.com/city-life/October-2013/The-TurboTrain-AChicago-Born-Attempt-at-High-Speed-Rail-in-America/ -- 10 ways the 1973 oil embargo changed the industry
http://autonews.com/article/20131014/GLOBAL/131019959/10-ways-the-1973-oil-embargo-changed-the-industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-speed_rail -- Up next, the Hindenburg Zepplin Conspiracy. The video of the disaster has unusual
edits at the time of the explosion. A radio tower is pictured in view of the Hindenburg: https://youtube.com/watch?v=F54rqDh2mWA

Previous disasters were alleged to be radio-frequency communication towers causing metals to become electrified. -- Aluminum &
Iron Oxide metals, like used on the surface of the Hindenburg's skin, accumulate negative ion's, electrons to form AL3+ to AL11+.
The accumulation of charge on its surface can be discharged to the ground using a tether or other methods.
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20120116203649AA8w8KF -http://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1277&context=star -- Can Radio Ignite Balloons? - Nikola Tesla
Electrical Experimenter - October 1, 1919
https://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/dimension=670x10000:format=png/path/s40c423127565d23a/image/ie90e7faaa60b
d0cd/version/1455404831/image.png -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/can-radio-ignite-balloons -- February 2013
Smithsonian Magazine. Balloons, with wires attached reaching to the ground, were Tesla's suggested aerials.
http://smithsonianmag.com/history/the-rise-and-fall-of-nikola-tesla-and-his-tower-11074324/
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Chris Edwards
https://web.archive.org/web/20150919112635/http://www.dailycensored.com/jp-morgan-and-electric-power-100-years-ofmisconduct/
#project #censored #trolley #high #speed #rail #conspiracy Project Censored removed the story from their website "JP Morgan and
Electric Power: 100 years of misconduct" THE PANIC OF 1893; THE ELECTION OF 1896; THE PANIC OF 1907; at the Archive:
https://web.archive.org/web/20150919112635/http://www.dailycensored.com/jp-morgan-and-electric-power-100-years-ofmisconduct/ -- The StreetCar Conspiracy How General Motors Deliberately Destroyed Public Transit.
http://lovearth.net/gmdeliberatelydestroyed.htm -- GM destroyed commuter rail lines. Original post missing.
https://web.archive.org/web/20011206110956/www.tompaine.com/history/2001/09/10/index.html -- General Motors streetcar
conspiracy https://youtube.com/watch?v=mSR23ycXIoE -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Motors_streetcar_conspiracy -May 2003 Did Auto, Oil Conspiracy Put the Brakes on Trolleys? - LA Times http://latimes.com/me-2003-los-angeles-streetcarhistory-story.html -- According to Wikipedia sources, the A/C motor electric trolley's running off of A/C electric Hydro power, were
shut down after the (man-made) San Francisco Earthquake of 1906. The San Francisco cable car system is the world's last
manually operated cable car system. .... Those objections disappeared after the 1906 San Francisco earthquake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Francisco_cable_car_system -- The TurboTrain: A Futile, Chicago-Born Attempt at High Speed
Rail; their prosperous future were imperiled by the 1973 oil crisis. http://chicagomag.com/city-life/October-2013/The-TurboTrain-AChicago-Born-Attempt-at-High-Speed-Rail-in-America/ -- 10 ways the 1973 oil embargo changed the industry
http://autonews.com/article/20131014/GLOBAL/131019959/10-ways-the-1973-oil-embargo-changed-the-industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-speed_rail -- Up next, the Hindenburg Zepplin Conspiracy. The video of the disaster has unusual
edits at the time of the explosion. A radio tower is pictured in view of the Hindenburg: https://youtube.com/watch?v=F54rqDh2mWA
Previous disasters were alleged to be radio-frequency communication towers causing metals to become electrified. -- Aluminum &
Iron Oxide metals, like used on the surface of the Hindenburg's skin, accumulate negative ion's, electrons to form AL3+ to AL11+.
The accumulation of charge on its surface can be discharged to the ground using a tether or other methods.
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20120116203649AA8w8KF -http://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1277&context=star -- Can Radio Ignite Balloons? - Nikola Tesla
Electrical Experimenter - October 1, 1919
https://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/dimension=670x10000:format=png/path/s40c423127565d23a/image/ie90e7faaa60b
d0cd/version/1455404831/image.png -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/can-radio-ignite-balloons -- February 2013
Smithsonian Magazine. Balloons, with wires attached reaching to the ground, were his suggested aerials.
http://smithsonianmag.com/history/the-rise-and-fall-of-nikola-tesla-and-his-tower-11074324/
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Chris Edwards
http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/160913647743/prior-to-world-war-ii-and-the-attack-on-pearl
Prior to World War II and the attack on Pearl Harbor, in 1935 Nikola Tesla sent an elaborate technical paper, including diagrams, to
a number of allied nations including the US, Canada, England, France, Soviet Union & Yugoslavia, titled “New Art of Projecting
Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy Through Natural Media.” The paper provided the first technical description of what is today
called a charged particle beam weapon. Tesla was directly communicating with the U.S. government and Prime Minster
Chamberlain of Great Britain in an effort to promote his particle beam for defense against enemy aerial attacks.
http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/160913647743/prior-to-world-war-ii-and-the-attack-on-pearl
“[In] eight years I developed a new title using 50 of my patents of which one third are not applied. In the system there are no

electrons. Energy goes into the same direction without any distribution [dissipation] and the same on all sides of distance. It contains
neutrons. [In] the air [its size] is equal to a diameter of hydrogen. It can destroy the largest ships afloat. There is unlimited distance
of travel. The same is for airplanes… The contents of one bomb can be exploded in the air. I add that in the station one must have a
small generator or battery of 30 volts for activation…”
"Same construction like at Wardenclyffe and only 20 meters high - a ball five meters in diameter - the station would be using diesel
oil for energy with mechanical action - my air turbines, steam powered, electrically or other manners of transforming into alternating
electrical current with sixty billion volts pressure without danger… There will not be any light, electrical energy will deliver particles
through space with the speed of 118,837,370,000 centimeters per second. This is 394,579 the speed of light. As I said about
airplanes it can be used for tanks, trucks, automobiles and various machines in factories, with hydro-electrical wheels and unlimited
other machines. The particles can be larger than that of the diameter of an Hydrogen atom with metals of all kinds of materials and
sent to all distances and good results in war and bring about peace. Particles are practical with neutrons, because, they are 3,723
times lighter than electricity or electrons that cannot penetrate space for great distances. In my attempts with an effective 20 million
volts, electrons carried 40 times more electricity than normally and penetrated two meters in depth and terrible damage in a moment
each.”
–Nikola Tesla
(Western Union Telegram from Nikola Tesla to his nephew Sava Kosanovic. New York, N.Y. March 1 and March 4, 1941.)
Even earlier, Tesla warned that a few squadrons of drone aircraft with remote control or autonomous torpedo's could destroy an
entire naval fleet. He was proven right in 1941.
Updated May 21, 2017, 9:00 PM
May 21, 2017, 9:00 PM
Chris Edwards
https://washingtonpost.com/investigations/at-the-pentagon-overpriced-fuel-sparks-allegations--and-denials--of-a-slushfund/2017/05/20/c5ff4bf4-31b2-11e7-9dec-764dc781686f_story.html
At the Pentagon, overpriced fuel sparks allegations — and denials — of a slush fund. A $6 billion surplus was tapped to train Syrian
rebels and shore up a fraud-riddled pharmacy program. https://washingtonpost.com/investigations/at-the-pentagon-overpriced-fuelsparks-allegations--and-denials--of-a-slush-fund/2017/05/20/c5ff4bf4-31b2-11e7-9dec-764dc781686f_story.html
Updated May 21, 2017, 8:31 PM
May 21, 2017, 8:31 PM
Chris Edwards
https://cleantechnica.com/2016/01/04/evs-will-not-gain-significant-market-share-says-opec/
#opec #meeting #donald #trump #oil #price #collapse #electric #cars #tesla In January 2016, OPEC met to stop the "Oil Price
Collapse", in their 470 page report they claimed "EVs Will Not Gain Significant Market Share by 2050, Says OPEC" due to fake
news about battery quality and "consumer resistance", or "stupid people". https://cleantechnica.com/2016/01/04/evs-will-not-gainsignificant-market-share-says-opec/ -- May 19th 2017 Show Me the Data: The Truth About Tesla Battery Degradation
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/19/show-me-the-data-the-truth-about-tesla-battery-degradation/
Updated May 21, 2017, 8:28 PM
May 21, 2017, 8:28 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0NgUhEs1R4
May 20th 2017 SNL skit "The worlds most evil "Mad Scientist" Invention" contest: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0NgUhEs1R4
Updated May 21, 2017, 12:11 AM
May 21, 2017, 12:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines (Solar Power Philippines).
https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec
May 18th 2017 Financial Times of London: THE BIG GREEN BANG: how renewable energy became unstoppable. “Fossil fuels
have lost,” says Eddie O’Connor, CEO of Irelands’s Mainstream Renewable Power. “The rest of the world just doesn’t know it yet.”
https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec -- Death Rays, Earthquake Machines, Remote Control & Green
Power, all from the fertile mind of the genius the electrified the world, now Nikola Tesla's Mad Electricity on Modern Marvels
https://youtube.com/watch?v=LW79S5549tI

May 19, 2017, 12:49 AM
Chris Edwards
#nikola #tesla #classified #papers If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all scientific papers
of Nikola Tesla. https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-americanpublic -- https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/
-- President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Tesla's Niagara Falls and Wireless Power. The same day, he
was shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President
Woodrow Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energyinfo.com/Chapt15.html The next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal
effects, but never received it. The closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific
Technocratic Elite, running the Military Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg Next was, JFK, who spoke
of "Weather Control" at the United Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "De-classify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trumprussia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237,
2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the
report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the
attachments associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and
other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications and International patents 8) Where are Tesla's patents
held as Classified 9) What are the Tesla patent references that are blanked out or patents mis-named at the U.S. Patent Office 10)
What other patents are filed under "Nicola Tesla" -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html and Tesla Leaks Facebook Group:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Also, you can call the White House, your Senators and Congress and tell them
to de-classify everything and to select a special prosecutor to investigate the death of Nikola Tesla
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
Updated May 20, 2017, 5:14 PM
May 20, 2017, 5:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.ft.com/content/6e475f18-3c85-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec
#electric #car #tipping #point #lithium #tellurim #price #scam UBS estimates Electric car costs forecast to hit parity with internal
combustion engines next year, 7 years ahead of predictions: Chevy Bolt cost $28,700 to manufacture,, while its electric motor
contains just 3 moving parts compared with 113 in the engine of a Volkswagen Golf. UBS has raised its expectations for global
electric vehicle sales by 50 per cent, predicting that 14 per cent of all cars sold globally in 2025 will be battery driven, and electric
vehicles will account for one in three cars sold in Europe. https://www.ft.com/content/6e475f18-3c85-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec -What they don't tell you is that the price of Lithium, Solar Panels & Electric Cars dropped below the tipping point of adoption, before
September 11th 2001. Lithium for example, was between $1,000 to 2,000 per ton. After 9/11, prices spiked to between $5,000 and
some spot pricing as high as $13,000 per ton. http://1.bp.blogspot.com/oAU9too6cps/Tup6Aqu4yII/AAAAAAAAARA/CsMYMm0sQ0g/s1600/Historical+Inflation+Adjusted+Lithium+Price+in+Dollars+and+P
ounds+v2.jpg The price of Tellurium for Solar Cells was selling for $15 per pound; after 9/11, Dupont and others raised the price to
over $100-$200 a pound. http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-d_OMTSeQkiI/UsuZDtZ8WYI/AAAAAAAAA4M/f0UwXHa71A/s1600/Nd+Price+History+3.jpg -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 20, 2017, 4:20 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.ft.com/content/6e475f18-3c85-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec
#electric #car #tipping #point #lithium #tellurim #price #scam UBS estimates Electric car costs forecast to hit parity with internal
combustion engines next year, 7 years ahead of predictions: Chevy Bolt cost $28,700 to manufacture,, while its electric motor
contains just 3 moving parts compared with 113 in the engine of a Volkswagen Golf. UBS has raised its expectations for global
electric vehicle sales by 50 per cent, predicting that 14 per cent of all cars sold globally in 2025 will be battery driven, and electric
vehicles will account for one in three cars sold in Europe. https://www.ft.com/content/6e475f18-3c85-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec -What they don't tell you is that the price of Lithium, Solar Panels & Electric Cars dropped below the tipping point of adoption, before
September 11th 2001. Lithium for example, was between $1,000 to 2,000 per ton. After 9/11, prices spiked to between $5,000 and
some spot pricing as high as $13,000 per ton. http://1.bp.blogspot.com/oAU9too6cps/Tup6Aqu4yII/AAAAAAAAARA/CsMYMm0sQ0g/s1600/Historical+Inflation+Adjusted+Lithium+Price+in+Dollars+and+P
ounds+v2.jpg The price of Tellurium for Solar Cells was selling for $15 per pound; after 9/11, Dupont and others raised the price to

over $100-$200 a pound. http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-d_OMTSeQkiI/UsuZDtZ8WYI/AAAAAAAAA4M/f0UwXHa71A/s1600/Nd+Price+History+3.jpg -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated May 20, 2017, 4:01 PM
May 20, 2017, 4:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Free Energy Party.
May 20, 2017, 5:33 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Bernie Sanders is going to Win, President 2020.
Bernie Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson State College, May 13th 2017
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1777614235884732/ -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in We Are Bernie 2020.
May 19, 2017, 8:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in America for Bernie Sanders 2020.
Bernie Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson State College, May 13th 2017
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1777614235884732/ -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/…/my-inventions-v-magnifying-tran… -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian
Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death
Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 19, 2017, 8:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Buffoon in Chief Donald Trump.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public
If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all scientific papers of Nikola Tesla.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/ -President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Tesla's Niagara Falls and Wireless Power. The same day, he
was shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President
Woodrow Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energyinfo.com/Chapt15.html The next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal
effects, but never received it. The closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific
Technocratic Elite, running the Military Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg Next was, JFK, who spoke
of "Weather Control" at the United Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "De-classify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trumprussia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237,
2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the
report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the
attachments associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and
other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications and International patents 8) Where are Tesla's patents
held as Classified 9) What are the Tesla patent references that are blanked out or patents mis-named at the Patent Office 10) What
other patents are filed under "Nicola Tesla" -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and Tesla Leaks

Facebook Group: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Call the White House, your Senators and Congress and tell
them to de-classify everything and to select a special prosecutor to investigate the death of Nikola Tesla
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/ http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -Tesla’s picture in 1890 at the Library of Congress name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”.
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/ggb2004004851/
May 19, 2017, 8:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec
May 18th 2017 Financial Times of London: THE BIG GREEN BANG: how renewable energy became unstoppable. “Fossil fuels
have lost,” says Eddie O’Connor, chief executive of Irelands’s Mainstream Renewable Power. “The rest of the world just doesn’t
know it yet.” https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec -- Death Rays, Earthquake Machines, Remote Control
and Green Power, all from the fertile mind of the genius the electrified the world, now Nikola Tesla's Mad Electricity on Modern
Marvels https://youtube.com/watch?v=LW79S5549tI
May 19, 2017, 12:18 AM
Chris Edwards posted in الطاقهالمتجددهRenewable Energy.
https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec
May 18th 2017 Financial Times of London: THE BIG GREEN BANG: how renewable energy became unstoppable. “Fossil fuels
have lost,” ... “The rest of the world just doesn’t know it yet.” https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec -Death Rays, Earthquake Machines, Remote Control & Green Power, all from the fertile mind of the genius the electrified the world,
now Nikola Tesla's Mad Electricity on Modern Marvels https://youtube.com/watch?v=LW79S5549tI
May 19, 2017, 12:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm
#wardenclyffe #tunnels #wikipedia #update Nikola Tesla invented special boring machines to dig the Wardenclyffe Tunnels. The
descriptions (some from Tesla's 1923 testimony in foreclosure proceedings on the property) include that the facility had a ten by
twelve foot wood and steel lined shaft sunk into the ground 120 feet (37 m) beneath the tower with a stairway inside it. Tesla stated
that at the bottom of the shaft he "had special machines rigged up which would push the iron pipe, one length after another, and I
pushed these iron pipes, I think sixteen of them, 300 feet, and then the current through these pipes takes hold of the earth."[19] In
Tesla's words the function of this was "to have a grip on the earth so the whole of this globe can quiver."[20][21] There is also
contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the
bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[22] Speculation on the tunnels
ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance
by interacting with the (Long Island Aquifer/Long Island Sound/Atlantic Ocean) water table below the tower, maybe via being filled
with salt water or liquid nitrogen (for a Battery, Power-Gas, sending signals through Water, or for Magnifying Transmission using
cold temperature) -- http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- Elon Musk's Boring Machine & Electric Sled | CleanTechnica
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/13/elon-musks-boring-machine-electric-sled/
May 13, 2017, 4:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec
May 18th 2017 Financial Times of London: THE BIG GREEN BANG: how renewable energy became unstoppable. “Fossil fuels
have lost,” says Eddie O’Connor, CEO of Irelands’s Mainstream Renewable Power. “The rest of the world just doesn’t know it yet.”
https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec -- Death Rays, Earthquake Machines, Remote Control & Green
Power, all from the fertile mind of the genius the electrified the world, now Nikola Tesla's Mad Electricity on Modern Marvels
https://youtube.com/watch?v=LW79S5549tI
May 19, 2017, 12:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec
May 18th 2017 Financial Times of London: THE BIG GREEN BANG: how renewable energy became unstoppable. “Fossil fuels
have lost,” ... “The rest of the world just doesn’t know it yet.” https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec -Death Rays, Earthquake Machines, Remote Control & Green Power, all from the fertile mind of the genius the electrified the world,
now Nikola Tesla's Mad Electricity on Modern Marvels https://youtube.com/watch?v=LW79S5549tI
May 19, 2017, 12:57 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
May 19, 2017, 12:28 AM
Chris Edwards
https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec
May 18th 2017 Financial Times of London: THE BIG GREEN BANG: how renewable energy became unstoppable. “Fossil fuels
have lost,” says Eddie O’Connor, chief executive of Irelands’s Mainstream Renewable Power. “The rest of the world just doesn’t
know it yet.” https://ft.com/content/44ed7e90-3960-11e7-ac89-b01cc67cfeec -- Death Rays, Earthquake Machines, Remote Control
and Green Power, all from the fertile mind of the genius the electrified the world, now Nikola Tesla's Mad Electricity on Modern
Marvels https://youtube.com/watch?v=LW79S5549tI
Updated May 19, 2017, 12:12 AM
May 19, 2017, 12:12 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Bernie Sanders is going to Win, President 2020.
Since new major news reporters, nor anyone else, reported on Bernie Sanders & Nikola Tesla, here is the REPOST: Bernie
Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson State College, May 13th 2017
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1777614235884732/ -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 18, 2017, 7:24 PM
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Since new major news reporters, nor anyone else, reported on Bernie Sanders & Nikola Tesla, here is the REPOST: Bernie
Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson State College, May 13th 2017
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1777614235884732/ -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated May 18, 2017, 6:43 PM
May 18, 2017, 6:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in America for Bernie Sanders 2020.
Bernie Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson State College, May 13th 2017
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1777614235884732/ -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 18, 2017, 6:37 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Bernie Sanders Revolutionaries.
Bernie Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson State College, May 13th 2017
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1777614235884732/ -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 18, 2017, 6:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
May 18, 2017, 5:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
REPOST: 9/11 Final Cut Featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
Joe Lieberman (was one of the one's pushing the fake news that Iran had something to do with 9/11): "Don't Forget Iran on 9/11_ -http://newsmax.com/Newsfront/Joe-Lieberman-Iran-911/2016/09/08/id/747284/ Mueller: 9/11 FBI Chief Catapulted Into New
Challenge. https://usnews.com/news/best-states/new-york/articles/2017-05-17/mueller-9-11-fbi-head-again-catapulted-into-newchallenge Director Mueller: 9/11 Hijackers were, in Fact, Under NSA Surveillance (via Operation Able Danger & Able Warrior)
http://dailykos.com/story/2013/6/14/1216187/-Director-Mueller-9-11-Hijackers-were-in-Fact-Under-NSA-Surveillance -- Able Danger:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Able_Danger -- More on 9/11 & Nikola Tesla from the NikolaTesla3327 Channel:
https://youtube.com/user/NikolaTesla3327
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
REPOST: 9/11 Final Cut Featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
Joe Lieberman (was one of the one's pushing the fake news that Iran had something to do with 9/11): "Don't Forget Iran on 9/11" -http://newsmax.com/Newsfront/Joe-Lieberman-Iran-911/2016/09/08/id/747284/ Mueller: 9/11 FBI Chief Catapulted Into New
Challenge. https://usnews.com/news/best-states/new-york/articles/2017-05-17/mueller-9-11-fbi-head-again-catapulted-into-newchallenge Director Mueller: 9/11 Hijackers were, in Fact, Under NSA Surveillance (via Operation Able Danger & Able Warrior)
http://dailykos.com/story/2013/6/14/1216187/-Director-Mueller-9-11-Hijackers-were-in-Fact-Under-NSA-Surveillance -- Able Danger:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Able_Danger -- More on 9/11 from the NikolaTesla3327 Channel:
https://youtube.com/user/NikolaTesla3327
Updated May 18, 2017, 5:15 PM
May 18, 2017, 5:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
#fake #news #joseph #lieberman #coverup #september #eleventh REPOST: 9/11 Final Cut Featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla
& William "Bill" Cooper https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU Joe Lieberman (was one of the one's pushing the fake news
that Iran had something to do with 9/11): "Don't Forget Iran on 9/11_ -- http://newsmax.com/Newsfront/Joe-Lieberman-Iran911/2016/09/08/id/747284/ Mueller: 9/11 FBI Chief Catapulted Into New Challenge. https://usnews.com/news/best-states/newyork/articles/2017-05-17/mueller-9-11-fbi-head-again-catapulted-into-new-challenge Director Mueller: 9/11 Hijackers were, in Fact,
Under NSA Surveillance (via Operation Able Danger & Able Warrior) http://dailykos.com/story/2013/6/14/1216187/-Director-Mueller9-11-Hijackers-were-in-Fact-Under-NSA-Surveillance -- Able Danger: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Able_Danger -- More on 9/11
from the NikolaTesla3327 Channel: https://youtube.com/user/NikolaTesla3327
May 18, 2017, 5:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public
If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all scientific papers of Nikola Tesla & Nicola Tesla.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public --

https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/ -President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Tesla's Niagara Falls & Wireless Power. The same day, he was
shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President Woodrow
Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energy-info.com/Chapt15.html The
next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal effects, but never received it. The
closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific Technocratic Elite, running the Military
Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg Next was, JFK, who spoke of "Weather Control" at the United
Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "Declassify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trump-russia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI
ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237, 2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered
when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all
of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the attachments associated with the 8 page report
written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are
Tesla's patent applications and International patents 8) Where are Tesla's patents held as Classified 9) What are the Tesla patent
references that are blanked out or patents mis-named at the U.S. Patent Office 10) What other patents are filed under "Nicola Tesla"
-- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html and Tesla Leaks
Facebook Group: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Also, you can call the White House, your Senators and
Congress and tell them to de-classify everything and to select a special prosecutor to investigate the death of Nikola Tesla
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
May 18, 2017, 10:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public
If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all scientific papers of Nikola Tesla & Nicola Tesla.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/ -President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Tesla's Niagara Falls & Wireless Power. The same day, he was
shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President Woodrow
Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energy-info.com/Chapt15.html The
next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal effects, but never received it. The
closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific Technocratic Elite, running the Military
Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg Next was, JFK, who spoke of "Weather Control" at the United
Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "Declassify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trump-russia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI
ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237, 2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered
when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all
of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the attachments associated with the 8 page report
written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are
Tesla's patent applications and International patents 8) Where are Tesla's patents held as Classified 9) What are the Tesla patent
references that are blanked out or patents mis-named at the U.S. Patent Office 10) What other patents are filed under "Nicola Tesla"
-- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html and Tesla Leaks
Facebook Group: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Also, you can call the White House, your Senators and
Congress and tell them to de-classify everything and to select a special prosecutor to investigate the death of Nikola Tesla
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
May 18, 2017, 10:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public
If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all scientific papers of Nikola Tesla & Nicola Tesla.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/ -President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Tesla's Niagara Falls & Wireless Power. The same day, he was
shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President Woodrow
Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energy-info.com/Chapt15.html The
next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal effects, but never received it. The

closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific Technocratic Elite, running the Military
Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg Next was, JFK, who spoke of "Weather Control" at the United
Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "Declassify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trump-russia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI
ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237, 2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered
when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all
of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the attachments associated with the 8 page report
written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are
Tesla's patent applications and International patents 8) Where are Tesla's patents held as Classified 9) What are the Tesla patent
references that are blanked out or patents mis-named at the U.S. Patent Office 10) What other patents are filed under "Nicola Tesla"
-- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html and Tesla Leaks
Facebook Group: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Also, you can call the White House, your Senators and
Congress and tell them to de-classify everything and to select a special prosecutor to investigate the death of Nikola Tesla
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
May 18, 2017, 10:36 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
May 18, 2017, 10:19 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy.
History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978. The "Sun Day" inaugural event day rained-out by cloud-seeding airplanes:
https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/g.750861428384951/1766103850369104/ Donald Trump's Executive Order
http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E &
NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out
Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc -- All copyrights and trademarks belong to their respective owners. For educational use
only.
Apr 23, 2017, 3:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/16/media/trump-imprison-reporters/index.html
May 16th 2017 So much for that idea of "World Wars"! Report: Trump told Comey to consider imprisoning reporters who publish
leaks http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/16/media/trump-imprison-reporters/index.html -- NATO Commander, Wesley Clark threatens to
put people in concentration camps if they believe that NATO https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia was
responsible for dropping depleted Uranium onto Nikola Tesla's hometown Serbia, (a War Crime) and Yugoslavia during the Bosnian
conflict. https://youtube.com/watch?v=t7GYnHDy0P8 and Bosnian Death Camp Hoax: https://youtube.com/watch?v=-ZuSujA-asA -Nikola Tesla's hometown doesn't exist anymore: https://youtube.com/watch?v=62Hzsdhgpw4 (Starting WW1, Austrian attack
invasion of Serbia on 28 July 1914 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serbian_Campaign_of_World_War_I After Duke Ferdinand was
supposedly killed, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by the Allies, along with Yugoslavia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_in_Yugoslavia In WW2, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by Germany
http://history.com/this-day-in-history/germany-invades-yugoslavia-and-greece later Stalin, and as the people fled through escape
routs, the allies claimed that 25,000 NAZI's were there, and carpet bombed and strafed the convoy's by airplane.
http://archives.chicagotribune.com/1944/09/09/page/4/article/250-000-nazis-appear-caught-in-balkan-trap/ In Bosnia/Kosovo War,
Nikola Tesla's hometown was bombed again by Bill Clinton, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters his Museum was also
destroyed. http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/misc.activism.progressive/uFOIeqQfQeI -Their Hydro Dam generating electricity was also destroyed http://balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatian-prosecution-witness-onyugoslav-1990s-general-trial-03-28-2017 The first hydroelectric power plant in Serbia was started as early as in 1900 in Užice on
the Đеtinjа river, using a Tesla polyphase electric current system. http://srpskikod.org/en/first-level/tesla/hydroelectric-power-plantsin-serbia -- So much for that idea of "World Wars"! Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
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http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/16/media/trump-imprison-reporters/index.html
May 16th 2017 So much for that idea of "World Wars"! Report: Trump told Comey to consider imprisoning reporters who publish
leaks http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/16/media/trump-imprison-reporters/index.html -- NATO Commander, Wesley Clark threatens to
put people in concentration camps if they believe that NATO https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia was
responsible for dropping depleted Uranium onto Nikola Tesla's hometown Serbia, (a War Crime) and Yugoslavia during the Bosnian

conflict. https://youtube.com/watch?v=t7GYnHDy0P8 and Bosnian Death Camp Hoax: https://youtube.com/watch?v=-ZuSujA-asA -Nikola Tesla's hometown doesn't exist anymore: https://youtube.com/watch?v=62Hzsdhgpw4 (Starting WW1, Austrian attack
invasion of Serbia on 28 July 1914 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serbian_Campaign_of_World_War_I After Duke Ferdinand was
supposedly killed, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by the Allies, along with Yugoslavia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_in_Yugoslavia In WW2, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by Germany
http://history.com/this-day-in-history/germany-invades-yugoslavia-and-greece later Stalin, and as the people fled through escape
routs, the allies claimed that 25,000 NAZI's were there, and carpet bombed and strafed the convoy's by airplane.
http://archives.chicagotribune.com/1944/09/09/page/4/article/250-000-nazis-appear-caught-in-balkan-trap/ In Bosnia/Kosovo War,
Nikola Tesla's hometown was bombed again by Bill Clinton, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters his Museum was also
destroyed. http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/misc.activism.progressive/uFOIeqQfQeI -Their Hydro Dam generating electricity was also destroyed http://balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatian-prosecution-witness-onyugoslav-1990s-general-trial-03-28-2017 The first hydroelectric power plant in Serbia was started as early as in 1900 in Užice on
the Đеtinjа river, using a Tesla polyphase electric current system. http://srpskikod.org/en/first-level/tesla/hydroelectric-power-plantsin-serbia -- So much for that idea of "World Wars"! Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Updated May 17, 2017, 2:36 PM
May 17, 2017, 2:36 PM
Chris Edwards
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Add, Invite & Share this Nikola Tesla Leaks Facebook Group, Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation, and petition for the U.S.
Government to release their classified information about Nikola Tesla. Since Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Anonymous, have
uncovered any already known information, Tesla Leaks is the place for those revelations. Since July 4th 2012, this group has
covered Nikola Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions and property; inventions, principles, improvements and vernacular
in: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ Petition: https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-allscientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -- Murder Investigation: https://www.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/ -Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc
Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Monopolar Dynamo's, Impulse Direct
Current (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers,
Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems (Loops & Nodes), Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant
Energy, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light,
Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive
Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned
Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators,
Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water Purification with
UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla
Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Fountain,
Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using
the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential
Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation,
Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft,
Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons
(Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electrostatic Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection,
Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, NonTape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying
"Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic & Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for the above... ELECTRICAL
FURNACE, HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS, SYNCHRONOUS
ELECTRIC (ATOMIC) CLOCKS, FACSIMILE, BROADCASTING https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- Full
750 page Nikola Tesla Blog with over 5,000 sources and 150 video's at: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and
http://teslaleaks.com/
Updated May 17, 2017, 2:01 PM
May 17, 2017, 2:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks

#nikola #tesla #leaks #group #facebook #page Add, Invite & Share this Nikola Tesla Leaks Facebook Group, Nikola Tesla Murder
Investigation, and petition for the U.S. Government to release their classified information about Nikola Tesla. Since Wikileaks, nor
Edward Snowden, nor Anonymous, have uncovered any already known information, Tesla Leaks is the place for those revelations.
Since July 4th 2012, this group has covered Nikola Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions and property; inventions,
principles, improvements and vernacular in: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ Petition: https://change.org/p/theunited-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -- Murder Investigation:
https://www.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/ -- Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators Transformers
Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating Magnetic
Field, EMF Recycling, Monopolar Dynamo's, Impulse Direct Current (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics,
Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems
(Loops & Nodes), Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment,
Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise,
Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects,
Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency
Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation,
Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture,
Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination,
RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding
Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless
Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring,
Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms,
Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal
Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle
Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather
Modification, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical
Massage, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices,
Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine,
ElectroKinetic & Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for the above... ELECTRICAL FURNACE, HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS, SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS,
FACSIMILE, BROADCASTING https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- Full 750 page Nikola Tesla Blog with
over 5,000 sources and 150 video's at: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and http://teslaleaks.com/
May 17, 2017, 1:59 PM
Chris Edwards
http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/17/news/economy/saudi-arabia-40-oil-finance-minister/
May 17th 2017 1PM Saudi Aramco CEO "By 2030, I wouldn't care if the oil price is zero,". But, "We could live with $40 oil in 2020"
http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/17/news/economy/saudi-arabia-40-oil-finance-minister/ -- Saudi Arabia set out an ambitious plan last
year to wean the economy off oil after prices dropped to $26.67 a barrel between Feb 9th-11th 2016,
http://money.cnn.com/2016/02/09/investing/stocks-markets-volatile-dow-jones/ blasting a huge hole in the country's budget. (If oil
prices were approaching $0, wouldn't that make it even that much cheaper to build a renewable energy system? The prices of
commodities, labor, insurance, "government regulations" Tesla, "bribes, mafia payoffs" Back to School, "organized opposition"
Tesla, and fake news is what raises the cost of a renewable energy system. The input energy, is "free at the generator!" Eric
Dollard). Solar is now a record 1.99 cents kw/hr in Saudi Arabia. Modern solar cells have .5% degradation rate or less per year with
a potential 200 year life-span. https://electrek.co/2017/02/21/solar-electricity-at-1-99¢kwh-saudi-ministry-offering-excellent-termsexpecting-record-bid/
Updated May 17, 2017, 1:40 PM
May 17, 2017, 1:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in THE RESISTANCE AGAINST DONALD TRUMP.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all scientific papers of Nikola Tesla.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/ -President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Tesla's Niagara Falls and Wireless Power. The same day, he
was shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President

Woodrow Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energyinfo.com/Chapt15.html The next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal
effects, but never received it. The closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific
Technocratic Elite, running the Military Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg Next was, JFK, who spoke
of "Weather Control" at the United Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "De-classify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trumprussia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237,
2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the
report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the
attachments associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and
other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications and International patents 8) Where are Tesla's patents
held as Classified 9) What are the Tesla patent references that are blanked out or patents mis-named at the Patent Office 10) What
other patents are filed under "Nicola Tesla" -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and Tesla Leaks
Facebook Group: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Also, you can call the White House, your Senators and
Congress and tell them to de-classify everything and to select a special prosecutor to investigate the death of Nikola Tesla
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/ -- The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves,
Reactive Currents, Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black
Body Radiation, 100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather
Modification, Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting
Energy from Storms, HAARP, Death-Ray, Tunguska http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-teslamissing.html -- Tesla’s picture in 1890 at the Library of Congress name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”.
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/ggb2004004851/
May 17, 2017, 10:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in OFFICIAL Americans Against Donald Trump.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public
If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all scientific papers of Nikola Tesla.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/ -President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Tesla's Niagara Falls and Wireless Power. The same day, he
was shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President
Woodrow Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energyinfo.com/Chapt15.html -- The next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal
effects, but never received it. The closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific
Technocratic Elite, running the Military Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg -- Next was, JFK, who spoke
of "Weather Control" at the United Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "De-classify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trumprussia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237,
2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the
report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the
attachments associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and
other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications and International patents 8) Where are Tesla's patents
held as Classified 9) What are the Tesla patent references that are blanked out or patents mis-named at the Patent Office 10) What
other patents are filed under "Nicola Tesla" -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and Tesla Leaks
Facebook Group: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Also, you can call the White House, your Senators and
Congress and tell them to de-classify everything and to select a special prosecutor to investigate the death of Nikola Tesla
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
May 17, 2017, 10:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public
If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all scientific papers of Nikola Tesla.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/ -President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Nikola Tesla's Niagara Falls and Wireless Power. The same day,

he was shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President
Woodrow Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energyinfo.com/Chapt15.html The next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal
effects, but never received it. The closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific
Technocratic Elite, running the Military Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg Next was, JFK, who spoke
of "Weather Control" at the United Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "De-classify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trumprussia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237,
2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the
report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the
attachments associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and
other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications 8) Where are Tesla's patents held as Classified 9) What
are the Tesla patents that are mis-named and patent references that are blanked-out at the Patent Office 10) What other patents are
filed under "Nicola Tesla" -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and Tesla Leaks Facebook Group:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
May 16, 2017, 1:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public
If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all papers of Nikola Tesla. https://change.org/p/theunited-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/ -President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Tesla's Niagara Falls and Wireless Power. The same day, he
was shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President
Woodrow Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energyinfo.com/Chapt15.html The next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal
effects, but never received it. The closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific
Technocratic Elite, running the Military Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg Next was, JFK, who spoke
of "Weather Control" at the United Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "De-classify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trumprussia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237,
2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the
report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the
attachments associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and
other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications and International patents 8) Where are Tesla's patents
held as Classified 9) What are the Tesla patent references that are blanked out or patents mis-named at the Patent Office 10) What
other patents are filed under "Nicola Tesla" -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and Tesla Leaks
Facebook Group: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Also, you can call the White House, your Senators and
Congress and tell them to de-classify everything and to select a special prosecutor to investigate the death of Nikola Tesla
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
May 16, 2017, 3:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public
If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all scientific papers of Nikola Tesla.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/ -President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Tesla's Niagara Falls and Wireless Power. The same day, he
was shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President
Woodrow Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energyinfo.com/Chapt15.html The next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal
effects, but never received it. The closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific
Technocratic Elite, running the Military Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg Next was, JFK, who spoke
of "Weather Control" at the United Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "De-classify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trump-

russia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237,
2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the
report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the
attachments associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and
other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications and International patents 8) Where are Tesla's patents
held as Classified 9) What are the Tesla patent references that are blanked out or patents mis-named at the U.S. Patent Office 10)
What other patents are filed under "Nicola Tesla" -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html and Tesla Leaks Facebook Group:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Also, you can call the White House, your Senators and Congress and tell them
to de-classify everything and to select a special prosecutor to investigate the death of Nikola Tesla
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
May 16, 2017, 2:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in original DONALD TRUMP CLOWN UNIVERSITY @ fakeDonaldTrump.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public
If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all scientific papers of Nikola Tesla.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/ -President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Nikola Tesla's Niagara Falls and Wireless Power. The same day,
he was shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President
Woodrow Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energyinfo.com/Chapt15.html The next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal
effects, but never received it. The closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific
Technocratic Elite, running the Military Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg Next was, JFK, who spoke
of "Weather Control" at the United Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "De-classify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trumprussia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237,
2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the
report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the
attachments associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and
other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications 8) Where are Tesla's patents held as Classified 9) What
are the Tesla patent references that are blanked out or mis-named at the Patent Office 10) What other patents are filed under
"Nicola Tesla" -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and Tesla Leaks Facebook Group:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Also, you can call the White House, your Senators and Congress and tell them
to de-classify everything and to select a special prosecutor to investigate the death of Nikola Tesla
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
May 16, 2017, 2:35 PM
Chris Edwards
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public
If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all scientific papers of Nikola Tesla.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/ -President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Nikola Tesla's Niagara Falls and Wireless Power. The same day,
he was shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President
Woodrow Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energyinfo.com/Chapt15.html The next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal
effects, but never received it. The closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific
Technocratic Elite, running the Military Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg Next was, JFK, who spoke
of "Weather Control" at the United Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "De-classify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trumprussia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237,
2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the
report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the
attachments associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and

other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications 8) Where are Tesla's patents held as Classified 9) What
are the Tesla patent references that are blanked out or mis-named at the Patent Office 10) What other patents are filed under
"Nicola Tesla" -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and Tesla Leaks Facebook Group:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Also, you can call the White House, your Senators and Congress and tell them
to de-classify everything and to select a special prosecutor to investigate the death of Nikola Tesla
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
Updated May 16, 2017, 2:28 PM
May 16, 2017, 2:28 PM
Chris Edwards wrote on Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe's timeline.
May 16, 2017, 2:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Impeach Donald Trump Now!
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public
If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all scientific papers of Nikola Tesla.
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/ -President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Nikola Tesla's Niagara Falls and Wireless Power. The same day,
he was shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President
Woodrow Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energyinfo.com/Chapt15.html The next was Geerals Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal
effects, but never received it. The closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific
Technocratic Elite, running the Military Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg Next was, JFK, who spoke
of "Weather Control" at the United Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "De-classify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trumprussia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237,
2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the
report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the
attachements associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and
other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications 8) Where are Tesla's patents held as Classified 9) What
are the Tesla patent references that are blanked out or mis-named at the Patent Office 10) What other patents are filed under
"Nicola Tesla" -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and Tesla Leaks Facebook Group:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Call the White House, your Senators and Congress and tell them.
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Chris Edwards
https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public
If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all papers of Nikola Tesla. https://change.org/p/theunited-states-government-release-all-scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-american-public -https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-including-the-russian-intercepts/ -President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Nikola Tesla's Niagara Falls and Wireless Power. The same day,
he was shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley By, 1920, President
Woodrow Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, he resigned in 1921. http://free-energyinfo.com/Chapt15.html The next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of personal
effects, but never received it. The closest he got to de-classification, was warning the public after WW2, of the Scientific
Technocratic Elite, running the Military Industrial Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg Next was, JFK, who spoke
of "Weather Control" at the United Nations. The next year, he was allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=5EOnHgL0aEc -- The President can "De-classify anything he wants" https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trumprussia-spies -- What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237,
2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the
report in the Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the
attachments associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and
other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications 8) Where are Tesla's patents held as Classified 9) What
are the Tesla patent references that are blanked out or mis-named at the Patent Office 10) What other patents are filed under
"Nicola Tesla" -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and Tesla Leaks Facebook Group:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Also, you can call the White House, your Senators and Congress and tell them

to de-classify everything and to select a special prosecutor to investigate the death of Nikola Tesla
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
Updated May 16, 2017, 1:22 PM
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Chris Edwards
https://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/international-oil-barons-stop-elon-musk-before-its-too-late-for-us
Tesla vs International Oil Barons Part 3: 'Stop Elon Musk Before It's Too Late for Us'
https://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/international-oil-barons-stop-elon-musk-before-its-too-late-for-us -- Tesla and Green
Mountain Power: Get Your Behind-the-Meter Battery for $15 a Month https://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/tesla-and-greenmountain-power-get-your-behind-the-meter-battery-for-15-a-m -- Capitalists Eat Their Young: Why The Culture Of Greed Is Killing
Innovation https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/13/capitalists-eat-young-culture-greed-killing-innovation-guardian/ -- Saudis Own The
Largest Refinery In The U.S. – Now What? http://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Saudis-Own-The-Largest-Refinery-In-The-US-NowWhat.html -- Russian Oil Billionaires, Trump World, Russian Hacking, & Firing FBI Director Comey ... For Democracy? |
CleanTechnica https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/15/russian-oil-russian-billions-trump-world-russian-hacking-fbi-director-firingdemocracy/ -- Crude Oil: ‘Do Whatever it Takes’ - Barron's http://barrons.com/articles/crude-oil-do-whatever-it-takes-1494858185 -Oil Price Indicators Flash Buy as OPEC Expectations Grow Bigger | BOE Report http://boereport.com/2017/05/15/oil-priceindicators-flash-buy-as-opec-expectations-grow-bigger/ -- Higher Prices Raise Norway’s Oil Export Value By 30% Y/Y In April |
OilPrice.com http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/Higher-Prices-Raise-Norways-Oil-Export-Value-By-30-YY-InApril.html
Updated May 15, 2017, 9:42 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/international-oil-barons-stop-elon-musk-before-its-too-late-for-us
Tesla vs International Oil Barons Part 3: 'Stop Elon Musk Before It's Too Late for Us' | Greentech Media
https://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/international-oil-barons-stop-elon-musk-before-its-too-late-for-us -- Tesla and Green
Mountain Power: Get Your Behind-the-Meter Battery for $15 a Month | Greentech Media
https://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/tesla-and-green-mountain-power-get-your-behind-the-meter-battery-for-15-a-m -Capitalists Eat Their Young: Why The Culture Of Greed Is Killing Innovation -- The Guardian | CleanTechnica
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/13/capitalists-eat-young-culture-greed-killing-innovation-guardian/ -- Saudis Own The Largest
Refinery In The U.S. – Now What? | OilPrice.com http://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Saudis-Own-The-Largest-Refinery-In-TheUS-Now-What.html -- Russian Oil Billionaires, Trump World, Russian Hacking, & Firing FBI Director Comey ... For Democracy? |
CleanTechnica https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/15/russian-oil-russian-billions-trump-world-russian-hacking-fbi-director-firingdemocracy/ -- Crude Oil: ‘Do Whatever it Takes’ - Barron's http://barrons.com/articles/crude-oil-do-whatever-it-takes-1494858185 -Oil Price Indicators Flash Buy as OPEC Expectations Grow Bigger | BOE Report http://boereport.com/2017/05/15/oil-priceindicators-flash-buy-as-opec-expectations-grow-bigger/ -- Higher Prices Raise Norway’s Oil Export Value By 30% Y/Y In April |
OilPrice.com http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/Higher-Prices-Raise-Norways-Oil-Export-Value-By-30-YY-InApril.html
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Chris Edwards
http://www.nuenergy.org/wireless-electrical-power-transmission/
#nikola #tesla #wireless #power #ionized #atmosphere #chemtrails Nikola Tesla's last report prior to being ostracized by "organized
opposition" *. "Wireless Transmission of Power now possible" by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
http://nuenergy.org/wireless-electrical-power-transmission/ -- Atmospheric Conduction Method by by Henry Bradford and Gary
Peterson TESLA ON GLOBAL WIRELESS ENERGY TRANSMISSION FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND OTHER PURPOSES
http://teslaradio.com/pages/tesla.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ *Nikola Tesla's
Autobiography "My Inventions" in 1919" https://youtube.com/watch?v=d-1sbAPLPf8
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Chris Edwards posted in The Political Resistance against Donald Trump.
https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html
May 13th 2017 - China’s $1 Trillion Plan to Shake Up the Economic Order using Wireless Power Transmission For China's Transit,
High-Speed Trains, Freight, Light Rail, Trolly's & Cars, 100GW Transmission Lines for “One Belt, One Road" spanning more than 60
countries. https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html -- February, 2015 Wireless

rail is on track as China seeks to develop world-first power system. "Wireless energy transfer was an early dream in the field of
electrical research, as demonstrated by the legendary inventor Nikola Tesla as early as 1891."
http://scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-first-power -- February 2013
Wireless Power Transmission For Transit, Trains, Harbor Freight, Etc. A completely wireless power transmission technology
capable of powering high-capacity transport (such as high-speed rail, harbor freight, and airport transportation) has been developed
by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and the Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI). It is able to
supply a steady and constant 60 kHz and 180 kW of power remotely. https://evobsession.com/wireless-power-transmission-fortransit-trains-harbor-freight-etc/ -- June 2016 A Review of Dynamic Wireless Power Transfer for In‐Motion Electric Vehicles
https://intechopen.com/books/wireless-power-transfer-fundamentals-and-technologies/a-review-of-dynamic-wireless-power-transferfor-in-motion-electric-vehicles -- U.S. Department of Transportation report on wirelessly powered vehicles:
https://transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/FTA_Report_No._0060.pdf
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Chris Edwards posted in THE PEOPLE VS. DONALD TRUMP.
https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html
May 13th 2017 - China’s $1 Trillion Plan to Shake Up the Economic Order using Wireless Power Transmission For China's Transit,
High-Speed Trains, Freight, Light Rail, Trolly's & Cars, 100GW Transmission Lines for “One Belt, One Road" spanning more than 60
countries. https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html -- February, 2015 Wireless
rail is on track as China seeks to develop world-first power system. "Wireless energy transfer was an early dream in the field of
electrical research, as demonstrated by the legendary inventor Nikola Tesla as early as 1891."
http://scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-first-power -- February 2013
Wireless Power Transmission For Transit, Trains, Harbor Freight, Etc. A completely wireless power transmission technology
capable of powering high-capacity transport (such as high-speed rail, harbor freight, and airport transportation) has been developed
by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and the Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI). It is able to
supply a steady and constant 60 kHz and 180 kW of power remotely. https://evobsession.com/wireless-power-transmission-fortransit-trains-harbor-freight-etc/ -- June 2016 A Review of Dynamic Wireless Power Transfer for In‐Motion Electric Vehicles
https://intechopen.com/books/wireless-power-transfer-fundamentals-and-technologies/a-review-of-dynamic-wireless-power-transferfor-in-motion-electric-vehicles -- U.S. Department of Transportation report on wirelessly powered vehicles:
https://transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/FTA_Report_No._0060.pdf
May 14, 2017, 8:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
Bernie Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson State College, May 13th 2017
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1777614235884732/ -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 14, 2017, 8:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
Bernie Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson State College, May 13th 2017
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1777614235884732/ -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Buffoon in Chief Donald Trump.
https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html
May 13th 2017 - China’s $1 Trillion Plan to Shake Up the Economic Order using Wireless Power Transmission For China's Transit,
High-Speed Trains, Freight, Light Rail, Trolly's & Cars, 100GW Transmission Lines for “One Belt, One Road" spanning more than 60
countries. https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html -- February, 2015 Wireless
rail is on track as China seeks to develop world-first power system. "Wireless energy transfer was an early dream in the field of
electrical research, as demonstrated by the legendary inventor Nikola Tesla as early as 1891."
http://scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-first-power -- February 2013
Wireless Power Transmission For Transit, Trains, Harbor Freight, Etc. A completely wireless power transmission technology
capable of powering high-capacity transport (such as high-speed rail, harbor freight, and airport transportation) has been developed
by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and the Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI). It is able to
supply a steady and constant 60 kHz and 180 kW of power remotely. https://evobsession.com/wireless-power-transmission-fortransit-trains-harbor-freight-etc/ -- June 2016 A Review of Dynamic Wireless Power Transfer for In‐Motion Electric Vehicles
https://intechopen.com/books/wireless-power-transfer-fundamentals-and-technologies/a-review-of-dynamic-wireless-power-transferfor-in-motion-electric-vehicles -- U.S. Department of Transportation report on wirelessly powered vehicles:
https://transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/FTA_Report_No._0060.pdf
May 14, 2017, 9:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
Bernie Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson State College, May 13th 2017
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1777614235884732/ -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
Bernie Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson State College, May 13th 2017
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1777614235884732/ -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 14, 2017, 9:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Impeach Donald Trump Now!
https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html
May 13th 2017 - China’s $1 Trillion Plan to Shake Up the Economic Order using Wireless Power Transmission For China's Transit,
High-Speed Trains, Freight, Light Rail, Trolly's & Cars, 100GW Transmission Lines for “One Belt, One Road" spanning more than 60
countries. https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html -- February, 2015 Wireless
rail is on track as China seeks to develop world-first power system. "Wireless energy transfer was an early dream in the field of
electrical research, as demonstrated by the legendary inventor Nikola Tesla as early as 1891."
http://scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-first-power -- February 2013

Wireless Power Transmission For Transit, Trains, Harbor Freight, Etc. A completely wireless power transmission technology
capable of powering high-capacity transport (such as high-speed rail, harbor freight, and airport transportation) has been developed
by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and the Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI). It is able to
supply a steady and constant 60 kHz and 180 kW of power remotely. https://evobsession.com/wireless-power-transmission-fortransit-trains-harbor-freight-etc/ -- June 2016 A Review of Dynamic Wireless Power Transfer for In‐Motion Electric Vehicles
https://intechopen.com/books/wireless-power-transfer-fundamentals-and-technologies/a-review-of-dynamic-wireless-power-transferfor-in-motion-electric-vehicles -- U.S. Department of Transportation report on wirelessly powered vehicles:
https://transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/FTA_Report_No._0060.pdf
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Chris Edwards posted in Donald Trump Sucks.
https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html
May 13th 2017 - China’s $1 Trillion Plan to Shake Up the Economic Order using Wireless Power Transmission For China's Transit,
High-Speed Trains, Freight, Light Rail, Trolly's & Cars, 100GW Transmission Lines for “One Belt, One Road" spanning more than 60
countries. https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html -- February, 2015 Wireless
rail is on track as China seeks to develop world-first power system. "Wireless energy transfer was an early dream in the field of
electrical research, as demonstrated by the legendary inventor Nikola Tesla as early as 1891."
http://scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-first-power -- February 2013
Wireless Power Transmission For Transit, Trains, Harbor Freight, Etc. A completely wireless power transmission technology
capable of powering high-capacity transport (such as high-speed rail, harbor freight, and airport transportation) has been developed
by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and the Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI). It is able to
supply a steady and constant 60 kHz and 180 kW of power remotely. https://evobsession.com/wireless-power-transmission-fortransit-trains-harbor-freight-etc/ -- June 2016 A Review of Dynamic Wireless Power Transfer for In‐Motion Electric Vehicles
https://intechopen.com/books/wireless-power-transfer-fundamentals-and-technologies/a-review-of-dynamic-wireless-power-transferfor-in-motion-electric-vehicles -- U.S. Department of Transportation report on wirelessly powered vehicles:
https://transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/FTA_Report_No._0060.pdf
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Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
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Chris Edwards posted in original DONALD TRUMP CLOWN UNIVERSITY @ fakeDonaldTrump.
https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html
May 13th 2017 - China’s $1 Trillion Plan to Shake Up the Economic Order using Wireless Power Transmission For China's Transit,
High-Speed Trains, Freight, Light Rail, Trolly's & Cars, 100GW Transmission Lines for “One Belt, One Road" spanning more than 60
countries. https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html -- February, 2015 Wireless
rail is on track as China seeks to develop world-first power system. "Wireless energy transfer was an early dream in the field of
electrical research, as demonstrated by the legendary inventor Nikola Tesla as early as 1891."
http://scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-first-power -- February 2013
Wireless Power Transmission For Transit, Trains, Harbor Freight, Etc. A completely wireless power transmission technology
capable of powering high-capacity transport (such as high-speed rail, harbor freight, and airport transportation) has been developed
by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and the Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI). It is able to
supply a steady and constant 60 kHz and 180 kW of power remotely. https://evobsession.com/wireless-power-transmission-fortransit-trains-harbor-freight-etc/ -- June 2016 A Review of Dynamic Wireless Power Transfer for In‐Motion Electric Vehicles
https://intechopen.com/books/wireless-power-transfer-fundamentals-and-technologies/a-review-of-dynamic-wireless-power-transferfor-in-motion-electric-vehicles -- U.S. Department of Transportation report on wirelessly powered vehicles:
https://transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/FTA_Report_No._0060.pdf
May 14, 2017, 8:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html
May 13th 2017 - China’s $1 Trillion Plan to Shake Up the Economic Order using Wireless Power Transmission For China's Transit,
High-Speed Trains, Freight, Light Rail, Trolly's & Cars, 100GW Transmission Lines for “One Belt, One Road" spanning more than 60
countries. https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html -- February, 2015 Wireless
rail is on track as China seeks to develop world-first power system. "Wireless energy transfer was an early dream in the field of
electrical research, as demonstrated by the legendary inventor Nikola Tesla as early as 1891."
http://scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-first-power -- February 2013

Wireless Power Transmission For Transit, Trains, Harbor Freight, Etc. A completely wireless power transmission technology
capable of powering high-capacity transport (such as high-speed rail, harbor freight, and airport transportation) has been developed
by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and the Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI). It is able to
supply a steady and constant 60 kHz and 180 kW of power remotely. https://evobsession.com/wireless-power-transmission-fortransit-trains-harbor-freight-etc/ -- June 2016 A Review of Dynamic Wireless Power Transfer for In‐Motion Electric Vehicles
https://intechopen.com/books/wireless-power-transfer-fundamentals-and-technologies/a-review-of-dynamic-wireless-power-transferfor-in-motion-electric-vehicles -- U.S. Department of Transportation report on wirelessly powered vehicles"
https://transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/FTA_Report_No._0060.pdf
May 14, 2017, 8:41 PM
Chris Edwards
https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/china-railway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html
#nikola #tesla #wireless #trains #china May 13th 2017 - Behind China’s $1 Trillion Plan to Shake Up the Economic Order using
Wireless Power Transmission For China's Transit, High-Speed Trains, Harbor Freight, Light Rail, Trolly's & Cars, 100GW
Transmission Lines for “One Belt, One Road" spanning more than 60 countries. https://nytimes.com/2017/05/13/business/chinarailway-one-belt-one-road-1-trillion-plan.html -- February, 2015 Wireless rail is on track as China seeks to develop world-first power
system. "Wireless energy transfer was an early dream in the field of electrical research, as demonstrated by the legendary inventor
Nikola Tesla as early as 1891." http://scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-worldfirst-power -- February 2013 Wireless Power Transmission For Transit, Trains, Harbor Freight, Etc. A completely wireless power
transmission technology capable of powering high-capacity transport (such as high-speed rail, harbor freight, and airport
transportation) has been developed by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and the Korea Railroad
Research Institute (KRRI). It is able to supply a steady and constant 60 kHz and 180 kW of power remotely.
https://evobsession.com/wireless-power-transmission-for-transit-trains-harbor-freight-etc/ -- June 2016 A Review of Dynamic
Wireless Power Transfer for In‐Motion Electric Vehicles https://intechopen.com/books/wireless-power-transfer-fundamentals-andtechnologies/a-review-of-dynamic-wireless-power-transfer-for-in-motion-electric-vehicles -- U.S. Department of Transportation report
on wirelessly powered vehicles: https://transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/FTA_Report_No._0060.pdf
Updated May 14, 2017, 8:39 PM
May 14, 2017, 8:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=LIsbyWKRLlo
Bernie Sanders mentions Nikola Tesla's prediction for a world ran on free energy in this speech he gave today at Johnson State
College. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LIsbyWKRLlo -- May 12th 2017 Radio Interview: How cheap renewable energy can change
the world. Mara Prentiss, professor of Physics at Harvard University, and author of the 2015 book, “Energy Revolution: The Physics
and the Promise of Efficient Technology.” Ethan Zindler, Head of the Americas division at Bloomberg New Energy Finance. “Wake”
is a weekly foreign policy broadcast produced by Talk Media News and hosted by Luke Vargas from our studio at U.N.
Headquarters in New York. http://talkmedianews.com/world-news/2017/05/12/wake-cheap-renewables-change-the-world/ -- May
12th 2017 UC President Napolitano talks renewable energy, carbon neutrality at international energy conference in Irvine.
https://universityofcalifornia.edu/press-room/uc-president-napolitano-talks-renewable-energy-carbon-neutrality-international-energy
-- April 27th 2017 100 Percent Renewable Energy by 2050: Senators Introduce 'Most Ambitious' Climate Plan Ever
https://commondreams.org/news/2017/04/27/100-percent-renewable-energy-2050-senators-introduce-most-ambitious-climate-plan
-- September 26th 2017 Senate Hearing on 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
May 13, 2017, 9:01 PM
Chris Edwards
Bernie Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson State College, May 13th 2017
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1777614235884732/ -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless"
March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on
Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless
Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying
Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog:

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated May 14, 2017, 2:37 PM
May 14, 2017, 2:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Click for video:

#bernie #sanders #nikola #tesla Bernie Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson
State College, May 13th 2017 -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless" March 1920 Electrical Experimenter
renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on Wireless Power Transmission using
UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships
at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The
“Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their chief object the solution of problems
which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/myinventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer",
later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com -- Nikola
Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical
Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened
up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent
confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger
https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE by Thomas W. Benson for
Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For
years men have labored in vain to transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a
propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft, etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head
almost reel to think of the possibilities in such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true. By one bold stroke an
English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous other inventions, the way
lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it. While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material
aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.
It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,
it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to
utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner. As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor
lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays vertically. These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a
conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a
metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio communication. We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam
rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases, therefore the effective height of such an arrangement
is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as applied to radio communication. But let us consider
further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of shorter wavelengths
than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light. It is unreasonable to assume that
shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our atmosphere is
ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization. It will now be apparent that a very good condition
exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a
blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept in a
state of ionization by light from the sun and stars. Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere,
practically a perfect insulator, an ideal arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to
the ionized strata of air and energy can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The energy could be utilized in any
part of the earth by merely connecting to the pair of conductors. This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty
lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct towers six or seven miles
high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which
makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving vehicles. Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We can easily
construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then why not make connection to that upper stratum with an ionized

stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity. In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In
the main building will be housed the generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high voltage
apparatus for transmission of energy. Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a
stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the conducting
stream of ionized air. The insulation of these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering. The building will also house a
huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or quenched type and a huge oscillation
transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so that the inductance in the circuit and
the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation period. By these means the whole earth
will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic connection to the earth and pointing a
beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam. An inductance coil being necessary in
the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the receiving energy can be used to keep
the arc going. Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and
so on. This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on
the roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city. Rather its benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far
form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the power hundreds or thousands of miles. Aside from the
transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air strata reduce the presence
of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the air to give us perfectly
cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to cause rain or to
prevent it. Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future
being connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the power circuit and filtered out at the
receiver? There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as
experiments in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? Their numbers will be
decreased by the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier
due to the electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing? And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the scheme is
practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to give it a trial. And to think it all was within reach such a short
time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental station in Long Island accurate data would be at
hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final mastery of all matter by man.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/?
type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Fernando LinsHow wonderful a powerful politician like Bernie Sanders is giving a commencement speech like this at Johnson State
College! What a change! It bids well for the FE movement!
May 14, 2017, 10:58 PM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Chris EdwardsWireless Transmission of Power now possible by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
http://www.nuenergy.org/wireless-electrical-power-transmission/ -- Atmospheric Conduction Method by by Henry Bradford and Gary
Peterson TESLA ON GLOBAL WIRELESS ENERGY TRANSMISSION FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND OTHER PURPOSES
http://www.teslaradio.com/pages/tesla.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com
May 15, 2017, 9:05 PM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Chris EdwardsNo news station in the world covered this story on Bernie Sanders speech about Nikola Tesla's Free Energy:
May 17, 2017, 9:27 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Fernando LinsIt's suppression at it's finest!
May 17, 2017, 9:30 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Chris EdwardsMay 20th 2017 SNL skit "The worlds most evil "Mad Scientist" Invention" contest: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=z0NgUhEs1R4
May 21, 2017, 12:14 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Ruth KavanaghTesla STILL RULES THE ~WAVES!~
May 21, 2017, 6:44 AM

Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Chris Edwards#opec #meeting #failure #oilprice #free #energy May 25, 2017 Is The U.S. Getting Left Behind In The Renewable
Race? The mightiest economic power (so far), U.S., rose to its zenith on an ocean of virtually free energy – coal first, then oil.
American oil at 35 cents (= $2 barrels). If you get 25 MPG and paying $2.50/gal, cost per mile is 10 cents. Using 24 hour
Hydropower at 6 cents per kWh (retail), 2-3 cents wholesale or less, similar for Wind & Solar, you pay 1-2 cents per mile, or a tenth
of the clunker/hog benchmark. Considering that your EV only has a handful of moving parts, against more than 1,000 in a typical
internal combustion model ICE-age), the outcome of this race should be clear to all. http://oilprice.com/AlternativeEnergy/Renewable-Energy/Is-The-US-Getting-Left-Behind-In-The-Renewable-Race.html -- Tucson Electric has just announced it
will buy power from a 100 MW array for less than 3 cents: Miles for a penny. And as this chart shows, PV can get cheaper still. With
projects already coming in at 3 cents and room to improve module lifetimes to 50 years in conjunction with very low degradation
rates (0.2 percent per year), perhaps 1-cent solar is in sight. Imagine getting an infinite supply of miles from your rooftop at three to
a penny (which is a lot like free). -- May 25the 2017 Oil drops nearly 5% as OPEC’s 9-month output-cut extension disappoints
https://reuters.com/article/us-opec-oil-idUSKBN18L0S8
May 26, 2017, 3:49 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Fernando LinsImpressive! A serious warning to the US...
May 26, 2017, 3:56 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Chris Edwardshttp://boweryboyshistory.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Screen-Shot-2017-03-27-at-8.41.14-PM.png Nikola
Tesla’s Amazing Plan to Harness Free Currents http://boweryboyshistory.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Screen-Shot-2017-0327-at-8.41.14-PM.png http://boweryboyshistory.com/tag/nikola-tesla -- Lead Danger Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=l4kMiRDfgeI -- Why Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power Was Fated to Fail Due to Exploding Airships (such as the Hindenburg) By
Austin Sirkin 03/04/2013 https://steampunk.wonderhowto.com/news/why-nikola-teslas-wireless-power-was-fated-fail-due-explodingairships-0143707/
Jun 15, 2017, 1:24 PM
#bernie #sanders #nikola #tesla Bernie Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson
State College, May 13th 2017 -- Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless" March 1920 Electrical Experimenter
renamed (Science and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on Wireless Power Transmission using
UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships
at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The
“Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their chief object the solution of problems
which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/myinventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer",
later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- Nikola
Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical
Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened
up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent
confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger
https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE
by Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920
Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to
transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft,
etc., without having to include a source of power in their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in
such an achievement and now the dream promises to come true.
By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous
other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.
While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light
beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.

It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,
it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to
utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.
As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays
vertically.
These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect
insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio
communication.
We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases,
therefore the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as
applied to radio communication.
But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of
shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light. It is unreasonable
to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our
atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization.
It will now be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have
the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred
miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars.
Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal
arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy
can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting
to the pair of conductors.
This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting
atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be
utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving
vehicles.
Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then
why not make connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity.
In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the
generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy.
Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten
miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of
these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering.
The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation
period.
By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic
connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam.
An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the
receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going.

Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on.
This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on the
roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city.
Rather its benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the
power hundreds or thousands of miles.
Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air strata
reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the
air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to
cause rain or to prevent it.
Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being
connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the power circuit and filtered out at the
receiver?
There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments
in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by
the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the
electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing?
And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to
give it a trial.
And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental
station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final
mastery of all matter by man.
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/?
type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks
May 14, 2017, 2:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
http://talkmedianews.com/world-news/2017/05/12/wake-cheap-renewables-change-the-world/
#hundred #percent #renewables #napolitano May 12th 2017 Radio Interview: How cheap renewable energy can change the world.
Mara Prentiss, professor of Physics at Harvard University, and author of the 2015 book, “Energy Revolution: The Physics and the
Promise of Efficient Technology.” Ethan Zindler, Head of the Americas division at Bloomberg New Energy Finance. “Wake” is a
weekly foreign policy broadcast produced by Talk Media News and hosted by Luke Vargas from our studio at U.N. Headquarters in
New York. http://talkmedianews.com/world-news/2017/05/12/wake-cheap-renewables-change-the-world/ -- May 12th 2017 UC
President Napolitano talks renewable energy, carbon neutrality at international energy conference in Irvine.
https://universityofcalifornia.edu/press-room/uc-president-napolitano-talks-renewable-energy-carbon-neutrality-international-energy
-- April 27th 2017 100 Percent Renewable Energy by 2050: Senators Introduce 'Most Ambitious' Climate Plan Ever
https://commondreams.org/news/2017/04/27/100-percent-renewable-energy-2050-senators-introduce-most-ambitious-climate-plan
-- September 26th 2017 Senate Hearing on 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
May 13, 2017, 8:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in الطاقهالمتجددهRenewable Energy.
http://talkmedianews.com/world-news/2017/05/12/wake-cheap-renewables-change-the-world/
May 12th 2017 Radio Interview: How cheap renewable energy can change the world. Mara Prentiss, professor of Physics at
Harvard University, and author of the 2015 book, “Energy Revolution: The Physics and the Promise of Efficient Technology.” Ethan
Zindler, Head of the Americas division at Bloomberg New Energy Finance. “Wake” is a weekly foreign policy broadcast produced by
Talk Media News and hosted by Luke Vargas from our studio at U.N. Headquarters in New York. http://talkmedianews.com/world-

news/2017/05/12/wake-cheap-renewables-change-the-world/ -- May 12th 2017 UC President Napolitano talks renewable energy,
carbon neutrality at international energy conference in Irvine. https://universityofcalifornia.edu/press-room/uc-president-napolitanotalks-renewable-energy-carbon-neutrality-international-energy -- April 27th 2017 100 Percent Renewable Energy by 2050: Senators
Introduce 'Most Ambitious' Climate Plan Ever https://commondreams.org/news/2017/04/27/100-percent-renewable-energy-2050senators-introduce-most-ambitious-climate-plan -- September 26th 2017 Senate Hearing on 100% Clean and Renewable Energy:
The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
May 13, 2017, 9:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
Nikola Tesla last article (text not available on Google) "Powered by Wireless" March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science
and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray
Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1777282595917896&set=pcb.923147674489658%2F -- http://ebay.ca/itm/RAREELECTRICAL-EXPERIMENTER-SCIENCE-AND-INVENTION-MARCH-1920-28-/381672339780 -- Electrical Experimenter June,
1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of
labors extending through years, having for their chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind
than mere industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The
Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray"
https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More
at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 13, 2017, 11:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
Nikola Tesla last article (text not available on Google) "Powered by Wireless" March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science
and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray
Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1777282595917896&set=pcb.923147674489658%2F -- http://ebay.ca/itm/RAREELECTRICAL-EXPERIMENTER-SCIENCE-AND-INVENTION-MARCH-1920-28-/381672339780 -- Electrical Experimenter June,
1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of
labors extending through years, having for their chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind
than mere industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The
Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray"
https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More
at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 13, 2017, 11:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm
#wardenclyffe #tunnels #wikipedia #update Nikola Tesla invented special boring machines to dig the Wardenclyffe Tunnels. The
descriptions (some from Tesla's 1923 testimony in foreclosure proceedings on the property) include that the facility had a ten by
twelve foot wood and steel lined shaft sunk into the ground 120 feet (37 m) beneath the tower with a stairway inside it. Tesla stated
that at the bottom of the shaft he "had special machines rigged up which would push the iron pipe, one length after another, and I
pushed these iron pipes, I think sixteen of them, three hundred feet, and then the current through these pipes takes hold of the
earth."[19] In Tesla's words the function of this was "to have a grip on the earth so the whole of this globe can quiver."[20][21] There
is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from
the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[22] Speculation on the
tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or
resonance by interacting with the (Long Island Aquifer/Long Island Sound/Atlantic Ocean) water table below the tower, maybe via
being filled with salt water or liquid nitrogen (for a Battery, Power-Gas, sending signals through Water, or for Magnifying
Transmission using cold temperature) -- http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- Elon Musk's Boring Machine & Electric Sled
| CleanTechnica https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/13/elon-musks-boring-machine-electric-sled/
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Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
Nikola Tesla last article (text not available on Google) "Powered by Wireless" March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science
and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray

Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1777282595917896&set=pcb.923147674489658%2F -- http://ebay.ca/itm/RAREELECTRICAL-EXPERIMENTER-SCIENCE-AND-INVENTION-MARCH-1920-28-/381672339780 -- Electrical Experimenter June,
1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of
labors extending through years, having for their chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind
than mere industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The
Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray"
https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More
at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 13, 2017, 11:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's next step.
Nikola Tesla last article (text not available on Google) "Powered by Wireless" March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science
and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray
Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1777282595917896&set=pcb.923147674489658%2F -- http://ebay.ca/itm/RAREELECTRICAL-EXPERIMENTER-SCIENCE-AND-INVENTION-MARCH-1920-28-/381672339780 -- Electrical Experimenter June,
1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of
labors extending through years, having for their chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind
than mere industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The
Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray"
https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More
at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 13, 2017, 11:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm
#wardenclyffe #tunnels #wikipedia #update Nikola Tesla invented special boring machines to dig the Wardenclyffe Tunnels. The
descriptions (some from Tesla's 1923 testimony in foreclosure proceedings on the property) include that the facility had a ten by
twelve foot wood and steel lined shaft sunk into the ground 120 feet (37 m) beneath the tower with a stairway inside it. Tesla stated
that at the bottom of the shaft he "had special machines rigged up which would push the iron pipe, one length after another, and I
pushed these iron pipes, I think sixteen of them, three hundred feet, and then the current through these pipes takes hold of the
earth."[19] In Tesla's words the function of this was "to have a grip on the earth so the whole of this globe can quiver."[20][21] There
is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from
the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[22] Speculation on the
tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or
resonance by interacting with the (Long Island Aquifer/Long Island Sound/Atlantic Ocean) water table below the tower, maybe via
being filled with salt water or liquid nitrogen -- http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- Elon Musk's Boring Machine & Electric Sled
| CleanTechnica https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/13/elon-musks-boring-machine-electric-sled/
May 13, 2017, 4:17 PM
Chris Edwards
Nikola Tesla last article (text not available on Google) "Powered by Wireless" March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science
and Invention page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray
Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1777282595917896&set=pcb.923147674489658%2F -- http://ebay.ca/itm/RAREELECTRICAL-EXPERIMENTER-SCIENCE-AND-INVENTION-MARCH-1920-28-/381672339780 -- Electrical Experimenter June,
1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of
labors extending through years, having for their chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind
than mere industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The
Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray"
https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More
at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
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Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com
Nikola Tesla last article (text not available on Google) "Powered by Wireless" March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science
and Invention page 1118) article containing Tesla's hard to find last Electrical Experimenter publication on Wireless Power
Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless Powered
Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea http://ebay.ca/itm/RARE-ELECTRICAL-EXPERIMENTER-SCIENCE-AND-INVENTION-MARCH1920-28-/381672339780 -- Electrical Experimenter June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S
LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their chief object the solution of
problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian Libraries - "The
Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
May 13, 2017, 10:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
May 13, 2017, 9:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
http://talkmedianews.com/world-news/2017/05/12/wake-cheap-renewables-change-the-world/
May 12th 2017 Radio Interview: How cheap renewable energy can change the world. Mara Prentiss, professor of Physics at
Harvard University, and author of the 2015 book, “Energy Revolution: The Physics and the Promise of Efficient Technology.” Ethan
Zindler, Head of the Americas division at Bloomberg New Energy Finance. “Wake” is a weekly foreign policy broadcast produced by
Talk Media News and hosted by Luke Vargas from our studio at U.N. Headquarters in New York. http://talkmedianews.com/worldnews/2017/05/12/wake-cheap-renewables-change-the-world/ -- May 12th 2017 UC President Napolitano talks renewable energy,
carbon neutrality at international energy conference in Irvine. https://universityofcalifornia.edu/press-room/uc-president-napolitanotalks-renewable-energy-carbon-neutrality-international-energy -- April 27th 2017 100 Percent Renewable Energy by 2050: Senators
Introduce 'Most Ambitious' Climate Plan Ever https://commondreams.org/news/2017/04/27/100-percent-renewable-energy-2050senators-introduce-most-ambitious-climate-plan -- September 26th 2017 Senate Hearing on 100% Clean and Renewable Energy:
The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
May 13, 2017, 9:10 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=LIsbyWKRLlo
Bernie Sanders mentions Nikola Tesla's prediction for a world ran on free energy in this speech he gave today at Johnson State
College. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LIsbyWKRLlo -- May 12th 2017 Radio Interview: How cheap renewable energy can change
the world. Mara Prentiss, professor of Physics at Harvard University, and author of the 2015 book, “Energy Revolution: The Physics
and the Promise of Efficient Technology.” Ethan Zindler, Head of the Americas division at Bloomberg New Energy Finance. “Wake”

is a weekly foreign policy broadcast produced by Talk Media News and hosted by Luke Vargas from our studio at U.N.
Headquarters in New York. http://talkmedianews.com/world-news/2017/05/12/wake-cheap-renewables-change-the-world/ -- May
12th 2017 UC President Napolitano talks renewable energy, carbon neutrality at international energy conference in Irvine.
https://universityofcalifornia.edu/press-room/uc-president-napolitano-talks-renewable-energy-carbon-neutrality-international-energy
-- April 27th 2017 100 Percent Renewable Energy by 2050: Senators Introduce 'Most Ambitious' Climate Plan Ever
https://commondreams.org/news/2017/04/27/100-percent-renewable-energy-2050-senators-introduce-most-ambitious-climate-plan
-- September 26th 2017 Senate Hearing on 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
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Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=LIsbyWKRLlo
Bernie Sanders mentions Nikola Tesla's prediction for a world ran on free energy in this speech he gave today at Johnson State
College. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LIsbyWKRLlo -- May 12th 2017 Radio Interview: How cheap renewable energy can change
the world. Mara Prentiss, professor of Physics at Harvard University, and author of the 2015 book, “Energy Revolution: The Physics
and the Promise of Efficient Technology.” Ethan Zindler, Head of the Americas division at Bloomberg New Energy Finance. “Wake”
is a weekly foreign policy broadcast produced by Talk Media News and hosted by Luke Vargas from our studio at U.N.
Headquarters in New York. http://talkmedianews.com/world-news/2017/05/12/wake-cheap-renewables-change-the-world/ -- May
12th 2017 UC President Napolitano talks renewable energy, carbon neutrality at international energy conference in Irvine.
https://universityofcalifornia.edu/press-room/uc-president-napolitano-talks-renewable-energy-carbon-neutrality-international-energy
-- April 27th 2017 100 Percent Renewable Energy by 2050: Senators Introduce 'Most Ambitious' Climate Plan Ever
https://commondreams.org/news/2017/04/27/100-percent-renewable-energy-2050-senators-introduce-most-ambitious-climate-plan
-- September 26th 2017 Senate Hearing on 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
Updated May 13, 2017, 8:57 PM
May 13, 2017, 8:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=LIsbyWKRLlo
#bernie #sanders #nikola #tesla Bernie Sanders mentions Nikola Tesla's prediction for a world ran on free energy in this speech he
gave today at Johnson State College. (College should be tuition free because all private and public schools need to be sued for
Trillions for false advertising, fraud, conspiracy, collusion, bribery, conflicts of interest, and crimes against humanity for excluding
Nikola Tesla from the school books, (Houghton-Mifflin etc., Non-Elected U.S. State Public School Book Editors etc), and curriculum.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=LIsbyWKRLlo -- May 12th 2017 Radio Interview: How cheap renewable energy can change the world.
Mara Prentiss, professor of Physics at Harvard University, and author of the 2015 book, “Energy Revolution: The Physics and the
Promise of Efficient Technology.” Ethan Zindler, Head of the Americas division at Bloomberg New Energy Finance. “Wake” is a
weekly foreign policy broadcast produced by Talk Media News and hosted by Luke Vargas from our studio at U.N. Headquarters in
New York. http://talkmedianews.com/world-news/2017/05/12/wake-cheap-renewables-change-the-world/ -- May 12th 2017 UC
President Napolitano talks renewable energy, carbon neutrality at international energy conference in Irvine.
https://universityofcalifornia.edu/press-room/uc-president-napolitano-talks-renewable-energy-carbon-neutrality-international-energy
-- April 27th 2017 100 Percent Renewable Energy by 2050: Senators Introduce 'Most Ambitious' Climate Plan Ever
https://commondreams.org/news/2017/04/27/100-percent-renewable-energy-2050-senators-introduce-most-ambitious-climate-plan
-- September 26th 2017 Senate Hearing on 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
May 13, 2017, 8:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIsbyWKRLlo
#bernie #sanders #nikola #tesla Bernie Sanders mentions Nikola Tesla's prediction for a world ran on free energy in this speech he
gave today at Johnson State College. (College should be tuition free because all private and public schools need to be sued for $1.5
Trillion for fraud, conspiracy, collusion and bribery for excluding Nikola Tesla from their books and curriculum.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIsbyWKRLlo
May 13, 2017, 5:20 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIsbyWKRLlo

#bernie #sanders #nikola #tesla Bernie Sanders mentions Nikola Tesla's prediction for a world ran on free energy in this speech he
gave today at Johnson State College. (College should be tuition free because all private and public schools need to be sued for
Trillions for false advertising, fraud, conspiracy, collusion, bribery, conflicts of interest, and crimes against humanity for excluding
Nikola Tesla from the school books, (Houghton-Mifflin etc., Non-Elected U.S. State Public School Book Editors etc), and curriculum.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=LIsbyWKRLlo -- May 12th 2017 Radio Interview: How cheap renewable energy can change the world.
Mara Prentiss, professor of Physics at Harvard University, and author of the 2015 book, “Energy Revolution: The Physics and the
Promise of Efficient Technology.” Ethan Zindler, Head of the Americas division at Bloomberg New Energy Finance. “Wake” is a
weekly foreign policy broadcast produced by Talk Media News and hosted by Luke Vargas from our studio at U.N. Headquarters in
New York. http://talkmedianews.com/world-news/2017/05/12/wake-cheap-renewables-change-the-world/ -- May 12th 2017 UC
President Napolitano talks renewable energy, carbon neutrality at international energy conference in Irvine.
https://universityofcalifornia.edu/press-room/uc-president-napolitano-talks-renewable-energy-carbon-neutrality-international-energy
-- April 27th 2017 100 Percent Renewable Energy by 2050: Senators Introduce 'Most Ambitious' Climate Plan Ever
https://commondreams.org/news/2017/04/27/100-percent-renewable-energy-2050-senators-introduce-most-ambitious-climate-plan
-- September 26th 2017 Senate Hearing on 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
Updated May 13, 2017, 5:16 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm
#wardenclyffe #tunnels #wikipedia #update Nikola Tesla invented special boring machines to dig the Wardenclyffe Tunnels. The
descriptions (some from Tesla's 1923 testimony in foreclosure proceedings on the property) include that the facility had a ten by
twelve foot wood and steel lined shaft sunk into the ground 120 feet (37 m) beneath the tower with a stairway inside it. Tesla stated
that at the bottom of the shaft he "had special machines rigged up which would push the iron pipe, one length after another, and I
pushed these iron pipes, I think sixteen of them, 300 feet, and then the current through these pipes takes hold of the earth."[19] In
Tesla's words the function of this was "to have a grip on the earth so the whole of this globe can quiver."[20][21] There is also
contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the
bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[22] Speculation on the tunnels
ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance
by interacting with the (Long Island Aquifer/Long Island Sound/Atlantic Ocean) water table below the tower, maybe via being filled
with salt water or liquid nitrogen (for a Battery, Power-Gas, sending signals through Water, or for Magnifying Transmission using
cold temperature) -- http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- Elon Musk's Boring Machine & Electric Sled | CleanTechnica
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/13/elon-musks-boring-machine-electric-sled/
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm
#wardenclyffe #tunnels #wikipedia #update Nikola Tesla invented special boring machines to dig the Wardenclyffe Tunnels. The
descriptions (some from Tesla's 1923 testimony in foreclosure proceedings on the property) include that the facility had a ten by
twelve foot wood and steel lined shaft sunk into the ground 120 feet (37 m) beneath the tower with a stairway inside it. Tesla stated
that at the bottom of the shaft he "had special machines rigged up which would push the iron pipe, one length after another, and I
pushed these iron pipes, I think sixteen of them, three hundred feet, and then the current through these pipes takes hold of the
earth."[19] In Tesla's words the function of this was "to have a grip on the earth so the whole of this globe can quiver."[20][21] There
is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from
the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[22] Speculation on the
tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or
resonance by interacting with the (Long Island Aquifer/Long Island Sound/Atlantic Ocean) water table below the tower, maybe via
being filled with salt water or liquid nitrogen (for a Battery or Magnifying Transmission using cold temperature) -http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
-- Elon Musk's Boring Machine & Electric Sled | CleanTechnica https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/13/elon-musks-boring-machineelectric-sled/
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm

#wardenclyffe #tunnels #wikipedia #update Nikola Tesla invented special boring machines to dig the Wardenclyffe Tunnels. The
descriptions (some from Tesla's 1923 testimony in foreclosure proceedings on the property) include that the facility had a ten by
twelve foot wood and steel lined shaft sunk into the ground 120 feet (37 m) beneath the tower with a stairway inside it. Tesla stated
that at the bottom of the shaft he "had special machines rigged up which would push the iron pipe, one length after another, and I
pushed these iron pipes, I think sixteen of them, three hundred feet, and then the current through these pipes takes hold of the
earth."[19] In Tesla's words the function of this was "to have a grip on the earth so the whole of this globe can quiver."[20][21] There
is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from
the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[22] Speculation on the
tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or
resonance by interacting with the (Long Island Aquifer/Long Island Sound/Atlantic Ocean) water table below the tower, maybe via
being filled with salt water or liquid nitrogen -- http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- Elon Musk's Boring Machine & Electric Sled
| CleanTechnica https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/13/elon-musks-boring-machine-electric-sled/
May 13, 2017, 4:17 PM
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#hundred #percent #renewables #napolitano May 12th 2017 Radio Interview: How cheap renewable energy can change the world.
Mara Prentiss, professor of Physics at Harvard University, and author of the 2015 book, “Energy Revolution: The Physics and the
Promise of Efficient Technology.” Ethan Zindler, Head of the Americas division at Bloomberg New Energy Finance. “Wake” is a
weekly foreign policy broadcast produced by Talk Media News and hosted by Luke Vargas from our studio at U.N. Headquarters in
New York. http://talkmedianews.com/world-news/2017/05/12/wake-cheap-renewables-change-the-world/ -- May 12th 2017 UC
President Napolitano talks renewable energy, carbon neutrality at international energy conference in Irvine.
https://universityofcalifornia.edu/press-room/uc-president-napolitano-talks-renewable-energy-carbon-neutrality-international-energy
-- April 27th 2017 100 Percent Renewable Energy by 2050: Senators Introduce 'Most Ambitious' Climate Plan Ever
https://commondreams.org/news/2017/04/27/100-percent-renewable-energy-2050-senators-introduce-most-ambitious-climate-plan
-- September 26th 2017 Senate Hearing on 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
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Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis.
May 13, 2017, 4:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm
#wardenclyffe #tunnels #wikipedia #update Nikola Tesla invented special boring machines to dig the Wardenclyffe Tunnels. The
descriptions (some from Tesla's 1923 testimony in foreclosure proceedings on the property) include that the facility had a ten by
twelve foot wood and steel lined shaft sunk into the ground 120 feet (37 m) beneath the tower with a stairway inside it. Tesla stated
that at the bottom of the shaft he "had special machines rigged up which would push the iron pipe, one length after another, and I
pushed these iron pipes, I think sixteen of them, 300 feet, and then the current through these pipes takes hold of the earth."[19] In
Tesla's words the function of this was "to have a grip on the earth so the whole of this globe can quiver."[20][21] There is also
contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the
bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[22] Speculation on the tunnels
ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance
by interacting with the (Long Island Aquifer/Long Island Sound/Atlantic Ocean) water table below the tower, maybe via being filled
with salt water or liquid nitrogen (for a Battery, Power-Gas, sending signals through Water, or for Magnifying Transmission using
cold temperature) -- http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- Elon Musk's Boring Machine & Electric Sled | CleanTechnica
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/13/elon-musks-boring-machine-electric-sled/
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm
#wardenclyffe #tunnels #wikipedia #update Nikola Tesla invented special boring machines to dig the Wardenclyffe Tunnels. The
descriptions (some from Tesla's 1923 testimony in foreclosure proceedings on the property) include that the facility had a ten by
twelve foot wood and steel lined shaft sunk into the ground 120 feet (37 m) beneath the tower with a stairway inside it. Tesla stated
that at the bottom of the shaft he "had special machines rigged up which would push the iron pipe, one length after another, and I

pushed these iron pipes, I think sixteen of them, three hundred feet, and then the current through these pipes takes hold of the
earth."[19] In Tesla's words the function of this was "to have a grip on the earth so the whole of this globe can quiver."[20][21] There
is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from
the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[22] Speculation on the
tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or
resonance by interacting with the (Long Island Aquifer/Long Island Sound/Atlantic Ocean) water table below the tower, maybe via
being filled with salt water or liquid nitrogen (for a Battery or Magnifying Transmission using cold temperature) -http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
-- Elon Musk's Boring Machine & Electric Sled | CleanTechnica https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/13/elon-musks-boring-machineelectric-sled/
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Chris Edwards
http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm
#wardenclyffe #tower #tunnels #wikipedia Nikola Tesla invented special boring machines to dig the Wardenclyffe Tunnels. The
descriptions (some from Tesla's 1923 testimony in foreclosure proceedings on the property) include that the facility had a ten by
twelve foot wood and steel lined shaft sunk into the ground 120 feet (37 m) beneath the tower with a stairway inside it. Tesla stated
that at the bottom of the shaft he "had special machines rigged up which would push the iron pipe, one length after another, and I
pushed these iron pipes, I think sixteen of them, three hundred feet, and then the current through these pipes takes hold of the
earth."[19] In Tesla's words the function of this was "to have a grip on the earth so the whole of this globe can quiver."[20][21] There
is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from
the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[22] Speculation on the
tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or
resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with salt water or liquid nitrogen -http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -- Elon Musk's Boring Machine &
Electric Sled | CleanTechnica https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/13/elon-musks-boring-machine-electric-sled/
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/05/nikola-tesla-death-investigation.html?view=flipcard
Nikola Tesla Death & Murder Investigation (Update) -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/05/nikola-tesla-deathinvestigation.html?view=flipcard https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/ -- The FBI director was warned years earlier of
Tesla's possible kidnapping, molestation or murder. Tesla's alleged assistant was gathering papers for Tesla to turn over the the
military in the days Tesla died. Louis Adamic sent a letter to the FBI two days before his death, asking them to check up on ailingTesla. Hitler's bodyguard Otto Skorzeny and George Herbert Walker Scherff were allegedly looking to assassinate Tesla. The full list
of possible suspects have been posted here. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vMWt3jgFMpc The FBI interviewed over 50 close
associates named at the end of the full Tesla FBI File: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c John G Trump 8 Page Report in
the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump,
Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla
FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- Hitler's Bodyguard &
"Curious George" http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-hscherff-jr-was-41s -- Letters to George HW Scherff http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/ -- Louis Adamic's
letter to the FBI http://68.media.tumblr.com/e31fd2d6ce33aa0799f1004ea11df30e/tumblr_noeghdL71X1rcocgbo1_500.png -- In
Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the
wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI
document 7, line 35-37) ((( Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, murder of
inventor Nikola Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan,
Anne Morgan, Federal Reserve Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro,
Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce)
Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower,
Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark
Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons, the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation,
John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis,
"Federal Agents", UK Spies, the Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese Spies,

Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt
Disney, Abraham Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence,
the NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders, Al Gore, The Terminator, the man of steel,
Stalin. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president
emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon
Brothers building, with the Enron papers. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed
by a hammer by Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard
drives and tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/05/nikola-tesla-death-investigation.html?view=flipcard
Nikola Tesla Death & Murder Investigation (Update) -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/05/nikola-tesla-deathinvestigation.html?view=flipcard https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/ -- The FBI director was warned years earlier of
Tesla's possible kidnapping, molestation or murder. Tesla's alleged assistant was gathering papers for Tesla to turn over the the
military in the days Tesla died. Louis Adamic sent a letter to the FBI two days before his death, asking them to check up on ailingTesla. Hitler's bodyguard Otto Skorzeny and George Herbert Walker Scherff were allegedly looking to assassinate Tesla. The full list
of possible suspects have been posted here. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vMWt3jgFMpc The FBI interviewed over 50 close
associates named at the end of the full Tesla FBI File: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c John G Trump 8 Page Report in
the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump,
Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla
FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- Hitler's Bodyguard &
"Curious George" http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-hscherff-jr-was-41s -- Letters to George HW Scherff http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/ -- Louis Adamic's
letter to the FBI http://68.media.tumblr.com/e31fd2d6ce33aa0799f1004ea11df30e/tumblr_noeghdL71X1rcocgbo1_500.png -- In
Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the
wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI
document 7, line 35-37) ((( Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, murder of
inventor Nikola Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan,
Anne Morgan, Federal Reserve Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro,
Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce)
Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower,
Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark
Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons, the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation,
John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis,
"Federal Agents", UK Spies, the Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese Spies,
Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt
Disney, Abraham Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence,
the NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders, Al Gore, The Terminator, the man of steel,
Stalin. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president
emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon
Brothers building, with the Enron papers. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed
by a hammer by Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard
drives and tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))
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Library of Congress - July 6th 1917, two days after the destruction of his Wardenclyffe Tower. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=2kdlWowplSE -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10212937329608052&set=a.10202004063643236.1073741828.1235145253%2F
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Chris Edwards posted in Solarled Global Group ☀☀☀.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump

Repost: Tesla Leaks on Donald Trump, John G Trump, Hillary Clinton, Watergate & Russia --- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle
and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Trump's Wikipedia page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- John G. Trump was
a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, involved in radar research in WW2, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the
lives of cancer patients; in 1943, the FBI requested John Trump examine Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his
room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] Vignettes of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, on topics in "fields that have impinged on
the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of highvoltage radiation producing machines for medicine." August 29, 1978. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- John G
Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 Nikola Tesla
FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton
emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the
wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI
document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola Tesla's FBI File | Ars
Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-of-twitter-bot-logjam/ -The "Russian Conspiracy" is referenced in Tesla's FBI File claims that experiments now under way at Hill AFB convinced them that
the Soviet's had primary access to Tesla's "entire collection". As opposed to John G Trump claiming that Tesla's work had "no
military significance" and therefore should not be held under national security. https://1.bp.blogspot.com/MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQCLcB/s640/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG --- The Tesla Leaks on Hillary Clinton, Governor Clinton of NY & Watergate --- Hillary Clinton Watergate Scandal
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fO7ibg_U4HE -- Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon
Papers. First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from final
releases. Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure
communications 2) Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html -- 1)) Nikola Tesla invented and patented the only methods for secure
communications, multi-plexing, Telegeodynamics, submarine communications and detection "" 4. "“ …covering a two destroyer
Patrol Group with on-line Crypto RATT…” (IV.C.3, p. 17) "" -- 2)) Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse held and shared with GE, over 40
patents for the generation of power, distribution and motors for Hydro Dams. Later, Hydro dams were also used to produce
Hydrogen & Jet Fuel. 6. "“Of 91 known locks and dams in NVN, only 8 targeted…”(IV. C. 7 (a), p. 53) "" -- 3)) Nikola Tesla proposed,
created and witnessed weather modification in 1899, in Colorado Springs, and in his treatise "Problem of Increasing Human Energy"
in 1900 7. “" …obvious bid to turn ROLLING THUNDER into a punitive bombing campaign…” (IV. C. 7 (a), p. 83) "" -- 4)) Thomas
Edison used his version of the Phonograph invention to tap phones for the phone company since 1878. Physical cables (to be
tapped) were layed prior to 1900, from the US, to Europe, to China, to Australia. "" 11. “…9:30 a.m. today according to a telephone
intercept Kosygin called Brezhnev…” (VI.C.3 (1), p. 61-62) "" https://nsarchive.wordpress.com/…/what-were-the-eleven-wor…/ -More points: William "Bill" Cooper was finishing his book on Vietnam when he was murdered: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng-2FdYOqU -- More points: Nikola Tesla's works would have been de-classified in 1973, just as WaterGate was progressing. "What
were they looking for", "what were the 11 words"? Proof of the Tesla inventions and patents at work are here:
http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- What were the Watergate Papers? What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of
transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic Hydro-Carbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier
that regulates water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy Watergate (Nikola Tesla's (Hydrogen) "Fusion") http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s Kennedy memo to CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days before Kennedy was assassinated in
Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor -- A theory on "The Plumbers" are the one's who listen to your room in buildings through the plumbing and ducts,
properly placed, are easily and amplified for the listener
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8150/517c50b04dd714b54c51eec13af30703050d.pdf
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Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QVLdDMkl9mg

JP Morgan's WMD - Tesla Leaks confirms the publisher of this video, Gillender, uploaded it to Youtube before the Japan
Earthquake that killed 27,000 and damaged the Fukushima Nuclear Reactor. It is the most removed, trolled and hard to find video's
on Youtube on Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=QVLdDMkl9mg -- No one died from Fukushima Radiation:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE -- Nikola Tesla's Quest to Control the Weather https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gzml8qOaNzs -- Nikola Tesla's Famous Quote: "If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 & 9
https://youtube.com/channel/UCxuUMTUPIynpSO3pE6QsJww -- Supreme Court Case 3, 6, 9 nullifying the Marconi Patents,
returning them to Nikola Tesla & RCA -- U.S. Supreme Court. Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States, 320 U.S. 1 (1943).
Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States. No. 369. Argued April 9, 12, 1943
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html -- MORE: Nikola Tesla's inventions to End All Wars, (The Electric
Earthquake Machine/Mechanical Oscillator) (Tesla's Tidal Wave) (Tesla's remote control Automaton/Torpedo) (Tesla's Death Ray
for Planes) (Weather Warfare) (Operation Thunderclap) -- Nikola Tesla - Tesla's Plan to Create a Tidal Wave for Defense,
preventing attacks on countries by Sea in an attempt to and "End Wars" http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikolatesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg -- PBS: Tesla Master of Lightning: A Machine to End War http://pbs.org/tesla/res/res_art11.html -- Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible |
Tesla Universe -- Just at this time, when all efforts towards peaceful arbitration notwithstanding, the nations are preparing to expend
immense sums in the design and construction of monstrous battleships, it may be useful to bring to the attention of the general
public a singular means for naval attack and defense, which the telautomatic art has made possible, and which is likely to become a
deciding factor in the near future. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible -- Nikola
Tesla Japan Fukushima Earthquake Tsunami Machine to make War Impossible https://youtube.com/watch?v=V69lNjJBMBY -Source http://TeslaLeaks.com/
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
Repost: Tesla Leaks on Donald Trump, John G Trump, Hillary Clinton, Watergate & Russia --- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle
and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Trump's Wikipedia page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- John G. Trump was
a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, involved in radar research in WW2, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the
lives of cancer patients; in 1943, the FBI requested John Trump examine Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his
room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] Vignettes of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, on topics in "fields that have impinged on
the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of highvoltage radiation producing machines for medicine." August 29, 1978. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- John G
Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 Nikola Tesla
FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton
emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the
wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI
document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola Tesla's FBI File | Ars
Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-of-twitter-bot-logjam/ -The "Russian Conspiracy" is referenced in Tesla's FBI File claims that experiments now under way at Hill AFB convinced them that
the Soviet's had primary access to Tesla's "entire collection". As opposed to John G Trump claiming that Tesla's work had "no
military significance" and therefore should not be held under national security. https://1.bp.blogspot.com/MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQCLcB/s640/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG --- The Tesla Leaks on Hillary Clinton, Governor Clinton of NY & Watergate --- Hillary Clinton Watergate Scandal
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fO7ibg_U4HE -- Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon
Papers. First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from final
releases. Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure
communications 2) Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html -- 1)) Nikola Tesla invented and patented the only methods for secure
communications, multi-plexing, Telegeodynamics, submarine communications and detection "" 4. "“ …covering a two destroyer
Patrol Group with on-line Crypto RATT…” (IV.C.3, p. 17) "" -- 2)) Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse held and shared with GE, over 40
patents for the generation of power, distribution and motors for Hydro Dams. Later, Hydro dams were also used to produce
Hydrogen & Jet Fuel. 6. "“Of 91 known locks and dams in NVN, only 8 targeted…”(IV. C. 7 (a), p. 53) "" -- 3)) Nikola Tesla proposed,
created and witnessed weather modification in 1899, in Colorado Springs, and in his treatise "Problem of Increasing Human Energy"
in 1900 7. “" …obvious bid to turn ROLLING THUNDER into a punitive bombing campaign…” (IV. C. 7 (a), p. 83) "" -- 4)) Thomas

Edison used his version of the Phonograph invention to tap phones for the phone company since 1878. Physical cables (to be
tapped) were layed prior to 1900, from the US, to Europe, to China, to Australia. "" 11. “…9:30 a.m. today according to a telephone
intercept Kosygin called Brezhnev…” (VI.C.3 (1), p. 61-62) "" https://nsarchive.wordpress.com/…/what-were-the-eleven-wor…/ -More points: William "Bill" Cooper was finishing his book on Vietnam when he was murdered: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng-2FdYOqU -- More points: Nikola Tesla's works would have been de-classified in 1973, just as WaterGate was progressing. "What
were they looking for", "what were the 11 words"? Proof of the Tesla inventions and patents at work are here:
http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- What were the Watergate Papers? What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of
transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic Hydro-Carbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier
that regulates water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy Watergate (Nikola Tesla's (Hydrogen) "Fusion") http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s Kennedy memo to CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days before Kennedy was assassinated in
Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor -- A theory on "The Plumbers" are the one's who listen to your room in buildings through the plumbing and ducts,
properly placed, are easily and amplified for the listener
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8150/517c50b04dd714b54c51eec13af30703050d.pdf
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
Repost: Tesla Leaks on Donald Trump, John G Trump, Hillary Clinton, Watergate & Russia --- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle
and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Trump's Wikipedia page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- John G. Trump was
a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, involved in radar research in WW2, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the
lives of cancer patients; in 1943, the FBI requested John Trump examine Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his
room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] Vignettes of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, on topics in "fields that have impinged on
the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of highvoltage radiation producing machines for medicine." August 29, 1978. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- John G
Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 Nikola Tesla
FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton
emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the
wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI
document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola Tesla's FBI File | Ars
Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-of-twitter-bot-logjam/ -The "Russian Conspiracy" is referenced in Tesla's FBI File claims that experiments now under way at Hill AFB convinced them that
the Soviet's had primary access to Tesla's "entire collection". As opposed to John G Trump claiming that Tesla's work had "no
military significance" and therefore should not be held under national security. https://1.bp.blogspot.com/MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQCLcB/s640/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG --- The Tesla Leaks on Hillary Clinton, Governor Clinton of NY & Watergate --- Hillary Clinton Watergate Scandal
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fO7ibg_U4HE -- Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon
Papers. First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from final
releases. Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure
communications 2) Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html -- 1)) Nikola Tesla invented and patented the only methods for secure
communications, multi-plexing, Telegeodynamics, submarine communications and detection "" 4. "“ …covering a two destroyer
Patrol Group with on-line Crypto RATT…” (IV.C.3, p. 17) "" -- 2)) Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse held and shared with GE, over 40
patents for the generation of power, distribution and motors for Hydro Dams. Later, Hydro dams were also used to produce
Hydrogen & Jet Fuel. 6. "“Of 91 known locks and dams in NVN, only 8 targeted…”(IV. C. 7 (a), p. 53) "" -- 3)) Nikola Tesla proposed,
created and witnessed weather modification in 1899, in Colorado Springs, and in his treatise "Problem of Increasing Human Energy"

in 1900 7. “" …obvious bid to turn ROLLING THUNDER into a punitive bombing campaign…” (IV. C. 7 (a), p. 83) "" -- 4)) Thomas
Edison used his version of the Phonograph invention to tap phones for the phone company since 1878. Physical cables (to be
tapped) were layed prior to 1900, from the US, to Europe, to China, to Australia. "" 11. “…9:30 a.m. today according to a telephone
intercept Kosygin called Brezhnev…” (VI.C.3 (1), p. 61-62) "" https://nsarchive.wordpress.com/…/what-were-the-eleven-wor…/ -More points: William "Bill" Cooper was finishing his book on Vietnam when he was murdered: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng-2FdYOqU -- More points: Nikola Tesla's works would have been de-classified in 1973, just as WaterGate was progressing. "What
were they looking for", "what were the 11 words"? Proof of the Tesla inventions and patents at work are here:
http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- What were the Watergate Papers? What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of
transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic Hydro-Carbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier
that regulates water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy Watergate (Nikola Tesla's (Hydrogen) "Fusion") http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s Kennedy memo to CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days before Kennedy was assassinated in
Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor -- A theory on "The Plumbers" are the one's who listen to your room in buildings through the plumbing and ducts,
properly placed, are easlily and amplified for the listener
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8150/517c50b04dd714b54c51eec13af30703050d.pdf
May 10, 2017, 8:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QVLdDMkl9mg
JP Morgan's WMD - Tesla Leaks confirms the publisher of this video, Gillender, uploaded it to Youtube before the Japan
Earthquake that killed 27,000 and damaged the Fukushima Nuclear Reactor. It is the most removed, trolled and hard to find video's
on Youtube on Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=QVLdDMkl9mg -- No one died from Fukushima Radiation:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE -- Nikola Tesla's Quest to Control the Weather https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gzml8qOaNzs -- Nikola Tesla's Famous Quote: "If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 & 9
https://youtube.com/channel/UCxuUMTUPIynpSO3pE6QsJww -- Supreme Court Case 3, 6, 9 nullifying the Marconi Patents,
returning them to Nikola Tesla & RCA -- U.S. Supreme Court. Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States, 320 U.S. 1 (1943).
Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States. No. 369. Argued April 9, 12, 1943
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html -- MORE: Nikola Tesla's inventions to End All Wars, (The Electric
Earthquake Machine/Mechanical Oscillator) (Tesla's Tidal Wave) (Tesla's remote control Automaton/Torpedo) (Tesla's Death Ray
for Planes) (Weather Warfare) (Operation Thunderclap) -- Nikola Tesla - Tesla's Plan to Create a Tidal Wave for Defense,
preventing attacks on countries by Sea in an attempt to and "End Wars" http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikolatesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg -- PBS: Tesla Master of Lightning: A Machine to End War http://pbs.org/tesla/res/res_art11.html -- Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible |
Tesla Universe -- Just at this time, when all efforts towards peaceful arbitration notwithstanding, the nations are preparing to expend
immense sums in the design and construction of monstrous battleships, it may be useful to bring to the attention of the general
public a singular means for naval attack and defense, which the telautomatic art has made possible, and which is likely to become a
deciding factor in the near future. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible -- Nikola
Tesla Japan Fukushima Earthquake Tsunami Machine to make War Impossible https://youtube.com/watch?v=V69lNjJBMBY -Source http://TeslaLeaks.com/
May 10, 2017, 7:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QVLdDMkl9mg
JP Morgan's WMD - Tesla Leaks confirms the publisher of this video, Gillender, uploaded it to Youtube before the Japan
Earthquake that killed 27,000 and damaged the Fukushima Nuclear Reactor. It is the most removed, trolled and hard to find video's
on Youtube on Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=QVLdDMkl9mg -- No one died from Fukushima Radiation:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE -- Nikola Tesla's Quest to Control the Weather https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gzml8qOaNzs -- Nikola Tesla's Famous Quote: "If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 & 9
https://youtube.com/channel/UCxuUMTUPIynpSO3pE6QsJww -- Supreme Court Case 3, 6, 9 nullifying the Marconi Patents,

returning them to Nikola Tesla & RCA -- U.S. Supreme Court. Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States, 320 U.S. 1 (1943).
Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States. No. 369. Argued April 9, 12, 1943
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html -- MORE: Nikola Tesla's inventions to End All Wars, (The Electric
Earthquake Machine/Mechanical Oscillator) (Tesla's Tidal Wave) (Tesla's remote control Automaton/Torpedo) (Tesla's Death Ray
for Planes) (Weather Warfare) (Operation Thunderclap) -- Nikola Tesla - Tesla's Plan to Create a Tidal Wave for Defense,
preventing attacks on countries by Sea in an attempt to and "End Wars" http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikolatesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg -- PBS: Tesla Master of Lightning: A Machine to End War http://pbs.org/tesla/res/res_art11.html -- Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible |
Tesla Universe -- Just at this time, when all efforts towards peaceful arbitration notwithstanding, the nations are preparing to expend
immense sums in the design and construction of monstrous battleships, it may be useful to bring to the attention of the general
public a singular means for naval attack and defense, which the telautomatic art has made possible, and which is likely to become a
deciding factor in the near future. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible -- Nikola
Tesla Japan Fukushima Earthquake Tsunami Machine to make War Impossible https://youtube.com/watch?v=V69lNjJBMBY -Source http://TeslaLeaks.com/
May 10, 2017, 7:22 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QVLdDMkl9mg
JP Morgan's WMD - Tesla Leaks confirms the publisher of this video, Gillender, uploaded it to Youtube before the Japan
Earthquake that killed 27,000 and damaged the Fukushima Nuclear Reactor. It is the most removed, trolled and hard to find video's
on Youtube on Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=QVLdDMkl9mg -- No one died from Fukushima Radiation:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE -- Nikola Tesla's Quest to Control the Weather https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gzml8qOaNzs -- Nikola Tesla's Famous Quote: "If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 & 9
https://youtube.com/channel/UCxuUMTUPIynpSO3pE6QsJww -- Supreme Court Case 3, 6, 9 nullifying the Marconi Patents,
returning them to Nikola Tesla & RCA -- U.S. Supreme Court. Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States, 320 U.S. 1 (1943).
Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States. No. 369. Argued April 9, 12, 1943
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html -- MORE: Nikola Tesla's inventions to End All Wars, (The Electric
Earthquake Machine/Mechanical Oscillator) (Tesla's Tidal Wave) (Tesla's remote control Automaton/Torpedo) (Tesla's Death Ray
for Planes) (Weather Warfare) (Operation Thunderclap) -- Nikola Tesla - Tesla's Plan to Create a Tidal Wave for Defense,
preventing attacks on countries by Sea in an attempt to and "End Wars" http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikolatesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg -- PBS: Tesla Master of Lightning: A Machine to End War http://pbs.org/tesla/res/res_art11.html -- Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible |
Tesla Universe -- Just at this time, when all efforts towards peaceful arbitration notwithstanding, the nations are preparing to expend
immense sums in the design and construction of monstrous battleships, it may be useful to bring to the attention of the general
public a singular means for naval attack and defense, which the telautomatic art has made possible, and which is likely to become a
deciding factor in the near future. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible -- Nikola
Tesla Japan Fukushima Earthquake Tsunami Machine to make War Impossible https://youtube.com/watch?v=V69lNjJBMBY -Source http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Updated May 10, 2017, 7:19 PM
May 10, 2017, 7:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZNUZv9WKBYM
JP Morgan's WMD - Tesla Leaks confirms the publisher of this video, Gillender, uploaded it to Youtube before the Japan
Earthquake that killed 27,000 and damaged the Fukushima Nuclear Reactor. It is the most removed, trolled and hard to find video's
on Youtube on Nikola Tesla, though it does have a misleading title. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZNUZv9WKBYM -- No one died
from Fukushima Radiation: https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE -- Nikola Tesla's Quest to Control the Weather
https://youtube.com/watch?v=gzml8qOaNzs -- Nikola Tesla's Famous Quote: "If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 & 9
https://youtube.com/channel/UCxuUMTUPIynpSO3pE6QsJww -- Supreme Court Case 3, 6, 9 nullifying the Marconi Patents,
returning them to Nikola Tesla & RCA -- U.S. Supreme Court. Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States, 320 U.S. 1 (1943).
Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States. No. 369. Argued April 9, 12, 1943
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html -- MORE: Nikola Tesla's inventions to End All Wars, (The Electric
Earthquake Machine/Mechanical Oscillator) (Tesla's Tidal Wave) (Tesla's remote control Automaton/Torpedo) (Tesla's Death Ray
for Planes) (Weather Warfare) (Operation Thunderclap) -- Nikola Tesla - Tesla's Plan to Create a Tidal Wave for Defense,
preventing attacks on countries by Sea in an attempt to and "End Wars" http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-

tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg -- PBS: Tesla Master of Lightning: A Machine to End War http://pbs.org/tesla/res/res_art11.html -- Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible |
Tesla Universe -- Just at this time, when all efforts towards peaceful arbitration notwithstanding, the nations are preparing to expend
immense sums in the design and construction of monstrous battleships, it may be useful to bring to the attention of the general
public a singular means for naval attack and defense, which the telautomatic art has made possible, and which is likely to become a
deciding factor in the near future. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible -- Nikola
Tesla Japan Fukushima Earthquake Tsunami Machine to make War Impossible https://youtube.com/watch?v=V69lNjJBMBY -Source http://TeslaLeaks.com/
May 10, 2017, 1:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
May 10, 2017, 1:28 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZNUZv9WKBYM
JP Morgan's WMD - Tesla Leaks confirms the publisher of this video, Gillender, uploaded it to Youtube before the Japan
Earthquake that killed 27,000 and damaged the Fukushima Nuclear Reactor. It is the most removed, trolled and hard to find video's
on Youtube on Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=QVLdDMkl9mg -- No one died from Fukushima Radiation:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE -- Nikola Tesla's Quest to Control the Weather https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gzml8qOaNzs -- Nikola Tesla's Famous Quote: "If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 & 9
https://youtube.com/channel/UCxuUMTUPIynpSO3pE6QsJww -- Supreme Court Case 3, 6, 9 nullifying the Marconi Patents,
returning them to Nikola Tesla & RCA -- U.S. Supreme Court. Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States, 320 U.S. 1 (1943).
Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States. No. 369. Argued April 9, 12, 1943
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html -- MORE: Nikola Tesla's inventions to End All Wars, (The Electric
Earthquake Machine/Mechanical Oscillator) (Tesla's Tidal Wave) (Tesla's remote control Automaton/Torpedo) (Tesla's Death Ray
for Planes) (Weather Warfare) (Operation Thunderclap) -- Nikola Tesla - Tesla's Plan to Create a Tidal Wave for Defense,
preventing attacks on countries by Sea in an attempt to and "End Wars" http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikolatesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg -- PBS: Tesla Master of Lightning: A Machine to End War http://pbs.org/tesla/res/res_art11.html -- Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible |
Tesla Universe -- Just at this time, when all efforts towards peaceful arbitration notwithstanding, the nations are preparing to expend
immense sums in the design and construction of monstrous battleships, it may be useful to bring to the attention of the general
public a singular means for naval attack and defense, which the telautomatic art has made possible, and which is likely to become a
deciding factor in the near future. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible -- Nikola
Tesla Japan Fukushima Earthquake Tsunami Machine to make War Impossible https://youtube.com/watch?v=V69lNjJBMBY -Source http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Updated May 10, 2017, 1:08 PM
May 10, 2017, 1:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vD3b8PSOG9k
The "Tesla Coil" is used in every early Television & Radio produced. Includes Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power; Tesla inventor of
Radio in 1896 + Supreme Court Case 369 in 1943 declaring the Marconi patents, invalid; Shore to Ship Communications prior to
WW1; Shore to Ship Wireless Power; The Wardenclyffe "Cupola" was to house the "Magnifying Transmitter"; Wardenclyffe Tower
demolished because of "War Time Security" (Espionage Act of 1917) on July 4th 1917. Part 1: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=vD3b8PSOG9k Part 2: https://youtube.com/watch?v=_H4Zo_5x2rU -- Nikola Tesla's Famous Quote: "If you only knew the
magnificence of the 3, 6 & 9 https://youtube.com/channel/UCxuUMTUPIynpSO3pE6QsJww -- Supreme Court Case 3, 6, 9 nullifying
the Marconi Patents, returning them to Nikola Tesla & RCA -- U.S. Supreme Court. Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States, 320
U.S. 1 (1943). Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States. No. 369. Argued April 9, 12, 1943
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html
May 10, 2017, 1:03 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vD3b8PSOG9k
The "Tesla Coil" is used in every early Television & Radio produced. Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power; Tesla inventor of Radio in 1896
+ Supreme Court Case 369 in 1943 declaring the Marconi patents, invalid; Shore to Ship Communications prior to WW1; Shore to
Ship Wireless Power; The Wardenclyffe "Cupola" was to house the "Magnifying Transmitter"; Wardenclyffe Tower demolished
because of "War Time Security" (Espionage Act of 1917) (to keep you safe from what George Bush calls "Trrists"); on July 4th 1917.

Part 1: https://youtube.com/watch?v=vD3b8PSOG9k Part 2: https://youtube.com/watch?v=_H4Zo_5x2rU -- Nikola Tesla's Famous
Quote: "If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 & 9 https://youtube.com/channel/UCxuUMTUPIynpSO3pE6QsJww -- Supreme
Court Case 3, 6, 9 nullifying the Marconi Patents, returning them to Nikola Tesla & RCA -- U.S. Supreme Court. Marconi Wireless
Tel. Co. v. United States, 320 U.S. 1 (1943). Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. United States. No. 369. Argued April 9, 12, 1943
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html
Updated May 10, 2017, 12:59 PM
May 10, 2017, 12:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
May 6, 2017, 6:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://tvtechnology.com/news/0002/disney-researchers-use-ambient-rf-to-power-iot-networks/280991
#radiant #wireless #energy #disney Disney Research Wireless Systems group, created an “ultra-low-power system of sensors that
transmit data to a central receiver by reflecting the ambient radio waves from commercial broadcasting systems that already bathe
most office environments.” For the first time, we demonstrate the simultaneous use of 17 ambient signal sources to achieve node-toreader communication distances of 50 meters, with data rates up to 1 kbps,” the paper states. Simply put, Sample said, “Our idea is
to reuse all the radio signals that are around us as a medium for transmitting data, much like sending ripples across a pond.”
http://tvtechnology.com/news/0002/disney-researchers-use-ambient-rf-to-power-iot-networks/280991 https://s3-us-west1.amazonaws.com/disneyresearch/wp-content/uploads/20170428155410/Riding-the-Airways-Ultra-Wideband-Ambient-Backscattervia-Commercial-Broadcast-Systems-Paper.pdf -- 120+ methods in Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & Recycling
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.de/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html
May 7, 2017, 7:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla and Friends.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado

Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
http://tvtechnology.com/news/0002/disney-researchers-use-ambient-rf-to-power-iot-networks/280991
#radiant #wireless #energy #disney Disney Research Wireless Systems group, created an “ultra-low-power system of sensors that
transmit data to a central receiver by reflecting the ambient radio waves from commercial broadcasting systems that already bathe
most office environments.” For the first time, we demonstrate the simultaneous use of 17 ambient signal sources to achieve node-toreader communication distances of 50 meters, with data rates up to 1 kbps,” the paper states. Simply put, Sample said, “Our idea is
to reuse all the radio signals that are around us as a medium for transmitting data, much like sending ripples across a pond.”
http://tvtechnology.com/news/0002/disney-researchers-use-ambient-rf-to-power-iot-networks/280991 https://s3-us-west1.amazonaws.com/disneyresearch/wp-content/uploads/20170428155410/Riding-the-Airways-Ultra-Wideband-Ambient-Backscattervia-Commercial-Broadcast-Systems-Paper.pdf -- 120+ methods in Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & Recycling
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.de/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html
May 7, 2017, 7:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://tvtechnology.com/news/0002/disney-researchers-use-ambient-rf-to-power-iot-networks/280991
#radiant #wireless #energy #disney Disney Research Wireless Systems group, created an “ultra-low-power system of sensors that
transmit data to a central receiver by reflecting the ambient radio waves from commercial broadcasting systems that already bathe
most office environments.” For the first time, we demonstrate the simultaneous use of 17 ambient signal sources to achieve node-toreader communication distances of 50 meters, with data rates up to 1 kbps,” the paper states. Simply put, Sample said, “Our idea is
to reuse all the radio signals that are around us as a medium for transmitting data, much like sending ripples across a pond.”
http://tvtechnology.com/news/0002/disney-researchers-use-ambient-rf-to-power-iot-networks/280991 https://s3-us-west1.amazonaws.com/disneyresearch/wp-content/uploads/20170428155410/Riding-the-Airways-Ultra-Wideband-Ambient-Backscattervia-Commercial-Broadcast-Systems-Paper.pdf -- 120+ methods in Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & Recycling
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.de/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html
May 7, 2017, 7:47 PM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
#tesla #leaks Repost: This is the original and first compilation of "Tesla Leaks", first post compiled on July 4th 2014, the day of the
beginning of the oil price collapse and posted on Blogspot on November 5th 2014. They are the anniversary of dates of Nikola
Tesla's destruction of his Wardenclyffe Tower on Long Island, and the former the date approved for Tesla's "Apparatus for the
Utilization of Radiant Energy". President Mckinley, along with his speech at Niagara Falls, was sure to be aware of the Tesla patents
and Wardenclyffe project. Prior to his assassination. --- Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy has 12 referring patents, 3
citations, referring to at least another 1000+ patents, which also have referring patents. The most recent patent citation to Tesla's
patent includes US8525097 Sept 3, 2013 Wi-Charge Ltd. Wireless laser system for power transmission utilizing a gain medium
between retro-reflectors. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th
1901 and Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Transmission of Electrical Energy" U.S. Patent 1119732 January 18 1902
November 5th 2014 - "Welcome to Terrordome" (Solar deployment is 7 years ahead of forecast, cost of PV has been reduced 7-fold
since 2008, far quicker than expected)

PROJECT TESLA (BBC Documentary on "Project Tesla" has been removed) The Demonstration of Artificially Stimulated
Resonance of the Earth's Ionosphere Waveguide: a precursor for the wireless transmission of vast amounts of electrical power
using the Schumann Cavity. February 21, 1989 http://www.beyondweird.com/occult/prjtesla.html
NIKOLA TESLA's 280 PAGE FBI FILE & JOHN G TRUMP'S 20 PAGE ANALYSIS
May 2015 - Nature.com - Nikola Tesla "Master of electrons and photons"
June 2015 - Solar cell efficiency tables 2014-15 (Version 45)
June 2015 - "The Rise of Perovskite Solar Cells" 2015-2025
June 2015 - Eureka moments in Nanochemistry – 2015 Centenary Award
June 2015 - Organic Photovoltaic Devices quantum efficiency close to 100%
June 2015 - Beyond the Shockley-Queisser limit with Singlet Exciton Fission
July 5th 2015 - Progress in Photovoltaics: Research and Applications
July 5th 2015 - USA Today "Solar energy revolution: Past point of no return"
July 9th 2015 - NV Energy, Austin Energy Solar at 3-5c kW/h 1-2c kW/h by 2025
July 10th 2015 - Norway could be Europe's Green Battery
Radiant Energy Receiver
Radiant Energy Receiver
Last year, NIST, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, released their analysis of the emissivity and permittivity of all
tested materials. Novel NIST Laser System Mimics Sunlight to Test Solar Cell Efficiency, Tinker Toy, Claire Technique, X-Ray Laser
(HED) at European XFEL, X-ray spectroscopy at BESSY II, Print-Q 2.0, Cryogenic Solar Absolute Radiometer (CSAR),
Hyperspectral imaging platform (IMA), Confocal optical microscopy and using Maxwell Equations (IEEE), Solar Optics and
Modeling, Light Trapping & Angular Restriction, Nano-crystal Modeling, Morphology and Crystallinity paving the way to a theoretical
90% to 95%+ solar efficiency (Note: the missing Maxwell Equations, such as the missing monopoles, quadrupoles and di-electricity
agree with Nikola Tesla) More Tesla
What happened to Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy"? It was filed on Mar 21st, 1901, prior to the
assassination of President William McKinley on September 6th-13th 1901, and was approved by the U.S. patent office on Nov 5th,
1901. http://www.google.com/patents/US685957 and http://www.google.com/patents/US685958. Tesla's radiant energy and
wireless works culminated from his Colorado Experiments in 1899-1900. At the time McKinley's assassination, most transportation
was electric, in many cases using Nikola Tesla's patents for AC Induction Motors, Steam-Engine and Turbine Trains, Monorail and
AC Trolly's (including the electric ambulance that carried President McKinley to the hospital) were all running off of power generated
at Niagara Falls. President William McKinley's last public speech at Buffalo after visiting Niagara Falls. His Niagara Falls speech is
unavailable. Tesla's "Radiant Energy Receiver" was designed to be a method of wireless power reception, cohered with his
"Apparatus for the Transmission of Electrical Energy" to be located at Niagara Falls. Both the receiver and transmitter included their
associated working devices from lighting to motors to be used in his proposed system of non-radiative wireless transmission of
electricity and power, television signals and photography, audio and radio communications for which Tesla said could vary
depending on the effect desired.
Updated May 7, 2017, 8:18 PM
May 7, 2017, 8:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
#tesla #leaks This is the original and first compilation of "Tesla Leaks", first post compiled on July 4th 2014, the day of the beginning
of the oil price collapse and posted on Blogspot on November 5th 2014. They are the anniversary of dates of Nikola Tesla's
destruction of his Wardenclyffe Tower on Long Island, and the former the date approved for Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy". President Mckinley, along with his speech at Niagara Falls, was sure to be aware of the Tesla patents and
Wardenclyffe project. Prior to his assassination. --- Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy has 12 referring patents, 3
citations, referring to at least another 1000+ patents, which also have referring patents. The most recent patent citation to Tesla's
patent includes US8525097 Sept 3, 2013 Wi-Charge Ltd. Wireless laser system for power transmission utilizing a gain medium
between retro-reflectors. November 5th 2014 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
January 4th 2014 http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html April 16th 2012

https://youtube.com/user/NikolaTesla3327/
November 5th 2014 - "Welcome to Terrordome" (Solar deployment is 7 years ahead of forecast, cost of PV has been reduced 7-fold
since 2008, far quicker than expected)
PROJECT TESLA (BBC Documentary on "Project Tesla" has been removed) The Demonstration of Artificially Stimulated
Resonance of the Earth's Ionosphere Waveguide: a precursor for the wireless transmission of vast amounts of electrical power
using the Schumann Cavity. February 21, 1989 http://www.beyondweird.com/occult/prjtesla.html
May 2015 - Nature.com - Nikola Tesla "Master of electrons and photons"
June 2015 - Solar cell efficiency tables 2014-15 (Version 45)
June 2015 - "The Rise of Perovskite Solar Cells" 2015-2025
June 2015 - Eureka moments in Nanochemistry – 2015 Centenary Award
June 2015 - Organic Photovoltaic Devices quantum efficiency close to 100%
June 2015 - Beyond the Shockley-Queisser limit with Singlet Exciton Fission
July 5th 2015 - Progress in Photovoltaics: Research and Applications
July 5th 2015 - USA Today "Solar energy revolution: Past point of no return"
July 9th 2015 - NV Energy, Austin Energy Solar at 3-5c kW/h 1-2c kW/h by 2025
July 10th 2015 - Norway could be Europe's Green Battery
Radiant Energy Receiver
Last year, NIST, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, released their analysis of the emissivity and permittivity of all
tested materials. Novel NIST Laser System Mimics Sunlight to Test Solar Cell Efficiency, Tinker Toy, Claire Technique, X-Ray Laser
(HED) at European XFEL, X-ray spectroscopy at BESSY II, Print-Q 2.0, Cryogenic Solar Absolute Radiometer (CSAR),
Hyperspectral imaging platform (IMA), Confocal optical microscopy and using Maxwell Equations (IEEE), Solar Optics and
Modeling, Light Trapping & Angular Restriction, Nano-crystal Modeling, Morphology and Crystallinity paving the way to a theoretical
90% to 95%+ solar efficiency (Note: the missing Maxwell Equations, such as the missing monopoles, quadrupoles and di-electricity
agree with Nikola Tesla) More Tesla
What happened to Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy"? It was filed on Mar 21st, 1901, prior to the
assassination of President William McKinley on September 6th-13th 1901, and was approved by the U.S. patent office on Nov 5th,
1901. http://www.google.com/patents/US685957 and http://www.google.com/patents/US685958. Tesla's radiant energy and
wireless works culminated from his Colorado Experiments in 1899-1900. At the time McKinley's assassination, most transportation
was electric, in many cases using Nikola Tesla's patents for AC Induction Motors, Steam-Engine and Turbine Trains, Monorail and
AC Trolly's (including the electric ambulance that carried President McKinley to the hospital) were all running off of power generated
at Niagara Falls. President William McKinley's last public speech at Buffalo after visiting Niagara Falls. His Niagara Falls speech is
unavailable. Tesla's "Radiant Energy Receiver" was designed to be a method of wireless power reception, cohered with his
"Apparatus for the Transmission of Electrical Energy" to be located at Niagara Falls. Both the receiver and transmitter included their
associated working devices from lighting to motors to be used in his proposed system of non-radiative wireless transmission of
electricity and power, television signals and photography, audio and radio communications for which Tesla said could vary
depending on the effect desired...
May 7, 2017, 8:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in DIY Solar and Wind.
http://tvtechnology.com/news/0002/disney-researchers-use-ambient-rf-to-power-iot-networks/280991
#radiant #wireless #energy #disney Disney Research Wireless Systems group, created an “ultra-low-power system of sensors that
transmit data to a central receiver by reflecting the ambient radio waves from commercial broadcasting systems that already bathe
most office environments.” For the first time, we demonstrate the simultaneous use of 17 ambient signal sources to achieve node-toreader communication distances of 50 meters, with data rates up to 1 kbps,” the paper states. Simply put, Sample said, “Our idea is
to reuse all the radio signals that are around us as a medium for transmitting data, much like sending ripples across a pond.”
http://tvtechnology.com/news/0002/disney-researchers-use-ambient-rf-to-power-iot-networks/280991 https://s3-us-west1.amazonaws.com/disneyresearch/wp-content/uploads/20170428155410/Riding-the-Airways-Ultra-Wideband-Ambient-Backscattervia-Commercial-Broadcast-Systems-Paper.pdf -- 120+ methods in Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & Recycling
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.de/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html

May 7, 2017, 7:54 PM
Chris Edwards
Updated May 7, 2017, 7:26 PM
May 7, 2017, 7:26 PM
Chris Edwards
http://tvtechnology.com/news/0002/disney-researchers-use-ambient-rf-to-power-iot-networks/280991
#radiant #wireless #energy #disney Disney Research Wireless Systems group, created an “ultra-low-power system of sensors that
transmit data to a central receiver by reflecting the ambient radio waves from commercial broadcasting systems that already bathe
most office environments.” For the first time, we demonstrate the simultaneous use of 17 ambient signal sources to achieve node-toreader communication distances of 50 meters, with data rates up to 1 kbps,” the paper states. Simply put, Sample said, “Our idea is
to reuse all the radio signals that are around us as a medium for transmitting data, much like sending ripples across a pond.”
http://tvtechnology.com/news/0002/disney-researchers-use-ambient-rf-to-power-iot-networks/280991 https://s3-us-west1.amazonaws.com/disneyresearch/wp-content/uploads/20170428155410/Riding-the-Airways-Ultra-Wideband-Ambient-Backscattervia-Commercial-Broadcast-Systems-Paper.pdf -- 120+ methods in Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & Recycling
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.de/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html
Updated May 7, 2017, 5:19 PM
May 7, 2017, 5:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://tvtechnology.com/news/0002/disney-researchers-use-ambient-rf-to-power-iot-networks/280991
#radiant #wireless #energy #disney Disney Research Wireless Systems group, created an “ultra-low-power system of sensors that
transmit data to a central receiver by reflecting the ambient radio waves from commercial broadcasting systems that already bathe
most office environments.” For the first time, we demonstrate the simultaneous use of 17 ambient signal sources to achieve node-toreader communication distances of 50 meters, with data rates up to 1 kbps,” the paper states. Simply put, Sample said, “Our idea is
to reuse all the radio signals that are around us as a medium for transmitting data, much like sending ripples across a pond.”
http://tvtechnology.com/news/0002/disney-researchers-use-ambient-rf-to-power-iot-networks/280991 https://s3-us-west1.amazonaws.com/disneyresearch/wp-content/uploads/20170428155410/Riding-the-Airways-Ultra-Wideband-Ambient-Backscattervia-Commercial-Broadcast-Systems-Paper.pdf -- 120+ methods in Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & Recycling
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.de/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html
May 7, 2017, 5:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in original DONALD TRUMP CLOWN UNIVERSITY @ fakeDonaldTrump.
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQCLcB/s1600/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG
The "Russian Conspiracy" is referenced in Tesla's FBI File claims that experiments now under way at Hill AFB convinced them that
the Soviet's had primary access to Tesla's "entire collection". As opposed to John G Trump claiming that Tesla's work had "no
military significance" and therefore should not be held under national security. https://1.bp.blogspot.com/MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQCLcB/s1600/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG
May 7, 2017, 4:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in El Genio olvidado,en Homenaje al Gran Nikola Tesla.
May 7, 2017, 1:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of

Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the

witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's next step.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,

artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla - -Sverige /Svedska /Sweden.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:39 PM

Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA-Free Energy -Tartaria.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would

access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:35 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:35 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
May 6, 2017, 6:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA

The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
May 6, 2017, 11:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would

access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
May 6, 2017, 11:17 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA
The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment in 1899, where his Lab did not need
an external power supply: The energy provided to his "wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction,
artificial lightning. Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA -- This hard to find
pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado
Springs, but believed that it needed an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668 -- At the Wardenclyffe
Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the
witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as)
ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- November 5th 2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html -- #Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America
http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would
access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts) and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for
an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved
at the patent office) -- https://google.com/patents/US685957
Updated May 6, 2017, 11:17 PM
May 6, 2017, 11:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
May 6, 2017, 6:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.

https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
May 6, 2017, 5:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
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https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
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All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
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All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
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Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
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All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external

circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
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All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
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All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
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All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
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https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
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All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
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All "Machines" are A/C, "Perfect" Efficiency. The intensity of the poles being maintained constant, the action of the apparatus will be
perfect, and the same result will be secured as though the shifting were effected by means of a commutator with an infinite number
of bars. In reality, therefore, "all machines" are alternate current machines, the currents appearing as continuous only in the external
circuit during their transit from generator to motor. "All "Motors" are A/C (Alternating Currents). There is no such thing as "DC". A
"Commutator" or "Brush" in DC motors turns the A/C currents into DC. - Nikola Tesla -- https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-ofnikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
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http://midwestenergynews.com/digests/analyst-renewable-energy-in-u-s-has-gonemainstream/http://midwestenergynews.com/digests/analyst-renewable-energy-in-u-s-has-gone-mainstream/
#renewable #energy #mainstream #banning #transmission #lines #nuclear #power #safe #coal #plants #closing #solar #panel
#tarrifs Bloomberg New Energy Finance explains that renewable energy has gone “mainstream” compared to just three years ago -An alliance of industry groups, environmentalists and government agencies believe habitat restoration along electric transmission
line corridors could help decimated pollinator populations and cut maintenance costs. Southern Co. says it is receiving “A+” support
from the Trump administration and Congress regarding the completion of its nuclear reactors in Georgia and South Carolina. -- A
utility tells state regulators that it wants to close Nevada’s last utility-owned, coal-burning power plant 10 years ahead of schedule. -A petition calling for new tariffs on imported solar cells would double the cost of solar in the U.S. and threaten thousands of jobs,
says the founder of SunEdison. http://midwestenergynews.com/digests/analyst-renewable-energy-in-u-s-has-gonemainstream/http://midwestenergynews.com/digests/analyst-renewable-energy-in-u-s-has-gone-mainstream/
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#renewable #energy #mainstream #banning #transmission #lines #nuclear #power #safe #coal #plants #closing #solar #panel
#tarrifs Bloomberg New Energy Finance explains that renewable energy has gone “mainstream” compared to just three years ago -An alliance of industry groups, environmentalists and government agencies believe habitat restoration along electric transmission
line corridors could help decimated pollinator populations and cut maintenance costs. Southern Co. says it is receiving “A+” support
from the Trump administration and Congress regarding the completion of its nuclear reactors in Georgia and South Carolina. -- A
utility tells state regulators that it wants to close Nevada’s last utility-owned, coal-burning power plant 10 years ahead of schedule. -A petition calling for new tariffs on imported solar cells would double the cost of solar in the U.S. and threaten thousands of jobs,
says the founder of SunEdison. http://midwestenergynews.com/digests/analyst-renewable-energy-in-u-s-has-gonemainstream/http://midwestenergynews.com/digests/analyst-renewable-energy-in-u-s-has-gone-mainstream/
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Chris Edwards posted in The Idiocy Of Donald Trump's America.
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http://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/raul-labrador-town-hall-nobody-dies-access-to-healthcare-obamacare
GOP rep: ‘Nobody dies because they don’t have access to healthcare’ | TheHill http://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/raul-labradortown-hall-nobody-dies-access-to-healthcare-obamacare -- 1000's of children die each year from banning Primatene Mist asthma
inhalers, 1000's more from disease related to substitutes for Prednisone. 100's of thousands die each year from lack of Cannabis
cures for cancer and tumors. 10-20,000 die each year from banning Nikola Tesla's Radio-Frequency Surgery. 500,000 die from
Chemotherapy. 500,000 people get "Sepsis" from the hospital because they don't use Nikola Tesla's purifying machines that use UV
and Ozone to kill bacteria and virus's. Ben Carson invented methods for Labotame's, which kill 10-20,000 per year, instead of using
Cannabis cure's. So on and so forth. -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio
Frequency Surgery http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html
Updated May 6, 2017, 4:36 PM
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http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-pentagon-trumptower-idUSKBN1812B5

#nuclear #fooball #hoax #from #fake #news Pentagon to lease privately owned Trump Tower apartment for the "nuclear football"
codes hoax. The safest industry in the world, Nuclear power, has been banned for 30 years, but according to the fake news, Nuclear
bombs are real!! http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-pentagon-trumptower-idUSKBN1812B5 -- Nuke Hoax:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=nuke+hoax
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http://google.com/patents/CA2741523A1?cl=en
#anti #vaccine #hit #piece #ebola #patent Today the Washington Post publishes an anti-vaccine hit-piece. Vaccine makers create
mutated virus's in the lab; No one dies from the Measles or Mumps; nor the other diseases supposedly caused by these "virus's".
You have a higher chance of being eaten whole by a shark. If 300 million people traveled 10 miles round-trip to get each vaccine, 30
people will die in traffic accidents and 300 more will be injured. Virus's and Vaccine's are manufactured and patents owned; like
Ebola; by the U.S. Dept Health and Human Services -- Patent CA2741523A1 - Human ebola virus species and compositions
http://google.com/patents/CA2741523A1?cl=en https://washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/anti-vaccine-activists-spark-astates-worst-measles-outbreak-in-decades/2017/05/04/a1fac952-2f39-11e7-9dec-764dc781686f_story.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transportation_safety_in_the_United_States
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/
Tesla Leaks contacted the Smithsonian managing editor and the writer of this story in April 2016. They were introduced to the
enormous amount of inventions Nikola Tesla is responsible for. After they read Tesla Leaks, this is their follow-up story: "It’s a
slightly unsettling but apt metaphor for the brilliant Serbian inventor and futurist who arguably did more to shape and foretell the 20th
century; he helped usher in a whole new industrial age more than anyone, yet who remains a largely forgotten historical footnote. In
one golden decade beginning in 1893, he pioneered RADIO technology some two years ahead of Guglielmo Marconi, created the
world’s first X-RAY images, and conceived the idea of RADAR. While the late 19th-century world became enthralled with the
wondrous new age of hydroelectric dams, power lines, and electric lighting available at the flick of a switch, Tesla continued to
leapfrog ahead. He invented the BLADELESS TURBINES used in modern JET ENGINES and imagined a wireless future in which
INFORMATION, MUSIC, PICTURES, and limitless RENEWABLE ENERGY (Wardenclyffe Tower) could be beamed around the
globe instantly, free, and available for all." http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricitysmithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2017/05/04/the-latest-in-flints-water-crisis-pay-for-it-or-lose-your-home/
#flint #michigan #water #lead #hoax Lead Hoax Ctd: The "lead in the water" hoax was perpetrated on the public to distract from the
fact that in Flint, Michigan "routinely" forcloses on over 8,000 homes each billing period for their water use. Water, for example, from
Hoover Dam, sells at wholesale for 1 cent for 500 gallons. https://washingtonpost.com/news/energyenvironment/wp/2017/05/04/the-latest-in-flints-water-crisis-pay-for-it-or-lose-your-home/ -- These same perpetrators, have been
blocking Hydro Dams for water supplies, since the Pyramids in Egypt, later over "water rights" in the French Revolution. The electric
company in Detroit, turns off the power to over 80,000 homes each month.
http://freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2014/01/27/michigan-customers-behind-on-utility-bills-face-shutoff-even-in/77199830/ -Lead Hoax part 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4kMiRDfgeI -- Lead Hoax Part 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4a2JO0t5TQc https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/wp/2016/12/13/we-cant-have-a-situation-where-flint-is-alwaysnext-how-one-democrat-got-a-gop-congress-to-help-his-hometown/ -- Edwards' team shows dramatic drop in Flint lead levels
http://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/michigan/flint-water-crisis/2016/12/02/flint-water-study/94797850/ -- Solar energy from
discarded car batteries http://news.mit.edu/2015/solar-energy-discarded-car-batteries-1222 -- JP Morgan and other banks often fund
city sewers and water in cities like Detroit and St Louis, to later bankrupt the city. JPMorgan To Lose $842 Million In Toxic Ala.
Sewer Deal that led to the largest municipal bankruptcy in U.S. http://pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/jpmorgan-to-lose-842-billion-intoxic-ala-sewer-deal/
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#flint #michigan #water #lead #hoax Lead Hoax Ctd: The "lead in the water" hoax was perpetrated on the public to distract from the
fact that in Flint, Michigan "routinely" forcloses on over 8,000 homes each billing period for their water use. Water, for example, from
Hoover Dam, sells at wholesale for 1 cent for 500 gallons. https://washingtonpost.com/news/energyenvironment/wp/2017/05/04/the-latest-in-flints-water-crisis-pay-for-it-or-lose-your-home/ -- These same perpetrators, have been
blocking Hydro Dams for water supplies, since the Pyramids in Egypt, later over "water rights" in the French Revolution. The electric
company in Detroit, turns off the power to over 80,000 homes each month.
http://freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2014/01/27/michigan-customers-behind-on-utility-bills-face-shutoff-even-in/77199830/ -Lead Hoax part 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4kMiRDfgeI -- Lead Hoax Part 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4a2JO0t5TQc https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/wp/2016/12/13/we-cant-have-a-situation-where-flint-is-alwaysnext-how-one-democrat-got-a-gop-congress-to-help-his-hometown/ -- Edwards' team shows dramatic drop in Flint lead levels
http://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/michigan/flint-water-crisis/2016/12/02/flint-water-study/94797850/ -- Solar energy from
discarded car batteries http://news.mit.edu/2015/solar-energy-discarded-car-batteries-1222 -- JP Morgan and other banks often fund
city sewers and water in cities like Detroit and St Louis, to later bankrupt the city. JPMorgan To Lose $842 Million In Toxic Ala.
Sewer Deal that led to the largest municipal bankruptcy in U.S. http://pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/jpmorgan-to-lose-842-billion-intoxic-ala-sewer-deal/
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/
Tesla Leaks contacted the Smithsonian managing editor and the writer of this story in April 2016. They were introduced to the
enormous amount of inventions Nikola Tesla is responsible for. After they read Tesla Leaks, this is their follow-up story: "It’s a
slightly unsettling but apt metaphor for the brilliant Serbian inventor and futurist who arguably did more to shape and foretell the 20th
century; he helped usher in a whole new industrial age more than anyone, yet who remains a largely forgotten historical footnote. In
one golden decade beginning in 1893, he pioneered RADIO technology some two years ahead of Guglielmo Marconi, created the
world’s first X-RAY images, and conceived the idea of RADAR. While the late 19th-century world became enthralled with the
wondrous new age of hydroelectric dams, power lines, and electric lighting available at the flick of a switch, Tesla continued to
leapfrog ahead. He invented the BLADELESS TURBINES used in modern JET ENGINES and imagined a wireless future in which
INFORMATION, MUSIC, PICTURES, and limitless RENEWABLE ENERGY (Wardenclyffe Tower) could be beamed around the
globe instantly, free, and available for all." http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricitysmithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
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Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/
Tesla Leaks contacted the Smithsonian managing editor and the writer of this story in April 2016. They were introduced to the
enormous amount of inventions Nikola Tesla is responsible for. After they read Tesla Leaks, this is their follow-up story: "It’s a
slightly unsettling but apt metaphor for the brilliant Serbian inventor and futurist who arguably did more to shape and foretell the 20th
century; he helped usher in a whole new industrial age more than anyone, yet who remains a largely forgotten historical footnote. In
one golden decade beginning in 1893, he pioneered RADIO technology some two years ahead of Guglielmo Marconi, created the
world’s first X-RAY images, and conceived the idea of RADAR. While the late 19th-century world became enthralled with the
wondrous new age of hydroelectric dams, power lines, and electric lighting available at the flick of a switch, Tesla continued to
leapfrog ahead. He invented the BLADELESS TURBINES used in modern JET ENGINES and imagined a wireless future in which
INFORMATION, MUSIC, PICTURES, and limitless RENEWABLE ENERGY (Wardenclyffe Tower) could be beamed around the
globe instantly, free, and available for all." http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricitysmithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
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https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3
TeslaLeaks.com - Not WikiLeaks, it's Nikola Tesla Leaks. Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions and property; inventions,
principles, improvements and vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators Transformers Motors for
Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF
Recycling, Monopolar Dynamo's, Impulse Direct Current (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics,
Teleautomata, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems (Loops & Nodes),
Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity,
Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise, Submarine
Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation,
Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC
Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting,
Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries,
Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid
Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyromagnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine,
Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric
Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer,
Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion
Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN),
ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball
Lightning, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Cosmic
Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal
Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic & Gravitic
Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for the above... ELECTRICAL FURNACE, HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION
FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS, SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS, FACSIMILE, BROADCASTING
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massachusetts_health_care_reform
#romneycare #obamacare #fake #news Obamacare is Romneycare. Romneycare promotes untested bio-warfare vaccine's as
"health care", promotes the use of Chemotherapy for Death as a cure, bans Cannabis cures, bans the most effective asthma
medicine, Primatene Mist Inhalers, to save the "ozone layer" (hoax), bans the most effective anti-inflammatory medicine, Prednisone
and even bans the 120 year old patents of Nikola Tesla's for wireless Radio-Frequency surgery. And if you use Cannabis Oil as a
cancer cure, your Romneycare will be cancelled and they will keep all your money you paid into the system.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massachusetts_health_care_reform
May 4, 2017, 1:08 PM
Chris Edwards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massachusetts_health_care_reform
#romneycare #obamacare #fake #news Obamacare is Romneycare. Romneycare promotes untested bio-warfare vaccine's as
"health care", promotes the use of Chemotherapy for Death as a cure, bans Cannabis cures, bans the most effective asthma
medicine, Primatene Mist Inhalers, to save the "ozone layer" (hoax), bans the most effective anti-inflammatory medicine, Prednisone
and even bans the 120 year old patents of Nikola Tesla's for wireless Radio-Frequency surgery. And if you use Cannabis Oil as a
cancer cure, your Romneycare will be cancelled and they will keep all your money you paid into the system.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massachusetts_health_care_reform
Updated May 4, 2017, 1:05 PM
May 4, 2017, 1:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/
Tesla Leaks contacted the Smithsonian managing editor and the writer of this story in April 2016. They were introduced to the
enormous amount of inventions Nikola Tesla is responsible for. After they read Tesla Leaks, this is their follow-up story: "It’s a
slightly unsettling but apt metaphor for the brilliant Serbian inventor and futurist who arguably did more to shape and foretell the 20th

century; he helped usher in a whole new industrial age more than anyone, yet who remains a largely forgotten historical footnote. In
one golden decade beginning in 1893, he pioneered RADIO technology some two years ahead of Guglielmo Marconi, created the
world’s first X-RAY images, and conceived the idea of RADAR. While the late 19th-century world became enthralled with the
wondrous new age of hydroelectric dams, power lines, and electric lighting available at the flick of a switch, Tesla continued to
leapfrog ahead. He invented the BLADELESS TURBINES used in modern JET ENGINES and imagined a wireless future in which
INFORMATION, MUSIC, PICTURES, and limitless RENEWABLE ENERGY (Wardenclyffe Tower) could be beamed around the
globe instantly, free, and available for all." http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricitysmithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
May 4, 2017, 12:47 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/
Tesla Leaks contacted the Smithsonian managing editor and the writer of this story in April 2016. They were introduced to the
enormous amount of inventions Nikola Tesla is responsible for. After they read Tesla Leaks, this is their follow-up story: "It’s a
slightly unsettling but apt metaphor for the brilliant Serbian inventor and futurist who arguably did more to shape and foretell the 20th
century; he helped usher in a whole new industrial age more than anyone, yet who remains a largely forgotten historical footnote. In
one golden decade beginning in 1893, he pioneered RADIO technology some two years ahead of Guglielmo Marconi, created the
world’s first X-RAY images, and conceived the idea of RADAR. While the late 19th-century world became enthralled with the
wondrous new age of hydroelectric dams, power lines, and electric lighting available at the flick of a switch, Tesla continued to
leapfrog ahead. He invented the BLADELESS TURBINES used in modern JET ENGINES and imagined a wireless future in which
INFORMATION, MUSIC, PICTURES, and limitless RENEWABLE ENERGY (Wardenclyffe Tower) could be beamed around the
globe instantly, free, and available for all." http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricitysmithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
May 4, 2017, 12:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/
Tesla Leaks contacted the Smithsonian managing editor and the writer of this story in April 2016. They were introduced to the
enormous amount of inventions Nikola Tesla is responsible for. After they read Tesla Leaks, this is their follow-up story: "It’s a
slightly unsettling but apt metaphor for the brilliant Serbian inventor and futurist who arguably did more to shape and foretell the 20th
century; he helped usher in a whole new industrial age more than anyone, yet who remains a largely forgotten historical footnote. In
one golden decade beginning in 1893, he pioneered RADIO technology some two years ahead of Guglielmo Marconi, created the
world’s first X-RAY images, and conceived the idea of RADAR. While the late 19th-century world became enthralled with the
wondrous new age of hydroelectric dams, power lines, and electric lighting available at the flick of a switch, Tesla continued to
leapfrog ahead. He invented the BLADELESS TURBINES used in modern JET ENGINES and imagined a wireless future in which
INFORMATION, MUSIC, PICTURES, and limitless RENEWABLE ENERGY (Wardenclyffe Tower) could be beamed around the
globe instantly, free, and available for all." http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricitysmithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
May 4, 2017, 12:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/
Tesla Leaks contacted the Smithsonian managing editor and the writer of this story in April 2016. They were introduced to the
enormous amount of inventions Nikola Tesla is responsible for. After they read Tesla Leaks, this is their follow-up story: "It’s a
slightly unsettling but apt metaphor for the brilliant Serbian inventor and futurist who arguably did more to shape and foretell the 20th
century; he helped usher in a whole new industrial age more than anyone, yet who remains a largely forgotten historical footnote. In
one golden decade beginning in 1893, he pioneered RADIO technology some two years ahead of Guglielmo Marconi, created the
world’s first X-RAY images, and conceived the idea of RADAR. While the late 19th-century world became enthralled with the
wondrous new age of hydroelectric dams, power lines, and electric lighting available at the flick of a switch, Tesla continued to
leapfrog ahead. He invented the BLADELESS TURBINES used in modern JET ENGINES and imagined a wireless future in which
INFORMATION, MUSIC, PICTURES, and limitless RENEWABLE ENERGY (Wardenclyffe Tower) could be beamed around the
globe instantly, free, and available for all." http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricitysmithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
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Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
May 4, 2017, 12:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/
Tesla Leaks contacted the Smithsonian managing editor and the writer of this story in April 2016. They were introduced to the
enormous amount of inventions Nikola Tesla is responsible for. After they read Tesla Leaks, this is their follow-up story: "It’s a
slightly unsettling but apt metaphor for the brilliant Serbian inventor and futurist who arguably did more to shape and foretell the 20th
century; he helped usher in a whole new industrial age more than anyone, yet who remains a largely forgotten historical footnote. In
one golden decade beginning in 1893, he pioneered RADIO technology some two years ahead of Guglielmo Marconi, created the
world’s first X-RAY images, and conceived the idea of RADAR. While the late 19th-century world became enthralled with the
wondrous new age of hydroelectric dams, power lines, and electric lighting available at the flick of a switch, Tesla continued to
leapfrog ahead. He invented the BLADELESS TURBINES used in modern JET ENGINES and imagined a wireless future in which
INFORMATION, MUSIC, PICTURES, and limitless RENEWABLE ENERGY (Wardenclyffe Tower) could be beamed around the
globe instantly, free, and available for all." http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricitysmithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
May 4, 2017, 12:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/
Tesla Leaks contacted the Smithsonian managing editor and the writer of this story in April 2016. They were introduced to the
enormous amount of inventions Nikola Tesla is responsible for. After they read Tesla Leaks, this is their follow-up story: "It’s a
slightly unsettling but apt metaphor for the brilliant Serbian inventor and futurist who arguably did more to shape and foretell the 20th
century; he helped usher in a whole new industrial age more than anyone, yet who remains a largely forgotten historical footnote. In
one golden decade beginning in 1893, he pioneered RADIO technology some two years ahead of Guglielmo Marconi, created the
world’s first X-RAY images, and conceived the idea of RADAR. While the late 19th-century world became enthralled with the
wondrous new age of hydroelectric dams, power lines, and electric lighting available at the flick of a switch, Tesla continued to
leapfrog ahead. He invented the BLADELESS TURBINES used in modern JET ENGINES and imagined a wireless future in which
INFORMATION, MUSIC, PICTURES, and limitless RENEWABLE ENERGY (Wardenclyffe Tower) could be beamed around the
globe instantly, free, and available for all." http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricitysmithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
May 4, 2017, 12:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solarled Global Group ☀☀☀.
http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/
Tesla Leaks contacted the Smithsonian managing editor and the writer of this story in April 2016. They were introduced to the
enormous amount of inventions Nikola Tesla is responsible for. After they read Tesla Leaks, this is their follow-up story: "It’s a
slightly unsettling but apt metaphor for the brilliant Serbian inventor and futurist who arguably did more to shape and foretell the 20th
century; he helped usher in a whole new industrial age more than anyone, yet who remains a largely forgotten historical footnote. In
one golden decade beginning in 1893, he pioneered RADIO technology some two years ahead of Guglielmo Marconi, created the
world’s first X-RAY images, and conceived the idea of RADAR. While the late 19th-century world became enthralled with the
wondrous new age of hydroelectric dams, power lines, and electric lighting available at the flick of a switch, Tesla continued to
leapfrog ahead. He invented the BLADELESS TURBINES used in modern JET ENGINES and imagined a wireless future in which
INFORMATION, MUSIC, PICTURES, and limitless RENEWABLE ENERGY (Wardenclyffe Tower) could be beamed around the
globe instantly, free, and available for all." http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricitysmithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
May 4, 2017, 12:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/
Tesla Leaks contacted the Smithsonian managing editor and the writer of this story in April 2016. They were introduced to the
enormous amount of inventions Nikola Tesla is responsible for. After they read Tesla Leaks, this is their follow-up story: "It’s a

slightly unsettling but apt metaphor for the brilliant Serbian inventor and futurist who arguably did more to shape and foretell the 20th
century; he helped usher in a whole new industrial age more than anyone, yet who remains a largely forgotten historical footnote. In
one golden decade beginning in 1893, he pioneered radio technology some two years ahead of Guglielmo Marconi, created the
world’s first x-ray images, and conceived the idea of RADAR. While the late 19th-century world became enthralled with the
wondrous new age of hydroelectric dams, power lines, and electric lighting available at the flick of a switch, Tesla continued to
leapfrog ahead. He invented the BLADELESS TURBINES used in modern JET ENGINES and imagined a wireless future in which
INFORMATION, MUSIC, PICTURES, and limitless RENEWABLE ENERGY (Wardenclyffe Tower) could be beamed around the
globe instantly, free, and available for all." http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricitysmithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
May 4, 2017, 12:42 PM
Chris Edwards
http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/
Tesla Leaks contacted the Smithsonian managing editor and the writer of this story in April 2016. They were introduced to the
enormous amount of inventions Nikola Tesla is responsible for. After they read Tesla Leaks, this is their follow-up story: "It’s a
slightly unsettling but apt metaphor for the brilliant Serbian inventor and futurist who arguably did more to shape and foretell the 20th
century; he helped usher in a whole new industrial age more than anyone, yet who remains a largely forgotten historical footnote. In
one golden decade beginning in 1893, he pioneered RADIO technology some two years ahead of Guglielmo Marconi, created the
world’s first X-RAY images, and conceived the idea of RADAR. While the late 19th-century world became enthralled with the
wondrous new age of hydroelectric dams, power lines, and electric lighting available at the flick of a switch, Tesla continued to
leapfrog ahead. He invented the BLADELESS TURBINES used in modern JET ENGINES and imagined a wireless future in which
INFORMATION, MUSIC, PICTURES, and limitless RENEWABLE ENERGY (Wardenclyffe Tower) could be beamed around the
globe instantly, free, and available for all." http://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricitysmithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
Updated May 4, 2017, 12:41 PM
May 4, 2017, 12:41 PM
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https://usatoday.com/story/tech/nation-now/2017/05/04/stephen-hawking-test-his-theory-humans-must-leave-earth-lets-hope-heswrong/310545001/
#fake #news #nuke #space #hoax #stephen #hawking Dear Stephen Hawking: "There is no other planet", your computerized master
is lying to you. Nuke's are a hoax. Climate change will not destroy the planet. Renewable energy has been around for thousands of
years. However, bio-warfare is real. https://usatoday.com/story/tech/nation-now/2017/05/04/stephen-hawking-test-his-theoryhumans-must-leave-earth-lets-hope-hes-wrong/310545001/ -- Physicist Stephen Hawking - Real Person Or Prop Of The Illuminati
To Program The Masses? https://youtube.com/watch?v=T2kmwGr6ppg
Updated May 4, 2017, 12:21 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://usatoday.com/story/tech/nation-now/2017/05/04/stephen-hawking-test-his-theory-humans-must-leave-earth-lets-hope-heswrong/310545001/
#fake #news #nuke #space #hoax #stephen #hawking Dear Stephen Hawking: "There is no other planet", your computerized master
is lying to you. Nuke's are a hoax. Climate change will not destroy the planet. Renewable energy has been around for thousands of
years. However, bio-warfare is real. https://usatoday.com/story/tech/nation-now/2017/05/04/stephen-hawking-test-his-theoryhumans-must-leave-earth-lets-hope-hes-wrong/310545001/ -- Physicist Stephen Hawking - Real Person Or Prop Of The Illuminati
To Program The Masses? https://youtube.com/watch?v=T2kmwGr6ppg
May 4, 2017, 12:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Hemp Sisters Business Networking.
http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm
#morman #church #started #marijuana #prohibition August of 1915 the Church, meeting again in synod in Salt Lake City decreed
the use of marijuana contrary to the Mormon religion and then -- and this is how things were in Utah in those days -- in October of
1915, the state legislature met and enacted every religious prohibition as a criminal law and we had the first criminal law in this
country's history against the use of marijuana. All other US states followed. http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm -https://books.google.com/books?id=OF9LJas-MJAC&pg=PT38&lpg=PT38&dq=harry+anslinger+mormon #dayofprayer
May 3, 2017, 3:05 PM
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Updated May 3, 2017, 3:25 PM
May 3, 2017, 3:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis.
http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm
August of 1915 the Church, meeting again in synod in Salt Lake City decreed the use of marijuana contrary to the Mormon religion
and then -- and this is how things were in Utah in those days -- in October of 1915, the state legislature met and enacted every
religious prohibition as a criminal law and we had the first criminal law in this country's history against the use of marijuana. All other
US states followed. http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm -- https://books.google.com/books?id=OF9LJasMJAC&pg=PT38&lpg=PT38&dq=harry+anslinger+mormon
May 3, 2017, 3:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis in Canada.
http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm
#morman #church #started #marijuana #prohibition August of 1915 the Church, meeting again in synod in Salt Lake City decreed
the use of marijuana contrary to the Mormon religion and then -- and this is how things were in Utah in those days -- in October of
1915, the state legislature met and enacted every religious prohibition as a criminal law and we had the first criminal law in this
country's history against the use of marijuana. All other US states followed. http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm -https://books.google.com/books?id=OF9LJas-MJAC&pg=PT38&lpg=PT38&dq=harry+anslinger+mormon
May 3, 2017, 3:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis UNITED.
http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm
#morman #church #started #marijuana #prohibition August of 1915 the Church, meeting again in synod in Salt Lake City decreed
the use of marijuana contrary to the Mormon religion and then -- and this is how things were in Utah in those days -- in October of
1915, the state legislature met and enacted every religious prohibition as a criminal law and we had the first criminal law in this
country's history against the use of marijuana. All other US states followed. http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm -https://books.google.com/books?id=OF9LJas-MJAC&pg=PT38&lpg=PT38&dq=harry+anslinger+mormon
May 3, 2017, 3:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis Nation.
http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm
#morman #church #started #marijuana #prohibition August of 1915 the Church, meeting again in synod in Salt Lake City decreed
the use of marijuana contrary to the Mormon religion and then -- and this is how things were in Utah in those days -- in October of
1915, the state legislature met and enacted every religious prohibition as a criminal law and we had the first criminal law in this
country's history against the use of marijuana. All other US states followed. http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm -https://books.google.com/books?id=OF9LJas-MJAC&pg=PT38&lpg=PT38&dq=harry+anslinger+mormon #dayofprayer
May 3, 2017, 3:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis Oil Success Stories.
http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm
#mormans #started #marijuana #prohibition August of 1915 the Church, meeting again in synod in Salt Lake City decreed the use of
marijuana contrary to the Mormon religion and then -- and this is how things were in Utah in those days -- in October of 1915, the
state legislature met and enacted every religious prohibition as a criminal law and we had the first criminal law in this country's
history against the use of marijuana. All other US states followed. http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm -https://books.google.com/books?id=OF9LJas-MJAC&pg=PT38&lpg=PT38&dq=harry+anslinger+mormon
May 2, 2017, 5:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in الطاقهالمتجددهRenewable Energy.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+ patents for his system of A/C power generation,
distribution and motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for Niagara
Falls. Edison did not steal Tesla's inventions relating to the 40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and
Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission. However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General Electric (GE) and
Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-powerproject-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent
sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More: http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla

Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM -- Delivered before the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, May 1888. A New System of Alternate Current Motors and Transformers by Nikola Tesla
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
May 1, 2017, 11:59 PM
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http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/environment/pollution/air-pollution-in-india-reducing-solar-power-yield-by-17-25study/articleshow/58378057.cms
"Smog" http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/environment/pollution/air-pollution-in-india-reducing-solar-power-yield-by-17-25study/articleshow/58378057.cms and "Jet Contrails" (chem-trail ion-craft) can reduce solar radiance by over 50% if not higher
https://google.com/#q=ivanpah+jet+contrails
Updated May 2, 2017, 10:24 PM
May 2, 2017, 10:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Chemtrails Global Skywatch.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Video evidence from 1968 and actual experiments on video is always good: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
May 2, 2017, 10:06 PM
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https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/02/tesla-will-disrupt-not-just-automotive-industry-transportation-general/
#fake #news Morgan Stanley's, Adam Jonas, gives credit to Thomas Edison for failing in the AC vs DC war, and fails to mention that
Nikola Tesla won the current war. Then, Cleantechnica fails to correct them. https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/02/tesla-will-disruptnot-just-automotive-industry-transportation-general/ -- "After all, market disruption isn’t exactly a new thing. “We saw it with
Cornelius Vanderbilt and the railroads,” says Jonas. “We saw it with Thomas Edison and the electric utility grid. There were times
when people thought men like these were crazy."
Updated May 2, 2017, 9:55 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines (Solar Power Philippines).
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+ patents for his system of A/C power generation,
distribution and motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for Niagara
Falls. Edison did not steal Tesla's inventions relating to the 40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and
Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission. However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General Electric (GE) and
Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-powerproject-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent
sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More: http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla
Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM -- Delivered before the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, May 1888. A New System of Alternate Current Motors and Transformers by Nikola Tesla
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
May 1, 2017, 11:59 PM
Chris Edwards
http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm
#mormans #started #marijuana #prohibition August of 1915 the Church, meeting again in synod in Salt Lake City decreed the use of
marijuana contrary to the Mormon religion and then -- and this is how things were in Utah in those days -- in October of 1915, the
state legislature met and enacted every religious prohibition as a criminal law and we had the first criminal law in this country's
history against the use of marijuana. All other US states followed. http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/history/whiteb1.htm -https://books.google.com/books?id=OF9LJas-MJAC&pg=PT38&lpg=PT38&dq=harry+anslinger+mormon
Updated May 2, 2017, 5:39 PM
May 2, 2017, 5:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in EVERYTHING Bill Maher and John Oliver: New Rules And Now This.
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https://wilderness.org/press-release/letter-president-450-organizations-oppose-any-efforts-remove-or-decrease-protections-anynational

These 450 organizations and their co-conspirators are responsible for blocking all Renewable Energy for over 129 years beginning
with the protests to block the construction of Niagara Falls in 1888. In letter to president, 450 organizations oppose any efforts to
remove or decrease protections for any national monuments (embargoed until May 2 6 am, ET) | Wilderness.org
https://wilderness.org/press-release/letter-president-450-organizations-oppose-any-efforts-remove-or-decrease-protections-anynational -- Sierra Club drops lawsuit, clearing way for dam removal (Sierra Club is proud to have demolished over 100 powered and
non-powered dams over the last decades) http://thenews-messenger.com/story/news/local/2017/05/02/sierra-club-drops-lawsuitclearing-way-dam-removal/101192348/ -- Renewable Energy in the "back country" could be halted by the Sierra Club
http://sandiegouniontribune.com/news/environment/sd-me-sierra-club-lawsuit-20170428-story.html
Updated May 2, 2017, 3:04 PM
May 2, 2017, 3:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Hemp Sisters Business Networking.
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/duterte-philippines-drug-war_us_580e1420e4b02444efa429fe
"Most were marijuana users." However, according to the Philippines Dangerous Drugs Board, the government drug policy-making
body, 1.8 million Filipinos used illegal drugs (mostly marijuana) http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/duterte-philippines-drugwar_us_580e1420e4b02444efa429fe
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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1328635853840639&set=a.919078744796354.1073741826.100000827107887&type=3
Updated May 2, 2017, 1:11 AM
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https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Talk:Henry_Kissinger
Who controls the food supply controls the people; who controls the energy can control whole continents; who controls (fake) money
(from the 1913 Federal Reserve Act) can control the world. https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Talk:Henry_Kissinger
Updated May 2, 2017, 12:59 AM
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#tesla #first #hundred #years #days #trump Tesla's Timeline Chronograph: Tesla's Early Years 1856, 9-10 July, Nikola Tesla is born
(at lightning stroke of midnight) 1856-62, Tesla lives in Smiljan, Lika, western military district (Krajina), Austro-Hungarian Empire.
1861, death of his older and only brother Dane, 12. 1862, family moves to closest town, Gospic. 1862-66, Tesla attends elementary
or 'normal' school in Gospic. 1866-70, Tesla attends Real Gymnasium in Gospic. 1870-73, lives at Rakovac 6 above his aunt & Col.
"old war-horse". 1873, Tesla graduates Gimnazija Karlovac, Rakovac, Croatia.
1874, recovers from Cholera, escapes life as priest, first occurrence of his visions.
1875, father sends him into hills to hide from army.
1875, accepted at k.k. (kaiserlich konigliche) Technischen Hochschule in Graz, Austria.
1875-78, attends "Joanneum" polytechnic (now Technische Universitat Graz (TUG)), Rechbauerstrasse 12.
1875, Sept, takes a room at Attemsgasse 8.**
1876, boards at Neugasse 10 (now Hans-Sachs-Gasse 10).
1877, boards at Attemsgasse 11 and Jahngasse 5.
1878, boards at Heinrichstrasse 11 (unbek.).
1878, spring, drops out of hochschule before 3rd year exams.
1878-79, lands first job, assistant engineer, Maribor, Slovenia.
1878, Sept-Nov, rooms on Tegetthofstrasse (Partisans Road since 1945), Maribor.**
1879, 24 March, police escort the "vagrant" Tesla from Maribor home to Gospic.**
1879, death of his father, Milutin.
1880, summer, audits classes at the Karl-Ferdinand University of Prague.
1880-81, rooms at Ve smeckach 13, Prague.**
1880-81, plays pool, spotting foes 48 of 100 points, at Narodni Kavarna (People's Cafe) on Vodickova St.**
1881, January, arrives in Budapest too early for job with Puskas brothers.
1881, Budapest Austrian Telegraph Office, engineer
1881, Budapest Central Post Office, draftsman

1881, American Telephone Company, repairman
1881, Budapest power company, electrical engineer
1881, Budapest Central Telephone Exchange, designer
1881, Tesla's first mental breakdown
1881, AC epiphany on walk with Antal Szigety in Budapest's Varosliget city park.
1882, April, Tivadar Puskas hires Tesla at Continental Edison Co., Paris.
1882, Charles Batchelor oversees Tesla at Edison lightbulb factory, Irvy-sur-Seine.
1882, May, Belgrade newspapers report Tesla's visit.
1883, works on DC generators for Electricit? de Strasbourg, Alsace.
Note: ** Dan Mrkich, "Nikola Tesla: The European Years, 1856-1884."
Tesla Comes To the United States Of America
1884, spring, Tesla lands in New York City, NY, with 4 cents in his pocket.
1884, Thomas Edison hires Tesla to fix designs of DC dynamos.
1885, quits Edison's Etna Iron Works, 104 Goerck St.
1885, founds the Tesla Electric Light & Manufacturing Co, Rahway, NJ.
1886-87, winter, digs ditches for $2.00 per day.
1887, April, Peck and Brown fund the Tesla Electric Co.
1887, 30 April, Tesla files his first patent.
1887, 10 May, old friend Antal Szigeti lands in NY.
1887-88, Invents the AC induction motor, 89 Liberty St, NY.
1888, 15 May, speech to American Institute of Electrical Engineers (AIEE).
1888, 7 July, sells AC patents for $25,000 to Westinghouse; receives 150 shares in Westinghouse, plus $2.50/horsepower.
1888-89, trains Westinghouse engineers in Pittsburgh, PA.
1889, Nikola Tesla becomes US citizen.
1889, opens his own lab on Grand Street.
1890, Aug 6, Prof. H. Brown "Westinghouses" ax-murderer Wm Kemmler at Auburn State Prison, NY.
1890, Nov, lights vacuum tube, wirelessly, with high-frequency coil.
1891, invents the Tesla coil.
1891, first Westinghouse-Tesla engine installed at a Colorado mine.
1891, 20 May, speaks to AIEE at Columbia U.
1892, London lecture to Royal Institution of Electrical Engineers.
1892, Feb, mother Djouka (Mandic) dies.
1893, AC plant powers Chicago's Columbia Exposition.
1893, 1 May, President Grover Cleveland pushes button to light 100,000 lamps in Chicago's "City of Light".
1893, 24 Feb, lectures to the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia.
1893, 1 March, wireless remote-control boat in St. Louis.
1894, Tesla's AC powers Telluride and Cripple Creek, CO.
1895, 13 March, suspicious fire burns lab, 35 S 5th Ave (now ~539 West Broadway).
1895, 20 May, lands in Pulitzer's World after girl, 16, leaps from pie at JL Breese's studio, 5 W 16th St.
1895, July, only recorded earthquake in Manhatten, at lab, 46 E Houston Street, NY City, NY. Tesla smashes his "Earthquake
Machine" - the mechanical oscillator to pieces.
1895 Century editor R.U. Johnson runs Tesla article by T.C. Martin and "Pudd'nhead Wilson" by Mark Twain.
1896, 19 July, tours Niagara Power House with George Westinghouse.
1896, 16 Nov, transmits electricity 26 miles from Niagara Falls to Buffalo, NY, first 3-phase AC power plant.
1897, April 6, lectures NY Academy of Sciences, 2 E 63rd St.
1898, first efficient-magnifier Tesla coil.
1898, high-tension conductor produces pressures of 100 million volts.
1898, Madison Square Garden demos teleautomat boat with 'borrowed mind" remote control.
1899, Lights 200 bulbs wirelessly 26 miles from Pike's Peak with the prototype Magnifying Transmitter.
1899-1900, discovers terrestrial stationary waves, Colorado Springs.
1900, 100-foot discharge 'flashed a current around the globe'.
1900, J.P. Morgan buys 51% of Tesla's tele patents for $150,000.

1901, builds Magnifying Transmitter at Wardenclyffe (Shoreham, Long Island). The beginning of Tesla's New World of Tomorrow.
1901, 12 Dec, Marconi beams a...Morse-code "S'' across the Atlantic.
1903, 15 July, NY Sun reports on Wardenclyffe's "blinding streaks of electricity."
1905, opens office at 165 Broadway (Now 1 Liberty Plaza).
1906, builds speedometers for Waltham Watch Co.
1907, 3 May, NY World reports Tesla's "magnifying transmitter" hits 25 Million horsepower.
1908, "Hugo Award" Gernsback meets Tesla, writes robot story "Ralph 124C 41+."
1909, G. Marconi, C. Maxwell & H. Hertz share Physics Nobel for radio.
1911, Patents turbine and pump based on Bladeless Disk design.
1912, creditors reposes equipment from Wardenclyffe.
1914, opens office in tallest skyscraper: Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway.
1915, 6 Oct, NYT falsely reports Edison and Tesla to share Nobel.
1915, Waldorf-Astoria's manager George Boldt demands back rent of $19,000.
1915, surrenders Wardenclyffe deed to George Boldt for back rent monies due.
1915, Tesla declares bankruptcy.
1917, 16 May, wins AIEE's Edison medal, flees to feed pigeons.
1917, 4 July, Navy uses explosives to demolish the tower at Wardenclyffe.
1918, Chicago turbine project with W.W. Wilhelm.
1922, his beloved pigeon dies at Hotel St. Regis, 2 E 55th St (5th Ave) #1607.
1924, 25 May, Hotel St. Regis sues Tesla for $3,299 in back rent.
1924, Sheriff's deputy serves debt liens on office, 8 W 40th St 20th floor.
1931, 20 July, "Tesla at 75" on cover of Time magazine.
1931, 18 Oct, Edison dies at 84.
1934, Scientific American pictures Tesla with "Colossus" a 2MV Van de Graaf generator Tesla Coil, now at Boston's Museum of
Science.
1934, 11 July, NYT A1: "Tesla, at 78, Bares New 'Death Beam.'"
1935, Feb Tesla's pro-eugenics Liberty article edited by friend G. S. Viereck, a Nazi.
1937, Nikola Tesla is hit by cab in Manhattan, but refuses care.
1937, honorary doctorate from Tesla's former hochschule in Graz.
1938, experiments under 59th Street Bridge near 2nd Ave, NY.
1939, (Soviet) Amtorg Trading Corp pays Tesla $25,000.
1942, Governor Clinton Hotel, NY, "multi decade resistance box."
1942, July 8, birthday meeting with exiled King Peter II Karadjordjevic of Serbia.
1943, Jan, tries to send cash via messenger-boy Kerrigan to "Mr. Samuel Clemens." (Mark Twain) insisting the Twain was still alive.
1943, 5 Jan, admits last maid service, asks for no futher disturbances.
1943, 7 Jan, dies at 86 in New Yorker Hotel, #3327.
Posthumous
1943, 8 Jan, maid enters room and finds Tesla dead.
1943, 8 Jan, FBI seizes 80-trunk archive of Tesla's papers.
1943, 8 Jan, Tesla's nephew Sava Kosanovic finds Tesla's room emptied.
1943, body sent to Campbell's Funeral Parlors (Madison Ave & 81St).
1943, cremated at Ferncliff Cemetery, Ardsley, NY.
1943, 12 Jan, memorial at Cathedral of St. John the Divine, NYC.
1943, 13 Jan, service by Serbian Orthodox Cathedral of St. Sava, 20 W 26th St.
1943, 21 June, U.S. Supreme Court reverses itself, favors Tesla radio patents over Marconi.
1943, John J. O'Neill publishes "Prodigal Genius."
1944, Bela Lugosi plays Romanian scientist/vampire "Armand Tesla" in "Return of the Vampire."
1944-46, "Project Nick" Brig. Gen. L.C. Craigie at USAFB Patterson attempts "Peace Ray."
1952, Tesla estate including shirts, suits, shoes & papers are sent to Belgrade.
1955, Tesla Museum opens in Belgrade, 51 Proleterskih brigada.
1956, 100th anniversary, memorial erected in Smiljan by Grgo Antuna.
1958, Tesla's cremated remains sent to Belgrade.

1960, 'Tesla' declared unit of magnetic induction by Intl. Cmsn. for Electrical Engineering, T = Wb/m2.
19??, NYC declares 40th St & 6th Ave "Nikola Tesla Corner."
1976, Tesla statue dedicated on Goat Island, Niagara Falls.
1976, Rev. Sun Myung Moon buys New Yorker Hotel for $5M as Unification Church HQ.
1978, Margaret Cheney publishes "Man Out of Time."
1980, Croat biopic movie "Secrets of Nikola Tesla" (Tajna Nikole Tesle) features Orson Welles as J.P. Morgan.
1981, monument by F. Krsinic erected in Gospic town square.
1991-95, Croat troops occupy Smiljan house, Serbs bomb Gospic.
1997, Tesla bust installed in Becton engineering hall at Yale, 15 Prospect St.
2000, 12 Dec, PBS airs "Tesla: Master of Lightning."
2001, 10 July, fans commemorate Tesla's birth by rededicating plaque on 34th Street wall of New Yorker Hotel.
2006, 150th Anniversary of Tesla's birth celebration planned.
"Nikola Tesla Corner" is located at 40th St & 6th Ave, SW corner of Bryant Park, behind the NY Public Library, where he fed
pigeons.
Nikola Tesla's Laboratory Locations: all in downtown Manhattan, New York City, NY
1887, 89 Liberty Street, (now 1 Liberty Plaza).
1889, 175 Grand St (now 179 Grand St, Wu Lim Back Rub)*
1890-1895, 35 S 5th Ave (now ~539 West Broadway, Washington Square Village: 3rd/Bleeker),13 March, 1895 destroyed by fire.
1895-1899, 46-48 E Houston St (now Soho Billiards), July 1895, where the earthquake caused by his mechanical oscillator took
place.
1901-1912, Shoreham, Long Island. The location of Tesla's Magnifying Transmitter, Wardenclyffe Station.
Later Periods, Queensbourough Bridge, 59th St near 2nd Ave.*
Tesla's Offices:
1905, 165 Broadway (now 1 Liberty Plaza)
1914, 233 Broadway, #1136, Woolworth Building.
1914, 1 Madison Ave, #202-203,*Metropolitan Life Tower (23rd St).
1915-1924, 8 West 40th St, #2006,* (5th Ave).
Later Periods, 350 Madison Ave*, old Conde Nast HQ (44/45th St.)
Hotels in New York City, where Tesla lived:
1884-1889?
1889-92, Astor House Hotel, 140 Broadway (Barclay/Vecey Sts).
1892, Hotel Gerlach (Radio Wave Bldg), 49 W 27th St (Broadway/6th Ave).
1??? Metropolitan Hotel, 580 Broadway (op. Guggenheim SoHo).
1897-1920, Waldorf-Astoria, 5th Ave & 33rd St (now the Empire State Bldg).
1918-23, Hotel St. Regis, 2 E 55th St (5th Ave) #1607.
1923-25, Hotel Marguery, 270 Park Ave (48th St).
1925-30, Hotel Pennsylvania, 401 7 Ave (33rd St) #1522E,* muse for the 1938 Glen Miller hit "Pennsylvania 6-5000."
1930-34, Governor Clinton Hotel, 535 W 31 St (now Southgate Tower)(7th Ave), 20th fl.
1934-43, Hotel New Yorker, 481 8th Ave (34th) #3327.
Posthumous:
Campbell's Funeral Parlors, Madison Ave & 81St.
Ferncliff Cemetery, 281 Secor Rd, Ardsley, NY.
Manhattan Storage & Warehouse Co., 52 St & 7th Ave.
Cathedral of St. John the Divine, 112th St & Amsterdam Ave.
Serb Orthodox Cathedral of St. Sava, 20 W 26th St.
Places where Tesla is honored, Greater New York areas:
Statue of Liberty Museum has photo of Tesla.

Jersery City, New Jersey, Liberty Science Center, daily demos of a Tesla Coil.
Wardenclyffe "Radio City" (Shoreham, Long Island), NY.
Niagara Falls, Goat Island features a large, purposely un-illuminated statue of Tesla.
* Leland I. Anderson, "Nikola Tesla's Residences, Laboratories, and Offices," (Denver: Boyle-Anderson Pub, 1990), the best source
for Tesla's addresses.
More: https://web-beta.archive.org/web/20130621012055/http://www.frankgermano.net/tesla_chrono.htm
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#nikola #tesla #first #hundred #years #days #trump Full Nikola Tesla Timeline Chronograph: 1) Tesla's Early Years 2) Coming to
America 3) Posthumous 4) Lab Locations 5) Offices 6) Hotels 7) More ...
1856, 9-10 July, Nikola Tesla is born (at lightning stroke of midnight)
1856-62, Tesla lives in Smiljan, Lika, western military district (Krajina), Austro-Hungarian Empire.
1861, death of his older and only brother Dane, 12.
1862, family moves to closest town, Gospic.
1862-66, Tesla attends elementary or 'normal' school in Gospic.
1866-70, Tesla attends Real Gymnasium in Gospic.
1870-73, lives at Rakovac 6 above his aunt & Col. "old war-horse".
1873, Tesla graduates Gimnazija Karlovac, Rakovac, Croatia.
1874, recovers from Cholera, escapes life as priest, first occurrence of his visions.
1875, father sends him into hills to hide from army.
1875, accepted at k.k. (kaiserlich konigliche) Technischen Hochschule in Graz, Austria.
1875-78, attends "Joanneum" polytechnic (now Technische Universitat Graz (TUG)), Rechbauerstrasse 12.
1875, Sept, takes a room at Attemsgasse 8.**
1876, boards at Neugasse 10 (now Hans-Sachs-Gasse 10).
1877, boards at Attemsgasse 11 and Jahngasse 5.
1878, boards at Heinrichstrasse 11 (unbek.).
1878, spring, drops out of hochschule before 3rd year exams.
1878-79, lands first job, assistant engineer, Maribor, Slovenia.
1878, Sept-Nov, rooms on Tegetthofstrasse (Partisans Road since 1945), Maribor.**
1879, 24 March, police escort the "vagrant" Tesla from Maribor home to Gospic.**
1879, death of his father, Milutin.
1880, summer, audits classes at the Karl-Ferdinand University of Prague.
1880-81, rooms at Ve smeckach 13, Prague.**
1880-81, plays pool, spotting foes 48 of 100 points, at Narodni Kavarna (People's Cafe) on Vodickova St.**
1881, January, arrives in Budapest too early for job with Puskas brothers.
1881, Budapest Austrian Telegraph Office, engineer
1881, Budapest Central Post Office, draftsman
1881, American Telephone Company, repairman
1881, Budapest power company, electrical engineer
1881, Budapest Central Telephone Exchange, designer
1881, Tesla's first mental breakdown
1881, AC epiphany on walk with Antal Szigety in Budapest's Varosliget city park.
1882, April, Tivadar Puskas hires Tesla at Continental Edison Co., Paris.
1882, Charles Batchelor oversees Tesla at Edison lightbulb factory, Irvy-sur-Seine.
1882, May, Belgrade newspapers report Tesla's visit.
1883, works on DC generators for Electricit? de Strasbourg, Alsace.
Note: ** Dan Mrkich, "Nikola Tesla: The European Years, 1856-1884."
Tesla Comes To the United States Of America

1884, spring, Tesla lands in New York City, NY, with 4 cents in his pocket.
1884, Thomas Edison hires Tesla to fix designs of DC dynamos.
1885, quits Edison's Etna Iron Works, 104 Goerck St.
1885, founds the Tesla Electric Light & Manufacturing Co, Rahway, NJ.
1886-87, winter, digs ditches for $2.00 per day.
1887, April, Peck and Brown fund the Tesla Electric Co.
1887, 30 April, Tesla files his first patent.
1887, 10 May, old friend Antal Szigeti lands in NY.
1887-88, Invents the AC induction motor, 89 Liberty St, NY.
1888, 15 May, speech to American Institute of Electrical Engineers (AIEE).
1888, 7 July, sells AC patents for $25,000 to Westinghouse; receives 150 shares in Westinghouse, plus $2.50/horsepower.
1888-89, trains Westinghouse engineers in Pittsburgh, PA.
1889, Nikola Tesla becomes US citizen.
1889, opens his own lab on Grand Street.
1890, Aug 6, Prof. H. Brown "Westinghouses" ax-murderer Wm Kemmler at Auburn State Prison, NY.
1890, Nov, lights vacuum tube, wirelessly, with high-frequency coil.
1891, invents the Tesla coil.
1891, first Westinghouse-Tesla engine installed at a Colorado mine.
1891, 20 May, speaks to AIEE at Columbia U.
1892, London lecture to Royal Institution of Electrical Engineers.
1892, Feb, mother Djouka (Mandic) dies.
1893, AC plant powers Chicago's Columbia Exposition.
1893, 1 May, President Grover Cleveland pushes button to light 100,000 lamps in Chicago's "City of Light".
1893, 24 Feb, lectures to the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia.
1893, 1 March, wireless remote-control boat in St. Louis.
1894, Tesla's AC powers Telluride and Cripple Creek, CO.
1895, 13 March, suspicious fire burns lab, 35 S 5th Ave (now ~539 West Broadway).
1895, 20 May, lands in Pulitzer's World after girl, 16, leaps from pie at JL Breese's studio, 5 W 16th St.
1895, July, only recorded earthquake in Manhatten, at lab, 46 E Houston Street, NY City, NY. Tesla smashes his "Earthquake
Machine" - the mechanical oscillator to pieces.
1895 Century editor R.U. Johnson runs Tesla article by T.C. Martin and "Pudd'nhead Wilson" by Mark Twain.
1896, 19 July, tours Niagara Power House with George Westinghouse.
1896, 16 Nov, transmits electricity 26 miles from Niagara Falls to Buffalo, NY, first 3-phase AC power plant.
1897, April 6, lectures NY Academy of Sciences, 2 E 63rd St.
1898, first efficient-magnifier Tesla coil.
1898, high-tension conductor produces pressures of 100 million volts.
1898, Madison Square Garden demos teleautomat boat with 'borrowed mind" remote control.
1899, Lights 200 bulbs wirelessly 26 miles from Pike's Peak with the prototype Magnifying Transmitter.
1899-1900, discovers terrestrial stationary waves, Colorado Springs.
1900, 100-foot discharge 'flashed a current around the globe'.
1900, J.P. Morgan buys 51% of Tesla's tele patents for $150,000.
1901, builds Magnifying Transmitter at Wardenclyffe (Shoreham, Long Island). The beginning of Tesla's New World of Tomorrow.
1901, 12 Dec, Marconi beams a...Morse-code "S'' across the Atlantic.
1903, 15 July, NY Sun reports on Wardenclyffe's "blinding streaks of electricity."
1905, opens office at 165 Broadway (Now 1 Liberty Plaza).
1906, builds speedometers for Waltham Watch Co.
1907, 3 May, NY World reports Tesla's "magnifying transmitter" hits 25 Million horsepower.
1908, "Hugo Award" Gernsback meets Tesla, writes robot story "Ralph 124C 41+."
1909, G. Marconi, C. Maxwell & H. Hertz share Physics Nobel for radio.
1911, Patents turbine and pump based on Bladeless Disk design.
1912, creditors reposes equipment from Wardenclyffe.
1914, opens office in tallest skyscraper: Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway.
1915, 6 Oct, NYT falsely reports Edison and Tesla to share Nobel.

1915, Waldorf-Astoria's manager George Boldt demands back rent of $19,000.
1915, surrenders Wardenclyffe deed to George Boldt for back rent monies due.
1915, Tesla declares bankruptcy.
1917, 16 May, wins AIEE's Edison medal, flees to feed pigeons.
1917, 4 July, Navy uses explosives to demolish the tower at Wardenclyffe.
1918, Chicago turbine project with W.W. Wilhelm.
1922, his beloved pigeon dies at Hotel St. Regis, 2 E 55th St (5th Ave) #1607.
1924, 25 May, Hotel St. Regis sues Tesla for $3,299 in back rent.
1924, Sheriff's deputy serves debt liens on office, 8 W 40th St 20th floor.
1931, 20 July, "Tesla at 75" on cover of Time magazine.
1931, 18 Oct, Edison dies at 84.
1934, Scientific American pictures Tesla with "Colossus" a 2MV Van de Graaf generator Tesla Coil, now at Boston's Museum of
Science.
1934, 11 July, NYT A1: "Tesla, at 78, Bares New 'Death Beam.'"
1935, Feb Tesla's pro-eugenics Liberty article edited by friend G. S. Viereck, a Nazi.
1937, Nikola Tesla is hit by cab in Manhattan, but refuses care.
1937, honorary doctorate from Tesla's former hochschule in Graz.
1938, experiments under 59th Street Bridge near 2nd Ave, NY.
1939, (Soviet) Amtorg Trading Corp pays Tesla $25,000.
1942, Governor Clinton Hotel, NY, "multi decade resistance box."
1942, July 8, birthday meeting with exiled King Peter II Karadjordjevic of Serbia.
1943, Jan, tries to send cash via messenger-boy Kerrigan to "Mr. Samuel Clemens." (Mark Twain) insisting the Twain was still alive.
1943, 5 Jan, admits last maid service, asks for no futher disturbances.
1943, 7 Jan, dies at 86 in New Yorker Hotel, #3327.
Posthumous
1943, 8 Jan, maid enters room and finds Tesla dead.
1943, 8 Jan, FBI seizes 80-trunk archive of Tesla's papers.
1943, 8 Jan, Tesla's nephew Sava Kosanovic finds Tesla's room emptied.
1943, body sent to Campbell's Funeral Parlors (Madison Ave & 81St).
1943, cremated at Ferncliff Cemetery, Ardsley, NY.
1943, 12 Jan, memorial at Cathedral of St. John the Divine, NYC.
1943, 13 Jan, service by Serbian Orthodox Cathedral of St. Sava, 20 W 26th St.
1943, 21 June, U.S. Supreme Court reverses itself, favors Tesla radio patents over Marconi.
1943, John J. O'Neill publishes "Prodigal Genius."
1944, Bela Lugosi plays Romanian scientist/vampire "Armand Tesla" in "Return of the Vampire."
1944-46, "Project Nick" Brig. Gen. L.C. Craigie at USAFB Patterson attempts "Peace Ray."
1952, Tesla estate including shirts, suits, shoes & papers are sent to Belgrade.
1955, Tesla Museum opens in Belgrade, 51 Proleterskih brigada.
1956, 100th anniversary, memorial erected in Smiljan by Grgo Antuna.
1958, Tesla's cremated remains sent to Belgrade.
1960, 'Tesla' declared unit of magnetic induction by Intl. Cmsn. for Electrical Engineering, T = Wb/m2.
19??, NYC declares 40th St & 6th Ave "Nikola Tesla Corner."
1976, Tesla statue dedicated on Goat Island, Niagara Falls.
1976, Rev. Sun Myung Moon buys New Yorker Hotel for $5M as Unification Church HQ.
1978, Margaret Cheney publishes "Man Out of Time."
1980, Croat biopic movie "Secrets of Nikola Tesla" (Tajna Nikole Tesle) features Orson Welles as J.P. Morgan.
1981, monument by F. Krsinic erected in Gospic town square.
1991-95, Croat troops occupy Smiljan house, Serbs bomb Gospic.
1997, Tesla bust installed in Becton engineering hall at Yale, 15 Prospect St.
2000, 12 Dec, PBS airs "Tesla: Master of Lightning."
2001, 10 July, fans commemorate Tesla's birth by rededicating plaque on 34th Street wall of New Yorker Hotel.
2006, 150th Anniversary of Tesla's birth celebration planned.

"Nikola Tesla Corner" is located at 40th St & 6th Ave, SW corner of Bryant Park, behind the NY Public Library, where he fed
pigeons.
Nikola Tesla's Laboratory Locations: all in downtown Manhattan, New York City, NY
1887, 89 Liberty Street, (now 1 Liberty Plaza).
1889, 175 Grand St (now 179 Grand St, Wu Lim Back Rub)*
1890-1895, 35 S 5th Ave (now ~539 West Broadway, Washington Square Village: 3rd/Bleeker),13 March, 1895 destroyed by fire.
1895-1899, 46-48 E Houston St (now Soho Billiards), July 1895, where the earthquake caused by his mechanical oscillator took
place.
1901-1912, Shoreham, Long Island. The location of Tesla's Magnifying Transmitter, Wardenclyffe Station.
Later Periods, Queensbourough Bridge, 59th St near 2nd Ave.*
Tesla's Offices:
1905, 165 Broadway (now 1 Liberty Plaza)
1914, 233 Broadway, #1136, Woolworth Building.
1914, 1 Madison Ave, #202-203,*Metropolitan Life Tower (23rd St).
1915-1924, 8 West 40th St, #2006,* (5th Ave).
Later Periods, 350 Madison Ave*, old Conde Nast HQ (44/45th St.)
Hotels in New York City, where Tesla lived:
1884-1889?
1889-92, Astor House Hotel, 140 Broadway (Barclay/Vecey Sts).
1892, Hotel Gerlach (Radio Wave Bldg), 49 W 27th St (Broadway/6th Ave).
1??? Metropolitan Hotel, 580 Broadway (op. Guggenheim SoHo).
1897-1920, Waldorf-Astoria, 5th Ave & 33rd St (now the Empire State Bldg).
1918-23, Hotel St. Regis, 2 E 55th St (5th Ave) #1607.
1923-25, Hotel Marguery, 270 Park Ave (48th St).
1925-30, Hotel Pennsylvania, 401 7 Ave (33rd St) #1522E,* muse for the 1938 Glen Miller hit "Pennsylvania 6-5000."
1930-34, Governor Clinton Hotel, 535 W 31 St (now Southgate Tower)(7th Ave), 20th fl.
1934-43, Hotel New Yorker, 481 8th Ave (34th) #3327.
Posthumous:
Campbell's Funeral Parlors, Madison Ave & 81St.
Ferncliff Cemetery, 281 Secor Rd, Ardsley, NY.
Manhattan Storage & Warehouse Co., 52 St & 7th Ave.
Cathedral of St. John the Divine, 112th St & Amsterdam Ave.
Serb Orthodox Cathedral of St. Sava, 20 W 26th St.
Places where Tesla is honored, Greater New York areas:
Statue of Liberty Museum has photo of Tesla.
Jersery City, New Jersey, Liberty Science Center, daily demos of a Tesla Coil.
Wardenclyffe "Radio City" (Shoreham, Long Island), NY.
Niagara Falls, Goat Island features a large, purposely un-illuminated statue of Tesla.
* Leland I. Anderson, "Nikola Tesla's Residences, Laboratories, and Offices," (Denver: Boyle-Anderson Pub, 1990), the best source
for Tesla's addresses.
More: https://web-beta.archive.org/web/20130621012055/http://www.frankgermano.net/tesla_chrono.htm
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https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+ patents for his system of A/C power generation,

distribution and motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for Niagara
Falls. Edison did not steal Tesla's inventions relating to the 40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and
Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission. However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General Electric (GE) and
Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-powerproject-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent
sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More: http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla
Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM -- Delivered before the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, May 1888. A New System of Alternate Current Motors and Transformers by Nikola Tesla
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
May 1, 2017, 11:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy .
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+ patents for his system of A/C power generation,
distribution and motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for Niagara
Falls. Edison did not steal Tesla's inventions relating to the 40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and
Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission. However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General Electric (GE) and
Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-powerproject-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent
sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More: http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla
Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM -- Delivered before the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, May 1888. A New System of Alternate Current Motors and Transformers by Nikola Tesla
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
May 1, 2017, 11:55 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3R5Em3kTlmY
"Free Worldwide Wireless Energy", "Death Rays", "Earthquake Machines", "Remote Control" and Green Power, all from the fertile
mind who electrified the world" now Discover Channel's Mad Electricity Part 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3R5Em3kTlmY
Updated May 1, 2017, 10:50 PM
May 1, 2017, 10:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis.TV.
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/duterte-philippines-drug-war_us_580e1420e4b02444efa429fe
#trump #phillipines "Most were marijuana users." However, according to the Philippines Dangerous Drugs Board, the government
drug policy-making body, 1.8 million Filipinos used illegal drugs (mostly marijuana) http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/dutertephilippines-drug-war_us_580e1420e4b02444efa429fe
May 1, 2017, 9:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis Without Borders.
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/duterte-philippines-drug-war_us_580e1420e4b02444efa429fe
"Most were marijuana users." However, according to the Philippines Dangerous Drugs Board, the government drug policy-making
body, 1.8 million Filipinos used illegal drugs (mostly marijuana) http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/duterte-philippines-drugwar_us_580e1420e4b02444efa429fe
May 1, 2017, 9:22 PM
Chris Edwards
http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/duterte-philippines-drug-war_us_580e1420e4b02444efa429fe
#trump #phillipines "Most were marijuana users." However, according to the Philippines Dangerous Drugs Board, the government
drug policy-making body, 1.8 million Filipinos used illegal drugs (mostly marijuana) http://huffingtonpost.com/entry/dutertephilippines-drug-war_us_580e1420e4b02444efa429fe
Updated May 1, 2017, 9:13 PM
May 1, 2017, 9:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
May Day 1888 ... 3 years after the GE patent sharing agreement in 1892, when Tesla moves to wireless power, his 1895 NY lab

burns to the ground. A failed assassination attempt. Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+
patents for his system of A/C power generation, distribution and the motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings
ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for Niagara Falls. Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the
40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission.
However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General Electric (GE) and Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for
such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase
Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company
created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More on at
http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM
May 1, 2017, 4:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
May Day 1888 ... 3 years after the GE patent sharing agreement in 1892, when Tesla moves to wireless power, his 1895 NY lab
burns to the ground. A failed assassination attempt. Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+
patents for his system of A/C power generation, distribution and the motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings
ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for Niagara Falls. Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the
40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission.
However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General Electric (GE) and Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for
such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase
Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company
created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More on at
http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM
May 1, 2017, 4:02 PM
Chris Edwards
http://sanluisobispo.com/news/local/article39435567.html
#trump #exposes #hollywood #actors #rollingstone #protest #nuclear #power Locals recall Jackson Browne's arrest at 1981 Diablo
Canyon protest http://sanluisobispo.com/news/local/article39435567.html -- Actor Robert Blake arrested in 1981 protests at Diablo
Canyon nuclear power plant http://framework.latimes.com/2016/06/28/1981-protests-at-diablo-canyon-nuclear-power-plant/
Updated May 1, 2017, 7:10 PM
May 1, 2017, 7:10 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm
Morgan finally replies to Tesla through his secretary on October 14, 1904, that "it will be impossible for [me/ Morgan] to do anything
in the matter". I have more original creations named after me than any other man that has gone before me not excepting
Archimedes and Galileo -- the giants of invention. Six thousand million dollars ( 6 Trillion Dollars) are invested in enterprises based
upon my discoveries in the United States today. Nikola Tesla, having already blundered, makes things worse by stating that: He is in
need of more funds because of the 1907 financial panic which "you" (Morgan) had initiated. Tesla tells Morgan that if he had built
Wardencylffe at Niagara Falls (Updated with Tesla's 1911 "Tesla Turbine" Technology), as was Rankine's suggestion (a partner in
the Tesla Electric Company and head of the Niagara Power Company) it would be operable by now.
http://www.teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm
Updated May 1, 2017, 6:32 PM
May 1, 2017, 6:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+ patents for his system of A/C power generation,
distribution and the motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for
Niagara Falls. Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the 40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar
DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission. However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General
Electric (GE) and Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagarafalls-power-project-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part
of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-

Houston) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More on at http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets
fire to Tesla Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM -- Delivered before the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, May 1888. A New System of Alternate Current Motors and Transformers by Nikola Tesla
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
May 1, 2017, 5:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-10-22.htm
New York Times, October 22, 1907, p. 8, col. 6. "Nikola Tesla Says Distance Forms No Obstacle to Transmission of Energy." There
is a vast difference between primitive Hertzwave signalling, practicable to but a few miles, and the great art of wireless transmission
of energy, which enables an expert to transmit, to any distance, not only signals, but power in unlimited amounts, and of which the
experiments across the Atlantic are a crude application. The plants are quite inefficient, unsuitable for finer work, and totally doomed
to an effect less than 1% of that I attained in my test in 1899. Edison thinks that Sir Hiram Maxim is blowing hot air. The fact is my
Long Island plant will transmit almost its entire energy to the antipodes, if desired. As to [Martian communications] I can only say,
that I shall be able to attain a wave activity of 800,000,000 horse power and a simple calculation will show, that the inhabitants of
that planet, if there be any, need not have a Lord Raleigh to detect the disturbance. http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-10-22.htm
May 1, 2017, 5:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-10-22.htm
New York Times, October 22, 1907, p. 8, col. 6. "Nikola Tesla Says Distance Forms No Obstacle to Transmission of Energy." There
is a vast difference between primitive Hertzwave signalling, practicable to but a few miles, and the great art of wireless transmission
of energy, which enables an expert to transmit, to any distance, not only signals, but power in unlimited amounts, and of which the
experiments across the Atlantic are a crude application. The plants are quite inefficient, unsuitable for finer work, and totally doomed
to an effect less than 1% of that I attained in my test in 1899. Edison thinks that Sir Hiram Maxim is blowing hot air. The fact is my
Long Island plant will transmit almost its entire energy to the antipodes, if desired. As to [Martian communications] I can only say,
that I shall be able to attain a wave activity of 800,000,000 horse power and a simple calculation will show, that the inhabitants of
that planet, if there be any, need not have a Lord Raleigh to detect the disturbance. http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-10-22.htm
May 1, 2017, 5:34 PM
Chris Edwards
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-10-22.htm
New York Times, October 22, 1907, p. 8, col. 6. "Nikola Tesla Says Distance Forms No Obstacle to Transmission of Energy." There
is a vast difference between primitive Hertzwave signalling, practicable to but a few miles, and the great art of wireless transmission
of energy, which enables an expert to transmit, to any distance, not only signals, but power in unlimited amounts, and of which the
experiments across the Atlantic are a crude application. The plants are quite inefficient, unsuitable for finer work, and totally doomed
to an effect less than one percent of that I attained in my test in 1899. Edison thinks that Sir Hiram Maxim is blowing hot air. The fact
is my Long Island plant will transmit almost its entire energy to the antipodes, if desired. As to [Martian communications] I can only
say, that I shall be able to attain a wave activity of 800,000,000 horse power and a simple calculation will show, that the inhabitants
of that planet, if there be any, need not have a Lord Raleigh to detect the disturbance. http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-10-22.htm
Updated May 1, 2017, 5:30 PM
May 1, 2017, 5:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
May Day 1888 ... 3 years after the GE patent sharing agreement in 1892, when Tesla moves to wireless power, his 1895 NY lab
burns to the ground. A failed assassination attempt. Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+
patents for his system of A/C power generation, distribution and the motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings
ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for Niagara Falls. Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the
40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission.
However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General Electric (GE) and Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for
such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase
Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company
created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More on at
http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM
May 1, 2017, 3:56 PM

Chris Edwards
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+ patents for his system of A/C power generation,
distribution and the motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for
Niagara Falls. Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the 40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar
DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission. However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General
Electric (GE) and Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagarafalls-power-project-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part
of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and ThompsonHouston) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More on at http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets
fire to Tesla Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM
Updated May 1, 2017, 4:09 PM
May 1, 2017, 4:09 PM
Chris Edwards
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
May Day 1888 ... 3 years after the GE patent sharing agreement in 1892, when Tesla moves to wireless power, his 1895 NY lab
burns to the ground. A failed assassination attempt. Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+
patents for his system of A/C power generation, distribution and the motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings
ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for Niagara Falls. Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the
40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission.
However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General Electric (GE) and Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for
such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase
Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company
created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More on at
http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM
Updated May 1, 2017, 4:06 PM
May 1, 2017, 4:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Canadian Truth News Eh?
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
May Day 1888 ... 3 years after the GE patent sharing agreement in 1892, when Tesla moves to wireless power, his 1895 NY lab
burns to the ground. A failed assassination attempt. Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+
patents for his system of A/C power generation, distribution and the motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings
ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for Niagara Falls. Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the
40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission.
However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General Electric (GE) and Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for
such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase
Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company
created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More on at
http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM
May 1, 2017, 4:03 PM
Chris Edwards
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
May Day 1888 ... 3 years after the GE patent sharing agreement in 1892, when Tesla moves to wireless power, his 1895 NY lab
burns to the ground. A failed assassination attempt. Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+
patents for his system of A/C power generation, distribution and the motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings
ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for Niagara Falls. Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the
40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission.
However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General Electric (GE) and Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for
such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase
Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company

created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More on at
http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM
Updated May 1, 2017, 3:58 PM
May 1, 2017, 3:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
May Day 1888 ... 3 years after the GE patent sharing agreement in 1892, when Tesla moves to wireless power, his 1895 NY lab
burns to the ground. A failed assassination attempt. Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+
patents for his system of A/C power generation, distribution and the motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings
ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for Niagara Falls. Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the
40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission.
However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General Electric (GE) and Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for
such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase
Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company
created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More on at
http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM
May 1, 2017, 3:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
May 1, 2017, 3:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
#may #day #nikola #tesla Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+ patents for his system of
A/C power generation, distribution and the motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings ransom". This system was used
in 13 patents for Niagara Falls. Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the 40+ Alternating Current A/C
Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission. However, Westinghouse and JP
Morgan's General Electric (GE) and Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for such systems.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase Tesla's patent for a
lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company created from the
1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More on at http://TeslaLeaks.com/
May 1, 2017, 3:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
#may #day #nikola #tesla Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+ patents for his system of
A/C power generation, distribution and the motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings ransom". This system was used
in 13 patents for Niagara Falls. Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the 40+ Alternating Current A/C
Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission. However, Westinghouse and JP
Morgan's General Electric (GE) and Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for such systems.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase Tesla's patent for a
lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company created from the
1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More: http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet https://youtube.com/watch?
v=QgL8jLbPLgM -- Delivered before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, May 1888. A New System of Alternate Current
Motors and Transformers by Nikola Tesla https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-currentmotors-and-transformers-1888/
May 1, 2017, 3:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+ patents for his system of A/C power generation,
distribution and the motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for
Niagara Falls. Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the 40+ Alternating Current A/C Motors, Mono-Polar
DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission. However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General

Electric (GE) and Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for such systems. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagarafalls-power-project-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of $216,000 as part
of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and ThompsonHouston) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More: http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -- Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to
Tesla Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM -- Delivered before the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, May 1888. A New System of Alternate Current Motors and Transformers by Nikola Tesla
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/
May 1, 2017, 3:38 PM
Chris Edwards
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
#may #day #nikola #tesla Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+ patents for his system of
A/C power generation, distribution and the motors which was bought by Westinghouse for a "kings ransom". This system was used
in 13 patents for Niagara Falls. Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the 40+ Alternating Current A/C
Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power transmission. However, Westinghouse and JP
Morgan's General Electric (GE) and Thomas Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for such systems.
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/ ... 6 years later Westinghouse would purchase Tesla's patent for a
lump sum payment of $216,000 as part of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company created from the
1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- More on at http://TeslaLeaks.com/ -Theory: Nikola Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet https://youtube.com/watch?
v=QgL8jLbPLgM -- Delivered before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, May 1888. A New System of Alternate Current
Motors and Transformers by Nikola Tesla https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-currentmotors-and-transformers-1888/
Updated May 1, 2017, 3:36 PM
May 1, 2017, 3:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
Nikola Tesla's "Wireless" Electricity not in the WEBSTERS or OXFORD DICTIONARY. It does not mention Wireless Electricity,
Wireless Power, Wireless "Action at a Distance", Einstein's "spooky action at a distance" and limits "wireless" to the "electromagnetic spectrum" which is commonly set at a constant (C), the speed of light. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1769973146648841&set=gm.913956648742094&type=3&theater -- According to Tesla, Instantaneous electrical disturbances
can be manifested, at any speed, with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless electricity
transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion "concentric waves" to create actions at a
distance, commonly known as "destructive" and "constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities, or devices
like the Cyclotron, or Earth, have a cyclotron resonance frequency, Schumann Resonance, that allows for electron's to flow in a
situation that is "faster than light" or V=Pie/2 X C or 1.57C. This blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
Apr 29, 2017, 9:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
Nikola Tesla's "Wireless" Electricity not in the WEBSTERS or OXFORD DICTIONARY. It does not mention Wireless Electricity,
Wireless Power, Wireless "Action at a Distance", Einstein's "spooky action at a distance" and limits "wireless" to the "electromagnetic spectrum" which is commonly set at a constant (C), the speed of light. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1769973146648841&set=gm.913956648742094&type=3&theater -- According to Tesla, Instantaneous electrical disturbances
can be manifested, at any speed, with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless electricity
transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion "concentric waves" to create actions at a
distance, commonly known as "destructive" and "constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities, or devices
like the Cyclotron, or Earth, have a cyclotron resonance frequency, Schumann Resonance, that allows for electron's to flow in a
situation that is "faster than light" or V=Pie/2 X C or 1.57C. This blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
Apr 29, 2017, 9:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Decoders of Truth.
Nikola Tesla's "Wireless" Electricity not in the WEBSTERS or OXFORD DICTIONARY. It does not mention Wireless Electricity,
Wireless Power, Wireless "Action at a Distance", Einstein's "spooky action at a distance" and limits "wireless" to the "electro-

magnetic spectrum" which is commonly set at a constant (C), the speed of light. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1769973146648841&set=gm.913956648742094&type=3&theater -- According to Tesla, Instantaneous electrical disturbances
can be manifested, at any speed, with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless electricity
transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion "concentric waves" to create actions at a
distance, commonly known as "destructive" and "constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities, or devices
like the Cyclotron, or Earth, have a cyclotron resonance frequency, Schumann Resonance, that allows for electron's to flow in a
situation that is "faster than light" or V=Pie/2 X C or 1.57C. This blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
Apr 29, 2017, 9:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_resonance
Nikola Tesla Famous Quote: "The Earth, mechanically is hereby (like) a huge "Helmholtz Resonator", electrically a huge "Cavity
Resonator" (Cyclotron/Klystron) .The "Earth-Ionosphere Condenser" (Air/Earth Di-Electric) is far too thin to support any wave-guide
modes (Electro-Magnetic Waves). Only electro-magnetic waves parallel (Surface Waves/Standing Waves), of magneto-dielectric
waves normal (A properly designed receiver), to the surface of the Earth are possible."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_resonance https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_wave https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng-2FdYOqU -- Tesla Wireless Power Analogy: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/aa/Tesla_wireless_power_theory__Electrical_Experimenter_Feb_1919.png -- Tesla's conversation with JP Morgan from the movie "The Secret of Nikola Tesla"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Theory: Your "electric meter" was supposed to be the "generator", aka "Tri-Metal
Generator" (a properly designed receiver) https://youtube.com/watch?v=4cr6ED1l7Iw
Apr 30, 2017, 12:24 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_resonance
Nikola Tesla Famous Quote: "The Earth, mechanically is hereby (like) a huge "Helmholtz Resonator", electrically a huge "Cavity
Resonator" (Cyclotron/Klystron) .The "Earth-Ionosphere Condenser" (Air/Earth Di-Electric) is far too thin to support any wave-guide
modes (Electro-Magnetic Waves). Only electro-magnetic waves parallel (Surface Waves/Standing Waves), of magneto-dielectric
waves normal (A properly designed receiver), to the surface of the Earth are possible."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_resonance https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_wave https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng-2FdYOqU -- Tesla Wireless Power Analogy: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/aa/Tesla_wireless_power_theory__Electrical_Experimenter_Feb_1919.png -- Tesla's conversation with JP Morgan from the movie "The Secret of Nikola Tesla"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Theory: Your "electric meter" was supposed to be the "generator", aka "Tri-Metal
Generator" (a properly designed receiver) https://youtube.com/watch?v=4cr6ED1l7Iw
Apr 30, 2017, 12:24 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
Apr 30, 2017, 12:43 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_resonance
Nikola Tesla Famous Quote: "The Earth, mechanically is hereby (like) a huge "Helmholtz Resonator", electrically a huge "Cavity
Resonator" (Cyclotron/Klystron) .The "Earth-Ionosphere Condenser" (Air/Earth Di-Electric) is far too thin to support any wave-guide
modes (Electro-Magnetic Waves). Only electro-magnetic waves parallel (Surface Waves/Standing Waves), of magneto-dielectric
waves normal (A properly designed receiver), to the surface of the Earth are possible."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_resonance https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_wave https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng-2FdYOqU -- Tesla Wireless Power Analogy: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/aa/Tesla_wireless_power_theory__Electrical_Experimenter_Feb_1919.png -- Tesla's conversation with JP Morgan from the movie "The Secret of Nikola Tesla"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Theory: Your "electric meter" was supposed to be the "generator", aka "Tri-Metal
Generator" (a properly designed receiver) https://youtube.com/watch?v=4cr6ED1l7Iw
Apr 30, 2017, 12:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
Nikola Tesla's "Wireless" Electricity not in the WEBSTERS or OXFORD DICTIONARY. It does not mention Wireless Electricity,
Wireless Power, Wireless "Action at a Distance", Einstein's "spooky action at a distance" and limits "wireless" to the "electromagnetic spectrum" which is commonly set at a constant (C), the speed of light. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1769973146648841&set=gm.913956648742094&type=3&theater -- According to Tesla, Instantaneous electrical disturbances

can be manifested, at any speed, with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless electricity
transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion "concentric waves" to create actions at a
distance, commonly known as "destructive" and "constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities, or devices
like the Cyclotron, or Earth, have a cyclotron resonance frequency, Schumann Resonance, that allows for electron's to flow in a
situation that is "faster than light" or V=Pie/2 X C or 1.57C. This blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
Apr 29, 2017, 9:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_resonance
#nikola #tesla #quote #wireless Nikola Tesla Famous Quote: "The Earth, mechanically is hereby (like) a huge "Helmholtz
Resonator", electrically a huge "Cavity Resonator" (Cyclotron/Klystron) .The "Earth-Ionosphere Condenser" (Air/Earth Di-Electric) is
far too thin to support any wave-guide modes (Electro-Magnetic Waves). Only electro-magnetic waves parallel (Surface
Waves/Standing Waves), of magneto-dielectric waves normal (A properly designed receiver), to the surface of the Earth are
possible." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_resonance https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_wave https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ng--2FdYOqU -- Tesla Wireless Power Analogy:
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/aa/Tesla_wireless_power_theory_-_Electrical_Experimenter_Feb_1919.png -Tesla's conversation with JP Morgan from the movie "The Secret of Nikola Tesla" https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -Theory: Your "electric meter" was supposed to be the "generator", aka "Tri-Metal Generator" (a properly designed receiver)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=4cr6ED1l7Iw
Apr 29, 2017, 11:56 PM
Chris Edwards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_resonance
#nikola #tesla #quote #wireless Nikola Tesla Famous Quote: The Earth, mechanically is hereby (like) a huge "Helmholtz
Resonator", https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_resonance and electrically a huge "Cavity Resonator" (Cyclotron/Klystron)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU. Also, as explained by N. Tesla, the "Earth-Ionosphere Condenser" (Air/Earth DiElectric) is far too thin to support any wave-guide modes (Electro-Magnetic Waves). Only electro-magnetic waves parallel (Surface
Waves/Standing Waves), of magneto-dielectric waves normal (A properly designed receiver), to the surface of the Earth are
possible. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_wave -- Tesla Wireless Power Analogy:
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/aa/Tesla_wireless_power_theory_-_Electrical_Experimenter_Feb_1919.png -Tesla's conversation with JP Morgan from the movie "The Secret of Nikola Tesla" https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -Theory: Your "electric meter" was supposed to be the "generator", aka "Tri-Metal Generator" (a properly designed receiver)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=4cr6ED1l7Iw
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
Nikola Tesla's "Wireless" Electricity not in the WEBSTERS or OXFORD DICTIONARY. It does not mention Wireless Electricity,
Wireless Power, Wireless "Action at a Distance", Einstein's "spooky action at a distance" and limits "wireless" to the "electromagnetic spectrum" which is commonly set at a constant (C), the speed of light. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1769973146648841&set=gm.913956648742094&type=3&theater -- According to Tesla, Instantaneous electrical disturbances
can be manifested, at any speed, with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless electricity
transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion "concentric waves" to create actions at a
distance, commonly known as "destructive" and "constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities, or devices
like the Cyclotron, or Earth, have a cyclotron resonance frequency, Schumann Resonance, that allows for electron's to flow in a
situation that is "faster than light" or V=Pie/2 X C or 1.57C. This blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
Apr 29, 2017, 9:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
Apr 29, 2017, 9:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Galactic Council Of Lightworkers.
Nikola Tesla's "Wireless" Electricity not in the WEBSTERS or OXFORD DICTIONARY. It does not mention Wireless Electricity,
Wireless Power, Wireless "Action at a Distance", Einstein's "spooky action at a distance" and limits "wireless" to the "electro-

magnetic spectrum" which is commonly set at a constant (C), the speed of light. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1769973146648841&set=gm.913956648742094&type=3&theater -- According to Tesla, Instantaneous electrical disturbances
can be manifested, at any speed, with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless electricity
transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion "concentric waves" to create actions at a
distance, commonly known as "destructive" and "constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities, or devices
like the Cyclotron, or Earth, have a cyclotron resonance frequency, Schumann Resonance, that allows for electron's to flow in a
situation that is "faster than light" or V=Pie/2 X C or 1.57C. This blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
Apr 29, 2017, 9:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Universal Consciousness & Enlightenment.
Nikola Tesla's "Wireless" Electricity not in the WEBSTERS or OXFORD DICTIONARY. It does not mention Wireless Electricity,
Wireless Power, Wireless "Action at a Distance", Einstein's "spooky action at a distance" and limits "wireless" to the "electromagnetic spectrum" which is commonly set at a constant (C), the speed of light. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1769973146648841&set=gm.913956648742094&type=3&theater -- According to Tesla, Instantaneous electrical disturbances
can be manifested, at any speed, with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless electricity
transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion "concentric waves" to create actions at a
distance, commonly known as "destructive" and "constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities, or devices
like the Cyclotron, or Earth, have a cyclotron resonance frequency, Schumann Resonance, that allows for electron's to flow in a
situation that is "faster than light" or V=Pie/2 X C or 1.57C. This blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
Apr 29, 2017, 9:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
Nikola Tesla's "Wireless" Electricity not in the WEBSTERS or OXFORD DICTIONARY. It does not mention Wireless Electricity,
Wireless Power, Wireless "Action at a Distance", Einstein's "spooky action at a distance" and limits "wireless" to the "electromagnetic spectrum" which is commonly set at a constant (C), the speed of light. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1769973146648841&set=gm.913956648742094&type=3&theater -- According to Tesla, Instantaneous electrical disturbances
can be manifested, at any speed, with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless electricity
transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion "concentric waves" to create actions at a
distance, commonly known as "destructive" and "constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities, or devices
like the Cyclotron, or Earth, have a cyclotron resonance frequency, Schumann Resonance, that allows for electron's to flow in a
situation that is "faster than light" or V=Pie/2 X C or 1.57C. This blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
Apr 29, 2017, 9:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theories and Hidden Knowledge Group.
Nikola Tesla's "Wireless" Electricity not in the WEBSTERS or OXFORD DICTIONARY. It does not mention Wireless Electricity,
Wireless Power, Wireless "Action at a Distance", Einstein's "spooky action at a distance" and limits "wireless" to the "electromagnetic spectrum" which is commonly set at a constant (C), the speed of light. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1769973146648841&set=gm.913956648742094&type=3&theater -- According to Tesla, Instantaneous electrical disturbances
can be manifested, at any speed, with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless electricity
transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion "concentric waves" to create actions at a
distance, commonly known as "destructive" and "constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities, or devices
like the Cyclotron, or Earth, have a cyclotron resonance frequency, Schumann Resonance, that allows for electron's to flow in a
situation that is "faster than light" or V=Pie/2 X C or 1.57C. This blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
Apr 29, 2017, 9:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
Nikola Tesla's "Wireless" Electricity not in the WEBSTERS or OXFORD DICTIONARY. It does not mention Wireless Electricity,
Wireless Power, Wireless "Action at a Distance", Einstein's "spooky action at a distance" and limits "wireless" to the "electromagnetic spectrum" which is commonly set at a constant (C), the speed of light. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1769973146648841&set=gm.913956648742094&type=3&theater -- According to Tesla, Instantaneous electrical disturbances
can be manifested, at any speed, with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless electricity
transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion "concentric waves" to create actions at a
distance, commonly known as "destructive" and "constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities, or devices
like the Cyclotron, or Earth, have a cyclotron resonance frequency, Schumann Resonance, that allows for electron's to flow in a
situation that is "faster than light" or V=Pie/2 X C or 1.57C. This blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
Apr 29, 2017, 9:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
http://ecowatch.com/trump-state-renewable-energy-goals-2381603128.html
#fake #news #renewable #unreliable Rick Perry: Trump Might Seize States' Renewable Energy Goals. Considers renewable energy
as Terrorist activity and a threat to national security. He pushes the false meme that renewable energy is unreliable and doesn't
work when the sun doesn't shine or wind blows. " wind and solar might make the grid unreliable given they only work when the sun
is shining and the wind is blowing, creating national security concerns. http://ecowatch.com/trump-state-renewable-energy-goals2381603128.html -- Conventional "Hydro is 24 hrs. Geothermal is 24 hrs. Offshore wave is 24 hrs. High altitude wind is 24 hrs.
Power to Gas is 24 hrs. Published July 10th 2015, over 120 other methods to save renewable energy for current or later use.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- 100+ ways to use or harvest
radiant energy for use at night time or when needed: wave energy hybrids, wind to hydrogen, wind and static electricity, solar
heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination, forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar
thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to
hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the
air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and
ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete additives, solar water pumping, solar water
filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 10-60%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy
batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery, compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube
compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage,
train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical
conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultra-violet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8%
UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar
roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows, night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo
battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, always-on radio wave power, storing ambient body
movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static
compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields,
atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no resistance superconducting magnet storage,
Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's
atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon, Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's
tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of 1917 allegedly being used to send
war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German balloon with tether in WW1/WW2,
French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric
ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling magnets" exhibit over-unity energy
harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has introduced its first product, a power
management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia
current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018. Explore the Global energy
harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/single-

article/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
http://www.greentechlead.com/water/securing-water-for-food-recognizes-12-game-changing-technologies-28838
Apr 29, 2017, 2:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
http://ecowatch.com/trump-state-renewable-energy-goals-2381603128.html
#fake #news #renewable #unreliable Rick Perry: Trump Might Seize States' Renewable Energy Goals. Considers renewable energy
as Terrorist activity and a threat to national security. He pushes the false meme that renewable energy is unreliable and doesn't
work when the sun doesn't shine or wind blows. " wind and solar might make the grid unreliable given they only work when the sun
is shining and the wind is blowing, creating national security concerns. http://ecowatch.com/trump-state-renewable-energy-goals2381603128.html -- Conventional "Hydro is 24 hrs. Geothermal is 24 hrs. Offshore wave is 24 hrs. High altitude wind is 24 hrs.
Power to Gas is 24 hrs. Published July 10th 2015, over 120 other methods to save renewable energy for current or later use.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- 100+ ways to use or harvest
radiant energy for use at night time or when needed: wave energy hybrids, wind to hydrogen, wind and static electricity, solar
heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination, forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar
thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to
hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the
air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and
ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete additives, solar water pumping, solar water
filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 10-60%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy
batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery, compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube
compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage,
train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical
conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultra-violet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8%
UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar
roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows, night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo
battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, always-on radio wave power, storing ambient body
movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static
compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields,
atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no resistance superconducting magnet storage,
Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's
atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon, Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's
tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of 1917 allegedly being used to send
war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German balloon with tether in WW1/WW2,
French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric
ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling magnets" exhibit over-unity energy
harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has introduced its first product, a power
management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia
current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018. Explore the Global energy
harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new game-

changing solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
http://www.greentechlead.com/water/securing-water-for-food-recognizes-12-game-changing-technologies-28838
Apr 29, 2017, 2:44 PM
Chris Edwards
Nikola Tesla's "Wireless" Electricity not in the WEBSTERS or OXFORD DICTIONARY. It does not mention Wireless Electricity,
Wireless Power, Wireless "Action at a Distance", Einstein's "spooky action at a distance" and limits "wireless" to the "electromagnetic spectrum" which is commonly set at a constant (C), the speed of light. https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1769973146648841&set=gm.913956648742094&type=3&theater -- According to Tesla, Instantaneous electrical disturbances
can be manifested, at any speed, with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless electricity
transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion "concentric waves" to create actions at a
distance, commonly known as "destructive" and "constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities, or devices
like the Cyclotron, or Earth, have a cyclotron resonance frequency, Schumann Resonance, that allows for electron's to flow in a
situation that is "faster than light" or V=Pie/2 X C or 1.57C. This blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of energy:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
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disturbances can be manifested, at any speed, with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless
electricity transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion "concentric waves" to create
actions at a distance, commonly known as "destructive" and "constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities,
or devices like the Cyclotron, or Earth, have a cyclotron resonance frequency, Schumann Resonance, that allows for electron's to
flow in a situation that is "faster than light" or V=Pie/2 X C or 1.57C. This blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions
of energy: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?view=flipcard
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Wireless Power, Wireless "Action at a Distance", Einstein's "spooky action at a distance" and limits "wireless" to the "electromagnetic spectrum" which is commonly set at a constant (C), the speed of light. According to Tesla, Instantaneous electrical
disturbances can be manifested, at any speed, with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless
electricity transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion "concentric waves" to create
actions at a distance, commonly known as "destructive" and "constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities,
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http://ecowatch.com/trump-state-renewable-energy-goals-2381603128.html
#fake #news #renewable #unreliable Rick Perry: Trump Might Seize States' Renewable Energy Goals. Considers renewable energy
as Terrorist activity and a threat to national security. He pushes the false meme that renewable energy is unreliable and doesn't
work when the sun doesn't shine or wind blows. " wind and solar might make the grid unreliable given they only work when the sun
is shining and the wind is blowing, creating national security concerns. http://ecowatch.com/trump-state-renewable-energy-goals2381603128.html -- Conventional "Hydro is 24 hrs. Geothermal is 24 hrs. Offshore wave is 24 hrs. High altitude wind is 24 hrs.
Power to Gas is 24 hrs. Published July 10th 2015, over 120 other methods to save renewable energy for current or later use.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard
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http://ecowatch.com/trump-state-renewable-energy-goals-2381603128.html
#fake #news #renewable #unreliable Rick Perry: Trump Might Seize States' Renewable Energy Goals. Considers renewable energy
as Terrorist activity and a threat to national security. He pushes the false meme that renewable energy is unreliable and doesn't
work when the sun doesn't shine or wind blows. " wind and solar might make the grid unreliable given they only work when the sun
is shining and the wind is blowing, creating national security concerns. http://ecowatch.com/trump-state-renewable-energy-goals2381603128.html -- Conventional "Hydro is 24 hrs. Geothermal is 24 hrs. Offshore wave is 24 hrs. High altitude wind is 24 hrs.
Power to Gas is 24 hrs. Published July 10th 2015, over 120 other methods to save renewable energy for current or later use.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- 100+ ways to use or harvest
radiant energy for use at night time or when needed: wave energy hybrids, wind to hydrogen, wind and static electricity, solar
heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination, forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar
thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to
hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the
air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and
ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete additives, solar water pumping, solar water
filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 10-60%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy
batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery, compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube
compressed air hybrid, frequency regulation debate, frequency regulation for old batteries, ice energy / ice storage, cold storage,
train gravity, regenerative traction battery, day-time chemical conversion from benzene to hydrocarbons, day-time chemical
conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultra-violet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8%
UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar
roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows, night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo
battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, always-on radio wave power, storing ambient body
movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static
compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields,
atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no resistance superconducting magnet storage,
Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's
atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon, Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's
tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of 1917 allegedly being used to send
war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German balloon with tether in WW1/WW2,
French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric
ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling magnets" exhibit over-unity energy
harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has introduced its first product, a power
management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia
current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018. Explore the Global energy
harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
At Amsterdam International Water Week, Securing Water for Food: A Grand Challenge for Development recognized 12 new gamechanging solutions that will increase water availability and promote efficient use of water in agriculture.
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heating and cooling, solar thermal de-salination, solar treatment and desalination, forward osmosis, hybrid de-salination, solar
thermal desalination with chemical extraction, thermal storage/district heating, solar cell capacitors, P2G power to gas, solar to
hydrogen, solar concentrator to strotinum + CO2 + molten salt dual-turbine for 24 hour storage, Tesla's "Nitrogen fixation" from the
air for use in Agriculture, energy to CO2 and methanol and methane, solar glowing wallpaper, catalyst to hydrogen, solar and
ambient powered sensors, solar concentrators with molten salt with ceramic or concrete additives, solar water pumping, solar water
filter, floatovoltaics to prevent evaporation or water treatment with efficiency gains of 10-60%, inertial batteries, kinetic energy
batteries, mechanical battery, flywheel batteries, windmill battery, or Ferris wheel battery, compressed air hyper-loop evacuated tube
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conversion to phosphates, Si-GaAs for chemical fuels, Solar to Salt, night-time ultra-violet rays, using Tesla's Mica and Tin up to 8%
UV solar radiation at night, day-night printed solar wallpaper, wireless lights running off of wall-paper, solar-wind hybrid drapes, solar
roads, solar-kinetic roads, light-changing solar paint, day or night solar windows, night-time UV bug zapper, indoor lighting photo
battery, night-time concentrated ambient light, ambient radio waves to DC, always-on radio wave power, storing ambient body
movement or heat, piezoelectric and electroactive polymer energy, piezoelectric and kinetic, night-time IR nano-antenna's, static
compensators (STATCOM), hybrid solar + graphene battery, fuel-free nano-motor powered by ultra-sound and magnetic fields,
atomic harvesting from low-level radioactive Radium, cryogenic using liquid air, no resistance superconducting magnet storage,
Tellurium transformation, nuclear power plants as the electrical grid and frequency regulation ballast. Aviation Week's UAV's
atmospheric satellites, solar hybrid balloons, airborne wind energy, electric hot air balloon, Kite-born wind energy, Nikola Tesla's
tethered balloon, wireless airship, wireless power. Marconi/Tesla (AEG) Telefunken Station of 1917 allegedly being used to send
war communications and wireless power to Germany's wireless u-boat submarine, German balloon with tether in WW1/WW2,
French and Italian balloons with tether in WW1/WW2 to protect the Royal Navy, or Tesla's balloon and cable. Nikola Tesla "electric
ray" for u-boat submarine detection. Electrical Experimenter 1918-1919. May 25th 2015 "swelling magnets" exhibit over-unity energy
harvesting. June 24th 2015 SiliconReef offers analog and mixed-signal design services, has introduced its first product, a power
management IC for solar energy harvesting applications up to 90% efficiency. Wireless power forecasts 2014-2024. Wikipedia
current energy storage projects. Energy harvesting methods strategies and forecasts through 2018. Explore the Global energy
harvesting / regeneration for electric vehicles land, water & air 2015-2025.
10+ Human Motion Energy Harvesting Technologies http://www.element14.com/community/groups/energy-harvestingsolutions/blog/2012/12/20/different-approach--still-energy-harvesting
Recycling 101: Waste heat recovery -- 10+ Waste heat recovery systems are increasingly used in mixed-use buildings to move
waste heat from laboratories, data centers, or industrial activities to provide beneficial heating in other parts of the building.
Recovering waste heat becomes an attractive option for facilities working to achieve low energy use (such as net zero energy or
high-performance buildings) and to reduce emissions. http://www.csemag.com/industry-news/codes-and-standards-updates/singlearticle/recycling-101-waste-heat-recovery/22bd22a2284b4bd393251e8c7758b52a.html
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https://www.commondreams.org/news/2017/04/27/100-percent-renewable-energy-2050-senators-introduce-most-ambitious-climateplan
"The Empire is on the Run" - 100 Percent Renewable Energy by 2050: Senators Introduce 'Most Ambitious' Climate Plan Ever
https://www.commondreams.org/news/2017/04/27/100-percent-renewable-energy-2050-senators-introduce-most-ambitious-climateplan
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http://iflscience.com/environment/theres-place-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/
#Schumann #Resonance: Lightning strikes at approximately 8-20HZ in South America http://iflscience.com/environment/theresplace-earth-experiences-12-million-lighting-strikes-year/ -- An "elevated conductor" would access this energy (10,000 Terrawatts)
and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved at the patent office) -https://google.com/patents/US685957
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and run a monopolar, asynchronous, reluctance, induction motor in Nikola Tesla's patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy", November 5th 1901 (The only Day-Night, Perpetual Motion Machine approved at the patent office) -https://google.com/patents/US685957
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http://presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=69326
World already wired: A reason wireless was ignored is that by September 5th 1901, the day before President Mckinley gets shot in
Buffalo, reveals in his speech that " Then there was not a line of electric telegraph; now we have a vast mileage traversing all lands
and seas." http://presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=69326 -- President Mckinley's speech the day after, on Sept 6th, is unavailable,
except for local newspaper articles of the time. His Wikipedia admits that he was "touring the (Tesla/Westinghouse) hydroelectric
plant at the Falls"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley#A_day_at_the_fair.3B_excursion_to_Niagara_Falls -- More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=mckinley
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Buffalo, reveals in his speech that " Then there was not a line of electric telegraph; now we have a vast mileage traversing all lands
and seas." http://presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=69326 -- President Mckinley's speech they day after is unavailable, except for local
newspaper articles of the time. His Wikipedia admits to "before touring the (Tesla/Westinghouse) hydroelectric plant at the Falls"
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History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978. The "Sun Day" inaugural event day rained-out by cloud-seeding airplanes:
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/g.750861428384951/1766103850369104/ Donald Trump's Executive Order
http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E &
NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out
Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc
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http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7239615/
IEEE: Simulation of Nikola Tesla's Atmospheric (Maser) Discharges. In this paper, an attempt is made in the laboratory to simulate
Nikola Tesla atmospheric maser discharges. The ground lightning bolt, commonly observed, takes the form of filamentary lightning

channels called the leader and the return strokes. It is taken that Nikola Tesla atmospheric discharges are obtained when a powerful
high-frequency source triggers the atmospheric discharge and enables the energy stored in the cumulonimbus clouds to be
released in the form of maser radiations, which are accompanied by a diffuse glow-like discharge covering a large area, as in the
case of the aurora borealis. The main point in the current investigation is the generation of the powerful hydrogen atom (maser) line
at 1.420 GHz recorded under the condition of high humidity present in air. This suggests that the driving frequency of high power at
a frequency close to 1 GHz is capable of electrolysis of the water vapor present in air, dissociation of the hydrogen molecule into
atoms, excitation of atomic hydrogen, and consequent emission from the hydrogen atoms in the manner found in the hydrogen
atomic clock. http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7239615/
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the generation of the powerful hydrogen atom (maser) line at 1.420 GHz recorded under the condition of high humidity present in
air. This suggests that the driving frequency of high power at a frequency close to 1 GHz is capable of electrolysis of the water vapor
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In this paper, an attempt is made in the laboratory to simulate Nikola Tesla atmospheric maser discharges. The ground lightning
bolt, commonly observed, takes the form of filamentary lightning channels called the leader and the return strokes. It is taken that
Nikola Tesla atmospheric discharges are obtained when a powerful high-frequency source triggers the atmospheric discharge and
enables the energy stored in the cumulonimbus clouds to be released in the form of maser radiations, which are accompanied by a
diffuse glow-like discharge covering a large area, as in the case of the aurora borealis. The main point in the current investigation is
the generation of the powerful hydrogen atom (maser) line at 1.420 GHz recorded under the condition of high humidity present in
air. This suggests that the driving frequency of high power at a frequency close to 1 GHz is capable of electrolysis of the water vapor
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In this paper, an attempt is made in the laboratory to simulate Nikola Tesla atmospheric maser discharges. The ground lightning
bolt, commonly observed, takes the form of filamentary lightning channels called the leader and the return strokes. It is taken that
Nikola Tesla atmospheric discharges are obtained when a powerful high-frequency source triggers the atmospheric discharge and
enables the energy stored in the cumulonimbus clouds to be released in the form of maser radiations, which are accompanied by a
diffuse glow-like discharge covering a large area, as in the case of the aurora borealis. The main point in the current investigation is
the generation of the powerful hydrogen atom (maser) line at 1.420 GHz recorded under the condition of high humidity present in
air. This suggests that the driving frequency of high power at a frequency close to 1 GHz is capable of electrolysis of the water vapor
present in air, dissociation of the hydrogen molecule into atoms, excitation of atomic hydrogen, and consequent emission from the
hydrogen atoms in the manner found in the hydrogen atomic clock. http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7239615/
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=8FbQoI8P7c4
The upcoming movie "The Thinning" uses immediate propaganda about the nature of disease; claiming that bacteria "causes
disease". The fact is, bacteria attacks your body, when that part of your body is defective. Bacteria is invading that defective part to
kill it, to save the host. Modern medicine, wants to kill the bacteria with anti-biotics and does not attempt to repair the defective part

itself. Later, the anti-biotics creates auto-immune disorders in your body, and the diseases will appear out of no-where.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=8FbQoI8P7c4 National Geographic: Can We Use Bacteria to Treat Diseases? | Nat Geo Live
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6LjvUPADFtM
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In this paper, an attempt is made in the laboratory to simulate Nikola Tesla atmospheric maser discharges. The ground lightning
bolt, commonly observed, takes the form of filamentary lightning channels called the leader and the return strokes. It is taken that
Nikola Tesla atmospheric discharges are obtained when a powerful high-frequency source triggers the atmospheric discharge and
enables the energy stored in the cumulonimbus clouds to be released in the form of maser radiations, which are accompanied by a
diffuse glow-like discharge covering a large area, as in the case of the aurora borealis. The main point in the current investigation is
the generation of the powerful hydrogen atom (maser) line at 1.420 GHz recorded under the condition of high humidity present in
air. This suggests that the driving frequency of high power at a frequency close to 1 GHz is capable of electrolysis of the water vapor
present in air, dissociation of the hydrogen molecule into atoms, excitation of atomic hydrogen, and consequent emission from the
hydrogen atoms in the manner found in the hydrogen atomic clock. http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7239615/
Apr 26, 2017, 11:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1931 Cosmic Ray Motor, Hydrogen & Fuel Cells & radiant energy.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/02/teslaleakscom-trump-white-house-leaks.html
Trump White House Leaks CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla "Scalar Waves", "Industrial Enterprises"
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/02/teslaleakscom-trump-white-house-leaks.html -- 2/5/2017 The Trump administration has
sprung a leak. Many of them, in fact https://washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/the-trump-administration-has-sprung-a-leak-many-ofthem-in-fact/2017/02/05/a13fad24-ebe2-11e6-b4ff-ac2cf509efe5_story.html -- 2/1/2017 C.I.A. releases document on Nikola Tesla
on Scalar Waves, formerly TOP SECRET https://youtube.com/watch?v=a3WuJEoSInA -- 2/1/2017 Beware of (Troll Trap) 404 | CIA
FOIA NIKOLA TESLA INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE. Welcome to the new CIA Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Electronic Reading
Room. https://cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/nikola-tesla-industrial-enterprise -- 2/1/2017 Beware of (Troll Trap) 403
Forbidden - (CIA FOIA) RADIO PRODUCTION AT NIKOLA TESLA RADIO FACTORY, BELGRADE 2. RADIO RESEARCH
CENTER, BELGRADE. https://cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp82-00457r009600350009-3 -- 2/3/2017 Beware of (Troll
Trap) Nikola Tesla wanted to build a deadly invisible wall protect the US - Business Insider. The inventor wanted to build a "Chinese
Wall of Defense" that would "render helpless any military attack." http://businessinsider.com/tesla-death-ray-border-wall-trump-20172 -- 2/3/2017 How Qi (Chi) Energy Flows Through The 12 Meridians Points That Exist Within Your Body – Collective Evolution.
Nikola Tesla told us that “the day science begins to study non-physical phenomena, it will make more progress in one decade than
in all the previous centuries of its existence” http://collective-evolution.com/2017/02/03/how-qi-chee-energy-flows-through-the-12meridians-points-that-exist-within-your-body/ -- 2/3/2017 "Reports Of My Death (Nikola Tesla) Have Been Greatly Exaggerated".
Energy Dept. To President Donald Trump: I'm Not Dead Yet! https://cleantechnica.com/2017/02/01/energy-dept-president-donaldtrump-im-not-dead-yet/
Feb 7, 2017, 7:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
Apr 26, 2017, 10:56 PM
Chris Edwards
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7239615/
#nikola #tesla #maser #chemtrails #wireless #atomic #clocks In this paper, an attempt is made in the laboratory to simulate Nikola
Tesla atmospheric maser discharges. The ground lightning bolt, commonly observed, takes the form of filamentary lightning
channels called the leader and the return strokes. It is taken that Nikola Tesla atmospheric discharges are obtained when a powerful
high-frequency source triggers the atmospheric discharge and enables the energy stored in the cumulonimbus clouds to be
released in the form of maser radiations, which are accompanied by a diffuse glow-like discharge covering a large area, as in the
case of the aurora borealis. The main point in the current investigation is the generation of the powerful hydrogen atom (maser) line
at 1.420 GHz recorded under the condition of high humidity present in air. This suggests that the driving frequency of high power at
a frequency close to 1 GHz is capable of electrolysis of the water vapor present in air, dissociation of the hydrogen molecule into
atoms, excitation of atomic hydrogen, and consequent emission from the hydrogen atoms in the manner found in the hydrogen
atomic clock. http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7239615/
Updated Apr 26, 2017, 10:54 PM
Apr 26, 2017, 10:54 PM
Chris Edwards

http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/159992409923/last-night-the-national-geographic-channel-began-a
Nikola Tesla denied that Einstein’s theory was true, not just because he rejected the idea that matter is convertible into energy, and
energy into matter, or the existence of space-time, but because he himself had measured speeds traveling faster than light in
numerous experiments... In 1899 he conducted experiments at Colorado Springs where he sent currents from his transmitter around
earth and back to his receiver traveling at a mean velocity of 292,815 miles per second. On April of 1900 he published a patent on
this transmitter titled the Art of Transmitting Electrical Energy Through the Natural Medium, which was just a play thing compared to
his Magnifying Transmitter patented in 1914. Not only this, but as far back as 1896 he conducted experiments on cosmic rays where
he measured cosmic ray velocities from the star, Antares, which he measured to be fifty times greater than the speed of light, thus
demolishing one of the basic pillar of the structure of relativity. http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/159992409923/last-night-thenational-geographic-channel-began-a -- Passages from Tesla's patent 787,412 were included verbatim in the introduction for special
attention: -- The most essential requirement is that irrespective of frequency the wave or wave-train should continue for a certain
period of time, which I have estimated to be not less than one-twelfth or probably 0.08484 of a second and which is taken in passing
to and returning from the region diametrically opposite the pole over the earth's surface with a mean velocity of about 471,240
kilometers per second [292,822 miles per second, a velocity equal to one and a half times the "official" speed of light].
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_22.htm -- More on Debunking Einstein:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
Updated Apr 26, 2017, 9:10 PM
Apr 26, 2017, 9:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/159992409923/last-night-the-national-geographic-channel-began-a
A Tesla Leaks Original: Debunking Einstein -- https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-alberteinsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Nikola Tesla denied that Einstein’s theory was true, not just because he rejected the idea that matter
is convertible into energy, and energy into matter, or the existence of space-time, but because he himself had measured speeds
traveling faster than light in numerous experiments... In 1899 he conducted experiments at Colorado Springs where he sent currents
from his transmitter around earth and back to his receiver traveling at a mean velocity of 292,815 miles per second. On April of 1900
he published a patent on this transmitter titled the Art of Transmitting Electrical Energy Through the Natural Medium, which was just
a play thing compared to his Magnifying Transmitter patented in 1914. Not only this, but as far back as 1896 he conducted
experiments on cosmic rays where he measured cosmic ray velocities from the star, Antares, which he measured to be fifty times
greater than the speed of light, thus demolishing one of the basic pillar of the structure of relativity.
http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/159992409923/last-night-the-national-geographic-channel-began-a -- Passages from Tesla's
patent 787,412 were included verbatim in the introduction for special attention: -- The most essential requirement is that irrespective
of frequency the wave or wave-train should continue for a certain period of time, which I have estimated to be not less than onetwelfth or probably 0.08484 of a second and which is taken in passing to and returning from the region diametrically opposite the
pole over the earth's surface with a mean velocity of about 471,240 kilometers per second [292,822 miles per second, a velocity
equal to one and a half times the "official" speed of light]. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_22.htm -- More on Debunking
Einstein: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
Apr 26, 2017, 9:09 PM
Chris Edwards
http://cnbc.com/2017/04/24/the-man-who-called-crudes-collapse-three-years-ago-now-sees-this.html
Fake news on who gets credit for predicting the "Oil Price Collapse": CNBC claims Tom Klonza predicted the oil price collapse "late
2014" when oil was $60-$80 barrel. However, this blog and associated accounts launched the weekend of July 4th 2014, the
anniversary of the destruction of Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower, July 4th 1917. That same weekend when oil prices were almost $110
per barrel, Fox News was reporting that oil prices would reach $200 per barrel. http://cnbc.com/2017/04/24/the-man-who-calledcrudes-collapse-three-years-ago-now-sees-this.html -- The first of these Tesla video's and blogs were started as early as July 4th
2012, the first formal blog started by a team member on January 19th 2014. http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikolatesla-patents.html -- By late 2014 many of these accounts were blocked and closed by Google, Youtube and Facebook such as this
one: https://facebook.com/nikola.tesla.radiant.energy.harvesting/ -- These Google+, Youtube, Blogspot Blogs and the content
Facebook blocked, from dates just preceding July 4th 2014, https://phys.org/news/2014-06-superconducting-ferroelectric-propertiesperovskite.html, were added to the new blog formally started back up on November 5th 2014,
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html the anniversary of Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus
for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" on November 5th 1901 and the murder of William "Bill" Cooper on November 5th 2001, who
had early predicted the events of 9/11 and the technology used that day. The oil price collapse ended on February 9th 2016,
http://money.cnn.com/2016/02/09/investing/stocks-markets-volatile-dow-jones/ when the Saudi's claimed they would reduce

production. Which has not happened to this day. In February 2016, oil prices were selling at a negative price in Canada, the first
time since 1903 when oil was discovered. http://oilprice.com/Energy/Oil-Prices/Oil-Sold-for-050-per-Barrel-A-Negative-Price.html -Oil price collapse heightens concern over sovereign wealth funds http://ft.com/cms/s/0/19389158-bf55-11e5-846f79b0e3d20eaf.html Falling oil prices will bankrupt the likes of Russia, Saudi Arabia – MarketWatch
http://marketwatch.com/story/falling-oil-prices-will-bankrupt-the-likes-of-russia-saudi-arabia-2016-02-10 -- January 25th 2016 Opec
secretary general calls for talks on oil price collapse http://ft.com/fastft/2016/01/25/opec-secretary-general-calls-for-talks-on-oil-pricecollapse/ -- Credit goes to the late Nikola Tesla: http://teslaleaks.com/
Updated Apr 24, 2017, 2:08 PM
Apr 24, 2017, 2:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://cnbc.com/2017/04/24/the-man-who-called-crudes-collapse-three-years-ago-now-sees-this.html
Fake news on who gets credit for predicting the "Oil Price Collapse": CNBC claims Tom Klonza predicted the oil price collapse "late
2014" when oil was $60-$80 barrel. However, this blog and associated accounts launched the weekend of July 4th 2014, the
anniversary of the destruction of Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower, July 4th 1917. That same weekend when oil prices were almost $110
per barrel, Fox News was reporting that oil prices would reach $200 per barrel. http://cnbc.com/2017/04/24/the-man-who-calledcrudes-collapse-three-years-ago-now-sees-this.html -- The first of these Tesla video's and blogs were started as early as July 4th
2012, the first formal blog started by a team member on January 19th 2014. http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikolatesla-patents.html -- By late 2014 many of these accounts were blocked and closed by Google, Youtube and Facebook such as this
one: https://facebook.com/nikola.tesla.radiant.energy.harvesting/ -- These Google+, Youtube, Blogspot Blogs and the content
Facebook blocked, from dates just preceding July 4th 2014, https://phys.org/news/2014-06-superconducting-ferroelectric-propertiesperovskite.html, were added to the new blog formally started back up on November 5th 2014,
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html the anniversary of Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus
for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" on November 5th 1901 and the murder of William "Bill" Cooper on November 5th 2001, who
had early predicted the events of 9/11 and the technology used that day. The oil price collapse ended on February 9th 2016,
http://money.cnn.com/2016/02/09/investing/stocks-markets-volatile-dow-jones/ when the Saudi's claimed they would reduce
production. Which has not happened to this day. In February 2016, oil prices were selling at a negative price in Canada, the first
time since 1903 when oil was discovered. http://oilprice.com/Energy/Oil-Prices/Oil-Sold-for-050-per-Barrel-A-Negative-Price.html -Oil price collapse heightens concern over sovereign wealth funds http://ft.com/cms/s/0/19389158-bf55-11e5-846f79b0e3d20eaf.html Falling oil prices will bankrupt the likes of Russia, Saudi Arabia – MarketWatch
http://marketwatch.com/story/falling-oil-prices-will-bankrupt-the-likes-of-russia-saudi-arabia-2016-02-10 -- January 25th 2016 Opec
secretary general calls for talks on oil price collapse http://ft.com/fastft/2016/01/25/opec-secretary-general-calls-for-talks-on-oil-pricecollapse/ -- Credit goes to the late Nikola Tesla: http://teslaleaks.com/
Apr 24, 2017, 2:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://google.com/patents/US406968
Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Another Nikola Tesla Patent mis-named for his inventions for all "Homo-polar" "Mono-polar" Electric
Machines: US Patent 406968 A "And alfred s" for the Homo-polar Dynamo Electric-Machine that his the basis for Toyota's and other
DC Motors and DC Generators for their Electric/Hybrid Cars. http://google.com/patents/US406968 -- Refers to Toyota's Patent for a
"Homopolar machine which acts as a direct current (DC) high voltage generator or motor" https://google.com/patents/US5278470
and the machine located on the Tesla Electric-Arc Aircraft potentially used on 9/11/2001 - "Orbiting multi-rotor homopolar system"
http://google.com/patents/WO2006054973A1 -- Electric Arc Aircraft https://youtube.com/watch?v=k9CgJYeTxFE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Another Nikola Tesla Patent title changed to "best available cop"??
https://google.com/patents/US396121 (The Toyota Hybrid patent in 1994 was originally rejected because it was already
"anticipated". In the same fashion, the Marconi/RCA lawsuit in 1943, Supreme Court Case 3,6,9 ended for the same reason, the
RCA/Military had "anticipated" the technology based on the original Nikola Tesla patents.)
Apr 23, 2017, 7:29 PM
Chris Edwards
http://google.com/patents/US406968
Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Another Nikola Tesla Patent mis-named for his inventions for all "Homo-polar" "Mono-polar" Electric
Machines: US Patent 406968 A "And alfred s" for the Homo-polar Dynamo Electric-Machine that his the basis for Toyota's and other
DC Motors and DC Generators for their Electric/Hybrid Cars. http://google.com/patents/US406968 -- Refers to Toyota's Patent for a
"Homopolar machine which acts as a direct current (DC) high voltage generator or motor" https://google.com/patents/US5278470
and the machine located on the Tesla Electric-Arc Aircraft potentially used on 9/11/2001 - "Orbiting multi-rotor homopolar system"

http://google.com/patents/WO2006054973A1 -- Electric Arc Aircraft https://youtube.com/watch?v=k9CgJYeTxFE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI
Updated Apr 23, 2017, 7:17 PM
Apr 23, 2017, 7:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solarled Global Group ☀☀☀.
History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978. The "Sun Day" inaugural event day rained-out by cloud-seeding airplanes:
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/g.750861428384951/1766103850369104/ Donald Trump's Executive Order
http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E &
NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-… -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out Woodstock in
1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=0Jw-o2qivWc
Apr 23, 2017, 4:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978. The "Sun Day" inaugural event day rained-out by cloud-seeding airplanes:
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/g.750861428384951/1766103850369104/ Donald Trump's Executive Order
http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E &
NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out
Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc
Apr 23, 2017, 3:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978. The "Sun Day" inaugural event day rained-out by cloud-seeding airplanes:
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/g.750861428384951/1766103850369104/ Donald Trump's Executive Order
http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E &
NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out
Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc
Apr 23, 2017, 3:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978. The "Sun Day" inaugural event day rained-out by cloud-seeding airplanes:
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/g.750861428384951/1766103850369104/ Donald Trump's Executive Order
http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E &
NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out
Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc
Apr 23, 2017, 3:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in World Green and Renewable Energy Assosiation.
History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978. The "Sun Day" inaugural event day rained-out by cloud-seeding airplanes:
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/g.750861428384951/1766103850369104/ Donald Trump's Executive Order
http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E &
NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out
Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc
Apr 23, 2017, 3:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy .
History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978. The "Sun Day" inaugural event day rained-out by cloud-seeding airplanes:
https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/g.750861428384951/1766103850369104/ Donald Trump's Executive Order
http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E &
NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out
Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc -- All copyrights and trademarks belong to their respective owners. For educational use
only.
Apr 23, 2017, 3:19 PM

Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978. The "Sun Day" inaugural event day rained-out by cloud-seeding airplanes:
https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/g.750861428384951/1766103850369104/ Donald Trump's Executive Order
http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E &
NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out
Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc -- All copyrights and trademarks belong to their respective owners. For educational use
only.
Apr 23, 2017, 3:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in CHEMTRAILS and HAARP.
#march #for #science #earth #day History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/909669565837469/ The "Sun Day" inaugural event day rained-out
by cloud-seeding airplanes: Donald ( Jon Corzine https://youtube.com/watch?v=V0HVLMioqKs ) Trump's Executive Order
http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E &
NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out
Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc
Apr 22, 2017, 12:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Weather Manipulation / Chemtrails / Geoengineering.
#march #for #science #earth #day History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/909669565837469/ The "Sun Day" inaugural event day rained-out
by cloud-seeding airplanes: Donald ( Jon Corzine https://youtube.com/watch?v=V0HVLMioqKs ) Trump's Executive Order
http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E &
NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out
Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc
Apr 22, 2017, 12:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Chemtrails Global Skywatch.
History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/909669565837469/ The "Sun Day" inaugural event day rained-out
by cloud-seeding airplanes: Donald ( Jon Corzine https://youtube.com/watch?v=V0HVLMioqKs ) Trump's Executive Order
http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E &
NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out
Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc
Apr 22, 2017, 12:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
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Chris Edwards
#march #for #science #earth #day History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/909669565837469/ The "Sun Day" inaugural event day rained-out
by cloud-seeding airplanes: Donald ( Jon Corzine https://youtube.com/watch?v=V0HVLMioqKs ) Trump's Executive Order
http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E &
NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out
Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc
Updated Apr 22, 2017, 12:26 PM
Apr 22, 2017, 12:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Click for video:

#march #for #science #earth #day History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978. The "Sun Day" inaugural event day
rained-out by cloud-seeding airplanes: Donald ( Jon Corzine https://youtube.com/watch?v=V0HVLMioqKs ) Trump's Executive
Order http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved
ARPA-E & NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding)
rained-out Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc -- All copyrights and trademarks belong to their respective owners. For educational use
only.
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Richard WilsonReagan used this as the government was living to good and not the people
Apr 22, 2017, 12:53 PM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Chris Edwards#earth #day #rain March for Science crowd fended off a steady rain with umbrellas and jackets
http://cnn.com/2017/04/22/health/global-march-for-science/
Apr 22, 2017, 3:09 PM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Rob BennettIt is very likely that the vast majority 'marching for science', know nothing about Nikola Tesla.
Apr 23, 2017, 5:04 AM
Group: TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Chris EdwardsCorrect. CNN is promoting vaccine's, the lead, global warming and nuke hoax as "science".
Apr 23, 2017, 2:46 PM
#march #for #science #earth #day History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978. The "Sun Day" inaugural event day
rained-out by cloud-seeding airplanes: Donald ( Jon Corzine https://youtube.com/watch?v=V0HVLMioqKs ) Trump's Executive
Order http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved
ARPA-E & NREL projects https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 -- Chem-trails (cloud-seeding)
rained-out Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc -- All copyrights and trademarks belong to their respective owners. For educational use
only.
Apr 22, 2017, 12:24 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Vps-hJxNCjU
#trump #nrel #arpa #chemtrails This history of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978 https://youtube.com/watch?v=VpshJxNCjU -- "Sun" day inaugural event day rained-out by cloud-seeding airplanes: Donald (Jon Corzine https://youtube.com/watch?
v=V0HVLMioqKs) Trump's Executive Order time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-epa/ is reportedly denying DOE
funds for already approved ARPA-E & RNEL projects. https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935 Chem-trails (cloud seeding) rained-out Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?v=lsqfk-WtoIo == NREL's Sustainable Energy
Research 1977-2017 https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc
Updated Apr 22, 2017, 1:12 AM
Apr 22, 2017, 1:12 AM

The 11 missing words in the Pentagon Papers could be in the Tesla FBI File "Tesla's wireless transmission of electrical power had
been completed and perfected" or "With a Magnifying Transmitter, maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 horsepower" -http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Apr 21, 2017, 8:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html
Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon Papers. First, the full Pentagon Papers have never
been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from final releases. Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that
controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure communications 2) Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3)
Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html -- 1)) Nikola Tesla invented and
patented the only methods for secure communications, multi-plexing, Telegeodynamics, submarine communications and detection
"" 4. "“ …covering a two destroyer Patrol Group with on-line Crypto RATT…” (IV.C.3, p. 17) "" -- 2)) Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse
held and shared with GE, over 40 patents for the generation of power, distribution and motors for Hydro Dams. Later, Hydro dams

were also used to produce Hydrogen & Jet Fuel. 6. "“Of 91 known locks and dams in NVN, only 8 targeted…”(IV. C. 7 (a), p. 53) "" -3)) Nikola Tesla proposed, created and witnessed weather modification in 1899, in Colorado Springs, and in his treatise "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" in 1900 7. “" …obvious bid to turn ROLLING THUNDER into a punitive bombing campaign…” (IV. C. 7
(a), p. 83) "" -- 4)) Thomas Edison used his version of the Phonograph invention to tap phones for the phone company since 1878.
Physical cables (to be tapped) were layed prior to 1900, from the US, to Europe, to China, to Australia. "" 11. “…9:30 a.m. today
according to a telephone intercept Kosygin called Brezhnev…” (VI.C.3 (1), p. 61-62) ""
https://nsarchive.wordpress.com/2011/09/16/what-were-the-eleven-words-the-government-intended-to-censor-from-the-pentagonpapers/ -- More points: William "Bill" Cooper was finishing his book on Vietnam when he was murdered: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ng--2FdYOqU -- More points: Nikola Tesla's works would have been de-classified in 1973, just as WaterGate was progressing.
"What were they looking for", "what were the 11 words"? Proof of the Tesla inventions and patents at work are here:
http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Apr 21, 2017, 7:30 PM
Chris Edwards
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html
#wikileaks #watergate #pentagon #papers #nikola #tesla Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the
Pentagon Papers. First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from
the final releases. Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure
communications 2) Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html -- 1)) Nikola Tesla invented and patented the only methods for secure
communications, multi-plexing, Telegeodynamics, submarine communications and detection "" 4. "“ …covering a two destroyer
Patrol Group with on-line Crypto RATT…” (IV.C.3, p. 17) "" -- 2)) Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse held and shared with GE, over 40
patents for the generation of power, distribution and motors for Hydro Dams. Later, Hydro dams were also used to produce
Hydrogen & Jet Fuel. 6. "“Of 91 known locks and dams in NVN, only 8 targeted…”(IV. C. 7 (a), p. 53) "" -- 3)) Nikola Tesla proposed,
created and witnessed weather modification in 1899, in Colorado Springs, and in his treatise "Problem of Increasing Human Energy"
in 1900 7. “" …obvious bid to turn ROLLING THUNDER into a punitive bombing (Napalm) campaign…” (IV. C. 7 (a), p. 83) "" -- 4))
Thomas Edison used his version of the Phonograph invention to tap phones for the phone company since 1878. Physical cables (to
be tapped) were layed prior to 1900, from the US, to Europe, to China, to Australia. "" 11. “…9:30 a.m. today according to a
telephone intercept Kosygin called Brezhnev…” (VI.C.3 (1), p. 61-62) "" https://nsarchive.wordpress.com/2011/09/16/what-were-theeleven-words-the-government-intended-to-censor-from-the-pentagon-papers/ -- More points: William "Bill" Cooper was finishing his
book on Vietnam when he was murdered: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU -- More points: Nikola Tesla's works would
have been de-classified in 1973, just as WaterGate was progressing. "What were they looking for", "what were the 11 words"? The
11 words are in the Tesla FBI File "Tesla's wireless transmission of electrical power had been completed and perfected" -- Proof of
the Tesla inventions and patents at work are here: http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Updated Apr 21, 2017, 7:28 PM
Apr 21, 2017, 7:28 PM
Chris Edwards
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/toyota-engineers-testing-limits-of-hydrogen-safety
Toyota's hydrogen tank was shot with a .50 caliber. Nothing happened. https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/toyota-engineers-testinglimits-of-hydrogen-safety -- You can't penetrate a 10 foot thick nuclear power containment facility with an airplane going 500mph,
nor a fleet of airplanes. https:/youtube.com/watch?v=RZjhxuhTmGk -- Nor do Tesla electric car batteries start on fire (in the front
Trunk), without some added gasoline set by the conspirators. https://youtube.com/watch?v=OfpHNvb1yzE
Updated Apr 21, 2017, 5:21 PM
Apr 21, 2017, 5:21 PM
Chris Edwards
https://thestar.com/entertainment/movies/2017/04/21/canadian-short-films-added-to-cannes-festival-lineup.html
Canadian Short Films added to Cannes Film Festival: Set in the New York of 1905, it makes what's billed as a “spectacular”
imagining of a last-ditch funding appeal by visionary inventor Nikola Tesla to his wealthy backer JP Morgan
https://thestar.com/entertainment/movies/2017/04/21/canadian-short-films-added-to-cannes-festival-lineup.html
Updated Apr 21, 2017, 5:09 PM
Apr 21, 2017, 5:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4 cents per

gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25
years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Canadian Truth News Eh?
Nikola Tesla Famous Quotes, not the "Fake News" ones put out by the perpetrators of this crime against humanity.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1764420077204148&set=pcb.907994556004970%2F Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"
"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"
"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""
"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Apr 19, 2017, 10:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Free Energy Party.
Apr 19, 2017, 11:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
Nikola Tesla Famous Quotes, not the "Fake News" ones put out by the perpetrators of this crime against humanity.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1764420077204148&set=pcb.907994556004970%2F Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"
"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""
"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Apr 19, 2017, 10:37 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Solarled Global Group ☀☀☀.
Nikola Tesla Famous Quotes, not the "Fake News" ones put out by the perpetrators of this crime against humanity.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1764420077204148&set=pcb.907994556004970%2F Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"
"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""
"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Apr 19, 2017, 10:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
Nikola Tesla Famous Quotes, not the "Fake News" ones put out by the perpetrators of this crime against humanity.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1764420077204148&set=pcb.907994556004970%2F Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"
"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""
"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Apr 19, 2017, 10:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
"Famous Quote's", not the "Fake News" ones put out by the perpetrators of this crime against humanity.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1764420077204148&set=pcb.907994556004970%2F Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"

"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"You will never see that machinery"
"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine
Apr 19, 2017, 10:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
"Famous Quote's", not the "Fake News" ones put out by the perpetrators of this crime against humanity.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1764420077204148&set=pcb.907994556004970%2F Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"
"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"You will never see that machinery"
"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine
Apr 19, 2017, 10:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
"Famous Quote's", not the "Fake News" ones put out by the perpetrators of this crime against humanity.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1764420077204148&set=pcb.907994556004970&type=3 Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"
"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"You will never see that machinery"
"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
Apr 19, 2017, 10:03 PM

Chris Edwards
Nikola Tesla Famous Quotes, not the "Fake News" ones put out by the perpetrators of this crime against humanity.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1764420077204148&set=pcb.907994556004970%2F Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"
"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""
"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Updated Apr 19, 2017, 7:52 PM
Apr 19, 2017, 7:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
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Revolution"
Nikola Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan "Famous Quote's". https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- "I Have Secured XXXXXX
U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"
"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and
individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"
"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"
"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"
"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""

"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"
"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"
The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
Apr 19, 2017, 7:45 PM
Chris Edwards
http://reuters.com/article/us-usa-russia-election-exclusive-idUSKBN17L2N3
Putin-linked think tank drew up plan to sway 2016 U.S. election (Using "Fake News", after the collapse in Oil Prices in February
2016) - documents show http://reuters.com/article/us-usa-russia-election-exclusive-idUSKBN17L2N3
Updated Apr 19, 2017, 4:36 PM
Apr 19, 2017, 4:36 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=zB4I68XVPzQ
The last Jedi, Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=zB4I68XVPzQ
Updated Apr 17, 2017, 10:52 PM
Apr 17, 2017, 10:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Fake News vs Fake Newsfacebook.com
#fake #news #history Robert Parkinson, a professor at Binghamton University, pointed out in a piece for the Washington Post that
the creation and spread of fake news stories played a role in the birth of the United States. John Adams, Parkinson notes, wrote in
his diary in 1769 about creating fake and exaggerated stories that would be published in various early newspapers of the time—
stories that were ultimately designed to undermine the King of England's authority in Massachusetts.
At around the same time, the governor of New Jersey secretly fabricated long pieces that were featured prominently in U.S.
newspapers and journals. One, entitled "The Impartial Chronicle," claimed that the King was sending thousands of foreign soldiers
to kill Americans.
https://facebook.com/Fake-News-vs-Fake-News-963134843789980/
Even Benjamin Franklin, who at the time was the American ambassador to France, created a fake issue of a real Boston newspaper
called the Independent Chronicle, Parkinson said. In it, he told the story of American military forces who discovered bags containing
scalps from 700 men, women, and children, allegedly taken by Indians in league with the King.
Historian Tim Stanley noted on Twitter (twtr) that during the hotly contested 1828 election, Andrew Jackson's campaign team started
a rumor that John Quincy Adams had bought an American girl in order to satisfy the Tsar of Russia. Adams, meanwhile, spread
rumors that Jackson's mother had slept with slaves and even had a child with one.
http://fortune.com/2017/02/08/fake-news-history/
Other Fake News:
1) Money has value
2) Commodities have value
3) Earth can be claimed
4) Energy isn't Free
5) Einstein is a Genius

http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Apr 17, 2017, 10:41 PM
Chris Edwards
Fake News vs Fake Newsfacebook.com
#fake #news #history Robert Parkinson, a professor at Binghamton University, pointed out in a piece for the Washington Post that
the creation and spread of fake news stories played a role in the birth of the United States. John Adams, Parkinson notes, wrote in
his diary in 1769 about creating fake and exaggerated stories that would be published in various early newspapers of the time—
stories that were ultimately designed to undermine the King of England's authority in Massachusetts.
At around the same time, the governor of New Jersey secretly fabricated long pieces that were featured prominently in U.S.
newspapers and journals. One, entitled "The Impartial Chronicle," claimed that the King was sending thousands of foreign soldiers
to kill Americans.
https://facebook.com/Fake-News-vs-Fake-News-963134843789980/
Even Benjamin Franklin, who at the time was the American ambassador to France, created a fake issue of a real Boston newspaper
called the Independent Chronicle, Parkinson said. In it, he told the story of American military forces who discovered bags containing
scalps from 700 men, women, and children, allegedly taken by Indians in league with the King.
Historian Tim Stanley noted on Twitter (twtr) that during the hotly contested 1828 election, Andrew Jackson's campaign team started
a rumor that John Quincy Adams had bought an American girl in order to satisfy the Tsar of Russia. Adams, meanwhile, spread
rumors that Jackson's mother had slept with slaves and even had a child with one.
http://fortune.com/2017/02/08/fake-news-history/
Other Fake News:
1) Money has value
2) Commodities have value
3) Earth can be claimed
4) Energy isn't Free
5) Einstein is a Genius
http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Updated Apr 17, 2017, 10:40 PM
Apr 17, 2017, 10:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4416256/Are-Kim-Jong-s-missiles-FAKE.html
Sceptics claim Kim Jong-Un's missiles could be FAKE | Daily Mail | Maybe Those North Korean Missiles Were Just Big Green
Tubes | NBC | http://dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4416256/Are-Kim-Jong-s-missiles-FAKE.html www.nbcnews.com/.../maybe-thosenorth-korean-missiles-were-just-big-green-tubes-... -- North Korea missiles FAKE: Video 'proves' Kim Jong-un's rockets may have
been exposed as worthless fakes http://dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/606204/north-korea-nuclear-missile-icbm-fake-video-bentcone-world-war-3-usa-trump-kim-jong-un -- Russia used fake inflatable missiles and fake pictures and fake news of nukes, ICBM's
and fake satellites https://youtube.com/watch?v=CPMWku-tVok -- SPACE SHUTTLE HOAX https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XJvfGQzzXrg https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZaeUunEUc3w -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein, the nature of "Nukes" as
known conventional weaponry. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?
view=flipcard
Apr 17, 2017, 10:20 PM
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http://dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4416256/Are-Kim-Jong-s-missiles-FAKE.html
#fake #missiles #icbm #nukes #satellites #spaceshuttle Sceptics claim Kim Jong-Un's missiles could be FAKE | Daily Mail | Maybe
Those North Korean Missiles Were Just Big Green Tubes | NBC | http://dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4416256/Are-Kim-Jong-smissiles-FAKE.html www.nbcnews.com/.../maybe-those-north-korean-missiles-were-just-big-green-tubes-... -- North Korea missiles
FAKE: Video 'proves' Kim Jong-un's rockets may have been exposed as worthless fakes http://dailystar.co.uk/news/latestnews/606204/north-korea-nuclear-missile-icbm-fake-video-bent-cone-world-war-3-usa-trump-kim-jong-un -- Russia used fake
inflatable missiles and fake pictures and fake news of nukes, ICBM's and fake satellites https://youtube.com/watch?v=CPMWkutVok -- SPACE SHUTTLE HOAX https://youtube.com/watch?v=XJvfGQzzXrg https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZaeUunEUc3w -- Nikola
Tesla debunks Albert Einstein, the nature of "Nukes" as known conventional weaponry.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
Updated Apr 17, 2017, 10:14 PM
Apr 17, 2017, 10:14 PM
Chris Edwards
http://thehill.com/policy/international/asia-pacific/329149-north-korea-thermonuclear-war-possible-at-any-time
#nuke #hoax Are you hiding in your underground bunker yet? (North Korea's Coal Plant-Prison vs U.S. Coal Plant-Prison) Fake
News: North Korea: ‘Thermonuclear war may break out at any minute' | TheHill http://thehill.com/policy/international/asiapacific/329149-north-korea-thermonuclear-war-possible-at-any-time -- New Documents Reveal How a 1980s Nuclear War Scare
Became a Full-Blown Crisis with a "Drill" that was “while exaggerated, were scarcely insane.” | WIRED
https://wired.com/2013/05/able-archer-scare/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein and the true nature of "Atomic Power" and
"Radioactive" matter: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
Updated Apr 17, 2017, 3:07 PM
Apr 17, 2017, 3:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in CANADA WAKING UP THE MASSES.
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows ideas explored at the turn of the 20th century by inventor Nikola Tesla, who
constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work
remains to be done, he said the possibilities are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or
your laptop or other device, you can leave on the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the
road and then drive your (electric) car without any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.”
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
-- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the
ground, was published by this blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground,
amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes
negative resistance in A/C electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system
can be lit-up, even though the generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th
1943, two weeks after Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air
Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been
engaged in a research program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these
studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in
the gas by nuclear radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More
on Negative Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here:
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces
Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™
Technologies' network allows power antenna stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an
electric car in motion and transfer energy to multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements.
"Handoff technology", quite similar to what is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna
stations to extend transfer range and ensure power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbraintechnologies-announces-groundbreaking-self-sustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march-

19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation
surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiacpacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method
to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling"
method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means
for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
Apr 16, 2017, 10:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
http://cbc.ca/news/technology/scientists-green-fuel-metal-1.4058398
April 16th 2017 Iron Powder Metal as fuel? These Canadian scientists are working to make it happen. More energy and heat is
generated per litre of iron powder, than gas. Iron oxide can be collected by a vacuum and reused to burn again.
http://cbc.ca/news/technology/scientists-green-fuel-metal-1.4058398 -- (PATENT OFFICE SCAM) TESLA PATENT FOR PYROMAGNETO ELECTRIC MOTOR "TITLE" CHANGED TO (("best available cop"??)) https://google.com/patents/US396121 -- Tesla
referring Patent US2850707 - Electromagnetic coils- The ferromagnetic material is preferably an iron powder embedded in a resin
such as epoxy https://google.com/patents/US2850707 "The small hollow sphere s is filled with some conducting powder" ... causes
a huge drop in resistance" https://books.google.com/books?id=JZY9BQAAQBAJ&pg=PA6&lpg=PA6&dq"nikola+tesla"+iron+powder
-- On Tesla's Radio, "This evolved into a detector called a (coherer). This is just a horizontal glass tube loosely filled with metal chips
(iron, nickel)" http://altered-states.net/barry/tesla/ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coherer -- On Chemtrails, The heat generation
needed to modify the weather can be fostered by adding "magnetic iron oxide powder" to polymers exuded by many high-flying
aircraft. https://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals09.htm -- Tesla's March 30th 1886 patent shows methods using
his Thermo-Electric Motor uses the phenomenon that Iron becomes non-magnetic at high temperatures. The magnetism as
exhibited in iron is an isolated phenomenon in nature. https://google.com/patents/US396121 -- https://books.google.com/books?
id=PmrsAgAAQBAJ&pg=PT448&lpg=PT448&dq"nikola+tesla"+iron+non+magnetic -- to magnetic changes, will not exhibit their
magnetism as soon after the passage ... https://google.com/patents/US524426
Apr 16, 2017, 10:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Canadian Truth News Eh?
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows ideas explored at the turn of the 20th century by inventor Nikola Tesla, who
constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work
remains to be done, he said the possibilities are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or
your laptop or other device, you can leave on the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the
road and then drive your (electric) car without any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.”
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
-- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the
ground, was published by this blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground,
amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes
negative resistance in A/C electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system
can be lit-up, even though the generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th
1943, two weeks after Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air
Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been
engaged in a research program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these
studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in
the gas by nuclear radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More
on Negative Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here:
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces

Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™
Technologies' network allows power antenna stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an
electric car in motion and transfer energy to multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements.
"Handoff technology", quite similar to what is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna
stations to extend transfer range and ensure power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbraintechnologies-announces-groundbreaking-self-sustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation
surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiacpacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method
to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling"
method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means
for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
Apr 16, 2017, 10:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Blackbeam United Cosmos Organization(Official Public Group).
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows ideas explored at the turn of the 20th century by inventor Nikola Tesla, who
constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work
remains to be done, he said the possibilities are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or
your laptop or other device, you can leave on the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the
road and then drive your (electric) car without any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.”
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
-- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the
ground, was published by this blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground,
amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes
negative resistance in A/C electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system
can be lit-up, even though the generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th
1943, two weeks after Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air
Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been
engaged in a research program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these
studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in
the gas by nuclear radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More
on Negative Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here:
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces
Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™
Technologies' network allows power antenna stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an
electric car in motion and transfer energy to multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements.
"Handoff technology", quite similar to what is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna
stations to extend transfer range and ensure power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbraintechnologies-announces-groundbreaking-self-sustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation
surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiacpacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method
to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling"

method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means
for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
Apr 16, 2017, 10:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows ideas explored at the turn of the 20th century by inventor Nikola Tesla, who
constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work
remains to be done, he said the possibilities are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or
your laptop or other device, you can leave on the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the
road and then drive your (electric) car without any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.”
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
-- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the
ground, was published by this blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground,
amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes
negative resistance in A/C electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system
can be lit-up, even though the generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th
1943, two weeks after Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air
Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been
engaged in a research program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these
studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in
the gas by nuclear radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More
on Negative Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here:
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces
Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™
Technologies' network allows power antenna stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an
electric car in motion and transfer energy to multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements.
"Handoff technology", quite similar to what is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna
stations to extend transfer range and ensure power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbraintechnologies-announces-groundbreaking-self-sustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation
surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiacpacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method
to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling"
method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means
for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
Apr 16, 2017, 11:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows ideas explored at the turn of the 20th century by inventor Nikola Tesla, who
constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work

remains to be done, he said the possibilities are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or
your laptop or other device, you can leave on the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the
road and then drive your (electric) car without any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.”
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
-- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the
ground, was published by this blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground,
amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes
negative resistance in A/C electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system
can be lit-up, even though the generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th
1943, two weeks after Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air
Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been
engaged in a research program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these
studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in
the gas by nuclear radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More
on Negative Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here:
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces
Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™
Technologies' network allows power antenna stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an
electric car in motion and transfer energy to multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements.
"Handoff technology", quite similar to what is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna
stations to extend transfer range and ensure power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbraintechnologies-announces-groundbreaking-self-sustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation
surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiacpacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method
to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling"
method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means
for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
Apr 16, 2017, 11:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA TRUTH = Superman Behind Our Modern Technology.
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows ideas explored at the turn of the 20th century by inventor Nikola Tesla, who
constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work
remains to be done, he said the possibilities are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or
your laptop or other device, you can leave on the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the
road and then drive your (electric) car without any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.”
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
-- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the
ground, was published by this blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground,
amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes
negative resistance in A/C electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system
can be lit-up, even though the generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th
1943, two weeks after Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air
Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been
engaged in a research program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these

studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in
the gas by nuclear radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More
on Negative Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here:
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces
Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™
Technologies' network allows power antenna stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an
electric car in motion and transfer energy to multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements.
"Handoff technology", quite similar to what is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna
stations to extend transfer range and ensure power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbraintechnologies-announces-groundbreaking-self-sustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation
surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiacpacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method
to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling"
method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means
for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
Apr 16, 2017, 11:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows ideas explored at the turn of the 20th century by inventor Nikola Tesla, who
constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work
remains to be done, he said the possibilities are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or
your laptop or other device, you can leave on the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the
road and then drive your (electric) car without any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.”
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
-- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the
ground, was published by this blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground,
amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes
negative resistance in A/C electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system
can be lit-up, even though the generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th
1943, two weeks after Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air
Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been
engaged in a research program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these
studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in
the gas by nuclear radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More
on Negative Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here:
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces
Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™
Technologies' network allows power antenna stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an
electric car in motion and transfer energy to multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements.
"Handoff technology", quite similar to what is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna
stations to extend transfer range and ensure power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbraintechnologies-announces-groundbreaking-self-sustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation

surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiacpacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method
to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling"
method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means
for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
Apr 16, 2017, 11:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows ideas explored at the turn of the 20th century by inventor Nikola Tesla, who
constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work
remains to be done, he said the possibilities are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or
your laptop or other device, you can leave on the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the
road and then drive your (electric) car without any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.”
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
-- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the
ground, was published by this blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground,
amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes
negative resistance in A/C electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system
can be lit-up, even though the generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th
1943, two weeks after Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air
Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been
engaged in a research program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these
studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in
the gas by nuclear radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More
on Negative Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here:
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces
Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™
Technologies' network allows power antenna stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an
electric car in motion and transfer energy to multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements.
"Handoff technology", quite similar to what is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna
stations to extend transfer range and ensure power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbraintechnologies-announces-groundbreaking-self-sustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation
surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiacpacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method
to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling"
method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means
for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla - -Sverige /Svedska /Sweden.
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers

March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows ideas explored at the turn of the 20th century by inventor Nikola Tesla, who
constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work
remains to be done, he said the possibilities are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or
your laptop or other device, you can leave on the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the
road and then drive your (electric) car without any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.”
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
-- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the
ground, was published by this blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground,
amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes
negative resistance in A/C electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system
can be lit-up, even though the generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th
1943, two weeks after Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air
Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been
engaged in a research program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these
studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in
the gas by nuclear radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More
on Negative Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here:
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces
Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™
Technologies' network allows power antenna stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an
electric car in motion and transfer energy to multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements.
"Handoff technology", quite similar to what is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna
stations to extend transfer range and ensure power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbraintechnologies-announces-groundbreaking-self-sustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation
surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiacpacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method
to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling"
method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means
for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
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http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows ideas explored at the turn of the 20th century by inventor Nikola Tesla, who
constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work
remains to be done, he said the possibilities are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or
your laptop or other device, you can leave on the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the
road and then drive your (electric) car without any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.”
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
-- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the
ground, was published by this blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground,
amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes

negative resistance in A/C electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system
can be lit-up, even though the generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th
1943, two weeks after Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air
Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been
engaged in a research program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these
studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in
the gas by nuclear radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More
on Negative Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here:
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces
Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™
Technologies' network allows power antenna stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an
electric car in motion and transfer energy to multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements.
"Handoff technology", quite similar to what is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna
stations to extend transfer range and ensure power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbraintechnologies-announces-groundbreaking-self-sustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation
surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiacpacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method
to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling"
method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means
for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
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Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
Apr 16, 2017, 10:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
http://cbc.ca/news/technology/scientists-green-fuel-metal-1.4058398
April 16th 2017 Iron Powder Metal as fuel? These Canadian scientists are working to make it happen. More energy and heat is
generated per litre of iron powder, compared to one litre of gas. Not only that, but that iron oxide can be collected by a vacuum and
then reused to burn again. It's a closed-loop system http://cbc.ca/news/technology/scientists-green-fuel-metal-1.4058398 -(PATENT OFFICE SCAM) TESLA PATENT "TITLE" CHANGED TO (("best available cop"??)) https://google.com/patents/US396121
-- Tesla referring Patent US2850707 - Electromagnetic coils- The ferromagnetic material is preferably an iron powder embedded in
a resin such as epoxy https://google.com/patents/US2850707 "The small hollow sphere s is filled with some conducting powder" ...
causes a huge drop in resistance" https://books.google.com/books?
id=JZY9BQAAQBAJ&pg=PA6&lpg=PA6&dq"nikola+tesla"+iron+powder -- On Tesla's Radio, "This evolved into a detector called a
(coherer). This is just a horizontal glass tube loosely filled with metal chips (iron, nickel)" http://altered-states.net/barry/tesla/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coherer -- On Chemtrails, The heat generation needed to modify the weather can be fostered by adding
"magnetic iron oxide powder" to polymers exuded by many high-flying aircraft.
https://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals09.htm -- Tesla's March 30th 1886 patent shows methods using his
Thermo-Magnetic Electric Motor uses the phenomenon that Iron becomes non-magnetic at high temperatures. The magnetism as
exhibited in iron is an isolated phenomenon in nature. https://google.com/patents/US396121 -- https://books.google.com/books?
id=PmrsAgAAQBAJ&pg=PT448&lpg=PT448&dq"nikola+tesla"+iron+non+magnetic -- to magnetic changes, will not exhibit their
magnetism as soon after the passage ... https://google.com/patents/US524426
Apr 16, 2017, 10:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April Fools - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4c per gallon,
autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11 moving
parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar Company?

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25 years: Ron
Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:18 PM
Chris Edwards
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/ises-solar-world-congress-2017-185400690.html
Repost: The "ISIS" hoax. In 2011, ISIS was invented to confuse the public of the real "ISES", ISES Solar World Congress 2017
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/ises-solar-world-congress-2017-185400690.html -- The overarching theme for the event is
"Innovation for the 100% Renewable Energy Transition"! That scares the hell out of Coal Plants RUS, Gas Station USA, Tree
Burners & Oil Drillers Anonymous!! International Solar Energy Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Solar_Energy_Society -- April 16th 2017 Solar Energy Association Calls For Modernizing
The Electrical Grid http://seia.org/news/modernizing-electric-grid-encourage-widespread-use-solar-power
Updated Apr 16, 2017, 12:48 PM
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Chris Edwards
http://cbc.ca/news/technology/scientists-green-fuel-metal-1.4058398
#tesla #iron #powder #magnetics #thermoelectric #motor #patent #title #changed April 16th 2017 Iron Powder Metal as fuel?
Canadian scientists are working on it. More energy and heat is generated per litre of iron powder, than gas. Iron oxide can be
collected by a vacuum and then reused to burn again. It's a closed-loop system http://cbc.ca/news/technology/scientists-green-fuelmetal-1.4058398 -- (PATENT OFFICE SCAM) TESLA PATENT "TITLE" CHANGED TO (("best available cop"??))
https://google.com/patents/US396121 -- Tesla referring Patent US2850707 - Electromagnetic coils- The ferromagnetic material is
preferably an iron powder embedded in a resin such as epoxy https://google.com/patents/US2850707 "The small hollow sphere s is
filled with some conducting powder" ... causes a huge drop in resistance" https://books.google.com/books?
id=JZY9BQAAQBAJ&pg=PA6&lpg=PA6&dq"nikola+tesla"+iron+powder -- On Tesla's Radio, "This evolved into a detector called a
(coherer). This is just a horizontal glass tube loosely filled with metal chips (iron, nickel)" http://altered-states.net/barry/tesla/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coherer -- On Chemtrails, The heat generation needed to modify the weather can be fostered by adding
"magnetic iron oxide powder" to polymers exuded by many high-flying aircraft.
https://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals09.htm -- Tesla's March 30th 1886 patent shows methods using his
Thermo-Electric Motor uses the phenomenon that Iron becomes non-magnetic at high temperatures. The magnetism as exhibited in
iron is an isolated phenomenon in nature. https://google.com/patents/US396121 -- https://books.google.com/books?
id=PmrsAgAAQBAJ&pg=PT448&lpg=PT448&dq"nikola+tesla"+iron+non+magnetic -- to magnetic changes, will not exhibit their
magnetism as soon after the passage ... https://google.com/patents/US524426
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://cbc.ca/news/technology/scientists-green-fuel-metal-1.4058398
#tesla #iron #powder #metal #fuel #magnetics #thermoelectric #motor #patent #changed April 16th 2017 Iron Powder Metal as fuel?
Canadian scientists are working on it. More energy and heat is generated per litre of iron powder, compared to gas. Iron oxide can
be collected by a vacuum and then reused to burn again. It's a closed-loop system http://cbc.ca/news/technology/scientists-greenfuel-metal-1.4058398 -- (PATENT OFFICE SCAM) TESLA PATENT "TITLE" CHANGED TO (("best available cop"??))
https://google.com/patents/US396121 -- Tesla referring Patent US2850707 - Electromagnetic coils - The ferromagnetic material is
preferably an iron powder embedded in a resin such as epoxy https://google.com/patents/US2850707 "The small hollow sphere s is
filled with some conducting powder" ... causes a huge drop in resistance" https://books.google.com/books?
id=JZY9BQAAQBAJ&pg=PA6&lpg=PA6&dq"nikola+tesla"+iron+powder -- On Tesla's Radio, "This evolved into a detector called a
(coherer). This is just a horizontal glass tube loosely filled with metal chips (iron, nickel)" http://altered-states.net/barry/tesla/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coherer -- On Chemtrails, The heat generation needed to modify the weather can be fostered by adding
"magnetic iron oxide powder" to polymers exuded by many high-flying aircraft.
https://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals09.htm -- Tesla's March 30th 1886 patent shows methods using his
Thermo-Electric Motor uses the phenomenon that Iron becomes non-magnetic at high temperatures. The magnetism as exhibited in
iron is an isolated phenomenon in nature. https://google.com/patents/US396121 -- https://books.google.com/books?
id=PmrsAgAAQBAJ&pg=PT448&lpg=PT448&dq"nikola+tesla"+iron+non+magnetic -- to magnetic changes, will not exhibit their
magnetism as soon after the passage ... https://google.com/patents/US524426
Apr 16, 2017, 12:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.

http://dailycaller.com/2017/04/15/trumps-doe-chief-orders-review-to-determine-if-green-energy-is-killing-coal/
April 15th 2017 Trump’s DOE Chief Orders Review To Determine If Green Energy Is Killing Coal. Perry’s review also seeks to
evaluate to what extent regulatory burdens, subsidies, and tax policies “are responsible for forcing the premature retirement of
baseload power plants.” http://dailycaller.com/2017/04/15/trumps-doe-chief-orders-review-to-determine-if-green-energy-is-killingcoal/
Apr 15, 2017, 10:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Survival.
http://dailycaller.com/2017/04/15/trumps-doe-chief-orders-review-to-determine-if-green-energy-is-killing-coal/
April 15th 2017 Trump’s DOE Chief Orders Review To Determine If Green Energy Is Killing Coal. Perry’s review also seeks to
evaluate to what extent regulatory burdens, subsidies, and tax policies “are responsible for forcing the premature retirement of
baseload power plants.” http://dailycaller.com/2017/04/15/trumps-doe-chief-orders-review-to-determine-if-green-energy-is-killingcoal/
Apr 15, 2017, 10:47 PM
Chris Edwards
http://dailycaller.com/2017/04/15/trumps-doe-chief-orders-review-to-determine-if-green-energy-is-killing-coal/
April 15th 2017 Trump’s DOE Chief Orders Review To Determine If Green Energy Is Killing Coal. Perry’s review also seeks to
evaluate to what extent regulatory burdens, subsidies, and tax policies “are responsible for forcing the premature retirement of
baseload power plants.” http://dailycaller.com/2017/04/15/trumps-doe-chief-orders-review-to-determine-if-green-energy-is-killingcoal/
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Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
http://dailycaller.com/2017/04/15/trumps-doe-chief-orders-review-to-determine-if-green-energy-is-killing-coal/
April 15th 2017 Trump’s DOE Chief Orders Review To Determine If Green Energy Is Killing Coal. Perry’s review also seeks to
evaluate to what extent regulatory burdens, subsidies, and tax policies “are responsible for forcing the premature retirement of
baseload power plants.” http://dailycaller.com/2017/04/15/trumps-doe-chief-orders-review-to-determine-if-green-energy-is-killingcoal/
Apr 15, 2017, 10:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
http://dailycaller.com/2017/04/15/trumps-doe-chief-orders-review-to-determine-if-green-energy-is-killing-coal/
April 15th 2017 Trump’s DOE Chief Orders Review To Determine If Green Energy Is Killing Coal. Perry’s review also seeks to
evaluate to what extent regulatory burdens, subsidies, and tax policies “are responsible for forcing the premature retirement of
baseload power plants.” http://dailycaller.com/2017/04/15/trumps-doe-chief-orders-review-to-determine-if-green-energy-is-killingcoal/
Apr 15, 2017, 10:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://hydro.com/en/About-Hydro/Our-history/1929---1945/1943-The-Heroes-of-Telemark/
Reasons to disappear Tesla in 1943: The Heroes of Telemark The Allied forces high command in London determined that the
Germans must be stopped from developing an 1) atomic reactor, 2) power to gas 3) jet fuel 4) electrolysis (desalination), 5) synthetic
ethanol 6) synthetic phosphates .. and nuclear bomb (hoax) at any cost. http://hydro.com/en/About-Hydro/Our-history/1929--1945/1943-The-Heroes-of-Telemark/ Other Dams under attack by Terrorists: March 2nd 2017 (Ethiopia) says planned attack on
flagship dam project foiled http://africanews.com/2017/03/02/ethiopia-says-planned-attack-on-flagship-dam-project-foiled//
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Ethiopian_Renaissance_Dam (Angola) (Capanda Dam): Construction of the dam was
conducted under the conditions of the ongoing Civil War in Angola. On November 4, 1992, the site was captured by a UNITA military
squad. During this attack about 20 Angolans - mostly police guarding the construction site and three Russian specialists were killed.
After the capture of the unfinished hydro-electric site, it stood without any preservation or conservation until 2000.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capanda_Dam -- (Philippines) 10.6-MW Pulanai hydropower plant being constructed in Philippines was
attacked by armed individuals on Feb 2017 (Afghanistan/India) (Salma Dam) http://hydroworld.com/articles/2017/03/10-6-mwpulanai-hydropower-plant-being-constructed-in-philippines-suffers-attack.html "Green" groups attack Dams:
http://ecowatch.com/rivers-under-attack-dams-2041546416.html -- Infrastructure and Irregular Warfare: A Good Year for Afghan
Dams http://realcleardefense.com/articles/2016/12/20/infrastructure_and_irregular_warfare_afghan_dams_110524.html -- Dams
Power Turkey's Conflict With the Kurds | Stratfor https://stratfor.com/analysis/dams-power-turkeys-conflict-kurds
Apr 15, 2017, 8:07 PM

Chris Edwards
http://hydro.com/en/About-Hydro/Our-history/1929---1945/1943-The-Heroes-of-Telemark/
#nuke #hoax #vs #dams 1943: The Heroes of Telemark The Allied forces high command in London determined that the Germans
must be stopped from developing an atomic reactor, power to gas, jet fuel & electrolysis .. and nuclear bomb (hoax) at any cost.
http://hydro.com/en/About-Hydro/Our-history/1929---1945/1943-The-Heroes-of-Telemark/ Other Dams under attack by Terrorists:
March 2nd 2017 (Ethiopia) says planned attack on flagship dam project foiled http://africanews.com/2017/03/02/ethiopia-saysplanned-attack-on-flagship-dam-project-foiled// https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Ethiopian_Renaissance_Dam (Angola)
(Capanda Dam): Construction of the dam was conducted under the conditions of the ongoing Civil War in Angola. On November 4,
1992, the site was captured by a UNITA military squad. During this attack about 20 Angolans - mostly police guarding the
construction site and three Russian specialists were killed. After the capture of the unfinished hydro-electric site, it stood without any
preservation or conservation until 2000. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capanda_Dam -- (Philippines) 10.6-MW Pulanai hydropower
plant being constructed in Philippines was attacked by armed individuals on Feb 2017 (Afghanistan/India) (Salma Dam)
http://hydroworld.com/articles/2017/03/10-6-mw-pulanai-hydropower-plant-being-constructed-in-philippines-suffers-attack.html
"Green" groups attack Dams: http://ecowatch.com/rivers-under-attack-dams-2041546416.html -- Infrastructure and Irregular
Warfare: A Good Year for Afghan Dams
http://realcleardefense.com/articles/2016/12/20/infrastructure_and_irregular_warfare_afghan_dams_110524.html -- Dams Power
Turkey's Conflict With the Kurds | Stratfor https://stratfor.com/analysis/dams-power-turkeys-conflict-kurds
Updated Apr 15, 2017, 7:59 PM
Apr 15, 2017, 7:59 PM
Chris Edwards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kajaki_Dam
#afghan #pakistan #hydo #dams #attacked #by #taliban #terrorists #mother #of #all #bombs #threat In February 2007, the Kajakai
Dam was the subject of fighting between NATO and Taliban insurgents, as part of https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kajaki_Dam
Operation Kryptonite. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Kryptonite [7] According to the governor of Helmand province,
Assadullah Wafa, over 700 Taliban insurgents (including Pakistanis, Chechens and Uzbeks) coming from neighboring Pakistan
fought against over 300 NATO troops.[8] Most of the NATO troops were Dutch and British. The number of casualties mentioned
varies. The insurgents intended to destroy the dam.[9] Despite the turbine being delivered onsite, over 7 years later in September
2015 it has still not been installed, as its installation requires 700 tonnes of cement which cannot be delivered to the dam due to
attacks by the Taliban.[11] February 4th 2017 "21 hydropower dams in the pipeline" Using its hydel, solar, gas, wind and coal
resources, Afghanistan could become self-sufficient in electricity production and irrigation, an official said Saturday.
http://pajhwok.com/en/2017/02/04/21-hydropower-dams-pipeline
Updated Apr 14, 2017, 2:29 PM
Apr 14, 2017, 2:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 meters away. Their work follows ideas by inventor Nikola Tesla, who constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y.,
in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work remains to be done, he said the possibilities are
huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or your laptop or other device, you can leave on the
surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the road and then drive your (electric) car without any
batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.” http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earthssoil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers -- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage
spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the ground, was published by this blogger as a
receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground, amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the
gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes negative resistance in A/C electro-static
impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system can be lit-up, even though the generator
(sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th 1943, two weeks after Tesla's death:
"Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air Force studies KRYPTON FILLED
THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been engaged in a research program to
study electron propagation through high pressure inert gas filled diodes. The results of these studies have shown: (1)an inert gas
filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in the gas by nuclear radiation, seems

feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have negative resistance characteristics which
could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More on Negative Resistance:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here: http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-teslapatents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power
Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™ Technologies' network allows power antenna
stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an electric car in motion and transfer energy to
multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements. "Handoff technology", quite similar to what
is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna stations to extend transfer range and ensure
power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbrain-technologies-announces-groundbreaking-selfsustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march-19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based
on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac
Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiac-pacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and
"is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method Tesla used to produce liquid nitrogen, oxygen or hydrogen,
and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants ... In the Century article Tesla compares extracting energy from the environment to the
work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of
a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling" method for liquefying air.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means for Increasing the Intensity
of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
Apr 13, 2017, 6:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 meters away. Their work follows ideas by inventor Nikola Tesla, who constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y.,
in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work remains to be done, he said the possibilities are
huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or your laptop or other device, you can leave on the
surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the road and then drive your (electric) car without any
batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.” http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earthssoil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers -- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage
spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the ground, was published by this blogger as a
receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground, amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the
gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes negative resistance in A/C electro-static
impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system can be lit-up, even though the generator
(sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th 1943, two weeks after Tesla's death:
"Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air Force studies KRYPTON FILLED
THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been engaged in a research program to
study electron propagation through high pressure inert gas filled diodes. The results of these studies have shown: (1)an inert gas
filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in the gas by nuclear radiation, seems
feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have negative resistance characteristics which
could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More on Negative Resistance:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here: http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-teslapatents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power
Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™ Technologies' network allows power antenna
stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an electric car in motion and transfer energy to
multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements. "Handoff technology", quite similar to what
is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna stations to extend transfer range and ensure
power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbrain-technologies-announces-groundbreaking-selfsustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march-19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based
on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac
Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiac-pacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and

"is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method Tesla used to produce liquid nitrogen, oxygen or hydrogen,
and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants ... In the Century article Tesla compares extracting energy from the environment to the
work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of
a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling" method for liquefying air.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means for Increasing the Intensity
of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
Apr 13, 2017, 6:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows ideas explored at the turn of the 20th century by inventor Nikola Tesla, who
constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work
remains to be done, he said the possibilities are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or
your laptop or other device, you can leave on the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the
road and then drive your (electric) car without any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.”
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
-- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the
ground, was published by this blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground,
amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes
negative resistance in A/C electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system
can be lit-up, even though the generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th
1943, two weeks after Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air
Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been
engaged in a research program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these
studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in
the gas by nuclear radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More
on Negative Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here:
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces
Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™
Technologies' network allows power antenna stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an
electric car in motion and transfer energy to multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements.
"Handoff technology", quite similar to what is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna
stations to extend transfer range and ensure power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbraintechnologies-announces-groundbreaking-self-sustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation
surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiacpacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method
to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling"
method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means
for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
Apr 13, 2017, 10:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be

safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows ideas explored at the turn of the 20th century by inventor Nikola Tesla, who
constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work
remains to be done, he said the possibilities are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or
your laptop or other device, you can leave on the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the
road and then drive your (electric) car without any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.”
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
-- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the
ground, was published by this blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground,
amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes
negative resistance in A/C electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system
can be lit-up, even though the generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th
1943, two weeks after Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air
Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been
engaged in a research program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these
studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in
the gas by nuclear radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More
on Negative Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here:
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces
Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™
Technologies' network allows power antenna stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an
electric car in motion and transfer energy to multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements.
"Handoff technology", quite similar to what is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna
stations to extend transfer range and ensure power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbraintechnologies-announces-groundbreaking-self-sustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation
surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiacpacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method
to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling"
method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means
for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
Apr 13, 2017, 10:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows ideas explored at the turn of the 20th century by inventor Nikola Tesla, who
constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work
remains to be done, he said the possibilities are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or
your laptop or other device, you can leave on the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the
road and then drive your (electric) car without any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.”
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
-- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the
ground, was published by this blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground,
amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes
negative resistance in A/C electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system

can be lit-up, even though the generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th
1943, two weeks after Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air
Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been
engaged in a research program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these
studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in
the gas by nuclear radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More
on Negative Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here:
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces
Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™
Technologies' network allows power antenna stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an
electric car in motion and transfer energy to multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements.
"Handoff technology", quite similar to what is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna
stations to extend transfer range and ensure power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbraintechnologies-announces-groundbreaking-self-sustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation
surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiacpacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method
to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling"
method for liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means
for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
Apr 13, 2017, 10:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
#tesla #wireless #power #earth #ground #induction March 28th 2017 - Based on Nikola Tesla, University of Alberta team has shown
how low-voltage electricity can be safely transmitted through the earth rather than using two wires to carry a current. They
connected a generator to a metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to
special receivers stuck in the ground about 20 metres away. Their work follows Tesla, who constructed a giant tower in Long Island,
N.Y., in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work remains to be done, he said the possibilities
are huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or your laptop or other device, you can leave on
the surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the road and then drive your (electric) car without
any batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.” http://edmontonjournal.com/news/localnews/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers -- (The mono-polar bulb would be a
low-voltage spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the ground, was published by this
blogger as a receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground, amplified to 10 volts to power
(pump-up) the gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes negative resistance in A/C
electro-static impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system can be lit-up, even though the
generator (sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th 1943, two weeks after Tesla's
death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air Force studies KRYPTON
FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been engaged in a research
program to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of these studies have shown: (1)an
inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in the gas by nuclear
radiation, seems feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have negative resistance
characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More on Negative
Resistance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here: http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikolatesla-patents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power
Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™ Technologies' network allows power antenna
stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an electric car in motion and transfer energy to
multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements. "Handoff technology", quite similar to what

is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna stations to extend transfer range and ensure
power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbrain-technologies-announces-groundbreaking-selfsustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march-19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based
on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac
Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiac-pacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and
"is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is
manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares extracting energy from the environment to the work
of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr.
Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling" method for liquefying air.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means for Increasing the Intensity
of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation))
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http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earths-soil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers
March 28th 2017 - Based on the work of Nikola Tesla, the University of Alberta team has shown how low-voltage electricity can be
safely transmitted through the earth rather than using the normal two wires to carry a current. They connected a generator to a
metal rod, electrifying the dirt so that LED bulbs with a special circuit lit up when they were attached to special receivers stuck in the
ground about 20 meters away. Their work follows ideas by inventor Nikola Tesla, who constructed a giant tower in Long Island, N.Y.,
in hopes of creating a worldwide wireless transmission system. While more work remains to be done, he said the possibilities are
huge. “You can make your whole work desk a source of power. Your cellphone or your laptop or other device, you can leave on the
surface and it will get charged,” he said. “You can put a conducting paint on the road and then drive your (electric) car without any
batteries or you can have a battery that will be charged while you’re driving.” http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/earthssoil-could-transmit-electricity-to-your-home-car-university-of-alberta-researchers -- (The mono-polar bulb would be a low-voltage
spark-gap transformer and a Krypton type super-conducting gas, connected to the ground, was published by this blogger as a
receiving device solution in 2012. Approximately 1 volt can be sent through the ground, amplified to 10 volts to power (pump-up) the
gas and cause it to illuminate. The more capacity you add to the string of lights, causes negative resistance in A/C electro-static
impulse systems, and reduces the voltage needed to keep the lights, lit, until the system can be lit-up, even though the generator
(sender) is turned off) -- Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th 1943, two weeks after Tesla's death:
"Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624 -- April 1963 the US Air Force studies KRYPTON FILLED
THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been engaged in a research program to
study electron propagation through high pressure inert gas filled diodes. The results of these studies have shown: (1)an inert gas
filled thermionic converter, in which the space charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in the gas by nuclear radiation, seems
feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have negative resistance characteristics which
could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- More on Negative Resistance:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg More Here: http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-teslapatents.html -- March 20th 2017 GreenBrain™ Technologies Announces Groundbreaking Self-Sustainable Wireless Power
Transmission at IBM Interconnect 2017, Las Vegas, March 19-23 GreenBrain™ Technologies' network allows power antenna
stations (PAS) to communicate with transceivers to deliver enough power to charge an electric car in motion and transfer energy to
multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets, all with different power requirements. "Handoff technology", quite similar to what
is used in cellular networks today, enables energy to "hop" between power antenna stations to extend transfer range and ensure
power is always available. http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/greenbrain-technologies-announces-groundbreaking-selfsustainable-wireless-power-transmission-at-ibm-interconnect-2017-las-vegas-march-19-23-300426155.html -- April 3rd 2017, Based
on Nikola Tesla's patents for wireless power and wireless radio-frequency ablation surgery ... Wireless Power for Miniature Cardiac
Pacing http://medgadget.com/2017/03/wireless-power-miniature-cardiac-pacing.html ((#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and
"is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is
manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares extracting energy from the environment to the work
of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr.
Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling" method for liquefying air.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means for Increasing the Intensity
of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=prQCAOZzsYg
Operation Thunderclap: Nikola Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Automaton's, Wireless UBoats, Radio Controlled Tanks, Project Pigeon (Orcon) Drone's & Tesla's treatise to End WW2 with Teleforce.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=prQCAOZzsYg Ingenious Plans for National Defense - New Inventions and Suggestions Offered to
Mr. Edison's War Consulting Board--A Super-Dreadnought of the Air That Can Carry Five Tons of High Explosives, Undersea Pipes
That Will Set the ocean Ablaze About an Invading Fleet, Tesla's Scheme to Pour Light-ning from Airships, Wiping Out All Life
Beneath Them. http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- War is a Thousand
Inferno's, by Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=k9CgJYeTxFE -- In the closing stages of the Second World War, Air
Marshal 'Bomber' Harris took the controversial decision to target civilians https://youtube.com/watch?v=8ap3LyYe4l4 -- Teleforce:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o
Updated Apr 12, 2017, 3:19 PM
Apr 12, 2017, 3:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
#nikola #tesla #death #hoax Nikola Tesla wins Nobel Prize before WW1 for Wireless Power, Allied Spies looking for his Death Ray
Weapon, has his Nobel Prize speech memorized, Faked Death + Operation Thunderclap used in WW2 & Ingenious Plans for
National Defense used on 9/11? John Belushi in Animal House "The Germans bombed Pearl Harbor"? https://youtube.com/watch?
v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- Was the false-flag "Operation Northwoods" used at Pearl Harbor, where the Germans or Allies paint-up their
own remote-control, torpedo airplanes as Japanese Zero's and attacked themselves at Pearl Harbor? Did you ever wonder why all
the movies about Pearl Harbor, were re-creations? https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Northwoods
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
#nikola #tesla #death #hoax Nikola Tesla wins Nobel Prize before WW1 for Wireless Power, Allied Spies looking for his Death Ray
Weapon, has his Nobel Prize speech memorized, Faked Death + Operation Thunderclap used in WW2 & Ingenious Plans for
National Defense used on 9/11? John Belushi in Animal House "The Germans bombed Pearl Harbor"? Was
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- Was the false-flag "Operation Northwoods" used at Pearl Harbor, where the
Germans or Allies paint-up their own remote-control, torpedo airplanes as Japanese Zero's and attacked themselves at Pearl
Harbor? https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Northwoods
Updated Apr 11, 2017, 6:43 PM
Apr 11, 2017, 6:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Unpopular Opinions.
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https://washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2017/04/11/spicer-hitler-didnt-even-sink-to-using-chemical-weapons-although-hesent-jews-to-the-holocaust-center/
#fakenews #today #hitler #chemical #weapons #nuke #hoax Hitler didn't use chemical weapons in war, but Russia and the Allies
did! https://washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2017/04/11/spicer-hitler-didnt-even-sink-to-using-chemical-weaponsalthough-he-sent-jews-to-the-holocaust-center/ -- 1) Russia used their "Teletank", the remote control, 50 caliber, flame-throwing tank
against Hitler. The flame-throwers use Hydrazine, a chemical weapon manufactured by Tesla methods, the pre-cursor to Napalm.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teletank Manufacturing Hydrazine http://teslaleaks.com/ 2) The U.S., Great Britain used "Operation
Thunderclap", https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thunderclap_plan which used conventional bombs, metal chaff and chemicals to create a
"Fire-storm" against German cities. http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a209271.pdf Later, fire-storming was used against Japanese
cities, to make it appear like an "Atomic Bomb", but was actually conventional munitions. Nikola Tesla's FBI file, pats written by John
G Trump, reveals Tesla's work with chemical and gaseous mixtures + Helium/Hydrogen "Fusion" https://cia.gov/library/center-forthe-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/csi-studies/studies/vol46no3/article07.html “Hiroshima was attacked by a small number of
Superforts at 8:20 a.m. Monday,” the newspaper said, referring to the U.S. B-29 Superfortress bomber. “The enemy dropped
explosives and (incendiaries). Damage is now being investigated.” http://japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/08/05/national/history/japantimes-reported-atomic-bombings-hiroshima-nagasaki/
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https://archive.org/details/NikolaTeslaFBI
Nikola Tesla : Full 354 Page FBI File, not including interviews with known associates https://archive.org/details/NikolaTeslaFBI -Nikola Tesla's patent applications therefor patents had not been granted - IEEE http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6419149/ -Nikola Tesla and the Discovery of X-rays http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/rg.284075206 -- Evidence suggests that Nikola Tesla
first experimented with Hydro-power and Wireless Power in Colorado Springs, 1899, not long after Niagara Falls went operational in
1896. The AMES hydro-electricity plant was setup by Westinghouse and Tesla, with A/C power years earlier for use by Telluride,
Colorado Springs and the Tesla Colorado Springs Lab. Nikola Tesla – The Road to Wireless and Wardenclyffe | Science Traveler
http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2017/04/10/nikola-tesla-the-road-to-wireless-and-wardenclyffe/ -- Discovery Channel 2009
presents Wardenclyffe Towers to be powered by huge hydro-electric plants https://youtube.com/watch?v=SgDQFjIZmpM
Updated Apr 10, 2017, 10:26 PM
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http://www.teslasociety.com/missing.htm
Missing Tesla Items, we need your help - Tesla Memorial Society Missing: 2. Audio recordings of Tesla's voice and video recordings
of Tesla. http://www.teslasociety.com/missing.htm
Updated Apr 9, 2017, 9:50 PM
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Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigationfacebook.com
Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft
and it's cover-up. https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Updated Apr 8, 2017, 6:50 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigationfacebook.com
Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft
and it's cover-up. https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
Apr 8, 2017, 6:50 PM
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http://fortune.com/2017/04/08/solar-california-electricity/
April 8th 2017 Solar Tops 50% of California Electricity, Driving Rates Below Zero | Fortune.com http://fortune.com/2017/04/08/solarcalifornia-electricity/ -- UK's electrical grid is so overrun with renewable power, it may pay wind farms to stop producing it — Quartz
https://qz.com/952827/the-uks-electrical-grid-is-so-overrun-with-renewable-power-it-may-pay-wind-farms-to-stop-producing-it/ -- Can
local hydro get the green light in Victoria? | Groups like "Friends of the "River"" say no. http://thecourier.com.au/story/4585219/canlocal-hydro-get-the-green-light-in-victoria/ -- Tax breaks for wind farms near military bases targeted
http://reporternews.com/story/news/politics/2017/04/08/tax-breaks-wind-farms-near-military-bases-targeted/100192210/
Updated Apr 8, 2017, 6:02 PM
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Nikola Tesla FBI file reports of interviews with alleged associates after his death
https://www.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/videos/1849602735364755/
Updated Apr 8, 2017, 11:37 AM
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=vMWt3jgFMpc
#nikola #tesla #murder #assassination #death #invisible #hours The FBI director was warned years earlier of Tesla's possible
kidnapping, molestation or murder. Tesla's alleged assistant was gathering papers for Tesla to turn over the the military in the days
Tesla died. Louis Adamic sent a letter to the FBI two days before his death, asking them to check up on ailing-Tesla. Hitler's
bodyguard Otto Skorzeny and George Herbert Walker Scherff were allegedly looking to assassinate Tesla. The full list of possible
suspects have been posted here. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vMWt3jgFMpc The FBI interviewed over 50 close associates named

at the end of the full Tesla FBI File: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla
FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla,
Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237
"Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- Hitler's Bodyguard & "Curious George"
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s -Letters to George HW Scherff http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/ -- Louis Adamic's letter to the FBI
http://68.media.tumblr.com/e31fd2d6ce33aa0799f1004ea11df30e/tumblr_noeghdL71X1rcocgbo1_500.png -- In Tesla's FBI File,
Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless
transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37) ((( Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, murder of inventor Nikola
Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, Anne Morgan,
Federal Reserve Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK
scientists, Hitler, Otto Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George
Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Louis Adamic,
Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark Twain, the kid
who fed his Pigeons, the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, John G Trump....
Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal Agents",
UK Spies, the Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese Spies, Japanese Kairetzu,
Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, Abraham
Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, the NSF, DOE,
Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders, Al Gore, The Terminator, the man of steel, Joseph Stalin. The
Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency
exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon Brothers building,
with the Enron papers. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed by a hammer by
Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives and
tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))
Updated Apr 7, 2017, 2:34 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vMWt3jgFMpc
The FBI director was warned years earlier of Tesla's possible kidnapping, molestation or murder. Tesla's alleged assistant was
gathering papers for Tesla to turn over the the military in the days Tesla died. Louis Adamic sent a letter to the FBI two days before
his death, asking them to check up on ailing-Tesla. Hitler's bodyguard Otto Skorzeny and George Herbert Walker Scherff were
allegedly looking to assassinate Tesla. The full list of possible suspects have been posted here. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=vMWt3jgFMpc The FBI interviewed over 50 close associates named at the end of the full Tesla FBI File:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who
stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237
"Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- Hitler's Bodyguard & "Curious George"
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s -Letters to George HW Scherff http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/ -- Louis Adamic's letter to the FBI
http://68.media.tumblr.com/e31fd2d6ce33aa0799f1004ea11df30e/tumblr_noeghdL71X1rcocgbo1_500.png -- In Tesla's FBI File,
Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless
transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37) ((( Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, murder of inventor Nikola
Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, Anne Morgan,
Federal Reserve Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK
scientists, Hitler, Otto Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George
Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Louis Adamic,
Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark Twain, the kid
who fed his Pigeons, the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, John G Trump....
Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal Agents",
UK Spies, the Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese Spies, Japanese Kairetzu,

Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, Abraham
Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, the NSF, DOE,
Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders, Al Gore, The Terminator, the man of steel, Joseph Stalin. The
Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency
exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon Brothers building,
with the Enron papers. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed by a hammer by
Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives and
tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMWt3jgFMpc
The FBI director was warned years earlier of Tesla's possible kidnapping, molestation or murder. Tesla's alleged assistant was
gathering papers for Tesla to turn over the the military in the days Tesla died. Louis Adamic sent a letter to the FBI two days before
his death, asking them to check up on ailing-Tesla. Hitler's bodyguard Otto Skorzeny and George Herbert Walker Scherff were
allegedly looking to assassinate Tesla. The full list of possible suspects are on www . TeslaLeaks . com https://youtube.com/watch?
v=vMWt3jgFMpc The FBI interviewed over 50 close associates named at the end of the full Tesla FBI File:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who
stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237
"Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that
within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power
up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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http://themindunleashed.com/2017/03/trumps-grandfather-worked-john-d-rockefeller-uncle-translated-teslas-stolen-work.html
Trump's Grandfather Worked Under John D. Rockefeller, Uncle Translated Tesla's Stolen Work · The Mind Unleashed
http://themindunleashed.com/2017/03/trumps-grandfather-worked-john-d-rockefeller-uncle-translated-teslas-stolen-work.html -- Mr.
Walter Gorsuch was the custodian at the Office of Alien property that handled Tesla's last secret documents. John G. Trump sent a
letter to him concerning those papers. Any relation to Neil? : The_Donald
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/6119k9/mr_walter_gorsuch_was_the_custodian_at_the_office/ -- John G Trump,
Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in radar research for the Allies in the Second World
War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation
requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9]
Vignettes of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT. Moderated by Lauriston S.
Taylor. In his video series "Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers" Taylor interviews pioneers on topics in "fields that have impinged
on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of
high-voltage radiation producing machines making them available for research applications such as medicine." August 29, 1978.
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-oftwitter-bot-logjam/
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http://themindunleashed.com/2017/03/trumps-grandfather-worked-john-d-rockefeller-uncle-translated-teslas-stolen-work.html
Trump's Grandfather Worked Under John D. Rockefeller, Uncle Translated Tesla's Stolen Work · The Mind Unleashed
http://themindunleashed.com/2017/03/trumps-grandfather-worked-john-d-rockefeller-uncle-translated-teslas-stolen-work.html -- Mr.
Walter Gorsuch was the custodian at the Office of Alien property that handled Tesla's last secret documents. John G. Trump sent a
letter to him concerning those papers. Any relation to Neil? : The_Donald
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/6119k9/mr_walter_gorsuch_was_the_custodian_at_the_office/ -- John G Trump,
Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in radar research for the Allies in the Second World
War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation
requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9]
Vignettes of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT. Moderated by Lauriston S.
Taylor. In his video series "Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers" Taylor interviews pioneers on topics in "fields that have impinged
on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of
high-voltage radiation producing machines making them available for research applications such as medicine." August 29, 1978.
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-oftwitter-bot-logjam/
Updated Apr 7, 2017, 1:46 PM
Apr 7, 2017, 1:46 PM
Chris Edwards
http://themindunleashed.com/2017/03/trumps-grandfather-worked-john-d-rockefeller-uncle-translated-teslas-stolen-work.html
Trump's Grandfather Worked Under John D. Rockefeller, Uncle Translated Tesla's Stolen Work · The Mind Unleashed
http://themindunleashed.com/2017/03/trumps-grandfather-worked-john-d-rockefeller-uncle-translated-teslas-stolen-work.html -- Mr.
Walter Gorsuch was the custodian at the Office of Alien property that handled Tesla's last secret documents. John G. Trump sent a
letter to him concerning those papers. Any relation to Neil? : The_Donald
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/6119k9/mr_walter_gorsuch_was_the_custodian_at_the_office/ -- John G Trump,
Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in radar research for the Allies in the Second World
War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation
requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9]
Vignettes of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT. Moderated by Lauriston S.
Taylor. In his video series "Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers" Taylor interviews pioneers on topics in "fields that have impinged
on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of
high-voltage radiation producing machines making them available for research applications such as medicine." August 29, 1978.
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &

PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-oftwitter-bot-logjam/
Updated Apr 7, 2017, 1:46 PM
Apr 7, 2017, 1:46 PM
Chris Edwards
http://themindunleashed.com/2017/03/trumps-grandfather-worked-john-d-rockefeller-uncle-translated-teslas-stolen-work.html
Trump's Grandfather Worked Under John D. Rockefeller, Uncle Translated Tesla's Stolen Work · The Mind Unleashed
http://themindunleashed.com/2017/03/trumps-grandfather-worked-john-d-rockefeller-uncle-translated-teslas-stolen-work.html -- Mr.
Walter Gorsuch was the custodian at the Office of Alien property that handled Tesla's last secret documents. John G. Trump sent a
letter to him concerning those papers. Any relation to Neil? : The_Donald
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/6119k9/mr_walter_gorsuch_was_the_custodian_at_the_office/ -- John G Trump,
Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in radar research for the Allies in the Second World
War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation
requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9]
Vignettes of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT. Moderated by Lauriston S.
Taylor. In his video series "Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers" Taylor interviews pioneers on topics in "fields that have impinged
on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of
high-voltage radiation producing machines making them available for research applications such as medicine." August 29, 1978.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-oftwitter-bot-logjam/
Updated Apr 7, 2017, 1:34 PM
Apr 7, 2017, 1:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion Diamonds
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites tell of Tesla's dislike for women's
jewelry, in connection with fake news that Tesla was gay (there is allegation he was castrated) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- The real reason may be here: Tesla's inventions can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by
July of 1894, ( Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM ) the "Queens Quarterly"
predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in
Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees) -- Scientific
American August 30, 1902 Formation of the Diamond by the Electric Furnace https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/formationof-the-diamond-by-the-ele/ -- The subjects in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace or Coal Plants to
Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of Metals, Atomic Power,
Value (Today, there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla stated that nuclear
power would results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.)
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of
Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery
Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/

-- Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses
(Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electricaloscillations) -- Empire Strike's Back https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw -http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard
Apr 6, 2017, 10:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion Diamonds
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites tell of Tesla's dislike for women's
jewelry, in connection with fake news that Tesla was gay (there is allegation he was castrated) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- The real reason may be here: Tesla's inventions can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by
July of 1894, ( Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM ) the "Queens Quarterly"
predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in
Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees) -- Scientific
American August 30, 1902 Formation of the Diamond by the Electric Furnace https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/formationof-the-diamond-by-the-ele/ -- The subjects in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace or Coal Plants to
Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of Metals, Atomic Power,
Value (Today, there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla stated that nuclear
power would results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.)
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of
Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery
Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/
-- Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses
(Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electricaloscillations) -- Empire Strike's Back https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw -http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard
Apr 6, 2017, 10:29 PM
Chris Edwards
https://scientificamerican.com/article/formation-of-the-diamond-by-the-ele/
#electric #furnace #diamonds Scientific American August 30, 1902 Formation of the Diamond by the Electric Furnace
https://scientificamerican.com/article/formation-of-the-diamond-by-the-ele/
Updated Apr 6, 2017, 9:29 PM
Apr 6, 2017, 9:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4 cents per
gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25
years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:38 AM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
#nuclear #option #hoax Nuke Hoax (Final Cut) Coming Soon!! http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunksalbert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- The tip of the spear for the Nuke Hoax, presenting "Alex Jones" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=jV0GRuR99ZM -- William Cooper on Alex Jones, "the stinking liar" - Bill Cooper https://youtube.com/watch?v=d7jJMYJbAKc
Updated Apr 6, 2017, 12:34 PM
Apr 6, 2017, 12:34 PM
Chris Edwards
http://smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/712-million-diamond-just-set-new-world-record-180962789/
#steinmetz #pink #star #diamond #crystal #manufacturing #electricfurnace #pyroelectrolyte The mainstream media responds to the
Nikola Tesla methods of manufacturing diamonds with a propaganda story about the "Pink Star" Steinmetz diamond valued at $71M

http://smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/712-million-diamond-just-set-new-world-record-180962789/ -- What's the connection?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pink_Star_(diamond) Charles Steinmetz was a contemporary and competitor to Nikola Tesla, hired by
Thomas Edison to work for JP Morgan's (GE). https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/charles-proteussteinmetz-1865-1923/ -- Steinmetz was familiar with Tesla's work on "Electric Furnaces" used to manufacture crystals at high
temperature. Enough so as to file his own patent for an Electric Furnace in 1900, using what he calls "pyro-electrolytes"
https://google.com/patents/US773821 -- Steinmetz describes the process from the patent "Most precious stones-as topaz, sapphire,
emerald, and ruby are alumina or aluminum silicate more or less colored by foreign material. Others are oxide and silicate of beryllia
and zirconia. I have thus found by experiment that by heating aluminum silicate by this means it fuses to a transparent mass,
colored yellowish in the present instance by impurities and of the nature, hardness, and composition of topaz, and I have also
succeeded by small traces of chromic oxid and cobaltic oxid in getting green and blue transparent masses of the nature of emerald
and sapphire, while in other cases I have produced a red color." Although Steinmetz has over 100 patents, most have little or no
referring patents.
Updated Apr 5, 2017, 11:43 PM
Apr 5, 2017, 11:43 PM
Chris Edwards
https://books.google.com/books?id=Q4MCAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA141&lpg=PA141&dq=nikola+tesla+electrical+furnace+diamonds
#carborundum #artificial #diamonds #earth #crust #carbon 1901 Science Magazine Volume 22 https://books.google.com/books?
id=Q4MCAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA141&lpg=PA141&dq=nikola+tesla+electrical+furnace+diamonds -- In 1891-1892, and by the 1893
Worlds Fair, before inventing his own monopolar Incandescent "Carbon Button" lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/patents/us-patent-514170-incandescent-electric-light -- Nikola Tesla had reportedly planned on using the Edison "Carbon
Filament" lamp in his A/C demonstrations at the Worlds Fair. Edison reportedly denied Tesla the use of the Edison lamp.
http://www.instructables.com/community/Carbon-Button-Lamp-1/ -- Tesla then proceeded to invent his own Incandescent Lamp in
just a few months. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_button_lamp -- It's a "Carbon Button", lamp that was manufactured in the
same concurrent fashion as his machines that manufacture Diamonds as a by-product, buy using a Tesla "Electric Furnace".
https://books.google.com/books?id=jKNIAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA271&lpg=PA271&dq=nikola+tesla+electrical+furnace+diamonds -- The
Carbon Button lamp was described by Tesla as a long lasting carbon crystal light, that also could substitute Ruby's, (the Ruby
Laser) and other crystals. Between 1893-1895, it was reported that Nikola Tesla had perfected the methods used to manufacture
artificial diamonds. https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
Updated Apr 4, 2017, 11:49 PM
Apr 4, 2017, 11:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=%22electrical+furnace%22+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity & Peak Oil Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion in Diamonds (Truth)
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites have often tell of Tesla's dislike for
women's jewelry, in connection with the fake news that Tesla was gay, or had a dislike for women. The real reason may be of vital
importance to humanity. Using Tesla Inventions, mankind can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894,
(Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the
method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture --Diamonds-- in his "Electrical Furnaces". The mechanics in the story
coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-teslaradio-history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard The subjects in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace
or Coal Plants to Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of
Metals, Atomic Power, Value (Today, there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla
stated that nuclear power would results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.)
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of
Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery
Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/
-- Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses
(Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electricaloscillations) -- Empire Strike's Back https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw
Mar 30, 2017, 11:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cover up And Conspiracy Network.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla

With Tesla's inventions we can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns
to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash,
Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60
Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
Apr 2, 2017, 12:44 AM
Chris Edwards updated his status.
#google #censors #ioncraft #chemtrails Ioncraft "Cloud Makers" https://www.google.com/patents/US3130945 -- MIT researchers
study electro-hydrodynamic thrust http://newatlas.com/mit-ionocraft/26908/
Apr 2, 2017, 1:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Awakening: Conspiracies, Prophecies, and Truths.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
#diamond #conspiracy With Tesla's "Electric Furnace" inventions he can manufacture Diamonds, as a waste product. In this case,
by July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be
"perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the
story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). Crystals, Metals & Gasses (which can all be
manufactured) are "only as valuable as the worth mankind puts on it", the same goes with "money" - Nikola Tesla
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
Apr 2, 2017, 1:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
#diamond #conspiracy With Tesla's "Electric Furnace" inventions he can manufacture Diamonds, as a waste product. In this case,
by July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be
"perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the
story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). Crystals, Metals & Gasses (which can all be
manufactured) are "only as valuable as the worth mankind puts on it", the same goes with "money" - Nikola Tesla
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
Apr 2, 2017, 12:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in All Conspiracy - No theory.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
#diamond #conspiracy With Tesla's "Electric Furnace" inventions he can manufacture Diamonds, as a waste product. In this case,
by July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be
"perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the
story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). Crystals, Metals & Gasses (which can all be
manufactured) are "only as valuable as the worth mankind puts on it", the same goes with "money" - Nikola Tesla
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
Apr 2, 2017, 12:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theories and More.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
#diamond #conspiracy With Tesla's "Electric Furnace" inventions he can manufacture Diamonds, as a waste product. In this case,
by July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be
"perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the
story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). Crystals, Metals & Gasses are "only as valuable as the
worth mankind puts on it" Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
Apr 2, 2017, 12:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theories and Hidden Knowledge Group.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
#diamond #conspiracy With Tesla's "Electric Furnace" inventions he can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by
July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be
"perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the
story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). Crystals, Metals & Gasses are "only as valuable as the
worth mankind puts on it" Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla

Apr 2, 2017, 12:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing the Truth AKA Conspiracy Theory Investigators.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
#diamond #conspiracy With Tesla's "Electric Furnace" inventions he can manufacture Diamonds, as a waste product. In this case,
by July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be
"perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the
story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). Crystals, Metals & Gasses (which can all be
manufactured) are "only as valuable as the worth mankind puts on it", the same goes with "money" - Nikola Tesla
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
Apr 2, 2017, 12:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Alien, Paranormal and Conspiracy Theories.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
#diamond #conspiracy With Tesla's "Electric Furnace" inventions he can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by
July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be
"perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the
story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). Crystals, Metals & Gasses are "only as valuable as the
worth mankind puts on it" Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
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Chris Edwards posted in Escaping The Matrix.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
#diamond #conspiracy With Tesla's "Electric Furnace" inventions he can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by
July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be
"perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the
story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). Crystals, Metals & Gasses are "only as valuable as the
worth mankind puts on it" Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
Apr 2, 2017, 12:46 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
#diamond #conspiracy With Tesla's "Electric Furnace" inventions he can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by
July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be
"perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the
story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). Crystals, Metals & Gasses are only as valuable as the
worth mankind puts on it" Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
Apr 2, 2017, 12:46 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
With Tesla's inventions we can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns
to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash,
Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60
Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
Apr 2, 2017, 12:44 AM
Chris Edwards
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
#teslaleaks #teslacities Not WikiLeaks, it's the Nikola Tesla Leaks. SHARE the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- Tesla Leaks Website:
http://TeslaLeaks.com/
Updated Apr 2, 2017, 12:38 AM
Apr 2, 2017, 12:38 AM
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https://www.law360.com/articles/908296/aesthetic-nuisance-claims-against-renewable-energy

Since 1888 at Niagara Falls, Thomas Edison made good on his promise to make the government "Ban" renewable energy, buy
using the 1906 Antiquities Act. When Renewable Energy Is An 'Aesthetic Nuisance' (like: "It hurts my eyes" or "it's disrupting the
view of my coal plant" - Law360 https://www.law360.com/articles/908296/aesthetic-nuisance-claims-against-renewable-energy
Updated Apr 1, 2017, 3:53 PM
Apr 1, 2017, 3:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Servants of the Most High.
https://washingtonpost.com/politics/stephen-k-bannon-architect-of-antiglobalist-policies-got-rich-as-a-globalcapitalist/2017/03/31/47382082-0a8b-11e7-a15f-a58d4a988474_story.html
Stephen K. Bannon, architect of anti-globalist policies, got rich as a global capitalist https://washingtonpost.com/politics/stephen-kbannon-architect-of-antiglobalist-policies-got-rich-as-a-global-capitalist/2017/03/31/47382082-0a8b-11e7-a15fa58d4a988474_story.html - The Washington Post. Bannon is the person who negotiated the "Kingdom Entertainment" deal with
Michael Jackson and Prince Al-Waleed to merge Michael Jackson and Polygram Records/Sony Music in order to capture the
"Global" marketplace for music. The below announcement by Jackson appears to be written by Bannon. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Y4Q-GfKdJLY More at: www.TeslaLeaks.com
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Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson.
https://washingtonpost.com/politics/stephen-k-bannon-architect-of-antiglobalist-policies-got-rich-as-a-globalcapitalist/2017/03/31/47382082-0a8b-11e7-a15f-a58d4a988474_story.html
Stephen K. Bannon, architect of anti-globalist policies, got rich as a global capitalist https://washingtonpost.com/politics/stephen-kbannon-architect-of-antiglobalist-policies-got-rich-as-a-global-capitalist/2017/03/31/47382082-0a8b-11e7-a15fa58d4a988474_story.html - The Washington Post. Bannon is the person who negotiated the "Kingdom Entertainment" deal with
Michael Jackson and Prince Al-Waleed to merge Michael Jackson and Polygram Records/Sony Music in order to capture the
"Global" marketplace for music. The below announcement by Jackson appears to be written by Bannon. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Y4Q-GfKdJLY
Apr 1, 2017, 3:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson Forever.
https://washingtonpost.com/politics/stephen-k-bannon-architect-of-antiglobalist-policies-got-rich-as-a-globalcapitalist/2017/03/31/47382082-0a8b-11e7-a15f-a58d4a988474_story.html
Stephen K. Bannon, architect of anti-globalist policies, got rich as a global capitalist https://washingtonpost.com/politics/stephen-kbannon-architect-of-antiglobalist-policies-got-rich-as-a-global-capitalist/2017/03/31/47382082-0a8b-11e7-a15fa58d4a988474_story.html - The Washington Post. Bannon is the person who negotiated the "Kingdom Entertainment" deal with
Michael Jackson and Prince Al-Waleed to merge Michael Jackson and Polygram Records/Sony Music in order to capture the
"Global" marketplace for music. The below announcement by Jackson appears to be written by Bannon. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Y4Q-GfKdJLY
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https://washingtonpost.com/politics/stephen-k-bannon-architect-of-antiglobalist-policies-got-rich-as-a-globalcapitalist/2017/03/31/47382082-0a8b-11e7-a15f-a58d4a988474_story.html
Stephen K. Bannon, architect of anti-globalist policies, got rich as a global capitalist https://washingtonpost.com/politics/stephen-kbannon-architect-of-antiglobalist-policies-got-rich-as-a-global-capitalist/2017/03/31/47382082-0a8b-11e7-a15fa58d4a988474_story.html - The Washington Post. Bannon is the person who negotiated the "Kingdom Entertainment" deal with
Michael Jackson and Prince Al-Waleed to merge Michael Jackson and Polygram Records/Sony Music in order to capture the
"Global" marketplace for music. The below announcement by Jackson appears to be written by Bannon. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Y4Q-GfKdJLY
Updated Apr 1, 2017, 3:45 PM
Apr 1, 2017, 3:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April Fools - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4c per gallon,
autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11 moving
parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar Company?
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25 years: Ron
Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
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Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April Fools - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4c per gallon,
autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11 moving
parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar Company?
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25 years: Ron
Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
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Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy .
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April Fools - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4c per gallon,
autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11 moving
parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar Company?
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25 years: Ron
Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in World Green and Renewable Energy Assosiation.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April Fools - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4c per gallon,
autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11 moving
parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar Company?
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25 years: Ron
Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Obsessed.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April Fools to the Oil Barons - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per
charge, 4c per gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X
cheaper, 11 moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A TrillionDollar Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in
25 years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:13 PM
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0HVLMioqKs
On Oct 31st 2011, FERC was to approve the proper valuation of "Demand Response" & "Frequency Regulation" technology used in
Transmission Lines, Nuclear, Hydro, Batteries and the like putting electricity brokers out of business. On November 1st 2011, at
1:23AM, Jon Corzine steals the money from these renewable energy companies contained in his holding company, and even their
owners private bank accounts. Days later, on Nov 5th 2011, MF Global goes bankrupt. Alex Jones doesn't explain it that way, and
provides a Nuclear power hit-piece and a classic Alex Jones comedy act instead. https://youtube.com/watch?v=V0HVLMioqKs
FERC https://nh.gov/oep/energy/programs/documents/sb99-setbacks-transmission-ferc.pdf
Updated Apr 1, 2017, 12:02 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4 cents per
gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company?page=1
Apr 1, 2017, 12:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4 cents per

gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25
years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4 cents per
gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25
years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4 cents per
gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25
years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4 cents per
gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25
years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4c per
gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25
years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:12 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4 cents per
gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25
years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4 cents per
gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25
years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:38 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4 cents per
gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25
years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4 cents per
gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25
years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
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Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4 cents per
gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25
years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:26 AM
Chris Edwards
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April 1st 2020 - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! Future Nikola Tesla electric car will feature 700 miles per charge, 4 cents per
gallon, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X cheaper, 11
moving parts and can fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla Become A Trillion-Dollar
Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all drive a Tesla in 25
years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Updated Apr 1, 2017, 12:10 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world
April Fools - How Tesla Is Taking Over The World! All A/C Induction motors used in the Tesla Cars & Mono-polar DC Dynamo's
used in the Toyota Prius all refer back to Nikola Tesla's original patents of the 1880's1890's. Next Gen Tesla electric cars will feature
1000 miles per charge, full charge in 5 minutes, 8c per gallon (1 cent per mile, when paid off 1 cent for 3 miles) from over-capacity
renewable energy, autonomous driving, 0-60MPH in 1.8 seconds, low or no insurance, no repairs, no dealership, 10X safer, 10X
cheaper to operate, 11 moving parts and can eventually fly. https://seekingalpha.com/article/4059384-tesla-taking-world -- Will Tesla
Become A Trillion-Dollar Company? https://seekingalpha.com/article/4058984-will-tesla-become-trillion-dollar-company/ -- We will all
drive a Tesla in 25 years: Ron Baron http://cnbc.com/2015/11/03/the-biggest-mutual-fund-bets-on-tesla-motors.html
Apr 1, 2017, 12:09 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=%22electrical+furnace%22+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity & Peak Oil Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion in Diamonds (Truth)
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites have often tell of Tesla's dislike for
women's jewelry, in connection with the fake news that Tesla was gay, or had a dislike for women. The real reason may be of vital
importance to humanity. Using Tesla Inventions, mankind can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894,
(Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the
method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell
to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fake-

news-vs.html?view=flipcard The subjects in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace or Coal Plants to
Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of Metals, Atomic Power,
Value (Today, there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla stated that nuclear
power would results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.)
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of
Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery
Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/
-- Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses
(Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electricaloscillations) -- Empire Strike's Back https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw
Mar 30, 2017, 11:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity & Peak Oil Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion in Diamonds (Truth)
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites have often tell of Tesla's dislike for
women's jewelry, in connection with the fake news that Tesla was gay, or had a dislike for women. The real reason may be of vital
importance to humanity. Using Tesla Inventions, mankind can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894,
(Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the
method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture ((Diamonds)) in his "Electrical Furnaces". The mechanics in the story
coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-teslaradio-history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard The subjects in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace
or Coal Plants to Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of
Metals, Atomic Power, Value (Today, there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla
stated that nuclear power would results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.)
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of
Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery
Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/
-- Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses
(Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electrical-oscillations
) -- Empire Strike's Back https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw
Mar 30, 2017, 11:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=%22electrical+furnace%22+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity & Peak Oil Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion in Diamonds (Truth)
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites have often tell of Tesla's dislike for
women's jewelry, in connection with the fake news that Tesla was gay, or had a dislike for women. The real reason may be of vital
importance to humanity. Using Tesla Inventions, mankind can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894,
(Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the
method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture --Diamonds-- in his "Electrical Furnaces". The mechanics in the story
coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-teslaradio-history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard The subjects in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace
or Coal Plants to Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of
Metals, Atomic Power, Value (Today, there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla
stated that nuclear power would results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.)
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of
Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery
Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/
-- Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses
(Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electricaloscillations) -- Empire Strike's Back https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw
Mar 30, 2017, 11:19 PM

Chris Edwards posted in The Idiocy Of Donald Trump's America.
Mar 31, 2017, 12:09 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity & Peak Oil Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion in Diamonds (Truth)
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites have often tell of Tesla's dislike for
women's jewelry, in connection with fake news that Tesla was gay, or had a dislike for women. The real reason may be here: Using
Tesla Inventions, mankind can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns
to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash,
Charcoal to manufacture ((Diamonds)) in his "Electrical Furnaces". The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell to 666, (600
Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fake-news-vs.html?
view=flipcard The subjects in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace or Coal Plants to Manufacture of
Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of Metals, Atomic Power, Value (Today,
there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla stated that nuclear power would
results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.)
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of
Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery
Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/
-- Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses
(Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electrical-oscillations
) -- Empire Strike's Back https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw
Mar 31, 2017, 12:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth ?
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity & Peak Oil Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion in Diamonds (Truth)
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites have often tell of Tesla's dislike for
women's jewelry, in connection with the fake news that Tesla was gay, or had a dislike for women. The real reason may be of vital
importance to humanity. Using Tesla Inventions, mankind can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894,
(Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the
method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture ((Diamonds)) in his "Electrical Furnaces". The mechanics in the story
coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-teslaradio-history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard The subjects in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace
or Coal Plants to Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of
Metals, Atomic Power, Value (Today, there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla
stated that nuclear power would results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.)
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of
Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery
Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/
-- Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses
(Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electrical-oscillations
) -- Empire Strike's Back https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw
Mar 30, 2017, 11:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity & Peak Oil Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion in Diamonds (Truth)
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites have tell of Tesla's dislike for women's
jewelry, in connection with fake news that Tesla was gay, or had a dislike for women. The real reason may be here: With Tesla's
inventions we can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the
Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to
manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000

(F) degrees). -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard The subjects
in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace or Coal Plants to Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File
on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of Metals, Atomic Power, Value (Today, there are more than 430
Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla stated that nuclear power would results in "more or less value"
depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.) http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunksalbert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash,
Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcellenergy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/ -- Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene
in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses (Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electrical-oscillations) -- Empire Strike's Back
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw
Mar 30, 2017, 11:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in UNMASKING THE SATANIC ELITE!
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=%22electrical+furnace%22+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity & Peak Oil Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion in Diamonds (Truth)
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites have often tell of Tesla's dislike for
women's jewelry, in connection with the fake news that Tesla was gay, or had a dislike for women. The real reason may be of vital
importance to humanity. Using Tesla Inventions, mankind can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894,
(Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the
method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell
to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fakenews-vs.html?view=flipcard The subjects in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace or Coal Plants to
Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of Metals, Atomic Power,
Value (Today, there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla stated that nuclear
power would results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.)
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of
Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery
Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/
-- Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses
(Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electricaloscillations) -- Empire Strike's Back https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw
Mar 30, 2017, 11:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=%22electrical+furnace%22+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity & Peak Oil Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion in Diamonds (Truth)
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites have often tell of Tesla's dislike for
women's jewelry, in connection with the fake news that Tesla was gay, or had a dislike for women. The real reason may be of vital
importance to humanity. Using Tesla Inventions, mankind can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894,
(Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the
method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell
to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fakenews-vs.html?view=flipcard The subjects in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace or Coal Plants to
Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of Metals, Atomic Power,
Value (Today, there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla stated that nuclear
power would results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.)
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of
Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery
Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/
-- Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses
(Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electricaloscillations) -- Empire Strike's Back https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw

Mar 30, 2017, 11:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Conspiracy Theory.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=%22electrical+furnace%22+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity & Peak Oil Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion in Diamonds (Truth)
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites have often tell of Tesla's dislike for
women's jewelry, in connection with the fake news that Tesla was gay, or had a dislike for women. The real reason may be of vital
importance to humanity. Using Tesla Inventions, mankind can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894,
(Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the
method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell
to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fakenews-vs.html?view=flipcard The subjects in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace or Coal Plants to
Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of Metals, Atomic Power,
Value (Today, there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla stated that nuclear
power would results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.)
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of
Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery
Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/
-- Similar to the Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses in "Empire
Strikes Back" -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw
Mar 30, 2017, 11:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theories.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=%22electrical+furnace%22+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity & Peak Oil Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion in Diamonds (Truth)
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites have often tell of Tesla's dislike for
women's jewelry, in connection with the fake news that Tesla was gay, or had a dislike for women. The real reason may be of vital
importance to humanity. Using Tesla Inventions, mankind can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894,
(Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the
method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell
to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fakenews-vs.html?view=flipcard The subjects in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace or Coal Plants to
Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of Metals, Atomic Power,
Value (Today, there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla stated that nuclear
power would results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.)
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of
Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery
Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/
-- Similar to the Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses in "Empire
Strikes Back" -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw
Mar 30, 2017, 11:10 PM
Chris Edwards
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=%22electrical+furnace%22+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity & Peak Oil Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion in Diamonds (Truth)
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites have tell of Tesla's dislike for women's
jewelry, in connection with fake news that Tesla was gay, or had a dislike for women. The real reason may be here: With Tesla's
inventions we can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the
Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to
manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000
(F) degrees). -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard The subjects
in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace or Coal Plants to Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File
on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of Metals, Atomic Power, Value (Today, there are more than 430

Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla stated that nuclear power would results in "more or less value"
depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.) http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunksalbert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash,
Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcellenergy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/ -- Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene
in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses (Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electrical-oscillations) -- Empire Strike's Back
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw
Updated Mar 30, 2017, 11:00 PM
Mar 30, 2017, 11:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://books.google.com/books?id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=%22electrical+furnace%22+tesla
(Artificial Scarcity Hoax) Nikola Tesla's dislike for women's Jewelry (Hoax) https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla -- Russian 1,000 Trillion Diamonds
http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites tell of Tesla's dislike for women's
jewelry, in connection with fake news that Tesla was gay (there is allegation he was castrated) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- The real reason may be here: Tesla's inventions can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by
July of 1894, ( Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgL8jLbPLgM ) the "Queens Quarterly"
predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture Diamonds in
Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees) -- Scientific
American August 30, 1902 Formation of the Diamond by the Electric Furnace https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/formationof-the-diamond-by-the-ele/ -- The subjects in the above blog covered previously include 1) Tesla Electric Furnace or Coal Plants to
Manufacture of Crystals 2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals 3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of Metals, Atomic Power,
Value (Today, there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla stated that nuclear
power would results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses derived or function used.)
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard 4) Tesla Conversion of
Gasses 5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury... 6) New Molten Carbonite Battery
Fuel-Cell http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/
-- Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses
(Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electricaloscillations) -- Empire Strike's Back https://youtube.com/watch?v=qND0aIXOLbw -http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard
Mar 30, 2017, 10:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
9-11 Final Cut: Featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
Mar 25, 2017, 11:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
9-11 Final Cut: Directed Free-Energy Weapons used on 9-11? Featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
Mar 25, 2017, 11:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/stuartanderson/2017/03/25/the-crazy-amazing-life-of-immigrant-nikola-tesla/
#tesla #invention #amplifier #loudspeaker March 25th 2017 Forbes: “Tesla had invented the amplifier and a precursor of the
loudspeaker. He never bothered to obtain a patent on it.”. Also, the Tesla Coil is also an early form of amplifier and loudspeaker,
which he did patent it's form and variations. https://www.forbes.com/sites/stuartanderson/2017/03/25/the-crazy-amazing-life-ofimmigrant-nikola-tesla/
Mar 25, 2017, 11:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
9-11 Final Cut: Directed Free-Energy Technology used on 9-11?Featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU

Mar 25, 2017, 11:08 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.forbes.com/sites/stuartanderson/2017/03/25/the-crazy-amazing-life-of-immigrant-nikola-tesla/
#tesla #invention #amplifier #loudspeaker March 25th 2017 Forbes: “Tesla had invented a precursor of the loudspeaker. He never
bothered to obtain a patent on it.” https://www.forbes.com/sites/stuartanderson/2017/03/25/the-crazy-amazing-life-of-immigrantnikola-tesla/
Updated Mar 25, 2017, 11:15 PM
Mar 25, 2017, 11:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
9-11 Final Cut: Directed Free-Energy Technology used on 9-11?Featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
Mar 25, 2017, 11:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
9-11 Final Cut: Directed Free-Energy Technology used on 9-11?Featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
Mar 25, 2017, 11:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
9-11 Final Cut: Featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
Mar 25, 2017, 11:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
9-11 Final Cut: Featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
Mar 25, 2017, 11:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
9-11 Final Cut: Featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
Mar 25, 2017, 11:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
http://ecowatch.com/artificial-sun-synlight-germany-2326342324.html
TeslaLeaks.com 9-11 Final Cut: Directed Free-Energy Weapons used on 9-11 featuring John G Trump & Nikola Tesla -- German
Scientists use a "Sun Tap" to generate 3,000-6,000F degrees to split Hydrogen (H2) for "SynFuels" from Renewables, with excess
Tritium (H3) , using an unmentioned metal, like "Tungsten" http://ecowatch.com/artificial-sun-synlight-germany-2326342324.html -Response to "Jet Fuel doesn't melt steel beams" MEME. Many effects were seen on 9/11, but "Jet Fuel" for 747's only reaches
1400-1700F; Structural Steel melts at 2800F. Five (5) Tesla methods below reach >2,000-10,000F - Nikola Tesla inventions capable
of melting (weakening) steel beams; at the WTC on 9/11 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- 1) Tesla
Electrical Furnace 2) Tesla Arc-Lamp 3) Tesla manufacture Hydrazine (Napalm) 4) 1981 Artificial Sun "Sun Tap"
http://iaea.org/inis/collection/NCLCollectionStore/_Public/12/609/12609091.pdf http://wtcdemolition.blogspot.com/2009/07/finalword-on-tritium.html with excess "Tritium" https://books.google.com/books?id=HYGUskKxCcC&pg=PA353&lpg=PA353&dq=synfuels+tritium&q=synfuels+tritium&f=false, Solar Maximum on 9/12/2001
https://helios.gsfc.nasa.gov/scycle.html -- Dr Judy Wood describes the Sun Tap on 9/12 https://youtube.com/watch?v=vadSaWyiozg
-- -- Sun Tap from 9/11 Video's https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A 5) Using Hurricane Erin Field Effects
https://youtube.com/watch?v=H7MM76HjAF0 -- HAARP https://youtube.com/watch?v=Pn_tPpQQdaA --Nikola Tesla's "Electric Arc
Aircraft" https://youtube.com/watch?v=k9CgJYeTxFE using Vann-DeGraff Generator installed on a Helicopter, Zepplin or Drone
https://youtube.com/watch?v=lacTrJ69prQ https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A https://youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc -Tesla's Teleforce https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 6) Nano-Thermite,
Paint-On Thermite https://youtube.com/watch?v=IRRwFdZkXk0 (In regards to Thermite, it has to have a 3,000 degree igniter to start
the reaction. Jet Fuel alone would not ignite it. However, the other methods are hot enough to ignite and retain a Thermite reaction))
ELECTRIC FURNACE In 1895, the destruction of Tesla's lab by fire and the introduction of the "Electrical Furnace" + "Wireless
Electric Light" https://books.google.com/books?id=dPI9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla
in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead and manufacturing Diamonds https://books.google.com/books?

id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- February 9th 1901 Tesla on “Spark Telegraphy”, “Electric
Furnace” and De-salination https://books.google.com/books?
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals#v=onepage&q=nikola%20tesla%20purifying
%20metals&f=false -- Tesla/Northrop in 1915 method of Tesla Oscillatory Circuit and Tesla Coil to Melt Metals
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1948 HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING ((In the early 1890's, Tesla described heating bars of iron and melting lead
and tin in the field of specially designed high-frequency coils, also of heating dielectrics in such fields. When, in 1916, Dr. Edwin
Northrup devised his first commercial high-frequency furnace, he told me he had gone back for his inspiration to the old ideas and
circuits of Tesla.)) Tesla report in 2012 on Optical Microscopes "TESLA242" BROADCASTING -- Tesla report in 2014 on Solid State
Tesla Coils and Their Uses for melting metals http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf -Induction Furnace used to melt iron and steel, copper, aluminum and precious metals https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace
2)) Nikola Tesla's ARC-LAMPS/ARC-WELDING can reach over 5,000 degrees https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-335786-electric-arc-lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-335787-electric-arc-lamp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp 3)) Tesla method to manufacture HYDRAZINE (NAPALM); can reach ove 5,000 degrees
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/nikola-tesla-leaks-renewable-energy.html 3) New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in
the manufacturing of Hydrogen-Carbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as
Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3)
(Carboxyl Groups in Styro-foam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone
Generator + Jet Fule that can melt steel beams -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A (Tesla Coil) was used to
start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3587&context=rtd -Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this process appears to be a
chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion.
http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from
Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube 13 mm in which a microwave discharge was excited
with an open-reflector antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a (Tesla
coil) at a fairly low pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense blue-white discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure
was then increased to the point just before the discharge went out -10 Torr, giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish
core which generated optimum amounts of di-imide. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene
Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME HYDRAZINE SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?
journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical reactions in urban air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?
Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius
http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower (even without catalytic agents like Ozone or Nitrous
injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and Handling of Hydrazine
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)-hexachlorocyclohexane at .... NButane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously subjected to (Tesla coil)
discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray. http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne National
Labs ... by a (Tesla coil) either in a vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ...
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a
corona discharge ozone generator using charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating
Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html --- Why David Rockefeller died March 20, 2017 + September 11, the New World Order & Henry
Kissinger https://youtube.com/watch?v=0sfYrXxF5f8
Mar 25, 2017, 12:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
http://ecowatch.com/artificial-sun-synlight-germany-2326342324.html
TeslaLeaks.com 9-11 Final Cut: Directed Free-Energy Weapons used on 9-11 featuring John G Trump & Nikola Tesla -- German
Scientists use a "Sun Tap" to generate 3,000-6,000F degrees to split Hydrogen (H2) for "SynFuels" from Renewables, with excess
Tritium (H3) , using an unmentioned metal, like "Tungsten" http://ecowatch.com/artificial-sun-synlight-germany-2326342324.html -Response to "Jet Fuel doesn't melt steel beams" MEME. Many effects were seen on 9/11, but "Jet Fuel" for 747's only reaches
1400-1700F; Structural Steel melts at 2800F. Five (5) Tesla methods below reach >2,000-10,000F - Nikola Tesla inventions capable
of melting (weakening) steel beams; at the WTC on 9/11 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- 1) Tesla
Electrical Furnace 2) Tesla Arc-Lamp 3) Tesla manufacture Hydrazine (Napalm) 4) 1981 Artificial Sun "Sun Tap"

http://iaea.org/inis/collection/NCLCollectionStore/_Public/12/609/12609091.pdf http://wtcdemolition.blogspot.com/2009/07/finalword-on-tritium.html with excess "Tritium" https://books.google.com/books?id=HYGUskKxCcC&pg=PA353&lpg=PA353&dq=synfuels+tritium&q=synfuels+tritium&f=false, Solar Maximum on 9/12/2001
https://helios.gsfc.nasa.gov/scycle.html -- Dr Judy Wood describes the Sun Tap on 9/12 https://youtube.com/watch?v=vadSaWyiozg
-- -- Sun Tap from 9/11 Video's https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A 5) Using Hurricane Erin Field Effects
https://youtube.com/watch?v=H7MM76HjAF0 -- HAARP https://youtube.com/watch?v=Pn_tPpQQdaA --Nikola Tesla's "Electric Arc
Aircraft" https://youtube.com/watch?v=k9CgJYeTxFE using Vann-DeGraff Generator installed on a Helicopter, Zepplin or Drone
https://youtube.com/watch?v=lacTrJ69prQ https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A https://youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc -Tesla's Teleforce https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 6) Nano-Thermite,
Paint-On Thermite https://youtube.com/watch?v=IRRwFdZkXk0 (In regards to Thermite, it has to have a 3,000 degree igniter to start
the reaction. Jet Fuel alone would not ignite it. However, the other methods are hot enough to ignite and retain a Thermite reaction))
ELECTRIC FURNACE In 1895, the destruction of Tesla's lab by fire and the introduction of the "Electrical Furnace" + "Wireless
Electric Light" https://books.google.com/books?id=dPI9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla
in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead and manufacturing Diamonds https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- February 9th 1901 Tesla on “Spark Telegraphy”, “Electric
Furnace” and De-salination https://books.google.com/books?
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals#v=onepage&q=nikola%20tesla%20purifying
%20metals&f=false -- Tesla/Northrop in 1915 method of Tesla Oscillatory Circuit and Tesla Coil to Melt Metals
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1948 HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING ((In the early 1890's, Tesla described heating bars of iron and melting lead
and tin in the field of specially designed high-frequency coils, also of heating dielectrics in such fields. When, in 1916, Dr. Edwin
Northrup devised his first commercial high-frequency furnace, he told me he had gone back for his inspiration to the old ideas and
circuits of Tesla.)) Tesla report in 2012 on Optical Microscopes "TESLA242" BROADCASTING -- Tesla report in 2014 on Solid State
Tesla Coils and Their Uses for melting metals http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf -Induction Furnace used to melt iron and steel, copper, aluminum and precious metals https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace
2)) Nikola Tesla's ARC-LAMPS/ARC-WELDING can reach over 5,000 degrees https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-335786-electric-arc-lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-335787-electric-arc-lamp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp 3)) Tesla method to manufacture HYDRAZINE (NAPALM); can reach ove 5,000 degrees
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/nikola-tesla-leaks-renewable-energy.html 3) New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in
the manufacturing of Hydrogen-Carbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as
Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3)
(Carboxyl Groups in Styro-foam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone
Generator + Jet Fule that can melt steel beams -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A (Tesla Coil) was used to
start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3587&context=rtd -Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this process appears to be a
chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion.
http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from
Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube 13 mm in which a microwave discharge was excited
with an open-reflector antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a (Tesla
coil) at a fairly low pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense blue-white discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure
was then increased to the point just before the discharge went out -10 Torr, giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish
core which generated optimum amounts of di-imide. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene
Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME HYDRAZINE SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?
journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical reactions in urban air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?
Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius
http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower (even without catalytic agents like Ozone or Nitrous
injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and Handling of Hydrazine
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)-hexachlorocyclohexane at .... NButane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously subjected to (Tesla coil)
discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray. http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne National
Labs ... by a (Tesla coil) either in a vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ...
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a

corona discharge ozone generator using charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating
Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html --- Why David Rockefeller died March 20, 2017 + September 11, the New World Order & Henry
Kissinger https://youtube.com/watch?v=0sfYrXxF5f8
Mar 25, 2017, 12:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://ecowatch.com/artificial-sun-synlight-germany-2326342324.html
TeslaLeaks.com 9-11 Final Cut: Directed Free-Energy Weapons used on 9-11 featuring John G Trump & Nikola Tesla -- German
Scientists use a "Sun Tap" to generate 3,000-6,000F degrees to split Hydrogen (H2) for "SynFuels" from Renewables, with excess
Tritium (H3) , using an unmentioned metal, like "Tungsten" http://ecowatch.com/artificial-sun-synlight-germany-2326342324.html -Response to "Jet Fuel doesn't melt steel beams" MEME. Many effects were seen on 9/11, but "Jet Fuel" for 747's only reaches
1400-1700F; Structural Steel melts at 2800F. Five (5) Tesla methods below reach >2,000-10,000F - Nikola Tesla inventions capable
of melting (weakening) steel beams; at the WTC on 9/11 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- 1) Tesla
Electrical Furnace 2) Tesla Arc-Lamp 3) Tesla manufacture Hydrazine (Napalm) 4) 1981 Artificial Sun "Sun Tap"
http://iaea.org/inis/collection/NCLCollectionStore/_Public/12/609/12609091.pdf http://wtcdemolition.blogspot.com/2009/07/finalword-on-tritium.html with excess "Tritium" https://books.google.com/books?id=HYGUskKxCcC&pg=PA353&lpg=PA353&dq=synfuels+tritium&q=synfuels+tritium&f=false, Solar Maximum on 9/12/2001
https://helios.gsfc.nasa.gov/scycle.html -- Dr Judy Wood describes the Sun Tap on 9/12 https://youtube.com/watch?v=vadSaWyiozg
-- -- Sun Tap from 9/11 Video's https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A 5) Using Hurricane Erin Field Effects
https://youtube.com/watch?v=H7MM76HjAF0 -- HAARP https://youtube.com/watch?v=Pn_tPpQQdaA --Nikola Tesla's "Electric Arc
Aircraft" https://youtube.com/watch?v=k9CgJYeTxFE using Vann-DeGraff Generator installed on a Helicopter, Zepplin or Drone
https://youtube.com/watch?v=lacTrJ69prQ https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A https://youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc -Tesla's Teleforce https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 6) Nano-Thermite,
Paint-On Thermite https://youtube.com/watch?v=IRRwFdZkXk0 (In regards to Thermite, it has to have a 3,000 degree igniter to start
the reaction. Jet Fuel alone would not ignite it. However, the other methods are hot enough to ignite and retain a Thermite reaction))
ELECTRIC FURNACE In 1895, the destruction of Tesla's lab by fire and the introduction of the "Electrical Furnace" + "Wireless
Electric Light" https://books.google.com/books?id=dPI9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla
in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead and manufacturing Diamonds https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- February 9th 1901 Tesla on “Spark Telegraphy”, “Electric
Furnace” and De-salination https://books.google.com/books?
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals#v=onepage&q=nikola%20tesla%20purifying
%20metals&f=false -- Tesla/Northrop in 1915 method of Tesla Oscillatory Circuit and Tesla Coil to Melt Metals
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1948 HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING ((In the early 1890's, Tesla described heating bars of iron and melting lead
and tin in the field of specially designed high-frequency coils, also of heating dielectrics in such fields. When, in 1916, Dr. Edwin
Northrup devised his first commercial high-frequency furnace, he told me he had gone back for his inspiration to the old ideas and
circuits of Tesla.)) Tesla report in 2012 on Optical Microscopes "TESLA242" BROADCASTING -- Tesla report in 2014 on Solid State
Tesla Coils and Their Uses for melting metals http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf -Induction Furnace used to melt iron and steel, copper, aluminum and precious metals https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace
2)) Nikola Tesla's ARC-LAMPS/ARC-WELDING can reach over 5,000 degrees https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-335786-electric-arc-lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-335787-electric-arc-lamp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp 3)) Tesla method to manufacture HYDRAZINE (NAPALM); can reach ove 5,000 degrees
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/nikola-tesla-leaks-renewable-energy.html 3) New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in
the manufacturing of Hydrogen-Carbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as
Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3)
(Carboxyl Groups in Styro-foam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone
Generator + Jet Fule that can melt steel beams -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A (Tesla Coil) was used to
start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3587&context=rtd -Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this process appears to be a
chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion.
http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from
Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube 13 mm in which a microwave discharge was excited
with an open-reflector antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a (Tesla

coil) at a fairly low pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense blue-white discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure
was then increased to the point just before the discharge went out -10 Torr, giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish
core which generated optimum amounts of di-imide. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene
Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME HYDRAZINE SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?
journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical reactions in urban air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?
Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius
http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower (even without catalytic agents like Ozone or Nitrous
injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and Handling of Hydrazine
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)-hexachlorocyclohexane at .... NButane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously subjected to (Tesla coil)
discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray. http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne National
Labs ... by a (Tesla coil) either in a vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ...
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a
corona discharge ozone generator using charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating
Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html --- Why David Rockefeller died March 20, 2017 + September 11, the New World Order & Henry
Kissinger https://youtube.com/watch?v=0sfYrXxF5f8
Mar 25, 2017, 12:43 AM
Chris Edwards
http://ecowatch.com/artificial-sun-synlight-germany-2326342324.html
TeslaLeaks.com 9-11 Final Cut: Directed Free-Energy Weapons used on 9-11 featuring John G Trump & Nikola Tesla -- German
Scientists use a "Sun Tap" to generate 3,000-6,000F degrees to split Hydrogen (H2) for "SynFuels" from Renewables, with excess
Tritium (H3) , using an unmentioned metal, like "Tungsten" http://ecowatch.com/artificial-sun-synlight-germany-2326342324.html -Response to "Jet Fuel doesn't melt steel beams" MEME. Many effects were seen on 9/11, but "Jet Fuel" for 747's only reaches
1400-1700F; Structural Steel melts at 2800F. Five (5) Tesla methods below reach >2,000-10,000F - Nikola Tesla inventions capable
of melting (weakening) steel beams; at the WTC on 9/11 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- 1) Tesla
Electrical Furnace 2) Tesla Arc-Lamp 3) Tesla manufacture Hydrazine (Napalm) 4) 1981 Artificial Sun "Sun Tap"
http://iaea.org/inis/collection/NCLCollectionStore/_Public/12/609/12609091.pdf http://wtcdemolition.blogspot.com/2009/07/finalword-on-tritium.html with excess "Tritium" https://books.google.com/books?id=HYGUskKxCcC&pg=PA353&lpg=PA353&dq=synfuels+tritium&q=synfuels+tritium&f=false, Solar Maximum on 9/12/2001
https://helios.gsfc.nasa.gov/scycle.html -- Dr Judy Wood describes the Sun Tap on 9/12 https://youtube.com/watch?v=vadSaWyiozg
-- -- Sun Tap from 9/11 Video's https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A 5) Using Hurricane Erin Field Effects
https://youtube.com/watch?v=H7MM76HjAF0 -- HAARP https://youtube.com/watch?v=Pn_tPpQQdaA --Nikola Tesla's "Electric Arc
Aircraft" https://youtube.com/watch?v=k9CgJYeTxFE using Vann-DeGraff Generator installed on a Helicopter, Zepplin or Drone
https://youtube.com/watch?v=lacTrJ69prQ https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A https://youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc -Tesla's Teleforce https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 6) Nano-Thermite,
Paint-On Thermite https://youtube.com/watch?v=IRRwFdZkXk0 (In regards to Thermite, it has to have a 3,000 degree igniter to start
the reaction. Jet Fuel alone would not ignite it. However, the other methods are hot enough to ignite and retain a Thermite reaction))
ELECTRIC FURNACE In 1895, the destruction of Tesla's lab by fire and the introduction of the "Electrical Furnace" + "Wireless
Electric Light" https://books.google.com/books?id=dPI9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla
in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead and manufacturing Diamonds https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- February 9th 1901 Tesla on “Spark Telegraphy”, “Electric
Furnace” and De-salination https://books.google.com/books?
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals#v=onepage&q=nikola%20tesla%20purifying
%20metals&f=false -- Tesla/Northrop in 1915 method of Tesla Oscillatory Circuit and Tesla Coil to Melt Metals
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1948 HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING ((In the early 1890's, Tesla described heating bars of iron and melting lead
and tin in the field of specially designed high-frequency coils, also of heating dielectrics in such fields. When, in 1916, Dr. Edwin
Northrup devised his first commercial high-frequency furnace, he told me he had gone back for his inspiration to the old ideas and
circuits of Tesla.)) Tesla report in 2012 on Optical Microscopes "TESLA242" BROADCASTING -- Tesla report in 2014 on Solid State
Tesla Coils and Their Uses for melting metals http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf -Induction Furnace used to melt iron and steel, copper, aluminum and precious metals https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace

2)) Nikola Tesla's ARC-LAMPS/ARC-WELDING can reach over 5,000 degrees https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-335786-electric-arc-lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-335787-electric-arc-lamp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp 3)) Tesla method to manufacture HYDRAZINE (NAPALM); can reach ove 5,000 degrees
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/nikola-tesla-leaks-renewable-energy.html 3) New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in
the manufacturing of Hydrogen-Carbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as
Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3)
(Carboxyl Groups in Styro-foam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone
Generator + Jet Fule that can melt steel beams -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A (Tesla Coil) was used to
start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3587&context=rtd -Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this process appears to be a
chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion.
http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from
Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube 13 mm in which a microwave discharge was excited
with an open-reflector antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a (Tesla
coil) at a fairly low pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense blue-white discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure
was then increased to the point just before the discharge went out -10 Torr, giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish
core which generated optimum amounts of di-imide. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene
Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME HYDRAZINE SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?
journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical reactions in urban air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?
Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius
http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower (even without catalytic agents like Ozone or Nitrous
injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and Handling of Hydrazine
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)-hexachlorocyclohexane at .... NButane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously subjected to (Tesla coil)
discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray. http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne National
Labs ... by a (Tesla coil) either in a vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ...
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a
corona discharge ozone generator using charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating
Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html --- Why David Rockefeller died March 20, 2017 + September 11, the New World Order & Henry
Kissinger https://youtube.com/watch?v=0sfYrXxF5f8
Updated Mar 25, 2017, 12:41 AM
Mar 25, 2017, 12:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3
Response to "Jet Fuel doesn't melt steel beams" MEME. "Jet Fuel" for 747's reach 1400-1700F; Structural Steel melts at 2700F.
Tesla methods below reach >2,000-10,000F - (3) Nikola Tesla inventions capable of melting (weakening) steel beams; at the WTC
on 9/11 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- 1) Tesla Electrical Furnace 2) Tesla Arc-Lamp 3) Tesla
manufacture Hydrazine (Napalm) -- 1)) ELECTRIC FURNACE In 1895, the destruction of Tesla's lab by fire and the introduction of
the "Electrical Furnace" + "Wireless Electric Light" https://books.google.com/books?
id=dPI9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead
and manufacturing Diamonds https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- February 9th 1901 Tesla on “Spark Telegraphy”, “Electric
Furnace” and De-salination https://books.google.com/books?
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals#v=onepage&q=nikola%20tesla%20purifying
%20metals&f=false -- Tesla/Northrop in 1915 method of Tesla Oscillatory Circuit and Tesla Coil to Melt Metals
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1948 HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING ((In the early 1890's, Tesla described heating bars of iron and melting lead
and tin in the field of specially designed high-frequency coils, also of heating dielectrics in such fields. When, in 1916, Dr. Edwin
Northrup devised his first commercial high-frequency furnace, he told me he had gone back for his inspiration to the old ideas and
circuits of Tesla.)) Tesla report in 2012 on Optical Microscopes "TESLA242" BROADCASTING -- Tesla report in 2014 on Solid State
Tesla Coils and Their Uses for melting metals http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf -Induction Furnace used to melt iron and steel, copper, aluminium and precious metals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace 2)) Nikola Tesla's ARC-LAMPS/ARC-WELDING can reach over 5,000 degrees
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-335786-electric-arc-lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-335787-electric-arc-lamp https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp 3)) Tesla method to manufacture HYDRAZINE (NAPALM);
can reach ove 5,000 degrees http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/nikola-tesla-leaks-renewable-energy.html --- 1948
Science Magazine (The following is a summary of some of the major achievements of Nikola Tesla, as written by K. M. Swezey,
friend and confidant of Tesla.) ELECTRIC POWER, RADIO, RADIO-CONTROLLED VESSELS (GUIDED MISSILES), HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS, NEON AND FLUORESCENT LIGHTING,
MECHANICAL POWER, ARTIFICIAL LIGHTNING, SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS, RADAR, FACSIMILE,
BROADCASTING ((((HYDRAZINE))) #tesla #coil #hydrocarbons #hydrazine #melts #steel #beams #flamthrower #napalm #vietnam
#ww2 #russian #remotecontrol #tanks #billcooper New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of HydrogenCarbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar
Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3) (Carboxyl Groups in Styrofoam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone Generator + Jet Fule that can
melt steel beams --- 1) The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive Compounds, methods used in handling air- sensitive compounds, including
gases. Part One covers inert atmosphere techniques, while Part Two treats vacuum line techniques. One of the common devices for
locating these leaks is the (Tesla coil), which provides a high-voltage, high- frequency spark discharge in air.
https://books.google.com/books?id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+AirSensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil&source=bl&ots=7MV9zgsCJd&hl=en&sa=X#v=onepage&q=The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive
Compounds tesla coil&f=false -- 1943 The Catalytic Isomerization of Parailin Hydrocarbons. I. Butanes' 3)
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ja01252a005 -- 2005 Synthesis of middle-chain carboxyl-functionalized polystyrene
https://etd.ohiolink.edu/rws_etd/document/get/akron1132533104/inline -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A
tesla coil was used to start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=3587&context=rtd -- Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this
process appears to be a chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion.
http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from
Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube 13 mm in which a microwave discharge was excited
with an open-reflector antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a (Tesla
coil) at a fairly low pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense blue-white discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure
was then increased to the point just before the discharge went out -10 Torr, giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish
core which generated optimum amounts of di-imide. The open-reflector antenna produced more di-imide than did a closed, tuned
cavity with better coupling and a more intense discharge. A constriction in the quartz tube just below the discharge improved yields,
probably by permitting a higher hydrazine pressure for a given flow rate. Although an apparently feeble, rather cool discharge gave
the most di-imide, the yield was nevertheless roughly proportional to the power output of the microwave generator, which was
usually set at 100%. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME HYDRAZINE SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?
journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical reactions in urban air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?
Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius
http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower (even without catalytic agents like Ozone or Nitrous
injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and Handling of Hydrazine
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)-hexachlorocyclohexane at .... NButane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously subjected to (Tesla coil)
discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray. http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne Nationa
Labs ... by a (Tesla coil) either in a vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ...
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a
corona discharge ozone generator using charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating
Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html --- Why David Rockefeller died March 20, 2017 +September 11, the New World Order & Henry
Kissinger https://youtube.com/watch?v=0sfYrXxF5f8
Mar 21, 2017, 1:43 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3
Response to "Jet Fuel doesn't melt steel beams" MEME. "Jet Fuel" for 747's reach 1400-1700F; Structural Steel melts at 2700F.
Tesla methods below reach >2,000-10,000F - (3) Nikola Tesla inventions capable of melting (weakening) steel beams; at the WTC
on 9/11 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- 1) Tesla Electrical Furnace 2) Tesla Arc-Lamp 3) Tesla
manufacture Hydrazine (Napalm) -- 1)) ELECTRIC FURNACE In 1895, the destruction of Tesla's lab by fire and the introduction of
the "Electrical Furnace" + "Wireless Electric Light" https://books.google.com/books?
id=dPI9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead
and manufacturing Diamonds https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- February 9th 1901 Tesla on “Spark Telegraphy”, “Electric
Furnace” and De-salination https://books.google.com/books?
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals#v=onepage&q=nikola%20tesla%20purifying
%20metals&f=false -- Tesla/Northrop in 1915 method of Tesla Oscillatory Circuit and Tesla Coil to Melt Metals
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1948 HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING ((In the early 1890's, Tesla described heating bars of iron and melting lead
and tin in the field of specially designed high-frequency coils, also of heating dielectrics in such fields. When, in 1916, Dr. Edwin
Northrup devised his first commercial high-frequency furnace, he told me he had gone back for his inspiration to the old ideas and
circuits of Tesla.)) Tesla report in 2012 on Optical Microscopes "TESLA242" BROADCASTING -- Tesla report in 2014 on Solid State
Tesla Coils and Their Uses for melting metals http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf -Induction Furnace used to melt iron and steel, copper, aluminium and precious metals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace 2)) Nikola Tesla's ARC-LAMPS/ARC-WELDING can reach over 5,000 degrees
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-335786-electric-arc-lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-335787-electric-arc-lamp https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp 3)) Tesla method to manufacture HYDRAZINE (NAPALM);
can reach ove 5,000 degrees http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/nikola-tesla-leaks-renewable-energy.html --- 1948
Science Magazine (The following is a summary of some of the major achievements of Nikola Tesla, as written by K. M. Swezey,
friend and confidant of Tesla.) ELECTRIC POWER, RADIO, RADIO-CONTROLLED VESSELS (GUIDED MISSILES), HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS, NEON AND FLUORESCENT LIGHTING,
MECHANICAL POWER, ARTIFICIAL LIGHTNING, SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS, RADAR, FACSIMILE,
BROADCASTING ((((HYDRAZINE))) #tesla #coil #hydrocarbons #hydrazine #melts #steel #beams #flamthrower #napalm #vietnam
#ww2 #russian #remotecontrol #tanks #billcooper New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of HydrogenCarbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar
Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3) (Carboxyl Groups in Styrofoam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone Generator + Jet Fule that can
melt steel beams --- 1) The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive Compounds, methods used in handling air- sensitive compounds, including
gases. Part One covers inert atmosphere techniques, while Part Two treats vacuum line techniques. One of the common devices for
locating these leaks is the (Tesla coil), which provides a high-voltage, high- frequency spark discharge in air.
https://books.google.com/books?id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+Air-

Sensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil&source=bl&ots=7MV9zgsCJd&hl=en&sa=X#v=onepage&q=The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive
Compounds tesla coil&f=false -- 1943 The Catalytic Isomerization of Parailin Hydrocarbons. I. Butanes' 3)
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ja01252a005 -- 2005 Synthesis of middle-chain carboxyl-functionalized polystyrene
https://etd.ohiolink.edu/rws_etd/document/get/akron1132533104/inline -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A
tesla coil was used to start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=3587&context=rtd -- Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this
process appears to be a chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion.
http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from
Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube 13 mm in which a microwave discharge was excited
with an open-reflector antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a (Tesla
coil) at a fairly low pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense blue-white discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure
was then increased to the point just before the discharge went out -10 Torr, giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish
core which generated optimum amounts of di-imide. The open-reflector antenna produced more di-imide than did a closed, tuned
cavity with better coupling and a more intense discharge. A constriction in the quartz tube just below the discharge improved yields,
probably by permitting a higher hydrazine pressure for a given flow rate. Although an apparently feeble, rather cool discharge gave
the most di-imide, the yield was nevertheless roughly proportional to the power output of the microwave generator, which was
usually set at 100%. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME HYDRAZINE SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?
journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical reactions in urban air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?
Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius
http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower (even without catalytic agents like Ozone or Nitrous
injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and Handling of Hydrazine
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)-hexachlorocyclohexane at .... NButane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously subjected to (Tesla coil)
discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray. http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne Nationa
Labs ... by a (Tesla coil) either in a vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ...
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a
corona discharge ozone generator using charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating
Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html --- Why David Rockefeller died March 20, 2017 +September 11, the New World Order & Henry
Kissinger https://youtube.com/watch?v=0sfYrXxF5f8
Mar 21, 2017, 1:43 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Fair and Civil 9/11 Debates.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3
Response to "Jet Fuel doesn't melt steel beams" MEME. "Jet Fuel" for 747's reach 1400-1700F; Structural Steel melts at 2700F.
Tesla methods below reach >2,000-10,000F - (3) Nikola Tesla inventions capable of melting (weakening) steel beams; at the WTC
on 9/11 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- 1) Tesla Electrical Furnace 2) Tesla Arc-Lamp 3) Tesla
manufacture Hydrazine (Napalm) -- 1)) ELECTRIC FURNACE In 1895, the destruction of Tesla's lab by fire and the introduction of
the "Electrical Furnace" + "Wireless Electric Light" https://books.google.com/books?
id=dPI9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead
and manufacturing Diamonds https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- February 9th 1901 Tesla on “Spark Telegraphy”, “Electric
Furnace” and De-salination https://books.google.com/books?
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals#v=onepage&q=nikola%20tesla%20purifying
%20metals&f=false -- Tesla/Northrop in 1915 method of Tesla Oscillatory Circuit and Tesla Coil to Melt Metals
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1948 HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING ((In the early 1890's, Tesla described heating bars of iron and melting lead
and tin in the field of specially designed high-frequency coils, also of heating dielectrics in such fields. When, in 1916, Dr. Edwin
Northrup devised his first commercial high-frequency furnace, he told me he had gone back for his inspiration to the old ideas and
circuits of Tesla.)) Tesla report in 2012 on Optical Microscopes "TESLA242" BROADCASTING -- Tesla report in 2014 on Solid State
Tesla Coils and Their Uses for melting metals http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf -Induction Furnace used to melt iron and steel, copper, aluminium and precious metals

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace 2)) Nikola Tesla's ARC-LAMPS/ARC-WELDING can reach over 5,000 degrees
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-335786-electric-arc-lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-335787-electric-arc-lamp https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp 3)) Tesla method to manufacture HYDRAZINE (NAPALM);
can reach ove 5,000 degrees http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/nikola-tesla-leaks-renewable-energy.html --- 1948
Science Magazine (The following is a summary of some of the major achievements of Nikola Tesla, as written by K. M. Swezey,
friend and confidant of Tesla.) ELECTRIC POWER, RADIO, RADIO-CONTROLLED VESSELS (GUIDED MISSILES), HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS, NEON AND FLUORESCENT LIGHTING,
MECHANICAL POWER, ARTIFICIAL LIGHTNING, SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS, RADAR, FACSIMILE,
BROADCASTING ((((HYDRAZINE))) #tesla #coil #hydrocarbons #hydrazine #melts #steel #beams #flamthrower #napalm #vietnam
#ww2 #russian #remotecontrol #tanks #billcooper New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of HydrogenCarbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar
Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3) (Carboxyl Groups in Styrofoam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone Generator + Jet Fule that can
melt steel beams --- 1) The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive Compounds, methods used in handling air- sensitive compounds, including
gases. Part One covers inert atmosphere techniques, while Part Two treats vacuum line techniques. One of the common devices for
locating these leaks is the (Tesla coil), which provides a high-voltage, high- frequency spark discharge in air.
https://books.google.com/books?id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+AirSensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil&source=bl&ots=7MV9zgsCJd&hl=en&sa=X#v=onepage&q=The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive
Compounds tesla coil&f=false -- 1943 The Catalytic Isomerization of Parailin Hydrocarbons. I. Butanes' 3)
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ja01252a005 -- 2005 Synthesis of middle-chain carboxyl-functionalized polystyrene
https://etd.ohiolink.edu/rws_etd/document/get/akron1132533104/inline -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A
tesla coil was used to start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=3587&context=rtd -- Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this
process appears to be a chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion.
http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from
Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube 13 mm in which a microwave discharge was excited
with an open-reflector antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a (Tesla
coil) at a fairly low pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense blue-white discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure
was then increased to the point just before the discharge went out -10 Torr, giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish
core which generated optimum amounts of di-imide. The open-reflector antenna produced more di-imide than did a closed, tuned
cavity with better coupling and a more intense discharge. A constriction in the quartz tube just below the discharge improved yields,
probably by permitting a higher hydrazine pressure for a given flow rate. Although an apparently feeble, rather cool discharge gave
the most di-imide, the yield was nevertheless roughly proportional to the power output of the microwave generator, which was
usually set at 100%. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME HYDRAZINE SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?
journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical reactions in urban air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?
Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius
http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower (even without catalytic agents like Ozone or Nitrous
injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and Handling of Hydrazine
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)-hexachlorocyclohexane at .... NButane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously subjected to (Tesla coil)
discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray. http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne Nationa
Labs ... by a (Tesla coil) either in a vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ...
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a
corona discharge ozone generator using charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating
Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html --- Why David Rockefeller died March 20, 2017 +September 11, the New World Order & Henry
Kissinger https://youtube.com/watch?v=0sfYrXxF5f8
Mar 21, 2017, 1:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3
Response to "Jet Fuel doesn't melt steel beams" MEME. "Jet Fuel" for 747's reach 1400-1700F; Structural Steel melts at 2700F.

Tesla methods below reach >2,000-10,000F - (3) Nikola Tesla inventions capable of melting (weakening) steel beams; at the WTC
on 9/11 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- 1) Tesla Electrical Furnace 2) Tesla Arc-Lamp 3) Tesla
manufacture Hydrazine (Napalm) -- 1)) ELECTRIC FURNACE In 1895, the destruction of Tesla's lab by fire and the introduction of
the "Electrical Furnace" + "Wireless Electric Light" https://books.google.com/books?
id=dPI9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead
and manufacturing Diamonds https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- February 9th 1901 Tesla on “Spark Telegraphy”, “Electric
Furnace” and De-salination https://books.google.com/books?
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals#v=onepage&q=nikola%20tesla%20purifying
%20metals&f=false -- Tesla/Northrop in 1915 method of Tesla Oscillatory Circuit and Tesla Coil to Melt Metals
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1948 HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING ((In the early 1890's, Tesla described heating bars of iron and melting lead
and tin in the field of specially designed high-frequency coils, also of heating dielectrics in such fields. When, in 1916, Dr. Edwin
Northrup devised his first commercial high-frequency furnace, he told me he had gone back for his inspiration to the old ideas and
circuits of Tesla.)) Tesla report in 2012 on Optical Microscopes "TESLA242" BROADCASTING -- Tesla report in 2014 on Solid State
Tesla Coils and Their Uses for melting metals http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf -Induction Furnace used to melt iron and steel, copper, aluminium and precious metals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace 2)) Nikola Tesla's ARC-LAMPS/ARC-WELDING can reach over 5,000 degrees
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-335786-electric-arc-lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-335787-electric-arc-lamp https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp 3)) Tesla method to manufacture HYDRAZINE (NAPALM);
can reach ove 5,000 degrees http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/nikola-tesla-leaks-renewable-energy.html --- 1948
Science Magazine (The following is a summary of some of the major achievements of Nikola Tesla, as written by K. M. Swezey,
friend and confidant of Tesla.) ELECTRIC POWER, RADIO, RADIO-CONTROLLED VESSELS (GUIDED MISSILES), HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS, NEON AND FLUORESCENT LIGHTING,
MECHANICAL POWER, ARTIFICIAL LIGHTNING, SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS, RADAR, FACSIMILE,
BROADCASTING ((((HYDRAZINE))) #tesla #coil #hydrocarbons #hydrazine #melts #steel #beams #flamthrower #napalm #vietnam
#ww2 #russian #remotecontrol #tanks #billcooper New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of HydrogenCarbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar
Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3) (Carboxyl Groups in Styrofoam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone Generator + Jet Fule that can
melt steel beams --- 1) The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive Compounds, methods used in handling air- sensitive compounds, including
gases. Part One covers inert atmosphere techniques, while Part Two treats vacuum line techniques. One of the common devices for
locating these leaks is the (Tesla coil), which provides a high-voltage, high- frequency spark discharge in air.
https://books.google.com/books?id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+AirSensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil&source=bl&ots=7MV9zgsCJd&hl=en&sa=X#v=onepage&q=The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive
Compounds tesla coil&f=false -- 1943 The Catalytic Isomerization of Parailin Hydrocarbons. I. Butanes' 3)
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ja01252a005 -- 2005 Synthesis of middle-chain carboxyl-functionalized polystyrene
https://etd.ohiolink.edu/rws_etd/document/get/akron1132533104/inline -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A
tesla coil was used to start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=3587&context=rtd -- Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this
process appears to be a chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion.
http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from
Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube 13 mm in which a microwave discharge was excited
with an open-reflector antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a (Tesla
coil) at a fairly low pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense blue-white discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure
was then increased to the point just before the discharge went out -10 Torr, giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish
core which generated optimum amounts of di-imide. The open-reflector antenna produced more di-imide than did a closed, tuned
cavity with better coupling and a more intense discharge. A constriction in the quartz tube just below the discharge improved yields,
probably by permitting a higher hydrazine pressure for a given flow rate. Although an apparently feeble, rather cool discharge gave
the most di-imide, the yield was nevertheless roughly proportional to the power output of the microwave generator, which was
usually set at 100%. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME HYDRAZINE SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?

journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical reactions in urban air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?
Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius
http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower (even without catalytic agents like Ozone or Nitrous
injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and Handling of Hydrazine
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)-hexachlorocyclohexane at .... NButane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously subjected to (Tesla coil)
discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray. http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne Nationa
Labs ... by a (Tesla coil) either in a vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ...
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a
corona discharge ozone generator using charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating
Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html --- Why David Rockefeller died March 20, 2017 +September 11, the New World Order & Henry
Kissinger https://youtube.com/watch?v=0sfYrXxF5f8
Mar 21, 2017, 1:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in 9/11 Betrayal.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3
Response to "Jet Fuel doesn't melt steel beams" MEME. "Jet Fuel" for 747's reach 1400-1700F; Structural Steel melts at 2700F.
Tesla methods below reach >2,000-10,000F - (3) Nikola Tesla inventions capable of melting (weakening) steel beams; at the WTC
on 9/11 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- 1) Tesla Electrical Furnace 2) Tesla Arc-Lamp 3) Tesla
manufacture Hydrazine (Napalm) -- 1)) ELECTRIC FURNACE In 1895, the destruction of Tesla's lab by fire and the introduction of
the "Electrical Furnace" + "Wireless Electric Light" https://books.google.com/books?
id=dPI9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead
and manufacturing Diamonds https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- February 9th 1901 Tesla on “Spark Telegraphy”, “Electric
Furnace” and De-salination https://books.google.com/books?
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals#v=onepage&q=nikola%20tesla%20purifying
%20metals&f=false -- Tesla/Northrop in 1915 method of Tesla Oscillatory Circuit and Tesla Coil to Melt Metals
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1948 HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING ((In the early 1890's, Tesla described heating bars of iron and melting lead
and tin in the field of specially designed high-frequency coils, also of heating dielectrics in such fields. When, in 1916, Dr. Edwin
Northrup devised his first commercial high-frequency furnace, he told me he had gone back for his inspiration to the old ideas and
circuits of Tesla.)) Tesla report in 2012 on Optical Microscopes "TESLA242" BROADCASTING -- Tesla report in 2014 on Solid State
Tesla Coils and Their Uses for melting metals http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf -Induction Furnace used to melt iron and steel, copper, aluminium and precious metals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace 2)) Nikola Tesla's ARC-LAMPS/ARC-WELDING can reach over 5,000 degrees
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-335786-electric-arc-lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-335787-electric-arc-lamp https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp 3)) Tesla method to manufacture HYDRAZINE (NAPALM);
can reach ove 5,000 degrees http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/nikola-tesla-leaks-renewable-energy.html --- 1948
Science Magazine (The following is a summary of some of the major achievements of Nikola Tesla, as written by K. M. Swezey,
friend and confidant of Tesla.) ELECTRIC POWER, RADIO, RADIO-CONTROLLED VESSELS (GUIDED MISSILES), HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS, NEON AND FLUORESCENT LIGHTING,
MECHANICAL POWER, ARTIFICIAL LIGHTNING, SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS, RADAR, FACSIMILE,
BROADCASTING ((((HYDRAZINE))) #tesla #coil #hydrocarbons #hydrazine #melts #steel #beams #flamthrower #napalm #vietnam
#ww2 #russian #remotecontrol #tanks #billcooper New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of HydrogenCarbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar
Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3) (Carboxyl Groups in Styrofoam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone Generator + Jet Fule that can
melt steel beams --- 1) The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive Compounds, methods used in handling air- sensitive compounds, including
gases. Part One covers inert atmosphere techniques, while Part Two treats vacuum line techniques. One of the common devices for
locating these leaks is the (Tesla coil), which provides a high-voltage, high- frequency spark discharge in air.
https://books.google.com/books?id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+AirSensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil&source=bl&ots=7MV9zgsCJd&hl=en&sa=X#v=onepage&q=The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive
Compounds tesla coil&f=false -- 1943 The Catalytic Isomerization of Parailin Hydrocarbons. I. Butanes' 3)

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ja01252a005 -- 2005 Synthesis of middle-chain carboxyl-functionalized polystyrene
https://etd.ohiolink.edu/rws_etd/document/get/akron1132533104/inline -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A
tesla coil was used to start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=3587&context=rtd -- Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this
process appears to be a chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion.
http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from
Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube 13 mm in which a microwave discharge was excited
with an open-reflector antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a (Tesla
coil) at a fairly low pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense blue-white discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure
was then increased to the point just before the discharge went out -10 Torr, giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish
core which generated optimum amounts of di-imide. The open-reflector antenna produced more di-imide than did a closed, tuned
cavity with better coupling and a more intense discharge. A constriction in the quartz tube just below the discharge improved yields,
probably by permitting a higher hydrazine pressure for a given flow rate. Although an apparently feeble, rather cool discharge gave
the most di-imide, the yield was nevertheless roughly proportional to the power output of the microwave generator, which was
usually set at 100%. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME HYDRAZINE SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?
journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical reactions in urban air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?
Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius
http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower (even without catalytic agents like Ozone or Nitrous
injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and Handling of Hydrazine
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)-hexachlorocyclohexane at .... NButane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously subjected to (Tesla coil)
discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray. http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne Nationa
Labs ... by a (Tesla coil) either in a vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ...
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a
corona discharge ozone generator using charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating
Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html --- Why David Rockefeller died March 20, 2017 +September 11, the New World Order & Henry
Kissinger https://youtube.com/watch?v=0sfYrXxF5f8
Mar 21, 2017, 1:34 AM
Chris Edwards
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3
Response to "Jet Fuel doesn't melt steel beams" MEME. "Jet Fuel" for 747's reach 1400-1700F; Structural Steel melts at 2700F.
Tesla methods below reach >2,000-10,000F - (3) Nikola Tesla inventions capable of melting (weakening) steel beams; at the WTC
on 9/11 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- 1) Tesla Electrical Furnace 2) Tesla Arc-Lamp 3) Tesla
manufacture Hydrazine (Napalm) -- 1)) ELECTRIC FURNACE In 1895, the destruction of Tesla's lab by fire and the introduction of
the "Electrical Furnace" + "Wireless Electric Light" https://books.google.com/books?
id=dPI9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead
and manufacturing Diamonds https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- February 9th 1901 Tesla on “Spark Telegraphy”, “Electric
Furnace” and De-salination https://books.google.com/books?
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals#v=onepage&q=nikola%20tesla%20purifying
%20metals&f=false -- Tesla/Northrop in 1915 method of Tesla Oscillatory Circuit and Tesla Coil to Melt Metals
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1948 HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING ((In the early 1890's, Tesla described heating bars of iron and melting lead
and tin in the field of specially designed high-frequency coils, also of heating dielectrics in such fields. When, in 1916, Dr. Edwin
Northrup devised his first commercial high-frequency furnace, he told me he had gone back for his inspiration to the old ideas and
circuits of Tesla.)) Tesla report in 2012 on Optical Microscopes "TESLA242" BROADCASTING -- Tesla report in 2014 on Solid State
Tesla Coils and Their Uses for melting metals http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf -Induction Furnace used to melt iron and steel, copper, aluminium and precious metals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace 2)) Nikola Tesla's ARC-LAMPS/ARC-WELDING can reach over 5,000 degrees
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-335786-electric-arc-lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-

patent-335787-electric-arc-lamp https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp 3)) Tesla method to manufacture HYDRAZINE (NAPALM);
can reach ove 5,000 degrees http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/nikola-tesla-leaks-renewable-energy.html --- 1948
Science Magazine (The following is a summary of some of the major achievements of Nikola Tesla, as written by K. M. Swezey,
friend and confidant of Tesla.) ELECTRIC POWER, RADIO, RADIO-CONTROLLED VESSELS (GUIDED MISSILES), HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS, NEON AND FLUORESCENT LIGHTING,
MECHANICAL POWER, ARTIFICIAL LIGHTNING, SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS, RADAR, FACSIMILE,
BROADCASTING ((((HYDRAZINE))) #tesla #coil #hydrocarbons #hydrazine #melts #steel #beams #flamthrower #napalm #vietnam
#ww2 #russian #remotecontrol #tanks #billcooper New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of HydrogenCarbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar
Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3) (Carboxyl Groups in Styrofoam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone Generator + Jet Fule that can
melt steel beams --- 1) The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive Compounds, methods used in handling air- sensitive compounds, including
gases. Part One covers inert atmosphere techniques, while Part Two treats vacuum line techniques. One of the common devices for
locating these leaks is the (Tesla coil), which provides a high-voltage, high- frequency spark discharge in air.
https://books.google.com/books?id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+AirSensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil&source=bl&ots=7MV9zgsCJd&hl=en&sa=X#v=onepage&q=The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive
Compounds tesla coil&f=false -- 1943 The Catalytic Isomerization of Parailin Hydrocarbons. I. Butanes' 3)
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ja01252a005 -- 2005 Synthesis of middle-chain carboxyl-functionalized polystyrene
https://etd.ohiolink.edu/rws_etd/document/get/akron1132533104/inline -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A
tesla coil was used to start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=3587&context=rtd -- Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this
process appears to be a chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion.
http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from
Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube 13 mm in which a microwave discharge was excited
with an open-reflector antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a (Tesla
coil) at a fairly low pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense blue-white discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure
was then increased to the point just before the discharge went out -10 Torr, giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish
core which generated optimum amounts of di-imide. The open-reflector antenna produced more di-imide than did a closed, tuned
cavity with better coupling and a more intense discharge. A constriction in the quartz tube just below the discharge improved yields,
probably by permitting a higher hydrazine pressure for a given flow rate. Although an apparently feeble, rather cool discharge gave
the most di-imide, the yield was nevertheless roughly proportional to the power output of the microwave generator, which was
usually set at 100%. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME HYDRAZINE SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?
journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical reactions in urban air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?
Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius
http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower (even without catalytic agents like Ozone or Nitrous
injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and Handling of Hydrazine
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)-hexachlorocyclohexane at .... NButane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously subjected to (Tesla coil)
discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray. http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne Nationa
Labs ... by a (Tesla coil) either in a vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ...
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a
corona discharge ozone generator using charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating
Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html --- Why David Rockefeller died March 20, 2017 +September 11, the New World Order & Henry
Kissinger https://youtube.com/watch?v=0sfYrXxF5f8
Updated Mar 21, 2017, 1:31 AM
Mar 21, 2017, 1:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3
#nikolatesla #melts #steel #meme #davidrockefeller #death #september11th Response to "Jet Fuel doesn't melt steel beams"
MEME. "Jet Fuel" for 747's reach 1400-1700F; Structural Steel melts at 2700F. Tesla methods below reach >2,000-10,000F - (3)

Nikola Tesla inventions capable of melting (weakening) steel beams; at the WTC on 9/11 https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3 -- 1) Tesla Electrical Furnace 2) Tesla Arc-Lamp 3) Tesla manufacture Hydrazine (Napalm) -- 1))
ELECTRIC FURNACE In 1895, the destruction of Tesla's lab by fire and the introduction of the "Electrical Furnace" + "Wireless
Electric Light" https://books.google.com/books?id=dPI9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla
in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead and manufacturing Diamonds https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- February 9th 1901 Tesla on “Spark Telegraphy”, “Electric
Furnace” and De-salination https://books.google.com/books?
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals#v=onepage&q=nikola%20tesla%20purifying
%20metals&f=false -- Tesla/Northrop in 1915 method of Tesla Oscillatory Circuit and Tesla Coil to Melt Metals
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla -- Tesla in 1948 HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING ((In the early 1890's, Tesla described heating bars of iron and melting lead
and tin in the field of specially designed high-frequency coils, also of heating dielectrics in such fields. When, in 1916, Dr. Edwin
Northrup devised his first commercial high-frequency furnace, he told me he had gone back for his inspiration to the old ideas and
circuits of Tesla.)) Tesla report in 2012 on Optical Microscopes "TESLA242" BROADCASTING -- Tesla report in 2014 on Solid State
Tesla Coils and Their Uses for melting metals http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf -Induction Furnace used to melt iron and steel, copper, aluminium and precious metals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace 2)) Nikola Tesla's ARC-LAMPS/ARC-WELDING can reach over 5,000 degrees
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-335786-electric-arc-lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-335787-electric-arc-lamp https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp 3)) Tesla method to manufacture HYDRAZINE (NAPALM);
can reach ove 5,000 degrees http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/nikola-tesla-leaks-renewable-energy.html --- 1948
Science Magazine (The following is a summary of some of the major achievements of Nikola Tesla, as written by K. M. Swezey,
friend and confidant of Tesla.) ELECTRIC POWER, RADIO, RADIO-CONTROLLED VESSELS (GUIDED MISSILES), HIGH
FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS, NEON AND FLUORESCENT LIGHTING,
MECHANICAL POWER, ARTIFICIAL LIGHTNING, SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS, RADAR, FACSIMILE,
BROADCASTING ((((HYDRAZINE))) #tesla #coil #hydrocarbons #hydrazine #melts #steel #beams #flamthrower #napalm #vietnam
#ww2 #russian #remotecontrol #tanks #billcooper New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of HydrogenCarbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon Tellurium for Solar
Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3) (Carboxyl Groups in Styrofoam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone Generator + Jet Fule that can
melt steel beams --- 1) The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive Compounds, methods used in handling air- sensitive compounds, including
gases. Part One covers inert atmosphere techniques, while Part Two treats vacuum line techniques. One of the common devices for
locating these leaks is the (Tesla coil), which provides a high-voltage, high- frequency spark discharge in air.
https://books.google.com/books?id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+AirSensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil&source=bl&ots=7MV9zgsCJd&hl=en&sa=X#v=onepage&q=The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive
Compounds tesla coil&f=false -- 1943 The Catalytic Isomerization of Parailin Hydrocarbons. I. Butanes' 3)
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ja01252a005 -- 2005 Synthesis of middle-chain carboxyl-functionalized polystyrene
https://etd.ohiolink.edu/rws_etd/document/get/akron1132533104/inline -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A
tesla coil was used to start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=3587&context=rtd -- Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this
process appears to be a chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion.
http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from
Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube 13 mm in which a microwave discharge was excited
with an open-reflector antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a (Tesla
coil) at a fairly low pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense blue-white discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure
was then increased to the point just before the discharge went out -10 Torr, giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish
core which generated optimum amounts of di-imide. The open-reflector antenna produced more di-imide than did a closed, tuned
cavity with better coupling and a more intense discharge. A constriction in the quartz tube just below the discharge improved yields,
probably by permitting a higher hydrazine pressure for a given flow rate. Although an apparently feeble, rather cool discharge gave
the most di-imide, the yield was nevertheless roughly proportional to the power output of the microwave generator, which was
usually set at 100%. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME HYDRAZINE SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?
journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical reactions in urban air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?

Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius
http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower (even without catalytic agents like Ozone or Nitrous
injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and Handling of Hydrazine
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)-hexachlorocyclohexane at .... NButane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously subjected to (Tesla coil)
discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray. http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne Nationa
Labs ... by a (Tesla coil) either in a vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ...
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a
corona discharge ozone generator using charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating
Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html --- Why David Rockefeller died March 20, 2017 +September 11, the New World Order & Henry
Kissinger https://youtube.com/watch?v=0sfYrXxF5f8
Mar 21, 2017, 1:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard
Nikola Tesla Radio History + Fake News vs Fake News: Donald Trump Wiretapping Claims. Fake News vs Fake News - All modern
communications are regulated and built to be tapped. Nikola Tesla's original designs for Radio insured absolute privacy. Nikola
Tesla Radio History + Donald Trump Wiretapping Claims http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-historyfake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard
Mar 18, 2017, 11:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard
Nikola Tesla Radio History + Fake News vs Fake News: Donald Trump Wiretapping Claims. Fake News vs Fake News - All modern
communications are regulated and built to be tapped. Nikola Tesla's original designs for Radio insured absolute privacy. Nikola
Tesla Radio History + Donald Trump Wiretapping Claims http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-historyfake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard
Mar 18, 2017, 11:11 AM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard
Nikola Tesla Radio History + Fake News vs Fake News: Donald Trump Wiretapping Claims. Fake News vs Fake News - All modern
communications are regulated and built to be tapped. Nikola Tesla's original designs for Radio insured absolute privacy. Nikola
Tesla Radio History + Donald Trump Wiretapping Claims http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-historyfake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard
Updated Mar 18, 2017, 11:10 AM
Mar 18, 2017, 11:10 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard
Nikola Tesla Radio History + Fake News vs Fake News: Donald Trump Wiretapping Claims. Fake News vs Fake News - All modern
communications are regulated and built to be tapped. Nikola Tesla's original designs for Radio insured absolute privacy. Nikola
Tesla Radio History + Donald Trump Wiretapping Claims http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-tesla-radio-historyfake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard
Mar 18, 2017, 11:09 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/02/teslaleakscom-trump-white-house-leaks.html?view=flipcard
TeslaLeaks.com - Trump White House Leaks CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla "Scalar Waves", "Industrial Enterprises"
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/02/teslaleakscom-trump-white-house-leaks.html?view=flipcard
Mar 18, 2017, 11:08 AM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE
#brexit #bankrupts #westinghouse #nuclearpower #tesla #safestintheworld "No one killed in Fukushima disaster (nor 3 Mile Island,
nor San Onofre nor Chernobyl) "nuclear is safest industry in the world" https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE -- Hore-Lacy
Sees No Health Concerns From Fukushima Reactor - https://youtube.com/watch?v=EZQr7rTiHQ8 -- Ian Hore-Lacy, director of
public communications at the World Nuclear Association, says it is impossible for nuclear material to “explode”, no possibility of

melt-down and confirms the plants are used to manufacture hydrogen. They don't “leak” H2, they make H2.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Wjr60s44l1I Nikbin Says Meltdown at Fukushima Plant Is `Unlikely' - https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Wjr60s44l1I -- Fukushima nuclear crisis still unfolding 6 years on. No evidence ocean life was affected.
http://jamaicaobserver.com/news/Fukushima-nuclear-crisis-still-unfolding-6-years-on_92176 -- CGN, Ultra to develop next
generation I&C systems. China General Nuclear (CGN) and Ultra Electronics of the UK have agreed to enhance their cooperation in
the development of high-integrity instrumentation and control http://world-nuclear-news.org/NP-China-sets-out-nuclear-plans-for2017-0203174.html -- Toshiba failed to rein in Westinghouse's expansion drive http://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Toshiba-inTurmoil/Toshiba-failed-to-rein-in-Westinghouse-s-expansion-drive -- Supercritical CO2, molten salt could stop a nuclear meltdown
before it begins | Horizon: the EU Research & Innovation magazine | European Commission https://horizonmagazine.eu/article/supercritical-co2-could-stop-nuclear-meltdown-it-begins_en.html -- With India visit, Westinghouse CEO keeps
civil nuclear power project alive http://livemint.com/Industry/thpRdloEY1PnjO4rItk9ZK/With-India-visit-Westinghouse-CEO-keepscivil-nuclear-power.html -- Despite the financial crisis, Westinghouse CEO Jose Gutierrez flew in to India last week for talks with
NPCIL and the Department of Atomic Energy -- These Facts Underscore Why the Clean Power Plan is the Right Path Forward for
America http://blogs.edf.org/climate411/2017/03/10/these-facts-underscore-why-the-clean-power-plan-is-the-right-path-forward-foramerica/ -- UK nuclear industry faces prospect of Euratom exit http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-UK-nuclear-industry-facesprospect-of-Euratom-exit-27011701.html -- "Brexit" was to lead to the second bankruptcy of Westinghouse/Tesla. The UK intends to
leave the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom), according to explanatory notes to a bill the government published
yesterday authorising Brexit. Iran: Israel hires assassins to kill nuclear scientists in the region -- Reza Najafi, who represents Iran at
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), said on Thursday. https://almasdarnews.com/article/iran-israel-hires-assassins-tokill-nuclear-scientists-in-the-region/ -- Superpowered: How Nuclear Power Transformed America's Navy
http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/how-nuclear-power-transformed-the-americas-navy-19759 -- No radiation-related deaths or
acute diseases have been observed among the workers and general public
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fukushima_Daiichi_nuclear_disaster_casualties
Updated Mar 13, 2017, 11:41 PM
Mar 13, 2017, 11:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE
#brexit #bankrupts #westinghouse #nuclearpower #tesla #safestintheworld "No one killed in Fukushima disaster (nor 3 Mile Island,
nor San Onofre nor Chernobyl) "nuclear is safest industry in the world" https://youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE -- Hore-Lacy
Sees No Health Concerns From Fukushima Reactor - https://youtube.com/watch?v=EZQr7rTiHQ8 -- Ian Hore-Lacy, director of
public communications at the World Nuclear Association, says it is impossible for nuclear material to “explode”, no possibility of
melt-down and confirms the plants are used to manufacture hydrogen. They don't “leak” H2, they make H2.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Wjr60s44l1I Nikbin Says Meltdown at Fukushima Plant Is `Unlikely' - https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Wjr60s44l1I -- Fukushima nuclear crisis still unfolding 6 years on. No evidence ocean life was affected.
http://jamaicaobserver.com/news/Fukushima-nuclear-crisis-still-unfolding-6-years-on_92176 -- CGN, Ultra to develop next
generation I&C systems. China General Nuclear (CGN) and Ultra Electronics of the UK have agreed to enhance their cooperation in
the development of high-integrity instrumentation and control http://world-nuclear-news.org/NP-China-sets-out-nuclear-plans-for2017-0203174.html -- Toshiba failed to rein in Westinghouse's expansion drive http://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Toshiba-inTurmoil/Toshiba-failed-to-rein-in-Westinghouse-s-expansion-drive -- Supercritical CO2, molten salt could stop a nuclear meltdown
before it begins | Horizon: the EU Research & Innovation magazine | European Commission https://horizonmagazine.eu/article/supercritical-co2-could-stop-nuclear-meltdown-it-begins_en.html -- With India visit, Westinghouse CEO keeps
civil nuclear power project alive http://livemint.com/Industry/thpRdloEY1PnjO4rItk9ZK/With-India-visit-Westinghouse-CEO-keepscivil-nuclear-power.html -- Despite the financial crisis, Westinghouse CEO Jose Gutierrez flew in to India last week for talks with
NPCIL and the Department of Atomic Energy -- These Facts Underscore Why the Clean Power Plan is the Right Path Forward for
America http://blogs.edf.org/climate411/2017/03/10/these-facts-underscore-why-the-clean-power-plan-is-the-right-path-forward-foramerica/ -- UK nuclear industry faces prospect of Euratom exit http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-UK-nuclear-industry-facesprospect-of-Euratom-exit-27011701.html -- "Brexit" was to lead to the second bankruptcy of Westinghouse/Tesla. The UK intends to
leave the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom), according to explanatory notes to a bill the government published
yesterday authorising Brexit.
Iran: Israel hires assassins to kill nuclear scientists in the region -- Reza Najafi, who represents Iran at the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA), said on Thursday. https://almasdarnews.com/article/iran-israel-hires-assassins-to-kill-nuclear-scientists-inthe-region/ -- Superpowered: How Nuclear Power Transformed America's Navy http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/hownuclear-power-transformed-the-americas-navy-19759

Mar 13, 2017, 11:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://eenews.net/stories/1060051025
#tesla #conversion #transmutation #polygeneration #hydrogen #westinghouse #nuclear #power #desalination #heat #fertilizer In
nuclear poker, who's betting on small multi-tasking reactors? Why are some nuclear power plants not producing power? Because
they are producing Hydrogen, Liquid Fuels (See Nikola Tesla on liquefying gasses), Fertilizer (See Tesla's "Nitrogen Fixation"), DeSalination (Tesla 1901) & (Refining Metals (Tesla FBI File)) -- March 7, 2017 ((One example studied the costs of using nuclear heat
in Arizona to switch from making steam to generate electricity to making heat to desalinate brackish water for irrigation when wind
power drops electricity market prices too low. Another example in Texas looked at the economics of switching from selling nuclear
electricity into a slumping electric market to providing heat to a factory that uses it to make synthetic gasoline. Others among its "12
pack," McGough explained, could use their electricity for splitting hydrogen out of water, creating an end product that could be
stored and used for fuel-cell-powered cars or to sell to companies that make fertilizer.)) NuScale's plan is to convince the NRC that
its system is so safe that there is no-danger of a Meltdown, so the emergency requirements should only extend to a plant's fence
line. http://eenews.net/stories/1060051025
Coalbed (hydocarbons) Methane with CO2 sequestration & Coal Liquefaction: An emerging clean coal technology in India
https://researchgate.net/publication/277477897_Coalbed_methane_with_CO2_sequestration_An_emerging_clean_coal_technology
_in_India Govt planning series of pilot projects using coal http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/govt-planningseries-of-pilot-projects-using-coal-official/articleshow/57391350.cms Piyush Goyal: "First, technology is not an issue. Technologies
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so safe that there is no-danger of a Meltdown, so the emergency requirements should only extend to a plant's fence line.
http://eenews.net/stories/1060051025 -- Coalbed (hydocarbons) Methane with CO2 sequestration & Coal Liquefaction: An emerging
clean coal technology in India
https://researchgate.net/publication/277477897_Coalbed_methane_with_CO2_sequestration_An_emerging_clean_coal_technology
_in_India Govt planning series of pilot projects using coal http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/govt-planningseries-of-pilot-projects-using-coal-official/articleshow/57391350.cms Piyush Goyal: "First, technology is not an issue. Technologies
to control all pollutants are mature and are being used across the world, including in our own country. Here I would like to mention
that the February 27 article quotes an academic expert about some magic technology that will suck all pollutants and convert them
into fertilisers! Well, this magic technology is not even at the pilot stage and we do not have the time to wait for this technology to
clean our environment and protect the health of our people." http://financialexpress.com/opinion/cleaning-up-coal-plants-andpromoting-renewable-energy-go-hand-in-hand/582823/ -- Hydro-Electric plants produce Hydrogen; potentially since 1888 at Niagara
Falls. http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0360319985900321 Example recent Patent US6864596 - Hydrogen production
from hydro power https://google.com/patents/US6864596 -- Japan renewable energy Hydrogen from wind tubine's
http://japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/09/30/national/fukushima-prefecture-study-lead-worlds-largest-hydrogen-plant/ -- China is capable
of mass production of its third-generation Hualong One reactor, which could be seen as the latest "business card of China", a
leading nuclear industry executive said on Wednesday http://chinadaily.com.cn/bizchina/2017-03/09/content_28486002.htm -- Tesla
on improvements to Liquefying Gasses: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk%3AList_of_Nikola_Tesla_patents Tesla 1897 patent on
using liquefied gasses in circuits https://google.com/patents/US611719 -- Nikola Tesla 1934 treatise on "Process of Degassifying,
Refining, and Purifying Metals" (CIA Sanitized) https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/.../CIA-RDP96-00789R002900420001-4.pdf
https://archive.org/stream/CIA-RDP96-00789R002900420001-4/CIA-RDP96-00789R002900420001-4_djvu.txt
https://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/bitstream/handle/2027.42/6277/bad0306.0001.001.pdf https://books.google.com/books?
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals -- Nikola Tesla on De-salination:
https://wn.com/Tesla_Turbine_For_Water_Desalination https://www.google.com/patents/US512340 Hydropower to Desalination:
http://www.indiatimes.com/news/world/australia-becomes-the-first-country-to-generate-zero-emission-electricity-from-ocean-waves253850.html
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Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
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#conversion #transmutation #polygeneration #hydrogen #methane #nitrogen #economy #coal #nuclear #hydro In nuclear poker,
who's betting on small multi-tasking reactors? Why are some nuclear power plants not producing power? Because they are
producing Hydrogen, Liquid Fuels (See Tesla on liquefying gasses), Fertilizer (See Tesla's "Nitrogen Fixation", De-Salination (Tesla
1901) & (Refining Metals (Tesla FBI File)) -- March 7, 2017 ((One example studied the costs of using nuclear heat in Arizona to
switch from making steam to generate electricity to making heat to desalinate brackish water for irrigation when wind power drops
electricity market prices too low. Another example in Texas looked at the economics of switching from selling nuclear electricity into
a slumping electric market to providing heat to a factory that uses it to make synthetic gasoline. Others among its "12 pack,"
McGough explained, could use their electricity for splitting hydrogen out of water, creating an end product that could be stored and
used for fuel-cell-powered cars or to sell to companies that make fertilizer.)) NuScale's plan is to convince the NRC that its system is
so safe that there is no-danger of a Meltdown, so the emergency requirements should only extend to a plant's fence line.
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to control all pollutants are mature and are being used across the world, including in our own country. Here I would like to mention
that the February 27 article quotes an academic expert about some magic technology that will suck all pollutants and convert them
into fertilisers! Well, this magic technology is not even at the pilot stage and we do not have the time to wait for this technology to
clean our environment and protect the health of our people." http://financialexpress.com/opinion/cleaning-up-coal-plants-andpromoting-renewable-energy-go-hand-in-hand/582823/ -- Hydro-Electric plants produce Hydrogen; potentially since 1888 at Niagara
Falls. http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0360319985900321 Example recent Patent US6864596 - Hydrogen production
from hydro power https://google.com/patents/US6864596 -- Japan renewable energy Hydrogen from wind tubine's
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producing Hydrogen, Liquid Fuels (See Tesla on liquefying gasses), Fertilizer (See Tesla's "Nitrogen Fixation", De-Salination (Tesla
1901) & (Refining Metals (Tesla FBI File)) -- March 7, 2017 ((One example studied the costs of using nuclear heat in Arizona to
switch from making steam to generate electricity to making heat to desalinate brackish water for irrigation when wind power drops
electricity market prices too low. Another example in Texas looked at the economics of switching from selling nuclear electricity into
a slumping electric market to providing heat to a factory that uses it to make synthetic gasoline. Others among its "12 pack,"
McGough explained, could use their electricity for splitting hydrogen out of water, creating an end product that could be stored and
used for fuel-cell-powered cars or to sell to companies that make fertilizer.)) NuScale's plan is to convince the NRC that its system is
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leading nuclear industry executive said on Wednesday http://chinadaily.com.cn/bizchina/2017-03/09/content_28486002.htm -- Tesla
on improvements to Liquefying Gasses: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk%3AList_of_Nikola_Tesla_patents Tesla 1897 patent on
using liquefied gasses in circuits https://google.com/patents/US611719 -- Nikola Tesla 1934 treatise on "Process of Degassifying,
Refining, and Purifying Metals" (CIA Sanitized) https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/.../CIA-RDP96-00789R002900420001-4.pdf
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http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-the-electric-pen-2017-02-28
Trump hails failed inventions such as wired telephones, phone-tapping plastic recording devices, electric pens, (pre-cursor to the
electric vibrator) & DC generators for Coal Plants: http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-theelectric-pen-2017-02-28 -- Trump congratulate those who invented wiretapping, then turns around and claims he is being
wiretapped. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU -- TRUMP SPEECH TEXT -- "On our 100th anniversary, in 1876, citizens
from across our Nation came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's centennial. At that celebration, the country's builders and artists
and inventors showed off their creations. Alexander Graham Bell displayed HIS telephone for the first time. (You mean the patent
rights he bought from someone else) ... Remington unveiled the first typewriter... An early attempt was made at electric light.
(What?) Thomas Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric pen."
While at the same time Trump purposely disregards or is ignorant of the inventions of Nikola Tesla starting the next year, 1887 with
his Alternation Current and Induction Motor patents. In 1888, Niagara Falls was proposed using the 13 Westinghouse/Tesla A/C
patents for electrical generation, distribution, battery, motors and arc-lamps. Tesla sold his 40 A/C patents for a "King's Ransom" in
1888, approximately $10 Million today, plus royalties of $2.50 per Horsepower. By the 1893 World's Fair, Tesla demonstrated his
A/C power, neon lights, wireless power and radio technology. https://historyrat.wordpress.com/2013/01/13/lighting-the-1893-worldsfair-the-race-to-light-the-world/ Off Goes the Power Current Started by Thomas Edison
https://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/11/14/off-goes-the-power-current-started-by-thomas-edison/ Edison's patent for DC

generators for Coal Plants https://google.com/patents/US434586
Thomas Edison patent war for the Gramophone/Phonograph: The devices officially are used to record telephone conversations at
the phone company. https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonograph-issued-february-19-1878-one-edisons-first-greatinventions ((He figured out that the human voice, and other sounds, could cause a light material plate to vibrate. And, when properly
placed, a needle could indent the plate, recording the vibrations, and found that yet another needle could play them back.)) -Alexander Graham Bell purchased the modern wired telephone patent from Elisha Gray. Bell did not invent telephone, US rules
https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews -- Edison was a Patent Troll
http://slate.com/articles/technology/history_of_innovation/2014/05/thomas_edison_charles_goodyear_and_elias_howe_jr_were_pat
ent_trolls.html
Nikola Tesla's HISTORY OF RADIO, PHONE TAPPING & SPIES: Nikola Tesla gave the first public demonstration of radio in St.
Louis on March 1, 1893 http://edn.com/electronics-blogs/edn-moments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-demonstration-of-radio-March-1--1893 -- Secure communications using "Multi-plexing" was patented by Nikola Tesla in remote control
http://tfcbooks.com/mall/more/337ntgw.htm -- In Tesla's 1901 letters to JP Morgan on and after November 26th 1900, Tesla states
1) "I have perfected methods and apparatus, which permit the transmission of messages, at any distance, without wires ... safe
manipulation of electrical pressures, capable of bringing into action instruments at any point on the globe; exact measurements
embracing nearly 700 miles. 2) I have devised means for operating selectively a great number of instruments "without mutual
interference", and can guarantee "absolute privacy" of all messages. 3) The legal position is rendered still more secure by my
inventions of "entirely novel methods" <br><br> for receiving as well as for "individualizing the messages", with which none now
known has the remotest chance of competing, and which are likewise patented. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was already available all the way to China.
Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the
Atlantic submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf -- 1901-1907 The early destruction of Radio technology
by stock market manipulators: http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm -- By
1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. http://sayville.com/wireless.html -- By 1912 it was the station
communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in
his Colorado Springs wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to board
http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp -- Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed
the station was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by the U.S. secret service and
later demolished by the Army. -Also in 1917, Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower was allegedly tapped by spies, alleging war communications or possible
espionage. The Wardenclyffe Tower was also ceased and demolished. The U.S. Espionage Act of 1917 was created thereafter. -By 1940, Tesla's FBI file reveals that the FBI was asked to protect Nikola Tesla because of his possible molestation, kidnapping etc.
by other governments or spies. By April-June 1943, after Tesla's death, Supreme Court Case 369, gives original priority for Radio
back to Nikola Tesla. https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals00.htm -- See: 1901 Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. 1938 Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic control - 1942 Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 1952 Patent
US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system - 1959 Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft - Google Patents -- Bipartisan bill seeks warrants
for police use of 'stingray' cell trackers http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/02/15/bipartisan-bill-seeks-warrantspolice-use-stingray-cell-trackers/97954214/ -- William (Bill) Cooper 2001 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgI65tTNls (( Are you
kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are you going to wake up? You know how much
money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on
every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. William "Bill" Cooper RIP Nov 5th 2001 )) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XXU2sHmN8SY
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Trump hails failed inventions such as wired telephones, phone-tapping plastic recording devices, electric pens, (pre-cursor to the

electric vibrator) & DC generators for Coal Plants: http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-theelectric-pen-2017-02-28 -- Trump congratulate those who invented wiretapping, then turns around and claims he is being
wiretapped. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU -- TRUMP SPEECH TEXT -- "On our 100th anniversary, in 1876, citizens
from across our Nation came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's centennial. At that celebration, the country's builders and artists
and inventors showed off their creations. Alexander Graham Bell displayed HIS telephone for the first time. (You mean the patent
rights he bought from someone else) ... Remington unveiled the first typewriter... An early attempt was made at electric light.
(What?) Thomas Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric pen."
While at the same time Trump purposely disregards or is ignorant of the inventions of Nikola Tesla starting the next year, 1887 with
his Alternation Current and Induction Motor patents. In 1888, Niagara Falls was proposed using the 13 Westinghouse/Tesla A/C
patents for electrical generation, distribution, battery, motors and arc-lamps. Tesla sold his 40 A/C patents for a "King's Ransom" in
1888, approximately $10 Million today, plus royalties of $2.50 per Horsepower. By the 1893 World's Fair, Tesla demonstrated his
A/C power, neon lights, wireless power and radio technology. https://historyrat.wordpress.com/2013/01/13/lighting-the-1893-worldsfair-the-race-to-light-the-world/ Off Goes the Power Current Started by Thomas Edison
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Thomas Edison patent war for the Gramophone/Phonograph: The devices officially are used to record telephone conversations at
the phone company. https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonograph-issued-february-19-1878-one-edisons-first-greatinventions ((He figured out that the human voice, and other sounds, could cause a light material plate to vibrate. And, when properly
placed, a needle could indent the plate, recording the vibrations, and found that yet another needle could play them back.)) -Alexander Graham Bell purchased the modern wired telephone patent from Elisha Gray. Bell did not invent telephone, US rules
https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews -- Edison was a Patent Troll
http://slate.com/articles/technology/history_of_innovation/2014/05/thomas_edison_charles_goodyear_and_elias_howe_jr_were_pat
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Nikola Tesla's HISTORY OF RADIO, PHONE TAPPING & SPIES: Nikola Tesla gave the first public demonstration of radio in St.
Louis on March 1, 1893 http://edn.com/electronics-blogs/edn-moments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-demonstration-of-radio-March-1--1893 -- Secure communications using "Multi-plexing" was patented by Nikola Tesla in remote control
http://tfcbooks.com/mall/more/337ntgw.htm -- In Tesla's 1901 letters to JP Morgan on and after November 26th 1900, Tesla states
1) "I have perfected methods and apparatus, which permit the transmission of messages, at any distance, without wires ... safe
manipulation of electrical pressures, capable of bringing into action instruments at any point on the globe; exact measurements
embracing nearly 700 miles. 2) I have devised means for operating selectively a great number of instruments "without mutual
interference", and can guarantee "absolute privacy" of all messages. 3) The legal position is rendered still more secure by my
inventions of "entirely novel methods" <br><br> for receiving as well as for "individualizing the messages", with which none now
known has the remotest chance of competing, and which are likewise patented. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was already available all the way to China.
Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the
Atlantic submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf -- 1901-1907 The early destruction of Radio technology
by stock market manipulators: http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm -- By
1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. http://sayville.com/wireless.html -- By 1912 it was the station
communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in
his Colorado Springs wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to board
http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp -- Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed
the station was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by the U.S. secret service and
later demolished by the Army. -Also in 1917, Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower was allegedly tapped by spies, alleging war communications or possible
espionage. The Wardenclyffe Tower was also ceased and demolished. The U.S. Espionage Act of 1917 was created thereafter. -By 1940, Tesla's FBI file reveals that the FBI was asked to protect Nikola Tesla because of his possible molestation, kidnapping etc.
by other governments or spies. By April-June 1943, after Tesla's death, Supreme Court Case 369, gives original priority for Radio
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http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals00.htm -- See: 1901 Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. 1938 Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic control - 1942 Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 1952 Patent
US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system - 1959 Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft - Google Patents -- Bipartisan bill seeks warrants
for police use of 'stingray' cell trackers http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/02/15/bipartisan-bill-seeks-warrantspolice-use-stingray-cell-trackers/97954214/ -- William (Bill) Cooper 2001 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgI65tTNls (( Are you
kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are you going to wake up? You know how much
money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on
every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. William "Bill" Cooper RIP Nov 5th 2001 )) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XXU2sHmN8SY
Mar 6, 2017, 7:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-the-electric-pen-2017-02-28
Trump hails failed inventions such as wired telephones, phone-tapping plastic recording devices, electric pens, (pre-cursor to the
electric vibrator) & DC generators for Coal Plants: http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-theelectric-pen-2017-02-28 -- Trump congratulate those who invented wiretapping, then turns around and claims he is being
wiretapped. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU -- TRUMP SPEECH TEXT -- "On our 100th anniversary, in 1876, citizens
from across our Nation came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's centennial. At that celebration, the country's builders and artists
and inventors showed off their creations. Alexander Graham Bell displayed HIS telephone for the first time. (You mean the patent
rights he bought from someone else) ... Remington unveiled the first typewriter... An early attempt was made at electric light.
(What?) Thomas Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric pen."
While at the same time Trump purposely disregards or is ignorant of the inventions of Nikola Tesla starting the next year, 1887 with
his Alternation Current and Induction Motor patents. In 1888, Niagara Falls was proposed using the 13 Westinghouse/Tesla A/C
patents for electrical generation, distribution, battery, motors and arc-lamps. Tesla sold his 40 A/C patents for a "King's Ransom" in
1888, approximately $10 Million today, plus royalties of $2.50 per Horsepower. By the 1893 World's Fair, Tesla demonstrated his
A/C power, neon lights, wireless power and radio technology. https://historyrat.wordpress.com/2013/01/13/lighting-the-1893-worldsfair-the-race-to-light-the-world/ Off Goes the Power Current Started by Thomas Edison
https://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/11/14/off-goes-the-power-current-started-by-thomas-edison/ Edison's patent for DC
generators for Coal Plants https://google.com/patents/US434586
Thomas Edison patent war for the Gramophone/Phonograph: The devices officially are used to record telephone conversations at
the phone company. https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonograph-issued-february-19-1878-one-edisons-first-greatinventions ((He figured out that the human voice, and other sounds, could cause a light material plate to vibrate. And, when properly
placed, a needle could indent the plate, recording the vibrations, and found that yet another needle could play them back.)) -Alexander Graham Bell purchased the modern wired telephone patent from Elisha Gray. Bell did not invent telephone, US rules
https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews -- Edison was a Patent Troll
http://slate.com/articles/technology/history_of_innovation/2014/05/thomas_edison_charles_goodyear_and_elias_howe_jr_were_pat
ent_trolls.html
Nikola Tesla's HISTORY OF RADIO, PHONE TAPPING & SPIES: Nikola Tesla gave the first public demonstration of radio in St.
Louis on March 1, 1893 http://edn.com/electronics-blogs/edn-moments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-demonstration-of-radio-March-1--1893 -- Secure communications using "Multi-plexing" was patented by Nikola Tesla in remote control
http://tfcbooks.com/mall/more/337ntgw.htm -- In Tesla's 1901 letters to JP Morgan on and after November 26th 1900, Tesla states
1) "I have perfected methods and apparatus, which permit the transmission of messages, at any distance, without wires ... safe
manipulation of electrical pressures, capable of bringing into action instruments at any point on the globe; exact measurements
embracing nearly 700 miles. 2) I have devised means for operating selectively a great number of instruments "without mutual
interference", and can guarantee "absolute privacy" of all messages. 3) The legal position is rendered still more secure by my
inventions of "entirely novel methods" <br><br> for receiving as well as for "individualizing the messages", with which none now
known has the remotest chance of competing, and which are likewise patented. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was already available all the way to China.

Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the
Atlantic submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf -- 1901-1907 The early destruction of Radio technology
by stock market manipulators: http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm -- By
1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. http://sayville.com/wireless.html -- By 1912 it was the station
communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in
his Colorado Springs wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to board
http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp -- Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed
the station was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by the U.S. secret service and
later demolished by the Army. -Also in 1917, Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower was allegedly tapped by spies, alleging war communications or possible
espionage. The Wardenclyffe Tower was also ceased and demolished. The U.S. Espionage Act of 1917 was created thereafter. -By 1940, Tesla's FBI file reveals that the FBI was asked to protect Nikola Tesla because of his possible molestation, kidnapping etc.
by other governments or spies. By April-June 1943, after Tesla's death, Supreme Court Case 369, gives original priority for Radio
back to Nikola Tesla. https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals00.htm -- See: 1901 Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. 1938 Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic control - 1942 Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 1952 Patent
US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system - 1959 Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft - Google Patents -- Bipartisan bill seeks warrants
for police use of 'stingray' cell trackers http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/02/15/bipartisan-bill-seeks-warrantspolice-use-stingray-cell-trackers/97954214/ -- William (Bill) Cooper 2001 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgI65tTNls (( Are you
kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are you going to wake up? You know how much
money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on
every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. William "Bill" Cooper RIP Nov 5th 2001 )) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XXU2sHmN8SY
Mar 6, 2017, 7:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-the-electric-pen-2017-02-28
Trump hails failed inventions such as wired telephones, phone-tapping plastic recording devices, electric pens, (pre-cursor to the
electric vibrator) & DC generators for Coal Plants: http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-theelectric-pen-2017-02-28 -- Trump congratulate those who invented wiretapping, then turns around and claims he is being
wiretapped. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU -- TRUMP SPEECH TEXT -- "On our 100th anniversary, in 1876, citizens
from across our Nation came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's centennial. At that celebration, the country's builders and artists
and inventors showed off their creations. Alexander Graham Bell displayed HIS telephone for the first time. (You mean the patent
rights he bought from someone else) ... Remington unveiled the first typewriter... An early attempt was made at electric light.
(What?) Thomas Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric pen."
While at the same time Trump purposely disregards or is ignorant of the inventions of Nikola Tesla starting the next year, 1887 with
his Alternation Current and Induction Motor patents. In 1888, Niagara Falls was proposed using the 13 Westinghouse/Tesla A/C
patents for electrical generation, distribution, battery, motors and arc-lamps. Tesla sold his 40 A/C patents for a "King's Ransom" in
1888, approximately $10 Million today, plus royalties of $2.50 per Horsepower. By the 1893 World's Fair, Tesla demonstrated his
A/C power, neon lights, wireless power and radio technology. https://historyrat.wordpress.com/2013/01/13/lighting-the-1893-worldsfair-the-race-to-light-the-world/ Off Goes the Power Current Started by Thomas Edison
https://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/11/14/off-goes-the-power-current-started-by-thomas-edison/ Edison's patent for DC
generators for Coal Plants https://google.com/patents/US434586
Thomas Edison patent war for the Gramophone/Phonograph: The devices officially are used to record telephone conversations at
the phone company. https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonograph-issued-february-19-1878-one-edisons-first-greatinventions ((He figured out that the human voice, and other sounds, could cause a light material plate to vibrate. And, when properly
placed, a needle could indent the plate, recording the vibrations, and found that yet another needle could play them back.)) -Alexander Graham Bell purchased the modern wired telephone patent from Elisha Gray. Bell did not invent telephone, US rules
https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews -- Edison was a Patent Troll

http://slate.com/articles/technology/history_of_innovation/2014/05/thomas_edison_charles_goodyear_and_elias_howe_jr_were_pat
ent_trolls.html
Nikola Tesla's HISTORY OF RADIO, PHONE TAPPING & SPIES: Nikola Tesla gave the first public demonstration of radio in St.
Louis on March 1, 1893 http://edn.com/electronics-blogs/edn-moments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-demonstration-of-radio-March-1--1893 -- Secure communications using "Multi-plexing" was patented by Nikola Tesla in remote control
http://tfcbooks.com/mall/more/337ntgw.htm -- In Tesla's 1901 letters to JP Morgan on and after November 26th 1900, Tesla states
1) "I have perfected methods and apparatus, which permit the transmission of messages, at any distance, without wires ... safe
manipulation of electrical pressures, capable of bringing into action instruments at any point on the globe; exact measurements
embracing nearly 700 miles. 2) I have devised means for operating selectively a great number of instruments "without mutual
interference", and can guarantee "absolute privacy" of all messages. 3) The legal position is rendered still more secure by my
inventions of "entirely novel methods" <br><br> for receiving as well as for "individualizing the messages", with which none now
known has the remotest chance of competing, and which are likewise patented. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was already available all the way to China.
Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the
Atlantic submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf -- 1901-1907 The early destruction of Radio technology
by stock market manipulators: http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm -- By
1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. http://sayville.com/wireless.html -- By 1912 it was the station
communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in
his Colorado Springs wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to board
http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp -- Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed
the station was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by the U.S. secret service and
later demolished by the Army. -Also in 1917, Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower was allegedly tapped by spies, alleging war communications or possible
espionage. The Wardenclyffe Tower was also ceased and demolished. The U.S. Espionage Act of 1917 was created thereafter. -By 1940, Tesla's FBI file reveals that the FBI was asked to protect Nikola Tesla because of his possible molestation, kidnapping etc.
by other governments or spies. By April-June 1943, after Tesla's death, Supreme Court Case 369, gives original priority for Radio
back to Nikola Tesla. https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals00.htm -- See: 1901 Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. 1938 Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic control - 1942 Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 1952 Patent
US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system - 1959 Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft - Google Patents -- Bipartisan bill seeks warrants
for police use of 'stingray' cell trackers http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/02/15/bipartisan-bill-seeks-warrantspolice-use-stingray-cell-trackers/97954214/ -- William (Bill) Cooper 2001 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgI65tTNls (( Are you
kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are you going to wake up? You know how much
money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on
every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. William "Bill" Cooper RIP Nov 5th 2001 )) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XXU2sHmN8SY
Mar 6, 2017, 7:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-the-electric-pen-2017-02-28
Trump hails failed inventions such as wired telephones, phone-tapping plastic recording devices, electric pens, (pre-cursor to the
electric vibrator) & DC generators for Coal Plants: http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-theelectric-pen-2017-02-28 -- Trump congratulate those who invented wiretapping, then turns around and claims he is being
wiretapped. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU -- TRUMP SPEECH TEXT -- "On our 100th anniversary, in 1876, citizens
from across our Nation came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's centennial. At that celebration, the country's builders and artists
and inventors showed off their creations. Alexander Graham Bell displayed HIS telephone for the first time. (You mean the patent
rights he bought from someone else) ... Remington unveiled the first typewriter... An early attempt was made at electric light.
(What?) Thomas Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric pen."

While at the same time Trump purposely disregards or is ignorant of the inventions of Nikola Tesla starting the next year, 1887 with
his Alternation Current and Induction Motor patents. In 1888, Niagara Falls was proposed using the 13 Westinghouse/Tesla A/C
patents for electrical generation, distribution, battery, motors and arc-lamps. Tesla sold his 40 A/C patents for a "King's Ransom" in
1888, approximately $10 Million today, plus royalties of $2.50 per Horsepower. By the 1893 World's Fair, Tesla demonstrated his
A/C power, neon lights, wireless power and radio technology. https://historyrat.wordpress.com/2013/01/13/lighting-the-1893-worldsfair-the-race-to-light-the-world/ Off Goes the Power Current Started by Thomas Edison
https://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/11/14/off-goes-the-power-current-started-by-thomas-edison/ Edison's patent for DC
generators for Coal Plants https://google.com/patents/US434586
Thomas Edison patent war for the Gramophone/Phonograph: The devices officially are used to record telephone conversations at
the phone company. https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonograph-issued-february-19-1878-one-edisons-first-greatinventions ((He figured out that the human voice, and other sounds, could cause a light material plate to vibrate. And, when properly
placed, a needle could indent the plate, recording the vibrations, and found that yet another needle could play them back.)) -Alexander Graham Bell purchased the modern wired telephone patent from Elisha Gray. Bell did not invent telephone, US rules
https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews -- Edison was a Patent Troll
http://slate.com/articles/technology/history_of_innovation/2014/05/thomas_edison_charles_goodyear_and_elias_howe_jr_were_pat
ent_trolls.html
Nikola Tesla's HISTORY OF RADIO, PHONE TAPPING & SPIES: Nikola Tesla gave the first public demonstration of radio in St.
Louis on March 1, 1893 http://edn.com/electronics-blogs/edn-moments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-demonstration-of-radio-March-1--1893 -- Secure communications using "Multi-plexing" was patented by Nikola Tesla in remote control
http://tfcbooks.com/mall/more/337ntgw.htm -- In Tesla's 1901 letters to JP Morgan on and after November 26th 1900, Tesla states
1) "I have perfected methods and apparatus, which permit the transmission of messages, at any distance, without wires ... safe
manipulation of electrical pressures, capable of bringing into action instruments at any point on the globe; exact measurements
embracing nearly 700 miles. 2) I have devised means for operating selectively a great number of instruments "without mutual
interference", and can guarantee "absolute privacy" of all messages. 3) The legal position is rendered still more secure by my
inventions of "entirely novel methods" <br><br> for receiving as well as for "individualizing the messages", with which none now
known has the remotest chance of competing, and which are likewise patented. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was already available all the way to China.
Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the
Atlantic submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf -- 1901-1907 The early destruction of Radio technology
by stock market manipulators: http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm -- By
1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. http://sayville.com/wireless.html -- By 1912 it was the station
communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in
his Colorado Springs wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to board
http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp -- Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed
the station was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by the U.S. secret service and
later demolished by the Army. -Also in 1917, Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower was allegedly tapped by spies, alleging war communications or possible
espionage. The Wardenclyffe Tower was also ceased and demolished. The U.S. Espionage Act of 1917 was created thereafter. -By 1940, Tesla's FBI file reveals that the FBI was asked to protect Nikola Tesla because of his possible molestation, kidnapping etc.
by other governments or spies. By April-June 1943, after Tesla's death, Supreme Court Case 369, gives original priority for Radio
back to Nikola Tesla. https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals00.htm -- See: 1901 Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. 1938 Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic control - 1942 Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 1952 Patent
US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system - 1959 Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft - Google Patents -- Bipartisan bill seeks warrants
for police use of 'stingray' cell trackers http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/02/15/bipartisan-bill-seeks-warrantspolice-use-stingray-cell-trackers/97954214/ -- William (Bill) Cooper 2001 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgI65tTNls (( Are you
kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are you going to wake up? You know how much
money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on

every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. William "Bill" Cooper RIP Nov 5th 2001 )) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XXU2sHmN8SY
Mar 6, 2017, 7:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-the-electric-pen-2017-02-28
Trump hails failed inventions such as wired telephones, phone-tapping plastic recording devices, electric pens, (pre-cursor to the
electric vibrator) & DC generators for Coal Plants: http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-theelectric-pen-2017-02-28 -- Trump congratulate those who invented wiretapping, then turns around and claims he is being
wiretapped. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU -- TRUMP SPEECH TEXT -- "On our 100th anniversary, in 1876, citizens
from across our Nation came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's centennial. At that celebration, the country's builders and artists
and inventors showed off their creations. Alexander Graham Bell displayed HIS telephone for the first time. (You mean the patent
rights he bought from someone else) ... Remington unveiled the first typewriter... An early attempt was made at electric light.
(What?) Thomas Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric pen."
While at the same time Trump purposely disregards or is ignorant of the inventions of Nikola Tesla starting the next year, 1887 with
his Alternation Current and Induction Motor patents. In 1888, Niagara Falls was proposed using the 13 Westinghouse/Tesla A/C
patents for electrical generation, distribution, battery, motors and arc-lamps. Tesla sold his 40 A/C patents for a "King's Ransom" in
1888, approximately $10 Million today, plus royalties of $2.50 per Horsepower. By the 1893 World's Fair, Tesla demonstrated his
A/C power, neon lights, wireless power and radio technology. https://historyrat.wordpress.com/2013/01/13/lighting-the-1893-worldsfair-the-race-to-light-the-world/ Off Goes the Power Current Started by Thomas Edison
https://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/11/14/off-goes-the-power-current-started-by-thomas-edison/ Edison's patent for DC
generators for Coal Plants https://google.com/patents/US434586
Thomas Edison patent war for the Gramophone/Phonograph: The devices officially are used to record telephone conversations at
the phone company. https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonograph-issued-february-19-1878-one-edisons-first-greatinventions ((He figured out that the human voice, and other sounds, could cause a light material plate to vibrate. And, when properly
placed, a needle could indent the plate, recording the vibrations, and found that yet another needle could play them back.)) -Alexander Graham Bell purchased the modern wired telephone patent from Elisha Gray. Bell did not invent telephone, US rules
https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews -- Edison was a Patent Troll
http://slate.com/articles/technology/history_of_innovation/2014/05/thomas_edison_charles_goodyear_and_elias_howe_jr_were_pat
ent_trolls.html
Nikola Tesla's HISTORY OF RADIO, PHONE TAPPING & SPIES: Nikola Tesla gave the first public demonstration of radio in St.
Louis on March 1, 1893 http://edn.com/electronics-blogs/edn-moments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-demonstration-of-radio-March-1--1893 -- Secure communications using "Multi-plexing" was patented by Nikola Tesla in remote control
http://tfcbooks.com/mall/more/337ntgw.htm -- In Tesla's 1901 letters to JP Morgan on and after November 26th 1900, Tesla states
1) "I have perfected methods and apparatus, which permit the transmission of messages, at any distance, without wires ... safe
manipulation of electrical pressures, capable of bringing into action instruments at any point on the globe; exact measurements
embracing nearly 700 miles. 2) I have devised means for operating selectively a great number of instruments "without mutual
interference", and can guarantee "absolute privacy" of all messages. 3) The legal position is rendered still more secure by my
inventions of "entirely novel methods" <br><br> for receiving as well as for "individualizing the messages", with which none now
known has the remotest chance of competing, and which are likewise patented. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was already available all the way to China.
Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the
Atlantic submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf -- 1901-1907 The early destruction of Radio technology
by stock market manipulators: http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm -- By
1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. http://sayville.com/wireless.html -- By 1912 it was the station
communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in
his Colorado Springs wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to board
http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp -- Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed

the station was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by the U.S. secret service and
later demolished by the Army. -Also in 1917, Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower was allegedly tapped by spies, alleging war communications or possible
espionage. The Wardenclyffe Tower was also ceased and demolished. The U.S. Espionage Act of 1917 was created thereafter. -By 1940, Tesla's FBI file reveals that the FBI was asked to protect Nikola Tesla because of his possible molestation, kidnapping etc.
by other governments or spies. By April-June 1943, after Tesla's death, Supreme Court Case 369, gives original priority for Radio
back to Nikola Tesla. https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals00.htm -- See: 1901 Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. 1938 Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic control - 1942 Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 1952 Patent
US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system - 1959 Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft - Google Patents -- Bipartisan bill seeks warrants
for police use of 'stingray' cell trackers http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/02/15/bipartisan-bill-seeks-warrantspolice-use-stingray-cell-trackers/97954214/ -- William (Bill) Cooper 2001 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgI65tTNls (( Are you
kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are you going to wake up? You know how much
money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on
every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. William "Bill" Cooper RIP Nov 5th 2001 )) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XXU2sHmN8SY
Mar 6, 2017, 7:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-the-electric-pen-2017-02-28
Trump hails failed inventions such as wired telephones, phone-tapping plastic recording devices, electric pens, (pre-cursor to the
electric vibrator) & DC generators for Coal Plants: http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-theelectric-pen-2017-02-28 -- Trump congratulate those who invented wiretapping, then turns around and claims he is being
wiretapped. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU -- TRUMP SPEECH TEXT -- "On our 100th anniversary, in 1876, citizens
from across our Nation came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's centennial. At that celebration, the country's builders and artists
and inventors showed off their creations. Alexander Graham Bell displayed HIS telephone for the first time. (You mean the patent
rights he bought from someone else) ... Remington unveiled the first typewriter... An early attempt was made at electric light.
(What?) Thomas Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric pen."
While at the same time Trump purposely disregards or is ignorant of the inventions of Nikola Tesla starting the next year, 1887 with
his Alternation Current and Induction Motor patents. In 1888, Niagara Falls was proposed using the 13 Westinghouse/Tesla A/C
patents for electrical generation, distribution, battery, motors and arc-lamps. Tesla sold his 40 A/C patents for a "King's Ransom" in
1888, approximately $10 Million today, plus royalties of $2.50 per Horsepower. By the 1893 World's Fair, Tesla demonstrated his
A/C power, neon lights, wireless power and radio technology. https://historyrat.wordpress.com/2013/01/13/lighting-the-1893-worldsfair-the-race-to-light-the-world/ Off Goes the Power Current Started by Thomas Edison
https://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/11/14/off-goes-the-power-current-started-by-thomas-edison/ Edison's patent for DC
generators for Coal Plants https://google.com/patents/US434586
Thomas Edison patent war for the Gramophone/Phonograph: The devices officially are used to record telephone conversations at
the phone company. https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonograph-issued-february-19-1878-one-edisons-first-greatinventions ((He figured out that the human voice, and other sounds, could cause a light material plate to vibrate. And, when properly
placed, a needle could indent the plate, recording the vibrations, and found that yet another needle could play them back.)) -Alexander Graham Bell purchased the modern wired telephone patent from Elisha Gray. Bell did not invent telephone, US rules
https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews -- Edison was a Patent Troll
http://slate.com/articles/technology/history_of_innovation/2014/05/thomas_edison_charles_goodyear_and_elias_howe_jr_were_pat
ent_trolls.html
Nikola Tesla's HISTORY OF RADIO, PHONE TAPPING & SPIES: Nikola Tesla gave the first public demonstration of radio in St.
Louis on March 1, 1893 http://edn.com/electronics-blogs/edn-moments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-demonstration-of-radio-March-1--1893 -- Secure communications using "Multi-plexing" was patented by Nikola Tesla in remote control
http://tfcbooks.com/mall/more/337ntgw.htm -- In Tesla's 1901 letters to JP Morgan on and after November 26th 1900, Tesla states
1) "I have perfected methods and apparatus, which permit the transmission of messages, at any distance, without wires ... safe

manipulation of electrical pressures, capable of bringing into action instruments at any point on the globe; exact measurements
embracing nearly 700 miles. 2) I have devised means for operating selectively a great number of instruments "without mutual
interference", and can guarantee "absolute privacy" of all messages. 3) The legal position is rendered still more secure by my
inventions of "entirely novel methods" <br><br> for receiving as well as for "individualizing the messages", with which none now
known has the remotest chance of competing, and which are likewise patented. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was already available all the way to China.
Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the
Atlantic submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf -- 1901-1907 The early destruction of Radio technology
by stock market manipulators: http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm -- By
1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. http://sayville.com/wireless.html -- By 1912 it was the station
communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in
his Colorado Springs wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to board
http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp -- Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed
the station was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by the U.S. secret service and
later demolished by the Army. -Also in 1917, Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower was allegedly tapped by spies, alleging war communications or possible
espionage. The Wardenclyffe Tower was also ceased and demolished. The U.S. Espionage Act of 1917 was created thereafter. -By 1940, Tesla's FBI file reveals that the FBI was asked to protect Nikola Tesla because of his possible molestation, kidnapping etc.
by other governments or spies. By April-June 1943, after Tesla's death, Supreme Court Case 369, gives original priority for Radio
back to Nikola Tesla. https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals00.htm -- See: 1901 Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. 1938 Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic control - 1942 Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 1952 Patent
US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system - 1959 Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft - Google Patents -- Bipartisan bill seeks warrants
for police use of 'stingray' cell trackers http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/02/15/bipartisan-bill-seeks-warrantspolice-use-stingray-cell-trackers/97954214/ -- William (Bill) Cooper 2001 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgI65tTNls (( Are you
kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are you going to wake up? You know how much
money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on
every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. William "Bill" Cooper RIP Nov 5th 2001 )) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XXU2sHmN8SY
Mar 6, 2017, 7:12 PM
Chris Edwards
http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-the-electric-pen-2017-02-28
#trump #wiretap #claim Trump hails failed inventions such as wired telephones, phone-tapping plastic recording devices, electric
pens, (pre-cursor to the electric vibrator) and DC generators for Coal Plants: http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failededison-invention-the-electric-pen-2017-02-28 -- Trump congratulate those who invented wiretapping, then turns around and claims
he is being wiretapped. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU -- TRUMP SPEECH TEXT -- "On our 100th anniversary, in
1876, citizens from across our Nation came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's centennial. At that celebration, the country's
builders and artists and inventors showed off their creations. Alexander Graham Bell displayed HIS telephone for the first time. (You
mean the patent rights he bought from someone else) ... Remington unveiled the first typewriter... An early attempt was made at
electric light. (What?) Thomas Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric pen."
While at the same time Trump purposely disregards or is ignorant of the inventions of Nikola Tesla starting the next year, 1887 with
his Alternation Current and Induction Motor patents. In 1888, Niagara Falls was proposed using the 13 Westinghouse/Tesla A/C
patents for electrical generation, distribution, battery, motors and arc-lamps. Tesla sold his 40 A/C patents for a "King's Ransom" in
1888, approximately $10 Million today, plus royalties of $2.50 per Horsepower. By the 1893 World's Fair, Tesla demonstrated his
A/C power, neon lights, wireless power and radio technology. https://historyrat.wordpress.com/2013/01/13/lighting-the-1893-worldsfair-the-race-to-light-the-world/ Off Goes the Power Current Started by Thomas Edison
https://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/11/14/off-goes-the-power-current-started-by-thomas-edison/ Edison's patent for DC
generators for Coal Plants https://google.com/patents/US434586

Thomas Edison patent war for the Gramophone/Phonograph: The devices officially are used to record telephone conversations at
the phone company. https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonograph-issued-february-19-1878-one-edisons-first-greatinventions ((He figured out that the human voice, and other sounds, could cause a light material plate to vibrate. And, when properly
placed, a needle could indent the plate, recording the vibrations, and found that yet another needle could play them back.)) -Alexander Graham Bell purchased the modern wired telephone patent from Elisha Gray. Bell did not invent telephone, US rules
https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews -- Edison was a Patent Troll
http://slate.com/articles/technology/history_of_innovation/2014/05/thomas_edison_charles_goodyear_and_elias_howe_jr_were_pat
ent_trolls.html
Nikola Tesla's HISTORY OF RADIO, PHONE TAPPING & SPIES: Nikola Tesla gave the first public demonstration of radio in St.
Louis on March 1, 1893 http://edn.com/electronics-blogs/edn-moments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-demonstration-of-radio-March-1--1893 -- Secure communications using "Multi-plexing" was patented by Nikola Tesla in remote control
http://tfcbooks.com/mall/more/337ntgw.htm -- In Tesla's 1901 letters to JP Morgan on and after November 26th 1900, Tesla states
1) "I have perfected methods and apparatus, which permit the transmission of messages, at any distance, without wires ... safe
manipulation of electrical pressures, capable of bringing into action instruments at any point on the globe; exact measurements
embracing nearly 700 miles. 2) I have devised means for operating selectively a great number of instruments "without mutual
interference", and can guarantee "absolute privacy" of all messages. 3) The legal position is rendered still more secure by my
inventions of "entirely novel methods" <br><br> for receiving as well as for "individualizing the messages", with which none now
known has the remotest chance of competing, and which are likewise patented. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was already available all the way to China.
Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the
Atlantic submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf -- 1901-1907 The early destruction of Radio technology
by stock market manipulators: http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm -- By
1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. http://sayville.com/wireless.html -- By 1912 it was the station
communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in
his Colorado Springs wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to board
http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp -- Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed
the station was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by the U.S. secret service and
later demolished by the Army. -Also in 1917, Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower was allegedly tapped by spies, alleging war communications or possible
espionage. The Wardenclyffe Tower was also ceased and demolished. The U.S. Espionage Act of 1917 was created thereafter. -By 1940, Tesla's FBI file reveals that the FBI was asked to protect Nikola Tesla because of his possible molestation, kidnapping etc.
by other governments or spies. By April-June 1943, after Tesla's death, Supreme Court Case 369, gives original priority for Radio
back to Nikola Tesla. https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals00.htm -- See: 1901 Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. 1938 Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic control - 1942 Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 1952 Patent
US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system - 1959 Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft - Google Patents -- Bipartisan bill seeks warrants
for police use of 'stingray' cell trackers http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/02/15/bipartisan-bill-seeks-warrantspolice-use-stingray-cell-trackers/97954214/ -- William (Bill) Cooper 2001 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgI65tTNls (( Are you
kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are you going to wake up? You know how much
money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on
every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. William "Bill" Cooper RIP Nov 5th 2001 )) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XXU2sHmN8SY
Updated Mar 6, 2017, 12:31 PM
Mar 6, 2017, 12:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-the-electric-pen-2017-02-28
#trump #wiretapping #claim Trump hails failed inventions such as wired telephones, phone-tapping plastic recording devices,

electric pens, (pre-cursor to the electric vibrator) & DC generators for Coal Plants: http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-onefailed-edison-invention-the-electric-pen-2017-02-28 -- Trump congratulate those who invented wiretapping, then turns around and
claims he is being wiretapped. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU -- TRUMP SPEECH TEXT -- "On our 100th
anniversary, in 1876, citizens from across our Nation came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's centennial. At that celebration, the
country's builders and artists and inventors showed off their creations. Alexander Graham Bell displayed HIS telephone for the first
time. (You mean the patent rights he bought from someone else) ... Remington unveiled the first typewriter... An early attempt was
made at electric light. (What?) Thomas Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric pen."
While at the same time Trump purposely disregards or is ignorant of the inventions of Nikola Tesla starting the next year, 1887 with
his Alternation Current and Induction Motor patents. In 1888, Niagara Falls was proposed using the 13 Westinghouse/Tesla A/C
patents for electrical generation, distribution, battery, motors and arc-lamps. Tesla sold his 40 A/C patents for a "King's Ransom" in
1888, approximately $10 Million today, plus royalties of $2.50 per Horsepower. By the 1893 World's Fair, Tesla demonstrated his
A/C power, neon lights, wireless power and radio technology. https://historyrat.wordpress.com/2013/01/13/lighting-the-1893-worldsfair-the-race-to-light-the-world/ Off Goes the Power Current Started by Thomas Edison
https://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/11/14/off-goes-the-power-current-started-by-thomas-edison/ Edison's patent for DC
generators for Coal Plants https://google.com/patents/US434586
Thomas Edison patent war for the Gramophone/Phonograph: The devices officially are used to record telephone conversations at
the phone company. https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonograph-issued-february-19-1878-one-edisons-first-greatinventions ((He figured out that the human voice, and other sounds, could cause a light material plate to vibrate. And, when properly
placed, a needle could indent the plate, recording the vibrations, and found that yet another needle could play them back.)) -Alexander Graham Bell purchased the modern wired telephone patent from Elisha Gray. Bell did not invent telephone, US rules
https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews -- Edison was a Patent Troll
http://slate.com/articles/technology/history_of_innovation/2014/05/thomas_edison_charles_goodyear_and_elias_howe_jr_were_pat
ent_trolls.html
Nikola Tesla's HISTORY OF RADIO, PHONE TAPPING & SPIES: Nikola Tesla gave the first public demonstration of radio in St.
Louis on March 1, 1893 http://edn.com/electronics-blogs/edn-moments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-demonstration-of-radio-March-1--1893 -- Secure communications using "Multi-plexing" was patented by Nikola Tesla in remote control
http://tfcbooks.com/mall/more/337ntgw.htm -- In Tesla's 1901 letters to JP Morgan on and after November 26th 1900, Tesla states
1) "I have perfected methods and apparatus, which permit the transmission of messages, at any distance, without wires ... safe
manipulation of electrical pressures, capable of bringing into action instruments at any point on the globe; exact measurements
embracing nearly 700 miles. 2) I have devised means for operating selectively a great number of instruments "without mutual
interference", and can guarantee "absolute privacy" of all messages. 3) The legal position is rendered still more secure by my
inventions of "entirely novel methods" <br><br> for receiving as well as for "individualizing the messages", with which none now
known has the remotest chance of competing, and which are likewise patented. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was already available all the way to China.
Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the
Atlantic submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf -- 1901-1907 The early destruction of Radio technology
by stock market manipulators: http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm -- By
1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. http://sayville.com/wireless.html -- By 1912 it was the station
communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in
his Colorado Springs wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to board
http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp -- Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed
the station was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by the U.S. secret service and
later demolished by the Army. -Also in 1917, Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower was allegedly tapped by spies, alleging war communications or possible
espionage. The Wardenclyffe Tower was also ceased and demolished. The U.S. Espionage Act of 1917 was created thereafter. -By 1940, Tesla's FBI file reveals that the FBI was asked to protect Nikola Tesla because of his possible molestation, kidnapping etc.
by other governments or spies. By April-June 1943, after Tesla's death, Supreme Court Case 369, gives original priority for Radio

back to Nikola Tesla. https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals00.htm -- See: 1901 Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. 1938 Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic control - 1942 Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 1952 Patent
US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system - 1959 Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft - Google Patents -- Bipartisan bill seeks warrants
for police use of 'stingray' cell trackers http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/02/15/bipartisan-bill-seeks-warrantspolice-use-stingray-cell-trackers/97954214/ -- William (Bill) Cooper 2001 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgI65tTNls (( Are you
kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are you going to wake up? You know how much
money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on
every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. William "Bill" Cooper RIP Nov 5th 2001 )) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XXU2sHmN8SY
Mar 6, 2017, 12:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:40 PM
Chris Edwards
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQCLcB/s1600/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG
#russian #conspiracy #tesla The "Russian Conspiracy" is referenced in Tesla's FBI File claims that experiments now under way at
Hill AFB convinced them that the Soviet's had primary access to Tesla's "entire collection". As opposed to John G Trump claiming
that Tesla's work had "no military significance" and therefore should not be held under national security. https://1.bp.blogspot.com/MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQCLcB/s1600/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG
Updated Feb 28, 2017, 4:37 PM
Feb 28, 2017, 4:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola

Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-

assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Current events discussion.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Atlantean Conspiracy.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William --

%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Lovers.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Revealed.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan

%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Awakening: Conspiracies, Prophecies, and Truths.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=

%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla The First Grey.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jennings-

bryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison

Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
Feb 25, 2017, 3:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close
ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the
"Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of
Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison
Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/steve-bannon-donald-trump-william-jenningsbryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=
%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9]
Feb 25, 2017, 3:36 PM
Chris Edwards
#bannon #trump #william #jennings #bryan Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential
opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power.
W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the "Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's
efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara
Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1736209090025247&set=gm.873777506093342%2F -- http://time.com/4681697/stevebannon-donald-trump-william-jennings-bryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

#bannon #trump #william #jennings #bryan Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential
opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power.
W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the "Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's
efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara
Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. http://time.com/4681697/stevebannon-donald-trump-william-jennings-bryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G.
Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped
design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John
Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
#bannon #trump #william #jennings #bryan Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential
opponent to President "William Mckinley" a close ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C power and wireless power.
W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the "Bannon" of Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's
efforts to demonize Tesla's A/C power in favor of Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, the power Niagara
Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison Coal Plants; spread every mile throughout every city. http://time.com/4681697/stevebannon-donald-trump-william-jennings-bryan/ -- The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=%22William+Jennings+Bryan
%22+nikola+tesla&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihgezDgavSAhXHz1QKHXhHBP4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=%22William -%20Jennings%20Bryan%22%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola
Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in
radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer
patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/jul/11/operation-endgame-purge-legal-immigrants
REPOST: Operation Endgame: https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/jul/11/operation-endgame-purge-legal-immigrants -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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Chris Edwards
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/jul/11/operation-endgame-purge-legal-immigrants
REPOST: Operation Endgame: https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/jul/11/operation-endgame-purge-legal-immigrants -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
Updated Feb 23, 2017, 4:41 PM
Feb 23, 2017, 4:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-your-electric-car-while-youre-driving-72625
It was Tesla Motors, more than any other company, that triggered the current interest in electric cars. The firm’s namesake, Nikola
Tesla,would no doubt be pleased. Yet Tesla would be even more thrilled to realize the next step for electric vehicles involves turning
his biggest vision into reality: the wireless transmission of power. http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-yourelectric-car-while-youre-driving-72625
Feb 11, 2017, 5:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-your-electric-car-while-youre-driving-72625

It was Tesla Motors, more than any other company, that triggered the current interest in electric cars. The firm’s namesake, Nikola
Tesla,would no doubt be pleased. Yet Tesla would be even more thrilled to realize the next step for electric vehicles involves turning
his biggest vision into reality: the wireless transmission of power. http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-yourelectric-car-while-youre-driving-72625
Feb 11, 2017, 5:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-your-electric-car-while-youre-driving-72625
It was Tesla Motors, more than any other company, that triggered the current interest in electric cars. The firm’s namesake, Nikola
Tesla,would no doubt be pleased. Yet Tesla would be even more thrilled to realize the next step for electric vehicles involves turning
his biggest vision into reality: the wireless transmission of power. http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-yourelectric-car-while-youre-driving-72625
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http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-your-electric-car-while-youre-driving-72625
It was Tesla Motors that triggered the current interest in electric cars. The firm’s namesake, Nikola Tesla,would no doubt be pleased.
Yet Tesla would be even more thrilled to realize the next step for electric vehicles involves turning his biggest vision into reality: the
wireless transmission of power. http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-your-electric-car-while-youre-driving72625
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Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-your-electric-car-while-youre-driving-72625
It was Tesla Motors, more than any other company, that triggered the current interest in electric cars. The firm’s namesake, Nikola
Tesla,would no doubt be pleased. Yet Tesla would be even more thrilled to realize the next step for electric vehicles involves turning
his biggest vision into reality: the wireless transmission of power. http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-yourelectric-car-while-youre-driving-72625
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Chris Edwards posted in TESLA INDIA.
http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-your-electric-car-while-youre-driving-72625
It was Tesla Motors, more than any other company, that triggered the current interest in electric cars. The firm’s namesake, Nikola
Tesla,would no doubt be pleased. Yet Tesla would be even more thrilled to realize the next step for electric vehicles involves turning
his biggest vision into reality: the wireless transmission of power. http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-yourelectric-car-while-youre-driving-72625
Feb 11, 2017, 5:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Motherfrunkers - Tesla Motors Enthusiasts.
http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-your-electric-car-while-youre-driving-72625
It was Tesla Motors, more than any other company, that triggered the current interest in electric cars. The firm’s namesake, Nikola
Tesla,would no doubt be pleased. Yet Tesla would be even more thrilled to realize the next step for electric vehicles involves turning
his biggest vision into reality: the wireless transmission of power. http://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-yourelectric-car-while-youre-driving-72625
Feb 11, 2017, 5:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/02/teslaleakscom-trump-white-house-leaks.html
Trump White House Leaks CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla "Scalar Waves", "Industrial Enterprises"
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/02/teslaleakscom-trump-white-house-leaks.html -- 2/5/2017 The Trump administration has
sprung a leak. Many of them, in fact https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/the-trump-administration-has-sprung-a-leakmany-of-them-in-fact/2017/02/05/a13fad24-ebe2-11e6-b4ff-ac2cf509efe5_story.html -- 2/1/2017 C.I.A. releases document on Nikola
Tesla on Scalar Waves, formerly TOP SECRET
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3WuJEoSInA -- 2/1/2017 Beware of (Troll Trap) 404 | CIA FOIA (foia.cia.gov) NIKOLA TESLA
INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE. Welcome to the new CIA Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Electronic Reading Room.
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/nikola-tesla-industrial-enterprise -- 2/1/2017 Beware of (Troll Trap) 403 Forbidden
- (CIA FOIA) RADIO PRODUCTION AT NIKOLA TESLA RADIO FACTORY, BELGRADE 2. RADIO RESEARCH CENTER,
BELGRADE. https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp82-00457r009600350009-3 -- 2/3/2017 Beware of (Troll

Trap) Nikola Tesla wanted to build a deadly invisible wall protect the US - Business Insider. The inventor wanted to build a "Chinese
Wall of Defense" that would "render helpless any military attack." http://www.businessinsider.com/tesla-death-ray-border-wall-trump2017-2 -- 2/3/2017 How Qi (Chi) Energy Flows Through The 12 Meridians Points That Exist Within Your Body – Collective Evolution.
Nikola Tesla told us that “the day science begins to study non-physical phenomena, it will make more progress in one decade than
in all the previous centuries of its existence” -- 2/3/2017 "Reports Of My Death (Nikola Tesla) Have Been Greatly Exaggerated".
Energy Dept. To President Donald Trump: I'm Not Dead Yet! https://cleantechnica.com/2017/02/01/energy-dept-president-donaldtrump-im-not-dead-yet/
Feb 6, 2017, 1:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/02/teslaleakscom-trump-white-house-leaks.html
Trump White House Leaks CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla "Scalar Waves", "Industrial Enterprises"
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/02/teslaleakscom-trump-white-house-leaks.html -- 2/5/2017 The Trump administration has
sprung a leak. Many of them, in fact https://washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/the-trump-administration-has-sprung-a-leak-many-ofthem-in-fact/2017/02/05/a13fad24-ebe2-11e6-b4ff-ac2cf509efe5_story.html -- 2/1/2017 C.I.A. releases document on Nikola Tesla
on Scalar Waves, formerly TOP SECRET https://youtube.com/watch?v=a3WuJEoSInA -- 2/1/2017 Beware of (Troll Trap) 404 | CIA
FOIA NIKOLA TESLA INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE. Welcome to the new CIA Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Electronic Reading
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Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from
Storms, HAARP, Death-Ray, Tunguska http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Tesla’s
picture in 1890 at the Library of Congress name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”.
http://loc.gov/pictures/item/ggb2004004851/
Jan 19, 2017, 7:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
Tesla Leaks January 19th 2017 – The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents,
Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation,
100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification,
Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from
Storms, HAARP, Death-Ray, Tunguska http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Tesla’s
picture in 1890 at the Library of Congress name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”.
http://loc.gov/pictures/item/ggb2004004851/
Jan 19, 2017, 7:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
Tesla Leaks January 19th 2017 – The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents,
Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation,
100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification,
Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from
Storms, HAARP, Death-Ray, Tunguska http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Tesla’s
picture in 1890 at the Library of Congress name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”.
http://loc.gov/pictures/item/ggb2004004851/
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
Tesla Leaks January 19th 2017 – The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents,
Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation,
100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification,
Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from
Storms, HAARP, Death-Ray, Tunguska http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Tesla’s
picture in 1890 at the Library of Congress name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”.
http://loc.gov/pictures/item/ggb2004004851/
Updated Jan 19, 2017, 7:14 PM
Jan 19, 2017, 7:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
Tesla Leaks January 19th 2017 – The Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla" such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents,
Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation,
100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification,
Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from
Storms. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Tesla’s picture in 1890 at the Library of
Congress name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”. http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/ggb2004004851/
Jan 19, 2017, 7:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://pulse.embs.org/november-2016/nikola-tesla/?trendmd-shared=%25SPONSORED%25
#tesla #harvard #ieee #EEtimes Nikola Tesla - IEEE PULSE http://pulse.embs.org/november-2016/nikola-tesla/?trendmd-shared=
%25SPONSORED%25 -- CES: Exploring the Legacy of Nikola Tesla through UNESCO Networks | Harvard University | History
Department http://history.fas.harvard.edu/event/ces-exploring-legacy-nikola-tesla-through-unesco-networks --Nikola Tesla: Father of
Industrial Automation (Teleautomatics)? | EE Times http://www.eetimes.com/author.asp?doc_id=1282351
Jan 9, 2017, 6:29 PM
Chris Edwards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WiTricity
WiTricity uses all Nikola Tesla's Wireless Patents https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WiTricity -- Nikola Tesla Patent US645576 - System
of transmission of electrical energy. https://google.com/patents/US645576 Patent US649621 - Apparatus for transmission of
electrical energy. https://google.com/patents/US649621 -- Patent US787412 - Art of transmitting electrical energy through the
natural mediums. https://google.com/patents/US787412 -- Patent US1119732 - Apparatus for transmitting electrical energy.
https://google.com/patents/US1119732 -- Nikola Tesla Patent CA142352A - Electrical energy transmission https://google.com/patents/CA142352A/ "Stationary Electrical Waves" https://lens.org/lens/patent/CA_142352_A -- List of Nikola
Tesla patents - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Nikola_Tesla_patents -- Israeli startup aims to enable wireless
charging of electric buses while driving http://treehugger.com/public-transportation/israeli-startup-aims-enable-wireless-chargingelectric-buses-while-driving.html
#energy #monopoly #dead #wireless #power Referring Patent US9256905 - Intelligent routing of electric power - Google Patents
https://google.com/patents/US9256905 (Energy Monopoly killer) A method and system for dynamically routing electric power in real
time in accordance with parameters submitted by buyers and sellers of electric power using a feedback control scheme. -- Referring
Patent US9496921 - (Secure) Hybrid guided surface wave communication (and power) - Google Patents
https://google.com/patents/US9496921 Disclosed is hybrid communication in which a first message from a guided surface wave
probe node is embedded in a guided surface wave, and a second message from a guided surface wave receive node uses a
different messaging mechanism. -Surface wave - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_wave -- Evanescent field - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evanescent_field -- Espacenet 1974 RADIO ANTENNA INCORPORATING LOW-LOSS HIGH
RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY DIELECTRIC MATERIAL https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?
CC=GB&NR=1471860A&KC=A&FT=D#
Patent US9509147 - Wireless energy transfer - Google Patents https://www.google.com/patents/US9509147 -- Disclosed is an

apparatus for use in wireless energy transfer, which includes a first resonator structure configured to transfer energy non-radiatively
with a second resonator structure over a distance greater than a characteristic size of the second resonator structure.
http://www.teslasociety.com/tesla_tower.htm
Barrons makes the claim that Witricity is "Inefficient, Unsafe" CES: Energous, WiTricity Tech ‘Inefficient, Unsafe,’ Say the Qi - Tech
Trader Daily - Barrons.com http://blogs.barrons.com/techtraderdaily/2017/01/05/ces-energous-witricity-tech-ineffficient-unsafe-saythe-qi/
#chemtrails #freeenergy Patent US4433248 - Charged aerosol wind/electric power generator with solar and/or - On a Charged
Aerosol Wind/Electric Power Generator, electrically charged water droplets are dispersed into the wind stream. Using Induction
Electric Charging, a water jet issues under water pressure from a small diameter (25-50 µm) orifice, and the jet breaks into charged
droplets... produces net electric power output substantially exceeding the hydraulic and electric power inputs. A practical
Wind/Electric Generator utilizes a multi-orifice array scaled to a kilowatt or megawatt level. A water recovery and pressure
regeneration solar and/or gravitational means is described by which water is conserved and the (water power is free), so that there
is a (net output electric power without external power) input of any kind, except natural wind and/or solar power.
https://www.google.com/patents/US4433248 -- Patent US20030193319 - Ion powered platform apparatus and method for powering
a platform from an ambient electrostatic gradient are disclosed https://www.google.com/patents/US20030193319 -- Patent
US6145298 - Atmospheric fueled ion engine https://www.google.com/patents/US6145298 -- Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft https://www.google.com/patents/US3130945
The desalination processes whether based on MED MSF or RO technology -- Patent US20030127860 - Recirculating hydroelectric
power generation system - Hydropower conversion system - https://www.google.com/patents/US6420794 -- Patent US4739182 Hydropneumatic water engine - https://www.google.com/patents/US4739182 -- Patent US3209156 - Underwater generator https://www.google.com/patents/US3209156 -- Patent US5942806 - Method and device for generating electricity https://www.google.com/patents/US5942806
#project1794 Patent US3774865 - Flying saucer - Google Patents https://www.google.com/patents/US3774865
#satellites #dont #exist Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - https://www.google.com/patents/US2598064 -- Patent
US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. https://www.google.com/patents/US806052 -- Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic
control - https://www.google.com/patents/US2252083 -- Patent US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system https://www.google.com/patents/US2748266
Updated Jan 9, 2017, 6:18 PM
Jan 9, 2017, 6:18 PM
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http://pulse.embs.org/november-2016/nikola-tesla/?trendmd-shared=%25SPONSORED%25
#tesla #harvard #ieee #EEtimes Nikola Tesla - IEEE PULSE http://pulse.embs.org/november-2016/nikola-tesla/?trendmd-shared=
%25SPONSORED%25 -- CES: Exploring the Legacy of Nikola Tesla through UNESCO Networks | Harvard University | History
Department http://history.fas.harvard.edu/event/ces-exploring-legacy-nikola-tesla-through-unesco-networks --Nikola Tesla: Father of
Industrial Automation (Teleautomatics)? | EE Times http://www.eetimes.com/author.asp?doc_id=1282351
Updated Jan 9, 2017, 6:17 PM
Jan 9, 2017, 6:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WiTricity
WiTricity uses all Nikola Tesla's Wireless Patents https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WiTricity -- Nikola Tesla Patent US645576 - System
of transmission of electrical energy. https://google.com/patents/US645576 Patent US649621 - Apparatus for transmission of
electrical energy. https://google.com/patents/US649621 -- Patent US787412 - Art of transmitting electrical energy through the
natural mediums. https://google.com/patents/US787412 -- Patent US1119732 - Apparatus for transmitting electrical energy.
https://google.com/patents/US1119732 -- Nikola Tesla Patent CA142352A - Electrical energy transmission https://google.com/patents/CA142352A/ "Stationary Electrical Waves" https://lens.org/lens/patent/CA_142352_A -- List of Nikola
Tesla patents - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Nikola_Tesla_patents -- Israeli startup aims to enable wireless
charging of electric buses while driving http://treehugger.com/public-transportation/israeli-startup-aims-enable-wireless-chargingelectric-buses-while-driving.html #energy #monopoly #dead #wireless #power Referring Patent US9256905 - Intelligent routing of

electric power - Google Patents https://google.com/patents/US9256905 (Energy Monopoly killer) A method and system for
dynamically routing electric power in real time in accordance with parameters submitted by buyers and sellers of electric power
using a feedback control scheme. -- Referring Patent US9496921 - (Secure) Hybrid guided surface wave communication (and
power) - Google Patents https://google.com/patents/US9496921 Disclosed is hybrid communication in which a first message from a
guided surface wave probe node is embedded in a guided surface wave, and a second message from a guided surface wave
receive node uses a different messaging mechanism. -Surface wave - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_wave -- Evanescent field - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evanescent_field -- Espacenet 1974 RADIO ANTENNA INCORPORATING LOW-LOSS HIGH
RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY DIELECTRIC MATERIAL https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?
CC=GB&NR=1471860A&KC=A&FT=D#
Jan 9, 2017, 6:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JN3s2c2Ya-c
Repost: Project 1794: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JN3s2c2Ya-c --- #project1794 Patent US3774865 - Flying saucer Google Patents https://www.google.com/patents/US3774865 -- Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft https://www.google.com/patents/US3130945
Jan 9, 2017, 6:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=tkP0xrtKKqQ
The Tesla "Health Ray" not "Death Ray" https://youtube.com/watch?v=tkP0xrtKKqQ Nikola Tesla at Science Magazine
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/127/3307/1147 -- Nikola Tesla on CORRUPT "Science"....."deep thinkers that are insane" YouTube https://youtube.com/watch?v=ik-d4-qxVqs -- Radio-frequency + Phosphorescent liquids, not Chemotherapy
http://medicalxpress.com/news/2016-12-penn-experts-expansion-molecular-imaging.html -http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Jan 2, 2017, 6:10 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=tkP0xrtKKqQ
#tesla #health #ray The Tesla "Health Ray" not "Death Ray" https://youtube.com/watch?v=tkP0xrtKKqQ Nikola Tesla at Science
Magazine http://science.sciencemag.org/content/127/3307/1147 -- Nikola Tesla on CORRUPT "Science"....."deep thinkers that are
insane" - YouTube https://youtube.com/watch?v=ik-d4-qxVqs -- Radio-frequency + Phosphorescent liquids, not Chemotherapy
http://medicalxpress.com/news/2016-12-penn-experts-expansion-molecular-imaging.html -http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Updated Jan 2, 2017, 5:52 PM
Jan 2, 2017, 5:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur_National_Monument
Dinosaur Hoax. CNN & BBC publish fake pictures of Dinosaur Footprints that are supposedly 130 Million years old. Utah bans
Hydro-Electricity because of the "Dinosaur National Monument". They found a rock "tooth" they claim is from a Dinosaur.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur_National_Monument http://telegraph.co.uk/science/2016/10/04/worlds-largest-dinosaurfootprint-discovered-in-mongolias-gobi-d/ http://bbc.com/news/world-australia-37283519 -- Delays, bans and Dinosaur rocks create
unnecessary costs for renewable energy http://antaranews.com/en/news/108632/president-says-high-electricity-prices-due-tounnecessary-costs -- #first #fake #dinosaur The Mirage of Inward Mindset Success Pt. I (Featuring the first fake Dinosaur "bones")
https://arbinger.com/blog/mirage-inward-mindset-success/ -- #fake #fossil 280 million-year-old fossil reveals origins of chimaeroid
fishes http://phys.org/news/2017-01-million-year-old-fossil-reveals-chimaeroid-fishes.html -- 11 facts about blue whales, (the largest
animals ever known) to live on Earth : TreeHugger http://treehugger.com/animals/11-facts-about-blue-whales-largest-animals-everknown-earth.html
Jan 2, 2017, 5:22 PM
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur_National_Monument
Dinosaur Hoax. CNN & BBC publish fake pictures of Dinosaur Footprints that are supposedly 130 Million years old. Utah bans
Hydro-Electricity because of the "Dinosaur National Monument". They found a rock "tooth" they claim is from a Dinosaur.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur_National_Monument http://telegraph.co.uk/science/2016/10/04/worlds-largest-dinosaurfootprint-discovered-in-mongolias-gobi-d/ http://bbc.com/news/world-australia-37283519
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Jan 2, 2017, 5:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis for the Sick and Dying.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 2:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nytimes.com/2016/12/20/us/obama-drilling-ban-arctic-atlantic.html
#obama #trump Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of 1953 (OCSLA) used as a "Ruse" to continue the ban on offshore wind, floating
solar, wave, de-salintation, power to gas, and ocean mass. Then, Trump to later approve offshore oil platforms, pipelines to shore,
and fracking the ocean. http://nytimes.com/2016/12/20/us/obama-drilling-ban-arctic-atlantic.html -- #blm BLM Issues Rule Changes
to Encourage Solar/Wind Development on Federal Lands http://renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/blm-issues-rulechanges-to-encourage-solar-wind-development-on-federal-lands.html -- Will Trumping Obama’s Interior Department Help Solar?
http://renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/will-trumping-obama-s-interior-department-help-solar.html -- Dec 11th 2016 U.S.
builds first offshore wind farm (Despite the OCSLA) http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/u-s-builds-first-offshore-wind-plant/ -- New Hawaiian
coral-reef fish named for President Obama (Thanks to OCSLA, 600,000 square miles of Ocean were ceased to save a fish that
swims 300 feet below the water from a Wind Turbine that spins 420 above the water http://treehugger.com/animals/new-hawaiiancoral-reef-fish-named-president-obama.html -- #butterfly #corridor #bans #renewables #forever President Obama is creating a
1,500-mile “butterfly corridor” to help Monarchs get from Mexico to Canada (The same path as the proposed Trans-Texas Wind
Corridor) http://qz.com/407893/obama-is-creating-a-1500-mile-butterfly-corridor-to-help-monarchs-get-from-mexico-to-minnesota/ -#desert #turtle #hoax #bans #renewables #people #forever The California Desert is Dying, and People Seem to Think That’s OK
http://newsweek.com/2016/03/25/death-valley-jim-california-desert-green-energy-437156.html -- A win for monarch butterflies at
Mexico summit? (+video) - Christian Science Monitor http://csmonitor.com/World/Americas/Latin-America-Monitor/2014/0220/A-winfor-monarch-butterflies-at-Mexico-summit-video -- National Strategy to save the Butterfly; and ban all renewable energy along the
2500 mile path https://s3.amazonaws.com/s3.documentcloud.org/documents/2083589/national-strategy-to-promote-the-health-ofhoney.pdf Trans-Texas Corridor https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trans-Texas_Corridor
Dec 27, 2016, 5:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://books.google.com/books?id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+AirSensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil&source=bl&ots=7MV9zgsCJd&hl=en&sa=X#v=onepage&q=The
#tesla #coil #hydrocarbons #hydrazine #melts #steel #beams New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of
Hydrogen-Carbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon Tellurium for
Solar Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3) (Carboxyl Groups in
Styro-foam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone Generator + Jet Fule
that can melt steel beams --- 1) The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive Compounds, methods used in handling air-sensitive compounds,
including gases. Part One covers inert atmosphere techniques, while Part Two treats vacuum line techniques. One of the common
devices for locating these leaks is the (Tesla coil), which provides a high-voltage, high- frequency spark discharge in air.
https://books.google.com/books?id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+AirSensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil&source=bl&ots=7MV9zgsCJd&hl=en&sa=X#v=onepage&q=The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive
Compounds tesla coil&f=false -- 1943 The Catalytic Isomerization of Parailin Hydrocarbons. I. Butanes' 3)
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ja01252a005 -- 2005 Synthesis of middle-chain carboxyl-functionalized polystyrene
https://etd.ohiolink.edu/rws_etd/document/get/akron1132533104/inline -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A
(tesla coil) was used to start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=3587&context=rtd -- Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this
process appears to be a chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion.
http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from

Matheson, Coleman and Bell was thoroughly degassed by prolonged pumping with stirring. No attempt was made to dry the
hydrazine further, although care was taken not to introduce moisture since water appears to catalyze the decomposition of di-imide.
Vigorous stirring of the hydrazine, and a water bath around the reservoir held slightly below room temperature, served to maintain a
smooth and adequate flow of vapor. A Teflon-and-glass needle valve controlled the flow rate and pressure of hydrazine vapor.
Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube (13 mm 0.d.) in which a microwave discharge was excited with an open-reflector
antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a Tesla coil at a fairly low
pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense blue-white discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure was then increased
to the point just before the discharge went out (- 10 Torr), giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish core which
generated optimum amounts of di-imide. The open-reflector antenna produced more di-imide than did a closed, tuned cavity with
better coupling and a more intense discharge. A constriction in the quartz tube just below the discharge improved yields, probably
by permitting a higher hydrazine pressure for a given flow rate. Although an apparently feeble, rather cool discharge gave the most
di-imide, the yield was nevertheless roughly proportional to the power output of the microwave generator, which was usually set at
100%. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine
Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME
HYDRAZINE SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical
reactions in urban air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's
temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower
(even without catalytic agents like Ozone injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and
Handling of Hydrazine http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)hexachlorocyclohexane at .... N-Butane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously
subjected to (Tesla coil) discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray.
http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne Nationa Labs ... by a Tesla coil either in a
vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ... https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint
%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a corona discharge ozone generator using
charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html
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https://books.google.com/books?id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+AirSensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil&source=bl&ots=7MV9zgsCJd&hl=en&sa=X#v=onepage&q=The
#tesla #coil #hydrocarbons #hydrazine #melts #steel #beams New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of
Hydrogen-Carbon's called "synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon Tellurium for
Solar Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3) (Carboxyl Groups in
Styro-foam), 4) (Hydrazine or F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone Generator + Jet Fule
that can melt steel beams --- 1) The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive Compounds, methods used in handling air-sensitive compounds,
including gases. Part One covers inert atmosphere techniques, while Part Two treats vacuum line techniques. One of the common
devices for locating these leaks is the (Tesla coil), which provides a high-voltage, high- frequency spark discharge in air.
https://books.google.com/books?id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+AirSensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil&source=bl&ots=7MV9zgsCJd&hl=en&sa=X#v=onepage&q=The Manipulation of Air-Sensitive
Compounds tesla coil&f=false -- 1943 The Catalytic Isomerization of Parailin Hydrocarbons. I. Butanes' 3)
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ja01252a005 -- 2005 Synthesis of middle-chain carboxyl-functionalized polystyrene
https://etd.ohiolink.edu/rws_etd/document/get/akron1132533104/inline -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A
tesla coil was used to start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=3587&context=rtd -- Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen atoms: this
process appears to be a chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy, by independent synthesis, and by conversion.
http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil -- 4) 1943 from
Matheson, Coleman and Bell was thoroughly degassed by prolonged pumping with stirring. No attempt was made to dry the
hydrazine further, although care was taken not to introduce moisture since water appears to catalyze the decomposition of di-imide.
Vigorous stirring of the hydrazine, and a water bath around the reservoir held slightly below room temperature, served to maintain a
smooth and adequate flow of vapor. A Teflon-and-glass needle valve controlled the flow rate and pressure of hydrazine vapor.
Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube (13 mm 0.d.) in which a microwave discharge was excited with an open-reflector
antenna powered by a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a Tesla coil at a fairly low
pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense blue-white discharge which yielded no di-imide. Hydrazine pressure was then increased

to the point just before the discharge went out (- 10 Torr), giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish core which
generated optimum amounts of di-imide. The open-reflector antenna produced more di-imide than did a closed, tuned cavity with
better coupling and a more intense discharge. A constriction in the quartz tube just below the discharge improved yields, probably
by permitting a higher hydrazine pressure for a given flow rate. Although an apparently feeble, rather cool discharge gave the most
di-imide, the yield was nevertheless roughly proportional to the power output of the microwave generator, which was usually set at
100%. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 Hydrazene Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine
Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME
HYDRAZINE SALTS http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?journalCode=jacsat -- Mechanisms of photochemical
reactions in urban air. Volume I http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT -- The Hydrazine flame's
temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower
(even without catalytic agents like Ozone injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ -- Safety and
Handling of Hydrazine http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)hexachlorocyclohexane at .... N-Butane. The exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously
subjected to (Tesla coil) discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray.
http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne Nationa Labs ... by a Tesla coil either in a
vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and the isomerization ... https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint
%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf 5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a corona discharge ozone generator using
charged metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla Patent #588177 for Generating Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html
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https://researchgate.net/publication/288824068_Nikola_Tesla's_Wireless_Systems
#nikolatesla #wireless Nikola Tesla's Wireless Systems in regards to creating rarified air with "chemtrails" and the receiver using a
Conductive Balloon & Tether to the top of a building, or ship at sea. July, 2000 Researchgate: "In New York, Tesla has done his first
trials for this new technology; which has not been repeated in all its details and specialties until these days."
https://researchgate.net/publication/288824068_Nikola_Tesla's_Wireless_Systems -- Full-text (PDF) By André Waser, Dec 30, 2015
https://researchgate.net/profile/Andre_Waser/publication/288824068_Nikola_Tesla
%27s_Wireless_Systems/links/568404d608aebccc4e0fd9da.pdf -- https://researchgate.net/figure/288824068_fig3_Figure-3 -- In
Figure 3, Tesla writes of a grounded high frequency emitter with a highly elevated ball electrode which was in resonant connection
with a symmetrical, grounded resonant circuit (receiver) to enable the energy transmission through the (upper atmosphere
(chemtrails)), which in great heights becomes more and more conductive for electrical currents. Here TESLA stated that the air will
have a sufficient conductivity for his experiments, if the ball electrodes are placed in a height of four miles (~6.5 km). This could
probably be done by (balloons), TESLA suggested. Trained with many experiments TESLA left New York on May 11 th 1899 to the
highlands of Colorado Springs (2000 m about sea level) where he experimented [27] with several systems for the transmission for
electrical energy until the turn of the century on January 11 th 1900. On the first glance to the series of figure 2 to 4 one supposes
that the energy transmission finally occurs through the air by the means of an increasing electric conductivity of the (upper
atmosphere). This electrical excitement of the Earth TESLA [27]-S.61, [36] has discovered in a stormy night from July 3rd to 4th
1899 in Colorado Springs. To his great surprise he detected standing waves on the Earth surface after heavy lightning. With his
highly sensitive equipment he was able to record that the signals first diminished when the storm passes away but then again
increased and later on diminished again and so fourth. (doppler effect) -- October 2015 Pentagon personnel on site to investigate
loose blimp. (The blimp), associated with NORAD's surveillance of the East Coast http://cnn.com/2015/10/28/politics/loose-blimpnorad-east-coast/ -- How 100,000 (weather balloons) became Britain's secret weapon
https://theguardian.com/news/2016/sep/15/weather-balloons-britains-secret-weapon-weatherwatch -- The bomber continues to fly
high after 100 year. Austria was The first use of bombs being dropped by an aircraft is generally accepted to be when the (Austrian
military used balloons) against Venice in 1848. http://foxnews.com/tech/2016/05/17/bomber-continues-to-fly-high-after-100years.html -- The flying tigers were already working against Japan as early as ... High explosives? They would have been as
accurate and successful as (Japan's balloon bombs). http://nationalinterest.org/feature/what-if-hitler-never-invaded-russia-duringworld-war-ii-17492 (( Nikola Tesla based on .... of transmitting power between (two tethered balloons) maintained at 30,000 feet, an
altitude where he thought a conductive layer should exist. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wireless_System -- In 1905 he
proposed to use the conductive surface on a balloon (like the Hindenburg), raised high enough to be radiating in (rarified air)
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_46.htm -- Nikola Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles,
Chemtrails, Teleforce proposals to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=prQCAOZzsYg -- Nikola Tesla's "Operation

Thunderclap", the cancelled, but used plan to "fire storm" Germany & Japan, to look like "Atomic Bombs"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thunderclap_plan -- Mar 31, 1989 - Operation Thunderclap: The Bombing of Dresden. Study Project. 6
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a209271.pdf http://www.whale.to/b/dresden_p.html http://www.whale.to/b/Dresden9.jpg Google
search: https://google.com/search?q=nikola+tesla+wireless+balloon&source=lnms&tbm=isch ))
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http://nytimes.com/2016/12/20/us/obama-drilling-ban-arctic-atlantic.html
#obama #trump Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of 1953 (OCSLA) used as a "Ruse" to continue the ban on offshore wind, floating
solar, wave, de-salintation, power to gas, and ocean mass. Then, Trump to later approve offshore oil platforms, pipelines to shore,
and fracking the ocean. http://nytimes.com/2016/12/20/us/obama-drilling-ban-arctic-atlantic.html -- #blm BLM Issues Rule Changes
to Encourage Solar/Wind Development on Federal Lands http://renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/blm-issues-rulechanges-to-encourage-solar-wind-development-on-federal-lands.html -- Will Trumping Obama’s Interior Department Help Solar?
http://renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/will-trumping-obama-s-interior-department-help-solar.html -- Dec 11th 2016 U.S.
builds first offshore wind farm (Despite the OCSLA) http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/u-s-builds-first-offshore-wind-plant/ -- New Hawaiian
coral-reef fish named for President Obama (Thanks to OCSLA, 600,000 square miles of Ocean were ceased to save a fish that
swims 300 feet below the water from a Wind Turbine that spins 420 above the water http://treehugger.com/animals/new-hawaiiancoral-reef-fish-named-president-obama.html -- #butterfly #corridor #bans #renewables #forever President Obama is creating a
1,500-mile “butterfly corridor” to help Monarchs get from Mexico to Canada (The same path as the proposed Trans-Texas Wind
Corridor) http://qz.com/407893/obama-is-creating-a-1500-mile-butterfly-corridor-to-help-monarchs-get-from-mexico-to-minnesota/ -#desert #turtle #hoax #bans #renewables #people #forever The California Desert is Dying, and People Seem to Think That’s OK
http://newsweek.com/2016/03/25/death-valley-jim-california-desert-green-energy-437156.html -- A win for monarch butterflies at
Mexico summit? (+video) - Christian Science Monitor http://csmonitor.com/World/Americas/Latin-America-Monitor/2014/0220/A-winfor-monarch-butterflies-at-Mexico-summit-video -- National Strategy to save the Butterfly; and ban all renewable energy along the
2500 mile path https://s3.amazonaws.com/s3.documentcloud.org/documents/2083589/national-strategy-to-promote-the-health-ofhoney.pdf Trans-Texas Corridor https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trans-Texas_Corridor
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://researchgate.net/publication/288824068_Nikola_Tesla's_Wireless_Systems
#nikolatesla #wireless Nikola Tesla's Wireless Systems in regards to creating rarified air with "chemtrails" and the receiver using a
Conductive Balloon & Tether to the top of a building, or ship at sea. July, 2000 Researchgate: "In New York, Tesla has done his first
trials for this new technology; which has not been repeated in all its details and specialties until these days."
https://researchgate.net/publication/288824068_Nikola_Tesla's_Wireless_Systems -- Full-text (PDF) By André Waser, Dec 30, 2015
https://researchgate.net/profile/Andre_Waser/publication/288824068_Nikola_Tesla
%27s_Wireless_Systems/links/568404d608aebccc4e0fd9da.pdf -- https://researchgate.net/figure/288824068_fig3_Figure-3 -- In
Figure 3, Tesla writes of a grounded high frequency emitter with a highly elevated ball electrode which was in resonant connection
with a symmetrical, grounded resonant circuit (receiver) to enable the energy transmission through the (upper atmosphere
(chemtrails)), which in great heights becomes more and more conductive for electrical currents. Here TESLA stated that the air will
have a sufficient conductivity for his experiments, if the ball electrodes are placed in a height of four miles (~6.5 km). This could
probably be done by (balloons), TESLA suggested. Trained with many experiments TESLA left New York on May 11 th 1899 to the
highlands of Colorado Springs (2000 m about sea level) where he experimented [27] with several systems for the transmission for
electrical energy until the turn of the century on January 11 th 1900. On the first glance to the series of figure 2 to 4 one supposes
that the energy transmission finally occurs through the air by the means of an increasing electric conductivity of the (upper
atmosphere). This electrical excitement of the Earth TESLA [27]-S.61, [36] has discovered in a stormy night from July 3rd to 4th
1899 in Colorado Springs. To his great surprise he detected standing waves on the Earth surface after heavy lightning. With his
highly sensitive equipment he was able to record that the signals first diminished when the storm passes away but then again
increased and later on diminished again and so fourth. (doppler effect) -- October 2015 Pentagon personnel on site to investigate
loose blimp. (The blimp), associated with NORAD's surveillance of the East Coast http://cnn.com/2015/10/28/politics/loose-blimpnorad-east-coast/ -- How 100,000 (weather balloons) became Britain's secret weapon
https://theguardian.com/news/2016/sep/15/weather-balloons-britains-secret-weapon-weatherwatch -- The bomber continues to fly
high after 100 year. Austria was The first use of bombs being dropped by an aircraft is generally accepted to be when the (Austrian
military used balloons) against Venice in 1848. http://foxnews.com/tech/2016/05/17/bomber-continues-to-fly-high-after-100-

years.html -- The flying tigers were already working against Japan as early as ... High explosives? They would have been as
accurate and successful as (Japan's balloon bombs). http://nationalinterest.org/feature/what-if-hitler-never-invaded-russia-duringworld-war-ii-17492 (( Nikola Tesla based on .... of transmitting power between (two tethered balloons) maintained at 30,000 feet, an
altitude where he thought a conductive layer should exist. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wireless_System -- In 1905 he
proposed to use the conductive surface on a balloon (like the Hindenburg), raised high enough to be radiating in (rarified air)
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_46.htm -- Nikola Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles,
Chemtrails, Teleforce proposals to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=prQCAOZzsYg -- Nikola Tesla's "Operation
Thunderclap", the cancelled, but used plan to "fire storm" Germany & Japan, to look like "Atomic Bombs"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thunderclap_plan -- Mar 31, 1989 - Operation Thunderclap: The Bombing of Dresden. Study Project. 6
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a209271.pdf http://www.whale.to/b/dresden_p.html http://www.whale.to/b/Dresden9.jpg Google
search: https://google.com/search?q=nikola+tesla+wireless+balloon&source=lnms&tbm=isch ))
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https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-12-20/energy-tsunamis-threaten-to-drag-oil-down-to-10-engie-says
#oil #prices Big Utility Sees Pathway to $10 Oil by 2025. EV's and Solar to 1 cent Kw/hr by 2025 - Bloomberg
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-12-20/energy-tsunamis-threaten-to-drag-oil-down-to-10-engie-says
http://oilprice.com/Energy/Oil-Prices/EVs-Solar-Could-Push-Oil-Down-To-10-By-2025.html -- Even at $10/barrel, oil can’t match
solar on cost http://reneweconomy.com.au/even-at-10barrel-oil-cant-match-solar-on-cost-37540/ -- Industry Needs $55 Oil, but
Alternative Energy Could Result in $10 Oil Within a Decade http://shipandbunker.com/news/world/319945-industry-needs-55-oil-butalternative-energy-could-result-in-10-oil-within-a-decade -- Obama Expected To Propose $10/Barrel Tax On Oil
https://cleantechnica.com/2016/02/06/obama-expected-propose-10barrel-tax-oil/
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http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/
Nuke Hoax Part 3: Trump calls for stronger nukes until world 'comes to its senses' USA Today · 33 mins ago (Please note: Rockets
that use Thrust, by definition, with no fins, nor wings don't fly so good, particular in the vacuum of space) -http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/ -Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy remains strong, with UAE showing
leadership in the regional. http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects -- Fukushima
Disaster Wasn't Disastrous Because Of The Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disasterwasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of people killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero. https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicistthere-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -- The "Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the
mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium processing used in nuclear power plants and radiography machines. 3) Opens up
Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies -- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War:
http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax.
Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War
For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage.
http://www.idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 -- Nuke Hoax
Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nuke Hoax
Part 3 https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
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http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/
Nuke Hoax Part 3: Trump calls for stronger nukes until world 'comes to its senses' USA Today · 33 mins ago (Please note: Rockets
that use Thrust, by definition, with no fins, nor wings don't fly so good, particular in the vacuum of space) -http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/ -Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy remains strong, with UAE showing
leadership in the regional. http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects -- Fukushima
Disaster Wasn't Disastrous Because Of The Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disasterwasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of people killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero. https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicistthere-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -- The "Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the
mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium processing used in nuclear power plants and radiography machines. 3) Opens up

Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies -- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War:
http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax.
Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War
For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage.
http://www.idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 -- Nuke Hoax
Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nuke Hoax
Part 3 https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
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http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/
#nuke #hoax #part3 Nuke Hoax Part 3: Trump calls for stronger nukes until world 'comes to its senses' USA Today · 33 mins ago
(Please note: Rockets that use Thrust, by definition, with no fins, nor wings don't fly so good, particular in the vacuum of space) -http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/ -Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy remains strong, with UAE showing
leadership in the regional. http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects -- Fukushima
Disaster Wasn't Disastrous Because Of The Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disasterwasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of people killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero. https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicistthere-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -- The "Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the
mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium processing used in nuclear power plants and radiography machines. 3) Opens up
Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies -- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War:
http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax.
Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War
For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage.
http://www.idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 -- Nuke Hoax
Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nuke Hoax
Part 3 https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
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http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/
Nuke Hoax Part 3: Trump calls for stronger nukes until world 'comes to its senses' USA Today · 33 mins ago (Please note: Rockets
that use Thrust, by definition, with no fins, nor wings don't fly so good, particular in the vacuum of space) -http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/ -Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy remains strong, with UAE showing
leadership in the regional. http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects -- Fukushima
Disaster Wasn't Disastrous Because Of The Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disasterwasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of people killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero. https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicistthere-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -- The "Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the
mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium processing used in nuclear power plants and radiography machines. 3) Opens up
Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies -- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War:
http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax.
Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War
For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage.
http://www.idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 -- Nuke Hoax
Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nuke Hoax
Part 3 https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
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Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/
#nuke #hoax #part3 Nuke Hoax Part 3: Trump calls for stronger nukes until world 'comes to its senses' USA Today · 33 mins ago
(Please note: Rockets that use Thrust, by definition, with no fins, nor wings don't fly so good, particular in the vacuum of space) --

http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/ -Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy remains strong, with UAE showing
leadership in the regional. http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects -- Fukushima
Disaster Wasn't Disastrous Because Of The Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disasterwasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of people killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero. https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicistthere-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -- The "Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the
mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium processing used in nuclear power plants and radiography machines. 3) Opens up
Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies -- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War:
http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax.
Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War
For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage.
http://www.idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 -- Nuke Hoax
Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nuke Hoax
Part 3 https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
Dec 22, 2016, 5:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/
#nuke #hoax #part3 Nuke Hoax Part 3: Trump calls for stronger nukes until world 'comes to its senses' USA Today · 33 mins ago
(Please note: Rockets that use Thrust, by definition, with no fins, nor wings don't fly so good, particular in the vacuum of space) -http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/ -Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy remains strong, with UAE showing
leadership in the regional. http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects -- Fukushima
Disaster Wasn't Disastrous Because Of The Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disasterwasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of people killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero. https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicistthere-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -- The "Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the
mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium processing used in nuclear power plants and radiography machines. 3) Opens up
Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies -- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War:
http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax.
Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War
For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage.
http://www.idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 -- Nuke Hoax
Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nuke Hoax
Part 3 https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
Dec 22, 2016, 5:31 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/
#nuke #hoax #part3 Nuke Hoax Part 3: Trump calls for stronger nukes until world 'comes to its senses' USA Today · 33 mins ago
(Please note: Rockets that use Thrust, by definition, with no fins, nor wings don't fly so good, particular in the vacuum of space) -http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/22/trump-calls-stronger-nukes-until-world-comes-its-senses/95751928/ -Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy remains strong, with UAE showing
leadership in the regional. http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects -- Fukushima
Disaster Wasn't Disastrous Because Of The Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disasterwasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of people killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero. https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicistthere-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -- The "Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the
mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium processing used in nuclear power plants and radiography machines. 3) Opens up
Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies -- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War:
http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax.
Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War
For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage.
http://www.idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 -- Nuke Hoax
Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nuke Hoax

Part 3 https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
Updated Dec 22, 2016, 5:30 PM
Dec 22, 2016, 5:30 PM
Chris Edwards
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html
Full analysis of Nikola Tesla's inventions to End All Wars, (The Electric Earthquake Machine/Mechanical Oscillator) (Tesla's Tidal
Wave) (Tesla's remote control Automaton/Torpedo) (Tesla's Death Ray for Planes) (Weather Warfare) (Operation Thunderclap) -Nikola Tesla - Tesla's Plan to Create a Tidal Wave for Defense, preventing attacks on countries by Sea in an attempt to and "End
Wars" http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg -- PBS: Tesla - Master of Lightning: A Machine to
End War http://pbs.org/tesla/res/res_art11.html -- Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible | Tesla Universe -- Just at this time,
when all efforts towards peaceful arbitration notwithstanding, the nations are preparing to expend immense sums in the design and
construction of monstrous battleships, it may be useful to bring to the attention of the general public a singular means for naval
attack and defense, which the telautomatic art has made possible, and which is likely to become a deciding factor in the near future.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible -Nikola Tesla Japan Fukushima Earthquake Tsunami Machine to make War Impossible https://youtube.com/watch?v=V69lNjJBMBY
-- Superman vs the Mad Scientist: Electric Earthquake (1942) -- How Tesla’s 1898 Patent for the remote control AUTOMATON
Changed the World http://teleautomaton.com/post/1373803033/how-teslas-1898-patent-changed-the-world -- Tesla's Operation
Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=prQCAOZzsYg -- ELF
Weapons - Tesla's quest to Control the Weather https://youtube.com/watch?v=gzml8qOaNzs -- Tesla FBI File on Missing files
turning into DARPA, CERN & Eisenhower Farewell Address + Tesla's Letter to the League of Nations https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J469g5CEPfg -- Tesla's 1934-40 Death Ray for Planes & Teleforce http://rense.com/general10/deathray.htm
http://tfcbooks.com/teslafaq/q&a_011.htm https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_ray https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teleforce -- Tesla tried
to prevent World War II. He also could have prevented the attack on Pearl Harbor.
http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/148259237943/nikola-tesla-tried-to-prevent-world-war-ii-he
Updated Dec 22, 2016, 2:15 PM
Dec 22, 2016, 2:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html
#tesla #end #wars Full analysis of Nikola Tesla's inventions to End All Wars, (The Electric Earthquake Machine/Mechanical
Oscillator) (Tesla's Tidal Wave) (Tesla's remote control Automaton/Torpedo) (Tesla's Death Ray for Planes) (Weather Warfare)
(Operation Thunderclap) -- Nikola Tesla - Tesla's Plan to Create a Tidal Wave for Defense, preventing attacks on countries by Sea
in an attempt to and "End Wars" http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg -- PBS: Tesla - Master of Lightning: A Machine to
End War http://pbs.org/tesla/res/res_art11.html -- Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible | Tesla Universe -- Just at this time,
when all efforts towards peaceful arbitration notwithstanding, the nations are preparing to expend immense sums in the design and
construction of monstrous battleships, it may be useful to bring to the attention of the general public a singular means for naval
attack and defense, which the telautomatic art has made possible, and which is likely to become a deciding factor in the near future.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible -Nikola Tesla Japan Fukushima Earthquake Tsunami Machine to make War Impossible https://youtube.com/watch?v=V69lNjJBMBY
-- Superman vs the Mad Scientist: Electric Earthquake (1942) -- How Tesla’s 1898 Patent for the remote control AUTOMATON
Changed the World http://teleautomaton.com/post/1373803033/how-teslas-1898-patent-changed-the-world -- Tesla's Operation
Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=prQCAOZzsYg -- ELF
Weapons - Tesla's quest to Control the Weather https://youtube.com/watch?v=gzml8qOaNzs -- Tesla FBI File on Missing files
turning into DARPA, CERN & Eisenhower Farewell Address + Tesla's Letter to the League of Nations https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J469g5CEPfg -- Tesla's 1934-40 Death Ray for Planes & Teleforce http://rense.com/general10/deathray.htm
http://tfcbooks.com/teslafaq/q&a_011.htm https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_ray https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teleforce -- Tesla tried
to prevent World War II. He also could have prevented the attack on Pearl Harbor.
http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/148259237943/nikola-tesla-tried-to-prevent-world-war-ii-he
Dec 22, 2016, 2:13 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MszimOZiPd0

REPOST: Nikola Tesla wrote in his treatise "The Problem of Increasing Human Energy" in June of 1900, solutions to Nitrogen
Fixation used today to industrial manufacture 75% of the world's FERTILIZER using his Ozone Generator patents, and created by
artificial Lightning, prior to 1900. According to Archive org, Wikipedia did not add this fact to their page on Nitrogen Fixation until
June of 2014. He also provided solutions to STERILIZE WATER, to kill bacteria and virus's to city water using his Ozone Generator
and his UV lights, and states that filters of that day, alone, would not clean the water. Tesla also provides solutions for SOLAR
ENERGY and WIRELESS POWER. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MszimOZiPd0 -- PBS on The Problem of Increasing Human
Energy http://www.pbs.org/tesla/res/res_art09.html -- Fertilized World http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2013/05/fertilizedworld/charles-text -- Department of Agriculture on Fertilizer for the World ftp://ftp.fao.org/agl/agll/docs/fpnb17.pdf -- Tesla's Nitrogen
fixation added to Wikipedia in June 2014 https://webbeta.archive.org/web/20140605102600/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
Updated Dec 20, 2016, 7:32 PM
Dec 20, 2016, 7:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=MszimOZiPd0
REPOST: #indefinite #supply #fertilizer #cleanwater #solar #wireless #power Nikola Tesla wrote in his treatise "The Problem of
Increasing Human Energy" in June of 1900, solutions to Nitrogen Fixation used today to industrial manufacture 75% of the world's
FERTILIZER using his Ozone Generator patents, and created by artificial Lightning, prior to 1900. According to Archive org,
Wikipedia did not add this fact to their page on Nitrogen Fixation until June of 2014. He also provided solutions to STERILIZE
WATER, to kill bacteria and virus's to city water using his Ozone Generator and his UV lights, and states that filters of that day,
alone, would not clean the water. Tesla also provides solutions for SOLAR ENERGY and WIRELESS POWER.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=MszimOZiPd0 -- PBS on The Problem of Increasing Human Energy
http://www.pbs.org/tesla/res/res_art09.html -- Fertilized World http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2013/05/fertilized-world/charlestext -- Department of Agriculture on Fertilizer for the World ftp://ftp.fao.org/agl/agll/docs/fpnb17.pdf -- Tesla's Nitrogen fixation added
to Wikipedia in June 2014 https://web-beta.archive.org/web/20140605102600/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
Dec 20, 2016, 7:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State, EPA & the UN
Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 19, 2016, 12:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State, EPA & the UN
Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 19, 2016, 12:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nepal Renewable Energy Group (NREG).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State, EPA & the UN
Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 19, 2016, 12:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his

Colorado Springs wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State, EPA & the UN
Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 19, 2016, 12:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State, EPA & the UN
Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 19, 2016, 12:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State, EPA & the UN
Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 19, 2016, 12:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State, EPA & the UN
Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 19, 2016, 12:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdMbmdFOvTs
#jfk #final #speech #russian #subversion #conspiracy JFK's Final Speech on the Russian Subversion Conspiracy of American
Media https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdMbmdFOvTs -- John McCain: Russia Election Hacking a Threat to Democracy.
http://time.com/4605818/john-mccain-donald-trump-russia/
Dec 19, 2016, 12:00 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdMbmdFOvTs
#jfk #final #speech #russian #subversion #conspiracy JFK's Final Speech on the Russian Subversion Conspiracy of American
Media https://youtube.com/watch?v=zdMbmdFOvTs -- John McCain: Russia Election Hacking a Threat to Democracy.
http://time.com/4605818/john-mccain-donald-trump-russia/
Updated Dec 19, 2016, 11:57 AM
Dec 19, 2016, 11:57 AM
Chris Edwards
http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/rex-tillerson-secretary-of-state-trump-russia-oil-exxon-boy-scouts-1.3895176
According to Henry Kissinger, Trump was selected by Exxon-Mobile/Chevron. http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/rex-tillerson-secretaryof-state-trump-russia-oil-exxon-boy-scouts-1.3895176 Exxon IS the "All Powerful Soverign" corporation that Obama was referring to.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfNNYXyH-3s Kissinger confirms that Obama was correct in stating "No one tells Exxon what to
do". Kissinger stated that "Food as a Weapon" controls populations, but "Energy" controls whole country's.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aA46wioVTv8
Updated Dec 17, 2016, 3:05 PM
Dec 17, 2016, 3:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/rex-tillerson-secretary-of-state-trump-russia-oil-exxon-boy-scouts-1.3895176
#food #weapon #exxon #kissinger According to Henry Kissinger, Trump was selected by Exxon-Mobile/Chevron.

http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/rex-tillerson-secretary-of-state-trump-russia-oil-exxon-boy-scouts-1.3895176 Exxon IS the "All
Powerful Soverign" corporation that Obama was referring to. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfNNYXyH-3s Kissinger confirms
that Obama was correct in stating "No one tells Exxon what to do". Kissinger stated that "Food as a Weapon" controls populations,
but "Energy" controls whole country's. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aA46wioVTv8
Dec 17, 2016, 3:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Тесла.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs Experiments wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State,
EPA & the UN Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 16, 2016, 11:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs Experiments wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State,
EPA & the UN Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 16, 2016, 10:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs Experiments wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State,
EPA & the UN Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 16, 2016, 11:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs Experiments wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State,
EPA & the UN Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 16, 2016, 10:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs Experiments wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State,
EPA & the UN Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 16, 2016, 10:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs Experiments wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State,
EPA & the UN Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 16, 2016, 11:07 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs Experiments wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State,
EPA & the UN Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 16, 2016, 11:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs Experiments wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State,
EPA & the UN Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 16, 2016, 11:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs Experiments wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State,
EPA & the UN Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 16, 2016, 10:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs Experiments wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State,
EPA & the UN Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Dec 16, 2016, 10:54 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o
Ellie Goulding Burn Remix ft Nikola Tesla in the movie "The Prestige" with David Bowie and Wireless Lights on the Ground. Ellie
Goulding Burn Remix has today over 1 Billion Views and No Comments on Nikola Tesla's Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground in his
Colorado Springs Experiments wireless experiments of 1899. So instead, Donald Trump's cabinet picks for Energy, Interior, State,
EPA & the UN Ambassador are in Oil, Gas, Fracking, Tar Sands, Tree & Trash burning; they're going to let it Burn, Burn, Burn.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMlBBofd4o http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated Dec 16, 2016, 10:52 AM
Dec 16, 2016, 10:52 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4kMiRDfgeI
Lead Hoax part 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4kMiRDfgeI -- Lead Hoax Part 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4a2JO0t5TQc (Do you really think is't lead, that doesn't float, nor mix with water, is causing all the stupidity in the world?)
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/wp/2016/12/13/we-cant-have-a-situation-where-flint-is-always-next-how-onedemocrat-got-a-gop-congress-to-help-his-hometown/ -- Edwards' team shows dramatic drop in Flint lead levels
http://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/michigan/flint-water-crisis/2016/12/02/flint-water-study/94797850/
Dec 15, 2016, 1:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://engadget.com/2016/12/10/six-places-where-renewable-energy-is-cheaper-than-fossil-fuels/
13+ ways and 7+ places where renewable energy and is free or cheaper than "fossil" (rock?) fuels. (Now the whole world)
https://engadget.com/2016/12/10/six-places-where-renewable-energy-is-cheaper-than-fossil-fuels/ 1) 192 days of Free Energy from

Chile's Solar http://inhabitat.com/chile-is-generating-so-much-solar-energy-that-its-giving-it-away-for-free/ 2) Free Energy from
California & Texas Wind https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-05/one-thing-california-texas-have-in-common-is-negativepower 3) Georgia Power charges 40 cents to charge electric cars at night http://ucsusa.org/clean-vehicles/electric-vehicles/georgiaelectric-vehicles 4) South Australia charges $1 per day to charge electric cars http://reneweconomy.com.au/agl-to-offer-1-a-day-allyou-can-eat-electric-vehicle-charging-62209/ 5) Niagara Falls was generating a surplus of revenue by 1902-3 and paid off by 1910
https://books.google.com/books?id=ExU8AAAAYAAJ&pg=PA680&dq"niagara+falls+power"+paid+off -- Today will pay off your
student loans http://thesimpledollar.com/student-loan-forgiveness-move-to-a-place-that-pays-your-loans/ 6) Fracking & Oil Offgassing Re-Capture http://popularmechanics.com/science/energy/a24190/mixing-hydrogen-with-natural-gas/ -- Generating power
from waste gas https://newscientist.com/article/mg22530142-000-north-dakota-curbs-wasteful-flares-of-oil-drilling-gas/ 7)
Renewables to Hydrogen Gas http://nawindpower.com/power-to-gas-technique-doesnt-let-renewable-energy-go-to-waste 8)
Fukushima Nuclear Power & Renewables to Hydrogen Gas http://www.greencarreports.com/news/1104253_japan-wantsfukushima-to-be-major-hydrogen-production-center to power H2 electric vehicles at 50 cents per gal or free H2 for two years
https://scientificamerican.com/article/japan-bets-on-a-hydrogen-fueled-future/ 9) Deepwater Horizon to electricity and gas using
Ocean Mass http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 http://www.google.ch/patents/US20110215580
http://www.google.ch/patents/US7453165 10) Iceland's Geothermal Energy to Auroracoin http://motherboard.vice.com/read/thenew-currency-at-the-end-of-the-world
Dec 11, 2016, 9:06 PM
Chris Edwards
https://engadget.com/2016/12/10/six-places-where-renewable-energy-is-cheaper-than-fossil-fuels/
13 ways and 7 places where renewable energy and gas is free or nearly free or cheaper than fossil fuels.
https://engadget.com/2016/12/10/six-places-where-renewable-energy-is-cheaper-than-fossil-fuels/ 1) 192 days of Free Energy from
Chile's Solar Over-Capacity http://inhabitat.com/chile-is-generating-so-much-solar-energy-that-its-giving-it-away-for-free/ 2) Free
Energy from California & Texas Wind over-capacity https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-05/one-thing-california-texashave-in-common-is-negative-power 3) Georgia Power charges 40 cents to charge electric cars at night-time http://ucsusa.org/cleanvehicles/electric-vehicles/georgia-electric-vehicles 4) South Australia charges $1 per day to charge electric cars
http://reneweconomy.com.au/agl-to-offer-1-a-day-all-you-can-eat-electric-vehicle-charging-62209/ 5) Niagara Falls was generating a
surplus of revenue by 1902-3 and paid off by 1910 https://books.google.com/books?
id=ExU8AAAAYAAJ&pg=PA680&dq"niagara+falls+power"+paid+off -- Today will pay off your student loans
http://thesimpledollar.com/student-loan-forgiveness-move-to-a-place-that-pays-your-loans/ 6) Fracking & Oil Off-gassing Re-Capture
http://popularmechanics.com/science/energy/a24190/mixing-hydrogen-with-natural-gas/ -- Generating power from waste gas
https://newscientist.com/article/mg22530142-000-north-dakota-curbs-wasteful-flares-of-oil-drilling-gas/ 7) Renewables to Hydrogen
Gas http://nawindpower.com/power-to-gas-technique-doesnt-let-renewable-energy-go-to-waste 8) Fukushima Nuclear Power &
Renewables to Hydrogen Gas http://www.greencarreports.com/news/1104253_japan-wants-fukushima-to-be-major-hydrogenproduction-center to power H2 electric vehicles at 50 cents per gal or free H2 for two years
https://scientificamerican.com/article/japan-bets-on-a-hydrogen-fueled-future/ 9) Deepwater Horizon to gas using Ocean Mass
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 10) Iceland's Geothermal Energy to Auroracoin http://motherboard.vice.com/read/the-newcurrency-at-the-end-of-the-world
Updated Dec 11, 2016, 8:44 PM
Dec 11, 2016, 8:44 PM
Chris Edwards
http://teslaleaks.com/
#teslaleaks #wikileaks Not WikiLeaks, It's Nikola Tesla Leaks: http://teslaleaks.com/
Updated Dec 8, 2016, 10:42 AM
Dec 8, 2016, 10:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://teslaleaks.com/
#teslaleaks #wikileaks Not WikiLeaks, It's Nikola Tesla Leaks: http://teslaleaks.com/
Dec 8, 2016, 10:40 AM
Chris Edwards
http://telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/12/04/permit-dakota-access-oil-pipeline-rejected-victory-tribe-protesters/
#dakota #oil #pipeline #indians #veterans Despite the Indians winning a reprieve to temporarily block the Dakota Oil Pipeline
http://telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/12/04/permit-dakota-access-oil-pipeline-rejected-victory-tribe-protesters/ -- There is no compaints
about the Missouri Republican's blocking an Agenda 21 Sustainability Hydro Electric Dam at the Lake of the Ozarks for fake

reasons such as "it will block walking paths and end golfing and cuba diving". The Republican's seemed to make Sustainability akin
to "Space Aliens Landing" http://huffingtonpost.com/2013/04/08/agenda-21-vote-missouri_n_3040436.html -- Trump advisors aim to
privatize oil-rich Indian reservations http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-tribes-insight-idUSKBN13U1B1 -- Ron Paul in 1998
in Loony John Birch Society 'NWO' Propaganda Piece & "Private Property Rights" used to block Renewable Energy
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_mA4L1Yd_7g
Updated Dec 5, 2016, 2:25 PM
Dec 5, 2016, 2:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/12/04/permit-dakota-access-oil-pipeline-rejected-victory-tribe-protesters/
#dakota #oil #pipeline #indians #veterans Despite the Indians winning a reprieve to temporarily block the Dakota Oil Pipeline
http://telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/12/04/permit-dakota-access-oil-pipeline-rejected-victory-tribe-protesters/ -- There is no complaints
about the Missouri Republican's blocking an Agenda 21 Sustainability Hydro Electric Dam at the Lake of the Ozarks for fake
reasons such as "it will block walking paths and end golfing and scuba diving". The Republican's seemed to make Sustainability akin
to "Space Aliens Landing" http://huffingtonpost.com/2013/04/08/agenda-21-vote-missouri_n_3040436.html -- Trump advisors aim to
privatize oil-rich Indian reservations http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-tribes-insight-idUSKBN13U1B1 -- Ron Paul in 1998
in Loony John Birch Society 'NWO' Propaganda Piece & "Private Property Rights" used to block Renewable Energy
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_mA4L1Yd_7g
Dec 5, 2016, 2:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Environmental Engineering, & Chemical, Mechanical & Agricultural Processes.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 1:35 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=n3bUzjYtb9w
Mindwar https://youtube.com/watch?v=n3bUzjYtb9w -- Can Donald Trump make "Indefinite Detention", Arabs, No-Fly List,
"Suspected Terrorists" and imprisoning or killing Medical Cannabis users "Great Again"? -- http://thehill.com/regulation/courtbattles/308091-supreme-court-divided-over-indefinite-detention-of-immigrants -- Can Donald Trump make Torture, Water-Boarding
and Guantanamo Bay "Great Again"? http://npr.org/2016/11/28/503632423/trump-presidency-casts-doubt-over-declassification-ofcia-torture-report -- In Alex Jones's movie "Endgame" and "Fall of the Republic" he claims that Indefinite Detention, FEMA camps &
Torture was for the U.S. Citizenry, aka White Christian People. (Alex Jones claims electric cars have to replace their batteries every
2-3 years. The Tesla Model S batteries will last 80 years and 500,000 miles)
Nov 30, 2016, 11:03 AM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=n3bUzjYtb9w
Mindwar https://youtube.com/watch?v=n3bUzjYtb9w -- Can Donald Trump make "Indefinite Detention" for Immigrants, Arabs, NoFly List, "Suspected Terrorists" and Medical Cannabis users "Great Again"? -- http://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/308091supreme-court-divided-over-indefinite-detention-of-immigrants -- Can Donald Trump make Torture, Water-Boarding and
Guantanamo Bay "Great Again"? http://npr.org/2016/11/28/503632423/trump-presidency-casts-doubt-over-declassification-of-ciatorture-report -- In Alex Jones's movie "Endgame" and "Fall of the Republic" he claims that Indefinite Detention, FEMA camps &
Torture was for the U.S. Citizenry, aka White Christian People. (Alex Jones claims electric cars have to replace their batteries every
2-3 years. The Tesla Model S batteries will last 80 years and 500,000 miles)
Updated Nov 30, 2016, 10:56 AM
Nov 30, 2016, 10:56 AM
Chris Edwards
http://forbes.com/sites/timworstall/2012/03/26/the-drilled-gold-bars-filled-with-tungsten/
#fortknox #gold #tungsten #conspiracy Fort Knox does have Gold plated Tungsten bars. Why? The "PTB" correctly replaced the
less useful and less valuable Gold with Tungsten. Tungsten is the best used to produce hydrogen gas, hydro-carbon fuel and CO2

from sunlight at a 300% better efficiency than Titanium or Cobalt. http://forbes.com/sites/timworstall/2012/03/26/the-drilled-goldbars-filled-with-tungsten/ -- Solar cell that captures CO2 and sunlight, produces burnable fuel http://phys.org/news/2016-07breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html -- Water splitting catalyst tailored for integration with high-performance semiconductor
photoanodes http://nature.com/nmat/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nmat4794.html -- Stanford set record for capturing and storing solar
energy in hydrogen fuel http://news.stanford.edu/2016/10/31/stanford-engineers-set-record-capturing-storing-solar-energyhydrogen-fuel/
Updated Nov 27, 2016, 3:21 PM
Nov 27, 2016, 3:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://forbes.com/sites/timworstall/2012/03/26/the-drilled-gold-bars-filled-with-tungsten/
#fortknox #gold #tungsten #conspiracy Fort Knox does have Gold plated Tungsten bars. Why? The "PTB" correctly replaced the
less useful and less valuable Gold with Tungsten. Tungsten is the best material used in solar cells to produce hydrogen gas, hydrocarbon fuel and CO2 from sunlight at a 300% better efficiency than Titanium or Cobalt.
http://forbes.com/sites/timworstall/2012/03/26/the-drilled-gold-bars-filled-with-tungsten/ -- Solar cell that captures CO2 and sunlight,
produces burnable fuel http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html -- A multifunctional biphasic
water splitting catalyst tailored for integration with high-performance semiconductor photoanodes : Nature
http://nature.com/nmat/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nmat4794.html -- Stanford engineers set record for capturing and storing solar
energy in hydrogen fuel | Stanford News http://news.stanford.edu/2016/10/31/stanford-engineers-set-record-capturing-storing-solarenergy-hydrogen-fuel/
Nov 27, 2016, 3:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Replications.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater -- Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks -- Join TeslaLeaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources include the
full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special sections on
Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 20, 2016, 1:45 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out "I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!"
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola
Tesla's Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
#donald #trump #starbucks #trumpcup #meme #tesla #nikolatesla Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out
"I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!" https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola Tesla's Eulogy in 1943
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
#donald #trump #starbucks #trumpcup #meme #tesla #nikolatesla Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out
"I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!" https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola Tesla's Eulogy in 1943
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Technology.
Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out "I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!"
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola Tesla's
Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:43 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.
Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out "I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!"
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola Tesla's
Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out "I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!"
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola
Tesla's Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA-Free Energy -Tartaria.
Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out "I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!"
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola
Tesla's Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA Colorado Springs Steampunk.
Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out "I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!"
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola
Tesla's Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Obsessed.
Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out "I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!"
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola
Tesla's Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Тесла.
Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out "I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!"
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola
Tesla's Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out "I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!"
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola
Tesla's Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla - -Sverige /Svedska /Sweden.
Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out "I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!"
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola
Tesla's Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cthulhu Estula Astoroth (politics and sociology ~ Original Authentic Forum).
Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out "I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!"
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola
Tesla's Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM

Nov 19, 2016, 2:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in #OurResistance.
Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out "I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!"
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor La Guardia at Nikola
Tesla's Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:32 PM
Chris Edwards
#donald #trump #starbucks #trumpcup #meme #tesla #nikolatesla Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out
"I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!" https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1684821451830678&set=gm.815011458636614%2F -- Mayor Laguardia at Nikola Tesla's Eulogy in 1943
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RAgevN9iseM
Updated Nov 19, 2016, 2:25 PM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
You tagged Nikola Tesla

#donald #trump #starbucks #trumpcup #meme #tesla #nikolatesla Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out
"I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!" Mayor Laguardia at Nikola Tesla's Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM
#donald #trump #starbucks #trumpcup #meme #tesla #nikolatesla Donald Trump Starbucks (Trump-Cup) Meme Response: Call out
"I am Tesla". "Nikola Tesla is not dead!" Mayor Laguardia at Nikola Tesla's Eulogy in 1943 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Full Eulogy Delivered by NYC Mayor La Guardia https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAgevN9iseM
Nov 19, 2016, 2:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in CANCER natural cures - healthy products.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Hemp Sisters Business Networking.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-of-

northern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis Without Borders.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
Nov 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 2:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in CannaWorlds Off-Topic Corner.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Weedbook.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Canadians for Cannabis.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Air-Climate-Energy.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer

https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Shamanic View Of Mental Illness.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis grow tips and advice.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis.TV.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis Network.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in My Anonymous Friends.

Nov 18, 2016, 1:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in CANCER CURE.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cancer Cures & Natural Healing Research Group.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cancer Research is a scam! Stop running round parks! its not a race! ffs.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy Medicine Exchange.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Party of the United States Issues & Discussion Group.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now

out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Spirituality, Science & Metaphysics Community.
Nov 18, 2016, 1:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Attunements and Energy Healing.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -- -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 18, 2016, 1:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://time.com/4572079/best-inventions-2016/
November 16th 2016 The 25 Best Inventions of 2016 #1) A lightbulb that relies on electromagnetism to levitate and spin and on
resonant inductive coupling—a technical term for wireless power transmission http://time.com/4572079/best-inventions-2016/ -November 17th 2016 Update: Mark Zuckerberg Proves Once Again That He Just Might Be The Nikola Tesla Of The 21st Century.
The Zuck showed how Facebook’s Connectivity Lab team set a new record by beaming data at nearly a speed of 20 Gbps over a
distance of 13 km. https://hifipublic.com/2016/11/17/mark-zuckerberg-proves-once-again-that-he-just-might-be-the-nikola-tesla-ofthe-21st-century/
Nov 17, 2016, 7:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with (Nikola Tesla's method of) radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -- -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Nov 17, 2016, 7:49 PM
Chris Edwards
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/
#cannabis #cancer November 17th 2016 Cannabis extract combined with radiotherapy can help treat brain cancer
https://knowridge.com/2016/11/cannabis-extract-combined-with-radiotherapy-can-help-treat-brain-cancer/ -- November 16th 2016
University of Northern Colorado to Release Study on Cannabis Treatment for Cancer https://marijuanatimes.org/university-ofnorthern-colorado-to-release-study-on-cannabis-treatment-for-cancer/ Eastside companies come together to fight breast cancer with
marijuana. http://bellevuereporter.com/business/eastside-companies-come-together-to-fight-breast-cancer-with-marijuana/ -- -WEBMD Risk of Opioid Addiction Up 37% Among Young Adults. Study also finds painkiller abuse often precedes heroin use now
out-number smokers, 37% to 32%. http://webmd.com/mental-health/addiction/news/20161004/risk-of-opioid-addiction-up-37percent-among-young-us-adults
Updated Nov 17, 2016, 7:42 PM
Nov 17, 2016, 7:42 PM
Chris Edwards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
No, not Alex Jones's renewable energy hit piece called "Endgame". Not the movie "Endgame", It's "Operation Endgame" 2003-2012
plan under Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and
Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all "removable aliens" and "suspected terrorists" ("marijuana users", anyone they don't

like) currently living in the U.S. by 2012. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame -- Donald Trump's "Operation Endgame"
requires an "extraction force" and prison residences run by DHS, called "Internment/FEMA Camps" -- CNN tries to get Van Jones,
the White House Green Energy Tzar to take back the idea, by someone else, that Internment Camps were not part of the Operation
Endgame. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3yfFJQaUiQ
Updated Nov 14, 2016, 10:47 PM
Nov 14, 2016, 10:47 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
April 4th 2018, Martial Law has been declared in the U.S.. No, not Alex Jones's renewable energy hit piece called "Endgame". Not
the movie "Endgame", It's "Operation Endgame" 2003-2012 plan under Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all "removable aliens" and
"suspected terrorists" ("marijuana users", anyone they don't like) currently living in the U.S. by 2012.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame -- Donald Trump's "Operation Endgame" requires an "extraction force" and prison
residences run by DHS, called "Internment/FEMA Camps" -- CNN tries to get Van Jones, the White House Green Energy Tzar to
take back the idea, by someone else, that Internment Camps were not part of the Operation Endgame.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3yfFJQaUiQ
Nov 14, 2016, 10:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE
Can Donald Trump's Appointees make "Coal Plants" Great Again? Who has owned all the coal, the oil since the 1800's? Find his
name and you'll have the criminal! Bankrupt coal magnet Carl Icahn to make Coal Plants Great Again? Fracking king-pen Harold
Hamm to make Fracking your water supply Great Again? Forrest Lucas to make Oil Great Again? Can Sara Palin make Drilling
Great Again? Can Chris Christie make banning Medical Cannabis Great Again? Can surgeon Ben Carson make Lobotomy's Great
Again, instead of Medical Cannabis? Can Newt Gingrich make it the Death Penalty for Marijuana Great Again? Can Rudy Giuliani
make everyone a Terrrorist, Great Again? Can Donald Trump make Stop and Frisk, Great Walls & FEMA Camps Great Again??
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE November 10th 2016 You're Hired! A Master List Of Rumored Top Trump Appointees
http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/trump-cabinet-spex -- Clean Coal, Clean Diesel, Clean Fracking create "Microbe's of a Naasty
Disease" Nikola Tesla 1901, Featuring Michael Jackson in "Money"; Co-Starring the "Microbes of a Naasty Disease" Vanderbilt
(Astor), Carnegie, Rockefeller, Trump, Getty & Gettes!
Nov 10, 2016, 11:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE
Can Donald Trump's Appointees make "Coal Plants" Great Again? Who has owned all the coal, the oil since the 1800's? Find his
name and you'll have the criminal! Bankrupt coal magnet Carl Icahn to make Coal Plants Great Again? Fracking king-pen Harold
Hamm to make Fracking your water supply Great Again? Forrest Lucas to make Oil Great Again? Can Sara Palin make Drilling
Great Again? Can Chris Christie make banning Medical Cannabis Great Again? Can surgeon Ben Carson make Lobotomy's Great
Again, instead of Medical Cannabis? Can Newt Gingrich make it the Death Penalty for Marijuana Great Again? Can Rudy Giuliani
make everyone a Terrorist, Great Again? Can Donald Trump make Stop and Frisk, Great Walls & FEMA Camps Great Again??
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE November 10th 2016 You're Hired! A Master List Of Rumored Top Trump Appointees
http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/trump-cabinet-spex -- Clean Coal, Clean Diesel, Clean Fracking create "Microbe's of a Nasty
Disease" Nikola Tesla 1901, Featuring Michael Jackson in "Money"; Co-Starring the "Microbes of a Nasty Disease" Vanderbilt
(Astor), Carnegie, Rockefeller, Trump, Getty & Gettes!
Nov 10, 2016, 11:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Libertarian.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE
Can Donald Trump's Appointees make "Coal Plants" Great Again? Who has owned the coal, oil since the 1800's? Find his name
and you'll have the criminal! Bankrupt coal magnet Carl Icahn to make Coal Plants Great Again? Fracking king-pen Harold Hamm to
make Fracking water supplies Great Again? Forrest Lucas to make Oil Great Again? Can Sara Palin make Drilling Great Again?
Can Chris Christie make banning Medical Cannabis Great Again? Can surgeon Ben Carson make Lobotomy's Great Again, instead
of Medical Cannabis? Can Newt Gingrich make it the Death Penalty for Marijuana Great Again? Can Rudy Giuliani make everyone
a Terrrorist, Great Again? Can Donald Trump make Stop and Frisk, Great Walls & FEMA Camps Great Again??
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE November 10th 2016 You're Hired! A Master List Of Rumored Top Trump Appointees
http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/trump-cabinet-spex -- Clean Coal, Clean Diesel, Clean Fracking create "Microbe's of a Naasty

Disease" Nikola Tesla 1901, Featuring Michael Jackson in "Money"; Co-Starring the "Microbes of a Naasty Disease" Vanderbilt
(Astor), Carnegie, Rockefeller, Trump, Getty & Gettes!
Nov 10, 2016, 11:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson Brasil.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE
Can Donald Trump's Appointees make "Coal Plants" Great Again? Who has owned all the coal, the oil since the 1800's? Find his
name and you'll have the criminal! Bankrupt coal magnet Carl Icahn to make Coal Plants Great Again? Fracking king-pen Harold
Hamm to make Fracking your water supply Great Again? Forrest Lucas to make Oil Great Again? Can Sara Palin make Drilling
Great Again? Can Chris Christie make banning Medical Cannabis Great Again? Can surgeon Ben Carson make Lobotomy's Great
Again, instead of Medical Cannabis? Can Newt Gingrich make it the Death Penalty for Marijuana Great Again? Can Rudy Giuliani
make everyone a Terrrorist, Great Again? Can Donald Trump make Stop and Frisk, Great Walls & FEMA Camps Great Again??
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE November 10th 2016 You're Hired! A Master List Of Rumored Top Trump Appointees
http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/trump-cabinet-spex -- Clean Coal, Clean Diesel, Clean Fracking create "Microbe's of a Naasty
Disease" Nikola Tesla 1901, Featuring Michael Jackson in "Money"; Co-Starring the "Microbes of a Naasty Disease" Vanderbilt
(Astor), Carnegie, Rockefeller, Trump, Getty & Gettes!
Nov 10, 2016, 11:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE
Can Donald Trump's Appointees make "Coal Plants" Great Again? Who has owned all the coal, the oil since the 1800's? Find his
name and you'll have the criminal! Bankrupt coal magnet Carl Icahn to make Coal Plants Great Again? Fracking king-pen Harold
Hamm to make Fracking your water supply Great Again? Forrest Lucas to make Oil Great Again? Can Sara Palin make Drilling
Great Again? Can Chris Christie make banning Medical Cannabis Great Again? Can surgeon Ben Carson make Lobotomy's Great
Again, instead of Medical Cannabis? Can Newt Gingrich make it the Death Penalty for Marijuana Great Again? Can Rudy Giuliani
make everyone a Terrrorist, Great Again? Can Donald Trump make Stop and Frisk, Great Walls & FEMA Camps Great Again??
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE November 10th 2016 You're Hired! A Master List Of Rumored Top Trump Appointees
http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/trump-cabinet-spex -- Clean Coal, Clean Diesel, Clean Fracking create "Microbe's of a Naasty
Disease" Nikola Tesla 1901, Featuring Michael Jackson in "Money"; Co-Starring the "Microbes of a Naasty Disease" Vanderbilt
(Astor), Carnegie, Rockefeller, Trump, Getty & Gettes!
Nov 10, 2016, 11:45 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE
#trump #cabinet #appointees #list #microbes #disease Can Donald Trump's Appointees make "Coal Plants" Great Again? Who has
owned all the coal, the oil since the 1800's? Find his name and you'll have the criminal! Bankrupt coal magnet Carl Icahn to make
Coal Plants Great Again? Fracking king-pen Harold Hamm to make Fracking your water supply Great Again? Forrest Lucas to make
Oil Great Again? Can Sara Palin make Drilling Great Again? Can Chris Christie make banning Medical Cannabis Great Again? Can
surgeon Ben Carson make Lobotomy's Great Again, instead of Medical Cannabis? Can Newt Gingrich make it the Death Penalty for
Marijuana Great Again? Can Rudy Giuliani make everyone a Terrorist, Great Again? Can Donald Trump make Stop and Frisk, Great
Walls & FEMA Camps Great Again?? https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE November 10th 2016 You're Hired! A Master List
Of Rumored Top Trump Appointees http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/trump-cabinet-spex -- Clean Coal, Clean Diesel, Clean
Fracking create "Microbe's of a Nasty Disease" Nikola Tesla 1901, Featuring Michael Jackson in "Money"; Co-Starring the
"Microbes of a Nasty Disease" Vanderbilt (Astor), Carnegie, Rockefeller, Trump, Getty & Gettes!
Updated Nov 10, 2016, 11:41 PM
Nov 10, 2016, 11:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE
#trump #cabinet #appointees #list #microbes #nasty #disease Can Donald Trump's Appointees make "Coal Plants" Great Again?
Who has owned all the coal, the oil since the 1800's? Find his name and you'll have the criminal! Bankrupt coal magnet Carl Icahn
to make Coal Plants Great Again? Fracking king-pen Harold Hamm to make Fracking your water supply Great Again? Forrest Lucas
to make Oil Great Again? Can Sara Palin make Drilling Great Again? Can Chris Christie make banning Medical Cannabis Great
Again? Can surgeon Ben Carson make Lobotomy's Great Again, instead of Medical Cannabis? Can Newt Gingrich make it the
Death Penalty for Marijuana Great Again? Can Rudy Giuliani make everyone a Terrorist, Great Again? Can Donald Trump make
Stop and Frisk, Great Walls & FEMA Camps Great Again?? https://youtube.com/watch?v=TJKJhBN2tYE November 10th 2016
You're Hired! A Master List Of Rumored Top Trump Appointees http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/trump-cabinet-spex -- Clean Coal,

Clean Diesel, Clean Fracking create "Microbe's of a Nasty Disease" Nikola Tesla 1901, Featuring Michael Jackson in "Money"; CoStarring the "Microbes of a Nasty Disease" Vanderbilt (Astor), Carnegie, Rockefeller, Trump, Getty & Gettes!
Nov 10, 2016, 11:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in MICHAEL JACKSON FAN PAGE.
Michael Jackson exposes "Coal Plants" in India back in 1991 in "Black or White"! https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1677683599211130&set=p.1677683599211130&type=3&theater -- Missing: 50 million Indian girls (Digging in Coal Plants)
http://nytimes.com/2005/11/25/opinion/missing-50-million-indian-girls.html
Nov 5, 2016, 6:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in United Against Oppression.
Nov 8, 2016, 9:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 5:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Red Pill Crusaders.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 1:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in الطاقهالمتجددهRenewable Energy.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join at https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told
him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had
been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 11:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 11:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson Danger.
Michael Jackson exposes "Coal Plants" in India back in 1991 in "Black or White"! https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1677683599211130&set=p.1677683599211130&type=3&theater -- Missing: 50 million Indian girls (Digging in Coal Plants)
http://nytimes.com/2005/11/25/opinion/missing-50-million-indian-girls.html
Nov 5, 2016, 6:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael jackson forever.
Michael Jackson exposes "Coal Plants" in India back in 1991 in "Black or White"! https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1677683599211130&set=p.1677683599211130&type=3&theater -- Missing: 50 million Indian girls (Digging in Coal Plants)
http://nytimes.com/2005/11/25/opinion/missing-50-million-indian-girls.html
Nov 5, 2016, 6:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson - My Little Prince.
Michael Jackson exposes "Coal Plants" in India back in 1991 in "Black or White"! https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1677683599211130&set=p.1677683599211130&type=3&theater -- Missing: 50 million Indian girls (Digging in Coal Plants)
http://nytimes.com/2005/11/25/opinion/missing-50-million-indian-girls.html
Nov 5, 2016, 6:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NUESTRO REY MICHAEL JACKSON ?.
Michael Jackson exposes "Coal Plants" in India back in 1991 in "Black or White"! https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1677683599211130&set=p.1677683599211130&type=3&theater
Nov 5, 2016, 6:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson ("Another Part Of Me").
Nov 5, 2016, 6:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson (I Just Can't Stop Loving You).
Nov 5, 2016, 6:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson (Who's Bad?).
Nov 5, 2016, 6:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Michael Jackson exposes "Coal Plants" in India back in 1991 in "Black or White"! https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1677683599211130&set=p.1677683599211130&type=3&theater
Nov 5, 2016, 6:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson Fans in whole world...( We All Love Him ).
Nov 5, 2016, 6:27 PM
Chris Edwards
Michael Jackson exposes "Coal Plants" in India back in 1991 in "Black or White"! https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1677683599211130&set=p.1677683599211130&type=3&theater -- Missing: 50 million Indian girls (Digging in Coal Plants)
http://nytimes.com/2005/11/25/opinion/missing-50-million-indian-girls.html
Updated Nov 5, 2016, 6:26 PM
Nov 5, 2016, 6:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson Brasil.
Michael Jackson exposes "Coal Plants" in India back in 1991 in "Black or White"! https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1677683599211130&set=p.1677683599211130&type=3&theater -- Missing: 50 million Indian girls (Digging in Coal Plants)
http://nytimes.com/2005/11/25/opinion/missing-50-million-indian-girls.html
Nov 5, 2016, 6:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson Forever.
Michael Jackson exposes "Coal Plants" in India back in 1991 in "Black or White"! https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1677683599211130&set=p.1677683599211130&type=3&theater -- Missing: 50 million Indian girls (Digging in Coal Plants)
http://nytimes.com/2005/11/25/opinion/missing-50-million-indian-girls.html
Nov 5, 2016, 6:19 PM
Chris Edwards
http://nytimes.com/2005/11/25/opinion/missing-50-million-indian-girls.html
(THIS POST WAS FLAGGED AS "ABUSIVE" BY TROLLS ON FACEBOOK) Missing: 50 million Indian girls (Digging in Coal Plants)
http://nytimes.com/2005/11/25/opinion/missing-50-million-indian-girls.html
Updated Nov 5, 2016, 6:06 PM
Nov 5, 2016, 6:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Event Horizon.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790

Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 5:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends Who Like Hippie Zenlighten.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 5:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NWO FREEDOM FIGHTERS.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 5:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous To Expose Corruption.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 5:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Warrior Section.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 5:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy .
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs

Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 5:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solarled Global Group ☀☀☀.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 5:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Zero Point Energy and other Off-grid Energy Systems.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anarcho-Debatism.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 5:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 5:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Esoteric Empyre.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of

power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 5:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ZERO STATE.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Humanity Healers.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Watchers - Observing Humanity Outside Of The Cube.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Zimbabwean Wikileaks.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.

https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Libertarian.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
Nov 5, 2016, 4:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AGE OF DISCLOSURE.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Awakening: Conspiracies, Prophecies, and Truths.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ~Free Thinkers Anonymous~.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Spirituality, Science & Metaphysics Community.
Nov 5, 2016, 4:16 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Attunements and Energy Healing.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth ?
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Actualised.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 4:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Motherfrunkers - Tesla Motors Enthusiasts.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 3:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Wikileaks Martil.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 3:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Support Assange and WikiLeaks Coalition (SAWC).
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all

research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 3:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's next step.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
November 3rd 2016 Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join at https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Global Warming
(Ruse) & ("Chemtrails") pictured in this 1958 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=0lgzz-L7GFg -- Nov 1st Tesla battery data shows over
500,000 miles on a single pack https://electrek.co/2016/11/01/tesla-battery-degradation/ -- Actor Mark Ruffalo Just Added To Terror
Watch List Before Anti-Fracking Documentary Screening http://countercurrentnews.com/2016/06/actor-mark-ruffalo-just-watch-listanti-fracking-documentary-screening/ -- Nov 2nd Germany unveils zero-emissions train that only emits steam
http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce
superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html -- Nikola Tesla made the
claim in the NY Times that "Teleforce" was based on 50 patents he did not file and a new type of physics that no one has thought of.
November 3rd 2016 TIDBIT: SPUTNIK CLAIMS ENERGY WEAPONS BASED ON “NEW PHYSICS"
http://gizadeathstar.com/2016/11/tidbit-sputnik-claims-energy-weapons-based-new-physics-principles/
Nov 4, 2016, 12:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in ?￢ﾘEnergías Renovables ?.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 11:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in El Genio olvidado,en Homenaje al Gran Nikola Tesla.
Nov 5, 2016, 1:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Colleagues.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 1:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Against Global Irony.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?

https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 1:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conscious Media Coalition.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 1:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Wikileaks Tetouan ويكيلكستطوان.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 1:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Infrastructure, Urban Development & Architecture - Environment (IDEH).
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 1:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cthulhu Estula Astoroth (politics and sociology ~ Original Authentic Forum).
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 1:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in FREE SPIRITS.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!

Nov 5, 2016, 1:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in UNIVERSO INFINITO ABRE TU MENTE(Oficial☆).
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 1:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Philosophy.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 1:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Bernie Sanders Revolutionaries.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TESLALEAKS: JOIN @ https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton
vs Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 1:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in anonymous WAKE THE WORLD.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in #OurResistance.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Doll Alternative Truth.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790

Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Rethinking Economics - US.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Environmental Justice Caucus.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 11:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Discordian Society.
Nov 5, 2016, 12:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:47 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ? ﾟﾒﾕ? ﾟﾒﾞ? ﾟﾒﾕ.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in CANADA WAKING UP THE MASSES.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all

research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Initiates of the Flame.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in La Grande Famille d'Âmes [l'humanité objective].
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nepal Renewable Energy Group (NREG).
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AI Artificial Intelligence: Deconstructing AI/Matrix and Healing Ourselves.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solarled Global Group ☀☀☀.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?

https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Party of the United States Issues & Discussion Group.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in No Dakota Access Pipeline #NoDAPL.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 12:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 太陽光電產業論壇Photovoltaic Business Forum.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 11:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar CITIES Biogas Innoventors and Practitioners.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!

Nov 5, 2016, 11:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 11:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Rainbow Warriors for Changes.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his wireless transmission of
power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 11:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Technology Business Sharing 环保与绿色科技.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 11:33 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join at https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 11:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Survival.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join at https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 11:32 AM

Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join at https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told
him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had
been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 11:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Atlantis & Lemuria ? Temple of Wisdom / The Crystal Earth ? ﾟﾔ.
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development (But not the $5.3T per year in fossil fuel subsidies). He’d end all
research on solar, wind, efficiency, batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federalclean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join at https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla's "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told
him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had
been COMPLETED & PERFECTED!
Nov 5, 2016, 11:29 AM
Chris Edwards
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790
#donaldtrump Trump just proposed ending all federal clean energy development. He’d end all research on solar, wind, efficiency,
batteries, clean cars, and climate science, too. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790 -- Not
Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join at https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's
death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and
also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
Updated Nov 5, 2016, 11:13 AM
Nov 5, 2016, 11:13 AM
Chris Edwards posted in 9/11 The actual truth.
November 5th 2001 Anniversary of the Assassination of William (Bill) Cooper RIP -- 9/11 Hologram Plane Theory feat John Lear &
Bill Cooper -- Are you kidding me? Is this some kind of practical joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are all you people
going to wake up? You know how much money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know
the technology to eavesdrop on every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the
civilian sector, they are at least 50-100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/806928086111618/
Nov 5, 2016, 11:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Cover up And Conspiracy Network.
November 5th 2001 Anniversary of the Assassination of William (Bill) Cooper RIP Nov 5 2001 -- 9/11 Hologram Plane Theory
featuring John Lear & Bill Cooper -- Are you kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are
you going to wake up? You know how much money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you
know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of
technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50-100 years ahead of what you can ever
imagine.https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/806928086111618/ -- Feb 8, 2001 US Patent
WO2001059801 A1 - PLASMA COLUMN https://www.google.com/patents/WO2001059801A1
Jan 11, 2001 US Patent Application 20070238252 - Cosmic particle ignition of artificially ionized plasma patterns in the atmosphere
http://saive.com/…/Eastlund_Cosmic_particle_ignition_of_art…

.
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1907 Oct Rothschild/Rockefeller's Anaconda Copper vs Heinze's United Copper Banking Panic & FED staged to destroy
Heinze/Tesla/Westinghouse/Astor
1907 Nov JP Morgan bails out the US Govt
1912 Tesla financier John Astor dies on Titanic
1913 The FED replaces the Free Energy System
1914 Westinghouse & Heinze die
1917 Involved in a conspiracy, Woodrow Wilson signed a resolution in 1920 offering "Free Energy Devices" protection. According to
some, Wilson was assassinated in 1924 because of his support for Free Energy Devices
7/4/1917 Wardenclyffe Demolished, Tesla Radar scuttled
1929-1931 Tesla invents the "Cosmic Ray Motor"
1931 Great Depression Staged by Bankers
1929-1935 Dust Bowl Storm Staged by Colorado Springs Lab
1937 Tesla releases his "Dynamic Theory of Gravity"
1938 Tesla gets run over by a Taxi
1/7/1943 Tesla dies two weeks after announcing Worldwide Wireless Energy, Death Ray, Missile Shield
1/15/1943 FBI agents Foxworth & Haberfeld died traveling to meet Eisenhower at his request, a day earlier, seized all the
paperwork surrounding Tesla's experiments
Nov 4, 2016, 11:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Crisis Actors and False Flags.
Nov 4, 2016, 11:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.
November 5th 2001 Anniversary of the Assassination of William (Bill) Cooper RIP Nov 5 2001 -- 9/11 Hologram Plane Theory
featuring John Lear & Bill Cooper -- Are you kidding me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are
you going to wake up? You know how much money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you

know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on every single call in the world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of
technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50-100 years ahead of what you can ever
imagine.https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/806928086111618/ -- Feb 8, 2001 US Patent
WO2001059801 A1 - PLASMA COLUMN https://www.google.com/patents/WO2001059801A1
Jan 11, 2001 US Patent Application 20070238252 - Cosmic particle ignition of artificially ionized plasma patterns in the atmosphere
http://saive.com/…/Eastlund_Cosmic_particle_ignition_of_art…
.
May 21, 1999 US Patent 6674970 B1 - PLASMA ANTENNAE with two-fluid ionization current
http://www.google.sc/patents/US6674970
Mar 12, 1991 US Patent 4999637 - CHEMTRAILS (How the NSA taps every conversation in the World) - A CREATION OF
ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS ABOVE THE EARTH for Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Communications & Tesla's
Wireless Power Transfer. http://www.google.com/patents/US4999637
Dec 8, 1987 US Patent 4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL ELECTRON CYCLOTRON
HEATING REGION OF PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE http://www.google.com/patents/US4712155
Mar 31, 1964 US Patent 3127608 A - PROJECTED KINETICS (PRICK "Projected Imagery Kinetics") OBJECT CAMOUFLAGE
METHOD AND APPARATUS http://www.google.com/patents/US3127608
Jan 20, 1966 US Patent US3404403 LASER BEAM ANTENNAE http://www.google.com/patents/US3404403
Aug 21, 1956 US Patent 2760055 A - COSMIC RAY MOTOR - An Antenna of ionized air - The "Kenetron" tubes are capable of
rectifying voltages exceeding 100,000 volts to supply a direct current to the leads of the X-ray tube. Tesla was able to produce 4
Million volts. http://www.google.com/patents/US2760055
Mar 8, 1955 US Patent US 2703882 A - RADIANT ENERGY TRANSMISSION SYSTEM http://www.google.com/patents/US2703882
1951 BWO Carcinotron is a vacuum tube that is used to generate microwaves up to the Terahertz range. It belongs to the travelingwave tube family. It is an oscillator with a wide electronic tuning range. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backward...
1942 RCA Traveling-wave tube (TWT) is a specialized vacuum tube that is used in electronics to amplify radio frequency (RF)
signals to high power, usually as part of an electronic assembly known as a traveling-wave tube amplifier (TWTA).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Travelin...
1937 The Klystron Particle Beam Accelerator "Tesla's Death Ray" and "Missile Shield" http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klystron
Tesla in 1895 after a meeting with JP Morgan about his new discovery of the "Electric Ray" for Free Wireless Energy. By the time
Tesla returned to his 5 story lab in NY, it was burned to the ground.
1890 Tesla's financier in Colorado Springs, Charles Peck died, just as Tesla was switching from working on electric motors to
researching radio waves
1891 Tesla Wireless Power + Hydro Plant in Colorado Springs
1893 Days before Tesla lights the Chicago Worlds Fair with AC Power and Fluorescent lighting, JP Morgan stages a banking panic
that shuts down the railways headed to the fiar and 15,000 businesses go out of business
1895 Tesla/Westinghouse builds Niagara Falls
09/6/1901 President McKinley assassinated visiting Tesla AC System at Niagara

11/5/1901 Patent #685957 (Wireless Energy)
1903-5 A "string of accidents" plague Wardenclyffe
1905 JP Morgan cancels funding for Wardenclyffe
1906 Co-desiger of Wardenclyffe, Stanford White, was murdered
1907 May Final Patent #1119732 (Wardenclyffe Tower)
1907 Oct Rothschild/Rockefeller's Anaconda Copper vs Heinze's United Copper Banking Panic & FED staged to destroy
Heinze/Tesla/Westinghouse/Astor
1907 Nov JP Morgan bails out the US Govt
1912 Tesla financier John Astor dies on Titanic
1913 The FED replaces the Free Energy System
1914 Westinghouse & Heinze die
1917 Involved in a conspiracy, Woodrow Wilson signed a resolution in 1920 offering "Free Energy Devices" protection. According to
some, Wilson was assassinated in 1924 because of his support for Free Energy Devices
7/4/1917 Wardenclyffe Demolished, Tesla Radar scuttled
1929-1931 Tesla invents the "Cosmic Ray Motor"
1931 Great Depression Staged by Bankers
1929-1935 Dust Bowl Storm Staged by Colorado Springs Lab
1937 Tesla releases his "Dynamic Theory of Gravity"
1938 Tesla gets run over by a Taxi
1/7/1943 Tesla dies two weeks after announcing Worldwide Wireless Energy, Death Ray, Missile Shield
1/15/1943 FBI agents Foxworth & Haberfeld died traveling to meet Eisenhower at his request, a day earlier, seized all the
paperwork surrounding Tesla's experiments
Nov 4, 2016, 11:20 PM
Chris Edwards
#november #fifth #anniversary #nikolatesla #radiantenergy Nkola Tesla's November 5th 1901 Anniversary (The only Day-Night
Perpetual Motion Machine approved at the U.S. Patent Office) an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" part of his
Worldwide Wireless Power System where the receiver "antenna" is the "meter". http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikolatesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard -- Two months after the assassination of U.S. President Mckinley on Oct 6th 1901;
on November 11th, Tesla sends JP Morgan legal documents including international patents with improvements on various crucial
aspects of his wireless machinery. He promises once again to beat Marconi in the race for the wireless. Morgan acknowledges
receipt of the patents in a letter from his secretary to Tesla. However, in December, Marconi successfully transmits the letter S
(dot/dot/dot) from England to Canada. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1631103050535852&set=p.1631103050535852%2F -- Tesla's latest patent up to November 11th, 1901 is his November 5th
1901, "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", a receiving device. https://google.com/patents/US685957 -- The first
referring patent to the "Apparatus" is LIDAR used in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla Motors.

https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- Some international patents for improvements in the transmission of electrical energy are
here: http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm -- 100+ Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- More on JP Morgan & Tesla http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm -- Tesla simultaneously patented
receiving devices for his transmission system on November 5th 1901 including: US Patent 685,955 Apparatus for Utilizing Effects
Transmitted From a Distance to a Receiving Device Through Natural Media - US Patent 585,954 Method of Utilizing Effects
Transmitted Through Natural Media - US Patent 685,953 Method of Intensifying and Utilizing Effects Transmitted Through Natural
Media. Previously Tesla had already patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations (superconductivity) on
October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid. -- "A simple explanation of Tesla's
Radiant Energy Receiver by George Trinkaus: "For starters, think of this as a solar-electric panel. Tesla's invention is very different,
but the closest thing to it in conventional technology is in photo-voltaics. One radical difference is that conventional solar-electric
panels consist of a substrate coated with crystalline silicon; the latest use amorphous silicon. Conventional solar panels are
expensive, and, whatever the coating, they are manufactured by esoteric processes. But Tesla's "solar panel" is just a shiny metal
plate with a transparent coating of some insulating material which today could be a spray plastic. Stick one of these antenna-like
panels up in the air, the higher the better, and wire it to one side of a capacitor, the other going to a good earth ground. Now the
energy from the sun is charging that capacitor. Connect across the capacitor some sort of switching device so that it can be
discharged at rhythmic intervals, and you have an electric output. Tesla´s patent is telling us that it is that simple to get electric
energy. The bigger the area of the insulated plate, the more energy you get. But this is more than a 'solar panel' because it does not
necessarily need sunshine to operate. It also produces power at night." See another good presentation on Free-Energy Aerial
Systems.
From Tesla's Radiant Energy Receiver patent he states what the common thinking at the time is about the behavior of electricity and
matter, “Minute particles of matter from secondary cosmic rays or the rays render the air and matter as conductive. These radiations
are generally considered to be ether vibrations of extremely small wave lengths, and in explanation of the phenomena noted it has
been assumed by some authorities that they ionize or render conducting the atmosphere through which they are propagated."
Continuing from the patent, Tesla states his theory: "My own experiments and observations, however, lead me to conclusions more
in accord with the theory heretofore advanced by me that sources of such radiant energy throw off with great velocity minute
particles of matter which are strongly electrified, and therefore capable of charging an electrical conductor, even if not so, may at
any rate discharge an electrified conductor either by carrying off bodily its charge or otherwise.” “In applying my discovery I provide
a condenser, preferably of considerable electrostatic capacity, and connect one of its terminals to an insulated metal plate or other
conducting body exposed to the rays or streams of radiant matter.” In Nikola Tesla's 1899 Colorado Springs Notes, Tesla used
highly polished, large surface area, insulated plates "the plates act as a condenser", elevated tin foiled, copper and brass sphere's,
for reasons presumably to absorb and emit or send and receive UV, even at night. Tesla recommends using his U.S. Patent
#611719 for an Electrical Circuit Controller to convert the condenser discharges or his U.S. Patent #609246 for high frequency
Electrical Circuit Controller using a conducting liquid. See the 1905 Electrical Chemical Society meetings on Aluminum & Tin Foil
Condensers. June 2nd 2015 Physicists make first observation of the pushing pressure of light. In regards to the magnetic effects on
the metals in solar cells: Magnetic Nanoparticles Enhance Performance of Solar Cells.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/806913416113085/
Updated Nov 4, 2016, 11:15 PM
Nov 4, 2016, 11:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Click for video:

#bill #william #cooper #hologram #cloaking November 5th 2001 Anniversary of the Assassination of William (Bill) Cooper RIP -- 9/11
Hologram Plane Theory feat John Lear & Bill Cooper -- Are you kidding me? Is this some kind of incredible joke that are so stupid
that people would fall for this. When in hell are all you people going to wake up? You know how much money the CIA, NSA, FBI has
each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to eavesdrop on every call in the world? You have no
idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50-100 years ahead of what you can ever
imagine. -- Feb 8, 2001 US Patent WO2001059801 A1 - PLASMA COLUMN https://www.google.com/patents/WO2001059801A1
Jan 11, 2001 US Patent Application 20070238252 - Cosmic particle ignition of artificially ionized plasma patterns in the atmosphere
http://saive.com/WXMOD/Eastlund_Cosmic_particle_ignition_of_artificially_ionized_plasma_patterns_in_the_atmosphere.pdf . May

21, 1999 US Patent 6674970 B1 - PLASMA ANTENNAE with two-fluid ionization current http://www.google.sc/patents/US6674970
Mar 12, 1991 US Patent 4999637 - CHEMTRAILS (How the NSA taps every conversation in the World) - A CREATION OF
ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS ABOVE THE EARTH for Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Communications & Tesla's
Wireless Power Transfer. http://www.google.com/patents/US4999637 Dec 8, 1987 US Patent 4712155 A - METHOD AND
APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF PLASMA ABOVE THE
IONOSPHERE http://www.google.com/patents/US4712155 Mar 31, 1964 US Patent 3127608 A - PROJECTED KINETICS (PRICK
"Projected Imagery Kinetics") OBJECT CAMOUFLAGE METHOD AND APPARATUS http://www.google.com/patents/US3127608
Jan 20, 1966 US Patent US3404403 LASER BEAM ANTENNAE http://www.google.com/patents/US3404403 Aug 21, 1956 US
Patent 2760055 A - COSMIC RAY MOTOR - An Antenna of ionized air - The "Kenetron" tubes are capable of rectifying voltages
exceeding 100,000 volts to supply a direct current to the leads of the X-ray tube. Tesla was able to produce 4 Million volts.
http://www.google.com/patents/US2760055 Mar 8, 1955 US Patent US 2703882 A - RADIANT ENERGY TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
http://www.google.com/patents/US2703882 1951 BWO Carcinotron is a vacuum tube that is used to generate microwaves up to the
Terahertz range. It belongs to the traveling-wave tube family. It is an oscillator with a wide electronic tuning range.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backward-wave_oscillator 1942 RCA Traveling-wave tube (TWT) is a specialized vacuum tube that is
used in electronics to amplify radio frequency (RF) signals to high power, usually as part of an electronic assembly known as a
traveling-wave tube amplifier (TWTA). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traveling-wave_tube 1937 The Klystron Particle Beam
Accelerator "Tesla's Death Ray" and "Missile Shield" http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klystron Tesla in 1895 after a meeting with JP
Morgan about his new discovery of the "Electric Ray" for Free Wireless Energy. By the time Tesla returned to his 5 story lab in NY, it
was burned to the ground. 1890 Tesla's financier in Colorado Springs, Charles Peck died, just as Tesla was switching from working
on electric motors to researching radio waves 1891 Tesla Wireless Power + Hydro Plant in Colorado Springs 1893 Days before
Tesla lights the Chicago Worlds Fair with AC Power and Fluorescent lighting, JP Morgan stages a banking panic that shuts down
the railways headed to the fiar and 15,000 businesses go out of business 1895 Tesla/Westinghouse builds Niagara Falls 09/6/1901
President McKinley assassinated visiting Tesla AC System at Niagara 11/5/1901 Patent #685957 (Wireless Energy) 1903-5 A
"string of accidents" plague Wardenclyffe 1905 JP Morgan cancels funding for Wardenclyffe 1906 Co-desiger of Wardenclyffe,
Stanford White, was murdered 1907 May Final Patent #1119732 (Wardenclyffe Tower) 1907 Oct Rothschild/Rockefeller's Anaconda
Copper vs Heinze's United Copper Banking Panic & FED staged to destroy Heinze/Tesla/Westinghouse/Astor 1907 Nov JP Morgan
bails out the US Govt 1912 Tesla financier John Astor dies on Titanic 1913 The FED replaces the Free Energy System 1914
Westinghouse & Heinze die 1917 Involved in a conspiracy, Woodrow Wilson signed a resolution in 1920 offering "Free Energy
Devices" protection. According to some, Wilson was assassinated in 1924 because of his support for Free Energy Devices 7/4/1917
Wardenclyffe Demolished, Tesla Radar scuttled 1929-1931 Tesla invents the "Cosmic Ray Motor" 1931 Great Depression Staged
by Bankers 1929-1935 Dust Bowl Storm Staged by Colorado Springs Lab 1937 Tesla releases his "Dynamic Theory of Gravity"
1938 Tesla gets run over by a Taxi 1/7/1943 Tesla dies two weeks after announcing Worldwide Wireless Energy, Death Ray, Missile
Shield 1/15/1943 FBI agents Foxworth & Haberfeld died traveling to meet Eisenhower at his request, a day earlier, seized all the
paperwork surrounding Tesla's experiments
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Chris EdwardsRetired Expert Pilot John Lear - No Planes Hit the Towers on 9/11 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQBlv7sZGVE
Nov 5, 2016, 1:09 PM
#bill #william #cooper #hologram #cloaking November 5th 2001 Anniversary of the Assassination of William (Bill) Cooper RIP -- 9/11
Hologram Plane Theory feat John Lear & Bill Cooper -- Are you kidding me? Is this some kind of incredible joke that are so stupid
that people would fall for this. When in hell are all you people going to wake up? You know how much money the CIA, NSA, FBI has
each year? Do you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to eavesdrop on every call in the world? You have no
idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they are at least 50-100 years ahead of what you can ever
imagine. -- Feb 8, 2001 US Patent WO2001059801 A1 - PLASMA COLUMN https://www.google.com/patents/WO2001059801A1
Jan 11, 2001 US Patent Application 20070238252 - Cosmic particle ignition of artificially ionized plasma patterns in the atmosphere
http://saive.com/WXMOD/Eastlund_Cosmic_particle_ignition_of_artificially_ionized_plasma_patterns_in_the_atmosphere.pdf
.

May 21, 1999 US Patent 6674970 B1 - PLASMA ANTENNAE with two-fluid ionization current
http://www.google.sc/patents/US6674970
Mar 12, 1991 US Patent 4999637 - CHEMTRAILS (How the NSA taps every conversation in the World) - A CREATION OF
ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS ABOVE THE EARTH for Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Communications & Tesla's
Wireless Power Transfer. http://www.google.com/patents/US4999637
Dec 8, 1987 US Patent 4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL ELECTRON CYCLOTRON
HEATING REGION OF PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE http://www.google.com/patents/US4712155
Mar 31, 1964 US Patent 3127608 A - PROJECTED KINETICS (PRICK "Projected Imagery Kinetics") OBJECT CAMOUFLAGE
METHOD AND APPARATUS http://www.google.com/patents/US3127608
Jan 20, 1966 US Patent US3404403 LASER BEAM ANTENNAE http://www.google.com/patents/US3404403
Aug 21, 1956 US Patent 2760055 A - COSMIC RAY MOTOR - An Antenna of ionized air - The "Kenetron" tubes are capable of
rectifying voltages exceeding 100,000 volts to supply a direct current to the leads of the X-ray tube. Tesla was able to produce 4
Million volts. http://www.google.com/patents/US2760055
Mar 8, 1955 US Patent US 2703882 A - RADIANT ENERGY TRANSMISSION SYSTEM http://www.google.com/patents/US2703882
1951 BWO Carcinotron is a vacuum tube that is used to generate microwaves up to the Terahertz range. It belongs to the travelingwave tube family. It is an oscillator with a wide electronic tuning range. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backward-wave_oscillator
1942 RCA Traveling-wave tube (TWT) is a specialized vacuum tube that is used in electronics to amplify radio frequency (RF)
signals to high power, usually as part of an electronic assembly known as a traveling-wave tube amplifier (TWTA).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traveling-wave_tube
1937 The Klystron Particle Beam Accelerator "Tesla's Death Ray" and "Missile Shield" http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klystron
Tesla in 1895 after a meeting with JP Morgan about his new discovery of the "Electric Ray" for Free Wireless Energy. By the time
Tesla returned to his 5 story lab in NY, it was burned to the ground.
1890 Tesla's financier in Colorado Springs, Charles Peck died, just as Tesla was switching from working on electric motors to
researching radio waves
1891 Tesla Wireless Power + Hydro Plant in Colorado Springs
1893 Days before Tesla lights the Chicago Worlds Fair with AC Power and Fluorescent lighting, JP Morgan stages a banking panic
that shuts down the railways headed to the fiar and 15,000 businesses go out of business
1895 Tesla/Westinghouse builds Niagara Falls
09/6/1901 President McKinley assassinated visiting Tesla AC System at Niagara
11/5/1901 Patent #685957 (Wireless Energy)
1903-5 A "string of accidents" plague Wardenclyffe
1905 JP Morgan cancels funding for Wardenclyffe
1906 Co-desiger of Wardenclyffe, Stanford White, was murdered

1907 May Final Patent #1119732 (Wardenclyffe Tower)
1907 Oct Rothschild/Rockefeller's Anaconda Copper vs Heinze's United Copper Banking Panic & FED staged to destroy
Heinze/Tesla/Westinghouse/Astor
1907 Nov JP Morgan bails out the US Govt
1912 Tesla financier John Astor dies on Titanic
1913 The FED replaces the Free Energy System
1914 Westinghouse & Heinze die
1917 Involved in a conspiracy, Woodrow Wilson signed a resolution in 1920 offering "Free Energy Devices" protection. According to
some, Wilson was assassinated in 1924 because of his support for Free Energy Devices
7/4/1917 Wardenclyffe Demolished, Tesla Radar scuttled
1929-1931 Tesla invents the "Cosmic Ray Motor"
1931 Great Depression Staged by Bankers
1929-1935 Dust Bowl Storm Staged by Colorado Springs Lab
1937 Tesla releases his "Dynamic Theory of Gravity"
1938 Tesla gets run over by a Taxi
1/7/1943 Tesla dies two weeks after announcing Worldwide Wireless Energy, Death Ray, Missile Shield
1/15/1943 FBI agents Foxworth & Haberfeld died traveling to meet Eisenhower at his request, a day earlier, seized all the
paperwork surrounding Tesla's experiments
Nov 4, 2016, 11:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Click for video:

#nikolatesla #radiantenergy Nikola Tesla's November 5th 1901 Anniversary (The only Day-Night Perpetual Motion Machine
approved at the U.S. Patent Office) an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" part of his Worldwide Wireless Power
System where the receiver "antenna" is the "meter". http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html?view=flipcard -- Two months after the assassination of U.S. President Mckinley on Oct 6th 1901; on November 11th,
Tesla sends JP Morgan legal documents including international patents with improvements on various crucial aspects of his wireless
machinery. He promises once again to beat Marconi in the race for the wireless. Morgan acknowledges receipt of the patents in a
letter from his secretary to Tesla. However, in December, Marconi successfully transmits the letter S (dot/dot/dot) from England to
Canada. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631103050535852&set=p.1631103050535852/ -- Tesla's latest patent up to
November 11th, 1901 is his November 5th 1901, "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", a receiving device.
https://google.com/patents/US685957 -- The first referring patent to the "Apparatus" is LIDAR used in Autonomous vehicles like for
Tesla Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- Some international patents for improvements in the transmission of
electrical energy are here: http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm -- 100+ Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- More on JP Morgan & Tesla http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm -Tesla simultaneously patented receiving devices for his transmission system on November 5th 1901 including: US Patent 685,955
Apparatus for Utilizing Effects Transmitted From a Distance to a Receiving Device Through Natural Media - US Patent 585,954

Method of Utilizing Effects Transmitted Through Natural Media - US Patent 685,953 Method of Intensifying and Utilizing Effects
Transmitted Through Natural Media. Previously Tesla had already patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical
Oscillations (superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid. -"A simple explanation of Tesla's Radiant Energy Receiver by George Trinkaus: "For starters, think of this as a solar-electric panel.
Tesla's invention is very different, but the closest thing to it in conventional technology is in photo-voltaics. One radical difference is
that conventional solar-electric panels consist of a substrate coated with crystalline silicon; the latest use amorphous silicon.
Conventional solar panels are expensive, and, whatever the coating, they are manufactured by esoteric processes. But Tesla's
"solar panel" is just a shiny metal plate with a transparent coating of some insulating material which today could be a spray plastic.
Stick one of these antenna-like panels up in the air, the higher the better, and wire it to one side of a capacitor, the other going to a
good earth ground. Now the energy from the sun is charging that capacitor. Connect across the capacitor some sort of switching
device so that it can be discharged at rhythmic intervals, and you have an electric output. Tesla´s patent is telling us that it is that
simple to get electric energy. The bigger the area of the insulated plate, the more energy you get. But this is more than a 'solar
panel' because it does not necessarily need sunshine to operate. It also produces power at night." See another good presentation
on Free-Energy Aerial Systems. From Tesla's Radiant Energy Receiver patent he states what the common thinking at the time is
about the behavior of electricity and matter, “Minute particles of matter from secondary cosmic rays or the rays render the air and
matter as conductive. These radiations are generally considered to be ether vibrations of extremely small wave lengths, and in
explanation of the phenomena noted it has been assumed by some authorities that they ionize or render conducting the atmosphere
through which they are propagated." Continuing from the patent, Tesla states his theory: "My own experiments and observations,
however, lead me to conclusions more in accord with the theory heretofore advanced by me that sources of such radiant energy
throw off with great velocity minute particles of matter which are strongly electrified, and therefore capable of charging an electrical
conductor, even if not so, may at any rate discharge an electrified conductor either by carrying off bodily its charge or otherwise.” “In
applying my discovery I provide a condenser, preferably of considerable electrostatic capacity, and connect one of its terminals to
an insulated metal plate or other conducting body exposed to the rays or streams of radiant matter.” In Nikola Tesla's 1899 Colorado
Springs Notes, Tesla used highly polished, large surface area, insulated plates "the plates act as a condenser", elevated tin foiled,
copper and brass sphere's, for reasons presumably to absorb and emit or send and receive UV, even at night. Tesla recommends
using his U.S. Patent #611719 for an Electrical Circuit Controller to convert the condenser discharges or his U.S. Patent #609246
for high frequency Electrical Circuit Controller using a conducting liquid. See the 1905 Electrical Chemical Society meetings on
Aluminum & Tin Foil Condensers. June 2nd 2015 Physicists make first observation of the pushing pressure of light. In regards to the
magnetic effects on the metals in solar cells: Magnetic Nanoparticles Enhance Performance of Solar Cells.
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Chris EdwardsNikola Tesla Blog (500 Pages, 4000 Sources, 150 Video's) http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard
Nov 5, 2016, 1:12 PM
Place: Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe (40.946910832158, -72.898839015493)
Address: 5 Randall Rd, Shoreham, New York 11786
#nikolatesla #radiantenergy Nikola Tesla's November 5th 1901 Anniversary (The only Day-Night Perpetual Motion Machine
approved at the U.S. Patent Office) an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" part of his Worldwide Wireless Power
System where the receiver "antenna" is the "meter". http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html?view=flipcard -- Two months after the assassination of U.S. President Mckinley on Oct 6th 1901; on November 11th,
Tesla sends JP Morgan legal documents including international patents with improvements on various crucial aspects of his wireless
machinery. He promises once again to beat Marconi in the race for the wireless. Morgan acknowledges receipt of the patents in a
letter from his secretary to Tesla. However, in December, Marconi successfully transmits the letter S (dot/dot/dot) from England to
Canada. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631103050535852&set=p.1631103050535852%2F -- Tesla's latest patent up
to November 11th, 1901 is his November 5th 1901, "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", a receiving device.
https://google.com/patents/US685957 -- The first referring patent to the "Apparatus" is LIDAR used in Autonomous vehicles like for
Tesla Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- Some international patents for improvements in the transmission of
electrical energy are here: http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm -- 100+ Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- More on JP Morgan & Tesla http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm -Tesla simultaneously patented receiving devices for his transmission system on November 5th 1901 including: US Patent 685,955

Apparatus for Utilizing Effects Transmitted From a Distance to a Receiving Device Through Natural Media - US Patent 585,954
Method of Utilizing Effects Transmitted Through Natural Media - US Patent 685,953 Method of Intensifying and Utilizing Effects
Transmitted Through Natural Media. Previously Tesla had already patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical
Oscillations (superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid. -"A simple explanation of Tesla's Radiant Energy Receiver by George Trinkaus: "For starters, think of this as a solar-electric panel.
Tesla's invention is very different, but the closest thing to it in conventional technology is in photo-voltaics. One radical difference is
that conventional solar-electric panels consist of a substrate coated with crystalline silicon; the latest use amorphous silicon.
Conventional solar panels are expensive, and, whatever the coating, they are manufactured by esoteric processes. But Tesla's
"solar panel" is just a shiny metal plate with a transparent coating of some insulating material which today could be a spray plastic.
Stick one of these antenna-like panels up in the air, the higher the better, and wire it to one side of a capacitor, the other going to a
good earth ground. Now the energy from the sun is charging that capacitor. Connect across the capacitor some sort of switching
device so that it can be discharged at rhythmic intervals, and you have an electric output. Tesla´s patent is telling us that it is that
simple to get electric energy. The bigger the area of the insulated plate, the more energy you get. But this is more than a 'solar
panel' because it does not necessarily need sunshine to operate. It also produces power at night." See another good presentation
on Free-Energy Aerial Systems.
From Tesla's Radiant Energy Receiver patent he states what the common thinking at the time is about the behavior of electricity and
matter, “Minute particles of matter from secondary cosmic rays or the rays render the air and matter as conductive. These radiations
are generally considered to be ether vibrations of extremely small wave lengths, and in explanation of the phenomena noted it has
been assumed by some authorities that they ionize or render conducting the atmosphere through which they are propagated."
Continuing from the patent, Tesla states his theory: "My own experiments and observations, however, lead me to conclusions more
in accord with the theory heretofore advanced by me that sources of such radiant energy throw off with great velocity minute
particles of matter which are strongly electrified, and therefore capable of charging an electrical conductor, even if not so, may at
any rate discharge an electrified conductor either by carrying off bodily its charge or otherwise.” “In applying my discovery I provide
a condenser, preferably of considerable electrostatic capacity, and connect one of its terminals to an insulated metal plate or other
conducting body exposed to the rays or streams of radiant matter.” In Nikola Tesla's 1899 Colorado Springs Notes, Tesla used
highly polished, large surface area, insulated plates "the plates act as a condenser", elevated tin foiled, copper and brass sphere's,
for reasons presumably to absorb and emit or send and receive UV, even at night. Tesla recommends using his U.S. Patent
#611719 for an Electrical Circuit Controller to convert the condenser discharges or his U.S. Patent #609246 for high frequency
Electrical Circuit Controller using a conducting liquid. See the 1905 Electrical Chemical Society meetings on Aluminum & Tin Foil
Condensers. June 2nd 2015 Physicists make first observation of the pushing pressure of light. In regards to the magnetic effects on
the metals in solar cells: Magnetic Nanoparticles Enhance Performance of Solar Cells.
Nov 4, 2016, 10:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://teslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
November 3rd 2016 Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join at https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Global Warming
(Ruse) & ("Chemtrails") pictured in this 1958 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=0lgzz-L7GFg -- Nov 1st Tesla battery data shows over
500,000 miles on a single pack https://electrek.co/2016/11/01/tesla-battery-degradation/ -- Actor Mark Ruffalo Just Added To Terror
Watch List Before Anti-Fracking Documentary Screening http://countercurrentnews.com/2016/06/actor-mark-ruffalo-just-watch-listanti-fracking-documentary-screening/ -- Nov 2nd Germany unveils zero-emissions train that only emits steam
http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce

superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html -- Nikola Tesla made the
claim in the NY Times that "Teleforce" was based on 50 patents he did not file and a new type of physics that no one has thought of.
November 3rd 2016 TIDBIT: SPUTNIK CLAIMS ENERGY WEAPONS BASED ON “NEW PHYSICS"
http://gizadeathstar.com/2016/11/tidbit-sputnik-claims-energy-weapons-based-new-physics-principles/
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Watch List Before Anti-Fracking Documentary Screening http://countercurrentnews.com/2016/06/actor-mark-ruffalo-just-watch-listanti-fracking-documentary-screening/ -- Nov 2nd Germany unveils zero-emissions train that only emits steam
http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce
superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html -- Nikola Tesla made the
claim in the NY Times that "Teleforce" was based on 50 patents he did not file and a new type of physics that no one has thought of.
November 3rd 2016 TIDBIT: SPUTNIK CLAIMS ENERGY WEAPONS BASED ON “NEW PHYSICS"
http://gizadeathstar.com/2016/11/tidbit-sputnik-claims-energy-weapons-based-new-physics-principles/
Nov 4, 2016, 12:10 AM
Chris Edwards posted in BRAVE NEW WORLD.
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theory-moon.html
October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theory-moon.html - June 1919 Nikola
Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not a sphere and does not rotate
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- Flat Earth: Gravity is a hoax, what we experience is "Density" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=PEO0xRz96gw -- The Gravity Lie Continues! (Gravitational Wave Hoax) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=yNFdYIYyt-U -- Gravity Hoax and square flat earth https://youtube.com/watch?v=TYcUwcYw4E4
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http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce
superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html -- Nikola Tesla made the
claim in the NY Times that "Teleforce" was based on 50 patents he did not file and a new type of physics that no one has thought of.
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(Ruse) & ("Chemtrails") pictured in this 1958 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=0lgzz-L7GFg -- Nov 1st Tesla battery data shows over
500,000 miles on a single pack https://electrek.co/2016/11/01/tesla-battery-degradation/ -- Actor Mark Ruffalo Just Added To Terror
Watch List Before Anti-Fracking Documentary Screening http://countercurrentnews.com/2016/06/actor-mark-ruffalo-just-watch-listanti-fracking-documentary-screening/ -- Nov 2nd Germany unveils zero-emissions train that only emits steam
http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce
superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html -- Nikola Tesla made the
claim in the NY Times that "Teleforce" was based on 50 patents he did not file and a new type of physics that no one has thought of.
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(Ruse) & ("Chemtrails") pictured in this 1958 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=0lgzz-L7GFg -- Nov 1st Tesla battery data shows over
500,000 miles on a single pack https://electrek.co/2016/11/01/tesla-battery-degradation/ -- Actor Mark Ruffalo Just Added To Terror
Watch List Before Anti-Fracking Documentary Screening http://countercurrentnews.com/2016/06/actor-mark-ruffalo-just-watch-listanti-fracking-documentary-screening/ -- Nov 2nd Germany unveils zero-emissions train that only emits steam
http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce
superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html
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(Ruse) & ("Chemtrails") pictured in this 1958 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=0lgzz-L7GFg -- Nov 1st Tesla battery data shows over
500,000 miles on a single pack https://electrek.co/2016/11/01/tesla-battery-degradation/ -- Actor Mark Ruffalo Just Added To Terror
Watch List Before Anti-Fracking Documentary Screening http://countercurrentnews.com/2016/06/actor-mark-ruffalo-just-watch-listanti-fracking-documentary-screening/ -- Nov 2nd Germany unveils zero-emissions train that only emits steam
http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce
superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html -- Nikola Tesla made the
claim in the NY Times that "Teleforce" was based on 50 patents he did not file and a new type of physics that no one has thought of.
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(Ruse) & ("Chemtrails") pictured in this 1958 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=0lgzz-L7GFg -- Nov 1st Tesla battery data shows over
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http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce
superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html -- Nikola Tesla made the
claim in the NY Times that "Teleforce" was based on 50 patents he did not file and a new type of physics that no one has thought of.
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500,000 miles on a single pack https://electrek.co/2016/11/01/tesla-battery-degradation/ -- Actor Mark Ruffalo Just Added To Terror
Watch List Before Anti-Fracking Documentary Screening http://countercurrentnews.com/2016/06/actor-mark-ruffalo-just-watch-listanti-fracking-documentary-screening/ -- Nov 2nd Germany unveils zero-emissions train that only emits steam
http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce
superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html -- Nikola Tesla made the
claim in the NY Times that "Teleforce" was based on 50 patents he did not file and a new type of physics that no one has thought of.
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http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce
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rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html -- Nikola Tesla made the
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superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html -- Nikola Tesla made the
claim in the NY Times that "Teleforce" was based on 50 patents he did not file and a new type of physics that no one has thought of.
November 3rd 2016 TIDBIT: SPUTNIK CLAIMS ENERGY WEAPONS BASED ON “NEW PHYSICS"
http://gizadeathstar.com/2016/11/tidbit-sputnik-claims-energy-weapons-based-new-physics-principles/
Nov 4, 2016, 12:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Support Assange and WikiLeaks Coalition (SAWC).
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks

November 3rd 2016 Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join at https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Global Warming
(Ruse) & ("Chemtrails") pictured in this 1958 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=0lgzz-L7GFg -- Nov 1st Tesla battery data shows over
500,000 miles on a single pack https://electrek.co/2016/11/01/tesla-battery-degradation/ -- Actor Mark Ruffalo Just Added To Terror
Watch List Before Anti-Fracking Documentary Screening http://countercurrentnews.com/2016/06/actor-mark-ruffalo-just-watch-listanti-fracking-documentary-screening/ -- Nov 2nd Germany unveils zero-emissions train that only emits steam
http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce
superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html -- Nikola Tesla made the
claim in the NY Times that "Teleforce" was based on 50 patents he did not file and a new type of physics that no one has thought of.
November 3rd 2016 TIDBIT: SPUTNIK CLAIMS ENERGY WEAPONS BASED ON “NEW PHYSICS"
http://gizadeathstar.com/2016/11/tidbit-sputnik-claims-energy-weapons-based-new-physics-principles/
Nov 4, 2016, 12:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Wikileaks Martil.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
November 3rd 2016 Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join at https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Global Warming
(Ruse) & ("Chemtrails") pictured in this 1958 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=0lgzz-L7GFg -- Nov 1st Tesla battery data shows over
500,000 miles on a single pack https://electrek.co/2016/11/01/tesla-battery-degradation/ -- Actor Mark Ruffalo Just Added To Terror
Watch List Before Anti-Fracking Documentary Screening http://countercurrentnews.com/2016/06/actor-mark-ruffalo-just-watch-listanti-fracking-documentary-screening/ -- Nov 2nd Germany unveils zero-emissions train that only emits steam
http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce
superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html -- Nikola Tesla made the
claim in the NY Times that "Teleforce" was based on 50 patents he did not file and a new type of physics that no one has thought of.
November 3rd 2016 TIDBIT: SPUTNIK CLAIMS ENERGY WEAPONS BASED ON “NEW PHYSICS"
http://gizadeathstar.com/2016/11/tidbit-sputnik-claims-energy-weapons-based-new-physics-principles/
Nov 4, 2016, 12:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Motherfrunkers - Tesla Motors Enthusiasts.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
November 3rd 2016 Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join at https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Global Warming
(Ruse) & ("Chemtrails") pictured in this 1958 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=0lgzz-L7GFg -- Nov 1st Tesla battery data shows over
500,000 miles on a single pack https://electrek.co/2016/11/01/tesla-battery-degradation/ -- Actor Mark Ruffalo Just Added To Terror
Watch List Before Anti-Fracking Documentary Screening http://countercurrentnews.com/2016/06/actor-mark-ruffalo-just-watch-listanti-fracking-documentary-screening/ -- Nov 2nd Germany unveils zero-emissions train that only emits steam
http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce
superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html -- Nikola Tesla made the
claim in the NY Times that "Teleforce" was based on 50 patents he did not file and a new type of physics that no one has thought of.
November 3rd 2016 TIDBIT: SPUTNIK CLAIMS ENERGY WEAPONS BASED ON “NEW PHYSICS"
http://gizadeathstar.com/2016/11/tidbit-sputnik-claims-energy-weapons-based-new-physics-principles/
Nov 4, 2016, 12:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Flat Earth Truth Group.

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theory-moon.html
October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theory-moon.html - June 1919 Nikola
Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not a sphere and does not rotate
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- Flat Earth: Gravity is a hoax, what we experience is "Density" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=PEO0xRz96gw -- The Gravity Lie Continues! (Gravitational Wave Hoax) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=yNFdYIYyt-U -- Gravity Hoax and square flat earth https://youtube.com/watch?v=TYcUwcYw4E4
Nov 3, 2016, 11:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Flat Earth vs Spherical Earth Official.
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theory-moon.html
October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theory-moon.html - June 1919 Nikola
Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not a sphere and does not rotate
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -Flat Earth: Gravity is a hoax, what we experience is "Density" -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=PEO0xRz96gw -- The Gravity Lie
Continues! (Gravitational Wave Hoax) https://youtube.com/watch?v=yNFdYIYyt-U -Gravity Hoax and square flat earth https://youtube.com/watch?v=TYcUwcYw4E4
Nov 3, 2016, 11:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Earth is flat - Seriously! (Geocentric common sense perspective).
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theory-moon.html
October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theory-moon.html - June 1919 Nikola
Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not a sphere and does not rotate
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- Flat Earth: Gravity is a hoax, what we experience is "Density" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=PEO0xRz96gw -- The Gravity Lie Continues! (Gravitational Wave Hoax) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=yNFdYIYyt-U -- Gravity Hoax and square flat earth https://youtube.com/watch?v=TYcUwcYw4E4
Nov 3, 2016, 11:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in FLAT EARTH REALITY * ROCK N ROLL REALM.
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theory-moon.html
October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theory-moon.html - June 1919 Nikola
Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not a sphere and does not rotate
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- Flat Earth: Gravity is a hoax, what we experience is "Density"
-- https://youtube.com/watch?v=PEO0xRz96gw -- The Gravity Lie Continues! (Gravitational Wave Hoax) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=yNFdYIYyt-U -- Gravity Hoax and square flat earth https://youtube.com/watch?v=TYcUwcYw4E4
Nov 3, 2016, 11:47 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Original Flat Earth vs Sphere Earth.
Nov 3, 2016, 11:47 PM
Chris Edwards
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theory-moon.html
#gravity #hoax #density October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theorymoon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -Flat Earth: Gravity is a hoax, what we experience is "Density" -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=PEO0xRz96gw -- The Gravity Lie
Continues! (Gravitational Wave Hoax) https://youtube.com/watch?v=yNFdYIYyt-U -Gravity Hoax and square flat earth https://youtube.com/watch?v=TYcUwcYw4E4
Updated Nov 3, 2016, 11:46 PM
Nov 3, 2016, 11:46 PM
Chris Edwards
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
November 3rd 2016 Not Wikileaks, It's TeslaLeaks: Join at https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951 -- Global Warming
(Ruse) & ("Chemtrails") pictured in this 1958 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=0lgzz-L7GFg -- Nov 1st Tesla battery data shows over
500,000 miles on a single pack https://electrek.co/2016/11/01/tesla-battery-degradation/ -- Actor Mark Ruffalo Just Added To Terror
Watch List Before Anti-Fracking Documentary Screening http://countercurrentnews.com/2016/06/actor-mark-ruffalo-just-watch-listanti-fracking-documentary-screening/ -- Nov 2nd Germany unveils zero-emissions train that only emits steam
http://independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-lower-saxony-hydrogenpowered-a7391581.html -- October 31st 2016 New theory explains how the moon got there http://phys.org/news/2016-10-theory-

moon.html - June 1919 Nikola Tesla describes "The Moon's Rotation" | Tesla Universe. Tesla potentially claims that the Moon is not
a sphere and does not rotate http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation-0 -- October 31st 2016 Physicists induce
superconductivity in non-superconducting materials http://phys.org/news/2016-10-physicists-superconductivity-nonsuperconducting-materials.html -- November 1st 2016 3-D-printed permanent magnets outperform conventional versions, conserve
rare materials http://phys.org/news/2016-11-d-printed-permanent-magnets-outperform-conventional.html
Updated Nov 3, 2016, 11:30 PM
Nov 3, 2016, 11:30 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2016/11/01/fbi-marc-rich-pardon-files/93136458/
#fbi #fred #trump #donald FBI releases a similar 8 page report on Donald Trump's father, Fred Trump, but ignores the 8 page report
by John G Trump in the Nikola Tesla FBI File http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2016/11/01/fbi-marc-rich-pardonfiles/93136458/ -- John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?
set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's
death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and
also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED and PERFECTED!
Updated Nov 1, 2016, 11:41 PM
Nov 1, 2016, 11:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Environmental Engineering, & Chemical, Mechanical & Agricultural Processes.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 8:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Environmental Engineering, & Chemical, Mechanical & Agricultural Processes.
http://declarepeace.org.uk/captain/murder_inc/site/texts/hurrican.html
May 2001, "A New Approach to Hurricane Reduction" http://declarepeace.org.uk/captain/murder_inc/site/texts/hurrican.html -- Sept
2016 "Early detection of Hurricane's using low frequency waves" http://phys.org/news/2016-09-high-tech-future-early-hurricanestornados.html -- July 2000 "Method and system for hurricane control" http://google.ch/patents/US20020008155 -- "Pure Voltage Has
No Resistance" https://youtube.com/watch?v=9JVGlx7QkPI -- "Purple Rain" https://youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ
Oct 14, 2016, 1:49 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 30, 2016, 10:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Atlantis & Lemuria ? Temple of Wisdom / The Crystal Earth ? ﾟﾔ.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 30, 2016, 10:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
Nikola Tesla Updated #21 to #25 Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: 21) US Navy Turn Seawater to Jet Fuel
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Make Natural Gas with Coal Plants http://phys.org/news/2016-10-

microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in
China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-inchina/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the
World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-mostelectric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass
Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8)
Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvestingnight-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html
18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative
Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107
19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20)
Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur
Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarityrechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improvesenergy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second
Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to
1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone "by using currents of extremely high
frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
Oct 17, 2016, 6:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Oct 20, 2016, 12:21 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 30, 2016, 10:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in الطاقهالمتجددهRenewable Energy.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join

TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 30, 2016, 10:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ♥NOBLE ARYA TARA SANGHA

.

http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actor"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 30, 2016, 3:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ?￢ﾘEnergías Renovables ?.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 30, 2016, 10:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Todos Somos Uno, "Amor - Luz".
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 30, 2016, 10:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Geoengineering, Population Control and The Big Pharma Agenda.
Oct 30, 2016, 10:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Construcción, Energía y Medio Ambiente.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
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#titanic #lusitania John Jacob Astor was Tesla’s wealthiest investor! Tesla used Astor's money to fund Colorado Springs
experiments in 1899. Astor died in the sinking of the Titanic (April 15, 1912). He was among the 1,514 people on board who did not
survive. Later, Tesla warns Alfred Vanderbilt not to board the Lusitania. He did not heed the warning and also died on the ship.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10208239153562271&set=a.1234916078784.2036933.1405676026%2F
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Gwynne_Vanderbilt_I
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
#operation #endgame #donald #trumps #extraction #force No, not Alex Jones's renewable energy hit piece called "Endgame". Not
the movie "Endgame", It's "Operation Endgame" 2003-2012 plan under Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all "removable aliens" and
"suspected terrorists" ("marijuana users", anyone they don't like) currently living in the U.S. by 2012.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9iO8ZCq3R8
#benghazi #hoax Grayson on Benghazi: The Scandal That Never Was https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9iO8ZCq3R8
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include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 30, 2016, 3:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in FREE SPIRITS.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 30, 2016, 3:14 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.cnn.com/2016/01/03/opinions/kayyem-oregon-building-takeover-terrorism/
#who #the #terrorists #really #are Face it, Oregon building takeover is terrorism - CNN.com
http://www.cnn.com/2016/01/03/opinions/kayyem-oregon-building-takeover-terrorism/
Updated Oct 29, 2016, 5:56 PM
Oct 29, 2016, 5:56 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla and Friends.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater -- Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks -- Join TeslaLeaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources include the
full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special sections on
Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 20, 2016, 1:22 AM
Chris Edwards posted in United Against Oppression.
Oct 27, 2016, 4:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Red Pill Crusaders.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 6:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776
Sorry Donald Trump, 20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival
or breeding", "In 15 years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of
1000's". Note: There is no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels.
With the Trillions of dollars oil, gas and coal companies have, there isn't one video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate
situation where a bird nor turtle nor a bug, nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or
After Effects) http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-14226776 -- 25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: Windfarms
https://youtube.com/watch?v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire
https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's Berkeley Labs reports US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 22.5 Cents Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—particularly in the central United States—are at rock-bottom levels"
http://windpowerengineering.com/featured/business-news-projects/berkeley-lab-report-confirms-low-wind-power-prices-improvedproject-performance/
Oct 26, 2016, 6:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in ♥NOBLE ARYA TARA SANGHA

.

http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:45 AM
Chris Edwards posted in FREE SPIRITS.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources

include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 6:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in UNIVERSO INFINITO ABRE TU MENTE(Oficial☆).
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 6:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Philosophy.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 6:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Namaste.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Bernie Sanders Revolutionaries.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in anonymous WAKE THE WORLD.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in #OurResistance.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Doll Alternative Truth.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor

Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Rethinking Economics - US.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Society for Universal Immortalism.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:52 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Ми смо ТЕСЛИН НАРОД.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:49 AM
Chris Edwards posted in ? ﾟﾒﾕ? ﾟﾒﾞ? ﾟﾒﾕ.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in High Energy Trading.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

Oct 26, 2016, 5:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Eyebrary.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Infrastructure, Urban Development & Architecture - Environment (IDEH).
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 5:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in La Grande Famille d'Âmes [l'humanité objective].
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 26, 2016, 4:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in UNVEILED.
Oct 26, 2016, 4:45 AM
Chris Edwards
http://planetsave.com/2016/10/23/india-waives-off-inter-state-transmission-charges-renewable-energy/
"Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. - India Waives Off Inter-state Transmission Charges For Renewables
http://planetsave.com/2016/10/23/india-waives-off-inter-state-transmission-charges-renewable-energy/
Updated Oct 24, 2016, 1:40 PM
Oct 24, 2016, 1:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
http://energymatters.com.au/renewable-news/solar-powered-agbot-em5716/
This Robot Could Save Aussie Farmers $1.3 Billion A Year. Weed Terminator – Solar Powered Agbot II
http://energymatters.com.au/renewable-news/solar-powered-agbot-em5716/ – The Tesla-Tiffany Fountain also provides for the most
efficient bug trap http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/91369987 – Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides -- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum
http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapper-inches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets
rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?v=n_KM5tPtz-U – http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 24, 2016, 1:23 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Zero Point Energy and other Off-grid Energy Systems.
http://morningnewsusa.com/russia-ww3-weapon-nikola-teslas-death-ray-in-vladimir-putins-possession-23112990.html
Russia WW3 Weapon: Nikola Tesla's Death Ray In Vladimir Putin's possession? http://morningnewsusa.com/russia-ww3-weaponnikola-teslas-death-ray-in-vladimir-putins-possession-23112990.html According to Sputnik News, Russia has developed a unique
radio-electronic weapon to disable enemy drones. The device will soon enter service with the Russian Armed Forces. This is
according to a United Instrument Corporation (UIC) spokesman.
Oct 23, 2016, 4:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Environmental Justice Caucus.
http://energymatters.com.au/renewable-news/solar-powered-agbot-em5716/
This Robot Could Save Aussie Farmers $1.3 Billion A Year. Weed Terminator – Solar Powered Agbot II
http://energymatters.com.au/renewable-news/solar-powered-agbot-em5716/ – The Tesla-Tiffany Fountain also provides for the most

efficient bug trap http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/91369987 – Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides -- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum
http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapper-inches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets
rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?v=n_KM5tPtz-U – http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 24, 2016, 1:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Atlantis & Lemuria ? Temple of Wisdom / The Crystal Earth ? ﾟﾔ.
http://energymatters.com.au/renewable-news/solar-powered-agbot-em5716/
This Robot Could Save Aussie Farmers $1.3 Billion A Year. Weed Terminator – Solar Powered Agbot II
http://energymatters.com.au/renewable-news/solar-powered-agbot-em5716/ – The Tesla-Tiffany Fountain also provides for the most
efficient bug trap http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/91369987 – Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides -- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum
http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapper-inches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets
rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?v=n_KM5tPtz-U – http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 24, 2016, 12:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy.
http://energymatters.com.au/renewable-news/solar-powered-agbot-em5716/
This Robot Could Save Aussie Farmers $1.3 Billion A Year. Weed Terminator – Solar Powered Agbot II
http://energymatters.com.au/renewable-news/solar-powered-agbot-em5716/ – The Tesla-Tiffany Fountain also provides for the most
efficient bug trap http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/91369987 – Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides -- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum
http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapper-inches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets
rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?v=n_KM5tPtz-U – http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 24, 2016, 1:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://energymatters.com.au/renewable-news/solar-powered-agbot-em5716/
This Robot Could Save Aussie Farmers $1.3 Billion A Year. Weed Terminator – Solar Powered Agbot II
http://energymatters.com.au/renewable-news/solar-powered-agbot-em5716/ – The Tesla-Tiffany Fountain also provides for the most
efficient bug trap http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/91369987 – Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides -- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum
http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapper-inches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets
rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?v=n_KM5tPtz-U – http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 24, 2016, 12:46 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Air-Climate-Energy.
http://energymatters.com.au/renewable-news/solar-powered-agbot-em5716/
This Robot Could Save Aussie Farmers $1.3 Billion A Year. Weed Terminator – Solar Powered Agbot II
http://energymatters.com.au/renewable-news/solar-powered-agbot-em5716/ – The Tesla-Tiffany Fountain also provides for the most
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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Russia WW3 Weapon: Nikola Tesla's Death Ray In Vladimir Putin's possession? http://morningnewsusa.com/russia-ww3-weaponnikola-teslas-death-ray-in-vladimir-putins-possession-23112990.html According to Sputnik News, Russia has developed a unique
radio-electronic weapon to disable enemy drones. The device will soon enter service with the Russian Armed Forces. This is
according to a United Instrument Corporation (UIC) spokesman.
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Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
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Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in

connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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Chris Edwards posted in Тесла.
John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in
connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED &
PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/789296990127427588
There is no US election. There is power consolidation. Rigged primary, rigged media and rigged 'pied piper' candidate drive
consolidation. https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/789296990127427588
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
The June 5, 1975 NASA JPL Goldstone Demonstration of high power long distance wireless power transmission safely successfully
transmitted 34kw of electrical power a distance of 1.5km at an efficiency of greater than 82%. At the time, it was the world record for
high power long distance wireless power transmission, and it may remain the world record yet today..
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8

The June 5, 1975 NASA JPL Goldstone Demonstration of high power long distance wireless power transmission safely successfully
transmitted 34kw of electrical power a distance of 1.5km at an efficiency of greater than 82%. At the time, it was the world record for
high power long distance wireless power transmission, and it may remain the world record yet today..
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
The June 5, 1975 NASA JPL Goldstone Demonstration of high power long distance wireless power transmission safely successfully
transmitted 34kw of electrical power a distance of 1.5km at an efficiency of greater than 82%. At the time, it was the world record for
high power long distance wireless power transmission, and it may remain the world record yet today..
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
The June 5, 1975 NASA JPL Goldstone Demonstration of high power long distance wireless power transmission safely successfully
transmitted 34kw of electrical power a distance of 1.5km at an efficiency of greater than 82%. At the time, it was the world record for
high power long distance wireless power transmission. https://youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
The June 5, 1975 NASA JPL Goldstone Demonstration of high power long distance wireless power transmission safely successfully
transmitted 34kw of electrical power a distance of 1.5km at an efficiency of greater than 82%. At the time, it was the world record for
high power long distance wireless power transmission. https://youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
The June 5, 1975 NASA JPL Goldstone Demonstration of high power long distance wireless power transmission safely successfully
transmitted 34kw of electrical power a distance of 1.5km at an efficiency of greater than 82%. At the time, it was the world record for
high power long distance wireless power transmission. https://youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
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Chris Edwards posted in The Free Energy Party UK.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
The June 5, 1975 NASA JPL Goldstone Demonstration of high power long distance wireless power transmission safely successfully
transmitted 34kw of electrical power a distance of 1.5km at an efficiency of greater than 82%. At the time, it was the world record for
high power long distance wireless power transmission. https://youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
The June 5, 1975 NASA JPL Goldstone Demonstration of high power long distance wireless power transmission successfully
transmitted 34kw of electrical power a distance of 1.5km at an efficiency of greater than 82%. At the time, it was the world record for
high power long distance wireless power transmission, and it may remain the world record yet today..
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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Chris Edwards posted in Construcción, Energía y Medio Ambiente.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
Oct 20, 2016, 9:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are

allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.

http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the TPP is about "Fast Tracking" of renewable energy programs and
transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb
2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011.
http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the proliferation of such “investor-state” suits
in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of the climate crisis, and yet investors are
allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, we have a case
against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when tobacco-related health costs total about half a
trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
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http://www.ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/
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https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources include the
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2020 Bugatti Formula 1 Entry could use the “Tesla Turbine.” http://s1.cdn.autoevolution.com/images/news/gallery/bugatti-101p-f12020-concept-testing-livery_2.jpg -- The term has no link to Tesla Motors, but to legendary inventor Nikola Tesla, who patented this
propulsion solution in 1913. http://autoevolution.com/news/2020-bugatti-formula-1-entry-imagined-by-british-designer-112237.html
Nikola Tesla's Revolutionary 95% efficient compounding Disc-Turbine Engine Still Lies Untouched, Here's How It Works
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#tesla #leaks Tesla Leaks: 2020 Bugatti Formula 1 Entry could use the “Tesla Turbine.”
http://s1.cdn.autoevolution.com/images/news/gallery/bugatti-101p-f1-2020-concept-testing-livery_2.jpg -- The term has no link to
Tesla Motors, but to legendary inventor Nikola Tesla, who patented this propulsion solution in 1913.
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https://www.wired.com/video/2016/10/retroreport-nikolai-tesla-and-wireless-charging/
Nikola Tesla and Wireless Charging. Tesla was a wacky guy with some far-fetched ideas, but many of theories about how electricity
could work would eventually prove to be dead on. https://wired.com/video/2016/10/retroreport-nikolai-tesla-and-wireless-charging/
June 5, 1975 NASA JPL Goldstone Demonstration of high power long distance wireless power transmission successfully transmitted
34kw of electrical power a distance of 1.5km at an efficiency of greater than 82%. At the time, it was the world record for high power
long distance wireless power transmission, and it may remain the world record yet today. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=7O44WM1Q9H8 Tech Inspired By Nikola Tesla Charges Drones In Mid-Air http://popsci.com/nikola-tesla-inspired-tech-powersdrone-in-mid-air-using
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https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources include the
full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special sections on
Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 20, 2016, 1:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla - -Sverige /Svedska /Sweden.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater -- Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks -- Join TeslaLeaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources include the
full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special sections on
Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 20, 2016, 1:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Coilsmiths.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater -- Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks -- Join TeslaLeaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources include the
full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special sections on
Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 20, 2016, 1:25 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA COILS are BOSS.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater -- Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks -- Join TeslaLeaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources include the
full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special sections on
Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 20, 2016, 1:25 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater -- Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks -- Join TeslaLeaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources include the
full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special sections on
Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 20, 2016, 1:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater -- Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks -- Join TeslaLeaks:
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources include the
full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special sections on
Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 20, 2016, 1:13 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Oct 20, 2016, 12:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Türkiye.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Oct 20, 2016, 12:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Oct 20, 2016, 12:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.

Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Oct 20, 2016, 12:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Can't close down this group.
Oct 20, 2016, 12:46 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Society Switzerland & EU.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Oct 20, 2016, 12:45 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Nikola Tesla Klub Facebook.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Oct 20, 2016, 12:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Obsessed.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Oct 20, 2016, 12:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in IRE 2.-Nikola Tesla - Inheritance.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Oct 20, 2016, 12:39 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Oct 20, 2016, 12:38 AM
Chris Edwards
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Updated Oct 20, 2016, 12:16 AM
Oct 20, 2016, 12:16 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Oct 19, 2016, 11:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Oct 20, 2016, 12:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
Nikola tesla FBI file on tesla's Son claim https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1667615020217988&set=p.1667615020217988&type=3&theater
Oct 20, 2016, 12:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
#clinton #trump #debate #energy #fasttrack #tpp Clinton vs Trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the tpp is about "Fast
Tracking" of renewable energy programs and transmission lines across borders. "Open Borders" refers to open trade for renewable
energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb 2015 was one month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which
have dropped below $.40 per watt in 2011. http://ips-dc.org/fast-track-bill-ignores-lessons-of-financial-crisis/ You would think the
proliferation of such “investor-state” suits in recent years would give policymakers pause. Here we are, for example, in the middle of
the climate crisis, and yet investors are allowed to sue governments over policies to encourage renewable energy. In the wake of
the Fukushima disaster, we have a case against Germany over their decision to phase out nuclear power. And at a time when
tobacco-related health costs total about half a trillion dollars per year, Philip Morris is suing the governments of Australia and
Uruguay over anti-smoking laws.
Oct 19, 2016, 8:38 PM

Chris Edwards updated his status.
Clinton vs trump debate on energy - Clinton admits the tpp is about "Fast tracking" of renewable energy programs and transmission
lines across borders. "open borders" refers to open trade for renewable energy. Saudi payments to Clinton in Feb 2015 was one
month after the U.S. added 20-70% tariffs on Chinese solar panels, which have dropped below $.40 per watt.
Oct 19, 2016, 8:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
Nikola Tesla Updated #21 to #25 Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: 21) US Navy Turn Seawater to Jet Fuel
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Make Natural Gas with Coal Plants http://phys.org/news/2016-10microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in
China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-inchina/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article (Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the
World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-mostelectric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass
Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8)
Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvestingnight-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html
18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) Bioenergy/Biofuel
http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - Bonus: Solarize the
Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa) Prior to 1900, Nikola Tesla also
experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone "by using currents of extremely high frequency or rate of
vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
Oct 17, 2016, 5:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy, Renewable Energy & Alternate Sources of Energy (IDEH).
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few

cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:37 PM
Chris Edwards
http://republicansexposed.org/2000-election-rigged-2/
#algore #election #rigged On November 9 2000, at 12:30am west coast time, Sixteen-thousand votes for Gore disappeared
overnight. Some votes were simply trashed by ballot handlers. In Duval County, 27,000 ballots were discarded, over half of them
from black precincts in Jacksonville. No official challenges were filed within the 72-hour time limit, so thousands of mostly
Democratic votes were lost. Sixteen-thousand votes for Gore disappeared overnight from the ongoing Volusia County tally and were
reinstated only when an election supervisor questioned the subtraction of already registered votes. No voting machine company
representative or election official was able to explain what happened. http://republicansexposed.org/2000-election-rigged-2/
http://historycommons.org/context.jsp?item=a357110800flatooclose2nd
Updated Oct 19, 2016, 3:07 PM
Oct 19, 2016, 3:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://republicansexposed.org/2000-election-rigged-2/
#algore #election #rigged On November 9 2000, at 12:30am west coast time, Sixteen-thousand votes for Gore disappeared
overnight. Some votes were simply trashed by ballot handlers. In Duval County, 27,000 ballots were discarded, over half of them
from black precincts in Jacksonville. No official challenges were filed within the 72-hour time limit, so thousands of mostly
Democratic votes were lost. Sixteen-thousand votes for Gore disappeared overnight from the ongoing Volusia County tally and were
reinstated only when an election supervisor questioned the subtraction of already registered votes. No voting machine company
representative or election official was able to explain what happened. http://republicansexposed.org/2000-election-rigged-2/
http://www.historycommons.org/context.jsp?item=a357110800flatooclose2nd
Oct 19, 2016, 3:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange
Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors" http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internetlink-severed-state-actor -- Join TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150
video's, 4000 sources). Sources include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents
& Inventions and special sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 19, 2016, 5:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in United Against Oppression.
Oct 19, 2016, 2:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Atlantis & Lemuria ? Temple of Wisdom / The Crystal Earth ? ﾟﾔ.
http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects
Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy remains strong, UAE showing
leadership http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects -- Fukushima Wasn't Disastrous
Because Of Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disaster-wasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of
killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicist-there-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -"Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium
processing used in nuclear power plants and radiography machines. 3) Opens up Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies
-- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War:
http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax.
Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War
For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage.
http://www.idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 -- Nuke Hoax
Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nuke Hoax
Part 3 https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
Oct 18, 2016, 6:30 PM

Chris Edwards
http://chinadaily.com.cn/business/tech/2016-07/18/content_26124930.htm
#samsung #battery #fire #conspiracy #wireless #power #charging July 18th 2016 "Drawing power out of thin air" research and
development are being made focusing on improving the power transmission range to enable long-distance wireless charging. Going
forward, technologies will seek to enable 'dynamic charging'－charging lanes that could power up electric vehicles in motion,
industry experts said. A Samsung Electronics Co Ltd representative speaks during the launch of its S6 Edge smartphone and its
wireless charger device in the 798 art district in Beijing. http://chinadaily.com.cn/business/tech/2016-07/18/content_26124930.htm -The government's interest in wireless power for high-speed trains ... as demonstrated by the legendary inventor Nikola Tesla as
early as 1891. http://scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-first-power
Updated Oct 18, 2016, 7:14 PM
Oct 18, 2016, 7:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NWO FREEDOM FIGHTERS.
http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects
Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy remains strong, UAE showing
leadership http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects -- Fukushima Wasn't Disastrous
Because Of Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disaster-wasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of
killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicist-there-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -"Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium
processing used in nuclear power plants and radiography machines. 3) Opens up Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies
-- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War:
http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax.
Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War
For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage.
http://www.idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 -- Nuke Hoax
Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nuke Hoax
Part 3 https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
Oct 18, 2016, 6:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects
Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy remains strong, UAE showing
leadership http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects -- Fukushima Wasn't Disastrous
Because Of Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disaster-wasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of
killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicist-there-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -"Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium
processing used in nuclear power plants and radiography machines. 3) Opens up Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies
-- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War:
http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax.
Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War
For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage.
http://www.idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 -- Nuke Hoax
Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nuke Hoax
Part 3 https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
Oct 18, 2016, 6:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects
Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy remains strong, UAE showing
leadership http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects -- Fukushima Wasn't Disastrous
Because Of Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disaster-wasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of
killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicist-there-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -"Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium
processing used in nuclear power plants and radiography machines. 3) Opens up Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies

-- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War:
http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax.
Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War
For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage.
http://www.idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 -- Nuke Hoax
Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nuke Hoax
Part 3 https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
Oct 18, 2016, 6:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Geoengineering, Population Control and The Big Pharma Agenda.
Oct 18, 2016, 6:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects
Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy remains strong, UAE showing
leadership http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects -- Fukushima Wasn't Disastrous
Because Of Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disaster-wasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of
killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicist-there-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -"Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium
processing used in nuclear power plants and radiography machines. 3) Opens up Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies
-- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War:
http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax.
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Disaster Wasn't Disastrous Because Of The Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disasterwasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of people killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero. https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicistthere-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -- The "Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the
mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium processing used in nuclear power plants and radiography machines. 3) Opens up
Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies -- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War:
http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax.
Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War
For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage.
http://www.idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 -- Nuke Hoax
Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nikola Tesla

debunks Albert Einstein http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
Oct 18, 2016, 3:57 PM
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http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects
#nuke #hoax Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy remains strong, with UAE
showing leadership in the regional. http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-after-fukushimas-overstated-effects -Fukushima Disaster Wasn't Disastrous Because Of The Radiation http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushimadisaster-wasnt-very-disastrous/ -- Total # of people killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero.
https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicist-there-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/ -- The "Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be
used to purchase military weapons 2) the mandate to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium processing used in nuclear power plants
and radiography machines. 3) Opens up Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies -- 4) Jill Stein promotes the Nuke Hoax:
Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War: http://democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the
Dog promotes the suitcase nuke bomb hoax. Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New
York Comic Con Footage. http://www.idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-confootage-561229 -- Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nuke Hoax Part 3 https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
Updated Oct 18, 2016, 3:46 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in WAKE UP PEOPLE? All Is Not What It Seems!!
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in NWOExposition.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Researching Earth Thoroughly And Reasonable Discussion...R.E.T.A.R.D.
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Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in TyrannyUnmasked Truth Militia (Post Anything group).
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Gaia ~ New Earth and Humans Awakening.
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
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Chris Edwards posted in AGE OF DISCLOSURE.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 18, 2016, 4:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 18, 2016, 4:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Stewards of the Earth.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Young Scientists and Innovators.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"

http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in World UFO Aliens.
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Chris Edwards posted in Awakening: Conspiracies, Prophecies, and Truths.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 18, 2016, 4:26 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 18, 2016, 4:24 AM
Chris Edwards posted in ~Free Thinkers Anonymous~.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 18, 2016, 4:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AMA - Amigos do Meio Ambiente.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA Tesla FBI File, Letters to JP Morgan, and Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 18, 2016, 3:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Attunements and Energy Healing.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA Tesla FBI File, Letters to JP Morgan, and Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Zimbabwean Wikileaks.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources):
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

Oct 18, 2016, 3:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in ILove™.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous To Expose Corruption.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Decoders of Truth.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 17, 2016, 7:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth ?
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 17, 2016, 8:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth ?
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 17, 2016, 8:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Canadian Truth News Eh?
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Events.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Wikileaks Martil.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor

Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Support Assange and WikiLeaks Coalition (SAWC).
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Anarcho-Debatism.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Slovenia.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 17, 2016, 7:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in chefchaouenشفشاون.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in chefchaouenشفشاون.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Warrior Section.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
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Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous for World Peace.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Conscious Media Coalition.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Against Global Irony.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Decoders of Truth.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Wikileaks Tetouan ويكيلكستطوان.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Todos Somos Uno, "Amor - Luz".
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Zimbabwean Wikileaks.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October 17th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
#wikileaks #julian #assange #missing #dead #internet #access #shut #down #cutoff Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October
18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special
sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor
#wikileaks #julian #assange #missing #dead #internet #access #shut #down #cutoff Goodbye WikiLeaks, Hello TeslaLeaks: October
18th 2016, WikiLeaks Julian Assange Internet Cut by Ecuador "state actors"
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/6f997f97c5f140a29f385ea05f1b642c/wikileaks-assanges-internet-link-severed-state-actor -- Join
TeslaLeaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Nikola Tesla Blog (500 pages, 150 video's, 4000 sources). Sources
include the full FOIA 300 page Tesla FBI File, 100 Tesla Letters to JP Morgan, 900+ Tesla Patents & Inventions and special

sections on Debunking Einstein to Diesel-gate: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated Oct 17, 2016, 5:55 PM
Oct 17, 2016, 5:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Governance, Public Law and Regulation.
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
Nikola Tesla Updated #21 to #25 Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: 21) US Navy Turn Seawater to Jet Fuel
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Make Natural Gas with Coal Plants http://phys.org/news/2016-10microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in
China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-inchina/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the
World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-mostelectric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass
Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8)
Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvestingnight-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html
18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative
Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107
19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20)
Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur
Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarityrechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improvesenergy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second
Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to
1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone "by using currents of extremely high
frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
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Chris Edwards posted in Zero Point Energy and other Off-grid Energy Systems.
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
Nikola Tesla Updated #21 to #25 Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: 21) US Navy Turn Seawater to Jet Fuel
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Make Natural Gas with Coal Plants http://phys.org/news/2016-10microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in
China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-inchina/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-mostelectric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass
Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8)
Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvestingnight-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html
18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative
Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107
19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20)
Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur
Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarityrechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improvesenergy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second
Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to
1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone "by using currents of extremely high
frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
Nikola Tesla Updated #21 to #25 Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: 21) US Navy Turn Seawater to Jet Fuel
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Make Natural Gas with Coal Plants http://phys.org/news/2016-10microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in
China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-inchina/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the
World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-mostelectric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass
Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8)
Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvestingnight-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html
18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative
Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107
19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20)
Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur
Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarityrechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improvesenergy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second
Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to
1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone "by using currents of extremely high
frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
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Chris Edwards posted in Nepal Renewable Energy Group (NREG).
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
Nikola Tesla Updated #21 to #25 Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: 21) US Navy Turn Seawater to Jet Fuel
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Make Natural Gas with Coal Plants http://phys.org/news/2016-10microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in
China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-inchina/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the
World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-mostelectric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass
Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8)
Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvestingnight-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html
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conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html
18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative
Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107
19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20)
Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur
Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarityrechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improvesenergy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second
Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to
1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone "by using currents of extremely high
frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
Oct 17, 2016, 6:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in 太陽光電產業論壇Photovoltaic Business Forum.
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
Nikola Tesla Updated #21 to #25 Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: 21) US Navy Turn Seawater to Jet Fuel
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Make Natural Gas with Coal Plants http://phys.org/news/2016-10microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in
China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-inchina/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the
World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-mostelectric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass
Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8)
Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html
18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative
Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107
19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20)
Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur
Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarityrechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improvesenergy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second
Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to
1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone "by using currents of extremely high
frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
Oct 17, 2016, 5:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AMA - Amigos do Meio Ambiente.
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
Nikola Tesla Updated #21 to #25 Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: 21) US Navy Turn Seawater to Jet Fuel
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Make Natural Gas with Coal Plants http://phys.org/news/2016-10microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in
China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-inchina/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the
World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-mostelectric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass
Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8)
Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvestingnight-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html
18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative
Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107
19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20)
Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarityrechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improvesenergy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second
Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to
1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone "by using currents of extremely high
frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
Oct 17, 2016, 5:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
#tesla #leaks Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn Seawater
to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates from Coal
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in
China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-inchina/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the
World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-mostelectric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass
Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8)
Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvestingnight-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html
18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative
Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107
19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20)
Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur
Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarityrechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improvesenergy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second
Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to
1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of
extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
Oct 17, 2016, 5:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Power Philippines.
Oct 17, 2016, 5:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Environmental Justice Caucus.
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
Nikola Tesla Updated #21 to #25 Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: 21) US Navy Turn Seawater to Jet Fuel

http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Make Natural Gas with Coal Plants http://phys.org/news/2016-10microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in
China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-inchina/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the
World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-mostelectric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass
Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8)
Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvestingnight-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html
18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative
Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107
19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20)
Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur
Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarityrechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improvesenergy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery ) Prior to 1900, Nikola Tesla also
experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone "by using currents of extremely high frequency or rate of
vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
Oct 17, 2016, 5:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in WHITE LIGHT ENERGY GROUP.
Oct 17, 2016, 5:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy Medicine Exchange.
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
Nikola Tesla Updated #21 to #25 Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: 21) US Navy Turn Seawater to Jet Fuel
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Make Natural Gas with Coal Plants http://phys.org/news/2016-10microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in
China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-inchina/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the
World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-mostelectric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass
Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8)
Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvestingnight-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html
18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative
Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107
19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20)
Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur
Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarityrechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improvesenergy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery ) Prior to 1900, Nikola Tesla also
experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone "by using currents of extremely high frequency or rate of
vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
Oct 17, 2016, 5:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar CITIES Biogas Innoventors and Practitioners.
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http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees - Bonus: Tesla's Nitrogen Fixation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria http://desertec.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa)
Oct 17, 2016, 4:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
Updated #21 to #25 Ways to Power the World: 21) US Navy Plans to Turn Seawater into Jet Fuel -http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Make Natural Gas with Coal Plants or even Hydro-Carbons with
electricity from Hydro-Electric Dams: http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2,
Germany manufactured Synthetic Oils https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in China to produce plastics,
methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/siemens-developsclean-coal-in-china/5008667.article --- (Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" - 1) Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-capturescarbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave
or Tidal Energy to Gas http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/patents/us-patent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a
metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electricwavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-productionsolar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel 20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/europeanbioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - Bonus: Tesla's Nitrogen Fixation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogenfixing_bacteria http://desertec.org/ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa)
Oct 17, 2016, 4:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Construcción, Energía y Medio Ambiente.
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
Updated #21 to #25 Ways to Power the World: 21) US Navy Plans to Turn Seawater into Jet Fuel -http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Make Natural Gas with Coal Plants or even Hydro-Carbons with
electricity from Hydro-Electric Dams: http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2,
Germany manufactured Synthetic Oils https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in China to produce plastics,
methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/siemens-developsclean-coal-in-china/5008667.article --- (Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" - 1) Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-capturescarbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave
or Tidal Energy to Gas http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/patents/us-patent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees - Bonus: Tesla's Nitrogen Fixation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria http://desertec.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa)
Oct 17, 2016, 4:21 AM
Chris Edwards
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html
Nikola Tesla updated #21 to #25 Ways to Power the World: 21) Make Natural Gas with Coal Plants or Hydro-Carbons with HydroElectric plants: http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html -- 22) US Navy to Turn Seawater into Jet
Fuel -- http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany madenSynthetic Oils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in China to produce plastics,
methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/siemens-developsclean-coal-in-china/5008667.article --- (Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" - 1) Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-capturescarbon.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/patents/us-patent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees - Bonus: Tesla's Nitrogen Fixation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria http://desertec.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa)
Updated Oct 17, 2016, 4:03 AM

Oct 17, 2016, 4:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:33 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=T0HG6fESChY
Update on PBS American Experience on Nikola Tesla: Cold Light https://youtube.com/watch?v=T0HG6fESChY -- Tesla, Chapter 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_KCkAy0uIQ -- George Westinghouse from Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=ofwlEMJmzzU
-- The Contract, from Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=NLgbICTSMAk -- The Tesla Coil, from Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?
v=uxvvLOMvnuQ -- The Colombian Exposition, from Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=ONMHUGVZmeg -- The Triumph of
Alternating Current, from Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=NI1yNDTVCn0 -- How to Prevent a Hurricane...No, Really -- In 1900,
William McKinley was president and not using his bully pulpit to fight ... Hurricanes, like weather and climate, are predicted based on
"climate change" http://americanthinker.com/articles/2016/10/how_to_prevent_a_hurricaneno_really.html -- More today: Jill Stein
promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War: Green Party's Jill Stein Warns Of Nuclear War In Clinton
Presidency http://www.democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase
nuke bomb hoax. Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Colorado River
Tribes sue BLM to stop renewable energy programs in the California Desert. (But leave the coal plants, fracking and de-forestation
for wood, alone). They claim that there is a rock with a carving on it that is "proof" of Indian artifacts.
http://www.pe.com/articles/artifacts-815326-blm-tribes.html
Update on PBS American Experience on Nikola Tesla: Cold Light https://youtube.com/watch?v=T0HG6fESChY -- Tesla, Chapter 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_KCkAy0uIQ -- George Westinghouse from Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=ofwlEMJmzzU
-- The Contract, from Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=NLgbICTSMAk -- The Tesla Coil, from Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?
v=uxvvLOMvnuQ -- The Colombian Exposition, from Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=ONMHUGVZmeg -- The Triumph of
Alternating Current, from Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=NI1yNDTVCn0 -- How to Prevent a Hurricane...No, Really -- In 1900,
William McKinley was president and not using his bully pulpit to fight ... Hurricanes, like weather and climate, are predicted based on
"climate change" http://americanthinker.com/articles/2016/10/how_to_prevent_a_hurricaneno_really.html -- More today: Jill Stein
promotes the Nuke Hoax: Vote for Hillary Clinton Is A Vote For War: Green Party's Jill Stein Warns Of Nuclear War In Clinton
Presidency http://www.democracynow.org/2016/9/27/expanding_the_debate_jill_stein_spars -- Wag the Dog promotes the suitcase
nuke bomb hoax. Dustin Hoffman "we have weather machines" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNo0BicRM8k -- Colorado River
Tribes sue BLM to stop renewable energy programs in the California Desert. (But leave the coal plants, fracking and de-forestation
for wood, alone). They claim that there is a rock with a carving on it that is "proof" of Indian artifacts.
http://www.pe.com/articles/artifacts-815326-blm-tribes.html
Updated Oct 16, 2016, 12:18 AM
Oct 16, 2016, 12:18 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although

deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in United Against Oppression.
Oct 15, 2016, 8:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Cover up And Conspiracy Network.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which
were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump
Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed
electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and
traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Warrior Section.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures
which were taken of each item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump
Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed
electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and
traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 6:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous To Expose Corruption.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures

which were taken of each item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump
Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed
electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and
traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Ancient Origins Group.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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Chris Edwards posted in Truth ?
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola

Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 7:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in WAKE UP PEOPLE? All Is Not What It Seems!!
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel

https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel

https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less

than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life; 1) The books in the concrete Library of Alexandria, destroyed by fire. 2) The Nikola Tesla Files 3)
Hillary Clinton Emails -- The Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and
the other notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla
FBI File, although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and
the Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -Vignettes of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what
happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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Chris Edwards posted in Gaia ~ New Earth and Humans Awakening.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 6:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 6:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ZERO STATE.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other

notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures
which were taken of each item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump
Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed
electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and
traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 6:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
Oct 14, 2016, 6:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which
were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump
Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed
electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and
traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Actualised.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which
were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump
Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed
electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and
traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Humanity Healers.

TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which
were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump
Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed
electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and
traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AI Artificial Intelligence: Deconstructing AI/Matrix and Healing Ourselves.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which
were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump
Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed
electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and
traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which
were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump
Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed
electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and
traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:42 PM

Chris Edwards posted in FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which
were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump
Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed
electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and
traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Revealed.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which
were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump
Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed
electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and
traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone and destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla
Files 3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the
other notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File,
although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the
Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton
vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high
speed electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators
and traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html

Oct 14, 2016, 5:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NWO FREEDOM FIGHTERS.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the concrete Library of Alexandria, destroyed by fire. 2) The Nikola Tesla Files 3)
Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File,
although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the
Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton
vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high
speed electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA)
Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers
disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in chefchaouenشفشاون.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone and destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla
Files 3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the
other notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File,
although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the
Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton
vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high
speed electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators
and traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in FLAT EARTH REALITY * ROCK N ROLL REALM.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone and destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla
Files 3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the
other notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File,
although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the
Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton
vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high
speed electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators
and traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html

Oct 14, 2016, 5:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Slovenia.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone and destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla
Files 3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the
other notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File,
although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the
Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton
vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high
speed electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators
and traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Esoteric Empyre.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone and destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla
Files 3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the
other notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File,
although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the
Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton
vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high
speed electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators
and traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Agent Orange, GMOs, Gluten:The Truth About Toxic Wheat.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the concrete Library of Alexandria, destroyed by fire. 2) The Nikola Tesla Files 3)
Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File,
although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the
Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton
vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high
speed electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators
and traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing
Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them.
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Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the concrete Library of Alexandria, destroyed by fire. 2) The Nikola Tesla Files 3)
Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File,
although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the
Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton
vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high
speed electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA)
Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers
disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Flat Earth Warriors.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the concrete Library of Alexandria, destroyed by fire. 2) The Nikola Tesla Files 3)
Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File,
although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the
Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton
vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff genertors, high
speed electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA)
Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers
disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the concrete Library of Alexandria, destroyed by fire. 2) The Nikola Tesla Files 3)
Hillary Clinton Emails -- Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other
notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File,
although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the
Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton
vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37) -- DOE documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff genertors, high
speed electron radiography, electron cancer therapy, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA)
Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers

disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 5:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in No More GeoEngineering/Solar Radiation Management.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life; 1) The books in the concrete Library of Alexandria, destroyed by fire. 2) The Nikola Tesla Files 3)
Hillary Clinton Emails -- The Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and
the other notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla
FBI File, although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and
the Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Vignettes
of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what
happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 4:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anarcho-Debatism.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life; 1) The books in the concrete Library of Alexandria, destroyed by fire. 2) The Nikola Tesla Files 3)
Hillary Clinton Emails -- The Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and
the other notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla
FBI File, although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and
the Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Vignettes
of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what
happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 4:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Advanced Archaeology Group.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Vignettes of
early radiation workers with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what
happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
Oct 14, 2016, 4:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in CHEMTRAILS and HAARP.
http://declarepeace.org.uk/captain/murder_inc/site/texts/hurrican.html
May 2001, "A New Approach to Hurricane Reduction" http://declarepeace.org.uk/captain/murder_inc/site/texts/hurrican.html -- Sept
2016 "Early detection of Hurricane's using low frequency waves" http://phys.org/news/2016-09-high-tech-future-early-hurricanestornados.html -- July 2000 "Method and system for hurricane control" http://google.ch/patents/US20020008155 -- "Pure Voltage Has
No Resistance" https://youtube.com/watch?v=9JVGlx7QkPI -- "Purple Rain" https://youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ
Oct 14, 2016, 1:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to

12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need
to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage
unit. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File,
John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails
top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In
Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with
the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had
been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer:
"Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no
system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could
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May 2001, "A New Approach to Hurricane Reduction" http://declarepeace.org.uk/captain/murder_inc/site/texts/hurrican.html -- Sept
2016 "Early detection of Hurricane's using low frequency waves" http://phys.org/news/2016-09-high-tech-future-early-hurricanestornados.html -- July 2000 "Method and system for hurricane control" http://google.ch/patents/US20020008155 -- "Pure Voltage Has
No Resistance" https://youtube.com/watch?v=9JVGlx7QkPI -- "Purple Rain" https://youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ
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May 2001, "A New Approach to Hurricane Reduction" http://declarepeace.org.uk/captain/murder_inc/site/texts/hurrican.html -- Sept
2016 "Early detection of Hurricane's using low frequency waves" http://phys.org/news/2016-09-high-tech-future-early-hurricanestornados.html -- July 2000 "Method and system for hurricane control" http://google.ch/patents/US20020008155 -- "Pure Voltage Has
No Resistance" https://youtube.com/watch?v=9JVGlx7QkPI -- "Purple Rain" https://youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ
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May 2001, "A New Approach to Hurricane Reduction" http://declarepeace.org.uk/captain/murder_inc/site/texts/hurrican.html -- Sept
2016 "Early detection of Hurricane's using low frequency waves" http://phys.org/news/2016-09-high-tech-future-early-hurricanestornados.html -- July 2000 "Method and system for hurricane control" http://google.ch/patents/US20020008155 -- "Pure Voltage Has
No Resistance" https://youtube.com/watch?v=9JVGlx7QkPI -- "Purple Rain" https://youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ
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May 2001, "A New Approach to Hurricane Reduction" http://declarepeace.org.uk/captain/murder_inc/site/texts/hurrican.html -- Sept
2016 "Early detection of Hurricane's using low frequency waves" http://phys.org/news/2016-09-high-tech-future-early-hurricanestornados.html -- July 2000 "Method and system for hurricane control" http://google.ch/patents/US20020008155 -- "Pure Voltage Has
No Resistance" https://youtube.com/watch?v=9JVGlx7QkPI -- "Purple Rain" https://youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ
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for hurricane control" http://google.ch/patents/US20020008155 -- "Pure Voltage Has No Resistance" https://youtube.com/watch?
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Chris Edwards posted in Zero Point Energy and other Off-grid Energy Systems.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @

Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
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Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Share Your World.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need
to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage
unit. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File,
John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails
top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In
Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with
the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had
been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer:
"Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no
system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could
be connected to such architecture." https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need
to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage
unit. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File,
John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails
top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In
Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with
the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had
been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer:

"Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no
system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could
be connected to such architecture." https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need
to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage
unit. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File,
John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails
top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In
Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with
the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had
been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer:
"Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no
system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could
be connected to such architecture." https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 3:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in EPS - STRUJNI UDAR - KO KOME DUGUJE.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and Pictures which were taken of everything in
Tesla's NY storage unit. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump: Who has Tesla's "Teleforce"? -Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his
experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and
"Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- On the current status of
long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of
distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of
millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of
users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 3:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Atlantis & Lemuria ? Temple of Wisdom / The Crystal Earth ? ﾟﾔ.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."

https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in PORTAL DE LUZ.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 3:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Construcción, Energía y Medio Ambiente.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 3:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 3:03 PM

Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 3:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Environmental Justice Caucus.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Technology Business Sharing 环保与绿色科技.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks

FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Rainbow Warriors for Changes.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy .
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ?￢ﾘEnergías Renovables ?.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his co-

conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy Medicine Exchange.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Spirituality, Science & Metaphysics Community.
Oct 13, 2016, 2:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Power Philippines.
Oct 13, 2016, 2:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AMA - Amigos do Meio Ambiente.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks

FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Attunements and Energy Healing.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 太陽光電產業論壇Photovoltaic Business Forum.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537) -- On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few
cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and
they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or
that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture."
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/768250833312677/
Oct 13, 2016, 2:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Quantum Mechanics.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html --

However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 9:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated Oct 8th 2016 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- 6 Charts That Show the US Clean Energy Revolution Is Here | “We
are experiencing a clean energy revolution in the United States, and this report confirms it.”
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/5-charts-that-show-the-us-clean-energy-revolution-is-upon-us
Oct 7, 2016, 11:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in United Against Oppression.
Oct 13, 2016, 7:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Zimbabwean Wikileaks.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the
REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his coconspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of
everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has
Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @
Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of
Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000
miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 3537)
Oct 13, 2016, 3:52 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Club Tesla France.
https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity patents for wireless power transfer, refer to
at least 3 of Nikola Tesla's original wireless patents) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
Oct 12, 2016, 5:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cover up And Conspiracy Network.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his

Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 4:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Healing.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 4:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Atlantis & Lemuria ? Temple of Wisdom / The Crystal Earth ? ﾟﾔ.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 4:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NWO FREEDOM FIGHTERS.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 5:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although

deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 5:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 5:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA MODEL X Owners Club.
https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity patents for wireless power transfer, refer to
at least 3 of Nikola Tesla's original wireless patents) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
Oct 12, 2016, 5:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Owners Club Norway.
https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity patents for wireless power transfer, refer to
at least 3 of Nikola Tesla's original wireless patents) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
Oct 12, 2016, 5:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA EV fans en owners - BENELUX.
https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity patents for wireless power transfer, refer to
at least 3 of Nikola Tesla's original wireless patents) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
Oct 12, 2016, 5:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Club of Greater Houston.
https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity patents for wireless power transfer, refer to
at least 3 of Nikola Tesla's original wireless patents) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
Oct 12, 2016, 5:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Discordian Society.
Oct 12, 2016, 5:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Events.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of

the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 5:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Geoengineering, Population Control and The Big Pharma Agenda.
Oct 12, 2016, 5:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Agent Orange, GMOs, Gluten:The Truth About Toxic Wheat.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 5:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Esoteric Empyre.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 4:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in IRE 2.-Nikola Tesla - Inheritance.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)

Oct 12, 2016, 4:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in FLAT EARTH REALITY * ROCK N ROLL REALM.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 4:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in chefchaouenشفشاون.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 4:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Mandela Effect.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 4:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Slovenia.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within

30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 4:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Nikola Tesla Klub Facebook.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs

Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of

the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within

30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs

Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 4:22 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Watchers - Observing Humanity Outside Of The Cube.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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Chris Edwards posted in The Esoteric Community.
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Chris Edwards posted in NWOExposition.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 4:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Libertarian.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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Chris Edwards posted in 太陽光電產業論壇Photovoltaic Business Forum.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in

Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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Chris Edwards posted in Attunements and Energy Healing.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 4:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AMA - Amigos do Meio Ambiente.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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Chris Edwards posted in Solar Power Philippines.
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Chris Edwards posted in ACID FUCKING MATH.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Against Global Irony.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of

the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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Chris Edwards posted in Researching Earth Thoroughly And Reasonable Discussion...R.E.T.A.R.D.
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's next step.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated Oct 8th 2016 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- 6 Charts That Show the US Clean Energy Revolution Is Here | “We
are experiencing a clean energy revolution in the United States, and this report confirms it.”
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/5-charts-that-show-the-us-clean-energy-revolution-is-upon-us
Oct 7, 2016, 11:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering genius
Nikola Tesla. https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering genius
Nikola Tesla. https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
Oct 12, 2016, 4:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Mafia!
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in

Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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Chris Edwards posted in WAKE UP PEOPLE? All Is Not What It Seems!!
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Ancient Origins Group.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering genius
Nikola Tesla. https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
Oct 12, 2016, 4:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Oct 12, 2016, 6:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AGE OF DISCLOSURE.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs

Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:21 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Universal Consciousness & Enlightenment.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Gaia ~ New Earth and Humans Awakening.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TyrannyUnmasked Truth Militia (Post Anything group).
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of

the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
Oct 12, 2016, 7:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)

Oct 12, 2016, 7:22 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Stewards of the Earth.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:18 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Young Scientists and Innovators.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Spirituality, Science & Metaphysics Community.
Oct 12, 2016, 7:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in World UFO Aliens.
Oct 12, 2016, 7:13 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:10 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Awakening: Conspiracies, Prophecies, and Truths.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Tesla
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures

which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in gone.
Oct 12, 2016, 7:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in ~Free Thinkers Anonymous~.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Alien's,Gov.Cover up,Tyranny, No Rules/Retrictions Post What You Feel!
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Environmental Justice Caucus.
https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
Oct 12, 2016, 4:45 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth ?
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within

30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Paleophysics and Ancient High Technology.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 7:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Me pasó fumado (OFICIAL).
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Wikileaks Tetouan ويكيلكستطوان.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Todos Somos Uno, "Amor - Luz".
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs

Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering genius
Nikola Tesla. https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
Oct 12, 2016, 4:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:25 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla is on The RealSide LifeIS in Your DreamVisions.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)

Oct 12, 2016, 6:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Society Switzerland & EU.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Can't close down this group.
Oct 12, 2016, 6:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Zero Point Energy and other Off-grid Energy Systems.
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:21 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy Nusantara.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in

Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Türkiye.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Тесла.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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Chris Edwards posted in Solarled Global Group ☀☀☀.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures

which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:23 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in An Empath.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NWO FREEDOM FIGHTERS.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
Oct 12, 2016, 6:10 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Support Assange and WikiLeaks Coalition (SAWC).
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa

Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs
Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within
30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to
12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7,
line 35-37)
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Chris Edwards posted in Green And Progressive Politics.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever released any "Nikola Telsa
Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" and the other notations of
the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also named in the Tesla FBI File, although
deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures
which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files
3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names
responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his
co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each
item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola
Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death,
Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less
than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE
documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron
radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling
wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The
copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
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TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
#wikileaks #teslaleaks Julian Assange of Wikileaks, nor Edward Snowden, nor Russian Hackers, nor anyone else, have ever
released any "Nikola Tesla Leaks". Hillary Clinton's Emails & FBI Files on Nikola Tesla, reveal the (C) is thought to mean
"Classified" and the other notations of the names responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), also
named in the Tesla FBI File, although deceased, he and his co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits and Documents of
Nikola Tesla are; and the Pictures which were taken of everything in Tesla's NY storage unit.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla - -Sverige /Svedska /Sweden.
https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity holds patents for wireless power transfer,
originally patented and invented by Nikola Tesla) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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Chris Edwards posted in Green And Progressive Politics.
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October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity holds patents for wireless power transfer,
originally patented and invented by Nikola Tesla) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity holds patents for wireless power transfer,
originally patented and invented by Nikola Tesla) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity holds patents for wireless power transfer,
originally patented and invented by Nikola Tesla) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity holds patents for wireless power transfer,
originally patented and invented by Nikola Tesla) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity holds patents for wireless power transfer,
originally patented and invented by Nikola Tesla) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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Chris Edwards posted in Green Party of the United States Issues & Discussion Group.
https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity holds patents for wireless power transfer,
originally patented and invented by Nikola Tesla) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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Chris Edwards posted in D.I.Y. rEVolution (Eco Vehicles)⚡?.
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(MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering genius Nikola Tesla.
https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla and Friends.
https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity holds patents for wireless power transfer,
originally patented and invented by Nikola Tesla) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity holds patents for wireless power transfer,

originally patented and invented by Nikola Tesla) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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October 11th 2016 - Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering genius
Nikola Tesla. https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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October 11th 2016 - Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering genius
Nikola Tesla. https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity holds patents for wireless power transfer,
originally patented and invented by Nikola Tesla) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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October 11th 2016 - Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering genius
Nikola Tesla. https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
October 11th 2016 - (MIT) Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car company after the engineering
genius Nikola Tesla. (Note: Thomas Edison did not invent "the" light bulb. MIT's Witricity patents for wireless power transfer, refer to
at least 3 of Nikola Tesla's original wireless patents) https://technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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#mit #edison #tesla #motors #elonmusk October 11th 2016 - Elon Musk's House of Gigacards. Elon Musk named his electric car
company after the engineering genius Nikola Tesla. https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602487/elon-musks-house-of-gigacards/
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Renewable Energy & Nikola Tesla Blog Updated Oct 8th 2016 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- 6 Charts That Show the US
Clean Energy Revolution Is Here | “We are experiencing a clean energy revolution in the United States, and this report confirms it.”
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/5-charts-that-show-the-us-clean-energy-revolution-is-upon-us
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Chris Edwards posted in United Against Oppression.
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://ehstoday.com/ppe/nikola-tesla-offers-advice-about-proper-ppe-wear-arc-flash-hazards
Nikola Tesla Offers Advice about the Proper PPE to Wear for Arc Flash Hazards. Exposure to an arc flash without proper personal
protective equipment can be deadly for workers. http://ehstoday.com/ppe/nikola-tesla-offers-advice-about-proper-ppe-wear-arcflash-hazards
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYJGr8Z0NZg
The Glenn Beck Program TheBlaze TV: hiSTORY Episode 1 - Tesla and Edison 09 15 16 https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=PYJGr8Z0NZg -- Nicholas Hoult to Play Nikola Tesla in 'The Current War' http://variety.com/2016/film/news/nicholas-hoult-nikola-

tesla-current-war-1201878115/
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The Glenn Beck Program TheBlaze TV: hiSTORY Episode 1 - Tesla and Edison 09 15 16 https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=PYJGr8Z0NZg -- Nicholas Hoult to Play Nikola Tesla in 'The Current War' http://variety.com/2016/film/news/nicholas-hoult-nikolatesla-current-war-1201878115/
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https://www.google.com/patents/US20030085296
#hurricane #erin One month after 9/11/2001, a patent was filed for a "Hurricane and tornado control device".
https://www.google.com/patents/US20030085296 (See Hurricane Erin on 9/11) Hurricane Erin Track DEW ATTACK 911 Free
Energy Tower Of Babel Cabal https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BXZ72lYNZs -- Dr. Judy Wood - Hurricane Erin on 9/11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mbe_MPhDai0
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https://www.google.com/patents/US20030085296
#hurricane #erin One month after 9/11/2001, a patent was filed for a "Hurricane and tornado control device".
https://www.google.com/patents/US20030085296 (See Hurricane Erin on 9/11) Hurricane Erin Track DEW ATTACK 911 Free
Energy Tower Of Babel Cabal https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BXZ72lYNZs -- Dr. Judy Wood - Hurricane Erin on 9/11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mbe_MPhDai0
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Chris Edwards posted in Weather Manipulation / Chemtrails / Geoengineering.
https://www.google.com/patents/US20030085296
One month after 9/11/2001, a patent was filed for a "Hurricane and tornado control device".
https://www.google.com/patents/US20030085296 (See Hurricane Erin on 9/11) Hurricane Erin Track DEW ATTACK 911 Free
Energy Tower Of Babel Cabal https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BXZ72lYNZs -- Dr. Judy Wood - Hurricane Erin on 9/11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mbe_MPhDai0
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https://www.google.com/patents/US20030085296
#hurricane #erin One month after 9/11/2001, a patent was filed for a "Hurricane and tornado control device".
https://www.google.com/patents/US20030085296 (See Hurricane Erin on 9/11) Hurricane Erin Track DEW ATTACK 911 Free
Energy Tower Of Babel Cabal https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BXZ72lYNZs -- Dr. Judy Wood - Hurricane Erin on 9/11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mbe_MPhDai0
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
https://www.google.com/patents/US20030085296
#hurricane #erin One month after 9/11/2001, a patent was filed for a "Hurricane and tornado control device".
https://www.google.com/patents/US20030085296 (See Hurricane Erin on 9/11) Hurricane Erin Track DEW ATTACK 911 Free
Energy Tower Of Babel Cabal https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BXZ72lYNZs -- Dr. Judy Wood - Hurricane Erin on 9/11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mbe_MPhDai0
Oct 8, 2016, 1:22 AM
Chris Edwards posted in 9/11 Conspiracy Theories are an Inside Job!
https://www.google.com/patents/US20030085296
#hurricane #erin One month after 9/11/2001, a patent was filed for a "Hurricane and tornado control device".
https://www.google.com/patents/US20030085296 (See Hurricane Erin on 9/11) Hurricane Erin Track DEW ATTACK 911 Free
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Oct 7, 2016, 10:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Technology Business Sharing 环保与绿色科技.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated Oct 8th 2016 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- 6 Charts That Show the US Clean Energy Revolution Is Here | “We
are experiencing a clean energy revolution in the United States, and this report confirms it.”
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/5-charts-that-show-the-us-clean-energy-revolution-is-upon-us
Oct 7, 2016, 10:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

Updated Oct 8th 2016 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- 6 Charts That Show the US Clean Energy Revolution Is Here | “We
are experiencing a clean energy revolution in the United States, and this report confirms it.”
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/5-charts-that-show-the-us-clean-energy-revolution-is-upon-us
Oct 7, 2016, 10:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NWOExposition.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated Oct 8th 2016 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- 6 Charts That Show the US Clean Energy Revolution Is Here | “We
are experiencing a clean energy revolution in the United States, and this report confirms it.”
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/5-charts-that-show-the-us-clean-energy-revolution-is-upon-us
Oct 7, 2016, 10:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated Oct 8th 2016 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- 6 Charts That Show the US Clean Energy Revolution Is Here | “We
are experiencing a clean energy revolution in the United States, and this report confirms it.”
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/5-charts-that-show-the-us-clean-energy-revolution-is-upon-us
Oct 7, 2016, 10:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- 6 Charts That Show the US Clean Energy Revolution Is Here | “We are experiencing a clean
energy revolution in the United States, and this report confirms it.” http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/5-charts-that-show-theus-clean-energy-revolution-is-upon-us
Oct 7, 2016, 10:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Survival.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- 6 Charts That Show the US Clean Energy Revolution Is Here | “We are experiencing a clean
energy revolution in the United States, and this report confirms it.” http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/5-charts-that-show-theus-clean-energy-revolution-is-upon-us
Oct 7, 2016, 10:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Watchers - Observing Humanity Outside Of The Cube.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting
an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesladebunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Nikola Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked
in 1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4
Oct 7, 2016, 10:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Construcción, Energía y Medio Ambiente.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- 6 Charts That Show the US Clean Energy Revolution Is Here | “We are experiencing a clean
energy revolution in the United States, and this report confirms it.” http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/5-charts-that-show-theus-clean-energy-revolution-is-upon-us
Oct 7, 2016, 10:47 PM
Chris Edwards posted in PORTAL DE LUZ.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- 6 Charts That Show the US Clean Energy Revolution Is Here | “We are experiencing a clean
energy revolution in the United States, and this report confirms it.” http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/5-charts-that-show-theus-clean-energy-revolution-is-upon-us
Oct 7, 2016, 10:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nepal Renewable Energy Group (NREG).
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- 6 Charts That Show the US Clean Energy Revolution Is Here | “We are experiencing a clean

energy revolution in the United States, and this report confirms it.” http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/5-charts-that-show-theus-clean-energy-revolution-is-upon-us
Oct 7, 2016, 10:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Esoteric Community.
Oct 7, 2016, 10:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Support Assange and WikiLeaks Coalition (SAWC).
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anti-Corruption Network.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Universal Consciousness & Enlightenment.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:

Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Crisis Actors and False Flags.
Oct 7, 2016, 6:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Gaia ~ New Earth and Humans Awakening.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TyrannyUnmasked Truth Militia (Post Anything group).
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in

1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conscious Media Coalition.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
Oct 7, 2016, 6:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in David Icke -Jordan Maxwell-Bill Cooper.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-

tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AWAKENED VS ELITE 2.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Alternative Journalism Coalition.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 6:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ZERO STATE.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ - Nikola Tesla debunks Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an
Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space" + Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in

1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 5:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
Oct 7, 2016, 5:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Actualised.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting
an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 5:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Stewards of the Earth.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting
an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 5:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Quantum Health: Light, Water and Magnetism.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting
an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 5:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Young Scientists and Innovators.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting
an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear Power Safety/Use & Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-

tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked in
1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 5:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Spirituality, Science & Metaphysics Community.
Oct 7, 2016, 5:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in "Science How derived from Vedanta? Says EINSTEIN,TESLA & Darr.".
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting
an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesladebunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Nikola Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked
in 1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 5:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in World UFO Aliens.
Oct 7, 2016, 5:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting
an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesladebunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Nikola Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked
in 1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 5:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Humanity Healers.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting
an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesladebunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Nikola Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked
in 1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 5:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AI Artificial Intelligence: Deconstructing AI/Matrix and Healing Ourselves.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.

http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting
an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesladebunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Nikola Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked
in 1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 5:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth ?
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting
an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesladebunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Nikola Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked
in 1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ
Oct 7, 2016, 5:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 9/11 The actual truth.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtT5mWtSmkk
William (Bill) Cooper's 9/11/2001 radio show at about 7 hours time reveals his suspicion that the towers fell in a way, a method that
he could-not explain. Just as he reveals this on his show, the "trolls" call-in and attempt to give him false conspiracies about what
happened https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtT5mWtSmkk -- Bill Cooper dies on November 5th 2001
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeNi-nAKDsg
Oct 7, 2016, 5:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 9/11 Conspiracy Theories are an Inside Job!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtT5mWtSmkk
#bill #cooper William (Bill) Cooper's 9/11/2001 radio show at about 7 hours time reveals his suspicion that the towers fell in a way, a
method that he could-not explain. Just as he reveals this on his show, the "trolls" call-in and attempt to give him false conspiracies
about what happened https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtT5mWtSmkk -- Bill Cooper dies on November 5th 2001
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeNi-nAKDsg
Oct 7, 2016, 5:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtT5mWtSmkk
#bill #cooper William (Bill) Cooper's 9/11/2001 radio show at about 7 hours time reveals his suspicion that the towers fell in a way
that he could not explain. Just as he reveals this on his show, the trolls call in and attempt to give him false conspiracies about what
happened https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtT5mWtSmkk -- Bill Cooper dies on November 5th 2001
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeNi-nAKDsg
Oct 7, 2016, 5:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla - -Sverige /Svedska /Sweden.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://teslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Technology.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM

Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://teslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://teslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://teslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://teslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Revealed.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://teslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Awakening: Conspiracies, Prophecies, and Truths.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://teslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://teslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

Oct 7, 2016, 5:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://teslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://teslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://teslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solarled Global Group ☀☀☀.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://teslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://eslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://eslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up

& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://eslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://eslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://eslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://eslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:07 PM
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://eslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 5:05 PM
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master of Lightning. The genius who
who is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up
& Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
http://eslafyuniverse.com/ and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog (Updated Oct 8th): http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master ofLightning. The genius who who
is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up &
Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
www.teslafyuniverse.com and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting
an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesladebunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Nikola Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked
in 1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser:
Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-hasarrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
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http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-con-footage-561229
#nuclear #codes #hoax Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter Has Arrived In
New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-york-comic-confootage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-alberteinsteins.html?view=flipcard
Oct 7, 2016, 4:58 PM
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM
Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master ofLightning. The genius who who
is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up &
Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
www.teslafyuniverse.com and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Oct 7, 2016, 4:57 PM
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Nikola Tesla - Those Conspiracy Guys - On this episode we discuss the man known as the Master ofLightning. The genius who who
is celebrated but considered underappreciated by many, Nikola Tesla. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tt_lu3NxsKM -- Wake Up &
Teslify https://youtube.com/watch?v=BIt_fOztVBE -- Documentary film about life and work of Nikola Tesla! More on:
www.teslafyuniverse.com and http://teslafy.me/ You can support and be a part of this film at Indiegogo:
https://igg.me/at/wakeuptesla -- Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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#trump #clinton #finger #button #hoax Oct 6th 2015 - Nuke Hoax Ctd: 'War For The Planet Of The Apes' Teaser: Nuclear Winter
Has Arrived In New York Comic Con Footage. http://idigitaltimes.com/war-planet-apes-teaser-nuclear-winter-has-arrived-new-yorkcomic-con-footage-561229 - Nuke Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Nuke Hoax Part 2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZxOsdhREXxQ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard
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http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/
Oct 6th 2016 - Albert Einstein Debunked Ctd: Scientists Catch The Highest Energy Particles By Making Them Go Faster Than Light.
http://forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/10/06/scientists-catch-the-highest-energy-particles-by-making-them-go-faster-thanlight/ -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting

an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesladebunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard -- Nikola Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C - Albert Einstein Debunked
in 1899! https://youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4
Updated Oct 7, 2016, 4:54 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in Global Transhumanist Association.
This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such known system are
built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, known as longhaul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts to use other forms of
transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances
or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture. [0007]
https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19, 2016 for "Energy
transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]

There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power and
"Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power and
"Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power and
"Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power and
"Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
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his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power and
"Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power and
"Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power and
"Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power and
"Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power and
"Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power and
"Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power and
"Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power and
"Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
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his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
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in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that
within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power
(up to 12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI
document 7, line 35-37)
Sep 26, 2016, 8:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that
within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power
(up to 12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI
document 7, line 35-37)
Sep 26, 2016, 8:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that
within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power
(up to 12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI
document 7, line 35-37)
Sep 26, 2016, 8:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TyrannyUnmasked Truth Militia (Post Anything group).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that
within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power
(up to 12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI
document 7, line 35-37)
Sep 26, 2016, 8:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth ?

https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that
within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power
(up to 12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI
document 7, line 35-37)
Sep 26, 2016, 8:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Crisis Actors and False Flags.
Sep 26, 2016, 8:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Universal Consciousness & Enlightenment.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that
within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power
and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
Sep 26, 2016, 8:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in WHITE LIGHT ENERGY GROUP.
Sep 26, 2016, 8:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Religion & the Government—The Secrets.
Sep 26, 2016, 8:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power and
"Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
Sep 26, 2016, 8:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anti-Corruption Network.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power had been
COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
Sep 26, 2016, 8:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Support Assange and WikiLeaks Coalition (SAWC).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power had been
COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
Sep 26, 2016, 8:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power had been
COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)

Sep 26, 2016, 7:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to
12,000 miles and "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37)
Sep 26, 2016, 7:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Tesla's Extended FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in
Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30
days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to
12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) Read and share the Tesla
Leaks Photo archive including important pages of the Tesla FBI File, the report on items in Tesla's NY storage unit by John G Trump
and more from posts on the Tesla Leaks Group: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=photos -- John G Trump's 8
page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on January 27th-28th 1943 from documents in Tesla's storage unit -- "The Transmission of
Electric Energy Without Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful Radiations",
"New System of Fluid Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" and the "Nature of Atomic Energy",
"Process of De-Gassifying, Refining & Purifying Metals", "The generation of high-voltage and the acceleration of charged particles",
"Art of Telegeodynamics, or Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "The Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive
Energy through Natural Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite".
Sep 26, 2016, 7:10 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole
his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce"
in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that
within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power
(up to 12,000 miles) with less than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI
document 7, line 35-37)
Updated Sep 26, 2016, 7:09 PM
Sep 26, 2016, 7:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cover up And Conspiracy Network.
The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?
v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize
for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of
Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia
-- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 -

https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 9:35 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anti-Corruption Network.
The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?
v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize
for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of
Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia
-- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission

lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 9:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Support Assange and WikiLeaks Coalition (SAWC).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?
v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize
for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of
Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia
-- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 9:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?
v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize
for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of
Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia
-- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04iht-

belgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 9:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Religion & the Government—The Secrets.
Sep 25, 2016, 9:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Healing.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?
v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize
for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of
Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia
-- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-

banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 9:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Universal Consciousness & Enlightenment.
The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?
v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize
for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of
Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia
-- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the

assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 9:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Crisis Actors and False Flags.
Sep 25, 2016, 9:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Gaia ~ New Earth and Humans Awakening.
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: Police search for man who killed 4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his
Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Joe Biden is the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted
Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 9:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in A Toast to Life.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: Police search for man who killed 4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his
Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Joe Biden is the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted
Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:

http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 9:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous for World Peace.
The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S.A, there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola
Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown,
Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear poer
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Warrior Section.
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Biden
visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden
hates Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission lines
http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after returning
from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the assassination of
President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

Sep 25, 2016, 5:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TyrannyUnmasked Truth Militia (Post Anything group).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S.A, there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola
Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown,
Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear poer
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S.A, there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola
Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown,
Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of

President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear poer
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S.A, there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola
Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown,
Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.

http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear poer
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Alien's,Gov.Cover up,Tyranny, No Rules/Retrictions Post What You Feel!
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S.A, there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola
Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown,
Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear poer
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0

The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S.A, there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola
Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown,
Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear poer
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conscious Media Coalition.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S.A, there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola
Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown,
Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-

hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear poer
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
Sep 25, 2016, 6:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S.A, there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola
Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown,
Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirs-

seasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear poer
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola
Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown,
Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following

day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola
Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown,
Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AWAKENED VS ELITE 2.
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola
Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown,
Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after

the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:35 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Alternative Journalism Coalition.
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola
Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown,
Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola
Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown,
Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Revealed.
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -Washington mall shooting: Police search for man who killed 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia
to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Joe Biden is
the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?
v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum: http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric

plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04iht-belgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worlds-sorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb
citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjman-the-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in gone.
Sep 25, 2016, 6:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ~Free Thinkers Anonymous~.
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: Police search for man who killed 4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his
Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Joe Biden is the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted
Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-

banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 6:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
Sep 25, 2016, 6:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Awakening: Conspiracies, Prophecies, and Truths.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Biden
visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden
hates Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 5:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Biden
visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden
hates Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 5:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Biden
visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Biden
hates Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops
depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:

http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 5:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Actualised.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: Police search for man who killed 4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his
Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Joe Biden is the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted
Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-

banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission lines
http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after returning
from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the assassination of
President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 5:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Joe Biden
visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -Joe Biden is the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?
v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum: http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric
plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04iht-belgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worlds-sorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb
citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjman-the-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 25, 2016, 4:54 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0
The day after Oregon Senator, proposes 100% renewable energy for the U.S., there's a shooting at an Oregon mall. The following
day, the Black Lives Matter invades Portland -- 100% Clean and Renewable Energy: The Challenge of Our Generation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYT3aUC4YK0 -- Washington mall shooting: Police search for man who killed 4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fBq3nwQ_-TE -- Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his
Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Joe Biden is the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted
Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/ -- "ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of
President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkentwriter.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's
want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. - https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minorityhazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after
the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before COP21 https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS attacks
Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norwaybanning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/carnews/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated Sep 25, 2016, 4:51 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy .
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 8:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Sustainable energy Australia.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides

-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 8:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Sustainable Living.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 8:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 8:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 8:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Stewards of the Earth.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 8:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Green And Progressive Politics.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 8:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 8:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Young Scientists and Innovators.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 8:05 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Quantum Health: Light, Water and Magnetism.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 8:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Rainbow Warriors for Changes.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 7:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Spirituality, Science & Metaphysics Community.
Sep 24, 2016, 7:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 7:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Technology Business Sharing 环保与绿色科技.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 7:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 6:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
-- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapperinches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?
v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 6:52 PM
Chris Edwards
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
#monsanto #bayer #gmo #agriculture #lights #sound #tesla Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto was never needed.
http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides -- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum
http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapper-inches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets
rid of weeds without pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Updated Sep 24, 2016, 6:46 PM
Sep 24, 2016, 6:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Survival.

http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-future-of-pesticides
Lights and sound kill bugs, Monsanto nor pesticides were ever needed. http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-thefuture-of-pesticides -- Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market - IEEE Spectrum http://spectrum.ieee.org/techtalk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapper-inches-to-market- -- Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without
pesticides https://youtube.com/watch?v=n_KM5tPtz-U
Sep 24, 2016, 6:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NWOExposition.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
Tesla Prologue: Tesla premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016, 9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local
listings) https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI -- Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
Sep 24, 2016, 6:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.nuenergy.org/nikola-tesla-radiant-energy-system/
Philadelphia Public Ledger November 2, 1933 - Tesla 'Harnesses' Free Cosmic Energy! Asked whether the sudden introduction of
his principle would upset the present economic system, Dr. Tesla replied "It is badly upset already." http://www.nuenergy.org/nikolatesla-radiant-energy-system/
Sep 23, 2016, 4:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 10:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Party of the United States.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 10:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 10:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 10:25 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Survival.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html --

However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 10:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Technology Business Sharing 环保与绿色科技.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 10:19 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Party of the United States Issues & Discussion Group.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 10:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solarled Global Group ☀☀☀.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 10:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Construcción, Energía y Medio Ambiente.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 10:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Rainbow Warriors for Changes.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 10:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy Nusantara.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 10:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.

http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 9:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 9:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Young Scientists and Innovators.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 9:19 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Spirituality, Science & Metaphysics Community.
Sep 23, 2016, 9:19 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Quantum Health: Light, Water and Magnetism.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 9:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 9:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 9:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance energy transmission" incorrectly
claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html --

However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations
using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission line of 500
miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 9:03 AM
Chris Edwards
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
#superconductive #power #transmission The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for longdistance energy transmission" incorrectly claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -- However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900
with his patent for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first
proposal was a transmission line of 500 miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground
superconductive cable, just 30 cm wide)
Updated Sep 23, 2016, 8:54 AM
Sep 23, 2016, 8:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html
#superconductive #power #transmission The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for longdistance energy transmission" incorrectly claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified "Superconductivity" in 1911.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html -- However, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent for
"Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature" https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal was a
transmission line of 500 miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single underground superconductive
cable, just 30 cm wide)
Sep 23, 2016, 8:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/09/160921140440.htm
Sept 21st 2016 - We're not in Kansas anymore: Fluorescent ruby red roofs mixed with Chromium stay as cool as white -- Nikola
Tesla's works on Carbon Button Lamp & Ruby Laser & "Self Cooling" mechanisms in 1893-1900 -- Sept 21st 2016 CNN runs a HIT
PIECE on Chromium-6 -- School science teaches in the sun, dark colors get hot while white stays cool. New research has found an
exception: scientists determined certain dark pigments can stay just as cool as white by using fluorescence, the re-emission of
absorbed light https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/09/160921140440.htm -- Why the CNN hit piece? https://youtube.com/watch?
v=CYAyiFVrgQc Because of recent solar power technology that uses Chromium. Aug 30, 2016 Plastic Foil, Ultrathin, air-stable
perovskite solar cells with Chromium oxide interlayers http://spie.org/newsroom/6223-ultrathin-air-stable-perovskite-solar-cells-forpowering-unmanned-aircraft -- Aug 1, 2016 New high-temperature device captures a broader solar wavelength each made of
Chromium & Gold http://phys.org/news/2016-08-high-temperature-device-captures-broader-solar.html -- March 2016 Phosphorus
atoms help drive metal to form ammonia, using a chromium (Cr) complex http://phys.org/news/2016-03-phosphorus-atoms-metalammonia-adding.html -- May 2015 Flexible, Plastic Foil, high power-per-weight perovskite solar cells with chromium oxide–metal
contacts for improved stability in air http://nature.com/nmat/journal/v14/n10/full/nmat4388.html -- Tesla Ruby Laser lamp was so
constructed so as to place a piece of matter such as carbon, or a diamond or a ruby, in the center, and bombard this "button" with
electrical energy that would bounce off the button onto the inside of the globe and bounce back onto the button. If this were a ruby,
and Tesla specifically worked with rubies, then is exactly how a ruby laser is created. Tesla refers in INVENTIONS to a "pencil-thin"
line of light that was created with this device. It is my belief that Tesla not only invented the ruby laser in 1893, but he also
demonstrated it and published it's results. The problem with the device was that it was set up so as to "vaporize," or destroy, the
button, so that the laser effects were probably short-lived. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_2.htm -- Jan 1892 Tesla
Carbon Button Incandescent Electric Lamp Patent http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-514170-incandescentelectric-light
Sep 21, 2016, 11:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Quantum Health: Light, Water and Magnetism.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/09/160921140440.htm
Sept 21st 2016 - We're not in Kansas anymore: Fluorescent ruby red roofs mixed with Chromium stay as cool as white -- Nikola
Tesla's works on the Carbon Button Lamp & Ruby Laser & "Self Cooling" mechanisms in 1893-1900 -- Sept 21st 2016 CNN runs a
HIT PIECE on Chromium-6 -- School science teaches us that in the sun, dark colors get hot while white stays cool. New research
has found an exception: scientists determined certain dark pigments can stay just as cool as white by using fluorescence, the reemission of absorbed light https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/09/160921140440.htm -- Why the CNN hit piece?

https://youtube.com/watch?v=CYAyiFVrgQc Because of recent solar power technology that uses Chromium. Aug 30, 2016 Plastic
Foil, Ultrathin, air-stable perovskite solar cells with Chromium oxide interlayers http://spie.org/newsroom/6223-ultrathin-air-stableperovskite-solar-cells-for-powering-unmanned-aircraft -- Aug 1, 2016 New high-temperature device captures a broader solar
wavelength each made of Chromium & Gold http://phys.org/news/2016-08-high-temperature-device-captures-broader-solar.html -March 2016 Phosphorus atoms help drive metal to form ammonia, using a chromium (Cr) complex http://phys.org/news/2016-03phosphorus-atoms-metal-ammonia-adding.html -- May 2015 Flexible, Plastic Foil, high power-per-weight perovskite solar cells with
chromium oxide–metal contacts for improved stability in air http://nature.com/nmat/journal/v14/n10/full/nmat4388.html -- Tesla Ruby
Laser lamp was so constructed so as to place a piece of matter such as carbon, or a diamond or a ruby, in the center, and bombard
this "button" with electrical energy that would bounce off the button onto the inside of the globe and bounce back onto the button. If
this were a ruby, and Tesla specifically worked with rubies, then is exactly how a ruby laser is created. Tesla refers in INVENTIONS
to a "pencil-thin" line of light that was created with this device. It is my belief that Tesla not only invented the ruby laser in 1893, but
he also demonstrated it and published it's results. The problem with the device was that it was set up so as to "vaporize," or destroy,
the button, so that the laser effects were probably short-lived. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_2.htm -- Jan 1892 Tesla
Carbon Button Incandescent Electric Lamp Patent http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-514170-incandescentelectric-light
Sep 21, 2016, 11:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Young Scientists and Innovators.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/09/160921140440.htm
Sept 21st 2016 - We're not in Kansas anymore: Fluorescent ruby red roofs mixed with Chromium stay as cool as white -- Nikola
Tesla's works on the Carbon Button Lamp & Ruby Laser & "Self Cooling" mechanisms in 1893-1900 -- Sept 21st 2016 CNN runs a
HIT PIECE on Chromium-6 -- School science teaches us that in the sun, dark colors get hot while white stays cool. New research
has found an exception: scientists determined certain dark pigments can stay just as cool as white by using fluorescence, the reemission of absorbed light https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/09/160921140440.htm -- Why the CNN hit piece?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=CYAyiFVrgQc Because of recent solar power technology that uses Chromium. Aug 30, 2016 Plastic
Foil, Ultrathin, air-stable perovskite solar cells with Chromium oxide interlayers http://spie.org/newsroom/6223-ultrathin-air-stableperovskite-solar-cells-for-powering-unmanned-aircraft -- Aug 1, 2016 New high-temperature device captures a broader solar
wavelength each made of Chromium & Gold http://phys.org/news/2016-08-high-temperature-device-captures-broader-solar.html -March 2016 Phosphorus atoms help drive metal to form ammonia, using a chromium (Cr) complex http://phys.org/news/2016-03phosphorus-atoms-metal-ammonia-adding.html -- May 2015 Flexible, Plastic Foil, high power-per-weight perovskite solar cells with
chromium oxide–metal contacts for improved stability in air http://nature.com/nmat/journal/v14/n10/full/nmat4388.html -- Tesla Ruby
Laser lamp was so constructed so as to place a piece of matter such as carbon, or a diamond or a ruby, in the center, and bombard
this "button" with electrical energy that would bounce off the button onto the inside of the globe and bounce back onto the button. If
this were a ruby, and Tesla specifically worked with rubies, then is exactly how a ruby laser is created. Tesla refers in INVENTIONS
to a "pencil-thin" line of light that was created with this device. It is my belief that Tesla not only invented the ruby laser in 1893, but
he also demonstrated it and published it's results. The problem with the device was that it was set up so as to "vaporize," or destroy,
the button, so that the laser effects were probably short-lived. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_2.htm -- Jan 1892 Tesla
Carbon Button Incandescent Electric Lamp Patent http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-514170-incandescentelectric-light
Sep 21, 2016, 11:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Spirituality, Science & Metaphysics Community.
Sep 21, 2016, 11:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/09/160921140440.htm
Sept 21st 2016 - We're not in Kansas anymore: Fluorescent ruby red roofs mixed with Chromium stay as cool as white -- Nikola
Tesla's works on the Carbon Button Lamp & Ruby Laser & "Self Cooling" mechanisms in 1893-1900 -- Sept 21st 2016 CNN runs a
HIT PIECE on Chromium-6 https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/09/160921140440.htm -- School science teaches us that in the
sun, dark colors get hot while white stays cool. New research has found an exception: scientists determined certain dark pigments
can stay just as cool as white by using fluorescence, the re-emission of absorbed light. -- Why the CNN hit piece?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=CYAyiFVrgQc Because of recent solar power technology that uses Chromium. Aug 30, 2016 Plastic
Foil, Ultrathin, air-stable perovskite solar cells with Chromium oxide interlayers http://spie.org/newsroom/6223-ultrathin-air-stableperovskite-solar-cells-for-powering-unmanned-aircraft -- Aug 1, 2016 New high-temperature device captures a broader solar
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invested into by Dubai and Blackrock/Blackstone. Ted Cruz (R-TX), is the chairman of the U.S. Science Committee, but does want
to shut down the Department of Education and Common Core. States have local un-elected educational boards that review and
approve the public and private school books. https://morningconsult.com/2016/07/11/obama-adviser-keep-ground-movementunrealistic/
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http://sanluisobispo.com/news/local/article102057877.html
Mayors in Six local cities protest proposed Diablo Canyon closure plan | The Tribune.
http://sanluisobispo.com/news/local/article102057877.html -- Environmental groups opposing the closure claim "illegal activity". They
also claim PG&E and "Friends of the Earth" used incorrect operating cost (the lowest in California .04-.08c Kw/hr) and price to
replace the power were incorrectly calculated by PG&E. The Mayors are also asking for a third independent analysis of the
proposals. Other options include using the plant to de-salinate salt water to fresh water.
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http://sanluisobispo.com/news/local/article102057877.html
Mayors in Six local cities protest proposed Diablo Canyon closure plan | The Tribune.
http://sanluisobispo.com/news/local/article102057877.html -- Environmental groups opposing the closure claim "illegal activity". They
also claim PG&E and "Friends of the Earth" used incorrect operating cost (the lowest in California .04-.08c Kw/hr) and price to
replace the power were incorrectly calculated by PG&E. The Mayors are also asking for a third independent analysis of the
proposals.
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http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC
September 20th 2016 - SEC probes Exxon's climate, reserves accounting: report. (stranded assets) http://reuters.com/article/usexxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC -- September 16th 2016 - NY Attorney General launches investigation on the same
issues. http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-idUSKCN11M113
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http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC
September 20th 2016 - SEC probes Exxon's climate, reserves accounting: report. (stranded assets) http://reuters.com/article/usexxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC -- September 16th 2016 - NY Attorney General launches investigation on the same
issues. http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-idUSKCN11M113
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http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC
September 20th 2016 - SEC probes Exxon's climate, reserves accounting: report. (stranded assets). http://reuters.com/article/usexxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC -- September 16th 2016 - NY Attorney General launches investigation on the same
issues. http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-idUSKCN11M113
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http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC
September 20th 2016 - SEC probes Exxon's climate, reserves accounting: report. (stranded assets). http://reuters.com/article/usexxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC -- September 16th 2016 - NY Attorney General launches investigation on the same
issues. http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-idUSKCN11M113
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http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC
September 20th 2016 - SEC probes Exxon's climate, reserves accounting: report. (stranded assets). http://reuters.com/article/us-

exxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC -- September 16th 2016 - NY Attorney General launches investigation on the same
issues. http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-idUSKCN11M113
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http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC
September 21st 2016 - SEC probes Exxon's climate, reserves accounting: report. (stranded assets) http://reuters.com/article/usexxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC -- September 16th 2016 - NY Attorney General launches investigation on the same
issues. http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-idUSKCN11M113
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http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC
#exxon #bankrupt September 20th 2016 - SEC probes Exxon's climate, reserves accounting: report. (stranded assets) The oil
companies might as well save their breath and go bankrupt. http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC
-- September 16th 2016 - NY Attorney General launches investigation on the same issues. http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobilprobe-idUSKCN11M113
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#exxon #bankrup SEC probes Exxon's climate, reserves accounting: report. (stranded assets) The oil companies might as well save
their breath and go bankrupt. http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-probe-sec-idUSKCN11Q2EC
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http://maritime-executive.com/article/harnessing-boat-pitches-for-renewable-energy-onboard
Harnessing Boat uses Longitudinal Wave Pitches & (Tesla A/C Induction "Reluctance") "Stepper Motor" for Renewable Energy
Onboard. http://maritime-executive.com/article/harnessing-boat-pitches-for-renewable-energy-onboard -- Nikola Tesla proposed a
similar A/C stepper motor for us as his "Radiant Energy Receiver" on Nov 5th 1901
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -- After Nikola Tesla's 5th avenue NY Lab
burns to the ground in 1895 on March 13th 1895, the first thing that is patented, by 1896, is General Electric and Westinghouse
signed a cross-licensing agreement for the bar-winding-rotor design, later called the squirrel-cage rotor.[39]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_motor#Three-phase_AC_synchronous_motors -- Stepper Motors are Switched Reluctance
Motors https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stepper_motor -- In 1888, Tesla presented his paper A New System for Alternating Current
Motors and Transformers to the AIEE that described three patented two-phase four-stator-pole motor types: one with a four-pole
rotor forming a non-self-starting reluctance motor, another with a wound rotor forming a self-starting induction motor, and the third a
true synchronous motor with separately excited DC supply to rotor winding. Tesla filed a patent in 1887, described a shortedwinding-rotor induction motor. Westinghouse promptly bought Tesla's patents, employed Tesla to develop them, and assigned C. F.
Scott to help Tesla; however, Tesla left for other pursuits in 1889. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgatevolkswagen-vw-diesel.html?view=flipcard http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1895-tesla-loses-fifth-avenue-lab-fire
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http://maritime-executive.com/article/harnessing-boat-pitches-for-renewable-energy-onboard
Harnessing Boat uses Longitudinal Wave Pitches & (Tesla A/C Induction "Reluctance") "Stepper Motor" for Renewable Energy
Onboard. http://maritime-executive.com/article/harnessing-boat-pitches-for-renewable-energy-onboard -- Nikola Tesla proposed a
similar A/C stepper motor for us as his "Radiant Energy Receiver" on Nov 5th 1901
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -- After Nikola Tesla's 5th avenue NY Lab
burns to the ground in 1895 on March 13th 1895, the first thing that is patented, by 1896, is General Electric and Westinghouse
signed a cross-licensing agreement for the bar-winding-rotor design, later called the squirrel-cage rotor.[39]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_motor#Three-phase_AC_synchronous_motors -- Stepper Motors are Switched Reluctance
Motors https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stepper_motor -- In 1888, Tesla presented his paper A New System for Alternating Current
Motors and Transformers to the AIEE that described three patented two-phase four-stator-pole motor types: one with a four-pole
rotor forming a non-self-starting reluctance motor, another with a wound rotor forming a self-starting induction motor, and the third a
true synchronous motor with separately excited DC supply to rotor winding. One of the patents Tesla filed in 1887, however, also

described a shorted-winding-rotor induction motor. George Westinghouse promptly bought Tesla's patents, employed Tesla to
develop them, and assigned C. F. Scott to help Tesla; however, Tesla left for other pursuits in 1889.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-diesel.html?view=flipcard
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
Tesla Prologue: Tesla premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016, 9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local
listings) https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI -- Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
Tesla Prologue: Tesla premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016, 9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local
listings) https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI -- Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=sw739IwT_nw
Tesla Model S P100D vs Lamborghini Huracan https://youtube.com/watch?v=sw739IwT_nw -- Win the war on Terror, shut down all
gas stations and taxi drivers. "Should have bought a Tesla" - The last words from a random driver killed when their Internal
Combustion Engine burst into flames, whilst trapped in the seat belt. (Paul Walker)
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=sw739IwT_nw
Tesla Model S P100D vs Lamborghini Huracan https://youtube.com/watch?v=sw739IwT_nw -- Win the war on Terror, shut down all
gas stations and taxi drivers. "Should have bought a Tesla" - Random driver killed when their Internal Combustion Engine burst into
flames, whilst trapped in your seat belt. (Paul Walker)
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http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016,
9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local listings) Tesla Prologue: Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
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★★★★★Tesla Prologue: Tesla premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016, 9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check
your local listings) https://youtube com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI -- Tesla Preview: http://youtube com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
Tesla Prologue: Tesla premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016, 9:00-10:00 p.m. ET (check your local
listings) https://youtube com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI -- Tesla Preview: http://youtube com/watch?v=KJ-D6j4Ju0c
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
#nikola #tesla #pbs Tesla Prologue: Tesla premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016, 9:00-10:00 p.m.
ET (check your local listings) https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI -- Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJD6j4Ju0c
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI
#nikola #tesla #pbs Tesla Prologue: Tesla premieres on PBS American Experience Tuesday, October, 18, 2016, 9:00-10:00 p.m.
ET (check your local listings) https://youtube.com/watch?v=RHUNP2DhJwI -- Tesla Preview: http://youtube.com/watch?v=KJD6j4Ju0c
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q -- More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q -- More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q -- More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q -- More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q -- More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q -- More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q -- More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q -- More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion

https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q -- More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
Sep 19, 2016, 7:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Quantum Health: Light, Water and Magnetism.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q -- More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
Sep 19, 2016, 7:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q -- More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
Sep 19, 2016, 6:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q -- More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
Sep 19, 2016, 6:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was
seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the
crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor
Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire -- Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q -- More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
Sep 19, 2016, 6:33 PM
Chris Edwards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire
#st #elmos #eugene #mallove #fire #from #ice #coldfusion #wireless #hindenberg #tesla Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in
1899 testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was seen around the coil and was said to have lit
up the wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the crash of the (Wirelessly powered, (Thermitelike) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's Hindenburg in 1937, Professor Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire
flickering along the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire - Eugene Mallove
"Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q - More Hindenburg
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg
Updated Sep 19, 2016, 6:25 PM
Sep 19, 2016, 6:25 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng
#merchants #of #doubt Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating
ride into the heart of conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic,

silver-tongued pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of
spreading maximum confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Updated Sep 18, 2016, 4:42 AM
Sep 18, 2016, 4:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in PORTAL DE LUZ.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 4:39 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Stewards of the Earth.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 4:36 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Libertarian-Left Alliance.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 4:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar power.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 4:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nepal Renewable Energy Group (NREG).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 4:25 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Sustainable Living.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 4:25 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Sustainable energy Australia.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 4:22 AM
Chris Edwards posted in ?￢ﾘEnergías Renovables ?.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 4:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Party of the United States Issues & Discussion Group.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pDgJ0eEbdng -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 4:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in SOLAR POWER PHILIPPINES (UNLI).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 4:10 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Survival.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 3:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 3:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum

confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 3:52 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy .
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 3:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Party of Sacramento County.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 3:45 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green And Progressive Politics.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 3:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 3:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 3:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy Nusantara.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 3:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Transition 2030.
Sep 18, 2016, 3:29 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Construcción, Energía y Medio Ambiente.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 3:26 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Technology Business Sharing 环保与绿色科技.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 3:24 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Sep 18, 2016, 3:22 AM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt (2014) illuminating ride into the heart of
conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued
pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities – yet have the contrary aim of spreading maximum
confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_P1aAV7OZWM -- Hard Pill to Swallow (2015) https://youtube.com/watch?v=_sQykkDIBOI
Updated Sep 18, 2016, 3:15 AM
Sep 18, 2016, 3:15 AM
Chris Edwards
http://fortune.com/2016/09/15/desert-renewable-energy-plan/
#california #solar #wind #blocked California Desert Renewable Energy Plan criticized by Solar & Wind Developers. Great swaths of
the United States is unavailable for use by renewable energy developers since before 1888 with the difficulties getting Niagara Falls
plans approved. http://fortune.com/2016/09/15/desert-renewable-energy-plan/
Updated Sep 15, 2016, 4:56 AM
Sep 15, 2016, 4:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Gaia ~ New Earth and Humans Awakening.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Center Biological Diversity & UN Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free, too-cheap-to-meter energy".
http://articles.latimes.com/1989-04-19/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- "Nucular" Bomb Hoax
https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 14, 2016, 7:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Libertarian.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal

Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Center Biological Diversity & UN Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free, too-cheap-to-meter energy".
http://articles.latimes.com/1989-04-19/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- "Nucular" Bomb Hoax
https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 14, 2016, 7:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Me pasó fumado (OFICIAL).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Center Biological Diversity & UN Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free, too-cheap-to-meter energy".
http://articles.latimes.com/1989-04-19/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- "Nucular" Bomb Hoax
https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 14, 2016, 7:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in gone.
Sep 13, 2016, 10:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8
Consider "Gravity" does not exist. It's about "Density"! https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8 -- I'm your "density" I mean,
your destiny. - Back to the Future https://youtube.com/watch?v=kaCCozY8fx0
Sep 13, 2016, 10:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Revealed.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8
Consider "Gravity" does not exist. It's about "Density"! https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8 -- I'm your "density" I mean,
your destiny. - Back to the Future https://youtube.com/watch?v=kaCCozY8fx0
Sep 13, 2016, 10:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8
Consider "Gravity" does not exist. It's about "Density"! https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8 -- I'm your "density" I mean,
your destiny. - Back to the Future https://youtube.com/watch?v=kaCCozY8fx0
Sep 13, 2016, 10:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Alternative Journalism Coalition.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8
Consider "Gravity" does not exist. It's about "Density"! https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8 -- I'm your "density" I mean,
your destiny. - Back to the Future https://youtube.com/watch?v=kaCCozY8fx0
Sep 13, 2016, 10:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8
Consider "Gravity" does not exist. It's about "Density"! https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8 -- I'm your "density" I mean,
your destiny. - Back to the Future https://youtube.com/watch?v=kaCCozY8fx0
Sep 13, 2016, 10:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in David Icke -Jordan Maxwell-Bill Cooper.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8
Consider "Gravity" does not exist. It's about "Density"! https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8 -- I'm your "density" I mean,
your destiny. - Back to the Future https://youtube.com/watch?v=kaCCozY8fx0
Sep 13, 2016, 10:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8
#tesla #flatearth Consider "Gravity" does not exist. It's about "Density"! https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8 -- I'm your
"density" I mean, your destiny. - Back to the Future https://youtube.com/watch?v=kaCCozY8fx0 -- Nikola Tesla on the Moon's

Rotation https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/moons-rotation
Sep 13, 2016, 10:37 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8
Consider "Gravity" does not exist. It's about "Density"! https://youtube.com/watch?v=TFsuOFoolW8 -- I'm your "density" I mean,
your destiny. - Back to the Future https://youtube.com/watch?v=kaCCozY8fx0
Updated Sep 13, 2016, 10:35 PM
Sep 13, 2016, 10:35 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AWAKENED VS ELITE 2.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Center Biological Diversity & UN Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world. But, change
has been made. (UN Agenda 30) is now poised to promote 100% renewable energy. http://articles.latimes.com/1989-0419/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- "Nucular" Bomb Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 10:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Center Biological Diversity & UN Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world. But, change
has been made. (UN Agenda 30) is now poised to promote 100% renewable energy. http://articles.latimes.com/1989-0419/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- "Nucular" Bomb Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 10:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ~Free Thinkers Anonymous~.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Center Biological Diversity & UN Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world. But, change
has been made. (UN Agenda 30) is now poised to promote 100% renewable energy. http://articles.latimes.com/1989-0419/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- "Nucular" Bomb Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 10:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Center Biological Diversity & UN Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world. But, change
has been made. (UN Agenda 30) is now poised to promote 100% renewable energy. http://articles.latimes.com/1989-0419/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- "Nucular" Bomb Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 10:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Awakening: Conspiracies, Prophecies, and Truths.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect

of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Center Biological Diversity & UN Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world. But, change
has been made. (UN Agenda 30) is now poised to promote 100% renewable energy. http://articles.latimes.com/1989-0419/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- "Nucular" Bomb Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 10:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
Sep 13, 2016, 10:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Center Biological Diversity & UN Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world. But, change
has been made. (UN Agenda 30) is now poised to promote 100% renewable energy. http://articles.latimes.com/1989-0419/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 10:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Center Biological Diversity & UN Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world. But, change
has been made. (UN Agenda 30) is now poised to promote 100% renewable energy. http://articles.latimes.com/1989-0419/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 9:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ZERO STATE.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Center Biological Diversity & Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world. But, change has
been made. (Agenda 30) is now poised to promote 100% renewable energy. http://articles.latimes.com/1989-04-19/news/vw2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 9:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Actualised.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Biological Diversity documents and Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world. But,
change has been made. (Agenda 30) is now poised to promote 100% renewable energy. http://articles.latimes.com/1989-0419/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 9:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
Sep 13, 2016, 9:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conscious Media Coalition.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Biological Diversity documents and Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world. But,
change has been made. (Agenda 30) is now poised to promote 100% renewable energy. http://articles.latimes.com/1989-0419/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 9:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Alien's,Gov.Cover up,Tyranny, No Rules/Retrictions Post What You Feel!
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Biological Diversity documents and Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world. But,
change has been made. (Agenda 30) is now poised to promote 100% renewable energy. http://articles.latimes.com/1989-0419/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 9:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Biological Diversity documents and Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world.
http://articles.latimes.com/1989-04-19/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax Part 1
https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 9:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Biological Diversity documents and Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world.
http://articles.latimes.com/1989-04-19/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax Part 1
https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 9:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TyrannyUnmasked Truth Militia (Post Anything group).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Biological Diversity documents and Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world.
http://articles.latimes.com/1989-04-19/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax Part 1
https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 9:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth ?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg

WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Biological Diversity documents and Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world.
http://articles.latimes.com/1989-04-19/news/vw-2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax Part 1
https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 9:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
#ww3 WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Center Biological Diversity & UN Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world. Change has
been made. (UN Agenda 30) is now poised to promote 100% renewable energy. http://articles.latimes.com/1989-04-19/news/vw2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- "Nucular" Bomb Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Sep 13, 2016, 9:34 PM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg
#ww3 WW3 began on 9/11/2001 (Petro-Dollar vs Electro-Dollar) (Unlimited Fiat $$ vs Free Energy) (Utility Monopolies vs Personal
Freedom) (Oil & Coal vs "New" "Clear" Energy) (Nuke "Nucular" Bomb Hoax vs Nuclear Atomic Transmutation (Tesla's "Fusion")
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hHMe0NfUXNg -- Fear of Fusion: What if It Works? Paul Erlich "The Population Bomb" - The prospect
of cheap, inexhaustible energy, from fusion, would be like "giving a machine gun to an idiot child." Modern "Environmentalists" who
wrote the Center Biological Diversity & UN Agenda 21 use the same ideology to try to stop "free energy" for the world. But, change
has been made. (UN Agenda 30) is to promote 100% renewable energy. http://articles.latimes.com/1989-04-19/news/vw2042_1_fusion-uc-berkeley-inexhaustible -- "Nucular" Bomb Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=sULjMjK5lCI
Updated Sep 13, 2016, 9:32 PM
Sep 13, 2016, 9:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://google.com/patents/US1315595
Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Who is the "BLANK" Applicant! What is "JOHN M" Invention, Sep 9, 1919
https://google.com/patents/US1315595 Just as Nikola Tesla finishes his Autobiography in 1919, and begins work with RCA, this
Anonymous Person with a Fake Name Patent shows up at the patent office. The origin of (RADIO) patents from RCA, Telefunken,
the origin of (DOPPLER RADAR), (SECURE COMMUNICATIONS), (PROJECT BLUE BEAM), (SCENE ILLUMINATOR)
(DOPPLER DECOYS) (FRIEND OR FOE) can be found in the above and below referring patents. Dec 21, 1954 Standard Oil Dev
Co (Rockefeller), "Reflector for electromagnetic waves" https://google.com/patents/US2697828 -- Jan 2, 1974 Wind turbine driven
generator to recharge batteries in electric vehicles https://google.com/patents/US3876925 -- Mar 24, 2016 The "automotive
conversion technology system" https://google.com/patents/WO2016043714A1 -- (SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS) Jan 14, 1918
https://google.com/patents/US1384014 -- TESLA/MARCONI TELEFUNKEN (WEATHER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US2151336 https://google.com/patents/US2212110 (DOPPLER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US5508704 (AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES PASSIVE RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US20150130651 -- 9/11 SCENE ILLUMINATOR https://google.com/patents/US8581771 -- 9/11 RADAR
DECOY'S https://google.com/patents/US4843396 -- 9/11 FRIEND OR FOE TRANCEIVERS Jun 9, 2001
https://google.com/patents/DE10128131A1 https://google.com/patents/US5508704
Sep 13, 2016, 9:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
https://google.com/patents/US1315595
Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Who is the "BLANK" Applicant! What is "JOHN M" Invention, Sep 9, 1919
https://google.com/patents/US1315595 Just as Nikola Tesla finishes his Autobiography in 1919, and begins work with RCA, this
Anonymous Person with a Fake Name Patent shows up at the patent office. The origin of (RADIO) patents from RCA, Telefunken,
the origin of (DOPPLER RADAR), (SECURE COMMUNICATIONS), (PROJECT BLUE BEAM), (SCENE ILLUMINATOR)
(DOPPLER DECOYS) (FRIEND OR FOE) can be found in the above and below referring patents. Dec 21, 1954 Standard Oil Dev

Co (Rockefeller), "Reflector for electromagnetic waves" https://google.com/patents/US2697828 -- Jan 2, 1974 Wind turbine driven
generator to recharge batteries in electric vehicles https://google.com/patents/US3876925 -- Mar 24, 2016 The "automotive
conversion technology system" https://google.com/patents/WO2016043714A1 -- (SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS) Jan 14, 1918
https://google.com/patents/US1384014 -- TESLA/MARCONI TELEFUNKEN (WEATHER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US2151336 https://google.com/patents/US2212110 (DOPPLER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US5508704 (AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES PASSIVE RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US20150130651 -- 9/11 SCENE ILLUMINATOR https://google.com/patents/US8581771 -- 9/11 RADAR
DECOY'S https://google.com/patents/US4843396 -- 9/11 FRIEND OR FOE TRANCEIVERS Jun 9, 2001
https://google.com/patents/DE10128131A1 https://google.com/patents/US5508704
Sep 13, 2016, 9:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
https://google.com/patents/US1315595
Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Who is the "BLANK" Applicant! What is "JOHN M" Invention, Sep 9, 1919
https://google.com/patents/US1315595 Just as Nikola Tesla finishes his Autobiography in 1919, and begins work with RCA, this
Anonymous Person with a Fake Name Patent shows up at the patent office. The origin of (RADIO) patents from RCA, Telefunken,
the origin of (DOPPLER RADAR), (SECURE COMMUNICATIONS), (PROJECT BLUE BEAM), (SCENE ILLUMINATOR)
(DOPPLER DECOYS) (FRIEND OR FOE) can be found in the above and below referring patents. Dec 21, 1954 Standard Oil Dev
Co (Rockefeller), "Reflector for electromagnetic waves" https://google.com/patents/US2697828 -- Jan 2, 1974 Wind turbine driven
generator to recharge batteries in electric vehicles https://google.com/patents/US3876925 -- Mar 24, 2016 The "automotive
conversion technology system" https://google.com/patents/WO2016043714A1 -- (SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS) Jan 14, 1918
https://google.com/patents/US1384014 -- TESLA/MARCONI TELEFUNKEN (WEATHER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US2151336 https://google.com/patents/US2212110 (DOPPLER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US5508704 (AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES PASSIVE RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US20150130651 -- 9/11 SCENE ILLUMINATOR https://google.com/patents/US8581771 -- 9/11 RADAR
DECOY'S https://google.com/patents/US4843396 -- 9/11 FRIEND OR FOE TRANCEIVERS Jun 9, 2001
https://google.com/patents/DE10128131A1 https://google.com/patents/US5508704
Sep 13, 2016, 9:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://google.com/patents/US1315595
Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Who is the "BLANK" Applicant! What is "JOHN M" Invention, Sep 9, 1919
https://google.com/patents/US1315595 Just as Nikola Tesla finishes his Autobiography in 1919, and begins work with RCA, this
Anonymous Person with a Fake Name Patent shows up at the patent office. The origin of (RADIO) patents from RCA, Telefunken,
the origin of (DOPPLER RADAR), (SECURE COMMUNICATIONS), (PROJECT BLUE BEAM), (SCENE ILLUMINATOR)
(DOPPLER DECOYS) (FRIEND OR FOE) can be found in the above and below referring patents. Dec 21, 1954 Standard Oil Dev
Co (Rockefeller), "Reflector for electromagnetic waves" https://google.com/patents/US2697828 -- Jan 2, 1974 Wind turbine driven
generator to recharge batteries in electric vehicles https://google.com/patents/US3876925 -- Mar 24, 2016 The "automotive
conversion technology system" https://google.com/patents/WO2016043714A1 -- (SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS) Jan 14, 1918
https://google.com/patents/US1384014 -- TESLA/MARCONI TELEFUNKEN (WEATHER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US2151336 https://google.com/patents/US2212110 (DOPPLER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US5508704 (AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES PASSIVE RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US20150130651 -- 9/11 SCENE ILLUMINATOR https://google.com/patents/US8581771 -- 9/11 RADAR
DECOY'S https://google.com/patents/US4843396 -- 9/11 FRIEND OR FOE TRANCEIVERS Jun 9, 2001
https://google.com/patents/DE10128131A1 https://google.com/patents/US5508704
Sep 13, 2016, 9:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 9/11 The actual truth.
https://google.com/patents/US1315595
Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Who is the "BLANK" Applicant! What is "JOHN M" Invention, Sep 9, 1919
https://google.com/patents/US1315595 Just as Nikola Tesla finishes his Autobiography in 1919, and begins work with RCA, this
Anonymous Person with a Fake Name Patent shows up at the patent office. The origin of (RADIO) patents from RCA, Telefunken,
the origin of (DOPPLER RADAR), (SECURE COMMUNICATIONS), (PROJECT BLUE BEAM), (SCENE ILLUMINATOR)
(DOPPLER DECOYS) (FRIEND OR FOE) can be found in the above and below referring patents. Dec 21, 1954 Standard Oil Dev
Co (Rockefeller), "Reflector for electromagnetic waves" https://google.com/patents/US2697828 -- Jan 2, 1974 Wind turbine driven
generator to recharge batteries in electric vehicles https://google.com/patents/US3876925 -- Mar 24, 2016 The "automotive

conversion technology system" https://google.com/patents/WO2016043714A1 -- (SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS) Jan 14, 1918
https://google.com/patents/US1384014 -- TESLA/MARCONI TELEFUNKEN (WEATHER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US2151336 https://google.com/patents/US2212110 (DOPPLER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US5508704 (AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES PASSIVE RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US20150130651 -- 9/11 SCENE ILLUMINATOR https://google.com/patents/US8581771 -- 9/11 RADAR
DECOY'S https://google.com/patents/US4843396 -- 9/11 FRIEND OR FOE TRANCEIVERS Jun 9, 2001
https://google.com/patents/DE10128131A1 https://google.com/patents/US5508704
Sep 13, 2016, 9:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 9/11 Conspiracy Theories are an Inside Job!
https://google.com/patents/US1315595
Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Who is the "BLANK" Applicant! What is "JOHN M" Invention, Sep 9, 1919
https://google.com/patents/US1315595 Just as Nikola Tesla finishes his Autobiography in 1919, and begins work with RCA, this
Anonymous Person with a Fake Name Patent shows up at the patent office. The origin of (RADIO) patents from RCA, Telefunken,
the origin of (DOPPLER RADAR), (SECURE COMMUNICATIONS), (PROJECT BLUE BEAM), (SCENE ILLUMINATOR)
(DOPPLER DECOYS) (FRIEND OR FOE) can be found in the above and below referring patents. Dec 21, 1954 Standard Oil Dev
Co (Rockefeller), "Reflector for electromagnetic waves" https://google.com/patents/US2697828 -- Jan 2, 1974 Wind turbine driven
generator to recharge batteries in electric vehicles https://google.com/patents/US3876925 -- Mar 24, 2016 The "automotive
conversion technology system" https://google.com/patents/WO2016043714A1 -- (SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS) Jan 14, 1918
https://google.com/patents/US1384014 -- TESLA/MARCONI TELEFUNKEN (WEATHER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US2151336 https://google.com/patents/US2212110 (DOPPLER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US5508704 (AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES PASSIVE RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US20150130651 -- 9/11 SCENE ILLUMINATOR https://google.com/patents/US8581771 -- 9/11 RADAR
DECOY'S https://google.com/patents/US4843396 -- 9/11 FRIEND OR FOE TRANCEIVERS Jun 9, 2001
https://google.com/patents/DE10128131A1 https://google.com/patents/US5508704
Sep 13, 2016, 9:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
https://google.com/patents/US1315595
Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Who is the "BLANK" Applicant! What is "JOHN M" Invention, Sep 9, 1919
https://google.com/patents/US1315595 Just as Nikola Tesla finishes his Autobiography in 1919, and begins work with RCA, this
Anonymous Person with a Fake Name Patent shows up at the patent office. The origin of (RADIO) patents from RCA, Telefunken,
the origin of (DOPPLER RADAR), (SECURE COMMUNICATIONS), (PROJECT BLUE BEAM), (SCENE ILLUMINATOR)
(DOPPLER DECOYS) (FRIEND OR FOE) can be found in the above and below referring patents. Dec 21, 1954 Standard Oil Dev
Co (Rockefeller), "Reflector for electromagnetic waves" https://google.com/patents/US2697828 -- Jan 2, 1974 Wind turbine driven
generator to recharge batteries in electric vehicles https://google.com/patents/US3876925 -- Mar 24, 2016 The "automotive
conversion technology system" https://google.com/patents/WO2016043714A1 -- (SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS) Jan 14, 1918
https://google.com/patents/US1384014 -- TESLA/MARCONI TELEFUNKEN (WEATHER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US2151336 https://google.com/patents/US2212110 (DOPPLER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US5508704 (AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES PASSIVE RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US20150130651 -- 9/11 SCENE ILLUMINATOR https://google.com/patents/US8581771 -- 9/11 RADAR
DECOY'S https://google.com/patents/US4843396 -- 9/11 FRIEND OR FOE TRANCEIVERS Jun 9, 2001
https://google.com/patents/DE10128131A1 https://google.com/patents/US5508704
Sep 13, 2016, 9:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://google.com/patents/US1315595
Nikola Tesla | 9/11 Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Who is the "BLANK" Applicant! What is "John m" Invention, Sep 9, 1919
https://google.com/patents/US1315595 Just as Tesla finishes his Autobiography in 1919, and begins work with RCA, this
Anonymous Person with a Fake Named Patent shows up at the patent office. The origin of (RADIO) patents from RCA, Telefunken,
the origin of (DOPPLER RADAR), the origin of (SECURE COMMUNICATIONS), the origin of (PROJECT BLUE BEAM), can be
found in the above and below referring patents. Dec 21, 1954 Standard Oil Dev Co (Rockefeller), "Reflector for electromagnetic
waves" https://google.com/patents/US2697828 -- Jan 2, 1974 Wind turbine driven generator to recharge batteries in electric vehicles
https://google.com/patents/US3876925 -- Mar 24, 2016 The "automotive conversion technology system"
https://google.com/patents/WO2016043714A1 -- (SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS) Jan 14, 1918
https://google.com/patents/US1384014 -- TESLA/MARCONI TELEFUNKEN (WEATHER RADAR)

https://google.com/patents/US2151336 https://google.com/patents/US2212110 (DOPPLER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US5508704 (AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES PASSIVE RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US20150130651 -- 9/11 SCENE ILLUMINATOR https://google.com/patents/US8581771 -- 9/11 RADAR
DECOY'S https://google.com/patents/US4843396 -- 9/11 FRIEND OR FOE TRANSCEIVERS Jun 9, 2001
https://google.com/patents/DE10128131A1 https://google.com/patents/US5508704
Sep 13, 2016, 9:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://google.com/patents/US1315595
Nikola Tesla | 9/11 Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Who is the "BLANK" Applicant! What is "John m" Invention, Sep 9, 1919
https://google.com/patents/US1315595 Just as Tesla finishes his Autobiography in 1919, and begins work with RCA, this
Anonymous Person with a Fake Named Patent shows up at the patent office. The origin of (RADIO) patents from RCA, Telefunken,
the origin of (DOPPLER RADAR), the origin of (SECURE COMMUNICATIONS), the origin of (PROJECT BLUE BEAM), can be
found in the above and below referring patents. Dec 21, 1954 Standard Oil Dev Co (Rockefeller), "Reflector for electromagnetic
waves" https://google.com/patents/US2697828 -- Jan 2, 1974 Wind turbine driven generator to recharge batteries in electric vehicles
https://google.com/patents/US3876925 -- Mar 24, 2016 The "automotive conversion technology system"
https://google.com/patents/WO2016043714A1 -- (SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS) Jan 14, 1918
https://google.com/patents/US1384014 -- TESLA/MARCONI TELEFUNKEN (WEATHER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US2151336 https://google.com/patents/US2212110 (DOPPLER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US5508704 (AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES PASSIVE RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US20150130651 -- 9/11 SCENE ILLUMINATOR https://google.com/patents/US8581771 -- 9/11 RADAR
DECOY'S https://google.com/patents/US4843396 -- 9/11 FRIEND OR FOE TRANSCEIVERS Jun 9, 2001
https://google.com/patents/DE10128131A1 https://google.com/patents/US5508704
Sep 13, 2016, 9:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://google.com/patents/US1315595
Nikola Tesla | 9/11 Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Who is the "BLANK" Applicant! What is "John m" Invention, Sep 9, 1919
https://google.com/patents/US1315595 Just as Tesla finishes his Autobiography in 1919, and begins work with RCA, this
Anonymous Person with a Fake Named Patent shows up at the patent office. The origin of (RADIO) patents from RCA, Telefunken,
the origin of (DOPPLER RADAR), the origin of (SECURE COMMUNICATIONS), the origin of (PROJECT BLUE BEAM), can be
found in the above and below referring patents. Dec 21, 1954 Standard Oil Dev Co (Rockefeller), "Reflector for electromagnetic
waves" https://google.com/patents/US2697828 -- Jan 2, 1974 Wind turbine driven generator to recharge batteries in electric vehicles
https://google.com/patents/US3876925 -- Mar 24, 2016 The "automotive conversion technology system"
https://google.com/patents/WO2016043714A1 -- (SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS) Jan 14, 1918
https://google.com/patents/US1384014 -- TESLA/MARCONI TELEFUNKEN (WEATHER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US2151336 https://google.com/patents/US2212110 (DOPPLER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US5508704 (AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES PASSIVE RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US20150130651 -- 9/11 SCENE ILLUMINATOR https://google.com/patents/US8581771 -- 9/11 RADAR
DECOY'S https://google.com/patents/US4843396 -- 9/11 FRIEND OR FOE TRANSCEIVERS Jun 9, 2001
https://google.com/patents/DE10128131A1 https://google.com/patents/US5508704
Sep 13, 2016, 9:00 PM
Chris Edwards
https://google.com/patents/US1315595
#anonymous #patents #johnm #nikolatesla Tesla | 9/11 Patent Office Conspiracy Continued: Who is the "BLANK" Applicant! What is
"John m" Invention, Sep 9, 1919 https://google.com/patents/US1315595 Just as Nikola Tesla finishes his Autobiography in 1919,
and begins work with RCA, this Anonymous Person with a Fake Name Patent shows up at the patent office. The origin of (RADIO)
patents from RCA, Telefunken, the origin of (DOPPLER RADAR), the origin of (SECURE COMMUNICATIONS), the origin of
(PROJECT BLUE BEAM), can be found in the above and below referring patents. Dec 21, 1954 Standard Oil Dev Co (Rockefeller),
"Reflector for electromagnetic waves" https://google.com/patents/US2697828 -- Jan 2, 1974 Wind turbine driven generator to
recharge batteries in electric vehicles https://google.com/patents/US3876925 -- Mar 24, 2016 The "automotive conversion
technology system" https://google.com/patents/WO2016043714A1 -- (SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS) Jan 14, 1918
https://google.com/patents/US1384014 -- TESLA/MARCONI TELEFUNKEN (WEATHER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US2151336 https://google.com/patents/US2212110 (DOPPLER RADAR)
https://google.com/patents/US5508704 (AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES PASSIVE RADAR)

https://google.com/patents/US20150130651 -- 9/11 SCENE ILLUMINATOR https://google.com/patents/US8581771 -- 9/11 RADAR
DECOY'S https://google.com/patents/US4843396 -- 9/11 FRIEND OR FOE TRANSCEIVERS Jun 9, 2001
https://google.com/patents/DE10128131A1 https://google.com/patents/US5508704
Updated Sep 13, 2016, 8:58 PM
Sep 13, 2016, 8:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Attunements and Energy Healing.
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm
#cryogenics Krypton was discovered in 1898 "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method to produce
liquid (N) or liquid (O2); can be made in Nuclear Power Plants. Nikola Tesla's June 1900 article "Problem of Increasing Human
Energy", he compares extracting energy from the environment to the work of others who were learning to condense atmospheric
gases into liquids. He cited Dr. Karl Linde who discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling" method for liquefying air.
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm - Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical
Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, magnified by cold temperature http://tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm - Krypton:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation
Sep 13, 2016, 4:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Spirituality, Science & Metaphysics Community.
Sep 13, 2016, 4:13 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm
Krypton was discovered in 1898 "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method to produce liquid (N) or liquid
(O2), can be made in Nuclear Power Plants. Nikola Tesla's June 1900 article "Problem of Increasing Human Energy", he compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of others who were learning to condense atmospheric gases into liquids. He
cited Dr. Karl Linde who discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling" method for liquefying air.
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm - Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical
Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, magnified by cold temperature http://tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm - Krypton:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation
Sep 13, 2016, 4:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm
Krypton was discovered in 1898 "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method to produce liquid (N) or liquid
(O2), can be made in Nuclear Power Plants. Nikola Tesla's June 1900 article "Problem of Increasing Human Energy", he compares
extracting energy from the environment to the work of others who were learning to condense atmospheric gases into liquids. He
cited Dr. Karl Linde who discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling" method for liquefying air.
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm - Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical
Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, magnified by cold temperature http://tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm - Krypton:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation
Sep 13, 2016, 4:01 AM
Chris Edwards
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm
#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method to produce liquid
(N2, O2 or H2 + Carbon), and can be made in Nuclear Power Plants. Nikola Tesla's June 1900 article "Problem of Increasing
Human Energy", he compares extracting energy from the environment to others who were learning to condense atmospheric gases
into liquids. He cited Dr. Karl Linde who discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling" method for liquefying air.
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm - Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical
Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, magnified by cold temperature http://tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm - Krypton:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton - Fractional Distillation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation
Updated Sep 13, 2016, 3:52 AM
Sep 13, 2016, 3:52 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm
#krypton Krypton was discovered in 1898 and "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the same method to produce
liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants. ... In the Century article Tesla compares extracting
energy from the environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense atmospheric gases into

liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had discovered what Tesla described as a "self-cooling" method for
liquefying air. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm -- Nikola Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means for
Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a free-oscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas
http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm -- Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Fractional Distillation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation
Sep 13, 2016, 3:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Crisis Actors and False Flags.
Sep 11, 2016, 6:26 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth ?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General Meyers
& Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -- https://youtube.com/watch?
v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" "Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-nationaldefense.html -- Field Interference https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 6:24 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Marches Onward.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General Meyers
& Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -- https://youtube.com/watch?
v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" "Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-nationaldefense.html -- Field Interference https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 6:23 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TyrannyUnmasked Truth Militia (Post Anything group).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General Meyers
& Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -- https://youtube.com/watch?
v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" "Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-nationaldefense.html -- Field Interference https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 6:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Freethinkers United.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General Meyers
& Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -- https://youtube.com/watch?
v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" "Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-nationaldefense.html -- Field Interference https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 6:18 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General Meyers
& Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -- https://youtube.com/watch?

v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" "Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-nationaldefense.html -- Field Interference https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 6:18 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solarled Global Group ☀☀☀.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General Meyers
& Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -- https://youtube.com/watch?
v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" "Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-nationaldefense.html -- Field Interference https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 6:16 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Decoders of Truth.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General Meyers
& Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -- https://youtube.com/watch?
v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" "Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-nationaldefense.html -- Field Interference https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 6:16 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Wikileaks Tetouan ويكيلكستطوان.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General Meyers
& Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -- https://youtube.com/watch?
v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" "Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-nationaldefense.html -- Field Interference https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 6:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Spirituality, Science & Metaphysics Community.
Sep 11, 2016, 6:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Alien's,Gov.Cover up,Tyranny, No Rules/Retrictions Post What You Feel!
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General Meyers
& Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -- https://youtube.com/watch?
v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" "Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-nationaldefense.html -- Field Interference https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 6:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conscious Media Coalition.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General Meyers
& Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -- https://youtube.com/watch?
v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" "Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?

v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-nationaldefense.html -- Field Interference https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 6:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in World UFO Aliens.
Sep 11, 2016, 5:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Paleophysics and Ancient High Technology.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines and potentially used in Tesla's "Wireless Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap
Electric Arc-Lamp." -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature,
eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at
CERN http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid to be used in at
his Wardenclyffe Tower and receiving devices http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
Sep 11, 2016, 5:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Free Energy Party UK.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines and potentially used in Tesla's "Wireless Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap
Electric Arc-Lamp." -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature,
eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at
CERN http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid to be used in at
his Wardenclyffe Tower and receiving devices http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
Sep 11, 2016, 5:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
Sep 11, 2016, 5:36 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Attunements and Energy Healing.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 5:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Actualised.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M

Sep 11, 2016, 5:33 AM
Chris Edwards posted in ZERO STATE.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 5:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 5:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 5:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
Sep 11, 2016, 5:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Awakening: Conspiracies, Prophecies, and Truths.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 5:23 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 5:20 AM

Chris Edwards posted in ~Free Thinkers Anonymous~.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 5:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 5:16 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AWAKENED VS ELITE 2.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 5:12 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 5:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Alternative Journalism Coalition.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 5:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Slovenia.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General

Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference
Sep 11, 2016, 4:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference
Sep 11, 2016, 4:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference
Sep 11, 2016, 4:49 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Revealed.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference
Sep 11, 2016, 4:49 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference
Sep 11, 2016, 4:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in gone.
Sep 11, 2016, 4:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in 9/11 Conspiracy Theories are an Inside Job!
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General Meyers
& Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons) https://youtube.com/watch?

v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -- https://youtube.com/watch?
v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" "Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-nationaldefense.html -- Field Interference https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 4:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in 9/11 The actual truth.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 4:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
U.S President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General
Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use of Directed Energy Weapons)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" -https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's "Death/Peace Ray" called
"Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Sep 11, 2016, 4:26 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
#september11th #anniversary #remembering #eisenhower #rumsfeld #meyers #nikolatesla #leagueofnations
#directedenergyweapons #darpa #nist #drjudywood President Eisenhower's Farewell Address https://youtube.com/watch?
v=J469g5CEPfg featuring Donald Rumsfeld, General Meyers & Nikola Tesla's Quote from: The Art of Telautomatics (Foretelling Use
of Directed Energy Weapons) https://youtube.com/watch?v=O9N9HF1ubKs -- Tesla's "Electric Arc Aircraft" 1916 from "Ingenious
Plans for National Defense" -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=B__efPpMwe4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI -- Tesla's
"Death/Peace Ray" "Teleforce" https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o -- Ingenious Plans for National Defense
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html -- Field Interference
https://youtube.com/user/fieldinterference -- Dr Judy Wood "Irrefutable" https://youtube.com/watch?v=BxA2cZKDo7M
Updated Sep 11, 2016, 4:20 AM
Sep 11, 2016, 4:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Humanity Healers.
https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery
(Update on Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using his Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive heart surgery fixes holes
in heart) - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV- light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without invasive surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - 9/1/2016 - Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective
against Deadly MERS Virus. The paper showed Surfacide's Helios(R) system reduced the MERS-CoV virus to undetectable levels
after only 5 minutes, remained undetectable after 30 minutes. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html -- Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable
of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It zaps the entire room with UV light at different
frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex-20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost
Electrotherapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's Columbian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -- Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920,
"Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola
Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 --

However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen
-- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Sep 11, 2016, 3:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
https://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/2016/06/03/too-cheap-to-meter-a-history-of-the-phrase/
The Origin of Nuclear Power's "Too Cheap To Meter" Phrase: U.S. AEC civilian nuclear program included the new 1954 "Atomic
Energy Act", President Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" and medical uses of reactor-produced isotopes. Coincidentally, In 1954,
John G Trump and government officials visit Tesla's storage unit in New York and go through is trunks, safe, multi-resistant box and
paperwork. Atomic Energy Chairman stated "he expected his children and grandchildren would have power "too cheap to be
metered", "as low as the price for Hydro-Electric Power". Although this never technically happened, most Nuclear Power Plants are
paid-off and generate power at less than 1 cent per KW/hr. The wholesale and retail prices of this energy are higher for a variety of
reasons such as insurance, regulation and distribution. But in California, the cheapest energy comes from Nuclear Power & Hydro
Power. https://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/2016/06/03/too-cheap-to-meter-a-history-of-the-phrase/ -- Atomic Energy Act
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_Energy_Act_of_1954 -- Nikola Tesla's FBI File with John G Trump https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The Generation V Thorium Salt Nuclear Reactors and the dream of clean nuclear power in 1973 was
considered "too cheap to meter". http://news.yahoo.com/thorium-dream-clean-nuclear-power-142008502.html -- H G Wells picked
up this idea in his 1914 fiction work The World Set Free. In 1975, nuclear power was considered "too cheap to meter". America's
Energy Crisis: When the Circuit Breaks https://youtube.com/watch?v=01vNAKWRIFo -- G&E says in report. The Hill: Why are we so
afraid of nuclear? http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/energy-environment/247017-why-are-we-so-afraid-of-nuclear
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/2016/06/03/too-cheap-to-meter-a-history-of-the-phrase/
The Origin of Nuclear Power's "Too Cheap To Meter" Phrase: U.S. AEC civilian nuclear program included the new 1954 "Atomic
Energy Act", President Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" and medical uses of reactor-produced isotopes. Coincidentally, In 1954,
John G Trump and government officials visit Tesla's storage unit in New York and go through is trunks, safe, multi-resistant box and
paperwork. Atomic Energy Chairman stated "he expected his children and grandchildren would have power "too cheap to be
metered", "as low as the price for Hydro-Electric Power". Although this never technically happened, most Nuclear Power Plants are
paid-off and generate power at less than 1 cent per KW/hr. The wholesale and retail prices of this energy are higher for a variety of
reasons such as insurance, regulation and distribution. But in California, the cheapest energy comes from Nuclear Power & Hydro
Power. https://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/2016/06/03/too-cheap-to-meter-a-history-of-the-phrase/ -- Atomic Energy Act
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_Energy_Act_of_1954 -- Nikola Tesla's FBI File with John G Trump https://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro --.The Generation V Thorium Salt Nuclear Reactors and the dream of clean nuclear power in 1973 was
considered "too cheap to meter". http://news.yahoo.com/thorium-dream-clean-nuclear-power-142008502.html -- H G Wells picked
up this idea in his 1914 fiction work The World Set Free. In 1975, nuclear power was considered "too cheap to meter". America's
Energy Crisis: When the Circuit Breaks https://youtube.com/watch?v=01vNAKWRIFo -- G&E says in report. The Hill: Why are we so
afraid of nuclear? http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/energy-environment/247017-why-are-we-so-afraid-of-nuclear
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Chris Edwards
https://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/2016/06/03/too-cheap-to-meter-a-history-of-the-phrase/
#toocheaptometer #nuclear #power The Origin of Nuclear Power's "Too Cheap To Meter" Phrase: U.S. AEC civilian nuclear
program included the new 1954 "Atomic Energy Act", President Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" and medical uses of reactorproduced isotopes. Coincidentally, In 1954, John G Trump and government officials visit Tesla's storage unit in New York and go
through his 40 trunks, safe, a multi-resistant box and paperwork. Atomic Energy Chairman stated "he expected his children and
grandchildren would have power "too cheap to be metered", "as low as the price for Hydro-Electric Power". Although this never
technically happened, most Nuclear Power Plants are paid-off and generate power at less than 1 cent per KW/hr. The wholesale
and retail prices of this energy are higher for a variety of reasons such as insurance, regulation and distribution. But in California, the
cheapest energy comes from Nuclear Power & Hydro Power. https://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/2016/06/03/too-cheap-to-meter-ahistory-of-the-phrase/ -- Atomic Energy Act https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_Energy_Act_of_1954 -- Nikola Tesla's FBI File with
John G Trump https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro --.The Generation V Thorium Salt Nuclear Reactors and the dream of
clean nuclear power in 1973 was considered "too cheap to meter". http://news.yahoo.com/thorium-dream-clean-nuclear-power142008502.html -- H G Wells picked up this idea in his 1914 fiction work The World Set Free. In 1975, nuclear power was
considered "too cheap to meter". America's Energy Crisis: When the Circuit Breaks https://youtube.com/watch?v=01vNAKWRIFo --

G&E says in report. The Hill: Why are we so afraid of nuclear? http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/energy-environment/247017why-are-we-so-afraid-of-nuclear
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Chris Edwards posted in "Science How derived from Vedanta? Says EINSTEIN,TESLA & Darr.".
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines and potentially used in Tesla's "Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap Wireless
Electric Arc-Lamp" -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature,
eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at
CERN http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid to be used in at
his Wardenclyffe Tower and receiving devices http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
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Chris Edwards posted in Quantum Health: Light, Water and Magnetism.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines and potentially used in Tesla's "Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap Wireless
Electric Arc-Lamp" -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature,
eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at
CERN http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid to be used in at
his Wardenclyffe Tower and receiving devices http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
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Chris Edwards posted in AI Artificial Intelligence: Deconstructing AI/Matrix and Healing Ourselves.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines and potentially used in Tesla's "Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap Wireless
Electric Arc-Lamp." -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature,
eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at
CERN http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid to be used in at
his Wardenclyffe Tower and receiving devices http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
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Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines and potentially used in Tesla's "Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap Wireless
Electric Arc-Lamp." -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature,
eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at
CERN http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid to be used in at

his Wardenclyffe Tower and receiving devices http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines and potentially used in Tesla's "Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap Wireless
Electric Arc-Lamp." -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature,
eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at
CERN http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid to be used in at
his Wardenclyffe Tower and receiving devices http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
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Chris Edwards posted in Young Scientists and Innovators.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines and potentially used in Tesla's "Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap Wireless
Electric Arc-Lamp." -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature,
eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at
CERN http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid to be used in at
his Wardenclyffe Tower and receiving devices http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
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Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines and potentially used in Tesla's "Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap Wireless
Electric Arc-Lamp." -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature,
eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at
CERN http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid to be used in at
his Wardenclyffe Tower and receiving devices http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
Sep 11, 2016, 3:13 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines and potentially used in Tesla's "Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap Wireless
Electric Arc-Lamp." -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature,
eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at
CERN http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid to be used in at
his Wardenclyffe Tower and receiving devices http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla

https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
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Chris Edwards posted in Green Technology Business Sharing 环保与绿色科技.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines and potentially used in Tesla's "Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap Wireless
Electric Arc-Lamp." -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature,
eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at
CERN http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid
http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines and potentially used in Tesla's "Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap Wireless
Electric Arc-Lamp." -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature,
eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at
CERN http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid
http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, and potentially used in Tesla's "Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap Wireless Electric ArcLamp." -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases xenon and krypton at ambient temperature, eliminating an
energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at CERN
http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid
http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
Sep 11, 2016, 2:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was
invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, self-illuminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride
Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines and potentially used in Tesla's "Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap Wireless
Electric Arc-Lamp." -- The metal-organic framework captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature,
eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step. https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at
CERN http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid to be used in at
his Wardenclyffe Tower and receiving devices http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
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Chris Edwards
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm
#kryptonite #krypton #gas #nuclear #power #tesla #superconductivity Is "Kryptonite" a real thing? No. It's a fantasy radioactive
crystal that injures "Superman", but heals humans. Real Krypton Gas was invented in 1898, and is the best super-conductive, selfilluminating, gas created in "Nuclear Power Plants" used in Krypton-Fluoride Lasers, CERN Particle Accelerators, MRI Machines
and potentially used in Tesla's "Wireless Inductive Phosphorescent Spark-Gap Electric Arc-Lamp." -- The metal-organic framework
captures radioactive gases Xenon and Krypton at ambient temperature, eliminating an energy-intensive, expensive step.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160613090313.htm -- Krypton use at CERN
http://home.web.cern.ch/about/engineering/cryogenics-low-temperatures-high-performance -- Krypton "Electron"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton -- Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a superconducting liquid to be used in at
his Wardenclyffe Tower and receiving devices http://google.com/patents/US685012 -- Superman vs Tesla
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_frD6bGp63U -- Kryptonite https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite
Updated Sep 11, 2016, 2:50 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/fb/0f/60/fb0f60d34d582552abd1d6ab026b375f.jpg
Newspaper article: Scientists Will Win the Next War with Wireless Power. May 26, 1916, The Oelwein Daily Register, Oelwein, Iowa
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/fb/0f/60/fb0f60d34d582552abd1d6ab026b375f.jpg
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://media.defense.gov/2006/Jul/24/2000547735/-1/-1/0/060427-F-0000X-003.JPG
#nikolatesla #coloradosprings #lab That's Pike's Peak directly facing in the background. There are two pictures show Nikola Tesla's
lab, with Pike's Peak directly in the background reportedly either 15 miles (the Prestige) due east or exactly 22 miles (80's
documentary) due east of Pike's Peak or Downtown Colorado Springs. Exactly 22 miles would be at Schriever AFB, on Lockheed's
parking lot, on Discoverer lane. http://media.defense.gov/2006/Jul/24/2000547735/-1/-1/0/060427-F-0000X-003.JPG
Sep 11, 2016, 2:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Transition 2030.
Sep 10, 2016, 6:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Rainbow Warriors for Changes.
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776
20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15
years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is
no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With $$Trillions oil, gas &
coal companies have, there isn't 1 video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a bug,
nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or Adobe After Effects)
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776 -25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: Windfarms https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's
Berkeley Labs reports US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 2-2.5 Cents Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—particularly in the
central United States—are at rock-bottom levels" http://windpowerengineering.com/featured/business-news-projects/berkeley-labreport-confirms-low-wind-power-prices-improved-project-performance/
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Chris Edwards posted in Energy Nusantara.
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776
20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15
years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is
no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With $$Trillions oil, gas &
coal companies have, there isn't 1 video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a bug,
nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or Adobe After Effects)
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776 -25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: Windfarms https://youtube.com/watch?

v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's
Berkeley Labs reports US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 2-2.5 Cents Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—particularly in the
central United States—are at rock-bottom levels" http://windpowerengineering.com/featured/business-news-projects/berkeley-labreport-confirms-low-wind-power-prices-improved-project-performance/
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Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776
20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15
years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is
no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With $$Trillions oil, gas &
coal companies have, there isn't 1 video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a bug,
nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or Adobe After Effects)
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776 -25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: Windfarms https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's
Berkeley Labs reports US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 2-2.5 Cents Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—particularly in the
central United States—are at rock-bottom levels" http://windpowerengineering.com/featured/business-news-projects/berkeley-labreport-confirms-low-wind-power-prices-improved-project-performance/
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20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15
years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is
no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With $$Trillions oil, gas &
coal companies have, there isn't 1 video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a bug,
nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or Adobe After Effects)
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776 -25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: Windfarms https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's
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20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15
years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is
no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With $$Trillions oil, gas &
coal companies have, there isn't 1 video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a bug,
nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or Adobe After Effects)
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v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's
Berkeley Labs reports US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 2-2.5 Cents Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—particularly in the
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20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15
years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is
no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With $$Trillions oil, gas &
coal companies have, there isn't 1 video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a bug,

nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or Adobe After Effects)
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20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15
years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is
no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With the $$Trillions oil,
gas & coal companies have, there isn't 1 video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a
bug, nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or Adobe After Effects)
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v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's
Berkeley Labs reports US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 2-2.5 Cents Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—particularly in the
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20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15
years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is
no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With the $$Trillions oil,
gas & coal companies have, there isn't 1 video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a
bug, nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or Adobe After Effects)
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776 -25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: Windfarms https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's
Berkeley Labs reports US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 2-2.5 Cents Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—particularly in the
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20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15
years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is
no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With the $$Trillions oil,
gas & coal companies have, there isn't 1 video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a
bug, nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or Adobe After Effects)
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776 -25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: Windfarms https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's
Berkeley Labs reports US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 2-2.5 Cents Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—particularly in the
central United States—are at rock-bottom levels" http://windpowerengineering.com/featured/business-news-projects/berkeley-labreport-confirms-low-wind-power-prices-improved-project-performance/
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20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15

years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is
no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With the $$Trillions oil,
gas & coal companies have, there isn't 1 video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a
bug, nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or Adobe After Effects)
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776 -25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: Windfarms https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's
Berkeley Labs reports US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 2-2.5 Cents Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—particularly in the
central United States—are at rock-bottom levels" http://windpowerengineering.com/featured/business-news-projects/berkeley-labreport-confirms-low-wind-power-prices-improved-project-performance/
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20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15
years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is
no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With the $$Trillions oil,
gas & coal companies have, there isn't 1 video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a
bug, nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or Adobe After Effects)
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776 -25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: Windfarms https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's
Berkeley Labs reports US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 2-2.5 Cents Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—particularly in the
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20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15
years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is
no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With the Trillions of
dollars oil, gas and coal companies have, there isn't one video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird
nor turtle nor a bug, nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or Adobe After Effects)
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776 -25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: Windfarms https://youtube.com/watch?
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20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15
years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is
no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With the Trillions of
dollars oil, gas and coal companies have, there isn't one video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird
nor turtle nor a bug, nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or After Effects)
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776 -25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: Windfarms https://youtube.com/watch?
v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's
Berkeley Labs reports US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 2-2.5 Cents Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—particularly in the
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#donaldtrump #windturbines Sorry Donald Trump, 20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No
adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15 years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle
over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind
turbines and solar panels. With the Trillions of dollars oil, gas and coal companies have, there isn't one video on Youtube, nor
Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a bug, nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel.
(Not even with Photoshop or After Effects) http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearbygolden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776 -- 25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting:
Windfarms https://youtube.com/watch?v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire
https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's Berkeley Labs reports US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 22.5 Cents Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—particularly in the central United States—are at rock-bottom levels"
http://windpowerengineering.com/featured/business-news-projects/berkeley-lab-report-confirms-low-wind-power-prices-improvedproject-performance/
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://world-nuclear.org/information-library/current-and-future-generation/molten-salt-reactors.aspx
Molten Salt Reactor use molten fluoride (lithium 1-7) salts as primary coolant, low temperatures. Tennessee lab (built as part of the
wartime Manhattan Project) -- There is descriptions of Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower (4) 100 foot long tunnels, or having function of
enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with water table below tower... filled with SALT water or liquid nitrogen.
(Superconductive Krypton Gas) http://world-nuclear.org/information-library/current-and-future-generation/molten-salt-reactors.aspx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -- Molten Salt Batteries are pictured in his 1899 Colorado Springs Lab
http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/ -- "Inside the strange wooden structure, technicians began to
assemble the enormous Tesla coil. The device used a 50,000 volt Westinghouse transformer to charge a capacitor that consisted of
a galvanized tub full of salt water as an "Electrolyte", into which he placed large glass bottles, themselves containing salt water. The
salt water in the tub was one plate of this capacitor, the salt water inside the bottles the other plate, and the bottle glass the
dielectric. Various capacities were tried, incremental changes being made by connecting more or fewer bottles."
https://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/dimension=670x10000:format=jpg/path/s40c423127565d23a/image/if6e626b1b971
7f9c/version/1385514268/image.jpg -- Lithium-Ion Salt Electrolyte Batteries: "The electrolyte is typically a mixture of organic
carbonates such as ethylene carbonate or diethyl carbonate containing complexes of lithium ions.[62] These non-aqueous
electrolytes generally use non-coordinating anion salts such as lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6), lithium hexafluoroarsenate
monohydrate (LiAsF6), lithium perchlorate (LiClO4), lithium tetrafluoroborate (LiBF4) and lithium triflate (LiCF
3SO3)." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium-ion_battery
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http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
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Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
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Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
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Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
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Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
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Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Revealed.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslas-

pierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Forum.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Nikola Tesla Klub Facebook.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Free Energy For The World.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as

the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA Colorado Springs Steampunk.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:33 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o

Sep 8, 2016, 6:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Young Scientists and Innovators.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" & other technologies pioneered by Nikola
Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his
Colorado Springs wireless experiments to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as
the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL
in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and battery.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow http://peswiki.com/directory:teslaspierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - More evidence that the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" and other technologies pioneered by
Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in
his Colorado Springs wireless experiments and was to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the
same as the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at

the ORNL in TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energysurpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to
create Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the
movie "Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine and
battery. http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources
and more on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow
http://peswiki.com/directory:teslas-pierce-arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o
Sep 8, 2016, 6:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - Evidence that the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" and other technologies pioneered by
Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein. Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his Colorado Springs
wireless experiments and was to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower in 1901. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as the
Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL in
TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 8, 2016, 5:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
Sept 7 2016 - Evidence that the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" and other technologies pioneered by
Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein. Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his Colorado Springs
wireless experiments and was to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as the Integral
Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL in TN.
Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create Radium at
$1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie "Back to the
Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- 4000 Tesla sources and more
on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 8, 2016, 5:45 PM
Chris Edwards
http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development2156405.htm
#nikolatesla #manhattanproject #nuclearenergy #molten #salt #radium #atomic #battery #piercearrow Sept 7 2016 - More evidence
that the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear Energy" and other technologies pioneered by Nikola Tesla &
Westinghouse, not "Nuclear Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his Colorado
Springs wireless experiments and was to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as the
Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL in
TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-release/terrestrial-energy-surpassescad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-development-2156405.htm - Later, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create
Radium at $1 per pound. This combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the movie
"Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday -- Molten Salt Reactor use
molten fluoride salts as primary coolant, at low temperatures ... Laboratory, Tennessee (built as part of the wartime Manhattan
Project) http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/current-and-future-generation/molten-salt-reactors.aspx -- 4000 Tesla
sources and more on Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=pierce+arrow
http://peswiki.com/directory:teslas-pierce-arrow

Updated Sep 8, 2016, 5:41 PM
Sep 8, 2016, 5:41 PM
Chris Edwards updated his status.
15th Anniversary into the events of September 11 2001 at Shankesville - 9/11 Wargames included "false blips on radar" which
would be "supposedly" projected onto military radar during the drill. The technology of "projected kinetics" as part of project Blue
Beam could appear on radar as real objects. Quick I.Q. Vision Test. If you think a 757 crashed here in Shankesville on 9/11/2001,
You're Stupid! https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=291139727929042&set=gm.1291747680855845&type=3&theater -Hoodwinked in Shankesville https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2_em8G6DJE -- Pilot and Son of Lear Jet Inventor, John Lear on Project
Blue Beam https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWc7z-N3QGY -- 1963 Patents for Object Camouflage and Projected Kinetics using
Particle Accelerators, 1992 Holographic Klystron's and Artificial Ionized Atmosphere (PRICK "Projected Imagery Kinetics")
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relating to the Transmission of Electrical Energy - Patent 11,293 Improvements relating to the Utilization of Electromagnetic, Light,
or other like Radiations Effects or Disturbances transmitted through Natural Media and to Apparatus therefor -- British Patent 13,563
Improvements in, and relating to, the Transmission of Electrical Energy -- British Patent 14,550 Improvements relating to the
Insulation of Electric Conductors -- British Patent 14,579 Improvements in and relating to the Transmission of Electrical Energy -Canadian Patent 29,537 Improvements in Methods of and Apparatus for the Electrical Transmission of Power -- Canadian Patent
142,352 Improvement in the Art of Transmitting Electrical Energy Through the Natural Mediums http://corrosiondoctors.org/Biographies/TeslaBio-Patents.htm -- This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 referrs to 4 Nikola
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6,481 Improvements relating to the Electrical Transmission of Power and to Apparatus therefor - Patent 8,200 Improvements
relating to the Transmission of Electrical Energy - Patent 11,293 Improvements relating to the Utilization of Electromagnetic, Light,
or other like Radiations Effects or Disturbances transmitted through Natural Media and to Apparatus therefor -- British Patent 13,563
Improvements in, and relating to, the Transmission of Electrical Energy -- British Patent 14,550 Improvements relating to the
Insulation of Electric Conductors -- British Patent 14,579 Improvements in and relating to the Transmission of Electrical Energy -Canadian Patent 29,537 Improvements in Methods of and Apparatus for the Electrical Transmission of Power -- Canadian Patent
142,352 Improvement in the Art of Transmitting Electrical Energy Through the Natural Mediums http://corrosiondoctors.org/Biographies/TeslaBio-Patents.htm -- This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 referrs to 4 Nikola
Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern system of radio communications and long distance power transfer by
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Confronted with overwhelming evidence, (though much is still missing) the newest meme from the Chevron conspiracy theorist far
right wing, out of Texas is "Nikola Tesla is a "Character" inserted into our memory. Inserted by who? He was supposed to be buried
and forgotten! A front man?? A front man for what, Free Energy & Cancer Cures?
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In case you were asking, Thomas Edison did-not invent the "Light Bulb", he merely patented an "Improvement" in Electric Lamps.
Please file for refunds from your public and private schools. https://google.com/patents/US223898 -- While at the same time, Nikola
Tesla patented his own Incandescent Electric Lamp, Arc Lamps used at Niagara falls and in Movie Theaters today, demonstrated
Neon Lights in 1893, wireless lights by 1895; the Carbon Button lamp, Ruby Lamp/Laser (1000's of other crystals were tested); Xray lamps, Single wire Induction lamps, and wireless lamp improvement patents in Britain specifically invented for his wireless power
system. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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further by taking gradual steps towards forming an effectual federal World Government." https://facebook.com/photo.php?
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Gravity Waves debunked by Nikola Tesla's "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPOGmEktQFs -Nikola Tesla's Faster than Light (V = Pie/2 X C) = 1.57C -- Albert Einstein Debunked in 1899! https://youtube.com/watch?
v=dnIfYx6NXK4 -- Nikola Tesla solves "Maxwell's Demon" breaks 2nd Law of Thermodynamics with Quantum Coherence
https://youtube.com/watch?v=nPJCiA3Dm_w -- Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a Distance", "Faster than
Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an Atom", "Ether", "Curved Space", Nuclear Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard - Nuke Hoax Part 1
https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio - Hiroshima Atom Bomb Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=O8P49dujwAQ
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Tesla dies in 1943, the U.N. (founders of the New World Order) for several years had their offices at Sperry-Rand Corp in 1945-6
with Ford Corp at Lake Success LI & their conspirators at RCA/GE Radio Central at Rocky Point, Shoreham, LI within eyesight of
Wardenclyffe. Tesla states in his 1919 Autobiography that Wardenclyffe at Shoreham LI was demolished on July 4th 1917, along
with the Tesla/Marconi Station "Telefunken" in Sayville, LI in 1917 and ... In Margaret Cheney's book "Man out of Time", the not well
known Tesla "Tuckerton" Radio Station was ceased by the U.S. government in 1917, all later to be replaced with RCA/GE by 1921.
But Tesla states in 1919, "they are building more of them", referring to Tesla Towers!. After Tesla's autobiography, GE merged with
Marconi in 1920, RCA was formed. By November 5th 1921, the first radio broadcast was sent from the President of the United
States from the White House, using the new RCA system at Rocky Point, near Sayville. By 1943, after Tesla dies, in 1945-46, the
Sperry Gyrospcope Company takes over office space with the Ford Company at Lake Success, LI and RCA at Rocky Point, LI.
According to the Tesla FBI File, Henry Ford is alleged to be involved with Tesla's missing inventions, which were to be turned into
"idea factories". In 1946, the United Nations had their headquarters at the Sperry Company. By 1973, Sperry merges with
Remington Rand to create the Sperry-Rand Corporation. -- http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section -Tesla wins Nobel Prize in 1915-16, just prior to the seizure of the Tesla Stations. https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -"Man Out of Time", a Nobel Affair http://bookrags.com/studyguide-tesla-man-out-of-time/chapanal010.html - Wardenclyffe Forfeited
Dream http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wardenclyffe-forfeited-dream
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What were the Watergate Papers? What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of transformation of Hydrogen derived
for the Hydrogen / Synthetic Hydro-Carbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier that regulates water released from a
reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy Watergate (Nikola Tesla's (Hydrogen Evolution) "Fusion") http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s Kennedy memo to CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days before Kennedy was assassinated in
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http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor
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prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor
Sep 3, 2016, 5:52 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Party of the United States Issues & Discussion Group.
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s
What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic HydroCarbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier that regulates water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy
Watergate (Nikola Tesla's "Fusion") - http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-supportclaims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s - Kennedy memo to the CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days
before Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor
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Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s
What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic HydroCarbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier that regulates water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy
Watergate (Nikola Tesla's "Fusion") - http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-supportclaims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s - Kennedy memo to the CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days
before Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k -

Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor
Sep 3, 2016, 5:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in ?￢ﾘEnergías Renovables ?.
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s
What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic HydroCarbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier that regulates water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy
Watergate (Nikola Tesla's "Fusion") - http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-supportclaims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s - Kennedy memo to the CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days
before Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor
Sep 3, 2016, 5:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green And Progressive Politics.
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s
Nixon-Bush-Clinton-Tesla connection? What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of transformation of Hydrogen
derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic Hydro-Carbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier that regulates water
released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy Watergate (Nikola Tesla's "Fusion") http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s Kennedy memo to the CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days before Kennedy was assassinated in
Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor
Sep 3, 2016, 5:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in SOLAR POWER PHILIPPINES (UNLI).
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s
What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic HydroCarbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier that regulates water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy
Watergate (Nikola Tesla's "Fusion") - http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-supportclaims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s - Kennedy memo to the CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days
before Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor
Sep 3, 2016, 5:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s
What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic HydroCarbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier that regulates water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy
Watergate (Nikola Tesla's "Fusion") - http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-supportclaims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s - Kennedy memo to the CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days
before Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.

http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor
Sep 3, 2016, 5:46 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s
What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic HydroCarbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier that regulates water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy
Watergate (Nikola Tesla's "Fusion") - http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-supportclaims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s - Kennedy memo to the CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days
before Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor
Sep 3, 2016, 5:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Gaia ~ New Earth and Humans Awakening.
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s
What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic HydroCarbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier that regulates water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy
Watergate (Nikola Tesla's "Fusion") - http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-supportclaims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s - Kennedy memo to the CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days
before Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor
Sep 3, 2016, 5:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s
What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic HydroCarbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier that regulates water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy
Watergate (Nikola Tesla's "Fusion") - http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-supportclaims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s - Kennedy memo to the CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days
before Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor
Sep 3, 2016, 4:40 AM
Chris Edwards
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s
#watergate #hillary #clinton #richard #nixon #bush #pierce #codename #plumbers #heavywater What were the Watergate Papers?
What is a "Water Gate"? 1) A Water Gate is the method of transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / Synthetic Hydro-

Carbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier that regulates water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy
Watergate (Nikola Tesla's (Hydrogen) "Fusion") - http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessionsphotos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s - Kennedy memo to CIA Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963,
just 10 days before Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alienrevelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just
prior to the turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavywater_reactor
Updated Sep 3, 2016, 4:38 AM
Sep 3, 2016, 4:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbbFCpXut0M
Was Nikola Tesla's UV "DEATH RAY" or Particle Beam Weapon, Klystron or HAARP or "Sun Tap" used on 9/11/2001?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbbFCpXut0M
Sep 3, 2016, 4:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbbFCpXut0M
Was Nikola Tesla's UV "DEATH RAY" or Particle Beam Weapon, Klystron or HAARP or a "Sun Tap" used on 9/11/2001?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbbFCpXut0M
Sep 3, 2016, 4:01 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbbFCpXut0M
#nikolatesla #deathray #911 #cnn #history Nkola Tesla DEATH RAY Particle Beam Weapon New 2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbbFCpXut0M
Updated Sep 3, 2016, 3:59 AM
Sep 3, 2016, 3:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html
(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard
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Chris Edwards posted in David Icke -Jordan Maxwell-Bill Cooper.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html
(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery -

https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard
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Chris Edwards posted in ~Free Thinkers Anonymous~.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html
(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard
Sep 3, 2016, 3:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Тесла.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html
(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html

(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard
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Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html
(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard
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(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-
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(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
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(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
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(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
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(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
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(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
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(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It

zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
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(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
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(On Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart) 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Harvard Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in heart without surgery https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
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(Update on Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart)
- 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced the virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-

150236696.html - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without invasive surgery
- https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
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- 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced the virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without invasive surgery
- https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
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- 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced the virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without invasive surgery
- https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
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(Update on Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart)
- 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced the virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without invasive surgery
- https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard
Sep 3, 2016, 3:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html
(Update on Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart)
- 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced the virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without invasive surgery
- https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard
Sep 3, 2016, 3:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Cancer Cures & Natural Healing Research Group.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html
(Update on Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart)
- 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced the virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without invasive surgery
- https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology

from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard
Sep 3, 2016, 3:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Quantum Health: Light, Water and Magnetism.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html
(Update on Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart)
- 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced the virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without invasive surgery
- https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 first used at Niagara Falls
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard
Sep 3, 2016, 3:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AI Artificial Intelligence: Deconstructing AI/Matrix and Healing Ourselves.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html
(Update on Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive surgery fixes holes in heart)
- 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced the virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without invasive surgery
- https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard
Sep 3, 2016, 3:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Cancer Research is a scam! Stop running round parks! its not a race! ffs.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html
(Update on Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive heart surgery fixes holes in
heart) - 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced the virus to
undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without invasive surgery
- https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all
microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It
zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's
Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray --

Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886
https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize
in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology
from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard
Sep 3, 2016, 2:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Cancer Cures & Natural Healing Group.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html
(Update on Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive heart surgery fixes holes in
heart) - 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced the MERSCoV virus to undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-findssurfacide-uv-c-150236696.html - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without
invasive surgery - https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a
completely new platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills
99.9% of all microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural
sunlight. "It zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-mexenex-20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the
World's Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw
https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -- Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890
https://google.com/patents/US447920 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9
1886 https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel
Prize in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical
Technology from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-onhealth-medical.html?view=flipcard
Sep 3, 2016, 2:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html
(Update on Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive heart surgery fixes holes in
heart) - 9/1/2016 Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against MERS Virus. Helios(R) system reduced the MERSCoV virus to undetectable levels after only 5 min, remained undetectable after 30 min. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-findssurfacide-uv-c-150236696.html - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without
invasive surgery - https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a
completely new platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills
99.9% of all microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural
sunlight. "It zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-mexenex-20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electro-therapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the
World's Colombian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw
https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -- Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890
https://google.com/patents/US447920 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9
1886 https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel
Prize in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical
Technology from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-onhealth-medical.html?view=flipcard
Sep 3, 2016, 2:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery
(Update on Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using his Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for non-invasive heart surgery fixes holes
in heart) - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV- light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without invasive surgery http://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new
platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - 9/1/2016 - Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective
against Deadly MERS Virus. The paper showed Surfacide's Helios(R) system reduced the MERS-CoV virus to undetectable levels
after only 5 minutes, remained undetectable after 30 minutes. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-

150236696.html -- Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable
of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural sunlight. "It zaps the entire room with UV light at different
frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex-20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost
Electrotherapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the World's Columbian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -- Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920,
"Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 https://google.com/patents/US447920 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola
Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen
-- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Sep 3, 2016, 2:42 AM
Chris Edwards
https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-invasive-surgery
#uv #kills #pathogens #xenon #arclamp #nikolatesla (Update on Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using his Xenon Arc-Lamps & New
UV catheter for non-invasive heart surgery fixes holes in heart) - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV- light enabled catheter
fixes holes in the heart without invasive surgery - https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-inheart-without-invasive-surgery "a completely new platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - 9/1/2016 - Surfacide
UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against Deadly MERS Virus. The paper showed Surfacide's Helios(R) system reduced
the MERS-CoV virus to undetectable levels after only 5 minutes, remained undetectable after 30 minutes.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c-150236696.html -- Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills
99.9% of all microorganisms using a Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural
sunlight. "It zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-mexenex-20160810-story.html -- Nikola Tesla's Lost Electrotherapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at the
World's Columbian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?v=_8nsM6X4ebw
https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray -- Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890
https://google.com/patents/US447920 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9
1886 https://google.com/patents/US335786 https://google.com/patents/US335787 -- However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel
Prize in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen -- Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical
Technology from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-onhealth-medical.html?view=flipcard
Updated Sep 3, 2016, 2:40 AM
Sep 3, 2016, 2:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
You tagged Nikola Tesla-Museum

#nikola #tesla #is #yoda "Tesla" written in cursive reads like "Yoda". "You must un-learn what you have learned"! - Yoda
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com
#nikola #tesla #is #yoda "Tesla" written in cursive reads like "Yoda". "You must un-learn what you have learned"! - Yoda
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Sep 2, 2016, 5:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.openculture.com/2015/12/simple-sabotage-field-manual.html
Read the CIA’s Simple Sabotage Field Manual: A Timeless, Kafkaesque Guide to Subverting Any Organization with “Purposeful
Stupidity” (1944) http://www.openculture.com/2015/12/simple-sabotage-field-manual.html
Sep 2, 2016, 5:00 AM
Chris Edwards
US court upholds ban on gun sales to (medical) marijuana card holders. (Obamacare also bans procedures for people who use
cannabis for any purpose)
Updated Sep 2, 2016, 4:42 AM
Sep 2, 2016, 4:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Cancer Research is a scam! Stop running round parks! its not a race! ffs.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

Renewable Energy News Updated for September 1st - http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ - 4000 links to Nikola Tesla missing
documents, patents, inventions, improvements, discoveries, principles, vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System
of Generators, Transformers, Induction Motors, Fans, Washing Machines, Arc Lamps, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling,
Dynamo's, Impulse (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Automata, Multi-plexing, Feedback,
Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant
Energy, LIDAR, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, "Fusion", the Ether, Fasterthan-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Traveling Wave Tube's, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical
Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser,
LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla
Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary
Layers, Skin Effect, Adhesion, Viscosity, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric
engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind
Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap
Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric
Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps),
Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric
Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, "Cold Fire",
Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices,
Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity
Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Hydro-cracking, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine,
ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above.
Sep 2, 2016, 4:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Libertarian.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Renewable Energy News Updated for September 1st - http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ - 4000 links to Nikola Tesla missing
documents, patents, inventions, improvements, discoveries, principles, vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System
of Generators, Transformers, Induction Motors, Fans, Washing Machines, Arc Lamps, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling,
Dynamo's, Impulse (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Automata, Multi-plexing, Feedback,
Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant
Energy, LIDAR, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, "Fusion", the Ether, Fasterthan-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Traveling Wave Tube's, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical
Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser,
LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla
Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary
Layers, Skin Effect, Adhesion, Viscosity, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric
engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind
Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap
Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric
Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps),
Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric
Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, "Cold Fire",
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LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla
Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary
Layers, Skin Effect, Adhesion, Viscosity, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric
engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind
Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap
Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric
Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps),
Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric
Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, "Cold Fire",
Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices,
Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity
Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Hydro-cracking, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine,
ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above.
Sep 2, 2016, 2:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Renewable Energy News Updated for September 1st - http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ - 4000 links to Nikola Tesla missing
documents, patents, inventions, improvements, discoveries, principles, vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System
of Generators, Transformers, Induction Motors, Fans, Washing Machines, Arc Lamps, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling,
Dynamo's, Impulse (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Automata, Multi-plexing, Feedback,
Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant
Energy, LIDAR, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, "Fusion", the Ether, Fasterthan-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Traveling Wave Tube's, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical
Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser,

LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla
Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary
Layers, Skin Effect, Adhesion, Viscosity, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric
engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind
Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap
Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric
Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps),
Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric
Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, "Cold Fire",
Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices,
Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity
Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Hydro-cracking, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine,
ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above.
Sep 2, 2016, 2:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Renewable Energy News Updated for September 1st - http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ - 4000 links to Nikola Tesla missing
documents, patents, inventions, improvements, discoveries, principles, vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System
of Generators, Transformers, Induction Motors, Fans, Washing Machines, Arc Lamps, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling,
Dynamo's, Impulse (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Automata, Multi-plexing, Feedback,
Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant
Energy, LIDAR, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, "Fusion", the Ether, Fasterthan-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Traveling Wave Tube's, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical
Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser,
LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla
Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary
Layers, Skin Effect, Adhesion, Viscosity, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric
engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind
Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap
Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric
Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps),
Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric
Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, "Cold Fire",
Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices,
Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity
Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Hydro-cracking, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine,
ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above.
Sep 2, 2016, 2:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Renewable Energy News Updated for September 1st - http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ - Nikola Tesla missing documents,
patents, inventions, improvements, discoveries, principles, vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of
Generators, Transformers, Induction Motors, Fans, Washing Machines, Arc Lamps, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling,
Dynamo's, Impulse (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Automata, Multi-plexing, Feedback,
Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant
Energy, LIDAR, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, "Fusion", the Ether, Fasterthan-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Traveling Wave Tube's, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical
Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser,
LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High

Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla
Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary
Layers, Skin Effect, Adhesion, Viscosity, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric
engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind
Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap
Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric
Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps),
Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric
Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, "Cold Fire",
Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices,
Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity
Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Hydro-cracking, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine,
ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above.
Sep 2, 2016, 2:43 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated for September 1st - http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ - Nikola Tesla missing documents, patents, inventions, property,
improvements, discoveries, principles, and vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators, Transformers,
Induction Motors, Fans, Washing Machines, Arc Lamps, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Impulse (DC), Radio,
Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Automata, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control,
Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, LIDAR, Ion Generators, Plasma
Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, "Fusion", the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves,
Traveling Wave Tube's, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements,
Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils,
Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone
Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water Purification with UV,
Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump,
Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Adhesion,
Viscosity, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells,
Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, MagneticLevitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS
by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log,
VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation,
Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray,
Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, "Cold Fire", Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection,
Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc
Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Hydrocracking, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling
Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above.
Sep 2, 2016, 2:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Party of the United States Issues & Discussion Group.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated for September 1st - http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ - Nikola Tesla missing documents, patents, inventions, property,
improvements, discoveries, principles, and vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators, Transformers,
Induction Motors, Fans, Washing Machines, Arc Lamps, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Impulse (DC), Radio,
Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Automata, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control,
Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, LIDAR, Ion Generators, Plasma
Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, "Fusion", the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves,
Traveling Wave Tube's, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements,
Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils,
Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone
Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water Purification with UV,

Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump,
Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Adhesion,
Viscosity, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells,
Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, MagneticLevitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS
by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log,
VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation,
Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray,
Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, "Cold Fire" Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection,
Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc
Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Hydrocracking, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling
Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above.
Sep 2, 2016, 2:39 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated for October - http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ - Nikola Tesla Leaks. Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions,
property, improvements, discoveries, principles, and vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators,
Transformers, Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines, Arc Lamps, Induction Motors, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling,
Dynamo's, Impulse (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Automata, Multi-plexing, Feedback,
Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant
Energy, LIDAR, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, "Fusion", the Ether, Fasterthan-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Traveling Wave Tube's, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical
Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser,
LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla
Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary
Layers, Skin Effect, Adhesion, Viscosity, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric
engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind
Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap
Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric
Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps),
Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric
Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, St Elmo's Fire, "Cold
Fire", Teleportation, "Tesla Effects", Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing
Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices,
Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Hydro-cracking, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove"
Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above.
Sep 2, 2016, 2:31 AM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Renewable Energy News 9/1/2016 - http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ - 4000 stories and sources on Nikola Tesla missing
documents, patents, inventions, improvements, discoveries, principles, vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System
of Generators, Transformers, Induction Motors, Fans, Washing Machines, Arc Lamps, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling,
Dynamo, Impulse DC, Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Automata, Multi-plexing, Feedback,
Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant
Energy, LIDAR, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, "Fusion", the Ether, Fasterthan-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Traveling Wave Tube's, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical
Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser,
LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla

Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary
Layers, Skin Effect, Adhesion, Viscosity, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric
engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind
Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap
Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric
Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps),
Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric
Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, "Cold Fire"
Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices,
Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity
Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Hydro-cracking, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine,
ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above.
Updated Sep 2, 2016, 2:28 AM
Sep 2, 2016, 2:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
https://google.com/patents/US9393878
Notable referring patents to the #US20110156494 "Wireless Energy Transfer System" patent of 2011 whose (base patents refer to
Nikola Tesla's wireless patents). The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 approved on July 2016 for "Energy transfer with
vehicles" https://google.com/patents/US9393878 -- Oct 1, 1999 "Wireless data and energy transmission device" to be mounted on
or in a vehicle body, door. Both coils (19, 20) are inductively coupled via a common transmitting/receiving path to transmit data and
energy. https://google.com/patents/WO2001025056A1/ -- October 2012 Real-time system and method for tracking, locating and
recharging electric vehicles in transit http://google.ch/patents/US20120271758 -- March 2015 Solar roof shingles and underlayment
with wireless power transfer https://google.com/patents/US8994224 -- Feb 2014 Demand Response Smart Grid
https://google.com/patents/US8655496 -- September 1976 Energy conversion apparatus for supplying variable voltage direct
current power to an electrically propelled vehicle https://google.com/patents/US3979650 -- February 1979 Electrically operated
vehicle and electrified roadway therefor https://google.com/patents/US9393878 -- (SOURCE PATENT) June 2011 "Wireless Energy
Transfer System" https://google.com/patents/US20110156494
Sep 1, 2016, 4:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines (Solar Power Philippines).
https://google.com/patents/US9393878
Notable referring patents to the #US20110156494 "Wireless Energy Transfer System" of 2011 whose base patents refer to Nikola
Tesla's wireless patents. Newest referring Patent is #US9393878 July 2016 for "Energy transfer with vehicles"
https://google.com/patents/US9393878 -- Oct 1999 "Wireless data and energy transmission device" mounted on or in a vehicle
body, door. Both coils inductively coupled via a common transmitting/receiving path to transmit data and energy.
https://google.com/patents/WO2001025056A1/ -- October 2012 Real-time system and method for tracking, locating and recharging
electric vehicles in transit http://google.ch/patents/US20120271758 -- March 2015 Solar roof shingles and underlayment with
wireless power transfer https://google.com/patents/US8655496 -- September 1976 Energy conversion apparatus for supplying
variable voltage direct current power to an electrically propelled vehicle https://google.com/patents/US3979650 -- February 1979
Electrically operated vehicle and electrified roadway therefor https://google.com/patents/US9393878 -- (SOURCE PATENT) June
2011 "Wireless Energy Transfer System" https://google.com/patents/US20110156494
Aug 31, 2016, 11:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Young Scientists and Innovators.
https://google.com/patents/US9393878
Notable referring patents to the #US20110156494 "Wireless Energy Transfer System" of 2011 whose base patents refer to Nikola
Tesla's wireless patents. Newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on July 2016 for "Energy transfer with vehicles"
https://google.com/patents/US9393878 -- Oct 1999 "Wireless data and energy transmission device" mounted on or in a vehicle
body, door. Both coils inductively coupled via a common transmitting/receiving path to transmit data and energy.
https://google.com/patents/WO2001025056A1/ -- October 2012 Real-time system and method for tracking, locating and recharging
electric vehicles in transit http://google.ch/patents/US20120271758 -- March 2015 Solar roof shingles and underlayment with
wireless power transfer https://google.com/patents/US8655496 -- September 1976 Energy conversion apparatus for supplying
variable voltage direct current power to an electrically propelled vehicle https://google.com/patents/US3979650 -- February 1979
Electrically operated vehicle and electrified roadway therefor https://google.com/patents/US9393878 -- (SOURCE PATENT) June
2011 "Wireless Energy Transfer System" https://google.com/patents/US20110156494

Aug 31, 2016, 11:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Attunements and Energy Healing.
https://google.com/patents/US9393878
Notable referring patents to the #US20110156494 "Wireless Energy Transfer System" of 2011 whose base patents refer to Nikola
Tesla's wireless patents. Newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on July 2016 for "Energy transfer with vehicles"
https://google.com/patents/US9393878 -- Oct 1999 "Wireless data and energy transmission device" mounted on or in a vehicle
body, door. Both coils inductively coupled via a common transmitting/receiving path to transmit data and energy.
https://google.com/patents/WO2001025056A1/ -- October 2012 Real-time system and method for tracking, locating and recharging
electric vehicles in transit http://google.ch/patents/US20120271758 -- March 2015 Solar roof shingles and underlayment with
wireless power transfer https://google.com/patents/US8655496 -- September 1976 Energy conversion apparatus for supplying
variable voltage direct current power to an electrically propelled vehicle https://google.com/patents/US3979650 -- February 1979
Electrically operated vehicle and electrified roadway therefor https://google.com/patents/US9393878 -- (SOURCE PATENT) June
2011 "Wireless Energy Transfer System" https://google.com/patents/US20110156494
Aug 31, 2016, 11:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Technology Business Sharing 环保与绿色科技.
https://google.com/patents/US9393878
Notable referring patents to the #US20110156494 "Wireless Energy Transfer System" patent of 2011 whose (base patents refer to
Nikola Tesla's wireless patents). The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 approved on July 2016 for "Energy transfer with
vehicles" https://google.com/patents/US9393878 -- Oct 1, 1999 "Wireless data and energy transmission device" to be mounted on
or in a vehicle body, door. Both coils (19, 20) are inductively coupled via a common transmitting/receiving path to transmit data and
energy. https://google.com/patents/WO2001025056A1/ -- October 2012 Real-time system and method for tracking, locating and
recharging electric vehicles in transit http://google.ch/patents/US20120271758 -- March 2015 Solar roof shingles and underlayment
with wireless power transfer https://google.com/patents/US8994224 -- Demand Response Smart Grid:
https://google.com/patents/US8655496 -- September 1976 Energy conversion apparatus for supplying variable voltage direct
current power to an electrically propelled vehicle https://google.com/patents/US3979650 -- February 1979 Electrically operated
vehicle and electrified roadway therefor https://google.com/patents/US9393878 -- (SOURCE PATENT) June 2011 "Wireless Energy
Transfer System" https://google.com/patents/US20110156494
Aug 31, 2016, 11:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://google.com/patents/US9393878
Notable referring patents to the #US20110156494 "Wireless Energy Transfer System" patent of 2011 whose (base patents refer to
Nikola Tesla's wireless patents). The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 approved on July 2016 for "Energy transfer with
vehicles" https://google.com/patents/US9393878 -- Oct 1, 1999 "Wireless data and energy transmission device" to be mounted on
or in a vehicle body, door. Both coils (19, 20) are inductively coupled via a common transmitting/receiving path to transmit data and
energy. https://google.com/patents/WO2001025056A1/ -- October 2012 Real-time system and method for tracking, locating and
recharging electric vehicles in transit http://google.ch/patents/US20120271758 -- March 2015 Solar roof shingles and underlayment
with wireless power transfer https://google.com/patents/US8994224 -- Demand Response Smart Grid:
https://google.com/patents/US8655496 -- September 1976 Energy conversion apparatus for supplying variable voltage direct
current power to an electrically propelled vehicle https://google.com/patents/US3979650 -- February 1979 Electrically operated
vehicle and electrified roadway therefor https://google.com/patents/US9393878 -- (SOURCE PATENT) June 2011 "Wireless Energy
Transfer System" https://google.com/patents/US20110156494
Aug 31, 2016, 11:25 PM
Chris Edwards
https://google.com/patents/US9393878
Notable referring patents to the #US20110156494 "Wireless Energy Transfer System" patent of 2011 whose (base patents refer to
Nikola Tesla's wireless patents). The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 approved on Jul 19, 2016 for "Energy transfer with
vehicles" https://google.com/patents/US9393878 -- Oct 1, 1999 "Wireless data and energy transmission device" to be mounted on
or in a vehicle body, especially a vehicle sliding door. Both coils (19, 20) are inductively coupled via a common transmitting/receiving
path to transmit data and energy. https://google.com/patents/WO2001025056A1/ -- Another referring patent to Tesla's wireless
patents ... Real-time system and method for tracking, locating and recharging electric vehicles in transit
http://google.ch/patents/US20120271758 -- March 2015 Solar roof shingles and underlayment with wireless power transfer
https://google.com/patents/US8655496 -- September 1976 Energy conversion apparatus for supplying variable voltage direct
current power to an electrically propelled vehicle https://google.com/patents/US3979650
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Chris Edwards posted in CANCER CURE.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
Aug 31, 2016, 4:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Earth is flat - Seriously! (Geocentric common sense perspective).
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494
A 2011 patent that refers to Nikola Tesla's wireless works, describes Earth as an "Ellipse". Accident? Comments?? Other Tesla
patents like controlling his Automata, show "straight lines on the horizon" and ULF like HAARP show radio "dissipation into space" -An analogy of the propagation of electromagnetic waves may be drawn between the motions of a ripple on the surface of a pool filed
with water. In the case of such a water-filled pool, it takes very little energy to move the water on the surface of the pool and, at the
right frequency, the energy will create very high waves and lots of power at the edge of the pool where the “standing wave” will hit
against a solid surface. Bearing this in mind, in the system of the disclosed invention, the receiving tower is “hit” by standing waves,
and unless the receiving tower absorbs the electrostatic energy of the standing waves, very little loss or power is needed at the
transmitting tower to maintain the motion of the wave. Due to the elliptical surface of the Earth, it is possible to convert 97% of the
energy of a standing wave while transmitting power to every point on the surface of the Earth.
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- Nikola Tesla on "Concentric Waves" in Water with his 1914 "Fountain" Patent
#1,113,716 he states "The present invention is a departure from such practice in that it relies principally on the fascinating spectacle
of a large mass of fluid in motion and the display of seemingly great power." https://www.google.com/patents/US1113716
Aug 30, 2016, 9:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
Aug 30, 2016, 7:19 PM
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
Aug 30, 2016, 7:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in David Icke -Jordan Maxwell-Bill Cooper.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
Aug 30, 2016, 7:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes

Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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Chris Edwards posted in ~Free Thinkers Anonymous~.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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Chris Edwards posted in Awakening: Conspiracies, Prophecies, and Truths.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
Aug 30, 2016, 7:13 PM
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
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Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's
wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes
Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-forElectrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Nikola
Tesla's wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA
finalizes Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510kGuidance-for-Electrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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Update: Tesla's cancer killer: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Nikola Tesla's wireless patents.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes Guidance on Radiofrequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-for-ElectrosurgicalDevices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridianradiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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Update: Tesla's cancer killer: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Nikola Tesla's wireless patents.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes Guidance on Radio-

frequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-for-ElectrosurgicalDevices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridianradiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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Update: Tesla's cancer killer: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Nikola Tesla's wireless patents.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes Guidance on Radiofrequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-for-ElectrosurgicalDevices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridianradiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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Update: Tesla's cancer killer: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Nikola Tesla's wireless patents.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes Guidance on Radiofrequency devices http://raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-for-ElectrosurgicalDevices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology, combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridianradiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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A Tesla Leaks Original. Update: Tesla's cancer killer: All "radio-frequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Nikola Tesla's
wireless patents. The FDA just put out a recommendation on the devices. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-teslaon-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/RegulatoryFocus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-for-Electrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise-163000267.html
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
#cancer #cure #nikola #tesla #radiofrequency #surgery Update: Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray" for Cancer & Tumors: All "radiofrequency" surgery and ablation patents refer back to Tesla's wireless patents. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard -- FDA finalizes Guidance on Radio-frequency devices http://raps.org/RegulatoryFocus/News/2016/08/12/25589/FDA-Finalizes-510k-Guidance-for-Electrosurgical-Devices/ -- VRAY is "disruptive" technology,
combines 3D MRI & Radio-Frequency Surgery http://finance.yahoo.com/news/mridian-radiotherapy-system-vray-promise163000267.html
Updated Aug 30, 2016, 3:09 PM
Aug 30, 2016, 3:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio communications and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG, . -- "Such
known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some
attempts to use other forms of transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to
scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such
architecture. [0007] https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19,
2016 for "Energy transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach

the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 7:13 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.independent.co.uk/environment/cheap-green-energy-golden-age-under-threat-government-tinkering-lawrence-sladegreg-clark-a7215226.html
#renewableenergy #blocked #by #cronies 15 conspiracies in 1 -- The Renewable Energy Association (REA), the other main industry
body, said it had a list of 15 "negative" changes made recently by the Government.
http://www.independent.co.uk/environment/cheap-green-energy-golden-age-under-threat-government-tinkering-lawrence-sladegreg-clark-a7215226.html
Aug 30, 2016, 7:09 AM
Chris Edwards
http://www.independent.co.uk/environment/cheap-green-energy-golden-age-under-threat-government-tinkering-lawrence-sladegreg-clark-a7215226.html
#renewableenergy #blocked #by #cronies 15 conspiracies in 1 -- The Renewable Energy Association (REA), the other main industry
body, said it had a list of 15 "negative" changes made recently by the Government.
http://www.independent.co.uk/environment/cheap-green-energy-golden-age-under-threat-government-tinkering-lawrence-sladegreg-clark-a7215226.html
Updated Aug 30, 2016, 7:09 AM
Aug 30, 2016, 7:09 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Religion & the Government—The Secrets.
Aug 30, 2016, 7:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
Aug 30, 2016, 7:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Libertarian.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO

bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 7:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Support Assange and WikiLeaks Coalition (SAWC).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 7:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 6:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian

capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 6:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers: Conspiracies & Prophecies.
Aug 30, 2016, 6:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anti-Corruption Network.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 6:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Alternative Journalism Coalition.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html

Aug 30, 2016, 6:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
Aug 30, 2016, 6:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Actualised.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 6:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 6:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Slovenia.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla

museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 6:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Awakening: Conspiracies, Prophecies, and Truths.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 6:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 6:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 6:52 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Revealed.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
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Chris Edwards posted in ~Free Thinkers Anonymous~.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).

http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 6:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
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Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp 5:20
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the
Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian
capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 6:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in David Icke -Jordan Maxwell-Bill Cooper.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Orthodox Serbia.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp
5:20 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in
1999 http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior
to the start of the Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum
in the Serbian capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
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Chris Edwards posted in The Esoteric Community.
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Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Healing.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Orthodox Serbia.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp
5:20 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in
1999 http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior
to the start of the Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum
in the Serbian capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the Nikola
Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing
the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 6:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's hometown, Orthodox Serbia.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the NATO bombing of Serbia at timestamp
5:20 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in
1999 http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?
v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- The play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior
to the start of the Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum
in the Serbian capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla
museum. www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla
feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and
storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on
six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total destruction of every nearby building, NATO
bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June 1999).
http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- Time Magazine, 1999 "Bombing the Serbs to Hell" -http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html
Aug 30, 2016, 6:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
Alex Jones, admits WW1, was staged to destroy Nikola Tesla's home, museum and people of Serbia. http://youtube.com/watch?
v=bemC4oAQEaw&t=5m20s , then they bombed it again in WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm (the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999 http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and
also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- The play takes place in 1997, two years after
Operation Storm and the Dayton Agreement and two years prior to the start of the Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO bombing
of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian capital, Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian
border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian village of Smiljan. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters -- In 1952 these
items were sent to Belgrade where they are housed in a Tesla museum. http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- The
unmanned drones and laser-controlled missiles that Tesla feared rained a dreadful onslaught on his birthplace in Croatia during the
April–June 1999 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) campaign and endangered an archive of his legacy. The Tesla Museum
in Belgrade is dedicated to the archival and storage of 150,000 documents of historic importance by and to Tesla. Its director, Dr
Branimir Jovanovic, successfully prevailed on six U.S. senators to declare the Tesla Museum a world treasure. Despite the total
destruction of every nearby building, NATO bombers successfully spared the museum (Jovanovic B, written communication, June
1999). http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/full/10.1148/radiographics.20.4.g00jl381020 -- However, for some reason "Reconstruction of the
Nikola Tesla Museum started on November 3, 2006" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla_Museum -- Time Magazine, 1999
"Bombing the Serbs to Hell" -- http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2054082,00.html Tesla's FBI file admits that Serbia
built a museum in the 1930's for Nikola Tesla and was subsequently destroyed in WW2 by invading Russians, Germans and then
carpet bombed by US allied planes. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=9m37s
Aug 30, 2016, 5:50 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw
#alexjones #hillaryclinton #serbia #deathcamp #hoax Alex Jones, finally admits that World War 1, was staged to destroy Nikola
Tesla's hometown, Orthodox Serbia. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bemC4oAQEaw , again in WW2 -- He goes on to admit to the
NATO bombing of Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=HxDcvhH2Ypc -- (and the Tesla Museum near the TV station) in 1999
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-32358662 and also the Serbian Death Camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA
Updated Aug 30, 2016, 5:48 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in UNACKNOWLEDGED: Artists in Support of Disclosure/Free Energy.
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494
An analogy of the propagation of electromagnetic waves may be drawn between the motions of a ripple on the surface of a pool filed
with water. In the case of such a water-filled pool, it takes very little energy to move the water on the surface of the pool and, at the
right frequency, the energy will create very high waves and lots of power at the edge of the pool where the “standing wave” will hit
against a solid surface. Bearing this in mind, in the system of the disclosed invention, the receiving tower is “hit” by standing waves,
and unless the receiving tower absorbs the electrostatic energy of the standing waves, very little loss or power is needed at the
transmitting tower to maintain the motion of the wave. Due to the elliptical surface of the Earth, it is possible to convert 97% of the
energy of a standing wave while transmitting power to every point on the surface of the Earth.
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- Nikola Tesla on "Concentric Waves" in Water with his 1914 "Fountain" Patent
#1,113,716 he states "The present invention is a departure from such practice in that it relies principally on the fascinating spectacle
of a large mass of fluid in motion and the display of seemingly great power." http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent1113716-fountain
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Chris Edwards posted in Quantum Health: Light, Water and Magnetism.
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494
An analogy of the propagation of electromagnetic waves may be drawn between the motions of a ripple on the surface of a pool filed
with water. In the case of such a water-filled pool, it takes very little energy to move the water on the surface of the pool and, at the
right frequency, the energy will create very high waves and lots of power at the edge of the pool where the “standing wave” will hit
against a solid surface. Bearing this in mind, in the system of the disclosed invention, the receiving tower is “hit” by standing waves,
and unless the receiving tower absorbs the electrostatic energy of the standing waves, very little loss or power is needed at the
transmitting tower to maintain the motion of the wave. Due to the elliptical surface of the Earth, it is possible to convert 97% of the
energy of a standing wave while transmitting power to every point on the surface of the Earth.
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- Nikola Tesla on "Concentric Waves" in Water with his 1914 "Fountain" Patent
#1,113,716 he states "The present invention is a departure from such practice in that it relies principally on the fascinating spectacle

of a large mass of fluid in motion and the display of seemingly great power." http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent1113716-fountain
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Chris Edwards posted in Young Scientists and Innovators.
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494
An analogy of the propagation of electromagnetic waves may be drawn between the motions of a ripple on the surface of a pool filed
with water. In the case of such a water-filled pool, it takes very little energy to move the water on the surface of the pool and, at the
right frequency, the energy will create very high waves and lots of power at the edge of the pool where the “standing wave” will hit
against a solid surface. Bearing this in mind, in the system of the disclosed invention, the receiving tower is “hit” by standing waves,
and unless the receiving tower absorbs the electrostatic energy of the standing waves, very little loss or power is needed at the
transmitting tower to maintain the motion of the wave. Due to the elliptical surface of the Earth, it is possible to convert 97% of the
energy of a standing wave while transmitting power to every point on the surface of the Earth.
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- Nikola Tesla on "Concentric Waves" in Water with his 1914 "Fountain" Patent
#1,113,716 he states "The present invention is a departure from such practice in that it relies principally on the fascinating spectacle
of a large mass of fluid in motion and the display of seemingly great power." http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent1113716-fountain
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494
An analogy of the propagation of electromagnetic waves may be drawn between the motions of a ripple on the surface of a pool filed
with water. In the case of such a water-filled pool, it takes very little energy to move the water on the surface of the pool and, at the
right frequency, the energy will create very high waves and lots of power at the edge of the pool where the “standing wave” will hit
against a solid surface. Bearing this in mind, in the system of the disclosed invention, the receiving tower is “hit” by standing waves,
and unless the receiving tower absorbs the electrostatic energy of the standing waves, very little loss or power is needed at the
transmitting tower to maintain the motion of the wave. Due to the elliptical surface of the Earth, it is possible to convert 97% of the
energy of a standing wave while transmitting power to every point on the surface of the Earth.
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- Nikola Tesla on "Concentric Waves" in Water with his 1914 "Fountain" Patent
#1,113,716 he states "The present invention is a departure from such practice in that it relies principally on the fascinating spectacle
of a large mass of fluid in motion and the display of seemingly great power." http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent1113716-fountain
Aug 30, 2016, 5:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Rainbow Warriors for Changes.
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/fraunhofer-races-hydrostor-for-underwater-storage
Update: 8/29/2016 Fraunhofer Tests a New Underwater Energy Storage Concept, utilizing a recent concept to use "OCEAN MASS"
to generate pressure differences underwater, which then turns air turbines to generate electricity. Previously, on Nov. 17th 2015, the
company proposed using underwater balloons to pump with air pressure using electricity from renewables, like wind and solar. This
two concepts are like pumped hydro, but are quite different. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/fraunhofer-races-hydrostor-forunderwater-storage -- Toronto Hydro Pilots World’s First Offshore Compressed-Air Energy Storage
Projecthttp://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/toronto-hydro-pilots-worlds-first-offshore-compressed-air-energy-storage -- Dec. 23rd
2003 Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a LARGE MASS. http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
Patent WO2012150483A1 - The DENSITY ENGINE is a method and apparatus which produces power by releasing dissolved air
from rising water. The energy of the raised water can propel a ship or pump water or the energy can be converted by turbines and
alternators into electricity. The electricity in turn can be used to produce combustible gas or artificial gasoline to propel vehicles and
aircraft. http://google.ch/patents/WO2012150483A1
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http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/fraunhofer-races-hydrostor-for-underwater-storage
Update: 8/29/2016 Fraunhofer Tests a New Underwater Energy Storage Concept, utilizing a recent concept to use "OCEAN MASS"
to generate pressure differences underwater, which then turns air turbines to generate electricity. Previously, on Nov. 17th 2015, the
company proposed using underwater balloons to pump with air pressure using electricity from renewables, like wind and solar. This
two concepts are like pumped hydro, but are quite different. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/fraunhofer-races-hydrostor-forunderwater-storage -- Toronto Hydro Pilots World’s First Offshore Compressed-Air Energy Storage
Projecthttp://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/toronto-hydro-pilots-worlds-first-offshore-compressed-air-energy-storage -- Dec. 23rd

2003 Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a LARGE MASS. http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
Patent WO2012150483A1 - The DENSITY ENGINE is a method and apparatus which produces power by releasing dissolved air
from rising water. The energy of the raised water can propel a ship or pump water or the energy can be converted by turbines and
alternators into electricity. The electricity in turn can be used to produce combustible gas or artificial gasoline to propel vehicles and
aircraft. http://google.ch/patents/WO2012150483A1
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http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/fraunhofer-races-hydrostor-for-underwater-storage
Update: 8/29/2016 Fraunhofer Tests a New Underwater Energy Storage Concept, utilizing a recent concept to use "OCEAN MASS"
to generate pressure differences underwater, which then turns air turbines to generate electricity. Previously, on Nov. 17th 2015, the
company proposed using underwater balloons to pump with air pressure using electricity from renewables, like wind and solar. This
two concepts are like pumped hydro, but are quite different. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/fraunhofer-races-hydrostor-forunderwater-storage -- Toronto Hydro Pilots World’s First Offshore Compressed-Air Energy Storage
Projecthttp://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/toronto-hydro-pilots-worlds-first-offshore-compressed-air-energy-storage -- Dec. 23rd
2003 Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a LARGE MASS. http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
Patent WO2012150483A1 - The DENSITY ENGINE is a method and apparatus which produces power by releasing dissolved air
from rising water. The energy of the raised water can propel a ship or pump water or the energy can be converted by turbines and
alternators into electricity. The electricity in turn can be used to produce combustible gas or artificial gasoline to propel vehicles and
aircraft. http://google.ch/patents/WO2012150483A1
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Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/fraunhofer-races-hydrostor-for-underwater-storage
Update: 8/29/2016 - Fraunhofer Tests a New Underwater Energy Storage Concept, utilizing a recent concept to use "OCEAN
MASS" to generate pressure differences underwater, which then turns air turbines to generate electricity. Previously, on Nov. 17th
2015, the same company proposed using underwater balloons to pump with air pressure using electricity from renewables, like wind
and solar. This two concepts are like pumped hydro, but are quite different. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/fraunhoferraces-hydrostor-for-underwater-storage -- Toronto Hydro Pilots World’s First Offshore Compressed-Air Energy Storage
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This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such known system are
built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, known as longhaul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts to use other forms of
transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances
or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture. [0007]
https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19, 2016 for "Energy
transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the

electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such known system are
built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, known as longhaul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts to use other forms of
transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances
or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture. [0007]
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transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.

[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, known as longhaul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts to use other forms of
transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances
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There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]

Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such known system are
built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, known as longhaul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts to use other forms of
transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances
or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture. [0007]
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There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]

“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,

most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494

This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such known system are
built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, known as longhaul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts to use other forms of
transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances
or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture. [0007]
https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19, 2016 for "Energy
transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]

It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
Aug 29, 2016, 7:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in EPS - STRUJNI UDAR - KO KOME DUGUJE.
https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494
This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such known system are
built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, known as longhaul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts to use other forms of
transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances
or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture. [0007]
https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19, 2016 for "Energy
transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for

solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494
This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such known system are
built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, known as longhaul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts to use other forms of
transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances
or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture. [0007]
https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19, 2016 for "Energy
transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much

wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such known system are
built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, known as longhaul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts to use other forms of
transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances
or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture. [0007]
https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19, 2016 for "Energy
transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach

the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern

system of radio communications and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such
known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts
to use other forms of transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or
cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture. [0007]
https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19, 2016 for "Energy
transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494
This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio communications and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such
known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts
to use other forms of transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or
cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture. [0007]
https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19, 2016 for "Energy
transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,

United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio communications and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such
known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some
attempts to use other forms of transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to
scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such
architecture. [0007] https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19,
2016 for "Energy transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets

can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494
This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio communications and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such
known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some
attempts to use other forms of transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to
scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such
architecture. [0007] https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19,
2016 for "Energy transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,

most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio communications and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such
known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some
attempts to use other forms of transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to
scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such
architecture. [0007] https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19,
2016 for "Energy transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]

It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio communications and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such
known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some
attempts to use other forms of transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to
scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such
architecture. [0007] https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19,
2016 for "Energy transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for

solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
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This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio communications and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG, . -- "Such
known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some
attempts to use other forms of transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to
scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such
architecture. [0007] https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19,
2016 for "Energy transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much

wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
Aug 29, 2016, 7:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494
This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio communications and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG, . -- "Such
known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some
attempts to use other forms of transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to
scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such
architecture. [0007] https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19,
2016 for "Energy transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach

the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency.
Aug 29, 2016, 6:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494
This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern

system of radio communications and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such
known systems are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles. The loss factor in most of these systems, which
are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts to use other
forms of transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great
distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture.
[0007] https://google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878, Jul 19, 2016 "Energy transfer
with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency. -- Newest referring Patent #US9393878 Sep 23, 2014 Jul 19,
2016 "Energy transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
Aug 29, 2016, 6:36 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494
This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern
system of radio communications and long distance power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG, . -- "Such
known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these
systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some
attempts to use other forms of transmission in wired and wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to
scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected to such
architecture.
[0007] https://google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878, Jul 19, 2016 "Energy transfer
with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin
loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]

Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency. -- Newest referring Patent #US9393878 Sep 23, 2014 Jul 19,
2016 "Energy transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
Aug 29, 2016, 6:28 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494
#nikolatesla #wirelesspower #radio #patents #referring This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 referrs to 4
Nikola Tesla patents and this patent represents our modern system of radio communications and long distance power transfer by
companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG, . -- "Such known system are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to
2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost
hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts to use other forms of transmission in wired and wireless forms
have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and
billions of devices which could be connected to such architecture.
[0007] https://google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring Patent is #US9393878, Jul 19, 2016 "Energy transfer
with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known as “radiative” energy transfer, which
entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally
dissipated in the air and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated with the
electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to thereby keep a small battery charged. However,
most of the energy associated with the electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was
deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations.
[0008]
Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the experimental stage, and operates
based on principles of resonance. When two objects resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the
same manner as a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to move in synchronization
with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities
and almost entirely to the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a distance of a few
meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he
has continually but unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology pioneered by Martin

loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 6 feet.
[0009]
“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in inductive coupling is not so much
wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets
can be placed to recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can be built into many
surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a few variations, is employed by start-ups such as
Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and Fulton Innovation in America.
[0010]
Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, oil or hydrogen, in a conventional
manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more
expensive to produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant drawbacks to this method of
energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements
drive up the cost of the portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for example,
ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment.
[0011]
Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the number of locations that are suitable for
solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas,
United States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The current technology for converting
solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's
demand for energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge turbines in a consistently
windy region. However, these installations demand open lands prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are
not generally placed in communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power lines.
[0012]
There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone lines, the radio broadcast system and
mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation.
Transmission lines have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method of transfer since its
power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a
potentially harmful effect on humans and other life forms.
[0013]
It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission system for voice, data and power.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0014]
Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more than one connection. The system is
configured to provide communication between unlimited numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited
number of outside networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed voice and data
communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which
may have the same or different configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or other body with defined parameters, can
resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the same frequency. -- Newest referring Patent #US9393878 Sep 23, 2014 Jul 19,
2016 "Energy transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
Updated Aug 29, 2016, 6:26 AM
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Chris Edwards posted in TESLA ACADEMY OF REJUVENATION.
https://google.com/patents/US568177
On June 17th 1896, on the same day Nikola Tesla provides the 3 patents to complete a Lithium-Air-Oxygen Battery, capable of a
10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for charging a Electrical Condenser, a circuit of
low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the use of an 1) Electrical Condenser
(Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a Lithium Salt Battery with
his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium
Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that
("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium
exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896 describes

the efficiency and manufacture of the insulator https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly
increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that
the conducting fluids have a high specific heat) -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse & Ford Cellular telephone coupling network
https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- New lithium-oxygen battery greatly improves energy efficiency, longevity
http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 -- Charging produces highly
reactive singlet oxygen in lithium air batteries http://phys.org/news/2016-05-highly-reactive-singlet-oxygen-lithium.html -- A lithium–
oxygen battery based on lithium superoxide http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v529/n7586/full/nature16484.html -- Multilayered
structure improves Li-O2 batteries http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/lab/66035 -- A New Design Strategy for Observing Lithium
Oxide Growth-Evolution Interactions Using Geometric Catalyst Positioning
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b00856 -- A Molten Salt Lithium–Oxygen Battery
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744 -- Yale's Taylor Lab Charging Toward Better Lithium Oxygen Batteries
http://seas.yale.edu/news-events/news/taylor-lab-charging-toward-better-lithium-oxygen-batteries
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Chris Edwards posted in Coilsmiths.
https://google.com/patents/US568177
On June 17th 1896, on the same day Nikola Tesla provides the 3 patents to complete a Lithium-Air-Oxygen Battery, capable of a
10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for charging a Electrical Condenser, a circuit of
low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the use of an 1) Electrical Condenser
(Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a Lithium Salt Battery with
his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium
Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that
("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium
exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896 describes
the efficiency and manufacture of the insulator https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly
increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that
the conducting fluids have a high specific heat) -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
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10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for charging a Electrical Condenser, a circuit of
low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the use of an 1) Electrical Condenser
(Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a Lithium Salt Battery with
his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium
Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that
("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium
exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896 describes
the efficiency and manufacture of the insulator https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly
increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that
the conducting fluids have a high specific heat) -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
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his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium
Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that
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"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse & Ford Cellular telephone coupling network
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patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for charging a Electrical Condenser, a circuit of
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exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896 describes
the efficiency and manufacture of the insulator https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly
increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that
the conducting fluids have a high specific heat) -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
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exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896 describes
the efficiency and manufacture of the insulator https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly
increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that
the conducting fluids have a high specific heat) -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
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On June 17th 1896, on the same day Nikola Tesla provides the 3 patents to complete a Lithium-Air-Oxygen Battery, capable of a
10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for charging a Electrical Condenser, a circuit of
low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the used of an 1) Electrical Condenser
(Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a Lithium Salt Battery with
his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium
Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that
("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium
exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896
https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous
matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that the conducting fluids have a high specific heat)
-- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage,
acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table
below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE
HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels,
possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground
level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -- In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony
under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent
specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion
conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896 #US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common
classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors) https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891

patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to
his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death
https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse &
Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by
Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- New lithium-oxygen battery greatly
improves energy efficiency, longevity http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiencylongevity-0725 -- Charging produces highly reactive singlet oxygen in lithium air batteries http://phys.org/news/2016-05-highlyreactive-singlet-oxygen-lithium.html -- A lithium–oxygen battery based on lithium superoxide
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v529/n7586/full/nature16484.html -- Multilayered structure improves Li-O2 batteries
http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/lab/66035 -- A New Design Strategy for Observing Lithium Oxide Growth-Evolution Interactions
Using Geometric Catalyst Positioning http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b00856 -- A Molten Salt Lithium–Oxygen
Battery http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744 -- Yale's Taylor Lab Charging Toward Better Lithium Oxygen Batteries
http://seas.yale.edu/news-events/news/taylor-lab-charging-toward-better-lithium-oxygen-batteries
Aug 29, 2016, 4:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Power Philippines.
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Chris Edwards posted in ?￢ﾘEnergías Renovables ?.
https://google.com/patents/US568177
On June 17th 1896, on the same day Nikola Tesla provides the 3 patents to complete a Lithium-Air-Oxygen Battery, capable of a
10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for charging a Electrical Condenser, a circuit of
low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the used of an 1) Electrical Condenser
(Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a Lithium Salt Battery with
his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium
Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that
("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium
exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896
https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous
matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that the conducting fluids have a high specific heat)
-- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage,
acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table
below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE
HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels,
possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground
level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -- In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony
under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent
specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion
conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896 #US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common
classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors) https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891
patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to
his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death
https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse &
Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by
Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- New lithium-oxygen battery greatly
improves energy efficiency, longevity http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiencylongevity-0725 -- Charging produces highly reactive singlet oxygen in lithium air batteries http://phys.org/news/2016-05-highlyreactive-singlet-oxygen-lithium.html -- A lithium–oxygen battery based on lithium superoxide
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v529/n7586/full/nature16484.html -- Multilayered structure improves Li-O2 batteries
http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/lab/66035 -- A New Design Strategy for Observing Lithium Oxide Growth-Evolution Interactions
Using Geometric Catalyst Positioning http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b00856 -- A Molten Salt Lithium–Oxygen
Battery http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744 -- Yale's Taylor Lab Charging Toward Better Lithium Oxygen Batteries
http://seas.yale.edu/news-events/news/taylor-lab-charging-toward-better-lithium-oxygen-batteries
Aug 29, 2016, 4:02 AM

Chris Edwards posted in 太陽光電產業論壇Photovoltaic Business Forum.
https://google.com/patents/US568177
On June 17th 1896, on the same day Nikola Tesla provides the 3 patents to complete a Lithium-Air-Oxygen Battery, capable of a
10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for charging a Electrical Condenser, a circuit of
low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the used of an 1) Electrical Condenser
(Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a Lithium Salt Battery with
his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium
Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that
("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium
exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896
https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous
matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that the conducting fluids have a high specific heat)
-- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage,
acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table
below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE
HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels,
possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground
level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -- In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony
under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent
specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion
conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896 #US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common
classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors) https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891
patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to
his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death
https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse &
Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by
Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- New lithium-oxygen battery greatly
improves energy efficiency, longevity http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiencylongevity-0725 -- Charging produces highly reactive singlet oxygen in lithium air batteries http://phys.org/news/2016-05-highlyreactive-singlet-oxygen-lithium.html -- A lithium–oxygen battery based on lithium superoxide
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v529/n7586/full/nature16484.html -- Multilayered structure improves Li-O2 batteries
http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/lab/66035 -- A New Design Strategy for Observing Lithium Oxide Growth-Evolution Interactions
Using Geometric Catalyst Positioning http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b00856 -- A Molten Salt Lithium–Oxygen
Battery http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744 -- Yale's Taylor Lab Charging Toward Better Lithium Oxygen Batteries
http://seas.yale.edu/news-events/news/taylor-lab-charging-toward-better-lithium-oxygen-batteries
Aug 29, 2016, 4:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines (Solar Power Philippines).
https://google.com/patents/US568177
On June 17th 1896, on the same day Nikola Tesla provides the 3 patents to complete a Lithium-Air-Oxygen Battery, capable of a
10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for charging a Electrical Condenser, a circuit of
low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the used of an 1) Electrical Condenser
(Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a Lithium Salt Battery with
his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium
Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that
("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium
exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896
https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous
matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that the conducting fluids have a high specific heat)
-- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage,
acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table
below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE

HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels,
possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground
level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -- In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony
under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent
specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion
conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896 #US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common
classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors) https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891
patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to
his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death
https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse &
Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by
Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- New lithium-oxygen battery greatly
improves energy efficiency, longevity http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiencylongevity-0725 -- Charging produces highly reactive singlet oxygen in lithium air batteries http://phys.org/news/2016-05-highlyreactive-singlet-oxygen-lithium.html -- A lithium–oxygen battery based on lithium superoxide
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v529/n7586/full/nature16484.html -- Multilayered structure improves Li-O2 batteries
http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/lab/66035 -- A New Design Strategy for Observing Lithium Oxide Growth-Evolution Interactions
Using Geometric Catalyst Positioning http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b00856 -- A Molten Salt Lithium–Oxygen
Battery http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744 -- Yale's Taylor Lab Charging Toward Better Lithium Oxygen Batteries
http://seas.yale.edu/news-events/news/taylor-lab-charging-toward-better-lithium-oxygen-batteries
Aug 29, 2016, 3:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
https://google.com/patents/US568177
On June 17th 1896, on the same day Nikola Tesla provides the 3 patents to complete a Lithium-Air-Oxygen Battery, capable of a
10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for charging a Electrical Condenser, a circuit of
low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the used of an 1) Electrical Condenser
(Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a Lithium Salt Battery with
his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium
Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that
("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium
exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896
https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous
matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that the conducting fluids have a high specific heat)
-- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage,
acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table
below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE
HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels,
possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground
level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -- In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony
under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent
specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion
conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896 #US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common
classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors) https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891
patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to
his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death
https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse &
Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by
Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- New lithium-oxygen battery greatly
improves energy efficiency, longevity http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiencylongevity-0725 -- Charging produces highly reactive singlet oxygen in lithium air batteries http://phys.org/news/2016-05-highlyreactive-singlet-oxygen-lithium.html -- A lithium–oxygen battery based on lithium superoxide
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v529/n7586/full/nature16484.html -- Multilayered structure improves Li-O2 batteries

http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/lab/66035 -- A New Design Strategy for Observing Lithium Oxide Growth-Evolution Interactions
Using Geometric Catalyst Positioning http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b00856 -- A Molten Salt Lithium–Oxygen
Battery http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744 -- Yale's Taylor Lab Charging Toward Better Lithium Oxygen Batteries
http://seas.yale.edu/news-events/news/taylor-lab-charging-toward-better-lithium-oxygen-batteries
Aug 29, 2016, 3:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla-free energy.
https://google.com/patents/US568177
On June 17th 1896, on the same day Nikola Tesla provides the 3 patents to complete a Lithium-Air-Oxygen Battery, capable of a
10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for charging a Electrical Condenser, a circuit of
low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the used of an 1) Electrical Condenser
(Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a Lithium Salt Battery with
his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium
Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that
("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium
exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896
https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous
matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that the conducting fluids have a high specific heat)
-- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage,
acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table
below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE
HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels,
possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground
level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -- In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony
under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent
specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion
conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896 #US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common
classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors) https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891
patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to
his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death
https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse &
Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by
Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- New lithium-oxygen battery greatly
improves energy efficiency, longevity http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiencylongevity-0725 -- Charging produces highly reactive singlet oxygen in lithium air batteries http://phys.org/news/2016-05-highlyreactive-singlet-oxygen-lithium.html -- A lithium–oxygen battery based on lithium superoxide
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v529/n7586/full/nature16484.html -- Multilayered structure improves Li-O2 batteries
http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/lab/66035 -- A New Design Strategy for Observing Lithium Oxide Growth-Evolution Interactions
Using Geometric Catalyst Positioning http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b00856 -- A Molten Salt Lithium–Oxygen
Battery http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744 -- Yale's Taylor Lab Charging Toward Better Lithium Oxygen Batteries
http://seas.yale.edu/news-events/news/taylor-lab-charging-toward-better-lithium-oxygen-batteries
Aug 29, 2016, 3:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
https://google.com/patents/US568177
On June 17th 1896, on the same day Nikola Tesla provides the 3 patents to complete a Lithium-Air-Oxygen Battery, capable of a
10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for charging a Electrical Condenser, a circuit of
low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the used of an 1) Electrical Condenser
(Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a Lithium Salt Battery with
his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium
Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that
("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium
exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896

https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous
matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that the conducting fluids have a high specific heat)
-- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage,
acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table
below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE
HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels,
possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground
level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -- In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony
under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent
specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion
conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896 #US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common
classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors) https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891
patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to
his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death
https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse &
Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by
Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- New lithium-oxygen battery greatly
improves energy efficiency, longevity http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiencylongevity-0725 -- Charging produces highly reactive singlet oxygen in lithium air batteries http://phys.org/news/2016-05-highlyreactive-singlet-oxygen-lithium.html -- A lithium–oxygen battery based on lithium superoxide
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v529/n7586/full/nature16484.html -- Multilayered structure improves Li-O2 batteries
http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/lab/66035 -- A New Design Strategy for Observing Lithium Oxide Growth-Evolution Interactions
Using Geometric Catalyst Positioning http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b00856 -- A Molten Salt Lithium–Oxygen
Battery http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744 -- Yale's Taylor Lab Charging Toward Better Lithium Oxygen Batteries
http://seas.yale.edu/news-events/news/taylor-lab-charging-toward-better-lithium-oxygen-batteries
Aug 29, 2016, 3:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Rainbow Warriors for Changes.
https://google.com/patents/US568177
On June 17th 1896, on the same day Nikola Tesla provides the 3 patents to complete a Lithium-Air-Oxygen Battery, capable of a
10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for charging a Electrical Condenser, a circuit of
low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the used of an 1) Electrical Condenser
(Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a Lithium Salt Battery with
his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium
Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that
("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium
exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896
https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous
matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that the conducting fluids have a high specific heat)
-- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage,
acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table
below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE
HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels,
possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground
level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -- In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony
under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent
specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion
conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896 #US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common
classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors) https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891
patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to
his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death
https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse &
Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by

Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- New lithium-oxygen battery greatly
improves energy efficiency, longevity http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiencylongevity-0725 -- Charging produces highly reactive singlet oxygen in lithium air batteries http://phys.org/news/2016-05-highlyreactive-singlet-oxygen-lithium.html -- A lithium–oxygen battery based on lithium superoxide
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v529/n7586/full/nature16484.html -- Multilayered structure improves Li-O2 batteries
http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/lab/66035 -- A New Design Strategy for Observing Lithium Oxide Growth-Evolution Interactions
Using Geometric Catalyst Positioning http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b00856 -- A Molten Salt Lithium–Oxygen
Battery http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744 -- Yale's Taylor Lab Charging Toward Better Lithium Oxygen Batteries
http://seas.yale.edu/news-events/news/taylor-lab-charging-toward-better-lithium-oxygen-batteries
Aug 29, 2016, 3:39 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Transition 2030.
Aug 29, 2016, 3:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Тесла.
https://google.com/patents/US568177
On June 17th 1896, on the same day Nikola Tesla provides the 3 patents to complete a Lithium-Air-Oxygen Battery, capable of a
10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for charging a Electrical Condenser, a circuit of
low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the used of an 1) Electrical Condenser
(Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a Lithium Salt Battery with
his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium
Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that
("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium
exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's Electrical Condenser patent of 1896
https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly increased by the exclusion of air or gaseous
matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that the conducting fluids have a high specific heat)
-- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage,
acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table
below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE
HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels,
possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground
level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -- In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony
under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent
specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion
conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896 #US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common
classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors) https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891
patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to
his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death
https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse &
Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by
Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- New lithium-oxygen battery greatly
improves energy efficiency, longevity http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiencylongevity-0725 -- Charging produces highly reactive singlet oxygen in lithium air batteries http://phys.org/news/2016-05-highlyreactive-singlet-oxygen-lithium.html -- A lithium–oxygen battery based on lithium superoxide
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v529/n7586/full/nature16484.html -- Multilayered structure improves Li-O2 batteries
http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/lab/66035 -- A New Design Strategy for Observing Lithium Oxide Growth-Evolution Interactions
Using Geometric Catalyst Positioning http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b00856 -- A Molten Salt Lithium–Oxygen
Battery http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744 -- Yale's Taylor Lab Charging Toward Better Lithium Oxygen Batteries
http://seas.yale.edu/news-events/news/taylor-lab-charging-toward-better-lithium-oxygen-batteries
Aug 29, 2016, 3:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in D.I.Y. rEVolution (Eco Vehicles)⚡?.
Aug 29, 2016, 3:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://google.com/patents/US568177

On June 17th 1896, on the same day Nikola Tesla provides the 3 patents to complete a LITHIUM-OXYGEN Air Battery, capable of a
10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for CHARGING an ELECTRICAL
CONDENSER, a circuit of low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the used of an 1)
Electrical Condenser (Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a
Lithium Salt Battery with his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla
(discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's
Electrical Condenser patent of 1896 https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly increased
by the exclusion of air or gaseous matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that the
conducting fluids have a high specific heat) -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower
tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or
resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse & Ford Cellular telephone coupling network
https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- New lithium-oxygen battery greatly improves energy efficiency, longevity
http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 -- Charging produces highly
reactive singlet oxygen in lithium air batteries http://phys.org/news/2016-05-highly-reactive-singlet-oxygen-lithium.html -- A lithium–
oxygen battery based on lithium superoxide http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v529/n7586/full/nature16484.html -- Multilayered
structure improves Li-O2 batteries http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/lab/66035 -- A New Design Strategy for Observing Lithium
Oxide Growth-Evolution Interactions Using Geometric Catalyst Positioning
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b00856 -- http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744 -- Yale's Taylor Lab Charging Toward Better Lithium Oxygen Batteries
http://seas.yale.edu/news-events/news/taylor-lab-charging-toward-better-lithium-oxygen-batteries
Aug 29, 2016, 3:23 AM
Chris Edwards
https://google.com/patents/US568177
On June 17th 1896, on the same day Nikola Tesla provides the 3 patents to complete a LITHIUM-OXYGEN Air Battery, capable of a
10X increase in capacity for batteries, and describes how to charge the batteries with an Ozone Generator. His Ozone Generator
patent states (6. A device for producing Ozone comprising ?? in combination, means for CHARGING an ELECTRICAL
CONDENSER, a circuit of low self-induction and resistance into which the condenser discharges). Tesla patented the used of an 1)
Electrical Condenser (Battery) the "Electrolyte/Insulator" on June 17th 1896, the same day he patents the method for charging a
Lithium Salt Battery with his June 17th 1896 patent for 2) "Ozone Generator" https://google.com/patents/US568177 -- Nikola Tesla
(discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 3) Lithium Salts "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Lithium exhibits ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). Tesla's
Electrical Condenser patent of 1896 https://google.com/patents/US567818 (efficiency of an electrical condenser is greatly increased
by the exclusion of air or gaseous matter in general from the dielectric) (a general advantage derived from the fact that the
conducting fluids have a high specific heat) -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower
tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or
resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and

later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse & Ford Cellular telephone coupling network
https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- New lithium-oxygen battery greatly improves energy efficiency, longevity
http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 -- Charging produces highly
reactive singlet oxygen in lithium air batteries http://phys.org/news/2016-05-highly-reactive-singlet-oxygen-lithium.html -- A lithium–
oxygen battery based on lithium superoxide http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v529/n7586/full/nature16484.html -- Multilayered
structure improves Li-O2 batteries http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/lab/66035 -- A New Design Strategy for Observing Lithium
Oxide Growth-Evolution Interactions Using Geometric Catalyst Positioning
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b00856 -- http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b11744 -- Yale's Taylor Lab Charging Toward Better Lithium Oxygen Batteries
http://seas.yale.edu/news-events/news/taylor-lab-charging-toward-better-lithium-oxygen-batteries
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Chris Edwards posted in Chemtrail-alert.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with Art Bell of George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs
Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant Frequencies to kill Cancer.
(World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather Modification, Radar Invisibility,
"Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 7:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Healing.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with Art Bell of George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs
Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant Frequencies to kill Cancer.
(World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather Modification, Radar Invisibility,
"Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 7:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in World UFO Aliens.
Aug 28, 2016, 7:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Attunements and Energy Healing.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with Art Bell of George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs
Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant Frequencies to kill Cancer.
(World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather Modification, Radar Invisibility,
"Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 7:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Survival.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo

Famous interview with Art Bell of George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs
Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant Frequencies to kill Cancer.
(World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather Modification, Radar Invisibility,
"Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 7:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Esoteric Community.
Aug 28, 2016, 7:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cancer Cures & Natural Healing Group.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
#cancer #radiofrequency #tesla Interview with Art Bell of George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW
McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE),
Wireless Power Through the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground,
Colorado Springs Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant
Frequencies to kill Cancer. (World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather
Modification, Radar Invisibility, "Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?
v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 7:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Chemtrails Global Skywatch.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs
Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant Frequencies to kill Cancer.
(World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather Modification, Radar Invisibility,
"Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 7:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs
Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant Frequencies to kill Cancer.
(World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather Modification, Radar Invisibility,
"Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 7:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs
Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant Frequencies to kill Cancer.
(World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather Modification, Radar Invisibility,
"Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 7:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AGENDA 21: Chemtrails, Depopulation, and the NWO.
Aug 28, 2016, 7:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with Art Bell of George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs

Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant Frequencies to kill Cancer.
(World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather Modification, Radar Invisibility,
"Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 7:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in David Icke -Jordan Maxwell-Bill Cooper.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs
Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant Frequencies to kill Cancer.
(World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather Modification, Radar Invisibility,
"Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 7:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs
Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant Frequencies to kill Cancer.
(World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather Modification, Radar Invisibility,
"Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 7:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs
Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant Frequencies to kill Cancer.
(World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather Modification, Radar Invisibility,
"Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 7:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs
Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant Frequencies to kill Cancer.
(World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11) https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 6:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Young Scientists and Innovators.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, Resonant Rise, Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs Experiments,
"Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, (World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP +
Hurricane Erin on 9/11) https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 5:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ~Free Thinkers Anonymous~.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs
Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant Frequencies to kill Cancer.

(World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather Modification, Radar Invisibility,
"Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 5:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Famous interview with George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President, Art Bell on Tesla's "Hot
Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE), Wireless Power Through
the Ground, Resonant Rise, Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground, Colorado Springs Experiments,
"Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, World Trade Center Destruction, Hurricane Erin on
9/11 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 5:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
#tesla #society #artbell #george #noory Famous interview with George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President JW
McGinnis on Tesla's "Hot Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE),
Wireless Power Through the Ground, 'Resonant Rise', Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground,
Colorado Springs Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers), Ellie Goulding Burn, Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Resonant
Frequencies to kill Cancer. (World Trade Center Destruction, HAARP + Hurricane Erin on 9/11), Earthquake Machine, Weather
Modification, Radar Invisibility, "Pure Voltage Has No Resistance", Reluctant Reciprocating Lightning https://youtube.com/watch?
v=D57U9cf_aTo
Aug 28, 2016, 5:47 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
#tesla #society #artbell #george #noory Famous interview with George Noory of Coast to Coast AM and Tesla Society President, Art
Bell on Tesla's "Hot Superconductivity", 'Ionospheric Induction" to a "Narrow Beam" "High Tension Radiant Beams" (FBI FILE),
Wireless Power Through the Ground, Resonant Rise, Pressurized Fields, Ground Plates, Wireless Light Bulbs on the Ground,
Colorado Springs Experiments, "Coherent Light" (Lasers) Eisenhower meets Tesla in 1917, Ellie Goulding Burn, Cold
Superconductivity, World Trade Center Destruction, Hurricane Erin on 9/11 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D57U9cf_aTo
Updated Aug 28, 2016, 5:46 PM
Aug 28, 2016, 5:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ~Free Thinkers Anonymous~.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 5:25 AM
Chris Edwards posted in ZERO STATE.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 5:24 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Revealed.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 5:24 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 5:23 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 5:21 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Slovenia.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE

Aug 28, 2016, 5:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 5:16 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Actualised.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 5:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Young Scientists and Innovators.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 5:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
Aug 28, 2016, 5:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Alternative Journalism Coalition.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 5:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 5:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anti-Corruption Network.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 5:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 5:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 5:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 4:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in David Icke -Jordan Maxwell-Bill Cooper.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 4:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Support Assange and WikiLeaks Coalition (SAWC).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 4:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Libertarian.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 4:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
Aug 28, 2016, 4:55 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Religion & the Government—The Secrets.
Aug 28, 2016, 4:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
August 24, 2016 Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 4:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
August 24, 2016 Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 4:49 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Esoteric Arts.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
August 24, 2016 Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 4:49 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Gaia ~ New Earth and Humans Awakening.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
August 24, 2016 Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 4:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
August 24, 2016 Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 4:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
August 24, 2016 Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 4:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
August 24, 2016 Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216 https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Aug 28, 2016, 4:42 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
#italy #earthquake #nikolatesla August 24, 2016 Italy earthquake, a mad science tribute to Nikola Tesla? +3,6,9 & 216
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qrevrN0WZYE
Updated Aug 28, 2016, 4:41 AM
Aug 28, 2016, 4:41 AM
Chris Edwards
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Join TeslaLeaks: Not WikiLeaks, it's Nikola Tesla Leaks. Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions, property, improvements,
discoveries, principles, and vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators, Transformers, Motors for
Trains, Fans, Washing Machines, Arc Lamps, Induction Motors, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Impulse (DC),
Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Automata, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote
Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, LIDAR, Ion Generators,
Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, "Fusion", the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing
Waves, Traveling Wave Tube's, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive
Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned
Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators,
Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water Purification with
UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla
Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Adhesion,
Viscosity, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells,
Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, MagneticLevitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS

by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log,
VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation,
Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray,
Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, "Cold Fire" Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection,
Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc
Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Hydrocracking, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling
Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Updated Aug 27, 2016, 4:09 AM
Aug 27, 2016, 4:09 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://phys.org/news/2016-08-physicists-peculiarities-material-giant-magnetocaloric.html
Update on Nikola Tesla's "Magnetic Refrigerators" using his 1890 patent for a "Pyromagneto-electric generator" (Heat Pumps) -Magnetocaloric materials have been successfully used to produce ultra-low temperatures, and also have good prospects in the
production of heat engines and refrigeration units. http://phys.org/news/2016-08-physicists-peculiarities-material-giantmagnetocaloric.html -- Tesla's Pyromagneto-electric generator https://google.com/patents/US428057 -- June 15 2016 Magnetic
fridge eliminates gases, drastically reduces energy use by 50% http://businesswire.com/news/home/20160615005178/en/CooltechApplications-Launches-Magnetic-Cooling-System-Commercial
Aug 27, 2016, 3:53 AM
Chris Edwards
http://phys.org/news/2016-08-physicists-peculiarities-material-giant-magnetocaloric.html
Update on Nikola Tesla's "Magnetic Refrigerators" using his 1890 patent for a "Pyromagneto-electric generator" (Heat Pumps) -Magnetocaloric materials have been successfully used to produce ultra-low temperatures, and also have good prospects in the
production of heat engines and refrigeration units. http://phys.org/news/2016-08-physicists-peculiarities-material-giantmagnetocaloric.html -- Tesla's Pyromagneto-electric generator https://google.com/patents/US428057 -- June 15 2016 Magnetic
fridge eliminates gases, drastically reduces energy use by 50% http://businesswire.com/news/home/20160615005178/en/CooltechApplications-Launches-Magnetic-Cooling-System-Commercial
Updated Aug 27, 2016, 3:53 AM
Aug 27, 2016, 3:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Exposing The Matrix Of Lies.
http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Columbia University's Nikola Tesla papers, 1894-1931. Letters of Tesla and Robert Underwood Johnson include to Johnson's wife
and daughter, clippings, photographs, materials. Letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Sr, 1902-1930, and others, manuscripts,
printed articles, patents, brochures. The material is of a technical nature and the letters deal primarily with Tesla's work on
transformers, turbines, steam and gas oscillators, compressors, pumps, induction motors, and wireless transmitters. DR. NIKOLA
TESLA BIBLIOGRAPHY (1979) from diary entries, correspondence, patents, patent wrappers by Tesla published by the Tesla Book
Company. There is also a videotape cassette, "Nikola Tesla the Genius Who Lit the World."
http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Aug 27, 2016, 3:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Actualised.
http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Columbia University's Nikola Tesla papers, 1894-1931. Letters of Tesla and Robert Underwood Johnson include to Johnson's wife
and daughter, clippings, photographs, materials. Letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Sr, 1902-1930, and others, manuscripts,
printed articles, patents, brochures. The material is of a technical nature and the letters deal primarily with Tesla's work on
transformers, turbines, steam and gas oscillators, compressors, pumps, induction motors, and wireless transmitters. DR. NIKOLA
TESLA BIBLIOGRAPHY (1979) from diary entries, correspondence, patents, patent wrappers by Tesla published by the Tesla Book
Company. There is also a videotape cassette, "Nikola Tesla the Genius Who Lit the World."
http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Aug 27, 2016, 3:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy.
http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Columbia University's Nikola Tesla papers, 1894-1931. Letters of Tesla and Robert Underwood Johnson include to Johnson's wife
and daughter, clippings, photographs, materials. Letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Sr, 1902-1930, and others, manuscripts,

printed articles, patents, brochures. The material is of a technical nature and the letters deal primarily with Tesla's work on
transformers, turbines, steam and gas oscillators, compressors, pumps, induction motors, and wireless transmitters. DR. NIKOLA
TESLA BIBLIOGRAPHY (1979) from diary entries, correspondence, patents, patent wrappers by Tesla published by the Tesla Book
Company. There is also a videotape cassette, "Nikola Tesla the Genius Who Lit the World."
http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Aug 27, 2016, 3:01 AM
Chris Edwards
http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Columbia University's Nikola Tesla papers, 1894-1931. Letters of Tesla and Robert Underwood Johnson include to Johnson's wife
and daughter, clippings, photographs, materials. Letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Sr, 1902-1930, and others, manuscripts,
printed articles, patents, brochures. The material is of a technical nature and the letters deal primarily with Tesla's work on
transformers, turbines, steam and gas oscillators, compressors, pumps, induction motors, and wireless transmitters. DR. NIKOLA
TESLA BIBLIOGRAPHY (1979) from diary entries, correspondence, patents, patent wrappers by Tesla published by the Tesla Book
Company. There is also a videotape cassette, "Nikola Tesla the Genius Who Lit the World."
http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Updated Aug 27, 2016, 2:51 AM
Aug 27, 2016, 2:51 AM
Chris Edwards
http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Columbia University's Nikola Tesla papers, 1894-1931. Letters of Tesla and Robert Underwood Johnson include to Johnson's wife
and daughter, clippings, photographs, materials. Letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Sr, 1902-1930, and others, manuscripts,
printed articles, patents, brochures. The material is of a technical nature and the letters deal primarily with Tesla's work on
transformers, turbines, steam and gas oscillators, compressors, pumps, induction motors, and wireless transmitters. DR. NIKOLA
TESLA BIBLIOGRAPHY (1979) from diary entries, correspondence, patents, patent wrappers by Tesla published by the Tesla Book
Company. There is also a videotape cassette, "Nikola Tesla the Genius Who Lit the World."
http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Updated Aug 27, 2016, 2:51 AM
Aug 27, 2016, 2:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Columbia University's Nikola Tesla papers, 1894-1931. Letters of Tesla and Robert Underwood Johnson include to Johnson's wife
and daughter, clippings, photographs, materials. Letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Sr, 1902-1930, and others, manuscripts,
printed articles, patents, brochures. The material is of a technical nature and the letters deal primarily with Tesla's work on
transformers, turbines, steam and gas oscillators, compressors, pumps, induction motors, and wireless transmitters. DR. NIKOLA
TESLA BIBLIOGRAPHY (1979) from diary entries, correspondence, patents, patent wrappers by Tesla published by the Tesla Book
Company. There is also a videotape cassette, "Nikola Tesla the Genius Who Lit the World."
http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Aug 27, 2016, 2:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
#razing #wardenclyffe On razing Wardenclyffe: In 2009, the U.S. government and AGFA were prepared to demolish the property
and it was to be ("be delivered fully cleared and level”, "this does not include the razing of the lab".)
http://teslasociety.com/wardenclyffe_property.htm -- Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Laboratory at Shoreham, Long Island was
purchased by Tesla Fans. The Tesla Society & The Oatmeal helped generate $1.6M in crowd funding with Indiegogo in 2012.
Aug 26, 2016, 3:32 PM
Chris Edwards
http://teslasociety.com/wardenclyffe_property.htm
#razing #wardenclyffe On razing Wardenclyffe: In 2009, the U.S. government and AGFA were prepared to demolish the property
and it was to be ("be delivered fully cleared and level”, "this does not include the razing of the lab".)
http://teslasociety.com/wardenclyffe_property.htm -- Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Laboratory at Shoreham, Long Island was
purchased by Tesla Fans. The Tesla Society & The Oatmeal helped generate $1.6M in crowd funding with Indiegogo in 2012.
Updated Aug 26, 2016, 3:16 PM
Aug 26, 2016, 3:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Quantum Mechanics / Physics / Theory / Leap !

Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse & Ford Cellular telephone coupling network
https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
Aug 25, 2016, 11:33 PM
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http://www.columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Columbia University's Nikola Tesla papers, 1894-1931. Letters of Tesla and Robert Underwood Johnson include to Johnson's wife
and daughter, clippings, photographs, materials. Letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Sr, 1902-1930, and others, manuscripts,
printed articles, patents, brochures. The material is of a technical nature and the letters deal primarily with Tesla's work on
transformers, turbines, steam and gas oscillators, compressors, pumps, induction motors, and wireless transmitters. DR. NIKOLA
TESLA BIBLIOGRAPHY (1979) from diary entries, correspondence, patents, patent wrappers by Tesla published by the Tesla Book
Company. There is also a videotape cassette, "Nikola Tesla the Genius Who Lit the World."
http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/
Updated Aug 26, 2016, 4:21 AM
Aug 26, 2016, 4:21 AM
Chris Edwards
http://phys.org/news/2016-08-method-metals.html
#nikolatesla #aluminum August 25th 2016 "New method developed for producing some metals" developed 100 years ago by Nikola
Tesla's his and work on Aluminum vs Copper vs Iron and his work on "Purifying Metals" (FBI File) http://phys.org/news/2016-08method-metals.html -- "The Problem of Increasing Human Energy, 1915" -- Most of the metal is now produced in the electric furnace
by a process combining fusion and electrolysis, which offers a number of advantageous features, but involves naturally a great
waste of the electrical energy of the current. My estimates show that the price of aluminum could be considerably reduced by
adopting in its manufacture a method similar to that proposed by me for the production of iron. A pound of aluminum requires for
fusion only about seventy per cent. of the heat needed for melting a pound of iron, and inasmuch as its weight is only about one
third of that of the latter, a volume of aluminum four times that of iron could be obtained from a given amount of heat-energy. But a
cold electrolytic process of manufacture is the ideal solution, and on this I have placed my hope... I have also succeeded in
operating electric motors without iron by such rapidly vibrating currents, but the results, so far, have been inferior to those obtained
with ordinary motors constructed of iron, although theoretically the former should be capable of performing incomparably more work
per unit of weight than the latter. But the seemingly insuperable difficulties which are now in the way may be overcome in the end,
and then iron will be done away with, and all electric machinery will be manufactured of aluminum, in all probability, at prices
ridiculously low. This would be a severe, if not fatal, blow to iron. I should estimate its civilizing potency at fully one hundred times
that of iron. http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm -- MIT Manufacturing and Cost Analysis for Aluminum and Copper Die
Cast http://msl.mit.edu/theses/Mechler_GC-thesis.pdf
Updated Aug 26, 2016, 4:01 AM
Aug 26, 2016, 4:01 AM
Chris Edwards
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
#nikolatesla #magnetism As regards magnetism, the molecules of the various bodies behave like hollow beams partly filled with a

heavy fluid and balanced in the middle in the manner of a see-saw. Evidently some disturbing influence exists in nature which
causes each molecule, like such a beam, to tilt either one or the other way. If the molecules are tilted one way, the body is magnetic;
if they are tilted the other way, the body is non-magnetic; but both positions are stable, as they would be in the case of the hollow
beam, owing to the rush of the fluid to the lower end. Now, the wonderful thing is that the molecules of all known bodies went one
way, while those of iron went the other way. This metal, it would seem, has an origin entirely different from that of the rest of the
globe. It is highly improbable that we shall discover some other and cheaper material which will equal or surpass iron in magnetic
qualities. http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
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http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
#nikolatesla #magnetism As regards magnetism, the molecules of the various bodies behave like hollow beams partly filled with a
heavy fluid and balanced in the middle in the manner of a see-saw. Evidently some disturbing influence exists in nature which
causes each molecule, like such a beam, to tilt either one or the other way. If the molecules are tilted one way, the body is magnetic;
if they are tilted the other way, the body is non-magnetic; but both positions are stable, as they would be in the case of the hollow
beam, owing to the rush of the fluid to the lower end. Now, the wonderful thing is that the molecules of all known bodies went one
way, while those of iron went the other way. This metal, it would seem, has an origin entirely different from that of the rest of the
globe. It is highly improbable that we shall discover some other and cheaper material which will equal or surpass iron in magnetic
qualities. http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
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http://phys.org/news/2016-08-method-metals.html
#nikolatesla #aluminum August 25th 2016 "New method developed for producing some metals" developed 100 years ago by Nikola
Tesla's his and work on Aluminum vs Copper vs Iron and his work on "Purifying Metals" (FBI File) http://phys.org/news/2016-08method-metals.html -- "The Problem of Increasing Human Energy, 1915" -- Most of the metal is now produced in the electric furnace
by a process combining fusion and electrolysis, which offers a number of advantageous features, but involves naturally a great
waste of the electrical energy of the current. My estimates show that the price of aluminum could be considerably reduced by
adopting in its manufacture a method similar to that proposed by me for the production of iron. A pound of aluminum requires for
fusion only about seventy per cent. of the heat needed for melting a pound of iron, and inasmuch as its weight is only about one
third of that of the latter, a volume of aluminum four times that of iron could be obtained from a given amount of heat-energy. But a
cold electrolytic process of manufacture is the ideal solution, and on this I have placed my hope... I have also succeeded in
operating electric motors without iron by such rapidly vibrating currents, but the results, so far, have been inferior to those obtained
with ordinary motors constructed of iron, although theoretically the former should be capable of performing incomparably more work
per unit of weight than the latter. But the seemingly insuperable difficulties which are now in the way may be overcome in the end,
and then iron will be done away with, and all electric machinery will be manufactured of aluminum, in all probability, at prices
ridiculously low. This would be a severe, if not fatal, blow to iron. I should estimate its civilizing potency at fully one hundred times
that of iron. http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm -- MIT Manufacturing and Cost Analysis for Aluminum and Copper Die
Cast http://msl.mit.edu/theses/Mechler_GC-thesis.pdf
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"Ultimately, Moore’s novel addresses more than the epic battle between two great inventors. He’s fascinated by the nature of genius
and its remarkable flowering near the end of the 19th century. In many ways, the inventor he most admires is the often bewildering
Tesla, who cared not a whit for fame and fortune. He lived for ideas, solutions to problems, and was content to have lesser men
implement them. When his work went well, Tesla would gladly live in furnished rooms and subsist on saltine crackers. Although, if
Cravath was buying, he did sometimes enjoy lobster and good wine at Delmonico’s."
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
Ron Paul Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys -- Donald Trump revisits "Operation
Endgame" is a 2003–2012 plan under implementation by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the United States
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and
"suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
Ron Paul Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys -- Donald Trump revisits "Operation
Endgame" is a 2003–2012 plan under implementation by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the United States
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and
"suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
Ron Paul Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys -- Donald Trump revisits "Operation
Endgame" is a 2003–2012 plan under implementation by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the United States
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and
"suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
Ron Paul Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys -- Donald Trump revisits "Operation
Endgame" is a 2003–2012 plan under implementation by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the United States
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and
"suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
Ron Paul Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys -- Donald Trump revisits "Operation
Endgame" is a 2003–2012 plan under implementation by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the United States
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and
"suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
Ron Paul Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys -- Donald Trump revisits "Operation
Endgame" is a 2003–2012 plan under implementation by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the United States
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and
"suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
Ron Paul Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys -- Donald Trump revisits "Operation
Endgame" is a 2003–2012 plan under implementation by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the United States
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and
"suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
Ron Paul Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys -- Donald Trump revisits "Operation
Endgame" is a 2003–2012 plan under implementation by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the United States
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and
"suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
Ron Paul Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys -- Donald Trump revisits "Operation
Endgame" is a 2003–2012 plan under implementation by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the United States
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and
"suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
Ron Paul Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys -- Donald Trump revisits "Operation
Endgame" is a 2003–2012 plan under implementation by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the United States
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and
"suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
Ron Paul Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys -- Donald Trump revisits "Operation
Endgame" is a 2003–2012 plan under implementation by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the United States
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and
"suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
Ron Paul Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys -- Donald Trump revisits "Operation
Endgame" is a 2003–2012 plan under implementation by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the United States
Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and
"suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
#hillaryclinton #donaldtrump #vs #ronpaul #operation #endgame Rewind: Ron Paul 2012: The Constitution... Gone!
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys -- Operation Endgame is a 2003–2012 plan under implementation by the Office of
Detention and Removal Operations of the United States Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs
Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and "suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 2012.[1]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
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https://google.com/patents/US464667
Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse, Ford, Alltel Cellular telephone coupling network

https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
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https://google.com/patents/US464667
Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse, Ford, Alltel Cellular telephone coupling network
https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
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https://google.com/patents/US464667
Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse, Ford, Alltel Cellular telephone coupling network
https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
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https://google.com/patents/US464667
Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891

patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse, Ford, Alltel Cellular telephone coupling network
https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
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https://google.com/patents/US464667
Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse, Ford, Alltel Cellular telephone coupling network
https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
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https://google.com/patents/US464667
Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993

"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse, Ford, Alltel Cellular telephone coupling network
https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
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https://google.com/patents/US464667
Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse, Ford, Alltel Cellular telephone coupling network
https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
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Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse & Ford Cellular telephone coupling network
https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
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http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first
referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and
after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA,
Westinghouse & Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent
is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's
Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access
ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower,
maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR
ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined
and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick
igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
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Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Technology.
https://google.com/patents/US464667
Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first
referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and
after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA,
Westinghouse & Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent
is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's
Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access
ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower,
maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR
ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined
and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick
igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
Aug 25, 2016, 11:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.
Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). Later in 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium

Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to
diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first
referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and
after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA,
Westinghouse & Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent
is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's
Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access
ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower,
maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR
ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined
and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick
igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
Aug 25, 2016, 11:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in EPS - STRUJNI UDAR - KO KOME DUGUJE.
https://google.com/patents/US464667
Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). Later in 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium
Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to
diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first
referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and
after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA,
Westinghouse & Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent
is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's
Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access
ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower,
maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR
ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined
and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick
igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
Aug 25, 2016, 11:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in "Science How derived from Vedanta? Says EINSTEIN,TESLA & Darr.".
https://google.com/patents/US464667
Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). Later in 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium
Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to
diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first
referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and
after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA,
Westinghouse & Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent
is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's
Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access
ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower,
maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR

ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined
and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick
igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
Aug 25, 2016, 11:14 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://google.com/patents/US464667
Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). Later in 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium
Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to
diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse & Ford Cellular telephone coupling network
https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referrig patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
Aug 25, 2016, 10:44 PM
Chris Edwards
https://google.com/patents/US464667
Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891
patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity")
https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the
periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries
http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish
resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896
#US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors)
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid
dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818 includes a "Oscillator
tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993
"Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse, Ford, Alltell Cellular telephone coupling network
https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear
Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099 -- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe
Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection
or resonance by interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN
(LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and
later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north,
south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage,
acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table
below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE
HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels,
possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground
level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage,
acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table
below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE
HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels,
possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground
level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
Aug 25, 2016, 10:37 PM
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
#nikolatesla #wardenclyffe #saltwater #superconductive #gasses #lithium #battery #cellphone #television Nikola Tesla's
contributions to Lithium Batteries, Flow Batteries, Cell Phones, Television & Westinghouse's Nuclear Power Plants --- Added to
Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting as
access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table below the
tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE
HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels,
possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground
level in little brick igloos.[21]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower -- Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's
most efficient concept for batteries he calls "Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating
power, together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit
("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent
#US6677083 for almost all modern Lithium Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent specifically describes
the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish resistance against ion conduction to improve ion conductivity. -- Nikola Tesla's
other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896 #US567818 for Oils used as Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed
electrolytic capacitors) https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent #US464667 includes
a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent #US567818
includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after Tesla's death
https://google.com/patents/US2530995 -- Also a 1993 "Cellular telephone (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse &
Ford Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- Lastly, another referring patent is used by
Westinghouse Corporation for use in Nuclear Reactors https://google.com/patents/US5027099
Updated Aug 25, 2016, 10:32 PM
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http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
This is what you would use to efficiently produce an infinite amount of Hydrogen using the Density Engine of "Ocean Mass"
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal.
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power,
Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogenfrom-air -- Hydrogen cost could equal 50-cent gasoline, with renewable energy: study
http://www.greencarreports.com/news/1105642_hydrogen-cost-could-equal-50-cent-gasoline-with-renewable-energy-study
Updated Aug 25, 2016, 5:46 PM
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
#hydrogen #economy #graphene #ocean #electricity This Sept 2002 patent is what you would use to efficiently produce unlimited
electricity, perpetually, 24/7. Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass.
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydrocracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en -- August 25th 2016 Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html -- U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene
Wrapped Nano-Crystal. http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/ -- August 19th 2016

Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-maydouble-solar-cell-power-harvest-hydrogen-from-air
Aug 25, 2016, 5:43 PM
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http://www.vaccines.news/2015-11-12-hr-2232-national-mandatory-vaccination-bill-enters-congress.html
The FDA has approved "fast tracking" for "vaccine's". Under a national emergency, a fast tracked vaccine, even if it's not properly
tested, only on monkeys, may be mandatory. All "vaccine's" is a derivative of the original live virus, and essentially gives you the
virus, hoping you don't get a future disease or cancer. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fast_track_(FDA)
http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20160309/NEWS/160309842
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http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section
RCA/GE Radio Central at Rocky Point, Shoreham, LI is within eyesight of Wardenclyffe. Tesla states in his 1919 Autobiography that
Wardenclyffe at Shoreham LI was demolished on July 4th 1917, along with the Tesla/Marconi Station "Telefunken" in Sayville, LI in
1917 and ... In Margaret Cheney's book "Man out of Time", the not well known Tesla "Tuckerton" Radio Station was ceased by the
U.S. government in 1917, all later to be replaced with RCA/GE by 1921. But Tesla states in 1919, "they are building more of them",
referring to Tesla Towers!. After Tesla's autobiography, GE merged with Marconi in 1920, RCA was formed. By November 5th 1921,
the first radio broadcast was sent from the President of the United States from the White House, using the new RCA system at
Rocky Point, near Sayville. By 1943, after Tesla dies, in 1945-46, the Sperry Gyrospcope Company takes over office space with the
Ford Company at Lake Success, LI and RCA at Rocky Point, LI. According to the Tesla FBI File, Henry Ford is alleged to be
involved with Tesla's missing inventions, which were to be turned into "idea factories". In 1946, the United Nations had their
headquarters at the Sperry Company. By 1973, Sperry merges with Remington Rand to create the Sperry-Rand Corporation. -http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section -- Tesla wins Nobel Prize in 1915-16, just prior to the seizure of
the Tesla Stations. https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- "Man Out of Time", a Nobel Affair
http://bookrags.com/studyguide-tesla-man-out-of-time/chapanal010.html - Wardenclyffe Forfeited Dream
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wardenclyffe-forfeited-dream
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http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
DISAPPEARING NIKOLA TESLA: The Burial of Tesla and Rebirth of His Discoveries. Tesla was buried, both literally and
intellectually, in January, 1943. Considering the long and thorough eradication of Tesla's name from encyclopedias and books on
science, invention and technology, becoming the "invisible man" of science history. What did Tesla discover which threatened the
powers that be? Since we already know about the many patented inventions, that the unknown, still classified works were far in
advance of the published ones, and were in realization of projects which Tesla had previously announced or had already tested and
developed, but had not yet "...given to the world". The attempted destruction and concealment of Tesla's work has now been
exposed, and will soon be reversed. The factions which were responsible for this still exist through perpetuity, but will not be able to
control the technology when it finally emerges. http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
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Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
DISAPPEARING NIKOLA TESLA: The Burial of Tesla and Rebirth of His Discoveries. Tesla was buried, both literally and
intellectually, in January, 1943. Considering the long and thorough eradication of Tesla's name from encyclopedias and books on
science, invention and technology, becoming the "invisible man" of science history. What did Tesla discover which threatened the
powers that be? Since we already know about the many patented inventions, that the unknown, still classified works were far in
advance of the published ones, and were in realization of projects which Tesla had previously announced or had already tested and
developed, but had not yet "...given to the world". The attempted destruction and concealment of Tesla's work has now been
exposed, and will soon be reversed. The factions which were responsible for this still exist through perpetuity, but will not be able to
control the technology when it finally emerges. http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
Aug 24, 2016, 5:15 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Revealed.
http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
DISAPPEARING NIKOLA TESLA: The Burial of Tesla and Rebirth of His Discoveries. Tesla was buried, both literally and
intellectually, in January, 1943. Considering the long and thorough eradication of Tesla's name from encyclopedias and books on
science, invention and technology, becoming the "invisible man" of science history. What did Tesla discover which threatened the
powers that be? Since we already know about the many patented inventions, that the unknown, still classified works were far in
advance of the published ones, and were in realization of projects which Tesla had previously announced or had already tested and
developed, but had not yet "...given to the world". The attempted destruction and concealment of Tesla's work has now been
exposed, and will soon be reversed. The factions which were responsible for this still exist through perpetuity, but will not be able to
control the technology when it finally emerges. http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
Aug 24, 2016, 5:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Тесла.
http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
CHAPTER II - DISAPPEARING NIKOLA TESLA: The Burial of Tesla and Rebirth of His Discoveries. Tesla was buried, both literally
and intellectually, in January, 1943. Considering the long and thorough eradication of Tesla's name from encyclopedias and books
on science, invention and technology, becoming the "invisible man" of science history. What did Tesla discover which threatened the
powers that be? Since we already know about the many patented inventions, that the unknown, still classified works were far in
advance of the published ones, and were in realization of projects which Tesla had previously announced or had already tested and
developed, but had not yet "...given to the world". The attempted destruction and concealment of Tesla's work has now been
exposed, and will soon be reversed. The factions which were responsible for this still exist through perpetuity, but will not be able to
control the technology when it finally emerges. http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
Aug 24, 2016, 5:09 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Alien's,Gov.Cover up,Tyranny, No Rules/Retrictions Post What You Feel!
http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
CHAPTER II - DISAPPEARING NIKOLA TESLA: The Burial of Tesla and Rebirth of His Discoveries. Tesla was buried, both literally
and intellectually, in January, 1943. Considering the long and thorough eradication of Tesla's name from encyclopedias and books
on science, invention and technology, becoming the "invisible man" of science history. What did Tesla discover which threatened the
powers that be? Since we already know about the many patented inventions, that the unknown, still classified works were far in
advance of the published ones, and were in realization of projects which Tesla had previously announced or had already tested and
developed, but had not yet "...given to the world". The attempted destruction and concealment of Tesla's work has now been
exposed, and will soon be reversed. The factions which were responsible for this still exist through perpetuity, but will not be able to
control the technology when it finally emerges. http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
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http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
CHAPTER II - DISAPPEARING NIKOLA TESLA: The Burial of Tesla and Rebirth of His Discoveries. Tesla was buried, both literally
and intellectually, in January, 1943. Considering the long and thorough eradication of Tesla's name from encyclopedias and books
on science, invention and technology, becoming the "invisible man" of science history. What did Tesla discover which threatened the
powers that be? Since we already know about the many patented inventions, that the unknown, still classified works were far in
advance of the published ones, and were in realization of projects which Tesla had previously announced or had already tested and
developed, but had not yet "...given to the world". The attempted destruction and concealment of Tesla's work has now been
exposed, and will soon be reversed. The factions which were responsible for this still exist through perpetuity, but will not be able to
control the technology when it finally emerges. http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
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on science, invention and technology, becoming the "invisible man" of science history. What did Tesla discover which threatened the
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August 24th 2016 - China sets sights on new global export: nuclear energy. The Chinese are using the Tesla/Westinghouse
technology to build the plants. Nuclear power is Nikola Tesla technology. Nuclear power plants are a multi-use system as a
frequency regulator, ballast for the grid, water boiler, separates salt and lithium-7 from seawater, produces hydrogen and other
gasses, transmutation of metals, purification of metals, produces phosphorescent gasses like Argon and Krypton.
http://phys.org/news/2016-08-china-sights-global-export-nuclear.html -- Today, there are more than 430 Westinghouse nuclear
power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla stated that nuclear power would results in "more or less value" depending on the
metals and gasses derived or function used.) http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- CHAPTER II - DISAPPEARING TESLA:
http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
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http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/technology/292305-exclusive-jill-stein-op-ed-in-praise-of-wikileaks
George Orwell said, “In a time of universal deceit, telling the truth is a revolutionary act.” Thanks to WikiLeaks, we know that
powerful institutions have been abusing their power and lying to the public. For example, redacted State Department
communications published by WikiLeaks revealed that Secretary Clinton identified Saudi Arabia as a leading funding source for
terrorist groups around the time she approved a whopping $29 billion arms deal with the Saudi dictatorship.
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http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/
In 1899, Nikola Tesla used and is pictured in his lab with molten (Lithium) Salt-Ion and possibly added O2/O3 with his High
Frequency Ozone Generator, to create Lithium-Air, Lithium-O2 batteries at his Colorado Springs Lab. However, the "original" Tesla
"Colorado Springs Notes" were not available until after Tesla's death in 1943. They were notes taken by the Dept. of Alien Property
and put in storage. John O'Neill's 1944 book on Tesla referred to these notes. They were not seen by the public again until in 1954,
when the FBI, and John G Trump search Tesla's storage unit. The notes were not published in book form until 1978 from Yugoslavia
and again in 1999-2000. Did you ever wonder why WW1, WW2 and Bosnia were fought in Yugoslavia and Tesla's hometown
Serbia? http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/ -- Work of the lithium battery began in 1912 under G.N.
Lewis https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Battery_Power/Lithium_Ion_Batteries -- 1910 Tom Swift Novel Talked About Lithium Battery
Electric Cars http://cleantechnica.com/2016/05/26/1910-tom-swift-novel-talked-electric-cars-like-many-us-today/ -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colorado_Springs_Notes,_1899–1900 -- #lithium #salt #battery #electric #car #history
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http://peswiki.com/directory:teslas-pierce-arrow
In 1931, under the financing of Tesla Pierce-Arrow and George Westinghouse, a 1931 Pierce-Arrow was selected to be tested at the
factory grounds in Buffalo, N.Y. The standard internal combustion engine was removed and an 80-H.P. 1800 r.p.m electric motor
installed to the clutch and transmission. The A.C. motor measured 40 inches long and 30 inches in diameter and the power leads
were left standing in the air - no external power source. At the appointed time, Nikola Tesla arrived from New York City and
inspected the Pierce-Arrow automobile. He then went to a local radio store and purchased a handful of tubes, wires and assorted
resistors. A box measuring 24 inches long, 12 inches wide and 6 inches high was assembled housing the circuit. The box was then
placed on the front seat and had its wires connected to the air cooled, brushless motor. Two rods 1 /4" in diameter stuck out of the
box about 3" in length. Mr. Tesla got into the driver's seat, pushed the two rods in and stated, "We now have power." He put the car
into gear and it moved forward. This vehicle, powered by an A.C. motor, was driven to speeds of 90 m.p.h. and performed better
than any internal combustion engine of its day. One week was spent testing the vehicle. Several newspapers in Buffalo reported this
test. When asked where the power came from, Tesla replied, "From the ethers all around us."... In the 1970's, an inventor used an
Ev-Gray generator, which intensified battery current, the voltage being induced to the field coils by a very simple programmer
(sequencer). By allowing the motor to charge separate batteries as the device ran, phenomenally tiny currents were needed. The
device was tested at the Crosby Research Institute of Beverly Hills, Ca., a 10- horsepower EMA motor ran for over a week (9 days)
on four standard automobile batteries. The inventors estimated that a 50-horsepower electric motor could traverse 300 miles at 50
m.p.h. before needing a re-charge. http://peswiki.com/directory:teslas-pierce-arrow -- More at http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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#tesla #pierce #arrow #car Brooklyn Eagle 1931 "I have harnessed the cosmic rays caused them to operate a motive device" "25
years ago I began my efforts to harness the cosmic rays and I have succeeded" 1933 New York American, Device to Harness
Cosmic Energy "power derived of the universe, cosmic energy, the sun present everywhere in unlimited quantities". The Tesla
electric "Back to the Future" car anecdote refers to a supposed Tesla invention described by a Peter Savo (nephew of Tesla), to one
Derek Ahers on 9/16/1967. Savo said that Tesla took him to Buffalo, NY in 1931 and showed him a modified Pierce-Arrow car. Tesla
had the stock gasoline engine replaced with a brushless AC motor run by a 'cosmic energy receiver" and was driven 50 miles at
speeds of up to 88 mph during an 8-day period. Other U.S. patents have been filed: (#3,811,058, #3,879,622, and #4,151,4310), for
example, for motors that run exclusively on permanent energy, seemingly tapping into energy circulating through the earth's
magnetic field. The first two require a feedback network in order to be self-running. Years later, in 1933, he was more pointed in his
remarks about the introduction of his fuel-less generator. In the Philadelphia Public Ledger of November 2, is an interview with Tesla
under the headline: Tesla 'Harnesses' Cosmic Energy. In it he was asked whether the sudden introduction of his principle would
upset the present economic system, Dr. Tesla replied, "It is badly upset already." He added: "Now as never before was the time ripe
for the development of new resources." At a press conference to celebrate his 76th birthday, Tesla announced that he had invented
a cosmic-ray motor.
In 1931, under the financing of Tesla Pierce-Arrow and George Westinghouse, a 1931 Pierce-Arrow was selected to be tested at the
factory grounds in Buffalo, N.Y. The standard internal combustion engine was removed and an 80-H.P. 1800 r.p.m electric motor
installed to the clutch and transmission. The A.C. motor measured 40 inches long and 30 inches in diameter and the power leads
were left standing in the air - no external power source. At the appointed time, Nikola Tesla arrived from New York City and
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placed on the front seat and had its wires connected to the air cooled, brushless motor. Two rods 1 /4" in diameter stuck out of the
box about 3" in length. Mr. Tesla got into the driver's seat, pushed the two rods in and stated, "We now have power." He put the car
into gear and it moved forward. This vehicle, powered by an A.C. motor, was driven to speeds of 90 m.p.h. and performed better
than any internal combustion engine of its day. One week was spent testing the vehicle. Several newspapers in Buffalo reported this
test. When asked where the power came from, Tesla replied, "From the ethers all around us."... In the 1970's, an inventor used an
Ev-Gray generator, which intensified battery current, the voltage being induced to the field coils by a very simple programmer
(sequencer). By allowing the motor to charge separate batteries as the device ran, phenomenally tiny currents were needed. The
device was tested at the Crosby Research Institute of Beverly Hills, Ca., a 10- horsepower EMA motor ran for over a week (9 days)
on four standard automobile batteries. The inventors estimated that a 50-horsepower electric motor could traverse 300 miles at 50
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http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section
The IEEE, Long Island confirms Wardenclyffe is the original "Radio City" in 1901. After Nikola Tesla dies in 1943, the U.N.
Conspiracy (founders of the New World Order) for several years had their offices at Sperry-Rand Corp in 1945-6 with Ford Corp at
Lake Success LI & RCA/GE Radio Central at Rocky Point, Shoreham, LI within eyesight of the Wardenclyffe Site for several years.
Tesla states in his 1919 Autobiography that Wardenclyffe at Shoreham LI was demolished on July 4th 1917, along with the
Tesla/Marconi Station "Telefunken" in Sayville, LI in 1917 and ... In Margaret Cheney's book "Man out of Time", the not well known
Tesla "Tuckerton" Radio Station was ceased by the U.S. government and replaced with RCA. But he states, "they are building more
of them"!. After Tesla's autobiography, GE merged with Marconi in 1920, RCA was formed. By November 5th 1921, the first radio
broadcast was sent from the President of the United States from the White House, using the new RCA system at Rocky Point, near
Sayville. By 1943, after Tesla dies, in 1945-46, the Sperry Gyrospcope Company takes over office space with the Ford Company at
Lake Success, LI and RCA at Rocky Point, LI. According to the Tesla FBI File, Henry Ford is alleged to be involved with Tesla's
missing inventions, which were to be turned into "idea factories". In 1946, the United Nations had their headquarters at the Sperry
Company. By 1973, Sperry merges with Remington Rand to create the Sperry-Rand Corporation. -http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section -- Tesla wins Nobel Prize in 1915-16, just prior to the seizure of
the Tesla Stations. https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- "Man Out of Time", a Nobel Affair
http://bookrags.com/studyguide-tesla-man-out-of-time/chapanal010.html - Wardenclyffe Forfeited Dream
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Sperry merges with Remington Rand to create the Sperry-Rand Corporation. -http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section -- Tesla wins Nobel Prize in 1915-16, just prior to the seizure of
the Tesla Stations. https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- "Man Out of Time", a Nobel Affair
http://bookrags.com/studyguide-tesla-man-out-of-time/chapanal010.html
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http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section
The IEEE, Long Island confirms Wardenclyffe is the original "Radio City" in 1901 + After Tesla dies, the U.N. Conspiracy's (founders
of the New World Order) had their offices at Sperry Corporation in 1946 at Rocky Point, Shoreham, Long Island within eyesight of
the Wardenclyffe Site for several years. Nikola Tesla states in his 1919 Autobiography that Wardenclyffe at Shoreham LI was
demolished on July 4th 1917, along with the Tesla/Marconi Station "Telefunken" in Sayville, LI in 1917 and ... In Margaret Cheney's
book "Man out of Time", the not well known Tesla "Tuckerton" Radio Station was ceased by the U.S. government. After Tesla's
autobiography, GE merged with Marconi in 1920, RCA was formed. By November 5th 1921, the first radio broadcast was sent from
the President of the United States from the White House, using the new RCA system at Rocky Point, near Sayville. By 1943, after
Tesla dies, the Sperry Gyrospcope Company takes over Rocky Point, along with the Ford Company. According to the Tesla FBI
File, Henry Ford is alleged to be involved with Tesla's missing inventions, which were to be turned into "idea factories". In 1946, the
United Nations had their headquarters at the Sperry Company. By 1973, Sperry merges with Remington Rand to create the SperryRand Corporation. -- http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section -- Tesla wins Nobel Prize in 1915-16, just
prior to the seizure of the Tesla Stations. https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- "Man Out of Time", a Nobel Affair
http://bookrags.com/studyguide-tesla-man-out-of-time/chapanal010.html
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http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section
The IEEE, Long Island confirms Wardenclyffe is the original "Radio City" in 1901. After Nikola Tesla dies in 1943, the U.N.
Conspiracy (founders of the New World Order) for several years had their offices at Sperry-Rand Corp in 1945-6 with Ford Corp at

Lake Success LI & RCA/GE Radio Central at Rocky Point, Shoreham, LI within eyesight of the Wardenclyffe Site for several years.
Tesla states in his 1919 Autobiography that Wardenclyffe at Shoreham LI was demolished on July 4th 1917, along with the
Tesla/Marconi Station "Telefunken" in Sayville, LI in 1917 and ... In Margaret Cheney's book "Man out of Time", the not well known
Tesla "Tuckerton" Radio Station was ceased by the U.S. government and replaced with RCA. But he states, "they are building more
of them"!. After Tesla's autobiography, GE merged with Marconi in 1920, RCA was formed. By November 5th 1921, the first radio
broadcast was sent from the President of the United States from the White House, using the new RCA system at Rocky Point, near
Sayville. By 1943, after Tesla dies, in 1945-46, the Sperry Gyrospcope Company takes over office space with the Ford Company at
Lake Success, LI and RCA at Rocky Point, LI. According to the Tesla FBI File, Henry Ford is alleged to be involved with Tesla's
missing inventions, which were to be turned into "idea factories". In 1946, the United Nations had their headquarters at the Sperry
Company. By 1973, Sperry merges with Remington Rand to create the Sperry-Rand Corporation. -http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section -- Tesla wins Nobel Prize in 1915-16, just prior to the seizure of
the Tesla Stations. https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- "Man Out of Time", a Nobel Affair
http://bookrags.com/studyguide-tesla-man-out-of-time/chapanal010.html - Wardenclyffe Forfeited Dream
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wardenclyffe-forfeited-dream
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http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section
#wardenclyffe #radio #longisland #un #rand #tesla IEEE has Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower in Long Island as the original
"Radio City" in 1901. After Tesla dies in 1943, the U.N. (founders of the New World Order) for several years had their offices at
Sperry-Rand Corp in 1945-6 with Ford Corp at Lake Success LI & their conspirators at RCA/GE Radio Central at Rocky Point,
Shoreham, LI within eyesight of Wardenclyffe. Tesla states in his 1919 Autobiography that Wardenclyffe at Shoreham LI was
demolished on July 4th 1917, along with the Tesla/Marconi Station "Telefunken" in Sayville, LI in 1917 and ... In Margaret Cheney's
book "Man out of Time", the not well known Tesla "Tuckerton" Radio Station was ceased by the U.S. government in 1917, all later to
be replaced with RCA/GE by 1921. But Tesla states in 1919, "they are building more of them", referring to Tesla Towers!. After
Tesla's autobiography, GE merged with Marconi in 1920, RCA was formed. By November 5th 1921, the first radio broadcast was
sent from the President of the United States from the White House, using the new RCA system at Rocky Point, near Sayville. By
1943, after Tesla dies, in 1945-46, the Sperry Gyrospcope Company takes over office space with the Ford Company at Lake
Success, LI and RCA at Rocky Point, LI. According to the Tesla FBI File, Henry Ford is alleged to be involved with Tesla's missing
inventions, which were to be turned into "idea factories". In 1946, the United Nations had their headquarters at the Sperry Company.
By 1973, Sperry merges with Remington Rand to create the Sperry-Rand Corporation. -http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section -- Tesla wins Nobel Prize in 1915-16, just prior to the seizure of
the Tesla Stations. https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- "Man Out of Time", a Nobel Affair
http://bookrags.com/studyguide-tesla-man-out-of-time/chapanal010.html - Wardenclyffe Forfeited Dream
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wardenclyffe-forfeited-dream
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https://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/none/path/s40c423127565d23a/image/i0e5667353d4f4c6f/version/1453593772/ima
ge.jpg
#tesla #safe #picture #fbi #file Articles in Tesla's hotel room after his death. Note cabinets and one of the inventor's safes. Three
packages of Nabisco crackers can be seen on one of the upper shelves of the cabinet at left. Nikola Tesla's 290 page FBI File is
made available free to download under the Freedom of Information Act request on February, 2013 by the FBI at FBI . gov:
https://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/none/path/s40c423127565d23a/image/i0e5667353d4f4c6f/version/1453593772/ima
ge.jpg -- The Missing Papers http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/the-missing-papers/
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http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/death-ray/
Principles and concepts of Tesla's "death ray", "peace ray" called "Teleforce". In Tesla's mind, it was time to reveal his greatest
invention: a perfect and impossible idea, a weapon to prevent WWII. New York Herald Tribune - July 11, 1934: "First and most

important is a mechanism for producing rays and other energy manifestations in free air. Hitherto vacuum tubes have always been
necessary. Second is an apparatus for producing unheard-of quantities of electrical current and for controlling it when produced.
The current is necessary as power for the first mechanism. Without this, no rays of sufficient strength could be produced. The third is
a method of intensifying and amplifying the second process, and the fourth is a method of producing "tremendous electrical repellent
force". http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/death-ray/ On July 23, 1934 Time Magazine wrote an article about Tesla’s Ray: “Last week
Dr. Tesla announced a combination of four inventions which would make war unthinkable. Nucleus of the idea is a death ray – a
concentrated beam of sub-microscopic particles flying at velocities approaching that of light. The beam, according to Tesla, would
drop an army in its tracks, bring down squadrons of airplanes 250 miles away. Inventor Tesla would discharge the ray by means of
1) a device to nullify the impeding effect of the atmosphere on the particles, 2) a method for setting up high potential, 3) a process
for amplifying that potential to 50.000.000 volts, 4) creation of “a tremendous electrical repelling force.” -- According to Wikipedia,
the NY Times, and in the Tesla FBI File, by 1935, Teleforce was demonstrated for the U.S. Government
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teleforce
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http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/death-ray/
#tesla #deathray Principles and concepts of Tesla's "death ray". In Tesla's mind, it was time to reveal his greatest invention: a
perfect and impossible idea, a weapon to prevent World War II. Principles and concepts of Tesla's "death ray": New York Herald
Tribune - July 11, 1934: "First and most important is a mechanism for producing rays and other energy manifestations in free air.
Hitherto vacuum tubes have always been necessary. Second is an apparatus for producing unheard-of quantities of electrical
current and for controlling it when produced. The current is necessary as power for the first mechanism. Without this, no rays of
sufficient strength could be produced. The third is a method of intensifying and amplifying the second process, and the fourth is a
method of producing "tremendous electrical repellent force". http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/death-ray/ On July 23, 1934 Time
Magazine wrote an article about Tesla’s Ray: “Last week Dr. Tesla announced a combination of four inventions which would make
war unthinkable. Nucleus of the idea is a death ray – a concentrated beam of sub-microscopic particles flying at velocities
approaching that of light. The beam, according to Tesla, would drop an army in its tracks, bring down squadrons of airplanes 250
miles away. Inventor Tesla would discharge the ray by means of 1) a device to nullify the impeding effect of the atmosphere on the
particles, 2) a method for setting up high potential, 3) a process for amplifying that potential to 50.000.000 volts, 4) creation of “a
tremendous electrical repelling force.” -- According to Wikipedia, the NY Times, and in the Tesla FBI File, by 1935, Teleforce was
demonstrated for the U.S. Government https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teleforce
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http://www.popsci.com/nikola-tesla-patented-drone-controls-in-1898
In 1898, Tesla wrote on the need to insure all large ships against his Automaton and it would "make junk of large ships" -- August
19th 2016 - Popular Science "Read Nikola Tesla's Drone Patent... From 1898" -- The inventor believed unmanned machines would
end all wars http://www.popsci.com/nikola-tesla-patented-drone-controls-in-1898
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In 1898, Tesla wrote on the need to insure all large ships against his Automaton and it would "make junk of large ships" -- August
19th 2016 - Popular Science "Read Nikola Tesla's Drone Patent... From 1898" -- The inventor believed unmanned machines would
end all wars http://www.popsci.com/nikola-tesla-patented-drone-controls-in-1898
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http://www.popsci.com/nikola-tesla-patented-drone-controls-in-1898
In 1898, Tesla wrote on the need to insure all large ships against his Automaton and it would "make junk of large ships" -- August
19th 2016 - Popular Science "Read Nikola Tesla's Drone Patent... From 1898" -- The inventor believed unmanned machines would
end all wars http://www.popsci.com/nikola-tesla-patented-drone-controls-in-1898
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In 1898, Tesla wrote on the need to insure all large ships against his Automaton and it would "make junk of large ships" -- August
19th 2016 - Popular Science "Read Nikola Tesla's Drone Patent... From 1898" -- The inventor believed unmanned machines would
end all wars http://www.popsci.com/nikola-tesla-patented-drone-controls-in-1898
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http://www.popsci.com/nikola-tesla-patented-drone-controls-in-1898
In 1898, Tesla wrote on the need to insure all large ships against his Automaton and it would "make junk of large ships" -- August
19th 2016 - Popular Science "Read Nikola Tesla's Drone Patent... From 1898" -- The inventor believed unmanned machines would
end all wars http://www.popsci.com/nikola-tesla-patented-drone-controls-in-1898
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In 1898, Tesla wrote on the need to insure all large ships against his Automaton and it would "make junk of large ships" -- August
19th 2016 - Popular Science "Read Nikola Tesla's Drone Patent... From 1898" -- The inventor believed unmanned machines would
end all wars http://www.popsci.com/nikola-tesla-patented-drone-controls-in-1898
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In 1898, Tesla wrote on the need to insure all large ships against his Automaton and it would "make junk of large ships" -- August
19th 2016 - Popular Science "Read Nikola Tesla's Drone Patent... From 1898" -- The inventor believed unmanned machines would
end all wars http://www.popsci.com/nikola-tesla-patented-drone-controls-in-1898
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In 1898, Tesla wrote on the need to insure all large ships against his Automaton and it would "make junk of large ships" -- August
19th 2016 - Popular Science "Read Nikola Tesla's Drone Patent... From 1898" -- The inventor believed unmanned machines would
end all wars http://www.popsci.com/nikola-tesla-patented-drone-controls-in-1898
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In 1898, Tesla wrote on the need to insure all large ships against his Automaton and it would "make junk of large ships" -- August
19th 2016 - Popular Science "Read Nikola Tesla's Drone Patent... From 1898" -- The inventor believed unmanned machines would
end all wars http://www.popsci.com/nikola-tesla-patented-drone-controls-in-1898
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In 1898, Tesla wrote on the need to insure all large ships against his Automaton and it "would make junk of large ships" -- August
19th 2016 - Popular Science "Read Nikola Tesla's Drone Patent... From 1898" -- The inventor believed unmanned machines would
end all wars http://popsci.com/nikola-tesla-patented-drone-controls-in-1898
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http://ameu.org/getattachment/51ee4866-95c1-4603-b0dd-e16d2d49fcbc/The-Day-FDR-Met-Saudi-Arabia-Ibn-Saud.aspx
#oil #prices #saudi #arabia #standardoil #chevron #exxon #assassins "The great American take-over has begun". - British Journalist
David Holden wrote in his history of Saudi Arabia -- In 1938, Rockefeller's Standard Oil, now Chevron/Exxon, struck oil in the middle
east. (Within the same years, 1934-1940 Nikola Tesla presents "Teleforce" based on a new type of physics, earlier called the (UV)
"Death Ray" to the U.S Military and published Teleforce in the NY Times in 1940 to prevent WW2). By 1939, Roosevelt finally
established diplomatic relations with Saudi Arabia, it's oil used for WW2. Before Tesla dies on January 7th 1943, on July 15th 1942,
Tesla meets King Peter II to present him a "Missile Shield" to defend Yugoslavia. By February 1943, the month after Tesla died, the
U.S. secretary of interior, Harold Ickes, declares Saudi Arabia vital to the defense of the U.S. Later in 1945, Roosevelt meets the
king of Saudi Arabia for the first time. http://ameu.org/getattachment/51ee4866-95c1-4603-b0dd-e16d2d49fcbc/The-Day-FDR-MetSaudi-Arabia-Ibn-Saud.aspx -- Secretary of Interior https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_L._Ickes -- Records of the office of the
Secretary of the Interior http://archives.gov/research/guide-fed-records/groups/048.html
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http://ameu.org/getattachment/51ee4866-95c1-4603-b0dd-e16d2d49fcbc/The-Day-FDR-Met-Saudi-Arabia-Ibn-Saud.aspx
#oil #takeover "The great American take-over has begun". - British Journalist David Holden wrote in his history of Saudi Arabia -- In
1938, Rockefeller's Standard Oil, now Chevron/Exxon, struck oil in the middle east. (Within the same years, 1934-1940 Nikola Tesla
presents "Teleforce" based on a new type of physics, earlier called the (UV) "Death Ray" to the U.S Military and published Teleforce
in the NY Times in 1940 to prevent WW2). By 1939, Roosevelt finally established diplomatic relations with Saudi Arabia, it's oil used
for WW2. Before Tesla dies on January 7th 1943, on July 15th 1942, Tesla meets King Peter II to present him a "Missile Shield" to
defend Yugoslavia. By February 1943, the month after Tesla died, the U.S. secretary of interior, Harold Ickes, declares Saudi Arabia
vital to the defense of the U.S. Later in 1945, Roosevelt meets the king of Saudi Arabia for the first time.
http://ameu.org/getattachment/51ee4866-95c1-4603-b0dd-e16d2d49fcbc/The-Day-FDR-Met-Saudi-Arabia-Ibn-Saud.aspx -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_L._Ickes -- Records of the office of the Secretary of the Interior
http://archives.gov/research/guide-fed-records/groups/048.html
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http://secretenergy.com/news/all-nikola-tesla-patents-and-books-released-download/
GET TONS OF TESLA DOCUMENTS, BOOKS, ARTICLES, PATENTS, INFORMATION, AND MORE!!!
https://www.facebook.com/jseal1987/posts/1190229851043497
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https://books.google.com/books?id=BhhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PP764&lpg=PP764&dq=%22nikola+tesla%22+
+insurance&source=bl&ots=pgYgDFgKQG&sig=iMn4SRhtLT1RtizunFqNaWCD94&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiwv9awlvfLAhVR8GMKHYWRBL0Q6AEIVjAG#v=onepage&q=
%22nikola%20tesla%22%20%20insurance&f=false
Nikola Tesla on "Insurance". The Insurance Press, November 23rd 1898 https://books.google.com/books?
id=BhhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PP764&lpg=PP764&dq=%22nikola+tesla%22++insurance&source=bl&ots=pgYgDFgKQG&sig=iMn4SRhtLT1RtizunFqNaWCD94&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiwv9awlvfLAhVR8GMKHYWRBL0Q6AEIVjAG#v=onepage&q=
%22nikola%20tesla%22%20%20insurance&f=false
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https://www.inverse.com/article/19659-the-5-industries-and-businesses-that-fear-tesla-s-ascension
Unfortunately for Mr. Musk, his true enemies have yet to reveal themselves, at least not overtly. But each imaginable adversary
would be foolish not to combat Tesla’s ascension. If Tesla’s popularity goes unchecked, a pantheon of agencies, organizations,
companies, and people will suffer. And these people, accustomed as they are to triumph, are not good sufferers. Even if Tesla’s
success means the world is objectively a better place — less traffic, fewer automobile deaths, less gas guzzling, and so on — those
snubbed by this success will likely stay bitter. https://www.inverse.com/article/19659-the-5-industries-and-businesses-that-fear-teslas-ascension
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Unfortunately for Mr. Musk, his true enemies have yet to reveal themselves, at least not overtly. But each imaginable adversary
would be foolish not to combat Tesla’s ascension. If Tesla’s popularity goes unchecked, a pantheon of agencies, organizations,
companies, and people will suffer. And these people, accustomed as they are to triumph, are not good sufferers. Even if Tesla’s
success means the world is objectively a better place — less traffic, fewer automobile deaths, less gas guzzling, and so on — those
snubbed by this success will likely stay bitter.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AO62-GmBxA
"That it would be possible to get over a Hoax like that" - OJ Simpson in Capricorn One https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AO62GmBxA
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AO62-GmBxA
"That it would be possible to get over a Hoax like that" - OJ Simpson in Capricorn One https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AO62GmBxA
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AO62-GmBxA
"That it would be possible to get over a Hoax like that" - OJ Simpson in Capricorn One https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AO62GmBxA
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AO62-GmBxA
"That it would be possible to get over a Hoax like that" - OJ Simpson in Capricorn One https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AO62GmBxA
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AO62-GmBxA
#hoax #moon #mars #capricorn #one "That it would be possible to get over a Hoax like that" - OJ Simpson in Capricorn One
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AO62-GmBxA
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4
Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Joe Biden is the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?
v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum: http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S.
bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04iht-belgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's hometown, Serbia
http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worlds-sorcerer -- At the end of
WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjman-the-croatian-ustashe-nazigenocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4
Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Joe Biden is the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?
v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum: http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S.
bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04iht-belgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's hometown, Serbia
http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worlds-sorcerer -- At the end of
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Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Joe Biden is the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?
v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum: http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S.
bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04iht-belgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's hometown, Serbia
http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worlds-sorcerer -- At the end of
WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjman-the-croatian-ustashe-nazigenocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/
Aug 19, 2016, 1:09 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Revealed.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4
Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Joe Biden is the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?
v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum: http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S.
bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04iht-belgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's hometown, Serbia
http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worlds-sorcerer -- At the end of
WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjman-the-croatian-ustashe-nazigenocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/
Aug 19, 2016, 1:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4
Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Joe Biden is the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?
v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum: http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S.
bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04iht-belgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's hometown, Serbia
http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worlds-sorcerer -- At the end of
WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjman-the-croatian-ustashe-nazigenocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/
Aug 19, 2016, 1:01 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kdlWowplSE
#nikolatesla #libraryofcongress Nikola Tesla search for documents at the U.S. Library of Congress https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=2kdlWowplSE -- "What of the Future of Electricity", Nikola Tesla, 1912 : http://clickamericana.com/eras/1900s/tesla-what-of-thefuture-in-electricity-1912
Updated Aug 19, 2016, 12:26 AM
Aug 19, 2016, 12:26 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kdlWowplSE
#nikolatesla #libraryofcongress Nikola Tesla search for documents at the U.S. Library of Congress https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=2kdlWowplSE -- "What of the Future of Electricity", Nikola Tesla, 1912 : http://clickamericana.com/eras/1900s/tesla-what-of-thefuture-in-electricity-1912
Aug 19, 2016, 12:26 AM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4

Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Joe Biden is the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?
v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum: http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S.
bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04iht-belgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's hometown, Serbia
http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worlds-sorcerer -- At the end of
WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjman-the-croatian-ustashe-nazigenocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/
Updated Aug 19, 2016, 12:16 AM
Aug 19, 2016, 12:16 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4
#biden #serbia Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombign Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum)
https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4 -- Joe Biden is the #1 hater in Washington DC of Tesla's hometown, Serbia
https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia -- U.S. drops depleted
Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum:
http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html -- Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about attacking Tesla's
hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer -- At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-serbs-part-2-2/
Aug 19, 2016, 12:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AGENDA 21: Chemtrails, Depopulation, and the NWO.
Aug 19, 2016, 12:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Chemtrails Global Skywatch.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xCrqkdPRnE4
Witnesses of "Chemtrails" used to rain-out Woodstock in 1969: https://youtube.com/watch?v=xCrqkdPRnE4
Aug 19, 2016, 12:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Chemtrails Global Skywatch.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xCrqkdPRnE4
Witnesses of "Chemtrails" to rain-out Woodstock in 1969: https://youtube.com/watch?v=xCrqkdPRnE4
Aug 19, 2016, 12:09 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCrqkdPRnE4
#woodstock #chemtrails #conspiracy Witnesses of "Chemtrails" to rain-out Woodstock in 1969: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=xCrqkdPRnE4
Updated Aug 19, 2016, 12:02 AM
Aug 19, 2016, 12:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers: Conspiracies & Prophecies.
Aug 17, 2016, 6:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
On Nov 6th 1915, NY Times runs a Reuters report that Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his "Transmission of
Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement. "Tesla knew nothing that
induced Sweden to confer the honor on Mr. Edison" https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 - http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg -Tesla & Edison
nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for "Ingenious Plans for National Defense"
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html & Tesla for "The Wonder World of
Electricity" in 1914-1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- (Nov 5th is the anniversary of his 1901 patent "Apparatus for
the Utilization of Radiant Energy") http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Aug 17, 2016, 6:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in David Icke -Jordan Maxwell-Bill Cooper.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
On Nov 6th 1915, NY Times runs a Reuters report that Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his "Transmission of
Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement. "Tesla knew nothing that
induced Sweden to confer the honor on Mr. Edison" https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 - http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg -Tesla & Edison
nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for "Ingenious Plans for National Defense"
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html & Tesla for "The Wonder World of
Electricity" in 1914-1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- (Nov 5th is the anniversary of his 1901 patent "Apparatus for
the Utilization of Radiant Energy") http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Aug 17, 2016, 6:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
On Nov 6th 1915, NY Times runs a Reuters report that Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his "Transmission of
Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement. "Tesla knew nothing that
induced Sweden to confer the honor on Mr. Edison" https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 - http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg -Tesla & Edison
nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for "Ingenious Plans for National Defense"
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html & Tesla for "The Wonder World of
Electricity" in 1914-1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- (Nov 5th is the anniversary of his 1901 patent "Apparatus for
the Utilization of Radiant Energy") http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Aug 17, 2016, 6:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
On Nov 6th 1915, NY Times runs a Reuters report that Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his "Transmission of
Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement. "Tesla knew nothing that
induced Sweden to confer the honor on Mr. Edison" https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 - http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg -Tesla & Edison
nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for "Ingenious Plans for National Defense"
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html & Tesla for "The Wonder World of
Electricity" in 1914-1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- (Nov 5th is the anniversary of his 1901 patent "Apparatus for
the Utilization of Radiant Energy") http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Aug 17, 2016, 6:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Alternative Journalism Coalition.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
On Nov 6th 1915, NY Times runs a Reuters report that Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his "Transmission of
Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement. "Tesla knew nothing that
induced Sweden to confer the honor on Mr. Edison" https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 - http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg -Tesla & Edison
nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for "Ingenious Plans for National Defense"
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html & Tesla for "The Wonder World of
Electricity" in 1914-1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- (Nov 5th is the anniversary of his 1901 patent "Apparatus for
the Utilization of Radiant Energy") http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Aug 17, 2016, 6:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
Aug 17, 2016, 6:47 PM
Chris Edwards
http://bit.ly/2bIuyWz
Updated Aug 17, 2016, 6:20 PM
Aug 17, 2016, 6:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA Colorado Springs Steampunk.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
On November 6th 1915, the NY Times runs a Reuters report that Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his
"Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement. "Tesla

knew nothing that induced Sweden to confer the honor on Mr. Edison" https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -- http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison
nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for "Ingenious Plans for National Defense"
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html & Tesla for "The Wonder World of
Electricity" both in 1914-1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- (November 5th is the anniversary of his 1901 patent
"Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy")
Aug 17, 2016, 6:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Technology.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
On November 6th 1915, the NY Times runs a Reuters report that Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his
"Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement. "Tesla
knew nothing that induced Sweden to confer the honor on Mr. Edison" https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -- http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison
nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for "Ingenious Plans for National Defense"
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html & Tesla for "The Wonder World of
Electricity" both in 1914-1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- (November 5th is the anniversary of his 1901 patent
"Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy")
Aug 17, 2016, 6:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Arts & Literary.
Aug 17, 2016, 6:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
On November 6th 1915, the NY TImes runs a Reuters report that Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his
"Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement. "Tesla
knew nothing that induced Sweden to confer the honor on Mr. Edison" https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -- http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison
nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for "Ingenious Plans for National Defense"
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html & Tesla for "The Wonder World of
Electricity" both in 1914-1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- (November 5th is the anniversary of his 1901 patent
"Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy")
Aug 17, 2016, 5:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
On November 6th 1915, the NY TImes runs a Reuters report that Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his
"Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement. "Tesla
knew nothing that induced Sweden to confer the honor on Mr. Edison" https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -- http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison
nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for "Ingenious Plans for National Defense"
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html & Tesla for "The Wonder World of
Electricity" both in 1914-1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- (November 5th is the anniversary of his 1901 patent
"Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy")
Aug 17, 2016, 5:43 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
On November 6th 1915, the NY TImes runs a Reuters report that Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his
"Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for
"Ingenious Plans for National Defense" http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html &
Tesla for "The Wonder World of Electricity" both in 1914-1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- (November 5th is the
anniversary of his 1901 patent "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy")
Aug 17, 2016, 5:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
On November 6th 1915, the NY TImes runs a Reuters report that Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his
"Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for
"Ingenious Plans for National Defense" http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html &
Tesla for "The Wonder World of Electricity" both in 1914-1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- (November 5th is the
anniversary of his 1901 patent "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy")
Aug 17, 2016, 5:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in "Science How derived from Vedanta? Says EINSTEIN,TESLA & Darr.".
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
Reuters reports Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his "Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the
Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement and gives the prize to someone else: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for
"Ingenious Plans for National Defense" & Tesla for "The Wonder World of Electricity" also in 1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-0909.htm -- http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html
Aug 17, 2016, 5:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in EPS - STRUJNI UDAR - KO KOME DUGUJE.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
Reuters reports Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his "Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the
Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement and gives the prize to someone else: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for
"Ingenious Plans for National Defense" & Tesla for "The Wonder World of Electricity" also in 1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-0909.htm -- http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html
Aug 17, 2016, 5:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
Reuters reports Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his "Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the
Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement and gives the prize to someone else: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for
"Ingenious Plans for National Defense" & Tesla for "The Wonder World of Electricity" also in 1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-0909.htm -- http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html
Aug 17, 2016, 5:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
Reuters reports Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his "Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the
Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement and gives the prize to someone else: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for
"Ingenious Plans for National Defense" & Tesla for "The Wonder World of Electricity" also in 1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-0909.htm -- http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html
Aug 17, 2016, 5:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla - -Sverige /Svedska /Sweden.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
Reuters reports Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his "Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the
Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement and gives the prize to someone else: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for
"Ingenious Plans for National Defense" & Tesla for "The Wonder World of Electricity" also in 1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-0909.htm -- http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html

Aug 17, 2016, 5:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Alien's,Gov.Cover up,Tyranny, No Rules/Retrictions Post What You Feel!
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
Reuters reports Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his "Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the
Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement and gives the prize to someone else: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for
"Ingenious Plans for National Defense" & Tesla for "The Wonder World of Electricity" also in 1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-0909.htm -- http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html
Aug 17, 2016, 4:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
Reuters reports Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his "Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the
Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement and gives the prize to someone else: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for
"Ingenious Plans for National Defense" & Tesla for "The Wonder World of Electricity" also in 1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-0909.htm -- http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html
Aug 17, 2016, 4:55 AM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
On November 6th 1915, the NY Times runs a Reuters report that Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his
"Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement. "Tesla
knew nothing that induced Sweden to confer the honor on Mr. Edison" https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -- http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison
nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for "Ingenious Plans for National Defense"
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html & Tesla for "The Wonder World of
Electricity" both in 1914-1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- (November 5th is the anniversary of his 1901 patent
"Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy")
Updated Aug 17, 2016, 4:32 AM
Aug 17, 2016, 4:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
#nikolatesla #leaks #nobel #peace #prize #winnter Reuters reports Nikola Tesla has won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his
"Wireless" System. Later, the Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement and gives the prize to someone else:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg --Tesla & Edison nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for
"Ingenious Plans for National Defense" & Tesla for "The Wonder World of Electricity" also in 1915
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-nationaldefense.html
Aug 17, 2016, 4:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro
#nikola �#tesla� #leaks� #wikileaks� #fbi� #file� #clinton� #hotel �#email� #trump Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI
Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel -- Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce" invention was supposed to be held at the
Governor Clinton Hotel for $10,000. Soon after Tesla's death, the FBI directed agents to search the basements of many NY hotel's
looking for missing documents or inventions. Three weeks after Tesla's death, John G Trump visit's Tesla's storage unit and claims
that there is nothing in the "pandora's box" held at the Clinton Hotel other than some "standard scientific measuring equipment".
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c
#nikola #tesla #leaks #wikileaks #fbi #files #clinton #email https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c -- Tesla's FBI File in

HD for Download: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjbK1viXTdo -- FBI File Text:
http://uncletaz.com/library/scimath/tesla/teslafbi1.html -- John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File.
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757%2F
Aug 17, 2016, 3:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
#nikolatesla #leaks #wikileaks #wardenclyffe #letters #jpmorgan July 4th 1917 Newspaper article on Wardenclyffe Tower being
demolished by the U.S. Government -- 100+ Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan 1900-1906 (PDF) https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Aug 17, 2016, 3:45 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iH2VGLLgTTU
#nikolatesla #leaks #wikileaks #patents #technology Nikola Tesla U.S. & International Patents featuring Google CEO Larry Page at
Zeitgeist Minds https://youtube.com/watch?v=iH2VGLLgTTU -- http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Aug 17, 2016, 3:36 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUvZdxG5jNo
#nikolatesla #wardenclyffe #construction #ericdollard Nikola Tesla Wardenclyffe Tower Octagon, Underground Tunnels & hard to
find reports and pictures. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUvZdxG5jNo Tesla Video's:
https://www.youtube.com/user/NikolaTesla3327/videos (Picture by http://www.ericdollard.com/)
https://frankgermano.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/wardenclyffe_truth.png
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Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=i4zPBcY4YJ4
#nikolatesla #niagarafalls #history #tesla #leaks #niagara #falls #history Discovery Channel's "Tesla's Niagara" - Tesla's 4 phase AC
generator/motor system apparatus he says existed PRIOR TO THE DESTRUCTION OF MY LABORATORY OF 1895 "I employed
already in the 35 S. Fifth Avenue lab, I remember I gave entertainments to several scientific societies and it was then present there.
I know there was the Society of Architects, the Electrotherapeutic Society, and men like Mark Twain and Joseph Jefferson -- I gave
them a demonstration which was published in Martin's article in the Century Magazine of April 1895, and I know that on these
occasions I used a two-phase arrangement. Later on I made it four phase. https://youtube.com/watch?v=i4zPBcY4YJ4 -http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
http://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/dimension=orig/path/s40c423127565d23a/image/ib342079e0afabedd/version/14222
41897/image.gif Within months of Tesla's lab burning to the ground GE's Steinmetz patents a "system of distribution by alternating
current" (A/C power), on January 29, 1895. This was the world's first three phase alternating current generator. Between January
1895 and March 1895, Tesla allegedly meets with JP Morgan and announces he has abandoned A/C power for wireless power and
his "Electric Ray". By the St Louis World Fair in 1903, Tesla's systems had been replaced with General Electric. Also in early 1895,
the Thompson-Houston company patented an AC system and AC Transformers that would compete directly with Nikola Tesla's AC
system and AC Transformers. Also pictured Tesla's Three phase variable reluctance motor - Tesla patent 381,968 filed Oct 12,
1887, later filed by the Ford Motor Company on February 2nd 1971 as a "Reluctance Motor"
http://inventors.about.com/od/astartinventions/a/Steinmetz.htm -- Prior to the initial planning of Niagara Falls in 1887-1888,
Westinghouse employee and Tesla partner in 9 of Niagara Falls's 13 patents, Schmid files a patent on May 2nd 1887, for a Gas
"Pumping" Engine using a secondary compressed air reservoir, but does not describe the Tesla described concepts and need for
reciprocation. Researching the Tesla/Schmid Niagara Falls Patents, Schmid has a patent for a "Field Magnet for Electric Machines"
which then refers to a 1996 patent for a "Low torque ripple switched reluctance motor" for a Dana Corp. and a "Stator" for Electric
Motors by Toyota approved in 2014 https://www.google.com/patents/US519097 Later in 1902, Schmid patents a "Driving
mechanism of motor-cars." which is one of the first hybrid cars using an internal combustion engine to charge and power and
electric dynamo motor. https://www.google.com/patents/US716113 Also located in the 13 Niagara Falls Patents is the William
Stanley Electrolytic "Storage Battery" of March 1st 1892 which is a new method for "Preventing the negative plates from losing their
capacity" using "spongy lead" and "carbon", commonly known as Graphene/Graphite. Also noted in the article is a lawsuit by
Westinghouse protecting the Stanley patent which is described it's function as a "Self-Regulating Transformer". The article also
describes Stanley's work as the potential inventor of the "Kinetoscope" and not Thomas Edison. The last suspicious patent of the 13
Niagara Falls patents is by Arthur Kennelly, who prior to 1895, worked for Thomas Edison working with Tesla's AC Power in order to
electrocute animals. https://books.google.com/books?id=D8o9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA262&lpg=PA262&dq=Stanley+patent+No.

+469809%2C+granted+March+1st%2C+1892&source=bl&ots=z7iDgGnYh4&sig=v1ynn2FszHpLvONF1Xz1PzyI3Q&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CB0Q6AEwAGoVChMIp8aX_cKFyAIVxSyICh2txgGm#v=onepage&q=storage%20battery
%20patent&f=false -- More: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=niagara
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=i4zPBcY4YJ4
#tesla #niagara #falls #history Discovery Channel's "Tesla's Niagara" -- Tesla's 4 phase AC system apparatus he says existed
PRIOR TO THE DESTRUCTION OF MY LABORATORY OF 1895 "I employed already in the 35 South Fifth Avenue laboratory, I
remember I gave entertainments to several scientific societies and it was then present there.There was the Society of Architects,
and another, the Electrotherapeutic Society, and then I had distinguished men like Mark Twain and Joseph Jefferson -- I gave them
a demonstration which was published in Martin's article in the Century Magazine of April 1895, and I know that on these occasions I
used a two-phase arrangement. Later on I made it four phase. https://youtube.com/watch?v=i4zPBcY4YJ4 -http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
http://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/dimension=orig/path/s40c423127565d23a/image/ib342079e0afabedd/version/14222
41897/image.gif Within months of Tesla's lab burning to the ground GE's Steinmetz patents a "system of distribution by alternating
current" (A/C power), on January 29, 1895. This was the world's first three phase alternating current generator. Between January
1895 and March 1895, Tesla allegedly meets with JP Morgan and announces he has abandoned A/C power for wireless power and
his "Electric Ray". By the St Louis World Fair in 1903, Tesla's systems had been replaced with General Electric. Also in early 1895,
the Thompson-Houston company patented an AC system and AC Transformers that would compete directly with Nikola Tesla's AC
system and AC Transformers. Also pictured Tesla's Three phase variable reluctance motor - Tesla patent 381,968 filed Oct 12,
1887, later filed by the Ford Motor Company on February 2nd 1971 as a "Reluctance Motor"
http://inventors.about.com/od/astartinventions/a/Steinmetz.htm -- Prior to the initial planning of Niagara Falls in 1887-1888,
Westinghouse employee and Tesla partner in 9 of Niagara Falls's 13 patents, Schmid files a patent on May 2nd 1887, for a Gas
"Pumping" Engine using a secondary compressed air reservoir, but does not describe the Tesla described concepts and need for
reciprocation. Researching the Tesla/Schmid Niagara Falls Patents, Schmid has a patent for a "Field Magnet for Electric Machines"
which then refers to a 1996 patent for a "Low torque ripple switched reluctance motor" for a Dana Corp. and a "Stator" for Electric
Motors by Toyota approved in 2014 https://www.google.com/patents/US519097 Later in 1902, Schmid patents a "Driving
mechanism of motor-cars." which is one of the first hybrid cars using an internal combustion engine to charge and power and
electric dynamo motor. https://www.google.com/patents/US716113 Also located in the 13 Niagara Falls Patents is the William
Stanley Electrolytic "Storage Battery" of March 1st 1892 which is a new method for "Preventing the negative plates from losing their
capacity" using "spongy lead" and "carbon", commonly known as Graphene/Graphite. Also noted in the article is a lawsuit by
Westinghouse protecting the Stanley patent which is described it's function as a "Self-Regulating Transformer". The article also
describes Stanley's work as the potential inventor of the "Kinetoscope" and not Thomas Edison. The last suspicious patent of the 13
Niagara Falls patents is by Arthur Kennelly, who prior to 1895, worked for Thomas Edison working with Tesla's AC Power in order to
electrocute animals. https://books.google.com/books?id=D8o9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA262&lpg=PA262&dq=Stanley+patent+No.
+469809%2C+granted+March+1st%2C+1892&source=bl&ots=z7iDgGnYh4&sig=v1ynn2FszHpLvONF1Xz1PzyI3Q&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CB0Q6AEwAGoVChMIp8aX_cKFyAIVxSyICh2txgGm#v=onepage&q=storage%20battery
%20patent&f=false -- More: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=niagara
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Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
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Chris Edwards posted in Alternative Journalism Coalition.
http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/
8/15/2016 The Washington Post, Forbes & Phys.org etc. run with hit-piece story claiming "chemtrails" & "weather modification" are
just Conspiracy Theories. http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/ -- 250+ patents for the above, just at the
U.S. patent office. http://chemtrailplanet.com/Patents.htm -- Chemtrials and weather modification in WW2, Vietnam & Army
experiments in "Above the Horizon" in 1968 https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A -- In 1943, Time Magazine publishes
"Chemtrails" used in WW2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the air force.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541&type=3 -- Royal Society of Chemistry &
Rutgers on Weather Modification: http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/pdf/RobockStratAerosolGeo.pdf
https://royalsociety.org/~/media/Royal_Society_Content/policy/publications/2009/8693.pdf -- JFK speaks to the UN in 1961 on
"Weather Control" https://youtube.com/watch?v=ajbhi_IIX7I -- Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025

https://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf -- C.I.A. Talks Chemtrails at the C.F.R. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LfH5_BiaP8Y
Aug 15, 2016, 2:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/
8/15/2016 The Washington Post, Forbes & Phys.org etc. run with hit-piece story claiming "chemtrails" & "weather modification" are
just Conspiracy Theories. http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/ -- 250+ patents for the above, just at the
U.S. patent office. http://chemtrailplanet.com/Patents.htm -- Chemtrials and weather modification in WW2, Vietnam & Army
experiments in "Above the Horizon" in 1968 https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A -- In 1943, Time Magazine publishes
"Chemtrails" used in WW2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the air force.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541&type=3 -- Royal Society of Chemistry &
Rutgers on Weather Modification: http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/pdf/RobockStratAerosolGeo.pdf
https://royalsociety.org/~/media/Royal_Society_Content/policy/publications/2009/8693.pdf -- JFK speaks to the UN in 1961 on
"Weather Control" https://youtube.com/watch?v=ajbhi_IIX7I -- Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025
https://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf -- C.I.A. Talks Chemtrails at the C.F.R. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LfH5_BiaP8Y
Aug 15, 2016, 2:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in David Icke -Jordan Maxwell-Bill Cooper.
http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/
8/15/2016 The Washington Post, Forbes & Phys.org etc. run with hit-piece story claiming "chemtrails" & "weather modification" are
just Conspiracy Theories. http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/ -- 250+ patents for the above, just at the
U.S. patent office. http://chemtrailplanet.com/Patents.htm -- Chemtrials and weather modification in WW2, Vietnam & Army
experiments in "Above the Horizon" in 1968 https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A -- In 1943, Time Magazine publishes
"Chemtrails" used in WW2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the air force.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541&type=3 -- Royal Society of Chemistry &
Rutgers on Weather Modification: http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/pdf/RobockStratAerosolGeo.pdf
https://royalsociety.org/~/media/Royal_Society_Content/policy/publications/2009/8693.pdf -- JFK speaks to the UN in 1961 on
"Weather Control" https://youtube.com/watch?v=ajbhi_IIX7I -- Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025
https://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf -- C.I.A. Talks Chemtrails at the C.F.R. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LfH5_BiaP8Y
Aug 15, 2016, 2:16 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/
8/15/2016 The Washington Post, Forbes & Phys.org etc. run with hit-piece story claiming "chemtrails" & "weather modification" are
just Conspiracy Theories. http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/ -- 250+ patents for the above, just at the
U.S. patent office. http://chemtrailplanet.com/Patents.htm -- Chemtrials and weather modification in WW2, Vietnam & Army
experiments in "Above the Horizon" in 1968 https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A -- In 1943, Time Magazine publishes
"Chemtrails" used in WW2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the air force.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541&type=3 -- Royal Society of Chemistry &
Rutgers on Weather Modification: http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/pdf/RobockStratAerosolGeo.pdf
https://royalsociety.org/~/media/Royal_Society_Content/policy/publications/2009/8693.pdf -- JFK speaks to the UN in 1961 on
"Weather Control" https://youtube.com/watch?v=ajbhi_IIX7I -- Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025
https://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf -- C.I.A. Talks Chemtrails at the C.F.R. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LfH5_BiaP8Y
Aug 15, 2016, 2:13 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers: Conspiracies & Prophecies.
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Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/
8/15/2016 The Washington Post, Forbes & Phys.org etc. run with hit-piece story claiming "chemtrails" & "weather modification" are
just Conspiracy Theories. http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/ -- 250+ patents for the above, just at the
U.S. patent office. http://chemtrailplanet.com/Patents.htm -- Chemtrials and weather modification in WW2, Vietnam & Army
experiments in "Above the Horizon" in 1968 https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A -- In 1943, Time Magazine publishes
"Chemtrails" used in WW2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the air force.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541&type=3 -- Royal Society of Chemistry &
Rutgers on Weather Modification: http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/pdf/RobockStratAerosolGeo.pdf
https://royalsociety.org/~/media/Royal_Society_Content/policy/publications/2009/8693.pdf -- JFK speaks to the UN in 1961 on

"Weather Control" https://youtube.com/watch?v=ajbhi_IIX7I -- Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025
https://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf -- C.I.A. Talks Chemtrails at the C.F.R. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LfH5_BiaP8Y
Aug 15, 2016, 2:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/
8/15/2016 The Washington Post, Forbes & Phys.org etc. run with stories claiming "chemtrails" and "weather modification" are just
Conspiracy Theories. http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/ -- 250+ patents for the above, just at the
U.S. patent office. http://chemtrailplanet.com/Patents.htm -- Chemtrials and weather modification in WW2, Vietnam & Army
experiments in "Above the Horizon" in 1968 https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A -- In 1943, Time Magazine publishes
"Chemtrails" used in WW2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the air force.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541&type=3 -- Royal Society of Chemistry &
Rutgers on Weather Modification: http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/pdf/RobockStratAerosolGeo.pdf
https://royalsociety.org/~/media/Royal_Society_Content/policy/publications/2009/8693.pdf -- JFK speaks to the UN in 1961 on
"Weather Control" https://youtube.com/watch?v=ajbhi_IIX7I -- Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025
https://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf -- C.I.A. Talks Chemtrails at the C.F.R. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LfH5_BiaP8Y
Aug 15, 2016, 2:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conscious Media Coalition.
http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/
8/15/2016 The Washington Post, Forbes & Phys.org etc. run with hit-piece story claiming "chemtrails" & "weather modification" are
just Conspiracy Theories. http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/ -- 250+ patents for the above, just at the
U.S. patent office. http://chemtrailplanet.com/Patents.htm -- Chemtrials and weather modification in WW2, Vietnam & Army
experiments in "Above the Horizon" in 1968 https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A -- In 1943, Time Magazine publishes
"Chemtrails" used in WW2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the air force.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541&type=3 -- Royal Society of Chemistry &
Rutgers on Weather Modification: http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/pdf/RobockStratAerosolGeo.pdf
https://royalsociety.org/~/media/Royal_Society_Content/policy/publications/2009/8693.pdf -- JFK speaks to the UN in 1961 on
"Weather Control" https://youtube.com/watch?v=ajbhi_IIX7I -- Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025
https://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf -- C.I.A. Talks Chemtrails at the C.F.R. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LfH5_BiaP8Y
Aug 15, 2016, 2:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/
8/15/2016 The Washington Post, Forbes & Phys.org etc. run with stories claiming "chemtrails" and "weather modification" are just
Conspiracy Theories. http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/ -- 250+ patents for the above, just at the
U.S. patent office. http://chemtrailplanet.com/Patents.htm -- Chemtrials and weather modification in WW2, Vietnam & Army
experiments in "Above the Horizon" in 1968 https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A -- In 1943, Time Magazine publishes
"Chemtrails" used in WW2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the air force.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541&type=3 -- Royal Society of Chemistry &
Rutgers on Weather Modification: http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/pdf/RobockStratAerosolGeo.pdf
https://royalsociety.org/~/media/Royal_Society_Content/policy/publications/2009/8693.pdf -- JFK speaks to the UN in 1961 on
"Weather Control" https://youtube.com/watch?v=ajbhi_IIX7I -- Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025
https://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf -- C.I.A. Talks Chemtrails at the C.F.R. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LfH5_BiaP8Y
Aug 15, 2016, 2:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/
8/15/2016 The Washington Post, Forbes & Phys.org etc. run with stories claiming "chemtrails" and "weather modification" are just
Conspiracy Theories. http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/ -- 250+ patents for the above, just at the
U.S. patent office. http://chemtrailplanet.com/Patents.htm -- Chemtrials and weather modification in WW2, Vietnam & Army
experiments in "Above the Horizon" in 1968 https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A -- In 1943, Time Magazine publishes
"Chemtrails" used in WW2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the air force.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541&type=3 -- Royal Society of Chemistry &
Rutgers on Weather Modification: http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/pdf/RobockStratAerosolGeo.pdf
https://royalsociety.org/~/media/Royal_Society_Content/policy/publications/2009/8693.pdf -- JFK speaks to the UN in 1961 on
"Weather Control" https://youtube.com/watch?v=ajbhi_IIX7I -- Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025

https://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf -- C.I.A. Talks Chemtrails at the C.F.R. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LfH5_BiaP8Y
Aug 15, 2016, 1:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AGENDA 21: Chemtrails, Depopulation, and the NWO.
Aug 14, 2016, 6:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Chemtrails Global Skywatch.
http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/
8/15/2016 The Washington Post, Forbes & Phys.org etc. run with stories claiming "chemtrails" and "weather modification" are just
Conspiracy Theories. http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/ -- 250+ patents for the above, just at the
U.S. patent office. http://chemtrailplanet.com/Patents.htm -- Chemtrials and weather modification in WW2, Vietnam & Army
experiments in "Above the Horizon" in 1968 https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A -- In 1943, Time Magazine publishes
"Chemtrails" used in WW2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the air force.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541&type=3 -- Royal Society of Chemistry &
Rutgers on Weather Modification: http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/pdf/RobockStratAerosolGeo.pdf
https://royalsociety.org/~/media/Royal_Society_Content/policy/publications/2009/8693.pdf -- JFK speaks to the UN in 1961 on
"Weather Control" https://youtube.com/watch?v=ajbhi_IIX7I -- Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025
https://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf -- C.I.A. Talks Chemtrails at the C.F.R. https://youtube.com/watch?v=LfH5_BiaP8Y
Aug 14, 2016, 6:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/
Phys.org, The Washington Post and Forbes run with stories claiming "chemtrails" and "weather modification" are just Conspiracy
Theories. http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/ Here is a list of over 250 patents for those
purposes, just at the U.S. patent office. http://chemtrailplanet.com/Patents.htm -- This number does not include the use of chemtrials
and weather modification in WW2, in Vietnam and Army experiments in 1968. "Above the Horizon", 1968
https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A -- In 1943, Time Magazine publishes "Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the
Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the air force. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541&type=3 -- Royal Society of Chemistry on Chemtrails for Weather Modification
http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/pdf/RobockStratAerosolGeo.pdf
https://royalsociety.org/~/media/Royal_Society_Content/policy/publications/2009/8693.pdf
Aug 14, 2016, 5:26 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrails-science/
#chemtrails #geoengineering 8/15/2016 The Washington Post, Popular Mechanics, Forbes & Phys.org run with stories claiming
"chemtrails" and "weather modification" are just Conspiracy Theories. http://popularmechanics.com/science/a22328/chemtrailsscience/ -- 250+ patents for the above, just at the U.S. patent office. http://chemtrailplanet.com/Patents.htm -- Chemtrials and
weather modification in WW2, Vietnam & Army experiments in "Above the Horizon" in 1968 https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHbuLvD5A -- Operation Popeye in Vietnam https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Popeye -- In 1943, Time Magazine publishes
"Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the air force.
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541&type=3 -- Royal Society of Chemistry on
Chemtrails for Weather Modification http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/pdf/RobockStratAerosolGeo.pdf
https://royalsociety.org/~/media/Royal_Society_Content/policy/publications/2009/8693.pdf -- JFK speaks to the United Nations in
1962 about "Weather Control" https://youtube.com/watch?v=ajbhi_IIX7I -- Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in
2025 https://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf -- C.I.A. Talks Chemtrails at the C.F.R. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=LfH5_BiaP8Y
Updated Aug 14, 2016, 5:21 PM
Aug 14, 2016, 5:21 PM
Chris Edwards
http://theleafonline.com/c/politics/2016/08/dea-denial-rejects-science-medical-marijuana/
DEA Proves Loyalty To Big Pharma, Maintains Cannabis Has 'No Medicinal Value' http://theleafonline.com/c/politics/2016/08/deadenial-rejects-science-medical-marijuana/
Updated Aug 11, 2016, 8:01 PM
Aug 11, 2016, 8:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis Network.
http://theleafonline.com/c/politics/2016/08/dea-denial-rejects-science-medical-marijuana/

DEA Proves Loyalty To Big Pharma, Maintains Cannabis Has 'No Medicinal Value' http://theleafonline.com/c/politics/2016/08/deadenial-rejects-science-medical-marijuana/
Aug 11, 2016, 7:55 PM
Chris Edwards
http://theleafonline.com/c/politics/2016/08/dea-denial-rejects-science-medical-marijuana/
#cannabis #marijuana #dea #schedule DEA Proves Loyalty To Big Pharma, Maintains Cannabis Has 'No Medicinal Value'
http://theleafonline.com/c/politics/2016/08/dea-denial-rejects-science-medical-marijuana/
Updated Aug 11, 2016, 7:48 PM
Aug 11, 2016, 7:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=toIPvS9Pwgg
Obama Admits US is Training ISIL (ISIS) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuoS0jjUpGc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=QuoS0jjUpGc) -- The US is Arming, Funding Al-Qaeda, Syrian Rebels https://youtube.com/watch?v=WHijBQn6lVk
https://youtube.com/watch?v=EgLXqhPS7t8 -- Donald Trump on ISIS Oil: I would bomb the shit out of them "and take the oil"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_FTHXgmzURM
Aug 11, 2016, 7:42 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=toIPvS9Pwgg
#obama #clinton #isis #isil Obama Admits US is Training ISIL (ISIS) https://youtube.com/watch?v=toIPvS9Pwgg -- Congressional
Hearings on U.S. Arming, Funding Al-Qaeda, Syrian Rebels https://youtube.com/watch?v=WHijBQn6lVk
https://youtube.com/watch?v=EgLXqhPS7t8 -- Donald Trump on ISIS Oil: I would bomb the shit out of them "and take the oil"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_FTHXgmzURM -- MSNBC on the U.S. spending $500M to train 4-5 rebel fighters -http://youtube.com/watch?v=xNQuAVql_jA -- CNN Reagan funding Osama Bin Laden and Afghan Freedom Fighters in 1989
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Wn61PJQGCUo
Updated Aug 11, 2016, 7:17 PM
Aug 11, 2016, 7:17 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ujti8Xofkwg
NIKOLA TESLA Secrets of wireless & efficient high-power transmission are soon to be revealed: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Ujti8Xofkwg - Many valid reasons why Thomas Edison was a Vile person https://youtube.com/watch?v=ls-_K7gUKww - Missing
Secret of Cosmic Mechanics & Magnetism. Plane of Inertia & Counterspace https://youtube.com/watch?v=MMfxdYo4yBI Holography, Light & looking at light phase, disparity, & luminal coherency https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZyJ9uUZjsVs - Secrets of
Nature, Fields & Magnetism revealed. Cosmic Mechanics & their Simplicity https://youtube.com/watch?v=6ulgEM8Pbtw Radioactive Tritium & Magnetism & Beta acceleration. Cherenkov Tachyons https://youtube.com/watch?v=vOTRFHW8kLk - Part 1:
Nature's Vortex explained: https://youtube.com/watch?v=eI7U5rldYYM
Aug 11, 2016, 1:06 AM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ujti8Xofkwg
#magnetism #meaning #nikola #tesla NIKOLA TESLA Secrets of wireless & efficient high-power transmission are soon to be
revealed: https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ujti8Xofkwg - Many valid reasons why Thomas Edison was a Vile person
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ls-_K7gUKww - Missing Secret of Cosmic Mechanics & Magnetism. Plane of Inertia & Counterspace
https://youtube.com/watch?v=MMfxdYo4yBI - Holography, Light & looking at light phase, disparity, & luminal coherency
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZyJ9uUZjsVs - Secrets of Nature, Fields & Magnetism revealed. Cosmic Mechanics & their Simplicity
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6ulgEM8Pbtw - Radioactive Tritium & Magnetism & Beta acceleration. Cherenkov Tachyons
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vOTRFHW8kLk - Part 1: Nature's Vortex explained: https://youtube.com/watch?v=eI7U5rldYYM
Updated Aug 11, 2016, 1:01 AM
Aug 11, 2016, 1:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU
(WE'RE IN A LOT OF TROUBLE! REWIND) Was "The Donald" booing Ron Paul at the 2012 CPAC?? - Classic Ron Paul vs The
Media Industrial Complex -- Nikola Tesla reported in his 1919 Autobiography that the "Media" would be taken over by the
"Controlled Opposition" against him. -- The di-chotomy in this video of Ron Paul & the movie "The Network": The reporter claims the
media "doesn't tell the truth" (which is true), yet the "truth symbol" (cyclical, reciprocating and infinite) is on the wall behind him. Then

he points at it, and stands in front of "the symbol". He then points directly at the bright light in the roof. Yet, people can't see that the
truth was right in front of their eyes. https://youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU -- "The Donald" booing Ron Paul?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=REckJvCQNeM -- Ron Paul 2012 Exposed Media Censorship of Ron Paul and His Supporters
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5Ji9Ond5pmM
Aug 10, 2016, 7:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conscious Media Coalition.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU
(WE'RE IN A LOT OF TROUBLE! REWIND) Was "The Donald" booing Ron Paul at the 2012 CPAC?? - Classic Ron Paul vs The
Media Industrial Complex -- Nikola Tesla reported in his 1919 Autobiography that the "Media" would be taken over by the
"Controlled Opposition" against him. -- The di-chotomy in this video of Ron Paul & the movie "The Network": The reporter claims the
media "doesn't tell the truth" (which is true), yet the "truth symbol" (cyclical, reciprocating and infinite) is on the wall behind him. Then
he points at it, and stands in front of "the symbol". He then points directly at the bright light in the roof. Yet, people can't see that the
truth was right in front of their eyes. https://youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU -- "The Donald" booing Ron Paul?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=REckJvCQNeM -- Ron Paul 2012 Exposed Media Censorship of Ron Paul and His Supporters
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5Ji9Ond5pmM
Aug 10, 2016, 7:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU
(WE'RE IN A LOT OF TROUBLE! REWIND) Was "The Donald" booing Ron Paul at the 2012 CPAC?? - Classic Ron Paul vs The
Media Industrial Complex -- Nikola Tesla reported in his 1919 Autobiography that the "Media" would be taken over by the
"Controlled Opposition" against him. -- The di-chotomy in this video of Ron Paul & the movie "The Network": The reporter claims the
media "doesn't tell the truth" (which is true), yet the "truth symbol" (cyclical, reciprocating and infinite) is on the wall behind him. Then
he points at it, and stands in front of "the symbol". He then points directly at the bright light in the roof. Yet, people can't see that the
truth was right in front of their eyes. https://youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU -- "The Donald" booing Ron Paul?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=REckJvCQNeM -- Ron Paul 2012 Exposed Media Censorship of Ron Paul and His Supporters
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5Ji9Ond5pmM
Aug 10, 2016, 7:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cover up And Conspiracy Network.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU
(WE'RE IN A LOT OF TROUBLE!) Was "The Donald" booing Ron Paul in 2010 or 2012 CPAC?? ++ Classic Ron Paul vs The Media
Industrial Complex -- Nikola Tesla reported in his 1919 Autobiography that the "Media" would be taken over by the "Controlled
Opposition" against him. -- The di-chotomy in this video of Ron Paul & the movie "The Network": The reporter claims the media
"doesn't tell the truth" (which is true), yet the "truth symbol" (cyclical, reciprocating and infinite) is on the wall behind him. Then he
points at it, and stands in front of "the symbol". He then points directly at the bright light in the roof. Yet, people can't see that the
truth was right in front of their eyes. https://youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU -- "The Donald" booing Ron Paul?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=REckJvCQNeM -- Ron Paul 2012 Exposed Media Censorship of Ron Paul and His Supporters
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5Ji9Ond5pmM
Aug 10, 2016, 7:10 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers: Conspiracies & Prophecies.
Aug 10, 2016, 7:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU
Was "The Donald" booing Ron Paul in 2012 CPAC?? ++ Classic Ron Paul vs The Media Industrial Complex -- Nikola Tesla reported
in his 1919 Autobiography that the "Media" would be taken over by the "Organized Opposition" against him. -- The di-chotomy in this
video of Ron Paul & the movie "The Network": The reporter claims the media "doesn't tell the truth" (which is true), yet the "truth
symbol" (cyclical, reciprocating and infinite) is on the wall behind him. Then he points at it, and stands in front of "the symbol". He
then points directly at the bright light in the roof. Yet, people can't see that the truth was right in front of their eyes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU -- "The Donald" booing Ron Paul? https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=REckJvCQNeM
Aug 10, 2016, 7:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU
Was "The Donald" booing Ron Paul in 2012 CPAC?? ++ Classic Ron Paul vs The Media Industrial Complex -- Nikola Tesla reported

in his 1919 Autobiography that the "Media" would be taken over by the "Controlled Opposition" against him. -- The di-chotomy in this
video of Ron Paul & the movie "The Network": The reporter claims the media "doesn't tell the truth" (which is true), yet the "truth
symbol" (cyclical, reciprocating and infinite) is on the wall behind him. Then he points at it, and stands in front of "the symbol". He
then points directly at the bright light in the roof. Yet, people can't see that the truth was right in front of their eyes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU -- "The Donald" booing Ron Paul? https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=REckJvCQNeM
Aug 10, 2016, 6:37 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU
#ronpaul #classic #vs #media #industrial #complex #thenetwork #symbol (WE'RE IN A LOT OF TROUBLE!) Was "The Donald"
booing Ron Paul in 2012 CPAC?? - Classic Ron Paul vs The Media Industrial Complex - Nikola Tesla reported in his 1919
Autobiography that the "Media" would be taken over by the "Organized Opposition" against him. - The di-chotomy in this video of
Ron Paul & the movie "The Network": The reporter claims the media "doesn't tell the truth" (which is true), yet the "truth symbol"
(cyclical, reciprocating and infinite) is on the wall behind him. Then he points at it, and stands in front of "the symbol". He then points
directly at the bright light in the roof. Yet, people can't see that the truth was right in front of their eyes. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=1ocJn_V6qyU -- "The Donald" booing Ron Paul? https://youtube.com/watch?v=REckJvCQNeM -- Ron Paul 2012 Exposed Media
Censorship of Ron Paul and His Supporters https://youtube.com/watch?v=5Ji9Ond5pmM
Updated Aug 10, 2016, 6:27 PM
Aug 10, 2016, 6:27 PM
Chris Edwards
#president #william #mckinly #assassination #nikolatesla Is this a picture of Nikola Tesla meeting President McKinley? Pictured is
Mckinley greeting Well-Wishers at a Reception in the Temple of Music at the Worlds Fair (Run by Tesla & Westinghouse).
September 6, 1901 (minutes before he was shot). https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1632446287068195&set=gm.758045897666504&type=3&theater -- Two years earlier, Tesla presented his Automaton Torpedo
to McKinley. By May 1901, Tesla's Tower was under full construction. President William McKinley's last public speech at Buffalo
after visiting Niagara Falls. His Niagara Falls speech is unavailable. http://books.google.com/books?
id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PA270&lpg=PA270&dq=president+mckinley+nikola+tesla&source=bl&ots=hC8wExv5EC&sig=60kOo-Iqtey6NUc7UaT_V_8nKk&hl=en&sa=X&ei=FiVcVOaEKeP0iAKf7oDgDQ&ved=0CD8Q6AEwBQ#v=onepage&q=president
%20mckinley%20nikola%20tesla&f=false -- http://library.buffalo.edu/pan-am/exposition/law/mckinley.html -http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=69326
Updated Aug 10, 2016, 1:39 AM
Aug 10, 2016, 1:39 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

#president #william #mckinly #assassination #nikolatesla Is this a picture of Nikola Tesla meeting President McKinley? Pictured is
Mckinley greeting Well-Wishers at a Reception in the Temple of Music at the Worlds Fair (Run by Tesla & Westinghouse).
September 6, 1901 (minutes before he was shot). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley
#president #william #mckinly #assassination #nikolatesla Is this a picture of Nikola Tesla meeting President McKinley? Pictured is
Mckinley greeting Well-Wishers at a Reception in the Temple of Music at the Worlds Fair (Run by Tesla & Westinghouse).
September 6, 1901 (minutes before he was shot). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley
Aug 10, 2016, 1:26 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's Top 13 Methods, Apparatus and Systems of wireless power and communications include: 1) Create "Cloudborn
Wavelets", receive it with specially designed antenna 2) Artificial Ionization & De-ionization of the atmosphere with Ion/Negative Ion
Generators (Plasma Fields) 3) Low Frequency Radio Waves, creates Concentric, Longitudinal Standing Waves along the surface of
the Earth (Whale communication) 4) Earth-Vibration as a Resonant Cavity (Cyclotron's/Magnetron's) (Earth Audio Signals by
"Granite/Quartz Vibration Sounds") 5) Earth Currents between tuned coils/capacity, with amplified Electrical Impulses using Cold
Temperature. Sensitive receiving devices like the (Audion) 6) Tethered Balloons as Energy Receivers 7) Radiant
Energy/Solar/Static/UV reception, even at night time with a Radiant Energy Receiver made of Hybrid Perovskite's of Salt/Lithium
and Tin 8) A "Sun Tap" with HAARP 9) Induced Lightning with Elevated Super-Conductors (High Altitude Voltage Access) (Elevated
Batteries) 10) Electro-Static Generators 11) Sending TV signals through water or the Ocean 12) HF Generators and Inductive

Superconductive Receivers 13) Inductive (Charged) Beams of particles from Accelerators (Acting like an Artificial Wire or Tether)
14) Superconductive Lasers or LiFi http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Aug 9, 2016, 11:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis.TV.
https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaks-alcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/
August 2nd 2016 - WikiLeaks: Alcohol Industry Bribed Congress To Demonize Marijuana https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaksalcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/ -- Publix Billionaire Donates $800000 to Fight Medical Marijuana
http://time.com/4425095/publix-medical-marijuana-florida-carol-jenkins-barnett/
Aug 9, 2016, 6:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cannabis grow tips and advice.
https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaks-alcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/
August 2nd 2016 - WikiLeaks: Alcohol Industry Bribed Congress To Demonize Marijuana https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaksalcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/ -- Publix Billionaire Donates $800000 to Fight Medical Marijuana
http://time.com/4425095/publix-medical-marijuana-florida-carol-jenkins-barnett/
Aug 9, 2016, 6:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Me pasó fumado (OFICIAL).
https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaks-alcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/
August 2nd 2016 - WikiLeaks: Alcohol Industry Bribed Congress To Demonize Marijuana https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaksalcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/ -- Publix Billionaire Donates $800000 to Fight Medical Marijuana
http://time.com/4425095/publix-medical-marijuana-florida-carol-jenkins-barnett/
Aug 9, 2016, 5:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cancer Cures & Natural Healing Group.
https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaks-alcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/
August 2nd 2016 - WikiLeaks: Alcohol Industry Bribed Congress To Demonize Marijuana https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaksalcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/ -- Publix Billionaire Donates $800000 to Fight Medical Marijuana
http://time.com/4425095/publix-medical-marijuana-florida-carol-jenkins-barnett/
Aug 9, 2016, 5:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaks-alcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/
August 2nd 2016 - WikiLeaks: Alcohol Industry Bribed Congress To Demonize Marijuana https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaksalcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/ -- Publix Billionaire Donates $800000 to Fight Medical Marijuana
http://time.com/4425095/publix-medical-marijuana-florida-carol-jenkins-barnett/
Aug 9, 2016, 5:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaks-alcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/
August 2nd 2016 - WikiLeaks: Alcohol Industry Bribed Congress To Demonize Marijuana https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaksalcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/ -- Publix Billionaire Donates $800000 to Fight Medical Marijuana
http://time.com/4425095/publix-medical-marijuana-florida-carol-jenkins-barnett/
Aug 9, 2016, 5:14 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaks-alcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/
#wikileaks #cannabis #marijuana WikiLeaks: Alcohol Industry Bribed Congress To Demonize Marijuana
https://www.mintpressnews.com/wikileaks-alcohol-industry-bribed-congress-demonize-marijuana/219242/ -- Publix Billionaire
Donates $800000 to Fight Medical Marijuana http://time.com/4425095/publix-medical-marijuana-florida-carol-jenkins-barnett/
Updated Aug 9, 2016, 5:07 PM
Aug 9, 2016, 5:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on Jan 27th 1943 from documents in Tesla's storage unit -- "Transmission
of Electric Energy Without Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful Radiations",
"New System of Fluid Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity", the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process
of De-Gassifying, Refining & Purifying Metals", "Generation of High-voltage and the acceleration of Charged Particles", "Art of
Telegeodynamics, "Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy
through Natural Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite".

https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Aug 9, 2016, 3:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on Jan 27th 1943 from documents in Tesla's storage unit -- "Transmission
of Electric Energy Without Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful Radiations",
"New System of Fluid Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity", the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process
of De-Gassifying, Refining & Purifying Metals", "Generation of High-voltage and the acceleration of Charged Particles", "Art of
Telegeodynamics, "Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy
through Natural Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite".
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Aug 9, 2016, 3:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on Jan 27th 1943 from documents in Tesla's storage unit -- "Transmission
of Electric Energy Without Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful Radiations",
"New System of Fluid Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity", the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process
of De-Gassifying, Refining & Purifying Metals", "Generation of High-voltage and the acceleration of Charged Particles", "Art of
Telegeodynamics, "Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy
through Natural Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite".
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Aug 9, 2016, 3:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers: Conspiracies & Prophecies.
Aug 9, 2016, 3:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
Aug 9, 2016, 3:25 AM
Chris Edwards wrote on Resonance Science Foundation's timeline.
John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on January 27th-28th 1943 from documents in Tesla's storage unit -- "The
Transmission of Electric Energy Without Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing
Powerful Radiations", "New System of Fluid Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" and the "Nature of
Atomic Energy", "Process of De-Gassifying, Refining & Purifying Metals", "The generation of High-Voltage and the acceleration of
Charged Particles", "Art of Telegeodynamics, or "Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "The Art of Projecting
Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy through Natural Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of
Glycerine and Dynamite". https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Aug 9, 2016, 3:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Alien's,Gov.Cover up,Tyranny, No Rules/Retrictions Post What You Feel!
John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on January 27th-28th 1943 from documents in Tesla's storage unit -- "The
Transmission of Electric Energy Without Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing
Powerful Radiations", "New System of Fluid Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" and the "Nature of
Atomic Energy", "Process of De-Gassifying, Refining & Purifying Metals", "The generation of High-Voltage and the acceleration of
Charged Particles", "Art of Telegeodynamics, or "Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "The Art of Projecting
Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy through Natural Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of
Glycerine and Dynamite". https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Aug 9, 2016, 3:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Cover up And Conspiracy Network.
John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on January 27th-28th 1943 from documents in Tesla's storage unit -- "The
Transmission of Electric Energy Without Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing
Powerful Radiations", "New System of Fluid Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" and the "Nature of
Atomic Energy", "Process of De-Gassifying, Refining & Purifying Metals", "The generation of High-Voltage and the acceleration of
Charged Particles", "Art of Telegeodynamics, or "Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "The Art of Projecting
Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy through Natural Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of
Glycerine and Dynamite". https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Aug 9, 2016, 3:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on Jan 27th 1943 -- "Transmission of Electric Energy Without Wires",

"World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful Radiations", "New System of Fluid Propulsion",
"The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity", the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process of De-Gassifying, Refining &
Purifying Metals", "The generation of High-voltage and the acceleration of Charged Particles", "Art of Telegeodynamics, or "Art of
Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy through Natural Media",
"Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite". https://facebook.com/media/set/?
set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Aug 9, 2016, 2:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conscious Media Coalition.
John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on Jan 27th 1943 -- "Transmission of Electric Energy Without Wires",
"World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful Radiations", "New System of Fluid Propulsion",
"The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity", the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process of De-Gassifying, Refining &
Purifying Metals", "The generation of High-voltage and the acceleration of Charged Particles", "Art of Telegeodynamics, or "Art of
Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy through Natural Media",
"Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite". https://facebook.com/media/set/?
set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Aug 9, 2016, 2:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on Jan 27th 1943 -- "Transmission of Electric Energy Without Wires",
"World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful Radiations", "New System of Fluid Propulsion",
"The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" and the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process of De-Gassifying, Refining &
Purifying Metals", "The generation of High-voltage and the acceleration of Charged Particles", "Art of Telegeodynamics, or "Art of
Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "The Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy through Natural Media",
"Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite". https://facebook.com/media/set/?
set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Aug 9, 2016, 2:26 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on January 27th-28th 1943 -- "The Transmission of Electric Energy Without
Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful Radiations", "New System of Fluid
Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" and the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process of De-Gassifying,
Refining & Purifying Metals", "The generation of High-voltage and the acceleration of Charged Particles", "Art of Telegeodynamics,
or "Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "The Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy through Natural
Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite".
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Aug 9, 2016, 2:23 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Support Assange and WikiLeaks Coalition (SAWC).
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757%2F
John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on January 27th-28th 1943 -- "The Transmission of Electric Energy Without
Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful Radiations", "New System of Fluid
Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" and the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process of De-Gassifying,
Refining & Purifying Metals", "The generation of High-voltage and the acceleration of Charged Particles", "Art of Telegeodynamics,
or "Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "The Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy through Natural
Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite".
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757%2F
Aug 9, 2016, 2:16 AM
Chris Edwards
#trump John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on January 27th-28th 1943 -- "The Transmission of Electric Energy
Without Wires", "World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful Radiations", "New System of
Fluid Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" and the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process of DeGassifying, Refining & Purifying Metals", "The generation of High-voltage and the acceleration of Charged Particles", "Art of
Telegeodynamics, or Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "The Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy
through Natural Media", "Possibilities of Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite".
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757%2F
Updated Aug 9, 2016, 2:01 AM

Aug 9, 2016, 2:01 AM
Chris Edwards added 8 photos to the album: John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola
Tesla Leaks.
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"Possibilities of Electrostatic

Nikola Tesla's FBI File on January
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27th-28th 1943 from documents in

Glycerine and Dynamite"

Tesla's storage unit -- "The
Transmission of Electric Energy
Without Wires", "World System of
Wireless Transmission of Energy",
"Method of Producing Powerful
Radiations", "New System of Fluid
Propulsion", "The Power of the
Future", "Dynamic Theory of Gravity"
and the "Nature of Atomic Energy",
"Process of De-Gassifying, Refining &
Purifying Metals", "The generation of
high-voltage and the acceleration of
charged particles", "Art of
Telegeodynamics, or Art of Producing
Terrestrial Actions at a Distance",
"The Art of Projecting Concentrated
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Natural Media", "Possibilities of
Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive
Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite".
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/
?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
Aug 9, 2016, 1:34 AM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=W85_uheVZIc
#tesla #marconi #telefunken #submarine #titanic This is the Tesla/Marconi Station by Telefunken/AEG/AEG Live at Sayville, Long
Island that was supposedly communicating with the Titanic at the time it sunk. It's designed to communicate with submarines as far
south as South America and Australia. https://youtube.com/watch?v=W85_uheVZIc Urban Explorers "Telefunken"
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0HOH5zUX--I -- Titanic: The final messages from a stricken ship http://bbc.com/news/magazine17631595 http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/news/1024/media/images/59565000/jpg/_59565619_titanic.jpg -- The History of Telefunken:
http://sayville.com/wireless.html
Updated Aug 9, 2016, 1:28 AM
Aug 9, 2016, 1:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W85_uheVZIc
#tesla #marconi #telefunken #aeg #titanic This is the Tesla/Marconi Station by Telefunken/AEG/AEG Live at Sayville, Long Island
that was supposedly communicating with the Titanic at the time it sunk. But, radio waves are also designed to direct Automation
Torpedoes to their target. The station used ULF radio waves (like a giant guitar) designed to communicate amd send power to
submarines as far south as South America and Australia. https://youtube.com/watch?v=W85_uheVZIc Urban Explorers
"Telefunken" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0HOH5zUX--I -- Titanic: The final messages from a stricken ship
http://bbc.com/news/magazine-17631595 http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/news/1024/media/images/59565000/jpg/_59565619_titanic.jpg -The History of Telefunken: http://www.sayville.com/wireless.html
Aug 9, 2016, 1:26 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Technology Business Sharing 环保与绿色科技.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
8/7/2016 MIT's New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive for $10 ea.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The 1st referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901 patent
for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and Distance
Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, like those in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla Motors.
https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- 8/8/2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone Expects—It Will
‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Elon-Musk-Full-Autonomy-isComing-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 9:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Rainbow Warriors for Changes.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
8/7/2016 MIT's New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive for $10 ea.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The 1st referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901 patent
for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and Distance
Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, like those in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla Motors.
https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- 8/8/2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone Expects—It Will
‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Elon-Musk-Full-Autonomy-isComing-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 9:15 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
8/7/2016 MIT's New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive for $10 ea.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The 1st referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901 patent
for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and Distance
Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, like those in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla Motors.
https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- 8/8/2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone Expects—It Will

‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Elon-Musk-Full-Autonomy-isComing-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 9:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Model S.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
August 7th 2016 MIT's New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive for $10 each.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901
patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and
Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, like those in Autonomous vehicles like for
Tesla Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than
Anyone Expects—and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver.
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Elon-Musk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 9:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Society Switzerland & EU.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
August 7th 2016 MIT's New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive for $10 each.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901
patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and
Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, like those in Autonomous vehicles like for
Tesla Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than
Anyone Expects—and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver.
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Elon-Musk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 9:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Radio * Free Your Mind * Osvesti se.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
August 7th 2016 MIT's New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive for $10 each.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901
patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and
Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, like those in Autonomous vehicles like for
Tesla Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than
Anyone Expects—and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver.
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Elon-Musk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 8:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Obsessed.
August 7th 2016 MIT's New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive for $10 each.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901
patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and
Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, like those in Autonomous vehicles like for
Tesla Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than
Anyone Expects—and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver.
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Elon-Musk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 8:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Muskology.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
August 7th 2016 New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901
patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and
Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, like those in Autonomous vehicles like for
Tesla Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than
Anyone Expects—and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver.
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Elon-Musk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 8:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AI Artificial Intelligence: Deconstructing AI/Matrix and Healing Ourselves.

http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
August 7th 2016 New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901
patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and
Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, used in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla
Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone
Expects—and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/ElonMusk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 8:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
August 7th 2016 New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901
patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and
Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, used in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla
Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone
Expects—and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/ElonMusk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 8:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
August 7th 2016 New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901
patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and
Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, used in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla
Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone
Expects—and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/ElonMusk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 8:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in EPS - STRUJNI UDAR - KO KOME DUGUJE.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
August 7th 2016 New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901
patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and
Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, used in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla
Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone
Expects—and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/ElonMusk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 8:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in "Science How derived from Vedanta? Says EINSTEIN,TESLA & Darr.".
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
August 7th 2016 New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901
patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and
Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, used in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla
Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone
Expects—and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/ElonMusk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 8:30 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
August 7th 2016 New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901

patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and
Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, used in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla
Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone
Expects—and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/ElonMusk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 8:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
August 7th 2016 New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901
patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and
Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, used in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla
Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone
Expects—and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/ElonMusk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 8:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
August 7th 2016 New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901
patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and
Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, used in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla
Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone
Expects—and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/ElonMusk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 8:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Arts & Literary.
Aug 8, 2016, 8:14 PM
Chris Edwards
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
#lidar #autonomous #elonmusk #tesla 8/7/2016 MIT's New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more
sensitive for $10 ea. http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The 1st referring patent to Nikola Tesla's
Nov 5th 1901 patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical
Radar and Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, like those in Autonomous vehicles
like for Tesla Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- 8/8/2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone
Expects—It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Elon-MuskFull-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Updated Aug 8, 2016, 8:05 PM
Aug 8, 2016, 8:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/
August 7th 2016 MIT New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive, cost $10.
http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The first referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901
patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Optical Radar and Distance
Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1955) used by the Army in 1974, used in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla Motors.
https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- August 8th 2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone Expects—
and It Will ‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Elon-Musk-FullAutonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will
Aug 8, 2016, 8:04 PM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard
#nikolatesla #blog Nikola Tesla Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy, Nov 5th 1901 & Apparatus for the Transmission of
Electrical Energy Jan 18 1902 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard

-- 100+ ways in Energy Harvesting, Battery Storage & Energy Recycling http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiantenergy-harvesting-night-time.html -- Dieselgate & Tesla http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vwdiesel.html -- Tesla debunks Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard --- Nikola Tesla on Health &
Medical Technology from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio Frequency Surgery http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard --- Renewable Energy News 2015
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/06/renewable-energy-news-2015-2016.html?view=flipcard --- Renewable Energy News
July 2016 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/06/renewable-energy-news-june-2016.html?view=flipcard --- Nikola Tesla's "20+
Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/06/renewable-energy-news-june-15december.html?view=flipcard
Updated Aug 8, 2016, 12:13 AM
Aug 8, 2016, 12:13 AM
Chris Edwards
http://topgear.com/car-news/concept/mercedes-le-mans-car-2030
A Tesla turbine, Air-powered, Graphene Mercedes render with 3D printed tires is the LMP1 for 2030? http://topgear.com/carnews/concept/mercedes-le-mans-car-2030 -- See, the DTW doesn’t have an engine. Instead, it’s powered by two electric motors
that are charged by a Tesla Turbine using compressed air stored in two high-capacity tanks hidden in the racer’s flanks. It’s safe to
say Tesla turbines – bladeless centripetal flow turbines patented by Nikola Tesla way back in 1913 -- Nikola Tesla's 1919 Tesla
Turbine patent with his Fluid Dynamics patents and Improvement patents up until 1922, compounding turbines produced 20
horsepower per pound with a 97% efficiency converting air or water pressure to mechanical movement. Wikipedia has the turbine
pictured. Tesla describes his turbine in his 1919 Autobiography. In it he states "My Turbine would scrap all the heat engines in the
world"! Reporter: "That would make a huge pile of scrap"!. https://youtube.com/watch?v=d-1sbAPLPf8 In 1921-22, Tesla files
German patents for his Turbine, but has to rescind his patent royalties due to the "U.S. Trading with the Enemy Act". In 1954, the
Tesla FBI File has John G Trump's analysis of Tesla's "new type of turbine". The original Batman Mobile was a Tesla Turbine with
an Atomic Battery. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-diesel.html
Updated Aug 7, 2016, 4:19 PM
Aug 7, 2016, 4:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Two months after the assassination of U.S. President Mckinley on Oct 6th 1901; on November 11th, Tesla sends JP Morgan legal
documents including international patents with improvements on various crucial aspects of his wireless machinery. He promises
once again to beat Marconi in the race for the wireless. Morgan acknowledges receipt of the patents in a letter from his secretary to
Tesla. However, in December, Marconi successfully transmits the letter S (dot/dot/dot) from England to Canada.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631103050535852&set=p.1631103050535852%2F -- Tesla's latest patent up to
November 11th, 1901 is his November 5th 1901, "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", a receiving device.
https://google.com/patents/US685957 -- The first referring patent to the "Apparatus" is LIDAR used in Autonomous vehicles like for
Tesla Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- Some international patents for improvements in the transmission of
electrical energy are here: http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm -- 100+ Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- More on JP Morgan & Tesla http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm
Aug 7, 2016, 2:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.
Two months after the assassination of U.S. President Mckinley on Oct 6th 1901; on November 11th, Tesla sends JP Morgan legal
documents including international patents with improvements on various crucial aspects of his wireless machinery. He promises
once again to beat Marconi in the race for the wireless. Morgan acknowledges receipt of the patents in a letter from his secretary to
Tesla. However, in December, Marconi successfully transmits the letter S (dot/dot/dot) from England to Canada.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631103050535852&set=p.1631103050535852%2F -- Tesla's latest patent up to
November 11th, 1901 is his November 5th 1901, "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", a receiving device.
https://google.com/patents/US685957 -- Some international patents for improvements in the transmission of electrical energy are
here: http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm -- 100+ Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- More on JP Morgan & Tesla http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm
Aug 7, 2016, 1:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in "Science How derived from Vedanta? Says EINSTEIN,TESLA & Darr.".
Two months after the assassination of U.S. President Mckinley on Oct 6th 1901; on November 11th, Tesla sends JP Morgan legal
documents including international patents with improvements on various crucial aspects of his wireless machinery. He promises

once again to beat Marconi in the race for the wireless. Morgan acknowledges receipt of the patents in a letter from his secretary to
Tesla. However, in December, Marconi successfully transmits the letter S (dot/dot/dot) from England to Canada.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631103050535852&set=p.1631103050535852%2F -- Tesla's latest patent up to
November 11th, 1901 is his November 5th 1901, "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", a receiving device.
https://google.com/patents/US685957 -- Some international patents for improvements in the transmission of electrical energy are
here: http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm -- 100+ Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- More on JP Morgan & Tesla http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm
Aug 7, 2016, 1:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in EPS - STRUJNI UDAR - KO KOME DUGUJE.
Two months after the assassination of U.S. President Mckinley on Oct 6th 1901; on November 11th, Tesla sends JP Morgan legal
documents including international patents with improvements on various crucial aspects of his wireless machinery. He promises
once again to beat Marconi in the race for the wireless. Morgan acknowledges receipt of the patents in a letter from his secretary to
Tesla. However, in December, Marconi successfully transmits the letter S (dot/dot/dot) from England to Canada.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631103050535852&set=p.1631103050535852%2F -- Tesla's latest patent up to
November 11th, 1901 is his November 5th 1901, "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", a receiving device.
https://google.com/patents/US685957 -- Some international patents for improvements in the transmission of electrical energy are
here: http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm -- 100+ Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- More on JP Morgan & Tesla http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm
Aug 7, 2016, 1:46 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
Two months after the assassination of President Mckinley on Oct 6th 1901; on November 11th, Tesla sends JP Morgan legal
documents including international patents with improvements on various crucial aspects of his wireless machinery. He promises
once again to beat Marconi in the race for the wireless. Morgan acknowledges receipt of the patents in a letter from his secretary to
Tesla. However, in December, Marconi successfully transmits the letter S (dot/dot/dot) from England to Canada.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631103050535852&set=p.1631103050535852%2F -- Tesla's latest patent up to
November 11th, 1901 is his November 5th 1901, "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", a receiving device.
https://google.com/patents/US685957 -- Some international patents for improvements in the transmission of electrical energy are
here: http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm -- 100+ Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- More on JP Morgan & Tesla http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm
Aug 7, 2016, 1:43 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
Two months after the assassination of President Mckinley on Oct 6th 1901; on November 11th, Tesla sends JP Morgan legal
documents including international patents with improvements on various crucial aspects of his wireless machinery. He promises
once again to beat Marconi in the race for the wireless. Morgan acknowledges receipt of the patents in a letter from his secretary to
Tesla. However, in December, Marconi successfully transmits the letter S (dot/dot/dot) from England to Canada.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631103050535852&set=p.1631103050535852%2F -- Tesla's latest patent up to
November 11th, 1901 is his November 5th 1901, "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", a receiving device.
https://google.com/patents/US685957 -- Some international patents for improvements in the transmission of electrical energy are
here: http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm -- 100+ Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- More on JP Morgan & Tesla http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm
Aug 7, 2016, 1:36 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
Two months after the assassination of President Mckinley on Oct 6th 1901; on November 11th, Tesla sends JP Morgan legal
documents including international patents with improvements on various crucial aspects of his wireless machinery. He promises
once again to beat Marconi in the race for the wireless. Morgan acknowledges receipt of the patents in a letter from his secretary to
Tesla. However, in December, Marconi successfully transmits the letter S (dot/dot/dot) from England to Canada.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631103050535852&set=p.1631103050535852%2F -- Tesla's latest patent up to
November 11th, 1901 is his November 5th 1901, "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", a receiving device.
https://google.com/patents/US685957 -- Some international patents for improvements in the transmission of electrical energy are
here: http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm -- 100+ Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- More on JP Morgan & Tesla http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm
Aug 7, 2016, 1:27 AM
Chris Edwards

Two months after the assassination of President Mckinley on Oct 6th 1901; on November 11th, Tesla sends JP Morgan legal
documents including international patents with improvements on various crucial aspects of his wireless machinery. He promises
once again to beat Marconi in the race for the wireless. Morgan acknowledges receipt of the patents in a letter from his secretary to
Tesla. However, in December, Marconi successfully transmits the letter S (dot/dot/dot) from England to Canada.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631103050535852&set=p.1631103050535852%2F -- Tesla's latest patent up to
November 11th, 1901 is his November 5th 1901, "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", a receiving device.
https://google.com/patents/US685957 -- Some international patents for improvements in the transmission of electrical energy are
here: http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm -- Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -More on JP Morgan & Tesla http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm
Updated Aug 7, 2016, 1:19 AM
Aug 7, 2016, 1:19 AM
Chris Edwards
Two months after the assassination of President Mckinley on Oct 6th 1901; on November 11th, Tesla sends JP Morgan legal
documents including international patents with improvements on various crucial aspects of his wireless machinery. He promises
once again to beat Marconi in the race for the wireless. Morgan acknowledges receipt of the patents in a letter from his secretary to
Tesla. However, in December, Marconi successfully transmits the letter S (dot/dot/dot) from England to Canada.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631103050535852&set=p.1631103050535852%2F -- Tesla's latest patent up to
November 11th, 1901 is his November 5th 1901, "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", a receiving device.
https://google.com/patents/US685957 -- Some international patents for improvements in the transmission of electrical energy are
here: http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm -- Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -More on JP Morgan & Tesla http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm
Updated Aug 7, 2016, 1:17 AM
Aug 7, 2016, 1:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
"Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original
picture from a WW2 bomber. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541%2F -- Video
of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola
Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1968, Chemtrails were used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborn Wavelets" to power the
World https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Aug 5, 2016, 2:21 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
"Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original
picture from a WW2 bomber. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541%2F -- Video
of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola
Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1968, Chemtrails were used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborn Wavelets" to power the
World https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Aug 5, 2016, 2:19 AM
Chris Edwards posted in David Icke -Jordan Maxwell-Bill Cooper.
"Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original
picture from a WW2 bomber. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541%2F -- Video
of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola
Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1968, Chemtrails were used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborn Wavelets" to power the
World https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Aug 5, 2016, 2:18 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers: Conspiracies & Prophecies.
Aug 5, 2016, 2:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conscious Media Coalition.
"Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original
picture from a WW2 bomber. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541%2F -- Video
of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola

Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1968, Chemtrails were used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborn Wavelets" to power the
World https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Aug 5, 2016, 2:16 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anti-Corruption Network.
"Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original
picture from a WW2 bomber. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541%2F -- Video
of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola
Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1968, Chemtrails were used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborn Wavelets" to power the
World https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Aug 5, 2016, 2:09 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
"Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original
picture from a WW2 bomber. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541%2F -- Video
of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola
Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1968, Chemtrails were used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborn Wavelets" to power the
World https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Aug 5, 2016, 2:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
"Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original
picture from a WW2 bomber. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541%2F -- Video
of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola
Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1968, Chemtrails were used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborn Wavelets" to power the
World https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Aug 5, 2016, 2:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
"Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original
picture from a WW2 bomber. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541%2F -- Video
of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola
Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1968, Chemtrails were used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborn Wavelets" to power the
World https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Aug 5, 2016, 2:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
"Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original
picture from a WW2 bomber. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541%2F -- Video
of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola
Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1968, Chemtrails were used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborn Wavelets" to power the
World https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Aug 5, 2016, 1:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Support Assange and WikiLeaks Coalition (SAWC).
"Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original
picture from a WW2 bomber. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541%2F -- Video
of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola
Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1968, Chemtrails were used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborn Wavelets" to power the
World https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Aug 5, 2016, 1:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.

"Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original
picture from a WW2 bomber. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541%2F -- Video
of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola
Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1963, Chemtrails were used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborn Wavelets" to power the
World https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Aug 5, 2016, 1:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
"Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original
picture from a WW2 bomber. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541%2F -- Video
of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola
Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1963, Chemtrails were used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborn Wavelets" to power the
World https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Aug 5, 2016, 1:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AGENDA 21: Chemtrails, Depopulation, and the NWO.
Aug 5, 2016, 1:44 AM
Chris Edwards
#chemtrails "Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to disguise the size of the airforce. This is
an original picture from a WW2 bomber. -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1630169250629232&set=gm.755595527911541%2F -- Video of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis Belle bomber in
WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles,
Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1963, Chemtrails were used for Weather
Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborn Wavelets" to power the World https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgHb-uLvD5A
Updated Aug 5, 2016, 1:35 AM
Aug 5, 2016, 1:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

#chemtrails In 1943, Time Magazine publishes "Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to
disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original picture from a WW2 bomber. -- Video of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis
Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum
Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1963, Chemtrails were
used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborne Wavelets" to power the World https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=mgHb-uLvD5A -- "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe -- In US Patent 685,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla states
"Another method is based upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents generated by
ordinary apparatus becomes a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive force which I
have devised means for generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for the production
of many desired effects at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of many of those
improvements which are practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic conductor."
https://www.google.com/patents/US685953 -- He proposed balloons and zepplins's with and without tethers, for use in the wireless
art in 1899. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/.../lostjournals09.htm
#chemtrails In 1943, Time Magazine publishes "Chemtrails" were used in World War 2 by the Allies to jam German radar and to
disguise the size of the airforce. This is an original picture from a WW2 bomber. -- Video of "Chemtrails" being used by the Memphis
Belle bomber in WW2? - 1944 https://youtube.com/watch?v=ntJLuF3-mUA -- Nikola Tesla Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum
Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=prQCAOZzsYg -- By 1963, Chemtrails were
used for Weather Modification & Nikola Tesla's "Cloudborne Wavelets" to power the World https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=mgHb-uLvD5A -- "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic
conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe -- In US Patent 685,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla states
"Another method is based upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents generated by

ordinary apparatus becomes a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive force which I
have devised means for generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for the production
of many desired effects at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of many of those
improvements which are practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic conductor."
https://www.google.com/patents/US685953 -- He proposed balloons and zepplins's with and without tethers, for use in the wireless
art in 1899. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/.../lostjournals09.htm
Aug 5, 2016, 1:26 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-building-blocks
8/2/2016 - The U.S. DOE confirms Nikola Tesla's statements in his 1901 patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant
Energy" use of Hybrid Halogen Perovskites: "Super-ion Building Blocks" to determine maximum solar cell efficiency. The DOE &
Tesla tested 40 combinations and confirm the best candidates are a Salt or Lithium Salt + a nano Tin halogen perovskite metal. The
curvature of the nano metal should have the "highest curvature" NT, like of a nano-sphere or nano-dome. Tin has the ability to build
100% electro-static capacity and discharge that capacity at 100% at a very high rate. Once the Tin plate's "electron's" have been
discharged to the stepping motor, the plate becomes superconductive to the atmosphere. This happens as the negative ion's "holes"
from the Earth-Ground, rush to the elevated plate. Repeat. https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-buildingblocks http://phys.org/news/2016-08-stability-cheap-solar-cells.html http://phys.org/news/2016-07-solar-cells-power.html -- Nikola
Tesla's patent for "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" describing it's use as an "Elevated Battery" + perpetual
reluctance engine/stepping motor. A new room temperature method to create the nano dome's using water droplets has been
developed. https://www.google.com/patents/US68595 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html
Aug 4, 2016, 3:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Rainbow Warriors for Changes.
https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-building-blocks
8/2/2016 - The U.S. DOE confirms Nikola Tesla's statements in his 1901 patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant
Energy" use of Hybrid Halogen Perovskites: "Super-ion Building Blocks" to determine maximum solar cell efficiency. The DOE &
Tesla tested 40 combinations and confirm the best candidates are a Salt or Lithium Salt + a nano Tin halogen perovskite metal. The
curvature of the nano metal should have the "highest curvature" NT, like of a nano-sphere or nano-dome. Tin has the ability to build
100% electro-static capacity and discharge that capacity at 100% at a very high rate. Once the Tin plate's "electron's" have been
discharged to the stepping motor, the plate becomes superconductive to the atmosphere. This happens as the negative ion's "holes"
from the Earth-Ground, rush to the elevated plate. Repeat. https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-buildingblocks http://phys.org/news/2016-08-stability-cheap-solar-cells.html http://phys.org/news/2016-07-solar-cells-power.html -- Nikola
Tesla's patent for "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" describing it's use as an "Elevated Battery" + perpetual
reluctance engine/stepping motor. A new room temperature method to create the nano dome's using water droplets has been
developed. https://www.google.com/patents/US68595 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html
Aug 4, 2016, 3:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Technology Business Sharing 环保与绿色科技.
https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-building-blocks
8/2/2016 - The U.S. DOE confirms Nikola Tesla's statements in his 1901 patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant
Energy" use of Hybrid Perovskites: "Super-ion Building Blocks" to determine maximum solar cell efficiency. The DOE & Tesla tested
40 combinations and confirm the best candidates are a Salt or Lithium Salt + a nano Tin halogen perovskite metal. The curvature of
the nano metal should have the "highest curvature" NT, like of a nano-sphere or nano-dome. Tin has the ability to build 100%
electro-static capacity and discharge that capacity at 100% at a very high rate. Once the Tin plate's "electron's" have been
discharged to the stepping motor, the plate becomes superconductive to the atmosphere. This happens as the negative ion's "holes"
from the Earth-Ground, rush to the elevated plate. Repeat. https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-buildingblocks -- Nikola Tesla's patent for "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" describing it's use as an "Elevated Battery" +
perpetual reluctance engine/stepping motor. https://www.google.com/patents/US68595
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Aug 4, 2016, 3:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Türkiye.
https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-building-blocks
8/2/2016 - The U.S. DOE confirms Nikola Tesla's statements in his 1901 patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant

Energy" use of Hybrid Perovskites: "Super-ion Building Blocks" to determine maximum solar cell efficiency. The DOE & Tesla tested
40 combinations and confirm the best candidates are a Salt or Lithium Salt + a nano Tin halogen perovskite metal. The curvature of
the nano metal should have the "highest curvature" NT, like of a nano-sphere or nano-dome. Tin has the ability to build 100%
electro-static capacity and discharge that capacity at 100% at a very high rate. Once the Tin plate's "electron's" have been
discharged to the stepping motor, the plate becomes superconductive to the atmosphere. This happens as the negative ion's "holes"
from the Earth-Ground, rush to the elevated plate. Repeat. https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-buildingblocks -- Nikola Tesla's patent for "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" describing it's use as an "Elevated Battery" +
perpetual reluctance engine/stepping motor. https://www.google.com/patents/US68595
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Aug 4, 2016, 3:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar power.
https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-building-blocks
8/2/2016 - Today, the U.S. DOE confirms Nikola Tesla's statements in his 1901 patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" use of Hybrid Perovskites: "Super-ion Building Blocks" to determine maximum solar cell efficiency. The DOE &
Tesla tested 40 combinations and confirm the best candidates are a Salt or Lithium Salt + a nano Tin halogen perovskite metal. The
curvature of the nano metal should have the "highest curvature" NT, like of a nano-sphere or nano-dome. Tin has the ability to build
100% electro-static capacity and discharge that capacity at 100% at a very high rate. Once the Tin plate's "electron's" have been
discharged to the stepping motor, the plate becomes superconductive to the atmosphere. This happens as the negative ion's "holes"
from the Earth-Ground, rush to the elevated plate. Repeat. https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-buildingblocks -- Nikola Tesla's patent for "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" describing it's use as an "Elevated Battery" +
perpetual reluctance engine/stepping motor. https://www.google.com/patents/US68595
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Aug 4, 2016, 3:12 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-building-blocks
8/2/2016 - Today, the U.S. DOE confirms Nikola Tesla's statements in his 1901 patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" use of Hybrid Perovskites: "Super-ion Building Blocks" to determine maximum solar cell efficiency. The DOE &
Tesla tested 40 combinations and confirm the best candidates are a Salt or Lithium Salt + a nano Tin halogen perovskite metal. The
curvature of the nano metal should have the "highest curvature" NT, like of a nano-sphere or nano-dome. Tin has the ability to build
100% electro-static capacity and discharge that capacity at 100% at a very high rate. Once the Tin plate's "electron's" have been
discharged to the stepping motor, the plate becomes superconductive to the atmosphere. This happens as the negative ion's "holes"
from the Earth-Ground, rush to the elevated plate. Repeat. https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-buildingblocks -- Nikola Tesla's patent for "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" describing it's use as an "Elevated Battery" +
perpetual reluctance engine/stepping motor. https://www.google.com/patents/US68595
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Aug 4, 2016, 3:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-building-blocks
8/2/2016 - Today, the U.S. DOE confirms Nikola Tesla's statements in his 1901 patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" use of Hybrid Perovskites: "Super-ion Building Blocks" to determine maximum solar cell efficiency. The DOE &
Tesla tested 40 combinations and confirm the best candidates are a Salt or Lithium Salt + a nano Tin halogen perovskite metal. The
curvature of the nano metal should have the "highest curvature" NT, like of a nano-sphere or nano-dome. Tin has the ability to build
100% electro-static capacity and discharge that capacity at 100% at a very high rate. Once the Tin plate's "electron's" have been
discharged to the stepping motor, the plate becomes superconductive to the atmosphere. This happens as the negative ion's "holes"
from the Earth-Ground, rush to the elevated plate. Repeat. https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-buildingblocks -- Nikola Tesla's patent for "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" describing it's use as an "Elevated Battery" +
perpetual reluctance engine/stepping motor. https://www.google.com/patents/US68595
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Aug 4, 2016, 2:58 AM
Chris Edwards
https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-building-blocks
#solar #perovskite #tesla #radiant #energy 8/2/2016 - The U.S. DOE confirms Nikola Tesla's statements in his 1901 patent for an
"Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" use of Hybrid Halogen Perovskites: "Super-ion Building Blocks" to determine

maximum solar cell efficiency. The DOE & Tesla tested 40 combinations and confirm the best candidates are a Salt or Lithium Salt +
a nano Tin halogen perovskite metal. The curvature of the nano metal should have the "highest curvature" NT, like of a nano-sphere
or nano-dome. Tin has the ability to build 100% electro-static capacity and discharge that capacity at 100% at a very high rate. Once
the Tin plate's "electron's" have been discharged to the stepping motor, the plate becomes superconductive to the atmosphere. This
happens as the negative ion's "holes" from the Earth-Ground, rush to the elevated plate. Repeat.
https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-building-blocks http://phys.org/news/2016-08-stability-cheap-solarcells.html http://phys.org/news/2016-07-solar-cells-power.html -- Nikola Tesla's patent for "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant
Energy" describing it's use as an "Elevated Battery" + perpetual reluctance engine/stepping motor. A new room temperature method
to create the nano dome's using water droplets has been developed. https://www.google.com/patents/US68595
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Updated Aug 4, 2016, 2:47 AM
Aug 4, 2016, 2:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-building-blocks
8/2/2016 - Today, the U.S. DOE confirms Nikola Tesla's statements in his 1901 patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of
Radiant Energy" use of Hybrid Perovskites: "Super-ion Building Blocks" to determine maximum solar cell efficiency. The DOE &
Tesla confirm the best candidates are a Salt or Lithium Salt + a nano Tin halogen perovskite metal. The curvature of the nano metal
should have the "highest curvature" NT, like of a nano-sphere or nano-dome. Tin has the ability to build 100% electro-static capacity
and discharge that capacity at 100% at a very high rate. https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-buildingblocks -- Nikola Tesla's patent for "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" describing it's use as an "Elevated Battery" +
perpetual reluctance engine/stepping motor. https://www.google.com/patents/US68595
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Aug 4, 2016, 2:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-building-blocks
8/2/2016 - The U.S. DOE confirms Nikola Tesla's statements in his 1901 patent for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant
Energy" use of Hybrid Halogen Perovskites: "Super-ion Building Blocks" to determine maximum solar cell efficiency. The DOE &
Tesla tested 40 combinations and confirm the best candidates are a Salt or Lithium Salt + a nano Tin halogen perovskite metal. The
curvature of the nano metal should have the "highest curvature" NT, like of a nano-sphere or nano-dome. Tin has the ability to build
100% electro-static capacity and discharge that capacity at 100% at a very high rate. Once the Tin plate's "electron's" have been
discharged to the stepping motor, the plate becomes superconductive to the atmosphere. This happens as the negative ion's "holes"
from the Earth-Ground, rush to the elevated plate. Repeat. https://ecnmag.com/news/2016/08/hybrid-perovskites-super-ion-buildingblocks http://phys.org/news/2016-08-stability-cheap-solar-cells.html http://phys.org/news/2016-07-solar-cells-power.html -- Nikola
Tesla's patent for "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" describing it's use as an "Elevated Battery" + perpetual
reluctance engine/stepping motor. A new room temperature method to create the nano dome's using water droplets has been
developed. https://www.google.com/patents/US68595 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html
Aug 4, 2016, 2:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCViL5XfDwo
Hot Air Balloon Hoax: Located near George Bush and Alex Jone's house, the hot air balloon hoax was created and being used to
ban private balloon companies and personal use. The same staged events were used to BAN and SHUT DOWN the private trolley
system in the U.S, high flying zepplins, wirelessly powered zepplin's, Tesla's vertical take-off (VTOL) flying craft, high speed steam
engine electric rail, electric cars and even electric toys (and their batteries). Lithium batteries are banned on air flights, because
Lithium batteries can be charged-up by the voltage available in the upper atmosphere. Tesla recommended an "Elevated Battery" in
his Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy. Further, the balloon was not burnt, no damage to the electrical wires and no
bodies were shown. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCViL5XfDwo
Aug 2, 2016, 4:28 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCViL5XfDwo
#hot #air #balloon #hoax Hot Air Balloon Hoax: Located near George Bush and Alex Jone's house, the hot air balloon hoax was
created and being used to ban private balloon companies and personal use. The same staged events were used to BAN and SHUT
DOWN the private trolley system in the U.S, high flying zepplins, wirelessly powered zepplin's, Tesla's vertical take-off (VTOL) flying

craft, high speed steam engine electric rail, electric cars and even electric toys (and their batteries). Lithium batteries are banned on
air flights, because Lithium batteries can be charged-up by the voltage available in the upper atmosphere. Tesla recommended an
"Elevated Battery" in his Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy. Further, the balloon was not burnt, no damage to the
electrical wires and no bodies were shown. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCViL5XfDwo
Updated Aug 2, 2016, 3:55 AM
Aug 2, 2016, 3:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classified_information_in_the_United_States
#hillary #clinton #emails #nsa #classified #gamma Nikola Tesla's missing works are likely Controlled Information (ECI) classified
under NSA codename GAMMA, which is restricted to very few people. Most nuclear power and nuclear "bomb" information is
"classified at birth" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classified_information_in_the_United_States -- Tesla De-Classified Video's &
Docs: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrqeGse0Nvji2LU1vykaaEQ/videos
Aug 2, 2016, 2:58 AM
Chris Edwards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classified_information_in_the_United_States
#hillary #clinton #emails #nsa #classified #orcon Nikola Tesla's missing works are likely Controlled Information (ECI) classified
under NSA codename GAMMA, which is restricted to very few people. Most nuclear power and nuclear "bomb" information is
"classified at birth" -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classified_information_in_the_United_States -- Tesla De-Classified Video's &
Docs: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrqeGse0Nvji2LU1vykaaEQ/videos
Updated Aug 2, 2016, 2:56 AM
Aug 2, 2016, 2:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1626003591045798&set=gm.750870461717381%2F
Aug 1, 2016, 5:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://spectregroup.wordpress.com/2009/05/14/designated-superfun-site/
Published in May 2009, here is a hard to find report on the Wardenclyffe Tower Site being a Super-Fund site, Wardenclyffe
Bankruptcy Hearings & Wardenclyffe Underground Tunnels. It's hard to find because the title is spelled "superFUN" not
"superFUND". Google also redirects the user away from finding this link:
https://spectregroup.wordpress.com/2009/05/14/designated-superfun-site/
Aug 1, 2016, 3:58 AM
Chris Edwards
https://spectregroup.wordpress.com/2009/05/14/designated-superfun-site/
#wardenclyffe #superfund #bankruptcy #tunnels Published in May 2009, here is a hard to find report on the Wardenclyffe Tower Site
being a Super-Fund site, Wardenclyffe Bankruptcy Hearings & Wardenclyffe Underground tunnels. It's hard to find because the title
is spelled "superFUN" not "superFUND". Google also redirects the user away from finding this link:
https://spectregroup.wordpress.com/2009/05/14/designated-superfun-site/
Updated Aug 1, 2016, 3:50 AM
Aug 1, 2016, 3:50 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Power Electronics.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's Top 13 Methods, Apparatus and Systems of wireless power and communications include: 1) "Cloudborn Wavelets" 2)
Artificial Ionization & De-ionization of the atmosphere with Ion/Negative Ion Generators 3) Low Frequency Radio Waves, creates
Concentric, Longitudinal Standing Waves along the surface of the Earth (Whale communication) 4) Earth-Vibration as a Resonant
Cavity (Cyclotron's/Magnetron's) 5) Amplified Electrical Impulses using Cold Temperature (Tuned Coils) 6) Tethered Balloons as
Energy Receivers 7) Radiant Energy/Solar/Static/UV reception, even at night time with a Radiant Energy Receiver 8) A "Sun Tap"
with HAARP 9) Induced Lightning with Elevated Super-Conductors (High Altitude Voltage Access) 10) Electro-Static Generators 11)
Sending TV signals through water or the Ocean 12) HF Generators and Inductive Superconductive Receivers 13) Inductive
(Charged) Beams of particles from Accelerators or Lasers http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html
Aug 1, 2016, 3:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html

Nikola Tesla's Top 13 Methods, Apparatus and Systems of wireless power and communications include: 1) "Cloudborn Wavelets" 2)
Artificial Ionization & De-ionization of the atmosphere with Ion/Negative Ion Generators 3) Low Frequency Radio Waves, creates
Concentric, Longitudinal Standing Waves along the surface of the Earth (Whale communication) 4) Earth-Vibration as a Resonant
Cavity (Cyclotron's/Magnetron's) (Earth Audio Signals by "Granite/Quartz Vibration Sounds") 5) Earth Currents with Amplified
Electrical Impulses using Cold Temperature using the capacity of Tuned Coils) 6) Tethered Balloons as Energy Receivers 7)
Radiant Energy/Solar/Static/UV reception, even at night time with a Radiant Energy Receiver (Audion) 8) A "Sun Tap" with HAARP
9) Induced Lightning with Elevated Super-Conductors (High Altitude Voltage Access) 10) Electro-Static Generators 11) Sending TV
signals through water or the Ocean 12) HF Generators and Inductive Superconductive Receivers 13) Inductive (Charged) Beams of
particles from Accelerators (Acting like an Artificial Wire or Tether) 14) Superconductive Lasers or LiFi
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Aug 1, 2016, 3:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Esoteric Arts.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's Top 13 Methods, Apparatus and Systems of wireless power and communications include: 1) "Cloudborne Wavelets"
2) Artificial Ionization & De-ionization of the atmosphere with Ion/Negative Ion Generators 3) Low Frequency Radio Waves, creates
Concentric, Longitudinal Standing Waves along the surface of the Earth (Whale communication) 4) Earth-Vibration as a Resonant
Cavity (Cyclotron's/Magnetron's) 5) Amplified Electrical Impulses using Cold Temperature (Tuned Coils) 6) Tethered Balloons as
Energy Receivers 7) Radiant Energy/Solar/Static/UV reception, even at night time with a Radiant Energy Receiver 8) A "Sun Tap"
with HAARP 9) Induced Lightning with Elevated Super-Conductors (High Altitude Voltage Access) 10) Electro-Static Generators 11)
Sending TV signals through water or the Ocean 12) HF Generators and Inductive Superconductive Receivers 13) Inductive
(Charged) Beams of particles from Accelerators or Lasers http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html
Aug 1, 2016, 3:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's Top 13 Methods, Apparatus and Systems of wireless power and communications include: 1) "Cloudborne Wavelets"
2) Artificial Ionization & De-ionization of the atmosphere with Ion/Negative Ion Generators 3) Low Frequency Radio Waves, creates
Concentric, Longitudinal Standing Waves along the surface of the Earth (Whale communication) 4) Earth-Vibration as a Resonant
Cavity (Cyclotron's/Magnetron's) 5) Amplified Electrical Impulses using Cold Temperature (Tuned Coils) 6) Tethered Balloons as
Energy Receivers 7) Radiant Energy/Solar/Static/UV reception, even at night time with a Radiant Energy Receiver 8) A "Sun Tap"
with HAARP 9) Induced Lightning with Elevated Super-Conductors (High Altitude Voltage Access) 10) Electro-Static Generators 11)
Sending TV signals through water or the Ocean 12) HF Generators and Inductive Superconductive Receivers 13) Inductive
(Charged) Beams of particles from Accelerators or Lasers http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html
Aug 1, 2016, 3:33 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's Top 13 Methods, Apparatus and Systems of wireless power and communications include: 1) "Cloudborn Wavelets" 2)
Artificial Ionization & De-ionization of the atmosphere with Ion/Negative Ion Generators 3) Low Frequency Radio Waves, creates
Concentric, Longitudinal Standing Waves along the surface of the Earth (Whale communication) 4) Earth-Vibration as a Resonant
Cavity (Cyclotron's/Magnetron's) (Earth Audio Signals by "Granite/Quartz Vibration Sounds") 5) Earth Currents with Amplified
Electrical Impulses using Cold Temperature using the capacity of Tuned Coils) 6) Tethered Balloons as Energy Receivers 7)
Radiant Energy/Solar/Static/UV reception, even at night time with a Radiant Energy Receiver (Audion) 8) A "Sun Tap" with HAARP
9) Induced Lightning with Elevated Super-Conductors (High Altitude Voltage Access) 10) Electro-Static Generators 11) Sending TV
signals through water or the Ocean 12) HF Generators and Inductive Superconductive Receivers 13) Inductive (Charged) Beams of
particles from Accelerators (Acting like an Artificial Wire or Tether) 14) Superconductive Lasers or LiFi
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Aug 1, 2016, 3:33 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's Top 13 Methods, Apparatus and Systems of wireless power and communications include: 1) "Cloudborne Wavelets"
2) Artificial Ionization & De-ionization of the atmosphere with Ion/Negative Ion Generators 3) Low Frequency Radio Waves, creates
Concentric, Longitudinal Standing Waves along the surface of the Earth (Whale communication) 4) Earth-Vibration as a Resonant

Cavity (Cyclotron's/Magnetron's) 5) Amplified Electrical Impulses using Cold Temperature (Tuned Coils) 6) Tethered Balloons as
Energy Receivers 7) Radiant Energy/Solar/Static/UV reception, even at night time with a Radiant Energy Receiver 8) A "Sun Tap"
with HAARP 9) Induced Lightning with Elevated Super-Conductors (High Altitude Voltage Access) 10) Electro-Static Generators 11)
Sending TV signals through water or the Ocean 12) HF Generators and Inductive Superconductive Receivers 13) Inductive
(Charged) Beams of particles from Accelerators or Lasers http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html
Aug 1, 2016, 3:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's Top 13 Methods, Apparatus and Systems of wireless power and communications include: 1) Create "Cloudborn
Wavelets", receive it with specially designed antenna 2) Artificial Ionization & De-ionization of the atmosphere with Ion/Negative Ion
Generators (Plasma Fields) 3) Low Frequency Radio Waves, creates Concentric, Longitudinal Standing Waves along the surface of
the Earth (Whale communication) 4) Earth-Vibration as a Resonant Cavity (Cyclotron's/Magnetron's) (Earth Audio Signals by
"Granite/Quartz Vibration Sounds") 5) Earth Currents between tuned coils/capacity, with amplified Electrical Impulses using Cold
Temperature. Sensitive receiving devices like the (Audion) 6) Tethered Balloons as Energy Receivers 7) Radiant
Energy/Solar/Static/UV reception, even at night time with a Radiant Energy Receiver made of Hybrid Perovskite's of Salt/Lithium
and Tin 8) A "Sun Tap" with HAARP 9) Induced Lightning with Elevated Super-Conductors (High Altitude Voltage Access) (Elevated
Batteries) 10) Electro-Static Generators 11) Sending TV signals through water or the Ocean 12) HF Generators and Inductive
Superconductive Receivers 13) Inductive (Charged) Beams of particles from Accelerators (Acting like an Artificial Wire or Tether)
14) Superconductive Lasers or LiFi http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Aug 1, 2016, 3:26 AM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's Top 13 Methods, Apparatus and Systems of wireless power and communications include: 1) Create "Cloudborn
Wavelets", receive it with specially designed antenna 2) Artificial Ionization & De-ionization of the atmosphere with Ion/Negative Ion
Generators (Plasma Fields) 3) Low Frequency Radio Waves, creates Concentric, Longitudinal Standing Waves along the surface of
the Earth (Whale communication) 4) Earth-Vibration as a Resonant Cavity (Cyclotron's/Magnetron's) (Earth Audio Signals by
"Granite/Quartz Vibration Sounds") 5) Earth Currents between tuned coils/capacity, with amplified Electrical Impulses using Cold
Temperature. Sensitive receiving devices like the (Audion) 6) Tethered Balloons as Energy Receivers 7) Radiant
Energy/Solar/Static/UV reception, even at night time with a Radiant Energy Receiver made of Hybrid Perovskite's of Salt/Lithium
and Tin 8) A "Sun Tap" with HAARP 9) Induced Lightning with Elevated Super-Conductors (High Altitude Voltage Access) (Elevated
Batteries) 10) Electro-Static Generators 11) Sending TV signals through water or the Ocean 12) HF Generators and Inductive
Superconductive Receivers 13) Inductive (Charged) Beams of particles from Accelerators (Acting like an Artificial Wire or Tether)
14) Superconductive Lasers or LiFi http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Updated Aug 1, 2016, 3:12 AM
Aug 1, 2016, 3:12 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuR5U9EWMB8
Nikola Tesla's work on Cavity Resonators (Traveling Waves, Traveling Wave Tube's TWTA's (Tweeta's)), Microwaves, Transistors
and the Earth as a Cavity Resonator used with the Atmosphere as the wave guide, for wireless power transmission and
communication, as early as 1891. Tesla was VP of the AIEE with Alexander Bell in 1891. "one can think of the Earth as a giant
"Helmholtz Resonator", and electrically it is hereby a huge "Cavity Resonator" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuR5U9EWMB8
Updated Jul 31, 2016, 3:36 PM
Jul 31, 2016, 3:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuR5U9EWMB8
Nikola Tesla's work on Cavity Resonators, Microwaves, Transistors and the Earth as a Cavity Resonator used with the Atmosphere
for wireless power transmission, as early as 1891. Tesla was VP of the AIEE with Alexander Bell in 1891. "one can think of the earth
as a giant "Helmholtz Resonator", and electrically it is hereby a huge "Cavity Resonator" https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=QuR5U9EWMB8
Jul 31, 2016, 3:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla-free energy.
http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-of-batteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-70-

2016-7/
Nikola Tesla's Electrolytic "Wound Coil" Electrolytic Sals Batteries patented in 1891-96. The Swiss "Queen of Batteries" supposedly
invents a 70% more efficient lithium battery than the Tesla Model S, using an electrolytic "wound (coil) capacitor" battery. However,
Nikola Tesla patented inventions he calls "Electrical Condensers" in 1891 and 1896 that fully describe all salt based, lithium salt
based electrolytic "wound capacitors", which is now a common classification. http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-ofbatteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-70-2016-7/ -- Nikola Tesla's 1896 "Electrical
Condenser" https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Nikola Tesla's 1891 "Electrical (Electrolytic) Condenser" used as a capacitor
for liquid di-electrics https://google.com/patents/US464667 -- and manufacturing methods. Tesla recommends the highest thermal
conductivity materials such as oil, mercury or saline or molten salt. The best salts being Lithium, extracted by electrolysis, a well
known process since about 1823, and combine with Fluoride salts, us the liquid fuel used in some nuclear reactors. Lithium is also
used to produce Tritium, with the bombardment of neutrons and is known for it's flux effects. Lithium for commercial purposes was
widely used by 1923. Tesla did predict the faster-than-light "Neutrino" in 1932. http://gizmodo.com.au/2011/09/nikola-teslapredicted-faster-than-light-particles-in-1932/
Jul 31, 2016, 2:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in EPS - STRUJNI UDAR - KO KOME DUGUJE.
http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-of-batteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-702016-7/
Nikola Tesla's Electrolytic "Wound Coil" Electrolytic Sals Batteries patented in 1891-96. The Swiss "Queen of Batteries" supposedly
invents a 70% more efficient lithium battery than the Tesla Model S, using an electrolytic "wound (coil) capacitor" battery. However,
Nikola Tesla patented inventions he calls "Electrical Condensers" in 1891 and 1896 that fully describe all salt based, lithium salt
based electrolytic "wound capacitors", which is now a common classification. http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-ofbatteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-70-2016-7/ -- Nikola Tesla's 1896 "Electrical
Condenser" https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Nikola Tesla's 1891 "Electrical (Electrolytic) Condenser" used as a capacitor
for liquid di-electrics https://google.com/patents/US464667 -- and manufacturing methods. Tesla recommends the highest thermal
conductivity materials such as oil, mercury or saline or molten salt. The best salts being Lithium, extracted by electrolysis, a well
known process since about 1823, and combine with Fluoride salts, us the liquid fuel used in some nuclear reactors. Lithium is also
used to produce Tritium, with the bombardment of neutrons and is known for it's flux effects. Lithium for commercial purposes was
widely used by 1923. Tesla did predict the faster-than-light "Neutrino" in 1932. http://gizmodo.com.au/2011/09/nikola-teslapredicted-faster-than-light-particles-in-1932/
Jul 31, 2016, 2:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in "Science How derived from Vedanta? Says EINSTEIN,TESLA & Darr.".
http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-of-batteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-702016-7/
Nikola Tesla's Electrolytic "Wound Coil" Electrolytic Sals Batteries patented in 1891-96. The Swiss "Queen of Batteries" supposedly
invents a 70% more efficient lithium battery than the Tesla Model S, using an electrolytic "wound (coil) capacitor" battery. However,
Nikola Tesla patented inventions he calls "Electrical Condensers" in 1891 and 1896 that fully describe all salt based, lithium salt
based electrolytic "wound capacitors", which is now a common classification. http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-ofbatteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-70-2016-7/ -- Nikola Tesla's 1896 "Electrical
Condenser" https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Nikola Tesla's 1891 "Electrical (Electrolytic) Condenser" used as a capacitor
for liquid di-electrics https://google.com/patents/US464667 -- and manufacturing methods. Tesla recommends the highest thermal
conductivity materials such as oil, mercury or saline or molten salt. The best salts being Lithium, extracted by electrolysis, a well
known process since about 1823, and combine with Fluoride salts, us the liquid fuel used in some nuclear reactors. Lithium is also
used to produce Tritium, with the bombardment of neutrons and is known for it's flux effects. Lithium for commercial purposes was
widely used by 1923. Tesla did predict the faster-than-light "Neutrino" in 1932. http://gizmodo.com.au/2011/09/nikola-teslapredicted-faster-than-light-particles-in-1932/
Jul 31, 2016, 2:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in D.I.Y. rEVolution (Eco Vehicles)⚡?.
Jul 31, 2016, 2:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Esoteric Arts.
http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-of-batteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-702016-7/
Nikola Tesla's Electrolytic "Wound Coil" Electrolytic Sals Batteries patented in 1891-96. The Swiss "Queen of Batteries" supposedly
invents a 70% more efficient lithium battery than the Tesla Model S, using an electrolytic "wound (coil) capacitor" battery. However,

Nikola Tesla patented inventions he calls "Electrical Condensers" in 1891 and 1896 that fully describe all salt based, lithium salt
based electrolytic "wound capacitors", which is now a common classification. http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-ofbatteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-70-2016-7/ -- Nikola Tesla's 1896 "Electrical
Condenser" https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Nikola Tesla's 1891 "Electrical (Electrolytic) Condenser" used as a capacitor
for liquid di-electrics https://google.com/patents/US464667 -- and manufacturing methods. Tesla recommends the highest thermal
conductivity materials such as oil, mercury or saline or molten salt. The best salts being Lithium, extracted by electrolysis, a well
known process since about 1823, and combine with Fluoride salts, us the liquid fuel used in some nuclear reactors. Lithium is also
used to produce Tritium, with the bombardment of neutrons and is known for it's flux effects. Lithium for commercial purposes was
widely used by 1923. Tesla did predict the faster-than-light "Neutrino" in 1932. http://gizmodo.com.au/2011/09/nikola-teslapredicted-faster-than-light-particles-in-1932/
Jul 31, 2016, 2:43 PM
Chris Edwards
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
Join TeslaLeaks: #teslaleaks - Not WikiLeaks, it's Nikola Tesla Leaks. Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions and property.
Nikola Tesla patents, inventions, principles, improvements and vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of
Generators Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors &
Generators, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Impulse Direct Current (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers,
Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates,
Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, LIDAR, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment,
Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Traveling Wave
Tube's, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton
Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage
Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator,
Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning
Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine
Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Adhesion, Viscosity,
Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells,
Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, MagneticLevitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS
by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log,
VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation,
Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray,
Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind
Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to
End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground
Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines,
Manufacturing Methods for all of the above. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Updated Jul 31, 2016, 2:40 AM
Jul 31, 2016, 2:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-of-batteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-702016-7/
Nikola Tesla's Electrolytic "Wound Coil" Electrolytic Salt Batteries patented in 1891-96, similar to the battery at Niagara Falls. The
Swiss "Queen of Batteries" supposedly invents a 70% more efficient lithium battery than the Tesla Model S, using an electrolytic
"wound (coil) capacitor" battery. However, Nikola Tesla patented inventions he calls "Electrical Condensers" in 1891 and 1896 that
fully describe all salt based, lithium salt based electrolytic "wound capacitors", which is now a common classification.
http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-of-batteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-702016-7/ -- Nikola Tesla's 1896 "Electrical Condenser" https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Nikola Tesla's 1891 "Electrical
(Electrolytic) Condenser" used as a capacitor for liquid di-electrics https://google.com/patents/US464667 -- and manufacturing
methods. Tesla recommends the highest thermal conductivity materials such as oil, mercury or saline or molten salt. The best salts
being Lithium, extracted by electrolysis, a well known process since about 1823, and combine with Fluoride salts, us the liquid fuel
used in some nuclear reactors. Lithium is also used to produce Tritium, with the bombardment of neutrons and is known for it's flux
effects. Lithium for commercial purposes was widely used by 1923. Tesla did predict the faster-than-light "Neutrino" in 1932.

http://gizmodo.com.au/2011/09/nikola-tesla-predicted-faster-than-light-particles-in-1932/
Jul 31, 2016, 2:13 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-of-batteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-702016-7/
Nikola Tesla's Electrolytic "Wound Coil" Electrolytic Salt Batteries patented in 1891-96, similar to the battery at Niagara Falls. The
Swiss "Queen of Batteries" supposedly invents a 70% more efficient lithium battery than the Tesla Model S, using an electrolytic
"wound (coil) capacitor" battery. However, Nikola Tesla patented inventions he calls "Electrical Condensers" in 1891 and 1896 that
fully describe all salt based, lithium salt based electrolytic "wound capacitors", which is now a common classification.
http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-of-batteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-702016-7/ -- Nikola Tesla's 1896 "Electrical Condenser" https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Nikola Tesla's 1891 "Electrical
(Electrolytic) Condenser" used as a capacitor for liquid di-electrics https://google.com/patents/US464667 -- and manufacturing
methods. Tesla recommends the highest thermal conductivity materials such as oil, mercury or saline or molten salt. The best salts
being Lithium, extracted by electrolysis, a well known process since about 1823, and combine with Fluoride salts, us the liquid fuel
used in some nuclear reactors. Lithium is also used to produce Tritium, with the bombardment of neutrons and is known for it's flux
effects. Lithium for commercial purposes was widely used by 1923. Tesla did predict the faster-than-light "Neutrino" in 1932.
http://gizmodo.com.au/2011/09/nikola-tesla-predicted-faster-than-light-particles-in-1932/
Jul 31, 2016, 2:08 AM
Chris Edwards
http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-of-batteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-702016-7/
The Swiss "Queen of Batteries" supposedly invents a 70% more efficient lithium battery than the Tesla Model S, using an electrolytic
"wound (coil) capacitor" battery. However, Nikola Tesla patented inventions he calls "Electrical Condensers" in 1891 and 1896 that
fully describe all salt based, lithium salt based electrolytic "wound capacitors", which is now a common classification.
http://nordic.businessinsider.com/the-queen-of-batteries-unveils-her-new-invention-that-can-increase-the-range-of-teslas-by-702016-7/ -- Nikola Tesla "Electrical Condenser" https://www.google.com/patents/US567818 -- and manufacturing methods. Tesla
recommends the highest thermal conductivity materials such as oil, mercury or molten salt. "Electrical Condenser" used as a
capacitor for liquid di-electrics https://www.google.com/patents/US464667
Updated Jul 31, 2016, 2:07 AM
Jul 31, 2016, 2:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Hackers.
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Nikola Tesla's missing inventions, improvements can be found in his International Patents such as 1) Method & Apparatus to the
certain transmission of a message on a certain receiver mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state. (Pulse code/
Pulse-width modulation/ Multiplexing aka "Secrecy Systems"). Later patents around the time of Tesla's death were patented a John
R Pierce, relative to Barbara Pierce Bush (Of Pierce-Arrow) grand-daughter of George Herbert Walker Bush/Scherff? (Curious
George). John R Pierce coincidentally also patented after Tesla's death Electron Guns, Cavity Resonators
(Cyclotron's/Klystron's/Mangetron's) Television Tubes, Radar, Microwaves and Linear Accelerators. Other earlier patents, before
WW2, show up under RCA (Tesla allegedly worked for RCA under the name "Terbo") Telefunken and Westinghouse that are similar
to the earlier Tesla patents. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm Oct 1909 UK Patent for 3) Improvement Method of Imparting
Energy to or Deriving Energy from a Fluid by "skin effect", adhesion and viscosity.
http://193.251.6.244/nikolatesla/documents/1910_GB24001.pdf - By Oct. 1945 agent "Fitzgerald" was soliciting the FBI to gather all
information on Nikola Tesla and turn them into "Idea Factories" http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Jul 31, 2016, 1:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Nikola Tesla's missing inventions, improvements can be found in his International Patents such as 1) Method & Apparatus to the
certain transmission of a message on a certain receiver mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state. (Pulse code/
Pulse-width modulation/ Multiplexing aka "Secrecy Systems"). Later patents around the time of Tesla's death were patented a John
R Pierce, relative to Barbara Pierce Bush (Of Pierce-Arrow) grand-daughter of George Herbert Walker Bush/Scherff? (Curious
George). John R Pierce coincidentally also patented after Tesla's death Electron Guns, Cavity Resonators
(Cyclotron's/Klystron's/Mangetron's) Television Tubes, Radar, Microwaves and Linear Accelerators. Other earlier patents, before
WW2, show up under RCA (Tesla allegedly worked for RCA under the name "Terbo") Telefunken and Westinghouse that are similar

to the earlier Tesla patents. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm Oct 1909 UK Patent for 3) Improvement Method of Imparting
Energy to or Deriving Energy from a Fluid by "skin effect", adhesion and viscosity.
http://193.251.6.244/nikolatesla/documents/1910_GB24001.pdf - By Oct. 1945 agent "Fitzgerald" was soliciting the FBI to gather all
information on Nikola Tesla and turn them into "Idea Factories" http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Jul 31, 2016, 1:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Nikola Tesla's missing inventions, improvements can be found in his International Patents such as 1) Method & Apparatus to the
certain transmission of a message on a certain receiver mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state. (Pulse code/
Pulse-width modulation/ Multiplexing aka "Secrecy Systems"). Later patents around the time of Tesla's death were patented a John
R Pierce, relative to Barbara Pierce Bush (Of Pierce-Arrow) grand-daughter of George Herbert Walker Bush/Scherff? (Curious
George). John R Pierce coincidentally also patented after Tesla's death Electron Guns, Cavity Resonators
(Cyclotron's/Klystron's/Mangetron's) Television Tubes, Radar, Microwaves and Linear Accelerators. Other earlier patents, before
WW2, show up under RCA (Tesla allegedly worked for RCA under the name "Terbo") Telefunken and Westinghouse that are similar
to the earlier Tesla patents. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm Oct 1909 UK Patent for 3) Improvement Method of Imparting
Energy to or Deriving Energy from a Fluid by "skin effect", adhesion and viscosity.
http://193.251.6.244/nikolatesla/documents/1910_GB24001.pdf - By Oct. 1945 agent "Fitzgerald" was soliciting the FBI to gather all
information on Nikola Tesla and turn them into "Idea Factories" http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Jul 31, 2016, 1:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anti-Corruption Network.
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Some of Nikola Tesla's missing inventions, improvements can be found in his International Patents such as 1) Method and
Apparatus to the certain transmission of a message on a certain receiver mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state.
(Pulse code/ Pulse-width modulation/ Multiplexing aka "Secrecy Systems"). Later patents around the time of Tesla's death were
patented a John R Pierce, relative to Barbara Pierce Bush (Of Pierce-Arrow) grand-daughter of George Herbert Walker
Bush/Scherff? (Curious George). John R Pierce coincidentally also patented after Tesla's death Electron Guns, Cavity Resonators
(Cyclotron's/Klystron's/Mangetron's) Television Tubes, Radar, Microwaves and Linear Accelerators. Other earlier patents, before
WW2, show up under RCA (Tesla allegedly worked for RCA under the name "Terbo") Telefunken and Westinghouse that are similar
to the earlier Tesla patents. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm Oct 1909 UK Patent for 3) Improvement Method of Imparting
Energy to or Deriving Energy from a Fluid by "skin effect", adhesion and viscosity.
http://193.251.6.244/nikolatesla/documents/1910_GB24001.pdf - By Oct. 1945 agent "Fitzgerald" was soliciting the FBI to gather all
information on Nikola Tesla and turn them into "Idea Factories" http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Jul 31, 2016, 1:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AI Artificial Intelligence: Deconstructing AI/Matrix and Healing Ourselves.
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Some of Nikola Tesla's missing inventions and improvements can be found in his International Patents, such as: 1) Method and
Apparatus to the certain transmission of a message on a certain receiver mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state.
(Pulse code/ Pulse-width modulation/ Multiplexing aka "Secrecy Systems"). Later patents around the time of Tesla's death were
patented by a "John R Pierce", relative to Barbara Pierce Bush (Of Pierce-Arrow) and grand-daughter of George Herbert Walker
Bush/Scherff? (Curious George). John R Pierce coincidentally also patented after Tesla's death Electron Guns, Cavity Resonators
(Cyclotron's/Klystron's/Mangetron's) Television Tubes, Radar, Microwaves and Linear Accelerators. Other earlier patents, before
WW2, show up under RCA (Tesla allegedly worked for RCA under the name "Terbo") Telefunken and Westinghouse that are similar
to the earlier Tesla patents. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm Oct 1909 UK Patent for 3) Improvement Method of Imparting
Energy to or Deriving Energy from a Fluid by "skin effect", adhesion and viscosity.
http://193.251.6.244/nikolatesla/documents/1910_GB24001.pdf - By Oct. 1945 agent "Fitzgerald" was soliciting the FBI to gather all
information on Nikola Tesla and turn them into "Idea Factories" http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Jul 31, 2016, 1:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in IRE 2.-Nikola Tesla - Inheritance.
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Nikola Tesla's missing inventions and improvements can be found in his International Patents, such as: 1) Improvements in fluid
propulsion and fluid propelled mechanism 2) Method and Apparatus to the certain transmission of a message on a certain receiver
mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state. (Pulse code/ Pulse-width modulation/ Multiplexing). Later patents around
Tesla's death were patented by a "John R Pierce", relative to Barbara Pierce Bush (Of Pierce-Arrow) and grand-daughter of George

Herbert Walker Bush/Scherff? (Curious George). John R Pierce coincidentally also patented after Tesla's death Electron Guns,
Cavity Resonators (Cyclotron's/Klystron's/Mangetron's) Television Tubes, Radar, Microwaves and Linear Accelerators. Other earlier
patents, before WW2, show up under RCA (Tesla allegedly worked for RCA under the name "Terbo") Telefunken and Westinghouse
that are similar to the earlier Tesla patents. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm Oct 1909 UK Patent for 3) Improvement Method
of Imparting Energy to or Deriving Energy from a Fluid by "skin effect", adhesion and viscosity.
http://193.251.6.244/nikolatesla/documents/1910_GB24001.pdf - By Oct. 1945 agent "Fitzgerald" was soliciting the FBI to gather all
information on Nikola Tesla and turn them into "Idea Factories" http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Jul 31, 2016, 1:21 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Freemasonry Inside Out.
Jul 31, 2016, 1:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Nikola Tesla's missing inventions and improvements can be found in his International Patents, such as: 1) Improvements in fluid
propulsion and fluid propelled mechanism 2) Method and Apparatus to the certain transmission of a message on a certain receiver
mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state. (Pulse code/ Pulse-width modulation/ Multiplexing). Later patents around
Tesla's death were patented by a "John R Pierce", relative to Barbara Pierce Bush (Of Pierce-Arrow) and grand-daughter of George
Herbert Walker Bush/Scherff? (Curious George). John R Pierce coincidentally also patented after Tesla's death Electron Guns,
Cavity Resonators (Cyclotron's/Klystron's/Mangetron's) Television Tubes, Radar, Microwaves and Linear Accelerators. Other earlier
patents, before WW2, show up under RCA (Tesla allegedly worked for RCA under the name "Terbo") Telefunken and Westinghouse
that are similar to the earlier Tesla patents. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm Oct 1909 UK Patent for 3) Improvement Method
of Imparting Energy to or Deriving Energy from a Fluid by "skin effect", adhesion and viscosity.
http://193.251.6.244/nikolatesla/documents/1910_GB24001.pdf - By Oct. 1945 agent "Fitzgerald" was soliciting the FBI to gather all
information on Nikola Tesla and turn them into "Idea Factories" http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Jul 31, 2016, 1:16 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Some of Nikola Tesla's missing inventions and improvements can be found in his International Patents, such as: 1) Improvements in
fluid propulsion and fluid propelled mechanism 2) Method and Apparatus to the certain transmission of a message on a certain
receiver mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state. (Pulse code/ Pulse-width modulation/ Multiplexing). Later
patents around Tesla's death were patented by a "John R Pierce", relative to Barbara Pierce Bush (Of Pierce-Arrow) and granddaughter of George Herbert Walker Bush/Scherff? (Curious George). John R Pierce coincidentally also patented after Tesla's death
Electron Guns, Cavity Resonators (Cyclotron's/Klystron's/Mangetron's) Television Tubes, Radar, Microwaves and Linear
Accelerators. Other earlier patents, before WW2, show up under RCA (Tesla allegedly worked for RCA under the name "Terbo")
Telefunken and Westinghouse that are similar to the earlier Tesla patents. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm Oct 1909 UK
Patent for 3) Improvement Method of Imparting Energy to or Deriving Energy from a Fluid by "skin effect", adhesion and viscosity.
http://193.251.6.244/nikolatesla/documents/1910_GB24001.pdf - By Oct. 1945 agent "Fitzgerald" was soliciting the FBI to gather all
information on Nikola Tesla and turn them into "Idea Factories" http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Jul 31, 2016, 1:13 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Some of Nikola Tesla's missing inventions and improvements can be found in his International Patents, such as: 1) Improvements in
fluid propulsion and fluid propelled mechanism 2) Method and Apparatus to the certain transmission of a message on a certain
receiver mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state. (Pulse code/ Pulse-width modulation/ Multiplexing). Later
patents around Tesla's death were patented by a "John R Pierce", relative to Barbara Pierce Bush (Of Pierce-Arrow) and granddaughter of George Herbert Walker Bush/Scherff? (Curious George). John R Pierce coincidentally also patented after Tesla's death
Electron Guns, Cavity Resonators (Cyclotron's/Klystron's/Mangetron's) Television Tubes, Radar, Microwaves and Linear
Accelerators. Other earlier patents, before WW2, show up under RCA (Tesla allegedly worked for RCA under the name "Terbo")
Telefunken and Westinghouse that are similar to the earlier Tesla patents. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm Oct 1909 UK
Patent for 3) Improvement Method of Imparting Energy to or Deriving Energy from a Fluid by "skin effect", adhesion and viscosity.
http://193.251.6.244/nikolatesla/documents/1910_GB24001.pdf - By Oct. 1945 agent "Fitzgerald" was soliciting the FBI to gather all
information on Nikola Tesla and turn them into "Idea Factories" http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Jul 31, 2016, 1:13 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslA Invader Komuniti 21+? ﾟﾇ(T.A.I.K)? ﾟﾇ.

http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Some of Nikola Tesla's missing inventions and improvements can be found in his International Patents, such as: 1) Improvements in
fluid propulsion and fluid propelled mechanism 2) Method and Apparatus to the certain transmission of a message on a certain
receiver mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state. (Pulse code/ Pulse-width modulation/ Multiplexing). Later
patents around Tesla's death were patented by a "John R Pierce", relative to Barbara Pierce Bush (Of Pierce-Arrow) and granddaughter of George Herbert Walker Bush/Scherff? (Curious George). John R Pierce coincidentally also patented after Tesla's death
Electron Guns, Cavity Resonators (Cyclotron's/Klystron's/Mangetron's) Television Tubes, Radar, Microwaves and Linear
Accelerators. Other earlier patents, before WW2, show up under RCA (Tesla allegedly worked for RCA under the name "Terbo")
Telefunken and Westinghouse that are similar to the earlier Tesla patents. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm Oct 1909 UK
Patent for 3) Improvement Method of Imparting Energy to or Deriving Energy from a Fluid by "skin effect", adhesion and viscosity.
http://193.251.6.244/nikolatesla/documents/1910_GB24001.pdf - By Oct. 1945 agent "Fitzgerald" was soliciting the FBI to gather all
information on Nikola Tesla and turn them into "Idea Factories" http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Jul 31, 2016, 1:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla - -Sverige /Svedska /Sweden.
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Some of Nikola Tesla's missing inventions and improvements can be found in his International Patents, such as: 1) Improvements in
fluid propulsion and fluid propelled mechanism 2) Method and Apparatus to the certain transmission of a message on a certain
receiver mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state. (Pulse code/ Pulse-width modulation/ Multiplexing). Later
patents around Tesla's death were patented by a "John R Pierce", relative to Barbara Pierce Bush (Of Pierce-Arrow) and granddaughter of George Herbert Walker Bush/Scherff? (Curious George). John R Pierce coincidentally also patented after Tesla's death
Electron Guns, Cavity Resonators (Cyclotron's/Klystron's/Mangetron's) Television Tubes, Radar, Microwaves and Linear
Accelerators. Other earlier patents, before WW2, show up under RCA (Tesla allegedly worked for RCA under the name "Terbo")
Telefunken and Westinghouse that are similar to the earlier Tesla patents. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm Oct 1909 UK
Patent for 3) Improvement Method of Imparting Energy to or Deriving Energy from a Fluid by "skin effect", adhesion and viscosity.
http://193.251.6.244/nikolatesla/documents/1910_GB24001.pdf
Jul 31, 2016, 12:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
Some of Nikola Tesla's missing improvements can be found in his International Patents, such as: 1) Improvements in fluid
propulsion and fluid propelled mechanism 2) Method and Apparatus to the certain transmission of a message on a certain receiver
mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state. (Pulse code/ Pulse-width modulation/ Multiplexing). Later patents around
Tesla's death were patented by a "John R Pierce", relative to Barbara Pierce Bush (Of Pierce-Arrow) and grand-daughter of George
Herbert Walker Bush/Scherff? (Curious George). John R Pierce coincidentally also patented after Tesla's death Electron Guns,
Cavity Resonators (Cyclotron's/Klystron's/Mangetron's) Television Tubes, Radar, Microwaves and Linear Accelerators. Other earlier
patents, before WW2, show up under RCA (Tesla allegedly worked for RCA under the name "Terbo") Telefunken and Westinghouse
that are similar to the earlier Tesla patents. http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm Oct 1909 UK Patent for 3) Improvement Method
of Imparting Energy to or Deriving Energy from a Fluid by "skin effect", adhesion and viscosity.
http://193.251.6.244/nikolatesla/documents/1910_GB24001.pdf - By Oct. 1945 agent "Fitzgerald" was soliciting the FBI to gather all
information on Nikola Tesla and turn them into "Idea Factories" http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Jul 31, 2016, 12:33 AM
Chris Edwards updated his status.
#tesla #international #patents #improvements Some of Nikola Tesla's missing inventions can be found in his International Patents,
such as: 1) Improvements in fluid propulsion and fluid propelled mechanism 2) Method and Apparatus to the certain transmission of
a message on a certain receiver mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state. (Pulse code/Pulse-width
modulation/Multiplexing). Later patents around Tesla's death were patented by a "John R Pierce", relative to Barbara Pierce Bush
(Of Pierce-Arrow) and grand-daughter of George Herbert Walker Bush/Scherff? (Curious George). John R Pierce coincidentally also
patented after Tesla's death Electron Guns, Cavity Resonators (Cyclotron's/Klystron's/Mangetron's) Television Tubes, Radar and
the Microwave http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Jul 31, 2016, 12:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
Nikola Tesla's Superconductivity and Hydrogen production at Wardenclyffe. The present limitations in the transmission of power to
distance will be overcome in two ways—through the adoption of underground conductors insulated by power, and through the
introduction of the wireless art. The first plan I have advanced years ago. The underlying principle is to convey through a tubular

conductor hydrogen at a very low temperature, freeze the surrounding material and thus secure a perfect insulation by indirect use
of electric energy. In this manner the power derived from falls can be transmitted to distances of hundreds of miles with the highest
economy and at a small cost. http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- Nikola Tesla's "Wonder World" of Electricity 1915 - Tesla
predicts Hydro Power & Demand Response https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1TwbmP-yU_w
Jul 30, 2016, 3:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
Nikola Tesla's Superconductivity & Liquid Hydrogen production at Wardenclyffe to solve the present limitations in the transmission of
power to distance will be overcome in two ways—through the adoption of underground conductors insulated by power, and through
the introduction of the wireless art. The first plan I have advanced years ago. The underlying principle is to convey through a tubular
conductor hydrogen at a very low temperature, freeze the surrounding material and thus secure a perfect insulation by indirect use
of electric energy. In this manner the power derived from falls can be transmitted to distances of hundreds of miles with the highest
economy and at a small cost. http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- Nikola Tesla's "Wonder World" of Electricity 1915 - Tesla
predicts Hydro Power & Demand Response https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1TwbmP-yU_w -- Nikola Tesla on Weather Control:
But the time is very near when we shall have the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it
will be possible to draw unlimited quantities of water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely
transform the globe by irrigation and intensive farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly
be imagined.
Jul 30, 2016, 2:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
Nikola Tesla's Superconductivity & Liquid Hydrogen production at Wardenclyffe to solve the present limitations in the transmission of
power to distance will be overcome in two ways—through the adoption of underground conductors insulated by power, and through
the introduction of the wireless art. The first plan I have advanced years ago. The underlying principle is to convey through a tubular
conductor hydrogen at a very low temperature, freeze the surrounding material and thus secure a perfect insulation by indirect use
of electric energy. In this manner the power derived from falls can be transmitted to distances of hundreds of miles with the highest
economy and at a small cost. http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- Nikola Tesla's "Wonder World" of Electricity 1915 - Tesla
predicts Hydro Power & Demand Response https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1TwbmP-yU_w -- Nikola Tesla on Weather Control:
But the time is very near when we shall have the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it
will be possible to draw unlimited quantities of water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely
transform the globe by irrigation and intensive farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly
be imagined.
Jul 30, 2016, 2:43 PM
Chris Edwards
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
#nikolatesla #wardenclyffe Nikola Tesla's use of Superconductivity and (on-site, Liquid) Hydrogen production by, at and for the
Wardenclyffe Tower Station System. Present limitations in the transmission of power to distance will be overcome in two
waysthrough the adoption of underground conductors insulated by power, and through the introduction of the wireless art. The first
plan I have advanced years ago. Principle is to convey through a tubular conductor hydrogen at a very low temperature, freeze the
surrounding material and thus secure a perfect insulation by indirect use of electric energy. In this manner the power derived from
falls can be transmitted to distances of hundreds of miles with the highest economy and at a small cost.
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm -- Nikola Tesla's "Wonder World" of Electricity 1915 - Tesla predicts Hydro Power &
Demand Response https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1TwbmP-yU_w
Updated Jul 30, 2016, 1:43 PM
Jul 30, 2016, 1:43 PM
Chris Edwards
http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/radients-patented-technology-provides-cell-phone-users-and-manufacturers-with-smartergreener-wireless-charging-300305356.html
#nikolatesla #wireless #charging July 28, 2016 -- "Radient" announced today that it has received two key patents for its
groundbreaking technology that captures RF waves (a principle that Nikola Tesla demonstrated back in the 1890s) converts them
into electrical energy for reuse and/or charge cell phones and other electronics. Radient collects that radio power (at about 10%
efficiency) and uses it to extend the battery of the cell phone. Its technology reduces power consumption and improves battery life
by up to 30 percent. "Most of the options out there today transfer power from one location to another — from charger to device — a

principle that Nikola Tesla demonstrated back in the 1890s. Radient is the first company to go beyond this outdated, 19th century
model," http://prnewswire.com/news-releases/radients-patented-technology-provides-cell-phone-users-and-manufacturers-withsmarter-greener-wireless-charging-300305356.html
Updated Jul 30, 2016, 1:51 AM
Jul 29, 2016, 8:59 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3714780/Super-fuel-artificial-leaves-replace-oil-Scientists-say-innovative-somedaypower-world.html
#solar #syngas #superconductivity #wardenclyffe #nikolatesla July 29th 2016 - Solar "Cells" to Syngas - Breakthrough solar cell
captures carbon dioxide and sunlight, produces burnable fuel: 1000-fold improved chemistry.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3714780/Super-fuel-artificial-leaves-replace-oil-Scientists-say-innovative-somedaypower-world.html -- On Nikola Tesla -- Nikola Tesla reportedly painted his Wardenclyffe Tower Cupola or part of his Radiant Energy
Receiver several times over the years with a halogen metal and Selenium. The Wardenclyffe Tower site was a super-fund site for 30
years. The EPA was looking for metals and Selenium. The Wardenclyffe Tower underground staircase was reported by him to
contain super-conductive gasses, either created artificially or by the system, to amplify the signals from Wardenclyffe. The
temperature of the "liquids" under the tower were supposed to be set at a specific and constant temperature. His 1900 patent for
"Means for Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature" https://www.google.com/patents/US685012 describes the use
for his system. The same phenomena of Cryogenics, also increases radio waves and heat signatures. Tesla's methods to create
N3, O3, and presumably super-conductive gasses like liquid Hydrogen, Helium, and even the most super-conductive gasses like
Krypton. Krypton was "founded" in the same year, 1897. Also, 85Kr is released during the reprocessing of fuel rods from nuclear
reactors. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton
Updated Jul 29, 2016, 6:36 PM
Jul 29, 2016, 6:36 PM
Chris Edwards updated his status.
#solar #syngas #superconductivity #wardenclyffe #nikolatesla July 29th 2016 - Solar "Cells" to Syngas - Breakthrough solar cell
captures carbon dioxide and sunlight, produces burnable fuel: 1000-fold improved chemistry.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3714780/Super-fuel-artificial-leaves-replace-oil-Scientists-say-innovative-somedaypower-world.html -- On Nikola Tesla -- Nikola Tesla reportedly painted his Wardenclyffe Tower Cupola or part of his Radiant Energy
Receiver several times over the years with a halogen metal and Selenium. The Wardenclyffe Tower site was a super-fund site for 30
years. The EPA was looking for metals and Selenium. The Wardenclyffe Tower underground staircase was reported by him to
contain super-conductive gasses, either created artificially or by the system, to amplify the signals from Wardenclyffe. The
temperature of the "liquids" under the tower were supposed to be set at a specific and constant temperature. His 1897 patent for
"Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature" describes the use for his system. The same phenomena of Cryogenics,
also increases radio waves and heat signatures. Tesla's methods to create N3, O3, and presumably super-conductive gasses like
liquid Hydrogen, Helium, and even the most super-conductive gasses like Krypton. Krypton was "founded" in the same year, 1897.
Jul 29, 2016, 6:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Party of the United States Issues & Discussion Group.
http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/28/22-ways-delay-electric-car-revolution/
22 Ways To Delay The Electric Car Revolution. Let’s say that, for some reason, you really don’t want humans to drive in cleaner,
more enjoyable, more exciting, safer, better electric cars. How do you go about slowing down the transition? Below are prescriptions
for three different groups (automakers, the media, and investors) that could pitch in and do their part to delay the transition.
http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/28/22-ways-delay-electric-car-revolution/
Jul 28, 2016, 11:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Transition 2030.
Jul 28, 2016, 11:48 PM
Chris Edwards
http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/28/22-ways-delay-electric-car-revolution/
#electric #car #tesla 22 Ways To Delay The Electric Car Revolution. Let’s say that, for some reason, you really don’t want humans
to drive in cleaner, more enjoyable, more exciting, safer, better electric cars. How do you go about slowing down the transition?
Below are prescriptions for three different groups (automakers, the media, and investors) that could pitch in and do their part to
delay the transition. http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/28/22-ways-delay-electric-car-revolution/
Updated Jul 28, 2016, 11:44 PM
Jul 28, 2016, 11:44 PM

Chris Edwards
http://www.ew.com/article/2016/07/25/last-days-night-eddie-redmayne
#last #days #of #night #thomasedison #nikolatesla #westinghouse #stanfordwhite The Last Days of Night is being directed by
Morten Tyldum, who previously worked with Moore on the 2014 Oscar-winning drama The Imitation Game. Historical figures such
as Nikola Tesla, Alexander Graham Bell, and (Wardenclyffe Co-Designer) Stanford White will also reportedly appear in the film,
which is being produced by Nora Grossman, Ido Ostrowsky, and Teddy Schwarzman. http://www.ew.com/article/2016/07/25/lastdays-night-eddie-redmayne
Updated Jul 28, 2016, 11:19 PM
Jul 28, 2016, 11:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conscious Media Coalition.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
TeslaLeaks - Not WikiLeaks, it's Nikola Tesla Leaks https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Jul 28, 2016, 3:26 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anti-Corruption Network.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
TeslaLeaks - Not WikiLeaks, it's Nikola Tesla Leaks https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Jul 28, 2016, 3:25 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
TeslaLeaks - Not WikiLeaks, it's Nikola Tesla Leaks https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Jul 28, 2016, 3:24 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Alternative Journalism Coalition.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
TeslaLeaks - Not WikiLeaks, it's Nikola Tesla Leaks https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Jul 28, 2016, 3:22 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
Jul 28, 2016, 3:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Slovenia.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
TeslaLeaks - Not WikiLeaks, it's Nikola Tesla Leaks https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Jul 28, 2016, 3:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Slovenia.
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks
TeslaLeaks - Not WikiLeaks, it's Nikola Tesla Leaks https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/
Jul 28, 2016, 3:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
#niagarafalls #coloradosprings #wardenclyffe #deathray #patents #fbifile #jpmorgan #dieselgate #debunking #einstein #letters
#more Coming soon. https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009085196708
Jul 28, 2016, 3:12 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html
#security #radio #internet A Nikola Tesla logic gates + quantum mechanics method of encoding an unlimited number of
simultaneous, un-interruptible, secure, instantaneous communications channels for his Wardenclyffe Tower. "While elements of
classical computers (bits) can only be in two states (logic zero and logic one), qubits are based on quantum objects that can be in a
-coherent superposition- of two states, which means that they can encode the intermediate states between logic zero and one.
When a qubit is measured, the outcome is either a zero or a one with a certain probability (determined by the laws of quantum
mechanics)." http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html -- Building a Quantum Computer One Logic
Gate At A Time. It was 109 years ago, in the early spring of 1903, that Nikola Tesla, one of the world’s most renowned inventors,
filed specifications for two patents claiming the invention of logic gates, a system for transmitting intelligible messages that would
become the building blocks of all modern computers http://forbes.com/sites/eliseackerman/2012/02/23/building-a-quantumcomputer-one-logic-gate-at-a-time/ -- Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan with details of the system: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 28, 2016, 1:21 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html
A Nikola Tesla logic gates + quantum mechanics method of encoding an unlimited number of secure, instantaneous
communications channels for his Wardenclyffe Tower. "While elements of classical computers (bits) can only be in two states (logic
zero and logic one), qubits are based on quantum objects that can be in a -coherent superposition- of two states, which means that
they can encode the intermediate states between logic zero and one. When a qubit is measured, the outcome is either a zero or a
one with a certain probability (determined by the laws of quantum mechanics)." http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicistsapproach-quantum.html -- Building a Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time. It was 109 years ago, in the early spring of
1903, that Nikola Tesla, one of the world’s most renowned inventors, filed specifications for two patents claiming the invention of
logic gates, a system for transmitting intelligible messages that would become the building blocks of all modern computers
http://www.forbes.com/sites/eliseackerman/2012/02/23/building-a-quantum-computer-one-logic-gate-at-a-time/
Jul 28, 2016, 12:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html
A Nikola Tesla logic gates + quantum mechanics method of encoding an unlimited number of secure, instantaneous
communications channels for his Wardenclyffe Tower. "While elements of classical computers (bits) can only be in two states (logic
zero and logic one), qubits are based on quantum objects that can be in a -coherent superposition- of two states, which means that
they can encode the intermediate states between logic zero and one. When a qubit is measured, the outcome is either a zero or a
one with a certain probability (determined by the laws of quantum mechanics)." http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicistsapproach-quantum.html -- Building a Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time. It was 109 years ago, in the early spring of
1903, that Nikola Tesla, one of the world’s most renowned inventors, filed specifications for two patents claiming the invention of
logic gates, a system for transmitting intelligible messages that would become the building blocks of all modern computers
http://www.forbes.com/sites/eliseackerman/2012/02/23/building-a-quantum-computer-one-logic-gate-at-a-time/
Jul 28, 2016, 12:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html
A Nikola Tesla logic gates + quantum mechanics method of encoding an unlimited number of simultaneous, un-interruptible, secure,
instantaneous communications channels for his Wardenclyffe Tower. "While elements of classical computers (bits) can only be in
two states (logic zero and logic one), qubits are based on quantum objects that can be in a -coherent superposition- of two states,
which means that they can encode the intermediate states between logic zero and one. When a qubit is measured, the outcome is
either a zero or a one with a certain probability (determined by the laws of quantum mechanics)." http://phys.org/news/2016-07russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html -- Building a Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time. It was 109 years ago, in the
early spring of 1903, that Nikola Tesla, one of the world’s most renowned inventors, filed specifications for two patents claiming the
invention of logic gates, a system for transmitting intelligible messages that would become the building blocks of all modern
computers http://forbes.com/sites/eliseackerman/2012/02/23/building-a-quantum-computer-one-logic-gate-at-a-time/ -- Tesla's
Letters to JP Morgan with details of the system: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 28, 2016, 12:49 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers: Conspiracies & Prophecies.
Jul 28, 2016, 12:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in David Icke -Jordan Maxwell-Bill Cooper.
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html
A Nikola Tesla method of encoding an unlimited number of secure, instantaneous communications channels for his Wardenclyffe
Tower. "While elements of classical computers (bits) can only be in two states (logic zero and logic one), qubits are based on
quantum objects that can be in a -coherent superposition- of two states, which means that they can encode the intermediate states
between logic zero and one. When a qubit is measured, the outcome is either a zero or a one with a certain probability (determined
by the laws of quantum mechanics)." http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html -- Building a
Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time. It was 109 years ago, in the early spring of 1903, that Nikola Tesla, one of the
world’s most renowned inventors, filed specifications for two patents claiming the invention of logic gates, a system for transmitting
intelligible messages that would become the building blocks of all modern computers
http://www.forbes.com/sites/eliseackerman/2012/02/23/building-a-quantum-computer-one-logic-gate-at-a-time/
Jul 28, 2016, 12:46 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html

A Nikola Tesla method of encoding an unlimited number of secure, instantaneous communications channels for his Wardenclyffe
Tower. "While elements of classical computers (bits) can only be in two states (logic zero and logic one), qubits are based on
quantum objects that can be in a coherent superposition of two states, which means that they can encode the intermediate states
between logic zero and one. When a qubit is measured, the outcome is either a zero or a one with a certain probability (determined
by the laws of quantum mechanics)." http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html -- Building a
Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time. It was 109 years ago, in the early spring of 1903, that Nikola Tesla, one of the
world’s most renowned inventors, filed specifications for two patents claiming the invention of logic gates, a system for transmitting
intelligible messages that would become the building blocks of all modern computers
http://www.forbes.com/sites/eliseackerman/2012/02/23/building-a-quantum-computer-one-logic-gate-at-a-time/
Jul 28, 2016, 12:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html
#nikolatesla #logicgates #quantummechanics A Nikola Tesla logic gates + quantum mechanics method of encoding an unlimited
number of simultaneous, un-interruptible, secure, instantaneous communications channels for his Wardenclyffe Tower. "While
elements of classical computers (bits) can only be in two states (logic zero and logic one), qubits are based on quantum objects that
can be in a -coherent superposition- of two states, which means that they can encode the intermediate states between logic zero
and one. When a qubit is measured, the outcome is either a zero or a one with a certain probability (determined by the laws of
quantum mechanics)." http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html -- Building a Quantum Computer
One Logic Gate At A Time. It was 109 years ago, in the early spring of 1903, that Nikola Tesla, one of the world’s most renowned
inventors, filed specifications for two patents claiming the invention of logic gates, a system for transmitting intelligible messages that
would become the building blocks of all modern computers http://forbes.com/sites/eliseackerman/2012/02/23/building-a-quantumcomputer-one-logic-gate-at-a-time/ -- Tesla's Logic Gates, Tuned Systems & Synchronicity and "various ways" of Remote Control -http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0613809.htm -- Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan with details of the system:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- Tesla International Patent for a "Method and Apparatus to the certain
transmission of a message on a certain receiver mittles of electric impulses or oscillation of a different state." (Pulse code/ Pulsewidth modulation/ Multiplexing).http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm
Jul 28, 2016, 12:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html
A Nikola Tesla method of encoding an unlimited number of secure, instantaneous communications channels. "While elements of
classical computers (bits) can only be in two states (logic zero and logic one), qubits are based on quantum objects that can be in a
coherent superposition of two states, which means that they can encode the intermediate states between logic zero and one. When
a qubit is measured, the outcome is either a zero or a one with a certain probability (determined by the laws of quantum
mechanics)." http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html -- Building a Quantum Computer One Logic
Gate At A Time. It was 109 years ago, in the early spring of 1903, that Nikola Tesla, one of the world’s most renowned inventors,
filed specifications for two patents claiming the invention of logic gates, a system for transmitting intelligible messages that would
become the building blocks of all modern computers http://www.forbes.com/sites/eliseackerman/2012/02/23/building-a-quantumcomputer-one-logic-gate-at-a-time/
Jul 28, 2016, 12:39 AM
Chris Edwards
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html#jCp
#nikola #tesla #is #quantum #mechanics A Nikola Tesla logic gates + quantum mechanics method of encoding an unlimited number
of simultaneous, un-interruptible, secure, instantaneous communications channels for his Wardenclyffe Tower. "While elements of
classical computers (bits) can only be in two states (logic zero and logic one), qubits are based on quantum objects that can be in a
-coherent superposition- of two states, which means that they can encode the intermediate states between logic zero and one.
When a qubit is measured, the outcome is either a zero or a one with a certain probability (determined by the laws of quantum
mechanics)." http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-physicists-approach-quantum.html -- Building a Quantum Computer One Logic
Gate At A Time. It was 109 years ago, in the early spring of 1903, that Nikola Tesla, one of the world’s most renowned inventors,
filed specifications for two patents claiming the invention of logic gates, a system for transmitting intelligible messages that would
become the building blocks of all modern computers http://forbes.com/sites/eliseackerman/2012/02/23/building-a-quantumcomputer-one-logic-gate-at-a-time/ -- Tesla's Logic Gates, Tuned Systems & Synchronicity and "various ways" of Remote Control -http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0613809.htm -- Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan with details of the system:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI

Updated Jul 28, 2016, 12:20 AM
Jul 28, 2016, 12:20 AM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
#scientific #laws #overunity #closed #open #systems Questions on Over-Unity & Perpetual Motion Machines in regards to Open
Systems vs Closed Systems and modern Scientific Laws: Most laws only apply to "closed systems" and don't take into account the
Earth and Matter are "open systems". Concepts to consider are: constructive interference, light wave upconversion, molecular
upconversion, cyclotron's (resonant cavities), potential energy (rigidity of a spring), swelling magnets, "gravity" motors, "flux"
capacitors, Tachyonized materials, Halogen Perovskite Super-Ion's, Self-Illuminating gasses, Density engine's, Reciprocating
engines, Tesla effects, Back EMF (Feedback), Nuclear power and in the manufacture of gasses. Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the
Utilization of Radiant Energy" would be considered a daytime/nighttime Perpetual Motion Machine set in a superconductive
condition. Efficiency is generally the measure of percentage of input energy or heat vs output. They don't point out the power and
energy sources of wind, sun, wave etc. are infinite. In addition, Tesla's superconductivity by cold temperature can drop resistance to
near 0, approaching infinite capacity. Also, some A/C or impulse DC systems using superconductive gasses exhibit "negative
resistance". Tesla A/C induction motors and Tesla turbines are already 90-100% efficient. Tesla's Radiant Energy Receiver, like
solar cells, receive energy from the environment, sometimes induced by induction, and reluctant reciprocation. "Radioactive" heavy
meals, for example, are activated by inputs from the Sun or artificially with radio waves.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -- Patent Dec. 1970 Superconductive Gas,
Non-pollution motor units https://www.google.com/patents/US3842333 -- Patent April 1991 Superconducting brushless homopolar
motor with multiple winding rotor https://www.google.com/patents/US5144179 -- Nikola Tesla's Top 10 Methods of wireless power
include: 1) Cloudborne Wavelets 2) Artificial Ionization & De-ionization of the atmosphere 3) Low Frequency Radio Waves, creates
Concentric, Longitudinal Standing Waves along the surface of the Earth (Like how Whales communicate) 4) Earth-Vibration as a
Resonant Cavity 5) Amplified Electrical Impulses using Cold Temperature 6) Tethered Balloons as Radiant Energy Receivers 7)
Radiant Energy/Solar/Static/UV reception, even at night time 8) High Altitude Voltage Access 9) A "Sun Tap" with HAARP 10)
Induced Lightning
Updated Jul 27, 2016, 6:04 PM
Jul 27, 2016, 6:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc
What's a "Sun Tap"? A method of wireless power transfer! The movie of "Angels Don't Play This HAARP" referred to a "Sun Tap",
and Dr Judy Wood referred to a "Solar Maximum", happening the day of 9/11. The HAARP Director explains it succinctly (perhaps!).
Official record has HAARP being turned on, on 9/11, being the worlds largest radio broadcasting mechanism and the WTC antenna
being the largest radio receiver. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc
Jul 27, 2016, 1:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc
What's a "Sun Tap"? The movie of "Angels Don't Play This HAARP" referred to a "Sun Tap", and Dr Judy Wood referred to a "Solar
Maximum", happening the day of 9/11. The HAARP Director explains it succinctly (perhaps!). Official record has HAARP being
turned on, on 9/11, being the worlds largest radio broadcasting mechanism and the WTC antenna being the largest radio receiver.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc
Jul 27, 2016, 1:33 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc
What's a "Sun Tap"? The movie of "Angels Don't Play This HAARP" referred to a "Sun Tap", and Dr Judy Wood referred to a "Solar
Maximum", happening the day of 9/11. The HAARP Director explains it succinctly. Official record has HAARP being turned on, on
9/11, being the worlds largest radio broadcasting mechanism and the WTC antenna being the largest radio receiver.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc
Jul 27, 2016, 1:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc
What's a "Sun Tap"? The movie of "Angels Don't Play This HAARP" referred to a "Sun Tap", and Dr Judy Wood referred to a "Solar
Maximum", happening the day of 9/11. The HAARP Director explains it succinctly. Official record has HAARP being turned on, on
9/11, being the worlds largest radio broadcasting mechanism and the WTC antenna being the largest radio receiver.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc
Jul 27, 2016, 1:28 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc
#sun #tap #haarp What's a "Sun Tap"? A method of wireless power transfer! The movie of "Angels Don't Play This HAARP" referred
to a "Sun Tap", and Dr Judy Wood referred to a "Solar Maximum", happening the day of 9/11. The HAARP Director explains it
succinctly (perhaps!). Official record has HAARP being turned on, on 9/11, being the worlds largest radio broadcasting mechanism
and the WTC antenna being the largest radio receiver. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc
Updated Jul 27, 2016, 1:25 AM
Jul 27, 2016, 1:25 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

Electrical Experimenter, January 1919 - Nikola Tesla's

Electrical Experimenter, January 1919 - Nikola Tesla's

Autobiography "My Inventions"
Autobiography "My Inventions"
#nikolatesla #principles #inventions Missing: Nikola Tesla provides a partial list of his principles in his 1919 Autobiography, "My
Inventions" -- Blog on Nikola Tesla patents, inventions, principles, improvements and vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC)
Polyphase System of Generators Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC
Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Impulse Direct Current (DC), Radio, Speakers,
Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic
Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment,
Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise,
Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects,
Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency
Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation,
Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture,
Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination,
RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding
Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless
Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring,
Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms,
Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal
Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle
Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather
Modification, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical
Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape
Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying
"Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ https://1.bp.blogspot.com/8R2rmYK1lM8/V1j_buofYKI/AAAAAAAAAbM/QHOFTSCFxEsQA9ENhFk9FxhFAp5XR27xQCLcB/s640/tesla-principles-list.jpg
Jul 26, 2016, 10:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

#nikolatesla #missing #lab #fire Missing: Destroyed by fire, stolen or purposely destroyed by Tesla himself? All the paperwork,
inventions, concepts, in Nikola Tesla's "Electric Ray" and Wireless Art were (Supposedly all destroyed), in his 33-35 South 5th Ave,
NY lab fire in 1895. Reports and pictures of wireless power being operational in the 1895 lab. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4a2JO0t5TQc
#nikolatesla #missing #lab #fire Missing: Destroyed by fire, stolen or purposely destroyed by Tesla himself? All the paperwork,
inventions, concepts, in Nikola Tesla's "Electric Ray" and Wireless Art were (Supposedly all destroyed), in his 33-35 South 5th Ave,
NY lab fire in 1895. Reports and pictures of wireless power being operational in the 1895 lab. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4a2JO0t5TQc

Jul 26, 2016, 10:21 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.
http://www.teslasociety.com/missing.htm
#nikolatesla #missing #audio #video Missing: Any Original Audio recordings of Tesla's voice and video recordings of Tesla.
http://www.teslasociety.com/missing.htm
Jul 26, 2016, 10:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks.

What happened with the forgotten or stolen papers of Nikola Tesla? Trump's Grandfather Worked Under John D. Rockefeller, Uncle
Translated Tesla's Stolen Work · The Mind Unleashed http://themindunleashed.com/2017/03/trumps-grandfather-worked-john-drockefeller-uncle-translated-teslas-stolen-work.html -- Mr. Walter Gorsuch was the custodian at the Office of Alien property that
handled Tesla's last secret documents. John G. Trump sent a letter to him concerning those papers. Any relation to Neil? :
The_Donald https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/6119k9/mr_walter_gorsuch_was_the_custodian_at_the_office/ -- John
G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in radar
research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer patients; in
1943, the Federal Bureau of Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in
his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] Vignettes of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical
engineering MIT. Moderated by Lauriston S. Taylor. In his video series "Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers" Taylor interviews
pioneers on topics in "fields that have impinged on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and therapeutic radiology";
Trump has been involved in the "development of high-voltage radiation producing machines making them available for research
applications such as medicine." August 29, 1978. John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who
stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237
"Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that
within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power
up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter
Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/informationtechnology/2016/11/fbi-foia-tweets-about-clinton-were-result-of-twitter-bot-logjam/
Jul 26, 2016, 9:52 PM
Chris Edwards updated TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks's topics to Nikola Tesla, WikiLeaks.org, Tesla (unit), Tesla, Inc..
Jul 26, 2016, 9:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25 Million H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now under
construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800 Million H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan staged a
banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out the U.S.
government with $500 Million of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-warimpossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 26, 2016, 9:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Construcción, Energía y Medio Ambiente.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5s4ywsCFAI
Atlantorpa Dam the strait of Gibraltar. "we should all be ashamed is was not built earlier" - Nikola Tesla (AEG/AEG Live
(MJ)/Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi Station at Sayville & the Titanic) was to build the Hydro system for Atlantropa.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5s4ywsCFAI https://vimeo.com/92381391
Jul 26, 2016, 4:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5s4ywsCFAI
Atlantorpa Dam the strait of Gibraltar. "we should all be ashamed is was not built earlier" - Nikola Tesla (AEG/AEG Live
(MJ)/Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi Station at Sayville & the Titanic) was to build the Hydro system for Atlantropa.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5s4ywsCFAI https://vimeo.com/92381391

Jul 26, 2016, 4:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines (Solar Power Philippines).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5s4ywsCFAI
Atlantorpa Dam the strait of Gibraltar. "we should all be ashamed is was not built earlier" - Nikola Tesla (AEG/AEG Live
(MJ)/Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi Station at Sayville & the Titanic) was to build the Hydro system for https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=f5s4ywsCFAI https://vimeo.com/92381391
Jul 26, 2016, 4:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Transition 2030.
Jul 26, 2016, 4:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Survival.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5s4ywsCFAI
#Atlantropa Atlantorpa Dam the strait of Gibraltar. "we should all be ashamed is was not built earlier" - Nikola Tesla (AEG/AEG Live
(MJ)/Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi Station at Sayville & the Titanic) was to build the Hydro system for https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=f5s4ywsCFAI https://vimeo.com/92381391
Jul 26, 2016, 4:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.
https://books.google.com/books?
id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PA270&lpg=PA270&dq=president+mckinley+nikola+tesla&source=bl&ots=hC8wExv5EC&sig=60kOo-Iqtey6NUc7UaT_V_8nKk&hl=en&sa=X&ei=FiVcVOaEKeP0iAKf7oDgDQ#v=onepage&q=president%20mckinley%20nikola
%20tesla&f=false
Nikola Tesla presents his remote controlled torpedo, automaton to President Mckinley at the outbreak of the Spanish/American War
of 1898. Reports show the invention was available in 1897, prior to the sinking of the Maine. Tesla courts John Jacob Astor for his
wireless experiments in Colorado. https://books.google.com/books?
id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PA270&lpg=PA270&dq=president+mckinley+nikola+tesla&source=bl&ots=hC8wExv5EC&sig=60kOo-Iqtey6NUc7UaT_V_8nKk&hl=en&sa=X&ei=FiVcVOaEKeP0iAKf7oDgDQ#v=onepage&q=president%20mckinley%20nikola
%20tesla&f=false -- At the time McKinley's assassination, most transportation was electric, in many cases using Nikola Tesla's
patents for AC Induction Motors, Steam-Engine and Turbine Trains, Monorail and AC Trolly's (including the electric ambulance that
carried President McKinley to the hospital) were all running off of power generated at Niagara Falls. President William McKinley's
last public speech at Buffalo after visiting Niagara Falls. His Niagara Falls speech is unavailable, his speech in Buffalo at the Pan
American Fair of 1901 is available. http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=69326
Jul 26, 2016, 4:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://books.google.com/books?
id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PA270&lpg=PA270&dq=president+mckinley+nikola+tesla&source=bl&ots=hC8wExv5EC&sig=60kOo-Iqtey6NUc7UaT_V_8nKk&hl=en&sa=X&ei=FiVcVOaEKeP0iAKf7oDgDQ#v=onepage&q=president%20mckinley%20nikola
%20tesla&f=false
Nikola Tesla presents his remote controlled torpedo, automaton to President Mckinley at the outbreak of the Spanish/American War
of 1898. Other reports show the invention was available in 1897, prior to the sinking of the Maine. Tesla courts John Jacob Astor for
his wireless experiments in Colorado Springs. https://books.google.com/books?
id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PA270&lpg=PA270&dq=president+mckinley+nikola+tesla&source=bl&ots=hC8wExv5EC&sig=60kOo-Iqtey6NUc7UaT_V_8nKk&hl=en&sa=X&ei=FiVcVOaEKeP0iAKf7oDgDQ#v=onepage&q=president%20mckinley%20nikola
%20tesla&f=false -- At the time McKinley's assassination, most transportation was electric, in many cases using Nikola Tesla's
patents for AC Induction Motors, Steam-Engine and Turbine Trains, Monorail and AC Trolly's (including the electric ambulance that
carried President McKinley to the hospital) were all running off of power generated at Niagara Falls. President William McKinley's
last public speech at Buffalo after visiting Niagara Falls. His Niagara Falls speech is unavailable, his speech in Buffalo at the Pan
American Fair of 1901 is available. http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=69326
Jul 26, 2016, 4:25 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://books.google.com/books?
id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PA270&lpg=PA270&dq=president+mckinley+nikola+tesla&source=bl&ots=hC8wExv5EC&sig=60kOo-Iqtey6NUc7UaT_V_8nKk&hl=en&sa=X&ei=FiVcVOaEKeP0iAKf7oDgDQ#v=onepage&q=president%20mckinley%20nikola
%20tesla&f=false
Nikola Tesla presents his remote controlled torpedo, automaton to President Mckinley at the outbreak of the Spanish/American War

of 1898. Other reports show the invention was available in 1897, prior to the sinking of the Maine. Tesla courts John Jacob Astor for
his wireless experiments in Colorado Springs. https://books.google.com/books?
id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PA270&lpg=PA270&dq=president+mckinley+nikola+tesla&source=bl&ots=hC8wExv5EC&sig=60kOo-Iqtey6NUc7UaT_V_8nKk&hl=en&sa=X&ei=FiVcVOaEKeP0iAKf7oDgDQ#v=onepage&q=president%20mckinley%20nikola
%20tesla&f=false -- At the time McKinley's assassination, most transportation was electric, in many cases using Nikola Tesla's
patents for AC Induction Motors, Steam-Engine and Turbine Trains, Monorail and AC Trolly's (including the electric ambulance that
carried President McKinley to the hospital) were all running off of power generated at Niagara Falls. President William McKinley's
last public speech at Buffalo after visiting Niagara Falls. His Niagara Falls speech is unavailable, his speech in Buffalo at the Pan
American Fair of 1901 is available. http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=69326
Jul 26, 2016, 4:23 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBpg8Kah3jw
#tesla #japan #earthquake #titanic #tunguska Nikola Tesla's Earthquake Machine used in Japan 1896 and 2011, The Titanic ??
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss83AXca4Pg Nikola Tesla ELF Weapons. (Nuke's don't exist) https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=gzml8qOaNzs
Updated Jul 26, 2016, 4:06 PM
Jul 26, 2016, 4:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in United Against Oppression.
Jul 26, 2016, 12:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Jul 24, 2016, 2:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out

the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla | the First Uploader.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:53 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Zero Point Energy and other Off-grid Energy Systems.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:47 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.
https://www.lens.org/lens/patent/US_3127608_A
You thought you saw planes on September 11th?? https://www.lens.org/lens/patent/US_3127608_A -- What were the "phantoms"
and false blips on radar they were fighting? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uLmgnrsWUw
Jul 26, 2016, 3:23 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://www.lens.org/lens/patent/US_3127608_A
You thought you saw planes on September 11th?? https://www.lens.org/lens/patent/US_3127608_A -- What were the "phantoms"
and false blips on radar they were fighting? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uLmgnrsWUw
Jul 26, 2016, 3:22 AM
Chris Edwards posted in FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.
https://www.lens.org/lens/patent/US_3127608_A
You thought you saw planes on September 11th?? https://www.lens.org/lens/patent/US_3127608_A -- What were the "phantoms"
and false blips on radar they were fighting? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uLmgnrsWUw
Jul 26, 2016, 3:21 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.lens.org/lens/patent/US_3127608_A
#philadelphiaexperiment #projectinvisiblity #nikolatesla #camouflage #projected #kinetics #blips #radar #september11th You
thought you saw planes on September 11th?? https://www.lens.org/lens/patent/US_3127608_A -- What were the "phantoms" and
false blips on radar they were fighting? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uLmgnrsWUw
Updated Jul 26, 2016, 2:41 AM
Jul 26, 2016, 2:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Party of Sacramento County.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" - 1) Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees - Bonus: Tesla's Nitrogen Fixation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria http://desertec.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa
Jul 26, 2016, 1:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 3:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in الطاقهالمتجددهRenewable Energy.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:48 PM
Chris Edwards
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
TeslaLeaks: English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying
transmitter as diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25 Million H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved
machine, now under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800 Million H.P. -- By July 1907,
JP Morgan staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month
bailed out the U.S. government with $500 Million own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Updated Jul 25, 2016, 6:20 PM
Jul 25, 2016, 6:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Environmental Justice Caucus.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg

Jul 25, 2016, 4:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NUESTRO REY MICHAEL JACKSON ?.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg
Michael Jackson Death Hoax Final Cut Part 1 "MJ AIR" - Featuring Hold My Hand, Xscape, Threatened, Why you wanna trip on me,
Dangerous, They don't care about us, and much more. https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg -- Prince Death Hoax
Conspiracy - Featuring Nikola Tesla and the real meaning of "Purple Rain". https://youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ -- The
Tesla Tower and letters to JP Morgan featuring Threatened and Unbreakable https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 25, 2016, 5:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson Forever.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg
Michael Jackson Death Hoax Final Cut Part 1 "MJ AIR" - Featuring Hold My Hand, Xscape, Threatened, Why you wanna trip on me,
Dangerous, They don't care about us, and much more. https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg -- Prince Death Hoax
Conspiracy - Featuring Nikola Tesla and the real meaning of "Purple Rain". https://youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ -- The
Tesla Tower and letters to JP Morgan featuring Threatened and Unbreakable https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 25, 2016, 5:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson Brasil.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg
Michael Jackson Death Hoax Final Cut Part 1 "MJ AIR" - Featuring Hold My Hand, Xscape, Threatened, Why you wanna trip on me,
Dangerous, They don't care about us, and much more. https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg -- Prince Death Hoax
Conspiracy - Featuring Nikola Tesla and the real meaning of "Purple Rain". https://youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ -- The
Tesla Tower and letters to JP Morgan featuring Threatened and Unbreakable https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 25, 2016, 5:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:47 PM
Chris Edwards
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Updated Jul 25, 2016, 4:57 PM
Jul 25, 2016, 4:57 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Slovenia.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as

diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Support Assange and WikiLeaks Coalition (SAWC).
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Ancient Origins Group.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Climate Change Survival.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous for World Peace.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 太陽光電產業論壇Photovoltaic Business Forum.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible

English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
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Chris Edwards posted in Energy, Renewable Energy & Alternate Sources of Energy (IDEH).
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
Jul 25, 2016, 4:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in ?￢ﾘEnergías Renovables ?.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in David Icke -Jordan Maxwell-Bill Cooper.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers: Conspiracies & Prophecies.
Jul 25, 2016, 4:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
Jul 25, 2016, 4:29 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now

under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Research.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. -- By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the next month bailed out
the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-makewar-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous To Expose Corruption.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Party of the United States Issues & Discussion Group.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Alternative Journalism Coalition.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:20 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Hidden Knowledge -Unravelling the Pole Shift.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as

diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anti-Corruption Network.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:19 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Transition 2030.
Jul 25, 2016, 4:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Power Philippines.
Jul 25, 2016, 4:18 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines (Solar Power Philippines).
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:14 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Construcción, Energía y Medio Ambiente.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible

http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:11 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Healthy Food Live.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 4:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Warrior Section.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 3:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Conscious Media Coalition.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 3:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after

returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Jul 24, 2016, 2:18 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Obsessed.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 3:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a magnifying transmitter as
diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25,000,000 H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much improved machine, now
under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800,000,000 H.P. By July 1907, JP Morgan
staged a banking collapse and later bailed out the U.S. government with $500,000,000 of his own money.
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Jul 25, 2016, 3:33 PM
Chris Edwards
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
#wardenclyffe #worked English Mechanic & World of Science, May 3rd, 1907 Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible. With a
magnifying transmitter as diagrammatically illustrated, rates of 25 Million H.P. have already been obtained. A similar and much
improved machine, now under construction, will make it possible to attain maximum explosive rates of over 800 Million H.P. -- By
July 1907, JP Morgan staged a banking collapse and stock market collapse between Anaconda Copper & United Copper, then the
next month bailed out the U.S. government with $500 Million of his own money. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslastidal-wave-make-war-impossible http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg
Updated Jul 25, 2016, 3:22 PM
Jul 25, 2016, 3:22 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
7) Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees
Jul 18, 2016, 9:16 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" - 1) Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees - Bonus: Tesla's Nitrogen Fixation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria http://desertec.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa
Jul 25, 2016, 1:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in United Against Oppression.
Jul 25, 2016, 7:18 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Warrior Section.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Not Wikileaks, It's Tesla Leaks -- 500+ Nikola Tesla Files at the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters -- Missing Files
Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would
be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases
in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file
refers to other FBI but-file numbers, which are not available to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his
inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY
Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from
the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at
the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early 1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C
systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU
-- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 25, 2016, 12:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Mafia!
http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Complete Tesla Timeline -- For example, in 1881, while working for the phone company in Yugoslavia, Nikola Tesla developed a
telephone repeater (sometimes called an amplifier) this was one of the first wireless telephones, which could act as an audio
speaker. http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line

Jul 25, 2016, 12:14 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson - My Little Prince.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg
Michael Jackson Death Hoax Final Cut Part 1 "MJ AIR" - Featuring Hold My Hand, Xscape, Threatened, Why you wanna trip on me,
Dangerous, They don't care about us, and much more.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg
Jul 25, 2016, 2:45 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson (Who's Bad?).
Jul 25, 2016, 3:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson - "The Legend Forever".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aa3ZGXRBS-Y
#unbreakable #michael #jackson #tribute https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aa3ZGXRBS-Y
Jul 25, 2016, 2:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Michael Jackson - "The Legend Forever".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg
#michaeljackson #death #hoax #final #cut
Michael Jackson Death Hoax Final Cut Part 1 "MJ AIR" - Featuring Hold My Hand, Xscape, Threatened, Why you wanna trip on me,
Dangerous, They don't care about us, and much more.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg
Jul 25, 2016, 2:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla 2 Niagara.
Jul 25, 2016, 2:22 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous To Expose Corruption.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Not Wikileaks, It's Tesla Leaks -- 500+ Nikola Tesla Files at the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters -- Missing Files + Free
Energy Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file,
but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in
some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since
the original file refers to other FBI but-file numbers, which are not available to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to
Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file.
He stated in the NY Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of
Gravity" is missing from the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor changes to
Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early 1900's1907 many
Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the
1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 25, 2016, 12:43 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Healthy Food Live.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" - 1) Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html http://institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf
2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees - Bonus: Tesla's Nitrogen Fixation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria http://desertec.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa
Jul 25, 2016, 1:21 AM
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Not Wikileaks, It's Tesla Leaks -- 500+ Nikola Tesla Files at the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters -- Missing Files + Free
Energy Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file,
but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in
some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since
the original file refers to other FBI but-file numbers, which are not available to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to
Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file.
He stated in the NY Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of
Gravity" is missing from the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor changes to
Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early 1900's1907 many
Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the
1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
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inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY

Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from
the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at
the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early 1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C
systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU
-- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 25, 2016, 12:36 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truth in Media (non-profit org).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Not Wikileaks, It's Tesla Leaks -- 500+ Nikola Tesla Files at the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters -- Missing Files
Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would
be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases
in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file
refers to other FBI but-file numbers, which are not available to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his
inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY
Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from
the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at
the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early 1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C
systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU
-- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 25, 2016, 12:36 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla - -Sverige /Svedska /Sweden.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Not Wikileaks, It's Tesla Leaks -- 500+ Nikola Tesla Files at the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters -- Missing Files
Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would
be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases
in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file
refers to other FBI but-file numbers, which are not available to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his
inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY
Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from
the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at
the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early 1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C
systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU
-- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 25, 2016, 12:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Not Wikileaks, It's Tesla Leaks -- 500+ Nikola Tesla Files at the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters -- Missing Files
Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would
be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases
in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file
refers to other FBI but-file numbers, which are not available to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his
inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY
Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from
the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at
the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early 1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C
systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU
-- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 25, 2016, 12:33 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.

Jul 25, 2016, 12:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous for World Peace.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Not Wikileaks, It's Tesla Leaks -- 500+ Nikola Tesla Files at the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters -- Missing Files
Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would
be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases
in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file
refers to other FBI but-file numbers, which are not available to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his
inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY
Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from
the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at
the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early 1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C
systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU
-- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 25, 2016, 12:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Truthseekers: Conspiracies & Prophecies.
Jul 25, 2016, 12:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Not Wikileaks, It's Tesla Leaks -- 500+ Nikola Tesla Files at the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters -- Missing Files
Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would
be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases
in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file
refers to other FBI but-file numbers, which are not available to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his
inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY
Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from
the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at
the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early 1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C
systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU
-- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 25, 2016, 12:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla The First Grey.
http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Complete Tesla Timeline 1856-1943 -- For example, in 1881, while working for the phone company in Yugoslavia, Nikola Tesla
developed a telephone repeater (an amplifier) this was one of the first wireless telephones, which could act as an audio speaker...
May 6, 1907 an article entitled “Tesla Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible” from “English Mechanical and World of Science, “Tesla
states that his magnifying transmitter has obtained rates of 25 million horsepower... The "Nuclear" and Hydro power used today are
the same designs used at the patents for Niagara Falls. http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Jul 25, 2016, 12:21 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).
http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Complete Tesla Timeline -- For example, in 1881, while working for the phone company in Yugoslavia, Nikola Tesla developed a
telephone repeater (sometimes called an amplifier) this was one of the first wireless telephones, which could act as an audio
speaker. http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Jul 25, 2016, 12:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Arts & Literary.
Jul 25, 2016, 12:19 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Complete Tesla Timeline -- For example, in 1881, while working for the phone company in Yugoslavia, Nikola Tesla developed a
telephone repeater (sometimes called an amplifier) this was one of the first wireless telephones, which could act as an audio

speaker. http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Jul 25, 2016, 12:19 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Complete Tesla Timeline -- For example, in 1881, while working for the phone company in Yugoslavia, Nikola Tesla developed a
telephone repeater (sometimes called an amplifier) this was one of the first wireless telephones, which could act as an audio
speaker. http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Jul 25, 2016, 12:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Complete Tesla Timeline 1856-1943 -- For example, in 1881, while working for the phone company in Yugoslavia, Nikola Tesla
developed a telephone repeater (sometimes called an amplifier) this was one of the first wireless telephones, which could act as an
audio speaker... May 6, 1907 an article entitled “Tesla Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible” from “English Mechanical and World of
Science, “Tesla states that his magnifying transmitter has obtained rates of 25 million horsepower... The "Nuclear" and Hydro power
used today are the same designs used at the patents for Niagara Falls. http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Jul 25, 2016, 12:12 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Complete Tesla Timeline -- For example, in 1881, while working for the phone company in Yugoslavia, Nikola Tesla developed a
telephone repeater (sometimes called an amplifier) this was one of the first wireless telephones, which could act as an audio
speaker. http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Jul 25, 2016, 12:10 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Complete Tesla Timeline 1856-1943 -- For example, in 1881, while working for the phone company in Yugoslavia, Nikola Tesla
developed a telephone repeater (an amplifier) this was one of the first wireless telephones, which could act as an audio speaker...
May 6, 1907 an article entitled “Tesla Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible” from “English Mechanical and World of Science, “Tesla
states that his magnifying transmitter has obtained rates of 25 million horsepower... The "Nuclear" and Hydro power used today are
the same designs used at the patents for Niagara Falls. http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Jul 25, 2016, 12:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Complete Tesla Timeline 1856-1943 -- For example, in 1881, while working for the phone company in Yugoslavia, Nikola Tesla
developed a telephone repeater (sometimes called an amplifier) this was one of the first wireless telephones, which could act as an
audio speaker... May 6, 1907 an article entitled “Tesla Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible” from “English Mechanical and World of
Science, “Tesla states that his magnifying transmitter has obtained rates of 25 million horsepower... The "Nuclear" and Hydro power
used today are the same designs used at the patents for Niagara Falls. http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Jul 25, 2016, 12:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Complete Tesla Timeline 1856-1943 -- For example, in 1881, while working for the phone company in Yugoslavia, Nikola Tesla
developed a telephone repeater (an amplifier) this was one of the first wireless telephones, which could act as an audio speaker...
May 6, 1907 an article entitled “Tesla Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible” from “English Mechanical and World of Science, “Tesla
states that his magnifying transmitter has obtained rates of 25 million horsepower... The "Nuclear" and Hydro power used today are
the same designs used at the patents for Niagara Falls. http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Jul 25, 2016, 12:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Complete Tesla Timeline 1856-1943 -- For example, in 1881, while working for the phone company in Yugoslavia, Nikola Tesla
developed a telephone repeater (an amplifier) this was one of the first wireless telephones, which could act as an audio speaker...
May 6, 1907 an article entitled “Tesla Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible” from “English Mechanical and World of Science, “Tesla
states that his magnifying transmitter has obtained rates of 25 million horsepower... The "Nuclear" and Hydro power used today are
the same designs used at the patents for Niagara Falls. http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line

Jul 25, 2016, 12:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Complete Tesla Timeline 1856-1943 -- For example, in 1881, while working for the phone company in Yugoslavia, Nikola Tesla
developed a telephone repeater (sometimes called an amplifier) this was one of the first wireless telephones, which could act as an
audio speaker... May 6, 1907 an article entitled “Tesla Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible” from “English Mechanical and World of
Science, “Tesla states that his magnifying transmitter has obtained rates of 25 million horsepower... The "Nuclear" and Hydro power
used today are the same designs used at the patents for Niagara Falls. http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Jul 24, 2016, 11:58 PM
Chris Edwards
http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Complete Tesla Timeline 1856-1943 -- For example, in 1881, while working for the phone company in Yugoslavia, Nikola Tesla
developed a telephone repeater (sometimes called an amplifier) this was one of the first wireless telephones, which could act as an
audio speaker... May 6, 1907 an article entitled “Tesla Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible” from “English Mechanical and World of
Science, “Tesla states that his magnifying transmitter has obtained rates of 25 million horsepower... The "Nuclear" and Hydro power
used today are the same designs used at the patents for Niagara Falls. http://teslacommunity.com/page/tesla-time-line
Updated Jul 24, 2016, 11:54 PM
Jul 24, 2016, 11:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Ancient Origins Group.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Jul 24, 2016, 2:36 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Warrior Section.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY (Since the assassination of U.S. President Mckinley on Sept. 6th 1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by a "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to come to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-as-

bad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- More on the assassination of President
Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/
Jul 24, 2016, 1:52 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA » L'ENERGIA CHE NON CONOSCI.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Jul 24, 2016, 2:20 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous for World Peace.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates

wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Jul 24, 2016, 2:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theory.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" - 1) Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees - Bonus: Tesla's Nitrogen Fixation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria
Jul 24, 2016, 3:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates

wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Jul 24, 2016, 2:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Power Philippines.
Jul 24, 2016, 2:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Friends and Family of Adam Lanza.
Jul 24, 2016, 2:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Zimbabwean Wikileaks.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

Jul 24, 2016, 2:25 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Wikileaks Tetouan ويكيلكستطوان.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Jul 24, 2016, 2:24 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
Jul 24, 2016, 2:23 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Jul 24, 2016, 2:23 AM
Chris Edwards posted in ?￢ﾘEnergías Renovables ?.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Jul 24, 2016, 2:22 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not

owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Jul 24, 2016, 2:21 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
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the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in 太陽光電產業論壇Photovoltaic Business Forum.
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the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines (Solar Power Philippines).
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"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS

attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ -Nikola Tesla Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
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"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates

wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
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the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of U.S. President Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the

Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to come to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- After returning from a speech at Niagara
Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission, President Mckinley was shot and died on 9/13/1901.
http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/
Jul 24, 2016, 1:58 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Construcción, Energía y Medio Ambiente.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of U.S. President Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the
Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to come to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- More on the assassination of President
Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/
Jul 24, 2016, 1:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Technology Business Sharing 环保与绿色科技.
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY (Since the assassination of U.S. President Mckinley on Sept. 6th 1901 at the "Electric Tower" in

the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to come to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- More on the assassination of President
Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/
Jul 24, 2016, 1:53 AM
Chris Edwards
http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in
the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-presidentwilliam-mckinley/ -- ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-demonstration-in-kabul-police/ -- John Kerry equates
wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-isis/article/2597416 -- ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days before
COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-from-city-limits-starting-next-year/ -- ISIS
attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion Engine http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/ -- Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by
"Terrorists" -- http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- ISIS ceases Hydro plant in
Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/ -- "White ISIS" blocks solar panels,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA "Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173power-and-energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S.
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp -- "Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-revolution -- ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not
owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html -- Bernie
Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ -- Faux Greenie Terrorists
https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/ -- The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html -- The "Terrorists" hate transmission
lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed -- President Mckinley was shot after
returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the
assassination of President Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/ More:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Updated Jul 24, 2016, 1:55 AM
Jul 23, 2016, 5:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs with his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is
superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with
increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the
Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric
Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents:
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension
radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained
1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical
Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants
- Nikola Tesla's wireless bulbs on the ground from "The Prestige" Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in
the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 2:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs during his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas, but can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is superconductive. The monopolar "beam tubes" exhibit negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with increases in capacity.
Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the Army in 1963. Their
report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric Dollard
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents: http://google.com/patents/US3847129
https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL
CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas
Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESSSIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained 1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen
Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature
4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants - Nikola Tesla's wireless bulbs on
the ground from "The Prestige" Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in the movie "The Prestige"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 3:12 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs with his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is
superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with
increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the
Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric
Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents:
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension
radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained
1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical
Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants
- Nikola Tesla's wireless bulbs on the ground from "The Prestige" Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in
the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 2:52 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar CITIES Biogas Innoventors and Practitioners.
http://countercurrents.org/2016/07/21/some-reflections-on-the-twilight-of-the-oil-age-part-iii/
Response to Donald Trump's speech on 'making coal plants great again' plan --- July 21st 2016 Rome reflections on the Twilight of

the Oil Age (part III) http://countercurrents.org/2016/07/21/some-reflections-on-the-twilight-of-the-oil-age-part-iii/ -- Coal plant
shutdowns are beginning of end of an era http://michiganradio.org/post/coal-plant-shutdowns-are-beginning-end-era -- Vattenfall
commits to £300m UK offshore windfarm hated by Trump despite Brexit http://reuters.com/article/us-vattenfall-windfarmidUSKCN101157 -- Bill promoting renewables on public land gets House hearing http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/energyenvironment/288221-its-time-to-promote-smart-renewable-energy-development -- How can developing countries reach 100%
renewables? http://theguardian.com/sustainable-business/live/2016/jul/21/renewable-energy-investment-climate-changedeveloping-countries-sdg -- July 21st 2016 Revolutionary Radio of Nikola Tesla
http://nature.com/nature/journal/v535/n7612/full/535354a.html -- July 20th 2016 Tesla: Elon Musk reveals latest top secret
'masterplan' https://tesla.com/blog/master-plan-part-deux
Jul 21, 2016, 10:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Warrior Section.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
Stop "Operation Endgame"! No, not Alex Jone's Endgame nor the movie Operation Endgame.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
Jul 23, 2016, 4:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs with his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is
superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with
increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the
Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric
Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents:
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension
radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained
1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical
Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants
- Nikola Tesla's wireless bulbs on the ground from "The Prestige" Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in
the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 2:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslians.com.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs during his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas, but can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is superconductive. The monopolar "beam tubes" exhibit negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with increases in capacity.
Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the Army in 1963. Their
report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric Dollard
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents: http://google.com/patents/US3847129
https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL
CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas
Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESSSIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained 1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen
Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature
4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants - Nikola Tesla's wireless bulbs on
the ground from "The Prestige" Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in the movie "The Prestige"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 3:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
Stop "Operation Endgame"! No, not Alex Jone's Endgame nor the movie Operation Endgame.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame

Jul 23, 2016, 4:28 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Warrior Section.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
Latest from TESLA LEAKS: In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs with his wireless experiments.
The bulbs downtown were composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably
Krypton, which is superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit,
decreases with increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were
tested by the Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative
Resistance by Eric Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents:
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension
radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained
1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical
Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants
- Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pXp7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 3:08 AM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
REPOST: Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" - 1) Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees - Bonus: Tesla's Nitrogen Fixation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria http://desertec.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa
Updated Jul 23, 2016, 4:15 AM
Jul 23, 2016, 4:15 AM
Chris Edwards posted in الطاقهالمتجددهRenewable Energy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs with his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is
superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with
increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the
Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric

Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents:
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension
radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained
1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical
Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants
-- Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pXp7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 3:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs with his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is
superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with
increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the
Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric
Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents:
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension
radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained
1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical
Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants
-- Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pXp7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 3:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Me pasó fumado (OFICIAL).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs during his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas, but can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is superconductive. The monopolar "beam tubes" exhibit negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with increases in capacity.
Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the Army in 1963. Their
report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric Dollard
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents: http://google.com/patents/US3847129
https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL
CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas
Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESSSIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained 1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen
Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature
4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants - Nikola Tesla's wireless bulbs on
the ground from "The Prestige" Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in the movie "The Prestige"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 3:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs during his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas, but can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is superconductive. The monopolar "beam tubes" exhibit negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with increases in capacity.
Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the Army in 1963. Their
report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric Dollard
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents: http://google.com/patents/US3847129
https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL

CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas
Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESSSIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained 1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen
Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature
4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants - Nikola Tesla's wireless bulbs on
the ground from "The Prestige" Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in the movie "The Prestige"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 3:10 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Technology Business Sharing 环保与绿色科技.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs during his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas, but can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is superconductive. The monopolar "beam tubes" exhibit negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with increases in capacity.
Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the Army in 1963. Their
report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric Dollard
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents: http://google.com/patents/US3847129
https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL
CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas
Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESSSIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained 1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen
Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature
4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants - Nikola Tesla's wireless bulbs on
the ground from "The Prestige" Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in the movie "The Prestige"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 3:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
More from Tesla Leaks: In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs with his wireless experiments. The
bulbs downtown were composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably
Krypton, which is superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit,
decreases with increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were
tested by the Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative
Resistance by Eric Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents:
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension
radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained
1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical
Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants
- Nikola Tesla's wireless bulbs on the ground from "The Prestige" Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in
the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 3:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs with his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is
superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with
increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the
Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric
Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents:
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension
radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-

AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained
1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical
Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants
- Nikola Tesla's wireless bulbs on the ground from "The Prestige" Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in
the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 2:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs with his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is
superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with
increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the
Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric
Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents:
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension
radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained
1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical
Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants
- Nikola Tesla's wireless bulbs on the ground from "The Prestige" Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in
the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 2:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs with his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is
superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with
increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the
Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric
Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents:
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension
radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained
1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical
Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants
- Nikola Tesla's wireless bulbs on the ground from "The Prestige" Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in
the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 2:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs with his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is
superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with
increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the
Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric
Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents:
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension
radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained
1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical

Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants
- Nikola Tesla's wireless bulbs on the ground from "The Prestige" Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in
the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 2:56 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs with his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is
superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with
increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the
Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric
Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents:
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension
radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained
1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical
Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants
-- Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pXp7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 2:32 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado Springs with his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were
composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is
superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with
increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the
Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric
Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap transformer patents:
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING (J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension
radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance. https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger - Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained
1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3) Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical
Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground) 5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants
-- Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground" in the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pXp7ISukEsla
Jul 23, 2016, 2:27 AM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
#tesla #colorado #springs #experiments #wireless #light #bulbs In 1899, Nikola Tesla lit the street lights in downtown Colorado
Springs with his wireless experiments. The bulbs downtown were composed of Mercury-gas. These types of bulbs can contain other
phosphorescent gasses, preferably Krypton, which is superconductive. The bulbs in parallel create negative resistance, where the
pressure need to keep them lit, decreases with increases in capacity. Mercury-gas bulbs with Hydrogen/Krypton spark-gap
transformers (to increase voltage) were tested by the Army in 1963. Their report confirms the existence of negative resistance in
thermeonic A/C systems. Negative Resistance by Eric Dollard https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- Hydrogen spark gap
transformer patents: http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf -- June 1917 US PATENT 1309031 AERIAL CONDUCTOR FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING
(J Hettinger) - "Electric Rays" (high tension radiant beams) to power "Mercury-Gas Bulbs" at a distance.
https://scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger Tesla's wireless induction lights "beam tube's" likely contained 1) Superconductive Gas 2) Hydrogen Spark-Gap Transformer 3)
Tesla's patent design for Superconductivity by Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature 4) Monopolar (no ground)
5) Hydrogen and Kyrpton are manufactured in Nuclear Power Plants -- Nikola Tesla's wirelessly powered "light bulbs on the ground"

in the movie "The Prestige" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla
Updated Jul 23, 2016, 2:23 AM
Jul 23, 2016, 2:23 AM
Chris Edwards
https://mediamatters.org/research/2016/07/22/three-things-media-should-know-about-harold-hamm-trump-s-leading-pick-energysecretary/211836
#coal #fracking #pince #hamm #trump Meet Harold Hamm know as "MR FRACKING", possible Donald Trumps Energy Tzar, the
inventor of the (Halliburton Loophole) - Three Things Media Should Know https://mediamatters.org/research/2016/07/22/threethings-media-should-know-about-harold-hamm-trump-s-leading-pick-energy-secretary/211836 - Meet Britain's "MR COAL" super
ministry and the challenges of merging energy with the environment https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jul/20/mrcoals-super-ministry-and-the-challenges-of-merging-energy-with-the-environment - Meet Mike Pence, the VP pick who thinks
"Cigarette's don't kill". http://thinkprogress.org/politics/2016/07/14/3798417/mike-pence-tobacco-money/ - How the BLM kills
renewable energy plans? http://www.politico.com/tipsheets/morning-energy/2016/07/does-blm-stand-in-the-way-of-hillary-clintonsrenewable-dreams-215458 - Fossil fuel industry and federal agents spy on anti-fracking protesters
http://www.wired.com/2016/07/fossil-fuel-industry-finds-new-way-stymie-protests/ - GOP party platform claims coal is clean.
http://www.slate.com/blogs/bad_astronomy/2016/07/12/gop_party_platform_claims_coal_is_clean.html - Oil Spills Are Actually
Good For Birds, Fish, And The Economy According To The Oil Industry | ThinkProgress
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2016/07/15/3798835/oil-spills-good-for-economy-nature-vancouver/
Updated Jul 22, 2016, 3:12 PM
Jul 22, 2016, 3:12 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA » L'ENERGIA CHE NON CONOSCI.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
The Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out,
but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: The
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any
patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor
changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early
1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent
lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 19, 2016, 7:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy, Renewable Energy & Alternate Sources of Energy (IDEH).
http://countercurrents.org/2016/07/21/some-reflections-on-the-twilight-of-the-oil-age-part-iii/
Response to Donald Trump's speech on 'making coal plants great again' plan --- July 21st 2016 Rome reflections on the Twilight of
the Oil Age (part III) http://countercurrents.org/2016/07/21/some-reflections-on-the-twilight-of-the-oil-age-part-iii/ -- Coal plant
shutdowns are beginning of end of an era http://michiganradio.org/post/coal-plant-shutdowns-are-beginning-end-era -- Vattenfall
commits to £300m UK offshore windfarm hated by Trump despite Brexit http://reuters.com/article/us-vattenfall-windfarmidUSKCN101157 -- Bill promoting renewables on public land gets House hearing http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/energyenvironment/288221-its-time-to-promote-smart-renewable-energy-development -- How can developing countries reach 100%
renewables? http://theguardian.com/sustainable-business/live/2016/jul/21/renewable-energy-investment-climate-changedeveloping-countries-sdg -- July 21st 2016 Revolutionary Radio of Nikola Tesla
http://nature.com/nature/journal/v535/n7612/full/535354a.html -- July 20th 2016 Tesla: Elon Musk reveals latest top secret
'masterplan' https://tesla.com/blog/master-plan-part-deux
Jul 21, 2016, 10:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding's video MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" (("The
human race has the light and the power, but we have the fire, and were going to let it burn, burn, burn... and we're burnin one hell of
a something")) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiments Lab - Location
Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. That would be directly on Schriever Air Force

Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with a small ridge, facing
directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd downtown Colorado Springs,
per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak. While tracking storms, only 2
locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2 different locations, North and
South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named mountain ridge. The real
estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the Hotel in the background looks
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The Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out,
but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: The
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any
patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor
changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early
1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent
lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
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lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 19, 2016, 6:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Motherfrunkers - Tesla Motors Enthusiasts.
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-tesla-masterplan-idUSKCN1002Q4

Wed Jul 20, 2016 4:42pm EDT Musk says he's ready to launch new Tesla 'master plan' http://www.reuters.com/article/us-teslamasterplan-idUSKCN1002Q4 -- Elon Musk sees Tesla becoming a renewable energy enterprise
http://www.cnbc.com/2016/07/20/tesla-motors-ceo-releases-new-master-plan.html
Jul 20, 2016, 6:57 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-tesla-masterplan-idUSKCN1002Q4
Wed Jul 20, 2016 4:42pm EDT Musk says he's ready to launch new Tesla 'master plan' http://www.reuters.com/article/us-teslamasterplan-idUSKCN1002Q4 -- Elon Musk sees Tesla becoming a renewable energy enterprise
http://www.cnbc.com/2016/07/20/tesla-motors-ceo-releases-new-master-plan.html
Updated Jul 20, 2016, 6:51 PM
Jul 20, 2016, 6:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
The Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out,
but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: The
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any
patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor
changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early
1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent
lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 19, 2016, 7:09 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" ("We have the
power, but were going to let it burn, burn, burn...") https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs
Experiments Lab - Location Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. That would be directly
on Schriever Air Force Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with
a small ridge, facing directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd
downtown Colorado Springs, per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak.
While tracking storms, only 2 locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2
different locations, North and South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named
mountain ridge. The real estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the
Hotel in the background looks like a composite.) Nikola Tesla's "bulbs on the ground" in THE PRESTIGE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding's video MOCKS inventor Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song
"BURN" (("The human race has the light and the power, but we have the fire, and were going to let it burn, burn, burn... and we're
burnin one hell of a something")) https://youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiments Lab Location Questions - 80's documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs directly on Schriever Air Force Base on
Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with a small ridge, facing directly at
Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd downtown Colorado Springs, per "The
Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak. While tracking storms, only 2 locations
are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2 different locations, North and South of the
city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named mountain ridge. The real estate documents
are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the Hotel in the background looks like a composite.)
Nikola Tesla's "bulbs on the ground" in THE PRESTIGE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:50 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" ("We have the
power, but were going to let it burn, burn, burn...") https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs
Experiments Lab - Location Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. That would be directly
on Schriever Air Force Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with
a small ridge, facing directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd
downtown Colorado Springs, per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak.
While tracking storms, only 2 locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2
different locations, North and South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named
mountain ridge. The real estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the
Hotel in the background looks like a composite.) Nikola Tesla's "bulbs on the ground" in THE PRESTIGE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:36 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar CITIES Biogas Innoventors and Practitioners.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding's video MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" (("The
human race has the light and the power, but we have the fire, and were going to let it burn, burn, burn... and we're burnin one hell of
a something")) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiments Lab - Location
Questions - One 80's documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. Directly on Schriever Air Force Base on
Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with a small ridge, facing directly at
Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd downtown Colorado Springs, per "The
Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak. While tracking storms, only 2 locations
are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2 different locations, North and South of the
city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named mountain ridge. The real estate documents
are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the Hotel in the background looks like a composite.)
Nikola Tesla's "bulbs on the ground" in THE PRESTIGE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:48 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Mafia!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
The Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out,
but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: The
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any
patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor
changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early
1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent
lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 19, 2016, 7:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Mafia!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" ("We have the
power, but were going to let it burn, burn, burn...") https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs
Experiments Lab - Location Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. That would be directly
on Schriever Air Force Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with
a small ridge, facing directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd
downtown Colorado Springs, per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak.
While tracking storms, only 2 locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2
different locations, North and South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named
mountain ridge. The real estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the

Hotel in the background looks like a composite.) Nikola Tesla's "bulbs on the ground" in THE PRESTIGE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" ("We have the
power, but were going to let it burn, burn, burn...") https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs
Experiments Lab - Location Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. That would be directly
on Schriever Air Force Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with
a small ridge, facing directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd
downtown Colorado Springs, per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak.
While tracking storms, only 2 locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2
different locations, North and South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named
mountain ridge. The real estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the
Hotel in the background looks like a composite.) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:34 AM
Chris Edwards
https://youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
#ellie #ghoulding #burn #meaning #tesla #wireless #bulbs Ellie Goulding's video MOCKS inventor Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs
WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" experiment in her song "BURN" (("The human race has the light and the power, but we
have the fire, and were going to let it burn, burn, burn... and we're burnin one hell of a something")) https://youtube.com/watch?
v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs Lab Location Controversy - 80's documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado
Springs directly on Schriever Air Force Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size
of the Lot with a small ridge, facing directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly
a 3rd downtown Colorado Springs, per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's
Peak. While tracking storms, only 2 locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to
report 2 different locations, North and South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby
named mountain ridge. The real estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with
the Hotel in the background looks like a composite.) Nikola Tesla's "bulbs on the ground" in THE PRESTIGE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukEsla -- Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Notes:
http://www.tfcbooks.com/mall/more/371tcbg.htm
Updated Jul 20, 2016, 2:55 AM
Jul 20, 2016, 2:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Transition 2030.
Jul 20, 2016, 2:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nepal Renewable Energy Group (NREG).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding's video MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" (("The
human race has the light and the power, but we have the fire, and were going to let it burn, burn, burn... and we're burnin one hell of
a something")) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiments Lab - Location
Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. That would be directly on Schriever Air Force
Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with a small ridge, facing
directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd downtown Colorado Springs,
per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak. While tracking storms, only 2
locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2 different locations, North and
South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named mountain ridge. The real
estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the Hotel in the background looks
like a composite.) Nikola Tesla's "bulbs on the ground" in THE PRESTIGE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding's video MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" (("The
human race has the light and the power, but we have the fire, and were going to let it burn, burn, burn... and we're burnin one hell of

a something")) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiments Lab - Location
Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. That would be directly on Schriever Air Force
Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with a small ridge, facing
directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd downtown Colorado Springs,
per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak. While tracking storms, only 2
locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2 different locations, North and
South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named mountain ridge. The real
estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the Hotel in the background looks
like a composite.) Nikola Tesla's "bulbs on the ground" in THE PRESTIGE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Türkiye.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding's video MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" (("The
human race has the light and the power, but we have the fire, and were going to let it burn, burn, burn... and we're burnin one hell of
a something")) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiments Lab - Location
Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. That would be directly on Schriever Air Force
Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with a small ridge, facing
directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd downtown Colorado Springs,
per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak. While tracking storms, only 2
locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2 different locations, North and
South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named mountain ridge. The real
estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the Hotel in the background looks
like a composite.) Nikola Tesla's "bulbs on the ground" in THE PRESTIGE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:46 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding's video MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" (("The
human race has the light and the power, but we have the fire, and were going to let it burn, burn, burn... and we're burnin one hell of
a something")) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiments Lab - Location
Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. That would be directly on Schriever Air Force
Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with a small ridge, facing
directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd downtown Colorado Springs,
per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak. While tracking storms, only 2
locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2 different locations, North and
South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named mountain ridge. The real
estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the Hotel in the background looks
like a composite.) Nikola Tesla's "bulbs on the ground" in THE PRESTIGE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:45 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" ("We have the
power, but were going to let it burn, burn, burn...") https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs
Experiments Lab - Location Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. That would be directly
on Schriever Air Force Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with
a small ridge, facing directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd
downtown Colorado Springs, per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak.
While tracking storms, only 2 locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2
different locations, North and South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named
mountain ridge. The real estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the
Hotel in the background looks like a composite.) Nikola Tesla's "bulbs on the ground" in THE PRESTIGE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:43 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" ("We have the
power, but were going to let it burn, burn, burn...") https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs
Experiments Lab - Location Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. That would be directly
on Schriever Air Force Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with
a small ridge, facing directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd
downtown Colorado Springs, per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak.
While tracking storms, only 2 locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2
different locations, North and South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named
mountain ridge. The real estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the
Hotel in the background looks like a composite.) Nikola Tesla's "bulbs on the ground" in THE PRESTIGE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" ("We have the
power, but were going to let it burn, burn, burn...") https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs
Experiments Lab - Location Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. That would be directly
on Schriever Air Force Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with
a small ridge, facing directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd
downtown Colorado Springs, per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak.
While tracking storms, only 2 locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2
different locations, North and South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named
mountain ridge. The real estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the
Hotel in the background looks like a composite.) Nikola Tesla's "bulbs on the ground" in THE PRESTIGE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:36 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Ellie Goulding MOCKS Tesla's Colorado Springs WIRELESS "BULBS ON THE GROUND" in her song "BURN" ("We have the
power, but were going to let it burn, burn, burn...") https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE --Tesla's Colorado Springs
Experiments Lab - Location Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado Springs. That would be directly
on Schriever Air Force Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an empty field, the size of the Lot with
a small ridge, facing directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local paper and possibly a 3rd
downtown Colorado Springs, per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the switch" from Pike's Peak.
While tracking storms, only 2 locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The papers seemed to report 2
different locations, North and South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15 miles on a nearby named
mountain ridge. The real estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs lab pictures with the
Hotel in the background looks like a composite.) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Jul 20, 2016, 2:33 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE
Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiments Lab - Location Questions - One old documentary reports 22 Miles due East of Colorado
Springs. That would be directly on Schriever Air Force Base on Discoverer Lane at Lockheed. In the Lockheed parking lot is an
empty field, the size of the Lot with a small ridge, facing directly at Pike's Peak. The other would be the location reported, in the local
paper and possibly a 3rd downtown Colorado Springs, per "The Prestige". Kolman Czito, Tesla's assistant supposedly "threw the
switch" from Pike's Peak. While tracking storms, only 2 locations are needed, the storm makes the 3rd point in the triangle. (The
papers seemed to report 2 different locations, North and South of the city. Another report that could be receiving devices located 15
miles on a nearby named mountain ridge. The real estate documents are not available or questionable. One of the Colorado Springs
lab pictures with the Hotel in the background looks like a composite.) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pX-p7ISukE -- Ellie
Goulding MOCKS "bulbs on the ground" in her song "BURN" (Let it burn) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGyEd0aKWZE
Updated Jul 20, 2016, 1:50 AM
Jul 20, 2016, 1:50 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Sustainable Living.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
7) Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees - Bonus: Tesla's Nitrogen Fixation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria
Jul 20, 2016, 1:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but
will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents:
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any
patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and
a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version
of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute
people and animals. By early 1900's-1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE
held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla
US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 19, 2016, 6:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Warrior Section.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but
will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents:
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any
patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and
a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version
of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute
people and animals. By early 1900's-1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE
held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla
US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 19, 2016, 6:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but
will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents:
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any
patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and
a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version
of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute
people and animals. By early 1900's-1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE
held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla
US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 19, 2016, 7:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but
will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents:
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any
patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and
a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version
of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute
people and animals. By early 1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held
up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US
Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 19, 2016, 7:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla - -Sverige /Svedska /Sweden.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
The Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out,
but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: The
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any
patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor
changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early
1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent
lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 19, 2016, 6:58 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
The Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out,
but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: The
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any

patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor
changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early
1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla type fluorescent
lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 19, 2016, 6:57 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
#tesla #leaks #nikolatesla #patents #fbi #files #jpmorgan Not Wikileaks, It's Tesla Leaks -- 500+ Nikola Tesla Files at the Patent
Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters -- Missing Files Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but will have a patent
number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: Invention, System & "Art
Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the previous patent. There is
also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI but-file numbers, which are not available to the public. Also,
in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any patents in 1895 and
stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and a new type of
Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power
systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and
animals. By early 1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE held up Tesla
type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents +
More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Updated Jul 19, 2016, 6:48 PM
Jul 19, 2016, 6:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Environmental Justice Caucus.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but
will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents:
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any
patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and
a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version
of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute
people and animals. By early 1900's-1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE
held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla
US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 19, 2016, 6:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Muskology.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but
will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents:
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any
patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and
a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version
of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute
people and animals. By early 1900's-1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE
held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla
US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI

Jul 19, 2016, 6:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out, but
will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents:
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any
patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. He stated in the NY Times that Teleforce involves 50 patents he did not file and
a new type of Physics. His "Dynamic Theory of Gravity" is missing from the ceased papers. That's besides GE did get their version
of A/C power systems, with minor changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute
people and animals. By early 1900's-1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. In another case, GE
held up Tesla type fluorescent lighting until the 1960's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla
US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters 1900-1906:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 19, 2016, 6:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
The Tesla Missing Files in the Patent Office, FBI File, J.P. Morgan Letters Conspiracy. Many Tesla referring patents are blacked out,
but will have a patent number. Other patents Tesla did not file, but would be in his paperwork. Some patents have sub-patents: The
Invention, System & "Art Of". Further, his International Patents, in some cases in the Turbine & Wireless, are "Improvements" to the
previous patent. There is also a Tesla FBI file conspiracy, since the original file refers to other FBI bus-files, which are not available
to the public. Also, in 1895 when Tesla switched to Wireless, all of his inventions in his NY lab were destroyed. He did not file any
patents in 1895 and stated others he did not re-file. That's besides GE did get their version of A/C power systems, with minor
changes to Tesla's A/C, approved at the patent office and later used their A/C to electrocute people and animals. By early
1900's1907 many Tesla/Westinghouse A/C systems, were replaced by GE's. Tesla's FBI File: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Tesla US Patents + More: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU -- Tesla & JP Morgan Letters
1900-1906: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Jul 19, 2016, 6:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Governance, Public Law and Regulation.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Blog on Nikola Tesla patents, inventions, principles, improvements and vernacular in: AC Polyphase System of Generators
Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating
Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Radio, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo,
Automaton, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion
Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal &
Standing Waves, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton
Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Transformers, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries, Tesla Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, RamJet
Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam
Engine, Heat Engine, Solar, Geothermal, Hydro, Wind, Mag-Lev, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter,
Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water
Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines),
Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons, Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization &
Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lighting, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter
Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car,
Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying
Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling
Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ https://1.bp.blogspot.com/8R2rmYK1lM8/V1j_buofYKI/AAAAAAAAAbM/QHOFTSCFxEsQA9ENhFk9FxhFAp5XR27xQCLcB/s640/tesla-principles-list.jpg
Jul 18, 2016, 9:13 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Cancer Cures & Natural Healing Group.

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology from MRI, X-Ray Safety, Radio-frequency ablation, Wireless Surgery, Robotics, Water
Purification, Ozone Therapy, UV Killing, Curing, Multi-Wave-Oscillators, Laser Surgery, Heart Pumps, ULF, Vibration, Selenium,
Radium Cosmetics http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Jul 18, 2016, 11:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Attunements and Energy Healing.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology from MRI, X-Ray Safety, Radio-frequency ablation, Wireless Surgery, Robotics, Water
Purification, Ozone Therapy, UV Killing, Curing, Multi-Wave-Oscillators, Laser Surgery, Heart Pumps, ULF, Vibration, Selenium,
Radium Cosmetics http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
Jul 18, 2016, 11:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Sources.
Jul 18, 2016, 11:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in 太陽光電產業論壇Photovoltaic Business Forum.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
7) Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees
Jul 18, 2016, 11:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy: Home solar, wind, and micro-hydro power. Learn/ask/post q.
Jul 18, 2016, 11:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Muskology.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Please consider these options as part of your "Top Secret Master Plan" -- Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully
Power the World" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4)
Dam/Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricanepower.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or
Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon

http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees
Jul 18, 2016, 4:04 PM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Blog on Nikola Tesla patents, inventions, principles, improvements and vernacular in: AC Polyphase System of Generators
Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating
Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Radio, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo,
Automaton, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion
Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal &
Standing Waves, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton
Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Transformers, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries, Tesla Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, RamJet
Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam
Engine, Heat Engine, Solar, Geothermal, Hydro, Wind, Mag-Lev, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter,
Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water
Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines),
Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons, Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization &
Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lighting, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter
Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car,
Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying
Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling
Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ https://1.bp.blogspot.com/8R2rmYK1lM8/V1j_buofYKI/AAAAAAAAAbM/QHOFTSCFxEsQA9ENhFk9FxhFAp5XR27xQCLcB/s640/tesla-principles-list.jpg
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
Nikola Tesla method of World Wireless power transfer using High flying balloons. The balloons act as an Earth dynamo. The
balloons are tethered to the ground, to a submarine or ship or to the top of a building. The current "Flashes" to the balloon (sent from
the top of a Wardenclyffe Tower), through (artificially) "Rarefied Air" or naturally in the air strata, which he states is "easily
accessible" by aircraft. Like (Chemtrails+HAARP). https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1621698144809676&set=a.1621698638142960.1073741828.100009085196708&type=3&theater&notif_t=like&notif_id=14688
30821890230 Tesla's "World System" in the New York American, September 3rd 1911 http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/TeslaTheory-5.pdf Electrical Experimenter Magazine MARCH 1918 U-Boats Use Balloons For Wireless
http://www.tarzan.org/hugo/ee1803h3.jpg
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
Nikola Tesla method of World Wireless power transfer using High flying balloons. The balloons act as an Earth dynamo. The
balloons are tethered to the ground, to a submarine or ship or to the top of a building. The current "Flashes" to the balloon (sent from
the top of a Wardenclyffe Tower), through (artificially) "Rarefied Air" or naturally in the air strata, which he states is "easily
accessible" by aircraft. Like (Chemtrails+HAARP). https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1621698144809676&set=a.1621698638142960.1073741828.100009085196708&type=3&theater&notif_t=like&notif_id=14688
30821890230 Tesla's "World System" in the New York American, September 3rd 1911 http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/TeslaTheory-5.pdf Electrical Experimenter Magazine MARCH 1918 U-Boats Use Balloons For Wireless
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Chris Edwards posted in ?￢ﾘEnergías Renovables ?.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each to Fully Power the World" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Electricity from Lightning
http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
7) Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees
Jul 17, 2016, 11:35 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
Nikola Tesla method of World Wireless power transfer using High flying balloons. The balloons act as an Earth dynamo. The
balloons are tethered to the ground, to a submarine or ship or to the top of a building. The current "Flashes" to the balloon (sent from
the top of a Wardenclyffe Tower), through (artificially) "Rarefied Air" or naturally in the air strata, which he states is "easily
accessible" by aircraft. Like (Chemtrails+HAARP). https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1621698144809676&set=a.1621698638142960.1073741828.100009085196708&type=3&theater&notif_t=like&notif_id=14688
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
Nikola Tesla method of World Wireless power transfer using High flying balloons. The balloons act as an Earth dynamo. The
balloons are tethered to the ground, to a submarine or ship or to the top of a building. The current "Flashes" to the balloon (sent from
the top of a Wardenclyffe Tower), through (artificially) "Rarefied Air" or naturally in the air strata, which he states is "easily
accessible" by aircraft. Like (Chemtrails+HAARP). https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1621698144809676&set=a.1621698638142960.1073741828.100009085196708&type=3&theater&notif_t=like&notif_id=14688
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Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
Nikola Tesla method of World Wireless power transfer using High flying balloons. The balloons act as an Earth dynamo. The
balloons are tethered to the ground, to a submarine or ship or to the top of a building. The current "Flashes" to the balloon (sent from
the top of a Wardenclyffe Tower), through (artificially) "Rarefied Air" or naturally in the air strata, which he states is "easily
accessible" by aircraft. Like (Chemtrails+HAARP). https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1621698144809676&set=a.1621698638142960.1073741828.100009085196708&type=3&theater&notif_t=like&notif_id=14688
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Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways to Power the World" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Electricity from Lightning
http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
7) Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-

the-trees
Jul 17, 2016, 11:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in AnonOccupy.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
It's time to choose sides. Either make "Coal Power Plants Great Again" or use Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could
Fully Power the World" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3)
Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro Power
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass
Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or
Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter)
http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998 http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering
storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar
Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees
Jul 18, 2016, 2:10 AM

Nikola Tesla method of World Wireless power transfer using High flying balloons. The balloons act as an Earth dynamo. The
balloons are tethered to the ground, to a submarine or ship or to the top of a building. The current "Flashes" to the balloon (sent from
the top of a Wardenclyffe Tower), through (artificially) "Rarefied Air" or naturally in the air strata, which he states is "easily
accessible" by aircraft. Like (Chemtrails+HAARP). Tesla's "World System" in the New York American, September 3rd 1911
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balloons are tethered to the ground, to a submarine or ship or to the top of a building. The current "Flashes" to the balloon (sent from
the top of a Wardenclyffe Tower), through (artificially) "Rarefied Air" or naturally in the air strata, which he states is "easily
accessible" by aircraft. Like (Chemtrails+HAARP). Tesla's "World System" in the New York American, September 3rd 1911
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Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Warrior Section.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
It's time to choose sides. Either it's "Make Coal Great Again" or Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Energy ways that each could Fully
Power the World" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional
Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-0909.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or
Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter)
http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998 http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering
storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar
Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees
Jul 17, 2016, 11:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Rainbow Warriors for Changes.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each to Fully Power the World" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Electricity from Lightning
http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
7) Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees
Jul 17, 2016, 11:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways to Power the World" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Electricity from Lightning
http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
7) Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-

patent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the Sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees
Jul 17, 2016, 11:32 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy .
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways to Power the World" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Electricity from Lightning
http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
7) Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees
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Chris Edwards posted in Me pasó fumado (OFICIAL).
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways to Power the World" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Electricity from Lightning
http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
7) Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-

harvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees
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Chris Edwards posted in Energy Nusantara.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Electricity from Lightning
http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
7) Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter)
http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998 http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering
storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar
Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees
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Chris Edwards posted in Solar Power Philippines.
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Chris Edwards posted in Dank No Limit Memes.
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
"Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high
flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe -- In US
Patent 585,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla states "Another method is based
upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents generated by ordinary apparatus becomes
a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive force which I have devised means for
generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for the production of many desired effects
at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of many of those improvements which are
practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic conductor." -- Modern patents include: Mar 12,
1991 US Patent 4999637 A CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS ABOVE THE EARTH Dec 8, 1987 US Patent
4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF

PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jul 15, 2016, 1:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar CITIES Biogas Innoventors and Practitioners.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
CIA Director admits to Geo-Engineering for steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or a
Desert, or even stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids, ... and to mitigate global warming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU78tSRNVA
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Chris Edwards posted in Energy, Renewable Energy & Alternate Sources of Energy (IDEH).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
CIA Director admits to Geo-Engineering for steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or a
Desert, or even stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids, ... and to mitigate global warming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU78tSRNVA
Jul 14, 2016, 1:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Environmental Justice Caucus.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "13 Ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless
Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Atmospheric Electricity with
Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 14) Salt - Water Osmosis http://phys.org/news/201607-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order
to make it rain over a Hydro Dam http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
"Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high
flying aircraft. "Cloud Borne Wavelets Encircle the Globe" http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electricwavelets-encircle-globe -- In US Patent 585,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla
states "Another method is based upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents
generated by ordinary apparatus becomes a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive
force which I have devised means for generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for
the production of many desired effects at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of
many of those improvements which are practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic
conductor." -- Modern patents include: Mar 12, 1991 US Patent 4999637 A CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS
ABOVE THE EARTH Dec 8, 1987 US Patent 4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL
ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jul 15, 2016, 1:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines (Solar Power Philippines).
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Blog on the Nikola Tesla patents, inventions, principles, improvements and vernacular in: AC Polyphase System of Generators
Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating
Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Radio, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo,

Automaton, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion
Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal &
Standing Waves, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton
Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Transformers, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries, Tesla Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, RamJet engine,
Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Heat Engine, Solar, Geothermal,
Hydro, Wind, Mag-Lev, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary
Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters,
Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-association,
Cyclotrons, Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static
Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lighting, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electrotherapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV
machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator
Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Manufacturing Methods. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Blog on the Nikola Tesla patents, inventions, principles, improvements and vernacular in: AC Polyphase System of Generators
Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating
Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Radio, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo,
Automaton, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion
Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal &
Standing Waves, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton
Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Transformers, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries, Tesla Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, RamJet engine,
Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Heat Engine, Solar, Geothermal,
Hydro, Wind, Mag-Lev, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary
Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters,
Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-association,
Cyclotrons, Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static
Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lighting, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electrotherapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV
machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator
Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Manufacturing Methods. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Blog on the Nikola Tesla patents, inventions, principles, improvements and vernacular in: AC Polyphase System of Generators
Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating
Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Radio, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo,
Automaton, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion
Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal &
Standing Waves, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton
Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Transformers, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries, Tesla Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, RamJet engine,
Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Heat Engine, Solar, Geothermal,

Hydro, Wind, Mag-Lev, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary
Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters,
Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-association,
Cyclotrons, Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static
Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lighting, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electrotherapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV
machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator
Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Manufacturing Methods. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla - -Sverige /Svedska /Sweden.
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Blog on the Nikola Tesla patents, inventions, principles, improvements and vernacular in: AC Polyphase System of Generators
Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating
Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Radio, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo,
Automaton, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion
Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal &
Standing Waves, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton
Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Transformers, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries, Tesla Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, RamJet engine,
Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Heat Engine, Solar, Geothermal,
Hydro, Wind, Mag-Lev, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary
Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters,
Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-association,
Cyclotrons, Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static
Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lighting, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electrotherapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV
machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator
Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Manufacturing Methods. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
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Chris Edwards posted in Construcción, Energía y Medio Ambiente.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Blog on the Nikola Tesla patents, inventions, principles, improvements and vernacular in: AC Polyphase System of Generators
Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating
Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Radio, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo,
Automaton, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion
Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal &
Standing Waves, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton
Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Transformers, High
Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative
Resistance, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries, Tesla Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, RamJet engine,
Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Heat Engine, Solar, Geothermal,
Hydro, Wind, Mag-Lev, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary
Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters,
Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-association,
Cyclotrons, Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static
Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lighting, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electrotherapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV
machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator

Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Manufacturing Methods. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/8R2rmYK1lM8/V1j_buofYKI/AAAAAAAAAbM/QHOFTSCFxEsQA9ENhFk9FxhFAp5XR27xQCLcB/s640/tesla-principles-list.jpg
Jul 16, 2016, 3:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
Blog on Nikola Tesla patents, inventions, principles, improvements and vernacular in: AC Polyphase System of Generators
Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating
Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Radio, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo,
Automaton, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy,
Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves,
Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects,
Levitation, Concentric waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Transformers, High Frequency Microwave
Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Lightning
Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries, Tesla Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, RamJet engine, Fluid Propulsion,
Fluid Dynamics, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Heat Engine, Solar, Geothermal, Hydro, Wind,
Mag-Lev, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS
by Triangulation, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating
Engines (Internal Combustion Engines), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-association, Cyclotrons, Particle Accelerators
(CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Weather Modification, Ball Lighting, Teleportation,
Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray
Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal
Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic
Machines. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ https://1.bp.blogspot.com/8R2rmYK1lM8/V1j_buofYKI/AAAAAAAAAbM/QHOFTSCFxEsQA9ENhFk9FxhFAp5XR27xQCLcB/s640/tesla-principles-list.jpg
Jul 16, 2016, 3:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy Discussion Forum.
Jul 16, 2016, 3:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in ?￢ﾘEnergías Renovables ?.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
"Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high
flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe -- In US
Patent 585,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla states "Another method is based
upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents generated by ordinary apparatus becomes
a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive force which I have devised means for
generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for the production of many desired effects
at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of many of those improvements which are
practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic conductor." -- Modern patents include: Mar 12,
1991 US Patent 4999637 A CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS ABOVE THE EARTH Dec 8, 1987 US Patent
4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF
PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jul 15, 2016, 1:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
"Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high
flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe -- In US
Patent 585,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla states "Another method is based
upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents generated by ordinary apparatus becomes
a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive force which I have devised means for
generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for the production of many desired effects
at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of many of those improvements which are
practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic conductor." -- Modern patents include: Mar 12,
1991 US Patent 4999637 A CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS ABOVE THE EARTH Dec 8, 1987 US Patent

4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF
PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -Tesla's writings on "chemtrails" go back to 1899 in Colorado Springs. 30,000 ft High flying balloons (Led Zepplin) metal skin would
be super-conductive and accumulate positive electrons's on it's surface and then discharge the energy to the ground with a tether.
Tin is the only metal to have 100% capacity of positive electrons and can discharge quickly without degradation. Nano-Lead is the
other option.
Jul 15, 2016, 1:43 AM
Chris Edwards
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
#NikolaTesla Blog on Nikola Tesla patents, inventions, principles, improvements and vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC)
Polyphase System of Generators Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC
Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's, Impulse Direct Current (DC), Radio, Speakers,
Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata, Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic
Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment,
Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise,
Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects,
Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency
Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation,
Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture,
Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination,
RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding
Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless
Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring,
Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms,
Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal
Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle
Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather
Modification, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical
Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape
Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying
"Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the above.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ https://1.bp.blogspot.com/8R2rmYK1lM8/V1j_buofYKI/AAAAAAAAAbM/QHOFTSCFxEsQA9ENhFk9FxhFAp5XR27xQCLcB/s640/tesla-principles-list.jpg
Updated Jul 15, 2016, 3:21 AM
Jul 15, 2016, 3:21 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrqeGse0Nvji2LU1vykaaEQ
#NikolaTesla #elonmusk #topsecret #masterplan Youtube channel on the Nikola Tesla patents, inventions, principles, improvements
and vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, Washing
Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, Dynamo's,
Impulse Direct Current (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata, Multi-plexing,
Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer,
Radiant Energy, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light,
Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive
Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned
Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators,
Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water Purification with
UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries (Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla
Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Fountain,
Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using
the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential
Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation,
Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft,

Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons
(Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electrostatic Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, Tesla Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection,
Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Healing Devices, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV
machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator
Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic and Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, Manufacturing Methods for all of the
above. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrqeGse0Nvji2LU1vykaaEQ
Updated Jul 15, 2016, 3:19 AM
Jul 15, 2016, 3:19 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Construcción, Energía y Medio Ambiente.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
"Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high
flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe -- In US
Patent 585,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla states "Another method is based
upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents generated by ordinary apparatus becomes
a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive force which I have devised means for
generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for the production of many desired effects
at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of many of those improvements which are
practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic conductor." -- Modern patents include: Mar 12,
1991 US Patent 4999637 A CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS ABOVE THE EARTH Dec 8, 1987 US Patent
4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF
PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -- -Tesla's writings on "chemtrails" go back to 1899 in Colorado Springs. 30,000 ft High flying balloons (Led Zepplin) metal skin would
be super-conductive and accumulate positive electrons's on it's surface and then discharge the energy to the ground with a tether.
Tin is the only metal to have 100% capacity of positive electrons and can discharge quickly without degradation. Nano-Lead is the
other option.
Jul 15, 2016, 1:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Türkiye.
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
"Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high
flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe -- In US
Patent 585,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla states "Another method is based
upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents generated by ordinary apparatus becomes
a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive force which I have devised means for
generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for the production of many desired effects
at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of many of those improvements which are
practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic conductor." -- Modern patents include: Mar 12,
1991 US Patent 4999637 A CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS ABOVE THE EARTH Dec 8, 1987 US Patent
4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF
PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jul 15, 2016, 1:43 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
"Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high
flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets Encircle the Globe" http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electricwavelets-encircle-globe -- In US Patent 585,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla
states "Another method is based upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents
generated by ordinary apparatus becomes a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive
force which I have devised means for generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for
the production of many desired effects at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of
many of those improvements which are practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic
conductor." -- Modern patents include: Mar 12, 1991 US Patent 4999637 A CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS
ABOVE THE EARTH Dec 8, 1987 US Patent 4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL

ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -- Tesla's writings on "chemtrails" go back to
1899 in Colorado Springs. 30,000 ft High flying balloons (Led Zepplin) metal skin would be super-conductive and accumulate
positive electrons's on it's surface and then discharge the energy to the ground with a tether. Tin is the only metal to have 100%
capacity of positive electrons and can discharge quickly without degradation. Nano-Lead is the other option.
Jul 15, 2016, 1:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
"Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high
flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets Encircle the Globe" http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electricwavelets-encircle-globe -- In US Patent 585,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla
states "Another method is based upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents
generated by ordinary apparatus becomes a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive
force which I have devised means for generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for
the production of many desired effects at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of
many of those improvements which are practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic
conductor." -- Modern patents include: Mar 12, 1991 US Patent 4999637 A CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS
ABOVE THE EARTH Dec 8, 1987 US Patent 4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL
ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -- Tesla's writings on "chemtrails" go back to
1899 in Colorado Springs. 30,000 ft High flying balloons (Led Zepplin) metal skin would be super-conductive and accumulate
positive electrons's on it's surface and then discharge the energy to the ground with a tether. Tin is the only metal to have 100%
capacity of positive electrons and can discharge quickly without degradation. Nano-Lead is the other option.
Jul 15, 2016, 1:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla - -Sverige /Svedska /Sweden.
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
"Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high
flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe -- In US
Patent 585,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla states "Another method is based
upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents generated by ordinary apparatus becomes
a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive force which I have devised means for
generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for the production of many desired effects
at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of many of those improvements which are
practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic conductor." -- Modern patents include: Mar 12,
1991 US Patent 4999637 A CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS ABOVE THE EARTH Dec 8, 1987 US Patent
4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF
PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jul 15, 2016, 1:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Mafia!
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
"Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high
flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe -- In US
Patent 585,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla states "Another method is based
upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents generated by ordinary apparatus becomes
a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive force which I have devised means for
generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for the production of many desired effects
at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of many of those improvements which are
practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic conductor." -- Modern patents include: Mar 12,
1991 US Patent 4999637 A CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS ABOVE THE EARTH Dec 8, 1987 US Patent
4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF
PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -Tesla's writings on "chemtrails" go back to 1899 in Colorado Springs. High flying balloons (Led Zepplin) metal skin would be superconductive and accumulate positive electrons's on it's surface and then discharge the energy to the ground with a tether. Tin is the

only metal to have 100% capacity of positive electrons and can discharge quickly without degradation. Nano-Lead is the other
option.
Jul 15, 2016, 1:39 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
"Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high
flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe -- In US
Patent 585,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla states "Another method is based
upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents generated by ordinary apparatus becomes
a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive force which I have devised means for
generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for the production of many desired effects
at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of many of those improvements which are
practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic conductor." -- Modern patents include: Mar 12,
1991 US Patent 4999637 A CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS ABOVE THE EARTH Dec 8, 1987 US Patent
4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF
PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -Tesla's writings on "chemtrails" go back to 1899 in Colorado Springs. High flying balloons (Led Zepplin) metal skin would be superconductive and accumulate positive electrons's on it's surface and then discharge the energy to the ground with a tether. Tin is the
only metal to have 100% capacity of positive electrons and can discharge quickly without degradation. Nano-Lead is the other
option.
Jul 15, 2016, 1:40 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Tech, Infinite Energy and Weird Science!
Jul 15, 2016, 1:39 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
"Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high
flying aircraft. "Cloud Borne Wavelets Encircle the Globe" http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electricwavelets-encircle-globe -- In US Patent 585,953 Method of intensifying and utilizing effects transmitted through natural media, Tesla
states "Another method is based upon the fact that the atmospheric air which behaves as an excellent insulator to currents
generated by ordinary apparatus becomes a conductor under the influence of currents or impulses of enormously-high electromotive
force which I have devised means for generating. By such means air strata, which are easily accessible, are rendered available for
the production of many desired effects at distances, however great. This method, furthermore, allows advantage to be taken of
many of those improvements which are practicable in the ordinary systems of transmission involving the use of a metallic
conductor." -- Modern patents include: Mar 12, 1991 US Patent 4999637 A CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS
ABOVE THE EARTH Dec 8, 1987 US Patent 4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL
ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF PLASMA ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html -- Tesla's writings on "chemtrails" go back to
1899 in Colorado Springs. 30,000 ft High flying balloons (Led Zepplin) metal skin would be super-conductive and accumulate
positive electrons's on it's surface and then discharge the energy to the ground with a tether. Tin is the only metal to have 100%
capacity of positive electrons and can discharge quickly without degradation. Nano-Lead is the other option.
Jul 15, 2016, 1:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
CIA Director admits to Geo-Engineering for steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or a
Desert, or even stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids, ... and to mitigate global warming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU78tSRNVA
Jul 14, 2016, 12:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy Discussion Forum.
Jul 14, 2016, 1:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nepal Renewable Energy Group (NREG).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
CIA Director admits to Geo-Engineering for steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or a
Desert, or even stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids, ... and to mitigate global warming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-

U78tSRNVA
Jul 14, 2016, 1:06 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
CIA Director admits to Geo-Engineering for steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or a
Desert, or even stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids, ... and to mitigate global warming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU78tSRNVA
Jul 14, 2016, 1:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
CIA Director admits to Geo-Engineering for steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or a
Desert, or even stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids, ... and to mitigate global warming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU78tSRNVA
Jul 14, 2016, 1:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
CIA Director admits to Geo-Engineering for steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or a
Desert, or even stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids, ... and to mitigate global warming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU78tSRNVA
Jul 14, 2016, 1:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines (Solar Power Philippines).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
CIA Director admits to Geo-Engineering for steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or a
Desert, or even stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids, ... and to mitigate global warming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU78tSRNVA
Jul 14, 2016, 1:03 AM
Chris Edwards posted in EUROPAEISCHE ENERGIEWENDE.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
CIA Director admits to Geo-Engineering for steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or a
Desert, or even stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids, ... and to mitigate global warming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU78tSRNVA
Jul 14, 2016, 1:01 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
CIA Director admits to Geo-Engineering for steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or a
Desert, or even stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids, ... and to mitigate global warming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU78tSRNVA
Jul 14, 2016, 1:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Transition 2030.
Jul 14, 2016, 1:00 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Green Technology Business Sharing 环保与绿色科技.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
CIA Director admits to Geo-Engineering for steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or a
Desert, or even stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids, ... and to mitigate global warming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU78tSRNVA
Jul 14, 2016, 12:59 AM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
Geo-Engineering for steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or a Desert, or even stop
the sun from reaching Solar Grids, ... to mitigate global warming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
Updated Jul 14, 2016, 12:57 AM
Jul 14, 2016, 12:57 AM
Chris Edwards

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJG4aEtKeUw
Pokemon Go audience is for 4-5 year olds that speak Japanese to teach babies "colors" and "teething rings", causes seizures, was
designed by HAL5000 at CIA central, scientifically designed to brainwash the mind controlled, robot pubic how to commit unlimited
crimes to play an admittedly stupid video baby game and forget the 13+ ways to power Earth using renewable energy published the
day before, on this channel, on Tesla's birthday. Playing could break the freedom of others 1st & 4th Amendment, Terrorism, Illegal
Gathering, Loitering, J-walking, Trespassing, Illegal Public Park Pictures, Damage to property, Driving while playing, Walking while
playing, Underage driving, Underage curfew, Underage contract law, Stand your ground law, People on probation at risk,
Desecration of Cemeteries, Leading minors, Businesses leading users to illegally driving, Intrusion, Intangible invasion, Attractive
Nuisance ... Disregard for all laws, Stupid game, Fictitious animals, Animal cruelty, Fake rewards, Waste of time and money
http://youtube.com/watch?v=TJG4aEtKeUw
Updated Jul 13, 2016, 5:26 PM
Jul 13, 2016, 5:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy, Renewable Energy & Alternate Sources of Energy (IDEH).
Nikola Tesla's "10 Ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless
Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Atmospheric Electricity with
Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy
Jul 10, 2016, 3:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rXxm9FxnTg
"The American Side" - A Nikola Tesla Murder Mystery. Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture,
attempted murder, murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Edison, Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP
Morgan, Einstein, Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, RCA/AT&T, PierceArrow, Curie, George HW Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Otto
Skorzeny, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, ACME Safe Co., the Maid, Ford Foundation, John G Trump....
Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava, Yugoslavia, "Federal Agents", Spies, JFK, AGFA/Kodak, Gates, Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese
Spies, Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, U.S. Dept of Scientific
Research, NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Referring patent holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO.
After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret papers in his hand.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rXxm9FxnTg http://www.rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm
Jul 12, 2016, 3:30 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rXxm9FxnTg
"The American Side" - A Nikola Tesla Murder Mystery. Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture,
attempted murder, murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Edison, Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP
Morgan, Einstein, Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, RCA/AT&T, PierceArrow, Curie, George HW Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Otto
Skorzeny, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, John G Trump.... Leland
Anderson, Cousin Sava, Yugoslavia, "Federal Agents", Spies, JFK, AGFA/Kodak, Gates, Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese Spies,
Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, U.S. Dept of Scientific
Research, NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Referring patent holders, the Maid. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies
and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret papers.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rXxm9FxnTg http://www.rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm
Jul 12, 2016, 3:12 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA.
Jul 12, 2016, 10:11 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rXxm9FxnTg

"The American Side" - A Nikola Tesla Murder Mystery. Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture,
attempted murder, murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Edison, Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP
Morgan, Einstein, Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, RCA/AT&T, PierceArrow, Curie, George HW Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Otto
Skorzeny, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, ACME Safe Co., the Maid, Ford Foundation, John G Trump....
Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava, Yugoslavia, "Federal Agents", Spies, JFK, AGFA/Kodak, Gates, Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese
Spies, Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, U.S. Dept of Scientific
Research, NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Referring patent holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO.
After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret papers in his hand.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rXxm9FxnTg http://www.rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm
Jul 12, 2016, 3:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Tech, Infinite Energy and Weird Science!
Jul 12, 2016, 3:25 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rXxm9FxnTg
"The American Side" - A Nikola Tesla Murder Mystery. Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture,
attempted murder, murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Edison, Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP
Morgan, Einstein, Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, RCA/AT&T, PierceArrow, Curie, George HW Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Otto
Skorzeny, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, ACME Safe Co., the Maid, Ford Foundation, John G Trump....
Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava, Yugoslavia, "Federal Agents", Spies, JFK, AGFA/Kodak, Gates, Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese
Spies, Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, U.S. Dept of Scientific
Research, NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Referring patent holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO.
After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret papers in his hand.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rXxm9FxnTg http://www.rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm
Jul 12, 2016, 3:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rXxm9FxnTg
"The American Side" - A Nikola Tesla Murder Mystery. Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture,
attempted murder, murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Edison, Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP
Morgan, Einstein, Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, RCA/AT&T, PierceArrow, Curie, George HW Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Otto
Skorzeny, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, ACME Safe Co., the Maid, Ford Foundation, John G Trump....
Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava, Yugoslavia, "Federal Agents", Spies, JFK, AGFA/Kodak, Gates, Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese
Spies, Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, U.S. Dept of Scientific
Research, NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Referring patent holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO.
After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret papers in his hand.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rXxm9FxnTg http://www.rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm
Jul 12, 2016, 3:07 AM
Chris Edwards
#conspiracy #murder #nikolatesla Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture, attempted murder,
murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Edison, Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, Federal
Reserve Operatives, Einstein, Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto
Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, Kenneth Seezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George),
Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Otto Skorzeny, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property,
Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons,
the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, John G Trump.... Leland Anderson,
Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal Agents", Spies, JFK,
AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese Spies, Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens,
Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of
Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, Abraham Spanel, the NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Referring patent holders.
The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president
emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever was left wend down with Building 7 with the Enron

papers. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse": thing. The rest was destroyed by a hammer by Peter Lanza's,
of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. Upon doing that Adam disappeared from the Universe for 4 years and has
never returned. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives for possible evidence of the conspiracy.
http://www.rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm
Updated Jul 12, 2016, 2:17 AM
Jul 12, 2016, 2:17 AM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA pro^System <=>>QEG VortexCoil QMoGen, H2-HHO ^Gen.FREE>>WolnejEnergii.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
Nikola Tesla's 3rd Room 3327-8-9 at the New Yorker had secret documents in it. FBI file confirmed they were looking in the Clinton
Hotel, New Yorker , Waldorf Astoria basements for hidden papers. http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 Ex-CIA interview on
Tesla admits to a 2nd floor below his room 3327, (322)7 at the New Yorker. The same agent admits there is no death certificate or
autopsy of Tesla available by FOIA. How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration?
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
Jul 10, 2016, 1:59 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA.
Jul 11, 2016, 6:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
Nikola Tesla's 3rd Room 3327-8-9 at the New Yorker had secret documents in it. FBI file confirmed they were looking in the Clinton
Hotel, New Yorker , Waldorf Astoria basements for hidden papers. http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 Ex-CIA interview on
Tesla admits to a 2nd floor below his room 3327, (322)7 at the New Yorker. The same agent admits there is no death certificate or
autopsy available by FOIA. How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration?
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
Jul 10, 2016, 12:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Admission Preparation for M.Sc in Renewable Energy, Nuclear Eng & IT in DU.
Jul 10, 2016, 7:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "13 Free-Energy ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" NT- 1) Earth
Resonance for Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2)
Atmospheric with Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898
Jul 10, 2016, 4:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "13 Free-Energy ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" NT- 1) Earth
Resonance for Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2)
Atmospheric with Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon

http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898
Jul 10, 2016, 4:05 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "13 Free-Energy ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" NT- 1) Earth
Resonance for Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2)
Atmospheric with Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898
Jul 10, 2016, 4:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "13 Free-Energy ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" NT- 1) Earth
Resonance for Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2)
Atmospheric with Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898
Jul 10, 2016, 4:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower in Sayville, Long Island designed for worldwide power transmission, unlimited secure
communications, atmospheric lighting, taking pictures and television was ceased by the U.S. Government, Secret Service and wired
for demolition by the Army on July 4th 1917. The Wardenclyffe Station is now recognized as the original "Radio City". Letters to JP
Morgan (PDF) from 1899 in Colorado Springs to February 1906. Music featuring Michael Jackson in Threatened & Unbreakable
(acapella) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard Tower Animation:
https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/
Jul 3, 2016, 6:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "13 Ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless
Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Atmospheric Electricity with
Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)

Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898
Jul 10, 2016, 4:07 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA.
Jul 10, 2016, 8:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in الطاقهالمتجددهRenewable Energy.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "10 Ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless
Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Atmospheric Electricity with
Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy
Jul 10, 2016, 3:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "13 Ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless
Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Atmospheric Electricity with
Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898
Jul 10, 2016, 3:31 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
Nikola Tesla's 3rd Room 3327-8-9 at the New Yorker had secret documents in it. FBI file confirmed they were looking in the Clinton
Hotel, New Yorker , Waldorf Astoria basements for hidden papers. http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 Ex-CIA interview on
Tesla admits to a 2nd floor below his room 3327, (322)7 at the New Yorker. The same agent admits there is no death certificate or
autopsy of Tesla available by FOIA. How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration?
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
Jul 10, 2016, 1:42 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
Nikola Tesla's 3rd Room 3327-8-9 at the New Yorker had secret documents in it. FBI file confirmed they were looking in the Clinton
Hotel, New Yorker , Waldorf Astoria basements for hidden papers. http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 Ex-CIA interview on
Tesla admits to a 2nd floor below his room 3327, (322)7 at the New Yorker. The same agent admits there is no death certificate or
autopsy available by FOIA. How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration?

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
Jul 10, 2016, 12:55 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Transition 2030.
Jul 10, 2016, 4:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "10 Ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless
Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Atmospheric Electricity with
Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy
Jul 10, 2016, 4:05 AM
Chris Edwards posted in EUROPAEISCHE ENERGIEWENDE.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "13 Ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless
Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Atmospheric Electricity with
Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898
Jul 10, 2016, 4:04 AM
Chris Edwards posted in SEYN - Sustainable Energy Youth Network.
Jul 10, 2016, 4:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines (Solar Power Philippines).
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "13 Ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless
Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Atmospheric Electricity with
Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898
Jul 10, 2016, 3:54 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "13 Ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless

Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Atmospheric Electricity with
Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898
Jul 10, 2016, 3:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "10 Ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless
Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Atmospheric Electricity with
Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy
Jul 10, 2016, 3:47 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "13 Ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless
Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Atmospheric Electricity with
Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 #elon #musk #secret #weapon
Jul 10, 2016, 3:22 AM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
Nikola Tesla's "10 Ways to Power the World" where you don't have to "burn or destroy anything" - 1) Earth Resonance for Wireless
Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 2) Atmospheric Electricity with
Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Solar Power
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Hydro Power http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear
Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Artificial Atmospheric Induction http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy
Jul 10, 2016, 3:36 AM
Chris Edwards

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the World" - 1) Wireless Power
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5)
Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7)
Geothermal http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energyharvesting-night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://www.google.com/patents/US1540998
http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or
increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA -- 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets"
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm 19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
20) Bioenergy/Biofuel http://www.theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-fromthe-trees - Bonus: Tesla's Nitrogen Fixation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria http://desertec.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa
Updated Jul 10, 2016, 2:58 AM
Jul 10, 2016, 2:58 AM
Chris Edwards
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1915/manufacturers_record/nikola_tesla/the_wonder_world_to_be_created_by_electric
ity
#nikolatesla #birthday #hydro #power #niagara #falls Most of the water, which is available for power purposes comes from a height
of about 2000 feet and represents over 1 1/2 billion horse-power, but we are only able to use an average fall of, say, 100 feet, which
means that if all the water-power in this country were harnessed under the existing conditions only 80,000,000 horse-power could
be obtained. The theoretical power of the falling water is enormous. If we assume for the rain clouds an average height of 15,000
feet and annual precipitation of 33 inches, the 24 horse-power per square mile is over 4000, and for the whole area in the United
States more than 12,000,000,000 horse-power.
http://www.teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1915/manufacturers_record/nikola_tesla/the_wonder_world_to_be_created_by_electric
ity -- THE WONDER WORLD TO BE CREATED BY ELECTRICITY by Nikola Tesla , Manufacturer's Record, September 9, 1915
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
Updated Jul 10, 2016, 2:42 AM
Jul 10, 2016, 2:42 AM
Chris Edwards
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth
#nikolatesla #atomospheric #electricity Nikola Tesla's "elevated (super-conductive) conductor" with his Apparatus for the Utilization
of Radiant Energy to power the world. Venezuela’s Lake Maracaibo earned a place in the Guinness Book of World Records for
“highest concentration of lightning” with 250 lightning flashes per square kilometre each year. In October, you can see an average of
28 lightning flashes a minute. A lightning strike is 1.21 Terrawatts. Experts have sought reasons for the area’s uniquely intense
storms for decades. In the 1960s it was thought uranium deposits in the bedrock attracted more lightning strikes. More recently,
scientists suggested the conductivity of the air above the lake was boosted by the abundance of methane from oil fields below.
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth -- Nikola Tesla Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant
Energy a "Radiant Energy Receiver" -- U.S. Patent #'s 685,953-8 November 5th 1901 & Nikola Tesla "Apparatus for the
Transmission of Electrical Energy" a "Magnifying Transmitter" U.S. Patent # 1,119,732 January 18 1902
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard

Updated Jul 10, 2016, 2:36 AM
Jul 10, 2016, 2:36 AM
Chris Edwards
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text
#nikolatesla #birthday #solar Published: September 2009. Plugging Into the Sun. Sunlight bathes us in far more energy than we
could ever need. If the sunshine radiating on the surface of an area 100 miles wide by 100 miles long would provide all of the
electricity that America needs, every day, why would Americans hesitate to use it?
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text -http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&address=115x203056 -- DESERTEC Industrial Initiative
(DII) http://www.desertec.org/
Updated Jul 10, 2016, 2:17 AM
Jul 10, 2016, 2:17 AM
Chris Edwards
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html
#nikola #tesla #birthday #hurricane #erin Jan 1, 2005 - Your average hurricane releases enough energy to power the world ... of rain
results in the release of 600 trillion watts of heat energy—or 200 times the worldwide electrical generating capacity.
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html
Updated Jul 10, 2016, 2:08 AM
Jul 10, 2016, 2:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla - -Sverige /Svedska /Sweden.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
Nikola Tesla's 3rd Room 3327-8-9 at the New Yorker had secret documents in it. FBI file confirmed they were looking in the Clinton
Hotel, New Yorker , Waldorf Astoria basements for hidden papers. http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 Ex-CIA interview on
Tesla admits to a 2nd floor below his room 3327, (322)7 at the New Yorker. The same agent admits there is no death certificate or
autopsy of Tesla available by FOIA. How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration?
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
Jul 10, 2016, 1:57 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
Nikola Tesla's 3rd Room 3327-8-9 at the New Yorker had secret documents in it. FBI file confirmed they were looking in the Clinton
Hotel, New Yorker , Waldorf Astoria basements for hidden papers. http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 Ex-CIA interview on
Tesla admits to a 2nd floor below his room 3327, (322)7 at the New Yorker. The same agent admits there is no death certificate or
autopsy of Tesla available by FOIA. How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration?
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
Jul 10, 2016, 1:53 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
Nikola Tesla's 3rd Room 3327-8-9 at the New Yorker had secret documents in it. FBI file confirmed they were looking in the Clinton
Hotel, New Yorker , Waldorf Astoria basements for hidden papers. http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 Ex-CIA interview on
Tesla admits to a 2nd floor below his room 3327, (322)7 at the New Yorker. The same agent admits there is no death certificate or
autopsy of Tesla available by FOIA. How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration?
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
Jul 10, 2016, 1:51 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
Nikola Tesla's 3rd Room 3327-8-9 at the New Yorker had secret documents in it. FBI file confirmed they were looking in the Clinton
Hotel, New Yorker , Waldorf Astoria basements for hidden papers. http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 Ex-CIA interview on
Tesla admits to a 2nd floor below his room 3327, (322)7 at the New Yorker. The same agent admits there is no death certificate or
autopsy of Tesla available by FOIA. How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration?
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
Jul 10, 2016, 1:38 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4

Nikola Tesla's 3rd Room 3327-8-9 at the New Yorker had secret documents in it. FBI file confirmed they were looking in the Clinton
Hotel, New Yorker , Waldorf Astoria basements for hidden papers. http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 Ex-CIA interview on
Tesla admits to a 2nd floor below his room 3327, (322)7 at the New Yorker. The same agent admits there is no death certificate or
autopsy of Tesla available by FOIA. How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration?
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
Jul 10, 2016, 1:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Tech, Infinite Energy and Weird Science!
Jul 10, 2016, 1:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
Nikola Tesla's 3rd Room 3327-8-9 at the New Yorker had secret documents in it. FBI file confirmed they were looking in the Clinton
Hotel, New Yorker , Waldorf Astoria basements for hidden papers. http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 Ex-CIA interview on
Tesla admits to a 2nd floor below his room 3327, (322)7 at the New Yorker. The same agent admits there is no death certificate or
autopsy available by FOIA. How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration?
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
Jul 10, 2016, 12:41 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
Nikola Tesla's 3rd Room 3327-8-9 at the New Yorker had secret documents in it. FBI file confirmed they were looking in the Clinton
Hotel, New Yorker , Waldorf Astoria basements for hidden papers. http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 Ex-CIA interview on
Tesla admits to a 2nd floor below his room 3327, (322)7 at the New Yorker. The same agent admits there is no death certificate or
autopsy available by FOIA. How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration?
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
Jul 10, 2016, 12:52 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
Nikola Tesla's 3rd Room 3327-8-9 at the New Yorker had secret documents in it. FBI file confirmed they were looking in the Clinton
Hotel, New Yorker , Waldorf Astoria basements for hidden papers. http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 Ex-CIA interview on
Tesla admits to a 2nd floor below his room 3327, (322)7 at the New Yorker. The same agent admits there is no death certificate or
autopsy available by FOIA. How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration?
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
Jul 10, 2016, 12:49 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4
Nikola Tesla's 3rd Room 3327-8-9 at the New Yorker had secret documents in it. FBI file confirmed they were looking in the Clinton
Hotel, New Yorker , Waldorf Astoria basements for hidden papers. http://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 Ex-CIA interview on
Tesla admits to a 2nd floor below his room 3327, (322)7 at the New Yorker. The same agent admits there is no death certificate or
autopsy available by FOIA. How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's Assassination, Self Immolation & Castration?
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM
Jul 10, 2016, 12:45 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Governance, Public Law and Regulation.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in
1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency of Shallow and Deep
Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic
Jul 6, 2016, 12:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy, Renewable Energy & Alternate Sources of Energy (IDEH).
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Yale on "Deep Geothermal: Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES

the (TOTAL) consumption of energy in the U.S. in 2005." "In Australia, geothermal could provide all the electricity needs for 100
years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the construction, use
and efficiency of Geothermal. http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla
"Our Future Motive Power" http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Patents in Geothermal:
http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic June 14th 2016 - "Tapping into up to 2% of the geothermal energy potential in the West
could power the nation many times over." Deschutes County, Oregon site in running for national geothermal lab
http://sfgate.com/news/article/Deschutes-County-site-in-running-for-national-8117694.php
Jul 7, 2016, 11:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro
Tesla FBI Files de-classified "Teleforce" invention in Safe Deposit Box @ Governor Clinton Hotel in 1943 http://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? http://youtube.com/watch?
v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Anonymous November 5th 2015 - Nikola Tesla FBI CIA files 280 Pages in HD w/ John G Trump -http://youtube.com/watch?v=YO2nqKNv-jw -- Donald J Trump & John G Trump - Nikola Tesla's FBI File + Einstein & Edison
Debunked -- http://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c -- Nikola Tesla - FBI File Missing files into DARPA, CERN & Eisenhower
Speech http://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
Jul 7, 2016, 11:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro
Tesla FBI Files de-classified "Teleforce" invention in Safe Deposit Box @ Governor Clinton Hotel in 1943 http://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? http://youtube.com/watch?
v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Anonymous November 5th 2015 - Nikola Tesla FBI CIA files 280 Pages in HD w/ John G Trump -http://youtube.com/watch?v=YO2nqKNv-jw -- Donald J Trump & John G Trump - Nikola Tesla's FBI File + Einstein & Edison
Debunked -- http://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c -- Nikola Tesla - FBI File Missing files into DARPA, CERN & Eisenhower
Speech http://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
Jul 7, 2016, 11:47 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro
Tesla FBI Files de-classified "Teleforce" invention in Safe Deposit Box @ Governor Clinton Hotel in 1943 http://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? http://youtube.com/watch?
v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Anonymous November 5th 2015 - Nikola Tesla FBI CIA files 280 Pages in HD w/ John G Trump -http://youtube.com/watch?v=YO2nqKNv-jw -- Donald J Trump & John G Trump - Nikola Tesla's FBI File + Einstein & Edison
Debunked -- http://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c -- Nikola Tesla - FBI File Missing files into DARPA, CERN & Eisenhower
Speech http://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
Jul 7, 2016, 11:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nicola Tesla.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro
Tesla FBI Files de-classified "Teleforce" invention in Safe Deposit Box @ Governor Clinton Hotel in 1943 http://youtube.com/watch?
v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? http://youtube.com/watch?
v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Anonymous November 5th 2015 - Nikola Tesla FBI CIA files 280 Pages in HD w/ John G Trump -http://youtube.com/watch?v=YO2nqKNv-jw -- Donald J Trump & John G Trump - Nikola Tesla's FBI File + Einstein & Edison
Debunked -- http://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c -- Nikola Tesla - FBI File Missing files into DARPA, CERN & Eisenhower
Speech http://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
Jul 7, 2016, 11:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro
Hillary Clinton FBI congressional hearing emails hacked classified - Tesla FBI Files de-classified "Teleforce" invention in Safe
Deposit Box @ Governor Clinton Hotel?? http://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who
Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Anonymous November 5th 2015 - Nikola
Tesla FBI CIA files 280 Pages in HD w/ John G Trump -- http://youtube.com/watch?v=YO2nqKNv-jw -- Donald J Trump & John G
Trump - Nikola Tesla's FBI File + Einstein & Edison Debunked -- http://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c -- Nikola Tesla - FBI
File Missing files into DARPA, CERN & Eisenhower Speech http://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
Jul 7, 2016, 12:34 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro
Hillary Clinton FBI congressional hearing emails hacked classified - Tesla FBI Files de-classified "Teleforce" invention in Safe
Deposit Box @ Governor Clinton Hotel in 1943?? http://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G
Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Anonymous November 5th 2015
- Nikola Tesla FBI CIA files 280 Pages in HD w/ John G Trump -- http://youtube.com/watch?v=YO2nqKNv-jw -- Donald J Trump &
John G Trump - Nikola Tesla's FBI File + Einstein & Edison Debunked -- http://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c -- Nikola Tesla
- FBI File Missing files into DARPA, CERN & Eisenhower Speech http://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
Jul 7, 2016, 12:33 PM
Chris Edwards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro
#fbi #congressional #hearing #hillary #clinton #email #hack #tesla #files #teleforce #deathray Hillary Clinton FBI congressional
hearing emails hacked classified - Tesla FBI Files de-classified "Teleforce" invention in Safe Deposit Box @ Governor Clinton Hotel
in 1943 http://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his
Belongings? http://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- Anonymous November 5th 2015 - Nikola Tesla FBI CIA files 280 Pages
in HD w/ John G Trump -- http://youtube.com/watch?v=YO2nqKNv-jw -- Donald J Trump & John G Trump - Nikola Tesla's FBI File +
Einstein & Edison Debunked -- http://youtube.com/watch?v=ElO5W7iEW8c -- Nikola Tesla - FBI File Missing files into DARPA,
CERN & Eisenhower Speech http://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg
Updated Jul 7, 2016, 10:09 AM
Jul 7, 2016, 10:09 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale on "Deep Geothermal: Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated geothermal would equate to more
"2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) consumption of energy in the U.S. in 2005." "In Australia, geothermal could provide all the electricity
needs for 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the
construction, use and efficiency of Geothermal. http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
-- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power" http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Patents in Geothermal:
http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic June 14th 2016 - "Tapping into up to 2% of the geothermal energy potential in the West
could power the nation many times over." Deschutes County, Oregon site in running for national geothermal lab
http://sfgate.com/news/article/Deschutes-County-site-in-running-for-national-8117694.php
Jul 6, 2016, 8:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale on "Deep Geothermal: Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated geothermal would equate to more
"2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) consumption of energy in the U.S. in 2005." "In Australia, geothermal could provide all the electricity
needs for 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the
construction, use and efficiency of Geothermal. http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
-- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power" http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Patents in Geothermal:
http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic June 14th 2016 - "Tapping into up to 2% of the geothermal energy potential in the West
could power the nation many times over." Deschutes County, Oregon site in running for national geothermal lab
http://sfgate.com/news/article/Deschutes-County-site-in-running-for-national-8117694.php
Jul 7, 2016, 9:02 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA INDIA.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in
1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency of Shallow and Deep
Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic
Jul 6, 2016, 12:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in الطاقهالمتجددهRenewable Energy.

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in
1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency of Shallow and Deep
Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic
Jul 6, 2016, 12:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale on "Deep Geothermal: Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated geothermal would equate to more
"2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) consumption of energy in the U.S. in 2005." "In Australia, geothermal could provide all the electricity
needs for 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the
construction, use and efficiency of Geothermal. http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
-- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power" http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Patents in Geothermal:
http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic June 14th 2016 - "Tapping into up to 2% of the geothermal energy potential in the West
could power the nation many times over." Deschutes County, Oregon site in running for national geothermal lab
http://sfgate.com/news/article/Deschutes-County-site-in-running-for-national-8117694.php
Jul 6, 2016, 10:43 PM
Chris Edwards posted in RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale on "Deep Geothermal: Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated geothermal would equate to more
"2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) consumption of energy in the U.S. in 2005." "In Australia, geothermal could provide all the electricity
needs for 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the
construction, use and efficiency of Geothermal. http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
-- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power" http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Patents in Geothermal:
http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic June 14th 2016 - "Tapping into up to 2% of the geothermal energy potential in the West
could power the nation many times over." Deschutes County, Oregon site in running for national geothermal lab
http://sfgate.com/news/article/Deschutes-County-site-in-running-for-national-8117694.php
Jul 6, 2016, 9:00 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nepal Renewable Energy Group (NREG).
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale on "Deep Geothermal: Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated geothermal would equate to more
"2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) consumption of energy in the U.S. in 2005." "In Australia, geothermal could provide all the electricity
needs for 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the
construction, use and efficiency of Geothermal. http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
-- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power" http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Patents in Geothermal:
http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic June 14th 2016 - "Tapping into up to 2% of the geothermal energy potential in the West
could power the nation many times over." Deschutes County, Oregon site in running for national geothermal lab
http://sfgate.com/news/article/Deschutes-County-site-in-running-for-national-8117694.php
Jul 6, 2016, 8:59 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Renewable Energy Philippines.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Yale on "Deep Geothermal: Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES
the (TOTAL) consumption of energy in the U.S. in 2005." "In Australia, geothermal could provide all the electricity needs for 100
years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the construction, use
and efficiency of Geothermal. http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla
"Our Future Motive Power" http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Patents in Geothermal:
http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic June 14th 2016 - "Tapping into up to 2% of the geothermal energy potential in the West
could power the nation many times over." Deschutes County, Oregon site in running for national geothermal lab
http://sfgate.com/news/article/Deschutes-County-site-in-running-for-national-8117694.php
Jul 6, 2016, 7:58 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Solar Energy: Green Advocates for Renewable Energy.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated geothermal would
equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005." "Geothermal in
Australia,”“could potentially provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in
1931 wrote for the New York Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency of Shallow and
Deep Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikolalakic
Jul 5, 2016, 10:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla | the First Uploader.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in
1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency of Shallow and Deep
Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic
Jul 6, 2016, 12:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Solar CITIES Biogas Innoventors and Practitioners.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in
1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency of Shallow and Deep
Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic
Jul 6, 2016, 12:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla 2 Niagara.
Jul 6, 2016, 12:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Türkiye.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in
1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency of Shallow and Deep
Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic
Jul 6, 2016, 12:08 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Sustainable Living International.
Jul 6, 2016, 12:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in SEYN - Sustainable Energy Youth Network.
Jul 6, 2016, 12:06 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA.
Jul 6, 2016, 6:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."

"Geothermal in Australia,”“could potentially provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble."
Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the New York Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency
of Shallow and Deep Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikolalakic
Jul 5, 2016, 8:36 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Mafia!
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could potentially provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble."
Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the New York Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency
of shallow and deep Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikolalakic
Jul 5, 2016, 8:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in EUROPAEISCHE ENERGIEWENDE.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in
1931 wrote for the NY Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency of Shallow and Deep
Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic
Jul 5, 2016, 10:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energia Odnawialna i efektywność energetyczna.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. From investigations of Tesla's patents and
writings; here is a good modern analysis. The tower acts as an electro-static generator using energy derived from the hydro system
and/or density/ocean mass engine designed below the tower. Under the tower was built into the Long Island aquifer and to the
Atlantic Ocean. Some allege that the Wardenclyffe tower needed an external generator. The latest documentary called "Tesla's
Niagara" admitted Wardenclyffe was to be installed there in 1895 to send negative ions to the atmosphere for reception using a
distant "radiant energy receiver" of 1901. Tesla describes both methods of low frequency radio frequency pressure waves in the
ether from tuned coils or long underground tubes used for radio communications. A wave complex including the concentric sound
waves and what he describes as "standing longitudinal surface waves" (scalar) in a nodal system of towers used for power. Tesla's
remote control and logic gates patents provide for analog or digital "multiplexing" of waves for signal security. In the final version, the
1000 cupola bulbs provide the high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications to your solar wallpaper or to a solar panel. One method
using the special half-sphere vacuum tube bulbs that were to be added to the outside of the copula allows for taking pictures of a
distant location or taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency UV. Think Kodak Instamatic. The
electrical oscillations use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold temperature gasses contained in or
below the tower in the spiral staircase. Since the Earth is a conductor of electricity, the system would be reversible in order to create
artificial lightning. Lightning containing it's voltage, speed and it's striking the earth. Ozone is created at ground level. The electrical
waves and sound waves created run in "concentric waves". Continuing... It has been proposed that a cold temperature method used
in "Nuclear" power plants is possible. The electrical pressures created in his system automatically create and accumulate the
superconductive gasses or liquids, Argon, Xenon, Krypton, H3, O3, N3 ... from the interaction of radioactive matter, neutrons, high
pressure and sea-water. This accumulation of gasses causes a further collapse of the temperature and increases the magnifying
transmission. (Keeping in mind that Westinghouse still makes "Nuke" plants. These plants officially create superconductive gasses
like Krypton). Further, artificial negative ion generators on "aircraft" can create "chemtrails" (artificial electrified clouds) to generate
pathways for Tesla's ascribed "cloudborn electric wavelets" for reception at distant locations. Tesla's last communications with his
co-designer Stanford White, was regarding the spark-gap, plasma containment mechanism within the tower structure. The tower
was built into solid granite in order to "ring the earth like a bell". Granite uniquely makes sounds when under stress or vibration. Both

the receiving devices and sending device will exhibit "negative resistance". The addition of capacity and reduction of resistance to or
near zero allows for the system to reach infinite power.)
http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ --- Wardenclyffe Tower Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html --- Wardenclyffe Test of 1903: June 15, 1903
the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the witnesses of multicolored lightning made by
Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was
full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as) ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
Jul 5, 2016, 10:39 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could potentially provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble."
Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the New York Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency
of Shallow and Deep Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikolalakic
Jul 5, 2016, 8:27 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could potentially provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble."
Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the New York Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency
of Shallow and Deep Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikolalakic
Jul 5, 2016, 8:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Energy Discussion Forum.
Jul 5, 2016, 9:07 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Transition 2030.
Jul 5, 2016, 9:02 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could potentially provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble."
Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the New York Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency
of Shallow and Deep Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikolalakic
Jul 5, 2016, 8:37 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Tech, Infinite Energy and Weird Science!
Jul 5, 2016, 8:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could potentially provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble."

Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the New York Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency
of Shallow and Deep Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikolalakic
Jul 5, 2016, 8:34 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could potentially provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble."
Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the New York Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency
of Shallow and Deep Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikolalakic
Jul 5, 2016, 8:28 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28th 2008 - Yale University on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into
geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005."
"Geothermal in Australia,”“could potentially provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble."
Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the New York Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency
of Shallow and Deep Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikolalakic
Jul 5, 2016, 8:26 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
Oct 28 2008 - Yale on "Deep Geothermal: The Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT estimated that by tapping into geothermal
would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) annual consumption of energy in the United States in 2005." "Geothermal in
Australia,”“could potentially provide all the country’s electricity needs for the next 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in
1931 wrote for the New York Times "Our Future Motive Power" describes the simple construction, use and efficiency of Shallow and
Deep Geothermal as being the most useful to mankind.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Inventions in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikolalakic
Jul 5, 2016, 8:24 PM
Chris Edwards
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
#nikolatesla #tesla #geothermal #yosemite Oct 28th 2008 - Yale on "Deep Geothermal: Untapped Renewable Energy Source. MIT
estimated geothermal would equate to more "2,000 TIMES the (TOTAL) consumption of energy in the U.S. in 2005." "In Australia,
geothermal could provide all the electricity needs for 100 years without any trouble." Nikola Tesla in 1931 wrote for the NY Times
"Our Future Motive Power" describes the construction, use and efficiency of Geothermal.
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ -- Nikola Tesla "Our Future Motive Power"
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm -- Nikola Lakic Patents in Geothermal: http://patents.justia.com/inventor/nikola-lakic June
14th 2016 - "Tapping into up to 2% of the geothermal energy potential in the West could power the nation many times over."
Deschutes County, Oregon site in running for national geothermal lab http://sfgate.com/news/article/Deschutes-County-site-inrunning-for-national-8117694.php
Updated Jul 5, 2016, 8:23 PM
Jul 5, 2016, 8:23 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA.

Jul 4, 2016, 6:44 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower in Sayville, Long Island designed for worldwide power transmission, unlimited secure
communications, atmospheric lighting, taking pictures and television was ceased by the U.S. Government, Secret Service and wired
for demolition by the Army on July 4th 1917. The Wardenclyffe Station is now recognized as the original "Radio City". Letters to JP
Morgan (PDF) from 1899 in Colorado Springs to February 1906. Music featuring Michael Jackson in Threatened & Unbreakable
(acapella) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard Tower Animation:
https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/
Jul 3, 2016, 6:49 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Occupy TESLA'S KNOWLEDGE & GOAL.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower in Sayville, Long Island designed for worldwide power transmission, unlimited secure
communications, atmospheric lighting, taking pictures and television was ceased by the U.S. Government, Secret Service and wired
for demolition by the Army on July 4th 1917. The Wardenclyffe Station is now recognized as the original "Radio City". Letters to JP
Morgan (PDF) from 1899 in Colorado Springs to February 1906. Music featuring Michael Jackson in Threatened & Unbreakable
(acapella) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard Tower Animation:
https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/
Jul 3, 2016, 6:54 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower in Sayville, Long Island designed for worldwide power transmission, unlimited secure
communications, atmospheric lighting, taking pictures and television was ceased by the U.S. Government, Secret Service and wired
for demolition by the Army on July 4th 1917. The Wardenclyffe Station is now recognized as the original "Radio City". Letters to JP
Morgan (PDF) from 1899 in Colorado Springs to February 1906. Music featuring Michael Jackson in Threatened & Unbreakable
(acapella) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatusfor-utilization.html?view=flipcard
Jul 3, 2016, 6:42 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Canadians for Cannabis.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm
July 1st 2016 -- Cannabinoids remove plaque-forming Alzheimer's proteins from brain cells -- ScienceDaily - Scientists have found
preliminary evidence that (THC) and other compounds found in marijuana can promote the cellular removal of amyloid beta, a toxic
protein associated with Alzheimer's disease. http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm In 2015, the below
blog published the function and mode of the cannabis cure for Alzheimers. The G-Protein receptor in Cannabinoids is responsible
for the uptake of protein-snippets in the brain. The cannabinoids are then excreted out of the body with the said proteins. Further,
the cure for skin cancer was allegedly invented by Nikola Tesla using Ozone and Cannabis Oil and other oils.
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html?view=flipcard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabinoid_receptor
Jul 3, 2016, 6:56 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower in Sayville, Long Island designed for worldwide power transmission, unlimited secure
communications, atmospheric lighting, taking pictures and television was ceased by the U.S. Government, Secret Service and wired
for demolition by the Army on July 4th 1917. The Wardenclyffe Station is now recognized as the original "Radio City". Letters to JP
Morgan (PDF) from 1899 in Colorado Springs to February 1906. Music featuring Michael Jackson in Threatened & Unbreakable
(acapella) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatusfor-utilization.html?view=flipcard
Jul 3, 2016, 6:40 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower in Sayville, Long Island designed for worldwide power transmission, unlimited secure

communications, atmospheric lighting, taking pictures and television was ceased by the U.S. Government, Secret Service and wired
for demolition by the Army on July 4th 1917. The Wardenclyffe Station is now recognized as the original "Radio City". Letters to JP
Morgan (PDF) from 1899 in Colorado Springs to February 1906. Music featuring Michael Jackson in Threatened & Unbreakable
(acapella) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard Tower Animation:
https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/
Jul 3, 2016, 6:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower in Sayville, Long Island designed for worldwide power transmission, unlimited secure
communications, atmospheric lighting, taking pictures and television was ceased by the U.S. Government, Secret Service and wired
for demolition by the Army on July 4th 1917. The Wardenclyffe Station is now recognized as the original "Radio City". Letters to JP
Morgan (PDF) from 1899 in Colorado Springs to February 1906. Music featuring Michael Jackson in Threatened & Unbreakable
(acapella) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard Tower Animation:
https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/
Jul 3, 2016, 6:55 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower in Sayville, Long Island designed for worldwide power transmission, unlimited secure
communications, atmospheric lighting, taking pictures and television was ceased by the U.S. Government, Secret Service and wired
for demolition by the Army on July 4th 1917. The Wardenclyffe Station is now recognized as the original "Radio City". Letters to JP
Morgan (PDF) from 1899 in Colorado Springs to February 1906. Music featuring Michael Jackson in Threatened & Unbreakable
(acapella) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-teslaapparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard Tower Animation:
https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/
Jul 3, 2016, 6:48 PM
Chris Edwards posted in CANNABIS culture bio polynésien.
Jul 3, 2016, 6:45 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Tech, Infinite Energy and Weird Science!
Jul 3, 2016, 6:44 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower in Sayville, Long Island designed for worldwide power transmission, unlimited secure
communications, atmospheric lighting, taking pictures and television was ceased by the U.S. Government, Secret Service and wired
for demolition by the Army on July 4th 1917. The Wardenclyffe Station is now recognized as the original "Radio City". Tesla's Letters
to JP Morgan (PDF) from 1899 in Colorado Springs to February 1906. Music featuring Michael Jackson in Threatened &
Unbreakable (acapella) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikolatesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard Tower Animation:
https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/
Jul 3, 2016, 6:41 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower in Sayville, Long Island designed for worldwide power transmission, unlimited secure
communications, atmospheric lighting, taking pictures and television was ceased by the U.S. Government, Secret Service and wired
for demolition by the Army on July 4th 1917. The Wardenclyffe Station is now recognized as the original "Radio City". Letters to JP
Morgan (PDF) from 1899 in Colorado Springs to February 1906. Music featuring Michael Jackson in Threatened & Unbreakable
(acapella) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatusfor-utilization.html?view=flipcard
Jul 3, 2016, 6:40 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
#july4th #1917 #2016 #wardenclyffe #tower #wireless #energy #jpmorgan Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower in Sayville, Long

Island designed for worldwide power transmission, unlimited secure communications, atmospheric lighting, taking pictures and
television was ceased by the U.S. Government, Secret Service and wired for demolition by the Army on July 4th 1917. The
Wardenclyffe Station is now recognized as the original "Radio City". Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan (PDF) from 1899 in Colorado
Springs to February 1906. Music featuring Michael Jackson in Threatened & Unbreakable (acapella)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-forutilization.html?view=flipcard Tower Animation:
https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/
Updated Jul 3, 2016, 6:38 PM
Jul 3, 2016, 6:38 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
http://www.popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
July 1st 2016 Submarines Beware: Here Come Tiny Robot Boats Armed With Torpedoes -- This is an old idea that's finally getting
its due. As far back as 1898, celebrated inventor Nikola Tesla talked of the advantages of small, unmanned warships when he
demonstrated a remote-controlled toy boat in New York. Battleships ruled the seas then, but Tesla claimed unmanned torpedo
boats would stop them, with dramatic consequences for warfare. "War will cease to be possible when all the world knows tomorrow
that the most feeble of the nations can supply itself immediately with a weapon which will render its coasts secure and its ports
impregnable to the assaults of the united armadas of the world," "Would make Junk of large ships" ... Tesla told the New York
Herald. Even if he was dead wrong about torpedo-firing robots bringing an end to war, Tesla was right about them changing the
game. http://www.popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
Jul 2, 2016, 6:52 PM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA.
Jul 3, 2016, 12:31 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla's Ambassadors.
http://www.popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
#tesla #birthday #remotecontrol #torpedo #maine #titanic #lucitania July 1st 2016 Submarines Beware: Here Come Tiny Robot
Boats Armed With Torpedoes -- Israel's Seagull drone ship can clear mines without putting sailors in danger. Someday it will hunt
submarines.This is an old idea that's finally getting its due. As far back as 1898, celebrated inventor Nikola Tesla talked of the
advantages of small, unmanned warships when he demonstrated a remote-controlled toy boat in New York. Battleships ruled the
seas then, but Tesla claimed unmanned torpedo boats would stop them, with dramatic consequences for warfare. "War will cease to
be possible when all the world knows tomorrow that the most feeble of the nations can supply itself immediately with a weapon
which will render its coasts secure and its ports impregnable to the assaults of the united armadas of the world," Tesla told the New
York Herald. Even if he was dead wrong about torpedo-firing robots bringing an end to war, Tesla was right about them changing
the game. http://www.popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
Jul 2, 2016, 6:45 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm
#cannabis #marijuna #cannabinoids #weed #grass #pot July 1st 2016 -- Cannabinoids remove plaque-forming Alzheimer's proteins
from brain cells -- ScienceDaily - Scientists have found preliminary evidence that (THC) and other compounds found in marijuana
can promote the cellular removal of amyloid beta, a toxic protein associated with Alzheimer's disease.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm In 2015, the below blog published the function and mode of the
cannabis cure for Alzheimers. The G-Protein receptor in Cannabinoids is responsible for the removal of protein-snippets in the brain.
The cannabinoids are then excreted out of the body with the said proteins. Further, the cure for skin cancer was allegedly invented
by Nikola Tesla using Ozone and Cannabis Oil and other oils. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabinoid_receptor
Updated Jul 2, 2016, 7:03 PM
Jul 2, 2016, 7:03 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm
July 1st 2016 -- Cannabinoids remove plaque-forming Alzheimer's proteins from brain cells -- ScienceDaily - Scientists have found
preliminary evidence that tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and other compounds found in marijuana can promote the cellular removal of
amyloid beta, a toxic protein associated with Alzheimer's disease.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm In 2015, the below blog published the function and mode of the
cannabis cure for Alzheimers. The G-Protein receptor in Cannabinoids is responsible for the uptake of protein-snippets in the brain.

The cannabinoids are then excreted out of the body with the said proteins. Further, the cure for skin cancer was allegedly invented
by Nikola Tesla using Ozone and Cannabis Oil and other oils. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-healthmedical.html?view=flipcard https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabinoid_receptor
Updated Jul 2, 2016, 7:01 PM
Jul 2, 2016, 7:01 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA TRUTH = Superman Behind Our Modern Technology.
http://www.popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
July 1st 2016 Submarines Beware: Here Come Tiny Robot Boats Armed With Torpedoes -- This is an old idea that's finally getting
its due. As far back as 1898, celebrated inventor Nikola Tesla talked of the advantages of small, unmanned warships when he
demonstrated a remote-controlled toy boat in New York. Battleships ruled the seas then, but Tesla claimed unmanned torpedo
boats would stop them, with dramatic consequences for warfare. "War will cease to be possible when all the world knows tomorrow
that the most feeble of the nations can supply itself immediately with a weapon which will render its coasts secure and its ports
impregnable to the assaults of the united armadas of the world," "Would make Junk of large ships" ... Tesla told the New York
Herald. Even if he was dead wrong about torpedo-firing robots bringing an end to war, Tesla was right about them changing the
game. http://www.popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
Jul 2, 2016, 6:50 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
http://www.popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
July 1st 2016 Submarines Beware: Here Come Tiny Robot Boats Armed With Torpedoes -- This is an old idea that's finally getting
its due. As far back as 1898, celebrated inventor Nikola Tesla talked of the advantages of small, unmanned warships when he
demonstrated a remote-controlled toy boat in New York. Battleships ruled the seas then, but Tesla claimed unmanned torpedo
boats would stop them, with dramatic consequences for warfare. "War will cease to be possible when all the world knows tomorrow
that the most feeble of the nations can supply itself immediately with a weapon which will render its coasts secure and its ports
impregnable to the assaults of the united armadas of the world," "Would make Junk of large ships" ... Tesla told the New York
Herald. Even if he was dead wrong about torpedo-firing robots bringing an end to war, Tesla was right about them changing the
game. http://www.popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
Jul 2, 2016, 6:51 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Tech, Infinite Energy and Weird Science!
Jul 2, 2016, 6:49 PM
Chris Edwards
http://www.popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
#tesla #birthday #remotecontrol #torpedo #maine #titanic #lucitania July 1st 2016 Submarines Beware: Here Come Tiny Robot
Boats Armed With Torpedoes -- This is an old idea that's finally getting its due. Earlier than 1898, inventor Nikola Tesla talked of the
advantages of small, unmanned warships when he demonstrated a remote-controlled toy boat in New York. Battleships ruled the
seas then, but Tesla claimed unmanned torpedo boats would stop them, with dramatic consequences for warfare. "War will cease to
be possible when all the world knows tomorrow that the most feeble of the nations can supply itself immediately with a weapon
which will render its coasts secure and its ports impregnable to the assaults of the united armadas of the world," ... "Would make
Junk of large ships" ... Tesla told the New York Herald. Even if he was dead wrong about torpedo-firing robots bringing an end to
war, Tesla was right about them changing the game. http://www.popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagullisrael-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
Updated Jul 2, 2016, 6:47 PM
Jul 2, 2016, 6:47 PM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
http://www.popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-drone-ship/
#tesla #birthday #remotecontrol #torpedo #maine #titanic #lucitania July 1st 2016 Submarines Beware: Here Come Tiny Robot
Boats Armed With Torpedoes -- This is an old idea that's finally getting its due. As far back as 1898, celebrated inventor Nikola
Tesla talked of the advantages of small, unmanned warships when he demonstrated a remote-controlled toy boat in New York.
Battleships ruled the seas then, but Tesla claimed unmanned torpedo boats would stop them, with dramatic consequences for
warfare. "War will cease to be possible when all the world knows tomorrow that the most feeble of the nations can supply itself
immediately with a weapon which will render its coasts secure and its ports impregnable to the assaults of the united armadas of the
world," Tesla told the New York Herald. Even if he was dead wrong about torpedo-firing robots bringing an end to war, Tesla was
right about them changing the game. http://www.popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-antisubmarine-drone-ship/

Jul 2, 2016, 6:46 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Teslin toranj.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. From investigations of Tesla's patents and
writings; here is a good modern analysis. The tower acts as an electro-static generator using energy derived from the hydro system
and/or density/ocean mass engine designed below the tower. Under the tower was built into the Long Island aquifer and to the
Atlantic Ocean. Some allege that the Wardenclyffe tower needed an external generator. The latest documentary called "Tesla's
Niagara" admitted Wardenclyffe was to be installed there in 1895 to send negative ions to the atmosphere for reception using a
distant "radiant energy receiver" of 1901. Tesla describes both methods of low frequency radio frequency pressure waves in the
ether from tuned coils or long underground tubes used for radio communications. A wave complex including the concentric sound
waves and what he describes as "standing longitudinal surface waves" (scalar) in a nodal system of towers used for power. Tesla's
remote control and logic gates patents provide for analog or digital "multiplexing" of waves for signal security. In the final version, the
1000 cupola bulbs provide the high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications to your solar wallpaper or to a solar panel. One method
using the special half-sphere vacuum tube bulbs that were to be added to the outside of the copula allows for taking pictures of a
distant location or taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency UV. Think Kodak Instamatic. The
electrical oscillations use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold temperature gasses contained in or
below the tower in the spiral staircase. Since the Earth is a conductor of electricity, the system would be reversible in order to create
artificial lightning. Lightning containing it's voltage, speed and it's striking the earth. Ozone is created at ground level. The electrical
waves and sound waves created run in "concentric waves". Continuing... It has been proposed that a cold temperature method used
in "Nuclear" power plants is possible. The electrical pressures created in his system automatically create and accumulate the
superconductive gasses or liquids, Argon, Xenon, Krypton, H3, O3, N3 ... from the interaction of radioactive matter, neutrons, high
pressure and sea-water. This accumulation of gasses causes a further collapse of the temperature and increases the magnifying
transmission. (Keeping in mind that Westinghouse still makes "Nuke" plants. These plants officially create superconductive gasses
like Krypton). Further, artificial negative ion generators on "aircraft" can create "chemtrails" (artificial electrified clouds) to generate
pathways for Tesla's ascribed "cloudborn electric wavelets" for reception at distant locations. Tesla's last communications with his
co-designer Stanford White, was regarding the spark-gap, plasma containment mechanism within the tower structure. The tower
was built into solid granite in order to "ring the earth like a bell". Granite uniquely makes sounds when under stress or vibration. Both
the receiving devices and sending device will exhibit "negative resistance". The addition of capacity and reduction of resistance to or
near zero allows for the system to reach infinite power.)
http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ --- Wardenclyffe Tower Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html --- Wardenclyffe Test of 1903: June 15, 1903
the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the witnesses of multicolored lightning made by
Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was
full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as) ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
Jun 28, 2016, 2:24 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla and Friends.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. The tower appears to be building electrostatic
capacity from energy received from the hydro system and/or density/ocean mass engine designed below the tower. It also appears
to be sending negative ions to the atmosphere for reception using a distant radiant energy receiver. Its also creating low frequency
radio frequency pressure waves in the ether from tuned coils or long underground tubes used for radio communications, standing
longitudinal surface waves in a nodal system of towers used for power and multiplexing of waves for signal security. In the final
version, the 1000 cupola bulbs provide the high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications to your solar wallpaper or to a solar panel.
One method using the special half-sphere vacuum tube bulbs that were to be added to the outside of the copula allows for taking
pictures of a distant location or taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency UV. Think Kodak
Instamatic. The electrical oscillations use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold temperature gasses
contained in or below the tower in the spiral staircase. Continuing... It has been proposed that a cold temperature method used in
"Nuclear" power plants is possible. The electrical pressures created in his system automatically create and accumulate the
superconductive gasses or liquids, Argon, Xenon, Krypton, H3, O3, N3 ... from the interaction of radioactive matter, neutrons, high
pressure and sea-water. This accumulation of gasses causes a further collapse of the temperature and increases the magnifying
transmission. (Keeping in mind that Westinghouse still makes "Nuke" plants. These plants officially create superconductive gasses
like Krypton). Further, artificial negative ion generators on "aircraft" can create "chemtrails" (artificial electrified clouds) to generate
pathways for Tesla's ascribed "cloudborn electric wavelets" for reception at distant locations. Tesla's last communications with his
co-designer Stanford White, was regarding the spark-gap, plasma containment mechanism within the tower structure)

http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ --- Wardenclyffe Tower Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html --- Wardenclyffe Test of 1903: June 15, 1903
the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the witnesses of multicolored lightning made by
Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was
full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as) ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
Jun 22, 2016, 9:03 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Free Energy Can Change The WorLd !
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. The tower appears to be building electrostatic
capacity from energy received from the hydro system and/or density/ocean mass engine designed below the tower. It also appears
to be sending negative ions to the atmosphere for reception using a distant radiant energy receiver. Its also creating low frequency
radio frequency pressure waves in the ether from tuned coils or long underground tubes used for radio communications, standing
longitudinal surface waves in a nodal system of towers used for power and multiplexing of waves for signal security. In the final
version, the 1000 cupola bulbs provide the high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications to your solar wallpaper or to a solar panel.
One method using the special half-sphere vacuum tube bulbs that were to be added to the outside of the copula allows for taking
pictures of a distant location or taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency UV. Think Kodak
Instamatic. The electrical oscillations use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold temperature gasses
contained in or below the tower in the spiral staircase. Continuing... It has been proposed that a cold temperature method used in
"Nuclear" power plants is possible. The electrical pressures created in his system automatically create and accumulate the
superconductive gasses or liquids, Argon, Xenon, Krypton, H3, O3, N3 ... from the interaction of radioactive matter, neutrons, high
pressure and sea-water. This accumulation of gasses causes a further collapse of the temperature and increases the magnifying
transmission. (Keeping in mind that Westinghouse still makes "Nuke" plants. These plants officially create superconductive gasses
like Krypton). Further, artificial negative ion generators on "aircraft" can create "chemtrails" (artificial electrified clouds) to generate
pathways for Tesla's ascribed "cloudborn electric wavelets" for reception at distant locations. Tesla's last communications with his
co-designer Stanford White, was regarding the spark-gap, plasma containment mechanism within the tower structure)
http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ --- Wardenclyffe Tower Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html --- Wardenclyffe Test of 1903: June 15, 1903
the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the witnesses of multicolored lightning made by
Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was
full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as) ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
Jun 22, 2016, 9:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla 1901 Solar, Radiant Energy, Cosmic Ray Patent.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. The tower appears to be building electrostatic
capacity from energy received from the hydro system and/or density/ocean mass engine designed below the tower. It also appears
to be sending negative ions to the atmosphere for reception using a distant "radiant energy receiver" of 1901. Its also creating low
frequency radio frequency pressure waves in the ether from tuned coils or long underground tubes used for radio communications,
standing longitudinal surface waves in a nodal system of towers used for power and multiplexing of waves for signal security. In the
final version, the 1000 cupola bulbs provide the high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications to your solar wallpaper or to a solar
panel. One method using the special half-sphere vacuum tube bulbs that were to be added to the outside of the copula allows for
taking pictures of a distant location or taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency UV. Think Kodak
Instamatic. The electrical oscillations use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold temperature gasses
contained in or below the tower in the spiral staircase. Continuing... It has been proposed that a cold temperature method used in
"Nuclear" power plants is possible. The electrical pressures created in his system automatically create and accumulate the
superconductive gasses or liquids, Argon, Xenon, Krypton, H3, O3, N3 ... from the interaction of radioactive matter, neutrons, high
pressure and sea-water. This accumulation of gasses causes a further collapse of the temperature and increases the magnifying
transmission. (Keeping in mind that Westinghouse still makes "Nuke" plants. These plants officially create superconductive gasses
like Krypton). Further, artificial negative ion generators on "aircraft" can create "chemtrails" (artificial electrified clouds) to generate
pathways for Tesla's ascribed "cloudborn electric wavelets" for reception at distant locations. Tesla's last communications with his
co-designer Stanford White, was regarding the spark-gap, plasma containment mechanism within the tower structure)
http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ --- Wardenclyffe Tower Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html --- Wardenclyffe Test of 1903: June 15, 1903
the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the witnesses of multicolored lightning made by

Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was
full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as) ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
Jun 23, 2016, 1:08 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. The tower appears to be building electrostatic
capacity from energy received from the hydro system and/or density/ocean mass engine designed below the tower. It also appears
to be sending negative ions to the atmosphere for reception using a distant radiant energy receiver. Its also creating low frequency
radio frequency pressure waves in the ether from tuned coils or long underground tubes used for radio communications, standing
longitudinal surface waves in a nodal system of towers used for power and multiplexing of waves for signal security. In the final
version, the 1000 cupola bulbs provide the high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications to your solar wallpaper or to a solar panel.
One method using the special half-sphere vacuum tube bulbs that were to be added to the outside of the copula allows for taking
pictures of a distant location or taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency UV. Think Kodak
Instamatic. The electrical oscillations use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold temperature gasses
contained in or below the tower in the spiral staircase. Continuing... It has been proposed that a cold temperature method used in
"Nuclear" power plants is possible. The electrical pressures created in his system automatically create and accumulate the
superconductive gasses or liquids, Argon, Xenon, Krypton, H3, O3, N3 ... from the interaction of radioactive matter, neutrons, high
pressure and sea-water. This accumulation of gasses causes a further collapse of the temperature and increases the magnifying
transmission. (Keeping in mind that Westinghouse still makes "Nuke" plants. These plants officially create superconductive gasses
like Krypton). Further, artificial negative ion generators on "aircraft" can create "chemtrails" (artificial electrified clouds) to generate
pathways for Tesla's ascribed "cloudborn electric wavelets" for reception at distant locations. Tesla's last communications with his
co-designer Stanford White, was regarding the spark-gap, plasma containment mechanism within the tower structure)
http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ --- Wardenclyffe Tower Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html --- Wardenclyffe Test of 1903: June 15, 1903
the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the witnesses of multicolored lightning made by
Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was
full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as) ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
Jun 22, 2016, 9:04 PM
Chris Edwards posted in TESLA TRUTH = Superman Behind Our Modern Technology.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. The tower appears to be building electrostatic
capacity from energy received from the hydro system and density engine designed below the tower. It also appears to be sending
negative ions to the atmosphere for reception using a distant radiant energy receiver. Its also creating radio pressure waves in the
ether for radio based communications and high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications with your solar wallpaper or solar panel. One
method allows for taking pictures of a distant location or taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency
UV. Think Kodak Instamatic. The electrical oscillations use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold
temperature gasses below the tower.)
http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Wardenclyffe Tower Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jun 21, 2016, 4:35 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. The tower appears to be building electrostatic
capacity from energy received from the hydro system and/or density/ocean mass engine designed below the tower. It also appears
to be sending negative ions to the atmosphere for reception using a distant radiant energy receiver. Its also creating radio pressure
waves in the ether for radio based communications and high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications with your solar wallpaper or
solar panel. One method using the special half-sphere bulbs that were to be added to the outside of the copula allows for taking
pictures of a distant location or taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency UV. Think Kodak
Instamatic. The electrical oscillations use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold temperature gasses
contained in or below the tower in the spiral staircase. Continuing... It has been proposed that a cold temperature method used in
"Nuclear" power plants is possible. The electrical pressures created in his system automatically create and accumulate the
superconductive gasses, Argon, Xenon, Krypton from Sea-Water. This accumulation of gasses causes a further collapse of the
temperature and increases the magnifying transmission. (Keeping in mind that Westinghouse still makes "Nuke" plants. These
plants officially create superconductive gasses like Krypton). Further, artificial negative ion generators on "aircraft" can create

"chemtrails" (artificial electrified clouds) to generate pathways for Tesla's ascribed "cloud-bourne wavelets" for reception at distant
locations). http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Wardenclyffe Tower
Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jun 21, 2016, 5:21 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA » L'ENERGIA CHE NON CONOSCI.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. The tower appears to be building electrostatic
capacity from energy received from the hydro system and density engine designed below the tower. It also appears to be sending
negative ions to the atmosphere for reception using a distant radiant energy receiver. Its also creating radio pressure waves in the
ether for radio based communications and high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications with your solar wallpaper or solar panel. One
method allows for taking pictures of a distant location or taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency
UV. Think Kodak Instamatic. The electrical oscillations use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold
temperature gasses below the tower.)
http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Wardenclyffe Tower Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jun 21, 2016, 4:34 AM
Chris Edwards posted in NIKOLA TESLA.
Jun 21, 2016, 5:22 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Fan Club.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. The tower appears to be building electrostatic
capacity from energy received from the hydro system and density engine designed below the tower. It also appears to be sending
negative ions to the atmosphere for reception using a distant radiant energy receiver. Its also creating radio pressure waves in the
ether for radio based communications and high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications with your solar wallpaper or solar panel. One
method allows for taking pictures of a distant location or taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency
UV. Think Kodak Instamatic. The electrical oscillations use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold
temperature gasses below the tower)
http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Wardenclyffe Tower Blog:
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jun 21, 2016, 4:37 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla Australia.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. The tower appears to be building electrostatic
capacity from energy received from the hydro system and density engine designed below the tower. It also appears to be sending
negative ions to the atmosphere for reception using a distant radiant energy receiver. Its also creating radio pressure waves in the
ether for radio based communications and high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications with your solar wallpaper or solar panel. One
method allows for taking pictures of a distant location or taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency
UV. The electrical oscillations use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold temperature gasses below
the tower.) http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Wardenclyffe Tower
Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jun 21, 2016, 4:33 AM
Chris Edwards posted in The Tesla Society (UK).
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. The tower appears to be building electrostatic
capacity from energy received from the hydro system and density engine designed below the tower. It also appears to be sending
negative ions to the atmosphere for reception using a distant radiant energy receiver. Its also creating radio pressure waves in the
ether for radio based communications and high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications with your solar wallpaper or solar panel. One
method allows for taking pictures of a distant location or taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency
UV. The electrical oscillations use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold temperature gasses below
the tower.) http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Wardenclyffe Tower
Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jun 21, 2016, 4:29 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Tech, Infinite Energy and Weird Science!
Jun 21, 2016, 4:27 AM
Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. The tower appears to be building electrostatic
capacity from energy received from the hydro system and density engine designed below the tower. It also appears to be sending

negative ions to the atmosphere for reception using a distant radiant energy receiver. Its also creating radio pressure waves in the
ether for radio based communications and high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications with your solar wallpaper or solar panel. One
method allows for taking pictures of a distant location or taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency
UV. The electrical oscillations use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold temperature gasses below
the tower.) http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ Wardenclyffe Tower
Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
Jun 21, 2016, 4:16 AM
Click for video:

Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. From investigations of Tesla's patents and
writings; here is a good modern analysis. The tower acts as an Inductive Impulse DC electro-static generator using external hydro
electric energy derived from the Long Island aquifer/Long Island Sound, and also connected to the Atlantic Ocean. This writer
alleges the Tower is to be placed at a point where "Reactive Currents" are generated naturally in A/C systems. The latest
documentary called "Tesla's Niagara" admitted Wardenclyffe was to be installed there in 1895 to (strip) and send negative ions, a
method later described by John G Trump at MIT, to the upper atmosphere creating inductive conducting pathways for reception
using a distant "radiant energy receiver" of 1901. While the positive electrons are sent through the Earth and/or (down) A/C power
lines. Also see Tesla's "Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy" for utilising natural Earth/Atmosphere electric currents. Also
see specialized monopolar, Uranium glass, gassless, phosphorescent light bulbs that naturally create positive and negative electron
pathways. Tesla describes methods of power and communication that use ULF radio frequency, Quadrupole tuned coils like an A/C
motor and by using what scientists now call the "Skywave". A wave complex including the concentric sound waves and what he
describes as "standing longitudinal surface waves" (scalar) in a nodal system of towers used for power. Tesla's remote control and
logic gates patents provide for analog or digital "multiplexing" of waves for signal security. In the final version, the 1000 cupola bulbs
provide the high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications to your solar wallpaper or to a solar panel. One method using the special
half-sphere vacuum tube bulbs that were to be added to the outside of the copula allows for taking pictures of a distant location or
taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency UV. Think Kodak Instamatic. The electrical oscillations
use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold temperature gasses contained in or below the tower in the
spiral staircase. Since the Earth is a conductor of electricity, the system would be reversible in order to create artificial lightning.
Lightning containing it's voltage, speed and it's striking the earth. Ozone is created at ground level. The electrical waves and sound
waves created run in "concentric waves". Continuing... It has been proposed that a cold temperature method used at CERN and
gasses manufactured in "Nuclear" power plants is possible. The electrical pressures created in his system automatically create and
accumulate the superconductive gasses or liquids, Argon, Xenon, Krypton, H3, O3, N3 ... from the interaction of radioactive matter,
neutrons, high pressure and sea-water. This accumulation of gasses causes a further collapse of the temperature and increases the
magnifying transmission. (Keeping in mind that Westinghouse still makes "Nuke" plants. These plants officially create
superconductive gasses like Krypton). Further, artificial negative ion generators on "aircraft" can create "chemtrails" (artificial
electrified clouds) to generate pathways for Tesla's ascribed "cloudborn electric wavelets" for reception at distant locations. Tesla's
last communications with his co-designer Stanford White, was regarding the spark-gap, plasma containment mechanism within the
tower structure. The Cupola was to house the adjustable "Magnifying Transmitter" reportedly in 1920, a powerful UV generator. The
tower was built into solid granite in order to "ring the earth like a bell". Granite uniquely makes sounds when under stress or
vibration. Both the receiving devices and sending device will exhibit "negative resistance" found in A/C systems and some
piezo+electric material's. The addition of capacity and reduction of resistance to or near zero allows for the system to reach infinite
power.) http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ --- Wardenclyffe Tower
Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html --- Wardenclyffe Test of 1903: June 15,
1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the witnesses of multicolored lightning
made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along NY, Night suddenly turned to day.
Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as) ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles
away" http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc (Tesla indicated his system would be quiet, invisible and not dangerous)
Chris EdwardsExclusive Interview: March 12th 1995 -- Art Bell radio interviews the former president of the International Tesla
Society http://youtube.com/watch?v=SIeJSxbw2z0
Jun 15, 2016, 12:08 AM
Chris EdwardsJune 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the witnesses of
multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along NY, Night

suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as) ghosts.
Thunder heard 25 miles away" http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
Jun 21, 2016, 6:05 PM
Noel Puch
Oct 23, 2016, 11:26 AM
Elvir MamukicNice but dreadful current.
May 14, 2017, 3:15 AM
Chris EdwardsReactive Currents in A/C systems ... Stationary Waves ... by Charles Steinmetz, Scientific American 1916
https://books.google.com/books?
id=aH9FAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA64&lpg=PA64&dq=reactive+currents+stationary+waves+charles+steinmetz+1916
Oct 14, 2017, 1:53 PM
Chris EdwardsNov 30 2017 Negative (resistance) piezoelectric effect is not so rare after all https://m.phys.org/news/2017-11negative-piezoelectric-effect-rare.html
Dec 1, 2017, 6:06 PM
Chris EdwardsDec 1st 2017 Uranium (phenomena) to replace plastic? Chemistry breakthrough could pave the way for new
materials https://m.phys.org/news/2017-12-uranium-plastic-chemistry-breakthrough-pave.html
Dec 1, 2017, 6:35 PM
The tower was never completed nor activated.
Dec 1, 2017, 8:47 PM
Splendid:,Thanks!!
Feb 25, 2018, 7:26 AM
Chris EdwardsJune 4th 2018 Harnessing Atmospheric electricity https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9OfiwuV1Uk
Aug 7, 2018, 9:51 PM
Chris EdwardsJuly 25th 2018 This method to theoretically improve solar conversion efficiency to 60% uses a high intensity UV laser
to create "Charge Funnels". The goal of the high tension, high frenquency UV generator to be located in the Wardenclyffe Capula,
was to create an "Artificial Wire" between the Ionosphere and Ground called a "Charge Funnel".
https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2018/07/breakthrough-could-triple-the-energy-collected-by-solar-to-60-efficiency.html -- August 7th
2018 Scientists create UV detector based on nanocrystals synthesized via ion implantation https://nanowerk.com/nanotechnologynews2/newsid=50843.php -- Wardenclyffe Tower Animation by Tesla Leaks
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ -- More on Wardenclyffe at
http://TeslaLeaks.com
Aug 8, 2018, 10:10 PM
Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. From investigations of Tesla's patents and
writings; here is a good modern analysis. The tower acts as an Inductive Impulse DC electro-static generator using external hydro
electric energy derived from the Long Island aquifer/Long Island Sound, and also connected to the Atlantic Ocean. This writer
alleges the Tower is to be placed at a point where "Reactive Currents" are generated naturally in A/C systems. The latest
documentary called "Tesla's Niagara" admitted Wardenclyffe was to be installed there in 1895 to (strip) and send negative ions, a
method later described by John G Trump at MIT, to the upper atmosphere creating inductive conducting pathways for reception
using a distant "radiant energy receiver" of 1901. While the positive electrons are sent through the Earth and/or (down) A/C power
lines. Also see Tesla's "Apparatus for the utilization of radiant energy" for utilising natural Earth/Atmosphere electric currents. Also
see specialized monopolar, Uranium glass, gassless, phosphorescent light bulbs that naturally create positive and negative electron
pathways. Tesla describes methods of power and communication that use ULF radio frequency, Quadrupole tuned coils like an A/C
motor and by using what scientists now call the "Skywave". A wave complex including the concentric sound waves and what he
describes as "standing longitudinal surface waves" (scalar) in a nodal system of towers used for power. Tesla's remote control and
logic gates patents provide for analog or digital "multiplexing" of waves for signal security. In the final version, the 1000 cupola bulbs
provide the high frequency UV for Li-Fi communications to your solar wallpaper or to a solar panel. One method using the special
half-sphere vacuum tube bulbs that were to be added to the outside of the copula allows for taking pictures of a distant location or
taking pictures of the atmosphere near the tower using the high-frequency UV. Think Kodak Instamatic. The electrical oscillations
use a method of magnifying transmission using superconductivity of cold temperature gasses contained in or below the tower in the
spiral staircase. Since the Earth is a conductor of electricity, the system would be reversible in order to create artificial lightning.
Lightning containing it's voltage, speed and it's striking the earth. Ozone is created at ground level. The electrical waves and sound
waves created run in "concentric waves". Continuing... It has been proposed that a cold temperature method used at CERN and
gasses manufactured in "Nuclear" power plants is possible. The electrical pressures created in his system automatically create and

accumulate the superconductive gasses or liquids, Argon, Xenon, Krypton, H3, O3, N3 ... from the interaction of radioactive matter,
neutrons, high pressure and sea-water. This accumulation of gasses causes a further collapse of the temperature and increases the
magnifying transmission. (Keeping in mind that Westinghouse still makes "Nuke" plants. These plants officially create
superconductive gasses like Krypton). Further, artificial negative ion generators on "aircraft" can create "chemtrails" (artificial
electrified clouds) to generate pathways for Tesla's ascribed "cloudborn electric wavelets" for reception at distant locations. Tesla's
last communications with his co-designer Stanford White, was regarding the spark-gap, plasma containment mechanism within the
tower structure. The Cupola was to house the adjustable "Magnifying Transmitter" reportedly in 1920, a powerful UV generator. The
tower was built into solid granite in order to "ring the earth like a bell". Granite uniquely makes sounds when under stress or
vibration. Both the receiving devices and sending device will exhibit "negative resistance" found in A/C systems and some
piezo+electric material's. The addition of capacity and reduction of resistance to or near zero allows for the system to reach infinite
power.) http://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/ --- Wardenclyffe Tower
Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html --- Wardenclyffe Test of 1903: June 15,
1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the witnesses of multicolored lightning
made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along NY, Night suddenly turned to day.
Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious shine or glow. They seemed to be (as) ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles
away" http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc (Tesla indicated his system would be quiet, invisible and not dangerous)
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http://www.google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1
#wardenclyffe #tower #wave #tidal #ocean #nikola #tesla One question has not been answered on how Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower
was generating it's energy for it's magnifying transmission of power, radio, tv and pictures... without the tower needing external
power generators as the Discovery Channel below alleges --- Tesla's Turbine, Fluid Dynamics & Reciprocating Engine patents are
referred to by:-- The DENSITY ENGINE is a method and apparatus which produces power by releasing dissolved air from rising
water. The buoyancy of the progressively released air imparts potential and/or kinetic energy to the water which raises the water
with increasing force. The energy of the raised water can propel a ship or pump water or the energy can be converted by turbines
and alternators into electricity. The electricity in turn can be used to produce combustible gas or artificial gasoline to propel vehicles
and aircraft. http://www.google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 http://phys.org/news/2016-06-xenon-oxides-clues-paradox.html
(Krypton, Xenon, Tritium, H3/O3/N3 and Transmutation are officially manufactured in "Nuclear Power Plants" and under high
pressures, allegedly under Wardenclyffe) -- Another referring patent to the above patent is a "Method of recovering energy from
ocean water" was filed 2 weeks before George HW Bush's famous the "New World Order" speech to the UN on September 11th
1990. http://www.google.com.na/patents/US5009069 -- Another referring patent # US6666024 - Method and apparatus for
generating energy using pressure from OCEAN MASS http://www.google.ch/patents/US6666024 -- A fluid, for example, air, is
subjected to a high pressure while in a high pressure inducing vessel (101). The high pressure is due to a large mass, such as the
ocean. The fluid is then cooled and directed into a depressurized vessel (107), such as a pressure hull, which is at a relatively lower
pressure. With this change in pressure, the fluid expands. This expansion is used to generate work/energy using a work producing
machine (108), for example, a turbine. Energy from the work producing machine is converted to electricity using a generator (111).
The fluid is collected from the work producing machine and again subjected to the high pressure and low pressure to generate
additional electricity. --(Nikola Tesla picked Shoreham Long Island for reasons such as the Long Island Aquifer under Wardenclyffe,
in the stairwell, has the most moving water in it than anywhere else except Niagara Falls. The Long Island Sound next to Shoreham,
rises and falls 7-9 feet per day, acting more as a large mass pump like the above patent, than a simple wave generator or tidal
energy.) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMslL1KuUHI
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http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-defense-congress-idUSKCN0Z0234
#orlando #shooting #hoax #scam #ndaa #defense #bill June 14th 2016 - US Senate passes $602 billion defense authorization bill.
While you were watching TV, the U.S. Senate passes the 2016 National Defense Authorization Bill (Defense bill). This is the bill that
deems everyone in the world is a terrorist, provides for assassinations of anyone for any reason, indefinite detention and declares
the whole world a battlefield. Even if you're hiding in your basement. As of today, there is no main stream media covering this
defense bill. Ask yourself, why not? Why am I the one to have to tell you this is happening, while you're busy watching dancing with
the stars?? Later this afternoon, they also went ahead and passed the Net Neutrality Act of 2016. http://www.reuters.com/article/ususa-defense-congress-idUSKCN0Z0234
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http://www.sbnation.com/lookit/2016/4/8/11395354/john-kasich-wants-to-make-the-day-after-the-super-bowl-a-holiday
#superbowl #hoax #scam #cleanpowerplan #energybill #nationalpark John Kasich wants to make the day after the Super Bowl a
national holiday - That's because last year during the Super Bowl, during Super Bowl weekend they blocked the Senate Energy Bill,
on Monday after the Super Bowl, Obama created another National Park who's space was going to be used for renewable energy
programs. On Tuesday, they blocked the Clean Power Plan. I hope you enjoyed the Super Bowl and your $20/gal gasoline, after the
$5.3T in subsidies is given to oil, gas and coal companies each year. http://www.sbnation.com/lookit/2016/4/8/11395354/johnkasich-wants-to-make-the-day-after-the-super-bowl-a-holiday
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ThinkProgressThe Second-Largest City In The U.S. Is On The Verge Of Being 100 Percent
Renewablehttp://thinkprogress.org/climate/2016/06/10/3786420/los-angeles-to-go-renewable/
Nancy Pelosi claims the Government created the Cell Phone! Yet ... Nikola Tesla's demonstrated Radio on March 1st 1893 -- Tesla
patented 40 Condensers and Flow batteries from 1894-1900 -- Tesla defined Multi-plexing Security and Remote Control by 1898 -Radar and GPS via Triangulation in 1899 in Colorado Springs -- Patented Logic gates in 1897 and 1901 leading to digital software
and hardware -- Patented LED in 1897 with the button lamp and ruby laser -- Wireless charging by 1901 -- A TV machine, in
Windows, and a Non-tape recording device by 1933. In Tesla FBI File, he investigated techniques in purifying metals and free
worldwide wireless energy.
http://sports.yahoo.com/news/house-minority-leader-nancy-pelosi-195335837.html
In a 1926 interview for Collier's Magazine, Tesla spoke very clearly about the power of wireless technology in relation to
communication across the globe from a device that could fit in our "vest pockets:" Here is the incredible text from the interview:
"When wireless is perfectly applied the whole earth will be converted into a huge brain, which in fact it is, all things being particles of
a real and rhythmic whole. We shall be able to communicate with one another instantly, irrespective of distance. Not only this, but
through television and telephony we shall see and hear one another as perfectly as though we were face to face, despite intervening
distances of thousands of miles; and the instruments through which we shall be able to do his will be amazingly simple compared
with our present telephone. A man will be able to carry one in his vest pocket.
When the wireless transmission of power is made commercial, transport and transmission will be revolutionized. Already motion
pictures have been transmitted by wireless over a short distance. Later the distance will be illimitable, and by later I mean only a few
years hence. Pictures are transmitted over wires--they were telegraphed successfully through the point system thirty years ago.
When wireless transmission of power becomes general, these methods will be as crude as is the steam locomotive compared with
the electric train."
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http://sports.yahoo.com/news/house-minority-leader-nancy-pelosi-195335837.html
#nancy #pelosi #government #iphone #cell #phone Nancy Pelosi claims the Government created the Cell Phone! Yet ... Nikola
Tesla's demonstrated Radio on March 1st 1893 -- Tesla patented 40 Condensers and Flow batteries from 1894-1900 -- Tesla
defined Multi-plexing Security and Remote Control by 1898 -- Radar and GPS via Triangulation in 1899 in Colorado Springs -Patented Logic gates in 1897 and 1901 leading to digital software and hardware -- Patented LED in 1897 with the button lamp and
ruby laser with radiant energy in 1901 -- Wireless charging by 1901 -- A TV machine, in Windows, and a Non-tape recording device
by 1933. In Tesla FBI File, he investigated techniques in purifying metals and free worldwide wireless energy.
http://sports.yahoo.com/news/house-minority-leader-nancy-pelosi-195335837.html
In a 1926 interview for Collier's Magazine, Tesla spoke very clearly about the power of wireless technology in relation to
communication across the globe from a device that could fit in our "vest pockets:" Here is the incredible text from the interview:
"When wireless is perfectly applied the whole earth will be converted into a huge brain, which in fact it is, all things being particles of

a real and rhythmic whole. We shall be able to communicate with one another instantly, irrespective of distance. Not only this, but
through television and telephony we shall see and hear one another as perfectly as though we were face to face, despite intervening
distances of thousands of miles; and the instruments through which we shall be able to do his will be amazingly simple compared
with our present telephone. A man will be able to carry one in his vest pocket.
When the wireless transmission of power is made commercial, transport and transmission will be revolutionized. Already motion
pictures have been transmitted by wireless over a short distance. Later the distance will be illimitable, and by later I mean only a few
years hence. Pictures are transmitted over wires--they were telegraphed successfully through the point system thirty years ago.
When wireless transmission of power becomes general, these methods will be as crude as is the steam locomotive compared with
the electric train."
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http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2016/06/10/3786420/los-angeles-to-go-renewable/
#nikolatesla #vs #thomasedison If Los Angeles was born of Thomas Edison's inventions, like his patent for a pyro-electric generator
for coal power plants, then there would be over 50 coal plants just in Los Angeles. Using Edisons/GE's Direct Current power system,
instead of Nikola Tesla's vastly more efficient Alternating Currents power system of generators, transformers, motors, trolly's, trains,
elevators and even washing machines, like we use today, Los Angeles would only be able to power light bulbs. Since the very
inefficient Edison incandescent bulb wasn't banned in 1897 and the ban was extended until 2018, like Tesla predicted, to be
replaced with Tesla's high pressure neon lights, his arc lights or his led lights, then you've wasted the last 119 years with junk
incandescent light bulbs. Today, movie studio's use Tesla's high pressure gas lamps. The Edison movie camera was not new or
unique, since others were patenting similar devices, but Edison's Grammaphone of 1877, also neither new or unique, was officially
used to tap your phones at the phone company and record your voice onto a plastic record. Today, we use the Tesla "non-tape
recording device" which is the modern computer hard drive that uses a high speed Tesla turbine and digital logic gates. Nikola Tesla
patented logic gates in 1897 and later his disc turbine in 1909. By 1933, Nikola Tesla reported in the Charleston Daily Mail on
"photographing thoughts" which is the pre-cursor to both Tesla's aura camera, photographic techniques like the Kodak instamatic, a
TV machine, the human eye and what he says would be displayed "in a window on a screen". This is the pre-cursor to Microsoft
Windows, NT. Bill Gates says the "NT" means "new technology", I think it means "Nikola Tesla". In 1896, after Tesla's Niagara Falls
opened, Edison promised Tesla that he would have the government ban hydro power and AC power. Then Edison proceeded to
electrocute animals in public view in order to demonize Tesla's AC power as "dangerous". Fortunately, Edison was electrocuting
animals and later people using the later GE patents for AC power and not Tesla's patents for AC power. Today, the Hoover Dam
provides Los Angeles with 20% of their water. Without that water and energy from the Hoover Dam, Las Vegas wouldn't exist. That's
besides the fact that Niagara Falls was supposed to have a Wardenclyffe Tower installed near the falls to broadcast the energy
wireless to New York. By 1905, a letter to JP Morgan from Tesla reveals that if Wardenclyffe would have been installed at Niagara at
the beginning, it would have been operational "by now" by 1905. By about 1910, Edison teamed up with Ford to destroy the electric
car using their patents in plastic moldings and gas power. Google "who killed the electric car". Today, the only and best electric car
from Tesla Motors uses the 97% efficient Tesla AC induction motor and it also uses one of the 40+ condenser and flow battery
technologies that Tesla patented in the 1890's. Continuing from the top, Tesla patented a pyro-magnetic electric generator used in
all modern heat pumps, geothermal stations, and in the future, the more efficient magnetic refrigerators.
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2016/06/10/3786420/los-angeles-to-go-renewable/
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ThinkProgressThe Second-Largest City In The U.S. Is On The Verge Of Being 100 Percent
Renewablehttp://thinkprogress.org/climate/2016/06/10/3786420/los-angeles-to-go-renewable/
If Los Angeles was born of Thomas Edison's inventions, like a pyro-electric generator for coal power plants, then there would be
over 50 coal plants just in Los Angeles. Using Edisons/GE's DC power system, instead of Nikola Tesla's vastly more efficient AC
power system, like we use today, Los Angeles would only be able to power light bulbs. Since the very inefficient Edision
incandecent bulb wasn't banned in 1897, like Tesla predicted, to be replaced with Tesla's neon lights, arc lights or led lights, then
you've wasted the last 119 years with junk light bulbs. The Edison movie camera was not new or unique, but Edison's
Grammaphone of 1877, neither new or unique, was used to tap your phones at the phone company and record your voice onto a
plastic record. In 1896, after Tesla's Niagara Falls opened, Edison promised Tesla that he would have the government ban hydro
power and AC power. Today, the Hoover Dam provides Los Angeles with 20% of their water. By 1910, Edison teamed up with Ford

to destroy the electric car. Google "who killed the electric car". Today, the only and best electric car uses Nikola Tesla's AC
induction motor and also uses one of the 40+ battery technologies that Nikola Tesla patented in the 1890's.
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KinjaNew Board Game Pits Tesla Against Edison, History's Greatest Underdoghttp://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/new-board-gamepits-tesla-against-edison-historys-grea-1692612232
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South China Morning PostWireless rail is on track as China seeks to develop world-first power
systemhttp://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-first-power
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